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To
The Founders, Architects and Builders

Of
Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow

Of
The Field “Isotope Geochemistry”



Endorsement from Prof. Gerald J. Wasserburg

“Environmental Science is concerned with chemical compounds
that effect the well being of society-where they come from, how they
are transported & where they are deposited. Isotopic geochemistry
plays a key role in deciphering this code. The approaches given in this
“Hand Book” give a clear view of answers, potential answers &
approaches in this field.”

G.J. Wasserburg, Caltech
Crafoord Laureate and John D. MacArthur Professor of Geology
and Geophysics, Emeritus



Endorsement from Prof. Alex Halliday

“The environment has never before been the focus of such fascination,
challenge and global engagement. Yet trying to comprehend it or
predict how it might evolve is difficult because of the complexities of
the systems. This is a volume of immense scope that provides up to
date information on the range of new isotopic tools that are being
developed and utilised to assail this issue. It is an invaluable reference
work that explains the range of techniques, the archives and the
discoveries, and should be of interest to any environmental scientist
who wants to explore and understand these same critical parts of
Earth’s surface.”

Alex N. Halliday FRS
Head, Mathematical, Physical and Life Sciences Division
University of Oxford



Preface

Applications of concepts and methods of physics and chemistry to geology resulted

in the field of Isotope Geochemistry which has revolutionized our understanding of

our Earth system and our environment. When isotope techniques applied to under-

standing environmental changes that have taken place in the anthropocene, the

resultant field can be defined as Environmental Isotope Geochemistry. The applica-

tions of isotopes as tracers and chronometers have permeated not only every

sub-branch of geosciences, but also archaeology, anthropology and environmental

forensics.

Over the past three to four decades major developments in instrumentation have

resulted in high precision and sensitivity in the measurement of a large number of

radioactive and stable isotopes that are widely utilized as powerful tools in earth and

environmental science. These developments have opened-up new areas of research,

resulting in even widening and deepening knowledge of geochemical processes and

new discoveries.

The purpose of this two-set volume is to bring together the more recent applica-

tions of a much larger number of radioactive and stable isotopes in earth and

environmental science, compared to the previous efforts (detailed in Chap. 1),

which is necessitated by the rapid developments in the field from the broad expansion

of elements studied now and novel applications that have emerged. In this first most-

comprehensive edited volume, the 40 chapters that follow cover applications of 115

isotopes from Z = 1 to Z = 95 (hydrogen to americium; radioactive isotopes of 30

elements, stable isotopes of 27 elements, and both radioactive and stable nuclides of

9 elements) as environmental tracers and chronometers. The topics covered in this

Handbook include: the cycling, transport and scavenging of atmospheric constitu-

ents; the biogeochemical cycling of inorganic and organic substances in aqueous

systems; redox processes; the sources, fate, and transport of organic and inorganic

pollutants in the environment; material transport in various Earth’s sub-systems (viz.,

lithosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere and biosphere); weathering and erosion stud-

ies; effective surface exposure ages; sediment dynamics; the chronology of inorganic

and organic substances; reconstruction of paleoclimate and paleoenvironment; water

mass mixing; tracing both the production and origin of food; tracing the sources of

pollutant metals in the human body; archaeology; and anthropology. We anticipate

that this handbook will serve as an excellent resource for veteran researchers,

graduate students, applied scientists in environmental companies, and regulators in

public agencies, reviewing many tried and tested techniques as well as presenting

state of the art advances in Environmental Isotope Geochemistry.
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The field of Environmental Isotope Geochemistry is so vast that it is not possible

to cover every aspect of this field. The audience in this field includes atmospheric

scientists, geologists, hydrologists, oceanographers, limnologists, glaciologists, geo-

chemists, biogeochemists, soil scientists, radiation and health physicists and it is our

hope that we have included in-depth chapters in this Handbook that are relevant to

everyone of this group.

This idea of editing this handbook was conceived in 2008 and the proposal was

submitted to the publisher in 2009 during my sabbatical leave as a Plummer Visiting

Research Fellow at St. Anne’s College, University of Oxford. I owe a special thanks to

Don Porcelli for inviting me to Oxford and for the countless discussions we have had

during my pleasant stay there. An advisory committee comprised of the following

scientists was formed to advise the editor in selecting topics and authors: Per Andersson

(Sweden), Joel Blum (USA), Thure Cerling (USA), Brian Gulson (Australia), Kastsumi

Hirose (Japan), Gi-Hoon Hong (South Korea), Carol Kendall (USA), Devendra Lal

(USA), Don Porcelli (UK), R. Ramesh (India), Henry Schwarcz (Canada), Peter

Swarzenski (USA), and Jing Zhang (China). I would like to thank the Editorial

Advisory Board members for thoughtful suggestions at various stages of this Hand-

book. I would like to specially thank Carol Kendall, Gi-Hoon Hong, Henry Schwarcz

and Peter Swarzenski for suggesting some key chapters for inclusion in this Handbook

that enhanced the overall breadth of coverage. S. Krishnaswami has been very helpful

in looking through the original list of topics and came forth with many good sugges-

tions to improve the content of this handbook.My association with him over the past 28

years (first as one of my early advisors in graduate school at the Physical Research

Laboratory (PRL), in Ahmedabad, India) has been very enjoyable. I thank student

assistant Vineeth Mohan of my department for his editorial assistance with the manu-

scripts. We thank all of the 82 external reviewers who gave up their time for reviewing

all the manuscripts. Finally, I am deeply indebted to all the authors for their relentless

efforts in collectively producing a thorough comprehensive two-set volume of articles

with breadth and depth for a variety of audiences and their efforts will be highly

appreciated by students of yesterday, today and tomorrow.

Wayne State University Mark Baskaran

Detroit, Michigan, USA
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Chapter 1

“Environmental Isotope Geochemistry”: Past, Present
and Future

Mark Baskaran

1.1 Introduction and Early History

A large number of radioactive and stable isotopes of

the first 95 elements in the periodic table that occur in

the environment have provided a tremendous wealth of

information towards unraveling many secrets of our

Earth and its environmental health. These isotopes,

because of their suitable geochemical and nuclear

properties, serve as tracers and chronometers to inves-

tigate a variety of topics that include chronology of

rocks and minerals, reconstruction of sea-level

changes, paleoclimates, and paleoenvironments, ero-

sion and weathering rates of rocks and minerals, rock-

water interactions, material transport within and

between various reservoirs of earth, and magmatic

processes. Isotopic data have also provided informa-

tion on time scales of mixing processes in the oceans

and atmosphere, as well as residence times of oceanic

constituents and gases in the atmosphere. Arguably the

most important milestone on the application of iso-

topes to earth science is the determination of the age

of the Earth and our solar system. Isotope-based dating

methods serve as the gold-standard and are routinely

used to validate other non-isotope-based dating meth-

ods. Dating of hominid fossils provides a handle to

understand the evolution and migration pattern of

humans and stable isotope analyses of organic matter,

as well as phosphate in bones and teeth in recovered

fossils provide evidence for food sources consumed by

humans and other animals (e.g., Abelson 1988;

Schwarcz and Schoeninger 2011). To put it succinctly,

our current understanding of the chronological evolu-

tion of the earth, its exterior and interior processes

occurring on time scales of minutes to billions of

years and the reconstruction of the evolution of

human civilization has been developed in great part

by the measurement of isotopic ratios.

The field of isotope geochemistry started taking its

roots shortly after the discovery of “radioactivity”

(term coined by Marie Curie) in 1896 by Henri

Becquerel (Becquerel 1896; Curie 1898). Within a

few years of this remarkable discovery, Rutherford

reported an exponential decrease of activity of a radio-

active substance with time and introduced the concept

of half-lives opening the door for age determination of

natural substances containing radioactive elements

(Rutherford 1900). The term isotope was introduced

by Soddy in 1913 (Soddy 1913). The rules governing

the transmutation of elements during radioactive

decay was simultaneously established by Soddy

(1913) and Fajans (1913). Secular equilibrium

between radioactive parent and daughter was first

described by Rutherford and Soddy (1902). The first

radiometric age determination of a geologic sample

was made on a sample of pitchblende in 1905 by

Rutherford and ages of a variety of other minerals

were subsequently made by Strutt (1905) and Bolt-

wood (1907) using the U-He and U-Pb systems. The

complete 238U and 232Th chain was established by 1913

and is similar to the one that is in use today (e.g.,

Ivanovich and Harmon 1992; Henderson 2003). The

disequilibria between the members of the U-Th series

resulting from differences in geochemical properties

of different elements within the chain opened a new

field of research to investigate aqueous geochemical

processes, rock-water interaction, dating of inorganic

precipitates, detrital and biogenic sediments and

archaeological objects (e.g., Ivanovich and Harmon
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1992; Bourdon et al. 2003; Krishnaswami and

Cochran 2008). One of the key discoveries in this

field was made when large fractionations of 238U

and 234U were observed in rocks, leachates of rocks

and natural waters (Cherdyntsev 1955; Thurber 1962).

This disequilibrium is caused by a nuclear effect

resulting from the displacement of 234U (in some

cases release into the surrounding aqueous phase

from mineral grain surfaces) by recoil during alpha

decay (238U decays to 234Th which is displaced from

the original position of 238U due to recoil), in contrast

to the fractionation caused by differences in the geo-

chemical properties between different members of the

decay chain.

Soon after the discovery of radioactivity, Victor

Hess (1912) measured the radiation levels in the atmo-

sphere at various altitudes using a Geiger counter

(developed in 1908) and reported that the radiation

levels increased with altitude. He attributed this to

radiation coming from outer space called cosmic radi-

ation and now commonly called cosmic rays. Cosmic

rays comprise of charged particles (including high-

energy charged particles) such as protons, alpha parti-

cles, electrons, helium, nuclei of other elements and

subatomic particles. The high-energy charged parti-

cles entering the atmosphere interact with atmospheric

constituents (N, O, Ar, etc) and produce a suite of

cosmogenic radioactive isotopes, whose half-lives

range from less than an hour to millions of years (Lal

and Peters 1967; Krishnaswami and Lal 2008; Lal and

Baskaran 2011). Some of the cosmogenic isotopes

(14C, 10Be, 7Be) have found extensive applications in

quantifying processes in earth surface reservoirs such

as air-sea exchange, atmospheric mixing, ocean circu-

lation and mixing, scavenging, sediment accumulation

and mixing rates in aqueous systems, erosion rates,

exposure ages, changes in cosmic ray production rates,

and history of human civilization. Among these, 14C

has been used universally as the most-robust dating

tool and has contributed tremendously to our under-

standing of human civilization.

The field of stable isotope geochemistry started

taking roots with the first set of stable isotope mea-

surements of terrestrial samples made by Murphy and

Urey (1932), Nier and Gulbransen (1939), Dole and

Slobod (1940) and Urey (1948), much before

the discovery of cosmogenic isotopes such as 7Be,
10Be, and 14C. The theoretical foundation of isotopic

fractionation was later provided by Urey (1947) and

Bigeleisen and Mayer (1947) using the methods of

statistical quantum mechanics and statistical thermo-

dynamics. Of the 54 elements (first 82 elements are

stable of which promethium and technetium are radio-

active; 26 are monoisotopic elements) that have two or

more stable isotopes, only six of them (H, C, N, O, S

and Si) have been extensively studied, with >10,000

published papers, abstracts and theses published on C

and O isotope variations since late 1930s for investi-

gating various near earth and earth-surface processes.

Fractionations caused by mass-dependent processes

such as isotope-exchange reactions, physical and

biological reactions result in variations in the isotopic

ratios of these elements. All of these elements form

chemical bonds that have a high degree of covalent

character and some are found in multiple oxidation

states in the environment. In contrast, variations

in radiogenic stable isotope ratios, such as

Pb (206Pb/204Pb, 207Pb/204Pb and 208Pb/204Pb), Sr

(87Sr/86Sr), Ce (138Ce/142Ce), Nd (143Nd/144Nd), Os

(187Os/186Os) and Hf (176Hf/177Hf) in natural materials

depend on the differences of their initial ratios, the

parent concentrations, decay constants, and time

elapsed since the solid material was formed.

A natural progression of the light-element stable

isotope research is to look for stable isotope fraction-

ation of transition and post-transition elements. Spo-

radic attempts were made to look for them during

1970’s and 1980’s, and the initial results appeared to

be encouraging. Nonetheless, because of the existing

technology at that time and the preconceived notion

that mass-dependent fractionations among heavy ele-

ments are expected to be negligible, there was no

real progress in this area of research (O’Neil 1986).

Indeed, mass-dependent isotopic fractionation in transi-

tion and post-transition elements are small compared to

those in light-elements. However, as will be discussed

later, these inferences and conclusions have been

challenged and the occurrence of isotope fractionation

in transition elements is more of a rule than exception.

The radiogenic isotopes (Pb (206Pb/204Pb,
207Pb/204Pb and 208Pb/204Pb), Sr (87Sr/86Sr), Ce

(138Ce/142Ce), Nd (143Nd/144Nd), Hf (176Hf/177Hf)

and Os (187Os/186Os) have been widely used as tracers

and stratigraphic chronometers in the environment. Pb

isotopes have been utilized to trace the sources of

transboundary atmospheric pollution (e.g., Bollhöfer
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and Rosman 2001; Komárek et al. 2008), the sources

of local and global Pb pollution in a variety of natural

reservoirs that include lake and coastal sediments,

snow and ice samples, peat deposits, tree rings, lichens

and grasses (e.g., Komárek et al. 2008) and to trace the

pathways of lead from the environment in to human

bodies (e.g., Gulson 2011).

The dawn of the Atomic Age started with the deto-

nation of the first nuclear weapon in 1945. Subsequent

nuclear weapon tests during 1950’s (started in 1952)

and early 1960’s (implementation of Nuclear Test Ban

Treaty in 1963) released a large amount of radio-

active isotopes, mainly 137Cs, 90Sr, Pu and 14C to the

environment. These isotopes have been extensively

utilized to investigate environmental processes that

have occurred since the 1950’s, a period of time that

witnessed considerable environmental changes due to

anthropogenic activities. Although over 70% of the

fission products 137Cs and 90Sr derived from global

nuclear weapons tests have already decayed away,

several of the long-lived isotopes (14C and transura-

nics) continue to serve as effective tracers and chron-

ometers in environmental studies.

In this present Anthropocene Era, elements of eco-

nomic value are mobilized from their respective

sources into various Earth’s subsystems of the litho-

sphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere and biosphere. With

the increases in population and the spectacular sus-

tained growth of emerging economies over the past

2–3 decades, the demand for Earth’s resources have

increased exponentially. While several hundreds of

millions of people are taken out of poverty as a result

of global economic growth, rapid industrialization has

resulted in sustained environmental degradation in

many developed and emerging economies. For exam-

ple, in Detroit, Michigan, USA, the average Pb con-

centration in soil is more than an order of magnitude

higher than the average upper crustal value. The Envi-

ronmental Protection Agency in the USA and many

regulatory agencies in the United States and elsewhere

have listed the following ten elements as priority pol-

lutants: Cd, Cr, Cu, Pb, Hg, Ni, Se, Ag, Tl and Zn.

Except for Pb, high precision measurements of the

isotopes of these elements given above for environ-

mental studies are relatively new (<15 years old), and

thus, the isotopic ratios of these pollutant elements

offer exciting opportunities for future research.

The twentieth century witnessed an explosion

of the applications of radioactive and stable isotopes

in studies of earth system science. Many of these

studies, particularly those made prior to 1980 were

discussed in some detail in the first two published

volumes entitled Environmental Isotope Geochemistry

edited by P. Fritz and J.Ch. Fontes (Volume-I, 1980

and Volume-II, 1986). These volumes focused primar-

ily on stable isotopes of light elements (H,C,O,N, and

S), Pb, Sr, Cl, U-series, and a suite of noble gases

and provided state-of-the-art reviews of their applica-

tions in selected areas of earth sciences. In the last 25

years since the second volume was published, there

have been major advances in instrumentation for

high precision isotope measurements of several ele-

ments that include U-Th-series radionuclides (238U,
234U, 232Th, 230Th, 231Pa, 226Ra) using thermal ioni-

zation mass spectrometer (TIMS), platinum group

elements using negative thermal ionization mass

spectrometer (NTIMS) and multiple-collector induc-

tively-coupled plasma mass spectrometer (MC-

ICPMS). These developments have opened new

areas of research in different areas of earth and

environmental science.

The purpose of this volume is to bring together

recent applications of a much larger number of radio-

active and stable isotopes in earth and environmental

sciences. There are a few earlier published volumes

wherein selected aspects of these applications pertain-

ing to particular processes or environment were dis-

cussed. The earlier edited volumes include: Reviews in

Mineralogy and Geochemistry Volumes 16, 33, 38,

43, 50, and 52 (16: Stable Isotopes in High Tempera-
ture Geological Processes; 33: Boron: Mineralogy

Petrology and Geochemistry; 38: Uranium: Minera-

logy, Geochemistry and the Environment; 43: Stable
Isotope Geochemistry; 50: Beryllium: Mineralogy,

Petrology, and Geochemistry; and 52: Uranium

Series Geochemistry); similarly, there are volumes

on application of U-Th series and fallout isotopes in

aqueous systems (e.g., Ivanovich and Harmon 1992;

Livingston 2004; Krishnaswami and Cochran 2008).

The scope of the present volume is much wider.

New applications have become possible because

of new understandings of isotope fractionation pro-

cesses, improvements in chemical separation and

purification techniques (in particular developments

of actinide-specific resins) and development of

high sensitivity instruments for measurements of

isotopic ratios. Some of these are briefly discussed

below.
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1.2 Mass Independent Fractionation

The discovery of chemically-produced mass-indepen-

dent isotope fractionation opened a new variety of

applications, including investigations in paleoclima-

tology, biologic primary productivity, origin and evo-

lution of life in Earth’s earliest environment, and

atmospheric chemistry (Young et al. 2002; Thiemens

2006). On the surface of Earth, the kinetic and equi-

librium fractionations as well as isotopic exchange

reactions result in fractionations that are mass-depen-

dent. For example, when CaCO3 precipitates from a

solution, 18O/16O fractionation is twice as that of
17O/16O fractionation. However, in meteorites, mass-

independent isotopic fractionation was observed and

was attributed to nucleosynthetic processes (Clayton

et al. 1973). Subsequently, it was shown that a chemi-

cally produced, mass-independent fractionation of

oxygen is possible (Thiemens and Heidenreich

1983). Mass-independent fractionation appears to be

caused by a molecular symmetry effect and the asym-

metric molecule (e.g., O3 in the form of 16O17O18O)

undergoes mass-independent fractionation and is

enriched in heavy isotopes while O3 in the form of
18O18O18O or 16O16O16O is not (Heidenreich and

Thiemens 1986). Recent results on Hg indicate that

Hg displays mass-independent isotope fractionation

during photochemical radical pair reactions, wherein

the reactivity of odd and even mass number isotopes

differs (summarized in Blum 2011).

1.3 Developments in Instrumentation

It took 30 years since the first publication of 14C dating

with beta counting method (Anderson et al. 1947) to

achieve the first break-through in instrumentation with

the use of cyclotron and tandem accelerators as a high-

energy mass spectrometer (commonly denoted as

accelerated mass spectrometers, AMS), for the mea-

surement of 14C (cyclotron, Muller 1977; tandem

accelerators, Bennett et al. 1977; Nelson et al. 1977),

resulting in an order of magnitude higher precision

than the beta counting method which in turn resulted

in three to four orders of magnitude reduction in the

sample size (e.g., Trumbore 2002). Subsequently,

AMS has been extensively used for high precision

measurements of other cosmogenic radionuclides

including 10Be, 26Al, 36Cl and 129I. The second

major break-through came in the measurements

of U-Th series radionuclides (238U,235U,234U,
232Th,230Th,231Pa, 226Ra), using thermal ionization

mass spectrometer (TIMS) starting from mid 1980’s,

and was mainly due to high ionization efficiency

achieved on U,Th,Pa, Ra and other elements when

the samples were prepared by the graphite-sandwich

technique on a single Re filament and the ionization

efficiency improved from 10�4 to few percent (U and

Th isotopes: Chen et al. 1986; Edwards et al. 1987;
231Pa: Pickett et al. 1994; 226Ra: Volpe et al. 1991;

Cohen and O’Nions 1991). Concentrations as low as

0.1 mg of 238U and 232Th can now be measured with

better than 1–3‰ precision (summarized in Goldstein

and Stirling 2003). Such high precision and sensitivity

resulted in the possibility of dating very young corals

(< 500 years) with 230Th/234U dating method, as well

as extending the dating limit of 230Th/234U method to

~500 kyr (Edwards et al. 1987, 1988). The third major

break-through came in the measurement of some of

the platinum group elements (PGE, specifically Os,

Re, and Ir), using the negatively charged oxides of

these elements. Conventional TIMS had a low preci-

sion for PGE due to poor ionization efficiency, as these

elements have high ionization potential (Os: 8.7 eV,

Re: 7.9 eV and Ir: 9.1 eV). The principal ion species of

Os, Re, and Ir are negative oxides and negative ther-

mal ionization mass-spectrometry resulted in high ion-

ization efficiencies (2–6% for Os, >20% for Re;

Creaser et al. 1991). A higher precision of ��2‰
(2s) on the isotopic composition of Os with 4 ng Os

have been reported. The fourth major break-through in

the mass spectrometry, Inductively Coupled Plasma

Mass Spectrometer (ICPMS) came in 1980’s, most of

them in the initial generation were conventional ICPMS,

comprised of quadrupole ICPMS, high-resolution sector

field ICPMS (HR-ICPMS), and time of flight ICPMS

(TOF-ICPMS). Very high ionization (>90%) is

obtained with ICPMS for all elements at high temper-

ature (~6,000�K), including those that have high first

ionization potentials (such as the PGE elements listed

above). The sample throughput is faster and sample

preparation time is significantly less in ICPMS com-

pared to TIMS. It was not until the use of multiple-

collector ICPMS (MC-ICPMS) in mid 1990s that

combined sector-field ICPMS with a multiple collec-

tor detector system, major strides have been made in
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obtaining high precision measurements of U-Th series

radionuclides as well as other transitional and post-

transitional elements. This technique emerged as an

alternative or in some cases superior to TIMS method

(a comparison of the sample size, precision, and sensi-

tivity of TIMS, SIMS and ICPMS (multiple-collector,

laser ablation and laser ablation-multiple collector) are

given in Goldstein and Stirling (2003)). Although the

first U measurements with ICPMS was made nearly

20 years ago (Walder and Freedman 1992; Taylor

et al. 1995), only recently high precision measurements

have been achieved. High precision measurements of

Cu and Zn isotopes were made for the first time in late

1990s using ICPMS equipped with multiple collectors

and magnetic sector, although earlier attempt to mea-

sure differences in Zn isotopes in environmental sam-

ples were not successful due to lack of sensitivity and

precision (Rosman 1972; Maréchal et al. 1999). High-

precision Tl isotopic measurement was made in 1999

for the first time with MC- ICPMS, with a precision of

0.1–0.2‰ (Rehk€amper and Halliday 1999), although

earlier attempts with TIMS resulted in relatively large

errors (>2‰). It has been assumed all along that the
238U/235U atomic ratio to be constant, 137.88, except

for uranium in the Oklo natural nuclear fission reactor

discovered in 1972 in Gabon, Africa. Measurements of

unprecedented high precision were made recently of
238U/235U ratios on up to 40 ppm (0.040‰) precision

in seawater and other aqueous systems (Stirling et al.

2007). With the advent of MC-ICPMS and impro-

vements in the preparation of gases for introduction

into gas-source mass spectrometers, the precision for a

large number of isotopes is getting better than 0.050‰.

In radioactive counting, some of the short-lived

radionuclides can be measured at very low levels.

With a delayed-coincidence counting system, ~3,000

atoms of 224Ra corresponding to 1.1 � 10�18 g of
224Ra (half-life ¼ 3.66 days) or 5.0 � 10�21 mole of
224Ra, can be measured with a precision of ~10% (1s)
(Moore 2008). This technique can be employed to

measure some other short-lived radionuclides such as
223Ra (half-life ¼ 11.435 days) and 228Th (half-life

¼ 1.913 year). The precision and sensitivity for some

of the short-lived U-Th series (210Po, 234Th, 228Th and
227Th) with radioactive counting methods (in particu-

lar with alpha and beta counting instruments) are

excellent (Baskaran 2011; Baskaran et al. 2009) and

most likely counting instruments will be the method of

choice in the foreseeable future.

1.4 Future Forecast for 25 Years
from Now

We have come a long way over the past ~100 years in

improving the precision of isotopic analyses. In the

first stable isotope paper (Murphy and Urey 1932), the

relative abundances of the nitrogen and oxygen iso-

topes on natural samples had a precision of about 10%

and now we are at the threshold of reaching a precision

of ~10 ppm (10,000 times better precision). Techno-

logical advances will continue to drive the new and

innovative application of the tracer techniques. For

example, 1% uncertainties in 14C measurements in

the late 1970’s with AMS was considered to be

major advance (compared to the beta counting), but

over the last 10 years, 3‰ has been the state-of-the-

art. Attempts have been made to achieve a precision

below 2‰, while reaching 1‰ still remains a chal-

lenge (Synal and Wacker 2010). This is probably

applicable to other key cosmogenic radionuclides

including 10Be, 26Al, 36Cl, and 129I. The conventional

paradigm that no significant mass-dependent isotopic

fractionations is expected in alkali and alkaline earth

elements that commonly bond ionically or elements

that are heavy where the mass difference between the

heavier and lighter isotope is small is undergoing a

major shift. Now the accepted view is that chemical,

physical and biological processes that take place at

normal environmental conditions result in measurable

variations in the isotopic ratios of heavy elements. It

behooves us to ask the question: Will the instrumental

developments be in the driver-seat for the scientific

breakthroughs in the applications of isotopes (both

radioactive and stable) for earth and environmental

studies?

Although the foundations for mass-dependent iso-

tope fractionation resulting from kinetic and equilib-

rium processes were established in 1940’s, the

refinements in those theoretical foundations over the

past 6 decades are minor. It is likely that when

the precision improves by a factor of 5–10 (to

10 ppm level), better understanding of the fraction-

ation mechanisms could result in multiple fraction-

ation laws and could result in the reevaluation of the

reference mass fractionation line for lighter stable

isotope ratios (e.g., C, O, N). In the case of environ-

mental forensics for organic pollutants, the future

research in the source identification and fate and
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transport of pesticides, herbicides and other POPs,

VOCs, and other organic pollutants appears to depend

on the analysis of molecular compounds at a higher

precision. Compound-specific stable carbon isotope

measurements of dissolved chlorinated ethane (PCE

and TCE) in groundwater provide evidence for reduc-

tive dechlorination of chlorinated hydrocarbons. For

example, the d13C valueswere found to bemore positive

(�18.0‰) in down-gradient wells compared to those in

the source region (�25.0 to �26.0‰), paving the way

for the quantification of extent of biodegradation

between the zones of the contaminant plume (Sherwood

Lollar et al. 2001). Multiple compound-specific isotopic

analyses (d37Cl, d81Br, d13C, dD) on chlorinated com-

pounds with gas chromatography interfaced to ICPMS

with much improved precision and sensitivity could

provide a powerful tool in source(s) identification, fate

and transport of organic pollutants including emerging

contaminants, in aqueous systems.

When the biological fractionation is well under-

stood and the precision is significantly improved

from the present limit, then, isotopes of Zn and Cd

and certain redox-sensitive elements such as Cr, Cu,

Fe, Se, Hg, Tl, and U could provide insight on the

biogeochemical processes in marine and lacustrine

environments. One of the major concerns in the sur-

face waters is the ever-increasing temporal and spatial

extent of harmful algal blooms (HAB). The isotopes of

macro- and micro-nutrient elements [macro- (N and P)

and micro-(Fe, Cr, Mn Se, Zn, Mo, I); for P, oxygen

isotope ratios in phosphate can be used] could serve

as effective tracers to investigate the factors and

processes that lead to the formation and sustenance

of HAB. Fractionation of these transition and post-

transition elements caused during smelting operation

could result in isotopically light elements in the vapor

phase and when the condensation of the vapor phase

takes place in the environment, gradient in the isotopic

ratios of elements from the source of release to farther

distances is expected and the isotopic ratios could

provide a tool for tracing industrial sources of these

elements (Weiss et al. 2008).

In conclusion, if we were to plot the sheer number

of publications or the total funding made available for

conducting isotope-related research in earth and envi-

ronmental science versus time since the 1930’s, the

slope would suggest that we have every reason to be

optimistic. We eagerly a wait the ground-breaking

research that will be made in this field in the next 25

years!
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Chapter 2

An Overview of Isotope Geochemistry in Environmental
Studies

D. Porcelli and M. Baskaran

Abstract Isotopes of many elements have been used

in terrestrial, atmospheric, and aqueous environmental

studies, providing powerful tracers and rate monitors.

Short-lived nuclides that can be used to measure time

are continuously produced from nuclear reactions

involving cosmic rays, both within the atmosphere

and exposed surfaces, and from decay of long-lived

isotopes. Nuclear activities have produced various iso-

topes that can be used as atmospheric and ocean circu-

lation tracers. Production of radiogenic nuclides from

decay of long-lived nuclides generates widespread

distinctive isotopic compositions in rocks and soils

that can be used to identify the sources of ores and

trace water circulation patterns. Variations in isotope

ratios are also generated as isotopes are fractionated

between chemical species, and the extent of fraction-

ation can be used to identify the specific chemical

processes involved. A number of different techniques

are used to separate and measure isotopes of interest

depending upon the half-life of the isotopes, the ratios

of the stable isotopes of the element, and the overall

abundance of the isotopes available for analysis.

Future progress in the field will follow developments

in analytical instrumentation and in the creative

exploitation of isotopic tools to new applications.

2.1 Introduction

Isotope geochemistry is a discipline central to envi-

ronmental studies, providing dating methods, tracers,

rate information, and fingerprints for chemical pro-

cesses in almost every setting. There are 75 elements

that have useful isotopes in this respect, and so there is

a large array of isotopic methods potentially available.

The field has grown dramatically as the technological

means have been developed for measuring small var-

iations in the abundance of specific isotopes, and the

ratios of isotopes with increasing precision.

Most elements have several naturally occurring

isotopes, as the number of neutrons that can form a

stable or long-lived nucleus can vary, and the relative

abundances of these isotopes can be very different.

Every element also has isotopes that contain neutrons

in a quantity that render them unstable. While most

have exceedingly short half-lives and are only seen

under artificial conditions (>80% of the 2,500 nuclides),

there are many that are produced by naturally-occurring

processes and have sufficiently long half-lives to be

present in the environment in measurable quantities.

Such production involves nuclear reactions, either the

decay of parent isotopes, the interactions of stable

nuclides with natural fluxes of subatomic particles in

the environment, or the reactions occurring in nuclear

reactors or nuclear detonations. The isotopes thus

produced provide the basis for most methods for

obtaining absolute ages and information on the rates

of environmental processes. Their decay follows the

well-known radioactive decay law (first-order kinet-

ics), where the fraction of atoms, l (the decay con-

stant), that decay over a period of time is fixed and an

intrinsic characteristic of the isotope:
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dN

dt
¼ � lN: (2.1)

When an isotope is incorporated and subsequently

isolated in an environmental material with no

exchange with surroundings and no additional produc-

tion, the abundance changes only due to radioactive

decay, and (2.1) can be integrated to describe the

resulting isotope abundance with time;

N ¼ N0e
�lt: (2.2)

The decay constant is related to the well-known

half-life (t1=2) by the relationship:

l ¼ ln 2

t1=2
¼ 0:693

t1=2
: (2.3)

This equation provides the basis for all absolute

dating methodologies. However, individual methods

may involve considering further factors, such as

continuing production within the material, open system

behaviour, or the accumulation of daughter isotopes.

The radionuclides undergo radioactive decay by alpha,

beta (negatron and positron) or electron capture. The

elements that have radioactive isotopes, or isotopic var-

iations due to radioactive decay, are shown in Fig. 2.1.

Variations in stable isotopes also occur, as the

slight differences in mass between the different iso-

topes lead to slightly different bond strengths that

affect the partitioning between different chemical spe-

cies and the adsorption of ions. Isotope variations

therefore provide a fingerprint of the processes that

have affected an element. While the isotope variations

of H, O, and C have been widely used to understand

the cycles of water and carbon, relatively recent

advances in instrumentation has made it possible to

precisely measure the variations in other elements, and

the potential information that can be obtained has yet

to be fully exploited. The full range of elements with

multiple isotopes is shown in Fig. 2.2.

One consideration for assessing the feasibility of

obtaining isotopic measurements is the amount of an

element available. Note that it is not necessarily the

concentrations that are a limitation, but the absolute

amount, since elements can be concentrated from

whatever mass is necessary- although of course there

are considerations of difficulty of separation, sample

availability and blanks. For example, it is not difficult

to filter very large volumes of air, or to concentrate

constituents from relatively large amounts of water,

but the dissolution of large silicate rock samples is

more involved. In response to difficulties in present

methods or the challenges of new applications, new

methods for the separation of the elements of interest

from different materials are being constantly devel-

oped. Overall, analyses can be performed not only on

major elements, but even elements that are trace con-

stituents; e.g. very pure materials (99.999% pure) still

contain constituents in concentrations of micrograms

Fig. 2.1 Elements with isotopes that can be used in environ-

mental studies and are anthropogenic, cosmogenic (produced

either in the atmosphere or within exposedmaterials), radiogenic

(from production of long-lived isotopes), or that are part of the

U- or Th-decay series
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per gram (ppm) and so are amenable to analysis.

Further considerations of the abundances that can be

measured are discussed below.

The following sections provide a general guide to

the range of isotopes available, and the most wide-

spread uses in the terrestrial environment. It is not

meant to be exhaustive, as there are many innovative

uses of isotopes, but rather indicative of the sorts of

problems can be approached, and what isotopic tools

are available for particular question. More details

about the most commonly used methods, as well as

the most innovative new applications, are reported

elsewhere in this volume. Section 2.3 provides a

brief survey of the analytical methods available.

2.2 Applications of Isotopes
in the Environment

In the following sections, applications of isotopes to

environmental problems are presented according to

the different sources of radioactive isotopes and

causes of variations in stable isotopes.

2.2.1 Atmospheric Short-Lived Nuclides

A range of isotopes is produced from reactions involv-

ing cosmic rays, largely protons, which bombard the

Earth from space. The interactions between these cos-

mic rays and atmospheric gases produce a suite of

radionuclides with half-lives ranging from less than a

second to more than a million years (see list in Lal and

Baskaran 2011). There are a number of nuclides that

have sufficiently long half-lives to then enter into

environmental cycles in various ways (see Table 2.1).

The best-known nuclide is 14C, which forms CO2 after

its production and then is incorporated into organic

matter or dissolves into the oceans. With a half-life of

5730a, it can be used to date material that incorporates

this 14CO2, from plant material, calcium carbonate

(including corals), to circulating ocean waters. Infor-

mation can also be obtained regarding rates of

exchange between reservoirs with different 14C/12C

ratios, and biogeochemical cycling of C and associated

elements. Other nuclides are removed from the atmo-

sphere by scavenging onto aerosols and removed by

precipitation, and can provide information on the rates

of atmospheric removal. By entering into surface

waters and sediments, these nuclides also serve as

environmental tracers. For example, there are two

isotopes produced of the particle-reactive element

Be, 7Be (t1/2 ¼ 53.3 days) and 10Be (1.4Ma). The

distribution of 7Be/10Be ratios, combined with data

on the spatial variations in the flux of Be isotopes to

the Earth’s surface, can be used to quantify processes

such as stratospheric-tropospheric exchange of air

masses, atmospheric circulation, and the removal rate

Fig. 2.2 The elements that have stable isotope variations useful

for environmental studies. The shaded elements do not have

more than one isotope that is stable and not radiogenic. While

all others potentially can display stable isotope variations, sig-

nificant isotopic variations in the environment have been docu-

mented for the circled elements
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of aerosols (see Lal and Baskaran 2011). The record of

Be in ice cores and sediments on the continents can be

used to determine past Be fluxes as well as to quantify

sources of sediments, rates of sediment accumulation

and mixing (see Du et al. 2011; Kaste and Baskaran

2011). Other isotopes, with different half-lives or dif-

ferent scavenging characteristics, provide comple-

mentary constraints on atmospheric and sedimentary

processes (Table 2.1).

A number of isotopes are produced in the atmo-

sphere from the decay of 222Rn, which is produced

within rocks and soils from decay of 226Ra, and then

released into the atmosphere. The daughter products of
222Rn (mainly 210Pb (22.3a) and 210Po (138 days)) that

are produced in the atmosphere have been used as

tracers to identify the sources of aerosols and their

residence times in the atmosphere (Kim et al. 2011;

Baskaran 2011). Furthermore, 210Pb adheres to parti-

cles that are delivered to the Earth’s surface at a

relatively constant rate and are deposited in sediments,

and its subsequent decay provides a widely used

method for determining the age of sediments and so

the rates of sedimentation.

A number of isotopes are incorporated into the hydro-

logic cycle and so providemeans for dating groundwaters.

This includes the noble gases 39Ar (t1/2 ¼ 268a), 81Kr

(230ka) and 3H (Kulongoski and Hilton 2011)

which dissolve into waters and then provide ideal

tracers that do not interact with aquifer rocks and so

travel conservatively with groundwater, but are pres-

ent in such low concentrations that their measurement

has proven to be difficult. The isotope 129I (16Ma)

readily dissolves and also behaves conservatively:

with such a long half-life, however, it is only useful

for very old groundwater systems. The readily ana-

lyzed 14C also has been used for dating groundwater,

but the 14C/12C ratio changes not only because of

decay of 14C, but also through a number of other

processes such as interaction with C-bearing minerals

such as calcium carbonate; therefore, more detailed

modelling is required to obtain a reliable age.

General reviews on the use of isotopes produced

in the atmosphere for determining soil erosion and

sedimentation rates, and for providing constraints in

hydrological studies, are provided by Lal (1991, 1999)

and Phillips and Castro (2003).

2.2.2 Cosmogenic Nuclides in Solids

Cosmogenic nuclides are formed not just within the

atmosphere, but also in solids at the Earth’s surface,

and so can be used to date materials based only upon

exposure history, rather than reflecting the time of

formation or of specific chemical interactions. The

cosmic particles that have escaped interaction within

the atmosphere penetrate into rocks for up to a few

meters, and interact with a range of target elements to

generate nuclear reactions through neutron capture,

muon capture, and spallation (emission of various

fragments). From the present concentration and the

production rate, an age for the exposure of that surface

to cosmic rays can be readily calculated (Lal 1991).

A wide range of nuclides is produced, although only

a few are produced in detectable amounts, are

sufficiently long-lived, and are not naturally present

in concentrations that overwhelm additions from cos-

mic ray interactions. An additional complexity in

Table 2.1 Atmospheric radionuclides

Isotope Half-life Common applications
3H 12.32a Dating of groundwater, mixing of water

masses, diffusion rates
7Be 53.3 day Atmospheric scavenging, atmospheric

circulation, vertical mixing of water,

soil erosion studies
10Be 1.4 � 106a Dating of sediments, growth rates of Mn

nodules, soil erosion study,

stratosphere-troposphere exchange,

residence time of aerosols
14C 5730a Atmospheric circulation, dating of

sediments, tracing of C cycling in

reservoirs, dating groundwater
32Si 140a Atmospheric circulation, Si cycling in the

ocean
32P 25.3 day Atmospheric circulation, tracing oceanic

P pool33P 14.3 day
35S 87 day Cycling of S in the atmosphere
39Ar 268a Atmospheric circulation and air-sea

exchange
81Kr 2.3 � 105a Dating of groundwater
129I 1.6 � 107a Dating of groundwater
210Pb 22.3a Dating, deposition velocity of aerosols,

sources of air masses, soil erosion,

sediment focusing

Selected isotopes generated within the atmosphere that have

been used for environmental studies, along with some common

applications. All isotopes are produced by nuclear reactions in

the atmosphere induced by cosmic radiation, with the exception

of 210Pb, which is produced by decay of 222Rn released from

the surface
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obtaining ages from this method is that production

rates must be well known, and considerable research

has been devoted to their determination. These are

dependent upon target characteristics, including the

concentration of target isotopes, the depth of burial,

and the angle of exposure, as well as factors affecting

the intensity of the incident cosmic radiation, including

altitude and geomagnetic latitude. Also, development

of these methods has been coupled to advances in

analytical capabilities that have made it possible to

measure the small number of atoms involved. It is

the high resolution available from accelerator mass

spectrometry (see Sect. 2.3.2) that has made it possible

to do this in the presence of other isotopes of the same

element that are present in quantities that are many

orders of magnitude greater.

The most commonly used cosmogenic nuclides are

listed in Table 2.2 (see also Fig. 2.3). These include

several stable isotopes, 3He and 21Ne, which accumu-

late continuously within materials. In contrast, the

radioactive isotopes 10Be, 14C, 26Al, and 36Cl will

continue to increase until a steady state concentration

is reached in which the constant production rate is

matched by the decay rate (which is proportional to

the concentration). While this state is approached

asymptotically, in practice within ~5 half-lives con-

centration changes are no longer resolvable. At this

Table 2.2 Widely used cosmogenic nuclides in solids

Isotope Primary targets Half-life Commonly dated

materials
10Be O, Mg, Fe 1.4Ma Quartz, olivine,

magnetite
26Al Si, Al, Fe 705ka Quartz, olivine
36Cl Ca, K, Cl 301ka Quartz
3He O, Mg, Si, Ca, Fe, Al Stable Olivine, pyroxene
21Ne Mg, Na, Al, Fe, Si Stable Quartz, olivine,

pyroxene

The most commonly used isotopes that are produced by interac-

tion of cosmic rays the primary target elements listed

Fig. 2.3 The 238U, 235U, and 232Th decay series. The presence of the series of short-lived nuclides throughout the environment is

due to their continuous production by long-lived parents
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point, no further time information is gained; such

samples can then be assigned only a minimum age.

There have been a considerable number of applica-

tions of these methods, which have proven invaluable

to the understanding of recent surface events. There are

a number of reviews available, including those by

Niedermann (2002), which focuses on 3He and 21Ne,

and Gosse and Phillips (2001). A full description of the

methods and applications is given by Dunai (2010).

Some of the obvious targets for obtaining simple expo-

sure ages are lava flows, material exposed by land-

slides, and archaeological surfaces. Meteorite impacts

have been dated by obtaining exposure ages of exca-

vated material, and the timing of glacial retreats has

been constrained by dating boulders in glacial mor-

aines and glacial erratics. The ages of the oldest sur-

faces in dry environments where little erosion occurs

have also been obtained. Movement on faults has been

studied by measuring samples along fault scarps to

obtain the rate at which the fault face was exposed.

Cosmogenic nuclides have also been used for under-

standing landscape evolution (see review by Cockburn

and Summerfield 2004) and erosion rates (Lal 1991). In

this case, the production rate with depth must be known

and coupled with an erosion history, usually assumed to

occur at a constant rate. The concentrations of samples

at the surface (or any depth) are then the result of the

production rate over the time that the sample has

approached the surface due to erosion andwas subjected

to progressively increasing production. The calculations

are somewhat involved, since production rates due to

neutron capture, muon reactions, and spallation have

different depth dependencies, and the use of several

different cosmogenic nuclides can provide better con-

straints (Lal 2011). Overall, plausible rates have been

obtained for erosion, which had hitherto been very

difficult to constrain. The same principle has been

applied to studies of regional rates of erosion by mea-

suring 10Be in surface material that has been gathered

in rivers (Schaller et al. 2001), and this has provided

key data for regional landscape evolution studies

(Willenbring and von Blanckenburg 2010).

2.2.3 Decay Series Nuclides

The very long-lived nuclides 238U, 235U, and 232Th

decay to sequences of short-lived nuclides that

eventually lead to stable Pb isotopes (see Fig. 2.3

and Table 2.3). The decay of these parents thus sup-

ports a continuous definable supply of short-lived

nuclides in the environment that can be exploited for

environmental studies, especially for determining ages

and rates over a range of timescales from days to

hundreds of thousands of years. The abundance of

each isotope is controlled by that of its parent, and

since this dependence continues up the chain, the

connections between the isotopes can lead to consid-

erable complexity in calculating the evolution of some

daughters. However, since the isotopes represent a

wide range of elements with very different geochemi-

cal behaviours, such connections also present a wealth

of opportunities for short-term geochronology and

Table 2.3 Decay series nuclides used in environmental studies

Isotope Half-life Common applications
238U 4.468 � 109a Dating, tracing sources of U
234U 2.445 � 104a Dating of carbonates, tracing sources

of water
232Th 1.405 � 1010a Quantifying lithogenic component in

aqueous system, atmosphere
230Th 7.538 � 104a Dating, scavenging, ventilation of

water mass
234Th 24.1 day Particle cycling, POC export, rates of

sediment mixing
228Th 1.913a Particle scavenging and tracer for

other particulate pollutants
227Th 18.72 day Particle tracer
231Pa 3.276 � 104a Dating, sedimentation rates,

scavenging
228Ra 5.75a Tracing water masses, vertical and

horizontal mixing rates
226Ra 1600a Dating, water mass tracing, rates of

mixing
224Ra 3.66 day Residence time of coastal waters,

mixing of shallow waters
223Ra 11.435 day Residence time of coastal waters,

mixing of shallow waters
227Ac 21.773a Dating, scavenging
222Rn 3.82 day Gas exchange, vertical and horizontal

diffusion
210Pb 22.3a Dating (e.g. carbonates, sediments, ice

cores, aerosols, artwork); sediment

mixing, focusing and erosion;

scavenging; resuspension
210Po 138 day Carbon export, remineralization,

particle cycling in marine

environment

Radioactive isotopes within the 238U, 235U, and 232Th decay

series that have been directly applied to environmental studies.

The remaining isotopes within the decay series are generally too

short-lived to provide useful environmental information and are

simply present in activities equal to those of their parents
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environmental rate studies (see several papers in Iva-

novich and Harmon 1992; Baskaran 2011).

The abundance of a short-lived nuclide is conve-

niently reported as an activity (¼ Nl, i.e. the abun-

dance times the decay constant), which is equal to the

decay rate (dN/dt). In any sample that has been undis-

turbed for a long period (>~1.5 Ma), the activities of

all of the isotopes in each decay chain are equal to that

of the long-lived parent element, in what is referred to

as secular equilibrium. In this case, the ratios of the

abundances of all the daughter isotopes are clearly

defined, and the distribution of all the isotopes in a

decay chain is controlled by the distribution of the

long-lived parent. Unweathered bedrock provides an

example where secular equilibrium could be expected

to occur. However, the different isotopes can be sepa-

rated by a number of processes. The different chemical

properties of the elements can lead to different mobi-

lities under different environmental conditions. Ura-

nium is relatively soluble under oxidizing conditions,

and so is readily transported in groundwaters and

surface waters. Thorium, Pa and Pb are insoluble and

highly reactive with surfaces of soil grains and aquifer

rocks, and adsorb onto particles in the water column.

Radium is also readily adsorbed in freshwaters, but not

in highly saline waters where it is displaced by com-

peting ions. Radon is a noble gas, and so is not surface-

reactive and is the most mobile.

Isotopes in the decay series can also be separated

from one another by the physical process of recoil.

During alpha decay, a sufficient amount of energy

is released to propel alpha particles a considerable

distance, while the daughter isotope is recoiled in

the opposite direction several hundred Angstroms

(depending upon the decay energy and the matrix).

When this recoil sends an atom across a material’s

surface, it leads to the release of the atom. This is the

dominant process releasing short-lived nuclides into

groundwater, as well as releasing Rn from source

rocks. This mechanism therefore can separate short-

lived daughter nuclides from the long-lived parent of

the decay series. It can also separate the products of

alpha decay from those of beta decay, which is not

sufficiently energetic to result in substantial recoil. For

example, waters typically have (234U/238U) activity

ratios that are greater than the secular equilibrium

ratio of that found in crustal rocks, due to the prefer-

ential release of 234U by recoil.

A more detailed discussion of the equations

describing the production and decay of the intermedi-

ate daughters of the decay series is included in Appen-

dix 2. In general, where an intermediate isotope is

isolated from its parent, it decays according to (2.2).

Where the activity ratio of daughter to parent is shifted

from the secular equilibrium value of 1, the ratio will

evolve back to the same activity as its parent through

either decay of the excess daughter, or grow-in of the

daughter back to secular equilibrium (Baskaran 2011).

These features form the basis for dating recently pro-

duced materials. In addition, U- and Th- series system-

atics can be used to understand dynamic processes,

where the isotopes are continuously supplied and

removed by physical or chemical processes as well

as by decay (e.g. Vigier and Bourdon 2011).

The U-Th series radionuclides have a wide range of

applications throughout the environmental sciences.

Recent reviews cover those related to nuclides in the

atmosphere (Church and Sarin 2008; Baskaran 2010;

Hirose 2011), in weathering profiles and surface

waters (Chabaux et al. 2003; Cochran and Masque

2003; Swarzenski et al. 2003), and in groundwater

(Porcelli and Swarzenski 2003; Porcelli 2008). Recent

materials that incorporate nuclides in ratios that do not

reflect secular equilibrium (due either to discrimina-

tion during uptake or availability of the nuclides) can

be dated, including biogenic and inorganic carbonates

from marine and terrestrial environments that readily

take up U and Ra but not Th or Pb, and sediments from

marine and lacustrine systems that accumulate sinking

sediments enriched in particle-reactive elements like

Th and Pb (Baskaran 2011). The migration rates of U-

Th-series radionuclides can be constrained where

continuing fractionation between parent and daughter

isotopes occurs. These rates can then be related to

broader processes, such as physical and chemical ero-

sion rates as well as water-rock interaction in ground-

water systems, where soluble from insoluble nuclides

are separated (Vigier and Bourdon 2011). Also,

the effects of particles in the atmosphere and water

column can be assessed from the removal rates of

particle-reactive nuclides (Kim et al. 2011).

2.2.4 Anthropogenic Isotopes

Anthropogenic isotopes are generated through nuclear

reactions created under the unusual circumstances of

high energies and high atomic particle fluxes, either

within nuclear reactors or during nuclear weapons
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explosions. These are certainly of concern as contami-

nants in the environment, but also provide tools for

environmental studies, often representing clear signals

from defined sources. These include radionuclides not

otherwise present in the environment that can there-

fore be clearly traced at low concentrations (e.g. 137Cs,
239,240Pu; Hong et al. 2011; Ketterer et al. 2011), as

well as distinct pulses of otherwise naturally-occurring

species (e.g. 14C). There is a very wide range of iso-

topes that have been produced by such sources, but

many of these are too short-lived or do not provide a

sufficiently large signal over natural background con-

centrations to be of widespread use in environmental

studies. Those that have found broader application are

listed in Table 2.4.

The release of radioactive nuclides into the envi-

ronment from reactors, as well as from nuclear waste

reprocessing and storage facilities, can occur in a

number of ways. Discharges through airborne efflu-

ents can widely disperse the isotopes over a large area

and enter soils and the hydrological cycle through

fallout, as observed for the Chernobyl release in

1986. Discharges of water effluents, including cooling

and process waters, can be followed from these point

sources in circulating waters, such as from the Sella-

field nuclear processing and power plant, which

released radionuclides (e.g. 137Cs, 134Cs, 129I) from

the western coast of England into the Irish Sea and

which can be traced high into the Arctic Ocean (dis-

cussed in Hong et al. 2011). Leaks into the ground

from storage and processing facilities can also release

radionuclides that are transported in groundwater, at

locations such as the Hanford nuclear production facil-

ity in Washington State. At the Nevada Test Site, Pu

was found to have migrated >1 km, facilitated by

transport on colloids. Releases by all of these mechan-

isms at lower levels have been documented around

many reactor facilities. Even where levels are too

low to pose a health concern, the isotopes can be

readily measured and their sources identified. Trans-

uranics are also utilized as tracers for investigating soil

erosion, transport and deposition in the environment

(Ketterer et al. 2011; Matisoff and Whiting 2011).

As discussed above, cosmic rays entering the atmo-

sphere cause nuclear reactions that produce a number

of radioisotopes. Atmospheric bomb testing, which

peaked in the late 1950s and diminished dramatically

after 1963, produced a spike in the production of some

of these radionuclides (e.g. 14C), and high atmospheric

concentrations have persisted due to long atmospheric

residence times or continuing fluxes from nuclear

activities. These higher concentrations can then be

used as markers to identify younger materials. The

most widely used isotopes in this category are 3H

and 14C. There are a number of others, including
85Kr (10.72a), 129I (15.7Ma), and 36Cl (3.0 � 105a)

Table 2.4 Anthropogenic isotopes most commonly used in environmental studies

Isotope Half-life Main sources Examples of major uses Notes
3H 12.32a Bomb testing Tracing rainwater from time of bomb peak

in ground waters and seawater

Background cosmogenic 3H

Reactors Ages determined using 3H-3He
14C 5730a Bomb testing Identifying organic and inorganic carbonate

materials produced in last 60 years

Background cosmogenic 14C

54Mn 312 day Bomb testing Trophic transfer in organisms No background
137Cs,
134Cs

30.14a bomb testing, reactors,

reprocessing plants

Tracing seawater, soil erosion, sediment

dating and mixing, sources of aerosols

No background

90Sr 28.6a Reactors, bomb testing Tracing seawater, sources of dust No background
239Pu 24100a Reactors, bomb testing Tracing seawater, identifying sources of Pu,

sediment dating, soil erosion, tracing

atmospheric dust

No naturally-occurring Pu
240Pu 6560a
241Pu 14.4a
131I 8.02 day
129I 1.57 � 107a Bomb testing, reactors Dating groundwater, water mass movements Background cosmogenic 129I
85Kr 10.72a Bomb testing Dating groundwater
36Cl 3.0 � 105a Bomb testing Dating groundwater Background cosmogenic 36Cl
241Am 432.2a Reactors Tracing sources of Am No naturally-occurring Am

The anthropogenic isotopes that can be used as point source tracers, or provide global markers of the time of formation of

environmental materials
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that have not been as widely applied, partly because

they require difficult analyses. For a discussion of a

number of applications, see Phillips and Castro (2003).

For the anthropogenic radionuclides that have half-

lives that are long compared to the times since their

release, time information can be derived from know-

ing the time of nuclide production, e.g. the present

distribution of an isotope provides information on the

rate of transport since production or discharge. An

exception to this is 3H, which has a half-life of only

12.3 years and decays to the rare stable isotope 3He.

By measuring both of these isotopes, time information

can be obtained, e.g. 3H-3He ages for groundwaters,

which measure the time since rainwater incorporating

atmospheric 3H has entered the aquifer (Kulongoski

and Hilton 2011).

2.2.5 Radiogenic Isotopes

There are a number of radioactive isotopes with half-

lives that are useful for understanding geological time-

scales, but do not change significantly over periods of

interest in environmental studies. However, these iso-

topes have produced substantial variations in the iso-

topes of the elements that have daughter isotopes. The

resulting isotopic signatures in rocks, sediments, and

ores have been exploited in environmental studies. An

example is the Rb-Sr system, which is the most com-

monly used. The long-term decay of 87Rb produces
87Sr, and so the abundance of this isotope, relative to a

stable isotope of Sr such as 86Sr, varies according to

the equation:

87Sr
86Sr

¼
87Sr
86Sr

� �
0

þ
87Rb
86Sr

el87t � 1
� �

; (2.4)

where the (87Sr/86Sr)0 ratio is the initial isotope ratio

and l87 is the decay constant of 87Rb. Clearly, the

present 87Sr/86Sr ratio is greater for samples that have

greater ages, t, and samples with larger Rb/Sr ratios.

The 87Sr/86Sr ratio therefore varies between different

rock types and formations. Since Rb is an alkali metal

and Sr is an alkaline earth, these elements behave

differently in geological processes, creating large var-

iations in Rb/Sr, and so large variations in 87Sr/86Sr.

The 87Sr/86Sr ratio has been shown to vary widely in

surface rocks, and so any Sr released into soils, rivers,

and groundwaters has an isotopic signature that reflects

its source. Changes in local sources can also be identi-

fied; for example, Keller et al. (2010) identified thaw-

ing of permafrost from the changes in stream water
87Sr/86Sr ratio as tills with greater amounts of carbon-

ate deeper in soil profiles were weathered. Strontium

isotopes have been used as tracers for identifying

populations of migratory birds and fish in streams and

rivers (Kennedy et al. 1997; Chamberlain et al. 1997)

as well as in archaeology (Slovak and Paytan 2011). Sr

isotopes have also been used to trace agricultural pro-

ducts, which have incorporated Sr, along with Ca, from

soils incorporating Sr isotope ratios of the underlying

rocks. The sources and transport of dust across the

globe have been traced using the isotopic compositions

of Sr, Nd, and Pb (Grousset and Biscaye 2005). Varia-

tions in the Pb isotopic ratios between environmental

samples (soil, aerosols, household paint, household

dust, and water samples in house) and children’s

blood have been utilized to identify and quantify the

sources of blood Pb in children (Gulson 2011).

Other isotope systems that can be used for similar

purposes are listed in Table 2.5. In each case, chemical

differences between the chemical behaviour of the

parent and daughter isotopes have led to variations in

their ratio over geological timescales, and so identifi-

able variations in the environment can be exploited for

tracing. The most obvious differences are often

regional, as reflected in the isotopic compositions in

rivers, especially for Sr and Nd. More local studies can

identify different rocks, or even separate minerals,

involved in weathering or contributing to waters

(Tripathy et al. 2011). Using this information, ground-

water flow paths and the sources of inorganic consti-

tuents can be deduced.

2.2.6 Stable Isotopes

In addition to variations in isotope ratios produced by

the production or decay of nuclides due to nuclear

processes, there are variations in the distribution of

other isotopes between different phases or chemical

species. These are subtle, as isotopes of an element

still behave in fundamentally the same way, but the

slight variations in atomic mass result in differences in

bonding and kinetics. This is due to differences in

vibrational energies reflecting differences in the

masses of atoms, since the vibrational frequency of a
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molecule is directly proportional to the forces that

hold atoms together, such as electron arrangements,

nuclear charges and the positions of the atoms in the

molecule, and inversely proportional to the masses of

the atoms. The result is stable isotope fractionation,

which is generally considered only for isotopes that

are neither radioactive nor radiogenic, since variations

in these isotopes often cannot be readily separated

from decay effects. While studies of such fractiona-

tions were originally confined to light elements (e.g.

H, O, N, S), isotopic variations have now been found

even in the heavy stable elements Tl (Rehkamper and

Halliday 1999) and U (Stirling et al. 2007), and so

across the entire periodic table.

The difference in the ratio of two isotopes of the

same element in species or phases A (RA) and B (RB)

can be described by a fractionation factor a

a ¼ RA

RB

: (2.5)

Fractionation between isotopes of the same element

generally appear to be linear; e.g. the ratio of isotopes

two mass units apart will be fractionated twice as

much as the ratio of elements one mass unit apart

(mass dependent fractionation). Since the changes in

isotopic values are generally very small, values are

typically given as parts per thousand (permil) devia-

tions from a standard; e.g. for example, for O,

d18Osample¼
18O 16O

�� �
sample

� 18O 16O
�� �

standard

18O 16O=ð Þstandard
�103:

(2.6)

Therefore, results are reported relative to a standard.

In some cases, however, several standards are in use,

especially when analytical procedures are being devel-

oped, making comparisons between datasets difficult.

In those caseswhere smaller variations can bemeasured

precisely, values are given in parts per 104 (as e values).
When the isotopic composition of two phases in equi-

librium are measured, the difference between them can

be related to the fractionation factor by

d18OA � d18OB � a� 1ð Þ � 103: (2.7)

Therefore, the fractionation factor between two

phases can be obtained by measuring the differ-

ence in isotopic composition between phases in

equilibrium.

Schauble (2004) provides a summary of the general

patterns seen in equilibrium isotope fractionation.

Fractionation effects are largest for low mass ele-

ments, and scale according to the difference in atomic

masses of two isotopes relative to the average mass of

the element squared, i.e. Dm/m2. Heavy isotopes will

favour species in which the element has the stiffest

bonds. In environmental systems, this includes bonds

of metals with the highest oxidation state, those with a

bond partner with a high oxidation state, and bonds

with anions with low atomic number (including

organic ligands).

Fractionation can occur not only by equilibrium

partitioning, but also due to kinetic processes. This

includes transport phenomena such as diffusion,

where lighter isotopes have higher velocities

(inversely proportional to the square root of atomic/

Table 2.5 Radiogenic isotopes commonly used in environmental studies

Decay scheme Half-life Isotope ratio Comments
87Rb ! 87Sr 4.88 � 1010a 87Sr/86Sr Bioarchaeology, erosion rates
147Sm ! 143Nd 1.06 � 1011a 143Nd/144Nd Regional variations due to age, rates of weathering,

source tracking of sediments
238U ! 206Pb 4.468 � 109a 206Pb/204Pb Distinguish sources of Pb ores and sources of Pb;

tracing sources of Pb to human body235U ! 207Pb 7.038 � 108a 207Pb/204Pb
232Th ! 208Pb 1.405 � 1010a 208Pb/204Pb
176Lu ! 176Hf 3.71 � 1010a 176Hf/177Hf Complements Nd/Sm
187Re ! 187Os 4.6 � 1010a 187Os/188Os Organic-rich sources have distinctly high Re/Os
238U, 235U,232Th ! 4He As above 3He/4He Dating by 4He accumulation

Tracing deep sources of volatiles
40K ! 40Ar 1.397 � 109a 40Ar/36Ar Dating

The isotopes that are produced by long-lived parents and so exhibit variations in geological materials that can be used as tracers in

environmental studies
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molecular weight) that generate fractionation over dif-

fusive gradients. This can also be due to reaction

kinetics related to the strength of bonding, where ligh-

ter isotopes have bonds that can be broken more read-

ily and so can be enriched in reactants. This can be

seen in many biological processes, where uptake of

elements can involve pathways involving multiple

reactions and so considerable fractionation. It is

important to note that it is not always possible to

determine if equilibrium or kinetic fractionation is

occurring; while laboratory experiments often endeav-

our to ensure equilibrium is reached, it is not always

clear in the natural environment. Also, where kinetic

fractionation is produced in a regular fashion, for

example due to microbial reduction, it may not be

easily distinguished from inorganic equilibrium frac-

tionation processes

When the isotopes of an element are distributed

between two separate phases or species in equilibrium,

then the difference in isotope ratio is determined by

(2.7). However, the absolute ratio of each is deter-

mined by mass balance according to the simple mixing

equation

RTotal ¼ RAfA þ RBð1� fAÞ: (2.8)

For example, as shown in Fig. 2.4, if an element is

partitioned between two phases, and the mixture is

almost entirely composed of phase A, then that phase

will have the ratio close to that of the total mixture,

while the ratio of phase B will be offset by the frac-

tionation factor. If the mixture is almost entirely com-

posed of phase B, it is the composition of phase A that

will be offset from the bulk. Intermediate values of

R for each phase will reflect the balance between the

two phases according to (2.8). Such batch partitioning

is more likely to apply where both forms are entirely

open to chemical exchange, e.g. two different species

in solution.

Often equilibrium is not maintained between a

chemical species or phase and the source reservoir. In

this case, the isotopic composition of the source evolves

according to Rayleigh distillation, in which a small

increment of a phase or species is formed in equilibrium

with the source, but is immediately removed from fur-

ther interaction, and so does not remain in equilibrium

with the changing source. For example, crystals preci-

pitating from solution are unlikely to continue reacting

with the solution. If the source originally had an isotope

ratio R0, and the isotopes of an element of interest are

fractionated with material being removed according to

Fig. 2.4 An example of stable isotope fractionation. (a) When

Hg is partitioned between two phases, isotopic fractionation can

occur; the heavier isotopes are preferentially incorporated into

phase B, so that a(198Hg/202Hg)A ¼ (198Hg/202Hg)B. Fraction-

ation between all the isotopes is generally linear, i.e. the extent

of fractionation between any two isotopes is proportional to the

mass difference between them. (b) If there is equilibrium batch

partitioning between A and B, then there is a difference of a

between both phases, and the specific composition of each

depends upon mass balance; e.g. if there is very little of phases

A, then the ratio of phase B is about equal to the bulk value,

while phase A has a value that is a times higher. (c) If there is
continuous removal of phase B, so that only each increment

being removed is in equilibrium with phase A, then this process

of Rayleigh distillation will drive the isotopic composition of A

to more extreme compositions than a batch process
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a fractionation factor a, then when in total a fraction f of
the element has been removed, the integrated effect will

be to generate a ratio RA in the source according to the

equation:

RA

R0

¼ f a�1ð Þ: (2.9)

This is illustrated in Fig. 2.4; once a significant

amount of an element has been removed, the ratio of

the source has changed to a greater degree than by

batch partitioning, and more extreme ratios can be

obtained when f approaches 1 (most of the element

has been removed). As long as the same fractionation

factor affects each increment, (2.9) will describe the

evolution of the solution, whether the fractionation is

due to equilibrium or kinetic fractionation. Such evo-

lution is likely to apply where solid phases are formed

from solution, where water-rock interaction occurs,

and where biological uptake occurs.

While fractionation between isotopes of an element

is generally mass dependent, i.e. proportional to the

mass deference between any two isotopes, there are a

few circumstances where mass-independent fraction-

ation is observed and a number of theories have been

proposed to explain this phenomenon. Examples

include O isotopes in stratospheric and tropospheric

ozone (due to rotational energies of asymmetric mole-

cules; Gao and Marcus 2001), S in Archean sediments

(possibly from S photo-dissociated in the early atmo-

sphere; Farquhar et al. 2000), and Hg isotopes involved

in photochemical reactions in the environment (due to

nuclear volume and magnetic isotope effects; see

Blum 2011). These provide an added dimension for

diagnosing the processes affecting these elements.

A wide range of applications has been explored for

stable isotope fractionations. Oxygen isotopes vary in

precipitation, and have been used as a hydrological

tracer, while C, S, and N have been used to trace

biogeochemical cycles (see e.g. reviews in Kendall

and McDonnell 1998) and tracers of human diet

(Chesson et al. 2011; Schwarcz and Schoeninger

2011). Isotopic variations in Li, Mg, and Sr have been

related to adsorption and incorporation in clays, and so

can be used to understand weathering and trace element

migration (Burton and Vigier 2011; Reynolds 2011).

Various metals with multiple redox states, including Fe,

Cr, U,Mo, Ni, Cu, Zn, Cd, Hg, Se, and Tl, have isotopic

variations that have been used to understand redox

processes in present and past environments (see the

four papers by Bullen 2011; Johnson 2011; Nielsen

and Rehk€amper 2011; Rehk€amper et al. 2011).

Stable isotopes can also be used in understanding

environmental contamination. Chemical processing can

generate isotopic differences in industrial products that

provide a means for identifying sources. For example,

C and Cl isotope differences have been found between

different manufacturers of chlorinated solvents (van

Warmerdam et al. 1995) and this can be used to trace

contaminant migration. It has also been shown that

degradation of these compounds can fractionate Cl iso-

topes, so that the extent of degradation can be deter-

mined (Sturchio et al. 1998, 2011). As another example,

Cr isotopes are fractionated in groundwaters when Cr is

reduced to a less soluble species, and so decreases in

concentrations due to dilution can be distinguished

from decreases due to precipitation (Ellis et al. 2002).

Other examples of documented isotope variations

that have been used to understand environmental pro-

cesses are listed in Table 2.6. Measurements are all

made using mass spectrometry. Samples are corrected

for instrumental fractionation using either comparison

with standards in gas-source mass spectrometry and

ICPMS, or using a double spike and TIMS and ICPMS

(see below).

2.3 Measurement Techniques

There are two fundamental approaches to measuring

the abundance of isotopes. Radioactive isotopes can be

measured by quantifying the radiation resulting from

decay, and then relating the decay rate to the abun-

dance using (2.1). A number of these counting meth-

ods are widely used, especially for short-lived

nuclides. Alternatively, atoms of any isotope can be

directly measured by mass spectrometry, which sepa-

rates ions according to mass followed by direct count-

ing. These methods typically involve greater

investment in instrumentation, but can often detect

more subtle variations. The techniques are discussed

further in the following sections.

2.3.1 Counting Methods

There are a number of techniques available for the

detection of alpha, beta, and gamma radiation that
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can be applied depending upon the mode and energy

of decay, as well as the emission spectrum that is

produced. In some circumstances, an isotope will

decay to another short-lived isotope that can be more

readily measured and then related to the abundance of

the parent (e.g. 210Pb using 210Po measured by alpha

spectrometry or 226Ra using 214Pb or 214Bi measured

by gamma spectrometry).

Following is a brief description of the different

analytical methods available. For many isotopes,

there are several measurement options, and the best

method is determined by the type of sample, the abun-

dance of the isotope of interest, and the precision

required. A more extensive review is given by Hou

and Roos (2008).

2.3.1.1 Alpha Spectrometry

Isotopes that are subject to alpha decay can be

measured by detecting and counting the emitted

alpha particles. Contributions from the decay of other

Table 2.6 Commonly used stable isotopes

Element Typical reported

ratio

Examples of applications

H 2H/1H (D/H) Tracing both production and

origin of food, groundwater

sources

Li 6Li/7Li Weathering processes,

adsorption of Li in aquifers

B 10B/9B

C 13C/12C Tracing both production and

origin of food, paleodiet

reconstruction, hydrocarbon

exploration, environmental

forensics

N 15N/14N N cycling, tracing both

production and origin of

food

O 18O/16O Tracing both production and

origin of food, sulphate and

nitrate cycle in the

atmosphere and aqueous

system, oxidation pathways

of compounds, paleo-

climate (air temperature,

humidity and amounts of

precipitation), sources of

groundwater

Mg 26Mg/24Mg Lithological studies, adsorption

of Mg in aquifers

Si 30Si/28Si Global Si cycle, weathering

rates, biogeochemical

cycling of Si

S 34S/32S Sulfur cycling in the

atmosphere, sources of S in

the environment

Cl 37Cl/35Cl Forensics, source tracking of

organochlorine and

inorganic chlorate,

fractionation in deep brines

Ca 44Ca/40Ca Vertebrate paleodiet tracer,

biogeochemical pathways

of Ca

Cr 53Cr/52Cr Source tracking of Cr

contamination, Cr reduction

Fe 56Fe/54Fe Fe redox cycling, Fe

incorporation in aquifers

Ni 60Ni/58Ni Sources and transport of Ni;

methanogenesis

Cu 65Cu/63Cu Sources and transport of Cu;

partitioning of Cu between

ligand-bound dissolved and

particulate phases

Zn 66Zn/64Zn Transport of Zn along cell walls

of xylem; micronutrient

transport in plants; pathways

of anthropogenic Zn

Se 80Se/76Se Redox reactions

Sr 88Sr/86Sr Sr adsorption in aquifers

(continued)

Table 2.6 (continued)

Element Typical reported

ratio

Examples of applications

Mo 97Mo/94Mo Sources, transport of Mo, paleo-

redox changes in aqueous

system

Cd 114Cd/110Cd,
112Cd/110Cd

Paleo-ocenography,

reconstruction of past

nutrient levels in seawater

Os 187Os/188Os Tracking anthropogenic and

weathering sources of Os

Mo 97Mo/95Mo Redox reactions

Hg 202Hg/198Hg,
199Hg/198Hg,
201Hg/198Hg

Forensics, sources tracking,

reaction pathways of Hg

using both mass-dependent

and mass-independent

fractionation

Tl 205Tl/203Tl Paleoinput of Fe and Mn,

hydrothermal fluid flux

Pb 206Pb/204Pb,
207Pb/204Pb,
208Pb/204Pb

Source identification of Pb in

metals, tracing pathways

of Pb to human system,

tracing dust

Po 210Po POC export, reminerlization of

particles, biogenic particle

cycling

U 238U/235U Depleted/enriched uranium

identification, redox
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isotopes can be distinguished by alpha particle

energy, although there is overlap between alpha ener-

gies emitted by some of the nuclides. However,

practical difficulties arise due to the interaction of

alpha particles with atoms of other species that are

loaded in the source along with the sample. This can

cause a spread in particle energies and so reduce the

energy resolution of the alpha spectrum, making the

data often unusable. Therefore, good chemical sepa-

ration and purification from other elements is critical,

and the isotope of interest must be then deposited

as a thin layer to minimize adsorption by the

element of interest iteself (self-shielding). This is

done by electroplating onto metal discs or by sorbing

onto thin MnO2 layers. Accurate determination of

the concentration of these isotopes requires careful

control of chemical yields during processing as well

as of counter efficiency. A detailed review of the

chemical procedures adopted for measuring alpha-

emitting radionuclides in the U-Th-series is given

in Lally (1992).

A number of detectors have been utilized for

alpha measurements that include ionization cham-

bers, proportional counters, scintillation detectors

(plastic and liquid), and semiconductor detectors.

Of these, the semiconductors (in particular, surface

barrier and ion-implanted silicon detectors) have

been the most widely used detectors due to their

superior energy resolution and relatively high count-

ing efficiency (typically 30% for a 450-mm2 surface-

barrier detector). More detailed comparison of the

various types of detector material is given in Hou

and Roos (2008).

The very low background of alpha detectors

(0.8–2 counts for a particular isotope per day), rela-

tively high efficiency (~30% for 450 mm2 surface

area detectors) and very good energy resolution

(about 17–20 keV for 5.1 MeV) lead to detection

limits of 0.010–0.025 mBq (where Bq, a Becquerel,

is a decay per second); this can be related to an

abundance using (2.1), so that, e.g. for a 1 � 105

year half-life radionuclide this corresponds to as

little as 0.08 femtomoles. While the long preparation

times associated with chemical separation, purifica-

tion, electroplating and counting impose a practical

constraint on sample throughput, the relatively low-

cost of alpha spectrometers and their maintenance

is an advantage.

2.3.1.2 Beta Spectrometry

For isotopes that are subject to beta decay, abundances

can be measured by detecting and counting the beta

particles (electrons) that are emitted. The most com-

mon detector is a Geiger-M€uller (GM) counter, which

employs a gas-filled tube where atoms are ionized

by each intercepted beta particle, and this is converted

into an electrical pulse. Background signals from cos-

mic rays are reduced through shielding and anti-

coincidence counters, which subtract counts that

correspond to detections of high-energy particles

entering the counting chamber.

Although adsorption by surrounding atoms is not as

efficient as for alpha particles, it is still significant, and

so samples are often deposited as thin sources onto a

metal disc to increase counting efficiencies. Also, fil-

ters that contain particles collected from air and water

samples can be measured directly. Dissolved species

of particle-reactive elements (e.g. Th) can be concen-

trated from large water volumes by scavenging onto

precipitated Fe or Mn oxides that are then collected

onto filters. These filters can be analyzed directly

(Rutgers van der Loeff and Moore 1999).

It should be noted that GM counters do not distin-

guish between beta particles by energy, and so cannot

separate contributions from different isotopes through

the energy spectrum. While isotopes can often be

isolated by chemical separation, some elements have

several isotopes and some isotopes have short-lived

beta-emitting daughter isotopes that are continuously

produced. In these cases, multiple counting can be

done to identify and quantify different isotopes based

upon their different half-lives. Also, selective absor-

bers of various thicknesses between the source and

counter can be used to suppress interference from

isotopes that produce lower energy beta particles.

The counting efficiency of a GM counter varies

depending on the thickness of the source and on

counter properties. One of the commonly used GM

counters, the Risø Counter (Risø National Laboratory,

Roskilde, Denmark), has a typical efficiency of ~40%

for most commonly occurring beta–emitting radionu-

clides. A typical background of this anti-coincidence

counter, with 10 cm of lead shielding, is 0.15–0.20

counts per minute, corresponding to ~0.8 mBq. This

can be compared to the detection limit for an alpha-

emitting radionuclide; the background of a new
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alpha detector is 0.03–0.09 counts per hour, which

corresponds to 0.03–0.08 mBq (at ~30% counting

efficiency). Thus, the detection limit in alpha spec-

trometry is more than an order of magnitude higher

than that of beta spectrometry.

The GM counter is not suitable for analyzing iso-

topes such as 3H and 14C that emit low-energy

(~200 keV) electrons, which are adsorbed in the detec-

tor window. For these nuclides, a liquid scintillation

counter (LSC) is used, in which a sample is dissolved

in a solvent solution containing compounds that con-

vert energy received from each beta particle into light,

and the resulting pulses are counted. This method has

minimal self-adsorption and relatively easy sample

preparation, and can be used for all beta-emitters.

However, background count rates are substantially

higher than in GM counters.

2.3.1.3 Gamma Spectrometry

Alpha and beta-emitting radionuclides often decay to

atoms in excited energy states, which then reach the

ground state by emitting gamma radiation at discrete

characteristic energies. Gamma rays can be detected

when they ionize target atoms, so that the resulting

charge can be measured. Gamma rays can penetrate a

considerable distance in solid material, so that isotopes

of interest do not need to be separated from sample

material before counting, unless preconcentration from

large volumes is required. Therefore, the method has

the advantage of being non-destructive and easy to use.

A number of detectors have been used for the

detection and quantification of gamma rays emitted

from radionuclides of interest. Lithium-doped Ge

(Ge(Li)) and Si (Si(Li)) semiconductor detectors

have been widely used due to their high-energy reso-

lution. For example, using large-volume Ge crystals

with relatively high efficiencies, absolute efficiencies

of ~70% have been achieved in Ge-well detectors for

small samples (1–2 mL volume) at energies of

46.5 keV (210Pb) and 63 keV (234Th). This efficiency

decreases to about 24–30% for 10 mL geometries due

to the wider solid angle between the counting vial and

Ge-crystal (Jweda 2007). However, the counting effi-

ciency of gamma spectrometry with planar or co-axial

detectors is generally quite low (<10%), and is depen-

dent upon detector geometry and gamma energy. An

advantage of the gamma counting method is that

energy spectra are obtained, so that a number of

gamma-emitting radionuclides can be measured

simultaneously. The typical energy resolution for the

Ge-well detector is high, ~1.3 keV at 46 keV and

~2.2 keV at 1.33 MeV.

The backgrounds in gamma-ray detectors are high

compared to alpha and beta detectors, mainly due to

cosmic-ray muons and Earth’s natural radioactivity.

Graded shields (of Cu, Cd, Perspex, etc) have consid-

erably reduced the background mainly arising from

environmental radioactivity surrounding the detector,

and anti-coincidence techniques have helped to cut

down background from muons. Ultra-low background

cryostats have also helped to reduce the overall back-

ground of the gamma-ray detector. Nonetheless, the

detection limit is typically several orders of magnitude

higher than for beta and alpha counting.

2.3.2 Mass Spectrometry

For measuring stable isotopes, or as an alternative to

counting decays of atoms, it is possible to count the

atoms directly. This requires a separation of atoms and

this can be achieved by utilizing the fact that the path

of charged particles travelling through a magnetic field

is diverted along a radius of curvature r that is depen-

dent upon mass and energy:

r ¼ 2V

e H2

� �1=2

m z=ð Þ1=2; (2.10)

where V is accelerating potential, z is charge of the ion,

e is the magnitude of electronic charge, and H is the

intensity of the magnetic field. The accelerated ions

will traverse a semi-circular path of radius r while

within the magnetic field. When all ions of an element

have the same charge and subject to the same magnetic

field, they are accelerated to the same velocity, so that

the path radii are only a function of mass. Ions will

therefore exit the magnetic field sorted in beams

according to mass. This property therefore dictates the

basic features of a mass spectrometer: a source where

the element of interest is ionized to the same degree and

the atoms are accelerated with as little spread in energy

as possible; a magnet with a field that is homogeneous

throughout the ion paths; detectors located where each

beam can be collected separately; and a flight tube that
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maintains a vacuum along the ion paths, reducing

energy-scattering collisions. These methods generally

require separation of the element of interest from other

constituents that may produce isobaric interferences

(either as separate ions or as molecular species) or

interfere with the generation of ions. More sophisti-

cated instruments are equipped with further filters,

including energy filters that discriminate between ions

based on their energy and so separate ions that other-

wise interfere due to scattering.

Mass spectrometers can provide high sensitivity

measurements of element concentrations as well.

While comparisons with standards to calibrate the

instrument are needed, these measurements can be

limited by variations between sample and standard

analysis. In this case, higher precisions can be

obtained using isotope dilution, in which a spike that

has the relative abundance of at least one isotope

artificially enhanced is mixed with the sample once

the sample is dissolved. The resulting isotope compo-

sition reflects the ratio of spike to sample, and if the

amount of spike that is added is known, then the

amount of sample can be calculated with high preci-

sion directly from measurement of the isotope compo-

sition. A further advantage of this approach is that this

isotope composition is not affected by losses during

chemical separation or analysis. Spikes can also be

used to correct for isotope fractionation that occurs

within the instrument. In this case, a double spike,

which is enriched in two isotopes, is added. The

measured ratio of these two isotopes can then be

used to calculate the instrument fractionation, and

this correction can be applied to the ratios of other

measured stable isotopes to obtain corrected sample

values.

There are many designs of magnet geometries, as

well as electric fields, in order to improve focusing and

resolution. However, for isotope geochemistry there are

a number of basic, widely used approaches, as discussed

below and in the review articles by Goldstein and

Stirling (2003) and Albarede and Beard (2004).

2.3.2.1 Thermal Ionization Mass Spectrometry

(TIMS)

In this design, samples are manually loaded onto metal

filaments installed within the source. Under vacuum, the

metal is resistance-heated, and atoms are evaporated.

Some atoms are ionized, and are then accelerated down

the flight tube and into the magnetic field. The propor-

tion of atoms that are ionized can be very low depending

upon the element, but can be enhanced using various

techniques, including the use of different filament

metals, loading the sample in a mixture that raises the

evaporation temperature, and using a second filament

held at much higher temperature to ionize atoms vapor-

ized from the evaporation filament. While TIMS can

produce ion beams with a narrow range of energies and

generate high precision data, it is time-consuming and

the proportion of vaporizing atoms that ionize can be

low for elements with high ionization potentials. How-

ever, it is the analytical tool of choice for high precision

data for some elements. Due to signal variability

between samples, concentration data must be obtained

using isotope dilution. Also, variable isotope fraction-

ation during analysis is usually corrected for by assum-

ing that the ratio of stable, nonradiogenic isotopes is

equal to a standard value and so that there is no natural

isotope fractionation. Therefore, detection of natural

stable isotope fractionation in the samples requires the

use of a double spike.

2.3.2.2 Inductively-Coupled Plasma Source

Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS)

In ICP-MS, samples in solution are introduced into an

Ar plasma where ions are efficiently ionized. An ion

extraction system then transfers ions from the high-

pressure plasma source to the vacuum system of the

mass analyzer. However, ions exit the source with a

much greater energy spread than in TIMS sources, and

precise measurements require additional correction of

ion beams. The most recent generation of instruments,

with electrostatic fields and additional magnets to

focus beams, and techniques such as collision cells to

decrease interferences, have achieved high sensitivity

and high precision data. These instruments have been

found to be versatile and have been used for a wide

range of elements. Isotopic fractionation within the

instrument can be quite consistent and so corrected

for by alternating analyses of samples with those of

standards. Corrections can also be made using other

elements within the sample with similar masses, which

exhibit comparable fractionations. Therefore, it is this
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method that has been used to document stable isotope

variations in many elements. Also, sample throughput

is considerably greater than for the TIMS method.

Methods for high spatial resolution analyses are

advancing using laser ablation for in situ sampling,

which is coupled to an ICPMS for on-line analysis. For

further information, see Albarede and Beard (2004).

2.3.2.3 Gas Source Mass Spectrometry

Volatile elements, including H, O, S, and the noble

gases, are measured using a mass spectrometer that

has a gas source, where samples are introduced as a

gas phase and are then ionized by bombardment of

electrons emitted from a heated metal filament. Frac-

tionation of the sample during introduction, ionization,

and analysis is corrected for by monitoring a standard,

which is introduced and analyzed under identical con-

ditions and run between samples.

2.3.2.4 Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS)

There are a number of isotopes that have such low

concentrations that they are difficult to measure pre-

cisely by mass spectrometry. C has a 14C/12C ratio of

<1 � 1012, and measurement precision is limited by

isobaric interferences. The problem is similar for other

cosmogenic nuclides such as 10Be, 26Al, 36Cl, and 129I.

The development of accelerator mass spectrometry

has made it possible to precisely measure as few as

104 atoms of 14C, and so has extended the time scale of

high precision 14C age dating on substantially smaller

samples than by counting methods, as well as making

it possible to obtain accurate measurements on the

longer-lived cosmogenic nuclides. In accelerator

mass spectrometry, negative ions are accelerated to

extremely high energies using a tandem accelerator

and then passed through a stripper of low pressure

gas or a foil, where several electrons are stripped off

to produce highly charged positive ions and where

molecules are dissociated, thereby eliminating molec-

ular interferences. Subsequent mass discrimination

involves the use of an analyzing magnet, with further

separation of interfering ions made possible using an

electrostatic analyzer (which separates ions by kinetic

energy per charge) and a velocity filter. Detection is

made by counters that allow determination of the rate

of energy loss of the ion, which is dependent upon the

element, and so allows further separation of interfering

ions. There are a number of AMS facilities worldwide,

and each is generally optimally configured for a par-

ticular set of isotopes. A more extended review is

provided by Muzikar et al. (2003).

Comparison Between Alpha Spectrometry and Mass

Spectrometry

Techniques for decay counting as well as for mass

spectrometry have been continuously evolving over

more than 60 years, with progressively improving

precision and sensitivity. For measuring radioactive

isotopes, both approaches can be used, although

often to different levels of precision. For measuring

the abundance of any radioactive isotope, the precision

possible by mass spectrometry can be compared to that

achievable by decay counting. Considering only the

uncertainty, or relative standard deviation, due to

counting (Poisson) statistics, then for a total number

of atoms N of a nuclide with a decay constant of l that

are counted by a mass spectrometer with an ionization

efficiency of Zi and where there is a fraction F of ions

counted, the uncertainty is

Pms ¼ N F �ið Þ�1=2: (2.11)

A reasonable value for F is 20%; the ionization can

differ by orders of magnitude between elements.

Alternatively, if the decay rate of these atoms is

measured in a counting system of counting efficiency

Zc and over a time t, then

Pc ¼ N l t �cð Þ�1=2: (2.12)

A reasonable maximum value for t is 5 days, and

a typical counting efficiency for alpha counting is

30%. The precision for counting is better as the

decay constant increases, and so as the half-life

decreases. For an ionization efficiency during mass

spectrometry of Zc ¼ 1 � 10�3, counting is equally

precise for nuclides with l ¼ 0.02 year�1 (t1/2 ¼ 30

years). Nuclides with longer half-lives would be more

precisely measured by mass spectrometry. While

the values of the other parameters may vary, and

precisions are often somewhat worse due to factors

other than counting statistics, in general isotopes with

half-lives of less than ~102 years are more effectively
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measured by decay counting methods (Chen et al.

1992; Baskaran et al. 2009).

2.4 The Future of Isotope Geochemistry
in the Environmental Sciences

Isotope geochemistry has become an essential tool

for the environmental sciences, providing clearly

defined tracers of sources, quantitative information

on mixing, identification of physical and chemical

processes, and information on the rates of environ-

mental processes. Clearly, this tool will continue to be

important in all aspects of the field, including studies

of contamination, resource management, climate

change, biogeochemistry, exploration geochemistry,

archaeology, and ecology. In addition to further utili-

zation of established methods, new applications will

continue to be developed. These will likely include

discovering new isotope and trace element character-

istics of materials, and defining isotope variations that

are diagnostic of different processes. One particular

area of great potential is in understanding the role

of microbial activity in geochemical cycles and

transport.

There will certainly be further development of

new isotope systems as isotopic variations in ele-

ments other than those now widely studied are dis-

covered. Advances in instrumentation and analytical

techniques will continue to improve precision and

sensitivity, so that it will be possible to identify and

interpret more subtle variations. Methods for greater

spatial resolution will also improve with better sam-

ple preparation and probe techniques, so that time-

dependent variations could be resolved in sequen-

tially-deposited precipitate layers and biological

growth bands in corals and plants. New applications

will follow the development of new methods for

extraction of target elements, greater understanding

of controls on particular isotopes, and certainly new

ideas for isotope tracers. Isotope variations of new

elements, in particular stable isotope variations, will

be explored, further widening the scope of isotope

geochemistry.

Overall, it is inevitable that there will be increas-

ing integration of isotopic tools in environmental

studies.

Appendix 1: Decay Energies of Decay
Series Isotopes

Table 2.8 Commonly measured isotopes of the 235U decay

series data taken from Firestone and Shirley (1999)

Isotope Half-life Decay Emission

energy

(MeV)a

Yield

(%)

235U 7.038 � 108a a 4.215–4.4596 93.4

g 0.1857 57.3

g 0.1438 10.96

(continued)

Table 2.7 Commonly measured isotopes of the 238U decay

series data taken from Firestone and Shirley (1999)

Isotope Half-life Decay Emission energy

(MeV)a
Yield

(%)
238U 4.468 � 109a a 4.198 (a0) 77

4.151 (a1) 23

4.038 (a2) 0.23
234Th 24.1 day b� 0.199 70.3

b� 0.104 19

g 0.093 5.58

g 0.063 4.85
234Pa 1.17 m b� 2.290 98.2

b� 1.500 1.8
234U 2.445 � 105a a 4.775 (a0) 72.5

4.722 (a1) 27.5

g 0.014 10.4
230Th 7.538 � 104a a 4.687 (a0) 76.3

4.621 (a1) 23.4
226Ra 1.6 � 103a a 4.784 (a0) 94.55

4.601 (a1) 5.45

g 0.186 3.51
222Rn 3.82 day a 5.489 (a0) ~100
218Po 3.10 min a 6.002 (a0) ~100
214Pb 26.8 min b� 1.023 (b0) ~100

g 0.3519 35.9

g 0.2952 18.5

g 0.2420 7.5
214Bi 19.7 min a 5.621 (a0) 0.021

b� 3.272 ~100

g ~100 0.609

g 1.120 15.0

1.764 15.9
214Po 164 ms a 7.687 (a0) ~100
210Pb 22.3 year b� 0.0635 (b0) 16

g 0.0465 4.25
210Bi 5.013 day b� 1.163 (b0) 100
210Po 138.38 day a 5.304 (a0) 100

Stable – – –
206Pb 138.38 day a 5.304 (a0) 100
aEnergies of beta decay are maxima
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Appendix 2: Decay Series Systematics

Within a decay series, the evolution of the abundance

of a daughter radioactive isotope is dependent upon its

decay rate as well as production from its radioactive

parent. Since the abundance of the parent is in turn

dependent upon that of its parent, and so on up the

decay chain, the systematics can become complicated,

although for most applications simplifying circum-

stances can be found. The evolution of the abundances

of isotopes within a decay series is described by the

Bateman equations (see Bourdon et al. 2003 for deri-

vations). For a decay series starting from the long-

lived parent N1 and ending with a stable isotope S,

N1 ! N2 ! N3 ! N4 ! ::::S: (2.13)

The long-lived parent evolves according to the

basic decay equation:

N1ð Þ ¼ N1ð Þ0e�l1t: (2.14)

(N1) is the activity, so that

N1ð Þ ¼ dN1

dt
¼ l1N1: (2.15)

The next two nuclides in the decay series evolves

according to the equations

N2ð Þ ¼ l2
l2 � l1

N1ð Þ0 e�l1t � e�l2t
� �þ N2ð Þ0e�l2t

(2.16)

Table 2.8 (continued)

Isotope Half-life Decay Emission

energy

(MeV)a

Yield

(%)

231Th 25.52 h b� 0.3895 100

g 0.0256 14.5

g 0.0842 6.6
231Pa 3.276 � 104a a 4.934–5.059 86.5

a 4.681–4.853 12.3

g 0.0274 10.3

g 0.300–0.303 4.7
227Ac 21.773a a (1.38%) 4.941–4.953 87.3

b (98.62%) 0.0449 ~100
227Th 18.72 day a 5.960–6.038 50.6

5.701–5.757 37.2

g 0.236 12.3

0.256 7.0
223Ra 11.435 day a 5.539–5.747 96.8

g 0.2695 13.7
219Rn 3.96 s a 6.819 (a0) 79.4

6.553 (a1) 12.9

6.425 (a2) 7.6
215Po 1.78 ms a 7.386 (a0) 100
211Pb 36.1 min b� 1.373 100
211Bi 2.14 min a (99.72%) 6.623 83.8

6.278 16.2

b� (0.28%) 0.579 100

g 0.351 13.0
207Tl 4.77 min b� 1.423 100
207Pb Stable – – –
aEnergies of beta decay are maxima

Table 2.9 Commonly measured isotopes of the 232Th decay

series data taken from Firestone and Shirley (1999)

Isotope Half-life Decay Emission

energy (MeV)a
Yield

(%)
232Th 1.405 � 1010a a 4.013 77.9

3.954 22.1
228Ra 5.75a b� 0.046 100
228Ac 6.15 h b� 2.127 100

g 0.9112 26.6

0.9690 16.2

0.3383 11.3
228Th 1.913a a 5.423 71.1

5.340 28.2
224Ra 3.66 day a 5.685 (a0) 94.9

5.449 (a1) 5.1

g 0.2410 3.97
220Rn 55.6 s a 6.288 (a0) 99.89

5.747 (a1) 0.11
216Po 0.145 s a 6.778 (a0) ~100
212Pb 10.64 h b� 0.574 100

g 0.2386 43.3

0.3001 3.28

(continued)

Table 2.9 (continued)

Isotope Half-life Decay Emission

energy (MeV)a
Yield

(%)
212Bi 60.55 a (35.94%) 6.051 69.9

6.090 27.1

b� 2.254 100

g
212Po 0.299 ms a 8.784 (a0) 100
208T1 3.05 min b� 1.372 100

g 0.405 3

0.832 2.8
207Pb Stable – – –
aEnergies of beta decay are maxima
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N3ð Þ¼ N1ð Þ0l2l3
l2� l1

e�l1t

l2� l1ð Þ l3� l1ð Þ
�

þ e�l2t

l1� l2ð Þ l3� l2ð Þþ
e�l3t

l1� l3ð Þ l2� l3ð Þ
�
:

þ N2ð Þ0l3
l3� l2ð Þ e�l2t� e�l3t

� �þ N3ð Þ0e�l3t:

(2.17)

The equations become increasingly complex, but

are rarely necessary for environmental applications.

Further, these equations can be greatly simplified

under most circumstances.

• For all environmental timescales, the abundance of

the long-lived parent (N1) of the chain is constant,

and e�l1t � 1. Further, l2 � l1 � l2 and

l3 � l1 � l3.
• When a system has been closed for a long time, i.e.

when e�l2t � e�l3t � 0, the above equations reduce

to N1 l1ð Þ ¼ N2 l2ð Þ ¼ N3 l3ð Þ, so that all the

nuclides have the same activity as their parents, i.e.

are in secular equilibrium, and the entire chain has

the same activity as that of the long-lived parent.

This is the state within very long-lived materials,

such as unweathered rocks, and is the state all

systems evolve towards when nuclides are redis-

tributed.

• The activity of the daughter evolves towards secu-

lar equilibrium with its parent according to its half-

life (and not that of the half life of its parent). This

could be grow-in, where the daughter starts with a

lower activity, or decay when the daughter starts

with a higher activity; in either case it is the differ-

ence in the activities that declines at a rate deter-

mined by the half-life of the daughter. Therefore,

the half-life of the daughter dictates the time-scale

for which it is useful.

The linking of all the isotopes in the chain can lead

to considerable complexity, since the parent concen-

tration of each nuclide is changing, and so potentially

the concentrations of the entire chain must be consid-

ered. However, for most applications, this can be

greatly simplified by the following considerations:

• When a nuclide is isolated from its parent, then it

becomes the head of the decay chain and simply

decays away according to the decay equation (2.1);

that is, it becomes the top of the chain. An example

is 210Pb, which is generated in the atmosphere from
222Rn and then transferred to sediments in fallout,

where its activity simply diminishes according to

(2.14) with a 22.3a half-life.

• Where the time scale of interest is short compared

to the half-life of an isotope, the abundance of that

isotope can be considered to be constant. In this

case, this nuclide can be considered the head of the

decay chain, and the influence of all nuclides higher

in the decay series, can be ignored. For example,

over periods of several 1,000 years, 230Th

(t1/2 ¼ 75ka) remains essentially constant, while
226Ra (t1/2 ¼ 1.6ka) will grow into secular equilib-

rium according to (2.16).

• Where the time scale of interest is long compared to

the half-life of an isotope, the activity of that iso-

tope can be considered to be equal to that of the

parent. For example, in a closed mineral, the 222Rn

activity will be equal to that of parent 226Ra after

several weeks, and so while the activity of 210Pb

will grow-in towards that of its parent 222Rn, this

can be represented by measurements of 226Ra.

Therefore, shorter-lived intermediate isotopes can

be ignored.

• The most common circumstance when (2.17) is

required is dating materials that have incorporated

U from waters. Since the (234U/238U) ratio of waters

is often above that of secular equilibrium, obtaining

an age from the grow-in of 230Th requires consid-

ering the chain 238U ! 234U ! 230Th ! .
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Chapter 3

Humans and Isotopes: Impacts and Tracers of Human
Interactions with the Environment

Karl K. Turekian

Abstract Radioactive, radiogenic and light stable iso-

topes have been useful adjuncts in addressing matters

of concern to humans including human health, envi-

ronmental tracers, radioactive geochronometry of the

history of humans and forensic uses including recon-

structing diets of the past.

3.1 Introduction

Humans are influenced by radioactive and stable iso-

topes both by affecting them directly and as tracers of

processes that affect their weal. Some radioactive iso-

topes have been injected into the environment from

human activity such as nuclear warfare, testing and

accidents. Most are naturally produced both from the

initial composition of Earth and the subsequent con-

tinual production by cosmic rays. The former include

U isotopes and Th that produce a range of radioactive

daughters as well as 40K accompanying potassium in

biological systems and the environment. The latter

include radiocarbon as well as a host of other radioac-

tive species discussed in Chaps. 7 and 33. The aim of

this chapter is to discuss in narrative fashion the salient

ways in which these isotopes from various sources

affect human health and the environmental processes

that influence human activities.

3.2 Human Health

After Ra was discovered by Marie Curie its various

properties as a radiation emitter were utilized mainly

for the production of watch faces with luminescent

figures and arms. The radiation dose for the wearers

was certainly present but the greatest impact was on the

workers (mainly women) who painted on the radium

solution on the watch faces. Many of these workers

eventually came down with radiation-produced diseases

(as did Marie Curie) and the mortality rate among watch

factory workers became high. The practice continued

from 1917 to 1926.

As the result of the increased need for uranium

during World War II and thereafter in connection

with the nuclear weapons program followed by more

peaceful uses, mines developed to obtain uranium ore.

One of the daughters of uranium, radon, produced a

range of energetic alpha emitting daughters that were

adsorbed onto mine dust or cigarette smoke. The inha-

lation of these aerosols caused an increase in lung

cancer rates among uranium miners.

These two processes have been replicated in other

situations that arose from related activities. The deto-

nation of nuclear devices into the atmosphere usually

penetrated into the stratosphere. As a result long-lived

fission isotopes of Sr (90Sr) and Cs (137Cs) made their

way slowly into the troposphere and ultimately into

the human food chain. After World War II with the

increased atmospheric testing lasting until 1962 there

was concern about 90Sr entering the human body and

lodging in the bone just as Ra had been shown to do.

This resulted in an Atomic Energy Commission pro-

gram called “Project Sunshine” (1953) that was clas-

sified for a while. Among the institutions involved in

the project was Columbia University and part of my
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thesis on the geochemistry and biogeochemistry of

Sr was supported by this project to obtain the initial

estimate of the expected body burden of 90Sr, with a

paucity of bone 90Sr data, based on the distribution of

Sr in human bones (Turekian and Kulp 1956).

The concern about the perils of cigarette smoking

was pursued by Edward Martell of NCAR. He at first

reasoned that tobacco leaves stored in curing barns

scavenged Rn daughters that were then inhaled by

smoking the tobacco. He soon realized rather that smok-

ing produced aerosols that adsorbed short lived and

energetically intense Rn daughters in closed environs

such as basements (Martell 1983). This was analogous

to the lung cancer associated with U miners. Subse-

quently basements of houses were checked for Rn seep-

ing in from soils through their foundations. The capture

by aerosols and especially smoke from cigarettes would

burden the lung with radiation and be one additional

contributor to the health hazards of smoking.

As a footnote one of the last things that Martell was

working on just before he died was on directly esti-

mating the effects of alpha radiation on genetic varia-

tion. Feeding fruit flies free of the lethal gene on food

laced with 228Th he determined that the lethal gene

was generated over time. Rather than concluding that

he had discovered the cause of alpha decay cancer

formation instead he concluded that the bombardment

of skin surfaces by alpha radiation eliminated many

cells to allow reformation to eradicate cells that

might be altered by chemical and ultraviolet exposure.

Although these results have not been confirmed yet by

others it provides an interesting possibility of the pos-

sible benefits of some radiation.

Lethality and medical harm caused by extreme

radiation as during a nuclear blast or accidental expo-

sure around a nuclear facility is the concern for all

involved in nuclear activities. Care in the operation of

nuclear power plants is exercised with great diligence

because of these concerns and the proper disposal of

nuclear waste remains a primary consideration in the

exploitation of nuclear energy.

3.3 Natural and Artificially Produced
Radionuclides as Environmental
Tracers

The properties of the atmosphere and oceans and

freshwater system of importance to human activities

can be studied using the radionuclides discussed

above. Specifically the following applications have

been made:

(a) The mean residence time of air in the stratosphere

was initially determined by heat balance in the

atmosphere but confirmed by measurements of

the fluxes of the bomb produced nuclides 90Sr

and 137Cs each with half lives of about three dec-

ades. The concentration in stratospheric air and

the flux to Earth’s surface provided such informa-

tion (Peirson et al. 1966). This measurement can

also be made using the cosmogenic isotopes such

as 10Be. The mean residence time of stratospheric

air also provides a method of determining the flux

of tropospheric pollutants to the stratosphere.

These fluxes provide a measure of the rate of

destruction of stratospheric ozone. They also can

be used to determine the rate of supply of water

responsible for the formation of stratospheric and

upper tropospheric cirrus clouds, important as a

component of tropospheric heating.

(b) The mean residence time of aerosols in the tro-

posphere has been determined using 210Pb and its

daughters, 210Bi and 210Po. The 210Pb is produced

in the decay chain of 222Rn which is supplied to

the atmosphere from soils (Turekian and Graustein

2003 – This reference will be used in several

places in the following discussion because it is a

summary paper with appropriate references con-

tained therein). The value obtained for the tropo-

sphere is about 5 days based on the standing crop

of 210Pb in the troposphere and the precipitation

flux of 210Pb. The application of this residence

time to aerosols injected into the troposphere

from pollution sources and natural elevation of

submicron aerosols from fires and dust storms

provides a way of determining the extent of trans-

port of those aerosols from point sources.

(c) Sources of potential pollutants can be tracked by

using both atmospheric 210Pb and cosmogenic 7Be.

The former has its highest concentration near

Earth’s surface, decreasing with elevation and the

latter increases with elevation. Thus the ratio of 7Be

to 210Pb provides a unique indication of the source

of other components of tropospheric air. Using this

property it was discovered that in the free tropo-

sphere in the Canary Islands the source of both

ozone and nitrate was the upper troposphere and

was not related to either biomass burning in Africa

or pollution from high population centers in Europe

(Turekian and Graustein 2003).
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(d) The short-lived isotopes, 210Pb, 90Sr and 137Cs

have been used to determine time in salt marsh

deposits and lake sediments to track the pollution

history of various environments. 210Pb has also

been used in salt marshes to determine the rate

of rise of sea level over the past 100 years due to

global warming and the associated increase in the

volume of the oceans because of valley glacial

melting, ground water exploitation and thermal

expansion. These are clearly ways of monitoring

the impact of humans on the environment (Von

Damm et al. 1979; McCaffrey and Thomson 1980;

Cochran et al. 1998).

(e) Bomb produced tritium in the atmosphere reach the

marine environment as water molecules exchange

with the surface ocean. In the North Atlantic, where

the deep water has its origin at high latitudes, the

use of 3H-3He dating to determine the rate of for-

mation of North Atlantic Deep Water and the rate

of its transport meridionally has been done using

mass spectrometric measurements of 3He (Jenkins

2008). This type of information feeds directly into

the understanding of the oceanic “conveyor belt”

some consider a critical component in understand-

ing the effects of global warming and fresh water

fluxes to the high latitude oceans.

(f) The transport of chemicals in ground waters can be

traced using the emission and adsorption proper-

ties of members of uranium and thorium decay

series. Using the Rn flux to the ground water as a

measure of other recoil fluxes of alpha emitters in

the uranium and thorium decay chains the retar-

dation factors for a number of elements can be

determined. These include Pb, Ra, Th and U. By

analogy to these elements responsive to oxidation-

reduction conditions as well as acidity and salinity

the result can be extended to a range of ionic

species including those associated with nuclear

materials that might be stored underground and

subject to accidental release to ground water

(Krishnaswami et al. 1982).

3.4 Radioactive Geochronometry
of Human Development

(a) The history of human evolution has been docu-

mented using principally the radioactive isotope
40K that decays to 40Ar. Potassium in volcanic

materials can be dated using this technique. In

some cases the dates can be backed up with U-Pb

dating of zircons but the main tool for determining

the time scale of hominid evolution especially in

east Africa is via the 40K-40Ar dating method. A

current chronology of hominid evolution in east

Africa and its relation to climate change is

reported in a National Research Council report

entitled “Understanding climate’s influence on

human evolution” (2010).

In addition to this method, which has been

useful over a five million year time period, traver-

tine deposits (and in some cases bones) have been

dated using the 234U-238U-230Th decay chain. This

method has been found useful for about 300,000

years (Shen et al. 2004; Shen et al. 2007).

(b) Dating using radiocarbon (14C) with a half-life of

5,730 years has provided important chronological

data for human migration and development. Once

it had been discovered that the 14C/12C ratio in the

atmosphere had not remained constant over time

efforts were made to calibrate the time dependent

variation using tree rings. These results were

only useful to about 10,000 years before present.

The problem of extending the information on vari-

ability over a longer period of time was resolved

by the use of coral, specifically those in a sec-

tion undergoing submergence off Barbados, for

precise dating using the 234U-238U-230Th dating

technique alluded to above. Precise dates of

corals matched with the radiocarbon content of

the synchronously dated coral provided accu-

rate information on the history of variability of

atmospheric 14C/12C over the past 50,000 years

(Fairbanks et al. 2005).

One of the greatest triumphs of this approach

was to determine the migration time scale of

Homo sapiens along the European side of the

Mediterranean Sea as humans migrated from the

near east beginning 49,000 years BP to Spain,

reaching there at about 41,000 years BP (Mellars

2006). This migration was accomplished in the

interstadial of the last major glaciation when Europe,

especially the southern part, was relatively more

ice free than during peak glaciation. The rate of

migration was about a kilometer a year. Curiously

this is the same rate as the spread of agriculture

from the near east to northwestern Europe about

7,000 years ago!
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3.5 The Forensic Uses of Radiactive
and Stable Isotopes

(a) Tracing human diets using carbon isotopes has

proven to be a valuable pursuit in anthropology

and human history. The ratio of 13C to 12C usually

expressed as variations relative to a standard as

delta values (d13C) is different for different food
sources used by humans over time and place. For

example, the value for C3 plants and animals

feeding on them has a d13C value of �25. C4

plants such as maize, sorghum and cane sugar

have d13C values of about �12.5. Sea food gener-

ally is also on the less negative side. By using

these differences, carbon in fossil human bones

can be used to determine the source of food and

how it changed over time. For example it was

shown that the ancestors of the Viking in Denmark

shifted from eating marine animals to agriculture-

based products composed of C3 plants about 5,000

BP. In North America the southwestern native

population survived on a maize food base seen as

a d13C value of �12.5 in carbon in their bones.

The native populations of the Midwest and to the

east were dependent on C3 plants and animals

using these plants for nourishment until about

1,000 BP when maize was introduced. This radi-

cally change the culture of the Midwest and the

northeast and this transition can be seen in the

carbon isotopes of fossil human bones where

there is a shift in d13C from �25 to �12.5.

(b) Oxygen and hydrogen isotopes in textiles and

related materials will record the isotopic com-

position of the water from which the fibers were

formed whether vegetable or animal. For example,

the paper used in American currency is uniquely

made of cotton from Texas fields grown with

irrigated water from the Ogallala formation and

has a unique oxygen and hydrogen isotopic com-

position (commonly expressed as d18O and dD)
(Ehleringer, personal communication). Similarly

textiles from the Aswan region of the Nile River

has been shown to be partitioned into early locally

grown cotton and later imported flax from the Nile

delta region because of the diagnostic water isoto-

pic compositions of the upper Nile water source

and the modified water at the delta region (Judith

Schwartz, personal communication).

(c) A similar use of oxygen and hydrogen isotopes

has been used to identify the sources of bacteria

in the study of epidemiology (Kreuzer-Martin

et al. 2003). Also these isotopes provide definite

markers for the sources of drugs such as marijuana

which may be important in tracking down the

sources in drug trafficking.

(d) There are some times when the issue of authen-

ticity of human artifacts is in question. In those

cases it is possible that some of the information

contained in radioactive isotopes can be of assis-

tance. One example is the establishment of the

true antiquity of an iron object. Before about

1789 all iron was made using charcoal and the

carbon alloyed or occluded with the iron would

have a radiocarbon signature that actually could

be used in chronometric studies (van der Merwe

1969). Any iron artifact manufactured using coke

would not have radiocarbon in it thereby distin-

guishing it from the older material. If there were

any question about the authenticity of an iron

object purportedly made before the eighteenth

century it could be verified with a radiocarbon

measurement (Turekian 1977).

Also most contemporarily available lead has

been processed from recycled lead exposed to

rainfall and therefore impacted by atmospheri-

cally derived 210Pb. This was discovered when

lead from bombed cathedrals in England during

World War II were assayed for radioactivity with

the prospect of using “old” lead for radioactive

shielding in the Manhattan Project. Since 210Pb

has a half-life of 22 years any object made of

lead, whether it contained 210Pb or not from any

source, would have decayed away whereas any

object made using contemporary commercially

available lead would be high in 210Pb. This differ-

ence has been used to establish the authenticity of

lead bearing artifacts of questionable chronologi-

cal authenticity found in museums. In principle the

method can be applied to white lead oxide used in

paintings as well as in assaying lead containing

alloys in testing for authenticity (Keisch 1968).

(e) Another use of forensics involving isotopes is the

tracking of nuclear proliferation, nuclear bomb

testing and nuclear fuel processing. These provide

important constraints on treaties and environmen-

tal considerations. For example each nuclear blast

has characteristic plutonium isotope signatures as
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well as xenon isotope signatures. The measure-

ment of contemporary atmospheric gas samples

and aerosols can determine if there has been clan-

destine testing of a nuclear device. A record of

past nuclear activity from a variety of sources can

be determined from the Pu isotope signature

observed if such historical records as ice cores

and sediments. Where spent nuclear fuel has

been processed 129I (half-life of 17 million years)

is commonly released and if this release is adja-

cent to the oceans it can act as a tracer for surface

ocean circulation (Edmonds et al. 2001).

3.6 Conclusions and Future Directions

Radioactive and stable isotopes have served as

hazards, tracers and forensic tools for a number of

human encounters. The capacity to make refined mea-

surement of a variety of radioactive and stable isotopes

on ever smaller sample sizes will allow the tracing of

organic compounds as well as small quantities of

pollutants for effective evaluation of human involve-

ment with the environment. Clearly the study of the

presence and distribution of these various isotopes has

and will continue to have significance for every aspect

of human life. The continued exploration for these

applications is certain to be made in the future.
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Chapter 4

Lithium Isotopes as Tracers in Marine and Terrestrial
Environments

K.W. Burton and N. Vigier

Abstract The investigation and the use of lithium

isotopes as tracers of water-rock interactions at low

and high temperature have significantly developed

over the last 10 years. This chapter relates our current

understanding of lithium isotope and elemental beha-

viour in the Earth’s surface environment. In the intro-

duction, we provide information on the chemical

properties and behaviour of lithium, its occurrence

and applications. The first section reviews the techni-

ques used for the measurement of Li isotopes. The

second section outlines the primary sources of Li in

the environment and their potential impact on the

hydrological cycle. The third and fourth sections

investigate the impact of chemical weathering of con-

tinental rocks and oceanic crust, respectively. Finally,

the last section assesses marine records of lithium.

4.1 Introduction

Naturally occurring lithium (Li) has two stable iso-

topes, 6Li and 7Li, (7.52% 6Li and 92.48% 7Li), which

have the largest relative mass difference of any isotope

pair (~16%) aside from hydrogen and deuterium. Lith-

ium is fluid-mobile, moderately incompatible, and like

other alkali metals is only present on Earth in the þ1

valence state, so the isotope composition is not

directly influenced by redox reactions. Moreover,

unlike more established light isotope systems (such

as C, O and S), lithium is a trace element and does

not form an integral part of hydrological, atmospheric

or biological cycles.

Nevertheless, there is significant potential for mass-

dependent fractionation, demonstrated by the early

experiments of Taylor and Urey (1938) who separated
6Li from 7Li using ion exchange chromatography,

suggesting natural chemical exchange processes,

such as water-rock interaction, have the potential to

generate distinct isotope reservoirs on Earth.

4.1.1 Occurrence of Lithium

In the solar system: Lithium was one of the few ele-

ments produced during Big Bang nucleosynthesis,

within the first 3 min of the beginning of the Universe

(e.g. Spite and Spite 1982; Burles et al. 2001). Lithium

is also produced during stellar nucleosynthesis, how-

ever, stellar processes tend to destroy lithium, along

with beryllium and boron, so their abundances in the

solar system are lower than might be expected by

comparison with elements with either lower or higher

atomic numbers. Stars that achieve temperatures neces-

sary for fusing hydrogen (2.5 � 106 K) rapidly lose

their Li through collision of 7Li and a proton, producing

two 4He nuclei. Convection in low mass stars mixes the

Li into the hotter interior where it will be destroyed (e.g.

Korn et al. 2006). Therefore the presence of Li in a

star’s spectrum is a good indication that it is sub-stellar

(that is, a Brown dwarf too low in mass to sustain

hydrogen fusion). As a consequence of these stellar

processes most of the lithium, and beryllium and

boron, in the solar system was formed through cosmic

ray (mostly high energy proton) mediated break-up
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(spallation) of heavier elements residing in interstellar

gas and dust (e.g. Olive and Schramm 1992).

On Earth: Lithium is widely distributed on Earth,

but does not occur naturally in elemental form due to

its very high reactivity. Lithium abundances in mantle

rocks range from 0.1 to 7.7 ppm by weight, whereas

crustal rocks range from 1 to 80 ppm, with an aver-

age abundance of 22 ppm, making Li the 25th most

abundant element in the Earth’s crust. Lithium is

incompatible in most minerals but is preferentially

incorporated into biotite, cordierite and alkali-feldspar,

and forms a major element in spodumene (LiAl[Si2O6])

and petalite (Li[AlSi14O10]) characteristic minerals

in Li-rich granitic pegmatites, both of which are, at

present, the most commercially viable sources of Li.

The world’s largest reserve base of lithium is located

in brines under salt flats, in the Salar de Uyumi area

of Bolivia, which are estimated to hold at least 5.4

million tons of Li (US Geological Survey 2009).

4.1.2 Applications of Lithium

High temperature lubricant: Because of its high spe-

cific heat capacity, the highest of all solids, lithium is

often used as a coolant for heat transfer applications.

Thus, the first major application of lithium was as a

high temperature lubricant for aircraft engines, and

lithium stearate is still used at the present day.

Thermonuclear weapons: Lithium deuteride (6Li2H)

is the fusion fuel used in thermonuclear weapons of

the Teller-Ulam design. The lithium deuteride is bom-

barded with neutrons, heated and compressed, pro-

ducing tritium from the lithium, which then triggers

a reaction between deuterium and helium nucleons.

Nuclear energy: Lithium fluoride (enriched in 7Li)

also forms a constituent of the fluoride salt mixture

(LiF-BeF2) into which uranium and thorium are intro-

duced in liquid-fluoride nuclear reactors.

Medical use: Lithium is used medically for the treat-

ment of bipolar disorders (e.g. Schou 1988). How Li+

works remains a matter of debate – but it is known to

elevate levels of serotonin – however, therapeutic levels

of Li are only slightly lower than toxic amounts, which

affect the muscular and renal system. Lithium isotopes

potentially offer a means of quantifying Li dosage, and
6Li and 7Li have a differential effect on kidney health

(Stoll et al. 2001).

Lithium and its compounds also have a number of

industrial applications including high-resistance glass

and ceramics, and high strength to weight alloys in

aircraft (see also Bach 1985). Of increasing impor-

tance is the use of lithium as an anode material in

rechargeable batteries, because of the low atomic

mass of Li such batteries have a high charge and

power-to-weight ratio.

4.2 Analytical Methods

The sampling procedures used for Li isotope analyses

of environmental materials, such as river or soil pore

waters and particles, are essentially the same as those

used for trace element analyses. In brief, waters are

filtered at 0.2 or 0.45 mm using frontal filtration tech-

niques and stored in acid pre-cleaned polyethylene or

polypropylene bottles. After acidification to a pH of 2,

bottles are stored at 4�C (see e.g. Witherow et al. 2010;

Kisakurek et al. 2005; Millot et al. 2010a, b, c). River

particles, soils and sediments are dissolved in a mix-

ture of concentrated acids (usually HF, HNO3, HCl,

and sometimes HClO4) (e.g. Vigier et al. 2009). Lith-

ium isotopes in such samples are analysed either using

TIMS (James and Palmer 2000a), QUAD-ICP-MS

(Kosler et al. 2001; Vigier et al. 2008) or MC-ICP-

The enrichment of lithium for the nuclear indus-

try has used: (1) ion exchange (Colex separa-

tion) of a lithium-mercury amalgam and lithium

hydroxide solution, where 6Li has a greater

affinity for mercury than 7Li (Palko et al.

1976); (2) vacuum distillation, where lithium is

heated in a vacuum and gaseous isotopes diffuse

at different speeds because of their different

atomic weights, and are collected preferentially

on a cold surface; (3) electrochemical separation

(Umeda et al. 2001). Enrichment factors for 6Li

of 1–8% are typical of these techniques (Symons

1985). One interesting side effect of these indus-

trial enrichment processes is that some commer-

cial standards possess highly anomalous isotope

compositions with over 300% enrichment in 7Li

relative to natural terrestrial materials (Qi et al.

1997).
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MS (Millot et al. 2004; Jeffcoate et al. 2004; Hathorne

and James 2006). Analysis using MC-ICP-MS enables

the measurement of lower level samples, such as car-

bonates (<1 ppm) and waters (ppb level), with better

precisions (<1‰). All of these techniques require the

pre-separation of Li from the rest of the sample matrix,

in order to avoid interference and matrix effects that

are difficult to correct for at the level of precision

required. All of these separation techniques use chro-

matography and cation exchange resins (in particular,

the AGW 50X8 resin). Two types of eluant used

in recent studies can be found in recent literature:

organic based eluant (using a mixture of ethanol or

methanol with nitric or hydrochloric acid) (Moriguti

and Nakamura 1998; Tomascak et al. 1999; Marriott

et al 2004a; Rosner et al. 2007; Witherow et al. 2010;

Nishio et al. 2010), and dilute HCl (Chan 1987; You

and Chan 1996; James and Palmer 2000a; Hall et al.

2005; Millot et al. 2004). Since Li isotopes signifi-

cantly fractionate during the elution, a yield of 100%

is necessary. This yield can be confirmed by measur-

ing Li content in the sample before and after column

elution. However, it is important to note that even

a small percentage loss of Li may bias the d7Li value
by a few per mil. The analysis of a well-characterised

secondary standard, having a similar matrix to the

sample, provides another means of establishing the

accuracy of the entire chemical and analytical proce-

dure. Seawater, rock reference materials and Li solu-

tions doped with various elements are generally used.

A review of published d7Li values for these reference
materials can be found in Carignan et al. (2007) and

Jeffcoate et al. (2004).

Lithium isotope analysis using Quad and MC-

ICPMS techniques are undertaken following the

standard-bracketing method, using L-SVEC as the

bracketing standard. This allows the instrumental

mass bias and its variation as a function of time to be

corrected for. For analyses, the Li fraction is dissolved

in highly diluted nitric acid (typically from 0.05

to 0.5 M HNO3), and passed through either a dual

cyclonic/Scott spray chamber or a desolvating system

before being injected in the Ar-plasma of the mass

spectrometer (see e.g. Millot et al. 2004; Rosner

et al. 2007; Hathorne and James 2006). Using MC-

ICP-MS, the long-term reproducibility of pure Li solu-

tions is better than 0.3‰ at the 2s level (Millot et al.

2010a). For reference materials, that additionally need

to go through the chromatographic separation proce-

dure, this reproducibility is estimated to be 0.4–0.5‰
for seawater (Millot et al. 2010a, 2004), and 0.6‰ for

JB-2 (a basalt standard from Geological Survey of

Japan) (see Carignan et al. 2007 for a compilation).

Recently, Li isotopes have also been measured in

situ in low level environmental samples (such as car-

bonates), using the 1270 Ion Microprobe (Chaussidon

and Robert 1998; Kasemann et al. 2005; Vigier et al.

2007; Rollion-Bard et al. 2009). The estimated repro-

ducibility of this technique for the analyses of corals

and foraminifera tests is ~2‰ (2s). The instrumental

mass bias is corrected for using a carbonate standard

having the same matrix and being isotopically homo-

geneous, and for which the d7Li value has been

measured with a MC-ICP-MS technique (Vigier

et al. 2007; Rollion-Bard et al. 2009).

4.3 Primary Sources of Li
in the Environment

4.3.1 d7Li of the Oceanic and
the Continental Crust

Most of the Li of the silicate Earth is located in the

mantle (91.8%). Since Li is incompatible during mag-

matic processes, the continental crust is enriched in Li

compared to the oceanic crust, which contain 7 and 1%

of the global Li budget respectively (Teng et al. 2004).

Inorganic and biogenic carbonates are particularly

depleted in Li (usually 1 ppm in pure carbonate) and

this reservoir is minor in the overall Li budget (Hoefs

and Sywall 1997).

The average d7Li value for MORB estimated by

Tomascak et al. (2008) is 3.7 � 1.9‰ close to that

estimated for the undepleted upper mantle (3.5‰;

Jeffcoate et al. 2007) (Fig. 4.1). The range of d7Li
values in MORB is relatively narrow, between 1.5

and 5.6‰, but still significantly larger than that for

mantle peridotite (displaying a 1‰ range), considered

to represent the residual source of MORB melts.

The cause of the measured heterogeneity displayed

by MORB remains a matter of debate (cf. Elliott

et al. 2006; Tomascak et al. 2008). Crystal fraction-

ation induces only minor Li isotope fractionation
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(Tomascak et al. 1999), and diffusion effects may be

difficult to preserve in ridge magma chambers with

high melt to rock ratio. Incorporation of recycled

subduction-metasomatized upper mantle in the MORB

source may explain the correlations highlighted with

radiogenic isotopes from two localities on the East

Pacific Rise (EPR) (Elliott et al. 2006). Alternatively

the incorporation of seawater altered components in

shallow level magma chambers may explain some of

the highest MORB d7Li values (Tomascak et al.

2008).

Continental granites of various types (I, A, S) dis-

play an average d7Li value slightly lighter than that of

the mantle (Teng et al. 2008). The Li isotope compo-

sition for the continental crust has recently been esti-

mated to be 2.0 � 2.3‰, and the corresponding range

is large (�3.1 to +8.1‰) compared to MORB. This

lighter composition is best explained by weathering

and water-rock interactions, that have, over geological

timescales, successively removed “heavy” lithium

from the continents, which has been carried away by

river and ground waters to the ocean (see following

sections). However, even if shales are significantly

enriched in clay minerals and in Li, they display a

similar range of d7Li to loess and granites (Teng

et al. 2004), and the overall role of weathering on the

isotope composition of the present-day continental

crust still remains to be investigated.

4.3.2 Li Isotope Composition of Natural
Waters

The best evidence of fractionation of Li isotopes dur-

ing low temperature weathering is the systematic

enrichment of natural waters in 7Li (river, ground-

waters and the ocean), when compared to the drained

bedrocks. In rivers, the d7Li value of the dissolved

phase is systematically higher than the d7Li value of

suspended or bed sediments (see Fig. 4.2). This con-

trasted feature is observed everywhere, in mixed

lithology basins, but also in small monolithologic

basins, such as the basaltic basins of Iceland (Vigier

et al. 2009) and the granitic sub-basins of the Orinoco

and the Mackenzie (Huh et al. 2001; Millot et al.

2010b). In addition, for all mixed lithology basins

studied thus far, most of the dissolved Li (>80%) is

estimated to derive from the weathering of silicate

lithologies present within the basin (Kisakurek et al.

2005; Millot et al. 2010b).

Atmospheric precipitation (rain and snow) possesses

low Li contents, but highly variable d7Li values (Millot

et al. 2010b, c). The range displayed by rainwaters

collected in France is 3–96‰. The highest values

are explained by a significant contribution of anthropo-

genic lithium potentially derived from fertilizers in

agricultural areas, suggesting that such pollution may

significantly impact the lithium isotope signatures in

some rivers, an aspect yet to be investigated.

A recent compilation of d7Li values measured in

filtered seawater highlighted significant dispersion of

the data (28.9–33.4‰) (Carignan et al. 2004). This

was surprising since the ocean is expected to be isoto-

pically homogenous as the residence time of lithium in

the ocean is long (~1 Ma) (Stoffyn-Egli and Macken-

zie 1984; Huh et al. 1998). More recently, improved

chemical purification and new generation of MC-ICP-

MS instrumentation have enabled a much improved

precision, and the most recent estimate of d7Li for
North Atlantic seawater is 31.2 � 0.4‰ (e.g. Millot

et al. 2010a; Jeffcoate et al. 2004), which corresponds

well to the mean value obtained when considering all

published data for the ocean. This value for seawater is

significantly higher than the d7Li values determined

for its principal Li sources: the average d7Li for oce-
anic hydrothermal fluids is 9‰, and for river waters is

23.4‰ (Huh et al. 1998). This offset might be partly

accounted by a better estimate of Li sources to the

Fig. 4.1 Li isotope compositions of pristine MORB (Tomascak

et al. 2008), and granites from the continental crust (Teng et al.

2004, 2008, 2009)
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ocean and their isotope compositions. Also, low tem-

perature seafloor weathering and the formation of 6Li-

rich oceanic clays are thought to play a key role in the

Li ocean cycle (see the following sections).

4.4 Using Li Isotopes as Tracers
of Continental Weathering

Lithium is relatively mobile in the weathering environ-

ment, as a result of its low ionic charge, relatively

small ionic radius (approximately 0.068 nm; Shannon

1976) and high degree of covalency. Stable isotopes,

such as those of lithium, will not be affected by varia-

tions in rock and mineral composition that result from

the decay of the parent isotope over time, such as

for example, for the rubidium-strontium (87Rb-86Sr)

or lutetium-hafnium (176Lu-176Hf) isotope systems

(e.g. Blum and Erel 1995; Bayon et al. 2006). Never-

theless, there are a number of processes that may lead

to the fractionation of 6Li and 7Li during weathering,

including:

Primary mineral dissolution: The composition and

mineralogy of the parent bedrock determines the ini-

tial isotope composition of the waters during mineral

dissolution. The primary mineralogy also partly deter-

mines which elements are available in solution to form

secondary minerals. Previous studies suggest that

there is little fractionation of Li isotopes at magmatic

temperatures (e.g. Tomascak et al. 1999) and little

variation in the composition of coexisting minerals

(Chan and Frey 2003). Hence under normal circum-

stances the preferential weathering of a primary min-

eral phase should not generate significant differences

in the Li isotope composition of waters. Nevertheless,

in principle, during diffusion or the incongruent disso-

lution of primary phases small differences in the bond

energies of ions of a different mass may result in

isotope fractionation (O’Neil 1986). For lithium

breaking the higher energy bonds of 6Li is energeti-

cally favourable, potentially enriching any solution

with the lighter isotope.

Secondary mineral formation: Lithium is highly hydra-

ted in aqueous solutions relative to most other alkali

metals, and ordinarily assumes tetrahedral hydrated

coordination (Olsher et al. 1991). In most minerals

lithium occupies either tetrahedrally- or octahedrally

coordinated sites (Olsher et al. 1991; Wenger and

Fig. 4.2 Histograms showing the Li isotope composition of

selected river waters (in white), suspended sediments (in grey)
and bedload sands (in black). River water d7Li values are sys-

tematically higher than those measured for river particles and

sediments, for both mixed lithology basins (Himalaya, Canada)

and monolithologic basins (in Iceland). The range of values

measured in river solid phases is narrow and close to the average

of the source rocks (see Fig. 4.1)
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Armbruster 1991). During the process of crystalliza-

tion isotope fractionation can occur when an ener-

getic advantage is gained by the incorporation of one

isotope over another into a crystallographic site (O’Neil

1986). One the basis of ab initio calculations, 6Li is

preferentially incorporated into octahedral crystallo-

graphic sites ofminerals from aqueous solution (Yamaji

et al. 2001).

Adsorption onto minerals: Adsorption of aqueous ions

onto mineral surface sites is another mechanism that

can potentially lead to isotope fractionation. Sorption

of Li onto minerals from aqueous solutions at ambient

temperatures has been seen in a range of minerals

(Taylor and Urey 1938; Anderson et al. 1989) despite

early predictions that Li would tend to be the least

sorbed of the alkalis, due to its high degree of hydra-

tion (Heier and Billings 1970). Sorption and retention

of ions from solution depends upon both mineral sur-

face chemistry and the composition of the solution.

Early experiments were taken to indicate that the

magnitude of mass fractionation on desorption is

equivalent to that of adsorption (Taylor and Urey

1938) however, empirical data suggest that this frac-

tionation is not reversible (Comans et al. 1991; James

and Palmer 2000a, b). The irreversibility of this pro-

cess has been attributed to physical adsorption into

crystallographic surface sites rather than surface ion

exchange sites, in which case the magnitude of this

effect will vary among minerals.

The actual secondary minerals formed depends

upon elemental supply (saturating solutions in their

constituent elements), the stability of those phases

(principally controlled by pH and temperature), and

their formation kinetics. Lithium is not a nutrient

element, and there appears to be little Li isotope frac-

tionation accompanying incorporation into biomass

(Lemarchand et al. 2010). Nevertheless, the depletion

of other elements, such as K and Mg, due to their

incorporation into biomass may inhibit the formation

of secondary minerals, indirectly affecting the isotope

behaviour of Li (Pogge von Strandmann et al. 2010).

In this section we review how experimental work

and studies of soils and rivers yield key information on

the influence of weathering processes on Li isotopes,

and highlight the utility of Li isotopes as a weathering

tracer. Also, studies of Li in the estuarine environment

illustrate how the continental weathering signal is

transferred to the oceans.

4.4.1 Experimental Work

Primary mineral dissolution: Partial dissolution of

basalt in dilute HNO3 does not result in fractionation

of Li isotopes (Pistiner and Henderson 2003) although

similar dissolution of granite did result in significant

apparent fractionation of Li isotopes. This was attrib-

uted to the dissolution of secondary phases in the

granite or differences in the isotope composition of

primary igneous minerals in this more evolved rock

(Pistiner and Henderson 2003). More recently con-

trolled experimental dissolution of basalt glass and

olivine at pH and temperatures appropriate to natural

conditions (pH 2–4; T ¼ 25�C) indicates that there is
no resolvable Li isotope fractionation accompanying

dissolution of single phases (Wimpenny et al. 2010b).

These experimental observations suggest that primary

mineral dissolution does not result in significant frac-

tionation of Li isotopes.

Secondary mineral formation: On the basis of natu-

ral observations and experiments the formation of

clays, both at high and low temperatures, is thought to

be the major process responsible for the fractionation of

Li isotopes at the Earth’s surface and the high d7Li
found in waters (see Sect. 4.3). However, there are

few experimental studies where Li isotope behaviour

has been quantified for the crystallisation of a single

phase. Clays are not systematically enriched in Li and

the type of clay may influence water isotope signatures.

Past work has shown that Li behaviour in soils and

waters is strongly linked to that of magnesium (e.g.

Huh et al. 1998), suggesting that Mg-bearing primary

and secondary phases play a key role in the Li cycle.

Williams and Hervig (2005) studied the Li isotope

fractionation of experimentally synthesized illite and

smectite under controlled P-T and fluid conditions. It

was found that during illitization, Li substitutes into

the octahedral sites. The elemental concentration and

isotope composition were found to reach a steady state

with the onset of nearest neighbour (R1) ordering.

However, isotope fractionation for Li of between �5

and �11‰ varied systematically with crystal size,

suggesting that kinetic effects may influence Li uptake

by clays. More recently tri-octahedral Mg-Li smectites

(hectorites) were synthesized at temperatures ranging

between 25 and 250�C (Vigier et al. 2008). The Li iso-

tope fractionation factors linked to the incorporation

of Li into the octahedral sites, in substitution for
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Mg2þ, were determined. Experimental D7Liclay-solution
correlates inversely with temperature, as theory

predicts, and ranges between �1.6 � 1.3‰ at 250�C
and �10.0 � 1.3‰ at 90�C, and then stays relatively

constant down to 25�C. The relatively constant isotope
fractionation below 90�C was attributed to high con-

centrations of edge octahedra in low crystallinity

smectites. It was also found that the fractionation

factor does not depend on the solution composition,

nor on the amount of Li incorporated into the clay,

at a given temperature. Experimental precipitation of

chrysotile from olivine dissolution also results in a

significant Li isotope fractionation of the residual

fluids (Wimpenny et al. 2010b) although there was

insufficient chrysotile for measurement and quantifi-

cation of the fractionation into the solid phase.

Adsorption: Zhang et al. (1998) found a similar

degree of Li isotope fractionation during Li sorption

from seawater onto kaolinite and vermiculite, a ¼
0.979 and 0.971, respectively. Pistiner and Henderson

(2003) undertook Li sorption experiments on a variety

of minerals and found that isotope fractionation does

not occur when Li is not structurally incorporated

into the solid (physical sorption) for example during

outer sphere sorption of Li onto smectite. By contrast,

when Li is incorporated by stronger bonds (chemical

sorption), an isotope fractionation is observed that is

dependent on the chemical structure of the minerals

(Anghel et al. 2002). For example, some fractionation

was seen to accompany sorption onto ferrihydrate, and

significant fractionation occurred during the formation

of inner sphere complexes on the surface of gibbsite

(a ¼ 0.986) (Pistiner and Henderson 2003).

Taken together, these experimental results suggest

that secondary mineral formation and adsorption onto

secondary minerals are the major processes controlling

isotope fractionation during continental weathering.

Moreover, while different minerals have variable frac-

tionation factors, the sense of fractionation is always the

same, where the lighter isotope 6Li is preferentially

incorporated into the solid phase.

4.4.2 Lithium Behavior Accompanying
Soil Formation

Soils represent complex biogeochemical systems,

however, given that Li is not significantly fractionated

by incorporation into biomass, it can be anticipated

that this element will respond primarily to the forma-

tion of secondary phases in response to the breakdown

of the parent rock and/or external inputs (aeolian or

groundwater).

However, early work on soils developed on Hawaiian

basalts gave unexpected results. Huh et al. (2004)

reported increases in Li concentration, and variable

but heavy Li isotope compositions for soils, attributed

to the uptake of aerosol lithium from seawater.

Whereas, Pistiner and Henderson (2003) found little

elemental or isotope variation in a soil developed on

a similar basalt, and it was suggested that atmospheric

deposits with high d7Li may have counterbalanced the

preferential release of 7Li. A laterite soil developed on

the Deccan basalt was found to possess Li isotope

compositions that were, in general, light relative to

the composition of the parent basalt (Kisakurek et al.

2004). However, Li isotopes displayed a strong nega-

tive covariation with Li concentration which was best

explained by mixing of precursor basalt and aeolian

material, rather than simply being due to the presence

of Li-enriched secondary phases.

Work on saprolite sequences developed on igneous

rocks in South Carolina (USA), a granite and a dia-

base, demonstrated that the soils can consistently pos-

sess a much lighter Li isotope composition than the

igneous rocks from which they formed (Rudnick et al.

2004). More recently Lemarchand et al. (2010) studied

soils and soil solutions (pore waters) developed on a

granite bedrock in the Strengbach catchment (Vosges,

France). While there was little variation of the Li

isotope composition of the soils with depth, there is

a significant variation in the isotope composition of the

pore waters, with deep waters possessing heavy iso-

tope compositions and shallow waters light isotope

compositions relative to the parent rock (Fig. 4.3).

These variations were attributed to dissolution and

precipitation processes. In the deepest horizons the

precipitation of secondary minerals results in the pref-

erential incorporation of light isotopes, driving the

pore waters to heavy values. Whereas in the shallower

soil horizons the data suggest that those secondary

minerals as well as residual primary phases are

actively dissolving shifting the composition of the

pore waters to light values.

Overall, soil studies are broadly consistent with the

prediction that secondary mineral formation during

weathering releases heavy lithium to the hydrosphere,
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leaving isotopically light Li behind in the solid phases.

However, many of these studies also point to the

influence of externally derived Li either from atmo-

spheric input or groundwater, and the breakdown of

early formed secondary minerals may also impart a

light isotope signal to the pore waters.

4.4.3 Lithium Isotopes in Rivers

Rivers represent the principal means by which the

products of continental weathering are transported to

the oceans, and exert an important control on the Li

isotope composition of seawater. In a study of major

rivers (comprising some 30% of the global river dis-

charge) Huh et al. (1998) found that the dissolved

phase (filtered to <0.45 mm) possessed a wide range

of Li isotope compositions in accord with earlier stud-

ies (e.g. Chan et al. 1992; Falkner et al. 1997). No

clear relationship between isotope composition and

catchment rock type was observed, consistent with a

decoupling of d7Li and 87Sr/86Sr in the same samples,

although Li concentrations did show a relationship

with the weathering susceptibility of the parent rock

type. Lithium concentrations were also found to covary

with Mg, but rarely with Si and K, even though both are

sourced by the weathering of silicates, in accord with

the tendency of Li to be retained in secondary clays,

substituting for Mg2+. These results were taken to indi-

cate that the dominant effects on river chemistry are

isotope fractionation between waters and secondary

minerals and the degree of chemical erosion.

River data for the Orinoco basin shows a conspicu-

ous difference in the d7Li of the dissolved load

between rivers draining the young Andean moun-

tains (31.0–37.5‰) compared to the shield terrains

(13.5–22.8‰) even though the d7Li composition of

the suspended load is similar between the two (Huh

et al. 2001). These differences were attributed not to

variations in lithology, but to distinctions in the

weathering regimes. In the high-relief Andean moun-

tains weathering is reaction-limited and the dissolved

load is high in Li and isotopically heavy. Whereas, in

the low-relief stable shield areas weathering is trans-

port limited, Li concentrations in waters are low and

isotopically light in proportion to the increasing

degree of weathering.

In a study of carbonate and silicate catchments in

the Himalayas it was found that most of the dissolved

Li is sourced by the dissolution of silicate minerals

even in carbonate dominated terrains (Kisakurek et al.

2005). A distinct difference was also found in the d7Li
isotope composition of both bedload and suspended

load reflecting the different composition of the bed-

rock. However, the isotope composition of the sus-

pended load is nearly always lighter than the

corresponding bedload probably reflecting the pres-

ence of secondary phases. There is considerable over-

lap in the d7Li composition of the dissolved load

from the carbonate-silicate catchments, suggesting

that the main control on the Li isotope chemistry of

the dissolved load is not the bedrock lithology, but

rather weathering reactions involving the formation of

secondary minerals.

For rivers in the Mackenzie basin, Canada, it was

also found that the Li in the dissolved load is domi-

nated by the weathering of silicates, and that the Li

isotope composition is inversely correlated with the

relative mobility of Li (when compared with Na)

(Millot et al. 2010b). Surprisingly, the most significant
7Li enrichment in the dissolved phase of the rivers

Fig. 4.3 Lithium isotope systematics for an experimental eco-

system located in the Strengbach catchment (Vosges mountains,

NE France). The range of d7Li values obtained for the local

vegetation (spruce needle, root, branches) is shown by the black
bar. Soil solutions have been sampled at various times of the

year (dashed lines) and show a similar pattern with depth. Solid

phases have d7Li values close to those of the bedrock. Modified

from Lemarchand et al. (2010)
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accompanied incipient weathering in the Rocky

Mountain and shield areas. The fractionation was not

considered to be accounted for by the formation of

clays, and was rather attributed to the formation of Fe-

oxyhydroxides. By comparison, rivers in the lowland

areas are the most depleted in Li, with lower d7Li
values (although still enriched in 7Li compared to the

bedrock) and this was attributed to equilibrium with

clay minerals in aquifers which contribute to the dis-

solved load of rivers.

Small monolithologic catchments provide a means

of understanding and quantifying the effects of

weathering processes alone, because there is little var-

iation due to differences in rock type. Over recent years

there have been several studies of Li isotope behaviour

in rivers draining basalt terrains (Pogge von Strandmann

et al. 2006, 2010; Vigier et al. 2009) where the controls

on water chemistry are better understood through both

natural observations and experimental work. Rivers in

Iceland display a wide range of d7Li isotope composi-

tions (10.1–43.7‰) that are always heavier than the

basalt bedrock and bedload sand (3.1–8.9‰).

Whereas, the suspended load in these rivers are invari-

ably lighter than their corresponding bedload (d7Li ¼
�1.3–6.0‰) likely due to the presence of secondary

phases enriched in 6Li (Fig. 4.2). Simple mixing

between basalt weathering (d7Li ¼ 3.9‰), precipi-

tation (rain/snow) which is dominated by seawater

aerosols (d7Li ¼ 33.3‰) and hydrothermal springs

(d7Li ¼ 5.5– 10.9‰) cannot account for these varia-

tions, rather they are better explained by uptake in

secondary minerals.

The Li isotope composition of the dissolved

phase in the rivers in Iceland shows a dependence

upon the weathering regime. In the older basaltic

terrains (largely non-glacial) weathering tends to

be more reaction-limited, and result in waters with

low K/(K þ Na) ratios (relative to the parent basalt)

and heavy Li isotope compositions. This has been

explained by preferential Li and K incorporation into

secondary minerals and biomass (K) relative to mobile

elements such as Na. Whereas, in the younger, largely

glacial catchments, weathering is relatively transport-

limited and K/(K þ Na) ratios and Li isotope com-

positions are closer to those of the parent basalt.

Moreover, for many rivers in Iceland discharge rates

are monitored and chemical erosion rates can be cal-

culated. For these terrains at least Li isotope behaviour

can be explained by a simple empirical relationship

with erosion rate (Fig. 4.4) (cf. Vigier et al. 2009). Put

simply, the Li concentrations and isotope composi-

tions reflect the balance of Li derived from the parent

rock against that affected by incorporation into sec-

ondary phases. When weathering rates are high, Li

concentrations of the waters are also high and Li

isotope compositions are closer to those of the parent

rock, whereas when weathering rates are low, the

isotope composition of the waters more strongly

reflects incorporation into secondary phases. Finally,

Wimpenny et al. (2010a) found that significant frac-

tionation of Li occurs during glacial weathering

despite little evidence for the formation of clays in

the chemistry of the glacial waters. This was attributed

to sub-glacial weathering of sulphide and other Fe-

bearing minerals, resulting in the formation of Fe-

oxyhydroxides (e.g. Tranter 2003; Raiswell et al.

2006). Leaching experiments suggested that some

65% of the Li in the suspended load is hosted by

such Fe-oxyhydroxides, and that this has a light Li

isotope composition (relative to the dissolved phases)

indicating that this mineral preferentially incorporates
6Li relative to 7Li (Wimpenny et al. 2010a).

4.4.4 Estuarine Behaviour of Lithium

Dissolved lithium exhibits conservative behaviour in

estuaries, including the well-mixed estuary of the St

Fig. 4.4 d7Li of the dissolved phase (in white) and sediments

(in black) of Icelandic rivers, as a function of weathering or

chemical erosion rate, estimated independently from major and

trace elements concentrations measured in the dissolved loads

(Vigier et al. 2009)
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Lawrence river, the partially mixed Scheldt (Stoffyn-

Egli 1982) and the salt-wedge Mississippi rivers

(Colten and Hanor 1984). Lithium also behaves con-

servatively in the Gulf of Papua, where particulate Li

is trapped in aluminosilicate muds on the shelf

(Brunskill et al. 2003). Similarly, dissolved Li in

estuaries draining dominantly basaltic terrains in

Iceland and the Azores show simple elemental and

isotopic mixing trends indicating that the Li elemen-

tal and isotope signature is transferred to seawater

without modification in the estuarine mixing zone

(Pogge von Strandmann et al. 2008) (Fig. 4.5).

The Li concentration of suspended particles in

the estuary at Borgarfjordur in Iceland is within the

range of source basalt, however, remarkably the Li

content of the particles and d7Li both increase with

increasing salinity. This relationship was taken

to indicate continued weathering (and precipitation

of secondary clays) in the estuarine environment.

The particulate data suggests a fractionation factor

amineral-fluid of 0.981 � 0.003 for the clay-seawater

in the estuary, similar to the value of 0.981

reported by Chan et al. (1992) for weathered sea-

floor basalts. Moreover, it was concluded that the

weathering of such particles in the estuarine envi-

ronment may significantly impact the Li flux to

the oceans, reducing the global riverine flux by

between 15 and 25%.

4.5 Li Isotopes as Tracers
of Hydrothermal Processes
and Ocean Floor Weathering

The isotope and elemental budget of Li in the oceans is

controlled by: input from continental weathering (via

rivers, groundwater and aeolian dust) and from high-

temperature hydrothermal fluids; and removal through

sea-floor alteration, high temperature (hydrothermal)

recrystallisation and adsorption. Precipitation of marine

carbonates and biogenic silica are minor sinks of

Li (<5% total) given their low Li concentrations, and

the diffusive flux from sediments is also small (see

Table 4.1).

4.5.1 Li Mobility During Ocean-Floor
Weathering

During weathering (or alteration) of oceanic basalt

Li from seawater is incorporated into secondary

phases (in much the same way as during continental

weathering) (Fig. 4.6). Data for altered sea-floor

basalts indicates that the variations cannot be simply

attributed to mixing between pristine basalt and

seawater. Rather seawater Li enters the secondary

weathering phases with an apparent fractionation

Fig. 4.5 d7Li measured in the dissolved phase of two small

estuaries on basaltic islands (in the Azores in white, and in

Iceland in black) (Pogge von Strandmann et al. 2008). In both

cases, mixing lines between fresh and sea waters strongly sug-

gest a conservative behaviour of lithium within the studied

estuaries

Fig. 4.6 Variation of Li concentration, and d7Li values with

depth for whole rocks (white circles) and smectites (white
squares) from DSDP/ODP Site 504B (modified from Chan

et al. 2002). The range for pristine MORB is shown for compar-

ison (in light grey). The uppermost volcanic section is enriched

in Li with high d7Li values. In contrast, Li is lost from the dyke

complex through extraction by hydrothermal fluids with less

isotope fractionation
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factor a ~ 0.981 (Chan et al. 1992, 2002) indistin-

guishable from the fractionation factor observed

during the weathering of basaltic suspended material

in estuaries (Pogge von Strandmann et al. 2008). The

relative uniformity of this fractionation at a range of

localities suggests either that Li uptake is dominated

by a single phase, or else that the phases involved

possess similar fractionation factors for Li incor-

poration. The principal secondary phases in highly

weathered basalts are clays, Fe-oxyhydroxides and

smectites. Experiments suggest that the fractionation

factor accompanying smectite precipitation is <0.990,

however, the low-T experiments need to be refined

(Vigier et al. 2008). The fractionation factor asso-

ciated with the precipitation of Fe-oxyhydroxides

ranges from 0.978 to 0.999 (Pistiner and Henderson

2003; Chan and Hein 2007; Wimpenny et al. 2010a),

although the fractionation factor for zeolite has not yet

been determined. Lithium uptake may also be partly

controlled by adsorption processes, in a study of Li

uptake from seawater onto kaolinite and vermiculite

fractionation factors of 0.979 and 0.971, respectively,

were determined (Zhang et al. 1998).

4.5.2 Lithium in Hydrothermal Fluids

Seawater circulates through ocean crust of all ages,

driven by temperature induced pressure gradients. At

mid-ocean ridges the convective flow of seawater is

driven by crystallisation and cooling of the magma

that upwells from the mantle to form oceanic crust.

High-T hydrothermal exchange between basalt and

seawater is a significant source of Li to the oceans,

although the magnitude of the hydrothermal flux

remains poorly quantified, in particular at the ridge

flanks (Elderfield and Schultz 1996).

Lithium is enriched in high temperature (>350�C)
vent fluids by a factor of 20–50 times that of seawa-

ter, and the d7Li compositions of fluids from vents in

a range of settings yield values ranging from those of

MORB to several per mil heavier (Chan and Edmond

1988; Chan et al. 1993, 1994). There is no correlation

between d7Li and seafloor spreading rate suggesting

that mid-ocean ridge hydrothermal fluids derive most

of their Li from young, unaltered, basaltic crust,

rather than older basalts (Chan et al. 1993). Sediment

cover appears to have little effect on the isotope and

elemental composition of hydrothermal fluids, sug-

gesting that the isotope signal is sourced by deep

processes not linked to surface sediments enriched

in Li that is highly susceptible to hydrothermal alter-

ation (Chan et al. 1994).

It has been suggested that oceanic crust preserv-

ing a record of the interaction with high-temperature

hydrothermal fluids may be uncommon, because

of the prevalence of low-temperature weathering.

Nevertheless, observations suggest that such hydro-

thermal alteration preferentially removes heavy Li

from the rock, leaving the residual, altered oceanic

crustal rock with a lower Li concentration and ligh-

ter isotope composition than the parent material

(Chan et al. 1992, 1994; You et al. 1995; James

et al. 1999).

4.5.3 Lithium in Abyssal Peridotite
and Mantle Rocks

In oceanic fracture zones and actively-upwelling mud

volcanoes seawater reacts directly with mantle rocks

(Decitre et al. 2002; Savov et al. 2005; Benton et al.

2004). Serpentinites (altered mantle rocks) from these

studies are enriched in Li relative to unaltered mantle

rocks, but possess highly variable d7Li isotope com-

positions, both heavier and lighter than unaltered

mantle rocks, although the mean d7Li (¼þ7 � 5‰)

is similar to that of average seafloor vent fluids

(þ8 � 4‰). The Li isotope composition of Indian

ocean serpentinites has been attributed to the recycling

of Li derived from basaltic oceanic crust, rather than

from seawater (Decitre et al. 2002). Where the vari-

able isotope compositions of serpentinites result from

the interaction of mantle rocks with a hydrothermal

fluid, as it cools and reacts along its flow path towards

heavier Li isotope compositions (Vils et al. 2009).

4.5.4 Lithium in Marine Pore-Fluids

During diagenesis (compaction and mineral dehydra-

tion) pore waters, carrying a chemical signature of

fluid-sediment interaction, may be released from marine

sediments to seawater. A number of studies have

measured the Li isotope and elemental composition
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of both pore waters and host sediments (e.g. Zhang

et al. 1998; Chan and Kastner 2000; James et al. 1999;

James and Palmer 2000b) and these data indicate that

the pore fluids possess a wide range of Li isotope

compositions (d7Li values range from less than 20 to

>40‰), almost always having a heavier Li isotope

composition than their host sediment. Zhang et al.

(1998) recognised the importance of NH4
+ (produced

by the breakdown of organic matter) in pore fluids as a

counterion for exchange with Li adsorbed on sedi-

ments. It was observed that the peak in NH4
+ concen-

trations coincided with Li isotope compositions lighter

than seawater, suggesting that Li desorbed from sedi-

ments is isotopically lighter than the seawater starting

composition. Chan and Kastner (2000) documented

an inverse correlation between Li concentration and

d7Li values that was considered to reflect the super-

imposed effects of the alteration of volcanic ash, tak-

ing up Li from the fluids through the formation of

smectite, and ion exchange (between Li+ and NH4
+).

In a study of active hydrothermal venting through a

thick sediment sequence close to the Gorda ridge

(James et al. 1999) Li isotope variations were inter-

preted in terms of initial hydrothermal removal of Li

from sediments, followed by uptake of dissolved Li

accompanying the crystallisation of secondary miner-

als, and dilution with seawater. At another site on the

Gorda ridge, the Li in pore fluids was estimated to be

substantially derived (>65%) from Li initially

adsorbed on particles in the water column (James

and Palmer 2000a, b). On the basis of comparison

between experimental results and natural data it was

inferred that the upwelling rate was also a critical

control on the Li isotope composition of pore waters,

where slow rates of upwelling favour increased fluid-

sediment interaction (James et al. 2003).

4.5.5 Lithium Isotope Fractionation
During Laboratory Experiments

Laboratory experiments have also been undertaken to

quantify Li isotope behaviour during interactions of

high temperature fluids with basalt, altered basalts and

sediments (Chan et al. 1994; Seyfried et al. 1998;

James et al. 2003). All of these studies show that Li

is extracted from these rock types even at tempera-

tures <100�C. At temperatures up to 150�C Li is

incorporated into clays (such as smectite and illite)

during basalt alteration (Seyfried et al. 1998; James

et al. 2003) with an affinity that is proportional to the

fluid/rock ratio, such that Li is simultaneously added to

and removed from fluids. Whereas at higher tempera-

ture hydrothermal conditions (~350�C) Li is largely

removed from solids, and kept in solution rather than in

secondary alteration minerals (Seyfried et al. 1998).

Natural studies of the interaction between seawater

and basalts suggest that there is a fractionation of

Li isotopes that is strongly temperature dependent

(Chan and Edmond 1988; Chan et al. 1992, 1993,

1994; James et al. 1999). High temperature experi-

ments between clinopyroxene and aqueous fluids

(500–900�C) also show a temperature dependent iso-

tope fractionation (Wunder et al. 2006). More recent

low temperature (25–250�C) experiments have also

quantified the temperature dependent fractionation of

Li isotopes accompanying seawater-basalt interaction

(Millot et al. 2010c), deriving the following relation-

ship between isotope fractionation and temperature:

Dsolution�solid ¼ 7; 847=T� 8:093

temperature in Kelvinð Þ

These experiments were taken to indicate that the

Li isotope and elemental composition of fluids derived

from seawater-basalt interaction are controlled by (1)

mixing between Li in seawater, and Li released from

the basalt and (2) uptake of Li into secondary minerals

(Millot et al. 2010c).

4.6 Marine Li Records

Due mainly to analytical difficulties linked to the

particularly low levels of Li in carbonates (<1 ppm),

and, in contrast, the high levels of Li (�10 ppm) in

potential contaminants (marine clays and oxides),

there are very few published data for d7Li in marine

carbonates, and data for only two marine records

(recorded by foraminifera) have been published thus

far. In parallel, experimental studies allow the isotope

fractionation during formation of various types of

carbonates to be constrained, and some controlling

factors to be identified. In parallel, other proxy sub-

strates are investigated, but are not yet fully under-

stood (see Sect. 4.6.3).
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4.6.1 Foraminiferal Records

The first studies appeared to indicate highly variable

Li isotope compositions for foraminifera through time,

with d7Li values ranging from less than 10‰ up to

40‰ (Kosler et al. 2001; Hoefs and Sywall 1997).

However, more recent work indicates that forami-

nifera preserve a much narrower range of d7Li values
for the Cenozoic, for a number of different species

(Hall et al. 2005; Hathorne and James 2006) (Fig. 4.7).

These contrasting results are partly explained by

the use of more sensitive MC-ICP-MS, but also

by improved cleaning techniques for foraminifera.

Marriott et al. (2004a, b) and Vigier et al. (2007)

have shown that the cleaning procedure strongly

affects both the Li content and isotope composition

of the foraminifera. This is because the foraminiferal

calcite possesses very low Li contents relative to con-

taminant phases such as Fe-Mn oxyhydroxides and

silicate grains, and there is also a significant difference

between the d7Li value of foraminiferal calcite and

the contaminant phases. It has recently been shown

that ion microprobe and laser techniques could be

used to avoid contaminant phases, but other difficul-

ties then arise, such as requirement for large shells

with thick chamber walls, as well as appropriate calcite

standards (Hathorne et al. 2009; Vigier et al. 2007).

The 0.4–35.8 kyr record obtained by TIMS by Hall

et al. (2005) suggests that O. universa (planktic fora-

minifera) have d7Li values that are close to seawater.

Glacial and interglacial samples display similar d7Li
values to surface sediment samples. This is consistent

with the long residence time of Li in the ocean

(>1 Myr, Huh et al. 1998), implying that changes in

Li sources and sinks in the ocean cannot be resolved in

the d7Li record over short timescales.

The 0–18 Ma record of Hathorne and James (2006)

is based on analysis of several species of planktic

foraminifera, separated from sediments from both the

Atlantic and the Pacific oceans. The data are globally

consistent, and they suggest that the seawater d7Li
value has been constant for the last 10 Ma. In contrast,

the interval from 10 to 18 Ma is marked by a signifi-

cant decrease in planktic foraminifera d7Li. This

Table 4.1 Main marine lithium inputs and outputs

Li flux

(1010 g year�1)

d7Li (‰) References

Li inputs to the ocean

Rivers 5.6 +23.5 Huh et al. (1998)

Hydrothermal fluids 4.2 (2–20) +8.5 Chan et al. (1993), Elderfield and Schultz (1996), and

Vigier et al. (2008)

Fluid expulsion at convergent margins 0.06–0.4 +20 to >+40 Zhang et al. (1998), You et al. (1995), Chan and

Kastner (2000), and Scholz et al. (2010)

Mud volcanoes 0.2 (0.003–0.5) +12 to +31 Vanneste et al. (2010), You et al. (2004), and Scholz

et al. (2009)

Li outputs

Uptake by clays 0.7–25 +1 to +14 Stoffyn-Egli and Mackenzie (1984), Chan et al. (1992,

2002, 2006), and Wheat and Mottle (2000)

Carbonate formation 0.2–0.6 +27 to +31 Hoefs and Sywall (1997), Milliman (1993), and

Hathorne and James (2006)

Biogenic silica 0.06–1 �1 to +8 Chan et al. (2006)

Fig. 4.7 Record of planktic foraminiferal d7Li for the past 18

million years (after Hathorne and James 2006). This record is

based on different species of foraminifera. Note that there

appears to be little difference in the d7Li value of samples

recovered from the Pacific (squares) and Atlantic (circles)
oceans
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decrease was attributed to a change in seawater d7Li,
due to a change in the rate of continental weathering.

Overall, this study illustrates that the Li isotope signa-

ture of the ocean may be affected by a change of the

isotope signature of river waters. If the river water

signature is mainly due to chemical weathering of

silicates, then records of past oceanic d7Li may yield

precious information on the link between climate and

silicate weathering.

The same study also highlights the need of con-

straining, in parallel, changes in the continental Li

flux. In principle, the Li flux can be estimated from

the Li/Ca ratio measured in foraminifera, although a

strong species effect has been demonstrated and must

be corrected for (Hathorne and James 2006). This

species effect may, at least in part, explain discrepan-

cies between different studies. Significant glacial/

interglacial variation in the Li/Ca ratio preserved by

planktonic and benthic foraminifera (Hall and Chan

2004; Lear and Rosenthal 2006) has been taken to

suggest a role for temperature and/or calcite saturation

state on the amount of Li incorporated by these spe-

cies. In contrast, Delaney and Boyle (1986) found

constant Li/Ca ratios for mixed planktonic foraminif-

era over the last 40 Myr.

4.6.2 Influence of Environmental
Parameters on Li Isotope
Fractionation

The interpretation of Li isotope signatures measured in

foraminifera or other types of carbonates requires

knowledge of the isotope fractionation accompanying

Li incorporation into the carbonate matrix. Indeed, in

order to calculate the ocean d7Li from a value

measured for an inorganic or a biogenic carbonate, it

is necessary first to constrain the isotope fractionation

that has occurred during its formation, and second to

identify the parameters controlling this fractionation

(e.g. T, pH, calcification rate).

The inverse-correlation between Li/Ca and d7Li
obtained by Hathorne and James (2006) for recent

planktonic foraminifera strongly suggests that “spe-

cies effects” and biomineralization mechanisms are

likely to influence both Li isotope fractionation and

Li concentration. The influence of environmental

parameters on the Li isotope fractionation and Li/Ca

ratios has been evaluated for inorganic calcite and

aragonite experimentally grown in the laboratory

(Marriott et al. 2004a, b). Depending on the experi-

mental conditions, measured Li isotope fractionation

between the precipitated calcite and solution is not the

same. Despite this discrepancy, no dependency on

temperature is found for this fractionation at least

between 5 and 30�C (Fig. 4.8). In contrast, Li/Ca

inversely correlates with temperature. The Li/Ca

ratio recorded by a tropical coral (aragonitic) from

the Pacific Ocean varies over the course of the year

and displays the same pattern as d18O, but d7Li values
remain constant. Marriott et al. (2004a, b) also showed

that salinity has no influence on the Li isotope frac-

tionation during experimental formation of calcite and

aragonite. The main difference between these forms of

calcium carbonate lies in the magnitude of the Li

isotope fractionation (relative to the parent solution).

Inorganic and biogenic calcite display d7Li values that
are often close to that of the solution, while aragonite

Fig. 4.8 Temperature and salinity dependency on d7Li
measured in calcite (circles) and aragonite (squares) grown

experimentally (Marriott et al. 2004a, b). In both cases the

solution d7Li remains constant, at its initial value (0‰)
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samples are significantly enriched in the light isotope

(generally by more than 10‰).

In brief, thus far, the Li isotope signatures of car-

bonates seem to be little affected by environmental

factors and therefore may be appropriate for determin-

ing the evolution of the isotope signature of seawater

on geological timescales. However, some parameters

still need to be tested such as the calcification rate and/

or the role of dissolved CO3
2�.

4.6.3 Other Marine Archives
in Development

Two other marine substrates have recently been

assessed as potential recorders of the Li and Li isotope

composition of seawater: corals and oceanic ferroman-

ganese deposits.

In situ measurements of Li isotopes in calcite

and aragonite matrices have recently been developed

(Vigier et al. 2007; Rollion-Bard et al. 2009). These

studies show first that in situ isotope analyses of ara-

gonitic corals are easier than that of foraminifera tests.

They also find that shallow water and deep sea corals,

either natural or grown in the laboratory, are isotopi-

cally homogeneous at the micron scale (within the

1.1‰ uncertainty of the technique). This implies that

the biomineralization process, which is thought to be

different for the different skeletal components of

the coral (e.g. centres of calcification (COC or EMZ,

Early Mineralization Zone) vs. the fibrous parts)

does not influence the Li isotope fractionation during

skeletal formation. It is also shown that corals grown

under highly different pCO2 and pH conditions display

similar isotope signatures. This absence of depen-

dency on environmental conditions strongly suggests

that corals can record the evolution of oceanic d7Li,
with limited disturbance. However, several present-

day species display different isotope fractionation

relative to seawater, and this aspect remains to be

investigated since it is difficult to estimate long term

oceanic paleovariations based on a single species.

Recently formed Fe-Mn crusts display highly vari-

able Li contents. In fact, the Li content of Fe-Mn

deposits can be used to discriminate among the various

types of deposits, because hydrothermal and diage-

netic crusts are highly enriched in Li (�100 ppm)

whereas hydrogenetic Fe-Mn crust that form from

seawater on the seafloor display low Li levels (gener-

ally <2 ppm) (Chan and Hein 2007; Jiang et al. 2007).

Only a few Li isotope data have been published thus

far for Fe-Mn crusts. It appears that the crusts incor-

porate at least two types of Li: loosely bound Li

having an isotope signature close to that of seawater

(31‰), and more tightly bound Li which can be sig-

nificantly lighter than the seawater value (Chan and

Hein 2007). However, diffusion effects may be signif-

icant for Li (Henderson and Burton 1999), and ancient

Fe-Mn crusts are unlikely to provide a direct record of

the isotope signature of seawater at the time of their

formation. More data are certainly needed for confirm-

ing these recent observations.

4.7 Conclusion and Future Directions

Studies involving Li isotopes have increased almost

exponentially over the past few years. Both experi-

mental and field studies show that significant isotope

fractionation of Li occurs during water-rock interac-

tions. Both low and high temperature fluids display

d7Li values that are significantly different from those

of primary or secondary minerals. The major role

of silicate lithologies and clay formation in the

Li budget has been assessed, both at a regional

scale, and at a continental scale. In order to bring

more quantitative constraints on present-day and

past chemical erosion rates of silicates, using Li

isotopes, a better calibration of this fractionation in

natural systems is required, in particular during low-

temperature rock weathering. Also, materials that

record the Li isotope composition of seawater need

to be investigated and understood in more detail.

The recent developments in mass spectrometry, and

in particular the advent of MC-ICP-MS technology,

should help the expansion of the use of this pro-

mising tool for the study of chemical weathering

and erosional processes.
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Chapter 5

Meteoric 7Be and 10Be as Process Tracers in the Environment

James M. Kaste and Mark Baskaran

Abstract 7Be (T1/2 ¼ 53 days) and 10Be (T1/2 ¼
1.4 Ma) form via natural cosmogenic reactions in the

atmosphere and are delivered to Earth’s surface by wet

and dry deposition. The distinct source term and near-

constant fallout of these radionuclides onto soils, vege-

tation, waters, ice, and sediments makes them valuable

tracers of a wide range of environmental processes

operating over timescales from weeks to millions of

years. Beryllium tends to form strong bonds with oxygen

atoms, so 7Be and 10Be adsorb rapidly to organic and

inorganic solid phases in the terrestrial and marine envi-

ronment. Thus, cosmogenic isotopes of beryllium can be

used to quantify surface age, sediment source, mixing

rates, and particle residence and transit times in soils,

streams, lakes, and the oceans. A number of caveats

exist, however, for the general application of these radio-

nuclides as tracers in the environment, as steady deposi-

tion and geochemical immobility are not guaranteed in

all systems. Here we synthesize and review scientific

literature documenting the deposition and behavior of

these nuclides at the Earth’s surface, focusing on current

and potential applications for Earth scientists working to

quantify terrestrial and marine processes.

5.1 Introduction

Cosmogenic isotopes of beryllium (Be) form when

neutrons and protons spallate oxygen and nitrogen

atoms (Fig. 5.1; Lal et al. 1958). The two naturally

occurring Be isotopes of use to Earth scientists are the

short-lived 7Be (T1/2 ¼ 53.1 days) and the longer-

lived 10Be (T1/2 ¼ 1.4 Ma; Nishiizumi et al. 2007).

Because cosmic rays that cause the initial cascade of

neutrons and protons in the upper atmosphere respon-

sible for the spallation reactions are attenuated by

the mass of the atmosphere itself, production rates of

comsogenic Be are three orders of magnitude higher in

the stratosphere than they are at sea-level (Masarik and

Beer 1999, 2009). Most of the production of cosmo-

genic Be therefore occurs in the upper atmosphere

(5–30 km), although there is trace, but measurable

production as oxygen atoms in minerals at the Earth’s

surface are spallated (in situ produced; see Lal 2011,

Chap. 24). After cosmogenic Be is formed in the

atmosphere, it is removed by rain, snow, and dry depo-

sition. The near-constant production rate of cosmogenic

Be isotopes in the atmosphere (Leya et al. 2000;

Vonmoos et al. 2006) and the particle-reactive nature

of the Be atom (You et al. 1989) makemeteoric cosmo-

genic Be nuclides (sometimes referred to as “garden

variety” to differentiate from in situ) a valuable tracer

of a wide range of chemical, physical, and biogeo-

chemical processes. Here we focus on the current

and potential applications of meteoric 7Be and 10Be

for quantifying and tracing natural processes occurring

in soil, fluvial, lacustrian, and marine environments.

5.1.1 Production and Deposition
of Meteoric 7Be and 10Be

The delivery of meteoric 7Be and 10Be to a particular

point on the Earth’s surface is controlled by the

nuclide production rate in the atmosphere, the region’s

air mass source, amounts of precipitation, and the
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efficiency of wet and dry depositional processes. Pro-

duction rates of cosmogenic Be vary inversely with

solar activity, because increased solar output strength-

ens the Earth’s magnetic field which deflects cosmic

rays. On timescales of decades, production rates vary

by approximately 25% with the 11 year solar cycle,

but over the course of hundreds of years, production

rates may vary by a factor of two or more due to longer

timescale modulations in the activity of the sun (Koch

and Mann 1996; Vonmoos et al. 2006; Berggren et al.

2009). Because cosmic rays are deflected towards the

poles, production rates of cosmogenic Be are a factor

of 3–5 higher in polar air than in equatorial air (Harvey

and Matthews 1989; Masarik and Beer 1999), depend-

ing on altitude. Polar air masses therefore have higher

amounts of cosmogenic Be available for scavenging,

but precipitation rates are generally very low here,

which ultimately limits the meteoric radionuclide

fluxes to the Earth’s surface at high latitudes. The

strong production gradient of cosmogenic Be with

elevation in the atmosphere causes seasonal variabi-

lity (at least in some latitude belts) in 7Be and 10Be

deposition. This has been evident at mid-latitudes, as

injections of stratospheric air into the troposphere

during the spring season of each year result in higher

concentrations of cosmogenic Be in meteoric waters

(Husain et al. 1977). Stronger convection in the tropo-

sphere during summer months also increases 7Be and
10Be in rainfall as higher air is tapped (Baskaran

1995). Typically, fluxes of meteoric 7Be and 10Be

to the Earth’s surface scale with precipitation rates

more than with latitude, and dry deposition generally

is of lesser importance (Olsen et al. 1985; Brown et al.

1989; Wallbrink and Murray 1994; Whiting et al.

2005; Zhu and Olsen 2009), particularly for the

shorter-lived 7Be.

While the concentrations of cosmogenic Be in pre-

cipitation can vary by a factor of 20 between different

storm events at one location, and are strongly depen-

dent on latitude, amounts in rain and snow for each

nuclide are commonly on the order of 104 atoms g�1,

with 7Be/10Be atomic ratios falling between 0.41 and

0.61 in the Southern hemisphere and 0.67 and 0.85 in

the Northern hemisphere (Brown et al. 1989; Knies

et al. 1994). The production ratio of 7Be/10Be in the

atmosphere is projected to be 1.9 (Nishiizumi et al.

1996; Masarik and Beer 1999); 7Be/10Be ratios

measured in precipitation will be controlled by resi-

dence time in the atmosphere as 7Be decays during air

mass or aerosol transport. Snow commonly has higher

concentrations of cosmogenic Be isotopes than rain,

possibly because of the higher surface area of snow-

flakes compared with rain droplets (McNeary and

Baskaran 2003). Concentrations of cosmogenic Be in

precipitation compared from storm to storm are usu-

ally inversely proportional to rainfall amount, as aero-

sols are scavenged during the initial stages of a storm

event and larger storms are simply more diluted (Olsen

et al. 1985; Todd et al. 1989; Baskaran et al. 1993). For

example, Ishikawa et al. (1995) documented a sharp

reduction in the concentration of 7Be in precipitation

measured over the course of 2-day storm in Japan.

During the first ~6 h of the storm, the 7Be content of

snowfall was approximately 104.4 atoms g�1

(4 Bq L�1), but this dropped to <103.8 atoms g�1

(<1 Bq L�1) during the latter stages of the event.

Resuspended dust can be a significant source of 10Be

in rain (Monaghan et al. 1986; Graham et al. 2003; Lal

and Baskaran 2011), but is probably a minor source of
7Be to meteoric waters because of its shorter half-life.

The 10Be content of continental dust is near that of the

average concentrations in regional surface soil, which

Fig. 5.1 Schematic of cosmogenic 10Be production (7Be forms

in a similar manner). Meteoric 7Be and 10Be form in the atmo-

sphere, and are delivered to the Earth’s surface by wet and dry

deposition. Most cosmogenic 7Be is found on vegetation sur-

faces and in the O horizon or uppermost 2-cm of soil. Because of

its longer half-life, 10Be is commonly found on the surface,

throughout the soil profile, and occasionally in saprolite. Rep-

rinted from Willenbring and von Blanckenburg (2010a), Copy-

right (2010), with permission from Elsevier
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indicates that topsoil erosion is the likely source of

dust over continents (Gu et al. 1996). Lal (2007)

estimated the global average value of atmospheric

dust to be 2.12(�0.04) � 109 10Be atoms g�1 dust.

It is presumed that once 7Be or 10Be is produced, it

combines with atmospheric oxygen or hydroxyl to

form Be oxide (BeO) or hydroxide (BeOHx
2�x), mole-

cules that are scavenged by atmospheric moisture.

Equilibrium thermodynamics can be used to predict

that in slightly acidic cloudwater or rainfall (pH <6),

Be speciation will be dominated by Be2+ (Vesely et al.

1989; Takahashi et al. 1999). After rainfall hits the

surface of the Earth, precipitation having a pH of<6 is

usually neutralized rapidly, and cosmogenic Be

quickly adsorbs to vegetation and the uppermost

layer of soils and sediments (Pavich et al. 1984;

Wallbrink and Murray 1996; Kaste et al. 2007).

Because of the wide variability in the concentrations

of cosmogenic Be isotopes in rainfall within storms,

between storms, between seasons, and from year to

year, and the potential of dust deposition being signifi-

cant particularly for 10Be, it takes several years worth

of input measurements to accurately generalize depo-

sition rates for a single location (Brown et al. 1989;

Baskaran 1995). Furthermore, care must be taken to

acidify samples because Be2+ can adsorb to plastic

sampling funnels or collection bottles (Baskaran

et al. 1993). A summary of the volume-weighted 7Be

concentrations measured in rainfall and calculated wet

deposition fluxes is given in Table 5.1.

5.1.2 General Abundances of 7Be
and 10Be at the Earth’s Surface

Inventories of meteoric cosmogenic Be on the Earth’s

surface (in units of atoms (n)m�2 or activity (Bq ¼ nl)
m�2) at a particular location are a function of atmo-

spheric deposition rates, exposure age, and soluble

(from leaching or “desorption”) and particulate (from

erosion or sediment deposition) losses or gains. Soluble

losses of cosmogenic Be from soils are thought to be

negligible in watersheds of near-neutral pH, but can be

appreciable in acidic systems (Pavich et al. 1985;

Brown et al. 1992b). In most soils on gentle slopes,

erosional losses of 7Be are minimal because of its short

half-life compared to the residence time of particle-

reactive radionuclides in watersheds (or the timescale

needed for significant erosion), but 10Be inventory

deficiencies are used to calculate steady-state erosion

rates (Brown et al. 1995). 7Be in soils may thus be in an

approximate radioactive equilibrium with atmospheric

deposition, such that decay rates roughly equal deposi-

tion rates on a Bq m�2 basis (Olsen et al. 1985). How-

ever, in areas where there is very strong seasonal

variations of precipitation (such as San Francisco, CA

and other areas controlled by seasonal monsoons such

as East Asia, Southeast Asia, etc.), very high precipita-

tion during certain months may result in transient equi-

librium with much higher inventories in soils during

wetter periods (Walling et al. 2009).

Generally, concentrations of 7Be and 10Be in soils

and sediments near the Earth’s surface are in the range

of 103–105 atoms g�1 (0.15–15 Bq kg�1), and

107–109 atoms g�1, respectively (Fig. 5.2). Because

of its short half-life, 7Be is confined to vegetation and

just the upper few cm of regolith and typically has an

exponential decrease of concentration with depth in

soils (Wallbrink and Murray 1996; Blake et al. 1999;

Whiting et al. 2001; Wilson et al. 2003; Kaste et al.

2007). However, it may be found deeper than 10 cm in

sedimentary environments with high deposition rates

or where sediment mixing by bioturbation and/or

physical mixing is significant (Canuel et al. 1990) or

when there are flood events (Sommerfield et al. 1999).

Vegetation plays a significant role in scavenging

radionuclides from the atmosphere (Russell et al.

1981). A large fraction of the 7Be surface inventory

can reside in grasses or the forest canopy (Monaghan

et al. 1983; Wallbrink and Murray 1996; Kaste et al.

2002) and decays before it can reach the top of the

soil profile or enter into the hydrologic cycle. Surface
7Be inventories typically range between 108.8 and

109.8 atoms m�2 (100–1,000 Bq m�2; Table 5.1)

and show some scaling with precipitation patterns

(Whiting et al. 2005). Salisbury and Cartwright

(2005) took a creative approach in quantifying 7Be

deposition along a precipitation gradient by showing

that sheep feces sampled on a transect from sea-level

to approximately 1,000 m in North Whales had

approximately a fivefold gradient in 7Be concentra-

tions. They projected that rainfall rates increased by

a factor of approximately three to four along this

transect, and because much of the 7Be was deposited

directly on vegetation that the sheep ate, fresh feces

recorded the deposition signal. An advantage of

this technique is that it averages some of the spatial
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Table 5.1 Compilation of 7Be fallout fluxes and terrestrial surface inventories

Location Latitude Period of collection

(month year�1)

Annual

precipitation

(cm)a

Average monthly 7Be flux

(Bq m�2 month�1)a
Volume-weighted 7Be

activity (Bq L�1)a
References

Precipitation-based collectors

Bombay (India) 29�00N 1955–1961,

1963–1965,

1968, 1970

230 106 0.55 Lal et al. (1979)

Galveston, TX 29�180N 12/1988–2/1992 117 (97–150) 204 (124–322) 1.45–2.58 (2.03) Baskaran et al. (1993)

College Station, TX 30�350N 6/1989–2/1992 122 (98–146) 192 (174–208) 1.73–2.07 (1.90) Baskaran et al. (1993)

Bermuda 32�200N 9/1977–8/1978 170 238 1.57 Turekian et al. (1983)

Oak Ridge, TN 35�580N 9/1982–8/1984 127 (110–143) 169 (142–196) 1.60 (1.55–1.65) Olsen et al. (1986)

Norfolk, VA 36�530N 1/1983–12/1984 136 (132–141) 173 (167–179) 1.58 (1.50–1.67) Todd et al. (1989)

Ansan, S. Korea 37�170N 1/1992–6/1993 112 (106–117) 142 1.08 Kim et al. (1998)

Solomon, MD 38�190N 3/1986–11/1987 96 189 2.36 Dibb and Rice (1989b)

Onagawa, Japan 38�260N 4/1987–3/1989 115 (88–142) 150 (118–181) 1.57 (1.54–1.60) Ishikawa et al. (1995)

Thessaloniki, Greece 40�380N 1/1987–4/1990 48 (33–65) 51(40–70) 1.29 (1.10–1.48) Papastefanou and

Ioannidou (1991)

Westwood, NJ 40�590N 12/1960–8/1961 78 60 0.92 Walton and Fried (1962)

New Haven, CT 41�310N 3/1977–6/1978 148 315 2.63 Turekian et al. (1983)

Detroit, MI 42�250N 9/1999–2/2001 76 181 2.87 McNeary and Baskaran

(2003)

Geneva, Switzerland 46�160N 11/1997–11/1998 97 174 2.16 Caillet et al. (2001)

Lake Geneva,

Switzerland

46�300N 120 230 2.30 Dominik et al. (1987)

Lake Zurich, Switzerland 47�220N 110 223 2.43 Schuler et al. (1991)

Quillayute, Wash. 47�570N 2/1976–1/1977 270 113 0.50 Crecelius (1981)

Chilton, England 51�260N 10/1959–9/1960 68 76 1.35 Peirson (1963)

Milford, England 51�420N 10/1959–9/1960 63 72 1.38 Peirson (1963)

Rijswijk, Netherlands 52�010N 11/1960–10/1961 93 132 1.70 Bleichrodt and Van

Abkoude (1963)

Terrestrial surface inventories

Collection date

(month/year)

Median surface

inventory

(Bq m�2)

7Be flux

(Bq m�2 month�1)b
Surface type

SE Queensland, AU 28�010S 5/2003 440 175 Soil Doering et al. (2006)

Black Mtn, Australia 35�150S 9/1988 200 79 Soil + overlying grass Wallbrink and Murray

(1996)

Black Mtn, Australia 35�150S 9/1988 130 52 Alluvial bare soil Wallbrink and Murray

(1996)

Black Mtn, Australia 35�150S 5/1989 400 159 Soil + overlying grass Wallbrink and Murray

(1996)

Black Mtn, Australia 35�150S 5/1989 155 61 Alluvial bare soil Wallbrink and Murray

(1996)

Oak Ridge, TN 35�580N 7/1984 673 267 Soil + overlying grass Olsen et al. (1985)

Owens Valley, CA 37�220N 10/2006 85 34 Soil + grass Elmore et al. (2008)

Wallops Island, VA 37�550N 1/1985 673 267 Marsh + overlying

grass

Olsen et al. (1985)

Wallops Island, VA 37�550N 1/1985 107 42 Unvegetated marsh Olsen et al. (1985)

Mendocino, CA 39�180N 6/1980 700 278 Above-ground

vegetation and

litter

Monaghan et al. (1983)

Delaware Marsh 39�270N 7/1982 207 82 Marsh + overlying

grass

Olsen et al. (1985)

Valdivia, Chile 39�440S 9/2003 573 227 Soil Schuller et al. (2006)

Valdivia Chile 39�490S 4/2006 522 207 Recently harvested

forest soil

Walling et al. (2009)

Valdivia Chile 39�490S 10/2006 1,139 452 Recently harvested

forest soil

Walling et al. (2009)

Central Idaho 44�500N 5/1996 139 55 Soil + overlying

vegetation

Bonniwell et al. (1999)

Central Maine 44�500N 12/98 554 220 Bog core + overlying

vegetation

Kaste (1999)

Cooke City, MT 45�010N 6/2000 449 178 Soil Whiting et al. (2005)

Devon, UK 50�470N 2/1998 512 203 Soil Blake et al. (1999)

aNumbers in parenthesis denote the range when data are reported for �2 years
bAssumes steady-state between surface and atmospheric flux: calculated by multiplying the median surface inventory (Bq m�2) by

0.3966 month�1
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heterogeneity associated with atmospheric deposition

on vegetated terrain. Because the half-life of 10Be is

~8 orders of magnitude larger than the residence time

of aerosols in the atmosphere, in temperate to tropical

regions where the air is stripped of cosmogenic Be

isotopes in the initial part of storms, 10Be inventories

may not be controlled by rainfall rate as higher rainfall

amounts simply dilute concentrations but do not add to

the flux (Willenbring and von Blanckenburg 2010a).

The fact that small changes in amount of precipitation

for a region may not significantly alter depositional

fluxes makes it slightly simpler to project steady-state
10Be inventories for a landform.

5.2 Background

5.2.1 General Geochemical Behavior
of Be in the Environment

Beryllium has the smallest ionic radius (0.31 Å) of all

the metal cations, and exists only in the +2 valence

state in natural aqueous solutions (Baes and Mesmer

1976). Its first hydrolysis constant {[H+][BeOH+]/

[Be2+]} is 10�5.7; hence in meteoric waters where pH

is controlled by atmospheric CO2, there should be a

near equal distribution of the divalent cation [Be2+] and

its first hydrolysis product [BeOH+]. In acidic precipi-

tation where anthropogenic acids have depressed the

pH of rainfall to <5.5, much of the meteoric cosmo-

genic Be may exist as Be2+, whereas in regions where

rainfall pH is buffered by calcite-bearing dust, cosmo-

genic Be may be in the BeOH+ form. Given the typical

pH range of natural waters of 5–9, equilibrium-based

thermodynamic models would predict that the relative

Be species abundances and the partitioning of cosmo-

genic Be may vary by orders of magnitude between

slightly acidic systems and more alkaline systems.

Indeed, experimental studies demonstrate that the par-

titioning of Be from the aqueous phase to an adsorbed

phase on a range of materials is strongly pH dependent

(Bloom and Crecelius 1983; Hawley et al. 1986; You

et al. 1989). Using 3-week equilibration periods, You

et al. (1989) showed a >100-fold variation in the

solid-phase partitioning coefficient (Kd in kg L�1)

over the pH range of 4–8 for different substrate

types (Fig. 5.3).

In freshwater rivers, amounts of dissolved 7Be in

the water column are commonly below detection lim-

its (Dominik et al. 1987; Bonniwell et al. 1999), but in

marine environments, Be may be characterized as

having a limited affinity for suspended matter, as

large fraction of the 7Be and 10Be appears to be dis-

solved (Merrill et al. 1960; Bloom and Crecelius 1983;

Kusakabe et al. 1987; Dibb and Rice 1989a; Measures

et al. 1996). The mechanism of Be adsorption onto

inorganic minerals, including primary silicate minerals,

secondary silicates, and iron and aluminum oxy-

hydroxides is typically considered to be via the forma-

tion of a complex between the Be atom and oxygen on
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Fig. 5.2 Concentrations of meteoric 10Be with depth in (a) a
neutral pH soil profile in NW Australia and an acidic soil that

was strongly bioturbated in SE Australia (Fifield et al. 2010), (b)

an acidic Podzol from the Alps (Egli et al. 2010), and (c) a near-
neutral pH soil developed on a marine terrace in California

(Monaghan et al. 1992)
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the surfaces or corners of minerals (“inner sphere

adsorption”). The Kd may increase on timescales of

weeks to months as adsorption-desorption equilibrium

is followed by cationic lattice substitution (Nyffeler

et al. 1984; Dibb and Rice 1989a). Like other particle-

reactive metals, the Kd varies inversely with suspended

solids concentrations below 30 mg L�1 (Hawley et al.

1986). While Be can form complexes with organic

matter functional groups (daSilva et al. 1996), its

partitioning coefficients seem to be significantly

higher for inorganic materials compared with algae

or seston (Bloom and Crecelius 1983; Dibb and Rice

1989a). Selective chemical extractions of marine sedi-

ments (Bourles et al. 1989) and soils (Barg et al. 1997)

show that most of the meteoric Be is associated with

authigenic phases (secondary Al, Fe, and Mn miner-

als) and organic matter coatings. Beryllium forms

strong complexes with fluoride and humate, which

could theoretically affect the strength and rate of aque-

ous to solid-phase partitioning (Nyffeler et al. 1984;

Vesely et al. 1989; Takahashi et al. 1999).

The depth to which meteoric Be penetrates in soils

and sediments will be controlled by advection (leach-

ing or percolation) and diffusion-like (mixing) pro-

cesses. The short half-life and tendency to adsorb to

the solid phase causes 7Be to generally be fixed in the

vegetation and upper 2-cm of soil (Wallbrink and

Murray 1996; Walling et al. 2009), but meteoric 10Be

is usually detectable from the soil surface to the C

horizon, and in some cases through saprolite (Pavich

et al. 1985). In high pH soils that are not intensively

mixed, fallout Be exhibit an exponential decline in

concentrations with depth (Fig. 5.2a, NW Australia

Site) as the affinity of the Be atom for the surface of

almost any material (layered clays, secondary oxide

minerals, organic matter, etc.) will be very strong.

In acidic soil profiles, however, the Be atom may be

highly enriched in specific layers that have the most

favorable surface sites for adsorption (Fig. 5.2a, b). In

most near-neutral pH soils, the concentration of mete-

oric 10Be in soils has a subsurface concentration max-

imum in the B horizon layer where iron and aluminum

accumulate (Barg et al. 1997; Jungers et al. 2009; Egli

et al. 2010); beneath this there is often a general

exponential decrease with depth (Fig. 5.2c). Physical

soil mixing by organisms, wetting-drying cycles, or

freeze-thaw cycles appears to create a layer of homo-

genized 10Be concentrations (Fifield et al. 2010) as

seen in the SE Australia 10Be profile given in Fig. 5.2a.

5.2.1.1 Cosmogenic 7Be and 10Be in Freshwater

Environments

The few watershed-scale studies that measure 7Be

and/or 10Be in soils and waters have demonstrated

that the actual distribution of Be between the solid

and aqueous phase is broadly consistent with the ther-

modynamic predictions described above. In a survey

of tropical watersheds in the Orinoco and Amazon

basin, Brown et al. (1992b) found that acidic drainage

waters had nearly the same concentration of dissolved
10Be as incoming precipitation, indicating very little

adsorption to soils and sediments. In more neutral to

alkaline waters, concentrations of dissolved 10Be in

streamwater are often orders of magnitude smaller

than meteoric waters because of adsorption to alumi-

num and iron oxide coatings on soils and sediments

(Brown et al. 1992b; Barg et al. 1997) (Fig. 5.3).

Because of its shorter half-life and tendency to

adsorb, the vast majority of 7Be is retained by the

vegetation and upper soils of a watershed (Olsen

et al. 1986; Cooper et al. 1991; Wallbrink and Murray

1996; Bonniwell et al. 1999). Even during snowmelt

events when the storm hydrograph is dominated by

new water, most 7Be never reaches the stream (Cooper

et al. 1991). There are no reports of 7Be in groundwa-

ter above typical detection limits (<10 atoms g�1 or

1.5 mBq L�1). Due to the short half-life and high Kds

of 7Be, it is not expected to penetrate very far beyond

soil-air interface and hence it is not expected to be

present in groundwater. In freshwater rivers,
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Fig. 5.3 The dependence of the KD of Be for different materials

over varying pH, using equilibration times of 3 weeks and sus-

pended solids concentrations of 0.2 g L�1. Reprinted from You

et al. (1989), Copyright (1989), with permission from Elsevier
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concentrations of dissolved (<0.45 mm) 7Be are usu-

ally on the order of undetectable to 102 atoms g�1

(15 mBq L�1), which is orders of magnitude lower

than levels usually found in precipitation. Suspended

sediments in streams however can have 7Be concen-

trations on the order of 106 atoms g�1

(100–200 Bq kg�1) (Dominik et al. 1987; Bonniwell

et al. 1999); export of 7Be from watersheds is evi-

dently dominated by erosion and particulate losses.

The concentration of dissolved 7Be in lakes can vary

by an order of magnitude over the course of a year

as biological productivity varies with seasons. A

sub-alpine lake in Bodensee had dissolved concen-

trations of 7Be fluctuating from approximately

100.8–101.8 atoms g�1 (1–10 mBq L�1) over the course

of the year, which appeared to be controlled by the

availability of particulates that are ultimately regu-

lated by biological processes (Vogler et al. 1996).

Cosmogenic 10Be in groundwater has been reported

to range from 102 to 103 atoms g�1 (Pavich et al. 1985;

McHargue and Damon 1991). Pavich et al. (1985)

calculated that the groundwater losses of 10Be from a

watershed in Virginia were three orders of magnitude

lower than meteoric inputs. In a general survey of

North American rivers and the Pearl River Basin in

China, Kusakabe et al. (1991) reported dissolved con-

centrations of 10Be to range from approximately

103–103.7 atoms g�1, which was slightly less than the
10Be content of rainfall, but an order of magnitude

higher than the amounts found in estuaries. However,

dissolved 10Be in the slightly acidic Orinoco River

was found to be nearly equivalent to concentrations

measured in local precipitation (Brown et al. 1992b). It

seems that in acidic watersheds, the exchange sites on

mineral surfaces may be dominated by other ions (H+,

Al, etc.), which may inhibit Be adsorption. McHargue

and Damon (1991) used an average 10Be concentration

of 103 atoms g�1 for freshwaters, the volume of water

in the world’s rivers and lakes, and the global annual

runoff flux to calculate that the residence time of 10Be

in the world’s freshwaters is approximately 3 years.

5.2.1.2 Cosmogenic 7Be and 10Be in the Marine

Environments

After Be radionuclides are delivered to the air-water

interface via wet and dry fallout, the ions are removed

from the water column primarily by adsorption onto

particulate matter. While the removal rate is strongly

dependent on the concentration and composition of

suspended particulate matter (Dibb and Rice 1989a),

the residence time of dissolved Be above the thermo-

cline is on the order of 0.5 years (Fig. 5.4), which
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Fig. 5.4 10Be, phosphate, and silica concentrations in the water

column in the San Nicolas Basin (Kusakabe et al. 1982). Above

the thermocline in the “mixed layer” (upper ~100 m), high

concentrations of suspended particles cause rapid removal of

dissolved Be from the water column. As the particles dissolve

beneath the thermocline, 10Be is recycled back into the water

column where it has a residence time of hundreds of years
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is similar to the residence times reported for other

particle-reactive atoms like Th and Pb (Kusakabe

et al. 1982). The first measurement of 7Be in seawater

from the Indian Ocean was reported by Lal et al.

(1960). Silker et al. (1968) later demonstrated that
7Be had relatively uniform dissolved concentrations

in surface waters of the Atlantic Ocean (5�480–
25�380N, n ¼ 7 samples), ranging from 101.4 to 101.7

atoms 7Be g�1 (40–70 mBq L�1), with a particulate

fraction ranging between 7.4 and 14.9% of the total.

Kusakabe et al. (1982) found that concentrations of
10Be measured in unfiltered water samples collected

from the surface of San Nicolas Basin were indistin-

guishable from the 10Be measured in filtered water

samples (Nucleopore 0.4 mm filter), and concluded

that most 10Be was in dissolved form (Fig. 5.4).

Although the monthly depositional fluxes of 7Be

have been reported to vary by a factor of ~10, in the

water column of the ocean, activities (Bq L�1) vary

much less, as the water column integrates the activities

over its mean life. The amount of precipitation on the

ocean varies with latitude and season, which will

affect the depositional fluxes of 7Be and thus their

water column inventories. Concentrations of particu-

late and dissolved 7Be within an estuarine system vary

spatially and temporally. For example, the particulate

and total (total ¼ dissolved + particulate) 7Be acti-

vities in June 2003 in Tampa Bay, Florida varied

between 10�0.5 and 100.4 atoms g�1 (0.05 and

0.39 mBq L�1) and 10 and 102.5 atoms g�1 (1.7 and

49 mBq L�1), respectively while the corresponding

values varied between 100.3 and 101.4 atoms g�1 (0.3

and 3.7 mBq L�1) and 101.1 and 102.3 atoms g�1 (2 and

28 mBq L�1), respectively in August 2003 (Baskaran

and Swarzenski 2007). Particulate 7Be concentrations are

generally higher in the spring compared with summer,

mainly due to higher amounts of water discharge and

precipitation in late spring and early summer months,

which results in higher particulate fluxes, resuspension,

and scavenging during that time. The total residence time

of 7Be (tBe) is calculated using a simple approach,

assuming that the water column is uniformly-mixed:

tBe = ln2� ABe � h/IBe (5.1)

where ABe is the total activity of 7Be (Bq m�3), IBe is

the atmospheric input rate of 7Be (Bq m�2 day�1), and

h is the mean depth (m) of the well-mixed sampling

area. The residence time of dissolved Be in coastal

waters varies over an order of magnitude, from <1 to

60 days, depending on the depth of the coastal/estua-

rine waters and concentrations of suspended particu-

late matter (Table 5.2). The Kd values in coastal waters

may vary over two orders of magnitude, between

7 � 103 and 1.2 � 106 (Olsen et al. 1986; Baskaran

and Santschi 1993; Baskaran et al. 1997; Kaste et al.

2002; Jweda et al. 2008). The Kd values are reported to

be higher in June than in August, which is related to

the variations in the amount of freshwater discharge

and the amounts of precipitation that control the extent

of resuspension of bottom sediments.

The concentration of dissolved 10Be in marine sur-

face waters typically varies between 102.6 and 103.2

atoms g�1, and the residence time of Be has been

generally reported to be shorter than the mixing time

of the oceans (Merrill et al. 1960; Frank et al. 2009).

Meltwaters from glaciers (both polar and high-altitude)

could have higher concentrations of 10Be compared

with surrounding waters (e.g., Antarctic ice contains

about 104.7 atom g�1 of 10Be, Raisbeck et al. 1978b).

With the exception of one dataset, all data indicate that

the water column inventory of 10Be, in the Pacific is

higher than that in the Atlantic (Table 5.3), perhaps a

result of lower suspended matter concentrations in the

Pacific. The transfer of 10Be from the dissolved phase to

the solid (adsorbed) phase may be regulated by the

recycling of biogenic particles in the oceans (Fig. 5.4).

A wide range of dissolved residence times of 10Be in

the open ocean have been reported in the literature.

Several approaches have been used to obtain residence

times that include the inventories of 10Be and annual

Table 5.2 Residence time of dissolved 7Be in various coastal

waters

Location Residence

time of
7Be (d)

References

New York Harbor 8–17 Olsen et al. (1986)

James River Estuary 2–4 Olsen et al. (1986)

Raritan Bay 7–17 Olsen et al. (1986)

Chesapeake Bay 5–52 Dibb and Rice (1989a)

Galveston Bay 0.9–1.8 Baskaran and Santschi

(1993)

Sabine-Neches estuary 0.8–10.5 Baskaran et al. (1997)

Tampa Bay 1.6–58.7 Baskaran and

Swarzenski (2007)

Clinton River 1.0–60.3 Jweda et al. (2008)

Hudson River Estuary 0.7–9.5 Feng et al. (1999)
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removal or depositional input of 10Be, and from the Fe-

Mn crust and Mn-nodule measurements (Raisbeck et al.

1978a, 1980; Kusakabe et al. 1982, 1987; Segl et al.

1987; Anderson et al. 1990; Ku et al. 1990; Brown et al.

1992a; Measures et al. 1996; von Blanckenburg et al.

1996; Frank et al. 2002, 2009). A large range of resi-

dence time values, if real, has major implications on the

changing geochemical processes that lead to varying

removal rates of Be2+ from the water column. In order

to assess the variations, the data from all the open ocean

sites were recalculated to determine the inventories of
10Be in the water column (a standard depth of 3,600 m

was used for all the basins) and the inventories are

given in Table 5.3. Except the Arctic Ocean, where

we compared the residence times of 10Be in all four

major basins (Nansen, Amundsen, Makarov and

Canada Basins), we used the same depositional flux

for each of the sites. The vertical profiles of dissolved
10Be from these four basins are given in Fig. 5.5. The

errors associated with the concentrations of 10Be in

individual depths reported in the publications are pro-

pagated to obtain the error associated with the inven-

tory, which we use in the calculation of the errors

associated with the residence times. The residence

time of 10Be in these major deep basins of the Arctic

Ocean ranged from 680 to 830 years (Table 5.3), and

given the propagated errors, there is no discernable

difference in the residence time of 10Be between the

four basins of the Arctic. This observation can be com-

pared to another particle-reactive radionuclide, Th in

these major basins. A compilation of 230Th data from

these four basins clearly showed that the residence time

of Th in the Makarov Basin is the longest (45 � 1

years) compared to Canada Basin (22 � 2 years),

Amundsen Basin (19 � 1 years) and Nansen Basin

(17 � 2 years; Trimble et al. 2004). The lack of differ-

ence we observe with 10Be could be real or due to using

the same atmospheric depositional input of

0.25 � 106 atoms cm�2 year�1 (Frank et al. 2009) for

all four basins. Since the annual removal rate and

annual depositional flux data are sparse, we do not

know whether there is a real difference between the

residence times, but there are real differences between

the particle concentrations and particle fluxes between

these basins (Trimble et al. 2004).

Our calculated residence time given in Table 5.3

varies by a factor of 2.4 (between 236 and 505 years)

between the Atlantic (western North Atlantic, South

Atlantic) and Pacific Ocean. Thus, it appears that the

wider range of residence times reported by various

authors in the past (factor of ~10) may be due to poorly

constrained input term used in their calculations. Lao

et al. (1992a) estimated the deposition rate of 10Be for

the entire Pacific Ocean to be 1.5 � 106 atoms cm�2

year�1, during the Holocene based on dated sediment

cores. While the inventories can be measured precisely

(with better than 10% precision), the annual deposi-

tional (input) flux is more difficult to constrain, as it

can significantly vary depending on the amount of

precipitation. Multi-year depositional flux measure-

ment could reduce the uncertainty in the depositional

flux. Perhaps by quantifying the relationship between
10Be and another fallout isotope that is easier to mea-

sure in rainfall or has longer term datasets available

(e.g., 210Pb, Preiss et al. 1996; Sheets and Lawrence

1999), the depositional fluxes of 10Be could be better

constrained for residence time calculations.

5.2.2 Measuring 7Be and 10Be in
Environmental Samples

5.2.2.1 Preconcentration Methods

The concentrations of 7Be in surface water samples are

so dilute a preconcentration method is usually needed.
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Fig. 5.5 Vertical profiles of dissolved 10Be concentrations

from all four major deep basins of the Arctic Ocean. Data are

plotted from Frank et al. (2009)
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This is particularly important for partitioning studies

in lakes, rivers and marine system which require pre-

cise measurements in the particulate and dissolved

phases. For the extraction of particulate matter,

filter cartridges have been widely employed (Silker

1972; Baskaran et al. 1997, 2009b; Feng et al. 1999;

Baskaran and Swarzenski 2007). When the dissolved

phase (<pore-size of the filter, either absolute cut-off

or nominal) is passed through a prefilter, it is possible

that some of the dissolved phase may sorb onto the

polypropylene/acrylic/glass filters. So far, no studies

have been made to quantify this, although recent work

indicates that a finite fraction of the dissolved Th is

removed by the prefilter (Baskaran et al. 2009b). For

preconcentrating the dissolved phase, three common

methods are employed that include: (1) evaporation;

(2) co-precipitation; and (3) ion-extraction or extrac-

tion onto sorbents. Of these three methods, very low

ionic strength solutions, including rainwater and fresh-

waters can be evaporated to reduce the volume (as low

as 5–10 mL) that can be directly gamma-counted in

Ge-well detectors. Evaporation of seawater samples

will result in large amount of salts (~35 g L�1 of

seawater) and hence it is not the suitable method for

seawaters and other waters with high total dissolved

solids. Co-precipitation with FeCl3 is one of the most

Table 5.3 Concentrations, inventories and residences times of dissolved 10Be in the major world oceans

Sample code Coordinates Depth

(m)

Surface water
10Be (atoms g�1)

10Be inventory

(108 atoms cm�2)

Residence

time (years)

References

Arctic ocean

Nansen Basin 84�16.870N;
33�39.810E

4,039 460 1.98 � 0.30 790 � 120 Frank et al. (2009)1

Amundsen Basin 88�24.480N;
95�22.780E

4,400 693 2.08 � 0.38 830 � 150 Frank et al. (2009)1

Makarov Basin 87�54.970N;
154�22.500E

3,985 841 1.70 � 0.15 680 � 60 Frank et al. (2009)1

Canada Basin 75�12.50N;
149�57.00W

3,850 911 1.72 � 0.24 690 � 96 Frank et al. (2009)1

Atlantic ocean

Transect at 25�N 25�N; 60�W >4,500 1,407 4.50 � 0.22 372 � 18 Segl et al. (1987)2

Transect at 25�N 26�N; 50�W >4,500 1,671 6.80 � 0.78 562 � 64 Segl et al. (1987)2

Transect at 25�N 27�N; 44–45�W >3,319 1,310 5.98 � 0.70 494 � 58 Segl et al. (1987)2

Transect at 25�N 27�N; 35�W >4,500 1,416 4.57 � 0.59 378 � 49 Segl et al. (1987)2

Western North A. 41�320N; 63�370W >3,411 430 2.85 � 0.18 236 � 15 Ku et al. (1990)3

Western North A. 34�10N; 63�00W >5,178 640 2.94 � 0.22 243 � 18 Ku et al. (1990)3

South Atlantic 24�400S; 38�210W >3,830 930 3.35 � 0.14 279 � 12 Measures et al.

(1990)4

South Atlantic 24�550S; 01�000W >4,152 585 3.66 � 0.16 305 � 13 Measures et al.

(1990)4

South Atlantic 01�590S; 04�020W >4,850 671 3.12 � 0.13 260 � 13 Measures et al.

(1990)4

Drake Passage 57–63�S;
66–69�0W

>3,700 1,400 4.97 � 0.41 49 � 12a

(279 � 12)a
Kusakabe et al.

(1982)

Pacific Ocean 25�000N; 169�590E 6,013 1,060 5.74 � 0.36 879 � 54b

(475 � 29)b
Kusakabe et al.

(1987)

Pacific Ocean 17�280N;
117�580W

3,950 610 5.74 � 0.33 870 � 50b

(475 � 27)b
Kusakabe et al.

(1987)

Pacific Ocean 2�460S; 117�020W 4,200 810 6.11 � 0.27 926 � 41b

(505 � 22)b
Kusakabe et al.

(1987)

The following atmospheric inputs were assumed: 1: 2.5 � 105 atoms cm�2 year�1 (Frank et al. 2009); 2: 1.21 � 106

atoms cm�2 year�1 (Segl et al. 1987); 3: 1.21 � 106 atoms cm�2 year�1 (Monaghan et al. 1986); 4: 1.21 � 106 atoms cm�2

year�1 was assumed
aDownward flux of 6.9 � 106 atoms cm�2 year�1 calculated using concentration gradient in 10Be and assuming a vertical diffusivity

(Kusakabe et al. 1982); the number in parenthesis is calculated assuming 1.21 � 106 atoms cm�2 year�1 (Monaghan et al. 1986)
bInflux value of 6.6 � 105 atoms cm�2 year�1 was assumed (Kusakabe et al. 1987); the number in parenthesis is calculated

assuming 1.21 � 106 atoms cm�2 year�1 (Monaghan et al. 1986)
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common methods employed to preconcentrate;

detailed procedures are given in Baskaran et al.

(2009b). Stable Be carrier is added as yield monitor.

Sorbents that have been utilized to extract dissolved

radionuclides include Fe(OH)3-impregnated fibers and

a bed of aluminum oxide (Lee et al. 1991; Kadko and

Olson 1996). Silker (1972) demonstrated that a flow

rate of 35 L min�1 through a 6.4 mm thick alumina

bed removed 70% of the 7Be from seawater. Kadko and

Olson (1996) assumed a constant efficiency of 69� 3%,

although most cartridge methods for particle-reactive

radionuclides (such as Th, Pb, etc.) have been found

to have variable extraction efficiencies (Baskaran

et al. 2009a). The constant efficiency assumption for

Be removal needs to be rigorously tested. Concentra-

tions of 10Be in surface waters of the global ocean vary

between 102 and 103 atoms g�1 (Raisbeck et al. 1978a;

Kusakabe et al. 1982, 1990; Ku et al. 1990; Frank et al.

2009) and hence preconcentration is required. A mini-

mum of a 2-L water sample (~0.4–2 � 107 atoms) is

needed and details on chemical separation and purifi-

cation are given in Baskaran et al. (2009b). For 10Be

analysis, sediments and aerosol samples are digested

with concentrated HF, HNO3, HCl and brought to

solution with the addition of 9Be carrier. Beryllium

from this digested solution can be separated and pur-

ified following the procedure summarized in Baskaran

et al. (2009b). The purified Be in the form of Be(OH)2
is mixed with a small amount of AgNO3 powder and

then ashed at 850�C for 6 h and the ashed BeO powder

is to prepare the target for the AMS analysis. Although

the separation and purification of 10Be is straight for-

ward, isobaric interference from boron isotopes (10B)

could affect the measurements of 10Be by AMS and

hence care must be exercised in the purification of Be

to eliminate B. Earlier studies added 7Be spike

(obtained from a commercial company) for the mea-

surements of 10Be in seawater as a yield monitor

which had a high blank levels of 10Be and hence

caution needs to be exercised in utilizing 7Be spike

as a yield monitor (Kusakabe et al. 1982).

5.2.2.2 Measurement of 7Be and 10Be

Concentrations

7Be is most commonly measured in environmental

samples using low-background decay counting

techniques (Arnold and Al-Salih 1955; Larsen and

Cutshall 1981). 7Be decays to 7Li via electron capture,

with 89.6% of the decays emitting a very low energy

x-ray as they go directly to the ground state, and 10.4%

of the decays first going to an excited state, which is

the fraction that emits the 477.6 keV gamma. Gamma

measurements are usually done using shielded scintil-

lation detectors (e.g., NaI crystals) or semiconductor

detectors made of Ge(Li) or pure (intrinsic) germa-

nium (Arnold and Al-Salih 1955; Silker 1972; Larsen

and Cutshall 1981; Krishnaswami et al. 1982; Murray

et al. 1987; Baskaran et al. 1997; Baskaran and Shaw

2001). The absolute detection efficiency of NaI detec-

tors for gamma rays is typically higher than the effi-

ciency of Ge detectors, but NaI detectors have poor

energy resolution. The width of the peak at half of the

maximum value (full width at half maximum, FWHM

of the Gaussian curve) for NaI detectors at 478 keV is

commonly �30 keV, which is inadequate for resolv-

ing the 7Be gamma from possible emissions from U

and Th series isotopes. Most notably, 228Ac (232Th

series) has a strong emission (4.74% yield) at

463 keV (Dalmasso et al. 1987), and radon progeny

have low yield emissions at 480 and 487 keV (Morel

et al. 2004) which can be significant when counting

samples high in 226Ra. Separation and purification of

the Be atom is therefore necessary when using scintil-

lation detectors, but Ge(Li) and intrinsic Ge detectors

have high enough resolution (~1–2 keV FWHM) in the

478 keV region which allows for the direct analysis of

soils, sediments, waters, or filter papers for the 7Be

gamma.

One of the most important considerations that must

be made when analyzing for 7Be is the background of

the gamma spectrum, which can control the detection

limits. Compton scattering occurs when high energy

gammas eject an electron with only a fraction of their

full energy, which can create a “count” on the detec-

tor’s spectrum and a newer lower energy gamma ray

that can also create counts on the detector. Thus, high

energy photons (>500 keV) from the U and Th decay

series, 40K, and cosmic rays thus generate random

noise in the region of the gamma spectrum where
7Be decays. By completely surrounding the scintilla-

tion or Ge detectors with 400 of lead and using detector

hardware (preamplifier, wires, etc.) made of ultra-low-

background materials, the Compton scattering effect

from gammas originating from external sources (the

ground, the walls, and the atmosphere) can be mini-

mized. As a general rule, if the detector is completely
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surrounded by 400 of lead, external gammas from the
238U, 235U, and 232Th decay series and 40K are effec-

tively attenuated. To minimize the Compton scattering

effect from cosmic rays, detectors should be housed in

basements of buildings or below ground. A thin copper

liner is often used to separate the detector (and sample)

from X-rays generated by the lead shielding itself.

In general, the larger the scintillation or Ge Detec-

tor (in thickness and surface area), the higher the

efficiency for the 7Be detection process, but larger

detectors require the thickest shielding. The efficiency

of the detector type for absorbing the full energy of the

478 keV 7Be gamma is a function of the detector and

the counting geometry. The relationship between effi-

ciency and energy for each detector and counting

geometry must be defined to calculate accurate 7Be

concentrations. This is commonly done by counting a

synthesized mixture of radionuclides that decay over a

wide range of energies (40–1,400 keV) in the exact

geometry that the unknown samples will be analyzed

in, which allows the analyst to construct a relationship

between energy (keV) and detection efficiency. Alter-

nately, if certified 7Be Standard Reference Material

can be obtained, then, the detector can be calibrated

for well-defined geometries and dpm/cpm ratios can

be obtained for different geometries and these ratios

can be directly used to obtain the activities of samples.

Detectors can be planar in form for petri-dish style

counting geometries, but large well detectors have the

highest efficiencies for small geometry samples (a Ge

well detector has an absolute detection efficiency at

478 keV of 21.9 � 0.3% for 1-mL geometry; Jweda

et al. 2008). There have been successful measurements

of 7Be in environmental samples by accelerator mass

spectrometry, which has a detection limit of ~104

atoms (corresponding to 0.09 dpm or 1.5 mBq)

which is at least an order of magnitude more sensitive

than the counting methods (Nagai et al. 2004). Details

on calculation of activities and calibration methods are

given in Baskaran et al. (2009b).

A number of accelerators (e.g., Tandem Van De

Graaff and other high-voltage Tandem accelerators,

cyclotron, etc.) have been utilized to measure 10Be

(Raisbeck et al. 1978b; Turekian et al. 1979;

Galindo-Uribarri et al. 2007). Details on the differ-

ences between these accelerated mass spectrometers

are beyond the scope of this article. A detailed meth-

odology on how the Tandem Van De Graaff accelera-

tor is set-up and used for the 10Be measurements is

given in Turekian et al. (1979).

5.3 Applications

The near-steady input of 7Be and 10Be and the particle-

reactive nature of the Be atom makes meteoric Be

nuclides a very useful tracer for quantifying a range

of environmental processes operating on timescales

from weeks to millennia. Both nuclides can be used

to study atmospheric transport and depositional pro-

cesses (see Lal and Baskaran 2011, Chap. 28). 7Be can

be used to quantify a number of short-timescale pro-

cesses, including the infiltration of particle-reactive

elements in soils, overland flow processes, and topsoil

erosion (see Matisoff and Whiting 2011, Chap. 25). In

lakes, streams, and marine environments, 7Be is a

valuable tracer of colloid and particulate dynamics,

recent sediment deposition, mixing and focusing, and

particle resuspension and transport. Meteoric 10Be has

been used to quantify landform age, creep rates, ero-

sion rates, loess accumulation, and it has potential for

dating authigenic mineral formation.

5.3.1 Using 7Be and 10Be to Trace
Hillslope and Soil Processes

The short half-life of 7Be makes it a valuable tracer of

event-scale transport in soil profiles and on hillslopes.

Given that 7Be is usually deposited during rainfall

events, especially intense rains and thunderstorms,

the vertical distribution of this nuclide in soils can be

used to infer the initial depth-penetration of other

particle-reactive radionuclides and contaminants

from a single deposition event. The initial conditions

for an advection-diffusion transport model of other

fallout isotopes (e.g., 210Pb) can be constrained using

the vertical distribution of 7Be (Kaste et al. 2007).

Measurements of 7Be in stormwater, for example, can

be used to study the fate of atmospherically-deposited

particle reactive contaminants (Hg, Pb, etc.) released

from a melting snowpack (Cooper et al. 1991).

The spatial distribution of 7Be on hillslopes measured

after a significant storm can also be used to trace
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event-scale soil sediment redistribution. If the 7Be

distribution is compared with the distribution of

other sediment tracers that track longer timescales (e.

g., 137Cs), the contribution of single, intense storms to

soil movement can be put into perspective with pro-

cesses operating over the course of years to decades

(Walling et al. 1999).

Because of its longer half-life, meteoric 10Be has

great potential for quantifying soil and sediment trans-

port processes and authigenic mineral formation rates

on soil-mantled hillslopes (Willenbring and von

Blanckenburg 2010a). The inventory of meteoric
10Be (I, in units of atoms area�1) at a point on Earth

can be expressed as:

I ¼
ð0

�z

Cr dz (5.2)

where �z is the depth in the soil to which meteoric
10Be has penetrated, 0 is the soil surface, C is the

concentration of meteoric 10Be (in atoms mass�1),

and r is the soil density (mass volume�1). In practice,

this is measured by collecting samples with sampling

depth resolution (dz) on the order of 20 cm to up to a

meter (Pavich et al. 1985; McKean et al. 1993; Jungers

et al. 2009). The inventory I at a location is governed

by 10Be deposition, which is a function of production

in the atmosphere and wet + dry depositional pro-

cesses, age, radioactive decay, particulate losses, and

solute losses. Inventories are used to find the age of

stable, non-eroding surfaces if the nuclear production

rates in the atmosphere and deposition varies around

some mean value that can be constrained for time

period of interest (Tsai et al. 2008; Willenbring and

von Blanckenburg 2010a). However, at many sites,

solution and/or erosional losses limit the 10Be inven-

tories (Monaghan et al. 1983). Given an eroding sur-

face where weathering, soil formation, and soil loss

are in equilibrium, inventories can be used to calculate

steady-state erosion rates (Pavich et al. 1986; Brown

et al. 1988). This technique can be extended to study

the fate of other particle-reactive elements on land-

scapes. For example, the loss and accumulation of
10Be over different points of a landform can be used

to study how sediment transport processes control the

fate and storage of carbon on a hillslope (Harden et al.

2002).

Inventories of meteoric 10Be along points on soil-

mantled hillslope profiles often increase with distance

from the divide (McKean et al. 1993). This gradient

results because points farthest from the divide have

traveled the longest distance and resided on the hill-

slope for a longer duration and thus received more of

a 10Be dose. By constructing a linear regression

between I values measured for points on a hillslope

profile and projected soil particle paths, Jungers et al.

(2009) used the rate of inventory change (dI/dx) and

an average 10Be input assumption to calculate virtual

soil velocities for a hillslope in the Great Smoky

Mountains, NC. Downslope soil transport velocities

calculated using 10Be inventories can be used to test

assumptions about landscape equilibrium. McKean

et al. (1993) used this technique to show that the

soil creep flux was related to slope, which supported

G.K. Gilbert’s hypothesis (1877) that hillslopes exist

in a dynamic equilibrium with a uniform soil produc-

tion rate.

Meteoric 10Be may be useful for dating authigenic

minerals in soils, which was first suggested by Lal

et al. (1991). Dating of secondary minerals in soil

profiles could be extremely valuable for quantifying

the rate of soil formation, and, using additional infor-

mation, can be used for putting formation rates into

context with erosion rates. Secondary minerals have,

for the most part, defied traditional isotopic dating

methods, such as U-Th series chronology, because of

large uncertainties in defining the initially inherited

isotopic composition (Cornu et al. 2009).

Barg et al. (1997) developed a “closed system”

model which relied on the 10Be/9Be ratio as a chronom-

eter for modeling the age of clays and iron and alumi-

num hydroxide minerals. In this model, cosmogenic
10Be and bedrock-derived 9Be equilibrate in the upper

soil horizons, and slowly move down the profile by

adsorption-desorption reactions. It is assumed that sec-

ondaryminerals formprimarily in the C-horizon, and, at

the time of formation 10Be/9Be is locked in, and will

change as a function of time. Indeed, the 10Be/9Be

values were found to be in a narrower range than the
10Be concentration, and, by using selective chemical

extractions that targeted secondary minerals, they

found that the highest 10Be/9Be values were found at

the soil-bedrock interface, where authigenic mineral

formation is projected to take place. This technique

needs considerably more development, to account for

secondarymineral dissolution and illuviation processes.
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5.3.2 Using 7Be as a Tracer in Lake
and River Systems

5.3.2.1 7Be as a Tracer of Metal Scavenging,

Colloidal, and Particulate Dynamics

in Lakes

When dissolved metals are introduced into lake waters

via atmospheric deposition, they can be scavenged by

colloids, a process that greatly reduces their potential

toxicity to the lake’s ecosystem. Honeyman and

Santschi (1989) describe a “colloidal pumping” process

by which metals are removed from waters in three

stages: (1) in the first stage, dissolved trace metals and

radionuclides are released into the water column, either

from atmospheric deposition or through production

from the parents and these species are removed quickly

onto colloidal particles through sorption reactions; (2)

colloidal-bound trace metals and radionuclides undergo

coagulation relatively slowly with the small particle

pool and (3) the particles move in the particle size

spectrum and are then eventually removed from the

water column. In this, the coagulation of colloids is

the rate controlling step in trace metals and radionuclide

scavenging. Steinmann et al. (1999) modified a steady-

state particle scavenging model (Honeyman and

Santschi 1989) so that (l = 0.013 d�1, the decay con-

stant of 7Be) 7Be could be applied to study mechanisms

and rates of metal scavenging from the waters of Lake

Lugano (Switzerland, Italy):

Bedlads ¼ Beclþ Beclcoag
Beclcoag ¼ Beplþ Beplsed

FBe
sed ¼ Beplsed (5.3-5.5)

By directly measuring the concentrations (in

Bq m�3) of dissolved 7Be (Bed; <10 kD), colloidal
7Be (Bec; 10 kD–1 mm), particulate 7Be (Bep;>1 mm),

and the sedimentary flux of 7Be (FBe
sed ; in Bq m�3

day�1), the adsorption rate (lads) of
7Be onto colloids

was calculated to be approximately 0.02–0.005 day�1,

corresponding to a dissolved 7Be residence time of

50–200 days. The residence time of colloids (1/lcoag)
ranged from a few days to a few weeks, while the

residence time of particulates (1/lsed) was typically

less than a week. The authors suggested that colloids

<10 kD containing 7Be could be affecting the calcu-

lated residence times, and thus adsorption rates of 7Be,

and that perhaps the rate limiting step for the removal

of Be from the water column was in fact the coagula-

tion of small colloids <10 kD. This application of 7Be

was also useful for quantifying the effect of biological

processes on trace metal scavenging, as the highest

coagulation rates (lcoag) followed algal blooms. While

true steady-steady conditions may not be possible on

timescales of weeks because of the episodic nature of
7Be deposition, the quantitative modeling approach

described above is still useful for constraining the rates

of metal adsorption, colloidal coagulation, and particle

sedimentation in natural systems (Dominik et al. 1989).
7Be can also be used to identify sources of particu-

lates to the water column in lakes and to examine mix-

ing processes. In Lake Michigan, under isothermal

conditions that persist from December to May, the con-

centration of 7Be on suspended matter is nearly constant

with depth (Robbins and Eadie 1991), indicating that the

waters are mixed vertically on short timescales.

However, in early summer, the 7Be content of sus-

pended sediments reaches a maxima near the surface

of the lake (<20 m) as lake stratification limits the

settling of sediment (Robbins and Eadie 1991). A

similar stratification effect on the vertical distribution

of 7Be has been observed in waters of Lake Zurich

(Schuler et al. 1991). In the summer, calcite formation

and/or algal blooms can effectively scavenge 7Be from

the upper fraction of the water column, reducing 7Be

in the epilimnion (Robbins and Eadie 1991; Vogler

et al. 1996). In the late fall, lake turnover recharges the

suspended sediment pool to lake water again, as 7Be

increases again in the epilimnion (Robbins and Eadie

1991; Vogler et al. 1996). These tracer studies have

demonstrated how the dissolved to particulate 7Be

varies seasonally, and that the scavenging of metals

from surface waters can be controlled by biological

productivity and/or authigenic mineral formation.

5.3.2.2 7Be as a Tracer of Sediment Source,

Focusing, Resuspension, and Transport

in Rivers

Sediment can directly and indirectly degrade river

ecosystems, and humans have altered landscapes and

sediment fluxes and dynamics in nearly every river

system on Earth. The focusing of fine sediment depo-

sition from land use change, in particular, can degrade
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spawning gravels, and, in some cases, sediments con-

tain particle-reactive contaminants such as Pb, Hg, and

PCBs that directly impact organisms. Cosmogenic 7Be

can be a useful tracer in fluvial systems, and has been

successfully used to trace sediment sources in rivers,

residence times, resuspension rates, transit times, and

the fate of recently contaminated sediments. In many

cases the use of 7Be in fluvial systems relies on the fact

that sediments that are buried for a period of more than

6 months will have undetectable 7Be. This “old” sedi-

ment can be separated from recently exposed sediment

by doing end-member mixing analysis (Bonniwell et al.

1999; Matisoff et al. 2005). In rivers, sediment deposi-

tion and resuspension rates can be calculated by pro-

jecting the inventories present in bed sediments present

from atmospheric deposition, and quantifying depletion

from resuspension, or excess, from deposition (Jweda

et al. 2008). This technique was used in the Fox River,

in Wisconsin, to determine the fate and dynamics of a

PCB-contaminated sediment layer (Fitzgerald et al.

2001), much of which was resuspended during high

flow despite the impounded nature of the river.

Humans have profoundly altered the flow regimes

and sediment supplies of rivers through urbanization,

logging, the construction of dams, and the engineering

of stream banks (Croke et al. 1999; Magilligan et al.

2003). In recent years, the use of 7Be as a tracer of fine

sediment deposition, resuspension, and transport has

been expanded to study processes in a wide range of

fluvial environments, and to quantify how sediment

dynamics might respond to different forcings. The

enrichment of the upper few cm of topsoil with 7Be

makes it a valuable tracer of sediments derived from

surface erosion (Blake et al. 1999, 2002; Wallbrink

et al. 1999) and enables a quantitative partitioning

of runoff processes between sheetwash and rilling

(Whiting et al. 2001). Sediment transport rates within

a fluvial system can also be calculated using 7Be.

Salant et al. (2007) repeatedly measured point bar

and streambed sands in a regulated river immediately

downstream of a dam in Vermont, U.S.A. During

the winter months, sediment stored behind the dam

became depleted in 7Be, and when the gates were

opened in the early spring the pulse of depleted

“new” sediment was discernable from the surrounding

sediments that were supplied by tributaries and previ-

ously exposed bars. Sediment transport rates of 30–

80 m day�1 were calculated using the known starting

point of the sands and monthly sampling at fixed

points to monitor the pulse of sediment as it moved

down river. The 7Be content of bedload sediment in

a single river varies by more than a factor of two over

the course of a single year, as seasonal changes in 7Be

delivery (Olsen et al. 1985) and flow regimes regulate

sediment source, grain size, and transport processes.

Cosmogenic 7Be may trace sediment substrates and

nutrients that are favorable for certain aquatic insects.

Svendsen et al. (2009) reported a significant correla-

tion between 7Be concentrations in transitional bed

load sediment and benthic community structure at

tributary junctions along a mainstem river in Vermont.

There is a strong dependence of grain size on the

adsorption of 7Be, and, in rivers, grain size will vary

with flow regime which can make the relationship

between 7Be and age difficult to reconstruct. To nor-

malize for grain-size effects on 7Be values, models

have been developed that utilize the 7Be/210Pbex ratio

for calculating sediment age or fraction of new sedi-

ment in suspension. This relies on the fact that 210Pbex,

which is the atmospherically-delivered portion of
210Pb in sediments (210Pb in “excess” of that projected

to be supported by in situ 222Rn decay) also adsorbs

strongly to sediment and organic matter surfaces, and

is reported to have partitioning coefficients (Kd) at

least as high as Be (Sauve et al. 2000a, b). The change

in the 7Be/210Pbex can thus be a more sensitive indica-

tor of age, since 7Be decays much faster than 210Pb.

Others have found a very strong correlation with
7Be/210Pb values and 7Be divided by grain surface

area (Fisher et al. 2010). In a study of a coastal plain

river in Maine, U.S.A., Fisher et al. (2010) used a

constant initial 7Be/210Pb model to measure the time-

scale of sediment storage behind large woody debris

and boulders. They found that in independently-

assessed “transport-limited” reaches of the Ducktrap

River, sediment sequestration behind in-stream

obstructions was >100 days, but in supply limited

reaches sediment was replenished more quickly.

5.3.3 Applications of Meteoric 7Be and
10Be as Process Tracers in the
Marine Environment

From the time the 7Be and 10Be are produced in the

atmosphere until its ultimate disposal, either through

radioactive decay or their permanent incorporation into
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the bottom sediments in oceans, these nuclides often

pass through a number of transient reservoirs, such as

various layers of atmosphere, precipitation and surface

waters. The half-life of 7Be is suitable for studying the

vertical eddy diffusion coefficients and associated verti-

cal transport rates in the upper layers of the thermocline

(Silker 1972; Kadko and Olson 1996). Silker (1972)

utilized the vertical concentration gradients of 7Be in

the Atlantic water column to determine the vertical eddy

diffusion coefficients within the thermocline, assuming

that atmospheric input of 7Be is constant and the hori-

zontal advective transport is negligible. Due to its short

mean-life (76.9 days) and the lack of biological removal

of Be, the effects of long-range advective transport on

the vertical distribution is likely negligible and hence it

is reasonable to assume that 7Be will be effective in

tracing diffusion at the top of the thermocline. Since7Be

is delivered at the air-water interface, that layer is

“tagged”with 7Be constantly and when this layer under-

goes sinking, the vertical profiles of 7Be can be utilized

to retrieve the record of the seasonal changes in the

mixed layer depth (Kadko 2000).

5.3.3.1 Measuring Sediment Accumulation,

Mixing Rates, and Sediment Focusing

with 7Be

A large number of studies have been conducted utiliz-

ing 7Be to identify and quantify flood deposits (Corbett

et al. 2007; more discussion are given in Du

et al. 2011, Chap. 16). 7Be is also utilized to quan-

tify recent sediment accumulation and mixing rates

(Krishnaswami et al. 1980; Clifton et al. 1995; Corbett

et al. 2007). The sediment mixing involves both

advective (physical particle transport) and diffusive

mixing components. A combined effect of advective

and diffusive mixing is analogous to eddy diffusion

and has been modeled to determine eddy mixing

coefficients. In coastal areas, the 7Be profiles in sedi-

ments are not often in steady-state due to seasonal

variations in the riverine discharge which delivers

relatively large amount of 7Be. In marine and lacus-

trine environments, the sediment inventories at selec-

ted sites are often far excessive compared to what is

expected and this elevated levels is often caused by

physical transport processes of sediments (such as

sediment focusing by bottom currents and gravity

flows, e.g., slumps and gravity flows). A comparison

of the measured sediment inventories (Ised, Bq m
�2) to

the measured depositional fluxes (or expected) of 7Be

(Idep) will yield information on sediment focusing

(Ised/Idep > 1) or erosion (Ised/Idep < 1).

5.3.3.2 Boundary Scavenging and Long-Range

Transport of 10Be in Marine Systems

Advective transport of dissolved nuclides to regions of

high productivity waters in the margins results in

higher suspended particle concentrations and fluxes

which result in enhanced scavenging of 10Be and

other particle-reactive nuclides (e.g., 230Th, 231Pa,
210Pb, etc.). In ocean margin sediments, the 10Be con-

centrations were found to be much higher than that

expected from the direct atmospheric deposition and

this was attributed to boundary scavenging. The depo-

sition rates of 10Be in pelagic red clays were reported

to be much less than its global average production rate,

whereas in ocean-margin sediments, the 10Be deposi-

tion rate exceeds its global average production rate

(Brown et al. 1985; Anderson et al. 1990; Lao et al.

1992b). Particle composition (such as opal Si, Fe-Mn

oxides, carbonate, terrigenous material such as clays;

Luo and Ku 2004a, b; Chase et al. 2003) also plays a

significant role on the scavenging of dissolved 10Be.

Sharma et al. (1987) reported strong correlation

between 10Be and Al in the sediment trap and attrib-

uted the aluminosilicate to be the major carrier phase

for the scavenging of dissolved 10Be.

Deposition rates of 10Be at margin sites calculated

from sedimentary records (¼ sediment accumulation

rates (g cm�2 year�1) � concentration of 10Be in sur-

ficial sediments (atoms g�1)) have been found to be

significantly higher than the rate of 10Be supply at the

Earth’s surface at sites far away from the margins

(such as off Northwest Africa and off California,

equatorial Pacific off Ecuador, margins in North

Atlantic, Brown et al. 1985; Anderson et al. 1990)

and is attributed to boundary scavenging. Boundary

scavenging exerts influence when the dissolved resi-

dence time of Be is greater than the time required for

the advective transport to move the water from the

center of the basin to the margins. Physical transport

processes such as bottom currents and gravity flows

(turbidities and slumps) also could lead to increased

rates of 10Be accumulation rates, resulting in higher

ocean-wide average 10Be deposition rates.
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There are limited data on the temporal and spatial

variations of 10Be and 7Be isotopes in oceanic particu-

late matter. Depositional fluxes measured in sediment

traps deployed at two sites in the eastern equatorial

North Pacific Ocean show that the 10Be flux at traps

deployed 50 m above the bottom of the sediment-water

interface were up to an order of magnitude higher than

that at mid-depth in the water depth column (at 1,565

and 1,465 m with total water depth of 3,100 and

3,600 m). The flux in the bottom trap (4.6 � 106 and

2.4 � 106 atoms cm�2 year�1) was significantly higher

than the average global depositional flux of 1.2 � 106

atoms cm�2 year�1 while at intermediate depth the
10Be flux was lower (0.9 � 106 and 0.4 � 106

atoms cm�2 year�1) than the global depositional flux

(Sharma et al. 1987). This difference was attributed to

contribution from lateral input as well as from the

resuspended material in the bottom nepheloid layers.

A strong correlation between 10Be concentration and Al

suggest that aluminosilicate is the major carrier phase

of 10Be. Variations in atmospheric dust input may result

in variations in the scavenging of 10Be from the water

column and thus, the variations in particle fluxes can be

linked to the depositional fluxes in the traps.

5.3.3.3 7Be as a Tracer of Ice Rafted Sediments

(IRS) in the Oceans

Concentrations of 7Be in ice-rafted sediments (IRS) in

the seasonal ice-cover of the Arctic Ocean have been

reported to be relatively high (Masque et al. 2007).

When sea ice is formed mostly in shallow waters in the

marginal seas of the Arctic Ocean (such as Siberian

margins of the Laptev, Kara and Barents Seas), large

amounts of fine-grained sediments get incorporated

into the sea ice during formation of new ice mainly

through suspension freezing of bottom sediments and

river-borne sediments (Barnes et al. 1982; Reimnitz

et al. 1992; Nurnberg et al. 1994) and are subsequently

transported to different parts of the Arctic. During its

transit, atmospherically-delivered 7Be is intercepted

by the ice cover and the 7Be is added to the IRS during

freezing-thawing cycles (Baskaran 2005). The activ-

ities of 7Be in IRS have been reported to be highly

variable, with values ranging between 104.9 and 106.2

atoms g�1 (13 and 212 Bq kg�1), which is 1–2 orders

of magnitude higher than those reported in the coastal

sediments. The dissolved 7Be activities in melt ponds

were also reported to bemuch higher (30–60mBq L�1)

than the surface waters in the Arctic (0.6–2.3mBq L�1)

as well as surface water samples collected between 1.0

and 2.0 m from the air-sea interface (2.6 mBq L�1)

(Eicken et al. 2002; Kadko and Swart 2004). The

concentrations of 7Be in sea ice also were reported to

be ~2 orders of magnitude higher than that in the ocean

mixed layer below the sea ice and this was attributed

to dilution of 7Be with longer depths of the mixed

layer compared with the <1 m thick seasonal ice

(Cooper et al. 1991). During summer, the snow and

upper 0.3–0.7 m of the ice melt off the ice surface.

Tracer studies indicate that meltwaters disperse over

distances of tens of meters on time scales of days, with

much of the meltwater pooling in depressions at the

surface (Eicken et al. 2002). IRS accumulates at the

surface and in melt pools and are subjected to meltwa-

ter flushing (Nurnberg et al. 1994). During this pro-

cess, the IRS released from melting comes in contact

with seawater in meltponds and additional scavenging

may take place. It has been estimated that ~60% of the
7Be inventory is found in the water column from the

sea ice melt and the remaining ~40% in found in sea

ice (Eicken et al. 2002). Based on controlled experi-

ments, it has been estimated that ~15% of the total

sediment load is released to the water column during

melt (Eicken et al. 2002). During multiple freezing-

thawing cycles, the IRS is often pelletized and thus,

can undergo sinking very quickly. Cooper et al. (2005)

reported 7Be in benthic surface sediments collected as

deep as 945 m in Barrow Canyon in the Arctic, but it

has not been reported from any other ocean basins.

The activities of 7Be in benthic sediments at different

water column depths will be useful to quantify the

amount of sediments released from melting of sea ice.

5.3.3.4 Using Meteoric 10Be as a Chronological

Tool in Marine Sediments

10Be has been extensively utilized to date marine sedi-

ments, Mn-nodules, and other authigenic minerals.

Prior to the development of AMS techniques, dating

of Mn-nodules and deep-sea sediment cores were

dated by conventional beta counting technique

(Somayajulu 1967; Sharma and Somayajulu 1982).

The concentration of 10Be in Mn-nodules is very high

(~1010 atoms g�1) and hence a very small amount of

sample is required (<10 mg). The first measurement of
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10Be by AMS basically confirmed the slow growth

rates of Mn-nodules observed by conventional count-

ing method (Somayajulu 1967; Turekian et al. 1979).

Based on the exponential decay of 10Be with depth on

manganese crusts over a period of past 7 Ma, Ku et al.

(1982) suggested that the 10Be/9Be ratio has remained

constant over this time period. The 10Be concentrations

in Mn-nodules extrapolated to zero depth indicate that

there is wide range of 10Be values in nodules collected

at different basins and varied between 1.5 � 1010 and

6.5 � 1010 atoms g�1 (Kusakabe and Ku 1984; Segl

et al. 1984a, b; Mangini et al. 1986). The 10Be/9Be

ratios in nodules from Atlantic and Pacific only ranged

between 1.1 � 10�7 and 1.6 � 10�7. A comparison of

the extrapolated to the surface value (corresponding to

present time) of 10Be/9Be ratio to that in the deep

waters suggesting that the dissolved Be are well mixed

in the bottom waters and that the ratio is well-preserved

in authigenic minerals formed out of seawater

(Kusakabe et al. 1987). Sediment cores have been

dated using certain assumptions that include constant

supply of 10Be to the seafloor over the time interval of

interest. It has been shown that the flux of 10Be is largely

dependent on the sedimentation rate (Tanaka et al.

1982; Mangini et al. 1984). Sediment focusing and

boundary scavenging, however, make the assumption

of constant supply of 10Be questionable. In the Arctic,

the variations in the particle flux (due to variations in the

release of ice-rafted sediments) have resulted in highly

varying concentrations of 10Be in a vertical profile

(Eisenhauer et al. 1994; Aldahan et al. 1997). The authi-

genic minerals seems to be better candidates for 10Be

dating compared to deep sea sediments, as the chemical

link between deep seawater and authigenic minerals

make this method work well for authigenic minerals.

By measuring the 10Be in deep-ocean Fe-Mn crusts,

the decay corrected 10Be/9Be ratio was found to be

constant over the past 12 Myr and this was attributed to

constant global chemical weathering flux over this time

period (Willenbring and von Blanckenburg 2010b).

5.3.3.5 Case Study: Dating of Marine Particulate

Matter Using 7Be/10Be Ratios as Tracer

As was discussed earlier, once 7Be and 10Be are deliv-

ered at the air-sea interface primarily through wet

precipitation, during their life-span in the water column,

they are scavenged by suspended particulate matter and

eventually reach the ocean floor. Due to the short mean-

life of 7Be, most of the 7Be undergoes radioactive decay

while virtually no 10Be undergoes radioactive decay.

Although there are more than an order of magnitude

variations on the monthly depositional fluxes of

these nuclides, the variations on the 7Be/10Be ratios is

very narrow, within a factor of ~2 (Brown et al. 1989;

Graham et al. 2003; Heikkila et al. 2008; Lal and

Baskaran 2011). When marine particulate matter leaves

the surface layer with a finite 7Be/10Be ratio, as it sinks

the ratio values will decrease and the rate of decrease

can, in principle, be used to date the marine particulate

matter, provided additional scavenging of 7Be and 10Be

in subsurface layers does not alter the 7Be/10Be ratio.

With the detection limit of 7Be of 104 atoms using AMS

(Raisbeck and Yiou 1988), one can measure 7Be/10Be

ratios in particulate matter collected from ~20 L water

sample assuming that 0.2 Bq/100 L of 7Be (2.65 � 105

atoms), the average value for a six coastal water systems

along the Gulf coast (Baskaran and Santschi 1993; Bas-

karan et al. 1997; Baskaran and Swarzenski 2007) and
10Be abundance of ~500 atoms g�1 (corresponding to

~107 atoms of in 20-L sample), particulate matter can be

reliably dated.

When particles leave the mixed layer with 7Be/10Be

ratio (R0), at any depth below mixed-layer, the

measured ratio is Rd, then the time of transit (or resi-

dence time) of particulate matter is given by:

t ¼ t ln R0=Rdð Þ (5.6)

where t is the mean-life of 7Be. If we assume that the

particles are fresh in the mixed-layer, then, t can be

considered as the age of the particulate matter. At

depth “d,” if there is equilibrium between the particu-

late matter and dissolved phase, then, the dissolved

phase will likely have the same 7Be/10Be ratio as the

particulate matter and hence by measuring 7Be/10Be

ratio in the dissolved phase, we will be able to deter-

mine the “age” of the particulate matter.

5.3.4 Other Applications of Meteoric 7Be
and 10Be at the Earth’s Surface

The unique source term of the 7Be and 10Be nuclides

make them particularly useful for tracing deposition

and examining whether minerals are formed from ele-

ments derived from the atmosphere or the lithosphere.
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Recently, these nuclides were used to study how rock

varnish accumulates elements (Moore et al. 2001).

Rock varnish specimens shielded from rainfall accu-

mulate detectable 7Be, presumably from dew or dry

deposition, but specimens exposed to precipitation

accumulate considerably higher doses of 7Be. It was

calculated that rock varnish accumulates a few percent

of the total deposition of cosmogenic Be nuclides;

ultraviolet radiation did not inhibit 7Be accumulation

in rock varnish, which suggests that varnish may be

formed abiotically (Moore et al. 2001). The use of

cosmogenic Be isotopes in conjunction with other

fallout radionuclides (137Cs, 210Pb) may be useful for

understanding the rates and mechanisms by which

atmospheric elements are incorporated into mineral

structures (Fleisher et al. 1999; Moore et al. 2001).

5.4 Other Future Directions

5.4.1 Deposition

There is considerable uncertainty on how cosmogenic

Be deposition varies spatially over the Earth’s surface

and how climate might control fluxes to points on land

and sea. The meteoric input uncertainty appears to be

limiting our ability to quantify and compare the resi-

dence time of dissolved Be radionuclides in the oceans

(Table 5.3). Climate change will likely result in the

global redistribution of rainfall, and changes in the

frequency and intensity of rainfall may affect the sea-

sonal depositional fluxes of meteoric Be. However,

input functions need to be well constrained in order

to effectively use 7Be and 10Be as tracers in the envi-

ronment, and, in particular, to apply 10Be to quantify

ages or steady-state erosion rates on timescales of

thousands to millions of years. While there is often

an inverse relationship between 7Be and 10Be concen-

trations in rainfall and storm duration at many sites

(Baskaran et al. 1993; Baskaran 1995; Ishikawa et al.

1995), the dependence of annual cosmogenic Be

fluxes on precipitation rates has not been well

described. If cosmogenic Be is removed from an air

mass during the initial parts of a storm, as most data-

sets indicate, a question remains as to whether or not

additional rainfall over some threshold has an additive

effect on fluxes. A number of studies have demon-

strated that rainfall rates ultimately control the total

amounts of tropospheric contaminants and weapons-

derived atmospheric 137Cs delivered to the surface

(Kiss et al. 1988; Simon et al. 2004). However,

Willenbring and Von Blanckenburg (2010a) suggested

that at coastal and island settings where the atmo-

spheric transport time is fast and 10Be and 7Be con-

centrations in rain have a strongly inverse relationship

with precipitation rate, annual fluxes should remain

constant even if climate were to vary. The controls

that climate and annual precipitation have on cosmo-

genic Be nuclide deposition should be studied further.

There are essentially two methods by which annual

atmospheric fluxes can be determined for a region:

direct monitoring of wet + dry atmospheric deposition

on a weekly to monthly basis, or indirect determina-

tion using soil, sediment, and/or ice inventories. Long-

term monitoring of cosmogenic Be wet depositional

fluxes on landscapes can be costly, and it can be

difficult assessing dry fluxes. The use of stable sur-

faces that record cosmogenic Be inventories has some

advantages for calculating fluxes if surface age is

known or if steady-state can be assumed. Relating
10Be inventories to atmospheric fluxes would be com-

plex given that surface age, and solute and particulate

losses would be difficult to constrain in everything but

perhaps ice records, but the use of 7Be for this purpose

does not suffer from these complications. The advan-

tage of using surface inventory measurements of 7Be

for calculating fluxes is that a single measurement can

integrate months of deposition, which works particu-

larly well in temperate climates where rainfall is gen-

erally evenly distributed throughout the year. At sites

where there is a distinct wet and dry season, multiple

samples may be necessary to calculate annual atmo-

spheric fluxes. There is an order of magnitude range of
7Be soil inventories reported for stable soils around the

world (Table 5.1). While many of the sites measured for
7Be inventories are of temperate climate, the one arid

region dataset falls in the low end of the range, reporting

approximately 85 Bq m�2 for Owens Valley, CA

(Elmore et al. 2008). Salisbury and Cartwright (2005)

used 7Be measurements of sheep feces to infer that

vegetation along an elevation gradient in North Wales

had higher concentrations of 7Be. While they could not

calculate atmospheric fluxes from their measurements,

their data indicate some relationship betweenwet precip-

itation amounts and cosmogenic Be deposition. It would

be valuable to have surface 7Be inventory data available
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for a range of climates so that that processes controlling

atmospheric fluxes could be better understood.

5.4.2 Species and Geochemical Behavior

The geochemical behavior of Be is complex, yet sim-

plifications are often made in order to extend the use of
7Be and 10Be as process tracers. It is evident from

experimental work that partitioning strength is gene-

rally high (Kd > 5,000), but dissolved meteoric Be is

commonly measurable or even dominates over particle-

bound Be in the water columns of lakes and oceans

(Silker et al. 1968; Kusakabe et al. 1982, 1987, 1990;

Bloom and Crecelius 1983; Sharma et al. 1987; Dibb

and Rice 1989a; Dominik et al. 1989; Steinmann et al.

1999). It appears that the availability of particles in

a water column may limit the scavenging of meteoric

Be radionuclides, but the effects of salinity, time,

and particle composition (e.g., algae, organic detritus,

Al/Fe/Mn phases) on partitioning strength and kinetics

need to be better quantified.

In neutral to alkaline soil environments, Be is

expected to form complexes with oxygen on surfaces

of secondary clays and oxides and organic matter

(Nyffeler et al. 1984; You et al. 1989). However, it is

possible that soluble Be complexes could form, inhi-

biting adsorption and increasing the geochemical

mobility of 7Be and 10Be in the environment. Equilib-

rium thermodynamic approach has been used to pre-

dict that Be forms soluble complexes with humic

and fulvic acids and fluoride (Vesely et al. 1989;

Takahashi et al. 1999) but there are no field-based

studies documenting enhanced mobility in the envi-

ronment from these species. It is also possible that

cosmogenic Be could adsorb to very small colloids

formed at soils through the breakdown of organic

matter and Be could migrate vertically downward.

Steinmann et al. (1999) used continuous flow centri-

fugation and tangential flow ultrafiltration to separate

dissolved, colloidal, and particulate 7Be phases in lake

water. Despite their substantial efforts to separate truly

dissolved 7Be from other phases, they concluded that
7Be might be adsorbed to very fine colloids (<10 kD)

that are not easily separated from other phases or size

fractions. More theoretical, experimental, and field-

based data need to be collected on the distribution of

Be species in the environment, and to identify the

various mechanisms by which cosmogenic Be can be

transported in different systems.

5.4.3 “Dating” of Suspended Particulate
Matter with 7Be/10Be

Particulate matter at the air-sea interface is tagged with

a finite 7Be/10Be ratio which is likely to remain con-

stant at any season and as the particles undergo sink-

ing, 7Be undergoes radioactive decay. Typical settling

rates of a terrigenous particle (density ¼ 2.6 g cm�3)

of 4 mm diameter is ~1 m day�1 (for 16 mm diameter

~19 m day�1, corresponding to reaching a depth of

~1,460 m over the mean-life of 7Be). Particulate matter

from a sediment trap deployed at ~1,500 m can be

utilized to determine the settling velocity of particulate

matter. 7Be/10Be measurements on size-fractionated

particulate matter could provide differences in the

settling velocity of particulate matter. The deposi-

tion velocities could provide insight on the particle

aggregation-disaggregation processes that are taking

place in marine environment. It is known that beryl-

lium is biologically inactive and hence could serve as

an ideal tracer for the settling of terrigenous particulate

matter. In the Arctic, 7Be/10Be ratios in sediment

traps from seasonally ice-covered areas could provide

insight on the amount of sediments released from sea

ice during seasonal melting-freezing cycles. While 7Be

in sea ice sediments records the history of the material

for <1 year, 10Be data would record a much longer

history, and hence the 7Be/10Be ratio may provide

information on the time scale and extent of recycling

of IRS. There are currently no 10Be data available for

sea ice sediments, so more work is needed to develop

this potentially valuable tracing tool.

5.5 Concluding Remarks

Meteoric 7Be and 10Be are valuable tracers that can be

used to characterize an incredibly wide range of envi-

ronmental processes. While 7Be can be used to quantify

short-timescale processes, including the scavenging

of metals and particles from waters, and the origin

and fate of fine grained sediments in terrestrial and

marine systems, meteoric 10Be can be used to date
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geomorphic surfaces and authigenic minerals, test

quantitative theories about landscape evolution, and

study boundary scavenging processes. However, a

considerable amount of fundamental work still needs

to be done to effectively use these isotopes of beryl-

lium as tools to study Earth systems processes. The

atmospheric fluxes of these nuclides and the processes

that control deposition need to be characterized better,

and the biogeochemical behavior of these isotopes in a

wide range of environments needs to be described. We

are optimistic that new studies will shed further light

on the dynamics of 7Be and 10Be in the environment,

and that these tracers will continue to help scientists

solve complex environmental problems in the future.
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Chapter 6

Silicon Isotopes as Tracers of Terrestrial Processes

B. Reynolds

Abstract Chemical weathering of silicate rocks con-

sumes carbon dioxide during the breakdown of miner-

als and liberates ions and silicic acid. Weathering

reactions can lead to the fractionation of stable silicon

(Si) isotopes, which allows variations in Si isotopic

ratios to be used to quantify the global Si cycle. Here, I

detail the methods and applications of assessing varia-

tions in continental Si stable isotope compositions, and

show how such studies can elucidate the processes that

affect the terrestrial Si cycle. The global Si cycle and

its stable isotope variations are strongly affected by

biology, with Si uptake by phytoplankton in oceans and

lakes, and biological uptake by terrestrial plants, espe-

cially modern crops, on land. This biological uptake

and subsequent release often leads to a strong seasonal

cycle overprinted onto the underlying weathering reac-

tions. Nevertheless, it can be shown that weathering

reactions lead to the fractionation of Si into a light Si

reservoir stored in soils and sedimentary basins, and a

heavy Si reservoir in rivers, lakes and the oceans.

6.1 Introduction

Silicon (Si) is the most abundant element at the Earth’s

surface after oxygen, with the continental crust con-

taining 25.7 wt% Si. Chemical weathering of silicate

rocks leads to the consumption of CO2. Hence the Si

biogeochemical cycle is linked to the global carbon

cycle, and chemical weathering can influence the

global climate over geological timescales via the

greenhouse effect and the carbon cycle.

Global weathering rates or intensities may poten-

tially be quantified using isotope systems, both classi-

cal radiogenic isotopes, like Sr, and novel stable

isotope variations, like Li (Vigier et al. 2009; Burton

and Vigier 2011). Indeed, the enrichment of radio-

genic Sr over the Cenozoic, as recorded in marine

sediments, has been considered to reflect an increase

in continental weathering rates, and a draw-down of

CO2, leading to global cooling via a weakened green-

house effect (Raymo and Ruddiman 1992). Stable

isotope compositions of divalent cations, such as Ca,

Mg and Sr, represent relatively new tools for investi-

gating global biogeochemical cycles and variations

in weathering intensities over geological timescales

(Farkas et al. 2007; Tipper et al. 2008; de Souza

et al. 2010). Although the draw-down of CO2 is

primarily due to the weathering of divalent cations

(Mg2+ and Ca2+) and their subsequent precipitation

as carbonates, the weathering reactions also lead to

the release of Si. Hence, similarly to the studies of

Mg and Ca isotopes, stable Si isotopes may also poten-

tially be used to quantify chemical weathering reac-

tions or processes, as shown here.

The term “weathering” can imply a number of

processes. Weathering involves the physical and

chemical breakdown of rocks and minerals through

numerous processes, but here we focus on the chemi-

cal weathering of primary minerals. Two basic

approaches for investigating chemical weathering are

discussed here: (i) studying the material removed by

weathering via quantification of dissolved ions drained

from a catchment, and (ii) studying the remnants of

weathering retained during soil formation. The chemi-

cal reactions of weathering can be simplified and writ-

ten as various reactions:
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Dissolution reaction:

CaAl2Si2O8 þ 2CO2 þ 8H2O !
Ca2þ þ 2Al OHð Þ3 þ 2Si OHð Þ4 þ 2HCO�

3

Hydration reaction:

CaAl2Si2O8 þ CO2 þ 7H2O !
Ca CO3ð Þ þ 2Al OHð Þ3 þ 2Si OHð Þ4

Or silicate to carbonate exchange reactions:

CaSiO3 þ CO2 ! Ca CO3ð Þ þ SiO2

These reactions neglect the fact that weathering of

primary minerals is often accompanied by the forma-

tion of secondary minerals such as oxides and clay

minerals, or the leaching of cations from interlayer

crystallographic sites. Furthermore, the presence of

organic ligands or microbial action can strongly affect

the weathering reactions in terms of both the rate and

extent of reaction. Thus, in natural systems “chemical

weathering” may involve numerous reactions, which

overall release dissolved ions and Si.

Dissolved Si released from weathering reactions

forms silicic acid, which can be written as Si(OH)4
or H4SiO4. As silicic acid is fully hydrated, unlike

carbonic acid, H2CO3, it does not form a meta-stable

ion, and remains predominantly an uncharged species

at most naturally occurring pHs, shown in Fig. 6.1.

However, silicic acid can adsorb to surfaces, due to the

presence of charged species (e.g. Hiemstra et al.

2007). Silicic acid also polymerizes, especially at

higher concentrations and higher pH, converting

mono-silicic acid to polymeric silica, or even larger

colloidal silica particles (see Iler 1979). Polymeric

silica can remain truly dissolved, passing through

colloidal-size filtration. Although polymeric silica

does not react with molybdate ions to form coloured

complexes (Boltz et al. 1978; Strickland 1952), it can

be detected by the difference of sample concentrations

between samples left untreated and samples reacted to

enhanced dissolution using NaOH or hydrofluoric acid

(Iler 1979). The solubility of mono-silicic acid is

strongly dependent on the concentration of other

ions, with additional salt increasing the solubility of

Si (Icopini et al. 2005). The solubility of mono-silicic

acid in “pure” water is close to that of quartz (~3 ppm

Si (Morey et al. 1962)), but Si concentrations in natu-

ral waters are often in much higher, with a solubility

close to that of amorphous silica (~100 ppm Si, see Iler

(1979)).

It is important to appreciate how observations of

stable Si isotope variations can be used to evaluate the

terrestrial Si geochemical cycle, and hence the role

chemical weathering plays on the release of silicic

acid. The terrestrial Si cycle is also strongly affected

by biology, with Si uptake and precipitation of bio-

genic opal (phytoliths) by plants, which can equally

lead to stable isotope fractionation. Hence in order to

understand the role of chemical weathering, we must

also address how biological cycling can influence the

terrestrial cycle of Si and its isotopes.

6.1.1 Nomenclature

Variations in the stable isotope compositions are usu-

ally given as relative variations in isotope ratios,

scaled and expressed with a d-notation. In terms of

quoting stable isotope variations, this standard defini-

tion leads to several potential problems in comparing

different data. Firstly, the variation given in permil

depends upon the isotope ratio used. Secondly, the

standard d definition is actually non-linear (Miller

2002) and a slightly different definition, the linearized

form d0 (Hulston and Thode 1965), is mathematically

more exact to describe mass-dependent fractionation.

This linearization becomes critical when considering

correlations between three isotopes with a large range

in fractionation (Miller 2002). Thirdly, the scale is

only relative and an arbitrary zero point must be

defined and the scale calibrated.
Fig. 6.1 The relative composition of each silicic acid species

with variable pH
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Silicon has three stable isotopes: 28Si (92.22%), 29Si

(4.69%) and 30Si (3.09%). Variations in stable Si iso-

topes are given relative to the zero reference standard,

NBS28 (SRM 8546) (Coplen et al. 2002), and

expressed using the standard d- (and linearized d0-)
notation, in units of permil (‰):

dxSi ¼ 103
xSi=28Sið Þsample

xSi=28Sið ÞNBS28
� 1

" #
ffi d

0 xSi

d
0xSi ¼ 103 ln

xSi=28Sið Þsample

xSi=28Sið ÞNBS28

" #

where x is either of the heavier isotopes, 29 or 30. In

order to ensure a scale calibration, secondary reference

materials of Diatomite and Big Batch were used to

inter-compare laboratories and measurement techni-

ques (Reynolds et al. 2007). All terrestrial Si isotope

fractionations are mass-dependent, with d30Si values
approximately twice those of d29Si, hence datasets of

d29Si and d30Si can be compared assuming

d29Si ¼ 0.51 d30Si (Reynolds et al. 2007), as shown

in Fig. 6.2. Higher d30Si values reflect an increase in

the 30Si/28Si ratio, or enrichment in heavier isotopes

making Si heavier; a d30Si value 1‰ higher is equiva-

lent to an increase in the atomic weight of Si by

2.8 ppm (79 mg mol�1). Current precision does not

allow for the determination of differences in the

mass-dependent fractionation laws between kinetic

and equilibrium fractionation (see Young et al. 2002)

to be adequately resolved for the small fractionations

(<2‰ d30Si) and the <0.02‰ difference between the

standard and linearized forms of the d-notation is

hence immaterial.

In order to define the degree of isotope fractionation

of a process, the isotope fractionation factor (a, or e in
permil) between two substances, A and B, is defined as:

aA�B ¼
30Si=28Sið ÞA
30Si=28Sið ÞB

¼ 1þ 1000 d30Sið ÞA
1þ 1000 d30Sið ÞB

¼ 1þ
30eA�B

103

It should be noted that the fractionation factor writ-

ten as a depends upon the ratio pair used, just like the

d notation, although the distinction is not commonly

stated for a. If using a linearized form of the d-notation
(d0), the fractionation factor in permil can also be

written in a number of other ways:

103 ln aA�Bð Þ¼103 ln 30Si=28Si
� �

A
30Si=28Si
� �

B

�� �
’ 30eA�B

¼103 ln 30Si=28Si
� �

A
�103 ln 30Si=28Si

� �
B

¼d
030SiA�d

0 30SiB

’d30SiA�d30SiB¼D30SiA�B

So the fractionation factor, expressed in permil, is

almost equivalent to the difference between the two

d-values, typically written as DA�B. Unfortunately,

expressing fractionation as either e or D can lead to

confusion as both are also used to in isotope geo-

chemistry to denote isotopic anomalies: either radio-

genic anomalies such as e143Nd, or variations from an

equilibrium mass-dependent fractionation line such as

D17O. It is high time that a new standardization is

employed such that these confusions can be avoided,

and that values given for an element are not depen-

dent upon the isotope ratio used. For example, frac-

tionation could be given as variations in the atomic

weight or as variations in ppm per amu, such that data

can be easily compared across the mass-spectrum:

ppm per amu’ ¼ ’ ¼ 106

m1 � m2

ln
RA

RB

� �
Fig. 6.2 Three isotope plot of d029Si versus d030Si (error bars
are 1 sSD) for the standard reference materials measured by

several international laboratories, adapted from Reynolds et al.

(2007). All data fall along a mass-dependent fractionation array

with a slope of 0.5093 � 0.0016, in agreement with kinetic

isotope fractionation of Si of 0.5092
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where m1�m2 denotes the mass difference in amu

between the two masses used in the isotope ratio, R
(Rudge et al. 2009).

6.2 Materials and Methods

The natural stable isotope variations of Si have been

measured for over 50 years, but terrestrial Si isotope

variations have been inadequately investigated

mainly due to analytical difficulties and poor repro-

ducibility. Conventional analyses involved measure-

ment of gaseous fluorinated silicon (SiF3
+) in a Nier-

type mass spectrometer, using either direct fluorina-

tion of purified SiO2 (Allenby 1954) or by the thermal

decomposition of Ba2SiF2 (Reynolds and Verhoogen

1953). Careful early studies of silicon in meteorites

and lunar material could not resolve any Si isotopic

anomalies due to non-mass-dependent processes,

with all of the measured Si isotope compositions

falling close to a single mass-dependent fractionation

line (e.g. Epstein and Taylor 1970). The measured

variations in the stable isotope compositions of Si in

igneous rocks were small, 1.1‰ (Douthitt 1982).

Whilst the 30Si/28Si ratios of biogenic opal have a

larger range of 6‰ compared to the range for silicate

rocks of 3.5‰, assessing the fractionation related to

aqueous or biological processes was limited by the

inability to measure dissolved Si isotope composi-

tions. Hence, in the following decades little work

was done to further investigate Si isotope variations

(see Ding 2004).

Recently, there has been a renewed interest in the

measurement of silicon isotope variations in natural

samples because of the importance of Si in terrestrial

and marine biogeochemical cycles (Basile-Doelsch

2006; Brzezinski et al. 2002), and its importance as

the most abundant non-volatile element in the solar

system (Fitoussi et al. 2009; Georg et al. 2007a). The

application of Si isotope variations to the investigation

of geochemical cycles has been facilitated by two

separate developments. Firstly, the development of

new chemical preparation techniques to measure the

Si isotope composition of a wide range of samples:

dissolved and biogenic Si from marine and freshwater

environments (Alleman et al. 2005; André et al. 2006;

Cardinal et al. 2005; De La Rocha et al. 2000;

Engström et al. 2006; Georg et al. 2006a, b; Reynolds

et al. 2006b; Varela et al. 2004), plants and organic-

rich soils (Ding et al. 2005; Opfergelt et al. 2006a, b);

as well as altered rocks and mineral soils (André et al.

2006; Basile-Doelsch et al. 2005; Georg et al. 2006b;

van den Boorn et al. 2006; Ziegler et al. 2005a, b).

Secondly, the advancement of Multi-Collector

Inductively-Coupled-Plasma Mass-Spectrometry (MC-

ICPMS) (Cardinal et al. 2003; De La Rocha 2002;

Reynolds et al. 2006c), and recently improved gas

source isotope ratio mass spectrometer (IRMS) tech-

niques (Brzezinski et al. 2006), now provide the pre-

cision required to better quantify biogeochemical Si

isotope fractionations. It has been shown by inter-

laboratory comparison that various analytical techni-

ques do not bias the measured stable isotope variations

(Reynolds et al. 2007), and there are now several

reference materials with well-known d30Si values

with which to compare datasets, as shown in Table 6.1.

The MC-ICPMS offers two distinct advantages

compared to analysis using the IRMS. Firstly, analyti-

cal protocols are faster (both chemical processing and

analysis time), including repeated analyses; and sec-

ondly, much smaller sample sizes are required. Some

types of sample preparation for IRMS are compli-

cated, time consuming, and require the use of

extremely hazardous chemicals such as BrF5 or F2
(De La Rocha et al. 1996; Ding 2004). The MC-

ICPMS also has some significant disadvantages that

must be addressed. The plasma source induces a much

larger mass-dependent fractionation than dual-inlet

IRMS, and this fractionation must be corrected for

by standard-sample bracketing which can be highly

sensitive to “matrix effects” that can induce systematic

offsets between samples and standards. Furthermore,

the plasma source can produce significant polyatomic

isobaric interferences. However, these drawbacks can

be addressed with the correct analytical protocols, as

discussed below.

Table 6.1 The Si isotope composition of silica reference mate-

rials determined by several laboratories with errors indicating

95% confidence limits (Hendry et al. 2010; Reynolds et al. 2007;

Savage et al. 2010)

Reference material d30Si value (in ‰)

NBS 28 0.0

Diatomite +1.25 � 0.02

Big batch �10.48 � 0.04

Terrestrial basalts (e.g. BHVO-1 or -2) �0.29 � 0.03

Sponge (LMG08) �3.35 � 0.06
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6.2.1 Multi-Collector ICP-MS Methods

On MC-ICPMS instruments, all three Si ion beams are

measured simultaneously in static mode with Faraday

collectors, typically equipped with 1011 O resistors. In

order to ionize Si in an ICP source, the Si must be

introduced into the plasma as a dilute aerosol, which is

typically done by volatilization of a silicic acid solu-

tion. The analyte (sample solution) is turned into small

droplets in a nebulizer. This wet aerosol is often then

dried by a desolvating unit before being introduced

into the plasma in an Ar carrier flow. The transfer of

ions from the plasma operating at atmospheric pres-

sure into the high vacuum analyzer of the MS results in

considerable loss of ions (>99%) and significant

mass-fractionation, which results in a measurement

bias towards the heavier isotopes (termed mass-bias).

This mass-bias can be corrected for by external doping

of another element with a known isotope composition

(known as external doping), and/or relative Si isotope

variations can be measured using a standard-sample-

standard bracketing technique that requires identical

conditions between samples and standards, and mini-

mal drift in the instrumental mass-bias with time.

External doping with Mg isotopes has been demon-

strated to be valid for external mass-bias correction for

Si isotopes (Cardinal et al. 2003). Failure to ensure

identical conditions of samples and standards for the

bracketing protocol can easily lead to variations in the

mass-bias and thus erroneous determination of relative

isotopic compositions. Such mass-bias effects are

often referred to as “matrix-effects”, although “plasma

loading effects” may be a more accurate description

since these are usually caused by the presence of

additional ions in the sample solutions. Although

such effects may be quantified, they may also be

dependent upon specific tuning conditions and cannot

be easily corrected for. External doping can help deter-

mine significant “matrix effects”, but it also may also

induce effects itself, and may not adequately correct

for variable mass-bias at the sub-permil level. Thus, in

order to directly compare standard and samples with-

out inducing “matrix effects” during ICP-MS analysis,

challenging requirements exist for sample purity.

Initially, measurements of Si isotopes using MC-

ICPMS used a “wet-plasma” sample introduction

technique, with 0.25 M HF (De La Rocha 2002). The

analytical precision was poor, because of very low

sensitivity, poor temporal stability of instrumental

mass-bias and severe memory effects. A refined ana-

lytical technique was developed by Cardinal et al.

(2003), with a “dry-plasma” sample introduction

using a desolvating nebulization system and Mg exter-

nal doping for mass bias correction. This technique

introduced very dilute acids, with HF below 0.01 M, in

order to increase sensitivity and stabilize instrumental

mass-bias over time. However, the presence of HF can

lead to the loss of Si as volatile SiF4 within the deso-

lvating unit, and it degrades analytical reproducibility

(Georg et al. 2006b). Thus, if a desolvating nebuliza-

tion system is used to increase sensitivity and mini-

mize polyatomic interferences, sample and standard

preparation techniques must avoid significantly large

amounts of HF within the final analyte solutions.

Under normal operating conditions, in addition to

the efficient ionization of Si, interfering polyatomic

ions may be produced either within the plasma or in

the interface region of the MC-ICPMS where the pres-

sure drops by twelve orders of magnitude. Assuming a

typical 28Si+ intensity of 60 pA on an instrument

equipped with a desolvating nebulizer (Cardinal et al.

2003; Georg et al. 2006b), the polyatomic species
14N2

+, 14N2H
+ and 14N16O+ would typically result in

signals corresponding to at least 1, 0.7 and 5% of the
28Si+, 29Si+ and 30Si+ ion beams, respectively (see

Fig. 6.3). So, even though the 14N2
+ is the largest ion

beam, it is the 14N16O+ ion beam that results in the

largest interference for determination of the Si isotope

compositions. For instruments using conventional

“wet-plasma” sample introduction systems (Engström

et al. 2006), the magnitude of these spectral interfer-

ences on the silicon isotopes would be even more

pronounced. Although some of these interferences can

be corrected for (Reynolds et al. 2006c), the polyatomic

interference on mass 30 prevented the accurate mea-

surement of 30Si/28Si on the standard MC-ICPMS

instruments initially used. However, as polyatomic

ions are slightly heavier than atomic ions of the same

nominal mass (below 60 amu), the slight difference in

mass can be exploited using a higher mass-resolution to

separate the Si+ ion beams from potential polyatomic

interferences, as shown in Fig. 6.3. This requires the

ability to resolve ion beams that differ by less than 1‰
in mass (usually expressed as requiring a mass-resolu-

tion (m/Dm) in excess of 1,000). Since all polyatomic

interferences are heavier than the isobaric Si+ ion, it is

not necessary to “fully resolve” all the ion beams.
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Instead instruments can be run using a “pseudo” high-

resolution mode (Engström et al. 2006), where all the Si

ion beams are positioned towards the high mass-side of

the collector, such that heavier polyatomic interferences

do not enter the Faraday cup collector, as shown sche-

matically in Fig. 6.3.

6.2.2 IRMS Methods

Traditional gas-source mass-spectrometry measures

Si ions as SiF3
+ ions, generated from the electron

bombardment of gaseous SiF4. The details of this

IRMS technique, which has been used for over 50

years, can be found in numerous books and articles

(e.g. Taylor 2004), and will not be fully detailed here.

Whilst many preparation methods have used hazard-

ous techniques for the fluorination of silica samples

(Allenby 1954; De La Rocha et al. 1996; Ding 2004),

relatively pure SiF4 can be produced from the thermal

decomposition of BaSiF6 (Debievre et al. 1995;

Reynolds and Verhoogen 1953) or acidic decomposi-

tion of Cs2SiF6 (Brzezinski et al. 2006). Purity is

important as volatile fluorides and oxyfluorides are

hard to separate from SiF4 (Ding 2004), such as

COF3
+ leading to isobaric interferences on masses

85, 86 and 87. As F has only one isotope, no further

corrections are required. The use of a dual-inlet system

optimizes the standard-sample-standard bracketing

technique, with fast switching between samples and

standards through a switch-over valve. Typical analyt-

ical precisions obtained range from 0.06 to 0.2‰
(2sSD) (Ding 2004), and are thus directly comparable

to MC-ICPMS.

6.3 Applications

The geochemical cycle of Si is explicitly linked to

chemical weathering, but weathering studies often

focus on dissolved cations. For the terrestrial and

biological cycling of elements, there is extensive liter-

ature on Si, but this chapter focuses on Si isotopes,

rather than Si per se, and will not review the wealth of

information about Si within various sub-disciplines

that has been reviewed elsewhere (e.g. Sommer et al.

2006; Struyf et al. 2009). Here is shown how the use of

Si isotope can be useful in quantifying the terrestrial Si

biogeochemical cycle.

It has been known for a long time that the processes

controlling the Si cycle have a measurable impact on

the Si isotope composition at the Earth’s surface (as

reviewed by Douthitt (1982) and shown in Fig. 6.4).

Although samples precipitated from solution were

shown to be highly fractionated (Douthitt 1982), it

was not until the truly dissolved d30Si was measured

from natural waters (De La Rocha et al. 2000), that the

importance of aqueous chemistry on d30Si values was
finally realized. This pioneering work showed that

“marine and riverine d30Si are more positive than

Fig. 6.3 Peak scans for silicon isotopes 28Si (black line), 29Si
(thick grey line) and 30Si (thin grey line) using a multi-collector

ICP-MS in (a) high mass-resolution (b) pseudo high mass-

resolution, and (c) low mass-resolution. Position of Si+ beams

and polyatomic interferences are shown relative to m/z on the

Si-28 cup. Mass-resolutions shown (full peak width, m/Dm) are
approximately 2,000, 600 and 500, with resolving powers

(slope width, m/Dm) of 6,000, 4,000 and 1,800 for (a, b and

c) respectively. In pseudo-high resolution mode, the measure-

ments were carried out on the left side of the peak plateau

(indicated by the arrow) to avoid the interferences. Interference

from SiH+ ions cannot be observed on peak-scans
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d30Si of igneous rocks, suggesting isotopic fraction-

ation during weathering and clay formation and/or

biomineralization” (De La Rocha et al. 2000). Although

some work has been done to quantify the global Si

isotopic mass-balance (Basile-Doelsch et al. 2005),

there has been almost no discussion of the clear differ-

ence in d30Si between mafic (�0.3‰ (Savage et al.

2010)) and granitic rocks (0.0‰), shown in Fig. 6.4.

This difference would imply that either there is a frac-

tionation during partial melting and crystallization, or

that the progressive recycling of silicate material over

Earth’s history has lead to the enrichment of the upper

continental crust in heavier Si isotopes. That the con-

tinental crust has a higher d30Si value is counterintui-
tive given that Si in recycled material, such as

secondary clay and biogenic opal, is isotopically ligh-

ter, as detailed below. Such a scenario would suggest a

preferential loss of light Si back into the mantle during

crustal recycling, although the nature of this process

remains to be explored.

It is important to consider that Si is a nutrient for

plants and that the interactions between chemical and

biological processes largely occur within soils. In soils

Si mainly exists within minerals, including primary

minerals, secondary minerals developed through soil

formation, and as biogenically precipitated opal

(either phytogenic, microbial or protozoic Si precipi-

tates, as shown in Fig. 6.5). In general, knowledge

about size, properties, and transformation of these

biogenic pools is very scarce for almost all soils

(Sommer et al. 2006). However, it has been long

recognized that the recycling of Si by plants within

soils can be much larger than fluxes associated with

chemical weathering (Alexandre et al. 1997). Thus the

formation of phytoliths within plants and subsequent

dissolution during litter degradation can be a major

source of dissolved Si (Farmer et al. 2005). We thus

need to assess isotope fractionation in plants to

Fig. 6.4 Reported Si isotopic composition of terrestrial sam-

ples, expressed as d29Si and d30Si. Dissolved Si reservoirs are

enriched in the heavier Si isotopes, and secondary precipitated

reservoir such as clays and biogenic Si contain light Si (sources:

André et al. 2006; Ding et al. 1996; Douthitt 1982; Reynolds

et al. 2007; Savage et al. 2010). The vertical dashed line repre-
sents the estimate of the Bulk Silicate Earth (Savage et al. 2010)
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Fig. 6.5 Schematic representation of the reservoirs, transformation, fluxes of Si in soils (without erosion/deposition), from

Sommer et al. (2006). Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Reproduced with permission
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quantify their impact on the Si isotope compositions of

soils, before looking at larger scale catchment-scale

studies aimed at quantifying the global Si biogeo-

chemical cycle.

6.3.1 Si Uptake by Plants

Silicon is often one of the most abundant mineral ele-

ments in vegetation (besides Ca,Mg, K and P), but is not

generally considered as an essential element for higher

plants (Marschner 1995) as terrestrial plants rarely

experience Si deficiency. The uptake of Si by plants is

often passive, but some plants are able to actively

enhance or via Si rejection lower Si uptake compared

to that of water (Cornelis et al. 2010b; Raven 1983). It

has long been recognized that plant uptake and forma-

tion of biogenic silica leads to Si isotope fractionation

(Douthitt 1982), and these initial studies open interest-

ing applications of isotope geochemistry tools to agri-

cultural or plant sciences. It has been shown that Si is an

important nutrient for vascular plants, with beneficial

effects for crop growth (Epstein 2003; Mitani and Ma

2005), including crops, such as rice, cereals, and

bananas. Silicon helps create the rigidity of cell walls

and can increase resistance to pathogens, water stress,

and grazing (Ma 2004; Sangster and Hodson 2007).

Within the plant the transpirational loss of water results

in the concentration of silicic acid to the saturation value

and the subsequent irreversible precipitation of silica,

mainly in cell walls (Raven 1983, 2001).

Rice requires high levels of Si for healthy growth,

and Si is actively transported against a concentration

gradient into the cortical cells and then into the xylem

(Ma et al. 2004). Experiments with rice plants grown

hydroponically determined the Si uptake and fraction-

ation during growth (Ding et al. 2008a; Sun et al.

2008). Dissolved Si not taken up by the plants evolved

to high d30Si values (>1.4‰) as the plants preferen-

tially incorporated lighter Si isotopes during active Si

uptake (Ding et al. 2008a; Sun et al. 2008). However,

this evolution to higher d30Si values with decreasing

Si concentrations in the nutrient solutions does not

follow a simple Rayleigh-type fractionation curve

expected from irreversible uptake with a constant

fractionation factor. Instead the data fits a model

with a continuous variation in fractionation between

the rice plant and nutrient supply between �1.7 and

�0.5‰ d30Si (Ding et al. 2008a). Alternatively, the

data could fit an equilibrium fractionation reaction, as

shown in Fig. 6.6, with a fractionation of�1.6‰ d30Si
(or �2‰ if fractionation only occurs after about one

third of the available Si is taken up, when there is

sufficient evapotranspiration through the leaves).

However, the equilibrium modeling of the fractionation

Fig. 6.6 The d30Si variations for silicic acid in the nutrient

solution as a function of the fraction of silicon removed from the

solution by the uptake of rice plants grown under hydroponic

conditions (Ding et al. 2008a). The apparent linear fit to the data

shown here could imply a reversible exchange of Si between

plant and solution within uniform fractionation factor. However,

such reversible exchange may not be considered appropriate

given the active Si uptake by rice plants
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presented here would require Si transport from the

xylem to the soil solution as well as the active uptake

of Si, which is counter to views held by many plant

physiologists.

An investigation of the Si isotope composition in

Chinese rice plants showed that the Si concentrations

and d30Si values increased within the plants from the

soil and roots through the stems and leaves to the

husks (Ding et al. 2005), reaching over 10 wt% silica

and an increase in d30Si of 0.9‰. Within the rice

grains, silica content is low, typically between 0.02

and 0.05%, but the measured d30Si values are excep-

tionally high, ranging from +1.3 to +6.1‰ (Ding et al.

2005). The increasing d30Si values are shown to fit a

simple model of Rayleigh-type fractionation within

the plants as Si is transported from the roots to the

grains (Ding et al. 2005). The distribution of d30Si
values within the plant reflects both a temporal

increase in the d30Si values of the bulk plant, but

also the larger intra-plant fractionation, with d30Si
variations of 3.5‰ between low values in roots and

high values of rice grains (Ding et al. 2008a).

In order to determine the fractionation factor

between bulk banana plantlets and source solutions,

plants were grown in hydroponics (Opfergelt et al.

2006b), as the exact nature of fractionation during Si

uptake by banana plants cannot be understood from field

studies. The fractionation factor 30eplantlet�solution

ranged from �0.6 to �1.1‰, with larger differences

observed for samples with higher Si uptake (Opfergelt

et al. 2006b). It was further shown that there are large

variations within each plant in both the Si concentra-

tion and d30Si value, as observed for rice, with values

increasing from the roots, through the midrib to the

lamina of the leaves, for both in situ and in vitro plants

(Opfergelt et al. 2006a, b). The larger Si isotope frac-

tionation between the external dissolved Si pool and

that of the xylem indicates that an active transport

mechanism exists that preferentially transport the ligh-

ter isotopes, as above.

Despite the large d30Si variations within plants,

similar plant organs collected from different plant

individuals at similar times in the growth cycle should

have experienced equivalent Si mass fractionation,

thus any differences between these plants may poten-

tially reflect differences in the source d30Si composi-

tion in the soils (Opfergelt et al. 2008). Variation of

d30Si values observed in mature banana plants should

reflect variations in the d30Si values of the nutrient Si,

which may be related to the degree of soil weathering

(Opfergelt et al. 2008, 2009). Variations of d30Si
values between bamboo plants in China have also

been inferred to reflect variations in the soil, with

higher plant d30Si values associated with more organic

rich soils (Ding et al. 2008b).

6.3.2 Si in Soils

As reviewed by Sommer et al. (2006), the Si cycle

within soil systems is complex, with transfer of Si via

the dissolved phase between primary minerals, sec-

ondary precipitates and plants, as shown in Fig. 6.5.

Dissolved Si in the soil is lost via four main pathways:

(1) as discussed above, dissolved Si that is taken up by

plants is precipitated and return to the soil predomi-

nantly as phytoliths, (2) dissolved Si is precipitated as

secondary mineral or amorphous complexes, (3) dis-

solved Si is absorbed to surfaces, like Fe oxyhydrox-

ides, and (4) dissolved Si is washed out of the soils into

the river systems. Only the flux of dissolved Si out of

the soil is not associated with a Si isotope fraction-

ation, with the other pathways leading to Si isotope

fractionation during the development of soils. In addi-

tion, Si isotope fractionation within the soils may be

induced during dissolution (Demarest et al. 2009;

Ziegler et al. 2005b) and by adsorption/desorption

reactions (Opfergelt et al. 2009). Initial studies of Si

isotope fractionation during soil development (Ziegler

et al. 2005a, b), investigated granitic and basaltic soils

in tropical climates, where weathering rates are high

(White et al. 1998). For the Hawaiian Islands variable

lava ages allowed for the construction of a chronose-

quence of basaltic soil development, and assessment

of the processes affecting the Si isotope composition

during basaltic weathering (Ziegler et al. 2005b).

On Hawaii, primary minerals are replaced by allo-

phane, a metastable clay which slowly converts to

kaolinite. Primary volcanic minerals are almost

completely weathered within the first 20,000 years,

whilst conversion of allophane to kaolinite requires

millions of years, and is thus only seen in the oldest

soil profiles (Bern et al. 2010; Ziegler et al. 2005b).

During progressive mineral weathering the Si isotope

composition of the soil (<2 mm size fraction) changes

from the initial �0.5‰ d30Si of the unweathered basalt
to lower d30Si values, down to �2.5‰ d30Si in the
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oldest samples with >20 wt% kaolinite. It has been

shown that this progressive enrichment in lighter iso-

topes is correlated to the net mass loss of Si in the lower

soil horizons. It was also noted that the topmost soil

may be shifted to lower d30Si values due to the recy-

cling of biogenic Si from plants (phytoliths) (Ziegler

et al. 2005b). The slightly lower d30Si value for the

unweathered Hawaiian basalt (�0.5‰ (Ziegler et al.

2005b)) compared to other basalts analyzed (�0.3‰
(Savage et al. 2010)) may indicate some alteration of

the unweathered basalt, or simply reflect errors in exter-

nal reproducibility between groups (Reynolds et al.

2007). Regardless, the development of a clay-rich soil

leads to the progressive reduction in bulk soil d30Si
values (Ziegler et al. 2005b).

The Si isotope compositions of soils have also been

investigated for basaltic soils in Cameroon, western

Africa (Opfergelt et al. 2009). Just as for the Hawaiian

soils, soil d30Si values varies from the initial basaltic

pumice value of �0.3 to �2.6‰ in the clay rich sam-

ples. However, in Cameroon amorphous Si phases were

observed, which have higher d30Si values, ranging from
�0.5 to +0.6‰, and were derived from volcanic ashes

and biogenic silica (Opfergelt et al. 2010).

In Puerto Rico, rapid weathering of a quartz diorite

intrusion produces a saprolite that has minimal loss of

quartz and biotite, but near complete dissolution of pla-

gioclase and hornblende, and formation of secondary

clay minerals. It was shown that secondary kaolinites,

which precipitated from either transformation via epitax-

ial overgrowth of biotite or by re-precipitation after dis-

solution of plagioclase feldspars, have constant d30Si
values around �2.2‰ (Ziegler et al. 2005b). This is

distinctly lower than any primary silicates including

biotite (�0.6‰), plagioclase (�0.1‰), and quartz

(�0.2‰) in the host diorite, as shown in Fig. 6.7. The

mass-fractionation during formation of the kaolinite was

calculated to be �2.1‰ from the re-precipitation after

dissolution of plagioclase feldspars, and�1.6‰ from the

transformation via epitaxial overgrowth of biotite (Zieg-

ler et al. 2005a). However, the d30Si difference between
co-existing biotite and plagioclase is hard to reconcile

with the small potential mass-fractionation between dif-

ferent minerals at higher temperatures of crystallization.

Potentially the lower d30Si value measured for biotite

may be due to some partial alteration of the biotite since

crystallization. Unfortunately no systematic studies of

the Si isotope fractionation factor between silicic acid

and clay minerals have been completed.

Although the mineral soil pool may evolve, and

clays incorporate lower d30Si values, it has been

argued that there are feedback reactions between the

elemental cycling by plants and soil mineralogical

properties (Lucas 2001; Sommer et al. 2006), such

that Si cycling through plants has consequences for

soil development itself. It has also been shown that in

terrestrial systems the internal recycling of the phyto-

lith pool is larger than the overall Si weathering rate

(Conley 2002). As well as the temporal development

of soils, it is important to consider their vertical

Fig. 6.7 Depth plot of d30Si values of
different Si phases (vertical bars on pore-water
data indicates depth interval sampled;

horizontal dotted lines separate soil, saprolite,
and bedrock zones), from Ziegler et al. (2005a)
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development. Silicon recycling by plants results in the

active transport of dissolved Si at depth to biogenic Si

at the surface. Furthermore, humic acids from plants

can lead to distinctly acidic conditions that can result in

the dissolution of clay minerals (Viers et al. 1997). It

has been proposed for organic-rich swampy soils in the

Congo Basin (Cardinal et al. 2010), that although clays

with light Si may be formed at the weathering front at

the bottom of the soil profile, the dissolution of clays

near the top can provide a source of light Si, resulting

in little overall mass-fractionation between the primary

minerals and dissolved riverine compositions.

As the Si isotope fractionation associated with plant

uptake and mineral precipitation is similar, Si isotopes

alone cannot be used to uniquely distinguish between

biotic and abiotic cycling. Difficulties in assessing the

recycling by plants arise because it is hard to deter-

mine the average Si isotope composition of the Si

source within the soil for the plant biomass, and the

efficiency of recycling of biogenic Si between the soil

and plants. However, the behaviour of Si and germa-

nium (Ge), a chemical analog of Si, are different

between the two processes, and can be used to con-

strain the Si pathways within the soil-plant system

(Cornelis et al. 2010a). During uptake by plants, Ge/Si

ratios are fractionationed; phytoliths contain low Ge/

Si ratios, whilst clay minerals contain high Ge/Si

ratios, compared to the bedrocks.

The importance of plant-soil recycling compared to

the total weathering input and hydrological output

may thus be quantified by examining the Ge/Si ratios.

Data from an initial Hawaiian study (Derry et al. 2005)

was used to infer that most of the hydrological Si flux

out of the watershed had passed though the biogenic Si

pool, rather than being directly weathered. It was

further suggested that “other systems exhibiting strong

Si depletion of the mineral soils and/or high Si uptake

rates by biomass will also have strong biological con-

trol on silica cycling and export” (Derry et al. 2005).

Thus it is crucial to evaluate the role of vegatation on

the Si biogeochemical cycle.

Within the African soils, higher d30Si values were
associated with lower Ge/Si ratios (Opfergelt et al.

2010). The low Ge/Si found in the soils must reflect

the recycling of phytoliths from banana plants with low

Ge/Si at the studied sites, which have also resulted in

higher d30Si values. Hence, plant material can have a

significant impact on the Si isotope composition of soils.

It should be noted that there may be mass-fractionation

during further dissolution, with preferential dissolution

of lighter isotopes (Demarest et al. 2009; Ziegler et al.

2005b).

Mass balance considerations imply that without the

build-up of a fractionated Si reservoir, the recycling of

Si by plants could not have a large impact on the Si

isotope composition supplied to the oceans from the

terrestrial cycle, even though they may dominate the

fluxes in the global Si cycle. However, the production

of particulate Si by plants could strongly affect the

difference between the Si isotope composition of dis-

solved and particulate matter at the global scale.

Within the Anthropocene, human cultivation could

have an extreme effect on the global Si cycle and the

dissolved Si isotope composition supplied to seawater

(Conley 2002). For example, the annual discharge of

Si from the Yangtze River in China is estimated to be

almost 100 Gmol Si (Ding et al. 2004), about 2% of

the global riverine discharge of silicic acid, but the

amount of Si in rice plants within this catchment is

~500 Gmol (Ding et al. 2004), about 5 times the

annual riverine discharge. Thus, most Si must be

cycled through the rice plants several times, strongly

affecting the seasonal cycle of Si. The annually

removal of harvested rice grains contain ~5 Gmol Si,

so rice export should have a small effect on the Si

budget and the overall Si isotope composition. In

summary, it is clear from these early studies that the

seasonal growth and uptake by plants and the seasonal

degradation of litter should add a strong seasonality to

the cycling of Si and the Si isotope composition of soil

waters.

6.3.3 Dissolved Si and Catchment-Scale
Studies

Assuming that the recycling of Si by plants is at

a steady-state, where the inputs to the soil-plant

cycle are equal to the outputs, then the recycling of

Si by plants will not impact the riverine Si flux, or its

Si isotope composition at larger temporal and spatial

scales. The total riverine flux is then a function of the

silicate weathering within the catchment, and the riv-

erine Si isotope composition should largely reflect

abiotic processes. For example, Cardinal et al. (2010)

showed that a typical stable phytolith pool does not

impact the d30Si value of water exported, despite
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a significant contribution to the recycling of Si in the

soil. However, we must consider whether the assump-

tion of steady-state recycling of Si between plants and

soils is applicable to catchment scale studies, or the

global Si budget. Studies of dissolved Si isotopic

composition do indeed show dramatic d30Si varia-

tions, both spatially and temporally (Alleman et al.

2005; Engström et al. 2010; Georg et al. 2006a), but

often the cause of the fractionation could not be

resolved.

As discussed above, the large uptake of Si by rice

plants and bamboo in China could influence the dis-

solved Si composition of Chinese rivers. An early

study of the Yangtze (Changjiang) River (Ding et al.

2004) documented dissolved d30Si values ranging

from +0.7‰ in the uppermost reaches to >3.0‰ in

the middle and lower reaches of the river. Such high

d30Si values are hard to reconcile with other published
dissolved d30Si values (+0.8 � 0.5‰ (De La Rocha

et al. 2000)), without invoking large influences of

biologically induced fractionation, or a counter-

balancing build-up of a light Si reservoir in the

Chinese soils (Ding et al. 2004). A weak inverse corre-

lation between Si concentrations and d30Si values of
the Yangtze samples was interpreted to indicate that

isotope fractionation must have occurred during

removal of dissolved Si by grass and rice plants

(Ding et al. 2004). Unfortunately, seasonal data are

not yet available to quantify the effect of seasonal

uptake by plants on the d30Si values within this river

system.

An investigation of Swiss rivers (Georg et al.

2006a) draining a variety of lithologies showed sea-

sonal variations in Si concentrations and d30Si values.
The d30Si values ranged from +0.5 to +1.3‰, lower

values being associated with high discharge rates, but

no obvious differences in the mean d30Si value

between the four rivers studied, despite the difference

in sizes and lithologies of their catchments (Georg

et al. 2006a). Within one mountainous catchment in

the Alps, there is a direct relationship between Si

concentration and d30Si values, with an inverse rela-

tionship between Si flux and d30Si values. This direct
relationship between Si concentration and d30Si values
contrasts to the Yangtze River study (Ding et al. 2004),

and cannot be driven by the removal of isotopically

light dissolved Si. For the small Alpine catchment, it

was argued that two distinct components, or reservoirs,

of dissolved Si supply the silicic acid to the river: high

d30Si values with high Si concentrations are supplied

as a base hydraulic flow from the seepage of soil and/or

groundwaters, and low d30Si values in more Si dilute

waters are associated with higher dissolved cation

loads, which indicate higher mineral dissolution and

less Si fractionation from either clay formation or

biological utilization (Georg et al. 2006a).

From the development of the Si isotope composi-

tion of Hawaiian soils with age (Ziegler et al. 2005b),

there should be a relationship between the age of the

catchment and the Si isotope composition of the river

waters. However, a catchment scale study of the rivers

in Iceland (Georg et al. 2007b) failed to find such a

correlation despite the same basaltic bedrock lithol-

ogy. The biggest difference between Hawaii and Ice-

land is the climate and vegetation. The colder climate

of Iceland does not allow for lush vegetation, and much

thinner soils develop. The dissolved d30Si values of the
rivers were found to correlate with the dissolved Ca/Si

ratio, which is elevated compared to the basaltic source

rocks. It was proposed that, since Ca is not supplied by

carbonate weathering on Iceland and is not strongly

incorporated into secondary precipitates, increases in

the Ca/Si ratio result from the preferential loss of Si.

Thus, the Ca/Si ratio can be used to estimate the frac-

tion of Si lost from the dissolved phase. Estimates of Si

re-precipitated ranged from 33 to 66%, although in

three glacially-fed rivers it appeared that some Ca

must have been derived from carbonate weathering.

Furthermore, the correlation between d30Si values and
the estimated amount of Si lost could be used to derive

an average fractionation factor of �1.6‰ for the pro-

cesses driving this loss, as shown in Fig. 6.8. This loss

was considered to be secondary mineral precipitation

and is in agreement with the fractionation factor

between water and clays estimated from therotical

and field studies (Méheut et al. 2007, 2009; Ziegler

et al. 2005b). However, as all sampling occurred in the

summer, the influence of seasonal variations in d30Si
values could not be evaluated, and thus the influence of

vegetation and soils could not be assessed.

Large seasonal variations in d30Si values have now
been observed in another catchment scale study from

the same latitude, in Northern Sweden (Engström et al.

2010). In this granitic catchment of pristine boreal

forests, the discharge from the Kalix River is highly

seasonal, with minimal flow during the winter due to

freezing, and a short period of very high discharge due

to the snowmelt in the spring. The chemical denudation
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is highest during the high discharge period, with dis-

solved K, Al and Si concentrations elevated compared

to Mg, which can be used to normalize the effect of

dilution by snow melt. The d30Si values are lowest

during this period (~0.7‰), but are still elevated com-

pared to the underlying granitic rocks. However, in late

summer, especially in sub-catchments within the Kalix

watershed, the d30Si values are relatively high (>1.2‰)

and associated with a depletion of Si relative to Mg,

which was interpreted as a loss of Si and isotope frac-

tionation during the summer due to plant growth, either

terrestrial plants or aquatic diatoms. Thus, active Si

uptake by plants and algae may influence the seasonal

Si isotope composition of rivers. It was argued that

lower d30Si values could not be due to less secondary

clay formation as hypothesized for the Icelandic rivers,

given the changes in Al content of the river and the Si/

Al ratio of clays (Engström et al. 2010). Potentially, the

breakdown of plant material and phytoliths in spring

influences the seasonal Si isotope composition of the

rivers, as the lowest d30Si values are associated with

high dissolved organic carbon (DOC) (Engström et al.

2010) as the snow melt leaches the upper, organic-rich

soil horizons, and stream waters are dominantly fed

from soil water (Land et al. 2000).

The seasonal pattern of chemical weathering obser-

ved in the granitic catchment of the Kalix River is also

seen in basaltic Siberian rivers (Pokrovsky et al. 2005).

Large changes in d30Si values are observed, with low-

est values during the spring snow melt (~0.7‰) and

highest values in the fall (>2‰) (Reynolds et al.

2006a). The lowest d30Si values are associated with

high DOC, and thus light Si may be supplied from the

dissolution of phytoliths, or the leaching of light Si

from the soil. However, light Si may also be supplied

inorganically from absorption-desorption reactions

(Delstanche et al. 2009; Opfergelt et al. 2009), or

from precipitation due to freezing (Dietzel 2005). Dur-

ing freezing of water in winter, mono-silicic acid can

become super-saturated and fractionate during precip-

itation, leading to the formation of amorphous opal

(Dietzel 2005), similar to phytoliths. The degree to

which this phenomenon occurs in nature has yet to be

evaluated, so it is impossible to fully quantify the

relative roles of organic and inorganic cycling of Si

on the isotope composition of Si in rivers.

6.3.4 Si in Groundwater Systems

Since most deep groundwaters systems are fed from the

infiltration of surface water, the isotope composition of

dissolved Si in groundwaters should have positive d30Si

Fig. 6.8 The relation between the riverine Si isotope composi-

tion and the fraction dissolved remaining in solution, fSi, com-

puted using the Ca/Si ratios, can be described by open and

closed system fractionation behaviour. It appears that rivers

collected on the western part of Iceland (triangles) follow rather

a Rayleigh-type model, whereas rivers collected from eastern

and central Iceland (black dots) follow an steady-state system

fractionation kinetics, from Georg et al. (2007b)
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values similar to rivers or soil waters. However,

measured groundwaters exhibit strongly negative

d30Si values. Indeed, it has been shown that the d30Si
values of dissolved Si in groundwater flowing through

an artesian basin appear to evolve to lower values

during flow (Georg et al. 2009a). The shift towards

negative d30Si values as Si concentrations increase

can readily be explained by the dissolution of previ-

ously precipitated clay minerals or silcretes with very

negative d30Si values (<�3‰) (Basile-Doelsch et al.

2005; Georg et al. 2009a). Further evolution to lower

d30Si values without increasing Si concentrations were

explained by the existence of different silcretes within

the aquifer with more extreme negative d30Si values.
Alternatively, continuous precipitation-dissolution or

exchange reactions between water and clay minerals

within the aquifer system and that potential conversions

between kaolinite and smectite result in isotope

exchange and re-equilibration between minerals and

dissolved species for both Si and Li isotopes.

Since groundwaters have lower d30Si values than

rivers, an under-estimation of the global subterranean

groundwater discharge to the oceans would lead to a

bias in the estimated average d30Si value supplied to

the oceans (Georg et al. 2009b). Since solute concen-

trations, including silicic acid, are higher in ground-

water, it has been estimated that groundwater

discharge may constitute up to 40% of the Si flux to

the oceans from the Bay of Bengal (Georg et al.

2009b), and thus chemical denudation rates based

upon river fluxes alone may dramatically underesti-

mate the total global denudations rates.

6.3.5 Modeling the Si Biogeochemical
Cycle

There have now been some attempts at developing

models of the Si cycle and its isotope composition

for the continental and marine environments (Basile-

Doelsch 2006; Basile-Doelsch et al. 2005), as shown

in Fig. 6.9, and the oceans themselves (De La Rocha

and Bickle 2005; Reynolds 2009; Wischmeyer et al.

2003). Following the observation that river waters and

the oceans have higher d30Si values than igneous

rocks, it was argued that there must be a counter-

balancing “negative” reservoir of light Si which
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develops during weathering, which was initially iden-

tified as continental silcretes (Basile-Doelsch et al.

2005). However, this counter-balancing light Si may

also be in other continental Si pools, such as phyto-

liths, clays or biological material (Basile-Doelsch

2006). Above-ground biomass cannot be the light Si

counter-balance despite its importance as a Si pool

because it does not generally contain light Si. It

would appear that the counter-balance must be sec-

ondary precipitates stored up in soils and sedimentary

basins in the form of clays (Ziegler et al. 2005b) or

silcretes (Basile-Doelsch et al. 2005), or adsorption

onto Fe oxides (Delstanche et al. 2009).

From modeling the oceanographic Si cycle

(Reynolds 2009), it was estimated that the mean

d30Si value supplied to the ocean was about +0.8‰.

Assuming a simple model of isotope fractionation

during Si removal with a fractionation factor of

�1.6‰ (Georg et al. 2007b), this mean d30Si value
would imply that about half of the primary weathered

Si (with a mean d30Si value around zero) is removed

from solution and stored on the continents, as esti-

mated for weathering on Iceland (Georg et al. 2007b).

This calculation would imply that the continental

crust is being enriched in light Si by about 6 Tmol

Si per year with a d30Si value �0.8‰, which would

be equivalent to ~800 million tons of kaolinite per

year with a d30Si value �2.2‰. This amount of

material is the same order of magnitude as the

amount of sediment carried by the Mississippi into

the Gulf of Mexico per year.

Interestingly, the estimated increase of light Si in

the continental crust is in marked contrast to the

heavier Si isotopic composition of the granitic conti-

nental crust compared to the basaltic mantle. Thus the

difference between granitic and basaltic d30Si values
cannot be due to the continuous recycling of Si via the

rock cycle over Earth’s history, and the actual cause of

the difference is currently enigmatic.

6.4 Future Directions

It seems that the biogeochemical Si cycle is more

complex than previously fathomed, with published

studies pointing to an intense terrestrial biogeochemi-

cal cycling of Si (Struyf et al. 2009). Thus, consider-

able work is required to assess the terrestrial cycling of

Si and its isotopes, in particular the role of plants and

siliceous algae. Future field studies will allow the

natural cycling of Si to be assessed in more detail,

and most importantly, careful laboratory experiments

will determine the mechanisms of biogenic silica and

mineral silicate formation and associated Si isotope

fractionation. Regrettably, the application of Si iso-

tope studies in terrestrial environments is still some-

what hampered by the limited development of sample

preparation techniques and the analytical requirements

that are still far from routine. Here, I would like to

suggest a number of potential research avenues which

would help develop this exciting field in the near

future.

– For the measurement of Si isotopes by MC-ICPMS,

there is currently no technique for separation of

silicic acid from anions, without conversion to SiF6
in hydrofluoric acid. As anions, like sulphur, can

cause large “matrix effects” (van den Boorn et al.

2009), a fast and efficient separation of silicic acid

from other anions is greatly needed, with existing

methods either requiring extensive preparation steps

or significant amounts of HF (Engström et al. 2006).

If HF cannot be eliminated, a change in the introduc-

tion system, with removal of a desolvating unit may

be advantageous.

– A change in biomass could lead to significant

alteration of the terrestrial Si cycle, such as the

anthropogenic transformation from forests to pas-

ture (Conley 2002). Sudden disruption of the plant

biomass, like harvesting and forest fires, could

also have significant impact on the Si fluxes and

isotope composition. As Si is beneficial to plants,

we need to understand the molecular mechanism

of biogenic opal mineralization and associated

isotope fractionation, and the way in which differ-

ent plants adapt and respond to changes in Si

availability.

– Lastly, more studies of river and groundwater sys-

tems are required in order to better constrain the

global dissolved Si budget, and the role that lithol-

ogy, climate and vegetation can have on global

biogeochemical cycles. However, we should per-

haps no longer consider that the global biogeo-

chemical cycles can be accurately assessed from

modern observations because, within the modern

Anthropocene, human activity now moves more

material across the globe than rivers do.
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Chapter 7

Calcium Isotopes as Tracers of Biogeochemical Processes

Laura C. Nielsen, Jennifer L. Druhan, Wenbo Yang, Shaun T. Brown, and Donald J. DePaolo

Abstract The prevalence of calcium as a major cation

in surface and oceanic environments, the necessity of

calcium in the functioning of living cells and bone

growth, and the large spread in mass between calcium

isotopes all suggest that calcium isotope biogeochem-

istry can be an important avenue of insight into past

and present biogeochemical cycling processes. In the

following chapter, we review the main areas of

research where Ca isotope studies have been pursued

and detail recent research results in biogeochemical

applications. In marine environments, biogenic frac-

tionation of Ca isotopes during biomineralization pro-

duces predictable offsets in some organisms, which

facilitate the reconstruction of seawater d44/40Ca over
geologic timescales. In terrestrial studies, observed Ca

isotope fractionation between soil and various compo-

nents of vegetation enables the construction of a local

Ca budget and provides a partial explanation for the

scale of Ca isotopic variability within a single water-

shed. The research reviewed in this chapter provides a

foundation for future investigations into the macro-

and microscopic processes and biochemical pathways

dictating the distribution of this essential nutrient

using stable Ca isotope ratios.

7.1 Introduction

Calcium is an alkaline earth metal with six natu-

rally occurring isotopes: 40Ca (96.941%), 41Ca,
42Ca (0.647%), 43Ca (0.135%), 44Ca (2.086%), 46Ca

(0.004%) and 48Ca (0.187%). By mass, calcium is the

fifth most abundant element in both the earth’s crust

and seawater. The prevalence of calcium as a major

cation in surface and oceanic environments, the neces-

sity of calcium in the functioning of living cells and

bone growth and the large spread in mass between

calcium isotopes all suggest calcium isotope biogeo-

chemistry can be an important avenue of insight into

past and present biogeochemical cycling processes.

In the following subsections, we review the main

research areas where biogeochemical Ca isotope

studies have been pursued, and in later sections

more details are provided regarding recent research

results. Throughout this paper we have renormalized

all d44/40Ca values to a bulk silicate Earth (BSE)

standard, which we describe in Section II.

7.1.1 Ca Isotopes and the Marine
Calcium Cycle

Calcium isotopes provide a promising means to con-

strain the global Ca budget over geologic timescales

and to identify the causes of variability in the marine

calcium cycle (e.g. Zhu and MacDougall 1998;

DePaolo 2004; Farkaš et al. 2007). Seawater has

a globally homogeneous d44/40Ca (0.91 � 0.04‰;

Hippler et al. 2003; Farkaš et al. 2007) that is uniform

with water depth, due to the long oceanic Ca residence

time (~1 million years) relative to oceanic turnover
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time (1,500 years; Broecker and Peng 1982). The

heavy Ca isotopic composition of seawater relative

to global rocks (0.0‰; Simon and DePaolo 2010)

and continental water (�0.2‰; Schmitt et al. 2003b)

is primarily maintained by biogenic isotope fraction-

ation during calcium carbonate precipitation, where
40Ca is preferentially removed from solution relative

to 44Ca.

The concentration and isotopic composition of

marine Ca depends upon the balance between the Ca

input and output fluxes (e.g. De La Rocha and DePaolo

2000). Calcium enters the ocean as a solute trans-

ported by rivers due to continental weathering, by

hydrothermal fluids due to metasomatism (Schmitt

et al. 2003b; Amini et al. 2008), and by Ca replace-

ment by Mg during dolomitization (Heuser et al. 2005;

Böhm et al. 2005; Farkaš et al. 2007; Holmden 2009).

These sources are isotopically similar to within ~1‰
(Schmitt et al. 2003b; Fig. 7.1). Riverine input is vari-

able in isotopic composition and unrelated to the source

watershed lithology or climate (Zhu and MacDougall

1998; Schmitt et al. 2003b). The magnitude of

watershed-scale variability in d44/40Ca resembles

global variability due to mass fractionation during

Ca transport through the environment (Tipper et al.

2006). Calcium carbonate precipitation causes the

majority of continental Ca isotope fractionation,

while preferential uptake of light Ca by vegetation

in terrestrial ecosystems also plays a role. Precipi-

tation of carbonate (and minor phosphate) minerals

removes Ca from seawater at a rate similar to the

input weathering flux (Berner et al. 1983; DePaolo

2004). Average calcium isotopic compositions of

pelagic calcite (Skulan et al. 1997; Gussone et al.

2003, 2005) and aragonite differ by over ~0.5‰ due

primarily to precipitate mineralogy: biogenic and

inorganic aragonite are typically lighter than calcite

(Gussone et al. 2003, 2005). Coccolithophores and

modern scleractinian corals constitute an important

exception to this rule, with average Ca isotopic com-

positions straddling the calcite and aragonite end

members (Böhm et al. 2006). Sources of minor varia-

bility in modern marine biogenic carbonate d44/40Ca
include species-dependent as well as systematic

intra-species temperature-dependent Ca isotope frac-

tionation (N€agler et al. 2000; Gussone et al. 2003).
Variability in the ratio of Ca weathering to sedi-

mentation fluxes and isotope compositions can affect

seawater d44/40Ca (dsw) over geologic timescales.

Though dsw can vary with time, the ocean is thought

to be currently at steady state with respect to Ca,

indicating that the concentration and isotopic compo-

sition of Ca are stable over timescales smaller than the

Ca oceanic residence time (t ¼ 106 years) (Skulan

et al. 1997; De La Rocha and DePaolo 2000; Schmitt

et al. 2003a, b). De La Rocha and DePaolo (2000)

constructed a simplified model for Ca mass balance

in the ocean based on the relative fluxes of Ca into the

ocean via continental weathering and out of the ocean

via biogenic carbonate sedimentation, where Fw and

Fig. 7.1 d44/40Ca of Ca fluxes into and out of seawater. Dashed
line denotes the average seawater Ca isotopic composition

(0.91 � 0.4‰), with 2s errors marked as lines above and

below. Species average marine biogenic aragonite (Holmden

2005; Gussone et al. 2005; Böhm et al. 2006) and calcite

(Gussone et al. 2005; Farkaš et al. 2007; Griffith et al. 2008b;

Hippler et al. 2009) d44/40Ca data are depicted with a dotted line

through both data sets approximating the average dsed. Calcium
isotopic data for aqueous Ca from major world-rivers, hydro-

thermal fluids and dolomitizing fluids (Schmitt et al. 2003b;

Farkaš et al. 2007) are shown with a dotted line approximating

the current average dw. Ca fluxes into and out of seawater are

similar in d44/40Ca indicating that the ocean is at steady state

with respect to Ca
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Fsed represent weathering and sedimentation fluxes

respectively, and dw and dsed represent weathered Ca

and sediment Ca isotopic compositions:

NCa
dd44=40Casw

dt
¼ Fw d44=40Caw � d44=40Casw

� �

� FsedDsed;

where NCa is the amount of Ca in the ocean and Dsed ¼
dsed�dsw is average Ca isotope separation (‰) during

CaCO3 precipitation. At steady state, Fw ¼ Fsed and

dsw is constant in time, so:

dsw ¼ dw � Dsed;

and

dw ¼ dsed :

Current estimates of dsed and dw are �0.3 � 0.2‰
and �0.2 � 0.2‰ relative to BSE, supporting the

theory that the ocean is close to steady state with

respect to Ca (De La Rocha and DePaolo 2000; Farkaš

et al. 2007).

Reconstructions of past dsw based on marine car-

bonate oozes (De La Rocha and DePaolo 2000; Fantle

and DePaolo 2005, 2007), brachiopod shells, belem-

nites (Farkaš et al. 2007), rudists (Steuber and Buhl

2006), and foraminifera (Sime et al. 2007; Heuser

et al. 2005) form a coherent record of oceanic Ca

isotopes throughout the Phanerozoic (Fig. 7.2). Addi-

tional reconstructions based on phosphate minerals

(Schmitt et al. 2003a; Soudry et al. 2004) are inconsis-

tent with carbonate reconstructions, while those based

on marine pelagic barite roughly correspond with car-

bonate data (Griffith et al. 2008a). A better under-

standing of marine biogenic and inorganic Ca isotope

fractionation during CaCO3 precipitation is necessary

to reduce scatter in the reconstructed dsw record as it

currently stands.

Despite a ~0.5‰ spread in the reconstruction, dsw
variability within a given sample type can shed light

upon the causes of Ca isotopic shifts with time.

Observed long-timescale variation in dsw could be

caused by changes in the ratio of sedimentation to

weathering fluxes (De La Rocha and DePaolo 2000;

Fantle and DePaolo 2005) or by changes in the Ca

isotopic composition of these fluxes (Farkaš et al.

2007). In the first case, inequality of Fw and Fs over

a period longer than the residence time of Ca in the

ocean (~1 Ma) will result in a quasi steady state dsw:

dswðtÞ � dwðtÞ � Fsed

Fw
ðtÞDsed :

The ratio of sedimentation to weathering fluxes

(Fsed/Fw) approximately ranges between 0.7 and 1.3

(Lasaga et al. 1985), which would cause a ~0.8‰ shift

in dsw (De La Rocha and DePaolo 2000). Observed dsw
variability of ~0.9‰ in fossil oozes of Cretaceous age

and younger is consistent with this hypothesis; how-

ever, additional analyses of marine biogenic carbo-

nates encompass a range closer to 1.5‰ (Fig. 7.2).

Farkaš et al. (2007) present an alternative hypo-

thesis to explain long-term shifts in the oceanic Ca

isotopic composition. They argue that the isotopic

composition of the sedimentation flux, dsed, changes
due to transitions in oceanic carbonate mineralogy.

Throughout the Phanerozoic, variations in global

tectonic activity caused long term alterations in

oceanic major element chemistry, specifically Mg/Ca.

Periods of enhanced tectonism raised oceanic Mg/Ca,

facilitating the precipitation of aragonite relative to

Fig. 7.2 d44/40Ca of seawater throughout the
Phanerozoic from various carbonate data sets

(Heuser et al. 2005; Steuber and Buhl 2006;

Fantle and DePaolo 2005, 2007; Sime et al.

2007; Farkaš et al. 2007). Seawater Ca isotopic

compositions were calculated based on

published fractionation factors between the

given sediment type and seawater (Fantle and

DePaolo 2005; Farkaš et al. 2007). Fantle and

DePaolo (2005, 2007) values were first

calculated relative to the NIST standard based

on their measurement of seawater d44/40Ca
(0.95 � 0.10‰)
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calcite. Based on this hypothesis, “aragonite seas”

should correspond with heavy dsw and “calcite seas”

should correspond with light dsw. Paleozoic, early

Mesozoic and Neogene shifts in dsw are in phase

with oscillating “calcite-aragonite seas,” as predicted.

The relationship between dsw and dominant mineral-

ogy breaks down in the later Mesozoic and Cenozoic,

probably due to the expansion of coccolithophores and

scleractinian corals, whose Ca isotopic compositions

are decoupled from mineralogy (Farkaš et al. 2007).

A third possible explanation for the long-term varia-

bility in dsw, changing dw, is still being debated. While

some consider major changes in the isotopic composi-

tion of the weathering flux to be unlikely based on

the current narrow range in riverine d44/40Ca values

(De La Rocha and DePaolo 2000; Tipper et al. 2006),

others have not ruled out this possibility (Griffith et al.

2008a; Fantle 2010).

Short-term changes in the calcium isotopic compo-

sition of the ocean, those occurring on sub-Ma time-

scales, are smaller in magnitude and likely caused

by different processes than previously discussed.

Enhanced silicate weathering due to a period of active

volcanism, for example, could cause transient drops in

dsw (Farkaš et al. 2007), as could enhanced carbonate

dissolution due to ocean acidification (Payne et al.

2010). Analysis of complementary isotope systems

such as sulfur and carbon could confirm or contest

proposed mechanisms of these short-term excursions.

Marine Ca isotopic budgets may be applied to

paleoclimate reconstructions to investigate aspects of

the global carbon cycle. Kasemann et al. (2005) use

boron and calcium isotopic analyses of carbonate sedi-

ments harboring evidence of Neoproterozoic gla-

ciation in Namibia to refute the snowball earth

hypothesis, a hotly debated topic in the Earth sciences.

When applied in concert with indicators of paleo-

seawater pH such as boron isotopes (d11B), calcium
isotopic variability in marine carbonate sediment can

highlight excursions in atmospheric pCO2 (Kasemann

et al. 2005). d44/40Ca variations are used to estimate

seawater [Ca], which in turn may be used to estimate

[CO3
2�]. With the additional pH indicator provided by

B isotopes, the carbonic acid system is fully con-

strained, and atmospheric pCO2 may be estimated.

The major weakness in this methodology is that abso-

lute Ca fluxes to and from the ocean (Fw and Fsed)

cannot be fully constrained by calcium isotopic

mass balance alone. Additional determinations such

as carbonate sedimentation rate are required to gene-

rate a more robust estimate of seawater calcium

concentrations with time.

Though our understanding of the mechanisms and

environmental sensitivity of Ca isotope fractionation

during inorganic and biogenic CaCO3 precipitation is

still in its infancy, much has already been learned

about the global marine Ca budget. As discussed

in a later section, investigations into the pathways

of Ca transport during biomineralization are beginn-

ing to reveal the causes of inter-species variability

in D44=40Caseawater�CaCO3
. Constraints on Ca isotopic

sensitivity to environmental controls such as T,

pH and [CO3
2�] suggest proxy possibilities beyond

reconstructing past oceanic dsw. Non-traditional

metal stable isotope systems such as Ca promise to

expand typical isotope geochemistry applications

and explain the underlying chemical mechanisms of

myriad processes observed in nature.

7.1.2 Ca Isotopes and the Terrestrial
Calcium Cycle

Although it has already been shown that biological

Ca isotope fractionation is an important process

within marine biogeochemical Ca cycles, the current

understanding of biological influences on terrestrial

biogenic Ca isotope fractionation is still under devel-

opment. From a broad perspective, the flux weighted

mean discharge d44/40Ca value of the largest rivers in

the world is �0.2‰ relative to BSE (Fig. 7.1; Schmitt

et al. 2003b). In comparison, the total range of values

reported for igneous rock is �0.12 to 0.58‰ (Richter

et al. 2003). This discrepancy indicates fractionation

during the translocation of calcium from primary rock

to soil and sedimentary rock to aqueous systems on

the continents (e.g. DePaolo 2004). An important

component of this isotope separation may be biogenic

cycling in higher-order plants, which require calcium

as a major nutrient.

Calcium is required to stabilize cell walls, promote

enzyme activity, and act as an intracellular messenger

and as a counter-cation in the vacuoles of plant

cells (Marschner 1995). Unlike other macronutrients

incorporated into organic compounds like nitrogen

and phosphorous, calcium remains in its elementary
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cationic form throughout its residence in plants

(Amtmann and Blatt 2009). Calcium from the soil

solution enters the plant via fine root ends where it is

transported through the xylem to shoots, stems and

leaves. Uptake from the soil into the xylem can occur

at high rates through both apoplastic and symplastic

transport protein mediated pathways (White and

Broadley 2003). Once taken into the root, the majority

of calcium is directly adsorbed to cell walls. The

remainder is taken into the cytoplasm where it may

be transported to stem and leaf cells, though once

incorporated in the phloem it is trapped and cannot

undergo recirculation in the plant (von Blanckenburg

et al. 2009). Retention of calcium in older growth has

direct implications for the calcium signature of sur-

rounding leaf litter and topsoil. Calcium isotope frac-

tionation associated with movement of calcium through

a plant will eventually affect the isotopic ratio of the

detritus and soil of the ecosystem, suggesting a link

between soil d44/40Ca and ecosystem evolution.

In the past 5 years, substantial progress has been

made in quantifying the isotopic fractionation of cal-

cium associated with uptake, translocation and rede-

position by higher-order plants (von Blanckenburg

et al. 2009). To date only a few studies directly address

the influence of plants and ecosystem dynamics on

calcium isotope fractionation (Wiegand et al. 2005;

Perakis et al. 2006; Schmitt and Stille 2005; Page et al.

2008; Cenki-Tok et al. 2009; Holmden and Bélanger

2010). Results suggest that fractionation by higher-

order plants exhibits a 4‰ range in d44/40Ca (Holmden

and Bélanger 2010), representing one of the largest

terrestrial sources of calcium isotopic variation. In the

sections to follow, these studies will be discussed in

further detail, and an example of the use of d44/40Ca to
discern the vital effects in tree rings of phreatophytes

in Death Valley, California (Yang et al. 1996), will be

presented to illustrate the diversity of applications for

calcium stable isotopes in the study of higher-order

plants.

7.1.3 Calcium Isotopes in Food Chains

Skulan et al. (1997) were the first to report a system-

atic trend towards lighter d44/40Ca values with increas-
ing trophic level in a marine ecosystem (Fig. 7.3a), and

similar trends were subsequently observed in terres-

trial systems (Fig. 7.3b; Skulan and DePaolo 1999;

Skulan 1999). The marine system shows a D44/40Ca

of 3.2‰ between seawater and an orca, separated by

four trophic levels. The terrestrial D44/40Ca is slightly

larger at 3.5‰ between total soil calcium and a cou-

gar, with three trophic levels of separation. The clear

loss of heavy 44Ca relative to light 40Ca across both

food chains indicates preferential incorporation of the

lighter isotope in the bone structure relative to that

available in the organism’s diet (Clementz et al. 2003;

DePaolo 2004).

Fig. 7.3 Calcium isotopic composition of materials as a func-

tion of marine (a) and terrestrial (b) trophic levels from DePaolo

(2004). d44/40Ca of calcium reported relative to the Skulan et al.

(1997) reference material. Data represent values reported in

Skulan et al. (1997), Skulan and DePaolo (1999) and Skulan

(1999). More recent data may be found in Reynard et al. (2010).

Reprinted with permission from the author
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The fractionation between dietary and bone

d44/40Ca has several important applications. First,

Skulan and DePaolo (1999) present a model for

d44/40Ca fractionation in organisms based on obser-

vations suggesting that the d44/40Ca of living tissue is

much more transient and responsive to recent diet than

bone, which is generally ~1.3‰ lighter. The model

incorporates the availability of calcium in the diet and

the rate of bone growth and bone loss and indicates

healthy adults should have a near constant bone d44/
40Ca value, while healthy juveniles should show d44/
40Ca ~1.5‰ lower than the diet source. These findings

have lead to subsequent research regarding calcium

isotopes as a proxy for calcium availability in verte-

brates (Chu et al. 2006; Hirata et al. 2008; Bullen and

Walczyk 2009; Heuser and Eisenhauer 2010; Reynard

et al. 2010). Second, Clementz et al. (2003) reported

similar systematic variation between trophic levels,

and showed preservation of this fractionation in

bones as old as 15 million years, presenting a novel

means of tracking vertebrate paleodiets. Recent devel-

opments built upon these studies will be addressed in

subsequent sections.

7.2 Analytical Methods and Standards

Ca isotope fractionation can be measured by a variety

of techniques including thermal ionization mass spec-

trometry (TIMS), multi-collector inductively coupled

plasma-mass spectrometry (MC-ICP-MS), and in situ

by ion microprobe secondary ion mass spectrometry

(SIMS; Rollion-Bard et al. 2007). The large spread in

Ca isotopic abundances and the large relative mass

difference (~20%) make measurement of Ca isotopes

complex. Precise determinations of mass dependent

Ca isotope composition by TIMS requires the use of

a double spike (a tracer solution enriched in two minor

isotopes), typically 42Ca/48Ca (Russell et al. 1978; Zhu

and Macdougall 1998; Skulan et al. 1997), 43Ca/48Ca

(N€agler et al. 2000; Heuser et al. 2002; Gussone et al.

2003; Hippler et al. 2003) or 43Ca/46Ca (Fletcher et al.

1997) to correct for isotopic fractionation in the

mass spectrometer. Early TIMS methods employed

“peak jumping” or magnetic field stepping, mea-

suring the four masses required for spike subtraction

(typically 40, 42, 44 and 48) in sequence on a single

collector (Russell et al. 1978; Skulan et al. 1997). This

method provided superior external precision com-

pared to the previous generation of multicollector

mass spectrometers, but required a long-lived, stable

ion beam (Skulan et al. 1997). Discrepancies between

the analytical precision based on counting statistics

and the external reproducibility of samples and stan-

dards were commonly attributed to inter-block focus-

ing. Most researchers now measure Ca isotopes using

the new generation TIMS instruments such as the

Thermo Triton. The current generation (~1998–2009)

of Triton TIMS instruments are only capable of mea-

suring ~17% relative mass difference and thus do not

allow for simultaneous measurement of all Ca iso-

topes. To circumvent this problem most labs measure

multiple sequences with a “low mass” scan that mea-

sures 40Ca–44Ca and a second “high mass” sequence

that measures 42Ca–48Ca. An alternate approach is

to avoid measuring either 40Ca or 48Ca (Fantle and

Bullen 2009; Holmden 2005). Fantle and Bullen

(2009) provide a detailed summary of commonly

used cup configurations and double spike composi-

tions. Approximately 50–200 cycles are collected dur-

ing the course of a sample run, and post-run processing

is used to correct data for mass fractionation during

analysis. Typical 2s external reproducibility using

TIMS is 0.1–0.2‰ (DePaolo 2004), which is worse

than the internal errors generated from counting statis-

tics (0.02–0.05‰). The source of additional error in

Ca isotope measurements is still attributed to poor

focusing (DePaolo 2004) and reservoir mixing during

sample ionization (Fantle and Bullen 2009) though

the effect has been minimized in recent years. Despite

some shortcomings TIMS is the preferred and most

common technique for Ca isotope analysis.

MC-ICP-MS is another widely used method in

measuring calcium isotope fractionation. The tech-

nique may be employed using either the “cool plasma

technique” (CPT; Fietzke et al. 2004) or the “hot

plasma technique” (HPT; Halicz et al. 1999). Isobaric

interferences from 40Ar+ and numerous other sources

undermine the utility of MC-ICP-MS for Ca isotope

measurements, and the original hot plasma technique

required a thorough accounting of and correction for

interferences (Halicz et al. 1999). These effects can be

greatly diminished by lowering the plasma RF power

to ~400 W (Fietzke et al. 2004). MC-ICP-MS analyses

enable the simultaneous measurement of various Ca

isotope masses as well as sample-standard bracketing,

rendering the use of a double spike unnecessary. This
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method yields poorer precision than TIMS, with

2s uncertainty in d44/40Ca of 0.2–0.3‰ (Fietzke

et al. 2004; Hippler et al. 2007) and in d44/42Ca of

0.09‰ (Tipper et al. 2006).

A novel ion microprobe technique has recently

been developed to measure Ca isotope ratios via

SIMS in situ with high (15–20 mm) spatial resolution

(Rollion-Bard et al. 2007; Kasemann et al. 2008).

Secondary 40Ca+ and 44Ca+ ions are simultaneously

measured on two Faraday cups, providing good inter-

nal reproducibility. Interferences from 40K+ and 88Sr2+

on 40Ca+ and 44Ca+ respectively cannot currently be

resolved but must be monitored on mass 41 and 43.5 to

ensure no corrections are needed. Uncertainties up to

0.3‰ (2s) are reported for in situ sample analyses

(Rollion-Bard et al. 2007; Kasemann et al. 2008),

meaning this method must be further refined for appli-

cation in systems where minor isotopic variability is

expected.

Isotopic analyses of most Ca carbonate minerals

require minimal chemical preparation. Other materials

with increased concentrations of matrix elements

require more extensive separation procedures, which

are detailed in the literature (e.g. Skulan and DePaolo

1999). For the TIMS technique, carbonate samples are

first dissolved in 2N to 4N ultrapure nitric acid or HCl

and centrifuged if detrital material is present. One M

acetic acid is more commonly used in lieu of the

stronger HCl or HNO3 to avoid extraction of Ca

from any associated detrital clay minerals (Ewing

et al. 2008). The Ca double spike is added to an aliquot

of sample to correct for mass discrimination during

analysis. Optimal spike-sample ratios are discussed

elsewhere (Rudge et al. 2009 and references therein).

Samples are then dried and re-dissolved in acid. Puri-

fication of Ca from the sample matrix may be achieved

using a variety of ion chromatography techniques such

as cation exchange (Russell et al. 1978; Fantle and

DePaolo 2007); and MCI gel (Heuser et al. 2002).

Recently the Berkeley lab has started using DGA

resin (Eichrom Technologies, normal variety), which

efficiently separates Ca from matrix elements in a

similar fashion to the better-known Sr-spec resin

(Horwitz et al. 2005). Sufficiently pure carbonates

may not require chemical purification (Eisenhauer

et al. 2004). Purified Ca is dissolved in a small volume

of 3N HNO3 and a few micrograms of dissolved Ca

are loaded onto degassed, zone-refined Re filaments

and subsequently capped with phosphoric acid.

An alternate technique uses approximately 300 ng of

Ca loaded with a Ta2O5 activator using the “sandwich

technique” for analysis on single Re filaments (activa-

tor-sample-activator; Gussone et al. 2003). Sample

throughput of ~6–12 per day is possible with this

method. Cleaning and preparation of Ca bearing sam-

ples is similar for the MC-ICP-MS technique, and ion

chromatography is often used to prevent matrix effects

and isobaric interferences (Halicz et al. 1999). Once

dissolved in acid, samples are diluted with nitric acid

solution and introduced into the plasma source

through a nebulizer (Halicz et al. 1999; Fietzke et al.

2004). Sample preparation for analysis on the ion

microprobe requires that samples be mounted in

epoxy, polished to 1 mm using a diamond paste, and

coated in gold (Rollion-Bard et al. 2007).

7.2.1 Calcium Isotope Standards:
A Proposal

Calcium isotopes are reported in delta notation (‰) as

the ratio of the heavy 44Ca over the abundant 40Ca

isotope with reference to a known standard value,

consistent with the convention of other stable isotope

systems (Skulan et al. 1997):

d44=40Ca ¼

44Ca
40Ca

� �
sample

44Ca
40Ca

� �
std

� 1

0
BBB@

1
CCCA� 1; 000:

Isotope compositions may also be presented in the
44/42Ca notation, which may be converted to d44/40Ca
to avoid discrepancies due to radiogenic ingrowth of
40Ca (Hippler et al. 2003):

d44=40Ca ¼ d44=42Ca� 43:956� 39:963

43:956� 41:959
:

At the time of writing the most widely used stan-

dard reference material for calcium measurements is

the NIST synthetic carbonate, SRM 915a (Hippler

et al. 2003). The original material, SRM 915a is no

longer available and has been superseded by a new

reference material SRM 915b, which is 0.72 � 0.04‰
heavier in d44/40Ca than SRM 915a (Heuser and

Eisenhauer 2008). Other common standard reference

materials include purified calcium salts such as CaF2
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(Russell et al. 1978; N€agler et al. 2000; Gussone et al.

2003) and CaCO3 (Skulan et al. 1997) and seawater

(Zhu and Macdougall 1998; Schmitt et al. 2001;

Hippler et al. 2003). NIST SRM 915a has a d44/40Ca
of �1.88 � 0.04‰ relative to seawater (Hippler et al.

2003) and d44/40Ca of �1.21‰ relative to the Skulan

et al. (1997) standard. Stable Ca isotope fractionation

between two phases (e.g. i, j) is expressed as a frac-

tionation factor,

ai�j ¼
44Ca=40Cai
40Ca=40Caj

;

or as isotope separation,

D44Cai�j ¼ d44Cai � d44Caj � 1000ln(ai�jÞ:

Though SRM 915a provides the most reliable inter-

lab working reference standard, it can be argued that

the most desirable reference standard for reporting

d44/40Ca values is bulk silicate Earth (BSE). Unlike

seawater, this value does not shift through Earth his-

tory, except for very small effects due to radioactive

decay of 40K, and because it represents the overall

bulk composition of the Earth, all deviations from

the BSE value have geochemical significance. While

SRM 915a is the most widely used laboratory stan-

dard, laboratory standards are not the same as standard

values used for referencing the delta values for most

stable isotope systems. In the case of O isotopes, for

example, there are multiple laboratory standards and

multiple reference materials. Simon and DePaolo

2010 have reported analyses of silicate materials

from the Earth, Mars, and the Moon, and have deter-

mined that the bulk silicate value for these three plan-

etary bodies is indistinguishable and identical to that

of ordinary chondritic meteorites. Relative to this Bulk

Planetary or Chondritic value (BSE), the SRM 915a

standard is reported to have d44/40Ca ¼ �0.97� 0.04.

Values for mantle clinopyroxene reported by Huang

et al. (2010) are consistent with the Simon and

DePaolo (2010) results. Thus we will henceforth

report all d44/40Ca values relative to the BSE value,

and we propose that the convention be that the stan-

dard BSE value of 44Ca/40Ca is exactly 1.00100 times

the value of 44Ca/40Ca in SRM 915a. In general prac-

tice, it will be sufficiently accurate to convert d44/40Ca
relative to SRM 915a to d44/40Ca relative to BSE

by simply subtracting 1.00 from the former. In this

chapter we report all d44/40Ca values relative to BSE.

These d44/40Ca values differ from those reported by

the U.C. Berkeley group through 2010 by 0.2 units

of d44/40Ca.

7.3 Current Research

7.3.1 Calcium Isotopes and Marine
Biomineralization

The calcium isotopic composition of carbonate-

secreting marine organisms constitutes a promising

tool for paoleoclimatologic research, because the

shells of certain species preserve paleoenvironmental

information such as seawater temperature at the time

of formation (e.g. N€agler et al. 2000; Hippler et al.

2009). Some species of planktonic foraminifera

such as Globigerinoides sacculifer (G. sacculifer)

and Neogloboquadrina pachyderma (sinistral) appear

to exhibit strong d44/40Ca temperature sensitivity on

order 0.2‰ per 1�C (N€agler et al. 2000; Gussone et al.

2004; Hippler et al. 2006, 2009); however, this sensi-

tivity in G. sacculifer is widely contested (Chang et al.
2004; Sime et al. 2005; Griffith et al. 2008b). Most

species of marine organisms, including corals (Böhm

et al. 2006), dinoflagellates (Gussone et al. 2010), and

foraminifera (Skulan et al. 1997; Gussone et al. 2003;

Griffith et al. 2008b) are effectively independent of

temperature in calcium isotopic composition, pro-

viding a robust means of determining oceanic d44/40Ca
variability over geologic timescales. Understanding

the temporal variability in oceanic Ca stable isotope

composition has helped to constrain the global Ca

budget. Recent research on Ca isotopes in marine

calcifying organisms focuses on small but significant

vital effects and variability in d44/40Ca not explained

by temperature dependence or inorganic control,

because they may contain additional information

about the biological pathways of calcification (e.g.

Eisenhauer et al. 2009).

Biological mechanisms of calcification vary widely

among marine organisms. Corals secreting aragonitic

skeletons follow a biocalcification pathway much dif-

ferent from that of foraminifera, resulting in a distinct

relationship between d44/40Ca and growth environ-

ment. Though the Ca fractionation behavior of both
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foraminifera and corals has been shown to resemble

abiotic Ca isotope fractionation during CaCO3 precip-

itation (Gussone et al. 2003; Lemarchand et al. 2004;

Marriott et al. 2004; Böhm et al. 2006; Tang et al.

2008), coral Ca is likely biologically fractionated by

active transport through tissues (Böhm et al. 2006),

while foraminifera appear to precipitate their shells

directly from pH-modified seawater entrained in

vacuoles (Erez 2003). Care should be taken when

deducing biological Ca isotope fractionation mecha-

nisms based on the experiments of Lemarchand

et al. (2004) and Tang et al. (2008), because these

groups report directly opposite relationships between

D44/40Ca and precipitation rate. Despite inter-species

differences and the challenge of interpretation, the

overall homogeneity in average d44/40Ca across Holo-
cene marine calcifying organisms (Fig. 7.4) suggests

that a universal mechanism may control marine bio-

genic Ca isotope fractionation.

7.3.1.1 Calcium Isotopes in Coral Skeletons

Though the details of coral calcification are still a

major subject of debate, corals are currently thought

to actively transport calcium from seawater to the

site of calcification by a multi-step process requiring

active Ca pumping through numerous tissues (Böhm

et al. 2006; Fig. 7.5). Ca2+ ions first diffuse from

seawater into coral tissue, through the oral ectoderm

and endoderm into the coelenteron. There, they are

sealed during the day while calcification takes place.

Ca then passes from the coelenteron through the aboral

endotherm to the calicoblastic layer, where it is

actively transported via Ca-ATPase either to the cal-

cifying subcalicoblastic space or possibly from the cell

to the skeleton via an organic matrix (Allemand et al.

2004; Cuif and Dauphin 2005). Neither the existence

of a subcalicoblastic space (Tambutté et al. 2007;

Holbrèque et al. 2009) nor the role of the organic

matrix in directing the transport and deposition of

Ca ions (Allemand et al. 2004) has definitively been

established. From its final reservoir, Ca2+ is incor-

porated into skeletal material (Clode and Marshall

2003; Böhm et al. 2006).

Each step in the coral biogeochemical Ca transport

pathway may fractionate stable calcium isotopes,

resulting in the preferential incorporation of 40Ca
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Fig. 7.4 Ca isotopic composition of seawater, corals and fora-

minifera from Holocene sediments distributed worldwide

(Chang et al. 2004). Minimal intra-species variability in the

magnitude of d44/40Ca suggests a similar Ca stable isotope

fractionation mechanism between organisms. Reprinted from

Chang et al. (2004), Copyright (2004), with permission from

Elsevier

Fig. 7.5 Schematic of calcium transport and skeletal growth in

corals. Numbered arrows on the left of the diagram indicate

relative rates of Ca transport; calcium flows into the coelenteron

an order of magnitude more quickly than into the calcifying

fluid. Reprinted from Böhm et al. (2006), Copyright (2006),

with permission from Elsevier
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over 44Ca into skeletal material. Unlike inorganic

CaCO3 growth, Ca isotope fractionation likely does

not occur at the carbonate mineral surface. Instead, it

has been suggested that the kinetics of solvated Ca2+

dehydration at the cell membrane and of Ca2+ ion

attachment to proteins such as Ca-ATPase causes the

preferential incorporation of light calcium in coral

skeletons (Gussone et al. 2006; Böhm et al. 2006).

Dehydration kinetics of solvated Ca2+ ions is also

a possible cause of kinetic, surface-controlled Ca

isotope fractionation during inorganic calcite and

aragonite precipitation (DePaolo 2011), so it is not

surprising that the fractionation factor generated by

these very different processes is similar.

The d44/40Ca of both cultured and open-ocean coral
skeletal material is relatively insensitive to seawater

temperature, with a T-dependence similar to marine

biogenic calcite and aragonite (Fig. 7.6; Böhm et al.

2006):

d44=40Ca BSEð Þ ¼ 0:020 �0:015ð Þ � T �Cð Þ
� 0:7 �0:4ð Þ:

Despite the morphological similarity between coral

skeletal aragonite and synthetic aragonite precipitated

under controlled growth conditions (Holcomb et al.

2009), coral d44/40Ca values are offset by 0.5‰ from

inorganic precipitates and other marine biogenic ara-

gonite (Böhm et al. 2006). The magnitude of Ca iso-

tope fractionation in coral skeletal material, then, is

primarily controlled by biological mechanisms, while

the T-dependence of fractionation is likely due to geo-

chemical processes that are mechanistically similar

in both inorganic and biological systems.

7.3.1.2 Calcium Isotopes in Foraminiferal

Biomineralization

Most species of marine calcifying foraminifera exhibit

a d44/40Ca T-dependence similar to that of corals and

inorganic calcite and aragonite. Because the calcifica-

tion mechanism of foraminifera more closely resem-

bles inorganic CaCO3 precipitation (e.g. Erez 2003), it

may be more appropriate to consider the rate depen-

dence of Ca isotope fractionation during foraminiferal

calcification than during coral skeletal growth. The

growth of calcite skeletal material in foraminifera is

a two-stage process producing two distinct phases,

primary and secondary calcite. These phases differ

in both trace element (Erez 2003) and Ca isotopic

(Rollion-Bard et al. 2007; Kasemann et al. 2008)

composition due to mechanistic differences in the

calcification process. Erez (2003) summarizes a work-

ing hypothesis of the foraminiferal calcification pro-

cess as follows. Primary calcite formation is initiated

by Ca concentration in a highly soluble mineral phase

(also rich in Mg, P and likely S) embedded in the

cellular membrane of the endoplasm. These soluble

granules provide Ca for the primary calcite crystals,

which precipitate as a wall of spherulites directly over

an organic matrix. Primary calcite spherulites are Mg-

rich, and may reflect the formation of an amorphous

calcium carbonate (ACC) precursor (Bentov and Erez

2006). Secondary calcite precipitates adjacent to the

primary layer as a low-Mg, crystallographically ori-

ented mineral phase (c-axis perpendicular to skeletal

wall). Vacuoles of seawater provide calcium for

the secondary phase, so unlike in corals, Ca is not

actively transported through cellular membranes

and fractionation cannot be attributed to biological

pumping. This phase constitutes the bulk of foraminif-

eral skeletal material, and secondary calcite precipita-

tion resembles inorganic, surface-controlled calcite

Fig. 7.6 Cultured and open-ocean coral skeletal d44/40Ca plot-
ted as a function of temperature, compared with similar linear

regressions of marine biogenic calcite (braciopods, scleros-

ponges, and red alga) and aragonite (sclerosponges and ptero-

pods; Böhm et al. 2006). The slope of the T dependence of these

organisms is very similar to other marine biogenic calcite and

aragonite, but the magnitude of fractionation is offset by ~0.5‰
from each. Reprinted from Böhm et al. (2006), Copyright

(2006), with permission from Elsevier
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precipitation. Alternating layers of primary and sec-

ondary calcite are deposited onto the skeletal wall,

causing heterogeneity of both trace elements (Erez

2003) and possibly stable Ca isotopes (Rollion-Bard

et al. 2007) within a single shell.

The d44/40Ca temperature dependence of most

studied foraminiferal shell material resembles that

of inorganic calcite (Marriott et al. 2004) and arago-

nite (Gussone et al. 2003). The skeletal Ca isotopic

composition typically increases approximately

0.02‰ per 1�C increase in seawater temperature

(e.g. Skulan 1997; Gussone et al. 2003; Griffith et al.

2008b). Two exceptions are N. pachyderma (sin.) and

G. sacculifer, which have temperature sensitive Ca

isotopic compositions. Linear regression of the tem-

perature sensitivity of Ca isotopic composition for

N. pachyderma (sin.) for sea surface temperatures

greater than 2.0 � 0.5�C can be expressed as (Hippler

et al. 2009):

d44=40CaðBSEÞ ¼ 0:15ð�0:01Þ � SSTð�CÞ
� 1:12ð�0:06Þ:

The d44/40Ca-temperature relationship for surface

water G. sacculifer has similarly been expressed as

follows (Hippler et al. 2006):

d44=40CaðBSEÞ ¼ 0:22ð�0:05Þ � SSTð�CÞ � 5:85;

which is very similar to the regression generated by

N€agler et al. (2000) for cultured samples. Despite the

apparent strength of the temperature signal, the tem-

perature sensitivity of d44/40Ca in G. sacculifer is not
agreed upon in the literature. Attempts at T calibration

of this species from core-top samples have resulted in

a range of interpretations from no T dependence (Sime

et al. 2005, 2007), to a weak dependence similar to

other foraminifera (Griffith et al. 2008b). Ca isotope

fractionation in low-salinity cultures of G. sacculifer
also appears to be only weakly temperature dependent

(Gussone et al. 2009). In general, plankton tow sam-

ples exhibit a stronger T dependence than the same

species collected from core-top samples (e.g. Griffith

et al. 2008b), which may reflect the averaged sampling

of organisms accumulated from throughout the water

column. This ambiguity calls into question the utility

of down-core samples of G. sacculifer as a paleotem-

perature proxy.

7.3.1.3 Marine Calcification, Ca Isotope

Fractionation and Precipitation Rate

The temperature dependence of Ca isotope fraction-

ation during inorganic and marine biogenic CaCO3

precipitation is likely caused by the T sensitivity of

mineral growth rates due to changing oversaturation

(Lemarchand et al. 2004; Gussone et al. 2005; Steuber

and Buhl 2006). Increasing temperature alters car-

bonic acid speciation, shifting phase equilibrium

towards the CO3
2� endmember and increasing precip-

itation rate (e.g. Millero 1995). The rate dependence of

Ca isotope fractionation during calcite precipitation is

not well understood, and is a subject of recent debate.

At issue is whether Ca isotope fractionation during

CaCO3 precipitation is equilibrium- (e.g. Marriott et al.

2004; Lemarchand et al. 2004) or kinetically-controlled.

Lemarchand et al. (2004) found that the Ca isotopic

fractionation factor increases (approaches a ¼ 1.000)

with increasing rate, while more recent calcite preci-

pitation experiments performed by Tang et al. (2008)

generated the opposite relationship at similar growth

rates (Fig. 7.7). Both groups argue that the low-rate

limit fractionation factor (�1.5 � 0.25‰ for Lemar-

chand et al., ~0‰ for Tang et al.) approaches the

equilibrium fractionation between calcite and aqueous

Ca2+. An equilibrium fractionation factor close to 0‰
is supported by calcite equilibrated with pore fluid

Ca2+ over tens of millions of years (Fantle and

DePaolo 2007), so it follows that marine biogenic Ca

isotope fractionation must be kinetically controlled.

Calculated precipitation rates and ranges for marine

biogenic calcite and aragonite fall within experimental

inorganic Ca carbonate growth rate ranges. A compar-

ison of associated Ca fractionation factors reveals that

most biogenic carbonates are consistent with inorganic

experimental data, with the exception of Acopora
coral skeletal material (Fig. 7.7). The range of both

surface area normalized growth rates and fractionation

factors of an additional foraminiferan, G. sacculifer,
fall within the experimental region (1.5–3.3 mmol/

m2/h, �0.81 to �1.64‰; Carpenter and Lohmann

1992; Erez 1982), but the fractionation factor as a

function of growth rate cannot yet be determined for

this species. Differences in the Ca coordination envi-

ronment between CaCO3 polymorphs likely explains

the additional offset in magnitude of ~0.6‰ between

calcite and aragonite d44/40Ca. Better constraint of

surface-area normalized marine biocalcification rates
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is necessary before the relationship between shell

growth rate and Ca isotope fractionation can be estab-

lished. Because the growth rates of foraminiferal

shells have been shown to depend upon environmental

conditions (Kisak€urek et al. 2008), vital effects in

calcium isotopic composition may eventually provide

proxy information for rate-controlling environmental

conditions such as seawater pH.

7.3.2 Calcium Isotopes in Bone

Since Skulan et al. (1997) first published evidence for

a systematic decrease in d44/40Ca with increasing tro-

phic level, subsequent studies have broadly fallen into

two groups, (1) fractionation between tissue and bone

in living and fossilized samples for use as a paleo-

proxy, and (2) development of d44/40Ca tests to assess

calcium consumption and bone composition in living

subjects. Within the first group, Clementz et al. (2003)

built upon the studies of Skulan et al. (1997), Skulan

and DePaolo (1999) and Skulan (1999), extending

analysis to a 15 Ma fossil record of marine species

with similar evidence of isotopic enrichment across

trophic levels. Fossilized embryos ofMegaclonophycus
onustus and Parapandorina raphospissa from as early

as the Neoproterozoic have since been analyzed by

Komiya et al. (2008) and show a 0.1–0.5‰ depletion

in d44/40Ca relative to host phosphorite and dolostone

values, a finding the authors attribute to preservation

of the dietary d44/40Ca signal.
To date the most comprehensive study of fossilized

calcium isotopes, and the first to report the d44/40Ca of
human bones, is Reynard et al. (2010). Building upon

the techniques outlined in Chu et al. (2006) and work

done by Skulan et al. (2007), the Reynard et al. (2010)

study reports a survey of d44/40Ca in both a herd of

modern sheep and a variety of fossilized herbivores

and humans at five locations ranging in age from ~11

to 3 ka. Results of modern sheep bone show female

d44/40Ca values are higher than males by an average of

0.14 � 0.08‰. The study presents a modified version

of the Skulan and DePaolo (1999) model showing this

difference may be attributed to a combination of cal-

cium loss due to lactation and additional bone growth

during pregnancy. Fossil data illustrate significant

variation between sites as a result of variation in the

source values of d44/40Ca between regions. At all sites,
human bone values are lower than those of herbivores

(Fig. 7.8) by an average of 0.2‰. The absence of

systematic variation between sites predating and post-

dating herbivore domestication suggests dairy con-

sumption cannot account for the wider variation in

d44/40Ca of human bones relative to those of local

fauna. The authors conclude that substantial variation

in the bone d44/40Ca of individuals due to unique

physiology may impede the use of calcium isotopes

as an archeological tool, but support their use in die-

tary studies of living organisms. In the study of living

Fig. 7.7 CaCO3 fractionation (1000ln(a)) as a function of

precipitation rate for inorganic and marine biogenic calcite

and aragonite. Tang et al. (2008) data (filled squares) suggest
that experimentally precipitated inorganic calcite becomes ligh-

ter at faster growth rates, while Lemarchand et al. (2004) data

(open triangles) follow the opposite trend. Inorganic aragonite

(open diamonds) appears to follow a similar rate vs. fraction-

ation trend as the latter. Marine biogenic carbonate skeletons

from Ceratoporella nicholsoni (aragonite; filled circle) and

Acanthochaetetes wellsi (calcite; x symbol) (Gussone et al.

2005) are consistent with inorganic precipitates, while the shells

of cultured Acropora coral (aragonite; þ symbol; Böhm et al.

2006) fall off of the expected trends. Error bars signify 2s uncer-

tainty in 1000ln(a) and �50% in rate
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organisms, calcium isotopes are currently under devel-

opment as a proxy for internal calcium balance. At the

risk of deviating too far from the topic of calcium

isotopes in biogeochemistry, we will refer the reader

to Skulan et al. (2007), Hirata et al. (2008) and Heuser

and Eisenhauer (2010) for further information.

7.3.3 Calcium Isotopes and Higher-Order
Plants

The first study to report systematic lowering of

d44/40Ca values between calcium bound in plant mate-

rial and associated exchangeable soil calcium was

conducted in tropical ecosystems of Hawaii (Wiegand

et al. 2005). The authors reported fractionation

between basaltic soils and ohia trees (Metrosideros

polymorpha) in forests ranging in soil age from 0.2

to 4.0 Ma (Fig. 7.9). Significant results of this study

include (1) evidence for a systematic decrease in

d44/40Ca from roots to leaves, and (2) evidence that

younger soils exhibit exchangeable soil pools with

high 40Ca, whereas older, more developed soils have

higher 44Ca pools, indicating previous recycling of

plant material in the upper soil layers. Complementary

to this research, studies by Schmitt et al. (2003b) and

Schmitt and Stille (2005) reported values of riverine

and precipitation d44/40Ca suggesting that at local

scales forests might influence the calcium isotopic

value of precipitation by incorporation of canopy cal-

cium sources such as leaf excretions.

Temperate hardwood forests of the Oregon coast

range (Perakis et al. 2006), Adirondack Mountains of

New York (Page et al. 2008) and Northeastern France

(Cenki-Tok et al. 2009) exhibit similar systematic

lowering of the d44/40Ca ratio in trees relative to adja-

cent exchangeable soil calcium (Fig. 7.9). Soils

measured by Perakis et al. (2006) show lower d44/
40Ca values in surface soils relative to soils at 60 cm

depth. The authors suggest Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga

menziesii) growing on this soil add leaf litter with light

d44/40Ca to the upper soil layers, thus recycling cal-

cium to meet nutrient needs and creating a gradient in

the soil isotope profile. Page et al. (2008) report simi-

lar results in species such as sugar maples, American

beech, white ash, American basswood and yellow

birch, where again extractable soil calcium d44/40Ca
is lighter in forest floor samples (�1.55 � 0.61‰ BSE)

than soils at depth (�0.14 � 0.7‰ BSE at 75 cm

depth). The study also shows the lowest d44/40Ca
value in both sugar maples and beech are found in

the roots, followed by progressive enrichment of 44Ca

from stems to leaves. Cenki-Tok et al. (2009) used

calcium isotope measurement of stream water,

springs, soil solutions, precipitation and vegetation to

show that both water-rock interaction and biologic

cycling influence aqueous calcium isotopic signatures.

These studies result in the following observations:

1. 40Ca is preferentially removed from the soil solu-

tion and incorporated into the plant roots, leaving

the adjacent residual soil calcium pool enriched in
44Ca relative to the plant.

2. Once taken into the plant, calcium is fractionated

during translocation from root to stems to leaves

such that the isotopic value of the leaf has the

highest d44/40Ca value.
3. Soil profiles in well developed forests typically

show a gradient in d44/40Ca with depth from lower

values at the surface to greater values at depth,

indicating recycling of isotopically light leaf and

wood matter in the upper soil layers.

The points listed above are illustrated (Fig. 7.10)

by data collected on a simplified system of aspen

seedlings grown in a container of mixed basalt and

Fig. 7.8 d44/40Ca for herbivore and human bones from com-

mon archeological sites. Error bars show 1s standard deviation

and line represents 1:1 ratio of herbivore to human values. Site

locations are listed in the key with corresponding numbers of

human (h) and animal (a) samples. Reprinted from Reynard

et al. (2010), Copyright (2010), with permission from Elsevier
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quartz (Holmden and Bélanger 2010). After 2 months

of growth the seedlings were harvested for anal-

ysis. Between the basalt mixture and the root the

D44/40Cabasalt-root is 0.42‰, illustrating preferential

incorporation of the lighter 40Ca isotope (observa-

tion 1). The values of the root and stem are within

error of one another, but between the root and leaf

D44/40Caroot-leaf is �0.78‰, indicating fractionation

during translocation within the plant (observation 2).

As described by Wiegand et al. (2005), on fresh parent

rock a high 40Ca flux is noted from the soil to the

root, but presumably if a soil profile were allowed to

develop as this aspen “forest” matured, the d44/40Ca
would show decreasing values from the basalt end-

member to surface soil incorporating leaf and wood

debris (observation 3).

Holmden and Bélanger (2010) have developed a

model based on their study of a forested catchment

in Saskatchewan, Canada (Fig. 7.11) towards a more

quantitative analysis of the information calcium iso-

topes contain regarding interaction between vegeta-

tion, soil development and rock weathering. The

model incorporates two available calcium pools, (1)

the exchangeable calcium in the forest floor down to

10 cm, and (2) the exchangeable calcium in the B soil

horizon from 10 to 25 cm depth. Fluxes in and out of

these pools are soil mineral weathering, atmospheric

deposition, leached plant litter, plant uptake, exchange

between reservoirs and removal to the groundwater.

The atmospheric calcium flux is adjusted to match

independent calcium flux data based on 87Sr/86Sr mea-

surements and 80% of annual tree calcium is derived

from recycled leaf litter. The steady state solution for
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Fig. 7.9 d44/40Ca of terrestrial material from four recent studies

on ecosystem calcium isotope fractionation. Wiegand et al.

(2005) report total soil values, exchangeable soil Ca values

using a 0.1 N ammonium acetate extraction (shown above as

soil water), and digested leaf values (shown). Page et al. (2008)

report values from two adjacent catchments on a calcium rich

feldspar bedrock including an exchangeable soil Ca value using

0.1 N ammonium acetate (shown above as soil water), separate

values of forest floor soil and leaf litter, roots, stems and leaves

from sugar maple, beech, white ash and basswood (shown above

as root, stemwood and leaves). Cenki-Tok et al. (2009) report

values along a hill slope transect including soil solutions

obtained from lycimeters, roots, stems and leaves from beech

and spruce varieties. Holmden and Bélanger (2010) report

values from two toposequences including soil water collected

in lycimeters, root, stemwood and foliage from a variety of

species. Values for jack pine, trembling aspen, and black spruce

are shown above
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Fig. 7.10 d44/40Ca for an aspen seedling grown in a potted

mixture of basalt and quartz (data reproduced from Holmden

and Bélanger 2010)
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the Boreal forest yields values in agreement with those

obtained from independent measurement and soil mod-

els. Using the time-dependent form of the model, the

authors show an increase in calcium uptake by plants

depletes soil calcium concentrations and causes a shift

to higher d44/40Ca values in the vegetation and soil

pools (Fig. 7.11), illustrating a relationship between

soil isotopic signature and the balance between cal-

cium input (mineral weathering and leaf litter) and

removal (root) fluxes. These results illustrate the poten-

tial for calcium isotopes as a tracer of water-rock-

vegetation interactions and overall ecosystem health.

7.3.4 Case Study: Desert Environments
and Vital Effects in Tree Rings

We determined d44/40Ca variation in the tree rings of

exotic phreatophytes in the desert climate of Death

Valley, California. These results provide an indication

of the behavior of biologically mediated Ca in a desert

environment, the variability of Ca isotope fraction-

ation during Ca uptake over several decades of

growth, and the relationship between Ca, S, and C

isotopes and precipitation variations.

The distribution of the two major types of desert

plant species in Death Valley correlate with geology

and soil hydrology. Xerophytes dominate on the allu-

vial fan gravels and have ephemeral water supplies in

the vadose zone. The less-abundant phreatophytes grow

at the toes of the alluvial fan gravels where their roots

can reach the water table to provide a perennial water

supply. On the valley floor, the salt-pan is devoid of

plants. These desert plants constitute a potential source

of information regarding hydrological, ecological and

biogeochemical processes in Death Valley (Yang et al.

1996), complementary to abiotic effects observed in the

Ca isotopes of arid environments (Ewing et al. 2008).

Among the larger phreatophytes in Death Valley is

an exotic perennial, Tamarix aphylla, which serves as a

dune stabilizer and windbreak (Robinson 1965; Baum

1978). Its taproots can reach down to 30 m depths and

sub-superficial side roots may reach 50 m horizontally;

the species can store large amounts of water in its roots

and undergoes high evapotranspiration. Salt secretion

is another typical feature of this tree, which leads to

desalinization of deeper soil and increase of salinity in

the upper layers. Since Tamarix aphylla is a perennial

tree growing in desert environments and its roots

extend to the water table, it can be a good proxy for

modeling the biological calcium isotope fractionation

in desert ecological and hydrologic systems.

Chemical analyses of Tamarix aphylla show high

sulfur concentrations in the tree-rings (4–6 wt%,

expressed as sulfate) and X-ray diffraction analyses

show that the dominant sulfur compound is CaSO4

(0.15–0.62 H2O) (Yang et al. 1996). The d34S values

of soluble sulfate increase from +13.5 to +18‰VCDT

from the core to the bark of the trunk, which are inter-

preted as reflecting deeper sulfate sources as the tree

grew (Fig. 7.12). The d13C variations of the tree-ring

cellulose (–27.6 to –24.0‰ VPDB) reflect changes in

local precipitation, and show that Tamarix aphylla
undergoes C3 photosynthesis (Yang et al. 1996).

Calcium isotopes were measured in the soluble

fraction of 12 tree ring samples from a 50-year-old

specimen growing on an alluvial fan in Death Valley

(Yang et al. 1996). The d44/40Ca for the soluble cal-

cium sulfates through the tree-ring section, which

Fig. 7.11 Model calcium concentrations and d44/40Ca in

exchangeable pools. Initial steady state values are shown prior

to time ¼ 0, at which point calcium uptake flux by trees is

increased 50%. This increase alters the balance of calcium

input fluxes from mineral weathering, atmospheric deposition

and leaf litter with uptake flux by the trees, leading to a change

in the isotopic composition of all exchangeable pools. Reprinted

from Holmden and Bélanger (2010), Copyright (2010), with

permission from Elsevier
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cover a time period from 1945 to 1993, have an aver-

age value of d44/40Ca ¼ �3.3‰ (Fig. 7.12). Small

variations are observed, from –3.46 to –3.05‰; the

highest value (for 1990) occurs near the end of an

extended drought. The low d44/40Ca values are similar

to previous measurements of stems from a temperate

forest (Page et al. 2008; Fig. 7.9). Our current limited

data for the Death Valley hydro-ecological systems

indicate that the tree has only one calcium source

(d44/40Ca � –1.6‰) from Nevares Spring water,

which is isotopically uniform and similar to both

local rainfall and limestones (d44/40Ca � –1.4‰).

The calcium isotopic fractionation between trunk and

source is D44/40Catrunk-water ¼ –1.7‰. This fraction-

ation must be due to transport processes during root

uptake of calcium. The slight increase in d44/40Ca
under drought conditions suggests that when the tree

is stressed, there may be less calcium isotope fraction-

ation, either (1) because the calcium is held more

tightly in small pores in the soil, or (2) the available

calcium pool shrinks such that soil calcium starts to

shift to more positive d44/40Ca values due to depletion

of light calcium by the plant. The accumulating data-

base on calcium isotopes in plants continues to suggest

that systematic calcium isotope studies may be fruitful

for understanding cation transport in plants, and soil

ecological conditions in general.

7.4 Conclusions and Future Directions

In this chapter, we have shown that studies of Ca iso-

tope fractionation shed light on the biogeochemical

cycling of Ca isotopes in diverse natural ecosystems

spanning oceanic and terrestrial environments. Bio-

genic fractionation of Ca isotopes during biominerali-

zation produces predictable offsets in some marine

organisms, which facilitate the reconstruction of sea-

water d44/40Ca over geologic timescales. Minor varia-

bility in Ca isotope fractionation both among and

between marine calcifying organisms has begun to

shed light on microscopic biomineralization pathways

and their sensitivity to environmental change. Ca

cycling in terrestrial ecosystems is similarly informed

by studies of calcium isotopic fractionation. Observed

Ca isotope fractionation between soil and various com-

ponents of vegetation enables the construction of a local

Ca soil budget which complements other data and pro-

vides a partial explanation for the scale of Ca isotopic

variability within a single watershed. Watershed-scale

variability is in turn similar in magnitude to variability

on the global scale. The dependence of Ca isotopic

composition on trophic level suggests the utility of

this isotope system as a tracer of both food source and

calcium balance within individual organisms.

The research reviewed in this paper provides a founda-

tion for future investigations into themacro- andmicro-

scopic processes and biogeochemical pathways

dictating the distribution of this essential nutrient.

Fig. 7.12 d34S and d44/40Ca variation with time as recorded in

the tree rings of Tamarix aphylla from Death Valley, California
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Potential future applications of Ca isotopes as bio-

geochemical tracers are diverse. To better constrain

variability in the global marine Ca cycle, seawater

d44/40Ca reconstructions may be coupled with other

isotopic and trace element indicators to explain

short- and long-term excursions (e.g. Farkaš 2007;

Payne et al. 2010). The relationship between CaCO3

precipitation rate and microscopic mechanisms of Ca

isotope partitioning remains unresolved, so future

researchers must constrain the rates of biogenic calci-

fication and determine the sensitivity of both Ca iso-

topic and trace element compositions to growth rates

and environmental variables. An associated challenge

will be to improve the small-scale resolution of Ca

isotopic analyses and to improve upon the ion probe

methods developed by Rollion-Bard et al. (2007) and

Kasemann et al. (2008). The development of such

a tool may elucidate the microscopic effects of mine-

ralization pathway and perturbations in growth con-

ditions on biomineral Ca isotope composition, which

will in turn control global Ca isotopic signatures.

Associated investigations of inorganic CaCO3 preci-

pitation to determine surface-controlled kinetic Ca

isotope fractionation mechanisms may provide a

basis for comparison with biogenic growth to con-

strain biological Ca transport pathways and biominer-

alization mechanisms. Studies of metal stable isotopes

including calcium embody the cutting edge of research

in isotope geochemistry, providing a framework for

understanding the mechanisms and pathways control-

ling biogeochemical processes.
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Chapter 8

Natural and Anthropogenic Cd Isotope Variations

M. Rehk€amper, F. Wombacher, T.J. Horner, and Z. Xue

Abstract Cadmium is a transition metal with eight

naturally occurring isotopes that have atomic mass

numbers of between 106 and 116. The large Cd iso-

tope anomalies of meteorites have been subject to

investigation since the 1970s, but improvements in

instrumentation and techniques have more recently

enabled routine studies of the smaller stable Cd

isotope fractionations that characterize various natural

and anthropogenic terrestrial materials. Whilst the

current database is still comparatively small, pilot

studies have identified two predominant mechanisms

that routinely generate Cd isotope effects – partial

evaporation/condensation and biological utilization.

Processes that involve evaporation and condensation

appear to be largely responsible for the Cd isotope

fractionations of up to 1‰ (for 114Cd/110Cd) that

have been determined for industrial Cd emissions,

for example from ore refineries. Cadmium isotope

measurements hence hold significant promise for

tracing anthropogenic sources of this highly toxic

metal in the environment. The even larger Cd isotope

fractionations that have been identified in the oceans

(up to 4‰ for 114Cd/110Cd) are due to biological

uptake and utilization of dissolved seawater Cd. This

finding confirms previous work, which identified Cd as

an essential marine micronutrient that exhibits a phos-

phate-like distribution in the oceans. The marine Cd

isotope fractionations are of particular interest, as they

can be used to study micronutrient cycling and its

impact on ocean productivity. In addition, they may

also inform on past changes in marine nutrient utili-

zation and how these are linked to global climate, if

suitable archives of seawater Cd isotope compositions

can be identified.

8.1 Introduction

8.1.1 The Element Cd

The element cadmium (Cd) was discovered in 1817 by

Friedrich Strohmeyer of Göttingen (Germany), whilst

analyzing a brownish, Cd-rich Zn-oxide or carbonate.

The association of Cd with Zn is common in nature

and the scarce mineral deposits of greenockite (CdS)

and otavite (CdCO3) are generally found in association

with more abundant sphalerite (ZnS) and smithsonite

(ZnCO3). Hence, industrial recovery of Cd occurs as

a by-product of processing Zn and also Pb ores, as

galena (PbS) is commonly associated with sphalerite.

Zinc metal is first produced from these ores and Cd

metal is then isolated from Zn by either distillation

or electrolysis. Ultra-pure Cd (99.9999%) is prepared

by zone refining (Chizhikov 1966; Aylett 1973;

Holleman et al. 1985; Cotton and Wilkinson 1988).

Some key chemical and physical properties of

Cd, which is a Group 12 element along with Zn and

Hg, are summarized in Table 8.1. Cadmium is a soft,

silvery-blue lustrous metal that tarnishes in air but is

otherwise stable at room temperature. Cadmium metal

is comparatively volatile and produces a monoatomic
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vapor. The metal also forms many alloys, burns to

CdO on heating, and reacts readily with both oxidizing

and non-oxidizing acids. Cadmium displays chemical

similarities to Zn, with both elements showing a

strong preference for the +2 oxidation state but Cd

has a more diverse complex chemistry in solution.

The electronegativity of Cd (1.69 on Pauling’s scale)

is similar to V, Cr and Tl, and most Cd compounds

(e.g., chlorides, nitrates, sulfates, etc.) therefore have a

predominant ionic character. Cadmium and many of

its compounds are highly toxic and carcinogenic. This

is particularly problematic because Cd accumulates in

organisms and is difficult to flush out (Nriagu 1981).

The production of rechargeable Ni-Cd batteries

constitutes the most important industrial use of Cd.

Other important applications include its use as a corro-

sion resistant coating for metals, and in the production

of pigments and plastic stabilizers. Overall, industrial

use of Cd has been decreasing, in account of its toxic-

ity and legislation that governs handling and appli-

cation of the metal (Chizhikov 1966; Aylett 1973;

Holleman et al. 1985; Cotton and Wilkinson 1988).

8.1.2 Cadmium Isotopes and Natural
Isotope Variations

The identity of the eight stable or quasi-stable isotopes

of Cd with mass numbers of between 106 and 116 was

first confirmed in the 1930s, based on the pioneering

mass spectrometric analyses of Aston (1935), Nier

(1936), and others (Table 8.2). The isotopic abun-

dances that were published by Leland and Nier

(1948) are remarkably precise and already identical,

within uncertainty, to the most recent reference values

published by IUPAC (Böhlke et al. 2005) (Table 8.1).

The latter compilation lists the results of Rosman et al.

(1980) as the best measurement from a single source.

On Earth, the only significant natural source of Cd

isotope variations are stable isotope fractionations.

The isotopes 113Cd and 116Cd are long-lived radio-

active isotopes that transform to 113In and 116Sn by

b�-decay. Both nuclides have extremely long half-

lives (of ~9 � 1015 a and ~2.6 � 1019 a, respectively),

however, such that they are considered to be quasi-

stable isotopes with essentially constant abundances

(Pfennig et al. 1998).

In extraterrestrial materials, Cd isotope composi-

tions can be altered as a result of neutron capture

reactions, which are induced by secondary neutrons

generated by cosmic rays. The isotope 113Cd has a

large neutron capture cross section of 20,600 barns

for (epithermal) neutrons with energies of less than

about 0.5 eV and produces 114Cd by a (n, g) reaction
(Pfennig et al. 1998). Consequently, the 113Cd/114Cd

ratios of lunar soils and surface rocks were observed to

differ from the terrestrial value by up to 5% (Sands

et al. 2001; Schediwy et al. 2006; Wombacher et al.

2008). Such cosmogenic Cd isotope effects are not

significant for terrestrial samples (Wombacher et al.

2008), as the Earth’s surface completely shields the

interior from cosmic rays, whilst the atmosphere

severely attenuates the cosmic ray flux to the surface.

As is common in geochemistry, variations in Cd

stable isotope compositions are reported using a relative

notation and both e- and d-values are currently in use.

For the 114Cd/110Cd isotope ratio, these are calculated as:

e114=110Cd¼
114Cd=110Cd

� �
sample

114Cd=110Cd
� �

std

�1

2
64

3
75�10;000

(8.1)

d114=110Cd ¼
114Cd=110Cd

� �
sample

114Cd=110Cd
� �

std

� 1

2
64

3
75� 1;000:

(8.2)

Both notations provide the relative deviation of

the isotope composition of a sample from a standard

Table 8.1 Chemical and physical properties of Cd

Property

Atomic number 48

Standard atomic weight (g/mol) (Wieser 2006) 112.411

Electron configuration of Cd0 [Kr] 4d105s2

Melting point (�C) 320.9

Boiling point (�C) 767.3

Density of solid at 25ºC (g/cm3) 8.642

Density of liquid at m.p. (g/cm3) 8.02

Oxidation states +2, +1 (rare)

Electronegativitya 1.69

E0 for Cd2+ + 2e� ¼ Cd (V) �0.402

First ionization energy (kJ/mol) 867

Second ionization energy (kJ/mol) 1,625

Atomic radius (pm) (Slater 1964) 155

Ionic radius of Cd2+ (pm) (Shannon 1976) 95

Mohrs hardness 2.0

All other data from Chizhikov (1966), Aylett (1973), Holleman

et al. (1985) and Cotton and Wilkinson (1988)
aPauling’s scale
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reference material (std) but they differ in sensitivity by

a factor of 10.

A number of recent studies have investigated Cd

stable isotope variations in various terrestrial materials

and environments. Large Cd isotope effects were

detected (1) in seawater, which features e114/110Cd
values as high as +40, presumably as a result of pref-

erential biological uptake of isotopically light Cd by

plankton (see Sect. 8.4.4); (2) dust and other products

of Cd refining as well as polluted soils from the vicin-

ity of ore processing plants, which feature e114/110Cd
values as low as about �8, probably due to Cd isotope

fractionation during partial evaporation/condensation

(Sect. 8.4.1). Very large Cd isotope effects from ther-

mal processing were also detected in primitive meteor-

ites (chondrites) with e114/110Cd values of between

about �80 and +160 (Sect. 8.4.2), and even larger

fractionations were observed in industrial Cd metal

samples, which remained after Cd loss by evaporation

(Sect. 8.4.1).

Overall, these results demonstrate that signifi-

cant Cd isotope variations, of more than 0.5% for
114Cd/110Cd, exist in various terrestrial environments.

These appear to be generated primarily by either

biological uptake of Cd or partial evaporation and/or

condensation of volatile Cd. Hence, this indicates that

Cd isotopes can be applied as a tracer of materials that

have been affected by such processes. Such applica-

tions are further presented and discussed in Sect. 8.4.

However, in many environments, such as the silicate

Earth (Sect. 8.4.3), Cd isotope variations are com-

monly very small at less than 0.5 e for 114Cd/110Cd.

The reliable resolution of Cd isotope variations at this

level is particularly challenging, as Cd is a trace metal

with concentrations of less than 1 mg/g in most terres-

trial environments. Hence, highly sensitive and precise

techniques of Cd isotope analysis are necessary and

these invariably require that Cd is efficiently separated

from the sample matrix prior to analysis. Such proce-

dures are discussed in Sect. 8.2.

8.2 Cadmium Isotope Analyses

8.2.1 Chemical Separation of Cd

The acquisition of accurate and precise Cd stable

isotope data for geological samples necessitates that

Cd is separated from the sample matrix prior to mass

spectrometric analysis. Ideally, the separation proce-

dure should provide both highly purified Cd separates

and essentially perfect (100%) yields, to ensure the

best possible conditions for the isotopic measure-

ments. Near quantitative yields are particularly impor-

tant, to prevent analytical artifacts that may result from

the isotope fractionation that is known to occur during

incomplete elution of Cd from columns that utilize

anion exchange or Eichrom resins (Wombacher et al.

2003; Cloquet et al. 2005b; Schmitt et al. 2009b).

Application of the double spike methodology largely

bypasses the latter problem but high yields are never-

theless desirable for optimum sensitivity, because Cd

is a trace element in most relevant materials.

All recently published Cd isotope studies apply

anion exchange chromatography to affect the separa-

tion of Cd from a wide range of natural materials,

including meteorites, silicate rocks, sediments, miner-

als, seawater, and industrial samples. Such methods

are particularly advantageous, as Cd is strongly

retained on various types of strongly basic anion-

exchange resin from (generally dilute) solutions of

HCl (Kraus and Nelson 1955), HBr (Andersen and

Knutsen 1962; Strelow 1978), and HBr-HNO3 mix-

tures (Strelow 1978). For examples, Cd displays DS/L

values (solid/liquid distribution coefficients) of >100

for anion exchange resin at HCl concentrations from

0.05 to 8 M (Korkisch 1989). Such media, applied at

appropriate concentrations, are also suitable for the

effective elution of relevant matrix elements, includ-

ing the major elements of common geological samples

(e.g., Na, Mg, Ca, Fe, Al) and problematic trace

elements, which can produce isobaric or molecular

interferences on Cd during the isotopic analyses

(Table 8.2). Following elution of the matrix, Cd can

be readily rinsed from the resin columns using mineral

acid media that generate low DS/L values, such as

(dilute) HNO3 (Faris and Buchanan 1964) or suitable

HBr-HNO3 mixtures (Strelow 1978).

Most studies have found that a single pass of

the sample through a column with about 1–2 mL of

anion-exchange resin is generally adequate to obtain

Cd separates, which are sufficiently pure for mass

spectrometry (Wombacher et al. 2003; Cloquet et al.

2005b; Shiel et al. 2009). A second pass, using smaller

columns with less resin (~100 mL), has been used for

further purification of Cd separated from seawater

samples, which exhibit particularly low Cd contents
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and unfavorable Cd/matrix ratios (Ripperger and

Rehk€amper 2007). Prior to isotopic analyses by

MC-ICPMS (multiple collector inductively coupled

plasma mass spectrometry) a number of workers

have further purified the Cd obtained from the

anion exchange separation using columns filled with

~100 mL Eichrom TRU resin (Wombacher et al. 2003;

Ripperger and Rehk€amper 2007). This procedure

serves to effectively isolate Cd from Sn as well as

any possible traces of Zr and Mo, which can produce

isobaric/molecular interferences on isotopes of Cd

(Table 8.2). The Cd purification protocol of Schmitt

et al. (2009b) also employs an additional separation

step. This is carried out prior to the anion-exchange

procedure and removes Fe from the 6 M HCl sample

solutions by liquid-liquid extraction into an organic

phase.

8.2.2 Cd Isotope Ratio Measurements

8.2.2.1 Thermal-Ionization Mass Spectrometry

(TIMS)

The pioneering Cd isotope studies of Rosman and de

Laeter (1975) first investigated terrestrial minerals but

subsequent work, which revealed the first natural

variations in Cd stable isotope compositions focused

exclusively on extraterrestrial samples (Rosman and

de Laeter 1976, 1978). These analyses were accom-

plished by TIMS, using a silica gel activator to

enhance ionization and an electron multiplier for

detection. To correct for the effects of instrumental

mass fractionation, the sample data were initially com-

pared to results obtained for a pure Cd standard, whilst

all measurements applied the same, rigorous data

acquisition protocol (Rosman and de Laeter 1975,

1978). The precision of these data was limited

(Table 8.3), however, and subsequent analyses there-

fore applied a 106Cd-111Cd double spike to correct

for instrumental mass fractionation. Application of

the double spike improved reproducibility to about

�4 e/amu (2sd; Table 8.3), for analyses in which

Cd ion beams with a total intensity of about 0.1 pA

were monitored for several hours using a single elec-

tron multiplier (Rosman and de Laeter 1978). More

recent Cd isotope measurements from the same labo-

ratory also utilized a 106Cd-111Cd double spike but the

application of multiple Faraday cups for data acquisi-

tion provided improved reproducibilities of about

�2 e/amu (Schediwy et al. 2006) (Table 8.3).

The so far most precise method for Cd stable iso-

tope measurements was published by Schmitt et al.

(2009b). These workers applied a 106Cd-108Cd double

spike and a Thermo Scientific Triton TIMS instrument

equipped with Faraday cups, to achieve external repro-

ducibilities of about �0.07 e/amu (2sd) for multiple

standard measurements (Table 8.3). Analyses of

~100 ng Cd loads typically yielded total Cd ion

Table 8.3 Reproducibility of Cd isotope measurements by various laboratories

Analysts Method Instrument �2sd eCd/amu

Rosman and de Laeter (1975, 1978) Constant run conditions TIMS 8–16

Rosman and de Laeter (1978) 106Cd-111Cd DS TIMS �4

Wombacher et al. (2004) SSB MC-ICPMS 1.0–1.5

Wombacher et al. (2003) Ag-, Sb-normalization MC-ICPMS 0.2–0.8

Cloquet et al. (2005b) SSB MC-ICPMS 0.1–0.5

Schediwy et al. (2006) 106Cd-111Cd DS TIMS 2a

Lacan et al. (2006) Ag normalization MC-ICPMS 0.1–0.5

Ripperger and Rehk€amper (2007) Ag normalization MC-ICPMS 0.4

Ripperger and Rehk€amper (2007) 110Cd-111Cd DS MC-ICPMS 0.2–0.3

Gao et al. (2008) SSB MC-ICPMS 0.2–0.3

Schmitt et al. (2009b) 106Cd-108Cd DS TIMS 0.07

Shiel et al. (2009) Ag normalization MC-ICPMS 0.2–0.8

Horner et al. (2010) 111Cd-113Cd DS MC-ICPMS 0.2–0.3

Xue and Rehk€amper, unpublished results obtained using

techniques adapted from Horner et al. (2010)

111Cd-113Cd DS MC-ICPMS 0.1–0.2

The reproducibilities are based on the 2sd values obtained for multiple analyses of pure Cd standard solutions and are quoted in units

of eCd/amu (modified from Schmitt et al. 2009b). Methods: DS double spike; SSB standard-sample bracketing
aUncertainty quoted for multiple analyses of the USGS rock standard BCR-1
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beam intensities of about 240 pA for ~30 min, equiva-

lent to an ionization efficiency of approximately 0.3%

(Schmitt et al. 2009b).

8.2.2.2 Multiple Collector Inductively Coupled

Plasma Mass Spectrometry (MC-ICPMS)

The study of Wombacher et al. (2003) was the first to

apply MC-ICPMS to Cd isotope measurements. The

success of this and subsequent MC-ICPMS investiga-

tions spurred further interest in Cd isotope research, and

established MC-ICPMS as the dominant instrumental

technique for such analyses (Tables 8.3 and 8.4).

In principle, Cd isotope measurements are more

straightforward by MC-ICPMS than TIMS, because

the high first ionization potential of Cd (Table 8.1) is

readily overcome by plasma ionization (Rehk€amper

et al. 2001). There are other factors, however, which

render the acquisition of precise and, in particular,

accurate Cd stable isotope data by MC-ICPMS chal-

lenging. First, the high ionization efficiency of the

plasma source implies that the numerous possible

spectral interferences on the isotopes of Cd from

both isobars and molecular species (see Table 8.2)

must be either avoided or reduced to tolerable levels

by chemical separation. Second, the instrumental mass

bias correction for natural samples, which invariably

contain some residual matrix (including remains of ion

exchange resin), is readily affected by non-spectral

interferences (matrix effects), if carried out by the

commonly applied methods of either (1) standard

sample bracketing (SSB), whereby the e114/110Cd
values are calculated directly from the “raw” (unpro-

cessed) isotope data of samples, by referencing these

to results obtained for “bracketing” analyses of a Cd

standard; or (2) “external” normalization, whereby a

suitable fractionation law or empirical correlation is

applied for mass bias correction, based on the fraction-

ation observed for a constant isotope ratio of an

admixed (dopant) element (Rehk€amper et al. 2001).

In particular, it has been shown for Cd that even very

low matrix levels in sample solutions can generate

unsystematic mass bias behavior that is not corrected

by either of the above techniques, and which can

thus lead to poor precision and/or inaccurate results

(Wombacher et al. 2003; Shiel et al. 2009).

Problems from both spectral and non-spectral inter-

ferences can be avoided through appropriate analytical T
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protocols including rigorous purification of the sam-

ples prior to mass spectrometry. This is not straight-

forward, however, as the separation of Cd must

provide essentially quantitative yields. Any significant

loss of Cd during chromatography will result in

Cd isotope fractionations (Wombacher et al. 2003;

Cloquet et al. 2005b; Schmitt et al. 2009b) and thus

generate analytical artifacts. A number of Cd isotope

studies have shown that such problems can be over-

come successfully either by careful Cd purification

and/or the use of double spiking.

The majority of the published MC-ICPMS Cd iso-

tope data were obtained using external normalization to

admixed Ag (and in one case Sb) for the correction of

mass fractionation (Table 8.3). These investigations

quote typical external reproducibilities (�2sd) for mul-

tiple standard analyses of about 0.2–0.8 e/amu

(Table 8.3). Using a Nu PlasmaMC-ICPMS instrument,

Wombacher et al. (2003) reported instrumental sensi-

tivities of about 125 � 10�11 A/ppm (125 V/ppm),

equivalent to a transmission efficiency of about 0.09%.

It was also shown that the application of standard

sample bracketing for correction of instrumental mass

bias yields reproducibilities of about 0.2–1.0 e/amu for

pure Cd standards, similar to the results obtained with

external normalization (Table 8.3). Comparative stud-

ies have demonstrated, however, that the standard

sample bracketing approach is clearly more suscepti-

ble to matrix effects that produce inaccurate isotopic

data for natural samples than various techniques of

external normalization (Wombacher et al. 2003;

Lacan et al. 2006; Shiel et al. 2009).

In order to avoid problems associated with matrix

effects and to ensure accurate data acquisition even

for challenging seawater samples, Ripperger and

Rehk€amper (2007) employed the double spike

approach for mass bias correction in conjunction

with analyses by MC-ICPMS. Using a 110Cd-111Cd

double spike, they were able to achieve reproducibil-

ities (�2sd) of about 0.2–0.3 e/amu for multiple stan-

dard and sample analyses, which consumed about

40–60 ng of natural Cd (Table 8.3). More recent

measurements (Xue and Rehk€amper, unpublished

results) applied a more favorable 111Cd-113Cd spike

and routinely provided an external precision (�2sd)

of about 0.1–0.2 e/amu, which is only slightly worse

than the best reported TIMS results (Table 8.3).

The latter analyses, conducted with a Nu Plasma

MC-ICPMS instrument, consumed about 30 ng of

natural Cd at typical sensitivities of about

250–350 V/ppm, equivalent to a transmission effi-

ciency of up to 0.25%.

8.2.2.3 Double Spike Methodology

The double spike methodology involves spiking of

samples with a well-characterized solution that is

enriched in two isotopes of the target element, relative

to the natural isotope abundances. The isotopic frac-

tionation of the natural sample is then determined

from mass spectrometric data, which are collected

for three isotope ratios (sharing a common deno-

minator) of the sample-spike mixture (Dodson 1963;

Wetherill 1964; Hofmann 1971; Galer 1999; Rudge

et al. 2009). Double spiking of Cd (and other ele-

ments) offers three principle advantages. (1) The pro-

cedure of mass bias correction is, in essence, similar to

the method of “internal” normalization commonly

employed in radiogenic isotope geochemistry. Impor-

tantly, internal normalization is known to be more

robust towards the generation of analytical artifacts

from matrix effects than either standard sample brack-

eting or external normalization (Rehk€amper et al.

2001); (2) If the double spike is added to and equili-

brated with a sample prior to the chemical separation

of Cd, the approach can accurately correct for the

effects of both instrumental and laboratory-induced

mass fractionations; (3) As a byproduct of double

spiking, precise Cd concentrations can be determined.

The main disadvantage of double spiking is that it

requires (at least) four non-radiogenic isotopes,

which must all be free from spectral interferences

(Dodson 1963; Wetherill 1964; Hofmann 1971;

Galer 1999; Rudge et al. 2009).

Cadmium has eight stable isotopes (Table 8.2) and

a multitude of double spike compositions are thus

available, in principle, for the acquisition of stable

isotope data. A quantitative evaluation of the most

suitable spike composition(s) for precise Cd isotope

analyses of natural samples is not straightforward but

has been carried out using numerical methods. To this

end, both Galer (1999) and Rudge et al. (2009) applied

somewhat distinct error propagation models to iden-

tify double spike compositions and associated spike/

sample ratios, which yield the most favorable uncer-

tainties for the determination of natural isotope frac-

tionations, following the correction of instrumental
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mass bias. Both analyses focus on the propagation of

uncertainties that are scaled to the relative ion beam

intensities. A systematic investigation of how the

choice of double spike may effect the accuracy of the

stable isotope data that are acquired has yet to be

carried out, however. This will be difficult in any

case, given the numerous sources of systematic error

that need to be considered.

However, there are number of well know issues that

should be factored into the decision to adopt a particu-

lar Cd double spike composition: (1) problematic

isobaric and molecular interferences (Table 8.2); (2)

possible isotopic variations from sources other than

mass dependent isotope fractionation, such as cosmo-

genic isotope anomalies for samples (Sands et al. 2001;

Wombacher et al. 2008) or magnetic odd-even isotope

effects during TIMS analyses that apply a silica gel

activator (Manhès and Göpel 2003, 2007; Schmitt et al.

2009b); note that such non-mass dependent instrumen-

tal fractionations have hitherto not been reported for

MC-ICPMS measurements; (3) limitations imposed by

the collector configuration and the maximum mass

dispersion that can be accommodated by the collectors.

Based on a comprehensive consideration of these

factors, Schmitt et al. (2009b) chose a 106Cd-108Cd

double spike (measured in conjunction with 110Cd,
112Cd) for TIMS analyses, instead of the
106Cd-111Cd spike that was applied in previous TIMS

studies (Rosman and de Laeter 1978; Schediwy et al.

2006) (Table 8.3). A particular advantage of the

former composition is that it avoids uncertainties,

which are related to the apparent mass independent frac-

tionation behavior of odd-mass isotopes of Cd during

TIMS analyses (Manhès and Göpel 2003, 2007;

Schmitt et al. 2009b). The error propagation model of

Rudge et al. (2009) does not consider such effects and

predicts that an optimized 106Cd-111Cd double spike

should provide themost precise Cd stable isotope results,

with uncertainties that are more than a factor of 2 better

than to those obtainable with a 106Cd-108Cd spike.

The 110Cd-111Cd double spike that was used by

Ripperger and Rehk€amper (2007) with MC-ICPMS,

fares even worse in the evaluation of Rudge et al.

(2009), but its application to seawater analyses was

most severely compromised by isobaric interferences

from 110Pd (Table 8.2), which required correction in a-

separate (and hence undesirable) measurement

sequence. More recently, a 111Cd-113Cd double spike

(in conjunction with 112Cd, 114Cd) was therefore used

for MC-ICPMS analyses (Baker et al. 2010; Horner

et al. 2010), as this (1) avoids problematic isobaric

interferences from Sn and Pd on 116Cd and 110Cd,

respectively, and (2) should provide approximately the

same measurement precision (Rudge et al. 2009) as the
106Cd-108Cd double spike of Schmitt et al. (2009b).

8.3 Cadmium Isotope Data

8.3.1 Cadmium Isotope Reference
Materials

A straightforward comparison of the e or d values

obtained for samples by different laboratories is only

possible if all data are presented relative to the same

“zero-epsilon” or “zero-delta” reference material.

Unfortunately, this has not been the case for most

published Cd analyses. In fact, many laboratories have

utilized different commercially available 1,000 mg/g Cd
solutions (generally sold for the calibration of ICP-MS/

OES concentration analyses) as in-house zero-epsilon

reference standards. Typically, these are designated

based on the name of the manufacturer and/or labora-

tory location, e.g., JMC Cd M€unster, Alfa Cd Z€urich,

MPI JMC Cd (Wombacher et al. 2003; Ripperger and

Rehk€amper 2007; Schmitt et al. 2009b).

It is obvious that the renormalization of sample data

requires a precise cross-calibration between different

zero-epsilon standards. Until recently such data were

not available, in part because it was assumed that

various shelf standards would not exhibit significant

Cd isotope variability (Wombacher and Rehk€amper

2004). However, a number of analyses have now

revealed differences of more than 2 e114/110Cd for

different batches of Cd shelf standards obtained from

Alfa Aesar/JMC (e.g., Table 8.4). These differences

are probably due to stable isotope fractionation of Cd

during the industrial separation and purification of the

element. This interpretation is supported by the obser-

vation that highly purified samples of Cd metal, which

have presumably been processed by zone refining in

addition to electrolysis and/or distillation, appear to

commonly feature distinctly light Cd isotope compo-

sitions. Examples of this are the BAM-I012 reference

material (Table 8.4) and Alfa Aesar/JMC Puratronic

grade Cd metal (99.9999% purity). Analyses of two
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different batches of the latter yielded e114/110Cd values
of �14.7 (MPI JMC metal; Schmitt et al. 2009b) and

�17.0 (JMC Cd metal Z€urich; Ripperger and

Rehk€amper 2007) relative to the JMC Cd M€unster

standard.

Due to the significant isotopic variability of

commercially available Cd metal and Cd solutions, it

would be advantageous for all laboratories to adopt

a single zero-epsilon Cd isotope reference material.

A suitable material for this purpose should fulfill

a number of criteria including: (1) storage and distri-

bution in solution form to ensure isotopic homo-

geneity; (2) long-term availability; (3) high purity,

such that elemental impurities do not generate signi-

ficant interferences during isotopic analyses; (4) an

isotope composition, which closely resembles the

bulk silicate Earth (BSE).

The JMC Cd M€unster solution, introduced by

Wombacher et al. (2003), was used in a number of

studies and laboratories (Table 8.4) as zero-epsilon

standard with an isotope composition that is essen-

tially identical to the BSE. However, the availability

of this material is limited, such that it is not suitable as

a long-term reference material. The BAM-I012 Cd

isotope standard was produced by the German Federal

Institute for Materials Research and Testing (BAM) to

address the lack of a suitable zero-epsilon reference

material. Subsequent analyses, however, revealed an

isotopic composition that is far removed from the BSE

value (Tables 8.4 and 8.5) and BAM-I012 Cd was

therefore not adopted as zero-epsilon standard by

the geochemical community. The continued need for

a common zero-epsilon reference led to a concerted

search effort by various Cd isotope laboratories,

and the NIST SRM 3108 Cd solution was identified

as a potentially suitable material (Abouchami et al.

2010b). An inter-laboratory calibration exercise to

characterize the isotopic offset between NIST 3108

Cd and other previously applied in-house zero-epsilon

reference materials is currently ongoing (Abouchami

et al. 2010b).

Recent Cd isotope studies relied on data for addi-

tional secondary “fractionated” reference materials, to

enable the comparison of results obtained by different

laboratories. Such analyses will continue to be of

importance for quality control, even if a common

zero-epsilon reference is adopted (Abouchami et al.

2010b). The use of the same secondary reference

materials by all laboratories is furthermore desirable,

to facilitate the inter-laboratory comparison of results

obtained with different instruments and techniques.

Two particularly suitable materials with fractionated

Cd isotope compositions are already available for

this purpose – the isotopically heavy M€unster Cd

solution (aliquots available from F. Wombacher and

J. Carignan at CRPG-CNRS in Nancy, France)

and BAM-I012 Cd, which is characterized by a light

isotope composition (Table 8.4). Both standards have

already been analyzed by a number of laboratories and

the measurements have yielded remarkably consistent

results (Table 8.4), which can serve as benchmarks for

future analyses.

8.3.2 Notation and Conversion of Cd
Isotope Data

The majority of recent studies reported Cd stable iso-

tope compositions using either an e-or d-notation for

a specific isotope ratio (8.1) and (8.2). The d-notation
is most commonly applied for many classical and non-

traditional stable isotope systems elements but the

use of e values provides a higher sensitivity, which is

advantageous for terrestrial Cd isotope studies, as the

isotopic variations are often smaller than 0.1‰. Fortu-

nately, the conversion between e- and d-values is very
straightforward.

In addition, a number of Cd isotope studies have

reported fractionations using a e/amu, d/amu or

even %/amu notation (Rosman and de Laeter 1976;

Wombacher et al. 2003; Lacan et al. 2006; Schediwy

et al. 2006). With this technique, the fractionation

(d or e value) calculated for any isotope ratio is norma-

lized to a mass difference of one amu. As an example,

the calculation of e/amu values from 114Cd/110Cd

utilizes:

eCd=amu ¼
114Cd=110Cdð Þsample

114Cd/110Cdð Þstd
� 1

" #

�10;000 m114 �m110ð Þ=

where m114 and m110 denote the (exact) atomic masses

of the Cd isotopes. The advantage of this approach

is that eCd/amu (or dCd/amu) can be determined

from multiple isotope ratios. Data from multiple iso-

tope ratios or different laboratories (which measure
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Table 8.5 Selected Cd concentrations and isotope compositions (reported as e114/110Cd relative to NIST 3108 Cd) for important

meteorite types, Earth reservoirs and terrestrial samples

Sample type or

reservoir

Typical

concentrations or

calculated mean

valuesa

References e114/110Cd
range or

meana

References

Chondritic meteorites

Carbonaceous

chondrites

ng/g 650–710 (CI);

~370 (CM,

CV)

Wasson and Kallemeyn (1988),

Palme and O’Neill (2005),

McDonough and Sun (1995),

Lodders (2003)

�4.4 to 5.1b Baker et al. (2010)

3.0 � 1.4b

Ordinary chondrites

(H,L, LL

groups)

ng/g ~10–40; total
range of [Cd]:

0.1–1,000

Wasson and Kallemeyn (1988),

Wombacher et al. (2008)

�78 to 159 Wombacher et al. (2008)

Bulk silicate Earth

(BSE)

ng/g 64; 40; 35 � 7;
18

Palme and O’Neill (2005),

McDonough and Sun (1995),

Witt-Eickschen et al. (2009), Yi

et al. (2000)

�0.3 � 0.5 Schmitt et al. (2009a)

Mantle and mantle-derived rocks

Peridotites ng/g 40 � 28;
41 � 14;
10–40

Heinrichs et al. (1980), McDonough

(1990), Witt-Eickschen et al.

(2009)

Mid-ocean ridge

basalts (MORB)

ng/g 119 � 22 Yi et al. (2000) 0.0 � 0.3 Schmitt et al. (2009a)

Ocean island basalts

(OIB)

ng/g 100c; 100–160 Heinrichs et al. (1980), Yi et al.

(2000)

�0.7 � 0.3 Schmitt et al. (2009a)

Continental crust and crustal rocks

Bulk continental

crust

ng/g 102; 98; 90 Wedepohl (1995), Taylor and

McLennan (1985), Rudnick and

Gao (2005)

(�0.1 � 0.4d) Schmitt et al. (2009a)

Upper continental

crust

ng/g 100; 100; 80 Wedepohl (1995), Taylor and

McLennan (1985), Rudnick and

Gao (2005)

�0.1 � 0.4d Schmitt et al. (2009a)

0.5 � 1.0e

Andesites ng/g 58 Heinrichs et al. (1980)

Granites/

granodiorites

ng/g 60–130 Heinrichs et al. (1980)

Gneisses and

granulites

ng/g 95–115 Heinrichs et al. (1980)

Clastic river and

shelf sediments

ng/g ~100–200 Heinrichs et al. (1980) �4 to +4 Wombacher et al. (2003),

Gao et al. (2008)

Loess ng/g 110–130 Schmitt et al. (2009a) �0.1 � 0.4 Schmitt et al. (2009a)

Cd and Cd-rich

minerals

�2 to +3 Schmitt et al. (2009a),

Wombacher et al.

(2003), Shiel et al.

(2010)

Marine environment

Surface ocean

(dissolved Cd)

nmol/L ~0.001–0.5 Bruland (1983), de Baar et al. (1994) ~0 to +38 Ripperger et al. (2007),

Lacan et al. (2006)

Oceans �1 km

(dissolved Cd)

nmol/L ~0.2–1.1 Bruland (1983), de Baar et al. (1994) 2.9 � 0.5 Ripperger et al. (2007)

Cd/Ca ratios

of foraminiferal

tests

mmol/

mol

<0.01 to >0.25 Boyle (1988), Ripperger et al. (2008)

Pelagic clays ng/g 100–350; 420 Heinrichs et al. (1980), Li and

Schoonmaker (2005)

Hydrogenetic Fe-

Mn crusts

mg/g 1–20 Horner et al. (2010), Hein et al.

(1997)

2.5 � 1.0 Horner et al. (2010)

Hydrogenetic Fe-

Mn nodules

mg/g 1–20 Schmitt et al. (2009a), Hein et al.

(1997)

2.2 � 1.1 Schmitt et al. (2009a)

(continued)
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different Cd isotopes) can therefore be readily com-

pared and applied to calculate, presumably more

reliable, averages. A detailed evaluation demonstrates,

however, that various Cd isotope ratios (e.g.,
110Cd/111Cd and 113Cd/114Cd) will yield slightly

different eCd/amu results. These differences reflect:

(1) variations in the relative mass difference of the

isotopes (e.g., 0.91% for 110Cd and 111Cd and 0.89%

for 113Cd and 114Cd), (2) the mechanism and hence

mass dependence of mass fractionation (equilibrium

vs. kinetic effects), and (3) the absolute extent of

isotope fractionation, whereby larger fractionations

produce greater differences (Wombacher and

Rehk€amper 2004). For example, assuming that

kinetic mass fractionation is relevant, a value of

eCd/amu ¼ 10.0 determined from 114Cd/110Cd corre-

sponds to eCd/amu ¼ 9.9 for 114Cd/112Cd. This differ-

ence is small, but it is an inherent drawback of the

methodology that may become more serious with

future improvements in analytical precision. We sug-

gest that the “per amu” notation is therefore best

avoided in the future.

Given that Cd has eight stable isotopes, of which

five have relative abundances of more than 10%

(Table 8.2), it is not surprising that various studies

report stable isotope fractionations using different

Cd isotope ratios. Most commonly, e or d values are

reported for 114Cd/110Cd (Cloquet et al. 2005b;

Ripperger et al. 2007; Wombacher et al. 2008; Shiel

et al. 2009) or 112Cd/110Cd (Schmitt et al. 2009a). The

former approach yields larger numerical values, which

can be advantageous to differentiate between results that

differ only slightly, whilst the latter features a 2-amu

mass difference that is also commonly applied for the

notation of other elements (e.g., Mg, Fe, Cu, Zn).

An accurate comparison of e-values calculated for

different Cd isotope ratios is possible but this requires

that the results are recalculated using a suitable mass

fractionation law (Wombacher and Rehk€amper 2004).

In many cases, particularly where the Cd isotope

fractionations are large (e.g., from evaporation and

biological utilization), the kinetic law (Young et al.

2002) may be most suitable. The ek/mCd value for one

isotope ratio Rk/m ¼ kCd/mCd is related to the el/mCd
value of a second isotope ratio Rl/m ¼ lCd/mCd by:

ek=mCd ¼ e1=mCd=10;000þ 1
� �b

� 1

� �

� 10;000: (8.4)

For the kinetic law, b is defined as:

b ¼ lnðmk=mmÞ= lnðm1=mmÞ; (8.5)

Table 8.5 (continued)

Sample type or

reservoir

Typical

concentrations or

calculated mean

valuesa

References e114/110Cd
range or

meana

References

Hydrothermal Fe-

Mn crusts

mg/g 3–20 Schmitt et al. (2009a), Hein et al.

(1997)

0.6–1.1 Schmitt et al. (2009a)

Hydrothermal

sulfides

mg/g ~100–400 Schmitt et al. (2009a) �4.5 to 3.9 Schmitt et al. (2009a)

Anthropogenic samples

Purified Cd and Cd

metal

�17 to 4 Shiel et al. (2010), This

study, Table 8.3,

Ripperger and

Rehk€amper (2007)

Samples from of

Pb-Zn refinery

�7 to +5 Shiel et al. (2010),

Cloquet et al. (2006)

Soils polluted by

Pb-Zn refinery

�7 to +3 Gao et al. (2008),

Cloquet et al. (2006)
aRanges in concentration and e114/110Cd, based on published data, are given in normal font; calculated or published mean

concentrations or e114/110Cd values are given in italics and are quoted with 1sd, if available
bExcludes the anomalous samples Colony, Leoville and Kainsaz, which are characterized by e114/110Cd � 10–40
cIncludes continental basalts
dBased on analyses of upper crustal loess
eBased on ten high-precision analyses of continental sulfides
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where mk, ml and mm refer to the exact atomic masses

of the Cd isotopes k, l, and m (Wombacher and

Rehk€amper 2003). Note that a simplified equation

can be used in many instances, whereby

ek=mCd � el=mCd� b: (8.6)

This simplified technique is accurate to better than

�0.01 e (¼1 ppm) for the conversion between

e114/110Cd and e112/110Cd, for e114/110Cd values

of 0 � 50.

8.3.3 Renormalization of Cd Isotope Data

The e114/110Cd values that are determined for a sample

relative to an in-house zero-epsilon standard can be

renormalized to a second reference material using

the standard conversion identity (Criss 1999). The

relevant equation is formulated here (as an example)

for the conversion of an e value originally determined

for a sample (S) relative to JMC M€unster Cd, to an e
value relative to NIST 3108 Cd:

e114=110CdS�NIST

¼ e114=110CdS�JMC þ e114=110CdJMC�NIST

þ e114=110CdS�JMC

� �
e114=110CdJMC�NIST

� �
10;000

:

(8.7)

In practice, the conversion is often carried out using

the approximation:

e114=110CdS�NIST � e114=110CdS�JMC

þ e114=110CdJMC�NIST: (8.8)

The application of this simplified approach is

justified in many cases because it introduces system-

atic errors than are much smaller than the analytical

uncertainties.

8.3.4 Conventions Adopted in this Study

In order to directly compare the results obtained by

different laboratories in this manuscript, it was useful

to (1) adopt a common method of Cd isotope notation

and (2) renormalize published isotopic data to a com-

mon zero-epsilon reference standard. To this end,

results quoted in the present paper are reported using

an e114/110Cd notation, relative to the NIST SRM 3108

Cd solution (except when otherwise stated). This

approach was taken in anticipation of the future adop-

tion of NIST SRM 3108 Cd as the commonly accepted

zero-epsilon reference standard (Abouchami et al.

2010b).

The renormalization was carried out based on pre-

liminary results that were obtained for analyses of

NIST SRM 3108 Cd, JMC M€unster Cd, Alfa Cd Zur-

ich, MPI JMC Cd, BAM-I012 Cd and M€unster Cd as

part of a current intercalibration effort (Abouchami

et al. 2010b). Furthermore utilized were published

differences between the in-house zero-epsilon materi-

als of various laboratories and secondary Cd isotope

standards. Such data are fortunately available in all

recently published Cd isotope studies (Table 8.4).

Based on the preliminary results compiled by

Abouchami et al. (2010b), the following isotopic dif-

ferences were adopted in this manuscript for the

e114/110Cd values of zero-epsilon standards relative

to NIST SRM 3108 Cd: JMC M€unster Cd: �0.8;

Alfa Cd Z€urich: �0.4; MPI JMC Cd: +1.5; Nancy

Spex Cd: �0.8; PCIGR-1 Cd: �0.5. Note that these

isotopic differences are preliminary results that are

subject to (slight) future revisions, which may be

adopted once the current intercalibration effort is fina-

lized (Abouchami et al. 2010b). The renormalization

of the data was carried out using the standard conver-

sion identity (8.7).

8.4 Cadmium Isotopes: Applications
and Results

8.4.1 Industrial and Anthropogenic
Samples

8.4.1.1 Cadmium Stable Isotope Fractionation

During Evaporation

The variability of Cd isotope compositions in different

pure Cd metal samples and standard solutions was

mentioned previously (Table 8.4) and this is likely to

reflect isotopic fractionations from the purification of
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Cd by either (non-quantitative) distillation or zone

refining. For the evaporation of volatile Cd (Table 8.1),

kinetic theory predicts an isotope fractionation factor

a that can be calculated from the square root of the

masses (m) of the relevant isotopes or isotopologues.

Given that Cd generally appears to evaporate as a

monoatomic gas (Chizhikov 1966), the relevant equa-

tion is akin ¼ (114Cd/110Cd)residue /(114Cd/110Cd)vapor
¼ (m2/m1)

0.5 � (114/110)0.5 ¼ 1.018. This is equiva-

lent to a fractionation of D � 18‰ for 114Cd/110Cd

during kinetic evaporation, where the “big delta” is

given by D � 1,000 lna (Criss 1999).

Cadmium isotope fractionation during evaporation

and condensation processes were investigated by

Wombacher et al. (2004) using three Cd metal samples

that were residues from evaporation of molten Cd in

a vacuum chamber at about 10�4 mbar. At these con-

ditions, Cd has a boiling point of ~180�C. The samples

were obtained from an industrial process, in which Cd

vapor is used to coat metal parts with a thin layer of Cd

for a high level of corrosion protection. In detail,

the analyzed metals (Samples C, D, E of Fig. 8.1)

were residues, which remained after about 90–99.5%

of the initial Cd had been lost to evaporation, such that

they featured highly fractionated (heavy) Cd isotope

compositions that differed from the starting material

(Sample A of Fig. 8.1) by up to 4.8% for 110Cd/114Cd

and almost 10% for 106Cd/114Cd (Wombacher et al.

2004). At such large absolute fractionations, the iso-

topic compositions that are expected for pure equilib-

rium and kinetic evaporation processes (Young et al.

2002) are sufficiently different in three isotope plots

(e.g., 106Cd/114Cd vs. 110Cd/114Cd; Fig. 8.1) to be

resolved by mass spectrometry. In principle, this

approach is, therefore, able to provide fundamental

constraints on fractionation mechanisms.

Wombacher et al. (2004) utilized the generalized

power law of Maréchal et al. (1999) to evaluate the Cd

isotope data obtained for the metal samples and they

determined that the evaporation residues displayed a

mass dependence intermediate between that expected

for equilibrium and kinetic isotope fractionation

(Fig. 8.1). They also found that the evaporation pro-

cess yielded smaller fractionations than expected from

akin ¼ (m2/m1)
0.5. Taken together, these observations

were interpreted to reflect hybrid evaporation with

kinetic isotope fractionation characterized by akin ¼
(m2/m1)

0.5 and limited, but still significant, equilib-

rium isotope partitioning between the vapor phase

and melt. More recent data have shown, however,

that evaporation of Mg also produces an intermediate

mass dependence, albeit at very high temperatures

(Davis et al. 2005). Given that equilibrium isotope

partitioning is temperature sensitive, Wombacher

et al. (2008) concluded that equilibrium partitioning

of Cd isotopes between vapor and melt (aequil) were
overestimated by Wombacher et al. (2004), because

evaporation into a vacuum under kinetic conditions is

not necessarily characterized by kinetic mass scaling

(Young et al. 2002) and akin ¼ (m2/m1)
0.5. Unidirec-

tional evaporation processes which display (1) fractio-

nations that are about 50% lower than predicted

by akin ¼ (m2/m1)
0.5 and (2) mass-dependencies inter-

mediate between those expected for equilibrium and

kinetic isotope effects, are therefore probably the

result of chemical interactions in the melt phase

(Simon and Young 2007) and/or the melt-vacuum

interface (Richter et al. 2002).

Fig. 8.1 Three isotope plot of Cd data for industrial Cd metal

samples (Wombacher et al. 2004). Results are shown in the d0

notation, as defined below the figure (Hulston and Thode 1965),

because this produces linear fractionation lines rather than

curved trends, which would result from the use of conventional

d or e values. Note that the d0 values of the fractionated evapo-

ration residues C, D, E are calculated relative to the starting

material A. (a) Samples C, D, E and the starting material A

define a fractionation line in d0106Cd vs. d0110Cd isotope space.

(b) Close-up of (a) that shows the results obtained for samples

C and E. Shown in (b) are reference lines for mass-dependent

isotope fractionation according to the kinetic and equilibrium

fractionation laws, with slopes bkin and bequil calculated as

described by Young et al. (2002). Also denoted in (b) is the

best-fit fractionation line inferred for sample E with slope bE ¼
d0106Cd/d0110Cd. The inferred b values for samples E and C (not

shown) are intermediate between those expected for equilibrium

and kinetic fractionation. The drift of the instrumental mass

discrimination, which is apparent for the repeated measurements

of sample E, is negligible compared to the overall magnitude of

the isotope fractionation from evaporation
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8.4.1.2 Metallurgy and Anthropogenic

Emissions

The large Cd isotope fractionations that can be pro-

duced by evaporation, suggest that isotopic analyses

may be useful for tracing Cd pollution, which is

released by anthropogenic emissions, including smelt-

ing/refining processes that are associated with the

recovery of Cd from ores, waste incineration and the

burning of coal. Such studies are of particular interest,

because Cd is highly toxic and commonly enriched (to

levels of up to a few percent) in sulfide ores, which are

processed for the recovery of Pb and Zn. So far, the

combustion of coal and other fossil fuels have not been

investigated using Cd isotope methods, even though

they represent the most important anthropogenic

source of Cd to the environment (Nriagu and Pacyna

1988). Furthermore, only preliminary results are avail-

able for a Cd isotope study of waste incineration.

Importantly, this investigation identified variations of

up to 10 e for 114Cd/110Cd, in bulk, leachate and

leachate residue samples of fly ash from an urban

waste combustor (Cloquet et al. 2005a). These large

isotope effects were thought to reflect modification of

the Cd isotope composition in the residual gas phase

by progressive kinetic condensation.

Three published studies have looked for and iden-

tified significant Cd isotope fractionations in various

samples from Pb-Zn smelters and refineries, as well as

the immediate environments of such plants (Cloquet

et al. 2006; Gao et al. 2008; Shiel et al. 2010). Cloquet

et al. (2006) investigated the Cd and Pb isotope

compositions of soils collected in the vicinity of a

Pb-Zn refinery, at distances of up to 4.5 km. Also

analyzed were dust from exhaust filters and a slag

produced in the plant furnace. The isotopic analyses

showed that two dust samples from the refinery exhib-

ited Cd isotope compositions that were lighter in
114Cd/110Cd by ~10 e compared to the slag (Fig. 8.2).

This difference in Cd isotope composition was inter-

preted to reflect progressive evaporation of Cd, under

equilibrium conditions, to form a gas phase enriched

in light isotopes, from which the dust condensed on

cooling. As the e114/110Cd value of the slag was

thought to represent the last fraction of evaporated

Cd in the refinery, an equilibrium solid-gas fraction-

ation factor a of only 1.0001 was derived for the

system (Cloquet et al. 2006). This result is signi-

ficantly lower than the fractionation predicted for

kinetic evaporation (akin ¼ 1.0018) and the (presum-

ably overestimated) fractionation factor of aequil ¼
1.0007 that was inferred for equilibrium evaporation

at 180�C (Wombacher et al. 2004). The origin of the

low observed a value is not well constrained but may

be due to either negligible equilibrium isotope frac-

tionation at high temperature (Cloquet et al. 2006)

and/or a lack of isotopic homogenization in the resid-

ual materials during the evaporation process.

Cloquet et al. (2006) also found that soil samples

from the vicinity of the refinery plant were character-

ized by high Cd contents and clear differences in Cd

isotope compositions with e114/110Cd ranging from

�7.4 to +1.2 (Fig. 8.2, Table 8.5). Soils from locations

close to the refinery exhibited the lowest e114/110Cd
values and the isotopic variability was thought to

reflect contamination of the soils by variable mixtures

of dust- and slag-derived Cd. The viability of tracing

anthropogenic emissions of Cd to the environment was

further corroborated by the work of Gao et al. (2008),

who carried out a combined Cd-Pb isotope study of

Fig. 8.2 Cadmium isotope data (reported as e114/110Cd relative

to NIST 3108 Cd) for samples from Zn-Pb smelting/refining

plants and environmental samples that were affected by emis-

sions from such plants (Cloquet et al. 2006; Gao et al. 2008;

Shiel et al. 2010). The uncertainties are shown as reported in the

original publications, except for the average calculated for five

unpolluted river sediments (Gao et al. 2008)
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sediments from the North River in China. This inves-

tigation found that two samples from the vicinity of a

Pb-Zn smelter displayed elevated Cd concentrations

and higher e114/110Cd values (of +2.3 and +2.7) com-

pared to five pristine river sediments, which exhibited

e114/110Cd � 0 (Fig. 8.2). The clear difference in Cd

isotope compositions was interpreted to reflect isotope

fractionation from processing of Cd in the Pb-Zn

smelter (Gao et al. 2008).

Shiel et al. (2010) investigated the Cd, Zn and Pb

isotope compositions of samples from a Pb-Zn smelter

and refining plant in Canada. Cadmium isotope data

were obtained for (1) four Zn ore concentrates (pri-

marily sphalerite); (2) calcine (mainly ZnO, obtained

from roasting of the sulfide ores); (3) the Pb smelter

feed (comprised of Pb ore concentrates and residues

from the extraction of Zn from the calcine); (4) CdO-

rich ZnO fumes produced during Pb purification; (5)

effluents (Zn and Cd-rich waste products from the Zn

plant that are recycled to the smelter); and (6) the final

refined Cd metal (Fig. 8.2). The Zn ore concentrate

samples exhibited Cd isotope compositions (e114/
110Cd � �2 to +1) similar to those observed for

other continental and oceanic sulfides (Fig. 8.3,

Table 8.5). The calcine sample also falls within this

range, probably due to the near-quantitative Cd yield

of the roasting process (Fig. 8.2). The Zn and Cd-rich

effluent and the refined Cd metal displayed similar and

distinctly positive e114/110Cd values (of between about
+3 and +5), whilst the ZnO fume and the Pb smelter

feed are enriched in isotopically light Cd (e114/110Cd�
�4 to �6). The origin of these distinct differences,

which should essentially balance out to yield the Cd

isotope composition of the original ore concentrate, is

difficult to trace due to the unknown yields of various

production stages. Based on a careful assessment of

mass balances, Shiel et al. (2010) concluded that the

isotopic fractionation is mainly (but not solely) related

to differences in the Cd isotope compositions of vari-

ous mineralogical phases that are formed during roast-

ing, and which are separated from one another, as they

display distinct reactivities during further processing.

Shiel et al. (2010) also analyzed Cd metal that was

thermally recovered from Ni-Cd batteries and a CdS

pigment sample. These materials had inconspicuous

Cd isotope compositions that were identical to the

range of values determined for Zn ore concentrates

and refined Cd metal (Fig. 8.2).

In summary, it should be considered significant that

these pioneering studies of Cd isotope fractionations

in industrial and polluted environmental samples were

all able to resolve clear differences in e114/110Cd that

are primarily of anthropogenic origin. Importantly,

these differences were identified even though individ-

ual industrial processes are unlikely to be associated

with fractionation factors that exceed values of

D � 10 e. It was also shown that the isotopic signa-

tures can be applied to interrogate the behavior of Cd

during industrial processes. Furthermore, they show

significant promise for tracing anthropogenic emis-

sions to and cycling of Cd in polluted environments.

Fig. 8.3 Cadmium stable isotope data (reported as e114/110Cd
relative to NIST 3108 Cd) for various terrestrial sediments and

rocks (including a tektite and other samples related to impact

events), Zn and Cd minerals, and selected meteorites. The mete-

orite data are limited to carbonaceous chondrites, enstatite chon-

drites (of type EH) and selected achondrites (eucrites and SNC

meteorites from Mars). The chondrite data encircled by the

hashed line, denote results for unfractionated carbonaceous

chondrites which have not been overprinted by strong parent

body metamorphism (Wombacher et al. 2003, 2008)
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The power of such applications is essentially limited

by the precision of the analytical data relative to the

observed isotopic variability.

8.4.2 Extraterrestrial Materials

The first systematic studies of Cd isotope composi-

tions, which led to the identification of natural Cd

isotope fractionations were carried out by Rosman

and de Laeter on meteorite samples in the 1970s

(Rosman and de Laeter 1976, 1978) and such inves-

tigations continue to draw significant interest. A thor-

ough review of this literature is outside the scope of

this contribution but a short synopsis of key results is

nonetheless provided, as a reference for the study of

terrestrial Cd isotope variations.

Chondrites are primitive meteorites that formed in

the early solar system and amongst these, some carbo-

naceous chondrites feature elemental abundances that

most closely resemble the bulk solar system. The

majority of carbonaceous chondrites have relatively

constant Cd isotope compositions (Baker et al. 2010)

with an average of e114/110Cd ¼ +3.0 � 2.8 (2sd).

This indicates that the depletion of Cd and other

volatile elements in inner solar system bodies did not

generate large isotopic fractionations and hence

probably did not involve partial kinetic evaporation.

In contrast, large Cd stable isotope effects, with e114/
110Cd values ranging from �78 to þ159 are recorded

in ordinary and many enstatite chondrites (Fig. 8.3,

Table 8.5). The Cd isotope fractionations in these

meteorites are thought to be caused by redistribution

of Cd during thermal metamorphism in the interiors of

the asteroidal parent bodies (Wombacher et al. 2003,

2008). However, there are also many extraterrestrial

samples that display Cd isotope compositions, which

are very similar or identical to the (unfractionated)

carbonaceous chondrites (Fig. 8.3). In particular, this

includes achondrites, which are derived from differ-

entiated (and hence formerly molten) parent asteroids.

Also essentially indistinguishable from unfractionated

carbonaceous chondrites are most terrestrial rocks

(Fig. 8.3, Table 8.5) and two samples from the Moon

(Wombacher et al. 2003, 2008; Schediwy et al. 2006).

Taken together, these results demonstrate that Cd iso-

tope heterogeneities are homogenized within plane-

tary bodies during differentiation and that large

stable isotope fractionations do not occur as a conse-

quence of volatile element depletion and parent body

differentiation.

8.4.3 Reservoirs and Samples
of the Silicate Earth

In solid Earth geochemistry, Cd is generally classified

as a trace element that exhibits both lithophile and

chalcophile characteristics. High concentrations of

Cd are typically found in continental igneous sulfide

ore deposits, particularly as greenockite (CdS) asso-

ciated with sphalerite (ZnS). In silicate rocks, Cd

preferentially partitions into Mg-Fe silicate minerals

such as biotite, chlorite, pyroxene and amphibole

(Heinrichs et al. 1980; Witt-Eickschen et al. 2009).

In most igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic rocks

of the continental crust and the mantle, Cd furthermore

typically exhibits relatively uniform concentrations

of about 20–200 ng/g (Table 8.5). This uniformity

reflects, in part, that Cd is only moderately incompati-

ble during mantle melting with a partition coefficient

that resembles the rare earth elements dysprosium

(Dy) or ytterbium (Yb) (Yi et al. 2000; Witt-Eickschen

et al. 2009).

Most compositional estimates for the continental

crust and its sub-reservoirs (of upper, middle, and

lower crust) provide Cd concentrations of ~100 ng/g,

with only limited intra-crustal differences (Table 8.5).

A notable exception is the recent study of Hu and Gao

(2008), which suggests a relatively low Cd content of

60 ng/g for the upper continental crust. For the BSE,

four abundance estimates derive mean Cd concentra-

tions of between 18 and 64 ng/g (Table 8.5). Based on

the geochemical similarity of Cd to Dy and Yb during

mantle melting, Cd should be moderately enriched,

by about a factor of 5, in the continental crust (CC)

relative to the BSE (McDonough and Sun 1995; Palme

and O’Neill 2005). Taken at face value, this con-

clusion is in accord with only some of the published

Cd abundance estimates for silicate Earth reservoirs,

whilst the majority of the data are more suggestive

of [Cd]CC � (2.5 � 1) � [Cd]BSE (Table 8.5). Simi-

larly, the geochemical similarity of Cd to Dy and

Yb can also be used to infer the Cd concentration

of the depleted MORB source mantle (DMM) as
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[Cd]DMM � (0.80 � 0.05) � [Cd]BSE (Workman and

Hart 2005), which is equivalent to [Cd]DMM �
15–50 ng/g.

Despite of the large uncertainty of the BSE esti-

mates, the available data suggest that the silicate Earth

is depleted in Cd relative to carbonaceous chondrites

(Table 8.5), as a consequence of volatile depletion and

potentially also core partitioning. Estimates for the Cd

content of the Earth’s core are highly speculative, how-

ever, due to our limited understanding of Cd partition-

ing between silicate, metal, and sulfide phases during

terrestrial accretion (Lagos et al. 2008). Based on mass

balance, McDonough (2005) estimated that about

60–65% of the bulk Earth’s Cd resides in the core, to

support a concentration of ~150 ng/g in the metal.

At present, only very limited Cd isotope data are

available, which characterizes the silicate Earth and

explores Cd isotope variations amongst and within its

reservoirs. Overall, the variability of e114/110Cd in

rocks and minerals from the crust and mantle is limited

with values between –4 and +4 (Fig. 8.3, Table 8.5).

This excludes all polluted and industrially processed

samples, as well as marine sediments and minerals,

which show larger Cd isotope variations. Also exclu-

ded is a tektite analyzed by Wombacher et al. (2003),

which features a heavy isotope composition (e114/
110Cd ¼ 30) and low Cd content, presumably due to

loss Cd by evaporation (Fig. 8.3). Additional analyses

of other impact-related rocks did not reveal any sig-

nificant Cd isotope variations, however (Wombacher

et al. 2003).

Apart from the tektite and the marine sediments

(which are discussed in Sect. 8.4.4.3), the only sam-

ples from the solid Earth to exhibit clearly resolvable

Cd isotope variations are some continental mineral

deposits (Fig. 8.3, Table 8.5). In particular, no signifi-

cant variability in Cd isotope compositions is apparent

for loess and clastic sediments from rivers and conti-

nental margins as well as igneous rocks derived from

the crust and mantle (Fig. 8.3, Table 8.5). As such, the

present dataset does not provide evidence for system-

atic Cd isotope fractionations between or within the

major reservoirs of the silicate Earth. At present, the

isotope compositions of the Earth’s mantle and conti-

nental crust are therefore best characterized by the

limited but precise double spike TIMS data of Schmitt

et al. (2009a). These workers analyzed three samples

of loess (representative of the continental crust) and

two samples each of MORB (mid ocean ridge basalts)

and OIB (ocean island basalts) to characterize the

mantle (Table 8.5). The results obtained suggest that

both the continental crust and the mantle display

essentially identical e114/110Cd values of –0.1 and

–0.4, respectively (Table 8.5). These data can be com-

bined (Schmitt et al. 2009a) to derive a precise esti-

mate for the mean isotope composition of the BSE of

e114/110Cd ¼ �0.3 � 1.0 (2sd; Table 8.5).

The conclusion that Cd isotopes were not fractio-

nated during the formation of the continental crust by

the extraction of partial melts from the (originally

primitive) mantle (Schmitt et al. 2009a) is reasonable

given that high temperature processes are generally

not expected to generate large Cd isotope effects.

However, further high-precision analyses for addi-

tional samples, particularly mantle peridotites, are

required to fully address this issue. This is of parti-

cular relevance because preliminary data obtained by

Schönb€achler et al. (2009) hint at a minor difference

between the Cd isotope compositions of mantle-

derived basalts and ultramafic komatiites/peridotites.

Such analyses are furthermore of interest, to resolve

whether there is indeed a small but resolvable

fractionation in e114/110Cd between the BSE and

chondritic meteorites (Schönb€achler et al. 2009). The
current Cd isotope database for terrestrial rocks is too

imprecise and limited in size to adequately address

this question.

8.4.4 Marine Environments

8.4.4.1 Cadmium in the Oceans and Marine

Sediments

The geochemistry of Cd in the oceans and marine

sediments has attracted significant scientific interest

for more than 30 years. This interest is primarily

based on the observation that the dissolved Cd con-

centrations of seawater show a nutrient-like distribu-

tion (Fig. 8.4), which very closely resembles the

distribution of the marine macronutrient phosphate

(Boyle et al. 1976; Bruland 1980). Both Cd and

P display low concentrations in surface waters, due

to the uptake by marine organisms (Fig. 8.4). After the

organisms cease, the organic material sinks through

the water column and is subsequently decomposed

at depth, so that Cd and P are remineralized into the
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dissolved form (Bender and Gagner 1976; Boyle et al.

1976; Bruland 1980). Whilst it has been suggested in

the past that the nutrient-like behavior of Cd may also

reflect passive adsorption of Cd onto (deceased)

organic matter (Collier and Edmond 1984; Yee and

Fein 2001; Dixon et al. 2006), it has been demon-

strated by a number of recent studies that Cd is a

marine micronutrient with an important biological

function. In particular, it has been shown that Cd can

substitute for Zn in the enzyme carbonic anhydrase,

which plays an important role in the process of

inorganic carbon acquisition (Price and Morel 1990;

Cullen et al. 1999; Sunda and Huntsman 2000; Lane

et al. 2005; Xu et al. 2008).

Oceanic circulation modifies this simple one-

dimensional pattern of Cd and phosphate distribution

(Fig. 8.4) to create water masses with distinct chemical

signatures. A key feature is that Pacific deepwater,

which is characterized by older ventilation ages, has

significantly higher Cd and P concentrations than

comparatively young Atlantic deepwater (Fig. 8.4).

This difference reflects the progressive accumulation

of remineralized nutrients, as deepwater masses pass

from the Atlantic through the Southern to the Pacific

Ocean (Donat and Bruland 1995). Despite of this

complexity, the Cd and phosphate data for seawater

correlate remarkably well for a large global dataset

(Fig. 8.5). A particular feature of this largely linear

correlation is the “kink” at intermediate Cd and phos-

phate abundances, which has been described by some

as a consequence of a slightly curved [Cd]-[PO4] trend

(Elderfield and Rickaby 2000). The origin of this fea-

ture has been the subject of numerous investigations

and its interpretation continues to be contentious

(Frew and Hunter 1992; de Baar et al. 1994; Elderfield

and Rickaby 2000; Cullen 2006).

The particular interest of paleoceanographers in

the element Cd is based on the [Cd]-[PO4] correlation

of seawater (Fig. 8.5) coupled with the finding that past

seawater phosphate contents are generally not recorded

in marine sediments (Henderson 2002). In contrast, it

was observed that Cd is incorporated into the tests of

foraminifera, in proportion to the Cd (and hence phos-

phate) concentration of the surrounding seawater

(Boyle 1981; Ripperger et al. 2008). Subsequent stud-

ies have further refined this understanding and devel-

oped (1) empirical depth-dependent distribution

coefficients for Cd between benthic foraminifera and

seawater (Boyle 1992) and (2) temperature dependent

corrections for the tests of planktonic foraminifera

from surface waters (Rickaby and Elderfield 1999).

On this basis, the Cd/Ca data of foraminifera have

become an important tool in paleoceanography as

proxy of past marine nutrient (phosphate) distribution

and utilization (Henderson 2002; Lynch-Stieglitz

2006). Paleoceanographic studies that aim to recon-

struct past changes in the marine distribution of Cd

Fig. 8.4 Depth profiles of Cd and phosphate concentrations

(shown as triangles and circles, respectively) for stations in

the Atlantic Ocean (in red) and Pacific Ocean (in blue) (Bruland
1983). The Cd and P contents are well correlated with extremely

low surface water abundances and a rapid increase of concen-

trations at depths of 0–1 km. The higher Cd and phosphate

contents of the Pacific deep water are a typical feature of

macro- and micronutrient elements

Fig. 8.5 Cadmium vs. phosphate concentrations for a global

dataset of open ocean samples. The dataset is essentially identi-

cal to that used by (Hendry et al. 2008). The “kink” or slight

curvature in the well-defined positive correlation is apparent
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have two principal aims. (1) Cadmium is applied as a

non-conservative tracer of water masses to trace tem-

poral changes in ocean circulation patterns. (2) The

seawater concentration of Cd is a nutrient- and thus

carbon-linked property, which can be used to infer

variations in both deep and surface water nutrient

levels (Boyle 1988, 1992; Rickaby and Elderfield

1999; Elderfield and Rickaby 2000). The Cd data for

sedimentary archives thus provides constraints on past

changes in ocean productivity and the processes, which

drive atmospheric CO2 variability (Elderfield and

Rickaby 2000; Sigman and Boyle 2000).

8.4.4.2 Cadmium Isotopes in the Oceans

At present, the published Cd isotope database for

seawater samples is limited to results from only two

studies (Lacan et al. 2006; Ripperger et al. 2007).

However, there are a number of recent conference

abstracts that announce further results from ongoing

work, and this highlights the significant current inter-

est in this field of Cd isotope research (Abouchami

et al. 2009; Gault-Ringold et al. 2009; Abouchami

et al. 2010a, b; Xue et al. 2010a, b).

The study of Ripperger et al. (2007) currently pro-

vides the most comprehensive and precise Cd isotope

dataset for seawater, with results for 22 samples,

representing both surface waters and depth profiles,

from eight locations in all major ocean basins. This

investigation found large variations in Cd isotope

compositions, with e114/110Cd raging from ~0 to

values as high as +38 � 6 (Fig. 8.6). The isotopic

variability of Cd was found to be restricted almost

exclusively to the upper level of the water column (at

depths �500 m) and the largest fractionations were

observed for highly Cd depleted surface water samples

from the Pacific, which featured Cd contents as low as

~5 pmol/kg (Fig. 8.6). In contrast, nearly uniform

isotope compositions were determined for samples

from �900 m depth (Fig. 8.6). The majority of the

samples from the study of Ripperger et al. (2007)

were furthermore seen to display an inverse relation-

ship between dissolved Cd contents and isotope com-

positions (Fig. 8.7). A few samples, however, do not

follow this broad trend because they exhibit both low

Cd contents and nearly unfractionated Cd isotope

compositions (Fig. 8.7).

The Cd isotope data of Lacan et al. (2006) are less

precise and 28 samples from two depth profiles (in

the northwest Pacific Ocean and Mediterranean Sea)

display a much smaller range in Cd concentrations and

isotope compositions, with e114/110Cd values between

about �4 and +2 (with an uncertainty of �3 e, 2sd).
Despite the limited variation, the samples are in

accord with the e114/110Cd vs. [Cd] trend observed by

Ripperger et al. (2007), as the data for the Pacific

Ocean depth profile also exhibit a statistically signi-

ficant correlation between Cd isotope composition

and concentration (Lacan et al. 2006). Importantly,

Fig. 8.6 Cd concentrations and isotope data (reported as

e114/110Cd relative to NIST 3108 Cd) for seawater samples,

plotted a function of depth. (a) Shows the results for all 22

samples analyzed by Ripperger et al. (2007). Seawater from

depths of �150 m in the photic zone exhibits the largest Cd

isotope fractionations, presumably due to isotope fractionation

from biological utilization. (b) Vertical distribution of [Cd]

(triangles) and e114/110Cd (squares) in the central North Pacific

Ocean (Ripperger et al. 2007). Note that the samples with the

lowest Cd contents exhibit the largest isotopic variability. The

uncertainties (2sd) are shown as reported in the original publi-

cation
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Lacan et al. (2006) also presented Cd isotope data for

cultured freshwater phytoplankton and found that the

organisms were systematically enriched in isotopi-

cally light Cd, presumably due to the kinetic isotope

fractionation that results from biological uptake of

dissolved seawater Cd.

Based on these findings, Ripperger et al. (2007)

concluded that the large Cd isotope variations that

were observed in the upper water column are most

reasonably accounted for by biological utilization of

Cd and associated isotope fractionation. This interpre-

tation is supported by the observation that the seawater

Cd data are in accord with closed system Rayleigh

fractionation trends for fractionation factors of

a � 1.0002–1.0006 (Fig. 8.7). This result is in general

agreement with the isotope fractionation factor

of 1.0014 � 0.0006 (2sd) that was determined for

Cd uptake by cultured phytoplankton (Lacan et al.

2006). The small but significant difference in the

fractionation factors inferred from seawater and the

culturing experiments may reflect vital effects or addi-

tional uncharacterized marine processes, which have

an impact on Cd isotope compositions (Ripperger

et al. 2007). Water mass mixing in particular, may

be able to generate large deviations from the main

fractionation trend if this involves both Cd-rich

and Cd-depleted endmembers, a scenario that may

be appropriate for the upwelling of deep waters to

the surface ocean. In this case, mixing would gene-

rate distinct downward deviations from the main

e114/110Cd vs. [Cd] trend (as highlighted by the green

curve of Fig. 8.7). Mixing processes may hence be

responsible for the unusual compositions of samples,

which feature both low Cd contents and e114/110Cd
values of about 0 to +5 (Ripperger et al. 2007).

For the Cd-rich seawater samples obtained from

depths �900 m in the Arctic, Atlantic, Southern and

Pacific Oceans, Ripperger et al. (2007) observed

nearly constant and unfractionated Cd isotope compo-

sitions, which define a mean deep water value of

e114/110Cd ¼ +2.9 � 1.0 (2sd; Fig. 8.8). The sample

data of Lacan et al. (2006) are less precise (at about

�3 e) but this study also reports very similar Cd

isotope data for seven Pacific water samples, obtained

from depths �1 km at a single station, with a slightly

lower (but statistically identical) mean value of

e114/110Cd ¼ +0.7 � 1.4. The constant Cd isotope

compositions of the deep water samples stand in con-

trast to the Cd contents, which increase systematically

along the global deep water pathway, from concentra-

tions of ~0.2–0.3 nM in the Arctic and Atlantic Oceans

to values of ~0.8–1.0 nM in the Pacific (Fig. 8.8).

These observations are most readily reconciled if

the organic matter, which increases the Cd contents

of deep water masses by remineralization, also

features a nearly constant Cd isotope composition of

e114/110Cd � +3. It was, therefore, concluded by

Ripperger et al. (2007) that such biomass is most

readily produced if the distribution of Cd in surface

water is dominated by near-quantitative closed system

uptake of Cd by phytoplankton. This interpretation is

in accord with the results of previous investigations of

marine nutrient cycling (De La Rocha et al. 1998;

Elderfield and Rickaby 2000) and the extremely low

Cd contents of open ocean surface waters.

Taken together, the currently published Cd isotope

database for seawater, which encompasses only

50 samples, shows interesting systematics, including

a broad correlation of increasing Cd isotope fraction-

ation with decreasing [Cd]. These results are of partic-

ular interest as they provide a tentative foundation for

two important applications of Cd isotopes in marine

Fig. 8.7 Plot of Cd isotope compositions (reported as e114/
110Cd relative to NIST 3108 Cd) vs. Cd concentrations for

seawater samples (Ripperger et al. 2007). Samples from differ-

ent ocean basins are denoted by distinct symbols (see legend of

Fig. 8.6). The dashed lines denote calculated isotope fraction-

ation trends for dissolved seawater Cd, assuming that biological

uptake of Cd occurs by closed-system Rayleigh fractionation

with fractionation factors a of between 0.9998 and 1.0008. The

broad green line is the mixing trend expected for addition of Cd-

rich deep water (e114/110Cd ¼ 3, [Cd] ¼ 1 nmol/kg) to Cd-

depleted surface water (e114/110Cd ¼ 40, [Cd] ¼ 0.5 pmol/kg).

Note that such mixing produces downward deviations from the

main fractionation trend that is exhibited by the majority of the

seawater samples. The uncertainties (2sd) are shown as reported

in the original publication
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research. (1) The Cd isotope data reveal more detail

and complexity in the marine distribution of Cd

than can be discerned from concentration data alone.

Hence, Cd isotope compositions have the potential to

provide new insights into the biogeochemical pro-

cesses, which govern the cycling of Cd in the oceans.

(2) The e114/110Cd-[Cd] correlation observed for sea-

water suggests that Cd isotopes could be used in

paleoceanography, as a proxy of nutrient utilization.

The scarcity of seawater data currently renders such an

application premature, however. In addition, it also

requires the identification of suitable archives that

reliably record the Cd isotope composition of seawater

over periods of ka to Ma.

8.4.4.3 Cadmium Isotopes in Marine Sediments

At present, only a limited number of marine deposits

have been analyzed for Cd isotope compositions, with

a database that encompasses ten samples related to

sub-seafloor hydrothermal activity at spreading cen-

ters and 50 hydrogenetic ferromanganese nodules and

crusts (Fig. 8.9).

The set of hydrothermal samples (Schmitt et al.

2009a) includes seven sulfides with high Cd concen-

trations (>100 ppm Cd; Table 8.5) from the vent

chimneys of either hot black smokers or slightly

cooler grey smokers. Furthermore analyzed were

three hydrothermal ferromanganese (Fe-Mn) crusts

with Cd contents of about 3–20 mg/g (Table 8.5).

Such crusts are typically deposited from cool

(<100�C) diffuse flows of vent fluids in the distal

parts of hydrothermal systems (Hein et al. 1997).

With the exception of a single black smoker sulfide

from the Lau Basin (a back-arc spreading center), all

hydrothermal deposits are from a narrow region at

~10�N of the East Pacific Rise (EPR).

The Cd isotope data for the four black smoker

sulfides cluster around a value of e114/110Cd � 0.5

(Fig. 8.9) and were thought to record the isotope

composition of the pristine hydrothermal fluids, from

Fig. 8.8 Cd isotope data (reported as e114/110Cd relative to

NIST 3108 Cd) plotted vs. Cd concentrations for water samples

from depths of �900 m: Arctic deep water (ADW); North

Atlantic deep water (NADW); Antarctic bottom water

(AABW); and North Pacific water masses from depths

�1,200 m (Ripperger et al. 2007). These samples display little

isotopic variation and define a mean isotope composition,

denoted by the hashed line, of e114/110Cd ¼ +2.9 � 1.0 (2sd)

(Ripperger et al. 2007). The uncertainties (2sd) are shown as

reported in the original publication

Fig. 8.9 Compilation of Cd isotope data (reported as e114/110Cd
relative to NIST 3108 Cd) for marine sediments and deposits

(Schmitt et al. 2009a; Horner et al. 2010). The samples are

grouped by deposit type and location (for the hydrogenetic

ferromanganese Fe-Mn deposits). The mean Cd isotopic com-

position of oceanic deep water (Ripperger et al. 2007) of

e114/110Cd ¼ 2.9 � 1.0, is denoted by the grey band. The uncer-
tainties (2sd) are shown as reported in the original publications
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which the deposits were precipitated (Schmitt et al.

2009a). The e114/110Cd values of the chimney sulfides

are lower than the average oceanic deep water value

derived by Ripperger et al. (2007) (e114/110Cd � 2.9,

Fig. 8.8, Table 8.5) but similar to the bulk silicate Earth

estimate of e114/110Cd � �0.3 (Fig. 8.9, Table 8.5).

This may indicate that the isotopic signature of pristine

hydrothermal fluids is primarily inherited from Cd

that is leached from the basaltic ocean crust, without

significant isotope fractionation. The three hydro-

thermal Fe-Mn crusts display e114/110Cd values akin

to those of the black smoker sulfides and hence these

samples were also thought to record the Cd isotope

composition of the (pristine) vent fluids, without large

fractionation effects (Schmitt et al. 2009a).

The sulfides from a grey smoker (T � 200�C) at
the EPR displayed the largest Cd isotope variations of

the hydrothermal deposits (Fig. 8.9). These samples

displayed e114/110Cd values that varied between �4.5

and +3.9 and furthermore showed a good (negative)

linear correlation with 1/[Cd]. This correlation was

speculated to be a consequence of sulfide precipitation

in the vent system and associated isotope fractionation

(Schmitt et al. 2009a). Similar processes were previ-

ously inferred to be responsible for the Zn isotope

variability of these samples (John et al. 2008).

Investigations of hydrogenetic Fe-Mn deposits are

of particular interest and such samples hence dominate

the current Cd isotope database for marine sediments

(Fig. 8.9). This interest is based on the observation that

the surface layers of hydrogenetic Fe-Mn crusts and

nodules faithfully record the isotopic composition of

seawater for numerous trace metals. Consequently,

time series data obtained for older deposits have

been used in paleoceanographic studies, to interrogate

temporal changes in the radiogenic (e.g., Nd, Pb) and

stable (e.g., Tl, Mo) isotope composition of seawater

(Frank 2002; Rehk€amper et al. 2002, 2004; Siebert

et al. 2003).

The compendium of presently available Cd isotope

data encompasses 15 Fe-Mn crusts (Horner et al.

2010) and 37 Fe-Mn nodules (Schmitt et al. 2009a).

These two types of deposits differ in that Fe-Mn crusts

form on basaltic substrates whereas nodules are pre-

cipitated on pelagic sediments. Despite this difference,

both crusts and nodules were observed to display sim-

ilar Cd contents (of about 1–20 mg/g) and isotope

compositions, with e114/110Cd values of between

about 0 and +5.5 (Fig. 8.9, Table 8.5). In particular,

essentially all hydrogenetic Fe-Mn deposits are char-

acterized by Cd isotope composition that are identical,

within error, to the oceanic deep water average of e114/
110Cd ¼ 2.9 � 1.0 (Ripperger et al. 2007). This result

is significant because it implies that Fe-Mn crusts and

nodules record the Cd isotope composition of seawater

without significant isotopic fractionation (Schmitt

et al. 2009a; Horner et al. 2010). This observation is

surprising because it contrasts with the behavior of Zn,

an element that generally exhibits similar marine bio-

geochemical characteristics to Cd (de Baar and La

Roche 2002). The Zn isotope composition of deep

ocean seawater (Bermin et al. 2006) appears to be

offset from isotopically heavier Zn in Fe-Mn nodules

(Maréchal et al. 2000) by about 5 e for 66Zn/64Zn. This
fractionation has been corroborated by laboratory

studies, which have shown that “heavy” Zn isotopes

are preferentially scavenged from solutions by

(oxy)hydroxide precipitates (Pokrovsky et al. 2005;

Balistrieri et al. 2008; Juillot et al. 2008). Offsets in

stable isotope compositions between seawater and

hydrogenetic Fe-Mn deposits are also common for

other elements, including Mo (Barling et al. 2001)

and Tl (Rehk€amper et al. 2002; Rehk€amper et al.

2004), although the mechanisms of isotopic fraction-

ation are still the subject of ongoing research and may

be different for each element.

The absence of isotopic effects during the incor-

poration of Cd into hydrogenetic Fe-Mn crusts and

nodules is a promising result because this simplifies

the interpretation of Cd isotope time series data that

are obtained for such samples. Based on this finding, it

may possible to interpret temporal variations in

e114/110Cd that are identified for Fe-Mn deposits, as

reflecting changes in the Cd isotope composition of

seawater, rather than differences in the isotopic frac-

tionation between seawater and the Fe-Mn minerals.

Preliminary time-resolved Cd isotope data were

obtained for a Fe-Mn nodule from the Atlantic

Ocean by Schmitt et al. (2009a). Six samples with

ages of between 0 and 8 Ma were analyzed and no

significant change in e114/110Cd was detected. This

suggests that long-term temporal variations in the Cd

isotope composition of oceanic deep water are likely

to be small (Schmitt et al. 2009a). However, it is

possible that the stable Cd isotope systematics of this

nodule were altered by diagenetic processes, such as

isotopic equilibration with Cd from pore fluids

(Rehk€amper et al. 2002).
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The time series data for the nodules also do not

preclude short-term fluctuations in the Cd isotope

composition of the oceans and these may be best

recorded in marine carbonates. This conclusion fol-

lows from the observation that the carbonate records

of Cd/Ca (Boyle and Keigwin 1982; Boyle 1992) and

other trace metal isotope systems (Lea 2006; Lynch-

Stieglitz 2006) show significant variability on glacial/

interglacial timescales. Cadmium isotope results are,

however, currently not available for carbonate sam-

ples that are commonly employed in paleoclimate

studies. This lack of data reflects the challenging

nature of the analyses, which are rendered particularly

difficult by the low Cd contents of such materials (e.g.,

foraminiferal tests; Table 8.5). This necessitate that

large samples (typically >1 g) are processed for anal-

ysis, as at least 1–10 ng of Cd are required for a

reasonably precise isotopic measurement. The only

carbonates for which Cd isotope data are currently

available, are aragonites from laboratory precipitation

experiments. These samples were observed to exhibit

consistently light Cd isotope signatures, with a frac-

tionation of �6.4 � 0.9 e114/110Cd (�2sd) relative to

the growth solution. It is possible but currently uncon-

strained whether natural biogenic carbonates exhibit

similar Cd isotope effects.

8.4.5 Mass Independent Cd Isotope
Fractionations

Most natural stable isotope fractionations scale with

the mass differences of the isotopes involved. The

ability to acquire more precise isotopic data as a con-

sequence of advances in mass spectrometric techni-

ques and instrumentation has, however, also enabled

the identification of stable isotope effects that clearly

do not scale with differences in nuclide mass. Such

mass independent stable isotope effects were first

documented for the light elements O and S (Thiemens

1999, 2006). More recently, the importance of mass

independent fractionation for heavier elements was

recognized based on results acquired for both natural

samples (particularly Hg, Tl and U; Rehk€amper et al.

2004; Smith et al. 2005; Xie et al. 2005; Schauble

2007; Stirling et al. 2007; Weyer et al. 2008; Blum

2011; Nielsen and Rehk€amper 2011) and laboratory

experiments (Hg, U and many other elements;

Biegeleisen 1996; Estrade et al. 2009; Fujii et al.

2009a).

For heavier elements, non-mass dependent isotope

fractionations are generally thought to be a conse-

quence of either nuclear volume (Biegeleisen 1996;

Schauble 2007; Fujii et al. 2009a) or magnetic isotope

effects (Buchachenko 2001). Nuclear volume fractio-

nations are also known as nuclear field shift effects

and are a consequence of non-mass dependent differ-

ences in nuclear volume and shape. Nuclear volume

(or the nuclear charge radius) increases with the num-

ber of neutrons and this increase is generally slightly

smaller for isotopes with odd mass numbers as com-

pared to even mass numbers. Hence, nuclear volume

effects are typically expected to generate odd-even

isotope fractionation patterns (Biegeleisen 1996;

Schauble 2007; Fujii et al. 2009a). In the case of Cd,
116Cd is an exception, however (Fig. 8.10), as the

nuclear volume of this even mass isotope displays a

relative deficit similar to that observed for the odd

mass isotopes 111Cd and 113Cd (Angeli 2004). Nuclear

volume effects are most significant for heavier ele-

ments but smaller, yet resolvable, effects were also

deemed to be reasonable, based on theoretical consid-

erations, for elements that have atomic masses similar

to those of Cd, such as Ru and Sn (Knyazev and

Myasoedov 2001; Schauble 2007; Fujii et al. 2009a).

Magnetic isotope effects stringently distinguish bet-

ween isotopes with odd and even mass numbers, as

they result from hyperfine coupling between the non-

zero nuclear spins of odd nuclei and the magnetic

moments of electrons (Buchachenko 2001).

Both nuclear volume and magnetic isotope fractio-

nations have been suggested to affect Cd under certain

conditions. Magnetic isotope effects, however, only

appear to play a role during Cd isotope analyses by

TIMS when silica gel is used as an activator. In partic-

ular, it was shown for such TIMS measurements that

Cd isotope ratios with the odd mass nuclides 111Cd and
113Cd do not display a mass dependent instrumental

fractionation relative to ratios that feature only

the even mass isotopes 110Cd, 112Cd, 114Cd and
116Cd (Manhès and Göpel 2003, 2007; Schmitt et al.

2009b). Such odd-even isotope anomalies were also

observed for Pb and Zn isotope analyses by TIMS

(Thirlwall 2000; Doucelance and Manhès 2001;

Manhès and Göpel 2003) and ascribed to a magnetic

isotope effect because (1) nuclear volume fractiona-

tions would also generate anomalies for 116Cd and (2)
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comparatively large (permil-level) non-mass depen-

dent effects were observed for 111Cd and 113Cd.

In order to investigate potential nuclear volume

isotope effects for Cd, Fujii et al. (2009b) conducted

an experimental study of isotope fractionation during

extraction of Cd from aqueous HCl solutions using a

crown ether dissolved in an immiscible organic sol-

vent. Large Cd isotope fractionations of up to about

50 e114/110Cd were generated and resolvable non-mass

dependent isotope effects were observed for 111Cd,
113Cd, and 116Cd as a consequence of nuclear field

shifts (Fig. 8.10). Fujii et al. (2009b) concluded that

between 5 and 30% of the measured Cd isotope frac-

tionations (depending on the isotope ratio evaluated)

were contributions from nuclear field shift effects.

Further evidence for non-mass dependent Cd iso-

tope effects was provided by analyses of highly frac-

tionated Cd metal samples that were produced as

residues of evaporation (Fig. 8.1, Sect. 8.4.1.1).

Inspection of the original measurement results sug-

gests that the isotope fractionation, which is recorded

by ratios that include 111Cd and 113Cd, may indeed

exhibit ppm level deviations from the trends defined

by 106Cd, 108Cd, 110Cd, 112Cd and 114Cd (Wombacher

et al. 2004). These differences are, however, barely

resolvable given the quoted analytical uncertainties.

Wombacher (2010) reanalyzed these Cd metal sam-

ples with improved precision and determined small

but clearly resolvable non-mass dependent isotope

anomalies of �26 � 5, �19 � 5 and �10 � 3 ppm

(parts per million) for 111Cd/114Cd, 113Cd/114Cd and
116Cd/114Cd, respectively (Fig. 8.10). Importantly, the

relative magnitude of the measured effects is in accord

with, or similar to, the fractionation pattern that is

predicted based on published nuclear charge radius

data (Fig. 8.10). The interpretation that the observed

anomalies indeed reflect nuclear field shift effects

from evaporation is furthermore supported by the

observation of similar nuclear volume isotope effects

for evaporation residues of Hg (Estrade et al. 2009).

The nuclear field shift effects determined for the

evaporation of Cd are very small, however, as they

contribute only about 0.5% to the total observed iso-

tope fractionation from evaporation of Cd

(Wombacher 2010). Hence, these non-mass dependent

effects (Fig. 8.10) were only detectable because the

absolute extent of mass dependent isotope fraction-

ation from evaporation was extremely large, at up to

almost 50‰ for 110Cd/114Cd (Fig. 8.1). The mass

independent Cd isotope effects determined for TIMS

analyses and crown ether extractions are much larger

but these results may not be relevant for the generation

of isotope anomalies in natural systems. Biological

uptake of Cd has been shown to create large isotope

fractionations (Figs. 8.6 and 8.7, Sect. 8.4.4.2) and

thus provides an alternative pathway for the gene-

ration of mass-independent Cd isotope effects.

Biological processes, however, are likely to involve

bonding environments for Cd that exhibit significant

covalent contributions (due to electron sharing) and

such conditions are thought to greatly reduce the

importance of nuclear field shift effects (Knyazev

and Myasoedov 2001; Schauble 2007).

Fig. 8.10 Experimental evidence for nuclear volume Cd iso-

tope effects that was obtained for a crown ether extraction

experiment (Fujii et al. 2009b) and an evaporation residue

(Wombacher 2010). The relative deviation of a Cd isotope

ratio in parts per million (ppm) from the value expected for

purely mass dependent stable isotope fractionation is shown on

the y-axis. Results are depicted for all Cd isotope ratios from
106Cd/114Cd to 116Cd/114Cd. The data for the odd mass isotopes
111Cd and 113Cd and the even isotope 116Cd deviate from mass

dependent behavior. This is in accord with the pattern expected

for non-mass dependent nuclear volume effects, which reflect

differences in nuclear charge radii (Angeli 2004). The results for

the crown ether extract (Fujii et al. 2009b) were recalculated,

such that 114Cd is the common denominator; the uncertainties

were assessed based on the reported d-values and are likely to be
overestimated. The data for the Cd evaporation residue E (see

Fig. 8.1; Wombacher 2010) were obtained with a Neptune MC-

ICPMS instrument (Universit€at Bonn) in 30 min analyses at

high ion beam intensities. Shown are the average results (�2sd

uncertainties) of three analyses conducted using two different

collector settings and sample introduction systems. The

generalized power law (with exponent n ¼ �0.353) was applied

to correct for the large mass dependent fractionation of the Cd,

as described in (Wombacher et al. 2004)
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In summary, these observations suggest that mass

independent Cd isotope effects may not be significant

in nature. It will be important, however, to verify

this somewhat speculative conclusion by further

high-precision Cd isotope analyses of suitable, highly

fractionated samples without use of a double spike.

This is particularly significant as (1) non-mass depen-

dent Cd isotope fractionations may enable novel tracer

applications and (2) the current techniques of Cd

double spike data reduction explicitly assume that

any differences Cd isotope compositions arise only

from mass dependent effects.

8.5 Future Directions and Outlook

The first targeted search for natural differences in

the Cd isotope composition of terrestrial materials

was conducted in the 1970s (Rosman and de Laeter

1975). However, no variability could be resolved until

more precise mass spectrometric techniques were

developed less than a decade ago (Wombacher et al.

2003; Ripperger and Rehk€amper 2007; Schmitt et al.

2009b). The current Cd isotope database for terrestrial

materials is still relatively small, compared to that

available for other non-traditional stable isotope sys-

tems, such as Fe, Zn, or Mo (Johnson et al. 2004).

However, small natural Cd isotope variations have

been identified even for samples of the silicate Earth,

such as rocks and minerals from the continental crust

(Figs. 8.2 and 8.3). Furthermore, two specific mechan-

isms have been identified, which routinely generate

larger Cd isotope fractionations in nature – these are

partial evaporation/condensation (Wombacher et al.

2004; Cloquet et al. 2006) and biological utilization

(Lacan et al. 2006; Ripperger et al. 2007). These find-

ings have recently stirred significant interest in Cd

isotope studies and an increasing number of labora-

tories are currently acquiring results.

Due to this interest, it is of particular importance to

quickly establish a new zero-e (or zero-d) reference
material that is universally adopted by all laboratories.

This development is needed, to ensure that the results

of different laboratories do not feature systematic off-

sets (which can result from poor intercalibration) but

are accurate at the current level of analytical precision

(about �0.1 to 0.3 eCd/amu; Table 8.3). The currently

ongoing intercalibration of NIST SRM 3108 Cd

(Abouchami et al. 2010b) is promising in this respect

and will hopefully lead to the adoption of this standard

as a universally accepted zero-e reference material for

Cd isotopes in the near future.

Given the current scarcity of Cd isotope data, it will

be important for future studies to expand this database

in a systematic manner. Of particular interest will

be data acquired at high precision and accuracy, and

these are probably best obtained using a double spike

approach with either TIMS or MC-ICPMS (Tables 8.3

and 8.4). Additional analyses that are conducted with-

out a double spike also will be important, however, to

search for non-mass dependent Cd isotope anomalies.

In any case, the samples for such analyses will need

to be carefully chosen, as the methods are time-

consuming and it is unclear whether future improve-

ments in instrumentation or techniques will be able to

significantly increase sample throughput. Regardless

of such limitations, there are a number of interesting

problems and potential applications, which should

(and are very likely to be) investigated in the near

future.

Fractionation mechanisms. A striking advantage of

the Cd stable isotope system is that essentially all

larger isotopic effects are known to be due to either

evaporation/condensation or biological utilization.

This observation is backed up by a few experimental

studies, which clearly demonstrate the effect of these

processes on Cd isotope compositions (Wombacher

et al. 2004; Lacan et al. 2006). However, in detail,

there are many questions that should be addressed. For

example, Cd isotope fractionation by biological utili-

zation has only been investigated in experiments with

freshwater phytoplankton (Lacan et al. 2006), but such

effects are most common and scientifically interesting

in marine (seawater) environments. Hence, laboratory

studies of Cd uptake by various marine organisms,

which characterize potential vital effects and fraction-

ation pathways are particularly desirable. Similarly,

it has been observed that isotope fractionations for

Cd (and other elements) from partial evaporation are

typically much smaller (by about a factor of two)

than expected from kinetic theory, which predicts a

fractionation factor of akin ¼ (m2/m1)
0.5 (Wombacher

et al. 2004, 2008). The origin of this behavior

is currently not understood and should hence be

investigated.

Anthropogenic Cd isotope fractionations. An

improved understanding of Cd isotope effects from
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evaporation and condensation is of particular interest,

as a number of important anthropogenic fluxes of

Cd to the environment involve volatilization. This

includes, for example, the burning of coal and urban

waste as well as the smelting and refining processes

that are applied in the industrial production of Cd.

Based on the results obtained to date (Fig. 8.2), com-

bined Cd isotope and concentration measurements

hold significant promise for the tracing and quantifica-

tion of anthropogenic inputs and such studies are of

particular relevance due to the high toxicity of Cd

(Nriagu 1981). The isotopic tracing approach further-

more appears promising, given (1) the high volatility

of Cd, which should aid in the generation of fraction-

ation effects that are larger compared to those

observed for the geochemically similar but less vola-

tile element Zn; and (2) the lack of other significant

(abiotic) fractionation pathways for Cd isotopes.

Cd isotope fractionation in the silicate Earth. Only
few high precision isotopic data are currently available

for samples of the Earth’s continental crust and man-

tle. These results indicate very limited natural varia-

bility in Cd isotope compositions (Figs. 8.2 and 8.3,

Table 8.5) but this may be an artifact of the small

number of samples analyzed. Hence, additional high

precision measurements are important that target

diverse environments, lithologies and samples types,

to confirm or revise the present observations. For exam-

ple, preliminary results obtained for ultramafic samples

may indicate that these differ in Cd isotope composition

from mafic and felsic rocks, potentially as a result of

magmatic processes (Schönb€achler et al. 2009).

The primary aim of such analyses will be to better

establish the extent of Cd isotope variability in the

silicate Earth. Such data will be of importance to

environmental scientists, as isotopic tracing of anthro-

pogenic Cd is not feasible without a detailed under-

standing natural Cd isotope variations in the silicate

Earth. Furthermore, the larger database will also pro-

vide more robust constraints on the Cd isotope com-

position of the silicate Earth. Notably, the best current

estimate of e114/110Cd for the bulk silicate Earth

(Table 8.5) is based on results for only seven silicate

rock samples (Schmitt et al. 2009a). A comparison of

the mean terrestrial e114/110Cd value with meteorite

data is important, as this may provide new insights

into the processes responsible for the volatile depleted

nature of the Earth and other planetary bodies (Palme

et al. 1988; Wombacher et al. 2008).

Cd isotopes in marine environments. The small

database for Cd isotopes in seawater is currently grow-

ing rapidly, as samples from the GEOTRACES

research program (Measures 2007) are analyzed. The

availability of such data for a wider range of marine

locations and conditions is desirable, as this will

enhance our understanding of the cycling and

biological role of Cd in the oceans.

Further interest will focus on the question whether

this larger dataset still exhibits a robust co-variation

between Cd concentrations and isotope compositions

(Fig. 8.7). Confirmation of this trend is desirable

because this would provide a solid basis for paleocea-

nographic applications. Specifically, a robust e114/
110Cd-[Cd] relationship for seawater would imply

that marine records of Cd isotope compositions could

be used, either alone or in combination with forami-

niferal Cd/Ca ratios, to study past changes in ocean

circulation and marine nutrient utilization (Boyle and

Keigwin 1982; Boyle 1988; Rickaby and Elderfield

1999). Potential archives that warrant further investi-

gation are Fe-Mn crusts and nodules (Schmitt et al.

2009a; Horner et al. 2010), the hydrogenetic compo-

nents of pelagic sediments, and marine carbonates.

The latter archives are of particular interest, as they

can be sampled at sufficient resolution to resolve gla-

cial-interglacial cycles. Hence, they can be used to

further interrogate the role of the marine carbon

cycle in driving changes in atmospheric CO2 levels

and global climate conditions (Elderfield and Rickaby

2000; Sigman and Boyle 2000). Cadmium isotope

analyses of marine carbonates will be very challeng-

ing, however, as the low Cd contents of such phases

necessitate that relatively large samples are processed

for isotopic analyses. Typically, a precise Cd isotope

analysis will require about 100–1,000 time more Cd

than are necessary for Cd/Ca measurements of carbo-

nates. Nonetheless, such analyses will be of great

interest, if they can provide robust records for a marine

e114/110Cd proxy that can be applied to study changes

in marine nutrient levels.

The development of such paleoceanographic appli-

cations also requires, however, that any isotopic frac-

tionation from incorporation of Cd into the archive is

well characterized, ideally by studies of both natural
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and experimental systems. The presently published

data indicate that the incorporation of Cd into marine

Fe-Mn oxyhydroxide phases is probably not accom-

panied by significant Cd isotope fractionations

(Schmitt et al. 2009a; Horner et al. 2010), whilst

such effects have been detected for carbonate phases

(Wombacher et al. 2003). These first results, however,

need to be thoroughly verified in further studies. An

investigation of the dependence of carbonate mineral

fractionation factors on temperature, precipitation rate

and other parameters will be particularly important

because the Cd/Ca ratios of planktonic foraminiferal

tests have been shown to vary strongly with seawater

temperature (Rickaby and Elderfield 1999).

Of general interest is, furthermore, an isotopic

investigation of the sources and sinks of Cd in the

oceans. For the sources, the analyses should ideally

encompass rivers and estuarine systems, hydrothermal

fluids and atmospheric inputs, including volcanic

emissions, which might be expected to exhibit large

Cd isotope effects from volatilization. Marine sedi-

mentary deposits represent the main sink of Cd in

the oceans, and relatively high Cd concentrations (of

>100 ng/g) are commonly found in pelagic clays

(Table 8.5) and C-rich sediments from continental

margins (Heinrichs et al. 1980). Of particular impor-

tance is the application of these data to carry out an

independent review of previously published mass bal-

ance estimates for the input and output fluxes of

marine Cd. In addition, the isotopic results will

also provide new constraints on the marine residence

time of Cd, which has been estimated at about

18,000–180,000 a by previous investigations

(Balistrieri et al. 1981; Martin and Whitfield 1983;

Boyle 1988). These results will furthermore be of

relevance for paleoceanography, as they inform on

whether processes other than nutrient utilization are

able to alter the Cd isotope composition of the oceans.
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Chapter 9

Stable Isotopes of Cr and Se as Tracers of Redox Processes
in Earth Surface Environments

Thomas M. Johnson

Abstract Redox reactions play a central role in the

environmental geochemistry of chromium (Cr) and

selenium (Se). A small but growing body of research

shows that the stable isotope abundances of both ele-

ments are altered by these redox reactions. As is

observed with nitrate and sulfate, reduction of the

higher valence oxoanions to lower valence forms

induces isotopic fractionation, with the reaction prod-

uct enriched in lighter isotopes. The magnitudes of

isotope ratio shifts range up to 4.5‰ for 53Cr/52Cr

during Cr(VI) reduction, and up to 18‰ for
82Se/76Se during Se(VI) or Se(IV) reduction, but they

vary with reaction mechanism and can be much smal-

ler for environmentally relevant conditions. Other

chemical processes generally produce lesser fraction-

ation. Accordingly, Cr and Se isotope ratios have

potential as indicators of reduction. Application of Cr

isotope data as a quantitative indicator of natural

reduction of hexavalent Cr in groundwater appears to

be successful. Application of Se isotope data to con-

strain selenate reduction in wetlands has not been

successful because effective fractionations induced

by redox reactions are small, but recent studies suggest

that reduction in groundwater produces significant

fractionation and may be detected using Se isotope

measurements.

9.1 Introduction

Chromium and selenium each have multiple valence

states in environmental systems, and reduction and

oxidation (redox) reactions are of central importance

in their geochemistry. These reactions alter the

two elements’ chemical behavior markedly and can

provide energy for biological activity relevant to

environmental processes. Redox reactions have the

potential to induce large isotopic fractionations

because they greatly alter the atoms’ bond energies.

Decades of C, N, and S isotope studies have exploited

redox-related isotope ratio shifts (e.g.,Valley and

Cole 2001). More recent research has revealed that

many heavier elements exhibit similar redox-driven

isotopic fractionation. In this chapter, we review

research on Cr and Se isotopes together, because

of similarities in their isotope systematics and

applications.

Decades of theoretical studies of isotopic fraction-

ation, mostly focused on lighter elements, provide

some general systematic concepts that aid in under-

standing redox-driven isotopic fractionation in the Cr

and Se isotope systems.We provide only a brief review

here; more complete reviews exist, and those treat

these concepts in detail (e.g., Valley and Cole 2001).

Many studies have predicted equilibrium isotope frac-

tionation, using chemical bond energies derived from

spectroscopic data and molecular models (Chacko

et al. 2001; Schauble et al. 2004). The most general

prediction is that, at isotopic equilibrium, heavier iso-

topes of an element tend to partition into sites with

greater bonding energies (Criss 1999). Greater valence

number generally leads to shorter bonds with greater

energies, so heavier isotopes tend to be enriched in

phases containing higher valence states, relative to
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phases containing lower valence states with which they

are in isotopic equilibrium.

At earth surface conditions, however, redox reac-

tions are often far from equilibrium and proceed domi-

nantly in one direction with little back reaction.

This absence of chemical equilibrium is often accom-

panied by an absence of isotopic equilibrium. The most

important C and S isotope effects at earth surface

temperatures arise from reduction reactions (photosyn-

thesis and sulfate reduction) operating far from equi-

librium (Canfield 2001; Hayes 2001). In these cases,

kinetic isotope effects may occur. In the simplest

form of kinetic isotope fractionation, bonds of lighter

isotopes are effectively weaker, so their reaction

rates tend to be greater than those of heavier isotopes

(Bigeleisen 1949; Criss 1999). For example, during

sulfate reduction, the weaker bonds in 32S-bearing sul-

fate cause it to have a greater reaction rate compared to
34S-bearing sulfate (Canfield 2001).

Kinetic isotope fractionation can be complex, and

the fractionation factor for a given reaction varies,

depending on the reaction mechanism and/or the rela-

tive rates of steps within a multi-step reaction. For

example, the magnitude of S isotope fractionation

induced by microbial sulfate reduction depends on

the type of microbial metabolism and, for a single

species, on the electron donor availability and other-

environmental variables (Kaplan and Rittenberg 1964;

Detmers et al. 2001). Furthermore, individual steps

within a multi-step reaction can be close to isotopic

equilibrium while the overall reaction is not (Hayes

2001). This leads to complex and variable kinetic

isotopic effects observed for the overall reaction. A

basic understanding of this variability is essential in

applying Se and Cr isotopes in geochemical studies.

9.1.1 Chromium Geochemistry
and Stable Isotopes

The aqueous geochemistry of Cr was reviewed

recently by Ball and Nordstrom (1998); an Eh-pH

diagram is presented in Fig. 9.1. Chromium is a group

6 element; the þ6 valence is stable under oxidizing

conditions. This is also true of S, and thus some insight

into Cr isotope geochemistry can be gained from

understanding that of S. The chromate (CrO4
2�) and

hydrochromate (HCrO4
�) ions, together referred to as

Cr(VI), are generally soluble, weakly adsorbing, and

mobile (Davis and Olsen 1995). Under weakly to

strongly reducing conditions, Cr(VI) tends to reduce

to the þ 3 valence, or Cr(III), which is geochemically

similar to ferric iron. It readily precipitates and/or

adsorbs to solid surfaces. Importantly, Cr is mobile

and bioavailable in its oxidized forms, but generally

immobile and non-bioavailable in its reduced forms.

Cr(III) can be oxidized to Cr(VI), but oxidation by

dissolved oxygen is slow. MnO2 minerals are thought

to be required for rapid oxidation of Cr(III) (Fendorf

et al. 1993).

Cr(VI) has been used in several common industrial

processes (U.S. Department of Health 2000); ground-

water Cr(VI) plumes are present in most industrial
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centers of developed countries and occasionally at

rural industrial installations. Cr(VI) also occurs natu-

rally, where weathering of ultramafic rocks occurs

(Oze et al. 2007; Izbicki et al. 2008). Cr(VI) is known

to have various negative health effects whereas Cr(III)

is relatively non-toxic (Katz and Salem 1994). The

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s drinking

water maximum contaminant level for chromium is

0.10 mg/L (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

2009). Cr(VI) reduction is often an attractive remedia-

tion strategy, as it immobilizes and detoxifies the

Cr. In some cases, natural reduction occurs, whereas

in other cases, active remediation is attempted by

emplacement of reducing agents or stimulation of

microbial action (Blowes 2002).

Cr has four stable isotopes, 50Cr, 52Cr, 53Cr, 54Cr,

with natural abundances 4.3, 83.8, 9.5, and 2.4%,

respectively. All studies to date have measured the
53Cr /52Cr ratio, which provides a mass difference of

about 2%.

9.1.2 Selenium Geochemistry and Stable
Isotopes

The aqueous geochemistry of Se is reviewed in a

recent article (Seby et al. 2001); an Eh-pH diagram is

presented in Fig. 9.1. Se is a group 16 element, with

valence electron configurations and geochemical

properties similar to those of S. Like S, Se is stable

in the +6 and�2 valence states. Selenate (SeO4
2�) and

selenide (Se2�) species, which are geochemically

similar to sulfate and sulfide, are formed. However,

Se geochemistry departs from that of S in that the þ 4

and 0 valences can be thermodynamically stable (Seby

et al. 2001). The þ 4 valence forms SeO3
2� and

HSeO3
� ions, together referred to as Se(IV), which

are highly soluble like Se(VI), but more prone to

sorption. The 0 valence state readily forms a solid

Se0 precipitate, even at sub-micromolar concentra-

tions (McNeal and Balistrieri 1989; Seby et al.

2001). Like Cr, Se is highly mobile and bioavailable

in its oxidized forms, but is often reduced to insoluble

Se(0) and precipitated in moderately reducing envir-

onments. Alternatively, under moderately to strongly

reducing conditions, metal selenides (e.g., HgSe,

CuSe, Ag2Se, FeSe) may form. In Se-contaminated

modern environments, reduction may sequester solu-

ble Se in insoluble reduced forms.

Like S, Se is utilized in biological activity. But

whereas most systems contain inorganic S well in

excess of biological uptake, Se is much less abundant

and much of the bioavailable Se in a given system may

cycle like a nutrient (Cutter and Cutter 2001), with

organic forms more abundant than inorganic forms in

some waters and many sediments (Clark and Johnson

2010). The strong organic cycling of Se, combined

with the stability of the +4 and 0 valences, causes the

environmental geochemistry of Se to differ greatly

from that of sulfur.

Se is used by organisms as a nutrient, but at con-

centrations only one to two orders of magnitude above

optimal levels, Se may be toxic and has caused dis-

ease, deformity, and/or death among certain animals

and, in very rare cases, among humans (Lemly 1998;

Skorupa 1998; Zhu et al. 2004). In most cases, Se

contamination arises from weathering of Se-rich sedi-

mentary rocks, with human land and water manage-

ment playing an important role (Presser 1994). Mining

activities can release problematic masses of Se in

some cases (Stilling and Amacher 2010). The drinking

water maximum contaminant level for selenium is

0.050 mg/L (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

2009).

Se has six stable isotopes, 74Se, 76Se, 77Se, 78Se,
80Se, and 82Se, with natural abundances 0.89, 9.4, 7.6,

23.8, 49.6, and 8.7%, respectively. Although Se is a

somewhat heavy element, the mass of 82Se is nearly

8% greater than that of 76Se in the commonlymeasured
82Se/76Se ratio. This large difference amplifies isotopic

fractionation.

9.2 Methods

9.2.1 Notation and the Rayleigh
Fractionation Equation

This chapter focuses on mass-dependent fractionation

of isotopes, in which chemical processes shift the rela-

tive abundances of heavy isotopes of an element rela-

tive to its lighter isotopes. These shifts are expressed as

ratios of abundances, and by convention that of the

heavier isotope is the numerator. For example:
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R ¼
53Cr
52Cr

: (9.1)

Because meaningful variations in R are much less

than one percent, it is inconvenient to write ratios

explicitly (e.g., 0.11338 and 0.11339 may be signifi-

cantly different ratios). Measured ratios are thus

expressed as relative deviations of a measured ratio

from that of a standard reference material:

d53Cr ¼ RSample

RStandard
� 1: (9.2)

Typically, delta is expressed in parts per thousand,

or per mil. For example, if the measured ratio is

greater than that of the standard by a factor of 1.002,

then d53Cr ¼ 0.002, which typically is written as

“þ2‰.” Alternatively, this result can be expressed in

parts per million, i.e., “þ2,000 ppm.” Some workers

have used the symbol e in place of d to express “parts

per 10,000” deviation. This can lead to confusion, as e
has long been used to conveniently express the magni-

tude of an isotopic fractionation (see below).

It is essential to have a parameter that expresses

quantitatively the degree to which isotopes are fractio-

nated by a chemical process. This is done by defining a

fractionation factor, which compares the isotope ratio

of a reactant to that of a product, or compares two

phases in equilibrium:

a ¼ RReactant

RProduct
(9.3)

or

a ¼ RProduct

RReactant
: (9.4)

One can choose either of these two definitions of

alpha. The latter may seem a natural choice, but the

former has been used for decades by the carbon and

sulfur isotope communities because it is more conve-

nient (see below). Both have been used in the Cr and

Se isotope literature.

Just as it is more convenient to express measure-

ment results using d rather than R, the parameter e is

defined to conveniently quantify isotopic fractionation:

e ¼ a� 1; (9.5)

e is expressed in per mil form, and is a convenient

quantity because it is very close to the difference in

delta values between the reactant and the product flux:

e � dreactant � dproduct; (9.6)

when (9.3) is used to define a. For example, if Rreactant

is greater than Rproduct by a factor of 1.002, we write

e ¼ þ2‰.

For normal kinetic isotope effects, Rreactant> Rproduct

and thus e is a positive quantity when (9.3) is used to

define a. When (9.4) is used to define a, simple kinetic

effects lead to e values that are equal in magnitude but

negative in sign. This leads to confusing language,

because greater (stronger) isotopic fractionation corre-

sponds to lesser (more negative) e values. For this

reason, studies focusing on “normal” kinetic effects,

in which reaction products are depleted in heavy iso-

topes relative to reactants (Canfield 2001; Hayes 2001)

often choose (9.3) as the definition of a. This approach
is followed in this chapter.

The magnitude of equilibrium isotope fractionation

is often expressed using D:

D � dA � dB; (9.7)

where A and B are the two phases in equilibrium. Like

e, D is more convenient than a for routine use.

When kinetic isotope effects occur, the Rayleigh

distillation equation is often invoked to provide quan-

titative relationships between the extent of the reaction

and the isotope ratios of the reactant and product. This

concept applies rigorously to a closed, well-mixed

system in which the reaction products do not interact

with the reactant pool (e.g, no back-reaction occurs).

When a is defined as Rreactant/Rproduct, the Rayleigh

equation giving the isotopic composition of the

remaining reactant is:

d ¼ d0 þ 1000ð Þf 1a�1 � 1000; (9.8)

where f is the fraction of reactant remaining. An

example of a Rayleigh model is plotted in Fig. 9.2,

along with an equilibrium fractionation model, in

which the product and reactant remain in full isotopic

equilibrium as a reaction proceeds.
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9.2.2 Sampling

Water samples must be treated carefully to maintain

species in solution and avoid isotopic fractionation

during transport and storage. In all cases, samples

must be filtered to avoid microbial redox reactions

and resulting isotopic shifts. Even after filtration, Cr

(VI) may be reduced by abiotic reducing agents such as

dissolved organic molecules. Reduction to Cr(III),

which causes loss of Cr from solution and alters isotope

ratios, is promoted by acidic conditions, so acidifica-

tion of samples should be avoided (Stollenwerk and

Grove 1985). Se(VI) is relatively insensitive to abiotic

reduction and acidification of waters to pH < 2 has

been recommended for preservation of dissolved spe-

ciation (Cheam and Agemian 1980). However, Se(IV)

is more prone to reduction via abiotic reduction, and Se

(IV) oxidation has been reported for some HCl-bearing

solutions (Heninger et al. 1997). It is wise to monitor

Se(IV) concentrations, if possible, during sample

storage. Refrigeration of samples is highly advanta-

geous for both Se and Cr, as it slows these reactions

(Heninger et al. 1997). Storage in the dark is also

advisable, to avoid photochemical reactions.

Samples of solid materials can be similarly unsta-

ble, as microbial action and ongoing abiotic reactions

can greatly change redox speciation and alter isotope

ratios during transport and storage. Immediate proces-

sing of samples and/or refrigeration, and/or careful

exclusion of air may be required.

9.2.3 Mass Spectrometry

Methods for Cr and Se isotope measurements are

rather specialized, and a number of analytical issues

affect how studies are planned and carried out (e.g.,

choices of analytical hardware and method dictate

minimum usable sample size). For this reason, the

major analytical issues are reviewed here with the

goal of providing a guide for non-specialists to navi-

gate the analytical choices involved. Sample prepara-

tion methods are described after this section, as those

methods are determined by the details of mass spec-

trometry reviewed here.

9.2.3.1 Hardware Choices and Double Spike

Methods

Most recent Cr and Se isotope studies employ multi-

collector inductively coupled plasma mass spectrome-

try (MC-ICP-MS), in which the analyte is ionized in a

plasma, the ion beam passes through a magnetic sector

to separate the isotopes, and the individual ions beams

are measured simultaneously in an array of Faraday

collectors (Albarède and Beard 2004). Single collector

ICP-MS instruments do not provide the required pre-

cision for the vast majority of Cr and Se applications.

Thermal ionization mass spectrometry (TIMS) is a

viable option for both elements. Well-developed

methods exist, though they generally have lesser sam-

ple throughput, compared to MC-ICP-MS.

Both TIMS and MC-ICP-MS instruments exhibit

“mass bias.” MC-ICP-MS instruments have a strong

bias in favor of heavier isotopes (See reviews by

Albarède and Beard 2004; Weiss et al. 2008). For

example, measured 53Cr/52Cr ratios are a few percent

larger than true values. With TIMS, the bias is roughly

an order of magnitude smaller, but changes over time

during analysis. With MC-ICP-MS, the bias is nearly

constant over time, and can be determined by analyz-

ing standards before and after each sample (Albarède

and Beard 2004). However, this “sample-standard

bracketing” approach can lose precision if mass bias

variation between standards does not vary smoothly

because of instrumental noise or sample matrix effects.

Some Cr and Se MC-ICP-MS studies, and all of the

TIMS studies, have employed double isotope tracer, or

“double spike” methods to determine instrumental
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Fig. 9.2 Models for isotopic fractionation as a function of the

extent of a reaction. Solid lines give values for a Rayleigh model

with e ¼ 4‰; dashed lines for an equilibrium model with

D ¼ 4‰. For both models, black lines give the isotopic compo-

sition of the reactant; blue lines give that of the accumulated

reaction product. The red line gives the isotopic composition of

the product flux (the incremental product produced at one instant

in time) for the Rayleigh model
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mass bias (Johnson and Beard 1999; Johnson et al.

1999; Clark and Johnson 2008; Schoenberg et al.

2008; Berna et al. 2010). A “spike” solution contain-

ing two stable isotopes (e.g., for Cr, 54Cr and 50Cr are

used) in a known ratio is mixed thoroughly with each

sample (i.e., care must be taken to assure complete

isotopic equilibration between spike and sample). The

measured ratio of the spike isotopes is then used to

monitor mass bias. Although this ratio is partially

determined by the sample’s contributions to the spike

isotope signals, the relative proportions of spike and

sample are precisely determined, and the spike and

sample contributions to measured signals are sepa-

rated mathematically. Calculation routines to carry

this out are complex, but they are described in the

literature and, once implemented, require little effort

per sample (Johnson and Beard 1999; Johnson et al.

1999; Schoenberg et al. 2008).

The double spike approach has important advan-

tages: It monitors mass bias during, not before and

after, sample measurements and thus can accommo-

date sample matrix effects and non-systematic shifts in

mass bias. Also, it can correct for isotopic fraction-

ation that may occur during sample preparation,

provided the spike is mixed with the sample prior to

sample preparation steps. Finally, it can provide

highly precise concentration measurements if the

spike solution’s concentration is carefully calibrated.

The double spike approach also has some disadvan-

tages: At least four isotopes must be measured rather

than two, and this may increase the number of inter-

ferences that must be addressed. Furthermore, many

elements (e.g., Li, Mg, Si, Cu, Sb, Tl) have fewer than

4 stable isotopes.

A third approach used to correct for MC-ICP-MS

mass bias drift is the “elemental spike” approach. In

this case, a second element is doped into the analyzed

solution; drift in the mass bias is monitored by mea-

suring drift in an isotope ratio of the spike element. For

example, Cu can be used as an elemental spike for Fe

analyses, with the 65Cu/63Cu ratio monitored to detect

mass bias drift (Albarède and Beard 2004). There has

been minor use of Sr as an elemental spike for Se

(Rouxel et al. 2002), but overall, this approach has

not been used for Cr and Se.

9.2.3.2 Cr Mass Spectrometry Methods

Methods used for Cr isotope analysis are closely simi-

lar to those used for Fe, with most of the methods

development occurring first for Fe measurements,

with later adaptation to Cr. A double spike TIMS

method for Cr (Ellis et al. 2002) was used in a few

studies and, though its usage seems to be waning, it

remains a viable option. MC-ICP-MS analysis offers

faster sample throughput but is more prone to interfer-

ing species with masses close to those of the Cr iso-

topes. ArC+, ArN+, ClO+, and SO+ interferences can

be avoided using high resolution methods (Halicz

et al. 2008; Schoenberg et al. 2008) that closely follow

methods used for Fe (Weyer and Schwieters 2003).

Recent methods and mass spectrometers are capable

of resolving small differences in mass, thereby mea-

suring the Cr isotopes while excluding interfering

ArC+ and ArN+ ions, which have slightly greater

masses. This approach, first developed for Fe isotope

ratios (Weyer and Schwieters 2003) requires special

instrumentation; not all MC-ICP-MS instruments have

the required narrow ion source slit and precise ion

optics. Furthermore, the narrow slit decreases signal

intensity, so the mass of Cr required for analysis is

increased roughly tenfold.

An alternative to this high-resolution approach

measures the combined intensity of the Cr and inter-

fering beams, then subtracts the interferences. The

interference intensities are determined by measure-

ments on blank solutions. This approach has been

used for Fe isotope measurements (Anbar et al. 2000;

Belshaw et al. 2000), but so far, no Cr isotope pub-

lications have used it. Desolvating nebulizers are often

used to reduce Ar-based interferences and increase

signal strength (Anbar et al. 2000). Some mass spec-

trometers are equipped with collision cells that greatly

decrease ArN+ and ArO+ intensities (Albarède and

Beard 2004).

MC-ICP-MS measurements of Cr isotope ratios can

be done with either double spike methods (Schoenberg

et al. 2008) or sample-standard bracketing (Halicz et al.

2008). When the 54Crþ 50Cr double spike approach is

used, interferences from 54Fe and 50Ti must be dealt

with. Clean sample preparationmethods can reduce these

to small levels, but traces of Fe and Ti usually remain.

The masses of the interfering isotopes are so close to

those of the Cr isotopes that high mass resolution

methods are of no help. Thus, small corrections, calcu-

lated using, for example, 56Fe and 49Ti beam intensi-

ties, are usually applied. Sample standard bracketing

methods also require almost complete purification of

the sample’s Cr, as anymatrix components found in the

sample could cause its mass bias to differ relative to

that of the more pure bracketing standard solution.
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Precision reported in the literature ranges from

0.04 to 0.2‰ (Ellis et al. 2002; Halicz et al. 2008;

Schoenberg et al. 2008; Berna et al. 2010). The more

precise measurements require about one microgram

Cr. With less Cr, analyses can be carried out with

diminishing precision as signal strength decreases.

Results are generally reported relative to IRMM-

012 or NIST SRM-979. These materials should be

isotopically identical, as IRMM-012 is a solution

made from SRM-979 material. NIST SRM-3112a

may be a useful secondary standard; its d53Cr value is
�0.07‰ relative to IRMM-012 (Schoenberg et al.

2008). Analyses of basaltic rocks, ultramafic rocks,

and Cr ores (Schoenberg et al. 2008) fall within a

very narrow range close to SRM-979 (�0.124 �
0.101‰), so all three of these standards are reasonably

close to the bulk-earth value.

9.2.3.3 Se Mass Spectrometry Methods

The most effective method for Se isotope analysis at

present is MC-ICP-MS, though other methods have

been used in the past. Early methods used gas-source

mass spectrometry of SeF6 (Krouse and Thode 1962),

but that method requires relatively large amount of Se

per analysis and fluorination of the purified Se. It is not

currently in use. More recent work successfully

employed TIMS methods (Johnson et al. 1999), but

that method also requires a relatively large mass of Se

(500 ng per analysis) and has slower sample through-

put relative to MC-ICP-MS methods.

MC-ICP-MS methods exploit hydride generation,

whereby Se(IV) in solution is converted to H2Se via

reaction with a reducing agent and injected into the

plasma as a gas. This approach, developed for Se

isotopic measurements by Rouxel et al. (2002) has

the advantage of delivering nearly 100% of the Se to

the plasma, along with only a few other elements and

minor amounts of H2O, H2, and HCl vapor. This

efficient delivery and lack of sample matrix loading

in the plasma enables high sensitivity and precise

analyses that consume as little as 20 ng Se (Rouxel

et al. 2002; Clark and Johnson 2008). This small

sample size requirement is essential to the success of

many studies, as Se concentrations in many waters and

solids are small.

MC-ICP-MS methods for Se must address a large

array of interferences; every Se isotope is affected

(Rouxel et al. 2002; Clark and Johnson 2008). These

include ArAr+, Kr+, Ge+, ArCl+, SeH+, BrH+, and

AsH+. Although most elements do not follow Se

through the hydride generation process into the

plasma, Ge and As do. Specific strategies used to

address interferences are given in recent publications

(Rouxel et al. 2002; Clark and Johnson 2008). High-

resolution methods have not been successful to date, in

part because they decrease signal strength and thus

require more Se per analysis.

Mass bias correction has been accomplished

through either sample-standard bracketing (Rouxel

et al. 2002; Carignan and Wen 2007) or double spike

methods, which include 82Se+74Se and 77Se+74Se

spikes (Johnson et al. 1999; Clark and Johnson

2008). Reported precision for sample-standard brack-

eting and 77Se+74Se double spike methods is �0.25

per mil on the 82Se/76Se ratio. The 82Se+74Se double

spike approach produces precision of 0.15‰ on the
78Se/76Se ratio (Clark and Johnson 2008). Various in-

house standards have been used in Se isotope studies,

but a recent publication proposes that the readily avail-

able NIST SRM-3149 solution is a suitable interlabora-

tory standard with an isotopic composition close to that

of the bulk earth (Carignan and Wen 2007). Analyses

reported relative to the “Merck” and “MH-495” in-

house standards used in some early publications can

be converted to the SRM-3149 scale using the results of

Carignan and Wen (2007).

9.2.4 Separation/Purification Prior
to Mass Spectrometry

Sample preparation methods differ greatly between Cr

and Se, but in both cases the goal is to separate the

analyte from the sample matrix and purify the analyte

prior to mass spectrometry. Choice of analytical

method dictates the type and amount of impurities

that can be tolerated. TIMS methods are usually very

sensitive to contaminants; small amounts of organic

compounds, for example, can greatly inhibit signal

strength. With MC-ICP-MS methods, mass bias can

be greatly shifted by contaminants. Double spike

methods, and, to a lesser extent, elemental spike

methods can often correct for such mass bias shifts.

Simple sample-standard bracketing methods cannot.
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9.2.4.1 Cr Sample Preparation

Two different ion exchange methods have been used

to purify Cr for mass spectrometry. The first approach

exploits redox manipulation, which shifts Cr from an

anionic form to a cationic form (Ball and Bassett 2000;

Ellis et al. 2002; Schoenberg et al. 2008). The sam-

ple’s Cr, in the form of the Cr(VI) anion, is adsorbed

onto anion exchange resin, the sample matrix is

flushed from the resin, and the Cr(VI) is reduced to

Cr(III), which is then easily eluted. Incomplete recov-

ery of sample Cr, and thus the potential for isotopic

fractionation, has been reported for this approach

(Schoenberg et al. 2008). Hence, the procedures pub-

lished to date should not be used if mass spectrometry

utilizes the sample-standard bracketing method. How-

ever, if a double isotope spike is used, and is added

prior to sample preparation, this fractionation is read-

ily removed along with the mass bias (see above). The

second approach (Halicz et al. 2008) similarly adsorbs

Cr(VI) onto anion exchange resin, elutes it with 2 M

HNO3, converts it to Cr(III), adsorbs the Cr(III) onto

cation exchange resin, and finally elutes it in 5 M

HNO3. This method recovers essentially all of the Cr

and does not fractionate isotopes (Halicz et al. 2008).

However, it is more time consuming, with the second

ion exchange step involving passage of a large volume

(180 mL) of solution through the exchange column.

9.2.4.2 Se Sample Preparation

Because the hydride generation method that delivers

Se to the plasma is selective, many matrix components

(e.g., Na, K, Mg, Ca, Cl�, SO4
2�) can be tolerated in

large concentrations. Unfortunately, Ge and As are

delivered to the plasma, so they must be removed.
74Ge and 76Ge are isobaric interferences, so only

trace amounts of Ge can be tolerated (Rouxel et al.

2002). 75As is not itself an interference, but a small

fraction of As forms 75AsH+ ions, which interfere with
76Se when large amounts of As are present (Rouxel

et al. 2002). Also, oxidants like HNO3 and H2O2, and

metals like Hg or Cu that form selenide precipitates,

can interfere with formation and delivery of H2Se.

Selenium can be extracted and purified from a

variety of aqueous matrices using cotton with thiol

functional groups attached (Rouxel et al. 2002). The

thiol groups extract Se(IV) from aqueous solutions;

most matrix components pass through. This method

affords excellent separation of Se from Ge, but some-

what incomplete separation from As. Separation of Se

(VI) and Se(IV) species, or pre-concentration of both

species from dilute solutions, can be done by anion

exchange (Clark and Johnson 2008). This method can

be effective with large-volume sample of fresh water,

and Se is efficiently separated from Ge and As. How-

ever, high concentrations of sulfate and other anions

can overwhelm the resin’s capacity; this method is

therefore ineffective for seawater and other saline

waters.

9.3 Chromium Isotope Systematics
and Applications

9.3.1 Cr Isotope Systematics

9.3.1.1 Equilibrium vs. Kinetic Isotopic

Fractionation

A few experiments and some theoretical considera-

tions suggest that isotopic equilibration between Cr

(VI) and Cr(III) species is slow in environmental sys-

tems. Recent experiments (Zink and Schoenberg

2009) indicate negligible exchange between aqueous

Cr(VI) and Cr(III) over a time scale of weeks. It thus

appears chromium is somewhat similar to sulfur, in

that chemical and isotopic disequilibrium between the

dominant natural species is common, and the most

important isotopic fractionations are kinetically con-

trolled. Possibly, this arises from the fact that multiple

electrons must be transferred, and unstable, rare inter-

mediates must react, as the redox transformations

occur. This contrasts strongly with the situation with

Fe isotopes, where a single electron transfer amounts

to an isotopic exchange reaction between the dominant

Fe(III) and Fe(II). The issue of Cr isotopic equilibra-

tion is not fully settled, though, as Cr(VI) and Cr(III)

often coexist for decades or longer, in the presence of

solid phases and dissolved constituents that might

catalyze reactions. Knowledge of the degree to which

isotopic equilibrium occurs in various types of system

is needed to choose appropriate models with which

data can be quantitatively interpreted. Figure 9.2

shows a pure Rayleigh model (no reactant-product
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interaction), along with a pure equilibrium model (full

reactant-product equilibrium); in a real system partial

equilibrium could lead to intermediate relationships

between these extremes.

Although isotopic equilibrium may not occur in

most Cr isotope studies, equilibrium fractionation fac-

tors provide important guidance toward understanding

Cr isotope systematics. One study (Schauble et al.

2004) provides estimates of equilibrium 53Cr-52Cr iso-

tope fractionation factors using measured vibrational

spectra of various Cr species and models derived

from both empirical and ab initio force field methods.

Reported values of D for equilibrium between CrO4
2�

and {Cr(H2O)6}
3+ complexes are 7‰ at 0�C and

6‰ at 30�C, with the 53Cr/52Cr ratio being greater

for CrO4
2�. Substitution of Cl� for O2� ligands in

{Cr(H2O)6}
3+ complexes leads to additional fraction-

ation; D is about 4‰ for Cr(H2O)
3+-CrCl6

3� equilib-

rium , with the 53Cr/52Cr ratio being lesser in CrCl6
3+.

This fractionation is fairly large but will not be

observed in most practical settings, where Cr(III)

does not normally include more than one or two Cl�

ligands in its first coordination sphere. In general

we expect potential Cr isotopic fractionation up to

several per mil when Cr redox reactions occur, with

much smaller fractionations occurring if ligands are

exchanged.

9.3.1.2 Cr(VI) Reduction

Because Cr(VI) reduction is a critically important

process in contaminated groundwater settings, this

reaction has been the focus of most research on Cr

isotope systematics. Unlike nitrate and sulfate reduc-

tion, Cr(VI) reduction may proceed via a variety of

abiotic processes in addition to microbial ones. All

reduction mechanisms studied to date have been

found to induce Cr isotope fractionation, with the

lighter isotopes enriched in the product. The magni-

tude of fractionation varies considerably; results of the

studies done to date are given in Table 9.1. In the

microbial reduction study, weaker isotopic fraction-

ation was observed when the cells were supplied with

a greater concentration of electron donor and reduced

Cr(VI) more rapidly. Sulfate reducing bacteria have

similar variability in e (Canfield 2001). Abiotic and

microbial reduction have overlapping ranges of the

isotopic fractionation factor.

9.3.1.3 Cr(III) Oxidation

Cr(III) oxidation is a key step in the natural generation

of mobile Cr(VI) from Cr-rich minerals, in which Cr

occurs predominantly as Cr(III) (Oze et al. 2007;

Izbicki et al. 2008). Similarly, Cr(III) generated by

remediation of Cr(VI) contamination could later be

remobilized if subsurface conditions become more

oxidizing. To date, a few determinations of isotopic

fractionation induced by oxidation of aqueous Cr(III)

by Mn oxides have been reported. Bain and Bullen

(2005) reported, in a conference abstract, variable e
values during this process, with the Cr(VI) product

being enriched in the lighter isotope at times, but

evolving toward enrichment in heavier isotopes over

time. A second study, also presented only in a confer-

ence abstract (Villalobos-Aragon et al. 2008) reported

a consistent fractionation, with the product enriched in

the heavier isotope by +1.1‰. This result cannot be

explained as a simple kinetic isotope effect, which

would yield isotopically light reaction products. The

multi-step oxidation of Cr(III) must include consider-

able back-reaction or partial approach toward isotopic

equilibrium at one or more of the steps. For example,

if isotopic equilibrium between Cr(III) and an ephem-

eral Cr(IV) intermediate species were to occur within

the overall reaction chain, the more oxidized Cr(IV)

should be enriched in the heavier isotope. This could

cause the final Cr(VI) product to be enriched in the

heavier isotope as observed. This issue is not settled,

but at present preliminary evidence suggests Cr(III)

oxidation involves isotopic fractionation, probably

with enrichment of the heavier isotope in the Cr(VI)

product.

9.3.1.4 Precipitation and Adsorption

Adsorption of Cr(VI) onto Al2O3 or Geothite does not

induce significant fractionation (Ellis et al. 2004),

presumably because Cr(VI)-O bonds within the tetra-

hedral CrO4
2� complex are not affected much. Simi-

larly, little isotopic fractionation occurs during
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precipitation of PbCrO4, which has d53Cr only 0.1‰
greater than the parent solution (Schoenberg et al.

2008). Based on studies presently available, it appears

redox reactions will control d53Cr values, whereas

non-redox processes will not affect them much. This

follows the general pattern observed with redox-sensi-

tive elements; redox reactions cause large changes in

the local bonding environments, whereas non-redox

reactions tend to have much smaller affects (Kendall

1998; Canfield 2001; Hayes 2001; Beard and Johnson

2004; Asael et al. 2009).

9.3.2 Cr Isotope Ratios in Rocks, Natural
Dissolved Cr(VI), and
Anthropogenic Contaminant
Sources

Recent analyses of an array of mantle rocks, mafic

igneous rocks, and one granite revealed a very narrow

range of d53Cr values, with a mean of �0.12‰ and a

standard deviation of 0.05‰ (Schoenberg et al. 2008).

This provides a good estimate for the composition of

the bulk earth, as Cr-rich mantle rocks are the major Cr

reservoir on earth. An array of 9 marine sediments

analyzed in the same study yielded slightly greater

values (�0.06 � 0.05 1s). A study focusing on

0.55–3.75 billion-year-old banded iron formation

rocks found that most of their d53Cr values clustered
around bulk-earth values, but during some time peri-

ods, they shifted upward, scattering between bulk-

earth values and 4.96‰ (Frei et al. 2009). The authors

interpreted these excursions as a response to increases

in atmospheric oxygen about 2.4 and 0.75 billion years

ago. Although a complete survey of rock values does

not yet exist, it appears that most rocks cluster close to

bulk-earth values, with notable exceptions related to

Cr redox processes.

Cr isotope data on naturally produced Cr(VI) in

groundwater are consistent with enrichment of the

heavier isotope in the Cr(VI) released by weathering.

Cr(VI) released from ultramafic rocks into groundwa-

ter in certain areas of the Mojave desert, USA has

d53Cr values of 0.7‰ to about 3.1‰, whereas the

source rocks are close to 0.0‰ (Izbicki et al. 2008).

Values >3.1‰ are also found in the area, but are most

likely related to Cr(VI) reduction (see below). Natu-

rally sourced Cr(VI) in the eastern Snake River

Plain aquifer of Idaho, USA has a d53Cr range of

0.79–2.45‰ (Raddatz et al. 2011). The emerging pat-

tern is of mildly elevated d53Cr values in natural Cr(VI)
in groundwater, but the data are still sparse.

Industrial Cr supplies and reagent Cr appear to be

restricted to near-zero values (Ellis et al. 2002;

Schoenberg et al. 2008; Berna et al. 2010). This is

expected, as Cr ores are usually igneous in origin and

little Cr is lost during processing of the ore. Cr plating

bath solutions, a common source of Cr contamination,

appear to be slightly positive (Ellis et al. 2002; Berna

et al. 2010), with solutions sampled at three facilities

ranging from 0.29 to 0.83‰. There may be some

potential to distinguish natural dissolved Cr(VI), with

its tendency toward positive d53Cr values, from indus-

trial contamination with near-zero values (Izbicki

et al. 2008), but one would need to consider potential

overlap in the values and possible elevation of d53Cr
by Cr(VI) reduction.

Table 9.1 Isotopic fractionation caused by Cr transformations

Study Reaction Mechanism or reactant e (‰)a53Cr/52Cr

Ellis et al. (2002) Cr(VI) to Cr(III) Magnetite 3.5

Kitchen et al. (2004) “ Fe(II) 4.3b

Kitchen et al. (2004) “ Fulvic, humic, mandelic acids 3.0

Sikora et al. (2008) “ Shewanella oneidensis MR-1 1.8–4.5

Ellis et al. (2002) “ Pond and estuary sediment 3.3, 3.5

Berna et al. (2010) “ Aquifer sediment 2.4, 3.1

Bain and Bullen (2005) Cr(III) oxidation Mn oxides 2.5 to �0.7

Villalobos-Aragon et al. (2008) “ Mn oxides �1.1

Ellis et al. (2004) Cr(VI) adsorption Goethite, alumina <0.04
aThe fractionation factor is defined here so that a positive value indicates enrichment of the reaction product in the lighter isotope
bTwo of these experiments were flawed, and the reported pH-dependence reported was incorrect (unpublished results demonstrate

this)
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9.3.3 Cr Isotope Applications

9.3.3.1 Detection of Chromate Reduction:

Berkeley Example

Detection and quantification of groundwater Cr(VI)

reduction has been the major environmental applica-

tion of Cr isotopes to date. Because reduction renders

the contaminant immobile and nearly non-toxic,

reduction, either naturally driven or artificial, is com-

monly used to remediate Cr(VI) plumes (Blowes

2002). Given the complexity of groundwater systems,

with sorption, dilution, and advection processes

operating, it is often difficult, slow, and expensive to

detect slow natural reduction via Cr(VI) concentration

measurements alone.

Cr isotope data can provide a more direct indication

of Cr(VI) reduction that is unaffected by sorption,

dilution, and advection (Ellis et al. 2002; Berna et al.

2010). Qualitatively, if d53Cr of Cr(VI) in a ground-

water plume is greater than that of the contaminant

source, partial reduction of the Cr(VI) must have

occurred. Quantitatively, one can invoke the Rayleigh

model (9.8) to approximate the evolution of d53Cr as a
function of the extent of reduction. However, the clas-

sic Rayleigh model is built upon an assumption of a

closed system, whereas a “packet” of groundwater

seeping from a contaminant source area to a sampled

well is not closed and exchanges mass with neighbor-

ing packets via hydrodynamic dispersion and diffu-

sion. The effects of longitudinal dispersion have been

shown to affect interpretation of isotopic data to a

minor or moderate extent (Abe and Hunkeler 2006).

If Cr(VI) reduction is restricted to fine-grained lenses

within a more permeable matrix, a large decrease in

the effective value of e is expected (Berna et al. 2010).
Rayleigh models thus have known flaws, but can pro-

vide good approximations if properly applied and/or

modified.

A recent study of an urban Cr(VI) plume in Berkeley,

CA, USA (Berna et al. 2010) provides a good example

of the use of d53Cr to quantify Cr(VI) reduction. d53Cr
was measured over several years’ time on dissolved

Cr(VI) from an array of 15 monitoring wells and a few

temporary “direct push” sampling points. The original

contaminant Cr(VI), released decades ago, was assumed

to have a d53Cr value close to 0.83‰, the value of the

present-day Cr plating bath on site. All groundwater

d53Cr measurements were greater than that, ranging

from 1.26 to 6.27‰ (Fig. 9.3). The values are lowest

close to the plume source and increase consistently with

distance traveled from it. This indicates reduction occurs

as Cr(VI) migrates through the aquifer, and the extent of

reduction increases with distance traveled.

A quantitative interpretation of these data was

developed using a modified Rayleigh fractionation

model (Berna et al. 2010). Two laboratory experi-

ments with Cr(VI) reduction by aquifer materials

from the site yielded e values of �2.4 and �3.1‰
respectively. Other experiments revealed that reduc-

tion is restricted to greenish lenses of fine-grained

reduced material, whereas the dominant coarser,

brownish materials did not reduce Cr(VI). In light of

that finding, a modified Rayleigh model was con-

structed with e ¼ �1.37‰, one half the mean value

of the two experiments. This smaller value was used to

account for a presumed diffusive barrier between

reduction sites in the greenish layers and the main

mass of Cr(VI) in the coarser layers. The resulting

model is reasonably close to the d53Cr vs. Cr(VI)

concentration trend defined by samples along the

plume axis (Fig. 9.4). Samples from the lateral fringes

of the plume have lower concentrations relative to this

trend. This is expected, as transverse dispersion dilutes

contaminant Cr(VI) in those areas.

Fig. 9.3 Map view of d53Cr (per mil, relative to SRM-979) in a

groundwater Cr(VI) plume in Berkeley, California, USA (Berna

et al. 2010). Large bold numbers give per mil values of the

contour lines
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The results of this study lead to important implica-

tions for the fate of Cr(VI) in the system. The esti-

mated extent of Cr(VI) reduction at the most distal

sampling point, using the Rayleigh model with

e ¼ 1.37‰, was 98%. This indicates that the down-

gradient fringe of the plume was not an advancing

contaminant front, but rather the location where Cr

(VI) reduction reached completion. This suggests

remediation via natural attenuation is an effective

strategy at the site. Furthermore, d53Cr of most of the

monitoring wells were shown to be invariant over

several years’ time, suggesting that the extents of

reduction at these points are stable and the Cr(VI)-

reducing power of the aquifer is not waning (Berna

et al. 2010).

9.3.3.2 Detection of Chromate Reduction

and/or Source Identification when

Multiple Sources are Present

Two other studies have used Cr isotope data to detect

reduction in groundwater systems. One investigated

the fate of dissolved Cr(VI) in parts of the Mojave

desert, USA (Izbicki et al. 2008), where both natural

and industrial sources exist. In uncontaminated areas,

the d53Cr values of native dissolved Cr(VI) are invari-
ably greater than those inferred for the parent rocks:

Values in waters where Cr(VI) reduction is thought to

be negligible ranged from 0.7 to 3.1‰, with a mean of

1.7‰ and a standard deviation of 0.4‰. Despite the

potential for elevated d53Cr values in the natural back-
ground Cr, Cr(VI) reduction could be inferred in some

areas. Trends of increasing d53Cr and decreasing Cr

(VI) concentration along groundwater flow paths were

strongly suggestive of reduction, with up to half the

originally present Cr(VI) lost from solution.

The Izbicki et al. (2008) studywas also successful in

distinguishing sources of Cr contamination. Monitor-

ing wells near a facility where chemical milling of

metal parts was conducted contained elevated Cr(VI)

concentrations and low d53Cr values suggestive of

contamination by industrial Cr with near-zero values.

One well yielded d53Cr values of �0.1‰, which is

clearly outside the range of native Cr and within the

expected range for industrial Cr. However, for several

other wells, d53Cr values were not so low and data

interpretation was not so simple because of the pres-

ence of native Cr(VI) in the aquifer. A mixing model

was constructed to calculate Cr(VI) concentrations and

d53Cr values for mixtures between the native Cr(VI)

and the inferred range of contaminant Cr(VI). Waters

from some of the wells conform to this mixing model,

with varying fractions of the sampled Cr(VI) sourced

from the facility. As an alternative interpretation, d53Cr
and Cr(VI) concentration data from most wells in the

vicinity of the facility conformed to a model where

most Cr(VI) was sourced from the facility and was

subject to variable amounts of Cr(VI) reduction. Over-

all, this study demonstrated the potential to distinguish

anthropogenic Cr from naturally occurring Cr, at least

in the study area. But it also revealed the complexity

that arises when mixing of two sources and Cr(VI)

reduction are both potentially involved.

The second study investigated Cr(VI) in the eastern

Snake River Plain aquifer of Idaho, USA (Raddatz

et al. 2011). Results for naturally sourced Cr(VI)

were similar to those of the Mojave desert study:

Mean d53Cr was 1.15‰; standard deviation was

0.46. Once again, it appears that Cr(VI) released by

weathering is enriched in the heavier isotope relative

to the parent material, which in this case is the basaltic

host rock of the aquifer. Contaminant Cr(VI) had near-

zero d53Cr values. The main goal of the study was to

detect any reduction of the contaminant. Some
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Fig. 9.4 Relationship between d53Cr and Cr concentration for

the Berkeley Cr(VI) plume. Solid circles represent locations

close to the plume axis. Squares represent locations toward the

lateral fringes, where dilution is strong. Open circles represent
locations in an upgradient area where concentrations are

decreasing because the contaminant source has been removed.

Rayleigh fractionation models follow straight lines as shown;

dilution (e.g., transverse dispersion) shifts waters to the left. The

data do not conform to a Rayleigh model constructed using the

mean e value derived from experiments with site sediments.

Data from samples taken near the plume axis are close to a

modified Rayleigh model with an e value equal to 1.37‰, one

half the experimental value
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contaminated wells showed near-zero d53Cr values

indicative of negligible Cr(VI) reduction along some

flow paths. Other contaminated wells showed elevated

d53Cr values ranging from to 0.78 to 1.79‰. Interpre-

tation of these data was complicated by the presumed

presence of naturally sourced Cr(VI) with similar

d53Cr values in the waters. A mixing model was used

to define possible combinations of Cr(VI) and d53Cr in
mixtures of contaminant and natural Cr(VI), without

reduction. Comparison with the data revealed that

several contaminated wells had d53Cr values greater

than plausible mixtures of contaminant and natural Cr

(VI). This indicated that small amounts of reduction

occurred, but only along the shallowest flow paths in

the aquifer.

9.3.4 Outlook for Environmental
Applications of Cr Isotope Data

The studies published to date strongly suggest that

d53Cr data can provide an effective means of detecting

Cr(VI) reduction. In systems where contaminant Cr

(VI) concentrations are much greater than the natural

background, elevated d53Cr values relative to contam-

inant source values are indicative of Cr(VI) reduction.

At present, this approach seems quite robust, barring

the unlikely discovery of some unforeseen phenome-

non other than Cr(VI) reduction that causes large

increases in d53Cr. However, one must be aware that

in waters where the contaminant does not completely

overwhelm the natural background, interpretation is

more complicated. One should determine the d53Cr
range of the background, then use mixing calculations

to determine if elevated d53Cr values are indeed indic-
ative of reduction rather than mixing alone.

Quantitative determination of reduction using d53Cr
data is more challenging, and more research must be

done to address certain issues. The fractionation factor

for Cr(VI) reduction depends on the reduction mecha-

nism and environmental conditions, and a full under-

standing of its variability does not yet exist. Rayleigh

fractionation calculations provide an imperfect model

of reaction within groundwater systems, and it appears

this can greatly affect the calibration of d53Cr increase
as a function of the extent of reduction.

The use of d53Cr data as source indicators is less

well developed, but the emerging picture suggests that

anthropogenic Cr(VI) tends to have lower d53Cr
values than that of natural background Cr(VI). This

tendency is based on few studies at present and must

be explored in future work. If indeed such a contrast

exists at a particular site, one must be careful to con-

sider that reduction of the contaminant Cr(VI) can

increase its d53Cr and render the source contrast use-

less. If the goal is to “fingerprint” Cr from multiple

anthropogenic plumes, one should not expect them to

have distinct “signatures” a priori because industrial

Cr contamination seems to have near-zero d53Cr
values as a general rule. However, there are likely

processes, such as Cr(VI) reduction in soils prior to

release into groundwater, that could generate distinc-

tive d53Cr values that can be traced. Such usage of Cr

isotope analyses would necessarily be developed on a

site-by-site basis and has been explored little at this

time.

9.4 Selenium Isotope Systematics
and Applications

9.4.1 Se Isotope Systematics

Selenium has 4 stable valence states in natural sys-

tems, so its isotopic systematics are more complex

than those of Cr. However, the general pattern of

isotopic fractionation, with the greatest fractionation

induced by reduction and smaller effects due to oxida-

tion and non-redox processes such as adsorption, is

similar. Here we discuss the magnitude of fraction-

ation for the 82Se/76Se ratio (Table 9.2), as it is the

most commonly reported ratio with the newer analyti-

cal methods and will likely be the one used in most

future studies. Some of the fractionation factors have

been converted from other originally reported ratios,

such as 80Se/76Se.

9.4.1.1 Equilibrium Isotope Fractionation

Attainment of isotopic equilibrium in Se redox

reactions is probably extremely slow under most
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environmental conditions, because chemical disequi-

librium is observed in nature (White et al. 1991) and, as

with Cr, redox reactions involve multiple electron

transfers. Furthermore, the similarities between Se

and S suggest that the predominantly kinetic interpre-

tation used for S isotope studies at environmental

temperatures should apply to Se also. However, experi-

ments have not yet been done to measure rates of Se

isotopic equilibration.

Although isotopic equilibrium may not be relevant

in most Se isotope studies, equilibrium fractionation

factors provide guidance toward understanding Se iso-

tope systematics. Krouse and Thode (1962) used

vibrational spectra and theoretical calculations to esti-

mate fractionation factors for several Se species. Their

estimate for D for SeO4
�–H2Se equilibrium at 25ºC is

33‰. In comparison, Tudge and Thode (1950) esti-

mated D ¼ 75‰ for SO4
�–H2S equilibrium. These

results suggest the potential for significant Se isotope

fractionation, but it also indicates fractionation for a

given Se redox reaction will tend to be much smaller

than that of an analogous S redox reaction. Further-

more, because the +4 and 0 valences of Se are stable,

reactions involving the entire eight-electron difference

between +6 and �2 valences are not relevant. The

actual relevant reactions involve two or four electrons

transferred, have less bonding contrast, and exhibit

lesser isotopic fractionation.

9.4.1.2 Se(VI) Reduction to Se(IV)

As with sulfate, abiotic reduction of Se(VI) is kineti-

cally sluggish at environmental temperatures. One

environmentally relevant abiotic Se(VI) reduction

process is known; Se(VI) can be reduced to Se(IV)

and ultimately to Se(0) by “green rust,” a layered

ferric+ferrous oxide with anions occupying interlayer

spaces (Myneni et al. 1997). Johnson and Bullen

(2003) performed room-temperature laboratory experi-

ments to obtain an e value of 11.1‰ � 0.3‰ for the

Se(VI) reduction reaction. Less relevant experiments

have been carried out which use 8 N HCl as the

reductant of Se(VI) (Table 9.2).

Selenate can be reduced readily by certain

microbes, and generally proceeds stepwise, with Se

(IV) as a potentially stable product. This differs from

sulfate reduction, where a single microbe may convert

sulfate to sulfide. Se isotope fractionation factors were

reported by Herbel et al. (2000) for Se(VI) reduction

by growing, anaerobic batch cultures of Bacillus

arsenicoselenatis strain E1H, a haloalkaliphile, and

Sulfurospirillum barnesii strain SES-3, a freshwater

bacterium. Fractionation factors varied in these

experiments. In the S. barnesii experiment, isotopic

fractionation was nearly nonexistent in the earliest

stages, then increased to e � 6‰, whereas with B.

arsenicoselenatis e � 7‰. Washed cell suspensions

Table 9.2 Kinetic isotopic fractionation caused by Se transformations

Study Reaction Mechanism e (‰)82/Se/76Se

Rees and Thode (1966) Se(VI) to Se(IV) 8 M HCl, 25�C 18

Johnson and Bullen (2003) “ “Green rust” 11.1a

Ellis et al. (2003) “ Sediment slurry (microbial) 3.9–4.7a

Clark and Johnson (2008) “ ” 1.8

Kirk et al. (2009) “ Dechloromonas sp. 2.4

Herbel et al. (2000) “ Bacterial cultures 1.7–7.2a

Krouse and Thode (1962), Rees and Thode (1966),

Webster (1972), Rashid and Krouse (1985)

Se(IV) to Se(0) NH2OH or ascorbic acid 15.0–19.2

Ellis et al. (2003) “ Sediment slurry (microbial) 8.4a

Herbel et al. (2000) “ Bacterial cultures 9.0–13.7a

Johnson (2004) Se(IV) to Se(VI) NaOH + H2O2 < 0.5a

Johnson et al. (1999) Se(0) oxidation Incubated soil < 0.5a

Herbel et al. (2002) Plant uptake Wetland plants < 1.5a

Hagiwara (2000) Algal uptake C. reinhardtii 1.5–3.9a

Johnson et al. (1999) Se volatilization Cyanobacteria < 1.7a

“ “ Soil (microbes) < 0.9a

Schilling et al. (2010) “ Fungi 1.0–4.0

“ Se(IV) adsorption Fe(OH)3•nH2O 0.8a

aConverted from original measured ratio using e82/76 ¼ 1.48 e80/76
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of S. barnesii yielded e � 1.6‰. In all the experi-

ments, high initial concentrations of electron donor

(e.g., 20 mmol/L lactate) and Se(VI) (e.g., 10 mmol/

L) were used. So although the results clearly indicate

microbial Se(VI) reduction can induce isotopic frac-

tionation, they cannot be directly applied to natural

settings. Furthermore, the variability observed in the

fractionation factor suggests that environmental con-

ditions will to some extent control the magnitude of

fractionation, as is observed with sulfate reduction

(Canfield 2001).

In an attempt to obtain fractionation factors rele-

vant to natural settings, Ellis et al. (2003) performed

batch incubation experiments with unamended, anaer-

obic sediments from three different Se-impacted sur-

face water systems in California, USA. Starting Se(VI)

concentrations were environmentally relevant, rang-

ing from 230 nmol/L to 100 mmol/L. The results

yielded a narrow range in the fractionation factor,

with e ranging from 3.9 to 4.7‰. Clark and Johnson

(2008) performed a similar incubation of sediment

from a Se-impacted wetland at Sweitzer Lake in

Colorado, USA, with 30 mmol/L initial Se(VI), and

obtained a much smaller value (1.8‰). Kirk et al.

(2009) also reported a relatively small value of 2.4‰
for incubations of phosphate mine waste rock from

Idaho, USA, inoculated with an enrichment culture

of native microbes and supplied with 150 mmol/L

initial Se(VI). In all of these studies, Se(VI) reduction

was microbially mediated. In general, the results sug-

gest that microbial Se(VI) reduction in natural settings

induces little isotopic fractionation, relative to that

observed for the abiotic reaction. This raises the pos-

sibility of distinguishing microbial Se(VI) reduction

from abiotic reduction using observed fractionation fac-

tors in a field setting, but such an approachwould require

detailed knowledge of the factors relevant for each site.

For example, a large fractionation generated by a reac-

tion may be manifested as a relatively small apparent

fractionation if the measured Se is separated from the

reduction sites by a diffusive barrier (see below).

9.4.1.3 Se(IV) Reduction

Abiotic Se(IV) reduction is not kinetically inhibited as

are selenate and sulfate reduction. For example, the

strong reducing agent BH4
� instantaneously reduces

Se(IV) to H2Se at room temperature but does not react

with Se(VI) quickly. Se(IV) can be reduced by several

reducing agents such as dissolved ascorbic acid or

SO2, and presumably a variety of naturally occurring

organic reductants can reduce Se(IV) to Se(0) in

nature. Microbes may also reduce Se(IV) (Blum

et al. 1998).

Several studies have explored Se isotope fraction-

ation during abiotic Se(IV) reduction. Krouse and

Thode (1962), Rees and Thode (1966), and Rashid

and Krouse (1985) reported e values ranging from

15.0 to 19.2‰, for reduction by ascorbic acid and

hydroxylamine. The latter authors noted that their

data were not consistent with a simple Rayleigh-type

fractionation process; they modeled the reaction as a

two step process, with the rate constant of the second

step two orders of magnitude smaller than the first, and

kinetic isotope effects of 4.8 and 13.2‰ for the first and

second steps. Data from all three studies were fit. This

highlights the need to consider the potential variability

of fractionation factors for kinetic processes, even ones

that are abiotic and apparently simple.

Se isotope fractionation induced by microbial

reduction of Se(IV) to Se(0) appears to be somewhat

smaller than that induced by abiotic reduction. Herbel

et al. (2000) reported fractionation factors for pure

cultures of selenate respiring bacteria B. arsenicosele-

natis and S. Barnesii and also B. selenitireducens,
which grows with Se(IV) as an electron acceptor but

not with Se(VI). The cultures were actively growing

during the experiments, and initial concentrations

were 10 mmol/L Se(IV) and lactate. Results yielded

a range of e from 9.0 to 13.7‰. These experiments

demonstrate the potential for relatively large isotopic

fractionation, but were conducted rather far from nat-

ural conditions. The Ellis et al. (2003) study described

above obtained a slightly smaller value, 8.4‰, for two

unamended sediment slurry experiments, with Se(IV)

concentrations ranging from 0.24 to 100 mmol/L.

Overall, it appears that Se(IV) reduction imparts a

much larger isotopic fractionation than does reduction

of Se(VI) to Se(IV).

9.4.1.4 Se Oxidation and Adsorption

Isotopic effects induced by Se oxidation reactions

have not yet been studied fully. The only experiments
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reported so far are oxidation of Se(IV) to Se(VI) in a

0.8-M NaOH + 3% H2O2 solution. No isotopic shift

was detected within the 0.2‰ uncertainty of the
80Se/76Se measurements (Johnson 2004). As with Cr

(III) oxidation, a simple kinetic isotope effect is not

observed, presumably because of the competing ten-

dencies of simple kinetic effects, which lead to enrich-

ment of lighter isotopes in the oxidized product, and

back reaction or equilibrium effects, which promote

enrichment of the product in heavier isotopes. Oxida-

tion of Se(0) and Se(-II) have not yet been studied

isotopically. However, S isotopic fractionation

induced by sulfide oxidation is relatively weak

(Canfield 2001) and it is likely that Se follows suit.

In one adsorption experiment, Johnson et al. (1999)

found Se(IV) adsorbed onto hydrous ferric oxides to

be slightly (0.8‰) enriched in the lighter isotope rela-

tive to the coexisting solution. Apparently, Se(IV)

adsorption, at least with this surface, does not change

the local bonding environment of Se(IV) much. This

fits the general pattern set by adsorption of sulfate

(Van Stempvoort et al. 1990) and chromate (Ellis

et al. 2004), which both show small or unmeasurable

effects.

9.4.1.5 Se in Biota

Assimilation of Se(VI) and Se(IV) by algae induces

minor Se isotope fractionation. Hagiwara (2000)

found that the fresh water alga, Chlamydomonas rein-
hardtii, grown in Se(VI)- and Se(IV)-bearing media,

was enriched in the lighter isotope by 1.7–3.9‰. Clark

and Johnson (2010) reported a much smaller offset

(mean of 0.59‰ in the same direction) for phytoplank-

ton recovered from Sweitzer Lake, Colorado, relative

to the mean composition of waters in the lake. This

result is consistent with the minor S isotopic fraction-

ation (0.9–2.8‰) induced by algal assimilation of

sulfate (Kaplan et al. 1963).

Uptake of Se into higher plants also induces gener-

ally small but significant Se isotope fractionations.

Herbel et al. (2002) determined the isotopic composi-

tions of Se in five macrophytes from an artificial

wetland receiving water with ca. 320 nmol/L Se(VI).

The plants’ Se isotope ratios varied little and the mean

value was slightly (1.1‰) less than that of the surface

waters. In a more extensive survey of roots, stems,

and leaves from several plants in a Se(VI)-impacted

wetland, plant tissues’ d82Se values generally ranged

from identical to the median wetland water Se(VI)

value to 1.8‰ less than that, with a few outliers up

to 4.2‰ less (Clark and Johnson 2010). Once again,

Se isotope systematics are similar to those of sulfur;

Trust and Fry (1992) found higher plants to be an

average of 1.5‰ enriched in the lighter isotope rela-

tive to the sulfate assimilated.

Se can be methylated and volatilized by algae,

plants, and fungi. Johnson et al. (1999) reported that

volatile Se generated by cyanobacterial mats and incu-

bated soils was enriched in the lighter isotope by

0.0–1.7‰ relative to the supplied selenate. Volatile

Se species recovered from four water samples from a

Se-impacted lake in Colorado, USA were enriched in

the lighter isotope by 0.0–1.5‰ (Clark and Johnson

2010) relative to the lake’s selenate. In contrast to

those results, pure cultures of the fungus Alternaria

alternata have been reported to produce volatile Se

species enriched in the lighter isotope by as much as

4.0‰ (Schilling et al. 2011).

Se isotope ratios in zooplankton and fish have been

studied at the Sweitzer Lake field site (Clark and

Johnson 2010). Two zooplankton samples had d82Se
values 0.2‰ and 0.5‰ less than coexisting phyto-

plankton. Livers and muscle tissue from four fish

were, respectively, 0.5 and 1.3‰ less than coexisting

phytoplankton. This limited data set suggests that ani-

mals largely reflect their food sources, with only minor

Se isotopic offsets.

9.4.2 Se Isotope Ratios in Rocks
and Waters

Rouxel et al. (2002) reported d82Se for several igneous
rocks and four iron meteorites. These all lie within

0.6‰ of SRM-3149. An array of recent marine

and estuarine sediments, and unweathered sedimen-

tary rocks from a variety of geologic time periods fall

within 1.6‰ of zero (Hagiwara 2000; Rouxel et al.

2002; Zhu et al. 2008; Clark and Johnson 2010;

Mitchell et al. 2010). Weathered organic-rich shale

exhibits greater variation, with values spanning the

range �13‰ to +13‰ in a single outcrop (Hagiwara

2000; Wen et al. 2011; Zhu et al. 2008). This variation

is thought to reflect near-surface redox cycling during

the weathering process.
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Se in water appears to be somewhat more variable

and weakly positive in d82Se, but few studies have

been published to date. Several analyses of surface

waters generated by agricultural activities in the San

Joaquin Valley, California, USA range from 0.9 to

2.9‰ (Herbel et al. 2002), 4 water samples from the

northern arm of the San Francisco estuary, California

ranged from 0.5 to 3.3‰ (Johnson et al. 2000), and

surface waters from the Sweitzer Lake site in western

Colorado, USA range from 0.6 to 4.4‰ (Clark and

Johnson 2010). Wastewaters from four oil refineries

near the northern reach of San Francisco bay range

from 1.2 to 4.5‰ (Johnson et al. 2000).

9.4.3 Se Isotope Applications

Most Se-related environmental research has focused

on wetland environments, where the greatest environ-

mental impacts have occurred (Presser 1994). Se iso-

tope research followed this emphasis, with the goal of

providing a new means to detect and perhaps quantify

selenate reduction in wetlands and other surface water

environments. This reaction is of primary importance,

as it leads to sequestration of the contaminant. Se

isotope studies in groundwater or vadose zone settings

have developed more slowly.

9.4.3.1 Detection of Selenate Reduction

in Wetlands and Lakes

Early studies of isotopic fractionation by Se(VI) and

Se(IV) reduction led to a working hypothesis that

these reactions would produce strong Se isotope ratio

shifts and would thus be readily detected via isotopic

analyses. Johnson et al. (2000) reported that d82Se
values of reduced Se found in estuarine sediments of

the northern arm of San Francisco Bay, California,

USA, were only about 3‰ less than the overlying

waters. Herbel et al. (2002) found a similar offset

of less than 2.0‰ in an artificial wetland receiving

selenate-rich agricultural drain waters in the San Joa-

quin Valley of California, USA. More importantly,

although about 75% of the selenate input to the wet-

land was removed by biogeochemical processes, the

outlet water was not enriched in the heavier isotopes

relative to the inflow.

This lack of significant isotopic fractionation was

interpreted to be the result of an absence of direct Se

(VI) or Se(IV) reduction and dominance of Se cycling

via plant uptake, but more recent research suggests

that the isotopic contrasts generated by reduction

reactions may be quite small in surface water systems.

Clark and Johnson (2008) investigated isotopic

fractionation in sediments from the Sweitzer Lake

site (Fig. 9.5). Unamended site sediment incubated

with Se(VI)-spiked site water showed rather small

isotopic fractionation for microbial Se(VI) reduction

(e ¼ 1.8‰).

Source Rock/Soil Total Se
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Fig. 9.5 Se isotope data from Sweitzer Lake, Colorado, USA

(Clark and Johnson 2010). Mean values are given by the vertical

tick marks. Boxes indicate the 25th and 75th quartiles of mea-

surements, when sufficient data are available. The horizontal

lines indicate the total range of measurements. The observed

range in the isotopic composition of dissolved Se(VI) and the

other major Se reservoirs in the system, is narrow. Se(VI)

released into the environment is slightly enriched in heavier

isotopes relative to the parent rock, but little isotope fraction-

ation is manifested within the lake/wetland system, despite the

presence of reducing sediments. Phosphate, NaOH, and sulfite

extracts are designed to recover adsorbed Se, labile organic

compounds, and elemental Se, respectively
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Additional experimental results and theory pre-

sented by Clark and Johnson (2008) reveal a phenom-

enon that diminishes the isotopic shifts generated by

reactions in surface water-sediment systems. This phe-

nomenon applies whenever any isotope ratios in sur-

face waters are used to detect reactions hosted by

sediments, not just those of selenium. Here we review

the concept briefly. Figure 9.6 provides concentration

and isotopic profiles for a simple case. When reduction

occurs inside sediments, isotopic fractionation occur-

ring at the sites of reduction is not fully manifested in

the surface waters above. The cause of this can be

described as a “reservoir effect”; in the pore spaces

of the sediment, reduction causes the dissolved Se(VI)

to become enriched in the heavier isotopes (Fig. 9.6).

This counteracts the tendency for the reaction to

enrich the product in lighter isotopes. Although the

pore space is connected by diffusion to surface water

above by, diffusion is generally not fast enough to

erase the reservoir effect. Bender (1990) and Brandes

and Devol (1997) developed mathematical models for

this phenomenon, and found that the isotopic effect

observed in the surface water can be described using

an effective fractionation factor. For a given system,

the effective e value is smaller than the intrinsic e
value (the micro-scale fractionation induce by the

reaction itself) by a factor of two or more, depending

on diffusive communication between water and sedi-

ment. Clark and Johnson (2008) performed a series of

laboratory experiments that confirmed the predictions

of these models and yielded an effective e value of

only 0.6‰ for an intact Sweitzer lake core.

It thus appears that Se isotope data may not provide

a simple indicator of Se(VI) reduction in wetlands and

other surface systems. The effective fractionation is

small in the Sweitzer Lake case and is no greater than

that occurring with plant and phytoplankton uptake.

This may be the case elsewhere. For example, the lack

of large isotopic contrast between reduced Se in sedi-

ments and that in the overlying water in the San

Francisco Bay and artificial wetland settings (Johnson

et al. 2000; Herbel et al. 2002) may reflect small

effective fractionation for Se(VI) reduction and not a

lack of dissimilatory microbial reduction as the origi-

nal studies concluded.

The data from Sweitzer Lake (Clark and Johnson

2010) provide additional support for the view that

effective fractionation is small (Fig. 9.5). The study

provided a comprehensive survey of Se isotope data in

the wetland/lake system and found a remarkably small

range of Se isotope ratios. d82Se values for the vast

majority of samples, including dissolved Se(VI) and

Se(IV), extracted sediment components, plants, phyto-

plankton and higher plants, fall between 1.5 and 4.1‰
(relative to NIST SRM-3149); the Se(VI) input had a

consistent 3.4‰ value. Incubations of site sediment

showed that Se(VI) reduction was rapid (Clark and

Johnson 2008), suggesting that it occurs in the system,

but the associated effective fractionation is small.

9.4.3.2 Reduction of Se in Subsurface Waters

There are few published Se isotope data from ground-

water or vadose systems at this time. Whole-rock

samples from an outcrop in Hubei Province, China

that contains extremely high Se concentrations caus-

ing human Se poisoning decades ago (Zhu et al. 2004)

have been analyzed for Se isotope ratios (Wen et al.

2011; Zhu et al. 2008). In contrast to the lack of
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Fig. 9.6 Illustration of reservoir effects in a sediment-water

system (Bender 1990; Clark and Johnson 2008). Concentration

(a) and isotopic composition (b) of dissolved Se(VI) are given as
a function of depth below the sediment/water interface. C0 is the

concentration in the overlying water. The solid and dashed lines
in (b) give the isotopic compositions of Se(VI) in pore water and

of reduced Se accumulating in the sediment, respectively. d82Se
increases with increasing depth because isotopic fractionation

enriches pore water Se(VI) in heavier isotopes. The magnitude

of isotopic fractionation (e) at any given point is 1.8‰. How-

ever, the average d82Se value of the accumulated reduced Se is

offset from the overlying water by much less than 1.8‰, and

thus the effective isotopic fractionation (e ¼ 0.9‰ for this par-

ticular model) is much smaller than the intrinsic fractionation
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significant isotopic variation in surface water settings,

d82Se values vary strongly, ranging from �13.2 to

+11.4‰ over a short distance in the outcrop. Wen

et al. (2011) concluded that redox reactions, and

potential repeated redox cycling of Se must have

occurred at the site and caused the Se enrichment.

Zhu et al. (2008) reported a relative lack of Se isotope

variation in drill core samples from greater than 50 m

depth, confirming that the isotopic variability was

indeed caused by near-surface processes. This demon-

strates that Se redox reactions occurring in shallow

groundwater or vadose zone water can impart large

isotopic fractionation.

Data from soil and weathered Mancos shale of

western Colorado, USA, along with surface waters

derived from the same rock unit, also suggest Se

isotope ratios are shifted by subsurface redox reactions

(Clark and Johnson 2010). Se(VI) in surface water was

enriched in heavier isotopes by about 3‰ relative to

the rock (Fig. 9.5). This is suggestive of redox reac-

tions causing some fractionation during weathering.

9.4.4 Outlook for Environmental
Applications of Se Isotope Data

At present, it appears that Se isotope ratios are not

likely to provide a robust indicator of Se redox reac-

tions in wetlands and other surface water systems.

Despite the potential for large Se isotope variations

to be induced by Se(VI) and Se(IV) reduction reac-

tions in general, the intrinsic fractionations of the

actual reduction mechanisms operating in wetland

and lake sediments appear to be small. Additionally,

when reduction is restricted to underlying sediments,

the effective fractionation observed in surface waters

is even smaller. We suggest the outlook for tracing Se

redox reactions in these systems is poor, because the

small redox-driven isotopic variations are no larger

than those caused by a variety of other processes,

such as assimilation of Se by plants. However, the

lack of large isotopic fractionations observed in sur-

face water systems suggests the possibility that Se

from different sources may be traced in surface water

systems, as their isotopic “signatures” may be affected

little by redox reactions.

The outlook for groundwater applications appears

much better. Data are sparse at this time, but it appears

Se isotopic fractionation can be large in subsurface

systems. Se isotope data could possibly be used to

detect reduction of contaminant Se(VI) or Se(IV) in

groundwater just as Cr isotope data are used to detect

Cr(VI) reduction. For example, Se released from mine

wastes or fly ash may be immobilized in the subsur-

face by microbial reduction (Kirk et al. 2009). It is

likely that d82Se measurements of dissolved Se(VI)

will provide a means to detect and possibly quantify

reductive immobilization of the Se.
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Chapter 10

Stable Isotopes of Transition and Post-Transition Metals
as Tracers in Environmental Studies

Thomas D. Bullen

Abstract The transition and post-transition metals,

which include the elements in Groups 3–12 of the

Periodic Table, have a broad range of geological and

biological roles as well as industrial applications and

thus are widespread in the environment. Interdiscip-

linary research over the past decade has resulted in a

broad understanding of the isotope systematics of this

important group of elements and revealed largely

unexpected variability in isotope composition for

natural materials. Significant kinetic and equilibrium

isotope fractionation has been observed for redox sen-

sitive metals such as iron, chromium, copper, molyb-

denum and mercury, and for metals that are not redox

sensitive in nature such as cadmium and zinc. In the

environmental sciences, the isotopes are increasingly

being used to understand important issues such as

tracing of metal contaminant sources and fates, unra-

veling metal redox cycles, deciphering metal nutrient

pathways and cycles, and developing isotope biosigna-

tures that can indicate the role of biological activity in

ancient and modern planetary systems.

10.1 Introduction

The transition metals form a geochemically and isoto-

pically complex and interesting group of elements

clustered in the center of the periodic table. The term

transition metal, according to the International Union

of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC), refers to an

element whose atom has an incomplete d sub-shell or

which can give rise to cations with an incomplete d

sub-shell. As shown in Fig. 10.1, according to this

definition transition metals occur in Groups 1B and

3B-8B of the periodic table, and the transition metals

across the periodic table have progressively increasing

d-shell electron occupancy up to a maximum of 9.

A characteristic of transition metals is that they gener-

ally exhibit two or more oxidation states, which as a

consequence often leads to differences in the stable

isotope composition of the chemical compounds and

aqueous species they form. Transition metals for

which significant variation of stable isotope com-

position in natural materials has been demonstrated

include chromium (Cr), iron (Fe), nickel (Ni), copper

(Cu), molybdenum (Mo) and silver (Ag).

The above definition of transition metal specifi-

cally excludes the Group 2B elements zinc (Zn),

cadmium (Cd) and mercury (Hg), which are often

referred to as post-transition metals. These metals

have the d shell filled and thus generally occur as

cations only in the þ2 oxidation state. However, it is

useful to include the post-transition metals in any

discussion of transition metals, as they provide inter-

esting similarities and contrasts in chemical behavior,

are subject to change in redox state either naturally

(e.g. Hg) or under anthropogenic influence (e.g. Zn,

Cd) and display significant variation of stable isotope

composition in natural materials.

Given this broad perspective, a description of the

isotope systematics of the transition and post-transition

metals is given here, including general isotopic distri-

bution, examples of processes leading to stable isotope

fractionation, and chemical properties pertinent to the

discussion of stable isotope variability observed in

natural materials. Rather than providing a comprehen-

sive treatment of these issues, the intent here is to

provide a general understanding of how the transition

metal stable isotopes behave in Earth’s hydrosphere
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and atmosphere that are the venue of environmental

research. Familiarity with the material in this section

will help readers who are not well versed in stable

isotope geochemistry to better appreciate the specific

applications discussed in the later part of the chapter.

10.1.1 Chromium (Cr)

Chromium is an important trace element, particularly

in ultramafic and mafic rock minerals, and is a major

element in several minerals such as chromite (FeCr2O4)

of the spinel group, uvarovite (Ca3Cr2(SiO4)3 of

the garnet group, and crocoite (PbCrO4). Chromium

has numerous industrial applications, including use in

electroplating, in leather tanning, as pigment in paint,

and as an anticorrosion agent. Chromium is stable

at the Earth’s surface in two oxidation states: Cr6+

(Cr(VI)), commonly referred to as hexavalent Cr,

and Cr3+ (Cr(III)), commonly referred to as trivalent

Cr. Cr(VI) is a strong oxidant, and occurs mainly as

the toxic, water-soluble oxyanions chromate (CrO4
2-)

and bichromate (HCr2O7
1-). Cr(III) is nontoxic and is

insoluble in water.

Chromium has four stable isotopes: 50Cr (4.35%),
52Cr (83.79%), 53Cr (9.50%) and 54Cr (2.37%); note

that for Cr and other elements discussed below that

relative percentages of the isotopes are the values

recommended by IUPAC to represent average terres-

trial abundances. Igneous rocks have a very restricted

range of 53Cr/52Cr which on average is about 0.12‰
(parts per thousand) less than that of NIST (National

Institute of Standards and Technology) 979 Cr metal

(Schoenberg et al. 2008). Presently the measured

range of 53Cr/52Cr in natural materials is ~6‰, essen-

tially reflecting the range measured for naturally occu-

rring Cr(VI) in groundwater (Izbicki et al. 2008). Both

inorganic and microbially mediated reduction of Cr

(VI) to Cr(III) have been shown to result in isotope

fractionation, with breakage of the strong Cr-O bond

in chromate and bichromate appearing to be the rate

limiting step (Ellis et al. 2002; Sikora et al. 2008).

During reduction of Cr(VI), the product Cr(III) formed

at any step of the process is 3–4‰ lighter than co-

existing remnant Cr(VI). The fact that the oxidized

species, Cr(VI), is heavier than the reduced species,

Cr(III), is consistent with observations for other redox-

sensitive elements such as selenium (Johnson et al.

2000; Johnson 2011) and mercury (Bergquist and

Blum 2009; Blum 2011). While oxidation of Cr(III)

to Cr(VI) is also likely to cause stable isotope fraction-

ation (Schauble 2004), this phenomenon has yet to be

rigorously demonstrated. Sorption of chromate and

bichromate on Fe- and Al-oxyhydroxides has only a

negligible instantaneous effect on the distribution of Cr

isotopes, with preferential partitioning of light Cr iso-

topes onto sorption sites. Sorption effects may be

Fig. 10.1 A portion of the Periodic Table of the Elements,

showing the transition and post-transition metals. Elements

with green borders are those for which significant variability

of stable isotope composition has been observed in natural

materials. Elements with blue borders are those that have

more than one stable isotope and thus the potential to have

variability of stable isotope composition in natural materials,

but such variability has yet to be rigorously demonstrated. Ele-

ments with red borders have only one stable isotope (no stable

isotope in the case of Tc)
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magnified at reaction fronts such as the leading edge of

a Cr contaminant plume in groundwater (Ellis et al.

2004).

10.1.2 Iron (Fe)

Iron is the most abundant element on Earth and the

fourth most abundant element in the Earth’s crust. Iron

is the most widely used metal in industry, and thus is

pervasive in the environment. Iron is stable at the

Earth’s surface in two oxidation states: Fe2+ (Fe(II)),

commonly referred to as ferrous Fe, and Fe3+ (Fe(III)),

commonly referred to as ferric Fe. Fe(II) is a strong

reductant, is water-soluble, and is an important con-

stituent of Fe minerals formed under reducing condi-

tions (e.g. magnetite, siderite, pyrite). Fe(III) is only

sparingly water-soluble and is an important constitu-

ent of Fe minerals formed under oxidizing conditions

(e.g. ferrihydrite, goethite, hematite). Iron metal has

a wide variety of applications in metallurgy such as

construction of automobiles and ships, structural com-

ponents of buildings, and machinery in general. Iron

compounds such as Fe(III)-chloride and Fe(II)-sulfate

are likewise widely used in industry for a variety of

purposes. Iron plays an important role in biology and

is an essential nutrient for nearly all living organisms.

For example, Fe combines with oxygen to form hemo-

globin and myoglobin, the two main oxygen transport

proteins in vertebrates. Iron can serve as both electron

donor and electron acceptor for a wide range of micro-

organisms, and thus Fe redox reactions have the poten-

tial to support substantial microbial populations in soil

and sedimentary environments (Weber et al. 2006).

Iron has been viewed as a limiting nutrient for phyto-

plankton growth in the oceans (Martin and Fitzwater

1988). Iron transformations and cycling processes are

critical determinants of plant, forest and agricultural

ecosystem function. Iron itself is generally non-toxic,

but dissolved Fe(II) does impart an unpleasant taste to

water and Fe(III) staining of plumbing fixtures can be

a nuisance.

Like Cr, Fe has four stable isotopes: 54Fe (5.58%),
56Fe (91.95%), 57Fe (2.18%) and 58Fe (0.30%). Igne-

ous rocks have a very restricted range of 56Fe/54Fe.

Presently the measured range of 56Fe/54Fe in natural

materials is ~5‰, with pyrites from Precambrian

black shales spanning this range (�3.6 to +1.2‰ rela-

tive to igneous rocks; Severmann and Anbar 2009).

Both inorganic and microbially-mediated oxidation of

Fe(II) to Fe(III) and microbial reduction of Fe(III) to

Fe(II) have been shown to result in stable isotope

fractionation (Bullen et al. 2001; Balci et al. 2006;

Beard et al. 1999). Perhaps most important in this

regard is the experimentally and theoretically well-

established isotope exchange equilibrium between Fe

(II)- and Fe(III)-hexaquo complexes of ~3‰ (Johnson

et al. 2002; Anbar et al. 2005), in which the oxidized

species, Fe(III), is heavier than the reduced species,

Fe(II), as is the case for Cr. In addition, an important

role for sorption of Fe onto mineral surfaces has been

recognized, with heavy Fe species observed to popu-

late the sorption sites after equilibrium is attained

(Beard et al. 2010).

10.1.3 Nickel (Ni)

Nickel is used in many industrial and consumer

products, including stainless steel and other metal

alloys, coins, rechargeable batteries, and electroplat-

ing. Nickel is an important trace element in ultramafic

and mafic rocks. Nickel is stable at the Earth’s surface

in three oxidation states: primarily as Ni2+ (Ni(II)),

but also as Ni1+ (Ni(I)) and Ni3+ (Ni(III)). Nickel is

an important enzyme cofactor, for example in urease,

which assists in the hydrolysis of urea.

Nickel has five stable isotopes: 58Ni (68.1%), 60Ni

(26.2%), 61Ni (1.1%), 62Ni (3.6%) and 64Ni (0.9%).

In a recent study of Ni stable isotope variations related

to methanogenesis, Cameron et al. (2009) found that

methanogens cultured in the laboratory preferentially

assimilated light Ni from the media, leaving the resi-

due enriched in heavy Ni isotopes. Fractionation of

as much as 1.6‰ for 60Ni/58Ni was observed. In

contrast, little variability was observed among mete-

orites, basalts and continental sediments, suggesting

a lithologic baseline for comparison of this potential

biomarker of methanogenesis.

10.1.4 Copper (Cu)

Copper has a wide range of industrial applications,

including use for electrical wires, in metal alloys, in
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boat paint to prevent biologic fouling, in water and gas

supply pipes, and in coins. Copper is stable at the

Earth’s surface in two oxidation states: Cu1+ (Cu(I)),

which is the common form in sulfide minerals such

as chalcopyrite (CuFeS2), chalcocite (Cu2S), and

enargite (Cu3AsS4); and Cu2+ (Cu(II)), which is the

common form in aqueous solution. Copper can be

toxic to animals, due in large part to its ability to

accept and donate single electrons readily as it

changes between oxidation states. This is thought to

catalyze the production of reactive radical ions leading

to the condition known as oxidative stress.

Cu has two stable isotopes: 63Cu (69.17%) and
65Cu (30.83%). In natural materials, the measured

range of 65Cu/63Cu is approximately 9‰ for solid

samples and 3‰ for water samples (Larson et al.

2003; Borrok et al. 2008). In one study of possible

Cu stable isotope fractionation processes, abiotic

oxidative dissolution of Cu-bearing sulfide minerals

resulted in the product aqueous Cu(II) being ~1.4‰
heavier in terms of the 65Cu/63Cu ratio than Cu in

chalcopyrite and ~3.0‰ heavier than Cu in chalcocite.

Involving the microbe Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans

in the dissolution process reduced the fractionation

observed in both cases (Mathur et al. 2005).

Copper isotopes are beginning to provide important

new insights into how Cu behaves in Earth’s rivers and

oceans, as well as how the isotopes may be fractio-

nated. Vance et al. (2008) reported 65Cu/63Cu ratios

for riverine water, estuarine water and particulates,

and open ocean water samples. They observed that

dissolved Cu in rivers had 65Cu/63Cu of from 0.02 to

1.45‰ greater than that of the NIST 976 Cu standard,

and for the most part greater than that of Cu in crustal

rocks (+0.16‰ relative to NIST 976). In the estuarine

samples, 65Cu/63Cu of dissolved Cu was 0.8–1.5‰
greater than that of Cu associated with particulate

material. Vance et al. (2008) interpreted this isotopic

contrast to reflect isotopic partitioning of the weath-

ered pool of Cu between a light fraction adsorbed to

particulates and a heavy dissolved fraction dominated

by Cu bound to strong organic complexes, providing

a mechanism to deliver heavy dissolved Cu to the

oceans. Dissolved Cu in open ocean water samples

was even heavier than that in the river waters, suggest-

ing a continuation of the fractionation between dis-

solved and particulate Cu fractions particularly in the

surface ocean.

10.1.5 Zinc (Zn)

The post-transition metal Zn is used in electroplating,

metal alloys, pigment in paint, agricultural fertilizers

and pesticides, galvanized roofing material, and

television-screen phosphors. Zinc is stable at the

Earth’s surface in one oxidation state, Zn2+ (Zn(II)).

The large pool of Zn0 metal produced industrially is

manufactured specifically for purposes that take

advantage of its high oxidation potential relative to

other metals (e.g. as an anti-fouling and anti-corrosive

agent on the submerged portion of ship hulls and

propeller shafts). Zinc is an important enzyme

cofactor, for example in alcohol dehydrogenase in

humans, and is generally thought to be non-toxic.

Zinc has five stable isotopes: 64Zn (48.63%), 66Zn

(27.90%), 67Zn (4.10%), 68Zn (18.75%) and 70Zn

(0.62%). In natural materials, the measured range of
66Zn/64Zn is approximately 2‰ (Cloquet et al. 2008).

Maréchal et al. (1999) published the first high-quality

measurements of zinc and copper isotope composi-

tions in a variety of minerals and biological materials.

Since this pioneering work the field of Zn isotope

biogeochemistry has rapidly expanded into a variety

of environmental applications. For example, Zn has a

relatively low boiling point (~910�C) compared with

that of Cr or Cu, within the operating temperature

range of ore smelters. Thus Zn can evaporate from

ore during smelting, which would favor escape of light

Zn isotopes in the exhaust as demonstrated by

Mattielli et al. (2009), and retention of heavy Zn iso-

topes in the slag residue as shown by Sivry et al.

(2009). Kavner et al. (2008) demonstrated that elec-

troplated Zn, reduced to metallic state from a large

pool of aqueous Zn(II), is isotopically light compared

to the parent solution, potentially resulting in a large

pool of isotopically light electroplated Zn in the envi-

ronment. In addition, Weiss et al. (2007) demonstrated

that Zn adsorption due to complexation by organic

compounds is selective for the heavy Zn isotopes,

resulting for example in peat samples that have

heavier Zn isotope compositions than any potential

natural source. On the other hand, Borrok et al.

(2008) pointed out that Zn uptake by microorganisms

is selective for the light Zn isotopes. Thus there

are several fractionation processes for Zn that might

modify its isotope composition in the environment.
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10.1.6 Molybdenum (Mo)

Molybdenum is used in the production of high-

strength steel alloys, as pigments and catalysts, and

in a variety of high temperature applications such as

lubricants, electrical contacts and industrial motors.

Molybdenum is stable at the Earth’s surface in several

oxidation states, the most stable being Mo4+ (Mo(IV))

and Mo6+ (Mo(VI)). Molybdenum is an essential

enzyme cofactor in nearly all organisms, with particu-

lar importance for nitrogen fixation, nitrate reduc-

tion and sulfite oxidation. Molybdenum is soluble in

strongly alkaline water such as seawater, forming

molybdates (MoO4
2-). Molybdates bear structural

similarities to chromates, yet are weaker oxidants. In

fact, although Mo lies directly below Cr in the periodic

table, Mo compounds show more similarity to those of

tungsten (W), which lies directly below Mo in the

periodic table.

Molybdenum has seven stable isotopes:
92Mo (14.84%), 94Mo (9.25%), 95Mo (15.92%), 96Mo

(16.68%), 97Mo (9.55%), 98Mo (24.13%) and
100Mo (9.63%). In natural materials, the measured

range of 97Mo/95Mo is ~3‰, with pelagic clays

extending to �1‰ and suboxic sediment pore fluids

extending to þ2‰ relative to a modeled “bulk earth”

composition as defined by Mo ores (Barling et al.

2001; Siebert et al. 2003; Anbar 2004; Arnold et al.

2004). Molybdenum isotopes are fractionated during

adsorption to ferromanganese oxides in oxidizing

environments (Barling et al. 2001; Barling and Anbar

2004) and precipitation of Fe-Mo-S solids in reducing

environments (Poulson et al. 2006; Neubert et al.

2008), and the extent of fractionation differs in these

two extreme conditions. Thus Mo isotopes can provide

information about local redox conditions.

10.1.7 Cadmium (Cd)

The post-transition metal Cd is used primarily in

Ni-Cd batteries, metal alloys, electroplating, pigment

in paint, and electronic components. Cadmium is stable

at the Earth’s surface primarily in the Cd2+ (Cd(II))

oxidation state. Cadmium has a strong geological

affinity to Zn, but unlike Zn can be toxic to humans

due to its effective substitution for calcium in bone and

its tendency to concentrate in the kidneys and liver

where it may become carcinogenic.

Cadmium has eight stable isotopes: 106Cd (1.25%),
108Cd (0.89%), 110Cd (12.49%), 111Cd (12.80%),
112Cd (24.13%), 113Cd (12.22%), 114Cd (28.73%)

and 116Cd (7.49%). In terrestrial materials, the

measured range of 114Cd/110Cd is approximately

0.5‰; considering anthropogenically influenced mate-

rials extends that range to ~1.5‰ (Ripperger and

Rehk€amper 2007; Schmitt et al. 2009a, b; Shiel et al.

2010). Cadmium has an even lower boiling point

(~760�C) than Zn, and like Zn, Cd in ores likely

evaporates during smelting favoring escape of light

Cd isotopes in the exhaust, as recently demonstrated

by Cloquet et al. (2006a). Cadmium behaves like Zn

during electroplating (Kavner et al. 2008), potentially

resulting in a large pool of isotopically light Cd in the

environment. Although Cd is discussed in this chapter

mainly in a multi-tracer context, Rehk€amper et al.

(2011) provide a thorough discussion of the applica-

tion of Cd isotopes in environmental studies.

10.1.8 Mercury (Hg)

The post-transition metal Hg is used in thermometers

and other scientific apparatus, amalgam for dental

restoration, Hg vapor lamps, cosmetics, and liquid

mirror telescopes. Historically, Hg has been widely

used in gold mining operations. Mercury is stable at

the Earth’s surface as soluble Hg2+ (Hg(II)) and as Hg+

(Hg(I)) in the form of monomethylmercury (CH3Hg
+).

In addition, and unlike the other transition and post-

transition metals, Hg has a stable gaseous form (Hg0)

at environmental temperatures with a residence time in

the atmosphere of approximately 1 year (Schroeder

and Munthe 1998). Mercury and its compounds (e.g.

monomethylmercury (MeHg), mercuric chloride) are

extremely toxic and can be readily ingested through

inhalation or absorption through the skin and mucous

membranes.

Mercury has seven stable isotopes: 196Hg (0.15%),
198Hg (9.97%), 199Hg (16.87%), 200Hg (23.10%),
201Hg (13.18%) 202Hg (29.86%) and 204Hg (6.87%).

Based on the compilation of existing high-precision

Hg isotope data reported by Bergquist and Blum

(2009), the measured range of 202Hg/198Hg in natural
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materials resulting from mass dependent fractionation

(MDF) between coexisting Hg pools is approximately

7‰. This is remarkable, considering that measurable

fractionation of Hg isotopes was generally thought to

be non-existent as late as the 1990s. In addition, Hg

stable isotopes exhibit considerable mass independent

fractionation (MIF), in which the odd-numbered

isotopes 199Hg and 201Hg behave differently than the

even-numbered isotopes in certain chemical reactions

such as photochemical reduction (Bergquist and Blum

2007), leading to significant enrichments and deple-

tions of the odd-numbered isotopes relative to the

even-numbered isotopes in environmental Hg pools.

Although Hg is included in the discussion here,

Blum (2011) provides a thorough discussion of the

theory and application of Hg isotopes in environmen-

tal studies. In his chapter, Blum (2011) points out that

most environmental applications of Hg isotopes are

concerned with either (1) interpreting the isotopic

composition of MeHg occurring in sediments and

organisms, or (2) interpreting the isotopic composition

of Hg(II) associated with sediments or deposited onto

the land surface or into a water body. In addition, the

author stresses the importance of redox reactions as

the main cause of isotope fractionation in the Hg

system and the role that the isotopes can play in

helping to increase our understanding of the chemical

bonding environments that lead to various Hg frac-

tions in sediments and other natural materials.

10.1.9 Other Transition Metals
Potentially Having Useful
Isotopic Variability

There are several other transition metals, outlined in

blue in Fig. 10.1, that have multiple stable isotopes and

thus the potential for stable isotope variability in

nature, but which have yet to be rigorously explored

in terms of isotope systematics. Examples of these

elements that would be especially useful in environ-

mental studies are titanium (Ti), vanadium (V), silver

(Ag), tungsten (W) and rhenium (Re). For example, as

pointed out by Severman and Anbar (2009), Re (185Re

(37.4%), 187Re (62.6%); common oxidation states

Re2+, Re4+, Re6+, Re7+) is removed from solution

into sediments only under anoxic or suboxic conditions,

making it a suitable tracer for moderately reducing

conditions. In contrast, V (50V (0.25%), 51V (99.75%);

common oxidation states V2+, V3+, V4+, V5+) is scav-

enged from solution by manganese oxides and Fe-

oxyhydroxides, making it a suitable tracer for oxic

conditions. Both potential redox-tracing applications

assume that sedimentation promotes isotope frac-

tionation between sediment and residual aqueous

pools of Re or V, but such fractionation has yet to

be demonstrated.

Silver, in addition to its historic value as a precious

metal, is widely used in dentistry, photographic mate-

rials, mirrors and optics, control rods in nuclear reac-

tors, clothing (as an anti-fungal agent) and in certain

medicines. Silver has the highest electrical conductiv-

ity of any element and the highest thermal conductiv-

ity of any metal and thus is widely used in electrical

contacts and conductors. Silver is stable at the Earth’s

surface primarily in three oxidation states: Ag0 or

native silver, and Ag1+ and Ag2+, the common forms

in a wide variety of Ag-containing compounds and

minerals. Silver has two stable isotopes: 107Ag

(51.84%) and 109Ag (48.16%). In an initial study of

Ag stable isotope variation in sediment and domestic

and industrial sludge samples, Luo et al. (2010)

reported a small but significant range of variation in
109Ag/107Ag of 0.1‰ that bracketed the value for their

standard. They found a different value for Ag from a

fish liver (+0.28‰ relative to their standard) that may

indicate a biological influence. However, at this stage

Ag is only beginning to be explored in terms of stable

isotope variability.

Tungsten provides an especially intriguing but

as yet untested candidate for stable isotope variation

in natural materials at the Earth’s surface. Tungsten

is used in many high-temperature applications, such as

light bulbs and welding processes, and in lubricants,

abrasives, ceramic glazes, and heavy metal alloys. The

most common oxidation state of W at the Earth’s

surface is W6+, but W exhibits all oxidation states

from W2- to W6+. Tungsten has five stable isotopes:
180W (0.12%), 182W (26.50%), 183W (14.31%), 184W

(30.64%) and 186W (28.43%); 180W is radioactive, but

with a half-life of 1.8 � 1018 years it is essentially

stable. While there is substantial literature describing
182W variations in meteorites, there have been

essentially no published systematic studies of low-

temperature processes involving W. However, Irisawa

and Hirata (2006) reported that W isotope ratios for
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sediment reference materials differed significantly

from values for igneous rocks, hinting at the possi-

bility that low-temperature redox and/or sorption

processes may fractionate the W isotopes.

The potential for Ti to have significant variability

of stable isotope composition in natural materials at

the Earth’s surface is probably less than that for W, V

and Re. This is due to the fact that the geochemistry of

Ti is dominated by the Ti4+ oxidation state, and Ti is

not known to play a large role in biological processes

such as enzyme stabilization. Regardless, titanium has

five stable isotopes spanning a large mass range:
46Ti (8.0%), 47Ti (7.3%), 48Ti (73.8%), 49Ti (5.5%)

and 50Ti (5.4%). If our experience with exploration of

stable isotope variability of other elements dominated

by a single oxidation state may serve as a guide, it is

not unrealistic that a thorough reconnaissance study of

Ti or other unexplored transition metal stable isotope

systematics in environmental materials (e.g. nano-

particles, pigments, electroplated steel) would reveal

unexpected surprises.

10.2 Methodology

Although the transition and post-transition metals rep-

resent a geochemically diverse group of elements,

the details of the analytical procedures required for

measurement of their isotope compositions are quite

uniform. Once a laboratory establishes a protocol for

analysis of one of these metals, it can be relatively

straightforward to add more of the remaining metals to

the repertoire. On the other hand, transition and post-

transition metals are everywhere, in field and labora-

tory equipment, and care must be taken to maintain

strict cleanliness during sample collection, processing

and measurement.

10.2.1 Sampling Protocols

As a general rule, the sampling protocol for transition

or post-transition metal isotope analysis of water is

identical to that for standard dissolved cation analysis.

The sample is collected using plastic tubing for pumps

or plastic containers for dipping and placed into plastic

containers that have been rinsed several times with the

water being collected. Pre-cleaning of the plastic con-

tainers with nitric acid may be required if container

“blanks”, obtained by allowing distilled water to sit in

the container for an extended period of time, reveal

significant metal content. The sample needs to be

filtered, the pore-size of the filter being determined

by the question being asked (e.g. is there isotopic

fractionation between colloidal and non-colloidal

size fractions?). Generally an in-line filter with 0.1 mm
pore size provides sufficient filtration, but this may

cause retention of some of the colloidal fraction as

well (size: 1 nm–1 mm). Alternatively, the sample can

be filtered after initial collection using a plastic

syringe fitted with a disposable filter cartridge. Care

must be taken to prevent possible redox changes of the

redox-sensitive species in the oxic environment.

Use of an in-line filter minimizes potential formation

of Fe- and Mn-oxyhydroxides that can scavenge

the metals from solution. Additionally, collection and

filtration can be carried out in a portable nitrogen-

atmosphere glove box. The sample should be acidified

with exceptionally clean nitric or hydrochloric acid, to

a pH of approximately 2.0. Additional precautions

such as wearing ultra-clean over-garments, gloves

and boots may be required, particularly when metal

concentrations are expected to be extremely small.

Knowledge of metal concentrations in the sample

prior to collection for isotope analysis is useful in

order to ensure that sufficient metal is collected to

meet the requirements of the analytical technique. As

a general rule of thumb, sufficient material to provide

1–10 mg of the target metal should be collected when

possible. The amount of metal required for isotope

analysis ranges from as little as 5 ng to as much as

1 mg, depending on factors such as ionization effi-

ciency in the mass spectrometer and resolution mode

employed (see below). Moreover, knowledge of pro-

cedural blank levels is useful for deciding what kinds

of plastic tubing and containers to use and what pro-

tective measures to take. A worthwhile exercise is to

take a supply of the cleanest distilled laboratory water

available to the field site and to treat the distilled water

as a sample, using all intended plastic tubing and

containers, filters and other collection equipment,

and techniques. One or two field blanks should

be collected during each sampling session, and the

blank should be measured for concentration of

the metal of interest prior to investing time in sample

preparation and mass spectrometry.
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Collection of solid samples such as soils, plant

tissues and landfill materials requires common sense

more than anything. Solid samples should be collected

into plastic bags, and care should be taken to ensure

that sampling equipment (e.g. shovels, augers, stem-

wood borers) do not contain the metal of interest.

Particular care should be taken to avoid sampling

equipment with painted surfaces as the paint is

likely to have transition or post-transition metals as

pigments.

10.2.2 Sample Preparation

Prior to mass spectrometry, the metal of interest must

be isolated from the rest of the sample matrix and

particularly from elements that would produce iso-

baric interferences on the target masses for analysis.

For example, in preparing a sample for Cr isotope

analysis, all Ti, V and Fe must be removed, as each

of these metals has an isotope at the same mass as a

Cr isotope. Similarly, some elements form double-

charged ions in the mass spectrometer that are

detected at ½ of their mass due to the direct depen-

dence of ion flight path through the magnetic sector of

the mass spectrometer on mass:charge ratio of the ion.

For example, Ba2+ ions can be formed in both multi-

collector inductively coupled plasma mass spectro-

metry (MC-ICP-MS) and thermal ionization mass

spectrometry (TIMS), the two common methods for

analysis of metal stable isotope composition. 132Ba2+

would be detected at mass 66, 134Ba2+ would be

detected at mass 67, and 136Ba2+ would be detected

at mass 68, all directly overlapping the Zn isotopes of

the same masses. Thus, a goal of the chemistry is to

produce as pure a target metal fraction as possible,

preferably if not assuredly with quantitative recovery.

Most chemical procedures for purification of

the transition and post-transition metals involve some

form of ion exchange chromatography, making use of

different affinities of the metals for the ion exchange

resins in different strengths of acid media. For exam-

ple, Wombacher et al. (2003) developed a method to

purify Cd from geological materials and meteorites.

The digested sample is dissolved in 3 M HCl and

loaded directly onto an exchange column containing

AG1-X8 strong acid anion exchange resin. The col-

umn is rinsed with set volumes of 0.5, 1, 2 and finally

8 M HCl in order to remove the majority of matrix

elements. Following this series of rinses, all that

remains on the resin are Ag, Zn, tin (Sn) and

Cd. Additional rinsing with 8 M HCl removes the

Ag, which can be retained for isotope analysis if

desired (although quantitative recovery must be

demonstrated). The rinse solution is then changed to

a 0.5 M HNO3–0.1 M HBr mixture, which removes Zn

and some of the Sn from the column; this fraction can

be retained for further processing for Zn isotope anal-

ysis, if desired. The rinse solution is then changed to

2 M HNO3, which removes the Cd and the remainder

of the Sn. This product solution is then taken to dry-

ness, re-dissolved in 6 M HCl and loaded onto a small

column containing a resin (TRU Spec, Eichrom

Industries) that retains the Sn but not the Cd, which

is collected in a beaker. The product solution contains

only Cd, and is ready for isotopic determination.

This example demonstrates the versatility of the ion

exchange resin method, and new element-specific

resins are continually being developed as the need

for new applications is encountered.

Procedures for chemical purification of the other

transition and post-transition metals follow a similar

logic and most are able to achieve quantitative recov-

ery, thereby avoiding isotope fractionation on the resin

column which has been demonstrated to occur

for several elements such as Fe (Anbar et al. 2000).

References providing detailed descriptions of purifica-

tion techniques for the transition and post-transition

metals discussed here include: Cr, Ellis et al. (2002;

supplementary material); Fe, Beard and Johnson

(1999); Ni, Cameron et al. (2009); Cu and Zn, Borrok

et al. (2007); Mo, Barling et al. (2001); Cd, Wombacher

et al. (2003); Ag, Luo et al. (2010); Ti, Das and Pobi

(1990); V, Pelly et al. (1970); W, Sahoo et al. (2006);

Re, Liu et al. (1998). Note that sample preparation of

Hg for isotope analysis requires an entirely different

approach, as discussed in Blum (2011).

10.2.3 Instrumentation

As mentioned above, the stable isotope composition of

the transition and post-transition metals is measured

using either MC–ICP–MS or TIMS. A generalized

schematic of these mass spectrometers is given in

Fig. 10.2, which illustrates essential aspects of their
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function (Bullen and Eisenhauer 2009). All instru-

ments consist of three main components: ion source,

ion optics (ion acceleration, ion beam focusing,

isotope mass separation) and ion collection. Ions are

produced by thermal processes in the source region: in

MC-ICP-MS, the sample is injected into the source

region either as a nebulized liquid aerosol or as ablated

solid particulate in a gaseous stream which passes

through a high-temperature plasma (up to 10,000�K;
see photo insert in Fig. 10.2) at near-atmospheric

pressure. At this high temperature, atoms of the sam-

ple material are very efficiently ionized. In TIMS, the

sample is deposited on a wire filament (see photo insert

in Fig. 10.2), placed in a high vacuum (~10-8 torr), and

the filament is heated to the temperature required for

ion production of the particular element (typically

800–1,700�C). The ions produced in either instrument

then enter the optics region, where they are accelerated

through a large potential (up to 10 kV) and focused

electronically to create a discrete ion beam. In MC-

ICP-MS, the vacuum must be substantially improved

over this short optics region via efficient mechanical

and electrical “ion getter” vacuum pumps. Beyond the

ion optics region, an exceptional vacuum (~10-8 torr)

must be maintained in both instruments.

The accelerated and focused ion beam then passes

through a slit into the flight tube where the different

isotopes of the element are dispersed by mass using

an electromagnet. The width of the slit determines the

ability of the mass spectrometer to partially resolve

sample ions and extraneous molecules of nearly simi-

lar mass (“isobaric interferences”). For example, since

the plasma in ICP-source instruments is predomi-

nantly composed of Ar, a narrow slit must be used to

resolve 56Fe from 40Ar16O. In TIMS instruments, 56Fe

must be resolved from organic molecules with mass

~56 atomic mass units. In general, a narrower slit

provides greater resolving power but reduced signal

intensity.

The fundamental power of MC-ICP-MS and TIMS

instruments to disperse the isotopes of an element rests

in the ability of the magnet to differentially divert the

flight paths of the various isotopes according to their

individual energies. The ion flight paths are bent along

the axis of the flight tube depending on the ratio of ion

mass to charge: light ions are bent more (green path in

diagram), heavy ions are bent less (red path in dia-

gram). For any particular isotope, a restricted range of

ion energies leaving the magnetic sector is required to

create a concentrated, flat-topped signal that is ideal

Fig. 10.2 Generalized

schematic of the important

aspects of multi-collector mass

spectrometers used for

determination of metal stable

isotope compositions. Key

features are discussed in the text.

Modified after Bullen and

Eisenhauer (2009)
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for detection and measurement. In TIMS, ions of a

particular isotope produced at the source filament are

essentially mono-energetic, and once the ion beam is

focused in the source region mass (i.e. energy) disper-

sion can be effectively achieved in the magnetic sec-

tor. In contrast, in MC-ICP-MS ions of a particular

isotope leave the source region having a fairly wide

energy distribution due to numerous processes occur-

ring in the source region. Thus in most MC-ICP-MS

instruments, the poly-energetic ion beam must first

pass through an electrostatic discriminator (not

shown) which disperses the ion beam in exactly the

opposite sense to that which follows in the magnetic

sector. As a result of exacting electromechanical

design, the ion beam that ultimately passes out of the

magnetic sector has a balanced and much smaller

energy spread that allows the flat-topped signal to

develop. In a few MC-ICP-MS instruments, the ion

beam first passes through a “collision cell” containing

molecules of a gas such as Ar where collisions of the

metal ions with the gas molecules substantially reduce

the kinetic energies of those ions, which can then

be reaccelerated in a nearly mono-energetic condition

for passage through the magnetic field as in TIMS.

Ion detection collectors are configured to perfectly

intersect the resulting flight paths of the component

isotope ion beams of the element. In some instruments,

collectors can be moved perpendicularly to the ion

paths until desired coincidence is achieved for a

particular element. In other instruments, the collector

positions are fixed and the trajectories of the ion beams

themselves are adjusted along the final section of the

flight tube by further electronic focusing in order to

achieve coincidence. Collectors are either Faraday

cages, credit-card sized, thin rectangular boxes open

on one narrow end to receive and trap ions on the

internal surfaces resulting in a measurable total ion

current on the internal surfaces, or ion counters that

record individual ion collisions with the counter sur-

faces. Faraday cages may have slits positioned along

the ion flight path prior to the point of ion entry into

the cage in order to better shape the ion beam for

optimum signal detection. Channel-specific total ion

currents detected over a certain period of time are then

processed through a series of electronic conversions

into signals that can be interpreted by computer soft-

ware as relative isotope abundances for the element.

Each instrument has its advantages in certain

applications, but as a general rule the stable isotope

composition of all the transition and post-transition

metals discussed in this chapter can be most efficiently

determined using MC-ICP-MS. The high ionization

efficiency of the plasma source used to generate ions

in MC-ICP-MS compared to that of the metal filament

source used in TIMS results in improved isotope mea-

surement of very small quantities (i.e. tens of nano-

grams) of elements with high ionization potentials,

such as Zn (e.g. Chen et al. 2008), Mo (e.g. Barling

and Anbar 2004), and Hg (e.g. Blum and Bergquist

2007). In addition, MC-ICP-MS instruments typically

have the capability to sufficiently resolve measureable

portions of metal ion beams from “isobaric” poly-

atomic interfering species having nearly the same

mass (e.g. 56Fe vs. 40Ar16O generated in the Ar

plasma). Some interfering species, primarily oxides,

can also be removed from the ion stream to a large

extent by desolvating the sample prior to introduction

to the plasma. Alternatively, in some instruments

polyatomic molecules can be disaggregated in the

collision cell apparatus described above due to colli-

sions of the molecules with atoms of the gas supplied

to the cell. In MC-IPC-MS, uncertainty due to signal

noise resulting from the inherent instability of the

plasma source is eliminated by measuring all ion

beams simultaneously with the multicollector array.

An additional strength of MC-ICP-MS is that samples

can be introduced using laser ablation equipment, in

which layers of atoms are sputtered off the surface of

a solid material and transported by a gas stream to

the plasma for ionization. Excellent references on the

general topic of isotope analysis by MC-ICP-MS are

Albarède and Beard (2004), Rehk€amper et al. (2004)

and Wieser and Schwieters (2005).

On the other hand, TIMS has been used for more

than 50 years and has long been the workhorse for

metal isotope research. TIMS provided much of the

data on transition and post-transition metal stable iso-

tope systematics prior to the proliferation of MC-ICP-

MS in research labs and continues to provide excellent

isotope measurements for more readily ionized ele-

ments such as Cr (e.g. Ellis et al. 2002) and Fe (Bullen

and Amundson 2010) and even for elements that are

difficult to ionize such as Cd (Schmitt et al. 2009a, b).

TIMS is less affected by isobaric interferences than

MC–ICP–MS because there is no need for the Ar gas

and because the sample is ionized under high vacuum

rather than in an aqueous solution or gas stream

at atmospheric pressure. TIMS likewise benefits from
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simultaneous multicollector ion beam detection

(Fantle and Bullen 2009). Typical external precision

(i.e. comparison of total procedural replicates for nat-

ural samples) is at the 0.1‰ level for both TIMS and

MC–ICP–MS. A disadvantage of both instruments is a

sizable footprint in the laboratory and high costs for

purchase and maintenance.

10.2.4 Data: Acquisition, Reduction,
Accuracy, and Standard
Reference Materials

Isotope fractionation of the ion beam produced in both

TIMS andMC-ICP-MS, which is an unavoidable char-

acteristic of both analytical platforms, means that the

relative proportion of isotopes of an element reaching

the detectors in the mass spectrometer is not identical

to that of the sample. This instrument-induced frac-

tionation, or “mass bias”, is often larger than the

isotopic variation between samples. In MC-IPC-MS,

light ions of any element are preferentially discrimi-

nated against and removed from the ion stream at

the sampling cones situated just beyond the plasma

source, resulting in relatively heavy raw measured

ratios that tend to stay very constant over the course

of a measurement. In TIMS, light ions of any element

are preferentially ionized off the filament surface,

causing the raw measured ratio to be light at the outset

and progressively heavier over the course of a mea-

surement. Thus it is essential to provide some means to

correct for isotope discrimination so that measured

isotope compositions of samples can be compared to

those of standards and other samples.

The classic approach to correct for isotope discrim-

ination in TIMS is referred to as the double spike
technique. An excellent treatment of the theoretical

aspects of the double spike technique is given by

Johnson and Beard (1999), and a practical overview

of the technique is provided by Rudge et al. (2009).

This technique requires that the element have at least

four naturally-occurring isotopes, two that can be used

as isotopes for the double spike and two that can be

used to calculate a ratio that provides information

on the relative natural isotope composition of a sam-

ple. The double spike is a mixture of two typically

minor isotopes of the element that have each been

industrially enriched in their proportion relative to

the other isotopes. There are now several commercial

suppliers of highly enriched (i.e. typically>90% pure)

stable isotopes of most multi-isotopic elements, and

thus it is relatively straightforward to create a double

spike using any combination of two isotopes of an

element. The double spike mixture, which has been

carefully characterized for isotope composition and

concentration, is added to a sample prior to analysis

thus imparting an unnatural isotope composition to the

sample-double spike mixture. Following analysis,

the measured ratio of the two isotopes used to create

the double spike can be compared to the known, care-

fully characterized value to obtain a “mass bias factor”

that quantifies isotope fractionation that has occurred

during analysis. The measured isotope composition of

the sample-double spike mixture can then be corrected

based on this mass bias factor, and the double spike

component of the mixture can be mathematically

subtracted from the fractionation-corrected composi-

tion to reveal the natural ratios of the two or more

isotopes not used for the double spike as the residual.

For example, the 53Cr/52Cr natural isotope ratio of

a sample can be determined using a double spike

consisting of a mixture of nearly pure 50Cr and 54Cr,

the two minor isotopes of Cr. Of the elements dis-

cussed here, Cr, Fe, Ni, Zn, Cd, Mo, Hg, Ti, and W

are suitable for analysis by the double spike technique

while Ag, Re and V are not. An important advantage

of the double spike technique is that the double

spike solution can be added to the sample prior to puri-

fication chemistry, and thus, without any additional

effort, can be used to correct for isotope fractionation

that might occur during chemical purification prior to

analysis (e.g. due to non-quantitative recovery of the

metal from the resin).

The nature of MC-ICP-MS allows application of

two additional techniques for correction of isotope

discrimination in the instrument during analysis,

standard-sample-standard bracketing and internal
standardization. As the name implies, in standard-

sample-standard bracketing a standard solution is

analyzed directly before and after a sample, and the

interpolated isotope ratio of the standard at the time of

the sample analysis is taken as the reference value.

This is an incredibly straightforward approach, but

assumes that the sample and standard behave similarly

in the plasma (e.g. have identical matrices). With

internal standardization, an element with a known
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isotope composition and similar fractionation behav-

ior to the element being analyzed is added to the

sample solution prior to aspiration into the plasma

(e.g. Zr as an internal standard for Mo isotope analysis,

Cu as an internal standard for Fe or Zn isotope analy-

sis). The isotope ratio measured for the internal stan-

dard can be compared to its known value to quantify

machine-induced fractionation and a correction can

then be applied to the isotope ratio of the target ele-

ment on a scan by scan basis. Using internal standar-

dization, a plot of the measured isotope ratios of the

target element vs. those of the internal standard ele-

ment typically defines a mass dependent fractionation

relationship that provides the basis for the correction

(Longerich et al. (1987); Maréchal et al. (1999)).

The power of the standard-sample-standard brack-

eting and internal standardization techniques is that

they can be used for isotopic analysis of any element

having two or more isotopes. On the other hand, the

double spike technique required for TIMS stable iso-

tope analysis can likewise be used for MC-ICP-MS

isotope analysis of elements having four or more iso-

topes, and is in essence a special case of internal

standardization. The advantage of using a double

spike for MC-ICP-MS analysis is that quantitative

yield during sample purification is not required as it

is for standard-sample-standard bracketing and inter-

nal standardization approaches (Siebert et al. 2001).

Differences in transition and post-transition metal

stable isotope composition between materials tend

to be small, a few parts per thousand at most, so

that differences in absolute isotope ratio are difficult

to conceptualize. For example, say that the 53Cr/52Cr

ratio determined by TIMS for a native groundwater

sample is 0.114000, while the value for the Cr isotope

standard is 0.113392. To better visualize this small

difference, most researchers in the field have adopted

the delta notation used for gas isotope ratio compari-

son so that ratios can be compared on a per mil (‰)

basis. Using the Cr example:

d53=52Cr¼1000�ð53Cr=52Crgroundwater
�53Cr=52CrstandardÞ=53Cr=ð52CrstandardÞ

¼1000� 0:114000�0:113392ð Þ=0:113392
¼þ5:36:

d values are preceded by a plus or minus sign to

denote ratios that are, respectively, heavier or lighter

than the reference material, which in this case is NIST

979 Cr metal. There are two important variants of the d
notation: (1) DA-B may be used to represent the differ-

ence in d values between two samples, A and B; and

(2) workers may use the e notation, equal to 10 times

d, or parts per 10,000, in cases where differences in

isotope composition between samples are extremely

small. Caution is advised as there are additional uses

of both D and e in isotope science terminology, and

some researchers report isotope ratio variations on a

per atomic mass unit basis.

Standard reference materials (SRM) provide the

basis for inter- and intra-laboratory comparison of

isotope ratio measurements. While the mass spectro-

meters used in different laboratories might produce

different absolute values for an SRM, the ratios

obtained on samples are comparable through use of

the delta scale described above, calculated relative to

the SRM. Most standards used in metal stable isotope

research are supplied by two sources: the Institute

for Reference Materials and Measurements (IRMM,

Belgium) and the National Institute for Standards and

Technology (NIST, USA). Both organizations have

gone to great lengths to produce large quantities of

metal isotope SRM, which have been rigorously

assessed through round-robin analyses at a number of

isotope laboratories. A good SRM must (1) be in

abundant supply and available for distribution, (2) be

homogeneous in isotopic composition across the supply,

(3) have an isotopic composition similar to or border-

ing the range to be measured in samples, and (4) have

an agreed-upon value. Ideally, for a given metal it

is preferable to have at least two well-characterized

SRM that bracket the range of isotope ratios antici-

pated in samples. This is rarely the case, and thus most

researchers rely on a single SRM that is used widely

by other laboratories, together with routinely analyzed

internal standards used to monitor consistency of lab-

oratory processing and mass spectrometer function.

An important point is that all isotope research should

be conducted using widely available SRM in order to

allow other laboratories to make a check of accuracy.

Commonly used SRM include: Cr, NIST 979; Fe,

IRMM-014; Ni, NIST 986; Cu, NIST 976; Zn, JMC

(Johnson Matthey Corporation) 3-0749-L and IRMM-

3702; Mo, NIST 3134 (proposed; presently there is no

internationally accepted SRM (Wen et al. 2010), but

acceptance by the isotope community requires a

period of inter-laboratory comparison to validate the
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choice); Cd, JMC lot 502552A and NIST 3108;

Ag, NIST 978a. Note that there are currently no inter-

nationally accepted or proposed SRM for Ti, V, W or

Re isotope analysis.

IRMM and NIST typically supply an SRM for

metal stable isotope analysis in the form of a purified

metal or salt, both of which are easy to dissolve and

use routinely. However, some researchers choose

to use natural samples as standards, provided those

samples meet the criteria listed above. The advan-

tage of using a natural material as an SRM is that it

must follow the same chemical purification steps as

samples, thus assuring integrity of the chemical pro-

cedures. For some metals, there are both natural and

synthetic SRM. For Fe stable isotope research, for

example, there are two widely available SRM: specific

basalts and other igneous rocks, which have been

shown to have uniform isotope composition (Beard

et al. 2003), and IRMM-014, a synthetic iron standard.

The isotope composition of IRMM-014 is now gener-

ally considered to be the zero point for the delta scale;

on this basis, igneous rocks have on average a d56/54Fe
value of þ0.09‰. Unfortunately, Fe lacks SRM

having isotope compositions at the light and heavy

extremes of the natural spectrum.

10.3 Metal Stable Isotope Fractionation
Processes

Isotope fractionation is a set of processes which can

divide an isotopically homogeneous pool of an ele-

ment into multiple fractions that have different com-

plementary isotope compositions. For a given element,

observed fractionation may be either mass dependent,

scaling approximately as the mass difference between

isotope pairs, or mass independent, where one isotope

behaves non-systematically with respect to the others.

By far, most of the stable isotope variability of the

transition and post-transition metals observed to date

has resulted from mass dependent processes.

There are two main categories of isotope frac-

tionation processes that affect the transition and

post-transition metals, kinetic isotope effects and equi-

librium isotope exchange. Kinetic isotope effects

result from uni-directional physical and chemical

reactions, during which the light isotope is always

favored in the product phase. Examples of processes

resulting in kinetic isotope effects are evaporation,

where light isotopes of metals such as Zn and Cd

escape more efficiently at the liquid-air interface than

heavy isotopes (e.g. Cloquet et al. 2006a, b), electro-

plating, where light isotopes of metals from the plating

bath are preferentially deposited onto a metal substrate

(Kavner et al. 2008), and diffusion (Richter et al.

2009). A special class of kinetic isotope effects arises

for elements having differences in specific isotope

reaction rates, for example where the odd-numbered

isotopes of Hg behave non-systematically with respect

to the even-numbered isotopes (Bergquist and Blum

2009; Blum 2011). Isotope equilibrium results from

protracted exchange between reaction products and

reactants, and at equilibrium the products may be

either lighter or heavier than the reactants depending

on factors such as metal ion coordination, packing

density and bond strength. Examples of processes

resulting in isotope equilibrium are the partitioning

of relatively heavy Fe into [Fe(III)(H2O)6](aq)
3+ com-

pared to Fe in coexisting [Fe(II)(H2O)6](aq)
2+ (Johnson

et al. 2002; Welch et al. 2003), and the exchange of Fe

between hematite and [Fe(III)(H2O)6](aq)
3+ leading to

identical Fe isotope compositions of these two phases

(i.e. no isotope fractionation). This latter example is

interesting in that hematite formed initially in synthe-

sis experiments has light Fe relative to coexisting

[Fe(III)(H2O)6](aq)
3+ due to kinetic isotope effects

that are subsequently reversed (Skulan et al. 2002).

Note that isotope equilibrium between liquid and

vapor is likewise possible, as in the case of Hg

(Estrade et al. 2009). Excellent discussions of the

topic of kinetic and equilibrium isotope fractionation,

with examples pertinent to environmental studies, are

provided by Clark and Fritz (1997) and Kendall and

McDonnell (1998).

Redox reactions, whether strictly inorganic or

microbially mediated, consistently result in significant

metal stable isotope fractionation, and the reduced

species of the metal redox pair is generally isotopi-

cally lighter than the oxidized species. Thus, deter-

mination of the isotope composition of redox-sensitive

metals has proven useful for understanding redox

dynamics in paleo- and present-day environmental

systems (Severmann and Anbar 2009; Bergquist and

Blum 2009; Bullen and Walczyk 2009). On the other

hand, the stable isotope composition of metals which

occur naturally in only one redox state (e.g. Cd, Zn)
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but which may fractionate during complexation with

redox-sensitive species such as sulfur (Schauble 2003)

or with organic matter (Weiss et al. 2007) can likewise

be indicative of redox conditions.

Sorption of metals onto the surfaces of minerals in

sediments and soils is an environmentally important

process that can help to moderate aqueous concentra-

tions of those metals and aid in metal contaminant

remediation. Isotope fractionation associated with

sorption has been recognized for several of the transi-

tion and post-transition metals, but is highly element

specific. For example, sorption of isotopically light

Mo onto ferromanganese oxides in the oxic oceans is

viewed as having been an important isotope fraction-

ation process for Mo over much of Earth history

(Wasylenki et al. 2008). In contrast, sorbed Fe(II)

on goethite was found to be isotopically heavy com-

pared to [Fe(II)(H2O)6](aq)
3+ in a series of carefully

conducted equilibrium isotope exchange experiments

reported by Beard et al. (2010). In the case of Cr,

only a negligible isotope fractionation was observed

between sorbed and aqueous CrO4
2- and HCr2O7

-

when either g-Al2O3 or goethite was used as the sorp-

tion substrate (Ellis et al. 2004).

Coordination environment of the metals in liquids

and solids is an additional important determinant of

stable isotope fractionation. In general, for a given

system chemistry, higher coordination favors the ligh-

ter isotopes. Using the system Fe-O as an example, Fe

in hematite (Fe2O3) is in octahedral coordination while

Fe in magnetite (Fe3O4) is in both octahedral and

tetrahedral coordination within their respective oxy-

gen framework. The result is a higher average coordi-

nation number for Fe in hematite than for Fe in

magnetite. As expected, when the two phases coexist

at or near equilibrium, Fe in hematite is isotopically

lighter than Fe in magnetite by approximately 3‰, as

has been reported for coexisting magnetite-hematite

pairs in banded iron formations (Johnson et al. 2003).

The difference in metal ion coordination environment

in coexisting solid-liquid pairs is likewise an impor-

tant determinant of stable isotope fractionation. For

example, theoretical calculations of equilibrium iso-

tope fractionation predict that aqueous Fe(II), which is

in octahedral coordination within a “hexaquo” inner

hydration sphere ([Fe(II)(H2O)6](aq)
2+), should be

heavier than Fe(II) in coexisting siderite (FeCO3), in

which the Fe(II) is in more open octahedral coordina-

tion with oxygen of the carbonate groups (Polyakov

and Mineev 2000; Schauble 2004). Siderite synthesis

experiments confirm the sense of this theoretical frac-

tionation, but observed magnitudes are less than those

predicted by theory (Wiesli et al. 2004). Gaining a

better understanding of aqueous metal coordination

environments and the implications for stable isotope

fractionation is one of the major challenges facing the

field.

10.4 Applications of Metal Isotopes
to Environmental Studies

The transition and post-transition metals are subject to

numerous potential isotope fractionation processes

over a wide range of environmental conditions, and

thus their isotope compositions may provide a unique

record of those processes that can be used to under-

stand present-day and paleo-environmental systems.

In this section, several examples are given that illus-

trate the spectrum of environmental issues that can be

addressed using these novel stable isotope tracers as

process recorders. These include using the isotopes to

trace metal contaminants, to identify metal redox pro-

cesses, to assess plant nutrition cycles and understand

processes within plants, and to serve as biomarkers.

Although familiarity with the general topic of stable

isotope biogeochemistry will help the reader to appre-

ciate the details of the following examples, the intro-

ductory material and references in this and other

chapters of this book should help those not familiar

with the field to better understand why the isotopes are

useful and how they work in these specific cases.

10.4.1 Tracing Metal Contaminant
Sources and Sinks

The ability of isotope signatures to trace the sources of

and processes affecting metal contaminants in ground-

water and the atmosphere appears to be receiving the

most attention from research groups focused on envi-

ronmental applications of transition and post-transition

metal stable isotopes. Of metal contaminants in

groundwater, Cr(VI) is arguably the best understood

in terms of isotope systematics based on laboratory
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experiments, and Cr stable isotopes have been used to

study the fate of toxic Cr contamination at numerous

field sites. Of the potential metal contaminants in the

atmosphere, the most progress has been made in

understanding Hg sources and sinks as discussed by

Blum (2011), but Zn, Cd and Cr are likewise receiving

considerable attention and are discussed here.

10.4.1.1 Tracing Sources of Chromium

in Groundwater

As described above in the overview of Cr, reduction of

Cr(VI) to Cr(III) is accompanied by a large isotope

fractionation. Thus, Cr stable isotopes should be use-

ful for monitoring Cr(VI) reduction in a contaminant

plume, for distinguishing between Cr(VI) reduction

and advective mixing with Cr-free groundwater (two

mechanisms that can decrease Cr(VI) concentrations

in the contaminant plume), and potentially for distin-

guishing between industrial and natural sources of Cr

(VI). Sources of Cr used for industrial purposes are

likely to be Cr ore deposits and minerals, which con-

sistently have d53/52Cr values close to 0‰ relative to

NIST 979 (Ellis et al. 2002; Schoenberg et al. 2008).

In contrast, naturally occurring Cr in groundwater dis-

plays a range of values (d53/52Cr: +1.0 to +5.8‰; Ellis

et al. 2002; Izbicki et al. 2008). These values likely

reflect fractionation during oxidation of Cr(III) on

manganese oxides and fractionation during subsequent

reduction of Cr(VI) along groundwater flowpaths fol-

lowing mobilization of the highly soluble Cr(VI) from

mineral surface sorption sites. Thus under favorable

conditions the natural and industrial Cr pools at a con-

taminated site may have different d53/52Cr values.
In order to test the usefulness of Cr stable isotopes

for Cr contamination source assessment and process

identification at a well-studied contaminated site, a

pilot study (CH2MHill 2007) was carried out at the

Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E) Compressor Facility

in Hinkley, California, made famous in the movie

“Erin Brockovich.” From 1952 to 1966, waste water

containing Cr(VI) used as an anti-corrosive in the

cooling towers leaked into the underlying sandy

aquifer, creating a plume of Cr(VI)-contaminated

groundwater that by 2000 had migrated nearly

2 miles downgradient from the facility. Groundwater

samples from immediately adjacent to the facility,

from within the plume, and of regional groundwater

collected well away from the plume were analyzed

for Cr stable isotope composition (Bullen 2007). As

shown in Fig. 10.3, the data plot along a well-

organized trend, with near-facility (contaminant) and

regional groundwaters defining the extremes, while

samples from the contaminant plume plot in between.

There is no question that in this particular case, the

Cr stable isotopes clearly distinguish the natural and

anthropogenic Cr(VI) end-members.

It is less clear how the samples collected from

the contaminant plume obtained their compositions

in d53/52Cr-Cr concentration space. For example, as

shown in Fig. 10.3 the plume sample data all lie well

to the low-Cr side of model trends describing both

abiotic and microbially-mediated Cr(VI) reduction

(Ellis et al. 2002; Sikora et al. 2008) and well to the

high-d53/52Cr side of the model trend for advective

mixing between near-facility contaminant and

regional groundwaters, suggesting that neither Cr(VI)

reduction nor advective mixing alone is able to

account for those compositions. However, some com-

bination of Cr(VI) reduction and advective mixing

could account for the plume sample compositions,

and a scenario that is at least consistent with field

relations (Bullen 2007) is shown in Fig. 10.3. In this

scenario, Cr(VI) at the front and margins of the migrat-

ing contaminant plume would come into contact with

the limited reductant (e.g. ferrous iron, organic matter)

in this aquifer, allowing small amounts of Cr(VI)

reduction to occur and driving remnant Cr(VI) compo-

sitions along the model Cr(VI) reduction vectors. At

the same time, advective mixing with regional ground-

waters at the plume front and margins would shift

remnant Cr(VI) compositions to the low-Cr side of

the model Cr(VI) reduction vectors (e.g. along trajec-

tories similar to the lines labeled “plume front Cr(VI)

reduction-mixing” in Fig. 10.3). After 40 years of

plume migration, one could imagine an array of devel-

oped plume front and margin groundwater composi-

tions similar to region “FM” in Fig. 10.3. This range of

plume front and margin groundwater compositions

would result from specific evolutionary trends that

depend on the relative amount of Cr(VI) reduction

and advective mixing with regional groundwater that

occurred at any particular position along the plume

front or margin. In this scenario, the actual plume

sample array would develop by advective mixing

between these hypothesized plume front and margin

groundwaters and the contaminated groundwater
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within the plume body itself. Note that extremely

careful, discrete depth sampling at the plume front

and margins would be necessary to confirm the exis-

tence and determine the exact shape of the “FM”

region hypothesized in Fig. 10.3, but such an effort

would be useful for supporting the validity of this

proposed scenario.

In their detailed time-series study of a point-source

Cr contamination plume emanating from a Cr plating

facility in Berkeley, California, Berna et al. (2010)

observed a similar trend for plume groundwater

samples in d53/52Cr-Cr concentration space, such that

the plume samples had intermediate compositions

between vectors describing Cr(VI) reduction and

advective mixing with Cr-free groundwater. Although

they concluded that Cr(VI) reduction and advective

mixing were important processes determining the

composition of the plume groundwater samples, they

likewise pointed to the potential importance of hetero-

geneous Cr(VI) reduction in the aquifer. Their labora-

tory incubation experiments had demonstrated that Cr

(VI) reduction was limited to greenish, fine-grained

lenses that are embedded in non-reducing aquifer

materials. They proposed that total reduction of

small pools of Cr(VI) in the greenish lenses would

decrease the amount of Cr(VI) measured in a down-

gradient sampling well, but would not change the d53/
52Cr value of the remaining Cr(VI) transported

through the non-reducing aquifer materials. As a

result, the d53/52Cr value of groundwater sampled

along the plume is not as high and the d53/52Cr value
of Cr(III) immobilized on the aquifer sediment

is not as low as would be predicted for a system

where reduction occurs homogeneously throughout

the aquifer. As at Hinkley, careful discrete depth

sampling would help to determine the influence of

aquifer heterogeneity on Cr(VI) reduction effective-

ness and measured d53/52Cr values.

10.4.1.2 Sources of Zinc in River Water

As described above in the overview on Zn, there are

several processes that may result in Zn stable isotope

fractionation including biological incorporation, abi-

otic adsorption, chemical diffusion and industrial pro-

cessing. Although Zn is not a highly toxic metal it does

provide a useful index of environmental contamina-

tion because it is commonly associated with toxic

metals such as Cd and Pb. Thus Zn stable isotopes

may be useful for distinguishing natural and anthro-

pogenic sources of metals in both hydrologic and

atmospheric systems.

An interesting example of the usefulness of Zn

isotopes to trace contaminant sources is the work of

Chen et al. (2008, 2009) who studied Zn isotope sys-

tematics of the Seine River of France. The Seine River

is one of the most anthropogenically impacted rivers in

Europe, with high relative concentrations of metals

(Zn, Cu, Pb, Ni, etc.) in dissolved and suspended

loads compared to large rivers of the world (Chen

et al. 2009). For their study, these workers sampled

both the dissolved and suspended particulate matter

(SPM) fractions of Seine River waters along the length
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Fig. 10.3 d53/52Cr and Cr(VI) concentration data for ground-

water at the Hinkley, CA site “Cr source” samples were col-

lected at the PG&E compressor facility, “Cr plume” samples

were collected downgradient of the compressor facility within

the Cr(VI) plume. “Regional groundwater” samples were col-

lected just upgradient, just down gradient, and well away from

the plume. The “Cr source-regional groundwater mixing” curve

shows mixing between Cr source and average regional ground-

water. The “abiotic Cr(VI) reduction vector” is from Ellis et al.

(2002); the “microbial Cr(VI) reduction” vectors are from

Sikora et al. (2008), and show the range of fractionation

observed in their experiments. The field labeled “FM” repre-

sents plume Front and Margin samples produced through com-

bined Cr(VI) reduction and advective mixing with regional

groundwater as described in the text. The “mixing within

plume” curves show mixing between “FM”-type and “Cr

source” groundwaters. The arrow labeled “Cr(VI) remaining in

plume following partial reduction” shows the direction that

homogeneous Cr(VI) reduction within the plume will move

residual Cr(VI) compositions on this diagram. The arrow

labeled “immobilized Cr(III)” shows that Cr(III) produced dur-

ing Cr(VI) reduction will have negative d53/52Cr. The uncer-

tainty of the data for all samples is less than the size of the

symbol
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of the river and, during both high and low flow peri-

ods, in the center of the city of Paris. This sampling

strategy allowed these workers to test for a Zn isotope

signal of industrial and urban activity, since most

industry is concentrated in and downstream of Paris.

Chen et al. (2009) observed an overall negative

correlation between d66/64Zn of SPM and the Zn

enrichment factor (EF), which describes the enrich-

ment of Zn in a sample relative to the natural back-

ground and is defined as:

EF ¼ ðZn=AlÞsample=ðZn=AlÞbackground

where (Zn/Al)background was estimated using average

concentrations of Zn and Al in uncontaminated forest

sediments and pre-historical deposits as assessed by

Thevenot et al. (2007). Specifically, as shown in

Fig. 10.4a, SPM samples with lesser d66/64Zn and

greater Zn EF were those collected within Paris during

the low flow periods and from downstream of Paris.

Chen et al. (2009) identified two potential anthro-

pogenic contaminant sources, Zn in roof runoff from

buildings in Paris and waste water treatment plant

effluent, each having low d66/64Zn and high Zn EF

that could explain the low flow Zn isotope signal.

In contrast, background Zn from upstream sources

was determined to have elevated d66/64Zn and low

Zn EF based on analyses of bedrock from the region

(the composition for bedrock granite from the region is

shown in Fig. 10.4a) and the compositions of SPM

from upstream of Paris.

Chen et al. (2009) observed additional complexity

when they considered d66/64Zn of SPM and d66/64Zn
of dissolved Zn together (Fig. 10.4b). Seine Basin

transect and Paris low flow samples defined a linear

array that could be explained by mixing between

natural and anthropogenic end-members. The natural

end-member (Znnat) was inferred to have d66/64Zn of

SPM similar to that of bedrock granite (+0.33‰) and

d66/64Zn of dissolved Zn similar to that of Cretaceous

chalk from the region (+0.90‰), highlighting the fact

that Zn in SPM and the dissolved phase can come from

different sources. Some Paris high flow samples

required an additional component, again having

d66/64Zn of SPM similar to that of bedrock granite,

but having d66/64Zn of dissolved Zn reflecting a mix-

ture of Zn from Cretaceous chalk (the dissolved com-

ponent of Znnat) and the dissolved component of Zn

from roof runoff (Znrr). Chen et al. (2009) suggested

that urban Zn storm runoff (Znurb) adds considerable

dissolved Zn but only minor SPM associated with zinc

roofing materials to the river.

Fig. 10.4 Zn isotope systematics of the Seine River, modified

after Chen et al. (2008, 2009). (a) d66/64Zn of suspended partic-

ulate matter (SPM) vs. the Zn enrichement factor (defined in

text). Curved vector describes mixing between a natural end-

member, basement granite, and likely anthropogenic end-

members, Zn roof runoff and waste water treatment plant

effluent. Note break in enrichment factor scale. (b) d66/64Zn of

SPM vs. d66/64Zn of dissolved Zn. Symbols are the same as in

Fig. 10.4a. Zn isotope compositions of basin transect and Paris

low flow samples can be explained as mixtures of a natural end-

member (Znnat, having d66/64Zn of SPM dominated by bedrock

granite and d66/64Zn of dissolved Zn dominated by Cretaceous

chalk), and an anthropogenic end-member having Zn isotope

composition similar to that of Zn roof runoff and waste water

treatment plant effluent. Paris high flow samples require an

additional “urban” end-member (Znurb, having d66/64Zn of

SPM dominated by bedrock granite and d66/64Zn of dissolved

Zn reflecting a mixture of Cretaceous chalk Zn and Zn from roof

runoff (Znrr). Errors are equal to or less than maximum uncer-

tainty bars shown
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10.4.1.3 Tracing Sources of Metals in Dust Using

a Multi-Tracer Approach

Inhalation of dust particles is potentially a primary

delivery mechanism of toxic metals to humans. More-

over, incorporation of deposited dust in soil can allow

the metals to become available to plants, providing an

additional source of metal loading to crops. There are

many possible sources of transition and post-transition

metals that could supply the metal content of dust. The

major contributors are likely to include metal refining

and smelting, coal combustion fly ash and residues,

petroleum burning and particularly vehicle emissions,

municipal waste incineration, scrap metal deterioration,

and wood burning. Early approaches for identifying

dust sources relied on tracers such as concentration

ratios of metals and surrogates such as strontium iso-

topes that might be able to tie the dust back to specific

geologic or regional sources. While there have been

numerous examples of success with this approach,

environmental isotope scientists have been exploring

whether the stable isotope composition of the transition

and post-transition metals might be more directly use-

ful for fingerprinting the sources of the metals in dust.

Of the potential sources for these metals listed

above, metal refining and smelting have received the

most attention, mainly for Zn and Cd, pointing to

the unique physical characteristics of these two post-

transition metals. As noted above in the overview on

these elements, their boiling points are sufficiently low

that they can both be evaporated in the smelter fur-

nace, resulting in a kinetic isotope fractionation that

partitions light metal into the vapor that escapes the

factory stack. For Zn, light compositions in refinery

stack emissions have been documented by Mattielli

et al. (2009), while heavy compositions in residual

slag compositions have been documented by Sivry

et al. (2009). For Cd, the same sense of isotope frac-

tionation was observed for smelter exhaust and slag by

Cloquet et al. (2006a). Mercury similarly has a low

boiling point within the range of smelter and waste

incinerator furnace temperatures, and partitioning

of light Hg into stack emissions has been proposed

(Estrade et al. 2010). Thus the association of light Zn,

Cd, and Hg, along with unfractionated compositions

relative to the ore sources for other metals having far

greater boiling points (such as Cr and Cu) could impli-

cate a metal refining smelter exhaust stack source for

those metals in dust samples.

The Zn and Cd stable isotope compositions of

the other potential sources of metals in dust listed

above are less constrained, although some reconnais-

sance values for Zn are available in the literature.

Cloquet et al. (2006b) reported d66/64Zn values for

particulates trapped on bus air filters and emitted in

urban waste incinerator flue gas from Metz, France,

which spanned a small range from +0.04 to +0.19‰
relative to the JMC-Lyon Zn standard. On the other

hand, lichens collected from around Metz that had

high Pb concentrations and Pb isotope signatures

consistent with a leaded gasoline source likewise had

high Zn concentrations and negative d66/64Zn (to

�0.2‰), suggesting that light Zn might be associated

with road traffic circulation. Sivry et al. (2008)

reported d66/64Zn of +0.72‰ for a coal ash from

southwest France, which is consistent with the associ-

ation of heavy Zn with organic materials recognized

by Weiss et al. (2007).

In their study of sources of metals observed in dust

samples collected in Paris, France, Widory et al.

(2010) have expanded this emerging isotope database

for the sources and specifically have measured Zn, Cd,

and Cr stable isotope compositions for each of their

samples. Important aspects of their data, shown

in Fig. 10.5a and b, include: (1) a broad range of

d114/110Cd for particulates in vehicle exhaust; (2) the

tendency of organic-associated materials such as fuel

oil and coal to have positive d66/64Zn; and (3) the

positive d53/52Cr values of the coal combustion sam-

ples, perhaps reflecting the particular redox history of

the coal deposit. These data highlight the potential

variability of the anthropogenic signal and show the

utility of the multi-isotope approach.

Although the influence of dust from deteriorating

metal in scrapyards has yet to be rigorously quantified

in terms of either metal flux or stable isotope compo-

sition, there is potentially an important isotope signal

resulting from electroplating as noted above. Electro-

plating is a ubiquitous process that can produce an

isotopically light pool for all the transition and post-

transition metals (e.g. Kavner et al. 2008), and recog-

nition of light isotope compositions for a suite of

metals such as Zn, Cd and Cr in a set of dust samples

may point to such sources. Cadmium and Zn isotope

compositions of an electroplated metal nut and Cr

and Zn isotope compositions of an electroplated

metal bolt, measured by the author, are included

in Fig. 10.5a and b to illustrate the potential signal.
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The obvious need to understand the potential influence

of deteriorating electroplated metal stockpiles on the

isotope composition of atmospheric dust, perhaps

mostly to monitor the global transport of potentially

toxic metals, makes this an important avenue for

future research.

10.4.2 Metal Redox Cycles

The common association of changes in redox status of

the transition and post-transition metals with isotope

fractionation between oxidized and reduced states

points to the potentially powerful application of

the isotopes as tracers of redox cycles in natural sys-

tems. Isotopes can be used, for example, to distinguish

between biological and geochemical processes, such

as microbial reduction and inorganic oxidation, and

physical processes, such as advective mixing and dif-

fusion, to explain chemical and isotopic composition

gradients in hydrologic systems.

Teutsch et al. (2009) used Fe isotopes to study the

Fe cycle across the oxic-anoxic boundary of mero-

mictic Lake Nyos, Cameroon, the site of a sudden

catastrophic release of CO2 in 1986 that killed about

1,700 people. To avoid the recurrence of catastrophic

outgassing of CO2 that is supplied by groundwater to

the lake bottom, the lake is now artificially degassed

by a tube that drains deep water to the surface (Kling

et al. 2005). The degassing system spreads deep water

with concentrations of dissolved Fe(II) in a high jet

over the lake, causing immediate oxidation of the Fe

(II) to Fe(III)-oxyhydroxide particulate which then

settles into the lake. Concentrations of dissolved

Fe(II) in the oxic surface waters are negligible, but

sharply increase as particles settle across the oxic-

anoxic boundary at depth. Partial reduction of the

Fe(III)-rich particles at this boundary releases Fe(II)

to solution, which then diffuses upwards into the

oxic zone where it is re-oxidized to form Fe(III)-

oxyhydroxides which settle back to the oxic-anoxic

boundary, and the cycle continues.

Depth profiles sampled in the lake revealed a sharp

increase in both dissolved Fe(II) concentrations

and d57/54Fe values in a thin zone across the oxic-

anoxic boundary. Using a calibrated one dimensional

reaction-transport model that considered the isotopic

signatures of dissolved Fe(II) and the settling of Fe

(III)-rich particles, the settling fluxes of the particles

and the dissolved Fe(II) concentration profiles,

Teutsch et al. (2009) showed that the sharp increase

in d57/54Fe values is caused by isotopic fractionation

associated with dissimilatory Fe(III) reduction across

the oxic-anoxic boundary. They further showed that

the continued shift toward even greater d57/54Fe values
below the oxic-anoxic boundary is due to vertical

mixing of Fe–rich lake bottom water that has high-

d57/54Fe values, perhaps due to precipitation of

siderite. In this study, isotopic analyses coupled to

modeling proved invaluable for identifying the

Fig. 10.5 (a) Cd-Zn and (b) Cr-Zn isotope systematics of

suspected sources of metals in dust from northern France. Mea-

surements were made on acid leachates of particles collected at

municipal waste incinerators and coal combustion plants, from

vehicle exhaust pipe filters, on acid leachates of plated nuts and

bolts, and on total digests of fuels. Modified from Widory et al.

(2010) with additional unpublished data from author
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processes responsible for the broad range of d57/54Fe
values observed in this lake.

Isotopes can likewise be used to assess paleoredox

conditions in water bodies, for example by looking at

variations of the redox-sensitive Mo isotope composi-

tion of sediments. In oxic settings, Mo isotopes are

fractionated during adsorption of Mo to ferroman-

ganese oxides, with light isotopes preferentially

associated with the solids. Experimental work under

oxidizing conditions has shown that d97/95Mo of aque-

ous Mo in seawater is 2.7‰ greater than that of

adsorbed Mo on sediment (Barling et al. 2001;

Barling and Anbar 2004; Wasylenki et al. 2008). As

waters progress from oxic to suboxic to anoxic to

euxinic (i.e. sulfidic) conditions, MoO4
2- is converted

to MoS4
2- which readily adsorbs to particles allowing

aqueous Mo to be more effectively removed to the

sediment (Poulson et al. 2006; Neubert et al. 2008).

The net result is that the isotopic contrast between

aqueous and sorbed Mo is greatest at slightly reducing

conditions and low sedimentation rates, but decreases

with increasingly reducing and sulfidic conditions due

to increasingly more quantitative removal of Mo from

solution.

This concept was used by Siebert et al. (2006) to

account for differences in the average Mo isotope

composition of sediment profiles from continental mar-

gin settings. These workers recognized a co-variation

between the Mo isotope composition of the sediments

and the rate of both authigenic Mo accumulation and

organic carbon oxidation and burial under reducing

conditions. Malinovsky et al. (2007) tried the same

approach to understand paleoredox cycles in lakes

from northern Sweden and northwestern Russia, where

variations of Mo isotope composition in the sediments

could be attributed to both redox status of the water

column and isotopically variable input of Mo into the

lakes due to Mo isotopic heterogeneity of bedrock in

the drainage basins. This latter study points to the need

for rigorous source term characterization, particularly

as study site size decreases from global to local scale.

An area of applied research where transition and

post-transition metal stable isotopes are increasingly

being used is to understand sedimentary and low tem-

perature hydrothermal metal redox cycling, where

both inorganic and biological redox processes can

cause isotope fractionation. For example, Asael et al.

(2007) used Cu stable isotopes to understand Cu redox

cycling and mass transfer functions during sequential

cycles of low temperature alteration of igneous copper

porphyries, marine sedimentary diagenesis and epige-

netic mobilization of Cu in sandstones at a site of

historic Cu mining in southern Israel. As predicted

by theory and experiment, they found that d65/63Cu
values of Cu(I)-sulfides in the stratiform sediment-

hosted Cu deposits are significantly lower than those

of coexisting Cu(II)-carbonates and hydroxides. Cou-

pling the Cu isotope composition of the minerals to

a mass balance model revealed that the main Cu reser-

voir of the ore body is a sandstone-shale sequence and

that the importance of Cu-sulfide reservoirs is small,

consistent with field observations. Thus most of the Cu

transport occurred in relatively oxidized conditions,

the knowledge of which provides a novel tool for

exploration in the future.

10.4.3 Plant Nutrition and Processes
Within Plants

Numerous transition and post-transition metals play

important chemical roles in plant nutrition (Marschner

1995). For example, of the metals discussed in this

chapter, Fe is essential for chlorophyll development

and function, assists in energy transfer functions

and redox reactions, is an important constituent of

enzymes and participates in nitrogen fixation. Zinc is

important for carbohydrate and protein metabolism,

pollen formation, and general disease resistance, and

is a structural constituent or regulatory co-factor of

numerous plant enzymes. Molybdenum, Cu and Ni

each play additional important physiological roles in

plant nutrition, while excesses can lead to a variety of

toxic effects on plant vitality. Using the stable iso-

topes of these metals as indicators of metal sources

and cycling processes, and perhaps to reveal the

onset of metal toxicity, is an emerging field in isotope

biogeoscience.

As pointed out by von Blanckenburg et al. (2009),

the metabolic processes that control the behavior

of metals in plants can be envisaged as a gigantic

geochemical pump that continuously moves metals

between reservoirs. As plants move metals from soils

into roots and along the transpiration stream, the

metals are cycled through a variety of chemical spe-

cies via processes that can lead to isotope
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fractionation. During the past several years, for the

metals discussed here stable isotope fractionation in

higher plants has been demonstrated for Fe and Zn

(Weiss et al. 2005; Guelke and von Blanckenburg

2007; Viers et al. 2007; Moynier et al. 2008; Kiczka

et al. 2010). This is an intriguing pair of metals to

consider, as the isotope fractionations observed in

plants are largely controlled by redox status for Fe,

and by complexation chemistry for Zn.

Plants have developed two different strategies

for transporting Fe from soils into roots. Roots of

dicotyledons and nongraminaceous monocotyledons

(“strategy I plants”, e.g. pea, bean) release protons

into the rhizosphere, promoting dissolution of Fe(III)

precipitates, and activating membrane-bound enzymes

that reduce chelate-bound Fe(III). The reduced Fe is

then transported across the root plasma membrane by

unspecific metal transporters (Briat et al. 2007). Partial

reduction of an Fe(III)-solid produces aqueous Fe(II)

with an 56Fe/54Fe ratio that is approximately 1–1.5‰
less than that in the remaining Fe(III)-solid (Johnson

et al. 2004). As a consequence, the Fe(II) that crosses

the root plasma membrane, and thus the pool of Fe in

a strategy I plant, is lighter than the soil Fe pool.

In contrast, roots of graminaceous plant species

(“strategy II plants”, e.g. maize, wheat) can release

phytosiderophores into the rhizosphere, which form

complexes with Fe(III) (Romheld and Marschner

1986; Kraemer et al. 2006). These Fe(III)-complexes

are then transported across the root plasma membrane

by a specialized class of transport proteins, but due to

lack of reduction, the pool of Fe(III) in a strategy II

plant has the same Fe isotope composition as the soil

Fe pool.

The results of two studies of Fe isotope variability

in plants are shown in Fig. 10.6. In a variety of strategy

I plants studied by Guelke and von Blanckenburg

(2007), d56/54Fe values of tissues decreased from

soils to stems, from stems to leaves and from leaves

to seeds. In contrast, all tissues in their strategy II

plants had similar d56/54Fe values, which they attrib-

uted to differences in the way that Fe is translocated in

the two plant types. These results are consistent with

the different Fe uptake and transport processes pro-

posed above for strategy I and strategy II plants.

Kiczka et al. (2010), working with strategy I and II

plants collected from a recently deglaciated site, iden-

tified several reaction points along the translocation

stream of both plant types where Fe(III) reduction and

thus isotope fractionation might occur, including

between the root symplast and apoplast, between the

leaf cytoplasm and the xylem, and between the phloem

and the leaf cytoplasm, at each step moving lighter Fe

along the transpiration stream. However, in contrast to

the results of Guelke and von Blanckenburg (2007),

Kiczka et al. (2010) observed similar Fe isotope pat-

terns in their strategy I and II plants, with d56/54Fe
values generally increasing from root stele to stem

to leaf. To explain this discrepancy, they pointed to

previous studies suggesting that release of sidero-

phores by strategy II plants into the rhizosphere is

suppressed under Fe-rich soil conditions similar to

Fig. 10.6 d56/54Fe values for a variety of plant tissues. Values

for lettuce and soybean (Strategy I) and wheat (Strategy II) are

from Guelke and von Blanckenburg (2007), values for oxyria
digya and rumex scutatus (Strategy I) and agrostis givantea
(Strategy II) are from Kiczka et al. (2010). In each diagram,

the arrows between root tissues point from cortex to stele, and

demonstrate the large Fe isotope fractionation that occurs across

the plasma membrane. Complex Fe isotope variations within

individual plants result from a variety of possible isotope frac-

tionation processes which can occur along the transpiration

stream
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those at their field site (Marschner 1995), and suggest-

ing that strategy I and II plants mobilize and transport

Fe similarly under such conditions (Charlson and

Shoemaker 2006).

In the case of Zn, dissolution of Fe(III) solids in the

soil by protons released from plant roots results in

release of Zn that is adsorbed on the Fe(III) solids.

Subsequent uptake of Zn by roots depends only on the

induction of specific Zn transporters, which belong to

the same protein family as the Fe transporters (Kramer

et al. 2007). Likewise, the release of phytosidero-

phores benefits the acquisition of Zn (Suzuki et al.

2006). Apparently the transport of Fe and Zn to plant

roots is closely linked. Zn isotope variability within

plants appears to be fairly straightforward and similar

for strategy I and strategy II plants, based on several

laboratory and field based studies (Weiss et al. 2005;

Viers et al. 2007; Moynier et al. 2008). Roots tend

have the heaviest Zn, probably reflecting the preferen-

tial adsorption of heavy Zn onto the root and plaque

surfaces. However it should be noted that the possibil-

ity of Zn isotope contrast between the root cortex and

stele of plants has yet to be explored, as has been done

for Fe isotopes (Kiczka et al. 2010). Shoots have

similar to lesser d66/64Zn values than bulk roots, and

leaves invariably contain the lightest Zn in the plants.

These observations are consistent with light Zn iso-

topes being transported preferentially during nutrient

exchange along the cell walls of the xylem although it

is unclear at this stage whether this is a kinetic or an

equilibrium process (von Blanckenburg et al. 2009).

There clearly remains much to be done to under-

stand the causes of transition and post-transition metal

stable isotope fractionation in plants, and certainly the

remaining metals deserve at least a thorough recon-

naissance for a variety of plant species and field

situations. To date, much of the work has aimed at

explaining observed variations of isotope composition

in terms of known plant processes. With greater under-

standing, future work will gradually shift toward using

the isotopes to identify as yet unknown or uncon-

strained processes in plants.

10.4.4 Biosignatures

One of the most enduring hopes and goals of metal

stable isotope biogeochemistry is to be able to use the

isotopes as biosignatures, by developing either single

or multi-tracer tests that could be applied to a natural

system to decipher a biological influence on its origins.

A recurring theme in metal stable isotope studies of

biological systems is that biological activities that result

in significant isotope fractionation generally involve

preferential processing of lighter isotopes from the

metal source pool into and within the biological materi-

als (e.g. Zhu et al. 2002; Bermin et al. 2006; Johnson

et al. 2008; Eisenhauer et al. 2009). Indeed, in the early

days of the transition and post-transition metal stable

isotope data explosion (i.e. the late 1990s), the general

thinking was that most metal stable isotope fraction-

ation observed in nature would be due to biological

processing (e.g. Beard and Johnson 1999). This think-

ing led to pioneering attempts to constrain experimen-

tally an Fe isotope biosignature (Beard et al. 1999),

but likewise inspired early attempts to demonstrate the

importance of inorganic processes that could fractionate

Fe isotopes both in the laboratory (e.g. Anbar et al.

2000) and in natural settings (e.g. Bullen et al. 2001).

We now realize that ranges of metal stable isotope

fractionation caused by inorganic processes can exceed

and overlap those produced by biological processing,

making development of robust metal stable isotope

biosignature tools a challenge but also an exceptional

research opportunity.

Given the early and persistent focus on the isotope

systematics of Fe, it is not surprising that the greatest

progress toward development of a metal stable isotope

biosignature has been for Fe, at least for early Earth

environments. As stressed by Johnson et al. (2008), the

fluxes of mobilized Fe must have been far greater in

the Archean and early Proterozoic because of the

enormous amount of Fe-rich sediments (e.g. banded

iron formations) that were deposited in that time span.

The Fe isotope compostion of those sediments is

highly variable compared to igneous rocks, implying

that the processes responsible for fractionating Fe

must have been especially active and variable in extent

during that time span. Because microbial dissimilatory

Fe reduction (DIR) appears to be the most important

process capable of producing large quantities of isoto-

pically light Fe, by an order of magnitude or more

compared to inorganic processes, DIR is likely to have

been the dominant process affecting Fe during that

time span.

In this case, the effectiveness of the Fe isotope

biosignature depended on knowledge of the relative

sizes of the reduced and oxidized Fe pools during early
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Earth history. If we are going to be able to use Fe

isotopes to detect a record of DIR in other environ-

ments (e.g. in the search for life on Mars and other

planetary bodies), we must be able to assess the size of

those pools in those environments as well. Confidence

in the approach will increase as more terrestrial field

sites are studied. A promising example from modern

Earth comes from the work of Severmann et al.

(2008), who used Fe isotopes to support their conten-

tion that DIR coupled to Fe(II) oxidation in oxic shelf

sediments can account for the large amount of isotopi-

cally light Fe produced on the shelf and shuttled to the

euxinic basin of the Black Sea.

Biosignatures based on the other transition and post-

transition metal isotope systems have yet to be explored

as deeply as that based on Fe, but there are promising

signs for success. For example, Borrok et al. (2008)

documented a diel cycle for dissolved Zn concentra-

tions and d66/64Zn values in Prickly Pear Creek, which

drains a former mining district in the Boulder Batholith,

Montana, USA. They found that dissolved Zn concen-

trations and d66/64Zn values were inversely correlated,

with Zn at low concentrations in the daytime having

elevated d66/64Zn due to sequestration of light Zn in bed
sediments. Biological uptake of light Zn was invoked to

explain this relationship, since adsorption of Zn onto

amorphous Fe(III) oxides prevalent in bed sediments

preferentially concentrates heavy Zn onto sorption sites

(Balistrieri et al. 2008). As discussed above, Cameron

et al. (2009) demonstrated that methanogenic bacteria

cultured in the laboratory preferentially assimilate and

retain isotopically light Ni, while a wide range of geo-

logic materials have uniform Ni isotope composition.

Nickel isotopes are thus likely to become an important

biosignature of methanogenesis. And, as pointed out by

von Blanckenburg et al. (2009), plant tissues recycled

into soil generally have different metal stable isotope

composition than the growth medium, thus the upper soil

may retain a time-integrated metal isotope fingerprint

of plant activity. New biosignatures are likely to emerge

as well understood biological systems are studied.

10.5 Future Directions

As pointed out by Severmann and Anbar (2009), the

field of metal stable isotope biogeochemistry emerged

primarily as an analytical pursuit driven by advances

in mass spectrometry applied to interesting geological

materials. Arguably, much of the work that has been

done to date with the transition and post-transition

metal stable isotopes has resulted in a better under-

standing of the isotope systems themselves rather than

the materials that have been measured. Many observed

variations in isotope composition have been explained

in terms of well understood physical, chemical and

biological processes, but isotope analyses have so far

rarely revealed some unanticipated or poorly under-

stood set of processes. On the other hand, useful

applications pertinent to environmental studies

are beginning to emerge: isotopic characteristics of

plant homeostasis are being established, multi-tracer

approaches for identifying metal sources are being

developed, biosignatures are being rigorously con-

strained through analysis of well understood geo-

logical and biological materials, and the isotopic

signatures of redox reactions are being characterized.

As understanding of metal stable isotope systematics

increases, it will become easier to think of novel ways

that isotopes can enhance understanding of complex

processes in environmental systems.

What should be clear from this chapter is that the

field of transition and post-transition metal stable

isotope biogeochemistry is really just beginning to

mature, and that opportunities are abundant. Major

advances over the next several years are likely to

include: improving the routine precision and reproduc-

ibility of total procedural replicate measurements of

samples to the few hundredths of a per mil level;

developing robust multi-tracer approaches to identify

metal sources and pathways for forensic purposes;

looking for the unexpected isotope fractionation of

metals such as Ti and Ni in environmental systems;

expanding the list of robust biosignatures, including

the fingerprint of anthropogenic activities; exploring

the metal stable isotope signals of global climate

change. This is only a partial list, but one where

success is likely to be realized through well-crafted

interdisciplinary efforts, careful selection of field sites,

and clever laboratory- and field-based experiments.
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Chapter 11

Applications of Osmium and Iridium as Biogeochemical
Tracers in the Environment

Mukul Sharma

Abstract Osmium (Os) and Iridium (Ir) and are

among the rarest elements on the surface of the earth

and ones whose applications in modern industry are

quite limited. However, their environmental burden

has been increasing as they occur in nature with

other platinum group elements, which have a wide

variety of industrial, chemical, electrical and pharma-

ceutical applications. This review traces the develop-

ment of the analytical techniques used to precisely

measure Os and Ir concentrations and Os isotope com-

position in the environmental samples from their roots

in geochemical and cosmochemical investigations.

We then examine the distribution of Os and Ir in

natural samples and review recent literature applying

these elements as biogeochemical tracers. The primary

environmental applications of Os and Ir arise from the

fact that these elements are extremely rare on the

surface of the earth and their introduction into the

environment leads to an increase in their concentration

in surface materials. In addition, a unique isotope

fingerprint is present for Os introduced into the envi-

ronment in that it comes from ores mined primarily in

South Africa and Russia. In particular, we examine

studies where (a) Os isotopes have been utilized to

track the dispersal of platinum group elements from

automobile catalysts and also to assess dispersal of Os

itself and (b) Ir has been introduced as an intentional

tracer to evaluate soot contribution from burning of

fossil fuels.

11.1 Introduction

The intent of this paper is to outline advances over the

last 20 years in the detection and accurate measure-

ments of Os and Ir concentrations and Os isotopes in

natural samples and their applications to environmen-

tal issues. Development of environmental applications

for these elements has followed cosmo- and geo-

chemical applications. This paper gives a brief outline

of the studies done in these collateral areas of research

and then presents a review of the analytical techniques

used to measure Os and Ir. Following this we discuss

distribution of Os and Ir in natural samples and their

environmental applications. Os and Ir are highly side-

rophile or chalcophile, i.e., they strongly prefer metal

or sulfide phases over silicate minerals. During the

formation of the earth’s core these elements were

extracted nearly quantitatively from the mantle into

the core. Moreover, during mantle melting and magma

formation, both Os and Ir are highly compatible. Con-

sequently, while Os and Ir are highly enriched in

meteorites/cosmic dust (average ~600 ng/g; Os/

Ir ~ 1, Barker and Anders 1968; Chen et al. 2005;

Walker et al. 2002a) they are depleted in the upper

continental crust (average ~30 pg/g; Os/Ir ~ 1, Esser

and Turekian 1993b; Peucker-Ehrenbrink and Jahn

2001). They are among the rarest elements in seawater

with concentrations of 6–14 and 0.08–3.6 pg/kg for Os

and Ir, respectively.

Osmium has seven naturally occurring isotopes:
184Os (0.02%), 186Os (1.56%), 187Os (1.6%), 188Os

(13.3%), 190Os (26.4%) and 192Os (41.0%). The

molar abundances given are nominal as 187Os and
186Os are radiogenic and produced from the decay

of 187Re (b-decay, t1/2 ¼ 41.2 billion years) and 190Pt

(a-decay, t1/2 ¼ 494.4 billion years), respectively.
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Early interest in the 187Re-187Os isotope system

stemmed from using it as a geochronometer for dating

of Re-bearing ore-minerals (Hintenberger et al. 1954)

and iron meteorites (Herr et al. 1961) and as a cosmo-

chronometer in evaluating the age of the Universe

(Clayton 1964; Truran 1998). The 187Re-187Os isotope

system is unique among long-lived geochronometers as

both parent and daughter are siderophile-chalcophile.

This has permitted dating of geological samples that

could not be dated using traditional isotope systems

(87Rb-87Sr, 147Sm-143Nd, U-Th-Pb) that involve litho-

phile elements. The 187Re-187Os isotope system has

been successfully utilized in numerous studies dating

meteorites and terrestrial rocks and mineral deposits

(e.g., Shen et al. 1996; Stein et al. 2004; Yang et al.

2009; Walker et al. 2002a). It has also been used in

assessing the evolution of the planetary mantles (see

e.g., Walker 2009). The environmental applications of

the 187Re-187Os isotope system are based on using the
187Os/188Os ratio as a tracer of mantle derived Os and

other platinum group elements (PGE). The fundamental

systematics for such applications has beenworked out in

studies that have attempted to assess meteorite impacts

and changes in continental weathering. It is based on the

large Os isotope ratio difference between meteorites

(187Os/188Os ¼ 0.13) and continental crustal rocks

(187Os/188Os ¼ 1.3), which makes Os isotopes a highly

sensitive tracer of extraterrestrial and/or continental

material.

A number of investigations have utilized Os iso-

topes to trace bolide impacts throughout geological

time (Gordon et al. 2009; Koeberl et al. 2004; Lee

et al. 2003; Luck and Turekian 1983; Meisel et al.

1995; Paquay et al. 2009; Peucker-Ehrenbrink et al.

1995; Schmitz et al. 2001) and to evaluate the size of

the impactor (Paquay et al. 2008) and also to assess the

temporal variations in the cosmic dust flux (Dalai and

Ravizza 2006; Dalai et al. 2006; Esser and Turekian

1988; Marcantonio et al. 1999; Peucker-Ehrenbrink

1996; Peucker-Ehrenbrink and Ravizza 2000a).

Another set of studies has utilized Os isotopes to deter-

mine the extent to which the meteorite component is

present in target rocks (Frei and Frei 2002; Gelinas

et al. 2004; Koeberl et al. 1994a, b, c; Lee et al. 2006;

McDonald et al. 2007) or in distal ejecta (e.g., tektites)

from the impact (Koeberl and Shirey 1993, 1997).

Variations in the 187Os/188Os ratios in the oceans

have been used to infer changes in continental

weathering resulting from the uplift of mountain

ranges (Pegram et al. 1992; Pegram and Turekian

1999; Peucker-Ehrenbrink 1996; Sharma et al. 1999)

and waxing and waning of ice ages (Burton et al. 2010;

Oxburgh 1998; Oxburgh et al. 2007). They have also

been used to trace flood basalt volcanism (Ravizza and

Peucker-Ehrenbrink 2003; Robinson et al. 2009).

The environmental studies of 187Re-187Os isotope

system began with the discovery of anthropogenic Os

in estuarine sediments from Long Island Sound that was

inferred to be derived from effluents from hospitals

where OsO4 is used as a fixative for electron microscopy

(Esser and Turekian 1993a; Williams and Turekian

2002). High concentrations of anthropogenic Os were

also found in sewage discharge from Boston suggesting

that Os isotopes could be used to assess municipal

sewage dispersal from major cities adjoining estuaries

(Ravizza and Bothner 1996). Recent environmental

studies have focused on the role of automobile catalytic

converters and industrial refining of ores as sources of

anthropogenic osmium (Chen et al. 2009; Poirier and

Gariepy 2005; Rauch et al. 2004, 2005, 2006, 2010;

Rodushkin et al. 2007a, b). Pre-historic refining of

sulfide ores in the Iberian Peninsula, Spain has also

been traced using Os isotopes (Rauch et al. 2010).

The production of 186Os over geologic time is

minor as 190Pt is a minor isotope of Pt (0.013%) with

an extremely long half-life (Walker et al. 1997). The
190Pt-186Os system has been successfully utilized to

date meteorites and old terrestrial rocks (e.g., Cook

et al. 2004; Puchtel et al. 2009). It has also been used

to study core-mantle interaction (see Walker 2009 and

references therein). Variations of the order of a few

tens of parts per million in 186Os/188Os ratios have

been observed between different lithologies (ultra-

mafic rocks and black shales) that upon erosion con-

tribute Os to the oceans (McDaniel et al. 2004). The
190Pt-186Os system has not been developed for envi-

ronmental applications so far.

Iridium has two naturally occurring stable isotopes:
191Ir (37.3%) and 193Ir (62.7%). So far, no variations in
193Ir/191Ir ratios have been documented in nature; the

expected variations in this ratio are about 1‰ or less

(E. Schauble, personal communication). Due to its low

abundance on the earth’s surface and high concentra-

tion in meteorites Ir concentrations in marine sedi-

ments and ice cores have been utilized to assess

bolide impacts (Alvarez et al. 1980) and long term

accretion of cosmic dust (Gabrielli et al. 2004a;

Karner et al. 2003; Kyte and Wasson 1986). It has
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also been used to examine fall out from volcanic erup-

tions (Gabrielli et al. 2008). In environmental studies Ir

has been introduced as an intentional tracer to track

soot emissions from coal fired plants, public buses and

diesel sanitation truck fleets (Heller-Zeisler et al. 2000;

Suarez et al. 1998;Wu et al. 1998). Introduction of Ir in

latest automobile catalytic converters has led to a study

of its abundance in urban areas (Iavicoli et al. 2008).

11.2 Analytical Techniques

Several excellent reviews have appeared over the

years dealing with different aspects of chemical sepa-

ration and measurements of the PGEs. These include:

Barefoot and Van Loon (1999), Meisel and Moser

(2004), Pearson and Woodland (2000) and Reisberg

and Meisel (2002). Here we will concentrate only on

the determination of Os and Ir. Table 11.1 provides a

comparison of the detection limits of various proce-

dures used in estimating the concentrations of Os and

Ir in sediments, rocks, and waters; with the exception

of the study by Meisel and Moser (2004) all studies

that have measured Os concentration have also

measured Os isotope composition.

11.2.1 Osmium

11.2.1.1 Determination of Os in Solid Samples

Early osmium concentration measurements were

made using Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA;

Barker and Anders 1968; Bate and Huizenga 1963;

Table 11.1 Comparison of various procedures used to measure Os and Ir

Sample Element Preconc. procedure Measurement Detection limit

(pg)

References

Sediments Os NiS/distillation ID-N-TIMS 13.4 Ravizza and Pyle (1997)

Rocks Os Carius tube/solvent

extraction

ID-N-TIMS �5 Cohen and Waters (1996) and

Shen et al. (1996) and

Shirey and Walker (1996)

Rocks Os Carius tube/sparging ID-ICP-MS <2 Meisel and Moser (2004)

Rocks Os HF þ HCl þ EtOH/distill. SIMS <5 Walker (1988)

Rocks Os HF þ HBr/CrO3 þ Br2 N-TIMS 0.06 Birck et al. (1997)

Seawater Os CrO3 þ Br2/microdistill N-TIMS 0.022 Levasseur et al. (1998)

Seawater Os H2SO4 þ H2O2 distill N-TIMS 0.120 Woodhouse et al. (1999)

Seawater Os Carius tube/distillation N-TIMS 0.0027 Chen and Sharma (2009)

Groundwater Os Carius tube/Br2 extract. N-TIMS 0.069 Paul et al. (2009)

Rain Os CrO3 þ Br2/microdistill N-TIMS 0.0203 Levasseur et al. (1999)

Rain and snow Os Carius tube/distillation N-TIMS 0.0027 Chen and Sharma (2009)

Sediments and

rocks

Ir Na-peroxide/anion exch. GFAAS 30 Hodge et al. (1986)

sediments Ir Acid digest/anion exch. ICP-MS 6 Colodner et al. (1993)

Rocks Ir Na-peroxide/Te-ppt RNAA 4 Morcelli and Figueiredo (2000)

Rocks Ir Na peroxide/Te-ppt ICP-MS 300 Enzweiler et al. (1995)

Rocks Ir NiS digestion INAA 790 Tanaka et al. (2008)

Rocks Ir NiS digestion ID-ICP-MS 15.6 Ravizza and Pyle (1997)

Rocks Ir NiS-anion exch. ID-ICP-MS <1,565 Rehkamper and Halliday

(1997)

Rocks Ir Carius/anion exch. ID-ICP-MS <3 Rehkamper et al. (1998)

Rocks Ir Carius/sparging ID-ICP-MS <2 Meisel and Moser (2004)

Rocks Ir NiS digest/Te-ppt ICP-MS 40 Pattou et al. (1996)

Aerosols Ir None INAA 0.06 Heller-Zeisler et al. (2000)

Aerosols Ir Acid digest/anion exch. RNAA 0.09 Heller-Zeisler et al. (2000)

Aerosols Ir Acid digest/anion exch. ID-N-TIMS 0.3 Heller-Zeisler et al. (2000)

Ice-core dust Ir Filtration from water INAA <0.001 Karner et al. (2003)

Snow Ir Evaporation ICP-MS <0.001 Gabrielli et al. (2004a, b)

Seawater Ir Anion exch. INAA 0.2 Li et al. (2007)

Seawater Ir Anion exch. ID-N-TIMS 0.005 Anbar et al. (1997)
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Morgan 1965), which utilized g-ray detection of 185Os
(646 keV) and 191Os (130 keV) and permitted Os

concentration determination in nanogram-sized sam-

ples. Interest in the geochemical and cosmochemical

applications of the 187Re-187Os isotope system

required precise measurements of Os isotopes in sam-

ples containing 10�9–10�12 g/g of Os. However, a

high ionization potential of Os (8.7 eV) meant that it

could not be analyzed using conventional positive

Thermal Ionization Mass Spectrometry. This difficulty

led to the development of isotope ratio measurement

techniques using secondary ion mass spectrometry

(SIMS, Luck and Allegre 1983), resonance ionization

mass spectrometry (RIMS, Walker and Fassett 1986),

and accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS, Fehn et al.

1986; Teng et al. 1987). The SIMS and AMS techni-

ques involved generation of Os ions by sputtering of a

target containing Os with high energy molecular

ion beams and required specialized equipment (ion

probe and accelerator mass spectrometer, respec-

tively). The RIMS technique involved resonance ioni-

zation of evaporated Os atoms with laser and had the

advantage of utilizing a thermal ionization mass spec-

trometer platform for ion detection and measurement.

These techniques have been supplanted by the devel-

opment of Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass Spec-

trometry (ICP-MS) and negative Thermal Ionization

Mass Spectrometry (N-TIMS).

Routine ICP-MS measurements for Os isotopes

involve introducing the sample in solution into plasma

through a nebulizer and spray chamber assembly and

suffer from low sensitivity. The most sensitive of ICP-

MS techniques for Os isotope measurement involve

generating volatile osmium tetraoxide (OsO4) from

sample and introducing (“sparging”) it directly into the

plasma (Hassler et al. 2000; Russ and Bazan 1987a, b).

This procedure has the significant advantage of not

requiring prior chemical separation of Os. The preferred

method for Os isotope analysis is N-TIMS using OsO3
�

(Creaser et al. 1991; Volkening et al. 1991). This tech-

nique can analyze very small amounts of Os to a high

precision but requires Os pre-concentration and purifi-

cation (Table 11.1). Purified Os in solution is loaded and

dried on high purity Pt filaments following which Ba-

hydroxide is loaded and dried; the latter provides elec-

trons needed for negative thermal ionization.

Advances in the chemical separation of Os from

solids and its purification have gone hand in hand with

the development of mass spectrometry. For SIMS

measurements high level Os samples (Laurite Ru(Os,

Ir)S2, Fe-Mn nodules) were dissolved in Ni vessels,

the resulting OsO4 was distilled and purified using ion

exchange chromatography and loaded on an Al disc

(Luck and Allegre 1983; Palmer and Turekian 1986;

Turekian and Luck 1984). RIMS measurements were

conducted with Os separated by dissolving powdered

rock samples in Teflon bombs with HF þ HCl þ eth-

anol. Ethanol was used to keep Os from getting oxi-

dized to volatile OsO4 during this stage. After

dissolution, Os was oxidized and purified by distilla-

tion (Walker 1988). This technique was also used for

N-TIMS work. Ravizza and Bothner (1996) used the

NiS fire essay method in combination with isotope

dilution N-TIMS to measure Os concentration and

isotope composition in marine sediments. The NiS

method was initially developed for neutron activation

analysis to permit PGE concentration determination in

large samples (Hoffman et al. 1978). This method

takes advantage of the chalcophile character of the

PGEs and the immiscibility of a sulfide melt to sepa-

rate the PGEs from the silicate rocks. Powdered solid

samples are mixed with a flux containing sodium

tetraborate, sodium carbonate, Ni powder, sulfur pow-

der and silica and fused at 1,000�C. The PGEs are

concentrated into NiS beads, which are then dissolved

in hydrochloric acid, leaving Ni into the solution and

isolating insoluble sulfide compounds of the PGEs

(Hoffman et al. 1978; Tanaka et al. 2008). Ravizza

and Bothner (1996) filtered the PGE sulfides and then

dissolved them in a combination of H2SO4 þ CrVIO3.

The resulting volatile OsO4 was distilled and further

purified using ion exchange. Birck et al. (1997) pio-

neered a technique in which a powdered sample with

tracer is attacked first by HF and HBr in a Teflon

vessel. The resulting solution is dried and further

dissolved using HNO3 in the presence of CrVIO3

and Br2(liq). The resulting OsO4 is extracted in

Br2(liq), reduced in HBr and further purified using

microdistillation.

Memory effects caused by OsO4 diffused into Tef-

lon at high temperature can be severe. This observa-

tion and the requirement that dissolution procedure

has to be carried out in a closed-system to achieve

sample-tracer equilibration provided the basic incen-

tive to develop the Carius tube technique (Cohen

and Waters 1996; Shen et al. 1996; Shirey and

Walker 1995) in which samples are dissolved in sealed

thick-walled glass vessels (Carius tubes). Typical
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digestion temperatures used in the Carius tube method

range from 200 to 240�C and are dictated by the

bursting pressure of the glass tube, which depends on

the glass thickness and internal diameter of the tube.

This technique has been subsequently modified to use

a high pressure asher (HPA-S), where a confining

pressure is applied with dry nitrogen and the operating

temperature can be raised to 300�C for a relatively

thin-walled and higher-capacity quartz glass tube.

During high temperature attack with Lefort aqua

regia, Os is leached out from the sample and Os-tracer

equilibrate as they get converted to OsO4, which can

then be distilled or extracted using CCl4 or CHCl3 or

Br2 (liq). No further purification is needed if Os iso-

topes are measured using an ICP-MS (see e.g., Meisel

and Moser 2004). For N-TIMS, Os is further purified

using microdistillation, which essentially removes all

organics from the sample (Birck et al. 1997). Removal

of organics is required to achieve a high ionization

efficiency of 10–20%, which has permitted precise

isotope ratio measurements samples containing as lit-

tle as 100 � 10�15 g of Os (see below).

11.2.1.2 Determination of Os in Natural Waters

Suzuki et al. (1998) used an aqueous solution of an Os-

thiourea complex with GFAAS to measure Os concen-

trations in waste water from electron microscopy

laboratories, which use OsO4(aq) to fix cells for

microscopy. A number of attempts have been made

to determine the osmium concentration and isotope

composition of seawater. Its low abundance in seawa-

ter and possible multiple oxidation states frustrated

initial efforts to precisely measure its concentration

and isotope composition. Koide et al. (1996) used

isotope dilution RIMS to obtain the osmium concen-

tration and isotope composition of seawater. A 25 L

sample of seawater was spiked with 190Os tracer and

Os was separated using anion exchange chromatogra-

phy and purified using distillation. Sharma et al.

(1997) reduced seawater and tracer Os by bubbling

SO2(g) and then coprecipitated Os with iron oxyhydr-

oxide in 4–10 L samples. Os was extracted from iron

oxyhydroxide using the carius tube technique fol-

lowed by CCl4 extraction, microdistillation, and mea-

surement using N-TIMS. These techniques were found

to not provide a quantitative yield for Os leading to the

development of three new techniques. Levasseur et al.

(1998) oxidized seawater and tracer Os by heating

50 g samples at 80�C with a mixture of CrVIO3 and

Br2(liq); the resulting OsO4 was extracted with

Br2(liq) and purified. Woodhouse et al. (1999) oxi-

dized Os in 1.5-L seawater samples by adding a mix-

ture of H2SO4 and H2O2 and distilling OsO4, which

was trapped in HBr and further purified. Os isotopes

were measured using N-TIMS. Sharma et al. (1999)

modified the Carius tube technique to remove Os from

50 to 70 g of seawater. The samples with tracer and

CrVIO3 were heated at 180�C for more than 40 h; the

resulting OsO4 was distilled and trapped in HBr. It was

further purified and measured using N-TIMS. A recent

study by Chen and Sharma (2009) has, however,

demonstrated that oxidation of all species of Os pres-

ent in seawater requires much higher temperatures

(300�C). In fact as much as 30% of Os in seawater is

not extracted by any of the previous techniques. That

Os occurring in other natural waters (such as ground-

waters) is present in multiple oxidation states has also

been inferred in a recent study by Paul et al. (2009)

who oxidize waters in a HPA-S using a mixture of

H2O2 and H2SO4 and extract the resulting OsO4 using

Br2(liq). High temperature oxidation of Os seems to be

the only way to provide quantitative estimates of the

Os concentrations in waters.

11.2.2 Iridium

11.2.2.1 Determination of Ir in Solid Samples

The classical technique to determine Ir is NAA.

Despite the development of other more sensitive meth-

ods (see below) the NAA continues to be extensively

used on its own (Instrumental Neutron Activation

Analysis, INAA) or in combination with chemical

purification of Ir from a pre-irradiated sample (Radio-

chemical Neutron Activation Analysis, RNAA). Neu-

tron irradiation of 191Ir results in the production of
192Ir, which has a half life of 73.83 days and decays

via emitting g rays with energies of 295, 308, 316.51

and 468.07 keV; the last two rays are more intense

than the first two and are usually used for concentra-

tion determination. The g rays are detected by high

purity Ge-detectors and Ir amounts estimated using

sensitivities obtained from concurrently irradiated

Ir-standards. Background interference from samples
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depends on the type of sample being analyzed (rock,

water, etc.). It may come mainly from 46Sc, 51Cr, 60Co,
65Zn, 76Se, and 124Sb. Different approaches have been

employed to remove the background and to improve

detection limit:

1. Electronic suppression of background: This tech-

nique involves essentially reducing the back-

ground by simultaneously detecting 316.51 and

468.07 keV rays, whose emission is near-coinci-

dent, by a pair of detectors; background interfer-

ence is substantially reduced except from that

produced from Compton interactions of high

energy coincident pairs of gamma rays from 46Sc

and 60Co. This background can also be removed by

independent detection of Compton-gamma-rays

(Karner et al. 2003; Michel et al. 1990).

2. Preconcentration of Ir using the NiS fire essay

method (see previous section for description) fol-

lowed by neutron irradiation and measurement.

The PGE sulfides are then filtered, irradiated and

analyzed.

3. Chemical purification following irradiation and

after adding Ir carrier:

(a) Irradiated sample with Ir carrier is sintered

with sodium peroxide and then dissolved in

HCl. The resulting solution is filtered and Ir

co-precipitated with Te metal and analyzed

(Morcelli and Figueiredo 2000; Nogueira and

Figueiredo 1995).

(b) Iridium separation using anion exchange chro-

matography. During the ion exchange chroma-

tography advantage is taken of extremely high

affinity of IrIV to anion exchange resin AG-1 in

dilute HCl. Dissolved sample mixed with Ir

carrier is loaded on to a column of pre-cleaned

AG-1 resin. The interfering nuclides are

removed by eluting the column in dilute HCl

and water. Since IrIV can be reduced on the

column and mobilized an oxidizing reagent

(Ce4+) is mixed with the sample to ensure

quantitative retention of Ir on the column. Fol-

lowing this Ir can be retained on the column

and resin separated and analyzed or eluted and

further purified before analysis (Heller-Zeisler

et al. 2000; Keays et al. 1974).

Iridium separated from marine sediments and

organisms has been measured using Graphite Furnace

Atomic absorption Spectrometry (GFAAS) (Hodge

et al. 1986). Samples were sintered with sodium per-

oxide and then dissolved in HCl and spiked with 192Ir

tracer. Chlorine gas was bubbled through the solution,

which was then passed through a column of AG-1X8

resin. Iridium retained on the column was recovered

using hot nitric acid and further purified prior to anal-

ysis. Iridium was determined with the spectrometer’s

monochromator set on 266.5 nm. Measured Ir concen-

trations were corrected for loss during separation and

purification by determining the loss of 192Ir activity in

the final solution.

With the development of Inductively Couple

Plasma-Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS) external cali-

bration or isotope dilution techniques have been suc-

cessfully employed to accurately and precisely

measure Ir concentrations in geochemical samples

(Colodner et al. 1993; Date et al. 1987; Gregoire

1988; Gros et al. 2002; Jackson et al. 1990; Meisel

and Moser 2004; Sengupta and Gregoire 1989). The

ICP-MS technique appears to have successfully

replaced atomic absorption spectrometry for the deter-

mination of Ir. The technique involves generation of

ions by introducing solution carrying elements of

interest in to plasma using by means of a nebulizer

and spray chamber, followed by acceleration of ions

through a Quadrupole filter/magnetic sector and their

detection. The technique usually requires pre-concen-

tration of Ir. A procedure involving sintering the sam-

ple with sodium peroxide followed by co-precipitation

of tracer (enriched 191Ir) and sample Ir with Te and

subsequent measurement using ICP-MS was devel-

oped in the mid 1990s (Enzweiler et al. 1995). Ir

precipitation is not quantitative but not required for

this method as it uses isotope dilution to determine the

concentration. For any isotope dilution method it is

imperative that the sample and tracer fully equilibrate

so that losses during subsequent processing do not

impact the result. It was found that reproducible

results are obtained when spike solution is mixed to

strongly alkaline solution resulting from the dissolu-

tion of fusion cake.

As NiS fire essay method provides nearly quantita-

tive recovery of Ir (e.g., Hoffman et al. 1978), it has

been used as a pre-concentration technique prior to

ICP-MS determination (Gros et al. 2002; Plessen and

Erzinger 1998). A variation of this technique involves

isotope dilution analysis in which Ir-tracer is mixed to

the sample prior to the fire essay (Ravizza and Pyle

1997). This permits achievement of isotopic
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equilibrium between the sample and tracer Ir within

the immiscible NiS melt needed to obtain accurate

concentration determination. While NiS fire essay is

simple and can be used with a large volume of sam-

ples, it suffers from high procedural blanks owing to

the large amounts of reagents needed (Table 11.1; see

also Pearson and Woodland 2000) and its Re yield is

not quantitative. These issues along with the desire to

measure other PGE and especially Re and Os isotopes

in the same sample aliquots (see above) have led to the

development of a digestion procedure in which sam-

ples mixed with tracers are decomposed with aqua-

regia at high temperature in Carius tubes (Rehkamper

et al. 1998). Under these conditions Ir leached from

the sample equilibrates with the tracer. It can then be

separated from other elements using anion exchange

column chromatography and solvent extraction and

measured on an ICP-MS. The procedural blanks for

the Carius tube/HPA-S methods are low permitting

precise determination in samples with pg/g of Ir (Mei-

sel and Moser 2004; Pearson and Woodland 2000;

Rehkamper and Halliday 1997; Rehkamper et al.

1998; Shinotsuka and Suzuki 2007; Table 11.1).

11.2.2.2 Determination of Ir in Natural Waters

Gabrielli et al. (2004a, b) measured Ir concentrations

in an ice core from Greenland using external calibra-

tion with a high resolution magnetic sector ICP-MS.

This procedure involved pre-concentration of Ir by

sub-boiling evaporation of water followed by mass

spectrometry. Seawater and river water have complex

matrices and require pre-concentration procedures.

Fresco et al. (1985) removed Ir from 1.5 L sea-water

by reducing it with magnesium and then used neutron

activation to measure Ir concentration. Hodge et al.

(1986) used anion exchange chromatography and

GFAAS to measure Ir in seawater. This method

required 100 L of seawater for a single measurement.

Chlorine gas was bubbled in samples spiked with 192Ir

tracer to convert any IrIII to IrIV (cf. Yi and Masuda

1996a, b). The water was then passed through a col-

umn of AG1-X8 resin. Iridium was removed with hot

nitric acid and further purified and measured using

GFAAS as described above. Anbar et al. (1996,

1997) used highly sensitive isotope dilution Negative

Thermal Ionization Mass Spectrometry (ID-NTIMS)

to determine Ir in seawater and river water. This pro-

cedure requires 2–4 L of sample and involves equili-

brating tracer and water Ir by bubbling Cl2 gas into

water. Ir is then separated from water by (1) using

anion exchange chromatography or (2) co-precipita-

tion with ferric hydroxide followed by ion exchange

chromatography. It is further purified and measured as

IrO2
� ions in a thermal ionization mass spectrometer

(cf. Creaser et al. 1991; Walczyk and Heumann 1993).

Recently, Li et al. (2007) have determined Ir concen-

trations in 1–2 L of seawater using anion exchange

chromatography and NAA. Seawater samples were

loaded on to a column of pre-cleaned AG-1 resin.

The interfering nuclides were removed by eluting the

column in dilute HCl and water. To ensure quantita-

tive retention IrIV on the column Cl2 was bubbled in

the sample and eluting solutions (Li et al. 2007).

Following this, the resin containing Ir was ashed,

irradiated, and analyzed.

11.3 Distributions Among Natural
Samples

Here I briefly give the distribution of Os and Ir in solid

earth, meteorites, ores, waters and marine sediments

and discuss the resulting systematics that form the

basis of the environmental applications in Sect. 11.4.

11.3.1 Distribution in Solid Earth
and Meteorites

The distribution of Os and Ir in rocks reflects their

siderophile and chalcophile character (Table 11.2).

They are highly enriched in iron meteorites over

stony meteorites. Metal-silicate equilibrium partition-

ing data suggest that differentiation of earth into a

metal core and silicate mantle depleted these elements

in the mantle as they were quantitatively sequestered

in the core (see Shirey and Walker 1998 and refer-

ences therein). The higher than expected PGE concen-

trations in the mantle suggest that following the core

formation some PGE (including Os and Ir) were

accreted as a “late veneer”. The 187Os/188Os ratio of

the primitive upper mantle indicates that the late

veneer was likely either ordinary or enstatite
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chondrites (Meisel et al. 1996). Os and Ir are highly

compatible elements during melting of the earth’s

mantle, i.e., they do not partition into the melts that

form the crust. As a result, these elements are

extremely depleted in the continental crust. Also, the

Os/Ir ratio of the continental crust is about the same as

the mantle and meteorites (~1). However, during man-

tle melting Re is incompatible resulting in an average
187Re/188Os ratio of the continental material of ~48,

which is much higher than that of the mantle and

meteorites (~0.36). As a consequence, the time-

integrated average 187Os/188Os ratio of continental

crust is about ten times higher than that of the mantle

and meteorites (Table 11.2).

Osmium and Ir are highly enriched in cosmic dust,

which is produced as a result of collision of asteroids

in the asteroidal belt and travels toward the sun due to

the Poynting-Robertson light effect. Approximately,

40 � 106 kg of cosmic dust accretes annually on

earth (Love and Brownlee 1993) providing a nearly

constant background flux of Os and Ir. Lal and Jull

(2003) have pointed out that a relatively large flux of

the PGE also comes from the fragmentation and

vaporization of meteorites as they enter the earth’s

atmosphere. This “meteoric smoke” likely gets con-

centrated in the polar-regions leading to an enhanced

apparent flux of the PGE in polar ice (Gabrielli et al.

2006). Osmium and Ir concentrations and Os isotopes

in deep marine sediments have been used to assess

Table 11.2 Os and Ir concentrations, Os/Ir ratios, and 187Os/188Os ratios in natural samples

[Os]a [Ir]a Os/Ir 187Os/188Os References

Iron meteorites (IVB) 27.3 mg/g 24.1 mg/g 1.1 0.1240 Walker et al. (2008)

Carbonaceous chondrite 636 ng/g 599 ng/g 1.1 0.1257 Horan et al. (2003)

Ordinary chondrite 685 ng/g 617 ng/g 1.1 0.1281 Horan et al. (2003)

Cosmic dust 1,060 ng/g – ~1 0.125 Measurement of a single unmelted 21 mg
sample of a micrometeorite (Chen and

Sharma, unpublished data)

Primitive mantle 3.4 ng/g 3.2 ng/g 1.1 0.1290 McDonough and Sun (1995)

Continental mineral

aerosol (upper

continental crust)

0.031 ng/g 0.022 ng/g 1.4 1.26 Esser and Turekian (1993b)

and Peucker-Ehrenbrink and

Jahn (2001)

PGE-sulfide ores 4.6 mg/g 6.3 mg/g 0.7 0.15–0.20 Chen et al. (2009) and Naldrett (2004)

Base-metal sulfide ores 0.17 mg/g 0.15 mg/g 0.8 0.15 to >2 Chen et al. (2009) and Naldrett (2004)

Chromite ores 0.049 mg/g 0.041 mg/g 1.2 0.12–0.14 Ahmed and Arai (2002, 2009), B€uchl et al.
(2004), Chen et al. (2009), Economou-

Eliopoulos (1996), Pedersen et al. (1993),

Prichard and Lord (1993), Prichard et al.

(2008), and Zaccarini et al. (2004)

Pelagic sediment 0.16 ng/g 0.40 ng/g 0.4 Koide et al. (1991)

Fe-Mn nodules/crusts 0.80 ng/g 1.8 ng/g 0.3 Koide et al. (1991)

Pelagic carbonate 0.065 ng/g 0.022 ng/g 3 Ravizza and Dalai (2006)

Black shale 4 ng/g 1 ng/g 5 Jiang et al. (2007), Paquay et al. (2009),

and Pasava (1993)

Seawater 6–14 fg/g 0.08–3.6 fg/g 68 1.05 (deep)

< 1.05

(surface)

Chen and Sharma (2009)

River water 3–84 fg/g 0.56–3 7–14 1.45 Anbar et al. (1996), Chen et al. (2006),

Gannoun et al. (2006), Levasseur et al.

(1999), Martin et al. (2001), Sharma et al.

(1999, 2007a), Sharma and Wasserburg

(1997), and Turekian et al. (2007)

Groundwater 20–191 fg/g – ? 0.96–2.8 Paul et al. (2010)

Rainwater/snow 0.3–23 fg/g 0.1–5 fg/g ? 0.16–0.40 Chen et al. (2009) and Gabrielli et al. (2004a)
aConcentrations in the table vary about 11 orders of magnitude.

Note: 1 mg/g ¼ 10�6 g/g, 1 ng/g ¼ 10�9 g/g, and 1 fg/g ¼ 10�15 g/g ¼ pg/kg
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cosmic dust flux and its variations over long-term

(Peucker-Ehrenbrink and Ravizza 2000a and refer-

ences therein).

11.3.1.1 Distribution in Ore Deposits

Relatively high concentrations of Os and Ir in PGE-

sulfide and chromitite ores (Table 11.2) reflect enrich-

ment during crystallization in magma chambers. An

excellent recent review of the literature on the

PGE bearing magmatic sulfide deposits is by Naldrett

(2004). The largest PGE deposits are in the 2 Ga

Bushveld Complex of South Africa, where mixing

of two magmas engendered nearly simultaneous

chromite crystallization and segregation of an immis-

cible sulfide-rich melt. Scavenging of the PGE by

sulfide melts and also by chromites led to unusually

high concentrations of the PGEs, which are found in

the Merensky Reef and UG-2 ore bodies (Naldrett

2004). Noril’sk Ni-Cu sulfide ore deposits in Russia

are the second largest source of PGE (Jones 1999).

They are associated with 251 Ma Siberian Flood

Basalt Province. Here magma contamination and con-

sequent segregation of immiscible sulfide melts along

dykes that fed lavas to the surface has led to crystalli-

zation of PGE-enriched Ni-Cu sulfide ores (Naldrett

2004). Modest enrichments of the PGE are always

associated with magmatic sulfides (Table 11.2) and

quite possibly with other types of sulfide deposits

(sedimentary-exhalative deposits, Cu and Mo por-

phyry deposits; see e.g., Sotnikov et al. 2001). The

Re/Os ratios of sulfide ores are quite variable and as a

result depending on their age, the 187Os/188Os ratios of

the ores also vary from ~0.15 to>2 (Chen et al. 2009).

Relatively modest PGE-enrichments are also found

all over the world in podiform chromitite bodies asso-

ciated with ultramafic rocks within ophiolite com-

plexes (e.g., Ahmed and Arai 2002; Ahmed et al.

2009; B€uchl et al. 2004; Economou-Eliopoulos 1996;

Pedersen et al. 1993; Prichard and Lord 1993; Prichard

et al. 2008; Zaccarini et al. 2004). Here chromite

encloses primarily laurite and also metal clusters of

Ru-Os-Ir alloys. The Re/Os ratios of chromites are

extremely low and therefore their 187Os/188Os ratios

reflect the time when these ores were derived from the

mantle (Walker et al. 2002b).

11.3.2 Distribution in Natural Waters

The speciation and oxidation states of Os and Ir in

waters are not well constrained. Thermodynamic data

predicts that Os should exist as either OsO4
0 (Byrne

2002) or H3OsO6
� (Palmer et al. 1988) in seawater,

both of which are in the fully oxidized (OsVIII) state.

However, experimental observations indicate that Os

in seawater does not solely reside in its fully oxidized

state because great effort is required to fully oxidize

seawater Os. The rich organometallic chemistry of Os

suggests that it may also be present in a reduced inert

organic form in seawater (Chen and Sharma 2009;

Levasseur et al. 1998). Os is abundant in both oxidiz-

ing and reducing marine sediments (see Table 11.2)

and its redox behavior seems to impact its distribution

in seawater-sediment system. A recent X-ray absorp-

tion near-edge structure (XANES) study shows that Os

incorporated in reducing sediment is mainly trivalent

and that removed in oxic sediment is tetravalent

(Yamashita et al. 2007). In comparison, the speciation

of Ir in seawater is dominated by IrIII oxidation state

forming anionic chloro-complex IrCl3�6 (Anbar 1996

and references therein). Recent work suggests that IrIII

in seawater may form mixed ligand complexes (Byrne

2002). The principal species of IrIII in seawater is

tentatively assigned to be IrClaðOHÞ3�ðaþbÞ
b . Iridium

may also be stabilized in seawater by the formation of

stable organic complexes (Anbar et al. 1996). Iridium

also has a large first hydroxide binding constant and is

thus likely to be very reactive toward Fe-Mn oxyhydr-

oxides and clays (Anbar 1996). Oxidation of Ir from

trivalent to tetravalent state may occur during mineral

formation (Hodge et al. 1986).

The differences in the redox behavior and particle

reactivity appear to control the removal and fraction-

ation of Os and Ir in the oceans. These elements are

concentrated in anoxic black shales as well as oxic

chemical precipitates (Fe-Mnnodules/crusts) (Table 11.2).

Remarkably, however, there is a substantial fraction-

ation between Os and Ir in these sediments, i.e., the

average Os/Ir ratio of black shales is ~15 times higher

than that of the Fe-Mn nodules/crusts. This suggests

that geochemical behaviors of these elements in sea-

water column are vastly different andmuch unlike their

behaviors during planetary formation and differentia-

tion! This observation can be further examined by
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calculating the ratio of the dissolved to suspended

particulate fluxes entering the oceans via rivers.

Assuming that the concentrations in pelagic sediments

are the same as those transported by rivers and the

suspended particulate flow rate from rivers is

15.5 � 1015 g year�1 (Martin and Meybeck 1979),

the ratio of dissolved to suspended particulates fluxes

to the oceans are 0.1 and 0.01 for Os and Ir, respec-

tively. Note that there is a large uncertainty in the

riverine Ir flux as only three rivers have been analyzed

so far (Anbar et al. 1996). Nonetheless we can infer that

only a small fraction of continental Os and Ir are

transported to the oceans in dissolved form and that

subtle changes in the Ir concentrations of oceanic sedi-

ments (e.g., by reduction of oxic marine sediments,

which would release Ir) could potentially impact its

seawater concentrations, potentially providing a flux

that is significant compared to the riverine Ir flux.

The Os concentration (¼[Os]) in seawater varies

from 6 to 14 of fg/g (Table 11.2; Fig. 11.1). As dis-

cussed above, only the latest analytical technique

appears to provide a quantitative yield of the Os con-

centration in seawater. Using these limited data we can

infer that the behavior of Os in the oceans is non-

conservative (Fig. 11.1a). The surface water of the

Atlantic, the Pacific, and the Southern Ocean is less

concentrated in Os than the deep oceans. At a depth of

2,000 m the water in the eastern Pacific is more con-

centrated in Os than the Atlantic. Depth profiles sug-

gest a nutrient like behavior: Os is depleted near the

surface and becomes enriched at ~500 m; at depths of

700–1,000 m it seems to decrease.

The Atlantic and Pacific waters from a depth of

2,000 m have a 187Os/188Os ratio of 1.05, which is

identical to a previously established ratio of

1.05 � 0.01 for the deep oceans (Levasseur et al.

1998; Sharma et al. 1997; Woodhouse et al. 1999).

However, deeper water, in the eastern Pacific is even

more radiogenic, 187Os/188Os¼ 1.08� 0.01 (2,440 m,

Chen and Sharma 2009) and 1.09 � 0.02 (2,778 m,

Woodhouse et al. 1999). While these studies suggest

that the deep oceans do not have a homogeneous
187Os/188Os ratio, a lot more data from the deep

oceans are needed to confirm this observation. The
187Os/188Os ratio of the waters from surface to a

depth of about 1,000 m appears to be quite variable

and always lower than the deep waters (Fig. 11.1b). Os

isotopic composition of seawater is therefore not

homogeneous. Chen et al. (2009) have surmised that

the Os isotope composition of surface waters is

impacted by recent anthropogenic Os contributions

(see below). More detailed depth profiles are needed

to confirm this behavior.

The Ir concentration (¼[Ir]) in seawater varies

from 0.1 to ~3.5 of fg/g (Table 11.2; Fig. 11.2), with

the exception of a sample from the Pacific coast (Point

Loma, San Diego, CA) that yielded [Ir] of ~10 fg/g

(N ¼ 6, Fresco et al. 1985). Hodge et al. (1986) ana-

lyzed a sample from the Pier at Scripps Institution of

Oceanography (La Jolla, CA) and found [Ir] to be

1.3 fg/g (N ¼ 4). Whether the observed large varia-

tions in the concentration are real or analytical issues

is not clear as no cross-calibrations have been per-

formed. Since the samples analyzed by the above

two studies came from within a few km of each other

a concentration difference of a factor of ~8 by natural

variations is hard to imagine. To examine this issue

further depth profiles from two more recent studies are

plotted in Fig. 11.2. It is intriguing that seawater

analyzed using RNAA (Arctic and Bering Sea,
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Fig. 11.1 Seawater profiles of Os isotopic compositions and

concentrations from the Atlantic, Pacific, and Southern Oceans.

Os concentrations are variable across ocean basins and are

lowest at the surface and becoming enriched at ~500 m depth

(a). At a depth of 2,000 m, the eastern North Pacific has a much

higher concentration than the Atlantic. While the GEOTRACES

sample collected at 2,000 m has an 187Os/188Os ratio of

1.052 � 0.004 (N ¼ 8) and confirms earlier results from the

Sargasso Sea, the Os isotope compositions of samples at shal-

lower levels vary between basins and with depth (b). Moreover,

surface samples seem to have lower 187Os/188Os ratios than

those for deeper waters. Figure modified from Chen and Sharma

(2009)
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N ¼ 17) yields Ir concentrations that are, on average,

~1.8 fg/g and about ten times more than those obtained

using isotope dilution (Pacific and Atlantic, N ¼ 11).

Since all of the analyzed samples come from open

oceans the data indicate a large variability in the Ir

concentration in different ocean basins. Alternatively,

there are unresolved analytical issues with either or

both techniques. These issues will need to be investi-

gated in future. For the discussion below we will

assume that the data are accurate.

Only three seawater samples from depths of 25, 500

and 3,000 m in the Sargasso Sea have been analyzed

for both Os and Ir concentrations in the oceans (Os

data: M. Sharma unpublished data; Ir data from Anbar

et al. 1997). These yield Os/Ir ratios of 10, 81 and 41,

respectively. The Os concentrations were analyzed by

heating seawater with tracer and CrIVO3 to 180�C for

more than 40 h (see above). Since this method system-

atically underestimates Os concentration (Chen and

Sharma 2009) it is possible to estimate the “true” Os/

Ir ratios, which yields an average Os/Ir ratio of ~68 for

the Sargasso Sea. An average Os/Ir ratio for the Arctic

can also be estimated. Average Os concentration of

four samples from the Arctic (86�N, 85�E, Edmonds

et al. 2003) is ~7 fg/g (M. Sharma, unpublished data).

Combined with Ir concentration data by Li et al.

(2007) gives an Os/Ir ratio for the Arctic to be ~4.

This ratio is likely higher as the Os concentration data

were obtained by heating the samples at 180�C instead

of 300�C. We estimate that the Os/Ir ratio of the Arctic

Ocean is ~6. The Os/Ir ratios in the seawater thus

appear to be variable and remarkably fractionated,

compared to the three main sources of these elements

(continents, mantle and cosmic dust/meteoric smoke;

Table 11.2). As discussed above, there is a large frac-

tionation of Os and Ir between oxic and anoxic sedi-

ments, with Os/Ir ratio of anoxic sediments being

much higher than the oxic sediments. Evidence of a

recent (last 50 years) large-scale increase in reducing

conditions has been found in all major Arctic Ocean

basin sediments (Gobeil et al. 2001) suggesting that

during this time the rainout rate of Ir in the Arctic has

been significantly reduced. Moreover if there is reduc-

tion of oxidized sediments taking place, it would

release Ir as shown by Colodner et al. (1992). That

Os/Ir ratios are rather high in the oxic waters of

the Sargasso Sea and low in the Arctic thus appears

consistent with the fractionation observed in the

sediments.

11.3.2.1 Mass Balance

Details of Os and Ir mass balances have been dis-

cussed in a number of papers (Os: Burton et al. 2010;

Levasseur et al. 1999; Peucker-Ehrenbrink 2002;

Peucker-Ehrenbrink and Ravizza 2000b; Sharma

et al. 1997, 2007b, Ir: Anbar et al. 1996). The
187Os/188Os ratio of the deep oceans is thought to

reflect a balance between inputs from the continents

(187Os/188Os ratio ~ 1.26) and from a combination of

the mantle and cosmic sources (187Os/188Os ratio ~

0.13). Assuming that the 187Os/188Os ratio of the

deep oceans is rather homogeneous (¼1.05), the con-

tinents currently supply 81% of Os dissolved in the

oceans. Using the available data that represent approx-

imately 39% of the annual river flux, the estimated

average riverine [Os] ¼ 8.5 fg/g (¼45 fmol/kg) and
187Os/188Os ¼ 1.45. Assuming that the estuaries trap

about 15% of riverine Os (Turekian et al. 2007), we

find that the rivers supply about 270 kg (¼1,423 mol)

of Os annually to the oceans. The groundwater and the

continental mineral aerosol are also assumed to pro-

vide continental Os to the oceans. However, a recent

study finds that the Os groundwater flux from Bangla-

desh delta is negligible (Paul et al. 2010). Approxi-

mately, 450 � 1012 g of continental mineral dust,

which is generated primarily in the Sahara and Gobi

Fig. 11.2 Seawater profiles of Ir concentrations from the

Atlantic, Pacific, Arctic and Bering Sea. The Ir concentrations

from (a) the Atlantic and the Pacific Oceans were measured

using negative thermal ionization mass spectrometry (Anbar

et al. 1996, 1997) and (b) the Arctic Ocean and Bering Sea

were measured using neutron activation analysis (Li et al. 2007)
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deserts, is deposited on the ocean surface (Jickells

et al. 2005). Its dissolution in the waters is critical in

providing essentially micro-nutrients (such as Fe) to

the oceans. Assuming that the dust contains about

31 pg g�1 of Os, its complete dissolution would pro-

vide ~5% of riverine Os flux to the oceans. The

leachable Os associated with continent-derived dust

to the oceans would be smaller still (cf. Williams and

Turekian 2004).

The isotope mass balance of the deep oceans dic-

tates that 19% of Os must come from mantle and/or

cosmic sources. The low and high temperature hydro-

thermal alteration, and cosmic dust/meteoric smoke

have been postulated to provide Os to the oceans.

Detailed studies of high and low temperature alter-

ation along and away from the Juan de Fuca ridge

have indicated a negligible mantle contribution via

hydrothermal alteration of sea floor basalt (Sharma

et al. 2000, 2007b). The extent to which dissolution

of cosmic dust/meteoric smoke contributes Os to the

seawater could be large but remains un-quantified

(Sharma et al. 2007b). Additional sources of mantle

derived Os include volcanic dust and submarine alter-

ation of abyssal peridotites. Analyses of rain from

around the world, however, indicate a large anthropo-

genic Os source and no (or negligible) input of volca-

nic Os to the oceans (Chen et al. 2009). Alteration of

peridotites in the oceans could potentially deliver a

large amount of mantle derived Os to the oceans,

provided that Os is mobilized during the alteration

(see Burton et al. 2010; Sharma et al. 2007b; Cave

et al. 2003).

The mean residence time of Os in the oceans (�tSWOs )

is given as: �tSWOs ¼ NSW
Os

ð1�f E
Os
ÞðQCC

Os
=f C

Os
Þ where NSW

Os is the

total amount of Os in the oceans (¼66 � 106 mol),

f EOs is the fraction of Os trapped in estuaries (¼0.15),

Q is the annual run-off (¼3.74 � 1016 kg year�1), CC
Os

is the average concentration of Os in rivers (¼45 �
10�15 mol kg�1) and f COs ¼ 0:81, is the fraction of

continent-derived Os in the oceans. These yield a

�tSWOs ¼ 37� 14 2sð Þ kyr (Sharma et al. 2007a). This is

much longer than the ocean mixing time scale of

~1,500 years.

The �tSWOs can also be estimated from the relaxation

time, which can be determined from the recovery rate

of 187Os/188Os ratio following an excursion. Excur-

sions to lower 187Os/188Os ratios associated with

glacial maxima have been observed in the rapidly

accumulating Fe-Mn sediments on the flanks of the

East Pacific Rise (EPR) and in the anoxic sediments

from the Cariaco Basin (Oxburgh 1998, 2001). They

are also found in sub-oxic to anoxic sediments from

the Santa Barbara Basin (Williams and Turekian

2002) and Japan Sea (Dalai et al. 2005). Finally,

these excursions have been found in the planktic for-

manifera recovered from ODP site 758 in the northern

Indian Ocean (Burton et al. 2010). Excursions to lower
187Os/188Os ratios associated with glacial maxima fol-

lowed by upswing to higher 187Os/188Os ratios during

the interglacials were used to estimate �tSWOs . The esti-

mated relaxation time for the EPR sediments ¼ 8–12

kyr (Oxburgh 1998) and for the Cariaco Basin ¼ 3–4

kyr (Oxburgh 2001). The �tSWOs thus estimated is much

less than that determined from mass balance consid-

erations, However, not all high resolution Os records

display the glacial-interglacial variations: no excur-

sion in 187Os/188Os ratios has been observed in a

deep sea core from the Cape Basin for the past

100,000 years (core: TNO57-21, Zylberberg et al.

2006), in sediments containing dominantly hydroge-

neous Os from ODP Site 806 on the Ontong Java

plateau (Dalai and Ravizza 2006), and in early Pleis-

tocene sediments from ODP Site 849 in the eastern

equatorial Pacific (Dalai and Ravizza 2010). These

observations suggests that the observed glacial-inter-

glacial variations in the marine Os isotope ratios are

not global and that the residence times calculated

using relaxation times likely reflect different rain-out

rates of Os in different basins (see Sharma et al.

2007a).

All of the above-mentioned sources of Os could

also be the sources for Ir. In addition, reduction of

oxic sediments could also be a source of Ir. However, a

detailed understanding of Ir budget in the oceans is not

yet possible due to lack of data. Direct measurements

of a relatively small river in Sweden (Kalix€alven) that

is unperturbed by human activities, transport of water

through the Baltic Sea, the Ir concentration in the

Pacific and Atlantic oceans and its burial in sediments

have been used to obtain a rough picture of the Ir

budget of the oceans (Anbar et al. 1996). Average

Kalix€alven concentration is 0.63 fg/g. Assuming this

is the concentration in all the rivers gives an annual

riverine input of 23.5 kg year�1 (¼122 mol year�1).

Following analogy from the Baltic Sea about 75% of

riverine Ir input gets trapped in the estuaries (Anbar

et al. 1996). This indicates that the riverine input to the
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deep oceans is only ~5.9 kg year�1. The Os/Ir ratio of

this input is likely between 24 and 48. In comparison,

the Ir input from cosmic dust/meteoric smoke to the

oceans is between 7 and 61 kg year�1 (Sharma et al.

2007b). The extent to which Ir from cosmic dust is

dissolved in the oceans is unknown. Similarly, disso-

lution of continental mineral dust could supply up to

9.9 kg year�1. The hydrothermal contribution of Ir is

unknown and is likely small primarily due to removal

by sulfide precipitation (see Sharma et al. 2001). The

amount of Ir released due to reduction of oxic sedi-

ments is also unknown. Anbar et al. (1996) estimated

lower and upper limits for the mean residence time of

(Ir ¼ �tSWIr Þ in the oceans to be between 2,500 and

21,000 years.

Assuming that amount of Ir released due to reduc-

tion of oxic sediments is negligible we can estimate

�tSWIr using �tSWOs and Os/Ir ratios of the inputs and ocean.

Defining rk ¼ Ir=188Os
� �k

for the ratio of dissolved Ir

and 188Os provided by source “k”, the ratio of the

residence times of Os and Ir in seawater (SW) can be

given as (see Sharma et al. 1997):

�tSWOs
�tSWIr

¼ rC

rSW
f C188Os þ

rH

rSW
f H188Os þ

rD

rSW
f D188Os (11.1)

where f k188Os denotes fractional contributions of
188Os

from continents (C), hydrothermal fluids (H), and cos-
mic dust/meteoric smoke (D). As rH � rD, using the

data given in Table 11.2 the above equation gives:

�tSWIr ¼ rSW�tSW
Os

f C
188Os

rCþ0:19
¼ 0:124� 37;000�14;000ð Þ

0:81rCþ0:19 . Using the

Os/Ir input of the riverine source to be either 24 or

48, we find that 9 kyr<�tSWIr < 14 kyr.

11.4 Applications

The primary environmental applications of Os and Ir

arise from the fact that these elements are extremely

rare on the surface of the earth and their introduction

into the environment leads to an increase in their con-

centration in surface materials. In addition, a unique

isotope fingerprint is present for Os introduced into the

environment in that it comes from oresmined primarily

in South Africa and Russia. The following are exam-

ples of environmental applications of Os and Ir.

11.4.1 Platinum Group Element Dispersal
Due to Ore Processing and Use
in Automobiles

As mentioned above, the PGEs are highly siderophile

and therefore concentrated in sulfide ores. They are

also quite abundant in chromite ores where they may

exist as minerals (such as laurite, osmiridium, etc.).

Industrial refining of ores to obtain PGEs and their

usage in a wide variety of industrial, chemical, electri-

cal and pharmaceutical applications has increased

their burden on the environment. In particular, the

production of Pt, Pd, and Rh, has increased exponen-

tially over the last 40 years following the requirement

in the US and other countries that all new automobiles

have to be equipped with catalytic converters that

reduce SO2, CO and NOx emissions. There are over

500 million automobiles operating around the world

and a majority of them has catalytic converters con-

taining (depending on the make and size) 2–15 g of Pt

and lesser amounts of Ru and Rh. The catalytic con-

verters have a ceramic substrate with a honeycomb

structure to permit the passage and reaction of exhaust

gases with the PGEs that are impregnated on the

honeycomb with the help of the washcoat, which is a

highly porous alumina coating providing high surface

area for the catalytic reactions. During the life-time of

an automobile physical and chemical stresses on the

catalytic converters cause small quantities of the

PGEs, including Os, Ir, and Ru that are present as

impurities, to emit together with particles from the

washcoat. So while the urban air quality has substan-

tially improved following the introduction of automo-

bile catalytic converters, the PGE concentrations in

the environment have also increased. Indeed several

studies have documented elevated levels of PGEs in

air, street dust, soil, vegetation, and organisms (see

reviews by Ravindra et al. 2004 and Wiseman and

Zereini 2009). In addition, snow from relatively pris-

tine central Greenland has registered an increase in the

PGE concentrations, which have been attributed to the

large scale atmospheric contamination of these ele-

ments by catalytic converters (Barbante et al. 2001).

Osmium isotopes have been utilized to (a) track

the dispersal of the PGEs associated with particulates

and (b) assess dispersal of Os itself from either direct

utilization of OsO4 in a unique research application or

indirect spreading of this compound due to industrial
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processing and refining of PGE and other ores.

Approximately 92% of the PGEs produced in the

world come from the Merensky reef in South Africa

and from the intrusions in the Noril’sk region, Russia

(Jones 1999). The 187Os/188Os ratios of ores from

these deposits lie between 0.15 and 0.20 (see refer-

ences in Chen et al. 2009; Table 11.2). In comparison,

the Os isotope ratios of dominant natural sources of Os

on the earth surface are much more radiogenic: the

average 187Os/188Os ratio of the continental mineral

dust examined so far is 1.05 � 0.23 (Esser and

Turekian 1993b; Peucker-Ehrenbrink and Jahn 2001;

Table 11.2). If the Os isotope composition (G) of a
given environmental sample is assumed to be a binary

mixture of a lithogenic and an anthropogenic end-

member, fractional anthropogenic contribution of

Os ðf AnthropogenicOs Þ in the sample can be computed as

follows:

f AnthropogenicOs ¼ Gsample � Glithogenic

GAnthropogenic � Glithogenic
: (11.2)

Moreover, assuming that the ratio of Os to other

PGEs is similar to that in the continental mineral dust,

fractional anthropogenic contribution of the PGEs

ðf PGEAnthropogenicÞ in the sample can also be estimated

from:

f PGEAnthropeogenic

¼ 1�
½PGE�UCC ½PGE�Sample

.

½Os�UCC ½Os�Sampleð1� f OsAnthropogenicÞ
. :

(11.3)

Here the subscript UCC ¼ Upper Continental

Crust. Utilizing this approach Rauch et al. (2004)

analyzed a set of samples from an ombrotrophic peat

bog (Thoreau’s bog) in Concord, Massachusetts for

Os, Ir, Pt, Pd, Rh, and Al concentrations and Os iso-

topes. The samples were dated using 210Pb and were

found to have accumulated from 1980 through 2002.

Rauch et al. (2004) determined that in all samples the

PGEs were enriched over those estimated from PGE/

Al ratios and inferred that almost all (i.e., >99%) Pt,

Pd, Rh, and Ir and ~94% of Os were of non-lithogenic

origin. Assuming that non-lithogenic Os fraction in

the peat samples was derived from catalytic converter

exhaust and rainwater and that the rain Os isotope

composition was similar to that of the continental

mineral dust or ocean (~1.05), Rauch et al. (2004)

estimated that the anthropogenic and rainwater frac-

tions represent, on average, 43 and 57% of non-litho-

genic Os, respectively. That is, a total of 96.5% of Os

(¼94% þ 43% of the remaining 6%) in Thoreau’s

bog was derived from catalytic exhaust and the rest

from the rain.

A recent study, however, shows that the rainwater

on the US eastern seaboard has an 187Os/188Os ratio of

~0.2 (Chen et al. 2009). Since the average 187Os/188Os

ratio of the Thoreau’s bog samples is ~0.6 an alterna-

tive explanation using (11.1) would be that only ~53%

Os is rain and catalytic converter derived and the rest

comes from lithogenic sources with an average
187Os/188Os ratio of 1.05. What fraction of rain and

catalytic converter derived Os can be attributed to

coming as particulates with Pt, Pd and Rh? It is likely

negligible! This is because (1) Os is present only as an

impurity in Pt, Pd and Rh and (2) under the oxidizing

conditions present in a section of the catalytic con-

verter Os would be lost as OsO4. It is therefore likely

that that bulk of Os in Thoreau’s bog comes from

atmospheric precipitation and does not provide any

insight into the concentration of Pt, Pd and Rh that

are automobile exhaust derived. If true, (11.2) cannot

be used as the source of anthropogenic Os in the

sample is decoupled from that of the other PGEs.

The above interpretation is consistent with another

study done by Rauch et al. (2005) where they analyzed

Pt, Pd, Rh, and Os concentrations and Os isotope

compositions in samples of 10 mm diameter airborne

particles (PM10) collected from various sites in the city

of Boston. They found significant correlations

between Pt, Pd and Rh concentrations that also showed

no correlation with Os. In fact the Pt/Os ratio varies

widely from 9 to 12,000 with a median of 1,000. The

Os isotope compositions of all 28 samples analyzed

are highly radiogenic (187Os/188Os ¼ 0.3–2.8; median

¼ 1.12). Intriguingly, there are four samples with

Pt/Os ratios ranging from 9 to 40 that yield
187Os/188Os ratios with an average of 0.5 � 0.2 (2s,
N ¼ 4). Since the average Pt/Os ratio of PGE ores is

about 50, such low Pt/Os ratios are not expected for

the catalytic converters, which use purified Pt. The

isotope ratio in these samples nonetheless indicates a

source that is quite different from the lithogenic source.

These observations suggest that catalytic converters
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provide little Os to the PM10 particles in Boston and

possibly elsewhere. Nonetheless further studies are

needed to evaluate the relationship between Pt, Pd,

and Rh and Os isotopes for different size fractions in

urban air.

Attempts to use osmium isotopes in identifying and

tracing anthropogenic Os pollution have been more

successful. While examining the estuarine sediments

of New Haven Harbor and the Long Island Sound

(LIS) for Os Esser and Turekian (1993a) discovered

that the top 15 cm of the sediments had Os isotope

compositions that were identical to those of the ores

from South Africa. They then traced the source of the

anthropogenic Os to the New Haven sewage sludge

and suggested that the primary source of anthropo-

genic Os was fixative solutions used to stain tissue

for electron microscopy in medical laboratories. Wil-

liams et al. (1997) and Turekian et al. (2007) further

extended this study to examine the anthropogenic Os

from New York City medical facilities transported by

the East River, which is the western source of water to

the LIS. They found that there is a net transport of

about 0.4–1 mol of anthropogenic Os per year from the

East River into the LIS and that bulk of anthropogenic

Os coming into the sound is retained there.

Studies in other estuaries have also been promising

suggesting that osmium isotopes may track the influ-

ence of particle-borne contaminants, delivered by

sewage, on sediments in estuarine environments.

Ravizza and Bothner (1996) compared Os isotopes

and Ag concentrations in sediments collected from

Boston Harbor, Massachusetts Bay, and Cape Cod

Bay and found that discharge of sewage into Boston

Harbor has affected sediments in Cape Cod Bay, about

70 km away! Helz et al. (2000) examined sediments

from a number of sites in the Chesapeake Bay region,

including the sewage discharge sites from the city of

Baltimore. They observed anthropogenic Os in sludge

from the city’s principal wastewater treatment plant

and inferred it to be derived from medical facilities in

the city. Baltimore was a major world supplier of

chromium compounds and Isaac Tyson’s Baltimore

Chrome Works operated from 1827 through 1986.

However, Helz et al. (2000) did not find any anthropo-

genic Os derived from processing of chromite ores to

extract Cr. This is actually not an unexpected result as

the first step in extraction of chromium from chromite

involves high temperature oxidation of CrIII to CrVI.

This process would convert all Os present in the ore to

OsO4, which would then be released in the air and

transported to long distances (see below).

Helz et al. (2000) also found that a site in the mid-

Chesapeake Bay region at a distance of >50 km from

any known anthropogenic sources displays the stron-

gest anthropogenic Os signal in their data set. They

noted that the transport of particles to this site over-

rode the northward flowing bottom currents in the

estuary and that finding anthropogenic Os at this site

would suggest that other particle-borne substances,

including hazardous ones, could be dispersed broadly

in this estuary. Interestingly this site received anthro-

pogenic Os as early as 1949. Could this come from

chromium industry? A more detailed analysis of sev-

eral sediment cores especially in the northern part of

the Bay combined with an understanding of chromium

production rates in Baltimore, past wind trajectories

and also water circulation would be needed to assess

the distribution of Os derived from roasting of chro-

mite ores.

Osmium bearing PGE minerals and nuggets reside

within chromites, which can have tens of ng of Os per g.

Consideration of the primary reaction involved in

the extraction of Cr from chromite ores (e.g., Burke

et al. 1991) shows that it would also release OsO4.

4 FeCr2O4 þ 8 N a2 þ 7 O2 ! 8 Na2CrO4

þ 2 Fe2O3 þ 2 CO2:

Here insoluble chromite (FeCr2O4) containing tri-

valent Cr is converted to water soluble sodium chro-

mate (Na2CrO4) containing hexavalent Cr. To fully

oxidize Cr(III) finely crushed chromite ore is mixed

with soda ash and lime and roasted in rotary kilns at

1,100–1,150�C. The mix does not fuse but the molten

soda ash reacts with the chromite to form sodium

chromate. That chromite hosted Os minerals released

as a result of the breakdown of the chromite lattice

would also be attacked under highly oxidizing condi-

tions and volatile OsO4 produced has been indicated

by recent experimental data from Yokoyama et al.

(2010). Since the kiln does not trap evolving CO2 it

is likely that OsO4 would be carried away with CO2

escaping from the kiln.

In a pioneering study examining the Os isotopes in

humus, plants, mushrooms, mosses and lichens as well

as soils Rodushkin et al. (2007a, b) demonstrated the

impact of OsO4 transport to the region surrounding a
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chromium producing plant. They found that mosses

and lichens collected in rural northern Sweden had Os

concentrations that were tenfold higher than those

reported for particulate Os in dust samples from

urban centers in the US. In addition, they also noted

that from southwest to northeast transect of the sam-

pling area along Sweden’s eastern coastline the Os

concentrations were increasing with decreasing
187Os/188Os ratios indicating a local anthropogenic

source in the northeast. They were then able to trace

the source to Kemi chromite ore, which is being pro-

cessed to obtain chromium and ferrochromium in

Torneå, Finland. From the data it appears that OsO4

from Torneå smelter was transported to a distance of

100+ km southwest in Sweden. An important outcome

of this study is the demonstration of the utility of using

mosses and lichens in absorbing OsO4 from the ambi-

ent atmosphere. Lichens have been used in the past to

distinguish between local natural, local anthropogenic

and background sources of lead (Simonetti et al.

2003). Their utilization to assess the extent of OsO4

deposition in major urban centers should shed light on

the issue of atmospheric Os loading from catalytic

converters.

During the industrial processing and refining of

sulfide ores of base metals (Cu, Ni, Pb, Zn) and PGE,

OsO4 is generated during the converting phase, where

sulfur is removed as SO2 by blasting hot air/oxygen

through the molten (900–1,250�C) matte that contains

mainly metal plus sulfur. The processing of sulfide

ores would therefore constitute the single largest

source of worldwide OsO4 emission. However, envi-

ronmental laws restricting the release of SO2 from

base metal smelters appear to have inadvertently

eliminated a large fraction of OsO4 from the environ-

ment (Chen et al. 2009). This is because a majority of

nations requires that the base metal sulfide industry

scrubs the SO2 produced from exhaust stream. Scrub-

bing appears to nearly quantitatively remove OsO4

(Abisheva et al. 2001). In the first stage of scrubbing

the SO2 is cleaned off any dust. Most of OsO4 is

trapped either by the wash sulfuric acid or the slime

produced. Any remaining OsO4 in the washed SO2 is

likely sequestered during subsequent treatments that

attempt to recover sulfur as (1) sulfuric acid, (2) gyp-

sum, (3) liquefied SO2, or (4) elemental sulfur.

High concentrations of SO2 in the flue gas stream

are needed to make sulfur recovery economically fea-

sible, which is typically possible with modern arc

furnace technology used by base-metal industry

(Goonan 2005). In contrast, the PGE ore processing

facilities do not scrub SO2 as its low concentration in

furnace gases and intermittent production from the

converter make scrubbing technically challenging

and uneconomical. Instead the SO2 is discharged into

the atmosphere using tall stacks (Jones 1999). So it

seems likely only PGE ore processing plants release

OsO4 into the environment. Indeed the Os isotope

composition of snow and rain collected worldwide

implicates OsO4 released from PGE ore processing

as providing the single largest Os burden to the atmo-

sphere (Chen et al. 2009). Moreover, the deposition of

anthropogenic Os over the last several decades has

lowered the Os isotopic composition of oceans surface

by about 10% compared to that of the deep oceans

(Chen et al. 2009; Chen and Sharma 2009).

11.4.2 Distribution of Soot from Diesel
Engines

This novel application uses Ir as an intentional tracer

to track soot particles generated during burning of

fossil fuel. Soot particles contain poly-aromatic hydro-

carbons (PAH), which are known mutagenic and car-

cinogenic agents. Soot emissions from motor vehicles

especially those employing diesel engines constitute

the single largest source of PAHs in the US. The key

issue then is the extent to which urban and surrounding

rural areas are affected by such emissions. The answer

depends on the aerodynamic size of the soot particles

generated and its evolution with time. Since soot in a

given location may be derived from multiple sources

(power plants, cars and trucks, barbecues, etc.) the

basic problem is how to trace soot from a given source.

Iridium as an intentional particulate tracer was shown

to be useful in studies of soot transport, deposition, and

source attribution in two studies (Suarez et al. 1998;

Wu et al. 1998). Advantage was taken of the fact an

inexpensive commercially available Ir compound

(2,4-pentanedionate containing 38.07% of Ir) is read-

ily soluble in organic solvents (i.e., toluene) that in

turn are miscible in diesel fuel.

In the first study, diesel fuel used by the sanitation

trucks in the city of Baltimore was tagged with

IrIII octahedral pentanedionate dissolved in toluene
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(Suarez et al. 1998). Size sorted aerosol samples were

collected from several sites in the city and surrounding

areas. Samples were also collected from a sanitation

vehicle’s tail-pipe. The samples were analyzed for Ir

and Fe concentrations using neutron activation analy-

sis. Iridium concentrations over the background and

Iridium to iron ratios were used to assess the extent to

which Ir introduced in the diesel fuel was associated

with the soot particles. It was found that the tracer Ir

concentration in the tail-pipe emission of single sani-

tation truck showed a skewed distribution with particle

size, peaking between 0.1 and 0.2 mm – 50% of Ir was

found to lie between 0.1 and 0.2 mm and the remainder

on larger particles. The peak in Ir also corresponded to

the peak in organic carbon confirming that Ir is a good

surrogate for soot emitting from diesel engines. The Ir

concentration – particle size distribution spectra for

aerosol samples collected on days when the sanitation

trucks were running was found to be distinctly different

from that of the single truck and also from the back-

ground: a large proportion of Ir was found associated

with 2.4 mm. The authors concluded that the ambient

spectra probably reflected aerosol particle populations

from a range of new and old diesel sanitation trucks

operating over a wide range of on-road conditions.

In the second study another important question

examined was that of the soot loading by public bus

exhausts on school-going children who live in urban

areas as opposed to those living in suburbs (Wu et al.

1998). Diesel supplies for the public buses in the city

of Baltimore were spiked with IrIII octahedral penta-

nedionate dissolved in toluene and student exposure to

soot emitted from the buses evaluated by analyzing Ir

concentrations on the filters borne by individuals. It

was found that the highest exposure of diesel soot

occurred when an individual was getting on and off

the vehicle. However, the Ir data demonstrate that the

public bus derived soot contributed only 2–10% of the

total carbon exposure to an individual.

11.5 Future Directions

These are exciting times to understand environmental

transport of Os and Ir. Improvements in clean labora-

tory chemistry and measurement techniques are open-

ing new avenues to examine increasingly lower level

samples for Os and Ir concentrations and Os isotope

composition. Although much has been learned at the

observational level about the dispersal of Os and Ir,

many unsolved problems exist and much remains to be

discovered. First of all the natural distributions of Os

and Ir especially their mass balances in modern oceans

need to be worked out in detail. In spite of the mostly

phenomenological studies to date, there remains a

dearth of information about fundamental mechanisms

underlying the transport of Os and Ir nature and in

environment. The basic issue of whether Ir isotopes

fractionate should be resolved with the help of modern

mass spectrometry. A lot more work is also needed to

assess the atmospheric burden of Os from base-metal

sulfide smelting beginning from the industrial revolu-

tion to about 1980s when modern SO2 scrubbing tech-

niques began to be employed. Utilization of the PGEs

is expected to continue to increase through this century

and consequently the environmental burden of Os and

Ir is also slated to rise. The processes that make these

elements bioavailable and the extent to which they are

toxic to life are topics of immediate importance (e.g.,

Ravindra et al. 2004; Smith et al. 1974; Wiseman and

Zereini 2009). For example, recent work with rats

shows that ingestion of soluble Ir could impact

immune system (Iavicoli et al. 2010). Perhaps the

biggest unknown in the assessment of transport and

bioavailability of anthropogenic Os and Ir is the extent

to which these elements occur as nanoparticles in

automobile exhausts. It will be important in future

studies to seek answers to the following questions

related to environmental dispersal of the PGE:

1. How are Pt, Pd and Rh dispersals from catalytic

converters related to the distributions of anthropo-

genic Ir and Os? In particular, analysis of size-

segregated aerosol samples collected from major

urban areas would be useful and so would be the

data obtained directly from automobile exhausts.

2. What is the residence time of Os in the atmosphere?

What are the scavenging mechanisms that remove

Os from the atmosphere? Of interest here would be

to investigate the observed/inferred differences

between the path lengths of OsO4 emitted by chro-

mite smelters and PGE-ore processing plants.

3. What is the role of local sources in impacting the

Os isotope composition of snow and rain?

4. Beginning from the industrial revolution what was

the impact of the base metal sulfide ore refining on

the atmospheric burden of the atmosphere? Both

ice-core records and ombrotrophic peat records

will be useful to address this question.
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Chapter 12

Applications of Stable Mercury Isotopes to Biogeochemistry

Joel D. Blum

Abstract The application of mercury (Hg) stable

isotopes to problems in environmental chemistry is

relatively new, but is a rapidly expanding field of

investigation. Interest in this isotope system has been

stimulated by concerns regarding the global distribu-

tion of mercury, its tendency to be methylated and bio-

accumulated in the environment, and the severe health

affects associated with this toxic metal. Mercury

displays mass-dependent isotope fractionation during

most biotic and abiotic chemical transformations.

Additionally,mercury displaysmass-independent frac-

tionation, mainly during photochemical radical pair

reactions, wherein the reactivity of odd and even

mass number isotopes differs. The combination of

mass-dependent and mass-independent fractionation

provides a new and much needed probe into the reac-

tion pathways and history of mercury in biogeochemi-

cal systems, and also provides an isotopic fingerprint

of various mercury sources to the environment.

12.1 Introduction

Mercury is a geochemically unique element that has

attracted a large amount of research interest because

it is globally distributed and forms methylmercury

(MeHg), which is a potent neurotoxin, in the environ-

ment. Once formed, MeHg is highly bioaccumulative

and poses a significant health risk to humans and to a

wide variety of wildlife. The speciation of Hg in the

environment is controlled by microbial activity, dark

abiotic reactions, and photochemical reactions. Hg

speciation dramatically affects its mobility, which ranges

from stable solid phases (e.g., HgS) to a globally distri-

buted atmospheric gas [Hg(0)]. Speciation also strongly

affects Hg toxicity and bioaccumulation, which are

greatly enhanced when Hg is in the methylated form

(e.g., Morel et al. 1998).

Mercury biogeochemistry is of great importance in

both atmospheric and aqueous systems. It is estimated

that present-day anthropogenic atmospheric emissions

of Hg are about 3 times higher than natural emissions

(Mason et al. 1994). Anthropogenic emissions are

dominated by coal combustion, cement production

and waste incineration, whereas primary natural emis-

sions are dominated by volcanic and hydrothermal

systems (US EPA 1997). There is also a growing

amount of previously deposited natural and anthropo-

genically-derived Hg that can be re-emitted due

to biomass burning and reduction to Hg(0) in both

aquatic and terrestrial systems (Gustin et al. 2008).

Details of the speciation of Hg in the atmosphere are

not well known, but Hg speciation is generally reported

as three operationally defined forms: gaseous elemen-

tal mercury [Hg(0)gas], reactive gaseous mercury

[Hg(II)gas] and particulate mercury [Hg(II)part].

Hg(0)gas has a relatively long atmospheric residence

time of ~1 year, but once it is photochemically oxi-

dized to Hg(II)gas it becomes extremely reactive and is

rapidly deposited in precipitation or attached to parti-

cles and deposited as Hg(II)part (Schroeder andMunthe

1998). Hg is distributed and deposited globally even

to remote and otherwise pristine areas including the

Arctic (e.g., Lindberg et al. 2002; Douglas et al. 2008).

In aqueous solutions Hg can exist in the reduced

form as dissolved Hg(0)aq, or in the oxidized Hg(II)

and MeHg(II) forms associated with a wide range

of dissolved inorganic and organic ligands and with
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particle surfaces. Microbial, photochemical, and dark

abiotic reactions are known to reduce Hg(II) in solu-

tion to Hg(0)aq. In reducing environments some sulfate

and iron-reducing bacteria can methylate Hg(II) to

MeHg. Microbial and photochemical processes can

also degrade MeHg back to Hg (II) or Hg(0)aq (e.g.,

Fitzgerald and Lamborg 2003). Once it is produced,

MeHg can enter both aquatic and terrestrial foodwebs.

It is strongly bio-accumulated and can reach toxic

levels in piscivorous fish, mammals and birds as

well as insectivorous birds (Evers et al. 2007). The

main pathway for human mercury exposure is through

the consumption of piscivorous marine and fresh water

fish (Sunderland 2007). To present a graphical picture

of environmental Hg isotope fractionations associated

with transitions in Hg speciation, several of these

transitions are shown as a flow-chart in Fig. 12.1.

The small but rapidly growing literature on Hg isotope

fractionation along these pathways is keyed to the

diagram and will be discussed below.

Mercury has seven stable isotopes with the follow-

ing approximate abundances for the National Insti-

tute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Standard

Reference Material (SRM)-3133: 196Hg ¼ 0.155%,
198Hg ¼ 10.04%, 199Hg ¼ 16.94%, 200Hg ¼ 23.14%,
201Hg ¼ 13.17%, 202Hg ¼ 29.73%, 204Hg ¼ 6.83%

(Blum and Bergquist 2007; Fig. 12.2a). These abun-

dances are referenced to the certified 205Tl/203Tl ratio of

2.38714 for the NIST SRM-997 because absolute abun-

dances for the Hg isotopes in NIST SRM-3133 have not

been accurately determined. Institute for National Mea-

surement Standards of the National Research Council

Canada reference material NIMS-1 was recently certi-

fied for isotopic abundances at nearly indistinguishable

values to those reported above (Meija et al. 2010).

Because 196Hg has a very low abundance and 204Hg

suffers from an isobaric interference with 204Pb, the
202Hg/198Hg ratio is used to describe mass-dependent

stable isotope fractionation (MDF) relative to the NIST

SRM-3133. Hg isotopic compositions relative to NIST

SRM-3133 are reported as:

dxxxHg(‰Þ
¼f½ðxxxHg=198HgÞunknown=ðxxxHg=198HgÞSRM3133��1g
�1;000

Mass-independent isotope fractionation (MIF) has

also been observed for the odd isotopes of Hg and is

reported as D199Hg and D201Hg. These values are the

differences between the measured d199Hg and d201Hg

values and those predicted based on the measured

d202Hg and the kinetic mass-dependent fractionation

law derived from transition state theory. For variations

of less than ~10‰, these values were approximated by

Blum and Bergquist (2007) to be:

D199Hg ¼ d199Hg� ð d202Hg� 0:2520Þ

D200Hg ¼ d200Hg� ð d202Hg� 0:5024Þ

D201Hg ¼ d201Hg� ð d202Hg� 0:7520Þ

D204Hg ¼ d204Hg� ð d202Hg� 1:493Þ

The magnitude of mass-dependent and mass-

independent fractionation will be described in this

Fig. 12.1 Flow-chart showing some of the major biogeochem-

ical transformations of Hg speciation in the environment and

their associated Hg isotope fractionations. Atmospheric and

riverine inputs of Hg to the global biogeochemical system are

shown as input arrows. For those transformations where experi-

mental fractionation studies have been carried out, the positive

(+) or negative (�) mass dependent (MDF) and mass indepen-

dent (MIF) fractionation of the product relative to the reactant

is indicated. References to the publications relevant to each

transformation are also given with the following abbreviations:

BB07 ¼ Bergquist and Blum (2007); Da09 ¼ Das et al. (2009);

Kr07,08,09 ¼ Kritee et al. (2007, 2008, 2009); La09 ¼ Laffont

et al. (2009); Ro09 ¼ Rodriguez-Gonzalez et al. (2009);

Sh09,10 ¼ Sherman et al. (2009, 2010); Zh07 ¼ Zheng et al.

(2007); ZH09,10 ¼ Zheng and Hintelmann (2009, 2010b)
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chapter primarilywithd202HgandD201Hg (Fig. 12.2b–d).

In addition to variations in the magnitude of these

isotope ratios, trends in the ratios of the isotope ratios

have been shown to be diagnostic of certain chemical

transformation mechanisms (Bergquist and Blum

2007). The most diagnostic “ratio of ratios” that have

been described in the literature are the D199Hg/D201Hg

and D201Hg/d202Hg ratios and these will be discussed

extensively below.

12.2 Materials and Methods

12.2.1 Sampling and Sample Size

The unusual chemistry of mercury and the low

concentration of this element in many environmental

samples of interest necessitates special attention to

sampling protocols. Sampling must be done under
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Fig. 12.2 Schematic diagrams illustrating (a) the average

abundance of the Hg isotopes, (b) the abundance of the Hg

isotopes relative to a standard reference material with no frac-

tionation, (c) with negative mass-dependent fractionation, and

(d) with negative mass-dependent and positive mass-indepen-

dent fractionation
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trace metal clean conditions and sample bottles must

be acid leached in a multi-step cleaning procedure

(e.g., Johnson et al. 2008). Unlike other trace metal

clean preparations, to obtain low Hg blank levels, it

is necessary to leach materials in the strong oxidant

BrCl rather than just HCl and HNO3. Sample sizes

needed for Hg isotopic analysis scale with concentra-

tion, which can vary by over eight orders of magnitude

in environmental samples. The total amount of Hg that

is needed for a high-precision isotope measurement

varies according to specific sample introduction sys-

tems and mass spectrometer sensitivities. Nevertheless

the range typically quoted is 10 and 20 ng. With

smaller amounts of Hg than 10–20 ng the precision

of isotope ratio measurements can be considerably

compromised.

12.2.2 Pre-Treatment

A variety of sample preservation protocols are needed

and these differ depending on the material that is

sampled. In general, solid samples such as rock and

sediment can be stored at room temperature in clean

plastic or glass containers. Vegetation, fish tissues and

other organic samples should be stored in clean plastic

or glass containers and either kept frozen or freeze-

dried and refrigerated. Water samples require the most

specialized attention and must be stored in either glass,

Teflon or fluorinated polyethylene bottles. Traditional

polyethylene and polypropylene bottles used for other

trace elements are much more porous to Hg(0)vapor
than Teflon or fluorinated polyethylene bottles and

storage of water samples in these containers can result

in Hg loss from the sample or gain from the ambient

atmosphere. Depending on what fraction of Hg in

water is of interest to a particular study, water samples

are often filtered prior to further treatment. Samples

are then acidified and oxidized typically with 1% BrCl

to keep Hg stable in solution as Hg(II). Trace-metal

clean reagents must be purged with Hg-free N or Ar to

achieve the lowest Hg blank levels.

For the highest precision isotope analyses Hg

should be quantitatively separated from samples

and concentrated to produce ~4 g of a solution with

~4 ng/g Hg(II) for analysis by mass spectrometry.

Liquid samples can be reduced with SnCl2 and the

produced Hg(0) can be sparged into an oxidizing solu-

tion of KMnO4 or amalgamated onto gold by passing it

through a gold-coated bead trap. Solid samples can be

digested in acids and then diluted as long as Hg is kept

fully oxidized in solution to avoid loss of Hg as Hg(0).

Alternatively, solid samples can be combusted in a

two-stage furnace to fully volatilize Hg as Hg(0)

(Smith et al 2005; Biswas et al 2008) and the Hg(0)

can be collected by bubbling into an oxidizing solution

of KMnO4 or by amalgamation onto gold. Hg(II) in

KMnO4 or diluted acidic solutions can then be reduced

with SnCl2, sparged from solution and bubbled into a

smaller volume of KMnO4 solution to purify and con-

centrate the Hg. Similarly, gold traps can be slowly

heated in a flow of Hg-free N or Ar and bubbled into

KMnO4 solution to yield a solution of ~4 ng/g Hg. It is

essential to measure the yield of the Hg extraction and

concentration procedure for each sample, because

incomplete yield (<90%) can produce significant

levels of mass-dependent Hg isotope fractionation.

12.2.3 Instrument Used for Analyses

High precision stable Hg isotope analysis of environ-

mental samples was made possible by two develop-

ments. The first was the advent of multiple collector

inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (MC-

ICP-MS) and the second was the development of

continuous flow cold vapor introduction systems for

MC-ICP-MS. The first study to combine these features

and obtain high precision isotope ratios was Lauretta

et al. (2001), who used a continuous flow cold vapor

generator (CFCVG; Klaue and Blum 1999) fed

directly into a VG P-54 MC-ICP-MS. Evans et al

(2001), Hintelmann and Ogrinc (2003), Hintelmann

and Lu (2003), Xie et al. (2005), Krupp and Donard

(2005), Epov et al. (2008) and Sonke et al. (2008)

developed methods for measurement of transient sig-

nals on MC-ICP-MS but the precision of this approach

has not attained the level of performance of CFCVG.

Jackson et al. (2004) coupled CFCVG to a Finnigan

Neptune MC-ICP-MS but lacked optimal correction

for instrumental mass bias. The continuous flow

method was adapted to the Nu-Plasma MC-ICP-MS

(e.g., Smith et al. 2005; Bergquist and Blum 2007) and

the Thermo Neptune MC-ICP-MS (e.g., Foucher and

Hintelmann 2006; Zheng et al. 2007; Zambardi et al.

2009; Estrade et al. 2010) with optimal mass bias
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correction to achieve the current high precision cap-

abilities of the method.

12.2.4 Detection Limit, Precision
and Accuracy of the Method

The accuracy of Hg isotope ratio measurement is

optimized by measuring isotope ratios relative to a

standard reference material, which is analyzed before

and after each unknown sample. Sample-standard

bracketing alone can achieve good mass bias correc-

tion, but for the most precise Hg isotope measure-

ments Tl is introduced to the Hg vapor stream as a

dry aerosol and the 205Tl/203Tl ratio of NIST SRM-997

is first used for mass bias correction of the Hg isotope

ratios, followed by sample-standard bracketing. The

optimal conditions for analysis include complete sep-

aration of Hg from sample matrix, analysis of brack-

eting standards at the same concentration and in the

same matrix solution as samples, careful monitoring of

background signals, and performance of on-peak

blank corrections. Under these conditions analytical

precision of �0.08‰ (2SD) for d202Hg and �0.05‰
(2SD) for D201Hg and D199Hg are achievable (e.g.,

Blum and Bergquist 2007).

12.3 Discussion and Applications

The environmental isotope geochemistry of Hg is a

topic of widespread interest because Hg contamination

is globally pervasive and found in virtually all ecosys-

tems and their various components. The integration of

Hg isotopes into Hg research is in its earliest stages,

but is growing at a very rapid rate. Published studies

generally fall into one or more of the following three

categories: (1) laboratory experimental studies to mea-

sure Hg isotope fractionation during biotic and abiotic

chemical transformations of Hg, (2) measurements of

Hg isotopic compositions in the environment to gain

insight into biogeochemical transformations that are

occurring or (3) measurements of Hg isotopic compo-

sitions in the environment and their use to fingerprint

Hg sources. For the purpose of organizing this chapter

I will discuss the published literature on experimental

investigations first and then delve into applications of

Hg isotopes to provide insight into environmental

processes and sources of environmental Hg contami-

nation. Like any rapidly developing field there are

numerous meeting abstracts with important develop-

ments appearing on a monthly basis. In this review I

have restricted discussion to only peer-reviewed arti-

cles published in research journals. I have also focused

this review on applications of Hg isotope measure-

ments to environmental problems rather than on the

physical chemistry of Hg isotope fractionation or the

characterization of geological reservoirs for Hg

isotopes. These topics were recently reviewed by

Bergquist and Blum (2009). In an attempt to organize

the growing and somewhat complex literature on

experimental Hg fractionation studies I have summar-

ized study results that are relevant to environmental

systems on a diagram showing important biogeochem-

ical transformation of Hg in the atmosphere, on land

and in aquatic systems (Fig. 12.1).

12.3.1 Experimental Studies

12.3.1.1 Mechanisms of Hg Isotope

Fractionation

The environmental isotope geochemistry of Hg is a

very rich topic owing to the widespread occurrence of

both MDF and MIF. MDF is fractionation of isotopes

in proportion to the differences in the masses of the

isotopes and this has been observed to occur for Hg in

most equilibrium and kinetic processes that have been

studied. MIF is fractionation of isotopes that is not

in proportion to the differences in the masses of the

isotopes and MIF of Hg appears to be associated with

two different mechanisms, the nuclear volume effect

(NVE) and the magnetic isotope effect (MIE). The

nuclear volume effect is an isotope fractionation

caused because nuclear volume and nuclear charge

radius do not scale linearly with mass. This isotope

effect has been predicted by quantum mechanical cal-

culations (Schauble 2007) and was recently observed

in laboratory experiments (Estrade et al. 2009;

Zheng and Hintelmann 2010a). The magnitude of

the observed MIF due to the NVE is generally quite

small (<0.2‰ for D199Hg and D201Hg) and results in

D199Hg/D201Hg ratios of ~1.5–2 (Estrade et al.

2009; Zheng and Hintelmann 2010a). The MIE is
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a kinetic fractionation that appears to occur primarily

during photochemical radical pair reactions (e.g.,

Buchachenko 2009). The magnetic spin of the odd

isotopes enhances triplet to singlet and singlet to trip-

let intersystem crossing. As a result, reaction products

can be either enriched or depleted in the odd isotopes

of Hg depending on whether singlet or triplet radical

pairs are produced photochemically. In laboratory

experiments with natural sunlight, photochemical

reduction/degradation of Hg(II) and MeHg in aqueous

solution with natural DOC have been shown to pro-

duce reduced Hg reaction products with depletions of

odd isotopes (�MIF; Bergquist and Blum 2007)

whereas photochemical reduction of Hg-halogen com-

pounds in snow have been shown to produce reduced

Hg with enrichments of odd isotopes (+MIF; Sherman

et al. 2010).

12.3.1.2 Biotic Experiments

Experimental studies of fractionation by higher organ-

isms have not yet been performed, but experimental

investigations have been carried out to quantify

fractionation factors for some of the most important

microbially mediated Hg transformations. Kritee et al.

(2007, 2008, 2009) determined fractionation factors

for Hg transformations mediated by organisms that

express the mer-A and mer-B enzymes that reduce

Hg(II) and demethylate MeHg, respectively. In both

cases the Hg(0) that was produced had lower d202Hg
than the starting Hg(II) or MeHg. Fractionation factors

varied depending on the organisms, temperature,

growth rate, and other experimental conditions. In no

case did any of the microbial experiments produce

detectable levels of MIF. A recent study of fermenta-

tive methylation by a sulphate reducing bacteria

(Rodriguez-Gonzalez et al. 2009) showed that the

MeHg product had lower d202Hg than the Hg(II) start-

ing material (�MDF) and also found no evidence for

biotic MIF during methylation.

12.3.1.3 Abiotic Experiments

The first abiotic Hg isotope fractionation experiments

used natural sunlight to reduce Hg(II) and MeHg from

aqueous solutions in the presence of DOC in the form

of Suwannee River fulvic acid (Bergquist and Blum

2007). These experiments were, however, carried out

at Hg/DOC ratios much higher than those observed in

natural waters. The product, Hg(0), was found to have

lower d202Hg than the reactant (�MDF), as in the case

of microbial reduction, but unlike microbial reduction

it was also depleted in the odd isotopes of Hg (�MIF).

The isotopic trends with increasing amounts of reduc-

tion were different for Hg(II) reduction vs. MeHg

reduction. The ratio of MDF/MIF (D201Hg/d202Hg)
was ~1.5 for Hg(II) reduction and ~3.0 for MeHg

reduction. Additionally, the D199Hg/D201Hg ratio was

1.00 for Hg(II) reduction and 1.36 for MeHg reduc-

tion (Bergquist and Blum 2007). Yang and Sturgeon

(2009) studied Hg(II) photoreduction using formic

acid and a UV light-source and observed �MDF but

did not observe significant MIF. The experimental

conditions were quite different, but the specific factor(s)

responsible for the lack of MIF during this study is

not clear.

Photoreduction of Hg(II) was explored in detail in

a series of laboratory experiments that tested the

importance of the Hg/DOC ratio and the effect of

different ligands on Hg isotope fractionation (Zheng

and Hintelmann 2009, 2010b). The experiments of

Zheng and Hintelmann (2009) differed from those of

Bergquist and Blum (2007) in several ways, including

the use of a filtered Xe lamp instead of natural sun-

light, the use of natural lake water as the source of

DOC, and the use of a range of Hg/DOC ratios that

approached values found in natural systems. These

experiments showed �MDF and �MIF, but also

demonstrated a range of D199Hg/D201Hg ratios from

1.31 at high Hg/DOC, to a lower value of 1.19 at lower

and more realistic values of Hg/DOC. The authors

suggested that this range represented differing behav-

ior of Hg bonded predominantly to reduced sulfur

groups at low Hg/DOC and to oxygen groups at higher

Hg/DOC.

Zheng and Hintelmann (2010b) expanded upon

earlier work by studying fractionation during photo-

chemical reduction of Hg(II) by individual low molec-

ular weight organic acids that either contained, or

did not contain, reduced sulfur groups. When reduced

sulfur groups (e.g., cysteine) were present the authors

observed fractionation similar to that observed using

natural DOC (�MDF and �MIF). However, in the

absence of reduced sulfur groups (e.g., serine) the

reduction products were enriched in odd isotopes

(+MIF), suggesting that opposite magnetic isotope
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effects were operating. This +MIF behavior is similar

to that observed during the photochemical reduction

of Hg(II) associated with halogens in Arctic snow

(Sherman et al. 2010, see below).

Based on studies of Hg isotopes in natural hydro-

thermal systems, Smith et al. (2005) and Sherman

et al. (2009) suggested that aqueous Hg(0) released

from hydrothermal solutions would have lower d202Hg
than Hg in solution (�MDF). This was demonstrated

experimentally and quantified by Zheng et al. (2007)

who showed that Hg(0) volatilization from an aqueous

phase to a gas phase resulted in �MDF and no MIF.

Yang and Sturgeon (2009) also showed that reduction

of Hg(II) with SnCl2 and sodium tetraethylborate

(NaBH4) resulted in �MDF and no MIF. In addition,

Yang and Sturgeon (2009) inorganically ethylated Hg

(II) using NaBH4 and found �MDF but no MIF.

Estrade et al. (2009) showed that evaporation of

Hg(0)vapor from pure metallic Hg(0) caused �MDF

and a small degree of +MIF (<0.2‰). The D199Hg/

D201Hg ratio for this MIF was ~2, suggesting that it

was the result of the nuclear volume effect rather than

the magnetic isotope effect (Estrade et al. 2009).

Zheng and Hintelmann (2010a) studied the abiotic

dark reduction of Hg(II) by DOC and SnCl2 and

found evidence for �MDF and a small (<�0.4‰)

amount of �MIF in the reactant with a D199Hg/

D201Hg ratio of 1.5–1.6. They also attributed this

small amount of MIF to the nuclear volume effect.

12.3.1.4 Summary of Experimental Studies

As a way of organizing and summarizing the many

results of experimental Hg fractionation experiments I

have compiled some of the most important results on

Fig. 12.3. Figure 12.3a is a plot of MDF vs. MIF

(d202Hg vs. D201Hg) with the value for SRM-3133 at

the origin. In most environmental applications of Hg

isotopes investigators are interested in either (1) inter-

preting the isotopic composition of MeHg occurring

in sediments or organisms, or (2) interpreting the iso-

topic composition of Hg(II) associated with sediments

or deposited onto the land surface or into a water

body. Thus I have designed Fig. 12.3 to show the

direction of the evolution of the isotopic composition

of Hg as it might be expected to move through the

biogeochemical cycle. If we begin with Hg(II) with

an isotopic composition of SRM-3133, the arrows dis-

play the trajectory of isotopic evolution of the residual

Hg(II) in the system during microbial reduction, micro-

bial methylation, and photochemical reduction. If

we begin with MeHg with an isotopic composition

of SRM-3133, the arrows display the trajectory of

isotopic evolution of the residual MeHg in the sys-

tem during microbial and photochemical reduction

(Fig. 12.3a). Thus if a set of samples have been

affected by the same process, but to varying degrees,

we might expect the sample analyses to plot along

a line approximated by the lines shown on Fig. 12.3a.

In those processes where MIF occurs, the D199Hg/

D201Hg ratio may be indicative of the reaction mecha-

nism(s) that have affected Hg(II) or MeHg. As in

Fig. 12.3a, b shows the direction of evolution of the

isotopic composition of Hg as it might be expected to

move through the biogeochemical cycle. If we begin

with Hg(II) or MeHg with an isotopic composition of

SRM-3133, the arrows display the trajectory of isoto-

pic evolution of the residual Hg(II) or MeHg in the

system during photochemical reduction (Fig. 12.3b).

Thus, as in Fig. 12.3a, if a set of samples have been

affected by the same photochemical process, but to

varying degrees, we might expect them to plot along a

line approximated by those shown on Fig. 12.3b.

12.3.2 Studies in the Environment

12.3.2.1 Fresh Water Sediments and Food Webs

Mercury isotope research on fresh water fisheries

began inauspiciously with the publication of stable

isotope ratios for sediments and food web ani-

mals measured using a quadrupole ICP-MS (Jackson

2001a). Unfortunately the data were not of high

enough precision to draw conclusions regarding natu-

ral Hg isotope variation and this fact was soon pointed

out in a comment by Hintelmann et al. (2001) for

which there was also a reply (Jackson 2001b).

A subsequent paper by Jackson et al. (2004) used

MC-ICP-MS to analyze Hg isotopes in a sediment core

from an Arctic lake and documented mass-dependent

changes in the Hg isotopic composition with depth.

These variations were attributed to microbial activities

linked to oxidation–reduction reactions in the lake.

Bergquist and Blum (2007) measured Hg isotopes

in fish from small New England lakes and from Lake

Michigan with previously unprecedented analytical
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precision. In reporting these data, Bergquist and Blum

(2007) used an isotopic nomenclature suggested by

Blum and Bergquist (2007) that standardized the

reporting of Hg isotopic compositions relative to a

commonly available standard (NIST SRM-3133).

Using fractionation factors determined in the labora-

tory for photochemical reduction of Hg(II) and MeHg

they argued that large variations in D199Hg and

D201Hg in fish tissues resulted from photochemical

degradation of MeHg in the water column prior to

its entry into aquatic foodwebs. They also provided

a means of estimating the proportion of MeHg that

had been degraded and suggested that the D199Hg/

D201Hg ratio might be diagnostic of reduction of Hg

(II) vs. MeHg. Bergquist and Blum (2007) concluded

that MeHg produced in each of three different loca-

tions in northern Lake Michigan had experienced

differing amounts of photochemical demethylation

(up to 76%) and that this was reflected in the D199Hg

and D201Hg of fish tissues.

Subsequent studies of Hg isotopes in fish tissues

have all measured positive MIF, but have come to
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Fig. 12.3 Schematic diagram showing the direction of isotopic

evolution of Hg(II) or MeHg beginning with an isotopic compo-

sition of NIST SRM-3133 and undergoing photochemical reduc-

tion (sun symbols), microbial reduction (microbe symbols), and
microbial methylation (microbe symbols). Abbreviations for

references to each study are given in the Fig. 12.1 caption.

(a) Slopes of reaction pathways on a plot of d202Hg vs.

D199Hg, and (b) slopes of reaction pathways on a plot of

D201Hg vs. D199Hg. “DOC” indicates experiments were carried

out in the presence of dissolved organic carbon
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conflicting conclusions as to the origin of this fraction-

ation. Jackson et al. (2008) measured Hg isotopes in

sediment, crustaceans, forage fish and predator fish

from two boreal lakes and Lake Ontario. Based on

correlations between MeHg concentration and Hg iso-

topic composition the authors argued that MIF of Hg

occurred during microbial Hg methylation. More

recent studies of isotope fractionation during micro-

bial Hg methylation (Rodriguez-Gonzalez et al. 2009)

have found no evidence for the occurrence of MIF

during methylation. Das et al. (2009) measured Hg

isotopes in fish and a zooplankton sample from a

Florida lake and based on a correlation of MIF with

d15N concluded that in vivo Hg MIF occurring in fish

provided the simplest explanation for their data. How-

ever, a mechanism for this fractionation has not yet

been identified and theoretical arguments have been

made that suggest organismal in vivo fractionation is

unlikely (Kritee et al. 2009). Laffont et al. (2009)

measured Hg isotopes in fish and in human hair from

a population eating those fish on a daily basis. They

found no evidence for in vivo MIF of Hg in humans,

but did find evidence for in vivo MDF of Hg in human

hair by ~2‰ (as measured using d202Hg). Finally,
Gantner et al. (2009) measured Hg isotopes in sedi-

ments, zooplankton, invertebrates and fish from ten

Arctic lakes. Each of these organisms displayed MIF

and there was no clear pattern of Hg MIF during

trophic transfer; in some lakes zooplanktonMIF values

even exceeded those of fish. The authors concluded

that differences in MIF in fish were most likely caused

by MeHg photoreduction in the water column and that

MDF largely reflected regional differences due to

atmospheric and/or terrestrial inputs of Hg to lakes.

12.3.2.2 Marine Sediments and Food Webs

Mercury isotopes were first measured in marine sedi-

ments by Gehrke et al. (2009) in a study of mid-

Pleistocene (955 kyr) Mediterranean sediment cores.

Large fluctuations in Hg concentration were observed

in alternating layers of organic rich and organic

poor sediments (sapropels) but the Hg isotopic com-

position of these sediments remained relatively con-

stant at d202Hg ¼ �0.91‰ (�0.15, 1SD, n ¼ 5)

and D201Hg ¼ 0.04‰ (�0.03, 1SD, n ¼ 5). These

measurements provided the first estimate of a pre-

anthropogenic marine Hg isotope composition. Senn

et al. (2010) measured modern marine sediments in

coastal waters in the Gulf of Mexico (GOM) and found

Hg isotope ratios of d202Hg ¼ �1.00‰ (�0.11, 1SD,

n ¼ 6) and D201Hg ¼ �0.04‰ (�0.03, 1SD, n ¼ 6).

The GOM d202Hg values are indistinguishable from

the Mediterranean sapropels and the D201Hg values

are only slightly higher.

To address the question of whether coastal vs.

oceanic species of fish in the Gulf of Mexico obtain

Hg from the same or different sources, Senn et al.

(2010) investigated Hg isotopes and d15N of fish tis-

sues collected in the GOM. Coastal species had dis-

tinct and non-overlapping values of d202Hg and

D201Hg compared to oceanic species and this isotopic

contrast along with d15N values was used to argue for

isotopically distinct MeHg sources. It was proposed

that oceanic MeHg was produced in the open ocean

and then underwent substantial photodegradation

before entering the base of the oceanic food web.

This study is described in more detail below as a

case study.

12.3.2.3 Point-Source Contamination

of Sediments

Several studies have explored the use of Hg isotopes to

“fingerprint” point sources of Hg from historic Hg

mines and trace them into the surrounding environ-

ment. Early studies determined that there was sub-

stantial variability in the d202Hg of cinnabar (HgS)

ores from various mining districts, ore deposits and

volcanic/hydrothermal systems (Hintelmann and Lu

2003; Smith et al. 2005, 2008; Sherman et al. 2009;

Zambardi et al. 2009), and explored MDF of Hg iso-

topes during ore formation. Stetson et al. (2009)

showed that the roasting of HgS ore to produce metal-

lic mercury imparted a MDF signature that allows

isotopic distinction between roasted ore mine waste

(calcine) and un-roasted ore. This provides a means of

isotopically differentiating between calcine and back-

ground Hg in stream runoff.

Foucher et al. (2009) isotopically characterized

cinnabar ores and highly contaminated river sedi-

ments from a Hg mining region in Slovenia and then

showed that the d202Hg value of Hg in downstream

river sediments and in sediments in the Adriatic Sea

could be used to determine the proportion of Hg from

the mine. Feng et al. (2010) performed a similar study
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but used Hg isotopes to fingerprint metallic Hg that

was used as a catalyst in industrial acid production.

The authors linked Hg in industrial runoff to Hg in

contaminated sediments from a downstream reservoir

and confirmed this result by showing a contrasting

isotopic composition in sediment from an unaffected

reservoir.

12.3.2.4 Atmospheric Processes

Mercury is unique as a trace metal pollutant because

it has a common volatile form [Hg(0)] with a long

(~1 year) atmospheric lifetime, and is thus distributed

and deposited globally. There is great interest in

understanding sources of mercury to the atmosphere,

sources of Hg in wet and dry deposition to the Earth’s

surface, and the atmospheric redox reactions that

lead to the emission and deposition of Hg. These are

complex scientific problems that are analytically chal-

lenging due to the difficulties of measuring Hg isotope

ratios at low atmospheric concentrations. Biswas et al.

(2008) measured Hg isotopes in coals, soils and Arctic

peat deposits to evaluate sources and sinks for atmo-

spheric Hg. Most coal deposits had negative values of

d202Hg and D201Hg but they varied widely isotopi-

cally, offering the possibility that Hg emissions from

coal might be distinguishable from global background

values in certain coal producing regions. Soils and

peat deposits tend to be enriched in Hg concentration

near the surface due to deposition from anthropogenic

sources and Biswas et al. (2008) found that surface

organic soils and peats also had negative values of

d202Hg and D199Hg, possibly due to deposition from

the atmosphere. Ghosh et al. (2008) reported D201Hg

(but not d202Hg) in peat cores and Spanish moss and

also found negative (or near 0) values of D201Hg.

Carignan et al. (2009) investigated Hg isotopes in

tree lichens, which have been widely used as bio-

monitors of atmospheric metal deposition. This study

also found consistently negative values of d202Hg and

D201Hg, suggesting that these values might be indica-

tive of atmospheric Hg isotopic composition. This is

consistent with the hypothesis that biotic, abiotic, and

aqueous photochemical reduction of Hg(II) together

produce Hg(0) with negative values of d202Hg and

D201Hg and that this Hg is ultimately deposited to

the Earth’s surface and sequestered by various forms

of organic matter.

Recent measurements of the isotopic composition

of Hg in atmospheric samples (Sherman et al. 2010;

Gratz et al. 2010) have, however, complicating the

view that lichens, peat and organic soils are represen-

tative of the isotopic composition of atmospheric Hg.

Measurements of Hg(0) in the atmosphere and Hg(II)

deposited with snowfall at Barrow, Alaska yielded

d202Hg and D201Hg values close to 0 (Sherman et al.

2010). Measurements of atmospheric Hg(0) and

Hg(II) at Dexter, MI showed average d202Hg and

D201Hg values close to 0 for Hg(0) and values that

were slightly negative and positive for d202Hg and

D201Hg, respectively, in Hg(II) in precipitation

(Gratz et al. 2010). These data raise the question of

why lichens, mosses and soils have negative d202Hg
and D201Hg, whereas atmospheric values are 0 or pos-

itive. It appears that either the atmospheric Hg isotopic

composition is very heterogeneous and samples of

Hg(0) have not captured the same values as organic

materials exposed to the atmosphere, or there is iso-

tope fractionation that shifts values for vegetation

relative to atmospheric deposition. Recent experiments

by Sherman et al. (2010) showed that photochemical

reduction of Hg(II) from snow produced Hg(0) with a

higher D201Hg (and D199Hg) than that of the Hg

remaining in snow. This fractionation is in the opposite

direction of that caused by the photochemical reduc-

tion of Hg(II) associated with organic matter in aque-

ous solution (Bergquist and Blum 2007). Zheng and

Hintelmann (2010b) also recently demonstrated experi-

mentally that photochemical reduction of Hg(II) can

produce Hg(0) with either positive or negative D201Hg

depending on the ligand to which the Hg(II) was origi-

nally attached. Thus, although it remains to be tested

rigorously, these data open up the possibility that vege-

tation acquires negative D201Hg due to the loss of Hg(0)

by photochemical reduction (Gratz et al. 2010).

12.3.2.5 Case Study from Gulf of Mexico

Fisheries

The most important pathway for human exposure to

Hg is via the consumption of marine fish (Sunderland

2007), yet there is still considerable uncertainty con-

cerning the sources of Hg to different fisheries and the

factors that control the concentrations of Hg in these

fisheries (e.g., Sunderland et al. 2009). The Gulf of

Mexico (GOM) is a highly productive marine region
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and a major fishery (Chesney et al. 2000). Fish are

harvested in the GOM from both the shallow-water

(coastal) region, within tens of kilometers of shore,

and from open-ocean (oceanic) regions in deep water

hundreds of kilometers from shore. Senn et al. (2010)

used N and Hg isotopes in these fisheries to gain

insight into the sources and pathways of Hg to these

coastal and oceanic fish. This study provides a parti-

cularly illustrative example and is used here with some

supplementary data to demonstrate how the results of

experimental Hg isotope fractionation studies can be

linked to environmental data sets to obtain insight into

Hg sources and biogeochemical cycling.

Muscle tissue from coastal and oceanic species of

fish was collected and additional samples were col-

lected from fish species that are transitional in their

habitat (Senn et al. 2010). Samples were analyzed for

Hg concentration and the isotopic composition of Hg

and N. A plot of d15N vs. Hg concentration revealed

two separate, but parallel, trends for coastal vs. oce-

anic fish indicating disconnected foodwebs based in

nitrogen from continental runoff in the coastal areas

and open-ocean nitrogen sources for the oceanic fish,

with transitional species occupying positions inter-

mediate between these sources (Senn et al. 2010).

Figure 12.4a is a plot of d202Hg vs. D201Hg for the

coastal, transitional, and open ocean fish as well as Hg

isotope data for the top 2 cm of coastal sediment cores.

Sediments have highly negative d202Hg but D201Hg

values close to 0. These values are consistent with

geological sources of Hg (Gehrke et al. 2009) as well

as with Hg used in industrial applications (Smith et al.

2008), or a combination of these sources. Published

Hg isotope values for atmospheric deposition in the

GOM are not yet available, but values for the iso-

topic composition of precipitation from a rural site in

Michigan (Dexter, MI; Gratz et al. 2010) that is relatively

unaffected by point sources is plotted on Fig. 12.4c,

and provides an estimate of the expected isotopic com-

position of atmospheric Hg in the GOM.

Coastal fish from a variety of species have d202Hg
values ranging from the sediment values (�0.82

to �1.11‰) up to a much higher value of �0.03‰.

However, unlike the sediments, the coastal fish display

MIF with D201Hg values of 0.25–0.50‰. Oceanic fish

(yellowfin and bluefin tuna) have much higher, and

non-overlapping, values of both d202Hg and D201Hg

compared to coastal fish. Small yellowfin tuna

(<16 kg) have the highest D201Hg values observed in

the GOM. Large yellowfin tuna from the Pacific Ocean

near Hawaii, which were collected in 1998 and studied

by Kraepiel et al. (2003), also display high D201Hg

values (Blum unpublished; Fig. 12.4). Transitional

species of fish in the GOM have both d202Hg and

D201Hg values intermediate between coastal and

open ocean species – but with Spanish mackerel dis-

playing more coastal values consistent with their

largely coastal range and bluerunner displaying closer

to deep water values consistent with their tendency

to spend part of their life-cycle in oceanic waters.

Because the GOM fish tissues display MIF, it is

instructive to also plot the data as D199Hg vs. D201Hg

(Fig. 12.4b). All of the fish samples from the GOM

plot on a single line with slope of 1.20 � 0.02. Sam-

ples of GOM coastal sediment and yellowfin tuna from

the Pacific Ocean also plot very close to this line,

although with somewhat greater scatter.

The main purpose of presenting this case study is to

demonstrate how one can interpret the trends of bio-

geochemical data (Fig. 12.4a, b) within the context of

the available experiment results. From Fig. 12.4a we

know that the Hg in all fish tissues has undergone

significant amounts of both MDF and MIF. Based on

their experimental results, Bergquist and Blum (2007)

argued that a slope of ~1.36 in fish tissues would result

from photochemical demethylation of MeHg in the

water column prior to entering the food web, whereas

a slope of ~1.00 would result from photochemical

reduction of Hg(II) prior to methylation. The authors

measured a D199Hg/D201Hg slope of 1.28 in burbot fish

from Lake Michigan and concluded that photochemi-

cal degradation of MeHg was the dominant reaction

producing MIF. However, with new experimental data

from Zheng and Hintelmann (2009, 2010b) showing

that the slope of D199Hg/D201Hg varies for photo-

chemical reduction of Hg(II) depending on the Hg/

DOC ratio and ligand–Hg binding, it appears that

these data may be more complex to interpret than

previously realized. Additional data on the D199Hg/

D201Hg slope during Hg(II) reduction and MeHg

degradation under conditions specifically relevant to

marine photochemical reactions will be needed to

form more definitive conclusions. Nevertheless,

empirical observations of D199Hg/D201Hg slopes in

natural materials show values of ~1.0 for processes

that involve Hg(II) photoreduction (Biswas et al. 2008;

Ghosh et al. 2008; Carignan et al. 2009; Sherman et al.

2010) whereas values in aquatic foodwebs, which
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Fig. 12.4 (a) Plot of data for d202Hg vs. D201Hg for Gulf of

Mexico coastal sediments and both coastal and oceanic fish

muscle tissues (Senn et al. 2010), as well as Pacific Ocean

oceanic fish muscle tissues (Blum, unpublished). YT is yellow-

fin tuna; BF is blackfin tuna; BR is bluerunner; SM is Spanish

mackerel; “coastal” includes red snapper, grey snapper, bay

anchovy, speckled trout, red drum, flounder and menhaden (b)
Plot of D201Hg vs. D199Hg for the same samples as in (a). Linear
regression is for all GOM fish samples but excludes Pacific

yellowfin tuna and sediments. (c) Same plot as in (a) but with
the addition of a field for regional background precipitation

from a remote site (Dexter, MI) from Gratz et al. (2010). Shaded
arrows indicate inferred isotopic evolution of the MeHg ulti-

mately bio-accumulated in coastal (A) and oceanic (B) fish in

the GOM. Dashed arrows with numbers represent isotope frac-

tionation pathways expected for nine different processes that are

discussed in the text
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uniquely involve MeHg, display slopes of ~1.2–1.3

(Bergquist and Blum 2007; Gantner et al. 2009; Laffont

et al. 2009; Senn et al. 2010).

We return now to the relationship between d202Hg
and D201Hg for the GOM samples using Fig. 12.4c,

which is a schematic illustration of how various Hg

transformations known to occur in the aquatic envi-

ronment would be expected to affect the isotopic

values of the GOM samples. Isotope values for GOM

sediments, which contain Hg predominantly in the

form of Hg(II), display no MIF and have d202Hg
values consistent with eroded geological materials or

Hg used in industrial processes. A reasonable assump-

tion based on previous studies of marine systems is

that Hg in these reduced sediments is methylated by

sulfate reducing bacteria, incorporated into the base

of the coastal foodweb and then bioaccumulated in

coastal fish (e.g., Fitzgerald and Lamborg 2003).

Microbial methylation would drive the produced

MeHg to lower d202Hg values and microbial demeth-

ylation would increase d202Hg values in remaining

MeHg. However, production of significant MIF of

Hg isotopes appears to require photochemistry.

Because MIF is observed in fish but not in sediments

it is most likely that photochemical demethylation

produces the observed MIF. This MIF would be

accompanied by MDF and might follow the trajec-

tories on Fig. 12.3a. Based on the experimental results

of Bergquist and Blum (2007), the MIF observed in

coastal fish would represent demethylation of ~15% of

the originally produced MeHg prior to incorporation

into the food web. Microbial degradation of MeHg

before entry into the food web would also drive the

residual MeHg to higher values of d202Hg and could

account for some of the large variability in the d202Hg
values for coastal fish. Although some MDF probably

also occurs during trophic transfer of MeHg through

the food web, trophic transfer to coastal fish does not

appear to be a major driver of the range in d202Hg
values in coastal fish for three reasons. First, some fish

have d202Hg values that are the same as the sediment

values; second, fish of the same species display nearly

the full range in coastal fish d202Hg values (Senn et al.

2010); and third, there is no correlation between

coastal fish d202Hg values and d15N, which is an indi-

cator of trophic position (Senn et al. 2010).

The next question Senn et al. (2010) address is why

the Hg isotopic composition of oceanic fish is different

than coastal fish. One possible means by which oce-

anic fish might acquire Hg is by feeding on coastal fish

(Fitzgerald et al. 2007). The higher d202Hg values for

oceanic fish could possibly be explained by trophic

transfer, but the higher D201Hg are inconsistent with

this hypothesis. Instead MeHg was most likely photo-

chemically demethylated to a greater extent than in the

coastal ecosystem, prior to being incorporated into the

oceanic food web. Based on the experimental results

of Bergquist and Blum (2007) the MIF observed in

oceanic fish would represent demethylation of

~40–60% of the produced MeHg. Microbial demeth-

ylation in the open ocean could push d202Hg values in

residual MeHg to higher values, and trophic transfer

could also push d202Hg values to higher values, but the
observed higher D201Hg values require higher degrees

of photochemical MeHg degradation. Thus it is possi-

ble that MeHg was produced in the coastal zone and

transported to the open ocean with additional photo-

demethylation occurring along the way, or that Hg was

deposited to the open ocean as Hg(II) through the

atmosphere and was methylated and subsequently

demethylated in the open ocean.

Several recent studies have argued that open ocean

methylation can and does occur (e.g., Sunderland et al.

2009; Monperrus et al. 2007). Based on d15N values,

which indicated contrasting N sources to the coastal

and oceanic food webs, Senn et al. (2010) argued that

the most likely scenario for the pathway of Hg into

GOM open ocean fish was deposition of atmospheric

Hg and methylation within the open ocean. Although

we do not yet know the isotopic composition of Hg

deposited from the atmosphere in the GOM, based on

atmospheric Hg isotopic composition data from

Michigan (Gratz et al. 2010), photochemical demeth-

lyation of Hg that was deposited from the atmosphere

as Hg(II) and methylated in the open ocean, corre-

sponds well to the range of values observed in oceanic

fish (Fig. 12.4c). Senn et al. (2010) also observed that

small yellowfin tuna (<16 kg) from the GOM display

higher D201Hg than large yellowfin tuna, which sug-

gests that they obtain MeHg from a food web in which

a higher degree of photochemical demethylation has

occurred prior to entry into that food web. Graham

et al. (2007) showed that juvenile yellowfin tuna

near the Hawaiian Islands feed in the shallow mixed

layer and that as they mature they shift to prey in deeper,

colder water, which could provide an explanation
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of the D201Hg data for small yellowfin tuna from the

GOM. Large yellowfin tuna from near the Hawaiian

Islands have higher D201Hg than large yellowfin

tuna from the GOM (Blum, unpublished), suggesting

a larger degree of photochemical demethylation of

the Hg in the foodweb of the large Hawaiian yellowfin

tuna.

As a summary of the GOM fisheries case study,

trajectories are plotted for likely Hg speciation transi-

tions on a d202Hg vs. D201Hg diagram with the GOM

data shown in the background (Fig. 12.4c). This con-

veniently illustrates the possible pathways for the evo-

lution of the Hg isotopic composition within this

biogeochemical system. The range of sediment Hg

isotope values could be due to contrasting sources

of Hg to sediment and could be shifted to higher

d202Hg, but not higher D201Hg, by microbial reduc-

tion (path #1). As Hg in sediments is methylated,

MeHg can shift to higher and lower d202Hg by micro-

bial methylation and demethylation (path #2), respec-

tively, and to higher d202Hg and D201Hg by

photochemical demethylation (path #3). Coastal fish

show about the same amount of photo-demethylation

but a wide range in d202Hg; this could be due to

varying amounts of microbial demethylation (path

#4) or a mixture of MeHg originating from multiple

sources such as sediment and atmospheric deposition.

The overall pathway that best explains the Hg isotope

values of the coastal fish is shown with a gray arrow

and labeled “A”.

Atmospheric Hg(II) deposited to the ocean surface

could be shifted to higher d202Hg by microbial reduc-

tion (path #5) or to higher d202Hg and D201Hg by

photochemical reduction (path #6) following the tra-

jectories shown. Transfer of MeHg through the food

web could cause an increase in d202Hg, but not D201Hg

(path #7). If oceanic fish fed on coastal fish we would

expect some increase in d202Hg due to trophic transfer
following path #7, but no change in D201Hg. If, how-

ever, Hg(II) was deposited to the ocean, photochemi-

cally reduced (path #6), microbially methylated and

demethylated in the water column (path #8), and then

photochemically demethylated (path #9), this could

produce the isotopic patterns observed in oceanic

fish. This pathway is consistent with the pathway

proposed by Monperrus et al. (2007) for production

of oceanic MeHg and is shown as the thick gray arrow

and labeled “B” on Fig. 12.4c.

12.4 Future Directions

The first set of papers attempting to apply Hg isotope

measurements to biogeochemical problems appeared

in 2001, and after approximately 6 years of working

through the analytical details of how to produce high

precision isotope ratio measurements, the field of Hg

isotope biogeochemistry began to flourish in 2007.

Since that time several research groups have applied

Hg isotope measurements to a wide variety of research

problems and at last count there were ~20 papers

published predominantly on applications of Hg iso-

topes and another ~30 on experiments and method

development related to Hg isotope biogeochemistry.

The rate of growth of this field of research has been

rapid, and will continue to grow quickly as the Hg

biogeochemistry research community realizes the

wide utility of this new approach to the study of Hg

in the environment. Like all new stable isotope

systems the main challenges will be in understanding

all of the various fractionation mechanisms and

their fractionation factors, and learning how to sepa-

rate isotopic variation due to different sources of Hg to

the environment from isotopic variation imparted by

chemical processes occurring in the environment.

However, Hg is unique among stable isotopic systems

in the multitude of isotope fractionation signals that

are built into the isotopic system. In addition to the

basic mass-dependent and mass-independent frac-

tionations recorded as d202Hg and D201Hg, there are

several other diagnostic ratios that hold important

additional information including the D199Hg/D201Hg

and D199Hg/d202Hg ratios.

With continued laboratory experimentation to bet-

ter refine the understanding of Hg fractionation

mechanisms and higher precision measurements of

Hg isotope ratios in environmental samples, there

will be an important place for Hg isotopes in future

studies of virtually all aspects of Hg biogeochemistry.

The areas where we may see the greatest break-

throughs are perhaps those areas where we have

made the least progress using concentration analyses

of Hg species alone. These include the detailed

understanding of many complex multi-step chemical

pathways such as: (1) the atmospheric chemistry that

leads to the deposition of Hg(0) from the atmosphere

as Hg(II)gas and Hg(II)part, (2) the chemical bonding
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environments in sediments that leads to various Hg

fractions with chemical behaviors ranging from very

recalcitrant to readily bioavailable and (3) the bio-

logical pathways that begin with methylation and

demethylation and transfer Hg through the food web

to top predators. Hg isotopes will undoubtedly also

serve as fingerprints of sources of Hg contamination,

but it is anticipated that the most significant break-

throughs will come from the insight that Hg isotopes

add to our understanding of the chemical processes

and pathways of Hg in the environment.
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Chapter 13

Thallium Isotopes and Their Application to Problems
in Earth and Environmental Science

Sune G. Nielsen and Mark Rehk€amper

Abstract This paper presents an account of the

advances that have been made to date on the terrestrial

stable isotope geochemistry of thallium (Tl). High

precision measurements of Tl isotope ratios were

only developed in the late 1990s with the advent of

MC-ICP-MS and therefore we currently only have

limited knowledge of the isotopic behavior of this

element. Studies have revealed that Tl isotopes,

despite their heavy masses of 203 and 205 atomic

mass units, can fractionate substantially, especially in

the marine environment. The most fractionated reser-

voirs identified are ferromanganese sediments and low

temperature altered of oceanic crust. These display a

total isotope variation of about 35 e205Tl-units, which
is over 50 times the analytical reproducibility of the

measurement technique. The isotopic variation can be

explained by invoking a combination of conventional

mass dependent equilibrium isotope effects and the

nuclear field shift isotope fractionation, but the spe-

cific mechanisms are still largely unaccounted for.

Thallium isotopes have been applied to investigate

paleoceanographic processes in the Cenozoic and

there is some evidence to suggest that Tl isotopes

may be utilized as a monitor of Fe and Mn supply to

the water column over million year time scales. In

addition, Tl isotopes can be used to calculate the

magnitude of hydrothermal fluid circulation through

ocean crust. Such calculations can be performed both

for high and low temperature fluids. Lastly, it has been

shown that marine ferromanganese sediments can be

detected in mantle-derived basalts with Tl isotopes

(Nature 439:314–317), which confirms that marine

sediments subducted at convergent plate margins can

be recycled to the surface possibly via mantle plumes.

13.1 Introduction

The element thallium (Tl) was first discovered by

William Crookes in 1861 and named after its green

spectral line (thallus is latin for budding twig). Histor-

ically, the primary use has been as a rodent poison, but

it has more recently also been employed as a compo-

nent in photocells and infrared optical materials. The

distribution of Tl in natural environments on Earth is

controlled in part by its large ionic radius, which is

akin to the alkali metals potassium (K), rubidium (Rb)

and cesium (Cs) (Wedepohl 1974; Shannon 1976;

Heinrichs et al. 1980). The large ionic radius renders

Tl highly incompatible during igneous processing and

hence it in the continental crust (Shaw 1952). Another

important aspect of Tl chemistry is the ability to

take on two different valence states: Tlþ and Tl3þ.
The oxidized form makes Tl generally more particle-

reactive in solution than the alkali metals, and results

in strong adsorption onto authigenic ferromanganese

phases and to a lesser extent clay minerals in

aqueous environments (Matthews and Riley 1970;

McGoldrick et al. 1979; Hein et al. 2000). The higher

particle-reactivity means that rivers and particularly

the oceans have lower ratios between Tl and the

alkali metals compared to the continental crust (Bruland

1983; Flegal and Patterson 1985; Nielsen et al. 2005).

Thallium is also concentrated in some sulfide minerals
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(Shaw 1952; Heinrichs et al. 1980) but it is currently

unclear exactly what influence sulfide minerals have on

the elemental and isotopic distribution of Tl on Earth.

Thallium has two isotopes with atomic masses 203

and 205 (Table 13.1). This equates to a relative mass

difference of <1%. Considering that stable isotope

fractionation theory states that the magnitude of iso-

tope fractionation should scale with the relative mass

difference of the isotopes (Urey 1947) one would not

expect large stable isotope effects for Tl. Hence, it

may be considered surprising that stable isotope inves-

tigations for Tl were commenced in the first place.

However, the first attempts to measure Tl isotope

ratios in natural materials were not aimed at terrestrial

materials. The main reason behind the first Tl isotope

studies was the search for potential radiogenic isotope

variations due to decay of the now-extinct radioactive

isotope 205Pb (Anders and Stevens 1960; Ostic et al.

1969). Lead-205 decays to 205Tl with a half-life of

15.1 Myr (Pengra et al. 1978), whereas 203Tl is stable

and has no radioactive precursor. Therefore, it was

believed that variable 205Tl/203Tl ratios would reveal

the former presence of 205Pb when the solar system

formed. A number of studies between 1960 and 1994

all failed to register any resolvable Tl isotope variation

for some selected terrestrial and a large number of

extraterrestrial materials (Anders and Stevens 1960;

Ostic et al. 1969; Huey and Kohman 1972; Chen and

Wasserburg 1987, 1994). The failure to detect any Tl

isotope variation was due to the relatively large errors

(>2‰) associated with the thermal ionization mass

spectrometry (TIMS) measurements used at that time.

The breakthrough came in 1999 when the first high

precision Tl isotope measurements by multiple collec-

tor inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry

(MC-ICPMS) were published (Rehk€amper and

Halliday 1999). This technique provided a reduction

in the uncertainty of more than an order of magnitude

with errors reported at about 0.1–0.2‰ (Rehk€amper

and Halliday 1999). As with the previous Tl isotope

investigations, Rehk€amper and Halliday (1999) were

ultimately motivated by the search for 205Pb. How-

ever, analyses of a number of terrestrial samples that

were meant to define the Tl isotope composition of

Earth, which could then be compared to extraterres-

trial findings, revealed large Tl isotope variation in

excess of 15 times the analytical reproducibility. In

principle, it is not possible to distinguish between
205Tl/203Tl variation caused by decay of 205Pb and

stable isotope fractionation because Tl has only two

isotopes. However, the observed variation was clearly

unrelated to radioactive 205Pb and thus was inferred to

be the result of stable isotope fractionation.

In this contribution we summarize the knowledge

that has been accumulated since 1999 on the stable

isotope geochemistry of Tl in various terrestrial envir-

onments. We will divide this into sections covering the

continental and marine domains, respectively. We will

also review the most notable applications of Tl stable

isotopes in geochemical research and outline what

future studies are necessary in order to make Tl iso-

topes a more quantitative tracer in Earth sciences.

13.2 Materials and Methods

13.2.1 Mass Spectrometry

As outlined in the introduction, it was mainly the

advent of MC-ICPMS that facilitated the development

of high-precision Tl isotope ratio measurements.

The principal difference to the previous TIMS mea-

surements was the ability to correct for instrumental

isotope fractionation that occurs during the measure-

ment (mass bias or mass discrimination). Stable iso-

tope compositions in general and two-isotope systems

in particular are difficult to measure by TIMS because

isotope fractionation during volatilization from the

filament is mass dependent just like the stable isotope

variation that is attempted to be measured. As such, it

is very difficult to determine precise stable isotope

ratios by TIMS without the use of a double spike

(Rudge et al. 2009). However, double spiking can

only be performed for elements with four or more

Table 13.1 Physical properties of thallium (Nriagu 1998)

Melting point 577 K

Molar weight 204.38 g

Density 11.85 g/cm3

Valence states Tl+ Tl3+

Redox potentials (V)

Tl(s) ! Tl+ + e� +0.336

Tl+ ! Tl3+ + 2e� �1.28

Ionic radius (Tl+) 1.50 Å

Ionic radius (Tl3+) 0.89 Å

Isotopes 203Tl 205Tl
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isotopes (Rudge et al. 2009) and this is the reason why

the early Tl isotope studies by TIMS yielded relatively

large uncertainties. The great advantage of MC-ICPMS

when measuring Tl isotopes (or any two-isotope

system) is that, even though the overall magnitude of

instrumental mass discrimination is much larger than

for TIMS, it is possible to monitor it independently

during a measurement and thus correct for it much

more precisely than is possible with TIMS. This mass

bias correction can be performed because the sample is

introduced into the mass spectrometer as a solution (or a

desolvated aerosol). Into this solution can be admixed a

separate element with a known isotope composition (for

Tl this element is Pb) and by assuming that the mass

bias incurred for the two elements are proportional,

isotope ratios can be determined very accurately and

precisely (Rehk€amper and Halliday 1999; Nielsen et al.

2004). In practice (as is the case for all other stable

isotope systems) isotope compositions are best deter-

mined by referencing to a standard. For Tl this standard

is the NIST 997 Tl metal, and isotope compositions are

reported as:

e205Tl¼104� 205Tl=203Tlsample�205Tl=203TlNIST997

� �
=

205Tl=203TlNIST997

� �

Note that the terminology used for Tl isotope ratios

is slightly different to standard stable isotope ratio

conventions, which generally use the d-notation (var-

iations in parts per 1,000). The reason for this is that

the Tl isotope system was originally developed as a

cosmochemical radiogenic isotope system, which by

convention mostly is reported using the e-notation
(variations in parts per 10,000). Hence, it was deemed

sensible to keep the original notation in order to make

comparisons between cosmochemical and terrestrial

data easier. In addition, the analytical uncertainty on

and overall variability of stable Tl isotope ratios make

the e-notation very convenient as most data are

thereby shown in whole digits and only a single figure

behind the decimal point is needed.

13.2.2 Chemical Separation of Thallium

Prerequisites to obtaining precise and accurate stable

isotope ratios by MC-ICPMS are the complete separa-

tion of the element of interest from the sample matrix

as well as 100% recovery. This is important because

residual sample matrix in the purified sample can

result in isotope effects either present as instabilities

that lead to large uncertainties or as reproducible iso-

topic offsets leading to precise but inaccurate data

(Pietruszka and Reznik 2008; Poirier and Doucelance

2009; Shiel et al. 2009).

The technique for separating Tl from sample matrix

when performing isotopic analyses of geologic mate-

rials was initially developed by Rehk€amper and Halli-

day (1999). The technique has been modified slightly

(Nielsen et al. 2004, 2007; Baker et al. 2009) from the

original recipe, but the fundamentals have remained

unchanged. Only the elution procedure has been opti-

mized in order to remove matrix elements most effi-

ciently (Fig. 13.1). The separation technique relies on

the fact that the trivalent Tl ion produces anionic

complexes with the halogens (the technique uses

either Cl� or Br�) in acidic solutions that partition

very strongly to anion exchange resins. Conversely

univalent Tl does not form strong anionic complexes

and thus does not partition at all to anion exchange

resins. Therefore, samples are prepared in oxidizing

media by adding small amounts of water saturated in

Br2 to the samples already digested and dissolved

in hydrochloric acid. This process ensures that all

Tl is in the trivalent state, which will adsorb onto

the anion exchange resin prepared in a quartz or

teflon column. The sample matrix can then be eluted

in various acidic media as long as Br2 is present.

Lastly, Tl is stripped from the resin by elution with

a reducing solution that converts Tl to the univalent

state. The reducing solution used is 0.1 M hydro-

chloric acid in which 5% by weight of SO2 gas has

been dissolved. As SO2 is not stable in solution for

long periods of time it is important to make this

solution fresh before performing the chemical sepa-

ration of Tl.

13.2.3 Measurement Uncertainties
and Standards

As with most stable isotope measurements by MC-

ICPMS, the smallest uncertainties are obtained for

pure standard solutions. The most commonly used

secondary standard for Tl is a pure 1,000 ppm standard

solution for ICP-MS concentration analyses that was

originally purchased from Aldrich. Over a period of
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more than 10 years this standard has been measured

against NIST 997 Tl on six different mass spectro-

meters with an overall average of e205Tl ¼ �0.81

� 0.33 (2sd, n ¼ 133). This uncertainty, however, is

not representative of how well samples can be repro-

duced mainly because small amounts of sample matrix

invariably degrade the measurement precision com-

pared to a pure metal standard even when measuring

at the same ion beam intensity. This matrix effect

generally leads to a relationship between sample con-

centration and measurement uncertainty with the

smallest uncertainties obtained for samples with the

highest concentrations (Table 13.2, (Nielsen et al.

2004, 2006a, 2007; Baker et al. 2009; Prytulak and

Nielsen, unpublished data)).

In cases where the amount of sample is limited it

can become an important issue how many ions can be

measured for a given amount of Tl. Over the last 10

resin cleaning

resin reequilibration

elution of major and
trace elements

elution of major and
trace elements

elution of major and
trace elements

Tl chemistry; RV - resin volume

elution of thallium

load resin AG1X8
200-400 mesh

1 + 15 RV
0.1 M HCl-SO2

7 RV 0.1 M HCl

4x1 RV
0.1 M HCl-1% Br2

1.5 ml + 22 ml
0.1 M HCl-SO2

1 + 9 RV
0.1 M HCl-1% Br2

1 + 9 RV
0.5 M HNO3 -3%

Br2

1 + 9 RV
0.03 M HBr-0.5 M

HNO3 -1% Br2

1 + 9 RV
0.03 M HBr-2 M
HNO3 -1% Br2

1 + 14 RV
0.03 M HBr-2 M
HNO3 -1% Br2

1 + 9 RV
2 M HNO3 -3%

Br2

1 + 44 RV
0.01 M HCl-1%

Br2

Load sample in
1 M HCl-1% Br2

Load sample in
1 M HCl-1% Br2

Load sample in
0.1 M HCl-1% Br2

3x8 RV
11 M HCl-1% Br2

Load sample in
11 M HCl-1% Br2

3x3 RV 11 M HCl

1 RV
11 M HCl-1% Br2

Fig. 13.1 Anion exchange separation procedures for Tl. The

recipes can be scaled to any amount of resin (RV resin volume)

depending on sample size, though large samples require a sec-

ond 100 ml resin column to ensure that Tl is sufficiently pure.

Four different elution procedures are outlined here (Rehk€amper

and Halliday 1999; Nielsen et al. 2004; Baker et al. 2009),

where the procedure in dilute HCl and HNO3 without HBr is

the method currently in use in Oxford
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years MC-ICPMS instruments have been developed

to achieve increased transmission (i.e. the fraction of

the ions introduced into the machine that reach the

collector) and the most recent have values of >1% for

Tl and Pb. Although this efficiency may appear low, it

enables Tl isotope analyses on samples as small as

1 ng, without compromising counting statistics nota-

bly, and an external precision of better than �1 e-unit
is common (Nielsen et al. 2004, 2006a, 2007; Baker

et al. 2009). Smaller sample sizes down to 200 pg

can still be analysed on regular Faraday collectors,

although precision is significantly degraded to �3

e- units (Nielsen et al. 2006a, 2007, 2009b).

13.3 Thallium Isotope Variability
in Crustal Environments

13.3.1 Igneous Processes

As discussed previously, Tl generally follows the

alkali metals K, Rb and Cs during melting and frac-

tional crystallisation (Shaw 1952; Heinrichs et al.

1980) resulting in higher Tl concentrations in the

continental crust (~0.5 ppm) than the mantle

(~0.0035 ppm) (Shaw 1952; Wedepohl 1974; Hein-

richs et al. 1980; McDonough and Sun 1995; Rudnick

and Gao 2003). Though stable isotope fractionation

has been documented in igneous systems for relatively

heavy elements such as iron (Williams et al. 2004,

2009), the small relative mass difference between

the isotopes of Tl in combination with little or no

redox chemistry for Tl in igneous systems, favour the

prediction that only very little Tl isotope fractionation

may occur during magmatic processing. Several stud-

ies found that the isotope composition of the average

continental crust, represented by loess, is indistin-

guishable from the mantle, with both exhibiting a

value of e205Tl ¼ �2.0 � 0.5 (Nielsen et al. 2005,

2006b, c, 2007). The uniform isotope composition of

the continental crust is further supported by data

obtained for an ultrapotassic dike from the Tibetan

Plateau (e205Tl ¼ �2.3; Nielsen and Rehk€amper,

unpublished results), which represents a melt originat-

ing from the sub-continental lithospheric mantle

(Williams et al. 2001). Hence, there is no evidence to

suggest that melting or fractional crystallisation

impart any significant Tl isotope fractionation. Thal-

lium also partitions into some sulphide minerals

(Shaw 1952; Heinrichs et al. 1980) and commercial

Tl extraction is performed almost exclusively from

sulphide ore minerals. So far, there is only one study

that investigates Tl isotope fractionation during sul-

phide ore genesis (Baker et al. 2010a). Here it is shown

that the Cu-mineralisation of large porphyry Cu sys-

tems in the Collahuasi Formation of Chile is not char-

acterized by Tl enrichments or distinct Tl isotope

fingerprints. However, some of the associated hydro-

thermal processes that mobilised alkali metals also

affected Tl concentrations and, to some extent, isotope

Table 13.2 Data for geologic reference materials

Standard Description e205Tl n Errora Tl concentration (ng/g) References

Nod P1 Ferromanganese nodule 0.5 1 0.5 146,000 Rehk€amper et al. (2002)

Nod A1b Ferromanganese nodule 10.7 6 0.5 108,000 Rehk€amper et al. (2002); Nielsen et al. (2004)

AGV-2 Andesite �3.0 8 0.6 269 Prytulak and Nielsen, unpublished data;

Baker et al. (2009)

BCR-2 Columbia river basalt �2.5 4 0.4 257 Prytulak and Nielsen, unpublished data

BHVO-2 Hawaii basalt �1.8 6 0.6 18 Prytulak and Nielsen, unpublished data;

Baker et al. (2009)

BIR-1 Iceland basalt 1.1 6 1.2 1.3 Nielsen et al. (2007)

NASS-5 seawater �5.0 1 1.0 0.0094 Nielsen et al. 2004

TSWc Coastal seawater, Tenerife �8.7 3 1.0 0.0075 Nielsen et al. (2004)

RRRc Rhine river water �6.4 4 0.8 0.0036 Nielsen et al. (2004)

Allende Carbonaceous chondrite �3.1 8 0.5 55 Baker et al. (2010b)
aErrors are either 2sd of the population of separate sample splits processed individually (n � 3) or estimated based on repeat

measurements of similar samples (n ¼ 1)
bIsotope composition reported for multiple analyses of one large 300 mg aliquot dissolved in 6 M HCl
cRRR and TSW are internal laboratory standards that were analyzed multiple times in order to assess reproducibility for samples

with such low concentrations of Tl
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compositions (e205Tl ¼ �5 to 0). This study therefore

highlights that Tl may retain its lithophile behaviour

even in systems that experience sulphide mineralisa-

tion (Baker et al. 2010a). Hence, it is unknown at

present exactly under what conditions Tl becomes

chalcophile and if Tl isotopes would fractionate sub-

stantially under such circumstances. However, it

might be expected that at least for magmatic ore for-

mation processes the high temperatures in combina-

tion with the small relative mass difference of the Tl

isotopes would probably not result in significant iso-

tope fractionation.

13.3.2 Volcanic Degassing

Due to its low boiling point (Table 13.1), Tl is signifi-

cantly enriched in volcanic gasses and particles com-

pared with the geochemically analogous alkali metals

(Patterson and Settle 1987; Hinkley et al. 1994; Gau-

thier and Le Cloarec 1998; Baker et al. 2009). Conse-

quently, volcanic plumes provide a large Tl flux from

igneous to surface environments on Earth, with an

estimated flux to the oceans of 370 Mg/year

(Rehk€amper and Nielsen 2004; Baker et al. 2009).

The behaviour of Tl isotopes in volcanic systems

was recently investigated by Baker et al. (2009), who

identified significant isotope variations. The most

likely form of isotope fractionation to occur during

degassing is kinetic isotope fractionation, where the

light isotope is enriched in the gas phase. The extent of

kinetic isotope fractionation between two phases is

determined by the relative magnitude of the atomic

or molecular velocities, where a ¼ (m1/m2)
b and b

varies from 0.5 (in the case of a vacuum) down to

values approaching 0 (Tsuchiyama et al. 1994).

Hence, even though the relative mass difference

between the two Tl isotopes is small, the maximum

kinetic aliq�vap is 1.0049, or 49 e-units. An isotope

composition difference of this magnitude is larger than

the entire stable Tl isotope variation recorded on Earth

and would hence be readily detectable. However, con-

trary to the expectation of a gas phase enriched in light

isotopes, Baker et al. (2009) found no systematic

enrichment of either isotope in volcanic emanations

compared with average igneous rocks. Despite large

isotopic differences between individual samples, the

isotope compositions of 34 samples of gas condensates

and particles from six separate volcanoes showed an

overall average of e205Tl ¼ �1.7 � 2.0. This value is

indistinguishable from average igneous rocks (Nielsen

et al. 2005, 2006b, c, 2007). The Tl isotope variation of

volcanic emanations was interpreted to reflect the com-

plex evaporation as well as condensation processes that

occur in volcanic edifices (Baker et al. 2009), and

which eventually produce no net isotope fractionation

between Tl in the magma and the Tl transported into

the atmosphere and surface environments on Earth.

13.3.3 Riverine Transport of Tl

Stable isotope fractionation during weathering is often

monitored via measurements of isotope ratios in the

dissolved and particulate phases in rivers. For example,

elements like lithium and molybdenum have been

shown to display significant isotope composition vari-

ation between different rivers and rocks of the conti-

nental crust (Huh et al. 1998; Archer and Vance 2008;

Pogge von Strandmann et al. 2010). Numerous kinetic

and equilibrium processes can potentially affect the

stable isotope budgets of rivers, and as such it is diffi-

cult to predict isotope fractionation during weathering.

Nielsen et al. (2005) measured the Tl isotope composi-

tions of dissolved and particulate components for

a number of major and minor rivers and found that

these generally display values similar to those

observed for continental crust. The average value for

dissolved riverine Tl is e205Tl ¼ �2.5 � 1.0 (Nielsen

et al. 2005), with particulate matter (e205 Tl ¼ �2.0

� 0.5) being indistinguishable from the dissolved

phase (Fig. 13.2, Table 13.3). These data strongly

imply that there is little or no Tl isotope fractionation

associated with continental weathering processes.

Natural unpolluted Tl abundances in rivers are gener-

ally very low and vary between 1 and 10 pg/g

(Cheam 2001; Nielsen et al. 2005). An estimated global

average riverine concentration of 6 � 4 pg/g (or

30 � 20 pmol/l) results in a flux to the oceans of

230 Mg/year. In the study of Nielsen et al. (2005)

three rivers exhibited Tl isotope compositions signifi-

cantly lighter (e205Tl ¼ �6 to�4) than average conti-

nental crust (Fig. 13.2). These lighter compositions

were interpreted to reflect the somewhat different Tl

isotope composition of marine carbonates that were a

main constituent of the drainage areas for these rivers.
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The more negative e205Tl values for marine carbonates

were expected, based on the current Tl isotope compo-

sition measured for seawater (e205Tl ¼ �5.5 � 1.0;

(Rehk€amper et al. 2002; Nielsen et al. 2004, 2006c)).

However, marine carbonates including carbonate oozes

(Rehk€amper et al. 2004), corals (Rehk€amper, unpub-

lished data) and foraminifera (Nielsen, unpublished

data) exhibit very low Tl concentrations and therefore

weathering of marine carbonates will only have a strong

influence on rivers predominantly draining such lithol-

ogies, and will not strongly affect the total global budget

of Tl transported by rivers to the oceans.

13.3.4 Anthropogenic Mobilisation of Tl

To date no study has been carried out to investigate the

Tl isotope effects incurred from industrial pollution.

Industrial purification of Tl is tightly restricted because

of the toxicity of Tl. Therefore, the main emissions of

Tl to the environment are not from Tl production but

stem from coal burning (Nriagu 1998; Cheam et al.

2000) and zinc smelting (Nriagu 1998). Thallium is

present in relatively high concentrations in coal and

zinc ore (~1 ppm, (Sager 1993)) and is enriched in the

waste products from industrial processing of these

resources. There are many examples of adverse envi-

ronmental effects from Tl pollution caused by industry

(Lis et al. 2003; Xiao et al. 2003, 2004; Sasmaz et al.

2007) and hence there may be some potential for using

Tl isotopes to monitor industrial pollution. Coal burn-

ing and zinc smelting both involve significant heating,

during which gases and particulates may escape into

the natural environment. One might therefore expect

kinetic Tl isotope fractionation to occur and isotopi-

cally light Tl could potentially be a signature of Tl

pollution, as has been found for volatile Cd (Cloquet

et al. 2006). However, if volcanic emissions (see

Sect. 13.3.2) can be used as an analogue for these

processes, industrial waste pollution may not necessar-

ily carry a very distinct Tl isotope signature.

A secondary issue of potentially tracing Tl pollu-

tion using isotope data, is the unknown initial compo-

sition of the material. In many cases, it may be

reasonable to infer that the isotope composition of

continental crust (e205Tl ¼ �2) will be the dominant

“signature” of coal and zinc ore. However, since Tl is

mainly associated within these deposits as a result of

its affinity to sulfides (Sager 1993; Nriagu 1998), it

will be important to investigate Tl isotope variations in

sulfides to verify this assumption.

Table 13.3 Thallium isotope and concentration data for rivers

Sample e205Tl Tl (ng/kg)

Amazon �2.3 16.4

Danube �6.7 16.4

Doubs �5.5 3.36

Eder �4.2 1.93

Kalix �1.6* 1.31

Nahe �2.5 7.03

Nidda �2.7 1.67

Nidder �2.6 2.85

Nile �0.0* 3.13

Rhine Rueun �6.4 3.61

Rhine Laufenbg. �3.0 4.04

Rhine Speyer �2.8 5.35

Rhine Bingen �2.9 6.71

Rhone �2.7 6.54

Volga �1.1* 1.60

Sample locations are given in Nielsen et al. (2005)

*Uncertainties for these samples were estimated at 1.5 epsilon

units due to smaller amounts of Tl available. The remaining

samples have uncertainties of about 1 epsilon unit.

Fig. 13.2 Isotope compositions of riverine dissolved and par-

ticulate Tl. The particulate Tl is divided into a labile and detrital

fraction. Figure modified from Nielsen et al. (2005)
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13.4 Thallium Isotopes in the Marine
Environment

13.4.1 The Isotope Composition
of Seawater

In the oceans, Tl is a conservative low-level trace

element with an average dissolved concentration of

13 � 1 pg/g (64 � 5 pmol/l) (Flegal and Patterson

1985; Schedlbauer and Heumann 2000; Rehk€amper

and Nielsen 2004; Nielsen et al. 2006c), which is

slightly higher than abundances observed in river

water (see Sect. 13.3.3). Based on a thorough review

of the marine input and output fluxes of Tl, Rehk€amper

and Nielsen (2004) concluded that the oceans are cur-

rently at steady state and that Tl has a residence time of

~21 kyr, which is consistent with a number of previous

studies (Flegal and Patterson 1985; Flegal et al. 1989).

With an inferred residence time that is more than an

order of magnitude longer than the oceanic mixing

time and a conservative distribution, Tl should exhibit

an invariant isotope composition in the oceans. Ana-

lyses of Arctic, Atlantic and Pacific seawater confirm

this prediction (Rehk€amper et al. 2002; Nielsen et al.

2004, 2006c) but the current dataset is limited to results

for seven samples from only three locations.

It may perhaps be somewhat surprising that the

oceans are significantly depleted in 203Tl compared

to the continental crust and the mantle (See Chap. 3)

with an average value of e205Tl ¼ �5.5 � 1.0

(Rehk€amper et al. 2002; Nielsen et al. 2004, 2006c).

Hence, it is required either that the marine sources of

Tl are isotopically light compared to the crust and

mantle or that the outputs are fractionated towards

heavy values compared with seawater itself.

Rehk€amper and Nielsen (2004) showed that the

most significant marine inputs for Tl are from rivers,

high-temperature hydrothermal fluids, mineral aero-

sols, volcanic emanations and sediment pore water

fluxes at continental margins. In contrast, there are

only two important marine Tl sinks, namely Tl

adsorption by the authigenic phases of pelagic clays

and uptake of Tl during low-temperature alteration

of oceanic crust. The relative magnitudes and isotope

compositions of these fluxes are summarized in

Table 13.4. In the following sections, we outline

the main observations that have led to the assessment

for these fluxes.

13.4.2 Thallium Isotopes in Marine
Input Fluxes

The riverine and volcanic input fluxes have already

been discussed in previous sections and hence here we

will focus on high-temperature hydrothermal fluids,

mineral aerosols and sediment pore water fluxes

from continental margins.

13.4.2.1 High Temperature Hydrothermal Fluids

In hydrothermal systems where temperatures exceed

~150�C it has been shown that Tl behaves much like

the alkali metals Rb and K (Metz and Trefry 2000),

and is leached from the oceanic crust by the circulating

fluids. This results in end-member high temperature

hydrothermal fluids exhibiting Tl concentrations

almost 500 times higher than ambient seawater

(Metz and Trefry 2000; Nielsen et al. 2006c) with a

best estimate of 4.5 � 2.2 ppb (22 � 11 nmol/l)

(Nielsen et al. 2006c). Thus hydrothermal fluids repre-

sent a significant Tl flux to the oceans with an esti-

mated range of 9–200 Mg/year (Nielsen et al. 2006c).

Due to the relatively high temperatures involved

(300–400�C) isotope fractionation is not expected to

be significant. This was confirmed by Nielsen et al.

(2006c), who determined the Tl isotope composition

of hydrothermal fluids from the East Pacific Rise and

Juan de Fuca Ridge. All samples had Tl isotope com-

positions identical to that of average MORB, thus

supporting the interpretation that extraction of Tl

from the oceanic crust is not associated with isotope

fractionation. The chemical and isotopic behavior

inferred for Tl from hydrothermal fluids is further in

accord with the results of a study of oceanic crust from

ODP Hole 504B altered by high temperature hydro-

thermal fluids. The latter work revealed Tl concentra-

tions for basalts/dikes that were much lower than

expected for depleted ocean crust whilst the Tl isotope

compositions were identical to average MORB

(Nielsen et al. 2006c).

13.4.2.2 Mineral Aerosols

There are no direct investigations of Tl abundances or

isotope compositions for mineral aerosols deposited in
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the oceans. Based on studies of windborne loess

sediments deposited on land, Nielsen et al. (2005)

concluded that the average abundance of Tl in dust

deposited in the oceans is about 490 � 130 ng/g.

The main uncertainty in determining the Tl flux to

the oceans is from estimating the fraction of Tl that

is released from the dust into seawater, following

deposition and partial dissolution. By comparison

with a number of other elements, Rehk€amper and

Nielsen (2004) concluded that about 5–30% of the

Tl transported in aerosol particles would dissolve

in seawater, resulting in an annual Tl flux of

10–150 Mg/year.

It may be reasonable to assume that the bulk Tl

isotope composition of the material transported to the

ocean is identical to loess, and thereby also the conti-

nental crust, with e205Tl ¼ �2 (Nielsen et al. 2005).

However, it is unknown whether dust dissolution is

associated with any isotope fractionation. Schauble

(2007) has shown that significant equilibrium Tl iso-

tope fractionations will be produced primarily by

chemical reactions that involve both valence states,

Tl+ and Tl3+. Based on the strongly correlated beha-

viour of Tl, Rb, Cs and K in the continental crust,

univalent Tl should be dominant in mineral aerosols.

Thermodynamic calculations of the valence state of

Tl in seawater also predict that all Tl is univalent in

this reservoir (Nielsen et al. 2009a). In addition,

continental weathering processes, which are ulti-

mately controlled by aqueous dissolution of silicates

and are therefore in many ways analogous to the

leaching of dust in seawater, induce no detectable

Tl isotope fractionations (Nielsen et al. 2005).

Hence, we infer that isotope fractionation is unlikely

to be significant during the dissolution of mineral

aerosols in seawater.

13.4.2.3 Benthic Fluxes from Continental

Margins

It has long been known that pore waters, which seep

into the oceans from reduced continental margin sedi-

ments, are rich in manganese (Elderfield 1976; Sawlan

and Murray 1983). Since Tl is strongly associated with

Mn oxides (Koschinsky and Hein 2003), Rehk€amper

and Nielsen (2004) inferred that such pore waters may

be an important source of dissolved marine Tl. How-

ever, there are currently no data available to constrain

either the average Tl concentration or isotope

Table 13.4 The Tl mass balance of the oceans with estimated source and sink fluxes

Range of Tl flux

estimates (Mg/year)

Best estimate

(Mg/year)

% e205Tl References

Marine input fluxes

Rivers 76–380 230 27 �2.5 Rehk€amper and Nielsen (2004); Nielsen

et al. (2005)

Hydrothermal fluids 9–200 30 4 �2 Nielsen et al. (2006c)

Subaerial volcanism 42–700 370 43 �2 Baker et al. (2009)

Mineral aerosols 10–150 50 6 �2 Rehk€amper and Nielsen (2004); Nielsen

et al. (2005)

Benthic fluxes from

continental margins

5–390 170 19 0 Rehk€amper and Nielsen (2004), this study

Total input flux 140–1,820 850 100 �1.8

Marine output fluxes

Pelagic clays 240–450 310 36 +10 Rehk€amper and Nielsen (2004);

Rehk€amper et al. (2004), this study

Altered ocean crust 225–1,985 540 64 �8.5 Rehk€amper and Nielsen (2004); Nielsen

et al. (2006c), this study

Total output flux 430–1,530 850 100 �1.8

Mass of Tl (Mg) Steady-state residence

time

e205Tl

Global oceans 1.75 (�0.14) � 107a 21,000 year �5.5 Rehk€amper and Nielsen (2004); Nielsen

et al. (2006c); Rehk€amper et al. (2002)
aFor a global ocean system with 1.348 � 1021 kg, the Tl mass in the oceans is equivalent to an average seawater concentration of

65 � 5 pmol/kg or 13 � 1 ng/kg (Rehk€amper and Nielsen 2004)
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composition of these benthic fluxes. An estimate was

therefore derived indirectly, based on (1) Tl/Mn ratios

observed in ferromanganese nodules that were known

to have precipitated from pore waters (Rehk€amper

et al. 2002), combined with (2) estimates for benthic

Mn fluxes (Sawlan and Murray 1983; Heggie et al.

1987; Johnson et al. 1992). Taken together, these data

yield a Tl flux of 5–390 Mg/year, and a best estimate

of 170 Mg/year (Rehk€amper and Nielsen 2004) which

constitutes a substantial fraction of the total Tl flux to

the oceans (Table 13.4).

We can use two distinct approaches to estimate

the average Tl isotope composition of pore waters.

The first utilizes published Tl isotope data for the

various components that may supply pore waters

with Tl. The second relies on the Tl isotope compo-

sitions of sediments that are precipitated from pore

waters. The application of these approaches is sum-

marized below.

There are three principle components, which

could be mobilized and incorporated into sedimen-

tary pore waters. (1) Labile Tl associated with river-

ine particles (Nielsen et al. 2005). (2) Thallium

adsorbed onto clay minerals from seawater (Mat-

thews and Riley 1970). (3) Thallium bound to authi-

genic Mn-oxides that precipitated from seawater as

part of deep sea red clays (Rehk€amper et al. 2004).

All three will be present in continental margin sedi-

ments in various proportions depending on sedimen-

tation rate and proximity to estuaries, where high

sedimentation rates would tend to dilute the Mn-

oxides as it is assumed that authigenic precipitation

should remain fairly constant. Hence, assuming that

there is no isotope fractionation associated with the

release of Tl into pore waters, the isotope composi-

tion of each component can define bounds on the

composition of pore waters.

The labile components in riverine particles have

been shown to be isotopically similar to the continen-

tal crust and river waters (Fig. 13.2) and thus is char-

acterized by e205Tl ¼ �2 (Nielsen et al. 2005).

Matthews and Riley (1970) showed that Tl is read-

ily adsorbed onto some clay minerals (in particular

illite) where most Tl is exchanged with K. Because

of the required charge balance for adsorption reac-

tions, clay adsorption is unlikely to be associated

with any Tl reduction/oxidation processes and should

thereby exhibit only minimal or no isotope fraction-

ation (Schauble 2007). Since Tl adsorption to clay

minerals would take place primarily within the marine

environment, this component should be characterized

by e205Tl ¼ �5.5.

Thallium that is precipitated with Mn oxides onto

sedimentary particles has been shown to have a sig-

nificantly heavier isotope composition than the sea-

water from which the mineral forms (Rehk€amper

et al. 2002, 2004). The origin of this isotope fraction-

ation is discussed in Sect. 13.5 below. Theoretically,

the pure MnO2 mineral to which Tl is bound should

have approximately the same isotope composition as

the surfaces of Fe-Mn crusts, which display

e205Tl ¼ +13 (Fig. 13.4). However, leaching experi-

ments conducted on shelf sediments with HCl and

hydroxylamine hydrochloride indicate that the labile

Tl on sediment particles features somewhat lower

e205Tl values of between +3 to +7 (Rehk€amper

et al. 2004; Nielsen et al. 2005). These lower values

could reflect contributions from a component other

than Fe-Mn oxides, for example Tl adsorbed to

clay minerals that are characterized by negative

e205Tl-values. Nevertheless, it appears reasonable to

infer that the Tl associated with marine authigenic

Mn in continental margin sediments exhibits

e205Tl � +4 to +10.

In summary, the isotopic data available for these

three components indicate that pore waters from con-

tinental margin sediments are likely to feature e205Tl
values of about �4 to +6. This range can be compared

with the compositions of two different sedimentary

archives that form from pore waters. These are diage-

nic ferromanganese nodules (which are inferred to

originate primarily from pore waters) and early diage-

netic pyrite. Rehk€amper et al. (2002) analyzed two

Mn nodules from the Baltic Sea and these exhibited

e205Tl ¼ �0.2 and �5.2. Nielsen et al. (2010)

measured Tl isotopes in pyrites younger than 10 Myr

from continental shelf sediments in the Northeast

Pacific and the Caribbean and found e205Tl values of
between �1 and +2. Importantly, both ferromanga-

nese nodules and pyrites thus have Tl isotope compo-

sitions that are in accord with the range of values

inferred for pore waters based on their constituent

components. Taken together (and assuming that

there is negligible isotope fractionation between

pyrite/Fe-Mn nodules and pore waters) these con-

straints suggests that benthic fluxes from continental

shelf sediments are characterized by e205Tl ~ �3 to

+3, with a best estimate of e205Tl ~ 0.
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13.4.3 Thallium Isotope Compositions
of Marine Output Fluxes

13.4.3.1 Thallium Adsorption by the Authigenic

Phases of Pelagic Clays

There is a significant enrichment of Tl in pelagic

clays compared with continental shelf sediments

(Matthews and Riley 1970; Heinrichs et al. 1980;

Rehk€amper et al. 2004). This enrichment is caused

by the adsorption of Tl onto hydrogenetic Fe-Mn

oxy-hydroxides and clay minerals (Matthews and

Riley 1970; McGoldrick et al. 1979; Heinrichs

et al. 1980). Two independent methods of calculating

the Tl flux associated with these authigenic fluxes

agree very well and indicate an annual flux of

200–410 Mg/year, with a best estimate of 270 Mg/

year (Rehk€amper and Nielsen 2004). Adding the

smaller flux of Tl incorporated into pure Fe-Mn

deposits of ~40 Mg/year (Rehk€amper and Nielsen

2004) yields a total marine authigenic Tl flux of

310 Mg/year (Table 13.4). As discussed in

Sect. 13.4.2.3, the isotope composition of the Tl

associated with authigenic phases is best character-

ized by a mixture of Tl bound to Mn oxides that

displays e205Tl ~ +13 and Tl adsorbed onto clay

minerals, which likely exhibits e205Tl ~ �5.5. Due

to the strong Mn enrichment of deep sea pelagic

clays, it can be assumed that the majority of authi-

genic Tl in pelagic clays originates from Mn oxides

and thus may have an isotope composition more akin

to Fe-Mn crusts. We can attempt to quantify this by

performing an isotope mass balance calculation for

the pelagic clays reported in Rehk€amper et al.

(2004). The bulk isotope composition of these sam-

ples is e205Tl ¼ +3 to +5. About 50% of the Tl in

pelagic clays is thought to be of detrital origin

(Rehk€amper et al. 2004), which is characterized by

e205Tl ¼ �2 (Nielsen et al. 2005). In order to

account for the reported bulk isotope compositions,

the authigenic component would thus have to display

e205Tl ~ +8 to +12, and this implies that the authi-

genic Tl of pelagic clays features an isotope compo-

sition that is slightly lighter than pure Fe-Mn

deposits. Based on the above considerations we can

calculate that ~75–95% of the authigenic Tl in

pelagic clays originates from Mn-oxides, whilst the

remainder is bound to clay minerals.

13.4.3.2 Thallium Uptake During Low

Temperature Hydrothermal

Alteration

It is well-known that alteration minerals produced by

interaction between cold (<100�C) seawater and

MORB are highly enriched in Tl compared to pristine

oceanic crust (McGoldrick et al. 1979; Alt 1995;

Jochum and Verma 1996). This process leads to an

enrichment of Tl in the volcanic section of oceanic

crust (on average the uppermost 500–600 m) that has

been shown to be affected by low temperature (low-T)

alteration. Estimating an average annual flux of Tl into

the oceanic crust would be relatively simple if the

average Tl concentration of this material could be

determined. This is not a straightforward exercise,

however, because of the heterogeneous distribution

of alteration minerals in low-T altered crust and the

inferred enrichment factors for Tl (compared to its

abundance in pristine oceanic crust) therefore vary

widely, between values of 1 and 200 (Jochum and

Verma 1996; Teagle et al. 1996; Nielsen et al.

2006c). In general, the highest Tl enrichments are

detected towards the top of the oceanic crust

(Fig. 13.3). Following a conservative approach,

based partially on the assumption that Cs and Tl are

added to the ocean crust in equal proportions

(Rehk€amper and Nielsen 2004; Nielsen et al. 2006c),

it was proposed that, on average, the upper 600 m of

oceanic crust contains 200 � 150 ng/g of Tl (Nielsen

et al. 2006c). This number is equivalent to an element

flux of 225–1,985 Mg/year, with a best estimate of

~1,000 Mg/year. The best estimate value, however, is

significantly larger than all marine Tl inputs combined

(Table 13.4).

Given the uncertainties, it may thus be more rea-

sonable to apply a mass balance approach (which

assumes that marine Tl is at steady state) to estimate

the Tl flux into low-T altered ocean crust. With a total

input flux of 850 Mg/year (Table 13.4) and an authi-

genic output flux of 310Mg/year, the marine Tl budget

can be balanced with a low-T alteration output of

540 Mg/year, which is well within the range of values

estimated based on Tl concentration data available for

low-T altered ocean crust (Table 13.4).

The isotope composition of the low-T alteration

output is equally difficult to determine. Nielsen et al.

(2006c) observed that, in general, the upper oceanic

crust is significantly enriched in isotopically light Tl
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with the shallowest samples displaying the lightest

isotope compositions (Fig. 13.3). This isotopic signa-

ture was interpreted to reflect closed system isotope

fractionation during uptake of Tl from seawater, which

gradually becomes more depleted in Tl as it penetrates

deeper into the oceanic crust. As shown by a Rayleigh

fractionation model in which an isotope fractionation

factor of a ¼ 0.9985 was applied (Nielsen et al.

2006c), the isotope composition of the total Tl depos-

ited during low-T alteration depends critically on the

fraction of Tl that is extracted from the seawater

before it is re-injected into the oceans as a low-T

hydrothermal fluid. Stripping the fluid of all the Tl

originally present would imply an isotope composition

for the low-T alteration flux that is identical to seawa-

ter (e205Tl ¼ �5.5), whilst lower degrees of depletion

result in lighter isotope compositions.

Based on the isotope fractionation observed for

rocks from ODP Hole 504B, it was estimated that

extraction of ~50% of the original seawater Tl by

ocean crust alteration would yield an average isotope

composition of e205Tl ~ �18 for the Tl deposited dur-

ing low-T alteration. The application of this approach

to obtain a global estimate for the average Tl isotope

composition of the low-T alteration flux is fraught

with many uncertainties, however, as the database is

currently limited to rocks from just one section of

altered ocean crust and Tl concentration measure-

ments for three low-T fluids from the Juan de Fuca

ridge (Nielsen et al. 2006c). In principle, average

altered upper ocean crust may be characterized by an

e205Tl value of between about �18 to �6. Hence it

may again be more appropriate to apply an isotope

mass balance approach to obtain a more accurate

result. With an isotope composition of e205Tl ~ �1.8

for the combined marine Tl input fluxes and an authi-

genic output flux of e205Tl ~ +10, mass balance dic-

tates that the altered basalt flux is characterized by

e205Tl ~ �8.5 (Table 13.4). This result is certainly

within the range of reasonable values but based on

Rayleigh fractionation modelling it requires that

more than 90% of seawater Tl is removed by alteration

processes, which is not entirely supported by the data

obtained for ODP Hole 504B (Nielsen et al. 2006c). It

is unlikely, however, that the results obtained for Hole

504B are representative for global average ocean crust

alteration processes.

13.5 Causes of Thallium Isotope
Fractionation

In general, Tl isotope variations on Earth are fairly

limited, with only a few select environments display-

ing significant deviations from the bulk Earth value of

e205Tl ¼ �2 (Nielsen et al. 2005, 2006b, c, 2007).

However, the overall magnitude of Tl isotope varia-

tion in natural environments on Earth now exceeds 35

e205Tl-units (Rehk€amper et al. 2002, 2004; Nielsen

et al. 2006c; Coggon et al. 2009). This variability is

comparable to the extent of fractionation observed for

Fig. 13.3 Thallium concentrations (triangles)
and isotope compositions (black squareswith error
bars) versus depth for samples from ODP Hole

504B. The dark and light shaded areas denote the
average Tl concentration and isotope composition

of MORB. Note the change of scale for Tl

concentrations higher than 40 ng/g. Figure

modified from Nielsen et al. (2006c)
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56Fe/54Fe (Anbar 2004), which has a relative mass

difference almost four times that of Tl. It would appear

that this observation is somewhat contrary to what is

predicted from classical stable isotope fractionation

theory and it is therefore important to understand

the fundamental processes responsible for Tl isotope

fractionation.

There are two principle mechanisms by which most

stable isotope fractionations are generated – a kinetic

route that is associated with unidirectional processes

and an equilibrium pathway, which acts during chem-

ical exchange processes. Both mechanisms should

scale with the relative mass difference between

the two isotopes of interest. As mentioned in

Sect. 13.3.2, kinetic isotope fractionation processes

are theoretically capable of generating substantial Tl

isotope fractionation and there is evidence that such

fractionations occur from data acquired for samples

from volcanic plumes and some meteorites (Nielsen

et al. 2006a; Baker et al. 2009, 2010b). However, the

large Tl isotope fractionations observed between sea-

water and Fe-Mn oxy-hydroxides and for low-T

altered oceanic crust are more likely to reflect equilib-

rium fractionation effects (Rehk€amper et al. 2002,

Nielsen et al. 2006c).

The larger-than-expected Tl isotope variations for

equilibrium reactions were recently shown by Schau-

ble (2007) to be partially caused by the so-called

nuclear field shift isotope fractionation mechanism

(Bigeleisen 1996). In short, the original equilibrium

isotope exchange equation of Bigeleisen and Mayer

(1947) had five components, of which four were

deemed negligible. However, based on some unusual

isotope fractionation effects observed for uranium

(Fujii et al. 1989a, b), it was concluded that the nuclear

field shift term may be important in some cases (Bige-

leisen 1996). Interestingly, nuclear field shift isotope

fractionation is not mass dependent but scales posi-

tively with the size of the nucleus and hence is also

largest for the heavy elements. As Tl has only two

isotopes, it is not possible to distinguish nuclear field

shift effects from mass dependent isotope fraction-

ation. However, the calculations that were carried out

for Tl predict that an equilibrium system with aqueous

dissolved Tl+ and Tl3+ will feature both regular mass

dependent and nuclear field shift isotope effects, with

isotope fractionation factors that act in the same direc-

tion (Schauble 2007). When combined, these two

components can furthermore reproduce the approxi-

mate magnitude of Tl isotope variation observed on

Earth (Schauble 2007). The calculations are particu-

larly relevant for the isotope compositions determined

for Fe-Mn crusts and low-T altered basalts as these

represent the heaviest and lightest reservoirs, respec-

tively, found to date. The main requirement for sub-

stantial equilibrium Tl isotope fractionation to take

place, is a chemical exchange reaction that involves

two valence states of Tl (Schauble 2007), and these

could be Tl0, Tl+ or Tl3+. However, the calculations of

Schauble (2007) also imply that the largest isotope

effects are expected if Tl3+ is present.

Based on these theoretical considerations, experi-

mental work is currently being conducted to investigate

the specific mechanism for Tl isotope fractionation

during adsorption onto hydrogenetic Fe-Mn crusts

(Fig. 13.4) and other Fe-Mn sediments (Nielsen et al.

2008; Peacock et al. 2009). The majority of Tl in these

deposits is associated with MnO2 minerals and the

isotope fractionation is therefore likely to occur at or

in such phases. Preliminary interpretations of EXAFS/

XANES spectra for Tl sorbed onto Mn-oxides have

shown that the MnO2 phase hexagonal birnessite has

the capacity to oxidize Tl to Tl3+, following adsorption

as a univalent ion (Bidoglio et al. 1993; Peacock et al.

2009). This reaction appears to be associated with

isotope fractionation whereas adsorption of Tl onto

other MnO2 mineral structures (Na-birnissite and

todorokite), which do not have the same oxidation

potential, is not associated with significant isotope

effects (Nielsen et al. 2008; Peacock et al. 2009).

These results are consistent with the Tl isotope data

obtained for natural hydrogenetic and hydrothermal

Fe-Mn crusts, which are dominated by H-birnissite

and todorokite, respectively (Rehk€amper et al. 2002;

Nielsen et al. 2008; Peacock et al. 2009). Considering

the theoretical predictions (Schauble 2007), these pre-

liminary observations are able to account for at least

some of the Tl isotope variability observed in the

marine environment. However, the current experi-

ments are still unable to reproduce the magnitude of

isotope fractionation observed in nature and it is there-

fore still unresolved exactly how the large isotope

fractionation observed between seawater and Mn-

oxides is produced (Rehk€amper et al. 2002). Future

work will hopefully shed more light on this issue.

Even more enigmatic than the Tl isotope fraction-

ation of Mn oxides are the isotope fractionation effects

found in low-T altered ocean crust. In this case, Tl is
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extracted from seawater circulating through the

rocks with an isotope fractionation factor of about

a ¼ 0.9985 (Nielsen et al. 2006c; Coggon et al.

2009). It is conceivable that these fractionations reflect

kinetic isotope effects, for example as a result of the

more rapid diffusion of the light isotopes from the

hydrothermal fluid to the alteration minerals that con-

centrate Tl. However, it is unclear whether diffusion

rates can be sufficiently fast, to enable the large isotope

effects observed (Nielsen et al. 2006c; Coggon et al.

2009). If an equilibrium reaction is responsible, Tl3+ is

likely to be involved because large equilibrium isotope

fractionations are not expected for reactions without

this species (Schauble 2007). Simple models of Tl

speciation in seawater predict that only Tl+ is present

(Nielsen et al. 2009a), which implies that the hydro-

thermal processes that deposit Tl in the oceanic crust

produce Tl3+. This inference strongly contradicts

observations, which demonstrate that low-T hydrother-

mal alteration generally occurs at conditions that are

more reducing than those prevalent in open ocean

seawater (Alt et al. 1996). Additionally, Tl3+ has a

much lower aqueous solubility than Tl+ (Nriagu

1998) and this implies that trivalent Tl should be

deposited during hydrothermal alteration. However,

isotope fractionation calculations indicate that oxi-

dized Tl should be enriched in 205Tl (Schauble 2007),

which is at odds with the light Tl isotope signatures

observed in altered basalts.

Alternatively, if we ignore the inferred univalent

nature of dissolved oceanic Tl, it may be hypothesized

that seawater consists of a mixture of uni- and trivalent

Tl-species that are isotopically fractionated from each

other by ~35 e205Tl-units (Schauble 2007). This con-

figuration would be consistent with oxidized and iso-

topically heavy Tl adsorbing onto Mn-oxides whilst

reduced and isotopically light Tl would partition into

basalt alteration minerals. Together, these fractionated

species could thus create the isotope difference

observed between these two reservoirs (Rehk€amper

et al. 2002; Nielsen et al. 2006c; Coggon et al.

2009). In order to reproduce the isotope compositions

observed for Fe-Mn crusts (e205Tl ~ +13, (Rehk€amper

et al. 2002)) and altered basalts (e205Tl ~ �20 (Cog-

gon et al. 2009)), mass balance then dictates that

seawater with an average isotope composition of

e205Tl ¼ �5.5 would need be characterized by a

ratio of Tl3+/Tl+ � 0.8. Some analytical studies have

in fact claimed that significant levels of Tl3+ are pres-

ent in natural waters (Lin and Nriagu 1999), but such

results are questionable as the sample preparation pro-

cedures may have altered the speciation of Tl. Schedl-

bauer and Heumann (2000) furthermore identified

methylated Tl3+ in seawater but these analyses yielded

variable Tl3+/Tl+ ratios of 1 to <0.05, which would

preclude the globally invariant Tl isotope composi-

tions observed for Fe-Mn crusts (Fig. 13.4).

In summary, the large overall Tl isotope variability

observed in the marine environment is most likely

produced by a combination of conventional mass

dependent and nuclear field shift equilibrium isotope

fractionation processes. However, contributions from

kinetic isotope effects cannot be ruled out at present.

In order to reproduce the magnitude of equilibrium

isotope fractionation observed for natural samples,

reduction-oxidation processes, in which oxidized Tl3+

plays a central role, are predicted to be important.

Experimental studies of Tl isotope fractionation are

Fig. 13.4 Thallium isotope compositions determined for the

growth surfaces of hydrogenetic Fe-Mn crusts and seawater.

The Fe-Mn crusts precipitate directly from seawater and hence

there is an isotope fractionation between these two reservoirs of

~19 e205Tl-units. Data from (Rehk€amper et al. 2002; Nielsen

et al. 2004, 2006c)
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only in their infancy, however, and we still have much

to learn about the processes that govern Tl isotope

fractionation in natural environments.

13.6 Applications of Tl Isotopes
to Problems in Earth Science

13.6.1 Studies of Tl Isotopes in Fe-Mn
Crusts

Hydrogenetic Fe-Mn crusts grow on hard substrates

that experience little or no regular detrital sedimenta-

tion, for example on seamounts where ocean currents

prevent gravitational settling of particles (Hein et al.

2000). They precipitate directly from the ambient

water mass that surrounds them and feature growth

rates of a few mm/Myr (Segl et al. 1984, 1989; Eisen-

hauer et al. 1992). This implies that sample thick-

nesses in excess of 10 cm could represent a

continuous seawater record through the entire Ceno-

zoic (the last ~65 Myr). Extensive investigations of

Fe-Mn crusts over the last 15 years have been con-

ducted to infer changes in the radiogenic isotope com-

positions of various elements in ocean bottom waters

(Lee et al. 1999; Frank 2002). Depending on the

marine residence time for the element investigated,

the isotopic variability has mainly been interpreted as

reflecting changes in either ocean circulation patterns

or the marine source and/or sink fluxes (Burton et al.

1997; van de Flierdt et al. 2004).

The globally uniform Tl isotope ratios observed for

the surfaces of Fe-Mn crusts (Fig. 13.4), imply that

there is a consistent equilibrium isotope fractionation

between seawater and Tl incorporated into the Fe-Mn

crusts. Time-dependent variations of Tl isotope com-

positions in Fe-Mn crusts can be interpreted to reflect

either changes in the isotope fractionation factor

between seawater and Fe-Mn crust or the Tl isotope

composition of seawater. In principle, both interpreta-

tions are possible, but several lines of reasoning cur-

rently favor the latter explanation (Rehk€amper et al.

2004; Nielsen et al. 2009a).

Two studies have determined Tl isotope depth pro-

files for several Fe-Mn crusts, and both identified large

systematic changes in Tl isotope compositions

(Rehk€amper et al. 2004; Nielsen et al. 2009a). The

first study produced low-resolution depth profiles for a

number of samples. The largest Tl isotope variations

were observed for the early Cenozoic (Rehk€amper

et al. 2004), but the low sampling density and uncer-

tainties in the models, which were applied to infer the

sample growth rates, made it difficult to determine

the exact time and duration of this change. It was

furthermore argued that the Fe-Mn crusts record

variations in the Tl isotope composition of seawater

that were caused by changes in the marine input and/

or output fluxes of this element (Rehk€amper et al.

2004). The second study generated high resolution Tl

isotope time series for two Fe-Mn crusts. Improved

age models were applied, which resolved a single

large shift in Tl isotope composition, which occurred

between ~55 and ~45 Ma (Fig. 13.5; (Nielsen et al.

2009a)). Based on an improved understanding of

the marine input and output fluxes of Tl and their

resepcteive isotope compositions, it was furthermore

proposed that the large shift in the e205Tl value

of seawater reflects a decrease in the amount of

authigenic Fe-Mn oxyhydroxides that were deposited

with pelagic sediments in the early Eocene

(Nielsen et al. 2009a).

It is difficult to assess the underlying mechanism

responsible for this global change in Fe-Mn oxyhydr-

oxide precipitation. The strong co-variation of the Tl

isotope curve with the sulfur (S) isotope composition

of seawater (Fig. 13.5) may imply, however, that the

same mechanism is driving the jump in the isotopic

evolution of both stable isotope systems, even though

S isotopes are known to be unaffected (at least

directly) by changes in Fe-Mn oxides precipitation.

Baker et al. (2009) proposed that the inferred high

Fe-Mn oxyhydroxide precipitation rates for the Paleo-

cene (~65–55 Ma) may be explained by increased

deposition of Fe- and Mn-rich volcanic ash particles

in the oceans. Such volcanic activity would also sup-

ply isotopically light S and this could explain the

relatively low d34S value for seawater at this time.

The changes in the Tl and S isotope compositions of

the oceans between ~55 and ~45 Ma (Fig. 13.5) would

then be controlled by diminishing volcanic activity

(Wallmann 2001). An alternative model proposes

that Fe-Mn precipitation is controlled by biological

utilization and burial of Fe and Mn with organic car-

bon (Nielsen et al. 2009a). High organic carbon burial

rates would lead to diminished Fe-Mn precipitation

rates as less Fe and Mn are available in the water

column. Simultaneously, the increased organic carbon
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burial would result in higher rates of sedimentary

pyrite burial, which draws isotopically light S out of

seawater (Berner 1984).

In summary, the results of both initial paleoceano-

graphic studies thus indicate that it may be possible to

utilize Tl isotopes as a proxy for the Fe and Mn supply

to the oceans further back in time. However, much

work is still needed to confirm whether these prelimi-

nary interpretations are indeed correct.

13.6.2 Calculation of Hyrothermal Fluid
Fluxes Using Tl Isotopes in the
Ocean Crust

Hydrothermal fluids are expelled from the seafloor (i)

at high temperature on mid ocean ridge axes, as fueled

by the magmatic energy from the crystallization

and cooling of fresh ocean crust to ~300–400�C and

(ii) at lower temperatures on the ridge flanks, as the

ocean crust cools slowly over millions of years. These

hydrothermal fluxes play pivotal roles in controlling

seawater chemistry, but the magnitude of the high tem-

perature water flux at mid-ocean ridge axes remains

widely disputed, whilst the volume of low temperature

vent fluids expelled at ridge flanks is virtually

unconstrained.

As discussed in Sects. 13.4.2.1 and 13.4.3.2, Tl

displays distinct behavior during high and low temper-

ature hydrothermal alteration of the ocean crust. High-

T fluids effectively leach Tl from the cooling rocks

whereas low-T fluids deposit Tl into the upper part of

the oceanic crust.

For the high-T hydrothermal fluid flux (FhT), Niel-

sen et al. (2006c) constructed the following mass bal-

ance equation:

FhT � Tl½ �hT ¼ Foc leach � Tl½ �oc� fTl leach

where [Tl]hT is the average Tl concentration of the

vent fluids, Foc leach is the mass flux of ocean crust that

is leached by high-T fluids, [Tl]oc is the Tl content of

the crust prior to leaching, and fTl leach is the fraction of

Tl leached from the rocks during alteration. Based on

data obtained for samples from ODP Hole 504B (Niel-

sen et al. 2006c) and high-T hydrothermal fluids (Metz

and Trefry 2000; Nielsen et al. 2006c) each of these

parameters could be constrained and the equation

solved for FhT. This calculation yielded a high temper-

ature hydrothermal water flux of 0.17–2.93 � 1013 kg/

year, with a best estimate of 0.72 � 1013 kg/year

(Nielsen et al. 2006c). This fluid flux, however, only

accounts for about 5–80% of the heat available at mid-

ocean ridge axes from the crystallization and cooling

of the freshly formed ocean crust. Based on this, it was

inferred that some energy at mid ocean ridge axes is

Fig. 13.5 Thallium isotope data for a Fe-Mn crust from the

Pacific Ocean and the S isotope seawater curve plotted for the

last 75 Myr. The S isotope data are from Paytan et al. (1998;

2004), with ages based on the age model of (Kurtz et al. 2003).

The chronology of the Tl isotope curve was determined based on

Os isotope data (Burton 2006). Figure modified from Nielsen

et al. (2009a)
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lost via conduction and/or through the circulation of

intermediate temperature hydrothermal fluids that do

not alter the chemical budgets of Tl in the ocean crust

(Nielsen et al. 2006c).

For the low-T hydrothermal fluid circulation (FlT),

the following mass balance equation was shown to

apply (Nielsen et al. 2006c):

Fvz � Tl½ �avz � Tl½ �pvz
� �

¼ FlT � Tl½ �sw�fupt

where Fvz is the mass flux of ocean crust that is

affected by low-T alteration, [Tl]avz, [Tl]pvz, and

[Tl]sw are the Tl concentrations of the altered volcanic

zone basalts, their pristine equivalents and seawater,

respectively. The fraction of Tl that is removed from

seawater by basalt weathering is denoted by fupt.

Again, samples from ODP Hole 504B (Nielsen et al.

2006c) combined with literature data (Teagle et al.

1996) enabled an assessment of each parameter and

yielded an estimated low-T hydrothermal fluid flux at

ridge flanks of 0.2–5.4 � 1017 kg/year (Nielsen et al.

2006c). Using the ridge flank power output of 7.1 TW

(Mottl 2003), it was calculated that such fluids have an

average temperature anomaly of only about 0.1–3.6�C
relative to ambient seawater, which is lower than most

flank fluids sampled to date. It is therefore unclear how

representative these fluids are of average low-T ocean

crust alteration processes.

In order to improve the utility of Tl mass balance

calculations to constrain hydrothermal fluid fluxes it

will be essential to obtain more data on altered ocean

crust from a number of locations. Such analyses,

which are currently in progress, will provide improved

constraints on the behavior of Tl during hydrothermal

processes and thus ultimately yield more reliable

Tl-based estimates of global hydrothermal water

fluxes (Coggon et al. 2009).

13.6.3 Thallium Isotopes as a Tracer
for Ocean Crust Recycling
in the Mantle

One of the central hypotheses of mantle geochemistry

over the last 30 years has been the proposed link

between ocean crust recycling at convergent plate

margins and the upwelling of mantle plumes (Hof-

mann and White 1982) that generate, for example,

ocean island basalt (OIB) magmatism. Much work

has gone into tracing sediments and altered ocean

crust with radiogenic isotopes (e.g. 87Rb-87Sr,
238,235U-207,206Pb, 147Sm-143Nd and 176Lu-176Hf)

which display variations as a function of time and

the fractionation of the parent and daughter elements

(Hofmann 1997). Whilst it has become clear that these

radiogenic isotope ratios are generally different in OIB

compared to the average upper mantle, direct evidence

for the presence of marine sediments and/or altered

ocean crust in OIB has been elusive. This reflects that

the radiogenic isotope and trace element data, which

have been used to infer and trace sediment recycling in

the mantle, are generally open to alternative interpre-

tations. Stable isotope tracers (e.g. oxygen (O) and

lithium (Li)) have therefore been employed as they

may trace specific processes such as ocean crust alter-

ation (Alt et al. 1986; Chan et al. 2002; Burton and

Vigier 2011). However, light isotopes like O and Li

may also fractionate during processes occurring at

mantle temperatures (Marschall et al. 2007; Williams

et al. 2009) and their mantle concentrations are rela-

tively high, such that the isotope composition of a

mantle source would not be readily affected by admix-

ing of sediment and/or ocean crust (Elliott et al. 2004;

Thirlwall et al. 2004). Seen in this perspective, Tl

isotopes could be a near-perfect tracer of ocean crust

recycling for the following reasons:

1. Thallium isotopes do not appear to fractionate dur-

ing high temperature processing and the isotope

composition of (normal) upper mantle material is

well defined at e205Tl ¼ �2 (see Sect. 13.3.2).

2. The isotope composition of low-T altered upper

ocean crust and Fe-Mn sediments differ signifi-

cantly (e205Tl ¼ �8 and e205Tl ¼ +10, respec-

tively) from the average upper mantle value (see

Sects. 13.4.3.1 and 13.4.3.2).

3. Altered basalts and Fe-Mn sediments have much

higher Tl concentrations than average upper mantle

material (see Sects. 13.4.3.1 and 13.4.3.2).

Taken together, these characteristics should enable

the identification of even very minor contributions of

altered basalts and/or Fe-Mn sediments to a mantle

source. This inference assumes, of course, that the

recycled materials do not loose their distinct Tl signa-

tures during subduction related processes. Bulk addi-

tion of <1% of low-T altered basalt and just a few
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parts per million by weight of pure Fe-Mn sediment

into a normal mantle material should result in discern-

ible Tl isotope anomalies that are correlated with sys-

tematically lower Cs/Tl ratios (Fig. 13.6). The Cs/Tl

data can be used to identify admixing of oceanic crust

and sediments because this ratio should not be signifi-

cantly altered by mantle melting or fractional crystal-

lization due to the similar compatibility of the two

elements (Nielsen et al. 2006b).

To date, OIB samples from the Azores, Iceland and

Hawaii have been investigated (Nielsen et al. 2006b,

2007). As it is unclear whether the Azores basalts were

affected by post-eruptional alteration (Nielsen et al.

2007), these data will not be discussed here. Samples

from Hawaii exhibit the most convincing Tl isotope

evidence for presence of sediments in the mantle

source (Fig. 13.6). About 10 ppm of pure Fe-Mn

sediment would be sufficient to explain the heavy

isotope compositions recorded in these rocks. It is

unlikely that the Tl isotope variation originates from

anything else than Fe-Mn sediment, but it is uncertain

if this component was acquired by the melts during

magma ascent via assimilation of modern marine sedi-

ments or if it is a feature of the mantle source. The

heaviest Tl isotope compositions are, however, also

characterized by the least radiogenic Pb isotope com-

positions (Nielsen et al. 2006b) which would argue for

an old age of the sediment contaminant.

The relatively straightforward interpretation of the Tl

isotope data for Hawaii could be considered a “smoking

gun” for the presence of recycled ocean crust material in

the Hawaiian mantle plume. However, results obtained

for of a suite of lavas from Iceland strongly indicate that

there is some way to go before we can confidently apply

Tl isotopes as a unique tracer of crustal recycling pro-

cesses (Fig. 13.6). The Iceland samples, which include

rocks from all major eruption centers, exhibit a complete

uniformity of the Tl isotope composition but a large

variability in Cs/Tl ratios is apparent. The isotopic

invariance is perhaps not so surprising given that the

thickness of subducted oceanic lithosphere is >30 km.

Thallium isotope anomalies will be situated in only the

uppermost ~500–1,000 m, whilst the remainder of the

oceanic crust is expected to be isotopically identical to

the mantle. The mantle-like Tl isotope signatures of the

Iceland basalts hence do not argue against the presence

of recycled ocean crust in the plume source. Of more

concern is that the Iceland samples also display variable

Cs/Tl ratios. The large range demonstrates that pro-

cesses other than the addition of Fe-Mn sediments and

Fig. 13.6 Cs/Tl ratios of primitive basalts from Hawaii (Niel-

sen et al. 2006b) and Iceland (Nielsen et al. 2007) plotted versus

Tl isotope composition. Mixing lines between pristine mantle

(large pink square), Fe-Mn oxyhydroxides and low-T altered

MORB are also shown. The mantle is assumed to be character-

ized by e205Tl ¼ �2 (Nielsen et al. 2006b) and Cs and Tl

concentrations of 7.7 ppb (Hofmann and White 1983) and

1.2 ppb (Nielsen et al. 2006b), respectively. For the Fe-Mn

oxyhydroxides, the Tl concentration and isotope composition

are assumed to be 100 mg/g and e205Tl ¼ +10, akin to values of

modern Fe-Mn crusts and nodules (Hein et al. 2000; Rehk€amper

et al. 2002). The Cs content of Fe-Mn oxyhydroxides is about

500 ng/g (Ben Othmann et al. 1989). Altered MORB is assumed

to be characterized by e205Tl ¼ �15 and Tl and Cs concentra-

tions of about 200 ng/g (Nielsen et al. 2006c). Error bars denote

2sd uncertainties
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low-T altered basalts may alter this ratio. It is conceiv-

able that this could include igneous processes, such as

partitioning of Tl and or Cs into sulfides and/or phyllo-

silicates as well as mobilization by magmatic fluids

(Nielsen et al. 2007).

It is also prudent to consider two other aspects

important for the application of Tl isotopes in mantle

geochemistry. First, it is likely that the Tl isotope

composition of seawater has not remained constant

over time and the isotope signatures of altered basalts

and Fe-Mn sediments are therefore also expected to

exhibit temporal variability. Any such variability will

act to obscure the systematic mixing trends, which are

produced by contamination of the ambient mantle with

these endmember compositions. Second, it is unclear

when the oceans became sufficiently oxic to support

the precipitation of Fe-Mn oxyhydroxides, but this

probably occurred after ~2.4 Ga (Canfield 1998). Sedi-

ments that were recycled more than 2.4 billion years

ago are therefore unlikely to be enriched in Tl from

Fe-Mn sediments and hence would most probably

exhibit e205Tl � �2. The isotope fractionation mech-

anism for altered basalts is yet to be determined, so it

is unclear whether such basalts would be isotopically

fractionated in ancient environments and thus if ocean

crust recycling would be able to alter the Tl isotope

composition of the mantle.

13.7 Future Directions and Outlook

High precision measurements of Tl isotope ratios have

only been possible for little more than a decade and it

is therefore not surprising that our knowledge of the

isotopic behavior of this element is limited. To date,

studies have revealed that Tl isotopes fractionate sub-

stantially in some terrestrial environments, despite

their heavy masses. Most of the variation occurs in

the marine realm with ferromanganese sediments and

low temperature hydrothermal alteration displaying a

total isotope variation of about 35 e205Tl-units
(Rehk€amper et al. 2002, 2004; Nielsen et al. 2006c,

2009a; Coggon et al. 2009). The isotopic variation can

most likely be accounted for by invoking a combina-

tion of conventional mass dependent equilibrium iso-

tope fractionation and nuclear field shift isotope

effects (Bigeleisen 1996; Schauble 2007), but the spe-

cific mechanisms are still largely unaccounted for.

Thallium isotopes have thus far mainly been

applied to investigate past and present marine envir-

onments. Firstly, several papers have focused on

paleoceanographic processes in the Cenozoic and it

appears that Tl isotopes may be utilized as a monitor

of Fe and Mn supply to the water column over million

year time scales (Rehk€amper et al. 2004; Baker et al.

2009; Nielsen et al. 2009a). Secondly, Tl isotopes can

be used to calculate the magnitude of hydrothermal

fluid circulation through ocean crust. Such calcula-

tions can be performed both for high and low temper-

ature fluids (Nielsen et al. 2006c). Thirdly, it has been

shown that marine ferromanganese sediments can be

detected in mantle-derived basalts (Nielsen et al.

2006b), which confirms that marine sediments sub-

ducted at convergent plate margins can be recycled

to the surface via mantle plumes (Hofmann and White

1982).

Apart from the obvious overall necessity of

expanding the Tl isotope and concentration database

for all terrestrial environments in order to gain a better

understanding of the geochemical distribution and

behavior of this element, there are a few crucial inves-

tigations that are needed to advance the utility of Tl

isotopes as quantitative tracers of past and present

geological processes.

First of all, we must understand the mechanisms

that govern the two major Tl isotope effects observed

on Earth and which yield highly fractionated Tl in Fe-

Mn sediments and low-T altered basalts. This knowl-

edge will not only help expand our appreciation of the

physico-chemical processes that cause very heavy iso-

topes to fractionate, but also enable us to better utilize

the Tl isotope system to quantify low-T hydrothermal

fluid flow (Nielsen et al. 2006c) and generate more

accurate models for the causes of the Tl isotope varia-

tions observed in the marine environment over time

(Baker et al. 2009; Nielsen et al. 2009a). Efforts are

currently in progress that may eventually shed light on

the origin of these Tl isotope fractionations (Nielsen

et al. 2008; Coggon et al. 2009; Peacock et al. 2009),

but there is probably still a long way to go before

constraints from experiments and theory can be com-

bined in comprehensive models that are consistent

with observations on natural systems.

Secondly, it will be important to refine the three

applications outlined in Sect. 13.6. For the paleocea-

nographic studies this will include a detailed determi-

nation of the magnitude and isotope compositions of
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the most uncertain marine fluxes. These are benthic

pore waters, adsorption processes on pelagic clays and

low-T hydrothermal alteration. A complete under-

standing of the modern marine Tl cycle is a prerequi-

site for good models of past Tl isotope variations.

Another aspect of the oceanic Tl isotope evolution

that has yet to be investigated, are short-term fluctua-

tions, for example on glacial-interglacial time-scales.

Since the marine residence time of Tl is ~21 kyr

(Table 13.4), it should be feasible to observe perturba-

tions of the Tl cycle that happen on geologically rapid

time-scales, although it will be vital to identify geo-

logical archives that accurately monitor seawater Tl

isotope variations with millennial resolution.

The use of Tl isotopes as a tool in mantle geochem-

istry is currently limited by scant data. Thallium iso-

tope and concentration data are presently available

only for a few OIB and we also lack knowledge

concerning how Tl is cycled through subduction

zones. Two recent studies that attempted to address

such questions through Tl isotope analyses of cratonic

eclogites (Nielsen et al. 2009b) and island arc lavas

(Prytulak and Nielsen, unpublished data) were unable

to conclusively constrain the behavior of Tl and further

investigations of rocks from subduction related envir-

onments are thus necessary. Of particular interest to

such studies are the distinct Tl isotope compositions of

key arc components, particularly marine sediments and

altered basalts. This implies, for example, that Tl iso-

tope data for arc lavas may provide information on the

sources of Tl and, more generally, element mobility

and transport in subduction zone environments.

Lastly, there are a number of essentially unexplored

but potentially useful applications of Tl isotopes. For

example, anthropogenic Tl pollution from power

plants and zinc smelting might be characterized by

distinct Tl isotope fingerprints that reflect kinetic iso-

tope fractionation. The isotope fractionations that may

result from the partitioning of chalcophile Tl (Shaw

1952) into sulfide phases has also been largely

neglected to date. A Tl isotope study of rocks from

the vicinity of a Cu porphyry deposit showed that Tl

may retain its lithophile behavior even in sulphide-rich

environments (Baker et al. 2010a). Some sulfides,

however, are known to be enriched in Tl (Heinrichs

et al. 1980), but apart from this, little is known about

the association of Tl with sulfide minerals. Hence, it

may be of value to investigate Tl isotope fractionation

during partitioning into sulfides. Such studies may

yield information about the conditions at which Tl

behaves as a lithophile or chalcophile element and,

potentially, help improve our understanding of fluid

mobility in ore systems.
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Chapter 14

Po-210 in the Environment: Biogeochemical Cycling
and Bioavailability

Guebuem Kim, Tae-Hoon Kim, and Thomas M. Church

Abstract As the heaviest element of Group 6A, 210Po

has a unique biogeochemistry in the environment that

challenges our understanding. This chapter provides

an overview of the research on 210Po in the atmosphere

as well as in marine and other aqueous environments.

Excess atmospheric 210Po has been attributed to exter-

nal sources, such as volcanic emissions, resuspension

of soil humus, incursion of stratospheric air, sea spray

from the oceanic surface micro-layer, plant exudates

including evapotranspiration, anthropogenic emissions

(e.g., emission from coal combustion), and bio-

volatilization through the formation of dimethyl

polonide. Most of these sources have been qualita-

tively identified, yet they remain difficult to quantify.

In the aqueous environment, 210Po is efficiently accu-

mulated in plankton and bacteria and is biomagnified

through the food webs, relative to its grandparent
210Pb, causing 210Po to be largely deficient in the

euphotic zone. Globally, 210Po deficiency increases

as ocean productivity decreases in the upper 1,000 m

through biological transfer to the upper trophic levels.

Smaller 210Po deficiencies in the productive areas of

the ocean appear to be related to relatively active

bacterial remineralization. Unusually high activities

of 210Po are often found in the suboxic and anoxic

waters in association with S, Mn, and Fe redox cycles.

As many details of these processes remain elusive and

under debate, we propose additional studies that should

be conducted.

14.1 Introduction

Naturally occurring 210Po (t1/2 ¼ 138 days) is the

decay product of 210Pb (t1/2 ¼ 22.3 years) via 210Bi

(t1/2 ¼ 5 days) in the 238U decay series and widely

distributed in the earth’s crust, rivers, oceans, and the

atmosphere. 210Po is highly radioactive, with alpha

particle energy of 5.30 MeV. Although alpha particles

are not sufficiently energetic to pass through a person’s

outer skin, they easily penetrate the unprotected lining

and pass through living cells when released within the

lungs. Thus, 210Po and other radon daughters in the

inhaled air may cause lung cancer, especially when

individuals are exposed to high activities of point-

sources in regions such as confined spaces associated

with radioactive materials. In addition, it could pose a

risk to human health when it enters the body through

food consumption.

The ratios of 210Po/210Pb vary in the earth’s surface,

aqueous environment, and atmosphere because of

their different chemical reactivity, biological enrich-

ments, and volatility. In the atmosphere, 210Po pro-

duced from 210Pb is minor (e.g., 210Po/210Pb < 0.1),

as measured in precipitation or fallout particles. How-

ever, a large excess (not produced in the troposphere)

of 210Po is introduced by a variety of sources, including

volcanic emissions, resuspension of top soils, incur-

sion of stratospheric air, sea spray from the oceanic

surface micro-layer, bio-volatilization of 210Po from

the ocean, and anthropogenic emissions (Vilenskii

1970; Poet et al. 1972; Turekian et al. 1974, 1977;

Moore et al. 1976; Bacon and Elzerman 1980; Lambert

et al. 1985; Baskaran 2011). In the aquatic environ-

ment, 210Po displays a strong biogeochemical cycling,

relative to its parent 210Pb, and exhibits a large defi-

ciency in the euphotic zone because of its preferential
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removal by biota and rapid regeneration in the subsur-

face layer because of preferential remineralization

from sinking biogenic debris.

Concentration factors for 210Po in the pelagic eco-

system increase through the food web from phyto-

plankton and finally to fish (15 � 104, shrimp),

although they are only about 12–23 � 102 for 210Pb

(e.g., Fisher et al. 1983; Stewart and Fisher 2003;

Stewart et al. 2005; Waska et al. 2008). Uranium

mining operations often result in elevated levels

of 210Po in freshwater fish (average 208 mBq g�1),

especially in the viscera, while 210Pb concentrates in

the bone (Carvalho 1988; Carvalho et al. 2007). Po is

effectively taken up by bacteria and dispersed between

the cell walls, cytoplasm, and high-molecular-weight

proteins in a manner similar to sulfur (Fisher et al.

1983; Cherrier et al. 1995; LaRock et al. 1996;

Momoshima et al. 2001; Kim et al. 2005a). Thus, the

volatility of Po could be due to the formation of bio-

volatile species such as dimethyl polonide (Hussain

et al. 1995). Given its high affinity for bacteria, it is not

surprising that extremely high and unsupported 210Po

activity was found in some sulfide-bearing shallow

groundwater in central Florida (Harada et al. 1989).

Thus, studying 210Po in the environment is important

in many aspects: (1) it can serve as a tracer for sulfur

group elements such as Se and Te in aqueous environ-

ments, (2) its bio-accumulation and transfer through

terrestrial and marine food chains are of great health

concerns for human beings, and (3) the occurrence of

excess 210Po in the atmosphere is also important for

tracing atmospheric emissions and in enclosed areas

for human health. In this chapter, we review recent

advances in our understanding of the fate and cycling

of 210Po in the atmospheric and aqueous environments.

14.2 Analytical Methods

The analytical methods for measuring 210Po and 210Pb

in the same sample are relatively straightforward (e.g.,

Sarin et al. 1992; Kim et al. 1999; Masque et al. 2002;

Stewart et al. 2007; IAEA 2009; Baskaran et al. 2009;

GEOTRACES User Manual, Church and Baskaran,

http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/res/pi/geotraces/

documents/GEOTRACESIPYProtocols-Final.pdf).

The source of 210Po is prepared by spontaneous

self-deposition onto a silver disc and following simple

pre-concentration procedures to separate 210Pb. Then,
210Pb is measured, via ingrown 210Po, after storing

the sample for more than 3 months. Some researchers

determine 210Pb activities by beta counting of

its daughter, 210Bi, following a specific separation

and source preparation in order to obtain 210Pb data

without delay (e.g., Nozaki and Tsunogai 1973). Also,

some researchers conduct the separation of 210Po from
210Pb via specialized resins before auto-plating in

order to eliminate any interference in the alpha count-

ing (e.g., IAEA 2009). However, in this chapter we

describe the simplest and most common method for
210Po and 210Pb analyses in water samples. Although

we do not include the method for solid samples, the

methods after sample dissolution and subsequent

Fe(OH)3 precipitation are the same.

In general, approximately 10–20 L of water is

required for the analysis of dissolved or total 210Po

and 210Pb in seawater, river water, or lake water.

Because the activity of 210Pb in particulate matter is

approximately one order of magnitude lower than that

in solution, the volume of water required for the anal-

ysis of particulate 210Po and 210Pb is approximately

3–5 times higher than that required for the analyses

of 210Po and 210Pb in the solution form. Although

the uncertainties in measuring the sample volume

can easily be reduced in the laboratory, special tools,

such as an electronic balance, may be required to

weigh the samples in order to reduce the uncertainties

onboard ships.

The separation between the dissolved and particu-

late phases can be performed using the membrane or

cartridge filters with a pore size of 0.4–0.8 mm imme-

diately after sample collection. From the GEOTRACE

intercalibration results (GEOTRACES User Manual),

the difference between the particulate 210Po and 210Pb

concentrations using 0.4- or 0.8-mm filters was found

to be insignificant, but the choice of the filter materials

is important – Supor 0.4–0.8 mm filter cartridges (e.g.

Acropak 500) have been found to be reliable. The

filtered water samples are stored in acid-cleaned plas-

tic containers with acidification to a pH lower than 2.

Because the intercalibration showed higher than 20%

uncertainties for 10–20 L water volumes for both

nuclides, water volumes of at least 50 L are recom-

mended for particulate 210Po and 210Pb measurements.

The water samples are transferred into plastic buck-

ets or cubitainers, and then spiked with NIST-traceable
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209Po, 25 mg of ancient Pb carrier (with a negligible
210Pb activity), and 70 mg of Fe3+ carrier for 10–20 L

volume. Following stirring with rods or bubbling with

N2 gas for 10–30 min for equilibration of the spikes

and carriers, the samples are allowed to stand for an

additional hours to ensure complete equilibration

(Kim et al. 1999). The Po and Pb are co-precipitated

with Fe(OH)3 at pH 7–8 using ammonia solution, with

vigorous stirring during the first 10 min, and the pre-

cipitate is then allowed to settle for hours. The super-

natant is siphoned off, and the precipitates are

collected using a centrifuge or Whatman 54 quantita-

tive-grade paper. The precipitates on the filter paper

are dissolved by adding approximately 3 mL of 6 M

HCl and are then rinsed thoroughly using about 40 mL

of deionized water to bring the samples for plating to

approximately 0.5 M HCl. About 200 mg of ascorbic

acid is added to reach a colorless solution (Fe is fully

reduced). The Po in the solution is spontaneously

plated onto a silver disc (the reverse side of which is

covered by a neutral cement or plastic film) by swirling

the disc in water at temperature at approximately 90�C.
After the self-plating of Po onto the disc, the

solution is dried and then dissolved in 5 mL of 9 M

HCl. The Pb is separated from Po using a precondi-

tioned 9 M HCl anion-exchange column. The remain-

ing Po is adsorbed onto the column, while Pb passes

through the column. To the collected Pb solution, a

known amount of 209Po spike is added, and the sam-

ple is stored in a clean plastic bottle for more than 3

months. The 210Pb activity is measured by deter-

mining the ingrown activity of 210Po. The chemical

yield of Pb from all the procedures is determined by

measuring the stable Pb recovery for an aliquot of the
210Pb solution. The 210Po activity is determined using

alpha spectroscopy.

The time of sampling, anion column separation,

and alpha counting should be recorded to conduct

the appropriate corrections for the ingrowth and

decay of 210Po and 210Pb from sampling to counting

(IAEA 2009). The activity of 210Po is calculated by

the 210Po/209Po counting ratios multiplied by the

activity of the added 209Po spike. The counts of

each Po peak should be carefully corrected for back-

ground because Po background builds up easily

owing to its volatile nature. The blank activities

should be further corrected for the 210Po and 210Pb

activities.

14.3 210Po in the Atmosphere

In the atmosphere, 222Rn daughters, 210Pb, 210Bi,

and 210Po, grow in during the residence of aerosols

because they are adsorbed readily onto particles. Thus,

their disequilibria, 210Pb/222Rn, 210Bi/210Pb, and
210Po/210Pb, have been used to determine the resi-

dence times of aerosols (e.g., Turekian et al. 1977;

Carvalho 1995a; Church and Sarin 2008). Amongst

these pairs, the residence times (10–300 days) of aero-

sols based on 210Po/210Pb disequilibria are generally

much longer than those based on the other pairs (2–20

days) and aerosol deposition models (e.g., Kim et al.

2005a). Thus, the various possible sources for the

excess 210Po (the observed 210Po activity minus the
210Po activity produced from 210Pb in the troposphere)

have been reported in many studies. The suggested

primary sources include the input of aged aerosols

from the stratosphere (residence time of about 1

year) or resuspended dust from topsoil in which the
210Po/210Pb activity ratios are close to 1. Poet et al.

(1972) and Moore et al. (1976) suggested that 210Po

mixed down from the stratosphere was 0.2–7% of that

in the troposphere. At Lamto, on the west coast of the

African continent, soil dusts from Sahara desert con-

tributed to very high 210Po/210Pb ratios, ranging from

0.30 to 0.54, in the winter atmosphere (Nho et al.

1996). In this chapter, we introduce recent progress

in finding the sources of preferential 210Po inputs into

the atmosphere via geophysical or biogeochemical

processes.

First, high 210Po can be introduced into the atmo-

sphere by volcanic activities because of its high

volatility relative to 210Pb. The activity ratios of
210Po/210Pb were found to be between 5 and 40 in

volcanic plumes from Mt. Etna (Lambert et al. 1985)

and up to ~600 at the Stromboli volcano (Gauthier

et al. 2000). For this reason, the 210Po/210Pb ratios in

freshly erupted pyroclastic or lava flows are close to

zero (Bennett et al. 1982; Gill et al. 1985; Rubin et al.

1994). Although quite patchy in space and time, the

input of 210Po from volcanic emissions can account for

more than one-half of the global budget of 210Po in the

atmosphere (Lambert et al. 1979, 1982). In northern

Taiwan, Su and Huh (2002) observed higher
210Po/210Pb, derived from pre-eruption gas emission

from the Philippines’ Mayon volcano. Based on these

observational results, they suggested that 210Po might
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serve as a precursor of volcano eruptions worldwide if

a global network can be properly designed.

Second, the source of excess 210Po activities in the

atmosphere can be from sea spray. The sea-surface

microlayer has high activity of 210Po relative to
210Pb. The secretion from phytoplankton concentra-

ted in the surface microlayer, where the 210Po/210Pb

activity ratios are as much as 3.8 (Bacon and Elzerman

1980), could increase the 210Po/210Pb activity ratios in

the atmosphere by sea-sprays. Heyraud and Cherry

(1983) showed that the 210Po/210Pb ratios were in the

ranges of 1–3 and 2–80 for the surface microlayer and

neuston, respectively. Kim et al. (2005a) showed that

the seawater fraction of 210Po in aerosol samples from

Busan, a harbor city in Korea, explained the unusually

high excess of 210Po activities. This suggests that a

small fraction of the sea spray can result in a large

excess of 210Po in the coastal atmosphere.

Third, bio-volatile 210Po from the eutrophic coastal

region could result in high excess 210Po in the atmo-

sphere. Hussain et al. (1995) documented that bio-

volatile Po (i.e., dimethypolonide) can be formed

in natural water together with other species, such

as DMS, DMSe, and MMHg, through theoretical cal-

culations and laboratory experiments. Similarly,

Momoshima et al. (2001) reported that the formation

and emission of volatile Po compounds occurred asso-

ciated with the biological activity of microorganisms

in culture medium as well as in natural seawater. Kim

et al. (2000) observed that the increase in the excess
210Po in the Chesapeake Bay air was dependent on the

wind speed over a threshold of 3 m s�1 (mean), similar

to other gases (i.e., CO2, SF6, and DMS) (Fig. 14.1).

They showed that the simultaneously measured activ-

ity ratios of 7Be/210Pb and 210Pb/222Rn argued against

either higher-altitude air or continental soils as the

source of this excess. Thus, Kim et al. (2000) sug-

gested that the source of excess 210Po could be from

surrounding coastal seawater through the gaseous

air-sea exchange of volatile biogenic species (e.g.,

dimethyl polonide). They found that less than 10% of

the total 210Po in the Chesapeake or Delaware Bay was

required to be volatile to account for the excess 210Po

in the observed air. Hussain et al. (1993) showed

nearly threefold higher activity ratios of 210Po/210Pb

in aerosols in and around the mid-Atlantic region in

the summer than that in the fall and winter, even

through the winter winds are stronger, as an indication

of an additional bio-volatile 210Po source in the marine

environment during summer.

Forth, plant exudates, which are submicron parti-

cles, can be important sources of excess 210Po in the

atmosphere (Moore et al. 1976). Plant exudates are

formed by the condensation of volatile organic mate-

rials released from the plant surfaces. Stress conditions

such as leaf expansion during active growth or by

normal weathering due to wind action and abrasion

may lead to loss of these exudates (Moore et al. 1976).

Moore et al. (1976) predicted that plant exudates con-

tribute to almost 40% of the natural and anthropogenic
210Po fluxes in the atmosphere over the continental

USA, on the basis of a weak correlation between

submicron aerosols and vegetation density, without

actual 210Po data. Since this process seems to be quan-

titatively important, more direct measurements are

necessary in the future.

Fifth, anthropogenic 210Po input can result from its

high volatility. Moore et al. (1976) found that up to 7%

of the total 210Po flux to the atmosphere in Boulder,

Colorado, USA could be from anthropogenic sources.

These can be produced from phosphate fertilizer dis-

persion, a by-product of gypsum or lead refinement,

cement and other metal production, and fossil-fuel

burning. As such, Carvalho (1995b) reported increased
210Po/210Pb ratios in precipitation from the industrial

emission of 210Po in Lisbon, Portugal. Kim et al.

(2005a) documented that excess 210Po in the

Fig. 14.1 Plots of maximum wind speed vs. 210Po/210Pb activ-

ity ratio for aerosol samples collected in Chesapeake Bay, USA,

during 10–24 August 1995 (adapted from Kim et al. 2000).

Wind speeds were measured on board hourly
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metropolitan areas of Seoul, Korea, originates mostly

from anthropogenic sources. They observed a strong

correlation between non-sea-salt (nss) SO4
2� and

excess 210Po, although there was no correlation

between nss-SO4
2� and its parent 210Pb, suggesting

that both anthropogenic SO4
2� and excess 210Po are

controlled mainly by the same factor (Fig. 14.2). Based

on this correlation and the d34S values, they concluded

that the major source for excess 210Po in Seoul precipi-

tation is anthropogenic, likely from the burning of

fossil fuels such as coals and petroleum oils, biomass

burning, and/or high-temperature incineration. Gaff-

ney et al. (2004) showed that the contribution of soils

or coal-fired power plants to the 210Po/210Pb activity

ratio in aerosols could be successfully evaluated by

measuring the activity ratios for both fine (<1 mm)

and coarse (>1 mm) fractions.

Nevertheless, 210Po/210Pb disequilibria have been

successfully used for estimating the aerosol resi-

dence times in some isolated areas (i.e., Arctic

haze). Baskaran and Shaw (2001) observed that the
210Po/210Pb ratios in Arctic haze aerosols varied

between 0 and 0.177; the residence times of the

aerosols calculated from these ratios were between

0 and 39 days. In addition, the aerosol residence

times calculated from the 210Po/210Pb ratios at Cen-

terton, New Jersey, USA, were equal to or slightly

shorter than those calculated using 210Bi/210Pb ratios

for the same aerosol samples; this indicated the

negligible input of excess 210Po in this area. The

mean deposition velocity of the aerosols using
210Po was found to be 2.2 cm s�1; this velocity was

higher than that reported for 210Pb at the same site

(McNeary and Baskaran 2007). The aforementioned

difference could be attributed to the difference in the

scavenging behaviors of these two nuclides. Thus, to

understand the scavenging mechanisms for 210Po-

and 210Pb-laden aerosols and to validate the resi-

dence time calculation methods using Rn daughters,

more extensive measurements must be performed on

all Rn daughter pairs under different environmental

conditions and for different particle sizes.

14.4 210Po in the Ocean

In the surface ocean, 210Po is generally deficient rela-

tive to its parent 210Pb due to preferential removal by

biota, where it is in near equilibrium or excess below

the surface mixed layer due to rapid regeneration

from sinking organic matter (Shannon et al. 1970;

Bacon et al. 1976; Thomson and Turekian 1976;

Cochran et al. 1983; Chung and Finkel 1988; Bacon

et al. 1988). Sarin et al. (1999) showed that the dis-

solved 210Po activities in the surface waters of the

equatorial and South Atlantic Ocean are about a third

of the equilibrium concentrations. Based on these

Fig. 14.2 Plots of excess 210Po activities vs. (a) non-sea-salt
SO4

2� and (b) d34S in precipitation from Seoul (SNU, Korea)

and Busan (PKNU, Korea) stations (adapted from Kim et al.

2005a). A 95% confidence interval is shown for the regression

(a). In general, the d34S value is approximately 21‰ for sea

spray, 5‰ on average for volcanic emissions, and lower than

�4‰ for most of the biogenic emissions (Pichlmayer et al.

1998; Rees 1970). Anthropogenic sulfates exhibit a wide range

of values from 0 to 10‰
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disequilibria, they calculated that the residence times

of dissolved 210Po in the surface water at the equatorial

and southern sites were about 73 and 130 days, respec-

tively, with longer residence times for the intermediate

depths (100–500 m). The observed 210Po-210Pb dise-

quilibria showed a significant positive correlation

(r2 ¼ 0.61) with the POC concentrations, suggesting

that the 210Po deficiency in surface water is associated

mainly with biological removal from surface waters

(Sarin et al. 1999). Therefore, a larger deficiency of
210Po would be expected in the more productive areas

of the ocean, where the population of sinking particles

is larger. However, Kim (2001) showed that 210Po

deficiencies decrease as ocean productivity increases

for the globally available 210Po data in the upper

1,000 m (Fig. 14.3). The removal of 210Po through

the 500 m depth was about an order of magnitude

higher in the oligotrophic ocean than in the productive

areas of the ocean.

Nozaki et al. (1990), for the first time, pointed out

an unusually large deficiency of Po in the oligotrophic

Philippine Sea. They explained this phenomenon with

a 2–3-fold larger focusing of atmospheric 210Pb, rela-

tive to the model-based estimate, and subsequent ven-

tilation into the deeper ocean. However, Kim (2001)

posited that episodic atmospheric focusing could not

significantly affect on the large deficiency of 210Po in

the upper oligotrophic Sargasso Sea or Philippine Sea

due to the following reasons: (1) the effect of a sudden

increase in the atmospheric input of 210Pb (with negli-

gible 210Po) cannot be significant because the water

residence times in the upper 500 m are longer than 10

years in the major oceans, allowing almost 100%
210Po ingrowth; (2) the directly measured annual

atmospheric deposition of 210Pb during the study

period was less than 10% of the deficiency of the
210Po inventory in the 0–700 m layer in the Sargasso-

Sea; (3) the largest deficiency of 210Po was found in

the subsurface layer (Fig. 14.3) rather than in the

surface layer; and (4) the large deficiencies

are perennial in the Sargasso Sea based on bimonthly

measurements (Kim 2001). Kim (2001) showed that

the horizontal transport of waters from the ocean

margins also could not be the source of this large
210Po deficiency water because 210Po deficiencies

are generally smaller in coastal waters due to rapid

remineralization.

Alternatively, Kim (2001) suggested that the large

deficiencies of 210Po are likely due to biological

removal from the total (dissolved plus particulate)

pool by cyanobacteria and subsequent transfer to nek-

ton (via grazing), which is unavailable to normal

oceanographic water sampling. He showed the follow-

ing evidence supporting this hypothesis: (1) the sedi-

ment trap based fluxes of 210Po (Bacon et al. 1985)

through 3,000 m in the Sargasso Sea were an order of

magnitude lower than the calculated 210Po removal

flux through 3,000 m; (2) the calculated 210Po/210Pb

export flux ratio in the upper Sargasso Sea (0–500 m)

is about 20, which is similar to that in zooplankton

(about 20), but much higher than that in sediment trap

samples at 500 m in the Sargasso Sea (about 2–3);

Fig. 14.3 Total (dissolved + particulate) deficiency of 210Po

relative to 210Pb in the upper ocean and removal fluxes of 210Po

at 500 m (adapted from Kim 2001). The oceanic locations

plotted are divided into three categories depending on biological

productivity, (a) oligotrophic-very low productive ocean,

(b) mesotrophic-intermediate productive ocean, and (c) eutro-
phic-relatively high productive ocean. The abbreviations Eq.,

SW, NW, SE represent equatorial, south western, north western,

and south eastern, respectively
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(3) in the oligotrophic oceans, such as the Sargasso

Sea, bacteria constitute the dominant biomass of the

microflora and are partially predated upon by protozoa

and higher trophic levels; (4) the particulate fraction

(15–75%) in the oligotrophic Sargasso Sea is much

higher than that in the productive areas of the ocean

(e.g. the Bay of Bengal, <15%); and (5) the largest

deficiency of 210Po was found in the subsurface layer,

where bacterial production peaks. More evidently, the

relative proportion of particulate 210Po was consider-

ably higher during the summer of 1997 in the Sargasso

Sea when the maximum nitrogen-fixation occurred,

showing a good correlation (r ¼ 0.85) between the

particulate to dissolved ratios of 210Po and N2 fixation

rates by Trichodesmium (size: ~0.5 by 3 mm)

(Fig. 14.4). Chung and Wu (2005) also found a large

deficiency of Po in the northern South China Sea,

adjacent to the Philippine Sea. In this region, the

mean value of the total and the dissolved 210Po to
210Pb activity ratios was approximately 0.6 for the

entire water column. Because this large 210Po defi-

ciency could not be explained by the scavenging of

sinking particulates on the basis of sediment trap

results, they concluded that the deficiency is asso-

ciated with biological removal and transfer to the

upper trophic levels.

In contrast, in the eutrophic ocean, the ecosystem is

supported mainly by macro-phytoplankton (i.e.,

diatoms), which are less efficient in taking up 210Po

relative to bacteria. The enriched Po in diatoms could

be rapidly regenerated by attached bacteria and trans-

ferred to abundant free-living bacteria, non-sinking fine

particles (0.3–0.6 mm diameter), in a manner similar to

dissolved organic carbon (Kim 2001). In general, in

the eutrophic ocean, the turnover times of bacterial

organic carbon (>95% are free-living bacteria) are

about fourfold faster, and the amount of free-living

bacteria is an order of magnitude larger, relative to the

oligotrophic ocean. This suggests that the Po could

reside in the non-sinking organic pool for a much

longer time in the eutrophic ocean, potentially with

other sulfur group elements.

Recent studies have suggested that 210Po is a poten-

tially good tracer for particulate organic carbon (POC)

export (Shimmield et al. 1995; Friedrich and Rutgers

van der Loeff 2002; Murray et al. 2005; Stewart et al.

2010), similar to 234Th. Friedrich and Rutgers van der

Loeff (2002) reported that the observed fractionation

of 234Th and 210Po on particles, dependent on particle

composition (POC/biogenic silica ratio), is in accor-

dance with the known preference of 210Po for cyto-

plasm in the Antarctic Circumpolar Current. On this

basis, they suggested that the utilization of the two

tracers together would enable a more detailed

Fig. 14.4 Enrichment of polonium into cyanobacteria (adapted

from Kim 2001). (a) A plot of dissolved vs. particulate 210Po in

the surface (0–100 m) Sargasso Sea between 1996 and 1997,

showing higher enrichment of 210Po to particulate matter during

summer (the numbered percentages represent the proportion of

particulate 210Po), (b) a correlation between Trichodesmium N2

fixation rates in the surface ocean and relative activities of

particulate to dissolved 210Po ratios in surface ocean (upper

20 m). Errors for Trichodesmium N2 fixation rates are from

the standard deviation of the average N2 fixation in Puffs and

Tufts for each month, and errors for 210Po are based on 1s
counting error propagation. The dotted lines indicate 95%

confidence intervals
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interpretation of POC fluxes than would be possible by

using 234Th alone. Murray et al. (2005) found that the

POC export fluxes calculated from 210Po were much

more variable than those calculated from 234Th

because of the more variable correction factors for

advection in the central equatorial Pacific. Stewart

et al. (2010) found a very good correlation (>80%)

between the relative fraction of 210Po and POC in size-

fractionated particles, with a better relationship during

non-bloom conditions at the Bermuda Atlantic Time-

series Study (BATS) site. They suggested that 210Po

traces POC export fluxes more accurately in low-

export seasons than during high-export seasons, such

as during a spring bloom. In the Bellingshausen Sea in

Antarctica, the export production measured using
210Po was considerably lower than that measured

using 234Th, suggesting that a better understanding of

radionuclide uptake and recycling in conjunction with

POC is necessary to trace export production (Shim-

mield et al. 1995). Careful consideration is thus

needed with regard to the use of 210Po as a POC tracer

because 210Po uptake rates appear to be largely depen-

dent on ecosystem structures and microbial roles.

14.5 210Po in Suboxic and Anoxic Waters

The activity of 210Po in oxic waters of major oceans

ranges from 1 to 5 mBq L�1. Similarly, in the oligotro-

phic Crystal Lake in Wisconsin, USA, the mean annual

total concentration of 210Po is 1.6 � 0.7 mBq L�1.

However, 210Po activities are higher, up to 17mBq L�1,

in seasonally anoxic ponds such as Pond B in

South Carolina, USA (Kim et al. 2005b), and Bickford

Pond in Massachusetts, USA (Benoit and Hemond

1990), as well as in permanently anoxic seawater

such as Framvaren Fjord in Norway (Swarzenski et al.

1999) (Table 14.1). In the permanently anoxic Jellyfish

Lake in Palau, the maximum activity of 210Po was

133 mBq L�1, among the highest found in natural

waters, except for some sulfide-bearing shallow

groundwater (Harada et al. 1989).

Kim et al. (2005b) showed that, in the seasonally

oxic environment, Pond B, the activity of 210Po

increases sharply from the surface to the bottom

layer, with a maximum activity of 14 mBq L�1, in

the summer, while it is vertically uniform and low in

winter (Fig. 14.5). In Pond B, the bottom layer

becomes anoxic from May to October, and the con-

centrations of Fe and Mn increase sharply from the

surface to the bottom layer during this period, similar

to the 210Po pattern, due to the dissolution of metal

oxides and oxyhydroxides of Fe and Mn in the reduc-

ing bottom sediments (Kim et al. 2005b). It has been

reported that Po (IV) is insoluble and is reduced to Po

(II) near the potential at which Mn (IV) is reduced to

Mn (II) (Benoit and Hemond 1990; Balistrieri et al.

1995). Thus, the summer profile of 210Po resulted from

its diffusion from bottom sediments under reducing

conditions, together with Fe and Mn, in contrast to its

much lower winter patterns as a consequence of effi-

cient co-precipitation with Fe and Mn oxides. How-

ever, 210Pb did not show such seasonal variations and

was vertically uniform in Pond B, similar to Cs, Al,

Na, and Cu, those are not sensitive to redox conditions

(Kim et al. 2005b). Based on the seasonal changes in

the 210Po budget, Kim et al. (2005b) showed that the

actual amount of labile 210Po inputs to the water col-

umn is a small fraction (<5%) of the 210Po pool in the

surface bottom sediment. However, the activities of

total 210Po in the seasonally anoxic Sammamish Lake

(0.07–0.47 mBq L�1) in Washington, USA, were

much lower than those in Pond B (Balistrieri et al.

Table 14.1 The activity of 210Po in various aquatic environments (after Kim et al. 2005b)

Location Water type Depth (m) 210Po (mBq L�1) References

Atlantic Ocean Oxic seawater 0–4,200 1–2 Kim and Church (2001)

Pacific Ocean Oxic seawater 0–5,420 1–5 Nozaki et al. (1997)

Indian Ocean Oxic seawater 0–5,587 1–2 Obota et al. (2004)

North Sea Oxic seawater 5–45 1–5 Zuo and Eisma (1993)

Framvaren Fiord Permanently anoxic seawater 0–30 0–17 Swarzenski et al. (1999)

Jellyfish Lake Permanently anoxic seawater 0–30 1–133 Kim et al. (2005b)

Lake Sammamish Seasonally anoxic freshwater 0–32 0–3 Balistrieri et al. (1995)

Crystal Lake Seasonally anoxic freshwater 0–20 1–5 Talbot and Andren (1984)

Bickford Pond Seasonally anoxic freshwater 0–12 1–17 Benoit and Hemond (1990)

Pond B Seasonally anoxic freshwater 0–12 1–14 Kim et al. (2005b)
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1995). In this pond, the activities of both 210Po and
210Pb increased with depth. The researchers suggested

that during oxic periods, 210Pb behavior was linked to

Fe cycling, whereas 210Po behavior was more closely

linked to the cycling of Mn. In anoxic conditions, both

nuclides were influenced by sulfur cycling.

In the permanently anoxic Jellyfish Lake, an order

of magnitude higher inventory of 210Po (11 Bq cm�2),

compared to Pond B, was observed (Kim et al. 2005b).

They showed that this high inventory is associated

with an order of magnitude higher 210Pb fluxes to the

bottom sediment, compared with the atmospheric input

fluxes. In Jellyfish Lake, about 2% of 210Po produced

from the 210Pb in the bottom sediments would account

for the observed excess in the water column. The

benthic fluxes of 210Po to the overlying water column

may be controlled either by diffusion or by pore-water

advection due to tidal pumping of groundwater and

subsequent diffusion upward with the vertical eddy

diffusivity of ~0.2 cm2 s�1 between 15 and 30 m.

In the permanently anoxic fjord, Framvaren, in

Norway, 210Po and 210Pb were highly enriched at the

O2/H2S interface layer, where an active community

of microbes, such as anoxygenic phototrophs (e.g.,

Chromatium, Chlorobium sp.), thrives (Swarzenski

et al. 1999). The observed dissolved 210Po enrichment

at this depth was likely controlled by a phase trans-

formation (particulate!dissolved), which could be

microbially mediated. They suggested that the dis-

solved 210Po and 210Pb were sequestered efficiently

by particulates in the oxic surface layer, and this

process occurred rapidly relative to the kinetics of

phase redistribution because enrichment in particulate

210Po did not occur. In anoxic bottom waters, on the

other hand, the dissolved 210Po activities were lost

from the water column to freshly (co)precipitated sul-

fide minerals (Swarzenski et al. 1999).

A close link between 210Po and the sulfur cycle

has also been observed in anoxic marine sediments

(Connan et al. 2009). In the pore waters of anoxic

marine sediment from the roads of Cherbourg (France)

in the central English Channel, 210Po activity exhibited

large excess in the uppermost layer (~20 mBq L�1)

and lower than 3 mBq L�1 in the deeper layer, relative

to almost constant 210Pb activities (2.4–3.8 mBq L�1)

over the entire depth (Connan et al. 2009). 210Po and
210Pb activities in the pore water were higher than

those in seawater, suggesting that sediments act as a

source of both nuclides in seawater. The distributions

of 210Po activities in the pore waters correlates well

with those obtained for Fe, Mn, and SO4
2�, exhibiting

lower 210Po in the deeper pore water by the formation

of a metal sulfide (Bangnall 1957; LaRock et al. 1996).

Thus, they concluded that early diagenetic process

influences the solid-liquid distribution of 210Po in

marine sediments.

14.6 210Po in Groundwater

In groundwater, the 210Po level rarely exceeds

5 mBq L�1 since it is rapidly adsorbed onto particles.

However, some previous studies (Harada et al. 1989;

Neto and Mazzilli 1998; Ruberu et al. 2007; Seiler

2010) have reported unusually high 210Po activities

in groundwater. The natural enrichment of 210Po in

Fig. 14.5 Vertical profiles of 210Po and 210Pb

activity in the Pond B (South Carolina, USA)

water column in the (a) summer and (b) winter
(adapted from Kim et al. 2005b)
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groundwater may depend to a large extent on the

supply of 222Rn from rocks and sediments, the physi-

cochemical conditions (i.e., pH) of groundwater, and

the occurrence of fine particles (i.e., colloids) that can

retain Po for a long time in solution. Monitoring of the
210Po levels in groundwater is particularly important

for drinking water because Po is highly toxic and it is

difficult to predict the exact level of this nuclide on the

basis of general geochemical information.

Harada et al. (1989) studied the geochemistry of
210Po in a well containing acidic water (pH < 5) with

extraordinarily high 210Po levels (~17 Bq L�1); in this

well water, the activity of 210Po was markedly higher

than that of its parents, 210Pb and 210Bi, while the
222Rn activity was moderately high. They found that

most of the Po species present in this well was in

a form that could not be co-precipitated with iron

hydroxide scavenging; during sulfide oxidation, the

soluble phase took a few days to convert to the partic-

ulate phase. Thus, Harada et al. (1989) speculated that

Po cycling in such an extreme environment is related

to the sulfur cycle, which in turn may be influenced by

sulfur bacteria.

Seiler (2010) found that the activity of 210Po ranged

from 0.37 to 6,590 mBq L�1 in the groundwater in

Lahontan Valley, northern Nevada, USA. In this

region, wells with high 210Po activities had low dis-

solved oxygen concentrations (less than 0.1 mg L�1)

and commonly had pH greater than 9. In Lahontan

Valley, the 210Po activity varied very slightly over a

given period that was several times the half-life of this

nuclide, indicating the continuous production of 210Po

in the aquifer. In this region, the basin-fill sediments

were derived mainly from the erosion of uranium-

enriched granite rocks in the Sierra Nevada by

streams. Thus, radioactive decay of naturally occur-

ring uranium in the sediments was proposed as the

ultimate source of 210Po in this region (Seiler 2010).

On the basis of the results obtained for the Lahontan

valley and those obtained for Florida and Maryland,

Seiler (2010) concluded that natural 210Po enrichment

may occur in acidic, neutral, or basic groundwater,

irrespective of the presence of 222Rn.

In groundwater wells across the state of California,

USA, the 210Po activity ranged from 0.3 to

555 mBq L�1 (Ruberu et al. 2007), which was always

lower than the 210Pb activity (4–1,500 mBq L�1).

According to Ruberu et al. (2007), bacteria may play

a role in the preferential removal of 210Po, relative to

210Pb, by bio-volatilization. In the Brazilian springs

(Vilela and São Bento), which are fed by sandstone

aquifers, the 210Po activity ranged from 120 to

400 mBq L�1, with the 210Po/210Pb activity ratios

ranging from 0.5 to 0.7 (Neto and Mazzilli 1998).

Neto and Mazzilli (1998) stated that the high level of
210Po and 210Pb in these spring waters could be attrib-

uted to the low pH of the water (4.6–5.4) and the

uraniferous nature of the sandstones (0.1–0.2%

U3O8). Although there was no correlation between
210Po and 210Pb, a weak correlation existed between

the 210Po level and the pH. For these spring waters, the

calculated radiation doses corresponding to the inges-

tion of 210Pb and 210Po by the human kidney and bone

surface were up to 5.9 and 1.9 mSv year�1, respec-

tively. This is an issue of concern from the viewpoint

of human health.

14.7 Enrichment of 210Po in Marine
Organisms

210Po has a similar chemical property to Se and Te

(Nieboer and Richardson 1980), but 210Po functions

differently in living organisms (Carvalho 1988;

Carvalho and Fowler 1994; Barceloux 1999; Chasteen

and Bentley 2003; Moroder 2005; Waska et al. 2008).

Although 210Po is radiotoxic even in small concentra-

tions, 210Po is assimilated preferentially over 210Pb by

marine organisms (Heyraud and Cherry 1979; Cherry

and Heyraud 1982; Fisher et al. 1983; Carvalho 1988,

1990; Carvalho and Fowler 1994). Thus, the radiation

dose from 210Po alone can be very high in human

beings who consume seafood. In the ocean, 210Po activ-

ities in phytoplankton range from 40 to 450 Bq kg�1

(dry wt) (Shannon et al. 1970; Heyraud and Cherry

1979; Cherry et al. 1987), and those in zooplankton

range from 100 to 2,000 Bq kg�1 (dry wt) (Shannon

et al. 1970; Kharkar et al. 1976; Heyraud 1982). For

marine fishes and benthic animals, 210Po activities were

found to be from 50 to 900 Bq kg�1 (dry wt) for the

entire body, with exceptionally elevated concentra-

tions in some organs, e.g. the hepatopancreas of crus-

taceans and in the liver, gonads, and bones of

fish (Beasley et al. 1973; Heyraud and Cherry 1979;

Carvalho 1988; Cherry et al. 1989). 210Po activities

in small mesopelagic fish can reach ~800 Bq kg�1

(wet wt) on a whole-body basis (Carvalho 1988).
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Concentration factors for 210Po in the pelagic ecosys-

tem increase through the food web from phytoplankton

to zooplankton and finally to fish (Table 14.2). The

pattern of 210Po accumulation into marine organisms is

similar to that for Se (Heyraud and Cherry 1979; Liu

et al. 1987; Skwarzec 1988; Chatterjee et al. 2001),

which is much more effective than its parent 210Pb

(concentration factors from 1.2 to 2.3 � 103 in

fish, Cherry and Heyraud 1981, 1982; Carvalho 1988;

Stewart and Fisher 2003). The sulfur-group elements

may follow the same metabolic pathways, such as bio-

methylation (Hussain et al. 1995; Chasteen and Bentley

2003; Kim et al. 2000). A 210Po-sulfur covalent bond

may be formed in the hepatopancreas of marine inverte-

brates (Heyraud et al. 1987).

In order to elucidate the relationship between the

chemically similar S, Se, Te, and 210Po in marine

invertebrates, Waska et al. (2008) measured the distri-

bution patterns of these elements in the pacific flying

squid, Todarodes pacificus. They found no relation-

ship between chalcogen concentrations and morpho-

logical parameters (mantle length, body weight, and

sex), but gills showed slightly elevated levels of Se

and 210Po, perhaps due to the absorption and uptake of

these elements over the gill surface (Table 14.2). All

four chalcogens had their highest concentrations in the

hepatopancreas and their lowest concentrations in the

muscle tissues (Waska et al. 2008). Waska et al. (2008)

demonstrated that bioconcentration factors (BCFs),

based on reference seawater values and “internal

BCFs” based on the enrichment in the hepatopancreas

compared with that in muscle tissues, for 210Po

showed a distinct ranking of tissues in the order of

muscle < stomach < gills < hepatopancreas, whereas

the BCFs for Se and Te in the various tissues were of

similar magnitudes. They suggested that the distribu-

tion patterns of Se and Te resemble those of essential

trace elements such as Zn and Cu, whereas 210Po is

partitioned in a manner similar to toxic heavy metals

such as Cd and Ag.

14.8 Future Directions

The source of excess 210Po activities in the atmosphere

has not been understood thoroughly, especially

for plant exudates, anthropogenic sources, and bio-

volatilization. Thus, more extensive studies are neces-

sary to determine the sources of 210Po, its scavenging

mechanisms, and the feasibility of using 210Po as a

tracer for aerosol residence time determination. Because

the occurrence of radioactive 210Po in air is of great

concern, especially when other toxic chemical consti-

tuents accompany it in the urban atmosphere, one

should determine the detailed sources, mechanisms,

and magnitude of anthropogenic 210Po.

In the ocean, Po as a tracer for Se and Te may

be taken up efficiently by bacteria (i.e., cyanobacteria)

in the oligotrophic ocean and transferred to higher

trophic levels (i.e., nekton). In productive areas of

the ocean, sulfur group elements seem to reside in the

subsurface ocean for much longer periods because

they are taken up by abundant free-living bacteria

(non-sinking fine particles). Although this hypothesis

sheds new light on the global marine biogeochemical

cycling of sulfur-group elements in association with

microbial activity, more extensive studies are neces-

sary to find direct evidence, together with Se and Te.

Although these complicated biogeochemical charac-

teristics hamper the use of 210Po as a tracer for the

export of particulate organic matter, it may serve as a

tracer of nitrogen fixation in the ocean if a more direct

link is demonstrated. In addition, the role of colloids

should be investigated in order to fully understand the

mechanisms of the biogeochemical cycling of 210Po in

the ocean.

In the suboxic and anoxic waters, the direct mea-

surements of 210Po transport from bottom sediments

should be conducted using tools such as benthic

Table 14.2 Bioconcentration factors for 210Po, Se, and Te

(after Waska et al. 2008)

Sample type 210Po Se Te

Phytoplankton 7.6 � 104a 1.6 � 104b 600–4.2 � 104c

Zooplankton 8.3 � 105a 3.4 � 104b 8–20c

Loligo sp.

Muscle 1.9 � 104d 2.3 � 104b

Gills – 7.2 � 104b

Hepatopancreas 2.3 � 106d 1.3 � 105b

Todarodes pacificus

Muscle 6.4 � 103e 2.0 � 104e 5.8 � 103e

Stomach 2.6 � 104e 6.2 � 104e 5.9 � 103e

Gills 2.4 � 105e 8.4 � 104e 1.6 � 104e

Hepatopancreas 1.4 � 106e 1.1 � 105e 2.2 � 104e

aSuh et al. (1995)
bLiu et al. (1987)
cNolan et al. (1991)
dHeyraud and Cherry (1979)
eWaska et al. (2008)
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chambers. In addition, both microbial and chemical

roles for the unusually high enrichment of 210Po in the

suboxic and anoxic environments should be further

investigated because different regions show different

enrichment patterns and biogeochemical cycling.

Because 210Po can naturally be highly enriched in

anoxic environments to a very high level, studies on

the bio-concentrations and bio-magnification of 210Po

in these extreme environments are highly recom-

mended. The mechanisms of 210Po enrichment in

groundwater has not been elucidated as yet, and the

observed results differ with the study region and geo-

chemical conditions. Since high levels of 210Po in

drinking groundwater remain a cause of concern

from the human-health perspective, extensive studies

must be carried out to determine the 210Po level in

groundwater as well as the groundwater geochemistry

(i.e., Eh, pH, and DO) and health effects of 210Po.

In order to better understand the enrichment of
210Po by marine organisms and to evaluate the

human uptake rates of 210Po through marine organ-

isms, we have to quantify the 210Po enrichment for all

species for different environmental regions in the

future. Many more studies are still needed on the

detoxification processes that occur at a molecular

level in invertebrates, which could differ depending

on the species and its ecological niche.
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Chapter 15

Applications of Groundwater Helium

J.T. Kulongoski and D.R. Hilton

Abstract Helium abundance and isotope variations

have widespread application in groundwater-related

studies. This stems from the inert nature of this noble

gas and the fact that its two isotopes – helium-3 and

helium-4 – have distinct origins and vary widely in

different terrestrial reservoirs. These attributes allow

He concentrations and 3He/4He isotope ratios to be

used to recognize and quantify the influence of a

number of potential contributors to the total He budget

of a groundwater sample. These are atmospheric com-

ponents, such as air-equilibrated and air-entrained He,

as well as terrigenic components, including in situ

(aquifer) He, deep crustal and/or mantle He and tritio-

genic 3He. Each of these components can be exploited

to reveal information on a number of topics, from

groundwater chronology, through degassing of the

Earth’s crust to the role of faults in the transfer of

mantle-derived volatiles to the surface. In this review,

we present a guide to how groundwater He is collected

from aquifer systems and quantitatively measured in

the laboratory. We then illustrate the approach of

resolving the measured He characteristics into its com-

ponent structures using assumptions of endmember

compositions. This is followed by a discussion of the

application of groundwater He to the types of topics

mentioned above using case studies from aquifers in

California and Australia. Finally, we present possible

future research directions involving dissolved He in

groundwater.

15.1 Introduction

Studies of the noble gas characteristics of groundwater

have long been used to provide information about

climatic conditions during periods of aquifer recharge

(e.g. Mazor 1972; Andrews and Lee 1979). In this res-

pect, the key attributes of the noble gases are their inert

behavior coupled with their well defined solubility

characteristics as a function of temperature and sali-

nity. However, to fully exploit noble gases in this

manner, groundwater residence times must also be

known in order to place an absolute chronology

against climatic variations. Ironically, the least useful

noble gas for paleo-climate studies – helium, due to

the relative insensitivity of its Henry’s Law coefficient

to temperature change – is one of the most useful

gases for providing chronological information, over

both short and long timescales (e.g. Andrews and Lee

1979; Marine 1979; Torgersen 1980; Heaton and Vogel

1981). Thus, helium has often been considered as

a stand-alone tracer to the other noble gases as it has

found widespread application in groundwater-related

research, mostly unrelated to climate studies. This is

the approach adopted in this review – we emphasize the

role of helium in groundwater – and direct the reader

to other publications (e.g. Ballentine et al. 2002;

Ballentine and Burnard 2002; Kipfer et al. 2002;

Phillips and Castro 2003) which provide background

on the utility of the other noble gases in groundwater.

We begin with an overview of the collection and

measurement approaches commonly used to produce

He data on groundwater samples. We provide details

of field and laboratory techniques and protocols for

the production of both precise and accurate He isotope

and concentration data. By adopting reasonable esti-

mates of potential endmember compositions which
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contribute to observed (i.e., measured) values, we

show how He variations can be resolved to yield

quantitative information on the different sources com-

prising the He record. Such information can indeed be

used to provide chronological information on the resi-

dence time of the groundwater since the time of

recharge (i.e., since last equilibration with the atmo-

sphere in the unsaturated zone). However, ground-

water He data go far beyond this application, and we

include discussion on other issues such as degassing

fluxes from the crust and the influence of faults on the

transfer of mantle-derived volatile to the atmosphere –

topics which are amenable to study through exploiting

He measurements of groundwater. We end with a

section on future prospects of groundwater He studies,

particularly in light of the increasing realization that

groundwater He concentrations and its isotope com-

position can vary on both short and long timescales,

and that documenting this variability has exciting

potential for understanding fluid characteristics and

movement through the crust especially in response to

external perturbations, including seismic disturbances.

15.2 Materials and Methods

This section gives an overview of the procedures

involved in producing helium data on groundwater

samples. It includes a brief description of sample

collection methods as well as laboratory procedures

used to prepare He for isotopic and abundance

measurement. It concludes with a note on data quality,

nomenclature, and units.

15.2.1 Sample Collection

Collection of groundwaters for dissolved He analysis

involves exploiting actively-pumping commercial

(i.e., supply) wells, observation wells, natural springs

or seeps. In all cases, the essential prerequisite during

sampling is to avoid, or at least minimize, air contam-

ination. In the case of wells, it is important that the

well volume is purged prior to sampling so that only

aquifer water is collected for analysis. This precaution

involves sampling only after a given time period equi-

valent to purging approximately three volumes of

the well. This safeguard is particularly important for

observation wells where a pump has to be introduced

to sample the groundwater. However, even for appar-

ently continuously-pumping wells, caution must be

exercised that sampling does not take place immedi-

ately following the start of a new pumping cycle as

air can enter the well when the pumping cycle is

interrupted or shut-off.

For natural springs and groundwater seeps, air con-

tamination is avoided by inserting sampling tubing as

far as possible into the “eye” of the spring, i.e., at the

point where water leaves the ground. It must remain

submerged and well below the surface level of the

water for the entire sampling procedure. The tubing

most commonly used is clear and flexible (e.g. PVC or

PTFE – polytetrafluoroethylene), and its role is to

transfer the groundwater into and out of the sampling

vessel. In the case of wells, the same type of tubing

can be connected to the well-head directly, usually via

a sampling port, or to the outlet of the pump in the case

of small, narrow-diameter pumps commonly used for

observation wells. In all cases, prolonged flushing with

the (water) sample of interest should remove, and can

be seen to remove (in the case of transparent plastic

tubing), any air bubbles which may have adhered to

the sides of the tubing.

There are different types of sampling vessel which

are used for the collection and storage of groundwaters

for transfer back to the laboratory. The most common

type is oxygen-free, annealed copper tubing, which is

readily available at plumbers’ supply stores. A length

of ~30 cm copper tube with a diameter of ~9–10 mm

contains ~12 g water which is more than sufficient for

He analysis. The copper tube is connected at each end

with the plastic tubing and the system is flushed with

the groundwater of interest. Water pressure flowing

through the copper tubing can be reduced through

innovative use of Y-connectors at the up-flow end of

the copper – this can help with sealing of the copper

tubes. Capturing the sample in the copper tubing can

be achieved by use of two hinged knife-edged clamps

(a.k.a. refrigeration clamps) which crimp the copper to

form a tight seal – where pressure is maintained on

the seal by the clamps, or through cold welding of

the copper using specific field-portable welding tools.

In the case of particularly gas-rich waters, a pressure

release valve can be incorporated at the out-flow end

of the plastic tubing to help ensure that any dissolved

gases remain in solution.
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The alternative type of vessel used in some cases

for sample collection is a glass flask, which incor-

porates either one or two stopcock valves. A single

stopcock vessel is evacuated to high vacuum and has

a Y-inlet which facilitates flushing of the sample past

the stopcock prior to opening the valve and capturing

the sample. The other type of glass vessel has a stop-

cock at both ends and the water is flushed through the

entire vessel before the stopcock valves are closed in

turn. The essential feature of the glass sample vessels

that ensures an accurate measurement of any dissolved

helium is the type of glass employed. A number of

commercially-available glasses (e.g. Corning-1720,

Monax, AR-glass) have low He-permeability charac-

teristics and provide secure sample containers over

extended time periods (months to years). Pyrex and

Duran glass vessels are not suitable for He work,

even over short time periods (days to weeks), due to

their high He diffusivity (Norton 1957) although they

have been used successfully for gases other than He,

including the heavier noble gases.

15.2.2 Sample Extraction
and Preparation

Prior to measurement, helium must be purified and

isolated from both the water phase and the other dis-

solved gases. This clean-up procedure usually takes

place on a dedicated ultra-high vacuum (UHV) system

to which the various sampling devices can be attached.

Following opening of the seal or valve of the sample

container, the water is captured in a bulb and any water

vapor is condensed on a trap through the use of a slurry

of dry ice and acetone (approximately �78oC). The

remaining gases can be purified further through a

combination of exposure of the gas phase to traps

both with and without activated charcoal held at liquid

nitrogen temperature (to condense CO2 and Xe and

adsorb Ar and Kr, respectively) and active gas reac-

tion, using an active metal getter pump and/or hot

titanium sponge. The remaining gas should be domi-

nated by He and Ne. Depending upon the configura-

tion of the line, the gas can be expanded into a glass

breakseal for transfer to a mass spectrometer (e.g.

Torgersen 1980; Stute et al. 1992; Kulongoski and

Hilton 2002) or, if the preparation line is interfaced

directly to the mass spectrometer preparation line,

inlet directly for further processing before measure-

ment (e.g. Andrews and Lee 1979; Stute et al. 1995;

Beyerle et al. 2000; Furi et al. 2009; Stanley et al.

2009). Further processing usually involves cryogenic

separation of He from Ne utilizing an activated char-

coal trap attached externally to the cooling stage of

a refrigeration unit using He as the coolant. Tem-

peratures ~35 K or lower are usually sufficient to

adsorb Ne completely onto the trap whilst He remains

in the gas phase and thus ready for inlet into the

measurement device.

15.2.3 Instrumentation

Most He isotope and He concentration data are pro-

duced using magnetic sector noble gas mass spectro-

meters, incorporating Nier-type ion sources (which

use high-sensitivity electron bombardment for ioniza-

tion) and a sufficiently large radius flight tube (often

with extended geometry) to achieve a resolution of

600 or more without undue restriction on the source

slit width. In this way, it is possible to completely

separate 3He+ from the interfering HD+-T+ doublet at

mass 3 and thus record accurate 3He/4He ratios. With

magnetic sector mass spectrometers of lower resolu-

tion, a correction is usually applied for the tailing

effect of the HD+ peak into the 3He+ measurement

position. Given the large difference between the rela-

tive abundance of 3He and 4He in most groundwaters

(around six orders of magnitude if 3He/4He ratios

are air-like), magnetic sector machines must employ

a multiplier device for the small 3He+ ion beams while
4He+ can be measured using a conventional Faraday

cup collector.

An alternative means of producing He data is to use

quadrupole mass spectrometers (a.k.a. residual gas

analyzers) which employ a potential field distribution

between source and detector to allow transmittance of

selected e/m ratios and deflect others to ground. With

this type of device, the mass resolution is severely

compromised (compared to sector machines) so that

it is not possible to separate 3He+ from interfering

species at mass 3: therefore, quadrupole mass spectro-

meters are useful for measuring 4He abundances only

and 3He/4He ratio information must be gained else-

where. It is important to note that these instruments do

have sufficient resolution to separate peaks at adjacent
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masses (e.g. mass 3 and mass 4) so are frequently used

to measure the 3He/4He ratio of gases which have been

spiked with a known amount of the minor isotope,
3He. In this way, accurate information on sample 4He

abundances can be gained by the isotope dilution

technique which overwhelms natural variations in
3He (and any HD-T) with spike-derived 3He (e.g.

Poole et al. 1997; Kulongoski and Hilton 2002;

Hamme and Emerson 2004; Sano and Takahata

2005). Original (sample) 3He/4He information is not

recoverable by this technique.

15.2.4 Measurement Protocols
and Standards

Once helium has been purified, the usual measurement

protocol upon inlet into themass spectrometer involves

either simultaneous collection of the species of inter-

est, i.e., 3He and 4He, or peak jumping whereby masses

are measured in sequential fashion by adjustment of

a controlling parameter (e.g. magnetic field) allowing

greater time to be spent on smaller ion beams, i.e., 3He.

Instrument configuration will determine which mode

of measurement is possible. In the case of quadrupole-

based instruments, peak jumping (a.k.a. mass scan-

ning) is the only possible mode. Data collected on

peaks of interest are normally extrapolated to the time

of sample inlet in an attempt to minimize discri-

mination effects caused by differences in ionization

efficiencies of various species and/or mass-dependent

collector biases. This approach allows the extrapolated
3He/4He ratio or 4He abundance to be determined.

An essential prerequisite for the production of

accurate 3He/4He and He abundance data is the prepa-

ration of standards which are used to calibrate and

optimize instrument performance as well as standar-

dize raw sample results. In the first instance, peak

shape and peak resolution issues can be resolved

through use of standards as well as ensuring that

machine sensitivity is adequate for the measurements

to be undertaken. Secondly, sample measurements

need to be quoted relative to a standard of known

isotopic composition and He abundance. In the case

of magnetic sector instruments which employ different

types of detectors, determining the relative detector

gain is an inherent challenge. This is particularly acute

for helium isotope measurements because of the

necessity of using a multiplier detector for 3He, and

a Faraday cup for 4He. In this case, the measured
3He/4He ratio is a purely arbitrary value and specific

to the device used and dependent upon source and/or

detector conditions operating at the time of measure-

ment. However, knowledge of the multiplier gain is

unnecessary as long as measured 3He/4He values are

compared to a standard of known He isotopic compo-

sition. Air, collected under known conditions of tem-

perature, pressure and relative humidity, is often the

standard of choice given its well known (present-day)
3He/4He ratio (1.399 � 0.013 (�10�6); Mamyrin

et al. 1970) and He abundance (5.24 � 0.05 ppm vol-

ume fraction dry air; Ozima and Podosek 1983). Thus,

by measuring aliquots of air He, similar in size to

samples and prepared under identical laboratory con-

ditions, and taking account of any variations in collec-

tor linearity, it is possible to normalize sample
3He/4He and He abundances to that of the standard

giving a measure of the relative enrichment/depletion

of 3He relative to 4He, or just 4He, compared to the

standard. For example, sample 3He/4He ratios (R) are

routinely quoted relative to the air 3He/4He ratio (RA)

with the absolute value known only through multi-

plying by the 3He/4He of air (1.4 � 10�6). Thus,

if the sample 3He/4He is given as 0.1RA, its absolute

value is 1.4 � 10�7.

15.2.5 Data Quality, Nomenclature,
and Units

Helium data – isotope ratios and abundances – should

be quoted with realistic estimates of the uncertainty on

the measurements. The factors that constitute the

quoted uncertainty include the measurement statistics

on individual measurements of sample and normal-

izing standard 3He/4He ratios (primarily a measure of

the uncertainty on the 3He measurement), the repro-

ducibility of standard measurements (3He/4He and

He abundance) over the course of the measurement

run, and blank contributions. The latter is rarely

an issue in groundwater studies provided sufficient

volumes of water are used for He extraction (i.e.,

> ~10 cm3). Other effects that could contribute to

the uncertainty include the linearity of detector

response – measurements on standards and samples

should be made on approximately the same amounts of
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He – and whether He and Ne were separated prior to

measurement. Although hardly an issue with the most

recent data, there are reports in the older literature (e.g.

Rison and Craig 1983) cautioning that the presence of

Ne can have an effect on measured 3He/4He ratios.

As stated previously, 3He/4He ratios (R) are usually

quoted relative to air (RA). Occasionally, however,
3He/4He data are reported as absolute values (e.g.

1 � 10�7). It should be clear from the previous dis-

cussion that such values involve selection of the air
3He/4He value – it is worthwhile checking that the air

value adopted is explicitly stated to reassure the user

when comparing such data to other data quoted in the

more conventional manner. We also point out that

there are a number of ways that He concentrations

are reported. The concentration of He in a ground-

water should be reported in stated units (atoms,

moles or cm3 STP) per unit mass (usually gram) of

water. For example, the concentration of 4He in

groundwater could be reported as 4.2 � 10�6 cm3

STP g�1 H2O. Prefixes such as “n” (nano-) – in the

form ncm3 STP – are potentially confusing but are

frequently seen: they imply units of 10�9 cm3 STP.

Finally, we note that in addition to He concentra-

tion, it is usual to report the Ne concentration in the

same sample – in the following section it will become

clear why the Ne measurement is so important. Neon

concentrations are usually given as either a stand-

alone concentration (e.g. atoms Ne g�1 H2O) or as

a He/Ne ratio. In the former case, it is worthwhile to

check that it is the total Ne concentration that is quoted

as opposed to the 20Ne concentration – the major

isotope of Ne and one usually selected for measure-

ment. In the latter case of reporting Ne as a He/Ne

ratio, it should be explicit in the data table if the value

is the absolute ratio or the air-normalized value, i.e.,

the sample He/Ne ratio divided by the same ratio in air

(air He/Ne ¼ 0.288, (Weiss 1971)). Given the means

of producing such data by mass spectrometric instru-

mentation, it is likely to be the latter.

15.3 Applications of Helium Isotopes

Helium is a useful and well-exploited tracer in ground-

water-related studies because of its unique isotopic

characteristics and inert nature. Helium concentrations

in groundwater often exceed the expected solubility

equilibrium values as a result of radiogenic production

and release of He from aquifer material into associated

pore waters. By measuring the abundance of in situ

produced He, it is possible to determine the residence

time of the groundwater in the aquifer, over both short

and long timescales (Andrews and Lee 1979; Marine

1979; Torgersen 1980; Kipfer et al. 2002).

Complications to He-derived chronologies arise

with the introduction of He into the groundwater

from extraneous sources. Contributions to the extrane-

ous He content can include (a) release of stored He

from aquifer material, either by weathering (Torgersen

1980) or diffusion (Solomon et al. 1996), (b) diffusion

of He out of confining strata (Andrews and Lee 1979),

(c) a basal flux of He from the deeper crust (Heaton

1984; Torgersen and Clarke 1985; Torgersen and

Clarke 1987; Torgersen 2010), and/or (d) a mantle

He flux usually associated with faults, volcanic activity,

crustal extension, or magmatic intrusion (Torgersen

1993; Kennedy et al. 1997; Kulongoski et al. 2005;

Sano and Nakajima 2008; Pik and Marty 2009). In all

these cases, He can migrate into the aquifer resulting

in observed He excesses. In turn, this can lead to

overestimation of groundwater residence times (ages).

Means of resolving and quantifying the extraneous

sources of helium rely upon careful scrutiny of the

helium isotope and concentration record together

with associated properties of the aquifer matrix. The

weathering and/or diffusive release of He from aqui-

tards and aquifer minerals generally occurs within

~50 Ma (Solomon et al. 1996), such that sediments

>50 Ma will no longer be a significant source of

extraneous helium. The basal He flux (J0) may be

identified and quantified if the age structure of the

groundwater in the aquifer has been established by

alternative techniques (e.g. 14C, 36Cl, or hydrodyna-

mically calculated residence times) (e.g. Andrews and

Lee 1979; Torgersen and Clarke 1985; Lehmann et al.

2003; Kulongoski et al. 2008). The subsurface addi-

tion of He (3He or 4He) will change the 3He/4He ratio

from that of air-equilibrated water ~1 Req (where Req ¼
3He/4He of air-equilibrated water ¼ ~1.4 � 10�6;

Clarke et al. 1976), thereby providing a means to

identify the source of the extraneous He (e.g. Clarke

et al. 1969; Tolstikhin 1975). In the case of mantle

helium, its contribution may be identified and quanti-

fied based on measured 3He/4He ratios and observed

shifts from established crustal production rates (e.g.

O’Nions and Oxburgh 1983; Kennedy et al. 1997;
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Kulongoski et al. 2003). Consequently, helium isotope

ratios have found utility in many areas of contempo-

rary research associated with the occurrence of mantle

volatiles in groundwater, including quantifying mantle

volatiles fluxes, identifying transport mechanisms, and

tracing extant tectonic processes (e.g. Oxburgh et al.

1986; O’Nions and Oxburgh 1988; Torgersen 1993;

Kennedy et al. 1997; Kulongoski et al. 2005; Kennedy

and Van Soest 2007; Crossey et al. 2009).

15.3.1 Helium Components

In order to effectively use helium as a tracer in ground-

water systems, it is first necessary to distinguish the

various sources of helium which comprise the total

dissolved He content of a water sample. The measured

sample He concentration may represent superimposi-

tion of several He components, which, upon resolu-

tion, can provide insight into the origin of the various

He contributions to the system. As described by

Kulongoski et al. (2008), the sources of 3He and
4He include terrigenic sources, such as in situ produc-

tion (Heis) from the decay of U, Th, and Li in the

aquifer material, a mantle flux (Hem), a deep crustal

flux (Hedc), and tritiogenic helium-3 (3Het) from the

decay of tritium in groundwater. Atmospheric sources

include air-equilibrated helium (Heeq) and dissolved-

air bubbles (Hea). The He mass-balance equation des-

cribing total He dissolved in groundwater (Torgersen

1980; Stute et al. 1992; Castro et al. 2000) resolves the

measured 3Hes/
4Hes ratio of the sample (Rs) into its

components:

Rs ¼
3Hes
4Hes

¼
3Heeq þ 3Hea þ 3Heis þ 3Hedc þ 3Hem þ 3Het

4Heeq þ 4Hea þ 4Heis þ 4Hedc þ 4Hem

(15.1)

In this equation, 3Hes and
4Hes are the helum-3 and

helium-4 concentrations measured in a groundwater

sample.

The different sources of He have distinct 3He/4He

ratios. End-member 3He/4He ratio values include air:

RA ¼ ~1.4 � 10�6 (Clarke et al. 1976), mantle: Rm ¼
1.1 � 10�5 ¼ 8 RA (Graham 2002), and in situ and

deep crustal sources: Ris ~ Rdc ~ 3 � 10�8 ¼ 0.02RA

(Mamyrin and Tolstikhin 1984). These endmembers

are used to distinguish between and resolve the various

components that comprise the measured 3He/4He ratio

of a sample.

15.3.1.1 Atmospheric Helium Components

in Groundwater

The atmospheric He components include Heeq and

Hea. The contribution of atmospheric He components

to the total (measured) He in a groundwater sample

may be calculated using the measured concentrations

of Ne, He, and the He/Ne ratio of each sample, along

with an estimate of the recharge temperature. The

recharge temperature can be derived from the concen-

tration of the noble gases other than He (e.g. Mazor

1972; Stute et al. 1992; Weyhenmeyer et al. 2000;

Kipfer et al. 2002; Kulongoski et al. 2009) or from

the average temperature measured at the recharge

area covering the period of groundwater recharge

(e.g. Stute and Schlosser 1993; Kulongoski et al.

2005; Kulongoski et al. 2008).

The amount of air-entrained He in each ground-

water sample may be calculated assuming that the

dissolved Ne of a sample (Nes) represents the

sum of the Ne from air-equilibration (Neeq) and from

air-bubble entrainment (Nea), and that there is no

fractionation in the resulting air-entrained He/Ne

ratio (Torgersen 1980). The Ne content resulting

from air-equilibration can be calculated from knowl-

edge of the temperature at recharge, and is subtracted

from the measured Ne concentration to give the

amount of Ne due to air-bubble entrainment. The Nea
is then used to calculate the amount of air-entrained

He (Hea), using the known ratio of He to Ne ratio of air

(Hea/Nea ¼ 0.288) (Weiss 1971).

He and Ne oversaturation in groundwater, i.e., rela-

tive to air-equilibrated water at a given temperature,

may reflect overpressure effects during groundwater

infiltration and/or rapid fluctuations in the water table

(e.g. Stute and Talma 1998; Beyerle et al. 2003;

Kulongoski et al. 2004). This latter possibility is

thought to result from large and rapid fluctuations

in the water table of shallow aquifers during flood

events, resulting in dissolution of trapped air bubbles

in the unsaturated zone by increased water pressure

(e.g. Kulongoski et al. 2003; Ingram et al. 2007;

Kulongoski et al. 2009).
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15.3.1.2 Excess (Terrigenic) Helium: Radiogenic,

Deep Crustal, Tritiogenic, and Mantle

Components in Groundwater

The sum of the in situ produced, deep crustal, tritio-

genic, and mantle He components is often referred to

as “excess” or “terrigenic” helium (Heex). Note that

although tritium has an atmospheric source, it decays

to 3He (3H t1/2 ¼ 12.32 years) within the groundwater

system so the daughter product is included as a terri-

genic component. The contribution of each of these

components to the total He can be determined using

measured 4He concentrations and assumed 3He/4He

ratios which are characteristic of the different sources

(endmembers). First, however, excess helium-3 (3Heex)

and helium-4 (4Heex) are calculated by subtracting the

concentrations of He due to air equilibration (Heeq)

and air-bubble entrainment (Hea) from the measured

He concentration of the sample (Hes):

4Heex ¼ 4Hes � 4Heeq � 4Hea (15.2)

Similarly, 3Heex is calculated using 4Heeq and
4Hea

concentrations multiplied by the 3He/4He ratios char-

acteristic of the different sources (endmembers):

3Heex ¼ ð4Hes � RsÞ � ð4Heeq � ReqÞ
� ð4Hea � RaÞ (15.3)

Equations (15.2) and (15.3) can be combined to

yield Rex which represents the excess
3Heex/

4Heex ratio.

15.3.2 Resolution of Helium Components

The total dissolved He of a sample may be separated

into its various components by transforming the He

mass-balance equation (15.1) (e.g. Torgersen 1980;

Stute et al. 1992):

3Hes � 3Hea
4Hes � 4Hea

¼
3Heeq þ 3Heis þ 3Hedc þ 3Hem þ 3Het

4Heeq þ 4Heis þ 4Hedc þ 4Hem

(15.4)

Rex may then be defined from (15.2) and (15.3):

Rex ¼ ð4Heis � RisÞ þ ð4Hedc � RdcÞ þ ð4Hem � RmÞ
4Heis þ 4Hedc þ 4Hem

(15.6)

¼ ð4Heis � RisÞ þ ð4Hedc � RdcÞ þ ð4Hem � RmÞ
4Heex

(15.7)

Substituting (15.7) into (15.5), gives the linear

equation (Y ¼ mX þ b):

3Hes � 3Hea
4Hes � 4Hea|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

Y

¼ Req � Rex þ
3Het
4Heeq

� �
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

m

�
4Heeq

4Hes � 4Hea|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
X

þ Rex|{z}
b

(15.8)

In (15.8), Y is the measured 3He/4He ratio corrected

for air-bubble entrainment (Rc), X is the fraction of
4He in water resulting from air equilibration with

respect to the total 4He in the sample, corrected for

air-bubble entrainment, and b ¼ Rex is the isotopic

ratio of non-atmospheric excess-He (e.g. Weise and

Moser 1987; Castro et al. 2000).

In order to identify the addition of extraneous He in

a given suite of groundwater samples, it is useful to

plot Y vs. X (as defined above) for each ground-

water sample. This helium-isotope-evolution plot pre-

sents the evolution of the groundwater systems from

recharge conditions, where, after correction for air-

bubble entrainment, all of the dissolved He is from

air-equilibration [4Heq/(
4Hes –

4Hea) ffi 1], to condi-

tions dominated by crustal and/or mantle contribu-

tions, in which air-equilibrated He is a small fraction

of the total He [4Heq/(
4Hes –

4Hea) < 0.05]. This Y

vs. X plot is used to estimate: (1) Rex (the Y-axis

intercept) which is the isotopic ratio of non-

atmospheric excess-He (including deep crustal and

mantle fluxes), and (2) the possible contribution of

¼ ð4Heeq � ReqÞ þ ð4Heis � RisÞ þ ð4Hedc � RdcÞ þ ð4Hem � RmÞ þ 3Het
4Hes � 4Hea

(15.5)
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tritiogenic 3He (related to the gradient “m”) which

is diagnostic of groundwater recharged since 1953.

A linear regression of the dataset provides the

excess-helium ratio (Rex), which is the Y-intercept.

The gradient (m) of the regression line represents the

decay of tritium and subsequent production of 3He in

the groundwater samples. When using this plot, it is

a useful reference to include the evolutionary trajectory

representing the addition of radiogenic He (with the
3He/4He ratio of ~0.02 RA) to air-saturated water

(ASW). If samples plot along the radiogenic He-ASW

trajectory, this indicates that the flux of He into such

groundwater systems is dominated by radiogenic

“crustal” 4He production, which is typical of stable con-

tinental platforms (e.g. Torgersen and Clarke 1985;

Torgersen and Clarke 1987; Ballentine et al. 2002;

Kulongoski et al. 2008). If samples plot above the

radiogenic He-ASW trajectory, then additional 3He

has been added to the groundwater, and may be exp-

lained by: (1) a contribution of 3He from anomalous

concentrations of lithium in crustal materials and

production of 3He via the 6Li(n, a)3H (b�)3He reaction,
(2) mixing of older groundwater with young (nuclear-

bomb produced) tritiated water, and/or (3) a contri-

bution from a mantle-derived He flux (Table 15.1).

One or all of these sources of extraneous 3He, how-

ever, may be discounted on the basis of aquifer com-

position or regional geology. The production of 3He

from the reaction involving thermal neutron capture by

lithium (6Li(n, a)3H (b�)3He) within the aquifer is

negligible if the lithium concentration in the aquifer

is low (Andrews 1985). Groundwater that recharged

prior to extensive nuclear weapons testing in the 1960s

will not contain excess 3He from the decay of nuclear

bomb-derived 3H. Indeed, relatively young, nuclear-

bomb tritiated water with elevated 3He/4He ratios

would plot towards the right-hand-side of the helium-

isotope-evolution plot (i.e., 4Heq/(
4Hes–

4Hea) ! 1).

If the sample 3He/4He ratio (Rs) reflects radiogenic

helium, i.e., no extraneous 3He is measured, then

a mantle-derived He contribution may be discounted.

15.3.2.1 Case Studies: Uluru Basin, Australia

and Mojave Desert, USA

An example of the use of the helium-isotope-evolution

plot is shown in Fig. 15.1, where helium results from

groundwater samples from the Uluru Basin, Northern

Territory, Australia (Kulongoski et al. 2008) and the

Eastern Morongo Basin, California, USA (Kulongoski

et al. 2005) are plotted together. As a reference, the

evolutionary trajectory representing the addition of

radiogenic helium (0.02 RA) to air saturated water

(ASW) (line labeled “a”) is also included, as is a line

representing the addition of 10% mantle helium

and 3Het from the decay of 4.8 TU of tritium (line

labeled “d”).

A linear regression of the Uluru Basin dataset (red

squares) gives the equation Y ¼ 17.5X þ 0.07

(r2 ¼ 0.99) and is labeled as line “b”. The intercept

(of line “b”) with the Y-axis is 0.07 � 10�7

(0.005 RA), which is consistent with in situ radiogenic

production of He. The Uluru groundwater samples

consistently plot along the radiogenic He-ASW trajec-

tory line “a”, from which we conclude that 3Hem,
3Het,

and 3Heis contribute negligible amounts of helium-3 to

the Uluru Basin groundwater system, and the Uluru

groundwater basin is dominated by production of

radiogenic “crustal” He. Uluru Basin Rex values are

also consistent with the He production ratio of

between 2.2 and 3.3 � 10�8 (0.016–0.024 RA) calcu-

lated by Torgersen and Clarke (1987) for the Hooray

Sandstone in eastern Australia. The gradient

(m ¼ 17.5) of line “b” reflects the complete decay of

approximately 1.8 tritium units (TU) (1 TU ¼ 1 atom

of T in 1018 atoms of H; upon decay, 1 TU yields

2.5 � 10�15 cm3 STP 3He g�1 H2O); this represents

the background tritium value in the Uluru Basin.

In contrast, all of the Eastern Morongo Basin

(EMB) samples (blue circles) plot above the radio-

genic He–ASW trajectory (line “a”). A linear regres-

sion of the EMB data produces the following equation

Y ¼ 11.8X þ 4.4, (r2 ¼ 0.76), and is labeled line “c”

in Fig. 15.1. Significantly, the intercept of line “c”

with the Y-axis occurs at 0.32 RA. This value (Rex) is

considerably greater than expected for in situ radio-

genic production of helium. As stated above, there

are three possibilities to explain the observation of

the apparently high value of the 3He/4He excess: (1)

a contribution of 3He from the 6Li(n, a)3H (b�)3He
reaction in crustal materials, (2) mixing of older

groundwater with younger nuclear-bomb tritiated

water, and/or (3) a contribution from a mantle-derived

helium flux.

The production of 3He from the reaction involving

thermal neutron capture by lithium (6Li(n, a)3H
(b�)3He) may be dismissed due to the unrealistically
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large concentrations of lithium (>850 ppm Li) which

would be necessary in aquifer rock to produce the

observed 3He/4He ratio (0.32 RA). Assuming a lithium

content of ~50 ppm, an upper limit for a typical sedi-

mentary lithology (Andrews 1985; Ballentine and

Burnard 2002), the calculated 3He/4He production

ratio in the rock would be 2.59 � 10�8 or 0.02 RA

(Kulongoski et al. 2003).

For groundwater residence times >50 years, no

excess nuclear-bomb tritium is expected. The ground-

waters sampled in this study have helium and/or 14C-

derived residence times significantly greater than

50 years. The gradient of the linear-regression of

EMB data, 11.8, is consistent with complete decay of

4.8 tritium units (TU); this represents the background

tritium value in the EMB. If the background tritium

value is taken as 4.8 TU, this would produce

1.2 � 10�14 cm3 STP 3He g�1 H2O. For EMB

ground-water samples older than 50 years, 3He con-

centrations are significantly higher, ranging from 2 to

1,150 � 10�14 cm3 STP 3He g�1 H2O (Table 15.1):

therefore, the decay of nuclear “bomb” produced tri-

tium should represent a negligible contribution to the

total measured 3He.

By default, we conclude that the high Rex in the

EMB groundwaters results from an influx of mantle-

derived helium-3 (3Hem). Using the regression value

of 0.32 RA we can estimate that the average contribu-

tion of mantle He is 4.6% of the total helium, assum-

ing a simple binary mixture of mantle (Rm ~ 8 RA)

and crustal (Rdc ~ 0.02 RA) components. Although the

sub-continental lithospheric mantle have a lower end-

member composition (e.g. 6 RA; Dunai and Porcelli

2002), this would make a small difference only to

the calculated fraction of mantle-derived He in any

given sample.

Table 15.1 Helium-4 and helium-3 fluxes estimated for different regions

Region cm3 STP 4He cm�2

a�1 (10�6)

cm3 STP
3He cm�2 a�1(10�13)

References

Global flux estimate (including oceans) 0.40 44.8 Torgersen and Clarke (1985)

Continental crust 3.30 0.67 O’Nions and Oxburgh (1983)

Australia Great Artesian Basin, Australia 3.60 2.24 Torgersen and Clarke (1985)

Amadeus Basin, Australia 0.30–0.300 nd Kulongoski et al. (2008)

Africa Auob sandstone, Namibia 2.20 nd Heaton (1984)

Kalahari Desert, Botswana 1.33 nd Selaolo et al. (2000)

Lake Nyos, Cameron 35,212 2,758,285 Sano et al. (1990)

Central South Africa 1.33 nd Heaton (1984)

Asia Northern Taiwan 2.91–3.14 44.8–89.7 Sano et al. (1986)

South Caspian Sea 2.23 nr Peeters et al. (2000)

Central Caspian Sea 6.93 nr Peeters et al. (2000)

Black Sea 1.53 nr Top and Clarke (1983)

South Lake Bakail 4.26 nr Hohmann et al. (1998)

North Lake Bakail 12.8 nr Hohmann et al. (1998)

Europe Great Hungarian Plain, Hungary 0.067–0.54 2.0–5.83 Stute et al. (1992)

Great Hungarian Plain, Hungary 9.41 85.2 Martel et al. (1989)

Molasse Basin, Austria 0.22 nr Andrews (1985)

Lake Laacher See, Switzerland 1,174 87,091 Aeschbach-Hertig et al.

(1996)

Lake Alpnach, Switzerland 1.29 nr Aeschbach-Hertig et al.

(1996)

Lake Lugano, Swizerland 5.63 Nr Aeschbach-Hertig et al.

(1996)

Paris Basin, France 0.45 0.45 Marty et al. (1993)

Paris Basin, France 4.48 4.48 Castro et al. (1998)

North America Mojave Desert, USA 3.0–10.0 0.20–14.2 Kulongoski et al. (2003)

Eastern Morongo Basin, USA 0.003–30.0 0.45–135 Kulongoski et al. (2005)

Crater Lake, USA 64.6 6,397 Collier et al. (1991)

Pacific Ocean 0.12 46.9 Well et al. (2001)

nd not detected; nr not reported
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15.3.3 Excess Helium and the Utility of
Helium Isotopes in Groundwaters

In this section, we report on the utility of He studies

of groundwater systems. The list is by no means ex-

haustive but is meant to illustrate recent applications

of He geochemistry to issues of groundwater chro-

nology, crustal degassing, and the role of faulting

in loss of mantle-derived volatiles to the atmosphere.

The approach is predicated on successfully resolving

observed He isotope and abundance variations into

component structures, as discussed above.

15.3.3.1 Radiogenic Helium Produced In Situ:

Chronological Applications

Radiogenic helium is produced by a-decay of U- and

Th-series nuclides in crustal minerals, and accumu-

lates in groundwater. The accumulation rate (4Hesol)

of radiogenic 4He in groundwater can be quantified

based on the U and Th content and the porosity of the

aquifer (e.g. Andrews and Lee 1979; Torgersen 1980;

Stute et al. 1992; Castro et al. 2000):

4Hesol ¼ r� L� f 1:19� 10�13[U]þ 2:88

� 10�14[Th]g � ð1� fÞ
f

(15.9)

In (15.9) 4Hesol is the rate of 4He accumulation

(the 4He solution rate in cm3 STP He g�1 H2O a�1);

L is the fraction of He produced in the rock that is

released into the water phase – this is assumed to

be unity (Andrews and Lee 1979); and r is the bulk

density of the aquifer material. The 4He production

rates from U and Th decay are ¼ 1.19 � 10�13 cm3

STP 4He mgU�1 a�1 and 2.88 � 10�14 cm3 STP
4He mgTh�1 a�1, respectively (Andrews and Lee

1979). The U and Th concentrations ([U] and [Th])

in the aquifer material (ppm) and the fractional effec-

tive porosity (f) of the aquifer material are measured

parameters.

If the accumulation of excess He (4Heex) in ground-

water can be attributed solely to in situ production,

then the He age of the groundwater may be estimated

by dividing the excess 4He (4Heex) by the solution rate

(4Hesol) (e.g. Andrews and Lee 1979; Marine 1979).

However, we caution that excess He may also be

introduced to groundwater reservoirs from a basal

flux, in which case it is necessary to account for this

He flux in order to calculate realistic groundwater ages

(Heaton 1984; Torgersen and Clarke 1985). This topic

is considered next. However, we note that in addition

to its utility for calibrating He residence times, the

flux of He from either continental or mantle degassing

also may be used to model constraints on the chemi-

cal and thermal evolution of the Earth (e.g. O’Nions

Fig. 15.1 Measured 3He/4He ratios corrected for air-bubble

entrainment (Rc), vs. the relative amount of 4He derived from

solubility (Heeq) with respect to total 4He, corrected for air-

bubble entrainment (Hec). Lines (a), (b), and (c) represent the

evolution of the 3He/4He ratio in water samples from atmo-

spheric equilibrium values to excess ratios (see (15.8) in the

text). Line (d) represents an addition of 10% mantle helium plus

4.8 TU of tritiogenic 3He
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and Oxburgh 1988), and/or examine the transport

mechanism of volatiles through the crust (e.g. Torgersen

1993; Kulongoski et al. 2003; 2005).

15.3.3.2 Deep Crustal Helium: Crustal Fluxes

If a basal flux contributes He to a groundwater system,

it may be quantified if the groundwater age is known

by an independent method (e.g. C-14 chronology).

Conversely, the He groundwater age may be deter-

mined if the basal flux is known. The corrected

groundwater residence time (tcorr) can be calcula-

ted from the following equation (e.g. Heaton 1984;

Torgersen and Clarke 1985):

tcorr ¼
4Heex

J0
fz0 rw

þ 4Hesol

� � (15.10)

In (15.10), 4Heex has units of cm
3 STP He g�1 H2O,

J0 (cm
3 STP He cm�2 a�1) is the basal flux, f is the

effective fractional porosity of the aquifer, z0 is the

depth (cm) at which this flux enters the aquifer, and

rw is the density of water (~1 g cm�3). In many cases,

z0 may be estimated as the distance from the middle of

the perforations in the well casing to the interface

between the aquifer and the basement formation

(Kulongoski et al. 2003; 2005).

In order to determine the basal flux of He (J0) and

improve the sensitivity of the 4He chronometer, it is

useful to plot the 4He residence times (age) vs. ages

derived by alternative methods (such as 14C, 36Cl, or

hydrologically derived age). Different values of the

basal flux are assumed in order to search for con-

cordance between 4He and other age-dating techniques.

Values of 3 � 10�8 cm3 He STP cm�2 a�1 represent a

low basal flux of He, in comparison with fluxes recorded

from various aquifers worldwide (see Table 15.1).

Groundwater chronometry studies typically inves-

tigate aquifers with simple flow systems in which

groundwater residence time increases along a confined

flow path. Calibration of the flow systemsmay bemade

by comparing 4He and 14C or 36Cl-derived ages.

Observations of high He concentrations in the

basal layer of aquifers (e.g. the Great Artesian Basin;

Torgersen and Clarke 1985), coupled with numerical

models of groundwater flow incorporating advective

mass transport (Bethke et al. 1999), indicate that the

distribution of helium in aquifer systems must also

have vertical structure, owing to the basal He flux, in

addition to horizontal “plug-piston” flow (Zhao et al.

1998). Introduction of the basal flux may occur by

diffusion from crystalline basement followed by

entrainment and upward migration, particularly as the

discharge region is approached (Bethke et al. 2000).

Case Study: Alice Springs, Australia

The following example shows how He can be utilized

for groundwater dating purposes. Helium residence

times (ages) were calculated for a suite of samples

from Alice Springs, Australia assuming f ¼ 0.15,

r ¼ 2.6 g cm�3, [U] ¼ 1.7 ppm, [Th] ¼ 6.1 ppm

(15.9), and Hesol ¼ 3.93 � 10�12 cm3 STP He g�1

H2O a�1 (Kulongoski et al. 2008). In Fig. 15.2, we

plot calculated mean ages derived from 4He, 14C and
36Cl for a range of basal fluxes of 4He, from zero

to 30 � 10�8 (units of cm3 STP He cm�2 a�1). The

straight lines (1:1 reference line) would indicate con-

cordance in ages between the various chronometers.

The He ages of the youngest Alice Springs samples

show concordance between 4He-14C-36Cl derived ages

when zero or low J0-values (0–3 � 10�8 units of cm3

STP He cm�2 a�1) are adopted (Fig. 15.2). This obser-

vation agrees with findings by other workers that rela-

tively young groundwaters (<50 ka) are dominated by

in situ He production, rather than a basal flux (e.g.

Torgersen and Clarke 1985). However, a larger basal

He flux (30 � 10�8 cm3 STP He cm�2 a�1) would be

required for the 4He ages of the older groundwaters to

approximate the 14C ages. 36Cl-derived ages do not

require a larger basal flux for agreement with 4He

ages, suggesting that they may also overestimate

groundwater ages. The presence of a basal flux in the

majority of the groundwater samples suggests that

these aquifers accumulate He from a diffusive process

rather than from a localized (deep) source, such as

faults. It would appear that the stable cratonic conti-

nental platform of central Australia, therefore, may

limit any trans-crustal flux or mantle-derived volatiles

into aquifers of the region.

15.3.3.3 Tritiogenic Helium-3: Chronological

Applications

The use of tritium (3H), combined with its daughter

isotope, helium-3 (3Het), to study groundwater flow
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was first proposed by Tolstikhin and Kamenskiy

(1969). However, widespread adoption of the
3H–3He method occurred only following the analytical

advance of measuring 3H by the 3He in-grow method

(Clarke et al. 1976). Early studies of marine and lacus-

trine systems made use of this technique (e.g. Jenkins

and Clarke 1976; Kipfer et al. 2002; Schlosser and

Winckler 2002). A decade later, the calculation of

groundwater residence times (ages) using 3H–3He

dating was made possible when the fraction of 3He

derived directly from tritium decay (3Het) could be

successfully resolved from other sources (e.g.

Takaoka and Mizutani 1987; Poreda et al. 1988;

Schlosser et al. 1988; Schlosser et al. 1989). Determi-

nation of water residence times in lakes and ground-

waters by 3H–3He dating is now used extensively to

study transport and mixing processes.

The 3H–3He method provides a quantitative deter-

mination of groundwater residence time based on the

accumulation of the inert gas 3Het, the b-decay prod-

uct of tritium decay. As mentioned previously, tritium

(3H) is a short-lived radioactive isotope of hydrogen

with a half-life of 12.32 years. 3H is produced natu-

rally in the atmosphere from the interaction of cosmo-

genic radiation with nitrogen (Craig and Lal 1961), by

above-ground nuclear explosions, and by the operation

of nuclear reactors. Following the release of large

amounts of tritium into the atmosphere from nuclear-

bomb testing in the 1950s and 1960s, the International

Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) implemented a global

monitoring program of tritium in precipitation, with

the result that tritium has been used extensively as

a tracer in hydrology studies (International Atomic

Energy Association 1983; 1986; Hong et al. 2011).

Fig. 15.2 Alice Springs 4He vs. 14C and 36Cl/Cl groundwater

residence times. Plots of corrected 4He Alice Springs ground-

water residence times (porosity f ¼ 0.2) vs. 14C derived and
36Cl/Cl derived residence times, for three basal fluxes (Jo ¼ 0,

3 � 10�8, and 30 � 10�8 cm3 STP He cm�2 a�1). Un-shaded

areas represent the windows of applicability for 14C (a, c, e) and
36Cl/Cl (b, d, f). From Kulongoski et al. (2008)
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As tritium forms an intrinsic part of a water mole-

cule within a groundwater system, the daughter prod-

uct (3Het) remains dissolved in solution following

decay of the parent. Thus, the tritium-helium clock

starts when 3Het begins accumulating from the decay

of 3H. The time that the water has resided in the

aquifer can be calculated by determining 3Het. This

technique, based on the ratio 3H/3Het, is more precise

than using tritium alone because it does not depend on

the tritium input function or the atmospheric tritium

content at the time of recharge. Instead, the 3H–3He

method is based on the assumption that groundwater

is a closed system, and the 3Het/
3H ratio increases

predictably as a function of time. Thus, the calculated
3H–3He age only depends upon the initial 3H activity

and measurement of its daughter product 3Het, which

must be resolved from the total 3He dissolved

in groundwater (Takaoka and Mizutani 1987;

Poreda et al. 1988; Schlosser et al. 1988; Schlosser

et al. 1989).

15.3.3.4 Mantle-Derived Helium: Identification,

Quantification, and Geologic

Significance

The contribution of mantle-derived He to the total He

in a groundwater sample may be identified by resolv-

ing the measured He concentration into its various

components, and then quantified by assuming a binary

mantle-crust mixture with end-member compositions

(mantle ¼ 8 RA, crust ¼ 0.02 RA). In this way, it is

possible to compute the absolute concentrations of

He (3He and 4He) contributed by each end-member.

The crustal and mantle helium contributions can

provide information about the evolution of the ground-

water since recharge as well as associated geological

processes.

High 3He/4He ratios (i.e., values greater than

crustal production ratios), indicative of a mantle-

derived input of He, are often found in close proximity

to specific geological features such as volcanic sys-

tems and major faults, or associated with regions of

high heat flow such as regions of crustal extension or

where there is magmatic activity. In such cases, man-

tle-derived 3He measured in groundwater may be used

to explore mantle-crust interaction processes includ-

ing mechanisms of volatile transfer into and through

the crust (Table 15.1). For example, Kennedy et al.

(1997) showed that high 3He/4He ratios (up to ~4 RA)

in groundwater proximal to the San Andreas Fault

(SAF) in California could be used to estimate the

transport rate of mantle fluids through the crust. By

assuming that measured values reflect the dilution of

mantle helium (Rm ¼ 8 RA) with crustal (radiogenic)

helium (Rdc ¼ 0.02 RA), they calculated that an

upward flow rate of 1–10 mm year�1 is necessary to

maintain observed ratios assuming steady-state pro-

duction and release of crustal He. This range was

considered a lower limit, since hydrodynamic disper-

sion, the effects of mixing between fault fluids and

radiogenic crustal fluids, or episodic flow events were

not taken into account. For a crustal thickness of

30 km, and a flow rate of 10 mm year�1, it would

require nearly 3 Ma for mantle fluids to reach the

surface. Over the same time period, He would be

expected to move only ~1 m by diffusion through

bulk granite (DHe ~ 5 � 10�7 m2 a�1; (Ballentine

and Burnard 2002)) or ~300 m by diffusion through

groundwater (DHe ~ 0.03 m2 a�1; (Ballentine and

Burnard 2002)), thus emphasizing the important role

of advection in the transport of mantle helium through

the crust.

Advective flow of (deep) crustal fluids containing

mantle-derived He, particularly in the vicinity of

faults, implies that the Eastern California Shear Zone

(ECSZ) extends to considerable depths, possibility

into the lowermost crust. Episodic fracturing and

subsequent fluid flow is a likely mechanism to enable

the transfer of mantle volatiles through the brittle-

ductile boundary – estimated at a depth between 10

and 15 km for typical crustal thermal gradients – and

towards the surface (Nur and Walder 1990; Rice 1992;

Kennedy et al. 1997). On the other hand, if faults in

the ECSZ are limited to relatively shallow depths, by

a mid-crustal decollement for example (e.g. Webb and

Kanamori 1985; Jones et al. 1994), then their role

would be to transport volatiles from the decollement

to the surface. In this case, faults would act as con-

duits, and fault activity would regulate the release of

accumulated 3Hem (and 4Hedc) into the shallow crust.

Case Study: The Influence of Faults and Seismic

Activity in the East Morongo Basin (EMB)

In this section, we review the role of faults – their

surface distribution and activity – in controlling the
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distribution of 3Hem and 4Hedc concentrations in

groundwaters of the Eastern Morongo Basin (EMB)

(Kulongoski et al. 2005).

The presence of faults, particularly if they lead to

greater permeability in the fault zone, should act to

channel He fluxes to the surface. If this is the case,

then wells in close proximity to faults should have

groundwater with associated high 3Hem (and 4Hedc)

fluxes as a result of relatively rapid transport of helium

and other mantle and/or deep-crustal derived volatiles

via the fault zone. In the EMB, wells located near

the Emerson, Elkins, and Lavic Lake-Bullion Faults

have relatively high 3Hem concentrations; however,

wells sampled near the Hidalgo-Surprise Springs

Fault Zone (Fig. 3), show no evidence of high concen-

trations of 3Hem. This leads to the conclusion that

the presence of faults alone does not necessarily lead

to enhanced transport of deep crustal and mantle

fluids.

Intermittent fault activity or episodic fault rupture

(Nur and Walder 1990) may be a contributory factor

why 3Hem fluxes vary between sites either close to one

another or close to faults. In this scenario, pore fluid

pressure in the fault zone could increase until it

reaches the level of the least compressive stress in

the crust, whereby it would induce hydraulic fractur-

ing and fluid release: this would then be followed by a

drop in pore pressure and resealing of the system (Nur

and Walder 1990). Local hydro-fracturing, induced by

fluid pressure increases (e.g. from porosity reduction,

dehydration, vertical fluid fluxes), could create local

inter-connected networks allowing fluid flow (Miller

and Nur 2000). Such localized networks may explain

variations in observed 3Hem accumulation and mantle

flux rates throughout the EMB. It should be noted that

significant time periods (Ma) are necessary for advec-

tive transport of 3Hem from the mantle to the shallow

crust; therefore, it is unlikely that an individual rupture

event would result in instantaneously high 3Hem
groundwater concentrations, unless these faults direc-

tly tapped a shallow reservoir containing 3Hem (Sano

1986; Gulec et al. 2002). However, the cumulative

activity (slip) along faults may facilitate transfer and

transport of volatiles from the mantle to the crust over

geologic time scales, resulting in a heterogeneous

distribution of 3Hem, as observed in the EMB. In

this respect, it is informative to consider the recent

seismic record for the EMB region.

Recent seismic activity in the EMB includes the

rupture of the Emerson Fault during the 1992 Landers

earthquake, and rupture of the Lavic Lake-Bullion

Fault (LLBF) during the 1999 Hector Mine earth-

quake. Significantly, the highest concentrations of
3Hem are observed at sites near the terminus of

the 1999 rupture of the LLBF and in wells near the

Emerson Fault (Fig. 15.3). These observations are

consistent with the model of episodic hydrofracture-

induced flow enhancing the transfer of mantle vola-

tiles to the shallow crust.

Groundwaters in the EMB that contain relatively

high concentrations of 3Hem are also observed to

have high concentrations of crustal (radiogenic)

helium (4Hedc). The relation between high 4Hedc
and 3Hem concentrations suggests a similar transport

mechanism for the two components through the crust

(Ballentine et al. 1991), and may be attributed to

increased permeability through the active fault zone.

Transmission of mantle and deep crustal fluid/gas

through fault zones by episodic fracturing would

then represent a plausible mechanism for enhan-

ced helium transport through the crust (Kulongoski

et al. 2005).

15.4 Future Prospects

It is becoming increasingly clear that the presence

of crustal faulting plays an important role in the

transfer of mantle-derived He, and other volatiles

through the crust (see discussion in Hilton (2007)).

Faults serve as high permeability conduits for fluids

as they traverse the crust-mantle transition zone.

In turn, this implies that such fluids must exist

at extremely high pressures – in order to maintain

open pathways during volatile transport. As dis-

cussed above, little is known concerning the nature

of the flow regime – be it continuous or episodic –

so it is difficult to relate spatial variability of

groundwater Hem or Hedc signals to the location of

high permeability zones such as faults. Recent stud-

ies have sought to address this issue by adapting or

developing instrumentation to collect groundwater

and other fluid samples over prolonged time periods

to assess temporal variability in the He isotope and

abundance record.
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15.4.1 Submarine Studies Using Fluid
Flow Meters

The Extrovert Cliffs site in Monterey Bay, California

is situated close to several active strike-slip faults,

including the Monterey and San Gregorio fault

zones, and has many cold seeps located at ~1,000 m

depth below sea level. By adapting instrumentation

designed to measure diffuse fluid fluxes on the seafloor

(Tryon et al. 2001), Furi et al. (2009) were able to

capture dissolved gases in emanating cold seep fluids

over deployment intervals up to 3 weeks.

As illustrated in Fig. 15.4, the measured helium and

neon concentrations (4Hem and Nem) were found to

show remarkable fluctuations, on time-scales of only a

few hours. In addition, the isotopic composition of the

dissolved He also varied. For example, measured and

terrigenic (crust + mantle) 3He/4He ratios increased

from 1.2 to 1.5 RA within just 2.5 h (e.g. at t ¼ 455 h).

A maximum increase from 0.9 to 1.75 RA is observed in

the data record with the lower time-resolution (at t ¼
517 h). As discussed by Furi et al. (2009), temporal

variations in dissolved gas characteristics (isotopes and

concentrations) can be influenced by interaction with

a hydrocarbon phase within the aquifer. In spite of this

complicating process, it was still possible to resolve the

He signal into component structures associated with air-

equilibration, excess-air entrainment, and terrigenic

fluxes (both crustal and mantle-derived). Indeed, the

mantle He contribution is mostly 20–30% (up to

2.3 RA), with a short duration spike of 60% mantle He.

Fig. 15.3 Concentration of excess 3He measured in Eastern Morongo Basin, California groundwater samples. Also shown is the

gravimetric depth to basement in grey-shading, regional faults, and region of high thermal anomaly, from Kulongoski et al. (2005)
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Significantly, the correlation of high 3He/4He ratios

with a transient pulse in the flow rate at Extrovert Cliff

(Fig. 15.4e) indicates that the release of mantle-

derived fluids is episodic and cannot be explained

solely by hydrostatic pressure changes due to the vari-

able tidal load (Fig. 15.4f). In this respect, the

controlling factor is likely episodic fracturing in the

San Gregorio or Monterey Bay fault zones. This is

consistent with the notion of continuous ascent of

mantle-derived fluids through the crust, increasing

pore fluid pressure until it overcomes the least princi-

ple stress, resulting in hydrofracturing and release of

fluids (e.g. Nur and Walder 1990).

15.4.2 On-Land Studies: SPARTAH
Instrumentation

Barry et al. (2009) reported a new approach to sam-

pling groundwater from land-based groundwater and
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Fig. 15.4 Temporal variation of (a) measured Ne concen-

tration, (b) measured 4He and calculated terrigenic 4He concen-

trations, (c) measured 3He/4He ratio (Rm/RA) and calculated

Rterr/RA ratio, and (d) the fraction of mantle He in seep fluids

collected with CAT meter No. 2. Also shown are (e) the seep

flow rate and (f) the tidal height record. Time (in hours) is given

relative to the start of sampling on 4 August 2004, at 12 p.m.

local time. From Furi et al. (2009)
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geothermal wells through development of a new

instrument for the continuous collection of water

samples over prolonged periods, up to ~6 months.

The instrument is dubbed SPARTAH (Syringe Pump

Apparatus for the Retrieval and Temporal Analysis of

Helium). Motivation for the development of SPAR-

TAH came, in part, through He monitoring studies

in seismically-active regions of the crust (e.g. Hilton

1996; De Leeuw et al. 2010) whereby collection of

samples took place at regular frequencies of ~3 months.

However, in some instances (e.g. Italiano et al. 2001),

variations in the monitored He record could occur at

comparable or shorter frequencies and so would be

missed by adoption of a fixed (and regular) sampling

regimen.

The SPARTAH device consists of an off-the-shelf

programmable syringe pump equipped with a high-

power stepper motor capable of extremely accurate

and low withdrawal rates (between 0.0001 mL/h and

220 mL/min). The pump is operated in withdrawal

mode whereby fluid is accurately and smoothly

drawn into the syringe at a user-defined rate. Well

water is drawn into the coils at a constant rate set by

the syringe pump, and is independent of the pumping

rate of the well. The only stipulation is that the well

operates continuously so that air is not entrained into

the coils. At any time during a deployment, the tubing

can be isolated by closing shut-off valves, and disen-

gaged (for transfer to the laboratory) or replaced to

extend the duration of sampling.

SPARTAH was successfully tested at two loca-

tions: Selfoss, Iceland and San Bernardino, California

(Fig. 15.5). These test deployments demonstrated that

well fluids could be drawn smoothly, accurately, and

continuously into the Cu-tubing and be time-stamped

through user-determined operating parameters. As dis-

cussed by Barry et al. (2009), the use of SPARTAH

has the potential to revolutionize studies relying on

time-series records of dissolved He variations. It has a

number of advantages over periodic sampling. Briefly,

these include long, maintenance-free deployment

times (6 months or more) with continuous sampling,

user defined sample resolutions (i.e., sections of coil

representing a fixed number of hours or days can

be selected for analytical work), and accurate time-

stamping of water aliquots due to constant with-

drawal rates. Finally, it should be noted that the use

of SPARTAH is not restricted to He or any other dis-

solved gas. The Cu-tubing can be sectioned and pro-

cessed for various trace elements, stable isotopes or

Fig. 15.5 Helium isotope variations captured in the SPARTAH

Cu-coils at Selfoss, Iceland (1-week deployment) and San Ber-

nardino, California (1-month deployment). Note: helium is

mainly mantle-derived in Selfoss but is predominantly crustal

in origin at San Bernardino. Individual error bars are given at the

2s level. The mean 3He/4He values for Selfoss (black) and San

Bernardino (red) are illustrated by dashed lines (Barry et al.

2009)
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any other intrinsic water property of interest.

Thus, innovative analytical processing could lead to

contemporary records of different tracers, enabling

assessments of relative sensitivities to external pertur-

bations. Deployment of SPARTAH at strategically-

placed locations can lead to more detailed and

accurate assessments of the responses of He and

other geochemical parameters to external forcing

factors, such as earthquakes.
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Chapter 16

Applications of Short-Lived Radionuclides (7Be, 210Pb, 210Po,
137Cs and 234Th) to Trace the Sources, Transport Pathways
and Deposition of Particles/Sediments in Rivers, Estuaries
and Coasts

J.Z. Du, J. Zhang, and M. Baskaran

Abstract Natural and anthropogenic radioisotopes

can be used to determine not only the mixing and

diffusion processes of water masses but also the

sources and sedimentary dynamics of particles in

aquatic systems such as rivers, estuaries and oceans.

Particle-reactive radionuclides that are derived from

atmospheric deposition and/or the decay from their

parent nuclides in aqueous system, can be used to

determine the removal rates of suspended particulate

matter, sediment focusing/erosion, sediment resuspen-

sion rates and sediment accumulation and mixing

rates. They can be also used as analogs for tracing

the transport and fates of other particle-reactive con-

taminants, such as PCBs and PAH. In this chapter, we

focus on various applications of short-lived radio-

nuclides (i.e., 7Be, 210Pb, 210Po, 137Cs and 234Th) as

tracers for particle and sediment dynamics to quantify

several river, estuary and coastal oceanic processes

with their concerned timescales ranging from a few

days to about 100 years.

16.1 Introduction

Estuaries and coasts are commonly described as com-

plex reactors at land-sea interface where not only

significant transformations of river and stream-borne

suspended sediments but also the biogeochemical

cycling of key nutrients take place (Swarzenski et al.

2001; Swarzenski et al. 2003). Whether estuarine and

coastal processes of water masses and soluble materi-

als, or of particle/sediment and particle-reactive mate-

rials, we can use a suite of applicable radionuclides to

trace these processes in different time scales that are

comparable to their half-lives. Based on the geo-

chemical behavior, most radionuclides that occur in

the environment can be broadly classified into two

major categories: (i) the particle-reactive (i.e., non-

conservative tracers); and (ii) water soluble (i.e.,

conservative tracers). The particle-reactive radioactive

radionuclides are sorbed onto biogenic and terrigenous

particulate matter, including colloidal material and are

removed from the water column. In coastal waters,

most of the particle-reactive radionuclides are derived

either from direct atmospheric fallout (e.g., 7Be),

riverine discharge (e.g., 137Cs), or in situ production

from parent nuclides (e.g., 234Th) and are commonly

associated with fine particles. The amount of particle-

reactive radionuclides discharged through submarine

groundwater discharge is likely negligible, compared

to other sources (e.g., soluble radionuclides) in the

coastal waters. Once-sorbed, the fate of the particle-

reactive radionuclides become the fate of the parti-

culate matter, although under some cases, there

could be desorption of the radionuclides. In general,

the adsorption is faster than the desorption. Owing to

irreversible character of solid-water partitioning,

particle-reactive radionuclides can serve as a set of

powerful tracers to quantify the sedimentary dynamics

including removal rates of suspended particulate

matter (Baskaran and Swarzenski 2007; Jweda et al.

2008), sediment focusing/erosion, sediment resus-

pension rates, sediment accumulation and mixing

rates, and sediment transport (e.g., Feng et al.

1999a, b; Giffin and Corbett 2003; Lima et al. 2005;
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Du et al. 2010). The particle-reactive radionuclides also

provide analog information on other particle-reactive

organic (e.g., PCBs, PAHs, and other derivatives from

petroleum and coal hydrocarbons, synthetic organics,

etc. (Gustafsson et al. 1997a, b; Gustafsson and

Gschwend 1998)), and inorganic contaminants (e.g.,

biogenic silica, heavy metals, industrial substrates

derived from industrial pollution, etc., Broecker et al.

1973; Buesseler et al. 2001b; Rutgers van der Loeff

et al. 2002; Weinstein and Moran, 2005). Organic-rich

coastal waters could be ideal sites to investigate the

fate of these nuclides and other metals due to metal-

organic complexation. The removal rates of particle-

reactive radionuclides are also relevant in the use of

these radionuclide-based chronologies. Such chronol-

ogies are needed to investigate the historical variations

on the inputs of organic and inorganic pollutants.

A large number of papers have been published with
234Th as a tracer in aqueous system, with more than

250 papers since the first work by Bhat et al. (1969)

and the application and future use are reviewed in

Waples et al. (2006). Kaste et al. (2002) reviewed the

environment chemistry of 7Be in the world (also see

Kaste and Baskaran 2011). 7Be and 234Th can be used

in the determination of sedimentation rates in short

time scale, such as sediment deposition by flood

(Sommerfield et al. 1999; Palinkas et al. 2005; Huh

et al. 2009). Sediment redistribution parameters such

as the settling and resuspension rates can be evaluated

using 7Be/210Pbxs, and 234Thxs/
7Be activity ratios.

Moreover, the depth profiles of 7Be, 210Pbxs and
137Cs

have been utilized as effective tracers in the study

of soil erosion (Walling et al. 1999; also Matisoff

and Whiting 2011). In this chapter, we review the

utility of particle-reactive radionuclides as tracers for

particle and sediment dynamics to quantify several

coastal oceanic processes, with special emphasis on

the utility of 7Be, 234Th, 210Po, 210Pb and 137Cs.

16.1.1 Sources of Isotopes: 7Be, 137Cs,
210Pb, 210Po and 234Th

The nuclear properties of these nuclides are listed in

Table 16.1. 7Be is continuously and globally produced

in an endothermic reaction when cosmic-ray-produced

neutrons and protons disintegrate the atomic nuclei

of atmospheric nitrogen and oxygen at an average

rate of 8.1 � 102 atoms m�2 s�1 (UNSCEAR 1982,

2000). The production rate of 7Be (and other cosmo-

genic radionuclides) varies with latitude and altitude.

About two thirds of the production takes place in the

stratosphere and the remaining one third in the tropo-

sphere (Lal and Peters 1967; Lal and Baskaran 2011).

The residence time of 7Be in the stratosphere with

respect to removal by scavenging is about 1 year,

while that in the troposphere is about 10 days. At

the mid-latitudes (about 40–50�), there is an intru-

sion of stratospheric air, primarily during spring,

which transfers large amounts of 7Be and other cos-

mogenic radionuclides into the troposphere (Lal and

Baskaran 2011). Moreover, the high production rate of

Table 16.1 Nuclear properties of 7Be, 137Cs, 210Pb, 210Po and 234Tha

Nuclide Atomic

number

Decay mode Energy of main

peak (MeV)

Intensity (%) Half-life Analysis

method

Sources

7Be 4 ECb Gamma-0.4776 10.52 53.3 days Gamma Cosmogenic

(810 atoms m�2 s�1)EC – 89.48
137Cs 55 Beta Beta-1.176 94.4 30.0 years Beta Human nuclear activity

Beta Beta-0.514 5.6

Gamma-0.6617 94.4 Gamma
210Pb 82 Beta Beta-0.0631 16 22.3 years Beta-210Bi U-decay series

Beta Beta-0.16 84 Alpha-210Po

Gamma-0.0465 4.25 Gamma
210Po 84 Alpha Alpha-5.304 100 138.4 days Alpha-210Po U-decay series
234Th 93 Beta Beta-0.1985 70.3 24.1 days Beta U-decay series

Beta Beta-0.1035 26.8

Beta Beta-0.0833 2.9

Gamma-0.0629 4.85 Gamma

Gamma-0.0926 5.58
aData reproduced from http://atom.kaeri.re.kr
bElectron capture
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7Be in the atmosphere is observed during solar mini-

mums during the 11-year sunspot cycle (Masarik and

Beer 1999).

Most of the 137Cs present in the oceans was derived

from global nuclear fallout, with peak fallout in 1963,

riverine input from the erosion of soils and nuclear

waste sites, discharge of nuclear effluents from close-

in and long-range transport and the Chernobyl acci-

dent (more details are given in Hong et al. 2011).

Detonation of nuclear weapon tests in the atmosphere

starting from 1952 until the cessation of nuclear wea-

pons testing released a large volume of anthropogenic

radionuclides to the atmosphere.

There are two components of 210Pb in the Earth’s

surface. In natural minerals and soils, 210Pb in general

is in secular equilibrium with 226Ra, a decay product in

the 238U decay series, which is then supplied to rivers

along with detrital particles and is termed as the sup-

ported 210Pb. An additional source of 210Pb is prima-

rily derived from the atmospheric deposition. 222Rn is

constantly released from surface soils, rocks and

minerals with a global average rate of 1 atom cm�2 s�1

from the land surface, while this rate is about two

orders of magnitude lower from the ocean (Turekian

and Graustein 2003). The atmospheric 222Rn under-

goes radioactive decay and eventually produces 210Pb.
210Pb thus formed in the atmosphere is rapidly

adsorbed onto aerosol particles, which reach soils

and aquatic systems through wet and dry atmospheric

depositions. Once delivered at the air-sea interface

via wet and dry precipitation, the 210Pb is quickly

removed by suspended particulate matter and even-

tually reaches the sediment-water interface. The con-

centration of 210Pb in the surface waters thus primarily

depends upon the temporally and geographically

varying inputs of atmospheric deposition. Subse-

quently, most of the 210Pb in water column is removed

by sorption on to particulate matter.

Polonium, an oxygen-sulfur group element, is used

as a tracer of elements fundamental to organic matter.

It is a particle-reactive element with a wide range of

Kd values, 10
3–105 cm3 g�1 (Carvalho 1997; Nozaki

et al. 1997; Hong et al. 1999; Kim and Yang 2004).

Most of the dissolved 210Po in the upper waters is from

the decay of 210Pb and is ultimately derived from

atmospheric fallout with the 210Po/210Pb activity ratio

in depositional flux < 0.1 (e.g., Hussain et al. 1998).

More details can be found in Kim and Church (2011).

234Th is a naturally occurring, highly particle-

reactive radionuclide produced from the decay of
238U. Due to its high particle-reactivity, Th-sorbed

particulate matter eventually reaches the seabed. The

sorbed component of 234Th is called excess 234Th

(234Thxs), while the lattice-bound
234Th that is in sec-

ular equilibrium with 238U is called parent-supported
234Th. The production rate of 234Th is thus dependent

on the concentration of its dissolved parent nuclide
238U. In estuaries and coastal areas, U generally

behaves conservatively, although non-conservative

behavior has been reported at low salinity waters, and

thus, 238U activity increases with salinity and thus

production rate of 234Th also increases with salinity.

16.1.2 Factors Affecting the
Concentrations and Behavior
of 7Be, 137Cs, 210Pb, 210Po and
234Th in Estuaries and Coasts

The depositional flux of 7Be to Earth’s surface is

highly variable, depending upon the amount and

frequency of precipitation, latitude, seasons and the

nature and height of the cloud cover. The 7Be specific

activity in precipitation has been reported to vary

widely. For example, 7Be in precipitation samples

collected over a period of 3 years (1989–1991) in

Galveston, TX varied between 0.09 and 20.7 Bq L�1

(Baskaran et al. 1993; activities in global precipitation

is summarized in Kaste and Baskaran 2011). Most of

the 7Be produced in the stratosphere do not readily

reach the troposphere except during spring, when

the seasonal thinning of the troposphere occurs at

mid-latitudes, resulting in air exchange between the

stratosphere and troposphere (e.g., Kim et al. 1998).

Therefore, 7Be flux to the earth surface depends on

latitude. Several studies indicated that additional

meteorological factors, such as seasonal variability in

the amount and frequency of rainfall and the vertical

mixing of the lower and upper troposphere, could

explain the seasonal variability of 7Be flux (Baskaran

1995; Benitez-Nelson and Buesseler 1999; Su et al.

2003; Du et al. 2008). During heavy flood events in

rivers, 7Be discharge is very high compared to normal

flow periods, and hence, the distribution of particulate
7Be is affected by the volume of water discharge in

estuaries and coastal areas.
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At present, there is no global fallout of 137Cs

derived from nuclear weapons testing. However, the

resuspension of very fine 137Cs-laden dust particles

could contribute a very small amount to the ocean

surface waters. Rivers discharge 137Cs through sus-

pended particulate and bed load as well as in the

dissolved phase. Most of this 137Cs is derived from

the erosional input from the watershed (Walling and

Quine 1993; Matisoff and Whiting 2011). 137Cs in the

oceanic water column behaves as a soluble nuclide and

has properties that make it useful as a water mass

tracer (Bowen and Roether 1973; Murray et al. 1978;

Smith et al. 1990). Note that137Cs is particle-reactive

in freshwater systems due to low potassium (K) con-

centrations, while in marine systems, the presence of

large amounts of K compete with Cs, and hence, the

geochemical behavior of Cs is different. Very little

of the 137Cs delivered to the ocean has reached the

sedimentary column. More details on the sources and

distribution of 137Cs in marine environment are given

in Hong et al. (2011).
210Pb, similar to 7Be, is also primarily derived from

atmospheric deposition. The atmospheric deposition is

also highly variable, depending on the amounts

and frequency of precipitation as well as latitude

(Baskaran 2011; Kaste and Baskaran 2011). The

amount of 210Pb resulting from the decay of 226Ra in

coastal areas is negligible compared to the atmo-

spheric depositional flux. After the deposition of 7Be

and 210Pb at the air-sea interface in the coastal waters,

these nuclides are quickly removed onto suspended

particulate matter. For example, Baskaran and

Santschi (1993) reported that about 80% of 7Be

became associated with particulates within an hour

after a heavy rainfall event. 210Pb binds irreversibly

to soil particles, and is generally immobile in sedi-

ments (Koide et al. 1972; Robbins and Edgington

1975; Goldberg et al. 1977). Hawley et al. (1986)

reported partition coefficients, Kd for 7Be and 210Pb

greater than 104, indicating that these radionuclides

are sufficiently particle-bound that they can be used

to trace erosion, particle transport and deposition

(Whiting et al. 2005). Annual depositional fluxes of
210Pb are considerably constant over longer periods of

time, although they vary with the amounts of preci-

pitation (Baskaran et al. 1993). The removal of 210Pb

from the upper ocean is driven by the flux of biogenic

material from surface productivity (Fisher et al.

1988; Moore and Dymond, 1988). The atmospheric

depositional flux of 210Po is very small compared to
210Pb, with a 210Po/210Pb activity ratio of <0.1. One

could potentially utilize 210Po/210Pb ratios in sus-

pended particulate matter to trace the pathways

and extent of resuspension of deposited sediment.

Polonium has a strong affinity for biogenic material

and gets incorporated into organic matter, and thus,

Po is expected to trace biogenic organic matter

much more closely than Th or Pb (Fisher et al. 1983;

Cherrier et al. 1995; LaRock et al. 1996).

The contrasting geochemical difference between

insoluble Th and soluble U in the water column and

the relatively short residence times of 234Th in surface

waters and in the euphotic zone make 234Th a powerful

tracer for quantifying spatial and temporal dynamics

of particles and other particle-reactive species. Short-

lived thorium isotopes are used to examine a large

range of water column and seabed processes in estua-

rine environments (Waples et al. 2006; Rutgers van

der Loeff et al. 2006). The earliest observations

regarding the disequilibria between 234Th and its

parent 238U revealed that the removal rate of 234Th

decreased with distance from shore (Bhat et al. 1969).

This finding established the particle-reactive nature of

thorium and laid the foundation for the use of short-

lived thorium isotopes as tracers for geochemical and

sedimentary processes in estuarine and coastal envi-

ronments. The utilization of 234Th as a tracer in estua-

rine environments is divided into two categories: (1)

quantifying the residences time of 234Th (dissolved

and particulate, particulate Th is the same as the

particulate matter) in the water column, other parti-

cle-reactive species with respect to the scavenging and

removal from the water column, and (2) quantifying

rates of sedimentary processes such as mixing,

deposition and transport.

In this chapter, we review the important appli-

cations of these short-lived radionuclides in the

coastal environments as tracers to quantify the

removal rates of suspended particulate matter, par-

ticle cycling, sediment dynamics and utility of these

tracers as proxies for other contaminants sorbed

on to sedimentary particulate matter. These tracers

have provided useful information in quantifying the

fluxes of particle-sorbed PCBs, PAHs and trace

metals (Gustafsson et al. 1997a, b; Weinstein and

Moran 2005).
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16.2 Methodology for Sample
Collection and Laboratory Analysis

Appropriate sampling and analytical methods are

all key factors in obtaining high quality data. The

sampling and treatment of samples, the laboratory

analysis of radioisotopes and quality management are

especially important.

16.2.1 Sampling and Treatment

Compared to other chemical analyses (i.e., heavy

metals and organic composition), the unintended

contamination of samples for the analysis of short-

lived radionuclides by material released from the

research vessel or by the sampling apparatus is gene-

rally negligible. The particle-reactive radionuclides

have a strong tendency to sorb onto the walls of the

sampling containers, and hence, acidification of the

samples immediately after collection is required.

For large-volume surface water sampling, different

methods are available. Water samples can be collected

either through the seawater supply hose in the ship or

through a submersible pump. The seawater hose in the

ship tends to accumulate Th and has been reported

to release the daughter products of Th (e.g., 224Ra

released from the sorbed 228Th). Caution must be

exercised for the possible release of radionuclides

from the seawater supply hose. Generally, it is neces-

sary to collect large sample volumes (usually 0.02 M3

to several M3) to obtain good counting statistics within

an acceptable counting time. Sometimes there are few

options except having a large volume of water samples

(e.g., 7Be). There are a few methods that can be used

for large volume sampling (Rutgers van der Loeff and

Moore 1999; Baskaran et al. 2009a).

1. Rosette sampling (up to 30 L) is the most conve-

nient method and provides the exact depth profile

and for other parameters.

2. Gerard sampling (up to 400 L). The bottles must be

rinsed using the yo-yo technique to obtain water

from the desired depth (Roether 1971). There is a

serious risk of exchange of water during recovery

(Broecker et al. 1986) due to the loose closure of

the lids, which should be checked with indirect

methods (e.g., silicate measurements). Radionuclide

sampling with 250-L PVC bottles is described in

Nozaki (1993).

3. In situ pumps combined with (MnO2-coated) absor-

bers form the only alternative for subsurface

sampling volumes of >400 L for 234Th and 210Pb

(Buesseler et al. 1992, 1995; Baskaran et al. 1993;

Rutgers van der Loeff and Berger 1993; Rutgers

van der Loeff and Moore 1999; Baskaran and

Santschi, 2002). This method is ship time-consum-

ing, and there is a risk of loss of particles during the

recovery and of particles sticking to the baffles in

front of the filters. The simultaneous operation of

multiple pumps at multiple depths in the winch will

reduce the overall ship time needed for vertical

profile sampling. We found a reassuring correspon-

dence between particulate 234Th profiles obtained

with Rosette casts and with in situ pumps (Du et al.,

unpublished data).

4. Surface seawater supply is a convenient way to

sample surface water. However, there is a risk of

artifacts, especially at insufficient throughput

through long lines, and clogging inputs, which

can affect both the dissolved and particulate

phases. Sewage discharge from ship also can pose

problems affecting the quality of data.

For volumes less than 30 L, except for the in situ

pumps, large-volume filtration normally has to be

performed on board. Radionuclides of the dissolved

phase (7Be, 210Pb, 210Po and 234Th) are usually pre-

concentrated onboard by coprecipitation with hydro-

xides and sulfates of Fe, Ba orMn such as Fe(OH)3,Mg

(OH)2, MnO2, BaSO4, PbSO4 or Co-APDC (Rutgers

van der Loeff and Moore 1999; Buesseler et al. 2001a,

b; Benitez-Nelson et al. 2001; Elsinger and Moore

1983; details on various sorbents used in literature are

summarized in Baskaran et al. 2009a, b). If quantitative

recovery cannot be guaranteed, yield tracers must be

added such as 209Po for 210Po, stable Pb carrier for
210Pb, stable Be carrier for 7Be and 230Th or 229Th for
234Th, respectively (Harvey and Lovett 1984).

For the measurements of both dissolved and parti-

culate radionuclides, prefilters followed by MnO2-

coated fibers connected in series are used to obtain

particulate matter (prefilter) and dissolved radio-

nuclides (Th, Pb) from the water column. The prefilter

is usually ashed at 550�C for polypropylene fiber
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material and can be utilized for the measurements of
7Be, 234Th, 210Pb and 137Cs but not for particulate
210Po because Po is volatile at such high temperatures.

The efficiency of extraction, E, for any nuclide can

then be calculated from the ratio of the activities A and

B measured in the first and second cartridges: E ¼ 1

�B/A, (so called the “cartridge formula”). The

assumption that both cartridges extract radionuclides

uniformly (i.e., constant extraction efficiency by

both filters A and B) becomes especially critical at

lower efficiencies (Baskaran et al. 1993). Furthermore,

a recent study indicates that some of the sorbed Th

can desorb during filtration, thus adding uncertainty

to the uniform extraction efficiency (Baskaran et al.

2009b). The formula cannot be used if there is a risk

of desorption of MnO2 with associated activity from

the first to the second cartridge, either by physical

entrainment of MnO2 particles or by MnO2 reduc-

tion in anoxic water masses. The schematic of the

procedures is shown in Fig. 16.1. Detailed methods

on the preparation of Mn-fiber and MnO2-cartridges

can be found in literature (Moore 1976; Buesseler

et al. 1992; Rutgers van der Loeff and Moore 1999;

Baskaran et al. 1993; 2009a, b). For preconcen-

trating 137Cs from the water sample, a cotton fiber

filter impregnated with copper ferrocynanide has

been utilized (Buesseler et al. 1990; Baskaran et al.

2009a).

Surface sediments and sediment cores are usually

collected by push core from a small boat with a PVC

coring device outfitted with a one-way check valve

and a 4-in.-diameter clear acrylic tube (core tube).

16.2.2 Laboratory Analysis
of Radioisotopes

Alpha spectrometry, beta counting and gamma spec-

trometry are the commonly used methods for measur-

ing the activity of 7Be, 210Pb, 210Po, 137Cs and 234Th

(Buesseler et al. 2001a; Rutgers van der Loeff and

Moore, 1999; Trimble et al. 2004; Baskaran et al.

2009a). Gamma spectrometry allows the simultaneous

measurements of 7Be, 210Pb, 234Th and 137Cs with-

out chemical purification and is the ideal method

for non-destructive techniques (Buesseler et al.

1992). However, inherent (Compton) background

and self-absorption by the sample, energy- and geo-

metry-dependent detector efficiency and low gamma

branching ratios for some of the radionuclides can

reduce the sensitivity and accuracy of the method. The

overall sensitivity is generally low compared to other

techniques (Rutgers van der Loeff and Moore 1999).

Alpha spectrometry is characterized by good

isotope separation, uniform (i.e., energy- and iso-

tope-independent) detector efficiency and very low

background, typically on the order of 0.001–0.003

counts per minute for the 4–8 MeV energy range of

a new surface barrier detector, increasing with time as

a result of the accumulation of recoil products from

measured samples (Rutgers van der Loeff and Moore

1999). Alpha spectrometry allows precise measure-

ments at low activities and easy calibration with

yield tracers. Alpha particles have a very short range.

They are absorbed or slowed down by interactions

with sample material or by impurities on the source

wat
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Fig. 16.1 Schematic diagram of the large volume method for 234Th collection in the water column (modified from Baskaran

et al. 2009a)
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which is normally a flat planchet with the purified

element plated on it. The best results in terms of

efficiency and energy resolution are obtained with

clean sources prepared from well-purified samples.

In the case of Beta Spectroscopy, the energy of the

beta particles (electrons) has continuous energy distri-

bution and hence identification of beta-emitting radio-

nuclides using beta spectrometer is not possible. Since

the beta particles have continuous energy spectrum

extending from zero up to the maximum energy,

Emax, the thickness of source will affect the beta

particles with different energies differently. Thus, in

most cases, chemical separation and purification of

radionuclides is required.

16.2.2.1 Be-7

The decay of 7Be can proceed directly to the Li ground

state or to the first excited state in 7Li with the branch-

ing ratio of 89.56 and 10.44%, respectively. The latter

then proceeds to the 7Li ground state by emitting

gamma rays at 477.6 keV. Because the energy of

gamma rays emitted from 7Be is high, most of the

samples are measured by g-spectrometry (Olsen et al.

1986; Kim et al. 1999; 2000).

16.2.2.2 Po-210 and Pb-210

After a set of chemical procedures, 210Po can be plated

on a silver disc and assayed in an alpha spectrometer,

more details can be found in Mathews et al. (2007).

The 210Pb concentration can be measured using a low-

energy (46.3 keV) gamma line of 210Pb. However, the

low branching ratio (4.25%; Porcelli and Baskaran

2011) requires that a large volume of water sample

be processed for 210Pb (Baskaran and Santschi 2002).
210Po and 210Pb measurements in natural samples

are routinely conducted using a-spectrometry, first

measuring 210Po (called in situ 210Po) and then

keeping the sample for a period of 6 months to

2 years for the in-growth of 210Po from 210Pb. The

second 210Po (parent-supported) measurement pro-

vides the data on the concentration of 210Pb (Sarin

et al., 1992; Church et al., 1994; Radakovitch et al.,

1998; Hong et al., 1999; Fridrich and Rutgers van der

Loeff 2002; Masque et al., 2002; Stewart et al., 2007).
210Pb can also be measured by the beta counting

method because the beta-ray emitted by 210Pb has

lower energy (bmax ¼ 63 keV); these low energy

betas particles need to be suppressed, and 210Bi beta

(bmax ¼ 1.16 MeV) is used to assay 210Pb activity. So

when beta counting is used, we can get the concen-

tration of 210Pb through the measurement of 210Bi

(half-life: 5.0 days). Multiple counting over a period

of 30–35 days (6–7 half-lives of 210Bi) with a beta

counter will ensure data quality.

16.2.2.3 Cs-137

137Cs concentrations are most commonly measured

using gamma-ray spectrometry when 137Cs decays to

the excited state of 137Ba by beta decay and its

subsequent transition to ground state. 137Cs can also

be directly measured using the beta (bmax ¼ 1.176

MeV) counting method after separation and purifica-

tion (Yoshizawa 1958; Baskaran et al. 2009a).

16.2.2.4 Th-234

234Th can be measured by g-spectrometry. The two

suitable peaks for quantifying 234Th are 63.2 keV

(branching ratio 4.85%; Porcelli and Baskaran 2011)

and 92.4 + 92.8 keV (branching ratio ~5.6%). These

low branching ratios result in low gamma counting

rates (e.g., Rutgers van der Loeff et al. 2006). Unlike

g-spectrometry, beta counting has an excellent count-

ing efficiency for 234Th. Apparent efficiencies reach

almost 100% when the beta emissions for 234Th (weak

beta at Emax ¼ 0.27 MeV) and its daughter 234mPa

(strong beta at Emax ¼ 2.19 MeV) are combined, and

the sample is reduced into a near weightless source via

electroplating on a stainless steel disk (Waples et al.

2003). A five-position beta counter manufactured by

RISØ National Laboratories (Roskilde, Denmark)

with a 10 cm lead shield has been most commonly

used at sea and in the laboratory and has background

values of 0.15–0.20 cpm for a source of 25-mm diam-

eter. Pates et al. (1996) developed a method for the

determination of 234Th in seawater by LSS. A major

advantage of using LSS is the avoidance of separate

alpha and beta measurements to determine 234Th

activities. After the addition of 230Th as a yield tracer,

Th is coprecipitated with Fe(OH)3 and purified

through ion exchange chromatography to remove Fe
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and U. Details can be seen in a number of published

references (Smith et al. 2004; Kersten et al. 1998;

Foster and Shimmield 2002). However, beta counting

is not isotope specific. Beta counting is the preferred

method for 234Th, and can be used with non-destruc-

tive techniques (for particulate samples on filters) and

can be used on-board ship. For particulate and sedi-

ment samples, chemical separation and purification

are required to prevent other beta-emitting radionu-

clides from interfering with the counting.

Table 16.1 show the nuclear properties of 7Be,
137Cs, 210Pb, 210Po and 234Th, including decay modes,

energies of the main peaks, intensities, half-lives,

analytical methods and sources of these nuclides.

16.2.3 Quality Assurance and Quality
Control

Each of the collection, handling, storage and preser-

vation steps for samples should be validated to ensure

that there are interferences with the measurements of

isotopes interest. In cases where are there interfer-

ences, they need to be minimized and quantified.

This quality control involves evaluation of the blanks

and standard reference material (SRMs) containing

certified levels of the relevant analytes (to determine

analytical precision and/or for calibration of instru-

ments). In general, blank samples should accompany

each batch of sample containers to the field sampling

site and be subjected to the same handling protocols

(e.g., opening, closing, preservation) as the actual

sample containers. A list of SRMs commonly utilized

is given in Baskaran et al. (2009a). The analysis of

natural radionuclides from small-volume water sam-

ples, usually less than 20 L, can be collected with CTD

rosettes. Sorption to the walls of sample bottles could

reduce the dissolved concentration of the nuclide

considerably, and thus care must be taken.

To ensure that the analytical results are accurate,

quality assurance (QA) measurements are often nec-

essary. Generally, the QA for nuclide analyses include

the counting of a known radioactive source in a pre-

determined geometry for a specific count time. After

data collection, data analysis is performed to deter-

mine that the critical parameters such as peak position,

resolution and efficiency are within the acceptable

limits. It is noted that the QA measurement is not

a substitute for calibration. Moreover, proficiency

testing (PT) programs can provide another means for

laboratories to assess their ability to perform a parti-

cular method and may be an appropriate part of

some laboratory approval programs. Currently there

are few PT programs for radionuclide analysis,

such as GEOTRACES program website (http://www.

usgeotraces.org/) and “world-wide open proficiency

test” of IAEA (http://nucleus.iaea.org/rpst/index.htm).

16.2.3.1 Be-7

Getting a certified reference standard for 7Be measure-

ments is not an easy task due to its short half-life and

the expense of producing it. However, calibration of

the gamma ray spectrometer can be commonly carried

out by establishing the energy vs. absolute efficiency

curve. In particular, the two gamma lines with very

little interference, 352 keV (214Pb) and 609 keV

(214Bi), can be used to evaluate the absolute efficiency

of 7Be at 476 keV (Kaste et al. 2002). The intercali-

bration of samples collected from natural waters is

recommended because it would help to validate the
7Be measurement. Moreover, in samples with high
232Th concentrations, one should be cautious of the

478.3 keV decay energy of 228Ac (Kaste et al. 2002).

To our knowledge, there is no intercalibration attempts

have been carried out for this nuclide. It is noted that

the efficiency of extracting Be in water onto Fe-coated

cartridges (i.e., absolute efficiency in two cartridges

connected in series) has been assumed to be constant

(Kadko and Olson, 1996). If there is desorption of

Be from the first cartridge, then the assumption of

constant efficiency might be questionable sometimes.

16.2.3.2 Pb-210

A known amount of primary standards of 210Po and
210Pb (c.f. a list of SRMS is given in Baskaran et al.

2009a) should be used to check the precision of the

methodology. In particular, 210Po can be volatile if it is

in the reduced state, and hence, its loss during the

chemical procedure (if any) needs to be carefully

monitored.
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16.2.3.3 Po-210

Most of the SRMs for 210Po are the same as 210Pb

because 210Po and 210Pb are in secular equilibrium

(Baskaran et al. 2009a).

16.2.3.4 Cs-137

Adding a known amount of 134Cs with certified value

to standard seawater (e.g., 20 L), following the chemi-

cal procedures and comparing the activities to the

certified values will ensure that the methodology and

counting procedures are working satisfactorily. Mean-

while, for the small-volume seawater samples, it is

important to know the background level of 137Cs. The
137Cs activity in CsCl was found to be less than 0.03

mBq g�1 based on extremely low-background gamma

spectrometry. The 137Cs activity in AMP was found to

be less than 0.008 mBq g�1 (Hirose et al. 2005).

16.2.3.5 Th-234

The best standard for the intercalibration of 234Th

techniques is pristine deep-ocean water (1,000 m),

in which the activities are expected to be in equilib-

rium. Earlier studies, however, have shown that some

occasional disequilibrium does occur (c.f. Baskaran

et al. 2003), and it is not clear whether some physical

and/or biogeochemical processes that lead to this

disequilibrium are operating or whether this is due

to problems associated with the analytical proce-

dures. To be safe, the best method is to collect

a large-volume sample, filter it through a 0.45-mm
cartridge filter, acidify the filtrate to pH < 1 and

store it for about 6 months, which will ensure the
234Th/238U activity ratio of 1.0.

When the small-volume (2–5 L) beta counting

method is used, other beta emitters (because beta

counting is not isotope specific) of the U-Th decay-

series radionuclides (such as betas from the decay of
228Ac, 214Pb, 214Bi, 210Bi, 212Bi, 211Pb, 211Bi, and 40K)

could affect the accuracy of the measurements. This

problem is more serious when beta counting is con-

ducted without purification of the sample (such as the

direct counting of suspended particulate material or

MnO2 precipitates; Rutgers van der Loeff et al. 2006).

Beta counting of electroplated sources may be ideal

for beta counting (uniform thickness) because non-

uniform thickness resulting from uneven loading of

particles could alter the self-absorption correction fac-

tor. Applying appropriate self-absorption corrections

could be challenging because low-energy betas from
234Th (Emax ¼ 0.27 MeV) and high-energy betas

from its progeny, 234mPa (Emax ¼ 2.19 MeV), will be

absorbed to varying extents (unless a Mylar is used to

cut-off all 234Th betas) in different sample thicknesses.

More details can be found in Rutgers van der Loeff

et al. (2006). Some of the glass fiber filters have been

found to contain detectable natural radioactivity

within the filter material, and the use of such filters

for low-volume water filtration has resulted in rela-

tively high uncertainty in the 234Th data (Buesseler

et al. 2001a, b).

16.3 Application

Figure 16.2 shows the conceptual input and output

fluxes of 234Th, 210Po, 210Pb, 137Cs and 7Be in an

estuary/coast and its adjacent sea. Note that some

riverine input

Atmospheric
deposition

Sedimentary
deposition

Natural decay

output to
shel 

Local production

Submarine groundwater
discharge (SGD)

Resuspended
and diffusion
from sediment

input from
shelf

Nuclides of water
column in Estuary

Fig. 16.2 Concept of nuclide material balance in

an estuary (modified from Santschi et al. (1979);

Feng et al. (1999a, b) and Jweda et al. (2008))
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of the input terms for radionuclides are negligible

(e.g., submarine groundwater discharge (SGD)-derived
137Cs and 7Be). The unique sources of 234Th,
210Po/210Pb, 137Cs and 7Be make them ideal candi-

dates for quantifying particle dynamics and sediment

sources and their fate.

16.3.1 Quantifying the Freshly Delivered
and Resuspended Sediments in
Coastal and Estuarine Zones

Freshly delivered sediments at a given site in the

coastal area predominantly contain the 7Be/210Pb

ratio (Ap
Be=A

p
Pb) of precipitation, while resuspended

sediments will have the ratio similar to the fine parti-

culate matter of the upper layers of the bottom

sediments. The specific activity ratio can potentially

fingerprint unique particle sources; for example,

the Ap
Be=A

p
Pb ratio may prove particularly useful as a

storm-seabed process tracer (Allison et al. 2005). In

this case, from the measured 7Be/210Pb ratio in the

atmospheric deposition and the measured Ap
Be=A

p
Pb

ratio in the particulate matter, bottom sediments and

freshly delivered sediments, one can differentiate

between resuspension of bed sediments and freshly

delivered sediments from the river system. This ratio

is also useful for calculating the relative amount of

resuspended bed sediments collected in the estuary.

16.3.1.1 7Be/210Pbxs as Tracer to Identify

Sediment Sources and Age

If we assume that the mixtures of suspended sediment

in an estuarine system can come from three potential

sources: (i) the river system bringing riverine sus-

pended sediment with a finite 7Be/210Pb ratio; (ii)

suspended sediments brought from the coastal and

marine areas; and (iii) sediments from the estuary.

Wilson et al. (2007) measured the Ap
Be=A

p
Pb ratio in

each source materials and observed that the riverine
7Be/210Pbxs ratio was greater than the estuarine sedi-

ment 7Be/210Pbxs. The Ap
Be=A

p
Pb ratio in resuspended

sediments collected in a sediment trap (subscript S) is

given by Wilson et al. 2007:

ðAp
Be=A

p
PbÞs ¼ ðAp

Be=A
p
PbÞB � cþ ðAp

Be=A
p
PbÞD�ð1� cÞ;

(16.1)

where c is the fraction of the resuspension of bed

sediments in the efflux, subscript B represents the

resuspended bottom sediments and subscript D repre-

sents the combined ratio of the recently delivered

sediment from both the riverine and adjacent marine

system. All of the other terms and symbols used in this

equation and the rest of the equations in this article are

defined in Appendix. If the suspended sediments in the

coastal area and river have the same 7Be/210Pbxs ratio,

then both terms can be combined, which results in

(16.1). Using (16.1), the efflux of sediments from the

bed, c, can be determined.

Furthermore, Ap
Be=A

p
Pb ratios can also be used as

tracers of the “freshness” or “age” of suspended sedi-

ments in an estuary. If it is assumed that the suspended

sediments in the estuarine water column is from a

single riverine source, the decreases in the Ap
Be=A

p
Pb

ratio could arise because of two factors: low Ap
Be=A

p
Pb

ratio due to aging of the sedimentary particulate matter

or reduction in this ratio from the dilution of 7Be-rich

sediment by 7Be-deficient but not 210Pbxs-dead source.

Sometimes, both of these cases can exist (Matisoff

et al. 2005).

In the first case, it is possible to calculate the age of

the sediment from the 7Be/210Pbxs ratio if the value of

that ratio in the precipitation is known (Matisoff et al.

2005; Matisoff and Whiting 2011):

Ap
Be

AP
Pb

¼ Ap
Be

AP
Pb

� �
0

exp½ð�ðlBe � lPbÞ � t� (16.2)

where subscript “0” represents the “fresh” and/or

original suspended sediment. The age (t) of the sedi-

ment is given by

t ¼ 1

lBe � lPb
ln

Ap
Be

AP
Pb

� �
0

� ln
Ap
Be

AP
Pb

� �� �
: (16.3)

If “new” sediment is defined here as sediment par-

ticles that have a Ap
Be=A

p
Pb ratio equal to that of the

precipitation, i.e., “newly tagged sediment”, the sedi-

ment particle age is the time since the 7Be tag was

delivered. Most likely, however, soil particles eroded

from the landscape and delivered into suspension will

have a Ap
Be=A

p
Pb ratio that is less than that in the
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precipitation because of very low 7Be/210Pb ratios in

soils (due to differences in the mean-lives of these

nuclides). The watershed residence times of 7Be and
210Pb are much longer than their mean lives (e.g.,

Ravichandran et al. 1995), and hence, it is likely that

Ap
Be=A

p
Pb ratio in a river is primarily controlled by the

7Be/210Pb ratio in the precipitation. Equation (16.3)

is a simplified case. In the real world, there could

be multiple sources of sediments with distinctly dif-

ferent Ap
Be=A

p
Pb ratios, such as fine particulate matter

derived from the offshore region, resuspension of sedi-

ments with different activity ratios at the sampling

sites, and different activity ratios in the bed load

and suspended load of the river, etc. Alternatively,

the Ap
Be=A

p
Pb ratio in suspended sediment can also

decrease by the addition of 7Be-deficient sediment

from deep soil erosion or the entrainment of old (i.e.,
7Be-dead) bottom sediments. In this case, the percent-

age of new sediment in suspension is directly propor-

tional to the Ap
Be=A

p
Pb ratio (Matisoff et al. 2005):

%‘new’sediment¼100� Ap
Be

AP
Pb

� �
Ap
Be

AP
Pb

�
0

��
(16.4)

The percentage of new sediment can also be deter-

mined from the age of the sediment:

%‘new’ sediment ¼ 100� expð�ðlBe � lPbÞtÞ (16.5)

16.3.1.2 234Thxs/
7Be as a Tracer of Particle

Dynamics and Sediment Transport

in a Partially Mixed Estuary

Using the mass-balance approach for Th and 7Be pro-

posed by Santschi et al. (1979), Feng et al. (1999a, b)

elaborated this approach to determine source and

dynamics within the turbidity maximum of the

Hudson Estuary using the 234Thxs/
7Be ratio. In this

formulation, the advective transport of particles

through the estuary is assumed to be negligible, and

transport of particulate 234Thxs/
7Be owing to temporal

variations of the river flow, tidal mixing and resuspen-

sion are also not included in the approach.

In Feng et al. (1999a), local mass balances for dis-

solved and particulate 234Th can be written as below

(definitions of each terms are given in Appendix):

@Ad
Th

@t
¼ lTh � AU � lTh � Ad

Th � kTh � Ad
Th (16.6)

and

@Ap
Th

@t
¼ kTh � Ad

Th � lTh � Ap
Th � kpTh � Ap

Th

þ fresus
Th

h
� Ased

Th (16.7)

Under steady-state conditions for the dissolved and

particulate 234Th, @Ad
Th=@t ¼ @Ap

Th=@t ¼ 0.

lTh � AU � lTh � Ad
Th � kTh � Ad

Th ¼ 0 (16.8)

and

kTh � Ad
Th � lTh � Ap

Th � kp � Ap
Th þ

fresus
Th

h
� Ased

Th ¼ 0

(16.9)

From (16.8) and (16.9), particulate 234Th can be

expressed as

Ap
Th ¼

kTh � lTh � AU

lTh þ kTh

� �
þ fresus

Th

h
� Ased

Th

lTh þ kpTh
(16.10)

Similar to 234Th, one can set up the mass balance

for dissolved and particulate 7Be. Assuming steady-

state conditions and re-arranging various terms, the

particulate 7Be can be calculated from the following

formula:

Ap
Be ¼

kBe � IBe
hðlBe þ kBeÞ

� �
þfresus

Be

h
�Ased

Be

lBe þ kpBe
(16.11)

Combining the particulate 234Th and 7Be activities,

the particulate 234Th/7Be ratio can be obtained from

(16.10) and (16.11):

AP
Th

AP
Be

¼ lBe þ kp

lTh þ kp

� �

�
kTh

lTh þ kTh

� �
� lTh � AU þ fresus

Th

h
� Ased

Th

kBe
lBe þ kBe

� �
� IBe

h
þ fresus

Be

h
� ASed

Be

2
664

3
775

(16.12)
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Generally, the rather short residence time of Th and

Be in the estuaries imply that the scavenging of 234Th

and 7Be onto particles is more rapid than radioactive

decay (kTh > lTh and kBe > lBe). Assuming that

the resuspension fluxes of Th and Be are negligible

relative to 234Th production and 7Be atmospheric

input, we can evaluate (16.12) under two special

cases, depending on the residence time of particles in

the water column.

In case one, the residence time of particles in

the water column is short relative to the half-lives of
234Th and 7Be (i.e., kP > lTh and kP > lBe). Then
(16.12) becomes

AP
Th

AP
Be

¼ lTh � AU

IBe
h

(16.13)

Equation (16.13) states that the 234Th/7Be

ratio in the particulate matter approaches the ratio

of their supply rates if there is rapid scavenging of

Th and Be from the dissolved phase with a negli-

gible resuspension contribution from the bottom

sediments.

In case two, the residence time of particles is rela-

tively long compared to the half-lives (i.e., kP � lTh,
kP � lBe), and the 234Thxs/

7Be approaches the inven-

tory ratio. Then (16.12) becomes

AP
Th

AP
Be

¼ lBe � AU

IBe
h

(16.14)

In most of the cases, the AU increases linearly with

salinity in estuaries because the 238U concentration in

seawater is significantly higher than the average value

of 238U in the world rivers.

In the plots of 34Thxs/
7Be vs. salinity (Fig. 16.3),

Feng et al. (1999a) determined both case one (16.13)

and case two (16.14) conditions can be dominant with

the seasonal differences in the Hudson Estuary.

16.3.1.3 Quantifying the Advection and

Resuspension of Particulate Matter

in the Turbidity Maximum Zone

Using 234Thxs/
7Be as a Tracer

The 234Thxs/
7Be ratios can also be applied to quantify

the sources of suspended particles in the turbidity

maximum of an estuary. In estuaries flood tides result

in the transport of suspended particulate matter. This

advectional component can be quantified using change

in 234Thxs/
7Be ratios (Feng et al. 1999b). The total

fluxes of 234Th and 7Be in the turbidity maximum

are given by (definitions of each terms are given in

Appendix):

’total
Th ¼ ’prod

Th þ ’resus
Th þ ’adv

Th (16.15)

and

’toal
Be ¼ ’prod

Be þ ’resus
Be þ ’adv

Be (16.16)

It is assumed that the observed variations in SPM

concentrations result both from local bottom resuspen-

sion and advective transport and that the observed

variation in the SPM flux is the sum of the following:

ftotal
part ¼ fresus

part þ fadv
part (16.17)

As discussed earlier, ftotal
part can be calculated from

the slope of the increasing portion of the SPM varia-

tion with time, and an average value can be used.

fresus
part ¼ ftotal

part � fadv
part (16.18)

Then, combining (16.15) and (16.16), we get

’toal
Th

’toal
Be

¼ ’prod
Th þ ’resus

Th þ ’adv
Th

’prod
Be þ ’resus

Be þ ’adv
Be

(16.19)

Combining (16.17), (16.18) and (16.19), one gets

’toal
Th

’ltotal
Be

¼
lThAU þ Ased

Th

Ased
Be

� �
� ðftotal

part � fadv
partÞ � Ased

Be þ ’prod
Th þ Aadv

Th

Aadv
Be

� �
� fadv

part � Aadv
Be

IBe
h

þ ðftotal
part � fadv

partÞ � Ased
Be þ fadv

part � Aadv
Be

(16.20)
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The key parameters for (16.20) are the 234Th/7Be

flux ratio in the turbidity maximum zone (ftotal
Th =ftotal

Be )

and the 234Thxs/
7Be activity ratios in the resuspended

(Ased
Th =A

sed
Be ) and advected (Aadv

Th =A
adv
Be ) sediments.

In the turbidity maximum zone, (Aadv
Th =A

adv
Be ) is taken

to be the average activity ratio measured from parti-

cles collected at the boundary near the estuary.

Ased
Th =A

sed
Be can be obtained from the ratio of the average

excess 234Th and 7Be activities in the bottom sedi-

ments. Bottom sediments are initially considered as

representative of locally resuspended sediment, and
234Th and 7Be activities are used in the 0–0.5 cm

depth interval of these sediments to estimate the aver-

age 234Thxs/
7Be activity ratio in resuspended particles

(Feng et al. 1999b). Then the parameter fadv
part can be

calculated using (16.20). As an example of the appli-

cation of this model, Feng et al. (1999b) estimated

that the lateral advection from the high salinity region

corresponded to 31% of the particles, while the

remaining 69% was attributed to the local resuspen-

sion from bottom sediments.

16.3.2 Sediment Focusing and Erosion
Using 210Pb, 7Be and 234Th
as Tracers

Excess 234Th can be used as a tracer of sediment

sources from offshore and higher salinity waters in

contrast to 7Be, which is supplied to the estuary at

a higher rate from the discharge of riverine water.

Thus, the combined use of 234Th and 7Be can help to

distinguish sediment sources from the supply of new

material from the rivers (i.e., high 7Be) and resuspen-

sion and/or mixed sediments from the surface seabed

(i.e., high 234Th) (Corbett et al. 2004). In shallow

estuaries, where the seabed is disturbed by tidal and

Fig. 16.3 Particulate 234Th and 7Be specific activities and
234Thxs/

7Be activity ratios vs. distance in the Hudson River

estuary. Surface and bottom water samples were collected

in March, 1995 (circle), May, 1995 (square), October, 1995

(triangle) and April, 1996 (inverted triangle), respectively. The

open symbols represent surface water and the filled symbols
represent bottom water (data plotted from Feng et al. (1999a))
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wind-driven resuspension, the 234Th profiles and

inventories within the seabed can yield valuable

insights about the frequency and intensity of resuspen-

sion (Giffin and Corbett, 2003). Moreover, over longer

time scales, the sediment focusing and erosion can be

investigated using the inventories of 210Pb in the water

column and bottom sediments (Cochran et al. 1990;

Thomson et al. 1993; Baskaran and Santschi, 2002).

16.3.2.1 The Residence Times and Scavenging

Effectiveness for 210Pb

In the box-model (Fig. 16.2), the major inputs (210Pb)

to the coastal environment are included of: (i) atmo-

spheric fallout (IPb) and (ii) the production from its

grandparent, 226Ra (lPbARa). The major outputs from

the box are (i) the decay of 210Pb (lPbAPb) and (ii)

its removal by scavenging (kPbAPb). In this simple

approach, additional sources/sinks (such as lateral

advection from and to shelf, diffusion, etc.) have

been assumed to be negligible. Evidence for this

assumption comes from the measured sediment inven-

tory of 210Pb in several sediment cores. The measured

inventory in a large portion of the sediment cores is

about the same as that expected from the production

rate in the overlying water column, implying that there

is no net lateral advectional input to the site or net

lateral input is offset by sediment erosion (Baskaran

and Santschi 2002).

The mass balance of total 210Pb in the water column

can be written as (definitions of each terms are given

in Appendix):

lPbARa þ IPb=h ¼ lPbAPb þ kPbAPb (16.21)

From (16.21), the residence times (tPb ¼ 1=kPb for
total 210Pb) with regards to scavenging can be calcu-

lated as follows:

tPb ¼ 1=kPb
¼ APb=½lPbðARa þ ðIPb=ðhlPbÞÞ � APbÞ� (16.22)

To determine the residence time of 210Pb in the

entire water column, (16.22) can be rewritten in

terms of the inventory of 210Pb as

tPb ¼ APblPb=½lPbARa þ ðIPb=hÞ � lPbAPb� (16.23)

The term ½lPbARa þ ðIPb=hÞ� is the total supply of
210Pb. From the mass balance considerations, one can

have

Total supply ½ðARahþ ðIPb=lPbÞ�
� Measured inventory ½hAPblPb�

¼ Deficiency ½lPbhARa þ ðIPbÞ � lPbhAPb�:
(16.24)

Equation (16.23) thus reduces to

tc ¼ Total supply � Deficiencyð Þ= lPb � Deficiencyð Þ
(16.25)

The scavenging effectiveness (SE) is defined as

(Cochran et al. 1990; Thomson et al. 1993; Baskaran

and Santschi, 2002) follows:

SE ¼ Deficency=Total supply (16.26)

tc ¼ ½ð1=SE� 1Þ � 1=lPb�: (16.27)

Using (16.26) and (16.27), the residence times

and SE for 210Pb for the entire water column can be

determined.

16.3.2.2 234Th as a Tracer of the Fate

of Particle-Reactive Species

Using a two-dimensional model, McKee et al. (1984)

calculated the residence times of 234Th in the coastal

waters. The supply and removal of 234Th are assumed

to be in steady state, and the 234Th activity measured in

surface waters is assumed to be representative of the

average water-column 234Th activity at that station

during the ~100 days (i.e., 4–5 times of 234Th’s half

life) prior to collection. 234Th sediment inventories

reveal that the supply and removal of 234Th are two-

dimensional. This result is consistent with the idea of a

well-mixed water column during winter. Vertical mix-

ing tends to homogenize (to some extent) the concen-

trations of suspended sediments and the activities on

suspended sediment within the water column. There-

fore, the 234Th values measured in surface waters are

a reasonable indication of the entire water column
234Th activity during this time of year. Meanwhile, it

is assumed that the adsorption of 234Th is irreversible
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(negligible desorption) because of the short time

scales for scavenging and removal in near-shore envir-

onments. In addition, the horizontal 234Th flux is mod-

eled as an advective transport (multiplying the first

derivative of 234Th, with respect to x, by an advection

coefficient). The horizontal flux can also be modeled

as diffusive transport. The governing equations for this

model are shown in Table 16.2.

To implement this model, measurements of 234Th

were made in surface waters and in the seabed at

each station. n and kTh can be evaluated using

(16.28–16.30). In the case of the Changjiang Estuary,

the residence times of particle-active species from

near-shore to offshore areas are around 0.3–4 days

with respect to scavenging, and 0.5–11.0 days with

respect to the removal to the seabed (McKee et al.

1984). This approach can be extended to other parti-

cle-reactive contaminant species that have Kd values

similar to that of 234Th.

16.3.3 Tracing the Pathways of 7Be
and 210Pb Following a Heavy
Thunderstorm

During rainstorm events, large amounts of 210Pb and
7Be, along with increase in the river discharge, can be

flushed into coastal areas. It was reported that most of

the 7Be (74–86% of the total) as well as 210Pb (80–89%)

were associated with particles even less than an hour

after the pulse rain input stopped injecting 7Be and
210Pb into the water. Initial 7Be and 210Pb concentra-

tions per gram of suspended matter were high when the

particle concentration was at a maximum (Fig. 16.4).

Meanwhile, there is extensive particle resuspension

because of strong winds and high tides. Sommerfield

et al. (1999) introduced the application of 7Be as a tracer

of food sedimentation. At steady state, and assuming no

lateral transport, the riverine flux and atmospheric

deposition flux are balanced by radioactive decay in

the water column (lABe) and by removal to the sedi-

ments (’Be), i.e., the mass balance of 7Be in coastal

region is expressed as follows:

’river
Be þ IBe=h ¼ ’Be þ lBeABe (16.31)

Using (16.31), two cases are examined. First, the

presence of 7Be in shelf sediments is expected to

undergo rapid removal from the water column through

scavenging and deposition prior to radioactive decay

(i.e., ’
Be
� lABe) and/or loss through advective trans-

port (Fig. 16.2). This process is likely facilitated by a

lateral (i.e., riverine influx) source of 7Be and the rapid

deposition of 7Be-laden sediment during floods. In the

second case, when rainfall and river runoff are negli-

gible, radioactive decay of 7Be in the water column

(e.g., supported by dry fallout from atmosphere) will

generally exceed the removal to the seabed (i.e.,

’
Be
� lABe) due to the much longer residence time

of 7Be in the water column.

16.3.4 7Be and 210Pb as Tracers
of Particle Dynamics in the River

By modeling the distributions of particulate 7Be and
210Pbxs, the sediment resuspension rate can be quanti-

fied. The mass balance equations for the particulate 7Be

and 210Pbxs can be written as follows (Jweda et al. 2008;

definitions of each terms are given in Appendix):

kBeA
d
Be þ ’river

Be þ fresus
Be

Aresus
Be =h

¼ ’out
Be þ lBeA

p
Be þ fresus

Be
Atrap
Be =h (16.32)

Table 16.2 The governing

equations for this model (x is

the horizontal dimension of

the box (in cm); the other

horizontal dimension is

assumed to have unit length;

“in”/“out” are the input/

output of 234Th in the box)

Advection-input + Production ¼ Advection-output + Decay + Removal

Total

hnAin
Th þ hxlAt

U ¼ hnAout
Th þ hxlATh þ hx’Th (16.28)

Dissolved

hnAd�in
Th þ hxlAd

U ¼ hnAd
Th þ hxlAd

Th þ hxkThA
d
Th (16.29)

Particulate

hnAp�in
2 þ hxðlAp

U þ kThA
d
ThÞ ¼ hnAp�out

Th þ hxlAp
Th þ hx’Th (16.30)
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and

kPbA
d
Pb þ lPbA

p
Rn þ ’river

Pb þ fresus
Pb Aresus

Pb =h

¼ ’river
Pb þ lPbA

p
Pb þ fresus

Pb Atrap
Pb =h (16.33)

where Ap
Rn is the activity of

222Rn (Bq cm�3) adsorbed

onto particulate matter.

The activities of the resuspension material are con-

sidered to be those of the nuclides in the upper 1 cm

of the bottom sediments because this upper layer is

likely the most frequently resuspended. The impor-

tance of the lPbA
p
Rn term in (16.39) is evaluated by

Jweda et al. (2008).

Assuming that the 7Be and 210Pbxs activities of the

upper layer of the bottom sediment are equal to those of

the resuspended sediment, Aresus
Be ¼ Ased

Be and Aresus
Pb ¼

Ased
Pb , then the mass balance equations for particulate

7Be and 210Pbxs yield sediment resuspension rates

(g cm�2 day�1) using 7Be and 210Pbxs, respectively:

fresus
Be ¼ h� kBeA

d
Be � lBeA

p
Be

Atrap
Be � Aresus

Be

(16.34)

and

fresus
Pb

¼ h� kPbA
d
Pb � lPbA

p
Pb

Atrap
Pb � Aresus

Pb

: (16.35)

As an example, Jweda et al. (2008) reported that

the sediment resuspension rates in a river system in

southeast Michigan calculated using 7Be and 210Pbxs

activities to vary between 0.50 and 1.34 g cm�2 year�1

with average of 0.83 	 0.34 g cm�2 year�1 (n ¼ 10)

and 0.16 to 1.49 g cm�2 year�1 with average of

0.38 	 0.38 g cm�2 year�1 (n ¼14), respectively.

16.3.5 137Cs and 210Po/210Pb as Tracers
of Historical Records in Sediment
Cores

The activity Ased
Pb ð0Þ of 210Pb in freshly deposited

surface sediments can be expressed by the following

equation:

Ased
Pb

ð0Þ ¼ ’sed
Pb ð0Þ=fsedð0Þ (16.36)

where ’sed
Pb
ð0Þ is the sedimentation flux of 210Pb (Bq

cm�2 year�1), and fsedð0Þ is the mass accumulation

flux of sediment (g cm�2 year�1). It is assumed that

the there is a constant mass and 210Pb flux to the

sediment. The activity of Ased
Pb ðtÞ at any depth in the

core (H) corresponding to any time can be written as

a Constant Accumulation (CA) model (Appleby and

Oldfield 1978):

Ased
Pb

ðtÞ ¼ ’sed
Pb ðtÞ expð�lPbtÞ=fsedðtÞ

¼ Ased
Pb

ð0Þðexpð�lPbtÞÞ (16.37)

In the CA model, the sedimentary accumulation

rate (u, cm year�1) can be written as
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Fig. 16.4 Particulate 210Pbex,

7Be and

particle concentrations plotted against

time after a heavy pulsed rain input into

Galveston (Texas) coastal water (data

taken from Baskaran and Santschi 1993)
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u ¼ �lPb=ksl (16.38)

where ksl is the slope in the plot of lnAsed
Pb ðtÞ vs. the

core depth (in cm). Then the sediment core age

(t, year) corresponding to any depth “H” depth (cm)

is as follows:

t ¼ H

u
¼ �H � ksl

lPb
(16.39)

If there is no physical and/or biological mixing,

then the plot of lnAsed
Pb ðtÞ vs. the core depth should

show a linear relationship. However, biological and/

or physical mixing is very common in riverine and

coastal sediments. In such cases, the accumulation rate

can be expressed by

u ¼ �lPb=ksl þ kslD; (16.40)

where D is the biological mixing coefficient (cm2

year�1). Comparing (16.40) to (16.38), it is seen

that the deposition rate will be over-estimated if the

biological mixing is significant but is ignored.

A combination of 210Pb and 239,240Pu or 137Cs can

be used to delineate the sediment mixing and accumu-

lation rates (e.g., Zuo et al. 1990).
137Cs has also been used to date sediment cores.

The maximum activity of 137Cs in sediment cores is

generally observed in the layer of sediment corres-

ponding to 1963 because of the peak nuclear weapon

testing were conducted in early 1960s (i.e.,1962–1963;

Hong et al. 2011). Hirose et al. (2008) reported

the atmospheric deposition flux of 137Cs in Tsukuba

(Japan) during the period 1957–2005 (Fig. 16.5).

Two peaks were observed corresponding to calendar

years 1963 and 1986. If the peak activity of 137Cs is

observed in a layer at the core depth H, the average

sedimentation rate ufrom 1963 to the year the sediment

core was collected (y) (y > 1963) for sampling can be

evaluated as

u ¼ H

y� 1963
(16.41)

It is pertinent to point out two-thirds of the peak

activity deposited in 1963 has decayed away by 2010,

leaving only one-third of the peak activity. Further-

more, diffusion of 137Cs has led to smearing of this

peak, making it more challenging to date sediment

cores with this one-layer dating method. In April

1986, the Chernobyl nuclear accident made a second-

ary peak of 137Cs activity in sediment cores from some

regions (e.g., Europe). However, while this activity

was very dominant in the Scandinavian Arctic, includ-

ing countries around Baltic Sea, the Chernobyl-

derived fallout was negligible in the Alaskan Arctic

and the contiguous United States. In any case, if there

is a Chernobyl-derived radiocesium peak (Fig. 16.4),

then, the average deposition rate u from 1986 to

the calendar year (y > 1986) for sampling can be

similarly expressed as

u ¼ H

y� 1986
(16.42)
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Fig. 16.5 Annual 137Cs deposition (Bq m�2)

observed at Tsukuba (Japan) during the

period 1957–2005 (data plotted from Hirose

et al. (2008))
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16.3.6 Case Studies: Utilizing 7Be
as a Tracer to Quantify the
Redistribution of PCBs
and Other Contaminants

The unique properties of 7Be, such as particle-reactivity,

a relatively short half-life and easily measurable rate

of delivery to the surface of the Earth, make this

isotope a powerful tracer to quantify seasonal varia-

tions and episodic pulses of sediment delivery such as

hurricanes, major flood events, etc. in coastal areas

(Canuel et al. 1990; Sommerfield et al. 1999; Allison

et al. 2000). Furthermore, the Kd of
7Be (~104–105) is

comparable to most hydrophobic contaminants,

including PCBs, and hence, 7Be can be used as a

surrogate tracer to quantify the rates of processes that

affect the cycling of these contaminants (Fitzgerald

et al. 2001). As discussed earlier, once 7Be is intro-

duced into the water column, it is removed quickly

onto surface of particles. More than 70% of the 7Be

introduced into the coastal water column by direct

atmospheric deposition was removed from the water

column in less than 1 day (Baskaran and Santschi

1993), and hence, this tracer is useful for quantifying

particle resuspension and deposition. If typically

upper 10–15 cm of sediment cores is collected at two

different times, T1 and T2, and the inventories of 7Be

at T1 and T2 are I1 and I2, respectively, then the

residual inventory (Ir) before the second sampling is

given by the following equation:

Ir ¼ I1 expð�ltÞ ¼ I2 � Id þ Ife (16.43)

where t is the time elapsed between successive sam-

plings, Id (Bq cm
�2) is the depositional flux between T1

and T2 (measured flux) and Ife (Bq cm
�2) is the inven-

tory resulting from sediment focusing (+ve) or erosion

(�ve). If I2 > (I1 exp (�lt) + Id), then it represents

newly deposited 7Be-laden sediments. When I2 < (I1
exp (�lt) + Id), then there is sediment resuspension

and removal from that site. The term Id + Ife corre-

sponds to the new inventory, and the sediment accu-

mulation rate (fsed, g cm�2 day�1) can be calculated

using the terms as follows:

fsed ¼ ðId þ IfeÞ=Ased
Be =ð1:44ðlnð2Þ=lBeÞ (16.44)

The approach presented above is similar to the

one proposed by Canuel et al. (1990). The standard

technique for calculating the mass accumulation rate

from the slope of the best-fit line of the semi-log plot

of 7Be activity plotted against mass depth assumes that

the flux (both mass and 7Be) is constant, which may

be questionable in sediments derived from storm and

flood events (Canuel et al. 1990; Sommerfield et al.

1999). It is important to note that the presence of 7Be

indicates sediments deposited in less than ~6 months,

and hence, this approach cannot be extended for

sediments beyond approximately 1 year.

From the Ife calculated as described above and the

mean activity of 7Be in the surficial sediments (Ased
Be ),

one can calculate the depositional or erosional flux

(fer, g cm�2 day�1) as below

fsedðferÞ ¼ ðId þ IfeÞ=Ased
Be =ð1:44ðlnð2Þ=lBeÞ

(16.45)

If CPCB (mg g
�1 dry wt) is the concentration of PCB

in the surficial layer, then the depositional or erosional

flux of PCB (fPCB, mg cm�2 day�1) due to resuspen-

sion of sediments during episodic events (e.g., storm,

flood and other events) can be calculated as

fPCB ¼ fsedðferÞ � CPCBÞ (16.46)

Knowing the area of the contaminated region,

one can calculate the total loading of PCB from the

bottom into the water column. Utilizing this approach,

Fitzgerald et al. (2001) estimated the total reintroduc-

tion of PCBs from sediments to the water column over

a period of 40 days to be about 10 kg, which can be

compared to the estimated annual flux of PCBs from

the Fox River to the Green Bay of 200 kg year�1. This

approach can be applied to other contaminants (i.e.,

both organic and inorganic) that have Kd values simi-

lar to that of 7Be (e.g., Hg, Pb, etc). This approach can

also be utilized to quantify the amounts of contami-

nated sediment resuspension during freight move-

ments in relatively shallow water systems.

Moreover, similar to the application of 7Be, 234Th

is one of the powerful particulate nuclides to trace

the PCB and other contaminant transport in aquatic

environment. As mentioned above, combination of

(16.6) and (16.7), the activity of 234Th in the surface

marine water can be a balance between its formation

via radioactive decay of 238U, its radioactive decay

and removal by particulate matter.
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@ATh

@t
¼ lTh � AU � lTh � ATh � kpTh � Ap

Th (16.47)

Based on the assumption of steady state, (16.47)

can be rewritten as:

kpTh ¼ lThðAU � AThÞ=Ap
Th (16.48)

If the concentration of particulate pollutants (e.g.,

PCBs/PAHs) (mol m�3) in the surface water is known,

then, averaged fluxes for PCBs/PAHs can be calcu-

lated as follows (definitions of each terms are given in

Appendix):

fPCB=PAH ¼ kpTh � CPCB=PAH (16.49)

Using above equation, Gustafsson et al. (1997a, b)

estimated that the vertical fluxes of PCB/PAH in the

northwestern Atlantic Ocean in 1993–1994 (Figs. 16.6

and 16.7). It was found that fluxes both of PCB and

PAH decreased with distance from coast. But, consid-

ering the areal extent, there are only 5% total PCB in

the 20-km-wide coastal region closest to the continen-

tal source and 20% on the continental shelf. It means

that most of PCB would be transported to open sea

via lateral particulate matter advection. Similarly, only

around 10% of PAH was deposited in coastal waters

while the remaining 90% was exported farther off-

shore on the continental shelf and to the open sea.

Definitely, pollutants with similar properties to

PCBs/PAHs can also be evaluated using this approach.

16.4 Future Directions

Although many authors have reported the measure-

ment of particle-active radionuclides (210Pb, 7Be and
234Th) as one of the useful methods for tracing the

sources, transport and deposition of particles/sedi-

ments in estuaries and coasts, there are still many

interesting questions that are unanswered and many

exciting avenues for future research remain unex-

plored. These applications to quantify dynamic pro-

cesses in aquatic environment are still complex

because there is no generally accepted model for

temporal and spatial variations of these nuclides

in different areas. For example, even in the same

region, the atmospheric deposition fluxes of 7Be and
210Pb vary spatially and temporally. The watershed

erosional input of these nuclides depends on several

factors, such as relief, mineralogy, amounts of precip-

itation, etc. This component is critically needed for

constraining the input functions to the coastal and

estuarine zones. Colloidal material plays a significant

role in the transport of these particle-reactive radio-

nuclides, and their removal rate depends on the com-

plexation capacity of these colloidal materials. The

relative importance of colloidal material and sus-

pended particulate material need to be quantified.

The behavior of U, whether conservative or non-

conservative, plays a key role on the production rates

of 234Th in the estuarine and coastal regions, and

hence the phases of U that behave as non-conservative

components must be determined. For 234Th, there is an
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ocean of three PCB congeners over coastal to
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obvious lack of information about the comparisons of
234Th (and/or 238U) behavior in the world estuaries.

Higher-frequency sampling would greatly improve

our understanding of the fate of these nuclides them-

selves and the material they trace (suspended particle

and particle-reactive chemicals) in dynamic estuarine

environments. The distribution of these nuclides in

size-fractionated particulate matter (both micro- and

macro particulate matter) would provide insight

into the scavenging behavior of the particulate

matter. Characterizing the particulate matter (organic/

inorganic/surface area/charge, etc.) will provide much

needed information on the processes that control the

removal of particle-reactive radionuclides and other

particle-reactive contaminants in coastal and estuarine

areas.
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Appendix: Descriptions of symbols
and abbreviation used in this chapter

Symbols Meaning Unit

ATh=ABe=APb Activity of excess
234Th/7Be/excess
210Pb in the water

column

Bq cm�3

Ap
Th=A

p
Be
=Ap

Pb Activity of excess
234Th/7Be/excess
210Pb in the

particulate phase

Bq g�1 or

Bq cm�3

Ad
Th=A

d
Be
=Ad

Pb
Activity of

234Th/7Be/210Pb in

the dissolved phase

Bq cm�3
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PAH sinks. The uncertainties represent one standard
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Symbols Meaning Unit

Ased
Th

=Ased
Be

=Ased
Pb

Activity of excess
234Th/7Be/excess
210Pb in surficial

bottom sediments

subject to

resuspension

Bq g�1

Aadv
Th

=Aadv
Be

=Asdv
Pb

Activity of excess
234Th/7Be/excess
210Pb on advected

particles

Bq g�1

Aresus
Th

=Aresus
Be

=Aresus
Pb Activity of excess

234Th/7Be/excess
210Pb on resuspension

particles from sea bed

Bq g�1

Atrap
Th

=Atrap
Be

=Atrap
Pb

Activity of excess
234Th/7Be/excess
210Pb on settling

particles collected by

sediment trap

Bq g�1

lTh=lBe=lPb Decay constant of
234Th/7Be/210Pb

day�1,

kTh=kBe=kPb Rate constant for the

scavenging of

dissolved
234Th/7Be/210Pb onto

particles

day�1,

kTh=kBe=kPb Removal rate constant of

excess 234Th/7Be/

excess 210Pb in the

water column

day�1

’Th=’Be=’Pb Removal flux of excess
234Th and 7Be and

excess 210Pb from

water column

Bq cm�3 day�1

’p
Th=’

p
Be=’

p
Pb Removal flux of

particulate excess
234Th and 7Be and

excess 210Pb from

water column to the

sea bed

Bq cm�3 day�1

kpTh=k
p
Be=k

p
Pb Removal rate constant of

particulate excess
234Th/7Be/excess
210Pb in the water

column

day�1

IBe=IPb
7Be/210Pb atmospheric

deposition flux

Bq cm�2 day�1

AU=ARa Activity of 238U/226Ra in

the water column

Bq cm�3

h Water depth cm

’resus
Th =’resus

Be =’resus
Pb Resuspension flux of

particulate excess
234Th and 7Be and

excess 210Pb from the

sea bed

Bq cm�3 day�1

(continued)

Symbols Meaning Unit

’adv
Th =’

adv
Be =’

advs
Pb

Advective flux of

particulate excess
234Th and 7Be and

excess 210Pb

Bq cm�3 day�1

’prod
Th =’prod

Be =’prod
Pb

Supply flux of excess
234Th and 7Be and

excess 210Pb from
238U decay or the

atmosphere (7Be,
210Pb) followed by

rapid scavenging

fluxes

Bq cm�3 day�1

’total
Th =’total

Be =’total
Pb

Total supply flux of

particulate excess
234Th/7Be/excess
210Pb into turbidity

maximum zone

Bq cm�3 day�1

fresus
Th =fresus

Be =fresus
Pb Sediment resuspension

flux by excess 234Th

and 7Be and excess
210Pb from the sea

bed

g cm�2 day�1

fresus
part =f

adv
part=f

total
part

Particle flux from

resuspension/

advective input/total

input

g cm�3 day�1

fsed=fer Sedimentary deposition/

erosion flux

g cm�2 day�1

tPb ¼ 1=kPb Residence times for total
210Pb in the water

column

Day

n Horizontal flux constant cm day�1

’river
Be =’river

Pb
Riverine input particulate

7Be and excess 210Pb

Bq cm�3 day�1

’out
Be =’

out
Pb Riverine output flux of

particulate 7Be and

excess 210Pb

Bq cm�3 day�1

CPCB/PAH Concentration of PCB/

PAH in mixing layer

of water column

g m�3

fPCB=PAH Vertical flux of PCB/

PAH from mixing

layer of water column

g cm�3 day�1

AMP Amaniamolybdenum

(III) phosphate

SPM Suspended particle

matter

PCB Polychlorinated biphenyl

PAH Polycyclic aromatic

hydrocarbons

LSS Liquid scintillation

spectrometry
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Chapter 17

Radium Isotope Tracers to Evaluate Coastal Ocean Mixing
and Residence Times

L. Zhang, J. Zhang, P.W. Swarzenski, and Z. Liu

Abstract The identification and provenance of unique

coastal water masses is essential in near-shore biogeo-

chemical studies. Water mass mixing and residence

times impact water quality and can play a role in the

evolution of algal blooms. Such information is thus

critical for resource managers who have an interest in

understanding the source and fate of contaminants and

their eventual fate in the coastal ocean. If mixing is

important for quantitatively assessing the amount of

exchange, the water residence time or water age is

important to assess the rate of this exchange. An

understanding of water mass residence times is useful

to examine time scales of contaminant discharge and

to evaluate transport phenomena.

This review summarizes the scientific significance,

measurement approaches, andmodels to evaluate coastal

water mixing and residence times using radium isotopes.

Each method or model described here is valid, although

each has its own advantages and disadvantages. Exam-

ples of mixing among different end-members are given

as case studies. All approaches presented here demon-

strate the utility of radium isotopes for the evaluation of

water mass mixing and residence times.

17.1 Introduction

There are four isotopes of radium in the natural envi-

ronment with a board range of half-lives that extend

from 3.66 days to 1,600 years, i.e. 226Ra (t1/2 ¼ 1,600

year), 228Ra (t1/2 ¼ 5.75 year), 223Ra (t1/2 ¼ 11.4 day)

and 224Ra (t1/2 ¼ 3.66 day). Radium is an alkaline

earth metal and each isotope is produced by the

decay of their radiogenic parents, which belongs to

members of the three U/Th decay series (see Fig. 2.2

in Chap. 2). They have different half-lives but similar

physicochemical properties. Figure 17.1 is a biogeo-

chemical behavior model for radium isotopes in a

coastal environment. In river water, radium isotopes

are strongly adsorbed onto particles, but they will

rapidly be released into seawater with an increase in

ion strength on a short timescale (Moore 1981; Key

et al. 1985; Moore and Scott 1986). In dissolved form,

radium isotopes move with a water body and are trans-

ported in the ocean by advective and diffusive mixing

processes, while irreversibly removed from water col-

umn via radioactive decay. It has been recently docu-

mented that submarine groundwater discharge is an

important source of radium in coastal waters (Moore

1999; Krest et al. 1999; Yang et al. 2002; Burnett et al.

2006). Based on their properties and different half-

lives, Ra is of particular interest in oceanographic

studies because it may lead to an understanding of

various mobilization processes in the ocean and has

great potential as tracers to evaluate geophysical and

environmental processes in the geosphere (Moore

1996; Rama and Moore 1996). Numerous publications

have demonstrated the suitability of radium to evaluate

mixing dynamics of various water masses and resi-

dence time in estuaries, coastal environments, and the
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open ocean (Moore et al. 1986; Moore and Todd 1993;

Kim et al. 2005; Moore 2006).

17.2 Methods

17.2.1 Gamma Spectrometry

In oceanographic observations, temperature and salin-

ity are measured in-situ by a CTD profiler, while for

radium isotopes different methods exist for measure-

ments. Gamma spectrometry needs relatively less

chemical processing after sample collection, but rela-

tive large sample volumes. Large volume (>200 L)

water samples can be pumped directly through poly-

propylene cartridge pre-filters to remove suspended

particles followed by two MnO2 impregnated car-

tridges connected in a series to concentrate radium

(Baskaran et al. 1993, 2009). After the filtration, the

MnO2-fibers are detached from the cartridge and

washed with distilled water to remove salts. In the

laboratory, the pre-filtered and MnO2 impregnated

cartridges are ashed at 550�C for more than 6 h in a

muffle furnace. After cooling, the ashes are weighed

and transferred into a plastic vials sealed with epoxy

for determination by Gamma-spectrometry. The

extraction efficiency of radium from seawater is cal-

culated from relative efficiency of two MnO2-fibers.

Assuming no difference in extraction efficiency exists

between two MnO2-fiber cartridges, the extraction

efficiencies (Z) can be calculated by equation

Z ¼ 1-A2/A1, where A1 and A2 are measured radium

isotope activities of the first and second cartridge

filters (Hong et al. 2002). However, the extraction of

Ra onto MnO2-fibers at filtration rates of 5–10 L/min

is not quantitative. Thus, the large-volume filtration is

useful to obtain activity ratios of Ra (such as
226Ra/228Ra, 224Ra/226Ra and 223Ra/226Ra) and a sepa-

rate aliquot of 20 L is required for precise 226Ra

measurements. From the precise measurement of
226Ra and activity ratios of Ra, specific activity of
223Ra, 224Ra and 228Ra can be determined. Obviously,

in most circumstances, the data of short-lived isotopes

are difficult to acquire, and the samples volume

required for determination are large. So the small

volume methods are predominant in near 10 years.

17.2.2 226Ra by Alpha Spectrometry

For seawater samples, about 20 L water samples are

sufficient for this method. After collection, samples

are filtered immediately through a filter (e.g. pore size

¼ 0.45 mm). The resulting pre-filtered waters are

stored in pre-cleaned polyethylene containers, and
229Th-225Ra yield tracers are added after acidification.

Samples are thoroughly mixed for ca. 10 min and then

allowed to stand for ca. 6 h for spikes to equilibrate.

Briefly, concentrated NH4OH, KMnO4 and MnCl2
solutions are added to form a suspension of MnO2.

The sample is stirred for 30 min, and then allowed to

Open Ocean

Bottom  Sediment

SGD
Diffusion

Land Sea

River Water Particles Desorption

MixingSedimentation Decay

Fig. 17.1 A model budget for radium isotopes in a coastal

region. SGD is the abbreviation of submarine groundwater

discharge. Assume Ra inputs include river discharge, desorption

from riverine particles, diffusion from bottom sediment and

inputs from SGD; Ra outputs include mixing with the

open ocean and radioactive decay (Kim et al. 2005; Burnett

et al. 2006)
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settle. The precipitate is separated from the superna-

tant and taken back to the lab for further treatment. In

the laboratory, the resultant precipitate is re-dissolved

in concentrated HNO3 and H2O2 to make a 0.1-M

HNO3 solution. Detailed procedures for Ra separation

and purification are described in Hancock and Martin

(1991). The purified Ra is evaporated to a low volume,

brought to dryness at low heat, dissolved in 0.5 mL

0.1 M HNO3, and finally transferred to a deposition

cell with 1 mL 0.05 M HCl and 9 mL ethanol. Ra is

electro-deposited onto a stainless steel disc for alpha

measurement. One can readily obtain alpha spectrom-

etry data for 226Ra, 224Ra, and 223Ra, but for 228Ra one

needs to wait more than 1 year to allow for sufficient

ingrowth of 228Th.

17.2.3 Combination of Delayed
Coincidence System with
Gamma Spectrometry (RaDeCC)

One can obtain short-lived Ra isotope data quickly

using a delayed coincidence counting system. Moore

and Arnold (1996) used a portable delayed coincidence

counter to obtain 224Ra and 223Ra, after which samples

were measured using gamma ray spectrometry to assess

the activities of 226Ra and 228Ra. The advantage of

RaDeCC is the very low detection limit. For example,
224Ra concentrations in the range of 8 mBq m�3 will

have 1s uncertainty of�10% and thus, total number of
224Ra as low as 3,000 atoms can be detected (Moore

2007). For 223Ra, activities as low as 3 mBq m�3 can be

detected (Moore 2007). Seawater samples sizes are

generally 50–100 L, while 20 L groundwater samples

are usually sufficient. Radium is extracted from the

samples by passing the water through a column filled

with about 50 g of manganese-coated acrylic fiber

(Moore 1976). Each Mn fiber sample is partially dried

with a stream of air and placed in closed loop air

circulation system (Moore and Arnold 1996). Using

helium as a transport gas, the radiogenic daughters of
219Rn and 220Rn generated by 223Ra and 224Ra decay

are used to quantify 223Ra and 224Ra. After the 223Ra

and 224Ra measurements, the Mn fibers are leached

with HCl to quantitatively remove the long-lived Ra

isotopes. The Ra is co-precipitated with BaSO4, and the

precipitate is aged for 3 weeks to determine 226Ra and
228Ra in a ultra low background gamma detector.

17.3 Water Mass Mixing and Residence
Times Using Radium as Tracers

17.3.1 Study of Water Mixing

The identification of various water masses in the

coastal ocean is of critical importance in near-shore

oceanography, where oceanographic characteristics

are largely determined by the mixing of source water

masses (Pickard and Emery 1990; Vilibic and Orlic

2002). The study of water mixing processes can be

traced back to the early twentieth century, when the

method of classical temperature and salinity data

analysis was first established by Helland-Hansen

(1916), and later globally applied (e.g. Sverdrup

et al. 1946). In 1927, the temperature and salinity

(T-S) diagram was used to study the mixing of two

water masses by Jacobsen (1927), and later for the

analysis of mixing among three water masses at the

edge of the continental shelf in the North Atlantic

Ocean (Miller 1950; Dulaiova and Burnett 2007).

With regards to more complex mixing conditions, for

example among four parcels over a shelf, Chen et al.

(1995) elaborated a method based on temperature-

salinity diagram analysis and series of assumptions,

which could give quantitative results at specific con-

ditions and that method had been applied to marginal

seas of NW Pacific Ocean. However, this method

fails in some circumstances and the intrinsic assump-

tions are invalid in terms of mathematics and reason-

able derivation in oceanography (Zhang et al. 2007).

Based on an original theory of equations, in the case

when the number of tracers (i.e. in the case of n ¼ 2)

is less than that of source end-members minus one

(i.e. 3) will not produce a definite solution. Other

tracers are required ultimately to resolve problems

with exact solutions, when the end-members of water

mixing are >3.

In the 1980s, a new water mass analysis technique,

the so-called Optimum Multi-parameter (OMP) anal-

ysis, with the aid of multiple tracers, was first

introduced to characterize water masses in the sea
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(Tomczak 1981). Generally, the governing equations

describing mixing processes among different water

masses can be described by matrix theory:

1 1 1 1
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(17.1)

where fi (i ¼ 1; 2; � � � ; n) is the fraction for the i� th

water mass, Tij is the j� th value of tracer for the

i� th water mass, Tobs
j is the j� th tracer value for a

given water sample. By solving these matrix equa-

tions, the mixing proportions fi can be expressed as:
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(17.2)

This method solves a set of linear mixing equations

with the contribution of the each water type to the

given oceanic water as variables and the hydrographic

properties as the parameters of the system. OMP analy-

sis has been successfully applied to shelf seas where all

hydrographic properties can be considered as a first

approximation to be conservative (Maamaatuaiahutapu

et al. 1992, 1994; Klein and Tomczak 1994), and is still

undergoing further development (Poole and Tomczak

1999; Henry-Edwards and Tomczak 2006).

Stable isotopes, including d18O and d13C, nutrient
and radioactive isotopes (such as 134Cs, 137Cs and
125Sb) have been used to track mixing of water masses

(e.g. Liu et al. 1995; Bailly 1996; Lakey and Krothe

1996; Katz et al. 1997; Lee and Krothe 2001; Zhang

2002; Hong et al. 2011). However, the concentration of

d18O in typical marine waters is rather stable with

limited variation (e.g. 0 � 1‰), if used as tracer will

introduce considerable uncertainty (Chen 1985; Liu

et al. 1995). The d13C and nutrients are not strictly

conservative because of air-sea exchange and partici-

pation in metabolic regulations, and therefore, are

unsuitable in water source discrimination when

biological processes are important factors relative to

the mixing processes. In order to improve the trace-

ability of the discrimination of source waters, Ra

nuclides can be chosen as additional tracers because

of its conservative behavior and non-particle reactive

nature in the ocean (Moore 2000). In the early 1980s,
226Ra was used as tracer to analyze the mixing between

two water parcels in north Pacific (Chung and Craig

1980). Moore (2003) developed a three-end-member

mixing model that used radium isotopes to estimate the

fractions of ocean water. Furthermore, off western

Florida waters from a shallow aquifer and from a

deep aquifer were separated using Ra isotopes

(Moore et al. 2006). Recently, Zhang et al. (2007)

used temperature, salinity and 226Ra as passive tracers

to evaluate the mixing proportions among four end-

members in the East China Sea.

17.3.2 Study of Residence Time

Trajectory, in terms of a Lagrangian view, is used to

describe the path of a moving water parcel through

space. Let t denote time, ~rðtÞ represent the position

vector of the fluid parcel at time t, and ~uð~rðtÞ; tÞ
describe the velocity at the time t and position ~rðtÞ.
From the notion of trajectory, the relation between~rðtÞ
and ~uð~rðtÞ; tÞ can be expressed as:

~uð~rðtÞ; tÞ ¼ d~rðtÞ
dt

: (17.3)

However, it is rather difficult to understand trans-

port processes by only investigating magnitude and

direction of flow (Deleersnijder et al. 2001). There-

fore, auxiliary parameters are needed, which are

closely related to the flow field and can be used to

quantify their functioning of material transport in sea-

water (Deleersnijder et al. 2001). Water age and resi-

dence time are two such variables. Residence time is

the complement of age (Takeoka 1984), and provides

the timescale available for components to accumulate

in the water column (Moore et al. 2006). It should be

pointed out that, in some studies, residence time is also

taken as the time span of the water parcel (e.g. Bolin

and Rodhe 1973), which is different from the above

concept. In order to facilitate better understanding, a
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schematic diagram is drawn in Fig. 17.2. In such a

view, water age (which is zero when a water parcel

enters a water body) and residence time that is the

duration for a water parcel from entering to leaving

the water body of interest is analogous to that of

human age that is zero when people were born and

lifespan (i.e. the duration for people from birth to

death) (Bolin and Rodhe 1973). Water age is regarded

as the time a water parcel has spent since entering the

control volume through one of its boundaries, where

its age is prescribed to be zero (Delhez et al. 1999).

Hence, the age a½~rðtÞ; t� of water parcel in the domain

of interest must progress at the same pace (17.4), since

the age is measured by the elapsed time.

dt

dt
¼ 1 ¼ d

dt
a½~rðtÞ; t�: (17.4)

Residence time is defined as “the time it takes for

any water parcel to leave a given water body through

its outlet to the sea” (Zimmerman 1976; Monsen et al.

2002). Hence, residence time is the remainder of the

life time of a water parcel considered (17.5)

RTð~rðtÞ; tÞ ¼ a½~rðtoutÞ; tout� � a½~rðtÞ; t�; (17.5)

where RTð~rðtÞ; tÞ is the residence time, a½~rðtÞ; t� is the
water age at the time of t considered, and a½~rðtoutÞ; tout�
is the age the water parcel reaches the outlet and leaves

(i.e. life time).

17.3.2.1 Conservative Ra Without Additional

Input

This model assumes there is no additional input of

radium beyond the nearshore. The coastal ocean is

usually an area for significant radium inputs because

radium is released into a water column from riverine

particles as well as bottom sediments (Moore 1981;

Key et al. 1985; Moore and Scott 1986). In exclusion

of the coastal zone, desorption from sediment and pore-

water diffusion are the only other inputs (Moore 1969;

Li and Chan 1979), and this contribution can be ignored

in some circumstances, i.e. strong thermocline will

prevent the approach from bottom layer (Moore

2000). If the radioactive isotope with the half-life of

T log 2 is contained in a water parcel, where the T is the

half-life of the isotope, the concentration within the

fluid parcel of this radioactive constituent decreases as:

Cr½~rðtendÞ; tend� ¼ Cr½~rðtiniÞ; tini� exp t
ini � tend

T
;

(17.6)

where Cr½~rðtiniÞ; tini� and Cr½~rðtendÞ; tend � is the activity
of a radionuclide at initial time tini in~rðtiniÞ and arrival
time tend in~rðtendÞ, respectively.

Then, combining (17.5) and (17.6) yields

RT½~rðtendÞ; tend � ¼ tend � tini

¼ T log
Cr½~rðtiniÞ; tini�
Cr½~rðtendÞ; tend� ; (17.7)

or

RT½~rðtendÞ; tend� ¼ tend � tini

¼ T log
Cr½~rðtiniÞ; tini� Cp½~rðtiniÞ; tini�

�
Cr½~rðtendÞ; tend� Cp½~rðtendÞ; tend�

� ;

(17.8)

Residence time

X

age

Coast Environment

River
mouth Outlet

Land-souce
influx

Fig. 17.2 Water age and residence time schematic. The hollow

dot represents a water parcel. From river mouth, the water parcel

enters the water body, and leaves the water body from outlet.

The point X location means water age of the water parcel and

the duration for the water parcel from entering to leaving the

water body is residence time (Bolin and Rodhe 1973)
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where RT½~rðtendÞ; tend� is the residence time for the

water parcel considered, and Cp½~rðtÞ; t� is the concen-

tration of a passive conservative constituent. The con-

stituent is neither produced nor destroyed. That is to

say, the concentration Cp½~rðtÞ; t� within the fluid parcel
remains constant as time progresses (i.e.

Cp½~rðtendÞ; tend� ¼ Cp½~rðtiniÞ; tini�).

17.3.2.2 Non-Conservative Ra with Additional

Input

In estuaries, salt marshes, near-shore coastal waters,

and even on the shelf where radium additions are

continuous, the above-mentioned activities of a radio-

active constituent at some initial time are not constant.

The model described in Sect. 17.3.2.1 thus becomes

not applicable. Considering the additions and mixing

between fresh and ocean water, a different approach

has been proposed (Nozaki et al. 1991). Assuming that

the decay of isotopes does not measurably affect the

activities of long-lived 226Ra and 228Ra on the time-

scale of estuarine mixing, and biological uptake/

release is negligible, the activity of radium isotopes

can be affected by the following three factors: (1) RaR;

dissolved radium in the river freshwater end-member,

(2) RaS; dissolved radium in saline water end-member,

and (3) Raex; “excess” dissolved radium in observed

station. The “excess” here means a supply of radium

from other sources except the mixture of river water

and sea water end-members, including, for example,

desorption from particles, diffusion from sediment

(e.g. sediment-water exchange) and submarine ground-

water (Yang et al. 2002; Moore 2006). Thus, the budget

of radium isotopes can be expressed by (Nozaki et al.

1989, 1991)

226Raobs ¼ f 226RaR þ ð1� f Þ226RaS þ 226Raex

(17.9)

and

228Raobs ¼ f 228RaR þ ð1� f Þ228RaS þ 228Raex;

(17.10)

where f is the fraction of river water, subscript obs is

the observed activity of radium for a given station.

Assuming that the net effect of evaporation and pre-

cipitation is negligible, the surface water at salinity S

is the mixture of the river freshwater and the saline

water. The f is given by

f ¼ ðSS � SÞ=ðSS � SRÞ; (17.11)

where SR, SS, S is the salinity of the river water end-

member, sea water end-member, and measured salin-

ity in the sample, respectively. At steady state, the

residence time of excess dissolved radium (tw) can

be expressed using the results of226Raex and
228Raex.

226Raex ¼ F226Ratw (17.12)

228Raex ¼ ðF228Ra� l228228RaobsÞtw; (17.13)

where F226Ra and F228Ra are the total fluxes of excess

radium supplied from particles and sediments, and

l228 is the decay constant of 228Ra. The ratio of

(17.12) and (17.13) can be expressed as:

228Ra
226Ra

� �
ex

¼ F228Ra

F226Ra
� l228

F226Ra

� �
228Raobs: (17.14)

The ð228Ra=226RaÞex is a linear function of the
228Raobs, and the slope is the ratio of the decay con-

stant of 228Ra and total flux of excess 226Ra (i.e. slope

¼ l228
F226Ra

). Then the slope and y-intercept allow us to

calculate the absolute values of F226Ra and F228Ra. In
this manner the residence time for each sample can be

calculated.

In certain circumstances, the uncertainties are large

enough to affect the resulting linear relationship. If

that’s the case, it is difficult to obtain the available

results of the slope mentioned above. Moore et al.

(2006) proposed a mass balance approach which

assumed a system under steady state conditions.

Radium additions, including fluxes from sediment,

river and groundwater would be balanced by losses.

For short-lived radium isotopes, losses are due to

mixing and radioactive decay, but for long-lived

radium radioactive decay would be negligible and so

affected only by mixing processes.

In the case of 224Ra mass balance, the equation can

be expressed as:

F224Ra ¼ I224Raðl224 þ 1 t= Þ; (17.15)
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where F224Ra is the total flux of 224Ra to the system,

I224Ra is the inventory of 224Ra in the system, l224 is
the decay constant for 224Ra, and t is the apparent age
of water in the system. A similar equation can be

written for 226Ra, with radioactive decay ignored:

F226Ra ¼ I226Rað1 t= Þ: (17.16)

Dividing (17.15) by (17.16), we can get:

Fð224Ra=226RaÞ ¼ I224Raðl224 þ 1 t= Þ ½I226Rað1 t= Þ� �:
(17.17)

This equation can be rearranged and solved for t:

t ¼ ½Fð224Ra=226RaÞ � Ið224Ra=226RaÞ�=
Ið224Ra 226RaÞ�

l224
: (17.18)

Except for the above-mentioned radiochemical tra-

cers, there have been a number of physical, chemical

and modeling techniques used to estimate the residence

time of coastal waters, including the tidal prism model,

fresh water budgets, dye tracers and numerical models

(e.g. Hougham and Moran 2007). Hydrodynamic mod-

els are based upon a large number of parameters includ-

ing tidal range and prism, wind speed and direction,

currents and geometry of the reservoir. The acquisition

of data has inherent spatio-temporal limitations. Com-

pared with real-time measurements, numerical models

can provide information with much higher spatio-tem-

poral resolution. In addition, advection and diffusion

processes can be separated in numerical models. How-

ever, it can be difficult to separate these two terms from

observations alone. All models need observational data

for the validation of the model. If real-time measure-

ments are not available, uncertainties associated with

the modeled residence time could become quite large,

therefore diminishing the utility of the model (Rapaglia

et al. 2009). If, for example, the velocity of the current

and the turbulent stream are dynamic, the model will

yield the correct residence time only if these parameters

are known for the period under investigation (Pougatch

et al. 2007; Rapaglia et al. 2009). Due to the same

chemical properties and different half-lives, the ratio

of different radium isotopes could be considered as a

good “inner-clock” to study residence time on different

time scales. Water flow or separation will result in the

variation of the radium activity, while the ratios could

thus in effect offset water fractionation and turbulence.

17.3.3 Case Studies: Application
of Radium Isotopes

17.3.3.1 Water Mixing

Three-End-Member Mixing

Moore et al. (2006) used 228Ra and salinity as two tracers

to analyze the mixing among three end members at

Okatee Estuary; namely, (1) water from Port Royal

Sound (PRS, here represented by the Colleton River),

(2) water from the Okatee River, and (3) groundwater.

Equations forwater, salt and 228Ra could be expressed as:

1 1 1
228RaS

228RaR
228RaGW

SS SR SGW

0
B@

1
CA

fS

fR

fGW

0
B@

1
CA¼

1
228RaM

SM

0
B@

1
CA;

(17.19)

where fS, fR and fGW are the fractions of PRS, Okatee

River, and groundwater end-members, respectively;
228RaS,

228RaR and 228RaGW are the 228Ra activities

in PRS, Okatee River and groundwater end-members,

respectively; SS, SR and SGW are the salinities in the

PRS, Okatee and groundwater end-members, respec-

tively. 228RaM and SM are the measured 228Ra concen-

tration and salinity, respectively.

These equations may be solved for the fractions of

each end-member (Moore et al. 2006):

fS ¼

� 228RaM � 228RaR
228RaGW � 228RaR

�
�
� SM � SR
SGW � SR

�
� 228RaS � 228RaR

228RaGW � 228RaR

�
�
� SS � SR
SGW � SR

� (17.20)

fGW ¼ SM � SR � fSðSS � SRÞ
SGW � SR

(17.21)

fR ¼ 1� fS � fGW : (17.22)

The results of this mixing using data from different

dates are shown in Fig. 17.3.

Four-End-Member Mixing

Zhang et al. (2007) used temperature, salinity and 226Ra

as tracers to quantify the contribution among four
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end-members mixing in the East China Sea. Figure 17.4

shows the schematic of mixing among the four water

masses; namely, Kuroshio Surface Water (KSW), Kur-

oshio Sub-surface Water (KSSW), Changjiang Diluted

Water (CDW), and Taiwan Strait Warm Water

(TSWW).

In this example, there were three variables: temper-

ature (T), salinity (S) and radium (Ra) as tracers to

analyze the mixing among four end members in that

study. Based on the (17.1), the following equations

could be obtained:

1 1 1 1

TA TB TC TD

SA SB SC SD

RaA RaB RaC RaD

0
BBB@

1
CCCA

fA

fB

fC

fD

0
BBB@

1
CCCA ¼

1

Tobs

Sobs

Raobs

0
BBB@

1
CCCA ;

(17.23)

where Ti; Si;Rai (i ¼ A, B, C, D) are the variable para-

meters of temperature, salinity and concentrations of Ra

isotopes, respectively, for source water type i. Here,A,B,

C andD represented the four actual source water masses,

namely, the Kuroshio Surface Water, Kuroshio Sub-sur-

faceWater, Changjiang DilutedWater and Taiwan Strait

WarmWater. Tobs; Sobs;Raobs are the measured values of

temperature, salinity and Ra concentration, and fi the

corresponding fractions ofA, B, C andD for the observed

stations, respectively. By solving these equations, the

proportions of individual source water components in

the ECS water mixed among four end-members could

be estimated through exact solutions:

fA
fB
fC
fD

0
BB@

1
CCA ¼

1 1 1 1

TA TB TC TD
SA SB SC SD
RaA RaB RaC RaD

0
BB@

1
CCA

�1
1

Tobs
Sobs
Raobs

0
BB@

1
CCA:

(17.24)

Mixing proportions of the four water masses are

shown in Fig. 17.5. In this manner, the contribution of

each of the source water masses could be evaluated

directly.

Fig. 17.4 Schematic of mixing among multiple water masses

in the East China Sea. The four dominant source waters include:

Kuroshio Surface Water (KSW), Kuroshio Sub-surface Water

(KSSW), Changjiang Diluted Water (CDW), and Taiwan Strait

Warm Water (TSWW) (a) In summer; (b) In winter
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Fig. 17.3 Fraction of river, sound, and groundwater based on a

three end-member mixing model (Moore et al. 2006)
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17.3.3.2 Residence Time

Conservative Ra Model

223Ra and 224Ra have been used to evaluate near-shore

water residence times (Dulaiova et al. 2006; Swarzenski

and Izbicki 2009). In a study by Moore (2000) it is

assumed that a strong pycnocline isolates the surface

water from the bottom water (waters are strongly strati-

fied), and that lateral transport can be ignored. The

change in concentration of radium activity (A) with

time (t) as a function of distance offshore (Z) may be

expressed as a balance of advection and diffusion:

dA

dt
¼ Kh

@2A

@Z2
� o

@A

@Z
� lA; (17.25)

where Kh is the eddy diffusion coefficient, and o is the

advective velocity. For the long-lived radium isotopes,

the decay term again can be neglected. If the offshore

distribution is dominated by diffusionwith constantKh, a

plot of activity vs. distance will be a straight line con-

necting the endmembers. The above equation reduces to

dA

dt
¼ Kh

@2A

@Z2
� lA: (17.26)

Solving the (17.26), we can obtain

A ¼ A1e

ffiffiffiffi
l
Kh

p
Z þ A2e

�
ffiffiffiffi
l
Kh

p
Z
: (17.27)

A1 and A2 are constant.

In first case, the boundary conditions are:
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Fig. 17.5 Horizontal distributions of mixing proportion lines of the four water end-members at the surface. (a) Kuroshio surface

water (KSW); (b) Kuroshio sub-surface water (KSSW); (c) Changjiang diluted water (CDW); (d) Taiwan strait warm water

(TSWW)
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A ¼ A0 at Z ¼ 0,

A ! 0 as Z ! 1.

If Kh is constant and the system is in steady state,

AZ ¼ A0e
�
ffiffiffiffi
l
Kh

p
Z
; (17.28)

where AZ is the activity at distance Z from the coast,

A0 is the activity at distance 0 from the coast and l is

the decay constant. Based on the above equation, the

distance Z can be expressed as:

Z ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Kh

l

r
� lnA0

Az
: (17.29)

A plot of ln 224Ra as a function of distance from the

coast may be used to estimate Kh, i.e. Fig. 17.6 (Moore

2000). In second case, the boundary conditions are:

A ¼ A0 at Z ¼ 0,

A ! AL as Z ¼ ZL
Combined with (17.27), we obtain:

A0 ¼ A1 þ A2

and

AL ¼ A1e

ffiffiffiffi
l
Kh

p
ZL þ A2e

�
ffiffiffiffi
l
Kh

p
ZL : (17.30)

The A1 and A2 can be solved as follow

A1 ¼ AL � A0e
�
ffiffiffiffi
l
Kh

p
ZL

e

ffiffiffiffi
l
Kh

p
ZL � e

�
ffiffiffiffi
l
Kh

p
ZL

and

A2 ¼ A0e

ffiffiffiffi
l
Kh

p
ZL � AL

e

ffiffiffiffi
l
Kh

p
ZL � e

�
ffiffiffiffi
l
Kh

p
ZL
: (17.31)

Combined with Sinhx ¼ ex�e�x

2
, the concentration

of radium activity (A) is expressed as (Chung and

Kim 1980):

A ¼ 1

Sinh
ffiffiffiffi
l
Kh

q
� ZL

� � ALSinhð
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
l
Kh

s
� Z

 !

þ A0Sinh

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
l
Kh

s
� ðZL � ZÞ

" #!
: (17.32)

Non-Conservative Ra Model

Kim et al. (2005) used the method (described in Sect.

17.3.2.2) to estimate the average water residence time

in Yellow Sea and adjacent ocean. Figure 17.7 shows

the ð228Ra=226RaÞex vs. 228Ra activity; the intercept

and slope can be calculated by this relationship. The

average water residence times of ~4.9 year is obtained

using (17.12).
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Fig. 17.6 The distance-averaged ln224Ra as a function of distance offshore. The lines are based on the best fit to samples collected

within 50 km of shore. The slope is �0.0121 Bq m�3 km�1 with R2 ¼ 0.986 (Moore 2000)
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17.4 Future Directions

River-dominated coastal waters and the adjacent

continental shelf are important marine regions where

the continuous exchange of water and chemical

constituents bear the geochemical signals entrained

between the continent and the open oceans. These

waters occupy less than one fifth of the surface

area of the world ocean, yet they play a major role

in terms of global biogeochemical cycles (Walsh

1991; Iseki et al. 2003). Thus, water mass mixing

and exchange rates will continue to be of great

interest.

To protect our natural environment, we should

resolve to understand the “three-how’s” that define

the behavior of a contaminant: “how” many contami-

nants are flowing into a near-shore, coastal system,

“how” long will the contaminants reside there, and

“how” far will the impact of the contaminants be?

By knowing the source and fate of contaminants in

the near-shore, one can more realistically make

informed decisions as to their management. For mix-

ing among four unique water masses, a study cannot

cease at the relative mixing proportions, but should

include an understanding of absolute contributions.

That will help evaluate the degree of influence for

source contaminants. After establishing the contribu-

tions from source water masses, we then can utilize

appropriate tracers to assess the ages of different

coastal source waters.
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Chapter 18

Natural Radium and Radon Tracers to Quantify Water
Exchange and Movement in Reservoirs

C.G. Smith, P.W. Swarzenski, N.T. Dimova, and J. Zhang

Abstract Radon and radium isotopes are routinely

used to quantify exchange rates between different

hydrologic reservoirs. Since their recognition as oce-

anic tracers in the 1960s, both radon and radium have

been used to examine processes such as air-sea

exchange, deep oceanic mixing, benthic inputs, and

many others. Recently, the application of radon-222

and the radium-quartet (223,224,226,228Ra) as coastal

tracers has seen a revelation with the growing interest

in coastal groundwater dynamics. The enrichment of

these isotopes in benthic fluids including groundwater

makes both radium and radon ideal tracers of coastal

benthic processes (e.g. submarine groundwater dis-

charge). In this chapter we review traditional and

recent advances in the application of radon and radium

isotopes to understand mixing and exchange between

various hydrologic reservoirs, specifically: (1) atmo-

sphere and ocean, (2) deep and shallow oceanic water

masses, (3) coastal groundwater/benthic pore waters

and surface ocean, and (4) aquifer-lakes. While the

isotopes themselves and their distribution in the envi-

ronment provide qualitative information about the

exchange processes, it is mixing/exchange and transport

models for these isotopes that provide specific quantita-

tive information about these processes. Brief introduc-

tions of these models and mixing parameters are

provided for both historical and more recent studies.

18.1 Introduction

18.1.1 Hydrologic Cycle

Roughly 97% of the Earth’s water resides as salt water

in the world’s oceans, while the remaining ~3% is

sequestered as freshwater in ice caps and glaciers,

groundwater, and surface water features such as lakes,

rivers, and wetlands (Table 18.1; Fig. 18.1). This water

is also the primary transport agent for sediment, solutes,

and heat, and the most essential compound for sustain-

ing life on Earth. As a result of human dependencies on

these unique characteristics, water and its transfer

through the Earth systems has been an active area of

human interest for at least 12,000 years (Miller 1982;

Hardcastle 1987; Moore et al. 1995). As the Earth is a

closed systemwith respect to water, a global water mass

balance (Table 18.1) can be visualized as a group of

cyclic processes, such as evaporation and precipitation,

that exchangewater between three large-scale reservoirs

(i.e. ocean, atmosphere, and land). This model repre-

sents the water or hydrologic cycle (Fig. 18.2). The

purpose of this chapter is to review how the radioiso-

topes of radium and radon have been utilized as tracers

to quantify several hydrologic processes, including

water and material exchange across the three main

reservoirs and their respective sub-reservoirs. Specific

exchange mechanisms addressed in this chapter span
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from interstitial fluids to the atmosphere, and include

groundwater-coastal water-, riverine -estuarine-, coastal

ocean-, and ocean-atmospheric-exchange.

18.1.2 Geochemical and Radiochemical
Qualities of Radium-Isotopes

Radium (Ra) is the heaviest (atomic number 88) of the

alkaline earth metals, placing it at the base of the second

column of the periodic table of elements. Like other

alkaline earth metals, radium is a divalent cation (Ra2+)

and occurs in aquatic environments as either a dissolved

cation or as a complex with some anionic ligand. The

ionic radius of Ra is 1.40 Å and its ionic potential (Z/r)

is 1.43 (Railsback 2003). In solution, radium behaves

very similar to barium (Ba) due to similar ionic poten-

tials (Ra ¼ 1.43; Ba ¼ 1.48) and substitutes readily for

Ba in many minerals (e.g. barite, BaSO4). The geo-

chemical behavior of Ra and Ba in coastal-marine

environments has been studied for over 50 years (e.g.

Koczy 1958; Turekian and Johnson 1966; Hanor and

Chan 1977; Li and Chan 1979; Key et al. 1985; Moore

and Dymond 1991; Webster et al. 1995; Gonneea et al.

2008). In freshwater environments (i.e. ground/surface

water), Ra occurs as a dissolved cation that commonly

is adsorbed onto negatively-charged clays, mineral

coatings, and/or particulate organic matter (Beneš

et al. 1984; Langmuir and Riese 1985; Beneš et al.

1986). In contrast, in marine environments Ra remains

dissolved (Ra2+) or forms complexes with inorganic

Table 18.1 List of major reservoirs and sub-reservoirs within the hydrologic cycle and there combined contribution to total water

budget and freshwater budget (values obtained from Maidment 1993)

Volume (km3) Percentage of total Residence time (year)

Water in land areas 47,971,710 3.5 –

Lakes 176,400 0.013 –

Rivers 2,120 0.00015 4

Marshes 11,470 0.00083 –

Groundwater and soil moisture 23,416,500 1.7 20,000

Biological water 1,120 0.00008 –

Icecaps and glaciers 24,364,100 1.8 –

Atmosphere 12,900 0.0009 0.02

Oceans 1,338,000,000 96.5 3,000

Total 1,385,984,610 100 –

Fig. 18.1 Bar graph showing the two predominant fractions of

Earth’s water: fresh and saline. The freshwater component is

further broken into various fractions or storage (sub)reservoirs.

Note, variations in percentages listed in this graph and those

given in Table 18.1 reflect general uncertainty in the division of

water into its various forms on Earth. (http://ga.water.usgs.gov/

edu/earthwherewater.html)
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(e.g. RaCl+, RaSO4
0, RaOH+) and organic anionic

ligands (Lauria et al. 2004). As Ra is transported

through estuaries (i.e. mixing between fresh and saline

waters) desorption and surface exchange play an impor-

tant role in its distribution in the water between

adsorbed and dissolved phases. This dissimilar behavior

in fresh and marine (saline) environments allows Ra to

be used to study water mass mixing processes, solute

exchange, and fluid exchange between the terrestrial

and marine environment (i.e. the land and ocean reser-

voirs).

There are four naturally occurring isotopes of Ra

(223, 224, 226, 228Ra), which have varying half-lives that

span from just a few days to over 1,600 year (t1/2
223Ra ¼ 11.4 day, 224Ra ¼ 3.66 day, 226Ra ¼ 1,600

year, and 228Ra ¼ 5.75 year) (Fig. 2.3, Chap. 2).

The production of 223, 224, 226, 228Ra is from alpha

decay of the strongly particle reactive, sediment-

derived, 227, 228, 230, 232Th parents that precede them

in the U/Th decay series. The contrasting chemical

behavior between Ra and Th generally leads to excess

levels of Ra relative to its Th parent in waters in close

proximity to sediment sources (i.e. aquifers, estuaries,

pelagic ocean). Also, because the half-life of each Ra

isotope is substantially different while each isotope is

physiochemically identical, collectively the “Ra-quar-

tet” has been successfully used to examine complex

coastal mixing processes and benthic exchange (e.g.

Moore 2000a, b).

18.1.3 Geochemical and Radiochemical
Qualities of Radon-Isotopes

Radon (Rn) is the heaviest of the noble gases with an

atomic number of 86. Because of its balanced outer

electron shell, it is chemically inert and behaves con-

servatively in nearly all chemical reactions in nature

(except weak van der Waals bonds). Radon is ubiqui-

tous in the natural environment and found in the atmo-

sphere, trapped in mineral grains, and also dissolved in

solution. At standard temperature and atmospheric

conditions, the gas solubility constant of Rn in

water is 10�2.03 M (K ¼ 1019.06 Bq m�3), suggesting

that the possibility of saturation is low. There are two

Pools are in cubic kilometers
Fluxes are in cubic kilometers per year

Groundwater (fresh, saline, soil water)
  23,416,500

Oceans
1,338,000,000

Ice
24,364,100

Atmosphere
12,900

Net transport
to land
40,000

Precipitation
on land
119,000 Evapotranspiration

from land
72,000 Evaporation

from oceans
425,000

Precipitation
on oceans

385,000River flow to oceans
40,000

Other Land Storage:
  15,422,000

Groundwater discharge
1,200

Fig. 18.2 Diagrammatic representation of the hydrologic

cycle, which shows the predominant (sub) reservoirs (units of

km3) and the exchange pathways (units of km3 year�1) among

each. Figure modified fromWinter et al. (1998); values obtained

from Maidment (1993)
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isotopes – radon-222 (222Rn or radon1) and radon-220

(220Rn or thoron) that are relevant to environmental

and hydrologic studies. Both 222Rn and 220Rn are

short-lived (t1/2 ¼ 3.82 days and 55.6 s, respectively),

and are produced by the alpha decay of a parent Ra

isotope (226Ra and 224Ra, respectively) (Fig. 2.3,

Chap. 2). Similar to the Th-Ra parent-daughter rela-

tionship, dissimilar geochemical behaviors of Ra and

Rn provide for a unique system where the daughter

elements can easily decouple, and depending on the

environment and processes (turbulent mixing, ground-

water flow), either excess or deficiencies of the daugh-

ter isotopes relative to their radiogenic parents are

likely. To date, 222Rn has been more widely applied

to environmental processes than short-lived 220Rn;

however, continued improvements in in situ Rn detec-

tion (see Methodology section on Planar silicon detec-

tors) has opened the possibility of using thoron as a

powerful hydrologic tracer. Due to its utility more so

than its ease of measurement, 222Rn has been used at

almost every possible (sub)reservoir interface within

the hydrologic cycle (e.g. Broecker et al. 1967; Clem-

ents and Wilkening 1974; Hammond et al. 1977;

Gruebel and Martens 1984; Hoehn et al. 1992; Bertin

and Bourg 1994; Cable et al. 1996a).

18.2 Analysis of Rn and Ra

18.2.1 Radon and Thoron

A variety of analytical techniques exist for quantifying

radon and thoron activity; most methods measure par-

ticle emission from the Rn isotope (a) and/or daughter
isotopes (a/b). For example, 222Rn decay to 210Pb

results in three a�particles emissions (Fig. 2.3), all

of which are equally detectable. Although other meth-

ods exits, the three most commonly used radioanaly-

tical techniques for the measuring Rn in natural waters

are the Rm extraction line with Lucas cell system,

liquid scintillation counting (LSC) methods, and por-

table radon-in-air detectors.

One of the earliest and still actively used techniques

for measuring Rn and Rn emanation (Ra) is the Rn

extraction line with Lucas cell system. The method

builds off the closed-vessel experiments by the Curies,

Friedrich Ernst Dorn, and Ernest Rutherford that lead

to the discovery of a gaseous release from Ra (i.e.

radium emanation or radon) and thorium (thorium

emanation or thoron) minerals (Rutherford 1906).

Detailed procedures are provided in a number of stud-

ies and references therein (e.g. Broecker et al. 1967;

Key et al. 1979; Mathieu et al. 1988; Cable et al.

1996b; Smith et al. 2008; Peterson et al. 2009b). The

system has one of the lowest minimum detection lim-

its/activities (MDL or MDA) and the highest detection

efficiencies of all the techniques described in this

chapter. Other benefits to this measurement technique

are supported 222Rn (226Ra) can be measured on the

same sample and the method is non-destructive so that

sample can be recovered for additional analysis. How-

ever, the sample collection and analysis require sub-

stantial preparation and user interaction.

Another common detection method for radon

(222Rn) in water is liquid scintillation counting; this

technique is widely used in groundwater and pore

water studies (e.g. Kitto 1994; Freyer et al. 1997;

Purkl and Eisenhauer 2004; Smith et al. 2008) and

procedures generally follow Prichard and Gesell

(1977). LSC has several advantages that stem from

collection to analysis, including rapid and easy sample

collection, small sample volumes, high sample

throughput (automatic sample changers and pre-set

count times), and limited (required) user interaction/

involvement during measurements. In addition,

modern commercial LSC instruments have a high

efficiency (280–340%). Drawbacks of LSC determi-

nation of radon are that only total radon is measured,

high background can limit MDA, and energy reso-

lution is generally poor. However, improvements to

pulse-shape discrimination (PSD) circuitry, coinci-

dence circuitry, and additional high-purity shielding

have improved on many of these problems with liquid

scintillation analyzers.

More recently, portable radon-in-air monitors cou-

pled with air-water exchangers have been used to

provide accurate, near real-time in-situ measurement

of Rn dissolved in water (e.g. Burnett and Dulaiova

2003). Commercially available systems are available

and are of three general types: (1) portable scintillation

or “Lucas” cells and PMTs (e.g. AB-4/AB-4A

1From this point forward, radon refers to the radionuclide 222Rn

unless otherwise indicated.
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Portable Radiation Monitors from Pylon Electronics,

Inc.); (2) ionization chambers (e.g. TBM-IC-RN by

Technical Associates Nuclear Instrumentation); or (3)

solid-state (semiconductor) detectors (e.g. RAD7 by

Durridge Company, Inc). Critical to these instruments

is the extraction of Rn from water into air; this has

been accomplished by either sparging a discrete water

sample with ambient air (e.g. Lee and Kim 2006) in a

closed air loop or by aspirating the water sample into

a closed air loop (Burnett et al. 2001; Burnett and

Dulaiova 2003; Dulaiova et al. 2005; Dimova et al.

2009). Both techniques have been rigorously tested

and verified in both laboratory and field settings (e.g.

Burnett et al. 2001; Burnett and Dulaiova 2003;

Dulaiova et al. 2005; Lee and Kim 2006). The com-

bined portability of the solid-state detectors and the

two quantitative extraction techniques have allowed

these systems to be used to map Rn in surface waters

(e.g. Dulaiova et al. 2005) as well as provided a more

autonomous system for measuring discrete samples,

potentially replacing the traditional “radon line” and

LSC techniques for discrete samples (Stringer and

Burnett 2004; Lee and Kim 2006).

18.2.2 Radium

As with radon and thoron, numerous techniques have

been developed to quantify 223,224,226,228Ra isotopes in

natural waters (Ivanovich and Murray 1992). Those

highlighted in this chapter, which are by no means

exhaustive, represent the bulk of the techniques cur-

rently used to address the questions concerning fluid

and material exchange. Traditional alpha-, beta, or

gamma-emissions measurements of appropriate parent

or daughter nuclides as well as liquid scintillation

(Rutgers van der Loeff and Moore 1999), Rn emana-

tion (Butts et al. 1988), coincidence detection (i.e.

a-b, g-g) (Antovic and Svrkota 2009), and mass spect-

rometry (Cohen and O’Nions 1991; Ollivier et al.

2008) have been used for determination of Ra-

isotopes.

Each of the four Ra isotopes can be very precisely

quantified using alpha spectrometry; however, all

require antecedent wet-chemistry that is laborious.

Thus, indirect ingrowth scintillation methods of Rn-

daughters are common. Because of the low activity of
223,224,228Ra in seawater, most of the radioanalytical

techniques require pre-concentration of Ra from

large volumes of water. Acrylic fiber impregnated

with MnO2 (i.e. Mn-fiber) or some equivalent (e.g.

manufactured MnO2 cartridge) originally described

by Moore and Reid (1973) is the most common pre-

concentration media in use today for oceanographic

and coastal studies (Bourquin et al. 2008). 223,224Ra

isotopes adsorbed on to the Mn-fiber are commonly

measured using a delayed coincidence counting

method (commonly referred to as RaDeCC) first estab-

lished by Moore and Arnold (1996). Principles of the

RaDeCC system were pioneered by Giffin et al. (1963)

who worked on a delayed coincidence method for

actinon (219Rn) and thoron (220Rn). Rama et al.

(1987) developed a similar recirculating, a-particle
measurement system for 224Ra that relied on the

ingrowth of 220Rn. However, determination of low-

level 220Rn generally required long counting periods

and interference from ingrowth 222Rn and its daughter

isotopes greatly affected the precision of the instru-

ment. The RaDeCC system can also be used to mea-

sure 226Ra on Mn-fiber after an extended 30-day

ingrowth period (Waska et al. 2008; Peterson et al.

2009b). Kim et al. (2001) and Dimova et al. (2007)

utilized a commercial radon-in-air monitor (RAD7-

Durridge Company, Inc) that uses electrostatic attrac-

tion to a silicon semiconductor detector to quantify

Ra (-224 and -226 specifically) via Rn-ingrowth. One

potential problem with these techniques is the reliance

on the pre-concentration of Ra onto Mn-fiber.

While numerous studies have shown near-quantitative

extraction (i.e. nearly 100% adsorption of Ra onto the

fiber), a number of other studies have found that the Ra

sorption to MnO2 is sensitive to pH (Bourquin et al.

2008; Dimova et al. 2008), salinity (Moon et al. 2003),

and flow-rate (Moon et al. 2003).

Radium-isotopes can also be measured by g-spec-
trometry. Each gamma ray photon has a discrete

energy, and this energy is characteristic of the source

isotope (Michel et al. 1981; Moore 1984; Krishnas-

wami et al. 1991; Dulaiova and Burnett 2004; van

Beek et al. 2010). This measurement technique,

while offering the benefit of being minimally destruc-

tive and requiring substantially less laboratory time,

suffers from usually being less sensitive than standard

a- or b-spectrometry methods due to interferences by

other gamma-emitting isotopes. As a result, this

method is usually applicable to samples containing

relatively high activities of 226,228Ra.
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Measurement of Ra by thermal ionization- and

inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry

(TIMS and ICP-MS, respectively) has increased sig-

nificantly over the last 20 years (Cohen and O’Nions

1991; Larivière et al. 2003; Ollivier et al. 2008). TIMS

has been used to precisely measure the longer-lived
226,228Ra isotopes in a number of field studies where

overall activity and/or excess activity were low

(Ollivier et al. 2008) and sample volumes were limited

(Cohen and O’Nions 1991). However, sample prepa-

ration for TIMS is laborious and generally involves

the pre-concentration and purification of Ra to remove

barium (Ghaleb et al. 2004). Generally speaking, sam-

ple preparation times for TIMS are comparable to

other radiometric techniques (e.g. a-spectrometry).

The advent and progression of high-resolution ICP-

MS (HR-ICP-MS) and multiple collector ICP-MS

(MC-ICP-MS) have improved the precision and

throughput (relative to TIMS) of water samples for

Ra analysis (e.g. Varga 2008; Sharabi et al. 2010),

often reducing the analytical time for 226Ra to minutes.

However, isobaric interferences at the 228 mass often

occur with ICP-MS and have limited the detection and

quantification of 228Ra via this method (Hou and Roos

2008).

18.3 Application of Radon and Radium
to Fluid and Material Exchange
Among Hydrologic Reserviors

18.3.1 Air-Sea Exchange

The exchange of dissolved gases and fluid across the

air-sea boundary has been an active area of research

for over 60 years (Redfield 1948). However, the

importance of the boundary flux has had a substantial

revival and progression over the last 20 years due to

increased concerns of how the emission of anthropo-

genic-derived CO2 and other greenhouse gases will

affect global climate and ocean biogeochemistry.

While this transfer is not directly facilitated by water

(i.e. water is not a “transport agent”), the exchange

between two important hydrologic reservoirs (ocean

and atmosphere) is the focal point of this globally

significant topic, and 222Rn/226Ra disequilibrium has

provided much insight to exchange rates and processes

governing exchange (Peng et al. 1979; Fanning

et al. 1982; Kawabata et al. 2003; Schery and Huang

2004; Hirsch 2007). This section provides a brief

overview of air-sea exchange and how Rn and Ra

isotopes have been used to advance this study. A

more comprehensive, updated review of air-sea

exchange and its quantification can be found in Liss

et al. (1988), Wanninkhof et al. (2009), and references

therein.

18.3.1.1 222Rn/226Ra Disequilibrium

in the Surface Ocean

In 1965, Broecker (1965) suggested that the “disconti-

nuities” (i.e. disequilibrium) between 222Rn and its

parent 226Ra in the surface ocean could be used to

provide estimates of air-sea exchange, mixing

between the surface and deep ocean, and sediment-

water (benthic) exchange. Radon’s predictable source/

sink terms in the surface ocean, negligible activity in

the atmosphere, and its ease of measurement on board

ships (using the radon-line and Lucas cell method)

made it an attractive tracer to quantify air-sea

exchange rates; however, some obstacles for sampling

had to be overcome (Peng et al. 1979).

In the surface ocean, the 222Rn/226Ra disequilib-

rium originates from the evasion of radon across the

air-sea interface. Thus, a near surface water column

mass balance of 222Rn (ARnwater) can be used to estimate

evasion rates or gas transfer velocities (k, m day�1) in

the open ocean using (Fig. 18.3)

FRn ¼ k ARnwater
� aARnair

� �
; (18.1)

where FRn is the flux of radon across air-sea interface

(Bq m�2 day�1), a is the Ostwald solubility coefficient
(-), and ARnair is the

222Rn activity in the air (Bq m�3).

Integrating the radon deficit over the thickness of

the surface mixed layer provides a deficit inventory of

radon (Idef) which is proportional to the efflux of radon
due to atmospheric evasion (assuming steady-state

mixing)

F222Rn ¼ lIdef ¼ l
Xz¼0

z¼zbase

ARnðzÞ � ARaðzÞð ÞDz; (18.2)
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where l is the decay constant of 222Rn (0.181 day�1),

ARn(z) and ARa(z) are the activities (Bq m�3) of 222Rn

and 226Ra in the water column, respectively at depth z
(m), and Dz is the sample interval (m). Substituting

(18.2) into (18.1) and assuming that radon in air is

negligible, gas transfer velocity (k) is simply

k ¼ lIdef A= Rnwater
: (18.3)

Broecker et al. (1967) provided a detail proof of

concept with data collected from Pacific Ocean (ocean

stretch between Hawaii and Japan); however, the data

left uncertainties as to the validity of transposing radon

based evasion rates to quantifying CO2 air-sea

exchange. Broecker and Peng (1971) used a similar

approach at the Bomex site in the Atlantic Ocean; the

radon-derived surface boundary layer (SBL) thickness

and radon gas transfer velocity were estimated to be

62 mm and 1.9 m day�1, respectively (Table 18.2).

Peng et al (1974) followed up with a north Pacific

survey at the Papa site; estimates of SBL thickness

and radon gas transfer velocity were 20 mm and 3.6 m

day�1 (Table 18.2). Then as part of GEOSECS, Peng

et al. (1979) used radon-deficit to quantify gas

exchange rates at over 100 sites within the Atlantic

and Pacific Oceans, which they used to derive a global

gas transfer rate of 2.9 m day�1 and a SBL thickness of

36 mm. The radon-based global gas transfer rate (Peng

et al. 1979) agreed favorably well (within 20%) with

radiocarbon-based fluxes (Broecker and Peng 1974).

Smethie et al. (1985) revisited the transect of Broecker

and Peng (1974) and found that radon-estimates of gas

exchange rates were within error of those provided by

Broecker and Peng (1974) a decade earlier using bomb

carbon-14 (14C). Many of these early estimates of

radon evasion rates or gas transfer velocities did not

specifically address the effects of prolonged stormi-

ness or variable wind conditions. In the western North

Pacific, Kawabata et al. (2003) estimated gas transfer

velocities that ranged from 2.1 to 30.2 m day�1; which

is 1 to 10� the global average proposed by Peng et al.

(1979). The higher velocities were related to periods

of extended storminess and high apparent wind-

speeds, which are not well represented by the steady-

state assumption implied in (18.3).

A number of other scientists argued that the gas

transfer velocities obtained by Peng et al. (1979) were

not consistent with direct estimates of air-sea CO2

fluxes (e.g. Jones and Smith 1977; Smith and Jones

1985; Liss et al. 1988; Wanninkhof et al. 2009). Peng

et al. (1979) admitted to some uncertainty in their own

data, as the k values they obtained from the radon-

deficit method did not demonstrate a discernible trend

with wind speed. The relationship between gas

exchange rates and wind speed had already been ver-

ified in the laboratory experiments (Broecker et al.

1978). The discrepancy was later shown to reflect the

dissimilarity in the time scale of atmospheric forcings

(i.e. hours to days) relative to the equilibration of
222Rn in the surface mixed layer (days). That is to

say, the 222Rn distributions measured at some point

in time in the surface mixed layer is not only a reflec-

tion of decay and evasion given the current wind

stress, but also had a hysteresis effect from transient

atmospheric forcing(s) (Liss et al. 1988; Kawabata

et al. 2003; Wanninkhof et al. 2009). If this previous

Fig. 18.3 Example of how earlier research where radon was

used to evaluate air-sea exchange using a version of the Stagnant

Boundary Layer model. The radon deficit is integrated over

the upper surface mixed layer (as denoted by both radon and

temperature) and used to compute the gas transfer or piston

velocity (18.3). Radon data are taken from GEOSECS station

number 57 as published by Broecker and Peng (1974) (units

were modified from dpm 100 L�1 to Bq m�3)
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forcing were on different intensity and frequency

scales, then the assumption of a steady-state 222Rn

distribution would be invalid and likewise the applica-

bility of the model to estimate gaseous transfer.

Kawabata et al. (2003) modified the radon-based

gas transfer velocity model to account for sporadic gas

exchange. By allowing the radon to exchange with the

atmosphere sporadically, (i.e. once or twice per time

allotted), the influence of local and regional wind-

forcing via storms is more readily represented in a

model. Using this approach, the radon activity (ARn(t);

Bq m�3) at any point in time after a sporadic removal

and given a prescribed initial gas transfer velocity and

mixed layer (i.e. residence time) can be represented by:

ARnðtÞ ¼ IRnðt�DtÞe�lRnDt þ ARah e�lRaDt � e�lRnDt
� �� �

h= :

(18.4)

where; ARa is the activity of
226Ra in the surface mixed

layer (Bq m�3); lRn and lRa are the decay constants

for 222Rn and 226Ra (day�1), respectively; IRn(t-Dt) is

the inventory of 222Rn in the surface mixed layer

(Bq m�2) for time t–Dt; h is the thickness of the

surface mixed layer (m). The transient gas transfer

velocity, k(t) (m day�1) is

kðtÞ ¼ hlRn
ARa

ARnðtÞ
� 1

� �
: (18.5)

This model is not capable of modeling specific

wind events but simply addresses how large-scale dis-

turbances influence gas transfer velocities obtained

following an event. Kawabata et al. (2003) found

that using this approach and assuming a 7-day period

between storms, that the steady-state overestimated

Table 18.2 Summary table of studies where 222Rn and 226Ra disequilibrium in the surface mixed to determine gas transfer

velocities, the general location of each site, temperature (Temp., oC), molecular diffusion coefficient (Dm, cm
2 s�1), gas transfer

velocity (v or k, m day�1), stagnant film thickness (z*, mm), and gas transfer velocity normalized to 20�C (v20 or k20, m day�1)

Location Temp

(oC)

Dm

(cm2 s�1)

k or v

(m day�1)

z*

(mm)

k20 or v20
(m day�1)

Author

Atlantic Ocean – Bomex 25 1.36E-05 1.91 62 1.6 Broecker and Peng

(1971)

North Pacific Ocean – Papa 5 8.10E-06 3.6 20 5.2 Peng et al. (1974)

90-locations Atlantic and Pacific Oceans 20 1.20E-05 2.86 36 2.8 Peng et al. (1979)

18-locations: S. Polar Atlantic, Pacific and

Global Oceans

20 1.20E-05 4.1 25 4.0 Peng et al. (1979)

19-locations: S. Temperate Atlantic and Pacific

Oceans

20 1.20E-05 2.9 36 2.8 Peng et al. (1979)

24-locations: Equatorial Atlantic and Pacific

Oceans

20 1.20E-05 2.1 49 2.0 Peng et al. (1979)

19-locations: N. Temperate Atlantic and Pacific

Oceans

20 1.20E-05 2.6 40 2.5 Peng et al. (1979)

10-locations: N. Polar Atlantic and Pacific

Oceans

20 1.20E-05 2.6 40 2.5 Peng et al. (1979)

Theoritical for 40 m thick mixed zone 0 7.00E-06 1.5 40 2.5 Broecker and Peng

(1982)

Theoritical for 40 m thick mixed zone 24 1.40E-05 3 40 2.5 Broecker and Peng

(1982)

Pee Dee River, SC 19.6 1.15E-05 2.7 37 2.8 Elsinger and Moore

(1983)

San Francisco Bay – 6 year average – – 1.0 – – Hartman and Hammond

(1984)

26-locations Tropical Atlantic Ocean 26.2 1.42E-05 3.7 34 3.0 Smethie et al. (1985)

Bering Sea* – 2.74E-07 2.4 42 100.8 Glover and Reeburgh

(1987)

Barents Sea – Summer – – 1.8 – 3.5 Fanning and Torres

(1991)

Barents Sea – Winter – – 1.1 – 2.0 Fanning and Torres

(1991)

western North Pacific Ocean 20 1.20E-05 9.4 11 9.1 Kawabata et al. (2003)

Upper Gulf of Thailand – – 0.38 – – Dulaiova and Burnett

(2006)
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gas transfer velocities by less than 20% relative to the

sporadic model. Model improvement such as these,

which investigate transient impacts to traditionally

steady-state assumptions, could represent the next

generation of natural tracer estimates of gas transfer

between the ocean and atmosphere as well as a means

to further refine existing empirical relationships bet-

ween gas transfer velocities and wind-speed (e.g.

MacIntyre et al 1995; Raymond and Cole 2001;

Wanninkhof et al. 2009)

Despite the uncertainties and misnomers associated

with the radon-derived fluxes, what the radon-deficit

method did was start a revelation and progression

in air-sea exchange research. For example, Jones and

Smith (1977) using eddy correlation technique (i.e.

correlation of pCO2 in the atmosphere and measured

wind-speed) to provide some of the first direct mea-

surements of CO2 flux. Roether and Kromer (1978)

and Kromer and Roether (1983) refined atmospheric

and aqueous Rn sampling and analyzed the uncertain-

ties with radon-deficit method. While radon is not as

widely used to quantify air-sea exchange as it once

was; mass balance models are still used, namely the

dual-deliberate isotopic methods (e.g. 3He and SF6)

highlighted by Wanninkhof et al. (1993). Also, the

atmospheric radon flux and its parameterization as

defined here is one of the key parameters in estimating

benthic fluid discharge to the coastal zone as will

be described in Sect. 18.3.3 (Cable et al. 1996a, b;

Corbett et al. 1997; Burnett and Dulaiova 2003). Mod-

ern coastal groundwater studies often use empirical

relationships between gas transfer velocities and

wind speed (e.g. MacIntyre et al. 1995) and measured

radon gradients, temperature, and salinity to estimate

atmospheric radon flux. However, re-examination of

measured air-sea radon gradients in different coastal

settings and different wind forcing could further refine

existing empirical relationships between gas transfer

and wind velocities.

18.3.2 Mixing in the Deep and Coastal
Ocean

Radium-226 has a mean lifetime, s, of 2,309 year

(s ¼ decay constant�1) that is conveniently in line

with the residence time of water in the oceans

(~3,200 year; Broecker and Peng 1982; Maidment

1993; Schlesinger 1997). Further, its distribution in

the water column is closely tied to the upward diffusion

from bottom sediment (Holland and Kulp 1954;

Cochran 1980; Cochran et al. 1983; Cochran 1992;

Cochran and Kadko 2008) and removal associated

with particle scavenging and biological uptake

(Broecker and Peng 1982; Ku and Luo 1994; Stewart

et al. 2008). Thorium, as the immediate radiogenic

parent of Ra, has a very low solubility in seawater

that renders the supply of 226Ra from the in situ decay

of 230Th mostly negligible. Rivers continuously supply

both particulate and dissolved Ra to the ocean and this

component usually consists of up to 10% of the total

oceanic 226Ra inventory. Global hydrothermal vents

contribute another ~5% Ra. As a consequence, 226Ra

is ideally suited as a tracer of large scale oceanic mix-

ing, and was used in the seminal work of Koczy (1958)

and colleagues in the Baltic Sea. Since then, all the

major ocean basins have been examined using 226Ra,

and too lesser extent 228Ra, to gain information about

water exchange rates across the principal thermoclines

and to obtain vertical eddy diffusion coefficients of

water mass transport phenomena (Table 18.3).

Table 18.3 Summary of horizontal (Kh) and vertical (Kz) eddy diffusivity coefficients obtained from 226Ra and 228Ra models for

various ocean basins

Location Isotope Kh (cm
2 s�1) Kz (cm

2 s�1) Source

Eastern and Central

Indian Ocean

226Ra 104.00–108.00 10�2.00–101.00 Ku and Luo (1994)

Arabian Sea 228Ra/226Ra 106.11–106.49 10�0.49–100.18 Somayajulu et al. (1996)

North Pacific 226Ra 10�0.13–10�0.01 Chan et al. (1976)

Pacific 226Ra 105.70–107.00 ~10�2.00 Chung and Craig (1980)

East Atlantic 226Ra 10�1.00–101.10 Schlitzer (1987), Rhein and

Schlitzer (1988)

North Atlantic 226Ra 107.70–107.90 Sarmiento et al. (1982)

Southern Ocean 226,228Ra 100.18–100.75 van Beek et al. (2008)

Southern Ocean 223,224Ra; 226,228Ra 100.75–101.59 100.18–102.00 Charette et al. (2007)
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A typical 226Ra profile in the ocean decreases

upward through the water column as the distance

from sediment/water interface increases. The con-

cave-shape of 226Ra profiles in the open ocean lead

to very simple models for vertical exchange across

thermoclines and lateral mixing (e.g. Koczy 1958).

These simplified models eventually gave way to

more sophisticated 2-D advection and diffusion mod-

els capable of resolving lateral variations in mixing

coefficients (e.g. Ku and Luo 1994) as well as produc-

tion and consumption associated with particle scav-

enging and biological uptake (Stewart et al. 2008).

A detailed description of the various model types can

be found in Ku and Luo (2008). Incorporating results

from a variety of model-types, horizontal and vertical

diffusivities (Kh and Kz, respectively) estimated by
226Ra and 228Ra for different ocean basins span four

orders of magnitude (Kh ¼ 104 – 108 cm2 s�1 and

Kz ¼ 10�2 – 102 cm2 s�1) (Chan et al. 1976; Chung

and Craig 1980; Sarmiento et al. 1982; Schlitzer

1987; Rhein and Schlitzer 1988; Ku and Luo 1994;

Somayajulu et al. 1996; Charette et al. 2007; van Beek

et al. 2008). Overall, despite simplification to a 1-D

case, many of the earlier values reported in the litera-

ture are still within the uncertainty of the more robust

modern models and estimates determined using other

radiotracers (e.g. 3H and 14C) (Ku and Luo 1994). For

example, Ra-based Kz values bracket the 0.3 cm2 s�1

vertical mixing coefficient for the global ocean that

Toggweiller et al. (1991) derived using a steady-state

radiocarbon model.

Lateral transport processes in the water column can

result in large discrepancies between diffusive seafloor

fluxes and water-column inventories for long-lived
226Ra. In contrast, a reasonable balance between a

water-column inventory and a diffusive flux across

the sediment/water interface usually is maintained

for 228Ra due to its shortened half-life (t1/2 ¼ 5.7

year). This attribute allows 228Ra to be particularly

useful to examine water mixing in regions of the

coastal ocean as well as the deep sea, on timescales

of up to 30 year. A simple, steady-state 1-D diffusion

model has been developed to model the observed

seaward exponential decrease of 228Ra in surface

waters (Kaufman et al. 1973; Yamada and Nozaki

1986; Moore et al. 1986). Nearshore, 228Ra is often

enriched relative to 226Ra and a systematic change in

the isotopic ratio of 228Ra/226Ra as a function of dis-

tance away from the shoreline can yield information

on water-mass mixing (horizontal eddy diffusivity) as

well as water-mass sources (Moore 1996). Similarly,

the two shorter-lived Ra-isotopes (223,224Ra) have also

been used to quantify coastal mixing rates (Moore

2000a, b; Burnett et al. 2008; Swarzenski and Izbicki

2009). Moore (2000a) observed that the natural loga-

rithm of the activity of 223,224Ra decreased linearly

offshore in the south Atlantic Bight along the south-

eastern United States coastline. Assuming the water

mass becomes isolated from the source and mixes

conservatively offshore with losses only by natural

radioactive decay, then the slope of the log-linear

relationship between Ra-activity and distance offshore

could be used to compute a coastal (diffusive) mixing

rate (Kh)

ln Rax ¼ ln Ra0 � xm1 (18.6a)

m1 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
l
kh

s
; (18.6b)

where Rax and Ra0 are the activity of the Ra isotopes at
distance x offshore and at the shoreline, respectively

and l is the decay constant of the Ra isotope. Alterna-

tively, Burnett et al. (2008) used the activity ratio of
224Ra/223Ra to compute an average Kh

ln
224Ra
223Ra

� �
x

¼ ln
224Ra
223Ra

� �
0

� xm2 (18.7a)

m2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðl224 � l223Þ

Kh

s
: (18.7b)

The underlying assumptions of this model are: (1)

diffusive-transport dominates, (2) all Ra input occurs

at the shoreline (i.e. water mass is disconnected from

benthic sources or stratified), and (3) Ra losses are

through mixing and/or decay only (Moore 2000a).

The activity ratio of 224Ra/223Ra can also be used to

estimate apparent water mass ages in the coastal zone,

using an equation similar to (18.8)

224Ra
223Ra

� �
sample

¼
224Ra
223Ra

� �
source

e�l224t

e�l223t
; (18.8)

where the subscripts sample and source reflect an

offshore water column sample and the expected source
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of Ra, (e.g. river, estuarine, or groundwater) respec-

tively (Moore 2000b).

As stated earlier, the Ra-quartet has been used in a

variety of coastal settings to establish mixing rates and

residence times (Table 18.3; also see Zhang et al.

2011). Moore and Todd (1993) used 224Ra and
228Ra/226Ra to compute apparent ages of water in the

Orinoco Estuary and the eastern Caribbean Sea. Based

on excess 224Ra data, fresher waters discharged from

the Gulf of Paria took anywhere from 0.9 to 9.8 days to

thoroughly mix in the Caribbean Sea. Using these

apparent ages, current speeds on the order of

15–33 cm s�1 were needed to account for the mixing

observed (Fig. 18.4). Along the coast of Santa Bar-

bara, CA, USA, Swarzenski and Izbicki (2009) noted

much slower mixing rates and current velocities.

Based on the short-lived 223,224Ra, they estimated

mixing rates on the order of 104.12 to 104.46 cm2 s�1.

Along the west Florida shelf (USA), Smith et al.

(2010) reported mixing rates on the order of

105.43–106.26 cm2 s�1; they noted that the mixing rate

was strongly dependent on the offshore extent for

which mixing was considered. For example, rates

obtained from 224Ra increased an order magnitude

when the extent of offshore mixing was extended

from 5 to 15 km (Okubo 1971). This distance from

shore sensitivity is inevitably tied to the assumptions

originally implied when the model was derived

(Okubo 1971); namely that the water mass is truly

separated from the benthic inputs and completely stra-

tified, such that radioactive decay and mixing must

control offshore distribution of Ra. Also in the exam-

ples presented (Fig. 18.4b, c), mixing rates derived

from 224Ra are larger than those derived from 223Ra.

This difference in theory is related to differences in

half-lives of the two isotopes and the temporal inte-

gration assumed by applying the isotopes to simple

mixing equations. Given (18.6b), a similar slope in the

natural log of 223Ra and 224Ra would produce mixing

rates that differ by a factor of 3 (Charette et al. 2007).

The impact of these assumptions on mixing rates is

also apparent when considering multiple data sets. For

example, mixing rates compiled from 13 different

locations incorporating a variety of geologic and

hydrodynamic settings vary by over seven orders of

magnitude (Table 18.4). While it is not unreasonable

that significantly different sites could influence mixing

over seven orders of magnitude, it is worth considering

how refinement of the model assumptions (i.e. benthic

inputs, onshore/offshore advection, etc) might influ-

ence the consistency of coastal mixing rates.

Hancock et al. (2006) tested the sensitivity of the

Ra-mixing model to benthic inputs with data collected

along the Great Barrier Reef and an adjacent lagoon.

They found that by including benthic inputs mixing

rates decreased by as much as 70% relative to the more

Fig. 18.4 Figure showing various plots of the Ra-derived

apparent ages (a) or natural log of the activity of short-lived

Ra isotopes (223,224Ra) (b, c) vs. distance offshore compiled

from data from Caribbean Sea (Moore and Todd 1993); Santa

Barbara, California (Swarzenski and Izbicki 2009); and west

Florida shelf (Smith et al. 2010)
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commonly used, simple 1-D mixing model (Hancock

et al. 2006). Take for example Fig. 18.4b or c, the

slope of radium isotopes offshore remains constant

despite the physical process(es) used to model them.

For the simple mixing model (Moore 2000a) only

mixing (unknown), supply at the shoreline (constant

and assumed to be known), and decay (known) are

considered, the slope of the offshore gradient implies

that turbulent mixing transports the shoreline Ra-

signal offshore before it decays away. However, if

there were offshore Ra inputs, then turbulent mixing

could occur at a slower rate and the same slope could

be maintained. Continued refinement of Ra mixing

models is occurring, and Zhang et al. (2011) provides

derivations for a number of these models. Despite the

remaining uncertainties, Ra continues to provide rea-

sonable first-order and sometimes better estimates of

coastal mixing that are generally unattainable without

sophisticated numerical physical models or large

oceanographic surveys.

18.3.3 Benthic Fluxes and Groundwater
Discharge

18.3.3.1 Benthic Fluxes and Exchange

Active exchange of fluid across the sediment – water

interface is a well-known vector where dissolved con-

stituents in the water column are transported into the

sediment and pore water constituents are released into

the water column (e.g. classic textbooks by Berner

1980 and Boudreau 1997). The rate of exchange across

the sediment – water interface will ultimately deter-

mine the residence time of the fluid in the pore space

and influence the transient behavior of chemical reac-

tions that occur between the water and sediment.

Quantifying these exchange rates has proven difficult

as the size of sediment and pore space vary greatly

from one basin to another, and the processes that drive

the exchange are numerous (e.g. advection, dispersion,

bioturbation, bio-irrigation, etc). Broecker (1965) first

suggested radon as a tracer for examining such

exchange and interaction. In a symposium note,

Broecker (1965) combined the pore water radon data

with a simple model of diffusion and a first-order

decay equation as a lower boundary condition for

water column mass balance of 222Rn in the deep

ocean. Numerous other works have built off of this

radon pore water profile approach to examine mixing

and exchange processes in coastal and marine envir-

onments (e.g. Hammond et al. 1977; Hammond and

Fuller 1979; Martens et al. 1980; Martin and Sayles

1987; Cable et al. 1996b; Martin et al. 2006, and Smith

et al. 2008). In order to quantify rates of exchange,

some form of the transient advection-dispersion-

reaction equation is used to model the 222Rn pore

water distribution:

@’C

@t
¼ @

@z
Ds’

@C

@z

� �
� @

@z
ðn’CÞ

� aðzÞ’ðC� CswÞ þ lP� lC; (18.9)

Table 18.4 Summary of horizontal eddy diffusivity coefficients (Kh) obtained from different combinations of 223,224,226,228Ra

models for various coastal ocean sites

Location Isotopes/ratios Kx (cm
2 s�1) Source

Tokyo Bay, Japan and adjacent Shelf 226,228Ra 105.60–107.60 Yamada and Nozaki (1986)

Long Island Sound, NY, USA 224Ra 104.70–105.70 Torgersen et al. (1996)

South Atlantic Bight, USA 223,224,226,228Ra 106.56–106.62 Moore (2000a)

northeastern Gulf of Mexico, USA 223Ra, 224Ra 104.43, 105.08 Moore (2003)

Eckernforder Bay, Baltic Sea, Germany 224Ra 104.0–105.70 Purkl and Eisenhauer (2004)

Huntington Beach, CA, USA 223Ra, 224Ra 103.08, 103.41 Boehm et al. (2006)

West Neck Bay, NY, USA 223Ra 104.87–104.99 Dulaiova et al. (2006)

Great Barrier Reef, Australia 223,224Ra 106.35–106.47 Hancock et al. (2006)

Ubatuba and Flamengo Bay, Brazil 224Ra/223Ra 105.47 Burnett et al. (2008)

Drake Passage, Southern Ocean/Antarctic 224Ra 108.80 Dulaiova et al. (2009)

Santa Barbara, California 223Ra, 224Ra 104.12, 104.46 Swarzenski and Izbicki (2009)

northeastern Gulf of Mexico, USA 223Ra, 224Ra 104.99, 105.01 Santos et al. (2009)

Eastern Gulf of Mexico, USA 223,224Ra 105.43–106.26 Smith et al. (2010)
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where ’ is porosity (�), C is the pore water concen-

tration of 222Rn (atoms m�3), t is time (day), z is depth
(positive downward) (m), Ds is bulk sedimentary dif-

fusion/dispersion coefficient (m2 s�1), v is seepage

velocity (m s�1), a(z) is a depth-dependant (non-

local) mass transfer coefficient (s�1), Csw is the con-

centration of 222Rn (atoms m�3) in the flushing water

of the upper zone, l is the decay constant for 222Rn

(2.09 � 10�6 s�1), and P is the concentration of 222Rn

emanated from the sediments and produced by dis-

solved 226Ra (atoms m�3). On the RHS of (18.9), the

first term describes diffusive transport by molecular or

dispersive processes; the second term describes advec-

tive exchange by pressure gradients (e.g. SGD, wave-

induced circulation); the third term describes non-

local mixing of porewater with the overlying water

column (bioirrigation or non-local advective

exchange); the fourth term describes radon produc-

tion; and the fifth term radon decay. Unknown para-

meters (e.g. v or a(x)) can be estimated by numerically

solving (18.9) and minimizing the error between

measured and modeled pore water 222Rn (e.g. Meile

et al. 2001; Smith et al. 2008).

The above model can be used to evaluate both

excess and deficit radon profiles relative to supported

fractions. Numerous studies have observed pore water
222Rn deficiencies relative to production from sediment

and dissolved 226Ra (e.g. Hammond et al. 1977; Martin

and Sayles 1987; Martin et al. 2006; Cable and Martin

2008). In these scenarios (e.g. Martin and Sayles 1987),

diffusion or advective exchange occur at time-scale

faster than radon production, causing in a radon deficits

in the upper 10–20 cm. The rate of advective flow or

biological-processes (i.e. bioturbation or bioirrigation)

is quantified using either a numerical or analytical solu-

tion to (18.9). In comparison, Smith et al. (2008) found

excess radon in shallow pore waters collected along the

east coast of Florida. While it was hypothesized that the

same shallow mixing processes that cause deficit radon

profiles were occurring at this site, additional advective

inputs from submarine groundwater discharge deliv-

ered radon-enriched groundwater from depth. Smith

et al. (2008) reiterated the importance of including

non-local processes and more importantly heteroge-

neous production when considering nearshore pore-

water and radon transport.

18.3.3.2 Submarine Groundwater Discharge

The discharge of coastal groundwater is an obvious

but hard to quantify pathway for water and associated

material transport to the sea (Fig. 18.5). Armed with

new geochemical methods for determining submarine

groundwater discharge rate measurements, coastal

scientists are now assessing the volumetric (Webster

et al. 1994; Moore 1996; Burnett et al. 2003, 2006;

Cable et al. 1996a, b; Swarzenski and Izbicki 2009)

and ecological significance of submarine groundwater

discharge (SGD) (Johannes 1980). Observations suggest

that the discharge of groundwater into coastal waters

may have important environmental consequences

because groundwater often carries elevated concentra-

tions of select nutrients, trace elements, radionuclides,

and organics. If a coastal groundwater resource

has somehow become compromised by salt-water

unconfined aquifer

confined aquifer

confining unit

seepage
 face

diffuse SFGD

offshore
springs

RSGD

RSGDfocused SFGD

land
coastal ocean

Fig. 18.5 Idealized representation of submarine

groundwater discharge, expressed here as discrete

springs as well as near-shore diffusive fluxes
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intrusion or anthropogenic perturbations, the subma-

rine discharge of this groundwater may directly con-

tribute to the environmental degradation of receiving

coastal waters. In this section we briefly explore the

unique application of select U/Th series radioisotopes

to the study of submarine groundwater discharge.

For almost as long as 226Ra has been utilized as an

oceanic water mass tracer, a growing suite of diverse

geochemical elements have been explored to quantify

rates of fluid exchange across the sediment/water

interface. This group of tracers includes: 87Sr, 3,4He,
3H, Fe/Mn, CH4, and select U/Th-series isotopes

(Cable et al. 1996a, b; Swarzenski 2007; Charette

et al. 2008). It is the U/Th-series radionuclides of Ra

(e.g. Moore 1996; Rama and Moore 1996; Charette

et al. 2001) and Rn (e.g. Cable et al. 1996b; Burnett

and Dulaiova 2006; Swarzenski et al. 2007) that have

been used extensively to quantify rates of SGD and to

identify discharging aquifers. The application of Ra

and Rn as SGD tracers is built upon a simple box

model that quantifies the removal and supply terms

(Fig. 18.6) for a respective radionuclide in a coastal

water column (Charette et al. 2008). This balance

between supply and removal terms can be expressed

as follows:

@A

@t
¼ As � A0

Tr

	 

� QAr þ Adesorb

V

	 


� ’Ds
@2Ased

@z2sed

� �
þ o

@A

@z

� �	 


þ kðAs þ AatmÞ
zwc

	 

þ lAs; (18.10)

where the first term on the RHS addresses oceanic

exchange (As and Ao ¼ activity of sample and the

adjacent ocean, respectively, Bq m�3; Tr ¼ water res-

idence time, day), the second term quantifies riverine

inputs (Q ¼ river discharge, m3 s�1; Ar ¼ fresh, riv-

erine activity, Bq m�3; Adesorb ¼ suspended sediment

activity available for desorption, Bq m�3), the third

addresses benthic flux (’ ¼ sediment porosity, unit-

less; Ds ¼ molecular diffusion coefficient, m2 s�1;

o ¼ advective pore water flux, m s�1), the fourth

term accounts for atmospheric evasion (k ¼ piston or

gas transfer velocity, m s�1 and zwc ¼ depth of the

water column, m), and the last term, lA, accounts for
radioactive decay. By measuring the radionuclide

activity of the discharging groundwater, Agw, and

assuming steady-state conditions, one can rearrange

the above mass balance equation (after Burnett et al.

2006; Charette et al. 2008) to obtain an SGD rate in

terms of m3 m�2 s�1 (m s�1):

SGD ¼ zw

 
As�A0

Tr

	 

� QArþAdesorb

V

	 


� ’Ds
@2Ased

@z2sed

� �	 

þ k AsþAatmð Þ

zwc

	 

þlA

!,
Agw:

(18.11)

Burnett et al. (2007) carefully examined the sensi-

tivity of this 222Rn water column mass balance model

for SGD to variations in atmospheric evasion, mixing

losses, and groundwater end-member. Of these, the

groundwater endmember (Agw) has the most obvious

Fig. 18.6 Simplified box model for

the application of select U/Th-series

isotopes in submarine groundwater

discharge studies. Removal and

source terms correspond to terms

described in (18.11)
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influence with a 1:1 inverse relationship with SGD

rate. More complicated are the effects of atmospheric

evasion (fourth bracketed term on RHS of (18.11)),

which generally account for less than 25% of the total

radon flux (Burnett et al. 2007). Dulaiova and Burnett

(2006) and Burnett et al. (2007) found that for wind

speeds less than 10 m s�1, empirical relationships (see

section MacIntyre et al. 1995) provide reliable esti-

mates of evasion rates. Import and export of 222Rn into

the model via tidal mixing (first bracketed term on

RHS of (18.11)) and riverine discharge/offshore mix-

ing (second bracketed term on RHS of (18.11)) are site

dependant. Accurate representation of these terms in

the model often requires direct or indirect measure-

ments of tidal exchange and/or river discharge. One

approach has been to physically instrument the study

site with a velocity meter (e.g. ADCP or ADV) and

pressure transducer, then compute fluxes using

recorded velocity fields, tidal stage, and a representa-

tive end-member 222Rn concentration (i.e. ocean, riv-

erine, or estuarine) (Peterson et al. 2009a). When Ra

studies are conducted in parallel with Rn studies,
223,224Ra-based mixing coefficients (i.e. (18.4) and

(18.5)) can be combined with 222Rn gradients to com-

pute a uni-directional offshore flux (Burnett et al.

2007, 2008). When no other data are available, aver-

age negative 222Rn fluxes (i.e. change in inventory

over time) are used as representative mixing loss

(Burnett et al. 2007). Negative fluxes are generally

averaged over a finite time window, usually the local

tidal cycle. Refinement in these model parameters will

inevitably improve the accuracy of SGD estimates and

its role as a coastal vector.

18.3.3.3 Groundwater Discharge into Lakes

Groundwater discharge to a lake can play a major role

in its water budget and can also impact its ecological

health and general trophic structure (Hayashi and

Rosenberry 2002). In the case of seepage lakes,

groundwater input is the only substantial source of

nutrients besides direct atmospheric deposition. The

success of using radon as a groundwater tracer in

marine environments in the last few decades has

motivated hydrologists to expend its application as

a groundwater tracer in fresher water systems, such

as, rivers and lakes. While the models developed to

interpret radon data for coastal environments can be

complex as corrections for tidal mixing with offshore

low-radon waters need to be applied (Burnett and

Dulaiova 2003; Burnett et al. 2006), lakes often pres-

ent a much simpler situation. A single-box model for

quantifying groundwater discharge into a lake based

on a surface water time-series record of radon inven-

tories was recently developed by Dimova and Burnett

(2011). Similar to the coastal SGD radon approach, the

lake model for groundwater-surface water interaction

is based on a 222Rn water column mass balance. For

small seepage lakes, the radon budget is essentially a

balance between inflows from groundwater and losses

by decay and atmospheric evasion. Thus, this lake

radon model requires only equations for radon flux

and corrections for radioactive decay. Atmospheric

losses through the water-gas interface are evaluated

using an empirical relationship for the piston or gas

transfer velocity (k; see Sect. 18.3.1 for background),

correlating wind speed and water temperature, as pre-

sented in MacIntyre et al. (1995).

kð600Þ ¼ 0:45� u1:610 � ðSc=600Þ�0:5; (18.12)

where u10 is the wind speed at 10 m height above the

water surface and Sc is the Schmidt number (Sc ¼
v/Dm). In this case k (i.e. k(600)) is normalized to

CO2 at 20oC in freshwater. Although the equation is

not strictly derived for radon gas transfer, the relation-

ship could be and has shown to be adequate for eval-

uating k(600). The diffusion of SF6 from water surface

has similar physics as the diffusion of noble gases, its

molecule is non-polar and the molecular weights are

not too different. Calculated fluxes based on this equa-

tion and another empirical relationship developed

specifically for Rn (Hartman and Hammond 1984)

showed only 20% difference (Dimova and Burnett

2011). Experience shows that Dm values vary between

10�5.086 to 10�4.824 cm2 s�1 depending on temperature

variations. For the same range of temperature and

molecular diffusion, Sc calculated were between

102.713 and 103.236. Main controls include temperature,

salinity, and density (respectively kinematic viscosity).

Both n and Dm can be adjusted for temperature changes

by well-known relationships. The temperature depen-

dence of the molecular diffusion can be expressed by

the equation (Peng et al. 1974; Ullman and Aller 1982):

� logDm ¼ ð980=TwÞ þ 1:59; (18.13)
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where Tw is the temperature of the water in K. The

kinematic viscosity is a simple ratio of the absolute

viscosity, m, to the density (r) of the water at a given
temperature:

n ¼ m=r: (18.14)

To adjust the absolute viscosity for the differences

in the water temperature (Tw in K) the following rela-

tionship (Seeton 2006) can be used:

m ¼ A� 10BðTw�CÞ; (18.15)

Where the coefficients in this equation are: A ¼
2.414 � 10�5 kg s�1 m�1 (or Pa s); B ¼ 247.8 K; and

C ¼ 140 K.

To calculate the water density required in (18.15) as

a function of temperature, an empirical relationship

for freshwater as derived by Gill (1982) was applied:

r ¼ 999:842598 þ 6:793952� 10�2 � Tw

� 9:09529� 10�3 � T2
w þ 1:001685

� 10�4 � T3
w � 1:120083� 10�6 � T4

w

þ 6:536332� 10�9 � T5
w:

(18.16)

Thus, based on information for wind speed and

temperature alone, one can model the trends in the

radon concentration in the lake by adjusting the

radon flux (via groundwater) to balance the observed

trends. The minimum root mean square (RMS) error

can be used as a statistical measure to establish best fit

between the modeled and observed radon concentra-

tion time-series (Fig. 18.7). As in the previously dis-

cussed SGD models, one can convert this estimate of

the steady-state flux to a water flux by simply dividing

by the measured radon-in-groundwater activity. Such

a simple, lacustrine groundwater discharge model

based solely on Rn offers hydrologists a new tool to

easily quantify ground water/surface water exchange.

18.4 Summary and Future Directions

Radium and radon isotopes have proven to be valuable

tracers of reservoir exchanges, allowing scientists to

quantify fluxes from the ocean to the atmosphere,

from land to the ocean, and within the coastal zone.

To date, Ra and/or Rn isotopes have been used at

almost every hydrological reservoir boundary. Given

the diversity of current applied Ra and Rn research, it

is difficult to foresee how these radioisotopes will be

used to examine additional hydrologic processes.

However, improved collection procedures (long-term

deployments and in situ measurement) and detection

of the short-lived isotopes (i.e. 223,224Ra and 219, 220Rn)

will inevitably open the door to quantifying processes

that occur at much shorter (e.g. advective exchange

across rippled bedforms) and longer time-scales

(e.g. atmospheric evasion during event and periodic

forcing) and smaller spatial-scales (influence of pore-

scale diffusion and grain size on current Rn and Ra

Fig. 18.7 An observed surface-water 222Rn time series in Lake Haines, Florida that can be used to model rates of lacustrine

groundwater discharge (modified from Dimova and Burnett 2011)
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source terms) than are currently being examined.

These improvements will not only benefit research at

new “scales” but also allow scientists to refine current

estimates of (hydrologic) reservoir exchange. For

example, many of the models that use Rn and Ra

to quantify submarine groundwater discharge are

relatively young (<15 years) and make various

assumptions (e.g. steady-state, uni-directional mixing,

isolation of water mass, specific boundary conditions)

to simplify the computational aspect of the problem.

Thus future research should focus on examining these

assumptions in detail, in hopes to removing assump-

tions outright and having an all-inclusive model. Sim-

ilarly, the advancement personal computing power

over the last 20 years has opened the door to a new

application of Ra and Rn data sets, new and old.

In some instances this is happening (e.g. Ra in

circulation models); however, this approach is not

widespread.
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Chapter 19

Applications of Anthropogenic Radionuclides as Tracers
to Investigate Marine Environmental Processes

G.-H. Hong, T.F. Hamilton, M. Baskaran, and T.C. Kenna

Abstract Since the 1940, anthropogenic radionu-

clides have been intentionally and accidentally intro-

duced into the environment through a number of

activities including nuclear weapons development,

production, and testing, and nuclear power generation.

In the ensuing decades, a significant body of research

has been conducted that not only addresses the fate

and transport of the anthropogenic radionuclides in the

marine environment but allows their application as

tracers to better understand a variety of marine and

oceanic processes. In many cases, the radionuclides

are derived entirely from anthropogenic sources and

the release histories are well constrained. These attri-

butes, in conjunction with a range of different geo-

chemical characteristics (e.g., half-life, particle

affinity, etc.), make the anthropogenic radionuclides

extremely useful tools. A number of long-lived and

largely soluble radionuclides (e.g., 3H, 14C, 85Kr, 90Sr,
99Tc, 125Sb, 129I, 134Cs, 137Cs) have been utilized for

tracking movement of water parcels in horizontal and

vertical directions in the sea, whereas more particle-

reactive radionuclides (e.g., 54Mn, 55Fe, 103Ru, 106Ru,

Pu isotopes) have been utilized for tracking the move-

ment of particulate matter in the marine environment.

In some cases, pairs of parent-daughter nuclides (e.g.,
3H-3He, 90Sr-90Y and 241Pu-241Am) have been used to

provide temporal constraints on processes such as the

dynamics of particles in the water column and sediment

deposition at the seafloor. Often information gained

from anthropogenic radionuclides provides unique/

complementary information to that gained from natu-

rally occurring radionuclides or stable constituents, and

leads to improved insight into natural marine processes.

19.1 Introduction

Sustained atmospheric nuclear testings and bomb

explosions from 1945 to 1980 in the Equatorial Pacific

(Bikini Atoll, Christmas Island, Enewetak Atoll,

Johnson Atoll), northern temperate latitudes (Algeria,

Japan, Kapustin Yar, Lop Nor, New Mexico, Nevada

Test Site, Semipalantinsk, Totsk), polar-north (Nova

Zemlya), Southern Hemisphere (Fangatufa Atoll,

Malden Island, Maralinga/EMU Test ranges, Monte

Bello Islands, Mururoa Atoll) contaminated the entire

surface of the earth including the ocean with a suite of

anthropogenic radionuclides (Hamilton 2004), ranging

from short-lived to long-lived radionuclides

(Table 19.1). The oceanic inventory of some selected

fallout anthropogenic radionuclides is listed in

Table 19.2. Other source terms including effluents

from nuclear waste reprocessing plants, nuclear

power plants and nuclear weapons production faci-

lities, accidents and losses involving nuclear materials,

the burn-up of nuclear powered satellites in the atmo-

sphere have all contributed to the anthropogenic radio-

nuclide contamination (Hong et al. 2004; Linsley et al.

2004). Notably, releases from European nuclear fuel

reprocessing facilities (primarily from Sellafield, UK

and La Hague, France) have been documented in
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Table 19.1 List of anthropogenic radionuclides produced and globally dispersed, with their half-lives, decay mode and Kd.

(a) Atmospheric nuclear weapon testing and discharge from reprocessing plants. (b) Radionuclides released from nuclear power

plants in the United States1

(a)

Radio-

nuclide

(UNSCEAR

2000)

Half-life

(UNSCEAR 2000;

Browne and

Firestone 1986)

Kd
a Decay mode

(Browne and

Firestone

1986)

Daughter (Browne

and Firestone 1986)

Dominant form in seawater Byrne (2002) and

in the surface of the earth (Bruland 1983;

Emsley 1989) (nuclear reactions for the

production of radionuclides) (Hou and Roos

2008)

H-3 12.32 a 1 � 100 b 2He-3 (stable) H2O (gas, liquid, solid), biogenic matter, also

produced by the natural process

(2H(n, g)3H; 3He(n, p)3H; 6Li(n, a)3H)
C-14 5730 a 2 � 103 b 7N-14 (stable) Gas CO2, liquid, H2CO3, HCO3

�, CO3
2�,

organic matter, biogenic or nonbiogenic

(Ca,Mg or other metal) CO3, also

produced by the natural process
14N(n, p)14C; 13C(n, g)14C; 17O(n, a)14C

Mn-54 312.5 d 2 � 108 EC, g 24Cr-54 (stable) Ion Mn2+and MnCl+, solid MnO2, MnCO3,

earth’s crustal material, manganese

nodule in the bottom of the sea,

ferromanganese oxides (Fe, Mn)Ox,

biogenic matter. (Cr53(d, n)Mn54)

(Kafalas and Irvine 1956)

Fe-55 2.74 a 2 � 108 EC 25Mn-54 (n, g),
25Mn-55

(stable)

Fe(OH)3, organic complex, contained in the

phytoplankton cell, earth’s crustal

material

Se-79 2.95 � 105 a

(Bienvenu et al.

2007)

1 � 103 b 35Br-79 (stable) Se, Se2+, SeO4
2�, SeO3

2�, HSeO3
�, earth’s

crustal material

(78Se(n, g)79Se; 235U(n, f)79Se)
Kr-85 10.72 a 1 � 100 b 37Rb-85 (stable) Noble gas, also produced by the natural

process

Sr-89 50.55 d 2 � 102 b 39Y-91 Sr2+, largely soluble in seawater, forms

SrSO4 (celestite) by Aacantharia

(protozoa) in upper 400 m, earth’s crustal

material
88Sr(n, g)89Sr, (235U(n, f)89Sr; 88Sr(n, g)89Sr,

235U(n, f)90Sr)

Sr-90 28.6 a 2 � 102 b 39Y-90 (2.67 d) to

40Zr-90 (stable)

Y-91 58.51 d 7 � 106 b 40Zr-91 (stable) YCO3
+, YOH2+, Y3+, particle reactive,

earth’s crustal material

Zr-93 1.53 � 106 a 7 � 106 b 41Nb-93 Zr(OH)4
o, Zr(OH)5

�, earth’s crustal material

Zr-95 64.03 d 7 � 106 b, g 41Nb-95(34.97 d) to

42Mo-95

(stable)

Tc-99 2.13 � 105 a 1 � 102 b 44Ru-99 (stable) TcO4
–, earth’s crustal material (235U(n,

f)99Tc; 98Mo(n, g)99Mo(b)99Tc)
Ru-103 39.25 d 1 � 103 b, g 45Rh-106 (29.8 s) to

46Pd-106

Earth’s crustal material

Sb-125 2.73 a 4 � 103 b, g 52Te-125 (stable) Sb(OH)5
0/Sb(OH)6

�, Earth’s crustal
material

I-129 1.57 � 107 a 2 � 102 b, g 54Xe-129 IO3
� , I� Dissolved in the water,

incorporated into the seaweeds, lichens,

grass, bovine thyroids

(129Xe(n, p)129I; 235U(n, f)129I; 127I(2n,

g)129I)
(130Te (n, g) 131Te (b�) 131I)

I-131 8.02 d 2 � 102 b, g 54Xe-131(sable)

Cs-137 30.14 a 2 � 103 b, g 56Ba-137 (stable) Cs+, earth’s crustal material

(235U(n, f)137Cs)

(continued)
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Scandinavian waters and the northern portions of the

North Atlantic (Irish, North, Norwegian, Barents and

Greenland Seas) (Gray et al. 1995; Lindahl et al. 2005).

Chernobyl derived contamination has been documented

in theMediterranean Sea and elsewhere (e.g., Buesseler

and Livingston 1996; Livingston and Povinec 2000;

Noureddine et al. 2008; Papucci et al. 1996). Former

nuclear weapons program facilities in Siberia (e.g., the

Techa and the Tom tributaries of the River Ob, the River

Yenisey, Mayak plant explosion in 1957, Karachi Lake

in 1967 reported in Vakulovsky 2001) continues to

release anthropogenic radionuclides to the Arctic

Ocean (e.g., Cooper et al. 1999; Kenna and Sayles

2002). While there is no more direct deposition of fall-

out to the ocean (ceased since early 1980), a secondary

pathway for global fallout nuclides reaching the oceans,

such as continental run-off, release of anthropogenic

radionuclides from estuarine processes, and atmo-

spheric deposition of continental dust of previously

deposited debris, becomes important in some ocean

regions.

The anthropogenic radionuclides are the ubiquitous

global contaminants as some of them descended from

the stratosphere and landed at sea (Tables 19.1 and

19.2). Therefore, they have received great attention

from the radiological protection purposes in both the

Table 19.1 (continued)

(a)

Radio-

nuclide

(UNSCEAR

2000)

Half-life

(UNSCEAR 2000;

Browne and

Firestone 1986)

Kd
a Decay mode

(Browne and

Firestone

1986)

Daughter (Browne

and Firestone 1986)

Dominant form in seawater Byrne (2002) and

in the surface of the earth (Bruland 1983;

Emsley 1989) (nuclear reactions for the

production of radionuclides) (Hou and Roos

2008)

Ba-140 12.75 d 9 � 103 b, g 57La-140 (1.68 d) to

58Ce-140

(stable)

Ba2+ , BaSO4, earth’s crustal material

Ce-141 32.50 d 7 � 107 b, g 59Pr-141 (stable) CeCO3
+, Ce3+, CeCl2+ , earth’s crustal

materialCe-144 284.9 d 7 � 107 b, g 59Pr-144 (7.2 min)

to 60Nd-144

(2.1 � 105 a) to

58Ce-140

Sm-151 90 a 5 � 105

_
b 63Eu-151(stable) SmCO3

+, Sm3+, SmSO4
+
, earth’s crustal

material

Eu-155 4.96 a 2 � 106 b, g 64Gd-155 EuCO3
+, Eu3+, EuOH2+, Eu(CO3)2

�, earth’s
crustal material

Np-237 2.144 � 106 a 1 � 103 a 91Pa-233 (27.01 d) Trace in uranium mine, 238U(n,

2n)237U!237Np; 235U(n, g)236U(n,
g)237U!237Np

Pu-238 87.74 a 1 � 105 a 92U-234 Soluble Pu(V), particulate Pu(IV)
235U(n, g)236U(n, g)237U(b�)237Np(n,

g)238Np(b�)238Pu, 238U(n, 2n)237U
(b�)237Np(n, g)238Np(b�)238Pu

Pu-239 24,100 a 1 � 105 a, g 92U-235
238U(n, g)239U(b�)239Np(b�)239Pu

Pu-240 6560 a 1 � 105 a, g 92U-236

(2.32 � 107 a)

238U(n, g)239U(b�)239Np(b�)239Pu(n,
g)240Pu

Pu-241 14.4 a 1 � 105 b 95Am-241

(432.75 a)

238U(n, g)239U(b�)239Np(b�)239Pu(n,
g)240Pu(n, g)241Pu

Am-241 432.75 a 2 � 106 a 237Np 241Pu(b�)241Am

(b)

Noble

gases

41Ar, 85Kr, 85mKr, 87Kr, 131mXe, 133Xe, 133mXe, 138Xe

Others 3H, 24Na, 51Cr, 54Mn, 55Fe, 56Mn, 57Co, 58Co, 59Fe, 60Co, 65Zn, 89Sr, 90Sr, 92Sr, 95Nb, 95Zr, 97Nb, 97Zr, 99Mo, 99mTc,
103Ru, 106Ru, 110mAg, 113Sn, 122Sb, 124Sb, 131I, 132I, 132Te, 133I, 134Cs, 134I, 135I, 136Cs, 137Cs, 138Cs, 139Ba, 140Ba,
140Pa, 141Ce, 143Ce, 144Ce,187W, 239Np

aKd (dimensionless) ¼ [concentration per unit mass of particulate (kg/kg or Bq/g dry weight)]/[Concentration per unit mass of water

(kg/kg or Bq/kg)]. Value in parenthesis indicate that data area insufficient to calculate Kds and was chosen to be equal to the Kds of

periodically adjacent elements (IAEA 2004)
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terrestrial and marine environment for the past 60

years. As anthropogenic radionuclides are introduced

into the sea, they behave almost identical to their

stable counterpart (Pu does not have stable nuclide)

chemical elements (Table 19.1). Moreover, changes in

the level and distribution of specific radionuclides and

isotopic ratios in the oceans through radioactive decay

and/or transport dynamics provide internal clocks (tra-

cers) of many oceanographic processes including

fluxes and input history (e.g., Bowen et al. 1980).

The utility of these anthropogenic radionuclides was

immediately recognized by the marine science com-

munity to apply them to understand the natural marine

processes. Often the natural radionuclides present in

the earth surface were simultaneously utilized to

understand marine biogeochemical processes. The

dynamics of water mass movement, biological particle

formation, sorption-desorption reactions and decom-

position processes, settling rates of particulate matter

through the water column, and ultimate deposition of

radionuclides onto the seafloor in various ocean basins

are of prime interest in ocean geochemistry. In this

connection, Broecker (1974) observed that “During

the International Geophysical Year (July

1957–December 1958) the atomic technology boom

that occurred during the Second World War finally

reached the seas. Since then, the field has seen spec-

tacular growth. Great advances have been made in our

understanding of the substances dissolved in the sea

and buried in the sediments and their utilization as

guides to the nature of both past and present processes

within the sea.”

The application of anthropogenic radionuclides has

been, however, often limited by the techniques avail-

able for sampling and analysis. Earlier analytical

methods of most anthropogenic radionuclides required

relatively large volumes of seawater (approximately

several 100 L), followed by preconcentration and

subsequent radiochemical processing and measure-

ments using analysis resulting from radioactive

decay using alpha, beta, and gamma ray spectrometers

and mass spectrometric atom counting. However, the

developments in instrumentation and technology in

sample collection, preconcentration, and analysis

have reduced the sample size as well as the time

involved in processing and measurement of samples

for many radionuclides. Readers are advised to consult

the sampling and analytical protocols, such as Bas-

karan et al. (2009), for the individual anthropogenic

radionuclide concerned.

A large number of studies of anthropogenic radio-

nuclides in the ocean have contributed either directly

or indirectly to the knowledge on the rates, pathways

of advection, and physical mixing of ocean water,

quantification of marine particle sinking rate and fate

in the ocean interior and burial processes in the sea

Table 19.2 Oceanic inventory of fission products and transuranium elements originating from globally dispersed debris, and local

and regional deposition from atmospheric nuclear tests, including estimates of regional fallout from Pacific Ocean tests sites and

deposition from SNAP-9A decay corrected to 1 January 2000 (reproduced from Hamilton 2004 with some modification, used with

permission)

Radio-nuclide Arctic ocean Atlantic Ocean Indian Ocean Pacific Ocean Total Oceanic Inventory

PBq Kg PBq Kg PBq Kg PBq Kg PBq Kg
3H 8000a 22
14C 130a 3.9
90Sr 2.0 0.40 51 10 22 4 114 23 189 37
99Tc 0.001 1.8 0.03 46 0.01 20 0.07 110 0.11 178
129I 0.000005 0.72 0.0012 18 0.000050 7.7 0.003 43 0.0005 69
137Cs 3.2 1.0 81 25 34 11 182 57 300 93
237Np 0.0003 11.3 0.007 263 0.002 94 0.02 888 0.03 1,256
238Pu 0.002 0.0032 0.13 0.2 0.11 0.17 0.50 0.78 0.73 1.16
239Pu 0.054 23 1.4 591 0.58 250 4.5 2960 6.5 2820
240Pu 0.036 4.2 0.90 106 0.38 45 4.0 477 5.4 632
239+240Pu 0.090 28 2.3 697 0.96 295 8.6 2436 12 3,456
241Pu 0.17 0.046 4.3 1.1 1.8 0.48 24 6.2 30 7.9
242Pu 0.00001 0.091 0.0003 2.3 0.0002 1.0 0.003 22 0.004 26
241Am 0.04 0.29 0.92 7.2 0.39 3.1 3.7 29 5.1 40
aTaken from Povinec et al. (2010)
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floor. Numerous studies have applied these man-made

tracers to study processes such as velocities of ocean

current systems and their mixing rates, particle cycling

and transport, sediment accumulation and mixing

rates, and pore waters dynamics as well as biological

processes (see review articles in Livingston and Povi-

nec 2002; Sholkovitz 1983 and references therein).

Here we have collated previous researches that utilize

anthropogenic radionuclides to understand processes

of circulation and mixing of ocean water, and transport

and fate of the particulate matter in the ocean. Applica-

tion of anthropogenic radionuclides to tracing material

transport in the atmosphere, soil, sedimentation dyna-

mics in estuaries, and transuranics are also presented

in Chaps. 25 (Matisoff and Whiting), 16 (Du et al.),

and 20 (Ketterer et al.), respectively, in this volume.

19.2 Principles of Application

In most cases, the ocean input history of anthropo-

genic radionuclides is relatively well known; therefore

a large number of radionuclides were utilized to trace

their carrier phases in the sea as time markers. In

particular, a large number of network stations were

monitored around the globe by the former Environ-

mental Measurements Laboratory, U.S. Department of

Energy and 90Sr fallout were measured over 30 years

(from 1952 onwards). Using a constant ratio between
90Sr and other nuclides (such as 137Cs/90Sr,
239,240Pu/90Sr, etc.) in the nuclear-weapons testing-

derived fallout, the history of atmospheric fallout of

most of anthropogenic radionuclides was documented.

Upon reaching the surface of the earth’s, each nuclide

behaves similar to their stable counterpart chemical

elements (except those of plutonium and technetium,

as plutonium and 99Tc have no corresponding stable

isotopes). The anthropogenic radionuclide carrier

phases in the sea are water (dissolved phase), dis-

solved organic matter, suspended particulate matter,

bottom sediments, and biota. The carrier phase of each

radionuclide is determined by the chemistry of pre-

vailing redox and acid–base conditions in situ. Chem-

ical forms of radionuclides influence their solubility,

cell-membrane transport and bioavailability, adsorp-

tive behavior onto particles, oceanic residence times,

and volatility in the sea. In some cases, a pair or

multiple anthropogenic radionuclides originated from

a particular source could serve to trace the provenance

of the carrier phase material. The daughter products of

some of the anthropogenic radionuclides have differ-

ent particle-affinity than that of their parents and the

disequilibrium between the daughters and parents may

be used to trace the dynamics of particle formation,

sinking rates in the ocean interior and deposition rates

on the seafloor. Numerical modeling techniques can be

used to improve our understanding of many different

environmental processes, and may apply to pollution

control on a local, regional and/or planetary scale

including climate change predictions. Anthropogenic

radionuclides are playing an even important role in

helping test the validity of these models by providing

ground-truth measurement data on rates and fluxes of

carrier phases such as air and water. These measure-

ments are on the input history of radionuclides tracers

and their evolution through space and time.

19.2.1 Isotopic Composition of Different
Radionuclide Contaminant
Sources

The transuranic composition and relative abundance

of fission products produced in nuclear explosions are

proportional to the duration and intensity of neutron

irradiation as well as the isotopic composition of the

initial material. More intense the neutron flux (e.g.,

high versus low burn-up fuels or high versus low

explosive yield of an atomic weapon) will lead to a

higher proportion of heavier isotopes of transuranics

and higher yields of fission products in the irradiated

material. For example, fallout debris derived from

high yield weapons tests will have a higher
240Pu/239Pu ratio and contain more 137Cs relative to

fallout from a low yield weapons tests. Levels of

contamination originating from the reprocessing facil-

ities will differ based on the nature and burn-up char-

acteristics of the fuel (e.g., low burn-up fuel from the

production of weapons-grade plutonium or high burn-

up fuel resulting from nuclear power generation).

Numerous studies have used the source specific

signatures of nuclear contaminants to reconstruct

radionuclide time histories and delineate inputs from

multiple sources. Much of the available isotopic infor-

mation documents the isotopic signatures of various

sources as they are recorded in different environmen-

tal samples (e.g. soils, sediments, biota, ice and water).
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A list of useful activity and atom ratios of selected

pairs of anthropogenic radionuclides in marine envi-

ronmental applications are shown in Table 19.3.

19.2.2 Radioactive Fallout from Nuclear
Weapons Tests

Atmospheric and aboveground testing of nuclear

weapons is significant because it results in the injec-

tion of radioactive material into the stratosphere and

troposphere; the subsequent deposition of this material

on the planet’s surface is termed fallout. Fallout can

generally be divided into two types: global fallout and

local (or close-in) fallout. Global fallout occurs when

an explosion of sufficient yield occurs, and the debris

is injected into the stratosphere. The deposition

pattern of global fallout exhibits a latitudinal depen-

dence with maxima at mid-latitudes and minima at

the poles and equator. This is due to the fact that

large volumes of air exit the stratosphere via the

tropopause discontinuity in the mid-latitudes. Since

interhemispheric-stratospheric exchange of materials

occurs on longer time scales than materials exchanged

between the stratosphere and troposphere, most global

fallout is deposited within its hemisphere of origin

(Perkins and Thomas 1980).

It is estimated that about 6,500, 4,300, and 40 TBq

(4 � 1013 Bq) of 239Pu, 240Pu, and 237Np, respectively

have been released globally by the surface and atmo-

spheric weapons tests conducted between 1945 and

1980 (Lindahl et al. 2005). Due to the long half-lives

of these radionuclides, these values have not changed

substantially. The estimates for 137Cs reached a maxi-

mum during the mid to late 1960 of 460 PBq

(4.6 � 1017 Bq). Due to its relatively short half-life,

this value will have decreased to about 170 PBq by

2010. Of these total, approximately 76% was depos-

ited in the northern hemisphere, nearly all being

deposited between 0� N and 70�. Using a value of

55% of oceanic areal coverage, it is estimated that

2,500, 1,600, and 15 TBq and 71 PBq of 239Pu,
240Pu, 237Np, and 137Cs, respectively have been depos-

ited to the marine areas of the Northern Hemisphere

(Lindahl et al. 2005; UNSCEAR 2000).

While the initial pathway of fallout nuclides to the

marine environment was direct deposition, a second-

ary pathway for global fallout nuclides reaching the

oceans is continental run-off and related estuarine

processes and tropospheric resuspension of previously

deposited debris that may serve to modify the global

fallout isotopic signatures (e.g., Linsalata et al. 1985;

Shlokovitz and Mann 1987; Hamilton et al. 1996; see

discussion below about the different geochemical

behavior of the radionuclides of interest).

19.2.3 Discharges from the Nuclear Fuel
Reprocessing Plant

A number of nuclear fuel reprocessing plants are

located at the coast and they discharge radioactive

wastes into the sea (Hu et al. 2010). The Sellafiled

and La Hague in the northern Europe are of global

significance in terms of ocean process tracers. The

Sellafield Nuclear reprocessing plant has been dischar-

ging liquid radioactive wastes containing plutonium

isotopes, 237Np, and 137Cs (with some amounts of
134Cs) to the Irish Sea. It has been estimated that 610

and 9.5 TBq (1 TBq ¼ 1012 Bq) of 239,240Pu and 237Np,

respectively and ~20 PBq (1 PBq ¼ 1015 Bq) of 137Cs

(decay corrected to 2010) have been released since the

plant began operating in 1952 (Assinder 1999; Beasley

et al. 1988; Gray et al. 1995; Kuwabara et al. 1996). The

reported atom ratios of 240Pu/239Pu and 237Np/239Pu in

discharges from Sellafield weighted over the operating

period of the plant are 0.242 and 1.69, respectively. The

La Hague Plant located in the west of Cherbourg,

France began operating in 1966. Its radioactive waste

discharge peaked in the late 1970 to early 1980. The

cumulative discharge from La Hague between 1967

and 1995 was 33, 1,600, 654, 1.3 and 2.5 TBq of
60Co, 90Sr, 137Cs, 238Pu, 239+240Pu, respectively

(Cundy et al. 2002). The 1997 sample of effluent

showed a relatively high 240Pu/239Pu of 0.34 (Ketterer

and Szechenyi 2008). La Hague also discharged 129I

as much as 1,640 kg for the period of 1975–1997

(Raisbeck and Yiou 1999).

19.2.4 Chernobyl Derived Contamination

It is estimated that the total activity of 239,240Pu and
137Cs released to the environment as a result of the

accident at Chernobyl (April 1986) was 0.055 and

85 PBq (24 PBq in 2010), respectively. Kirchner
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and Noack (1988) estimate that the 240Pu/239Pu and
237Np/239Pu atom composition in the reactor core at

the time of the accident were 0.56 � 0.16 and

0.023 � 0.006, respectively. Although there are no

published values for Chernobyl derived 237Np,
240Pu/239Pu atom ratios of around 0.4 have been deter-

mined in soils near the facility (Krey et al. 1986;

Muramatsu et al. 2000). Several studies of the Cher-

nobyl accident have shown that the deposition pattern

of radioactivity was highly variable over Europe and

that the isotopic composition of this material varied

throughout the period of the accident (Buesseler and

Livingston 1996; Krey et al. 1986; Livingston et al.

1988). Chernobyl-derived 137Cs was estimated to have

added 5 and 3 PBq into the Baltic and Black Seas,

respectively (Livingston and Povinec 2000) and 3 PBq

in the Mediterranean Sea (Papucci et al. 1996).

19.3 Applications of Selected
Anthropogenic Radionuclides

19.3.1 Tritium (3H)

One of the most significant applications of anthropo-

genic radionuclides to climate studies up to the present

is the utilization of the bomb tritium distribution in the

North Atlantic (Fig. 19.1). With its presence in inter-

mediate and deep waters, it directly confirmed that the

deep water forms in the North Atlantic as postulated

by the box model of global ocean conveyor-belt circu-

lation (Broecker 1974). Before the era of nuclear

weapons testing, the world’s inventory of cosmic

ray-produced tritium was estimated to be ~7 kg, how-

ever, by the time of the moratorium on widespread

testing in 1963 an additional amount of the order of

100 kg had been introduced largely to the northern

hemisphere. Both natural and anthropogenic tritium is

rapidly transferred to the surface ocean as HTO

(1H3HO) via direct precipitation and gas exchange.

Tritium decays to 3He with 12.43 years half-life.

Bomb-produced tritium has considerable potential as

a tracer for oceanic circulation and for the study of

processes with time-scales of less than 100 years due

to its short half-life. Tritium is normally reported in

Tritium unit (1 TU ¼ 1 � 10�18 atoms of 3H per atom

of hydrogen or 1 tritium atom in 1018 hydrogen atoms;

1 TU ¼ 3.19 pCi/L ¼ 118 Bq m�3). In subsurface

waters, the 3He thus formed cannot escape, so that

the combined measurements of tritium and the in situ

grown 3He enables tritium�3He “dating”, the age is

the period since the parcel of water left the surface

mixed layer (Roether et al. 1999)

The tritium/3He age, tHe-3, is calculated using

(19.1),

tHe�3 ¼ T1=2=ln2 � lnð1þ ½3He�tri�=½3H�Þ (19.1)

where T1/2 is a half life of tritium (3H) and 3He–tri is

tritiogenic 3He.

Fig. 19.1 A North Atlantic tritium meridional section in the Denmark Strait to the Central Sargasso Sea taken in the early 1980.

The extensive penetration of bomb tritium in the Norwegian Sea (60oN) is clearly visible (Jenkins 2001, used with permission)
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Due to radioactive decay, the bomb-produced tri-

tium inventory has reduced from 113,000 PBq at 1963

to 8,000 PBq in 2010 or only about 4 times larger

than the natural fallout level. The reprocessing

plants-originated 3H oceanic inventory is estimated

to be 45 PBq in 2010 (Povinec et al. 2010). And after

cessation of bomb-derived 3H global fallout in the

early 1980, the water circulation and mixing appears

to influence 3H distribution in the ocean more than the

atmospheric input in the past.

19.3.2 Radiocarbon (14C)

Radiocarbon is also produced naturally in the atmo-

sphere by nuclear reaction of cosmic ray-produced

neutrons with atmospheric nitrogen. The 14C produc-

tion rate of 2.2 atoms cm�2 s�1 is balanced by its

disintegration by beta decay. During its mean lifetime

of 8,200 years radiocarbon can penetrate the active

carbon reservoirs through chemical reactions of car-

bonic acid formation and plant photosynthesis

(Fig. 19.2). The production rate of 14C has not been

constant with time, and neither have the rates of pro-

cesses that distribute 14C among various reservoirs. In

addition to these natural perturbations, the emission of

CO2 to the atmosphere by fossil fuel combustion has

measurably reduced the atmospheric 14C/12C ratio.

The large input of 14C into the upper atmosphere

resulting from nuclear weapon testing became mea-

surable in 1954. At the time of the implementation of

the test ban treaty in 1963, the number of nuclear-

weapons-derived 14C atoms in the atmosphere was

roughly equal to the number of cosmogenic 14C

atoms. This excess 14C has decreased to ~10% of the

cosmogenic 14C inventory as of the year 2000

(Broecker 2003). This decrease is mainly due to

removal of 14C by the exchange with ocean SCO2

and terrestrial biospheric carbon and dilution by the

addition of 14C free fossil-fuel-derived CO2 molecules

to the atmosphere (Broecker 2003). And the current

atmospheric and biotic mass activities of 14C are close

to levels observed prior to atmospheric nuclear weap-

ons testing (Yim and Caron 2006).

As it is difficult to measure absolute 14C concentra-

tions, it is conventional to express 14C determinations

as the per mil difference between the specific activity

of the sample and 0.95 times the activity of a standard

carbon sample (ANBS Std), with the ‘modern’ is defined

as the year of 1950. Thus

d14C¼ðAsample�0:95ANBSStdÞ=ð0:95ANBSStdÞ�1;000

(19.2)

The principalmodern radiocarbon standard (ANBS Std)

is NIST oxalic acid I (C2H2O4), made from a crop

of 1955 sugar beets. Ninety-five percent of the activity

Fig. 19.2 Schematic presentation of the processes leading to the production and distribution of 14C on earth. The sudden increase of
14C in the atmosphere by nuclear weapons testing in the early 1960 is also indicated. (Kutschera 2010, used with permission)
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of oxalic acid I from the year 1950 is equal to the

measured activity of the absolute radiocarbon standard

which is 1890 wood (chosen to represent the pre-indus-

trial atmospheric 14CO2), corrected for radioactive decay

to 1950.

Furthermore, it is necessary to allow for 14C differ-

ences produced by isotopic fractionation. This is

achieved by use of the 13C/12C ratio, which is itself

also expressed as enrichment:

d13Cð‰Þ ¼ �ð13C=12CÞsample � ð13C=12CÞstandard
�

=
�ð13C=12C)standard�� 1; 000

(19.3)

Normalized 14C enrichments are then given by the

formula:

D14C ¼ d14C� 2ð d13Cþ 25Þð1þ d14C=1;000Þ ‰
(19.4)

19.3.2.1 Validating Global Ocean Carbon Model

The distribution of bomb-produced 14C in the ocean

has been summarized on the basis of radiocarbon

measurements made during GEOSECS (Geochemical

Ocean Sections Study), TTO (Transient Tracers in the

Ocean), and SAVE (South Atlantic Ventilation Exper-

iment) ocean survey programs. The inventory of bomb
14C and the mean penetration depth of this tracer in the

water column for the Atlantic (1972–1973), Pacific

(1973–1974), and Indian (1977–1978) oceans have

been published from the GEOSECS results. To elimi-

nate the time difference, these bomb 14C inventories

are normalized to 1 January 1975. This represents the

global spatial distribution of bomb 14C tracer, which is

required for calibration of ocean models, especially

when these models are to be used for estimating the

oceanic uptake of CO2. In addition, results obtained

from expeditions during later years from TTO in the

northern and tropical Atlantic (1981–1982), and

SAVE in the southern Atlantic (1987–1988) are also

published by Broecker et al. (1995). This information

depicts the temporal variations of the bomb 14C distri-

bution in the Atlantic Ocean. The evolution of bomb
14C inventory in the ocean with time is another valu-

able piece of information for verifying the models of

the global ocean carbon cycle (Peng et al. 1998).

19.3.2.2 Tracing Dissolved Organic Carbon

Sinking in the Sea

According to Beaupre and Druffel (2009), dissolved

organic carbon (DOC), is largely derived from the

autochthonous production in the sun-lit surface

ocean, and is the largest reservoir of reduced carbon

in the ocean with its magnitude of about 685 � 1015 g

C and is comparable to the carbon in the atmosphere in

the form of CO2. The 4,000–6,000 year 14C ages of

deep ocean DOC suggest that a significant portion

cycles on longer time scales and ages during deep

water transit. The processes that produce these old

ages remain unknown. As a tracer of time and carbon

sources, the 14C content of marine DOC is a powerful

tool for potentially constraining many of these uncer-

tainties. They were able to infer the sinking of DOC

from the surface ocean to depths of about 450 m on

time scale of months based on the time series observa-

tions of D14C of DOC between 1991 and 2004, and the

magnitude and synchronicity of major D14C anomalies

(Beaupre and Druffel 2009).

19.3.2.3 Dating Marine Samples for the Recent

Past ~60 Years with High Accuracy

Living organisms take up radiocarbon through the

food chain and via metabolic processes. This provides

a supply of 14C that compensates for the decay of the

existing 14C in the organism, establishing equilibrium

between the 14C concentration in living organisms and

that of the atmosphere. When an organism dies, this

supply is cut off and the 14C concentration of the

organism starts to decrease by radioactive decay at a

rate determined by the radiocarbon half-life. This rate

is independent of other physical and environmental

factors. The time t elapsed since the organism was

originally formed can be determined from (19.5):

t ¼ T1=2= ln 2� lnðNt=NoÞ (19.5)

where T1/2 is the radiocarbon half-life, No is the origi-

nal 14C concentration in the organism and Nt is its

residual 14C concentration at time t (Hua 2009). This

method has been utilized extensively for the climate

proxies and dating older objects in archaeology. How-

ever, we would like to highlight the importance of

bomb-derived 14C as the anthropogenic 14C
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overwhelmed the naturally produced 14C by masking

its natural variability, and thus allowed dating objects

of the recent past ~60 years with much greater accu-

racy than for 14C age-dating conducted during the pre-

bomb period, e.g., determination of age-depth model

for a salt marsh (Marshall et al. 2007). As another

example, accurate measurements of the age of fish

provide valuable information for the sustainable man-

agement of fish stock in the sea (for dating of fish

otoliths, see Chap. 37). Piner et al. (2006) collected

otoliths from bocassio rockfish off the coast of

Washington State of USA and determined their birth

years and inferred that they can live at least 37 years.

The age-structured stock assessment is helpful for the

fish mangers to evaluate the sustainability of the fish

populations in the region.

19.3.2.4 Tracing Source of Organic Matter

in Estuary

Organic matter is one of the controlling factors deter-

mining the fertility and environmental quality of estu-

aries and coastal oceans. Organic matter may have its

origin from in situ primary production, resuspension of

the bottom sediment, and terrestrial detritus discharged

from surface runoff through rivers and streams. The

advantage of 14C determinations over the use of 13C as

a marker for the source of organic material is the fact

that 14C age of biomass of short living organisms is,

unlike-d13C, the same for all organic constituents,

because the effect of isotopic fractionation is removed

by the normalization procedure used in 14C age deter-

mination as described above. For example, Megens

et al. (2001) were able to elucidate that particulate

organic matter in the southern North Sea during winter

is mainly derived from the resuspension from the bot-

tom sediment by utilizing bomb-14C signal.

19.3.3 Manganese (54Mn)

54Mn, 58Co, 60Co, 134Cs and 137Cs are among the com-

mon beta/gamma emitting radionuclides discharged

under normal operating conditions by many nuclear

facilities. For instance in 1995, these five isotopes

accounted for about 68% of the non-tritium low-level

radioactive liquid wastes from French 1,300 MW pres-

surized reactors. In addition to this radioecological

aspect, the three elements selected present a special

interest from a biological standpoint. Cs is biochemi-

cally analogous to K while Mn and Co are classified

among the ten vital elements for life. Co is vital to

many enzymatic systems and to the formation of

noble molecules, such as vitamin B-12. Mn is a coacti-

vator of such enzymes as transferases and decarboxy-

lases, and is a constituent of several metalloenzymes,

including pyruvate carboxylase and superoxide dismu-

tase. Therefore, these radionuclides could be used to

study metal physiology, e.g., trophic transfer factors, in

biological organisms in the marine areas adjacent to the

nuclear waste discharge facilities (Baudin et al. 2000).

19.3.4 Iron (55Fe)

Introduction, formation, decomposition, dissolution,

and sinking of particulate matter is largely responsible

for the vertical segregation of biophilic chemical ele-

ments in the sea. Themain aspects of particulate matter

have been the size, settling rate, and physical, chemical

and biological compositions. During the 1960, 55Fe

constituted one of the major radioactive isotopes pres-

ent in atmospheric fallout. Although 55Fe, which has a

2.4 year half-life, decays exclusively through electron

capture and emits a very weak 5.9 keV X-ray, this

isotope is of biological interest because Fe is an essen-

tial element for plant growth and is absorbed by red

blood cells of animals. 55Fe fallout from atmospheric

weapons detonations was largely associated with aero-

sols as an amorphous oxide or as extremely small

particulate species attached to the surfaces of large

aerosol particles. The 55Fe contained in these aerosols

was more readily solubilized and became available to

marine organisms than the stable iron in geological

matrix of soil (Weimer and Langford 1978). Massic
55Fe activity was utilized to obtain Fe-laden particle

dynamics in the Pacific Ocean. Lal and Somayajulu

(1977) found that 14C-laden biogenic calcareous parti-

cles (~ 6 mm diameter) sank faster than 55Fe-labeled

small particles (~ 1 mm diameter) sinking to the depths

of 2,500 m in the Pacific Ocean. And 55Fe-labled

particles sank faster than Pu isotope-labeled particles

in the North Pacific Ocean (Livingston et al. 1987).

These studies indicated that particulate carrier phase

may be specific to each metallic element. Recently the

role of iron in the photosynthesis of marine plant,
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hence, its influence on the climate change has drawn

considerable attention. Its role on the sequestration of

atmospheric CO2 received extensive interests from

both scientific and commercial community (e.g.,

Betram 2010). In this context, biogeochemistry of

iron in the sea could be elucidated using 55Fe as a

tracer at sites where it is released.

19.3.5 Cobalt (58Co and 60Co)

Controlled low level radioactive waste release from

routine operation of nuclear power plants could be

monitored using 60Co and other radionuclides (137Cs,
134Cs) and their spatial gradients could be used for

estimating the extent of discharge plume in the receiv-

ing water body and sediment budget (Olsen et al 1981).

Cutshall et al. (1986) used 60Co and 152Eu to trace the

Columbia River derived sediment in Quinault Canyon,

Washington, USA by utilizing unusual, once-through,

open-loop cooling system at the Hanford nuclear facil-

ity. Donoghue et al. (1989) have used 134Cs to estimate

sediment trapping behind the river dams located below

the nuclear reactors as the affinity of cesium for sedi-

ment particles, illite mineral in particular, in the fresh-

water are very high and desorption does not occur. The

presence of 60Co in the bottom sediment was used to

confirm a nuclear submarine reactor accident occurred

in 1985 in Sterlok bay, Peter the Great Bay off

Vladivostok (Tkalin and Chaykovskaya 2000).

19.3.6 Krypton (85Kr)

85Kr concentrations in the atmosphere and ocean have

been increasing steadily since 1945 as a result of

atmospheric release from nuclear power plants, pluto-

nium production and nuclear waste processing facil-

ities, and in atmospheric nuclear weapons tests. 85Kr

has a great potential as a tracer for ocean ventilation

and water mass formation. There are two basic reasons

for this: (1) 85Kr enters the ocean by gas exchange

with an equilibration time of 1 month or less. Hence

nearly the entire ocean surface will be in equilibrium

with the atmosphere, and the surface water concentra-

tion as a function of time at any location in the ocean

can be accurately calculated from the documented

atmospheric history (Winger et al. 2005; Kemp 2008)

and krypton solubility data; and (2) Krypton is an inert

gas and 85Kr is absolutely conservative in seawater

except for its radioactive decay. Smethie et al. (1986)

were able to show that Norwegian Sea Deep Water

forms from a mixture of Greenland Sea Deep Water

and Eurasian Basin Deep Water. They estimated the

volume transports for exchange between the surface

and deep Greenland Sea and for exchange between the

deep Greenland and deep Norwegian seas. They also

estimated the residence time of water in the deep

Greenland Sea with respect to exchange with surface

water. As 85Kr is introduced from the air, deep water

sample for the gas analysis may be checked with its

presence as an indicator of air contamination during

sampling (Schlosser et al. 1995).

19.3.7 Strontium (89Sr and 90Sr)

Most of the 90Sr fallout in surface waters is derived

from global fallout. The interest in 90Sr stems from the

following: (1) 90Sr is a high-yield product of U and Pu

fission; (2) 90Sr is a tracer for stable Sr, and Sr has

similar properties as Ca; (3) 90Sr is the most widely

and carefully monitored fallout radionuclide in precip-

itation, aerosols, and soils. Indeed, the bomb test fall-

out of 137Cs is calculated based on the monitored 90Sr

fallout, assuming constancy of the 90Sr/137Cs ratio,

and (4) its moderate half-life of 28.9 years (Baskaran

et al. 2009). In the year of 2000, total oceanic inven-

tory of 90Sr was estimated to be 189 PBq (37 kg)

(Hamilton 2004) and it constitutes ca. 0.3 � 10�9 g
90Sr/g Sr in the world ocean based on the average Sr

concentration (8.7 � 10�5 mole/kg) and world ocean

volume (1.37 � 1021 L) (Broecker and Peng 1982).
90Sr largely resides in the water column with subsur-

face peak at ca. 300 m (Fig. 19.6) and very small

fractions (0.02–0.04%) are buried in the sediment in

the deep Pacific Ocean Basin (Lee et al. 2005). 90Sr

concentration in the surface 1 km depth decreased

approximately 30% over the past 24 years

(Fig. 19.3). As the environmental half-life of 90Sr in

the central NW Pacific Ocean is ca. 15 years (Povinec

et al. 2005), 90Sr would decrease to 0.1 Bq m�3 by

2060 (if there is no additional sources in the future),

which would be difficult to measure with 50 L of

seawater sample using oxalate precipitation method

(Baskaran et al. 2009).
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The residence time of stable Sr is ~ 5 � 106 year in

the ocean, and several orders of magnitude longer than

the global ocean turnover time (~ 1,500 years). The

removal from the sea can be made through the forma-

tion of SrCO3 (strontianite), SrSO4 (celestite), and

incorporated into Barite (BaSO4) as impurities.

SrCO3 is formed when Sr is incorporated into coralline

skeletons at sea. The sodium carbonate fortified sea-

water from which coral skeleton precipitates has a

Sr/Ca ratio close to that of seawater (~0.8 � 10�2),

but it is depleted in Mg and Ba (Gaetani and Cohen

2006). Recently, it was shown that SrCO3 mol per-

centage in coralline algae (rhodoliths) in coastal

waters off Scotland closely followed the in situ tem-

perature (Kamenos et al. 2008). Therefore, 90Sr might

be utilized as a paleothermometer for corals and other

biogenic carbonates proxies.

Celestite is formed as major skeletons and cysts of

acantharians, abundant planktonic protists. Settling

skeletons of dead acantharians and acantharian cysts

are readily dissolved because the ocean is undersatu-

rated with respect to SrSO4. Most oceanic water is

undersaturated with respect to barite (BaSO4), yet bar-

ite particles are ubiquitous throughout the water col-

umn in the ocean. Barite formation in the water column

and its accumulation in sediments are closely related to

export production of carbon. Sr is incorporated into

barite precipitation (average 36.6 mmol Sr/mol Ba)

(Paytan et al. 2007). However, the mechanism of barite

formation has not been clearly understood yet. Three

main hypotheses that have been proposed for barite

formation in the oceanic water column include: (1)

Barite is formed in microenvironments in which sul-

fate is enriched due to organic matter oxidation;
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(2) A thermodynamically driven barite formation

process in which the dissolution of acantharian celes-

tite (SrSO4), which is enriched in Ba (BaSO4/SrSO4),

creates barium rich microenvironments conducive to

barite precipitation; and (3) Barite is formed by Ba

enrichment rather than SO4
2� enrichments. It is

reported that these proposed mechanisms for barite

formation are not mutually exclusive. Acantharian dis-

solution within microenvironments appears to lead to

BaSO4 supersaturation and subsequent barite forma-

tion (Bernstein and Byrne 2004).

In case of a relatively fresh fission product mixture,

another radiostrontium, 89Sr with a half-life of 50.5

days, can also be present. As the fission yields of both
89Sr and 90Sr are known, their activity ratio can be

applied in the dating of the fission product formation.

According to UNSCEAR (2000), the 89Sr/90Sr activity

ratio should be 188 just after a nuclear explosion

(Paatero et al. 2010)

19.3.7.1 Quantifying Particle Removal

The disequilibrium between the soluble parent isotope
90Sr (t1/2 ¼ 29.1 years) and its particle-reactive daugh-

ter 90Y (t1/2 ¼ 64 h) has been used to estimate particle

settling rates in freshwater systems (Orlandini et al.

2003) and in estuaries and the coastal ocean. Because

of the short half-life (64 h) of 90Y, this method could-

be used to trace faster processes than what is

possible using 238U (t1/2 ¼ 4.468 � 109 years)�234Th

(t1/2 ¼ 24.1 days) disequilibria. However, in order to

utilize 90Y�90Sr pair as a particle-cycling tracer, the

particulate 90Y (90Sr likely negligible) and dissolved
90Y needs to be separated immediately after sample

collection and hence immediate filtration is required.

The mathematical expressions to relate the measure-

ments of 90Sr�90Y disequilibrium to the physical

dynamics of particles and particle-reactive species

are similar to expressions developed and applied to

uranium– thorium disequilibria in the sea (19.6).

lpNp ¼ ldNd þ kNd (19.6)

Here lp and ld are the decay constants of the parent
(here 90Sr) and the daughter nuclide (90Y), respec-

tively. The N terms are the atom concentrations of the

parent and daughter nuclides in the water column. The

k term is the first-order net removal rate coefficient

(nonradioactive) for the particle-active daughter

nuclide. In (19.6), the advection (horizontal and verti-

cal) and diffusion are neglected. Solving for the

removal coefficient (residence time ¼ 1/k) and con-

verting to activities (A, expressed in Bq m�3) by using

the appropriate decay constants gives the following:

k ¼ ldðAp � AdÞ=Ad (19.7)

19.3.7.2 Tracing Water Mass Movement

Water column distribution of 90Sr, 99Tc, 129I, 137Cs,
238Pu, 239Pu, and 241Am over time was used to esti-

mate horizontal advection rates of various water

masses in various parts of the ocean, for example, in

the Arctic Ocean (Livingston et al. 1984), Adriatic Sea

(Franić 2005), Norwegian Sea (Yiou et al. 2002), and

Sulu Sea (Yamada et al. 2006).

Also, 90Sr activity in the river varies depending

upon the watershed soil and denudation characteristics

in its watershed, and could serve as a source indicator

in the estuary. For example, 90Sr activity in the Danube

River was 15–30 times lower than that of Dneiper

River in the north-west Black Sea. Based on this infor-

mation, Stokozov and Buesseler (1999) constructed a

water mixing model using 90Sr and salinity as water

mass tracers for the northwest Black Sea. Present dis-

tribution of 90Sr also serves as the benchmark to assess

future spreading of radionuclides for specific release

scenarios. Gao et al. (2009) modeled the difference

between the present-day and the 2 � atmospheric

CO2-warming scenario runs for the accidental releases

of 90Sr in the Ob and Yenisey rivers and indicated that

more of the released 90Sr would be confined to the

Arctic Ocean in the global warming run, particularly

in the coastal, non-European part of the Arctic Ocean.

19.3.8 Ruthenium (103Ru and 106Ru)

103Ru and 106Ru fallout radionuclides released from

theChernobyl accident alongwith other gamma-emitting

fallout radionuclides, 134Cs, 137Cs, 110mAg, were used to

quantify water mass movement in the seas. Carlson and

Holm (1992) measured the concentrations of these

nuclides in marine plant, Fucus vesiculosus L. in the
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Baltic Sea area following the Chernobyl accident.

The activity ratios of 106Ru/137Cs and 144Ce/137Cs in

sediment trap and suspended particles were utilized

to distinguish the particles laden with Chernobyl

Cs (134Cs/137Cs ¼ 0.5) and earlier global fallout

(134Cs/137Cs ¼ 0.0) in the Black Sea (Buesseler et al.

1990).

19.3.9 Antimony (125Sb)

Antimony-125 is a conservative tracer. A large set of
125Sb data collected from the English Channel and

southern North Sea between 1987 and 1994 have

been utilized to validate hydrodynamic model in this

region (du Bois and Dumas 2005; du Bois et al. 1995).

For the field validation with tracers, the coverage of

the spatial and temporal tracer concentrations with

high accuracy is required. The ideal water mass tracers

should show conservative behavior in the water mass,

i.e., neither fixed by environmental components (sedi-

ment, living species) nor modified during its stay in

seawater, and when subsequently diluted, it must be

measurable at several hundred or thousand kilometers

from its point of discharge. Good tracers must have

only one or a set of well-defined and characterized

input functions and their flow must be well tracked.

In this context, anthropogenic radionuclides released

by nuclear fuel reprocessing plants fully meet these

specifications if their half-life is long enough com-

pared to the transit-times in the ocean basin. Since

1960, large-scale studies have been chiefly concerned

with 137Cs, a point source tracer due to the discharge

from the nuclear fuel reprocessing plant at Sellafield

on the Irish Sea. Other tracers, namely 134Cs, 90Sr and
99Tc, 125Sb and 239+240Pu have also been used to

monitor the transport of water masses. For example,

dispersion of a water from the Rhone River into the

coastal Mediterranean Sea was modeled using 125Sb,
137Cs and 239+240Pu (Periáñez 2005).

19.3.10 Iodine (129I)

In the terrestrial and marine environment, natural

levels of 129I (cosmogenic origin) have been over-

whelmed by a build-up of ’’new’’ 129I, a product of

the nuclear age. Much of this new 129I has entered the

ocean and is now found in its upper layers. Using 129I

as a point source tracer due to the discharge from the

nuclear fuel reprocessing plants, it has been employed

as an oceanographic water mass tracer to determine

transit time scale based on the horizontal concentra-

tion gradients from the point of discharge. 129I has also

been used as a tracer for monitoring nuclear activities,

including nuclear safeguard investigations. Further-

more, the differences in the 129I/137Cs and 129I/99Tc

activity ratios of reprocessed and unprocessed nuclear

wastes are also utilized as markers to distinguish

water masses because of their unique chemical proper-

ties (e.g., solubility, volatility) and high sensitivity

of detection. The activity ratio 129I/137Cs was used

to distinguish between accidental or deliberate

discharges of these two types of radioactive wastes

to the ocean (e.g., Raisbeck and Yiou 1999).

During primary production, iodine is incorporated

in marine organic matter and migrates through the

food chain. The 129I/127I atom ratio in marine organics

therefore reflects the value found in the ocean’s photic

zone when the organic matter formed. Because the
129I/127I atom ratio in any well-mixed marine basin

has increased rapidly since the advent of the nuclear

age, establishing the buildup pattern of 129I in that

basin’s surface waters would allow us to ’’date’’ the

time of formation of any organic matter in the euphotic

zone, provided we can obtain an adequate amount of

iodine from samples (Schink et al. 1995). Measure-

ment of this ratio currently requires the use of acceler-

ator mass spectrometer (AMS).

19.3.11 Cesium (134Cs and 137Cs)

Cesium is an alkali metal existing as the Cs+ ion in the

oceans. Similar to other alkali metals (e.g., potassium),

cesium is conservative in seawater (Brewer et al.

1972). In terrestrial environment, Cs is strongly asso-

ciated with soil and sediment particles. Kd values for

Cs in freshwater environments are large and on the

order of 1–5 � 105. This value decreases substantially

as particulate matter is delivered to the oceans via

rivers and estuaries. As salinity increases, so too does

competition for sediment sorption sites from other

cationic species such as K+, resulting in desorption

of cesium. In pelagic environments, Kd is observed

to be significantly lower and has been reported to vary
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between 4 � 102 and 2 � 104 L kg�1 (IAEA 2004),

with lower end in the Black Sea (Topcuoğlu et al.

2002).

In the year of 2000, total oceanic inventory of 137Cs

was estimated to be 300 PBq (93 kg) (Hamilton 2004)

and it constitutes ca. 0.2 � 10�12 g 137Cs/g Cs in the

world ocean based on the average Cs concentration of

2.3 � 10�9 mole/kg and world ocean volume of

1.37 � 1021 L (Broecker and Peng 1982). 137Cs

largely resides in the water column with subsurface

peak at ca. 200 m and very small fractions

(0.01–0.12%) are buried in the sediment in the deep

Pacific Ocean Basin (Lee et al. 2005). 137Cs concen-

tration in the surface 1 km depth decreased approxi-

mately 40% over the past 24 years (Fig. 19.4). As the

environmental half-life of 137Cs in the central NW

Pacific Ocean is ca. 24 years (Povinec et al. 2005),
137Cs would decrease to ca. 0.1 Bq m�3 by 2108,

which would be difficult to measure with current

AMP precipitation method (Baskaran et al. 2009).

19.3.11.1 Utilizing 134Cs/137Cs Activity Ratios

for Estimating Water Transit Time

in the Arctic

One of the most significant point source discharges of

anthropogenic radionuclides in the ocean is the Sella-

field reprocessing plant (formerly Windscale) UK into

the Irish Sea since 1952 in the North Atlantic. The

reprocessing waste from La Hague, north-west France

discharging into the English Channel since 1966 is

relatively small compared to Sellafield (Kershaw and

Baxter 1995). The contribution of La Hague to the

marine inventory of 137Cs, 90Sr, 99Tc and Pu was

estimated to be 2.3, 12.2, 12.6 and 0.4%, respectively,

of the Sellafield releases (Kershaw and Baxter 1995).

The discharge of anthropogenic radionucldies resulted

in substantial increase in their inventories in the North

Atlantic and its marginal seas. The soluble radionu-

clides (90Sr, 99Tc, 129I, 134Cs, 137Cs) released from

Sellafield are carried northwards out of the Irish Sea
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via the North Channel, and flow around the coast of

Scotland into the North Sea and then in the Norwegian

Coastal Current (NCC). This NCC branches off north-

ern Norway with one branch passing through east-

wards into the Barents Sea (Vakulovsky 1987) and

other current becomes the West Spitzbergen Current,

passing through the Fram Strait into the Nansen Basin

(Holm et al. 1983; Kautsky 1988; Smith et al. 1990);

Kershaw and Baxter 1995). Using 134Cs/137Cs ratios at

the source, one can determine the transit time of water

masses from the discharge point to the Arctic Ocean. If

R0 and Rt are the 134Cs/137Cs activity ratios at the

discharge point in Sellafield and at a point in the

middle of Nansen Basin, then,

Rt ¼ R0 expðl137 � l134Þt (19.8)

From this, the transit time (t) can be calculated as

follows:

t ¼ 1=ðl134 � l137Þ � lnðR0=RtÞ (19.9)

l134 and l137 are the decay constants of 134Cs and
137Cs, respectively. There is no other background
134Cs, but there are background 137Cs derived from

the global fallout. At the time of sampling (1970), the

background 137Cs due to global fallout was in the

range of 3–5 Bq m�3 at the corresponding latitudes,

whereas levels at >120 Bq m�3 occurred in the north-

ern Scottish waters. Equation (19.9) assumes the fol-

lowing: (1) the decrease in 134Cs/137Cs is only due to

radioactive decay as the water mass moves; (2) there is

no preferential removal of 134Cs or 137Cs; and (3) the

change in 134Cs/137Cs activity ratio due to mixing with
134Cs depleted water is negligible and the 137Cs con-

tribution from the global fallout to the sample col-

lected is negligible. Using the 134Cs/137Cs ratios, the

transit times were calculated to be 5–6, 7, and 7–9

years in North Cape, Svalbard, East Greenland,

respectively (Kautsky 1988). This range of transit

time is comparable to the advective time for transport

around the perimeter of the Arctic Ocean from the

Santa Anna Trough to the southern Canada Basin

(~6,000 km) of 7.5 years obtained using H-3-He-3

and chlorofluorocarbon data (Mauldin et al. 2010).

These values agree well with the values reported

based on 137Cs and 99Tc (summarized in Kershaw

and Baxter 1995). The transit time from La Hague to

the Arctic is expected to be 3–4 years, about 2 years

shorter than that reported for Sellafield (Kershaw and

Baxter 1995).

19.3.11.2 Tracing Deep Water Formation

Originated from the Regional

Climate Change

The understanding of the deep water formation or

intermediate water formation in the ocean is very

important to understand the oceanic response due to

climate change and vice versa. Sinking of surface

water (formation of intermediate and deep water) is

largely induced by the intense evaporation and cooling

forced by regional climate, and it was generally stud-

ied using hydrographic observation such as tempera-

ture, salinity and dissolved oxygen. However, these

hydrographic variables provide no direct information

on the timing and duration of the sinking events. A

time series measurement of 90Sr and 137Cs in deep

waters could give direct information on the deep water

formation. In the Mediterranean Sea, deep water forma-

tion occurring in the eastern part of the sea shifted

from the southern Adriatic Sea to the Aegean Sea

largely during 1989–1995 with exceptional severe win-

ter in 1991–1993, known as Eastern Mediterranean

Transient (EMT). The deep water formation in the

Aegean Sea was relaxed partially by 1995. The deep

penetration of the Aegean surface water was confirmed

using time series depth distributions of 137Cs in the

water column collected over the period of 1975–1999

byDelfanti et al. (2003). They also utilized the 90Sr-poor

water formed during Chernobyl accident in 1986.

In the Eastern Mediterranean Sea, 137Cs concentration

at 2,000 m depth was found to be ca. 1 and 3 Bq m�3 in

1977 and 1995, respectively. The activity ratio of
137Cs/90Sr in the surface water of the Mediterranean

was 1.54 and 12 (in 1986) for the previous global

fallout contained water and Chernobyl fallout

contained water, respectively. This difference in

the 137Cs/90Sr activity ratio is used to distinguish the

water mass laden with 90Sr-poor Chernobyl originated
137Cs (high 137Cs/90Sr ratio) in 1986 from 90Sr rich

previous global fallout 137Cs (low 137Cs/90Sr ratio) in

the early 1960.

Miayo et al. (2000) found the timing of the deep

water formation in a large marginal sea in the North-

west Pacific Ocean, East Sea (Sea of Japan) using

historical 137Cs profiles collected over the period of
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1976–1996. They found that 137Cs concentrations in

the upper 200 m layer decreased with time, while those

in the deeper layers below 1,500 m depth sharply

increased during the period of 1985–1995, accompa-

nied with the increase of the 137Cs inventory. They

further identified the area of deep water formation in

this period being in the deep Japan Basin off the Peter

the Great Bay, Vladivostok, Russia.

19.3.11.3 Tracing Ice Rafted Sediment

in the Polar Seas

Sea ice in the polar region is one of the most important

transport vectors of terrestrial material to the interior of

the ocean. Terrestrial material is incorporated into the

sea ice in the coastal areas when it forms and released at

farther distances in the Arctic when it melts. In some

cases, sea ice melts and the ice-rafted sediments (IRS)

are retained in the melt ponds and during early fall, it

refreezes. About 15% of the IRS are released during one

freeze-melt cycle (details given in Kaste and Baskaran,

Chap. 5 in this volume). From the measurements of
137Cs in sea ice sediments, it was found that there is no

enrichment of 137Cs or Pu while one to two orders of

magnitude enrichment was found for other atmospheri-

cally-delivered radionuclides such as 7Be and 210Pb

(Meese et al. 1997; Cooper et al. 1998; Landa et al.

1998; Baskaran 2005; Masque et al. 2007). The
239Pu/240Pu atom ratios in the IRS were found to be

~0.18, suggesting that most of the Pu were derived

from the global fallout (Masque et al. 2007).

19.3.12 Neptunium (237Np)

Np is also an actinide element, but it differs from

plutonium in that it is most likely present as the highly

soluble Np(V) as NpO2
+ (Keeney-Kennicutt and

Morse 1984). While it can be present as Np(IV), it is

proposed that Np (IV) in this form is rapidly oxidized

to Np(V) under normal seawater conditions (McCubbin

and Leonard 1997; Pentreath et al. 1986). Kd value of

1 � 103 kg L�1 has been reported for Np in coastal

sediments. In the open ocean, 237Np is thought to behave

conservatively. Livingston et al. (1988) used fallout and

Sellafield derived 137Cs and 90Sr to study ventilation and

circulation processes in the Mediterranean and the Arc-

tic Seas and documented their input into the North

Atlantic Deep Water. 237Np may have similar applica-

tions, with added benefits of a significantly longer half-

life (2.14 � 106 years) and measurement by ICP-MS

which allows lower levels of detection as compared to

traditional radio-counting methods for 137Cs and 90Sr

(i.e., gamma and beta counting). Furthermore, with the

isotopic composition of the main sources of contamina-

tion well characterized, water column 237Np inventories

and 237Np/239Pu and 237Np/137Cs inventory ratios may

be useful for identifying non-fallout sources of contam-

ination and providing additional insight into water col-

umn scavenging processes.

19.3.13 Plutonium (239Pu and 240Pu)

Plutonium is an actinide element. Although Pu can

exist in four oxidation states in natural environment,

it is thought to exist in the oceans predominantly in

two oxidation states, the particle reactive Pu(IV) as Pu

(OH)4 and the relatively soluble Pu(V) as PuO2
+

(Sholkovitz 1983; McMahon et al. 2000). In many

publications, the Pu(III) and Pu(IV) are grouped

together as the reduced forms having average Kd values

of 2.5 � 106 kg L�1 and Pu(V) and Pu(VI) are grouped

together as the oxidized forms having average Kd

values of 1.5 � 104 kg L�1 (Nelson and Lovett 1978).

Much of the published plutonium data is based on

alpha spectrometry, which cannot resolve 240Pu

(5.168 MeV (73.5%), 5.123 MeV (26.4%)) from
239Pu (5.157 MeV (73.3%), 5.144 MeV (15.1%),

5.106 MeV (11.5%)) and is usually reported as the

sum of the 239Pu and 240Pu activity (i.e., 239,240Pu).

The average 239,240Pu/137Cs activity ratio of the global

fallout is well documented to be 0.026 � 0.01 (decay

corrected to 1 Jan 2010) (Koide et al. 1977; Koide

et al. 1975; Krey et al. 1976). More sensitive mass

spectrometric techniques (e.g., ICP-MS and TIMS)

have the ability to resolve the different isotopes of

plutonium (details given in Chap. 18). Kelley et al.

(1999) have shown that the atom ratios 240Pu/239Pu,
237Np/239Pu, and 241Pu/239Pu in soils contaminated

by global fallout exhibit relatively little variation

globally. Their average ratios in global fallout for

the Northern Hemisphere are 0.180 � 0.014,

0.480 � 0.070, and (2.44 � 0.35) � 10�3, respec-

tively (Chap. 20). Several studies have documented
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lower plutonium isotopic ratios in debris originating

from low-yield nuclear tests conducted at the Nevada

Test Site to have an average 240Pu/239Pu ratio of about

0.035 (Buesseler and Sholkovitz 1987; Krey et al.

1976; Perkins and Thomas 1980).

In the year of 2000, total oceanic inventory of
239Pu and 240Pu are estimated to be 6.5 PBq (2,820 kg)

and 5.4 PBq (632 kg), respectively (Hamilton 2004).
239+240Pu largely resides in the water column with sub-

surface peak at ca. 600 m depth (Fig. 19.5) and substan-

tial fractions (30–112%) are buried in the sediment in

the deep Pacific Ocean Basin (Lee et al. 2005).

The 239+240Pu profiles in the central NW Pacific Ocean

indicate that the subsurface maximum of Pu concentra-

tion over the past 24 years decreased by a factor of ca. 4

and the subsurface peaks moved to deeper water from

ca. 450 to ca. 800 m and they were getting less sharp and

more wide (Fig. 19.6). However, the stations located in

the west-ward flowing North Equatorial Current (NEC)

with very low biological activity showed no temporal

changes in the vertical profiles of 239+240Pu over the last

24 years (Povinec et al. 2003). The persistence of sub-

surface Pu peak appears to be correlated with the water

density gradient (Wong et al. 1992).As the environmental

half–life of 239+240Pu in the central NW Pacific Ocean is

ca. 7 years (Povinec et al. 2005), 239+240Pu would

decrease to less than 1 mBq m�3 by 2035, which would

be difficult to measure with a conventional 60 L water

volume and alpha spectrometry (Baskaran et al. 2009).

Similar observation was made for the Santa Monica and

San Padro Basins off California by Wong et al. (1992).

19.3.13.1 Tracing Provenances and Fates

of Nuclear Fallout in the Ocean

Buesseler and Sholkovitz (1987) used Pu to document

the input of both global stratospheric fallout and tro-

pospheric fallout (derived from tests conducted at the

Nevada Test Site) to North Atlantic sediments. They

found the 240Pu/239Pu atom ratios ranged from ~ 0.18

on the shelf to ~ 0.10 at 5,000 m in the solid phase and
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~ 0.18 in the pore water phases of bottom sediments

collected from a transect between Woods Hole and

Bermuda in the 1950 and early 1960. Based on the Pu

isotopic composition, they were able to infer that there

have been at least two distinct sources of fallout Pu in

this region: one is global fallout (240Pu/239Pu ~ 0.18)

and another tropospheric fallout from the Nevada

Tests (240Pu/239Pu ~ 0.035), in which Pu derived

from the Nevada Tests fallouts have been much more

efficiently removed from the water column to deep-sea

sediments and they were more refractory relative to Pu

from global fallout.

19.3.13.2 Tracing Subtropical Water Movement

in the Pacific Ocean

Although the entire surface of the Earth has been

contaminated with radioactive fallout due to the atmo-

spheric nuclear weapons tests conducted from 1945

to the early 1980, radioactive contamination in the

Pacific Ocean is different from the rest of the world

ocean. The earlier nuclear tests were dominated by the

U.S. at the Pacific Proving Ground (close-in fallout,

atom ratio of 240Pu/239Pu >0.3) in the 1950, whereas

the later tests were largely by the former Soviet Union

(stratospheric fallout, atom ratio of 240Pu/239Pu ~ 0.18)

in 1961 and 1962. Stratospheric fallout from the atmo-

spheric nuclear tests virtually ceased in the early 1980.

Most of the terrestrial Pu contaminations in the world

are largely originating from the former USSR nuclear

tests. However, the Pu signal in seawater collected in

early 2000 from the Pacific Ocean revealed that it was

decoupled from that of the adjacent terrestrial environ-

ment and the data from the Pacific water has shown

that US signal was found even off the Aleutian Chain,

several thousand kilometers away from the Proving

Ground.

The seawater in the Pacific Ocean had received

close-in fallout in the 1950 and the stratospheric
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fallout in the 1960. The earlier work (e.g., Noshkin

et al. 1975; Buesseler 1997) showed that the
239Pu/240Pu atom ratios in the Pacific surface seawater

had changed from the U.S. signal of >0.3 in the 1950

to a former Soviet signal in the 1960 and returned to

the U.S. signal in the early 2000. No observations have

been made between the late 1970 and the early 2000,

which could be filled using samples from coral skele-

tons or archived seawater.

The Pu isotopic signature in the region is a potent

and unique tracer to distinguish among the different

sources of Pu, as well as to understand the variations

of 239Pu/240Pu ratios through time (Ketterer et al.,

Chap. 20). The US Proving Grounds in the Pacific

continue to export Pu with high 240Pu/239Pu ratio,

mainly originated from the nuclear weapons tests in

1950, through the leaching of contaminated carbon-

ate species deposited in the ocean. The massive

(dome-shaped) coral Porites found throughout the

northern tropical Pacific Ocean will allow us to

reconstruct the Pu signal in surface waters spanning

the last 50 years. By determining atom ratios of
240Pu/239Pu recorded in coral cores and dating the

corals using the 210Pb/226Ra disequilibria (details on

dating of corals is given in Chap. 37), we may be able

to accomplish a better understanding of the mixing

and circulation of waters between the Warm Pool

and adjacent water masses in the Northwest Pacific

Ocean. However, this application has not been fully

realized yet (Hong et al. 2004).

19.3.13.3 Tracing Material Exchange Between

Ocean and its Margins

The dissolved 230Th activity concentration increases

with depth in agreement with the balance between the

in situ production from the dissolved 234U and the

scavenging of 230Th on sinking particles generally in

the ocean. However, a significant fraction of dissolved
231Pa (daughter of 235U) and some dissolved 230Th

were found to be exported from area of low particle

flux to area of high particle flux where 230Th and 231Pa

are efficiently scavenged by settling particulate matter

to the sea floor. This process became widely known in

the early 1980 as “boundary scavenging” because

ocean boundaries/margins are generally areas with

high biological productivity, high particle flux and

high sediment accumulation. The concept of bound-

ary scavenging was first applied to horizontal trans-

port of 210Pb (Spencer et al. 1981; Baskaran and

Santchi 2002; Roy-Barman 2009). And enhanced

deposition of fallout-derived Pu isotopes in ocean-

margin sediments has also been reported (e.g. Koide

et al. 1975).

In some ocean margins where large rivers

are absent, e.g., East Sea (Sea of Japan), the oceanic
239+240Pu is effectively scavenged through this

boundary scavenging process and the deep waters

become enriched with 239+240Pu over time

(Fig. 19.6) and the marginal sea is destined to con-

tinue to serve as a filter for all particle-reactive

chemical materials introduced from incoming oce-

anic waters or atmosphere. This aspect should be

investigated more fully in the future.

19.3.13.4 Identifying Subsurface Water

Upwelling Areas in the Sea

Although both 137Cs and 239+240Pu radionuclides were

injected into the ocean surface by similar processes,

the oceanic behavior of plutonium and 137Cs differ

from each other. 137Cs, most of which exists in a

dissolved form, moves as water mass in the ocean,

whereas oceanic behavior of 239+240Pu is controlled

both by water movement and adsorption onto the

particles formed in situ or introduced and subse-

quently sinking to the deeper waters. Therefore, in

the upper 1,000 m depths, 137Cs concentration

decreases exponentially with depth with surface max-

imum or subsurface maxima where surface water sub-

ducts. 239+240Pu has increased with depth toward the

subsurface maximum which lies about 500–800 m

depth. Hirose et al. (2009) found that activity ratio

of 239+240Pu/137Cs (RPu/Cs) increases with depth in

the upper 100–1,000 m depth as follows:

RPu=Cs ¼ RPu=Cs;0expðlZÞ (19.10)

Where l is the constant related to ocean biogeo-

chemical process of water movement (downwelling

and upwelling) and particle formation and destruction

and Z is the water depth. They further noted that a

half-generation depth of 239+240Pu, Zh ¼ ln2/l, corre-
sponds to the half-decrease depth of the particulate

organic matter in the water column. As the ocean

primary productivity depends on the upwelling
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intensity of the nutrient-rich deep water, they found

that Zh is deep (~ 300 m) in the eutrophic subarctic

Pacific and shallow (~ 100 m) in the subtropical North

Pacific.

19.3.13.5 Constraining Sediment Accumulation

and Mixing Rates

Particle reactive anthropogenic radionuclides

(Table 19.1) has been utilized to determine sediment

accumulation and mixing rates in the seafloor based on

the input history and their half-lives as they often are

adsorbed to the sediment irreversibly in the oceanic

environment. Bomb-derived fallout radionuclide

(137Cs, 239+240Pu) peaks its concentration in 1963 in

the Atlantic Ocean. However 239+240Pu peaked in 1954

in the Equatorial-North Pacific Ocean (Hamilton

2004) and the Antarctic Region (Koide et al. 1985)

due to the close-in fallout in the Equatorial Pacific.

Sediment accumulation rates may be calculated by

assuming a fallout maximum in 1963 in the rapid

sediment accumulating coastal ocean (e.g., Santschi

et al. 2001) or sediment mixing rates may be calcu-

lated in the deep ocean basin where sediment accumu-

lation rate is slower than mixing rate (e.g., Pacific

Ocean, Cochran 1985).

19.3.14 Americium (241Am)

Measurements of 241Pu (t1/2 ¼ 14.3 years) and its

daughter product, 241Am (t1/2 ¼ 433 years) in the

sediment sample can be used to establish the timing

of the source term. Assuming that an initial activity

of 241Am in fallout debris is zero, the time elapsed

since the Pu was placed, t, can be given by the

radioactive decay equation governing the time-

dependent activities APu-241 and AAm-241, respec-

tively (19.11).

t ¼ 1=ðlPu�241 � lAm�241Þ
� ln½1þ ðlPu�241 � lAm�241ÞAAm�241=

ðlAm241 � lPu�241Þ�
(19.11)

where l is the radioactive decay constant (0.693/t1/2)

for a given isotope. In this way, Smith et al. (1995)

reaffirmed that the underwater nuclear tests were

conducted in Chernaya Bay to be in 1955 and 1957

(t obtained using (19.11) 36.6 � 1.2 years can be

compared to the time elapsed between 1955 and

1994 (or 1957 and 1994)).

19.4 Future Directions

A major portion of the remaining water soluble radio-

nuclides (such as 90Sr and 137Cs) still exist in the water

column with maximum in the surface or subsurface

layer and hence these radionuclides can be utilized to

study the geochemical pathways of their stable coun-

terparts (e.g., pathways of Sr using 90Sr as a tracer).

About 60–70% of the total inventories of these

nuclides derived from weapons testing have under-

gone radioactive decay, but the remaining portions

continue to penetrate deeper water column in the

ocean. Formation of barite minerals and the chemical

reactions linked with such formation can be studied by

using 90Sr as a tracer.

Particle reactive anthropogenic radionuclides, e.g.,

Pu isotopes, continue to be transferred from the water

column to the bottom sediments as enhanced in the

ocean margins. Therefore, sediment inventories of

these radionuclides would provide valuable temporal

constraints on the boundary scavenging process occur-

ring between ocean proper and its margins.

Slow movement of waters in the ocean, e.g., down-

welling of surface water (deep water formation, draw-

down of atmospheric CO2), upwelling of subsurface

water (supplying nutrient rich water to the surface,

evasion of CO2 to the atmosphere), spillover of deep

water between basins are generally difficult to address

using hydrographic variables such as temperature,

salinity and stable isotopes of hydrogen and oxygen,

where they have no time information. The current

understanding of the spatial and temporal distribution

in the sea and marine biogeochemistry of the well-

studied anthropogenic radionuclides could serve to

detect the slow movement of waters in the ocean. As

the changes in slow movement of waters in the ocean

are induced by the regional or global climate change,

selected anthropogenic radionuclides, reviewed here,

warrant a further investigation in a globally coordi-

nated manner. The recently initiated GEOTRACES

(an international study of the marine biogeochemical

cycles of trace elements and their isotopes) could serve
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a useful forum for this purpose (http://www.ldeo.

columbia.edu/res/pi/geotraces/).
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Chapter 20

Applications of Transuranics as Tracers and Chronometers
in the Environment

Michael E. Ketterer, Jian Zheng, and Masatoshi Yamada

Abstract The transuranic elements (TRU) Np, Pu,

Am, and Cm have prominently emerged as powerful

tracers of earth and environmental processes, applica-

ble to the recent, post nuclear-era timescale. Various

long-lived isotopes of these elements are found in

the earth’s surface environment, almost exclusively

as a result of nuclear weapons production, testing, or

nuclear fuel cycle activities. A globally recognizable

signal, of consistent composition, from stratospheric

fallout derived from 1950–1960 above-ground weap-

ons tests is itself useful in tracing applications; in

specific local/regional settings, stratospheric fallout is

mixed with or dominated by other TRU sources with

contrasting isotopic signatures. Both decay-counting

and MS approaches have been utilized to measure the

concentrations and isotopic ratios of TRU and are

useful as discriminators for source characterization,

provenance, and apportionment. Examples include

the activity ratios 238Pu/239+240Pu, 241Am/239+240Pu,

and 241Pu/239+240Pu; atom ratios such as 240Pu/239Pu,
237Np/239Pu, 241Pu/239Pu, and 242Pu/239Pu are also

used in this context. Of the TRU elements, Pu is by

far the most widely studied; accordingly, this chapter

mainly emphasizes the use of Pu activities and/or atom

ratios as tracers and/or chronometers. Nevertheless, Pu

is sometimes measured in combination with one or

more isotopes of other elements. The TRU elements

offer several prominent applications in environmental/

geochemical tracing: (1) chronostratigraphy of sedi-

ments and related recent Holocene deposits; (2) using

fallout TRU as quantitative probes of soil erosion,

transport and deposition; (3) investigating water

mass circulation, the transport and scavenging of

particulate matter, and tracking the marine geochemi-

cal behavior of the TRU elements themselves in the

marine environment; and (4) studies of the local/

regional transport, deposition and inventories of non-

fallout TRU in the surficial environment.

20.1 Introduction

20.1.1 The Elements Np, Pu, Am, and Cm

The transuranic elements (also known as transura-

nium elements, abbreviated herein as TRU) have

atomic numbers (Z) greater than 92. None of these

elements are stable; all of their nuclides undergo

radioactive decay to form other isotopes, eventually

reaching Z ¼ 82 (Pb) or Z ¼ 83 (Bi). Elements with

up to Z ¼ 103 (Np–Lw) are members of the 5f acti-

nide series, and the named elements with

Z ¼ 104–112 are known as transactinides. The ele-

ments with Z > 98 (Cf) have not been produced in

significant quantities and have never been used other

than in limited research settings. Isotopes of the

elements Np through Cm (Z ¼ 93–96, respectively)

are most important in terms of their environmental

distribution and occurrence; hence, this chapter

focuses upon the elements Np (Z ¼ 93), Pu

(Z ¼ 94), Am (Z ¼ 95) and Cm (Z ¼ 96). Of

these, Pu is by far the most prominent in terms

of its importance as an environmental tracer, and in
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terms of numbers of published studies pertaining to

its environmental distribution.

Neptunium has two long-lived, a-emitting isotopes,
236Np (t1/2 ¼ 1.54 � 105 years) and 237Np (t1/2 ¼
2.14 � 106 years). Plutonium has six prominent iso-

topes: 238Pu (t1/2 ¼ 87.74 years), 239Pu (t1/2 ¼ 24,110

years), 240Pu (t1/2 ¼ 6,561 years), 241Pu (t1/2 ¼ 14.29

years), 242Pu (t1/2 ¼ 373,000 years) and 244Pu (t1/2
¼ 8.3 � 107 years). The isotopes 238Pu, 239Pu, 240Pu,
242Pu and 244Pu all decay by emission of a particles,

while 241Pu undergoes b decay to produce a-emitting
241Am (t1/2 ¼ 432.6 years). 241Am also generates

59 keV gamma photons coincident with its a decay.

In addition to 241Am, Am has a second long-lived

a emitting isotope, 243Am (t1/2 ¼ 7,370 years), and

a meta-stable isotope, 242mAm (t1/2 ¼ 141 years).

The element Cm has seven prominent isotopes:
243Cm, 244Cm, 245Cm, 246Cm, 247Cm, 248Cm, and
250Cm; these all undergo a decay with respective

half-lives of 29.1, 18.1, 8,500, 4,730, 1.56 � 107,

340,000, and 9,000 years.

The half-lives of the isotopes of Np, Pu, Am, and

Cm are too short to have survived decay over the

Earth’s 4.5 billion year history, though these elements’

abundances were probably similar to Th and U at the

time of Earth accretion (Taylor 2001). The one excep-

tion is 244Pu, of which a few primordial atoms per kg

crust are expected to still be present (Taylor 1995;

Wallner et al. 2004). The astrophysical r-process is

the main production mechanism for 244Pu and other

heavy isotopes. 244Pu is also thought to be present

in interstellar medium (ISM) grains found in the

inner solar system (Ofan et al. 2006). ISM material

continuously enters the solar system and the Earth’s

atmosphere as a source of “live”, recently produced
244Pu. The ISM grains are thought to have elemental

and isotopic compositions resembling the early Earth;

hence, ISM should contain many radionuclides (244Pu

and others) with half-lives much less than the age

of the Earth. Ofan et al. (2006) estimate that the

steady-state flux of 244Pu is about 0.1 atom cm�2

year�1. In deep-sea sediments with a sedimentation

rate of ca. 1 mm/year, the 244Pu flux would generate a

concentration of about 105 atoms/kg in young deposits.

The presence of small amounts of 237Np and 239Pu

in Nature is well established; these nuclides are

continuously produced from ongoing neutron capture

processes, and hence natural 239Pu is most abundant in

U ores. Curtis et al. (1999) determined 239Pu/238U

atom ratios of 2.4 � 10�12 to 4.4 � 10�11 for ores

from the Cigar Lake uranium deposit. In an older

study, Myers and Lindner (1971) determined a
237Np/238U atom ratio of 2.16 � 10�12 in a pitch-

blende ore. Both 237Np and 239Pu, along with 236U,

are produced in Nature by neutron capture on 235U or
238U, with neutrons originating from (a, n) reactions,
spontaneous and induced fission, and by cosmic

rays (Hotchkis et al. 2000). These neutron capture

processes are much less probable in the bulk Earth’s

crust (ca. 3 mg 238U/kg) than in U ores but still

produce a crustal concentration of ~2 � 10�14 g
239Pu/kg (Taylor 1995).

Oxidation-reduction processes are important in

determining the environmental behavior of the TRU

elements. The elements Am and Cm exist only in the

+3 oxidation state under normal environmental condi-

tions (Choppin 2007), while Np and Pu have more

complex redox behavior. Np can exist in the +4, +5,

and +6 states, with the +5 state being most common

in oxic natural waters and sediment- or soil-water-

multiphase environments. Pu has analogous behavior

with mixtures of the +4 and +5 states being prevalent;

under strongly reducing (anoxic) conditions, Pu can

also exist in the +3 oxidation state. Given the high

charge and small ionic radii of these species, all of the

TRU elements tend to be present in colloidal rather

than true solute forms in natural waters (Choppin

2007), and all display rather significant propensity

to become associated with particle phases (namely,

particle reactivity). The sorption coefficient, Kd, is

a commonly encountered operational parameter that

is used to describe the partitioning of the element

between solid-adsorbed and solution phases (Kd ¼
Csolid/Csolution) which has units of mL/g. Accordingly,

a high value of Kd is indicative of strong tendency

towards particle association, and hence, relative

immobility as a true solute, while a low Kd indicates

significant solubility and the substance’s tendency

to be transported in solution form. For the TRU ele-

ments, a reported Kd is mainly limited to use in the

specific environmental circumstances for which it was

measured, and may obviously be greatly affected by

factors such as the oxidation state/speciation of the

element, the environmental temperature, the charac-

teristics of the aqueous phase (pH, ionic strength,

and presence of complexants), and the physical and

chemical properties of the solid phase (surface area,

particle size distribution, mineral composition, etc.).
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Despite these limitations, Kd values have been calcu-

lated for TRU elements in many different environ-

ments. As a case in point, in seawater as the aqueous

phase, and with fine-grained clay sediments from the

Irish Sea, Nelson and Lovett (1978) determined Kd

values in the range of 103–104 for Pu in the +5 and

+6 states, while tetravalent Pu exhibited a higher Kd in

the range of 106. This result obviously conveys that Pu

will be less mobile and more strongly associated with

the sediment when present in the reduced +4 state.

Hence, calculations and models performed using Kd

values should be used as a starting point, or guide for

the expected tendencies of the element of interest, and

some a priori knowledge or actual measurements in

the environment of interest is essential. In general,

however, most Kd measurements of TRU imply the

strong association of these elements with solid phases

in many different freshwater and marine environ-

ments, which lends well to their use as tracers of

particle transport in the environment (vide infra).

20.1.2 Sources, Release Histories,
and Isotope Compositions

Aside from the above-mentioned natural occurrences

of TRU in the Earth surface environment, these ele-

ments have become widely distributed in the Earth’s

surface environment as a result of anthropogenic pro-

duction in the last six decades. The production mode is

again neutron capture in a fission bomb, or a nuclear

reactor that is specifically designed to produce electri-

cal power or to transmute 238U into 239Pu for weapons.

As a result, essentially all of the TRU in the Earth’s

surface environment is of anthropogenic origin. The

uppermost 30 cm of undisturbed crust, for example,

contains 237Np and 239Pu at levels ~104–105 times

greater than the natural concentrations, and no

evidence to date has been identified for the natural

sources for Am, Cm, or other Pu isotopes besides
239Pu and 244Pu. The main source term for Np, Pu and

Am is global fallout from 1950’s and 1960’s above-

ground nuclear weapons tests; chronologies and loca-

tions of these tests are described in Carter and Moghissi

(1977). Americium (as 241Am) is not itself initially

formed in the nuclear tests, but rather it accumulates

over time, even during stratospheric residence time-

frames, due to its in-growth from the decay of relatively

short-lived 241Pu. Curium, however, is neither produced

in significant amounts by nuclear tests, nor do any Cm

isotopes form by in-growth from fresh testing debris;

instead, Cm isotopes are mainly derived from power

reactors (Schneider and Livingston 1984; Holm et al.

2002).

In the 30-year span 1945–1975, 801 nuclear deto-

nations were conducted by the United States, former

Soviet Union, United Kingdom, Republic of France,

People’s Republic of China, and India, with a cumula-

tive yield of about 325 Mt TNT (Carter and Moghissi

1977). Several additional Chinese low-yield atmo-

spheric tests were conducted at Lop Nor in the late

1970 (Roy et al. 1981) with the last Chinese atmo-

spheric detonation having occurred in 1980 (Bennett

2002). These tests released ~1.5 � 1016 Bq of
239+240Pu into the global environment, corresponding

to ~4,000 kg 239Pu, 700 kg 240Pu, and �kg quantities

of several other TRU isotopes. After release of these

vaporized nuclides into the stratosphere, the TRU

and fission products condensed to form very fine aero-

sols of 10–20 nm diameter (Harley 1980); these fine

particles returned to the troposphere and thereafter,

became associated with naturally occurring particulate

matter, ultimately being removed as wet and dry depo-

sition. In soils, TRU have become associated with

specific phases such as iron/manganese oxides and

humic acids.

Besides atmospheric weapons tests, other important

sources include nuclear reactor accidents (e.g., the

1986 Chernobyl accident), nuclear fuel re-processing

facilities (e.g., Sellafield, UK), atmospheric disinte-

gration of satellites with onboard 238Pu-powered ther-

moelectric generators (e.g., the 1964 SNAP accident),

and releases from facilities devoted to the manu-

facturing or handling of weapons components (e.g.,

Rocky Flats).

Atmospheric tests can be categorized into two main

groups. The first consists of “low-yield” tests that

released the bulk of the radionuclide yield into the

lower atmosphere, where it was rapidly deposited on

a local/regional scale as “tropospheric fallout”; and

the second group is “high-yield” tests that injected

large amounts of material into the stratosphere,

where it was later deposited on a hemispheric scale

as “stratospheric” or “global” fallout. The atmospheric

deposition of Pu and associated fission products such

as 137Cs (t1/2 ¼ 30.07 years) and 90Sr (t1/2 ¼ 28.78

years) occurred mainly in the 1950’s and 1960’s,
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with a pronounced and well-known maximum in 1963,

followed by a sharp decrease in deposition. Figure 20.1

depicts the temporal history of 90Sr fallout deposition

from atmospheric tests, with prominent 1963 peak, at

New York City. A strong seasonality is evident, with

the fallout delivery from the stratosphere to the tropo-

sphere and surface peaking in the late spring and early

summer (Bennett 2002). The decrease in deposition

coincided with the 1963 Limited Test Ban Treaty,

signed by the USA, former Soviet Union, and United

Kingdom. Comparatively minor amounts of fallout are

evident in the Fig. 20.1 profile as a result of late 1960’s

to early 1970’s tests conducted by France and China,

non-signatories to the Test Ban Treaty. Residence

times in the atmosphere are typically less than

1 month for nuclides introduced into the troposphere,

while residence times are 0.7–3.4 years for material

injected into the stratosphere from different types of

tests conducted at different latitudes (Bennett 2002).

In addition to the temporal and seasonal dependen-

cies of fallout deposition, the accumulated inventories

of fallout also vary widely versus location on the

Earth’s surface. The highest inventories are found at

mid-latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere, with lower

inventories at the Equator and poles; less total fallout

deposition occurred in the Southern Hemisphere. The

Southern Hemisphere was the location of fewer tests,

and the stratospheric air masses are not well-mixed

between hemispheres (Bennett 2002); Northern Hemi-

sphere inventories of all fallout nuclides are ~5-fold

greater than those in the Southern Hemisphere.

Besides its latitude dependency, fallout depositional

inventories also exhibit variation resulting from cli-

mate, as atmospheric precipitation is the chief removal

mechanism for fallout deposition. For equivalent

latitudes, greater fallout inventories are observed in

climates with higher mean annual precipitation; con-

sequently, locations with marine climates have larger

inventories than desert or humid continental climate

patterns (Beck and Bennett 2002). In montane areas

with vertical climates, significant local differences in

fallout inventory versus altitude can be observed as

a result of large differences in annual precipitation

(Ulsh et al. 2000).

An authoritative estimate of the isotopic composi-

tion of stratospheric fallout Pu is given in Kelley et al.

(1999), a study that used samples from 54 worldwide

locations. Kelley et al. (1999) reported depositi-

onal inventories (1012 atoms 239Pu/m2) and atom

ratios (237Np/239Pu, 240Pu/239Pu, 241Pu/239Pu, and
242Pu/239Pu); several important trends are apparent.

First, regional effects, originating from locations such

as the USA’s Nevada Test Site (NTS), are important in

some areas; secondly, slight differences in isotopic

composition exist between Northern and Southern

Hemisphere deposition. Since Pu is synthetic in origin,

its isotope composition varies widely according to its

production mechanism; hence, this intrinsic variance

serves as the basis for a wide variety of isotopic tracing

possibilities in atmospheric, marine, hydrologic, and

crustal environments. The atom ratio 240Pu/239Pu is

the most readily measured fingerprint; the 237Np/239Pu

atom ratio and minor Pu isotope ratios provide addi-

tional insights and discriminatory power. Figure 20.2

Fig. 20.1 Monthly deposition of 90Sr at

New York City, USA in the 1954–1976

timeframe. Source: Environmental

Measurements Laboratory, US Department

of Homeland Security, www.eml.st.dhs.

gov/databases/fallout, accessed 19 May

2010
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depicts 240Pu/239Pu atom ratios for a number of promi-

nent sources in the global environment. The Pu isotopic

composition can therefore provide a “fingerprint” of

different sources and is useful in studies of the move-

ment of a specific point or regional source. In these

studies, sources other than global fallout are identified

and apportioned via their isotopic contrast versus the

globally distributed baseline of stratospheric fallout.

In a manner analogous to source provenance with

atom ratios, activity ratios are also useful in discrimi-

nation between stratospheric fallout and other local/

regional sources of TRU. The most important activity

ratio in this context is 238Pu/239+240Pu, which is

useful in distinguishing many prominent Pu sources

(Baskaran et al. 1995). This ratio ranges considerably

between relatively low values of <0.05 in both weap-

ons-grade and stratospheric fallout Pu, to much higher

values in Pu originating from reactor sources (nuclear

fuel reprocessing, Chernobyl, Kara Sea dumped reac-

tor). More details on 238Pu/239+240Pu source discrimi-

nation with reference to the Arctic are given in

Baskaran et al. (1995).

“Weapons-grade” Pu consists mainly of 239Pu, with
240Pu/239Pu ~0.03–0.07 being typical for fission weap-

ons and triggers for thermonuclear devices. Releases

from low-yield fission tests, such as at the Nevada Test

Site, exhibit 240Pu/239Pu very similar to the Pu present

in the original device. The low neutron fluxes in typi-

cal kiloton-range fission tests generate only small

amounts of neutron capture products such as 237Np,

the heavier Pu isotopes, and 241Am. In contrast, the

high-yield (thermonuclear) tests, accounting for the

great majority of the worldwide TRU inventory, pro-

duced Pu that has undergone significant neutron acti-

vation in the high neutron flux environment, thereby

accounting for the greater proportions of 240Pu, 241Pu,

and 242Pu. For stratospheric fallout in the 31–70�N
latitude band, resulting from the cumulative average

of all testing, average atom ratios (�2s) are as

follows: 237Np/239Pu ¼ 0.48 � 0.07; 240Pu/239Pu ¼
0.180 � 0.014; 241Pu/239Pu ¼ 0.00194 � 0.00028

(decay-corrected to 1 January 2000); and 242Pu/239Pu¼
0.00387 � 0.00071. Plutonium that has been subjected

to lengthy reactor irradiation (i.e., “burn-up”) also

contains relatively larger abundances of the heavier

isotopes. As is seen in Fig. 20.2, the Pu isotopic

composition from power reactors can vary widely,

being characteristic of the neutron flux and reactor

conditions.

A specific global source of 238Pu is the 1964

atmospheric burn-up of the radioisotope thermoelectric

generator onboard the US satellite SNAP-9A. Upon

re-entry to the atmosphere, the satellite incinerated and

released ~6 � 1014 Bq of 238Pu into the southern Hemi-

sphere stratosphere (Harley 1980). The vast majority of

the SNAP-9A 238Pu was subsequently deposited in the

southern Hemisphere, since limited mixing occurs

between the northern and southern Hemisphere strato-

spheric air masses. The SNAP 238Pu is now blended

with stratospheric fallout Pu, and as a result, the north-

ern and southern Hemispheres exhibit 238Pu/239+240Pu

signatures of ~0.025 and 0.25, respectively (Sam et al.

2000). The 1978 re-entry of the Soviet satellite Cosmos-

954 over northern Canada led to its mechanical des-

truction upon impact; large debris was recovered by

clean-up teams; however, high-altitude balloon sam-

pling conducted by the USA demonstrated minimal

presence of debris in the atmosphere (Krey et al. 1979).

Another well-known situation where TRU source

mixing is observed is in marine systems. Nuclear fuel

re-processing facilities such as Sellafield (UK) and La

Hague (France) historically released large quantities

of TRU and fission products into Northern Hemi-

sphere oceans (Hong et al. 2011); some of these

nuclides have remained in the water column, though

large amounts have become associated with sediments

in coastal areas through particle scavenging processes.

In the Pacific Ocean, extensive mixing occurs between

directly deposited stratospheric (global) fallout, and

close-in regional fallout from the Pacific Proving

Ground (PPG). PPG fallout was deposited mainly

Fig. 20.2 Characteristic ranges for 240Pu/239Pu in stratospheric

fallout and other prominent sources of TRU in the surface

environment
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from US tests in the 1952–1958 pre-moratorium time-

frame (Koide et al. 1985; Hong et al. 2011). As shown

in Fig. 20.2, 240Pu/239Pu is higher in PPG fallout than

stratospheric fallout; this isotopic difference is very

useful towards tracing the transport of dissolved Pu in

the North Pacific (e.g., Zheng and Yamada 2004).

20.2 Techniques for Sample Collection,
Processing, and Analysis

20.2.1 Sampling and Sample Size

TRU are commonly determined in environmental

media such as soils, sediments, water, atmospheric

aerosols, atmospheric deposition, snow pack, ice

cores, and biota. Procedures for sampling these

media are very similar to methods used in other

types of geochemical analysis. TRU are mainly

found in surficial soils and sediments; in undisturbed

soils, essentially the entire inventory is concentrated in

the top 30 cm (Kelley et al. 1999). Grab and composite

soil samples are obtained using trowels, augers, and

shallow coring tools. Boulyga et al. (2003) collected

soil cores to a depth of 20 cm, subsequently sectioned

into 1 cm intervals, in order to study the depth distri-

bution of Pu and 241Am in soils from Belarus.

In sediments, the depositional TRU inventory may

be focused in a shallow band of <5 cm or distributed

across several meters of sediment, depending upon the

sedimentation conditions. Coring techniques are best

selected based on the water depth and sediment thick-

ness to be recovered. Ketterer et al. (2004a) utilized a

“Mini-Mackereth” corer based upon the design of

Mackereth (1969) to recover a 120 cm core from

170 m water depth in Loch Ness; detectable levels of
239Pu, 240Pu, and 241Am were found in the top 20 cm

of this core. For situations requiring coring to greater

depths, other devices such as piston corers (e.g., Nesje

1992) are appropriate.

Determinations of TRU in soil samples require

enough mass to isolate and measure (by decay count-

ing or mass spectrometry techniques) a sufficient num-

ber of detector events. The sensitivity of a mass

spectrometric determination is governed by numbers

of analyte atoms; decay-counting analyses are con-

strained by the numbers of decays that can be recorded

during a reasonable counting period. The requisite

sample mass may be in the mg range for high activity

soils or sediments, particularly where sensitive tech-

niques such as thermal ionization mass spectrometry

(TIMS) are used. Kelley et al. (1999) used TIMS

to determine 237Np and Pu isotopes, including low-

abundance 241Pu and 242Pu in 1 g of surficial soil.

Zheng and Yamada (2006a) used SF-ICP-MS to deter-

mine 239Pu and 240Pu in 0.1–1 g samples of settling

marine particles. In other cases, sample sizes of

10–100 g are utilized to improve detection of low

concentrations of the analyte; Agarande et al. (2001)

used sector field inductively coupled plasma mass

spectrometry (SF-ICPMS) for 241Am determinations,

using up to 100 g for soils and sediments containing

<1 Bq/kg (massic activity) of 241Am from strato-

spheric fallout. For the alpha spectrometric determina-

tion of Pu, Am and Cm isotopes, Mietelski and Was

(1997) used soil aliquots of 20–40 g.

In other situations, the available amount of analyte is

not the basis for determining sample size; rather, one is

concerned with analyzing a singe aliquot with sufficient

mass to contain a statistical representation of high-

activity “hot” particles. Maxwell (2008) described the

preparation of 100–200 g aliquots to meet this need for

determinations of Pu, Am, and Cm in soils.

Preservation is not required for soils and sediments,

since the transuranic elements are particle-reactive

and non-volatile; however, collection of water sam-

ples typically requires preservation by acidification. In

a demonstrative example of this methodology,

Yamada et al. (2006) collected 250 L seawater sam-

ples, which were acidified to pH <2 with HCl and

treated with 3 g of Fe3+ (aq) carrier before co-

precipitation of Pu with Fe(OH)3. The precipitate

was separated aboard ship prior to further processing

in a land-based laboratory. The determination of TRU

in seawater and other natural waters typically requires

very large volume-samples, as the 239+240Pu activity

ranges from 1–10 mBq/m3 in the open oceans up to

>100 mBq/m3 in semi-enclosed waters near specific

sources such as the Irish Sea (Lindahl et al. 2010).

20.2.2 Sample Pre-Treatment
Instrumental Methods of Analysis

241Am in solid samples at�Bq/kg activity is amenable

to direct gamma spectrometric determination
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(Warwick et al. 1996); with this exception, most other

TRU analytical procedures require destructive radio-

chemical analyses. The following is a typical sequence

of steps: (1) weighing of a homogenous sample ali-

quot; (2) addition of a spike isotope, also referred to as

a yield tracer; (3) sample treatment with reagents suit-

able to dissolve the entire sample or quantitatively

extract the target analyte from the matrix; (4) separa-

tion of the analyte from the dissolved sample matrix,

and (5) analyte determination by decay-counting or

mass spectrometric techniques. A long-lived spike

isotope for 237Np is not commercially available,

though Kelley et al. (1999) used a reactor-produced
236Np (t1/2 ¼ 1.54 � 105 years) spike in their TIMS

work. Other workers have used freshly prepared 239Np

(t1/2 ¼ 2.36 days) counted separately by gamma spec-

trometry (Morris et al. 2000), or 242Pu as a pseudo-

spike isotope, the latter taking advantage of the rather

similar chemical behavior of Np(IV) and Pu(IV) in

separations (Chen et al. 2002). Pu determinations

entail using 2.86 years half-life 236Pu spike (Mietelski

and Was 1995) and in some cases, 244Pu (Kelley et al.

1999), though 242Pu has been most widely used and is

available as certified solutions from the US’s National

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and the

European Union’s Institute for Reference Materials

and Measurements (IRMM). 236Pu and 244Pu would

be the ideal spikes to use in alpha spectrometry (AS)

and mass spectrometry (MS), respectively, as these

isotopes are essentially absent in most samples and

their presence does not interfere with analyte isotope

measurements. Some tracing studies entail determina-

tion of the sample’s indigenous 242Pu/239Pu; in this

case, the preparation of both 242Pu-spiked and un-

spiked sub-samples is required. 243Am is widely avail-

able as certified solutions and is the routine spike used

for determination of 241Am by AS and MS. For mea-

surements of Cm, 243+244Cm is usually measured as a

single un-resolved activity peak by AS versus a 243Am

pseudo-spike, taking advantage of the very similar

separation behavior of Am and Cm (Mietelski and

Was 1997).

In many types of solid environmental samples,

TRU can be quantitatively extracted by leaching with

mineral acids (HNO3 and/or HNO3-HCl) since these

elements are not incorporated into the crystal lattices

of naturally occurring minerals. TRU from strato-

spheric fallout origin are readily recovered in this

manner, which simplifies chemical pre-treatment.

A representative example is the procedure followed

by Liao et al. (2008), in which sediment samples were

leached with 8 M HNO3 on a 200�C hot plate for 4 h.

Acid leaching is simplified by first dry-ashing of the

samples at 450–600�C to thoroughly remove organic

matter. Nevertheless, some samples contain TRU in

physical/chemical forms not recoverable by simple

acid leaching; in this event, more rigorous treatment

with HF-containing acid mixtures or fusion with alka-

line salts is preferred. Sill (1975) first advocated the

routine use of high-temperature fusions for complete

dissolution of “refractory” TRU contained within

fused vitreous silicate particles or in oxide particles

previously subjected to high-temperature calcination.

Cizdziel et al. (2008) used HNO3-HF-H3BO3 dissolu-

tions on ~3 g sub-samples to dissolve Pu contained in

vitreous silicates originating from the NTS. Kenna

(2002) used HNO3-HF dissolutions for determination

of Np and Pu isotopes in ~10 g environmental samples

prior to MS determinations.

In the analysis of water samples, isolation and

purification of the TRU elements is generally a

multi-stage process. A typical sequence consists of

filtration, preservation by acidification, addition of

spike isotopes and carriers, precipitation of a carrier

such as Fe(OH)3 or MnO2, collection of the TRU-

containing precipitate, dissolution of the precipitate,

and a subsequent chemical separation of the TRU

from the re-dissolved precipitate. Examples of specific

procedures for determination of TRU in large-volume

water samples are given elsewhere (Chiappini et al.

1999; Yamada et al. 2006; Baskaran et al. 2009).

Following dissolution or leaching, TRU are isolated

by preparative separation techniques. In many cases,

a targeted TRU element can be separated from other

TRU elements, or other more abundant actinides such

as Th and U, by taking advantage of differences in

redox behavior. For example, U can be maintained as

U(VI) under conditions where Pu is stable as Pu(IV);

the latter is easily pre-concentrated on anion exchange

resins from nitrate solutions while U(VI) is not

retained under the same conditions. The preparative

steps are intended to remove the sample matrix and

any components interfering directly with measure-

ment of the targeted isotope(s), and to enhance the

concentration of the target element. Chemical purity

(for MS) and obtaining a thin deposit for minimal peak

tailing, in AS, are often more paramount considera-

tions than the chemical yield. Co-precipitation with
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Fe(OH)3, MnO2, or calcium oxalate are typical initial

separation steps in analysis of water samples (Yamada

et al. 2006; Becker et al. 2004), and sometimes solid

samples (Maxwell 2008). Separations are generally

based upon ion-exchange schemes with anion or cat-

ion resin columns, or selective solid-phase extractants

(Ketterer and Szechenyi 2008). The development

of commercially available extraction resins for Np,

Pu and Am/Cm has greatly simplified TRU separation

processes, allowing for the use of small columns and

reagent volumes with minimal waste generation

(Thakkar 2002).

20.2.3 Instrumental Methods of Analysis

Alpha spectrometry is the classical approach used for

decades in the determination of Pu, Am and Cm (for

a recent review see Vajda and Kim 2010), though the

method is less practical for longer-lived isotopes (e.g.,
237Np and 244Pu). In AS, the element of interest is

prepared as a thin-film deposit by microprecipitation

with NdF3, or electrodeposition (Baskaran et al. 2009;

Vajda and Kim 2010); the source is placed into

an evacuated chamber with a planar Si detector.

Equipped with a multi-channel analyzer, the alpha

spectrum (Fig. 20.3) is acquired over sufficient count-

ing time to collect adequate counts for the analyte and

spike isotopes (typically hours–weeks). Themain advan-

tages of AS include its use of relatively simple and

inexpensive hardware, the ability to re-measure previ-

ously prepared sources, and the ability to determine

selected isotopes such as 238Pu and 241Am that have

shorter half-lives or serious isobaric interferences in

MS. Besides the long acquisition times, the other

major drawback in the AS determination of Pu is

its inability to routinely resolve 239Pu and 240Pu,

precluding using 240Pu/239Pu as a powerful isotopic

fingerprint, though this is sometimes possible in high-

activity samples by spectral de-convolution methods

(Montero and Sanchez 2001). With AS methods, dis-

criminatory activity ratios routinely studied as source

tracers include 238Pu/239+240Pu (Mietelski and Was

1995) and 241Am/239+240Pu. AS remains the preferred

approach for determinations of 238Pu, 241Am and
243+244Cm, and it appears unlikely that MS will

become competitive in the future for measurements

of these isotopes.
241Pu is a beta-emitting isotope not directly

detectable by alpha spectrometry, though it has been

measured by alpha-counting the ingrown 241Am after

a 1–2 year delay (Mietelski et al. 1999). Alternatively,
241Pu is directly measured by beta scintillation techni-

ques, enabling source discrimination and mixing

calculations using 241Pu/239+240Pu activity ratios

(Mietelski et al. 1999).

Though it has long had a niche presence in

specialized studies (Hardy et al. 1980; Koide et al.

1985), MS has recently enjoyed a tremendous renais-

sance for low-level measurements of TRU in environ-

mental samples (Lariviere et al. 2006; Ketterer and

Szechenyi 2008; Lindahl et al. 2010). Mass spectrom-

etry is inherently advantageous in determinations of

long-lived radionuclides having t1/2 �1,000 years

(Lariviere et al. 2006). Several MS techniques have

been widely used in TRU determinations, including

TIMS, ICPMS, resonance ionization MS (RIMS),

accelerator MS (AMS), and secondary ionization MS

(SIMS); the role of different MS techniques is dis-

cussed in more detail elsewhere (Lariviere et al.

2006; Ketterer and Szechenyi 2008). Though sample

preparation is still required, the typical MS determina-

tion is performed in a few minutes versus hours–days

for decay-counting methods. A mass spectrum depict-

ing the detection of 237Np, 239Pu and 240Pu in a strato-

spheric fallout-containing surface soil is shown in

Fig. 20.4.

At this point in time, quadrupole and sector field

ICPMS (Q-ICPMS, SF-ICPMS) dominate all the

others in numbers of studies, while the remaining MS

techniques are nonetheless invaluable in specialized

Counts/channel
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Fig. 20.3 Alpha spectrum of Pu isotopes prepared from 20 g of

a surface soil sample from southern Poland; dissolution method

per Mietelski and Was (1995). Energy width ¼ 7 keV per chan-

nel; measurement time ¼ 1.0 days; 0.0837 Bq 236Pu tracer was

added at the onset of the preparation
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situations. ICPMS has achieved “workhorse” status

because of its widespread availability in labs world-

wide; instruments have relatively low capital cost

(<$150,000 US for a basic Q-ICPMS). ICPMS is

highly compatible with automated introduction of

liquid samples, and has modest operator skill require-

ments. Sample throughput, after preparation of sepa-

rated sample aliquots, can surpass 100 samples/day.

The contrast between ICPMS and AS is apparent

by considering the determination of 1 pg of recovered
239Pu, corresponding to 2.5 � 109 atoms and an a
decay rate of 2.3 mBq. With an AS counting efficiency

of 30% (Vajda and Kim 2010), approximately 17 days

are required to collect 1,000 detector events, yielding a

relative counting error of 3.1%. However, even with a

relatively atom counting efficiency of 0.01% typical of

Q-ICPMS, approximately 50,000 atom counts can be

registered (in a 20% duty cycle peak-jump experiment

with five isotopes sequentially counted) in a matter

of several minutes time. Significantly better atom

counting efficiencies are routine in SF-ICPMS, and

specialized TIMS methods have achieved ionization

efficiencies of 2% for 237Np and ~5% for Pu isotopes

(Kelley et al. 1999). The main drawbacks of MS

versus decay-counting techniques are permanent

contamination of the instrument, high hardware

costs, and difficulties with determination of some spe-

cific isotopes that have relatively short half-lives, such

as 238Pu. Mass spectrometric techniques, particularly

ICPMS and SIMS, can be constrained by interfering

isobaric polyatomic ions, which are not resolved under

low-resolution conditions where sensitivity is opti-

mum. In ICPMS, isobars such as PbCl+ (Nygren

et al. 2003) can generally be removed by suitable

preparative separations prior to the determination

step; the well-known 238U1H interference on 239Pu is

not problematic if U is sufficiently eliminated before-

hand (Ketterer et al. 2004a). In AMS, isobars and

abundance sensitivity effects are completely elimi-

nated by high-energy charge-exchange reactions, and

definitive detection of transuranic isotopes is per-

formed in an interference-free manner (Fifield 2008).

AMS, however, is very capital- and operator skill-

intensive, with only a few systems currently in use

worldwide for TRU determinations in niche applica-

tions. The main advantage of SIMS is its imaging

capability and the possibility of performing elemental

and isotopic analyses of individual particles, which

represents an important capability in nuclear safe-

guards applications (Pöll€anen et al. 2006).

20.2.4 Figures of Merit

Some representative detection limits for MS determi-

nations of Pu in environmental samples are given in

Table 20.1. In general, these detection limits are far

superior to AS, which affords detection limits of ca.

0.1–1 mBq/sample (Vajda and Kim 2010). Total pro-

pagated uncertainties for analytical results of <5% are

achieved relatively easily, and can be better than 1% in

some instances. ICPMS or TIMS with multiple ion

counting systems (Taylor et al. 2001) potentially

offers excellent precision for ratio measurements,

both of the sample isotope ratios, and sample-spike

atom ratios for isotope dilution determinations.

Though these MC-ICPMS systems are expensive and

not widely used, they have potential for producing

outstanding accuracy if all sources of systematic

error (namely isobars, mass discrimination, and detec-

tor cross-calibration effects) can be accounted for.

Taylor et al. (2001) illustrated the determination of

Counts / sec
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1E+0
237 238

Mass (amu)

239 240

237NP

238U

239Pu

240Pu

242Pu
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Fig. 20.4 Sector field ICP mass spectrum of Pu extracted from

50 g of a surface soil sample from Chihuahua, Mexico; acid-

leaching and Pu separation per Ketterer et al. (2002). Mass

spectral data were collected by averaging 50 one-second sweeps

in the depicted mass range; the 242Pu peak originates from 50 pg

of added yield tracer; 238U is the amount remaining after

removal of >99.999% of the originally leached U content
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240Pu/239Pu in 100 fg Pu with 0.7% RSD, and with

a precision of better than 0.15% RSD with 3 pg Pu (the

latter quantity corresponds to a mixture of 6.1 � 109

atoms 239Pu and 1.4 � 109 atoms 240Pu, or 5.6 mBq
239Pu and 4.7 mBq 240Pu). Clearly, the combination of

high transmission efficiency along with simultaneous

counting of multiple ion beams at 100% duty cycle is

responsible for these outstanding attributes.

Many different standard reference materials are

readily available from NIST or IAEA for assay of

activities of 238Pu, 239+240Pu, and 241Am (a list of

reference materials is given in Baskaran et al. 2009).

Materials are available that contain nuclides from

stratospheric fallout and/or other sources in a range

of activities; some examples of commonly used assay

standards are given in Table 20.2. Reference materials

certified for activities of one or more Cm isotopes are

lacking, owing largely to the paucity of environmental

Cm studies. Materials certified for 237Np activity and/

or 237Np/239Pu (along with the availability of 236Np

from a commercial or governmental agency source)

represent an additional need.

Since many studies are focusing on TRU in seawa-

ter, particularly Pu, a standard reference material

(IAEA 381, Irish Sea Water) has become available.

However, this material contains grossly elevated

levels of radionuclides originating from the Sellafield

nuclear fuel reprocessing facility; for instance,
239+240Pu is certified at 0.0137 � 0.0012 Bq/kg, or

about 14 Bq/m3, which is 1,000–10,000-fold higher

than typical Pu activities in open ocean water. Though

the availability of a seawater standard certified for

baseline Pu activities, along with atom ratios, would

be greatly beneficial to the marine radiochemistry

community, the preparation of this material would be

exceedingly difficult.

Table 20.1 Representative detection and performance limits for determination of Pu in environmental samples

Technique Detection limits Comments Reference

TIMS 10 fg 239+240Pu Early TIMS work; ice cores Koide et al. (1985)

TIMS ~0.01 fg for 241Pu, 242Pu Precise ratio measurements in ~1 g soils; total

dissolution with HNO3/HF;
244Pu spike

Kelley et al. (1999)

RIMS ~0.4–4 fg for each isotope Soil and sediment analysis; alkali fusion for total

dissolution

Nunnemann et al. (1998)

AMS <0.1 fg 239Pu Ice cores; analysis constrained by 2–5 fg procedural

blanks for 240Pu and 239Pu

Olivier et al. (2004)

Q-ICPMSa 20 fg 239+240Pu Ratio measurements in Pu solution SRM’s,

IAEA-135 sediment

Godoy et al. (2007)

SF-ICPMSa 5 fg 237Np, 239Pu, 240Pu,
241Pu

10 g samples (LOD 0.5 fg/g); total dissolution

with HNO3/HF;
236Np and 242Pu spikes;

sediments and soils

Kenna (2002)

0.07 fg 242Pu Analysis of settling marine particles 0.03–0.50 g Zheng and Yamada (2006a)

MC-ICPMS <5 fg 242Pu <10% RSD achieved for 242Pu/239Pu ratio

measurements with 5 fg 242Pu; extracts

from sediments

Taylor et al. (2001)

aMore discussion and examples of ICPMS detection limits for Pu are given in a review by Kim et al. (2007)

Table 20.2 Standard reference materials with certified activities of TRU in environmental sample matrices

Materiala Certified activities Uncertified (information values)

NIST 4350b, Columbia River Sediment 238Pu, 239+240Pu, 241Am 240Pu/239Pu atom ratio

NIST 4353a, rocky flats soil #2 238Pu, 239+240Pu 241Am, 240Pu/239Pu, 241Pu/239Pu

NIST 4354, lake sediment 238Pu, 239+240Pu, 241Am

NIST 4357, ocean sediment 238Pu, 239+240Pu 241Am, 237Np

IAEA 375, soil 238Pu, 239+240Pu, 241Am

IAEA 381, Irish sea water 237Np, 238Pu, 239Pu, 240Pu, 239+240Pu, 241Am 240Pu/239Pu atom ratiob

IAEA 384, Fangataufa Sediment 238Pu, 239+240Pu, 241Am 239Pu, 240Pu, 241Pu

IAEA 385, Irish Sea Sediment 238Pu, 239+240Pu, 241Am 239Pu, 240Pu, 241Pu
aNIST National Institute of Standards and Technology; IAEA International Atomic Energy Agency (Povinec et al. 2002)
bA recommended 240Pu/239Pu value of 0.22 � 0.03 is given by IAEA. Zheng and Yamada (2007) reported 240Pu/239Pu ¼ 0.2315

� 0.0008
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Certified Pu atom ratio standards are available from

the US Department of Energy’s New Brunswick Labs

as CRM 136 and 137 (12 and 18% 240Pu, respec-

tively), though NBL is, at present, unwilling to distrib-

ute these CRM’s in quantities smaller than 250 mg of

Pu metal. The European Union’s Institute for Refer-

ence Materials and Measurements (IRMM) now

sells 1 mg sets of solid Pu nitrate materials certified

for 239Pu/242Pu atom ratios; however, these materials

are less useful for evaluating data for the environmen-

tally significant ratios 240Pu/239Pu and 241Pu/239Pu.

Also lacking are natural matrix reference materials

certified for Pu atom ratios, though numerous referee

analyses of Pu assay SRM’s have been published (e.g.,

Muramatsu et al. 2001; Zheng and Yamada 2007;

Ketterer and Szechenyi 2008). In conclusion, critical

needs are the development of a spike for mass spec-

trometric determination of 237Np, and the develop-

ment of standards for Pu isotopic compositions, in

small-quantity solutions, and particularly in actual

environmental media.

20.3 Uses of TRU as Tracers
and Chronometers

Several prominent areas of applicability exist for using

TRU in the context of environmental/geochemical

tracing. These may be broadly classified as (1) chron-

ostratigraphy of sediments and related recent Holo-

cene deposits; (2) using fallout TRU as quantitative

probes of soil erosion, transport and deposition; (3)

investigating water mass circulation, the transport and

scavenging of particulate matter, and tracking the

marine geochemical behavior of the TRU elements

themselves in the marine environment; and (4) studies

of the local/regional transport, deposition and inven-

tories of non-fallout TRU in the surficial environment.

Each of these is considered separately, again with the

perspective that Pu is the most prominent analytical

target in all four applications. In some instances, e.g.

(1) and (2), one focuses on the globally deposited

stratospheric fallout signal, which has a well-known

source term. In principle, it should be sufficient to

determine activity of one or more TRU nuclides; how-

ever, in practice, source provenance with ratios such as
240Pu/239Pu (Fig. 20.2) is essential.

20.3.1 Chronostratigraphy of Recent
Deposits

Layered, cumulative deposits, including aquatic sedi-

ments, peats, and ice cores require reliable chronology

in studies of phenomena such as anthropogenic pollu-

tion and climate change. Th-U dating and 14C

(t1/2 ¼ 5,730 years) are effective for longer time-

scales, though the well-known excess 210Pb method

is broadly applicable to these deposits for the past

100–200 years (Baskaran and Santschi 2002). 210Pb

(t1/2 ¼ 22.2 years) is a model-dependent dating

method that assumes a constant rate of supply or

constant initial concentration of the excess (unsup-

ported) 210Pb. In contrast, the delivery of stratospheric

fallout has a well-defined history (refer to Fig. 20.1)

and a signal recognizable worldwide, even in the

Southern Hemisphere. Chronostratigraphic dating pin-

points one or more specific event-associated dates in

the layered deposits, and thus is an excellent compli-

ment to 210Pb chronology. Chronostratigraphy based

upon stratospheric fallout has long been performed

using 137Cs; in freshwater aquatic sediments, Cs is

associated with fine-grained clay sediments, interca-

lating into smectites and illites (Ritchie and McHenry

1990). In an ideal depositional setting, fallout accumu-

lation would precisely coincide with the depositional

history (Fig. 20.1); however, in real systems, the fall-

out nuclides appear in the sediment profile as a result

of mixing of direct atmospheric deposition with

previously deposited fallout transported in from the

catchment basin. These mixing processes, along with

time-averaging of material that can remain suspended

for long period of times, have the effect of dampening

the precise monthly and annual deposition patterns

apparent in Fig. 20.1. As a result, one is usually only

able to pinpoint three specific dates from the sediment

record: (1) fallout onset (1952–1954), (2) maximum

activity (1963), and (3) the date of core collection. In

most cases, the pre-moratorium and post-moratorium

peaks are not separately resolved, and frequently,

post-deposition disturbances of the sediment record

exact additional loss of resolution or distortion of the

record. Post-deposition mixing, whether by physical

turbation processes, or by bioturbation, tends to intro-

duce ambiguity in the accurate detection of the onset

date marker, although in many of these cases a clear

1963 maximum is still evident. Indeed, an evaluation
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of the quality/integrity of the un-disturbed sediment

record can be garnered from examining or modeling

the sediment activity profile versus the atmospheric

deposition source term. Cores exhibiting erratic activ-

ity profiles or un-interpretable chronostratigraphies

tend to be of limited utility in studies where an

accurate timeline is required as part of investigations

of other recent phenomena such as pollution or climate

histories.

Although 137Cs chronostratigraphy has proven

quite successful, it is limited by analytical constraints

(i.e., the need to gamma-count many individual sam-

ples for hours–days) as well as an appreciable loss of

activity due to decay (about two-thirds of the origi-

nally deposited fallout 137Cs inventory has decayed

away by the year 2010). In regions affected by Cher-

nobyl fallout, including many parts of northern Europe

and the former Soviet Union, an additional, larger

1986 137Cs signal is also present. 137Cs is also less

successful as a date marker in marine systems, where

Kd for Cs is much lower than in freshwater systems

due to competition between Cs and high concentra-

tions of other alkali cations. As alternatives to Cs, any

of the TRU similarly associated with stratospheric

fallout could be used, and there is now substantial

interest in using 239+240Pu in this application. Jaakkola

et al. (1983) first used 239+240Pu activities, measured

by AS, in a chronostratigraphic study of sediments in

Finnish lakes, demonstrating close agreement between

the 239+240Pu and 137Cs profiles. The labor involved

and the low throughput of AS for 239+240Pu activity

measurements render this nuclide less attractive if

measured by AS; however, ICPMS-based 239+240Pu

activity measurements can be performed rapidly and

at low cost. In a proof-of-principle study, Ketterer

et al. (2002) used Q-ICPMS to determine a 239+240Pu

chronology at Old Woman Creek (Ohio, USA); 20 g

samples were leached with 16 M HNO3, and the

resulting 239+240Pu profile was in excellent agreement

with 137Cs. Other studies have used SF-ICPMS (e.g.,

Ketterer et al. 2004a; Liao et al. 2008; Reynolds et al.

2010), Q-ICPMS (Schiff et al. 2010) or AMS (Tims

et al. 2010) and in many cases, excellent results were

realized with small sample aliquots of <1 g.

Global inventories of TRU are dominated by strato-

spheric fallout; nevertheless, it is a pre-condition of

chronostratigraphy to be able to demonstrate, unequiv-

ocally, that the source term (Fig. 20.1) is precisely

what is being measured in a particular setting. This

confirmation of source cannot be performed in con-

ventional 137Cs chronostratigraphy, which is based

upon activity measurements of a single radionuclide.

Advantageously, mass spectrometric measurements of

Pu can confirm or disprove the stratospheric fallout

origin of Pu through examining the 240Pu/239Pu atom

ratio (Fig. 20.2). An example of this vetting of the Pu

source is shown in Fig. 20.5 for a small arctic lake in

southern Alaska (Schiff et al. 2010). The Pu activity

record indicates the onset of 239+240Pu detection at

8.50–9.00 cm and a 239+240Pu activity maximum at

5.20–5.40 cm. All depth intervals for which adequate
240Pu/239Pu ratio counting statistics were realized, in

fact, exhibit Pu with atom ratios within measurement

error of the stratospheric fallout composition (Kelley

et al. 1999).

An important advantage of using 239+240Pu chron-

ostratigraphy in preference to 137Cs is its applicability

to marine sediments. Even though 210Pb chronology is

applicable in marine settings as well, it is nevertheless

very instructive to validate the results using a second,

independent tracer such as Pu. In studies of shelf

sediments at Poverty Bay (New Zealand), Miller and

Kuehl (2009) used 239+240Pu activities, measured in

acid-leached samples by SF-ICPMS. Despite the

lower inventories of stratospheric fallout in the South-

ern Hemisphere, Pu was readily measured in these

sediments and the resulting 239+240Pu activity profiles

validated the 210Pb-inferred chronologies. Sanders

et al. (2010) successfully determined sediment accu-

mulation rates and 239+240Pu penetration depths in

intertidal mangrove mudflats at a coastal location in

southeastern Brazil.

20.3.2 Soil Erosion, Transport,
and Deposition

The erosion, transport, and re-deposition of soil are

of paramount concern in agriculture as well as the

earth sciences. These processes have been studied for

decades, and the importance of land-use and tillage

practices in minimizing erosion rates is now recog-

nized (Matisoff and Whiting 2011). For obtaining a

quantitative understanding of these processes, 137Cs

has been used since the 1960’s, along with 210Pb and

several cosmogenic isotopes (Matisoff and Whiting

2011). Such studies are based upon known source
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timing with an initially uniform deposition of an iso-

tope within a small-scale experimental area. A “refer-

ence inventory” (Bq/m2) is measured at “undisturbed”

locations within or adjoining the study area, and loss

or gain of soil by erosion or sedimentation is inferred

via comparative measurements of inventories at each

specific location versus the reference inventory. 137Cs

is well-known in this context, as Cs strongly associates

with soil particles (particularly clays) and can be

counted using the 661.62 keV gamma photon peak.

These studies require an accurate two-dimensional

picture of the inventory loss or gain, which is related

to the erosion rate via various models (Ritchie and

McHenry 1990). As such, a detailed inventory map

of even a small field site requires many samples (i.e.,

hundreds), and the rate of data generation is con-

strained by numbers of available gamma counters. In

Chernobyl-affected locations, the use of stratospheric

fallout 137Cs is complicated by a second 1986 source

term that was deposited non-uniformly as tropospheric

fallout; gamma spectrometric de-convolution of the

1963 and Chernobyl fallout terms using 134Cs/137Cs

activity ratios is no longer possible now that Cherno-

byl-produced 134Cs (t1/2 ¼ 2.06 years) has decayed

to non-detectable levels. However, TIMS was used

by Lee et al. (1993) to measure 137Cs/135Cs; the

long-lived 135Cs isotope (t1/2 ¼ 2.3 � 106 years)

potentially allows for source discrimination between

stratospheric fallout and other 137Cs components of

the soil.

TRU isotopes, especially 239+240Pu, are attractive

alternatives to 137Cs, as these isotopes are also asso-

ciated with soil particles, though they may be present

in different soil mineral phases than Cs. Huh and Su

(2004) compared the application of 137Cs and
239+240Pu in Taiwan soils, finding that Cs and Pu

Fig. 20.5 239+240Pu chronstratigraphy in Bear Lake, Alaska.

The location of the lake is shown in the top left panel. 239+240Pu

is first detected in the 8.5–9.0 cm depth interval (ca. 1952) and

the peak activity is located at 5.2–5.4 cm, ascribed to 1963/

1964. The 240Pu/239Pu atom ratios, which could be measured in

many of the samples with <0.5 g dry sediment, indicate that the

Pu is derived from stratospheric fallout
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conveyed very similar information about soil inven-

tories and transport. When combined with MS (rather

than AS) measurements, it is apparent that Pu has

significant under-utilized potential as a tracer of soil

re-distribution. Further, the distribution of TRU from

the Chernobyl accident is much more constrained

than is the case with 137Cs; the TRU isotopes are

specifically associated with non-volatile fuel particles

(Mietelski and Was 1995, 1997), as opposed to Cs,

which was volatilized in the reactor accident and

became widespread over Europe and Russia. Once

again, MS, through measurements of 240Pu/239Pu

and/or other ratios, routinely allows evaluation of

source provenance so that a specific input function

(namely, stratospheric fallout) can be confirmed, or

de-convoluted if mixed sources are identified.

Kaste et al. (2006) compared 137Cs and 239+240Pu

depth profiles in soils from the Konza Prairie site

(Kansas, USA), an un-disturbed tall-grass prairie.

The activity profiles were very similar, leading to the

inference that 239+240Pu could serve the same purpose

as a soil erosion tracer. Everett et al. (2008) used AMS

to determine 239+240Pu activities in soils from the

Herbert River catchment area in northeastern Queens-

land (Australia); again, 239+240Pu and 137Cs conveyed

similar information about erosion and re-distribution

of soils in this Southern Hemisphere location. In a

study focusing on aeolian transport of surface soils in

the steppes of west Texas, Van Pelt et al. (in prepara-

tion) compared 137Cs and 239+240Pu activities in soils

and transported dusts, again demonstrating the rather

similar inferences possible for these two systems

(Fig. 20.6).

20.3.3 Transport and Scavenging
in Marine Systems

The oceans have received TRU, mainly through global

fallout, both as direct atmospheric deposition and as

material transported from the continents. Once again,

the greatest emphasis in published studies has been on

Pu. Sholkovitz (1983) summarized early studies on Pu

marine geochemistry. Subsequent to Sholkovitz’s

review, it is now increasingly apparent that the behav-

ior of Pu in the oceans is very complex. More recent

reviews by Skipperud (2004) and Lindahl et al. (2010)

describe the behavior of Pu in the arctic marine envi-

ronment, with prominent mention of the significance

of atom ratio data obtained by mass spectrometry.

Classic alpha spectrometric 239+240Pu activity mea-

surements in marine studies often do not provide ade-

quate insight into marine Pu sources. Nevertheless,

marine Pu transport depends dramatically upon its

source and hence physicochemical speciation, with

the oxidation state, size fractionation, and chemical

composition of Pu-bearing particles all inevitably

determining the resulting behavior. Therefore, MS

can play a vital role in these studies, both in terms

of measuring activities of very small quantities of

Pu, and additionally, in isotopic analysis for source

discrimination.

The Pacific Ocean has received significant local/

regional fallout from 1946 to 1958 tests at the US’s

Pacific Proving Grounds and from 1966 to 1974

French tests at Mururoa and Fangataufu. The first

ocean-wide study of Pu in the Pacific Ocean originated

with the GEOSEC sampling program in the early

Fig. 20.6 Comparison of 239+240Pu and 137Cs

activities in soils from west Texas, USA. 137Cs was

determined by gamma spectrometry (24 h counting

times); 239+240Pu was determined by SF-ICPMS in

50 g sub-samples leached with 100 mL of 16 M

HNO3 for 16 h at 80�C
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1970’s, some 10–15 years after the major input of

fallout Pu (Bowen et al. 1980). Since then, Pu activ-

ities and the element’s behavior in the water column

and sediments of the Pacific have been intensively

studied. In the South Pacific, Chiappini et al. (1999)

determined 240Pu/239Pu atom ratios and 239+240Pu

activities in surface and deep waters in the vicinity of

Mururoa and Fangataufa atolls. The measurements

were obtained using nominal 500 L sample volumes,

with a co-precipitation/purification procedure being

first used to prepare an alpha spectrometric source;

thereafter, the source deposit was dissolved and ana-

lyzed by high-sensitivity Q-ICPMS. Evidence for a

localized effect from 1966 to 1974 French tests was

manifested as 240Pu/239Pu ratios of 0.07–0.10 in the

upper 500 m of the water column. In the North Pacific,

a pervasive signal is observed for PPG fallout mixed

with stratospheric fallout. The TIMS study of Buesse-

ler (1996) identified 240Pu/239Pu atom ratios in the

range 0.19–0.34 that were ascribed to tropospheric

fallout from the PPG; deep water 240Pu/239Pu atom

ratios were systematically higher than global fallout.

Buesseler (1996) demonstrated that PPG-derived Pu

was more rapidly removed from surface waters than

Pu from stratospheric fallout; corals exhibited
240Pu/239Pu > 0.20 for 1955–1961 growth bands, but
240Pu/239Pu was congruent with stratospheric fallout in

1962–1964 growth. Buesseler (1996) also found evi-

dence for elevated 240Pu/239Pu ratios in surface sedi-

ments as far north as 40
�
N. Subsequent work by many

groups has confirmed and elaborated upon these find-

ings. Various studies have now documented the pres-

ence of PPG fallout in many North Pacific locations,

including the Korean Peninsula (Kim et al. 2004), the

Southern Okinawa Trench (Lee et al. 2004), the Japan

Sea (Zheng and Yamada 2005), the Sea of Okhotsk

(Zheng and Yamada 2006b), and the Sulu and South

China Seas (Dong et al. 2010). In these cases, it is

apparent that Pu is being transported as a solute via

ocean currents; in the pelagic zone, particulate matter

is present at very low concentrations, and there is little

opportunity for particle scavenging. However, once

the currents reach near-shore locations, Pu is scav-

enged from the water column and appears as a

sediment-associated component (Zheng and Yamada

2006c). Yamada and Aono (2002) reported large

particle-associated fluxes of 239+240Pu on the East

China Sea continental margins, which indicated that

episodic lateral transport of particles was signifi-

cant for 239+240Pu delivery on the continental slope in

the East China Sea.

The near-shore removal of Pu from the water col-

umn is quite apparent in the sediment records from

Sagami Bay from the eastern margin of Japan (Zheng

and Yamada 2004). This can best be seen by simul-

taneously evaluating the 240Pu/239Pu atom ratios

alongside the 239+240Pu activity profile (Fig. 20.7).

A 239+240Pu activity peak is observed in Core

Fig. 20.7 Sediment core location from Sagami Bay near

Tokyo, Japan; vertical profiles for 239+240Pu activity,
240Pu/239Pu, and 137Cs activity in Core KT-91-03-8. The vertical

lines shown for comparison versus the 240Pu/239Pu data are

stratospheric fallout (0.18) and Bikini close-in fallout (0.30).

Source: Zheng and Yamada (2004)
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KT-91-03-8 at a depth of 12–14 cm, which coincides

with the 137Cs activity peak; both the 239+240Pu and
137Cs peaks are ascribed to 1963. However, at a depth

of 16–18 cm, preceding the 1963 peak and probably

reflecting mid-late 1950’s sedimentation, a maximum
240Pu/239Pu ratio of 0.277 � 0.004 is observed. In

post-1963 sediments, a rather uniform 240Pu/239Pu

ratio of ~0.23 is observed. These patterns are definitely

produced via mixing of stratospheric fallout Pu

(240Pu/239Pu ~0.18; Kelley et al. 1999) with higher

ratio fallout from the PPG (240Pu/239Pu ~0.30), the

latter being transported with the North Equatorial Cur-

rent and Kuroshio Current. The mixing of PPG source

Pu and stratospheric fallout Pu has been observed in

the water column by Bertine et al. (1986). They found

an average value of 240Pu/239Pu of 0.23 in two seawa-

ter profiles from the North Pacific Ocean; 240Pu/239Pu

was nearly invariant with depth, indicating that Pu has

been homogenized in the water column for a time

period of the past several decades.

Although the PPG close-in fallout Pu could be

removed more rapidly from surface waters than Pu

from stratospheric fallout (Buesseler 1996), high con-

tributions of PPG-origin Pu are still observed in the

surface waters in the Sulu and Indonesian Seas (39%)

and in the South China Sea (42%) after six decades of

their input (Yamada et al. 2006). A recent SF-ICP-MS

study of Yamada and Zheng (2010) found anomalous

increases of 239+240Pu inventory in water columns

of Yamato and Tsushima Basins in the Japan Sea;
239+240Pu inventory in the water columns increased

almost two times in a 10-year time scale, and constant
240Pu/239Pu atom ratios of ca. 0.24 were observed in

seawaters from surface down to 3,000 m deep, indicat-

ing a continuous input and accumulation of Pu with

PPG fallout signal in the Japan Sea.

In addition to the Pacific Ocean, other studies have

examined the marine transport of Pu from specific

point sources. This discrimination is possible using

AS data due to the contrast between 238Pu/239+240Pu

in stratospheric fallout (~0.025) versus Sellafield

emissions (0.20–0.30). Baskaran et al. (1995) sum-

marized the 238Pu/239+240Pu activity ratios in nuclear

effluents from Sellafield and La Hague in dissolved

and suspended particulate phases, surficial sediments,

and terrestrial samples in the Arctic. Based upon a plot

of the 238Pu versus 239+240Pu activities for 82 surface

sediments obtained from the Ob and Yenisey River

deltas and the Kara Sea, Baskaran et al. (1996)

obtained a slope of 0.034 � 0.003, resembling the

Northern Hemisphere fallout activity ratio, and con-

cluded that there is virtually no detectable input from

either the European effluents nor from the dumped

nuclear reactors in the Kara Sea.

Masqué et al. (2003) measured 239+240Pu activities

and 240Pu/239Pu atom ratios in bottom sediments from

the Fram Strait of the Arctic Ocean; the low
240Pu/239Pu atom ratios were ascribed to transport of

Pu from sources in the Kara Sea and Novaya Zemlya

towards the North Atlantic by sea ice. Kershaw et al.

(1999) used AS to demonstrate the transport of

Sellafield-derived Pu in seawater samples from the

northeast Atlantic. Along the northern Scottish coast,

the highest activity sample contained 73 mBq/m3

239+240Pu and a Sellafield-dominated 238Pu/239+240Pu

activity ratio of 0.19. Despite the long-range transport

of Pu into seas well north of the Arctic Circle,

Kershaw et al. (1999) concluded that the vast majority

of Sellafield Pu and 241Am reside in Irish Sea sediments.

In marine and coastal estuarine systems, 239+240Pu

activities have been widely used to delineate sediment

mixing processes, sediment inventories and export,

and average sedimentation rates. Ravichandran et al.

(1995) used 239+240Pu along with excess 210Pb to

investigate sediment deposition processes in the

Sabine-Neches estuary of Texas, USA; the sediment

mixing coefficients were determined using 239+240Pu

activity profiles, which revealed that mixing rates were

relatively small. The average sedimentation rates,

determined via the location of the 1963 fallout activity

maxima, were quite different among four cores, thus

indicating substantial differences in sediment deposi-

tion processes at different locations within the estuary.

Relatively low core inventories of 239+240Pu versus

terrestrial deposition indicated the export of substan-

tial quantities of Pu from the estuary to the continental

shelf. The 239+240Pu activity profiles yielded better

resolution of sedimentation rates than excess 210Pb

activity profiles (Ravichandran et al. 1995). Clearly,

this and other examples illustrate the utility of Pu as a

tracer of marine sedimentation processes in coastal

environments.

One overarching conclusion that can be drawn from

a synthesis of many different marine studies is that the

water column inventories and isotope signatures of

TRU in a specific location cannot necessarily be ratio-

nalized and anticipated as easily as is the case in the

terrestrial environment. While the initial deposition at
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any given point may have stemmed from stratospheric

fallout and/or close-in (tropospheric) debris, it is clear

that oceanic currents play a strong role in transport

and re-distribution of the initial inventory over vast

distances within decadal timescales. Though post-

depositional transport complicates the interpretation

of spatially resolved data, the results can often be

utilized advantageously to obtain new insights into

complex marine transport and scavenging processes

(Livingston and Povinec 2002).

20.3.4 Studies of Local/Regional TRU
Sources in the Surficial
Environment

Relatively limited inferences regarding sources and

mixing processes can be inferred by solely considering

activities, as surficial TRU activities can vary widely

depending upon latitude, rainfall, topography, and

erosion/deposition processes. It is commonplace to

study the characteristics of specific point or local/

regional sources and their mixing with ubiquitous

stratospheric fallout through use of atom and/or activ-

ity ratios. Once again, Pu is the most prominently

studied element, though various studies have consid-

ered Np and Am, and in some cases, Cm, alongside Pu

data. Now that the use of mass spectrometry has

become widespread in these studies, the most com-

monly interpreted discriminatory ratio is 240Pu/239Pu

(refer to Fig. 20.2). Many sources that mix with strato-

spheric fallout have contrasting values of 240Pu/239Pu

as well as other atom/activity ratios.

TRU with contrasting fingerprints is evident from a

large variety of sources, though stratospheric fallout

dominates globally. The 1950’s US Marshall Islands

tests also generated significant higher-ratio close-in

fallout, which is prominently evident in the Pacific

(refer to Sect. 20.3.3). Table 20.3 lists various promi-

nent additional sources of TRU in the environment; in

terms of a global mass balance, stratospheric fallout is

by far the largest, accounting for ~4,000 kg of 239Pu

along with associated amounts of other TRU isotopes

(Harley 1980). Among the other sources, accurate

mass balances are not always known, though many

of these probably amount to <10 kg 239Pu. While the

smaller quantities associated with many different

local/regional sources (Table 20.3) may be of minor

significance in the global sense, in local settings, these

sources may overwhelm the inventories and surface

activities of TRU from stratospheric fallout. Many of

the releases shown in Table 20.3 consist of weapons-

grade Pu with low 240Pu/239Pu ratios of 0.02–0.07,

originating from low-yield tests (Trinity, NTS, Semi-

palatinsk-21, Lop Nor, Reggane, Maralinga, Mururoa/

Fangataufa), weapons deployment (Nagasaki), weap-

ons-grade Pu production reactors (Hanford, Savannah

River, Mayak, and Sellafield/Windscale), or weapons

component fabrication processes (Rocky Flats, Los

Alamos, Krasnoyarsk). The low-yield tests produced

fallout resembling the starting weapons-grade material

because very little production of heavier isotopes

occurred in the low neutron fluxes of these kiloton-

range fission tests. In contrast, Pu from stratospheric

fallout reflects a composite of many high-yield (mega-

ton) tests where intense neutron fluxes generated sig-

nificant quantities of heavier isotopes by neutron

capture processes. Similarly, releases of high burn-up

material from re-processing of power reactor fuel

(Sellafield, La Hague, West Valley) or from power

reactor accidents (Chernobyl) consists of TRU with

enhanced abundances of heavier isotopes such as
240Pu, 241Pu, 242Pu, and heavier elements such as Am

and Cm not originally present in the fuels.

It is commonplace in isotope geochemistry to

investigate mixing processes through a three-isotope,

common denominator plot of C/A versus B/A, where

A, B and C represent individual isotopes. These atom

ratio mixing plots are readily used to pinpoint the

mixing of two specific end-members; binary mixtures

of the end-members alone plot along a “mixing line”

segment, while third sources usually, but do not nec-

essarily have to, appear as deviants from the mixing

line. A well-known example is the use of the atom

ratios 240Pu/239Pu, 241Pu/239Pu, 242Pu/239Pu, and
237Np/239Pu in investigations of mixing between

stratospheric fallout and low-ratio regional fallout

from the NTS (Kelley et al. 1999; Cizdziel et al.

2008). Besides having lower 240Pu/239Pu, the NTS

regional source is also characterized by much lower
241Pu/239Pu, 242Pu/239Pu, and 237Np/239Pu. Kelley

et al. (1999) used TIMS to measure all four of these

ratios in a suite of soils from worldwide locations; for

several samples from Nevada and Utah in the western

US, mixed ratio fingerprints were evident, though

ratios in samples from more distant US locations

agreed well with the global stratospheric fallout
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signatures. The inclusion of 237Np/239Pu provides

additional dimensionality in the data, as 237Np is pro-

duced through either successive neutron capture of
235U or by (n, 2n) processes of 238U. Moreover,
237Np/239Pu is more sensitive to subtle differences in

nuclear device construction (i.e., how much 235U was

used). The 237Np/239Pu fingerprint could also be influ-

enced by different post-release chemical behavior of

Np and Pu in environmental systems, and might be

expected to vary significantly in discharges from

nuclear fuel re-processing.

The 241Pu/239Pu ratio also generates interesting

possibilities for chronometry; as 241Pu decays with a

half-life of 14.29 years, the 241Pu/239Pu ratio steadily

decreases. In a setting where “aged” Pu is mixed with

more recently separated Pu, the latter will exhibit

much higher 241Pu/239Pu that is an obvious trend out-

lier from an established mixing process between two

aged sources. Alternatively, similar inferences could

be drawn through activity comparisons of the 241Pu

parent with its daughter, 241Am (Pöll€anen et al. 2006).

The powerful inferences available from these mix-

ing plots can be seen in Fig. 20.8. Figure 20.8 depicts

data from Kelley et al. (1999); all points shown repre-

sent samples from the continental US. The Eureka,

Nevada location, labeled “1” in the top panel, reason-

ably approximates the NTS end-member, while the

encircled group “5” consists of soils from more distant

locations, comprised exclusively of stratospheric fall-

out. The points labeled 2, 3, and 4 from locations in

Utah, California and Texas, respectively, contain

binary mixtures of stratospheric fallout and NTS

debris. The same inferences result from using any of

these three ratios versus 240Pu/239Pu, though in other

binary or ternary mixing situations 237Np/239Pu could

behave differently than 241Pu/239Pu and 242Pu/239Pu.

Table 20.3 Local/regional sources of TRU in the surficial environment

Source Location Type of release

Nevada Test Site Nevada, USA 1

Trinity Site New Mexico, USA 1

Semipalatinsk-21 Kurchatov, Kazakhstan 1

Lop Nor Sinkiang, China 1

Maralinga South Australia 1

Nagasaki Nagasaki, Japan 1a

Reggane French Sahara (now Algeria) 1

Mururoa/Fangataufa French Polynesia 1

Chernaya Bay Novaya Zemlya, Siberia, Russia 2

Amchitka Island Alaska, USA 2

Mayak Chelyabinsk, Russia 3

Hanford Washington, USA 3

Savannah River Site South Carolina, USA 3

Sellafield Cumbria, UK 3, 4

La Hague Normandy, France 4

West Valley New York, USA 4

Los Alamos New Mexico, USA 5

Krasnoyarsk Complex Krasnoyarsk, Russia 5

Rocky Flats Colorado, USA 5

Chernobyl Chernobyl, Ukraine 6

Palomares Spain 7

Thule Greenland 7

1 ¼ Atmospheric releases from above-ground, low-yield nuclear tests; local/regional deposition; resembles weapons-grade Pu.

1a ¼ low-yield deployed weapon; localized deposition resembling weapons-grade Pu. 2 ¼ Underwater, low-yield nuclear tests;

local/regional deposition in marine environment; resembles weapons-grade Pu. 3 ¼ Plutonium production reactors for weapons

programs; atmospheric and/or aquatic releases resembling weapons-grade Pu. 4 ¼ Atmospheric and/or aquatic releases from

re-processing of spent nuclear fuel from commercial or research-grade power reactors; higher burn-up Pu containing heavier

isotopes. 5 ¼ Industrial facilities for Pu metallurgy and fabrication of weapons components; atmospheric and/or aquatic releases

of material resembling weapons-grade Pu. 6 ¼ Local/regional release of “hot” fuel particles from a 1986 reactor accident; high

burn-up Pu with elevated abundances of heavier isotopes. 7 ¼ Aircraft accidents resulting in the mechanical destruction of weapons

and local dispersal of particulate Pu in the surface environment
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For 241Pu/239Pu, the ratios are calculated for a refer-

ence date of 1 January 2000; a decade later, all of these

ratios would plot along a similar line with 62% of

the 2000 slope. Kelley et al. (1999) discuss mixing

calculations for quantitative apportionment of binary

sources using individual or pairs of ratios; obviously,

the relative contribution of the two sources is a direct

linear function of the position along the mixing line

between the two end members.

Other published examples of two-component TRU

source mixing have used two-component mixing

diagrams in a similar manner. Kenna and Sayles

(2002) used 237Np/239Pu versus 240Pu/239Pu to investi-

gate mixing of multiple sources of TRU in sediments

of the Ob River Delta in Siberia; in this case, ratios

were observed that are not solely attributable to simple

two-component mixing, as the samples do not all plot

along a single line segment. In a study of mixing

between stratospheric fallout and Chernobyl fallout

Pu in northeastern Poland, Ketterer et al. (2004b)

demonstrated a clear case of two-component mixing

between these sources on a plot of 241Pu/239Pu versus
240Pu/239Pu; the inferences agreed well with source

apportionment previously conducted using 238Pu/
239+240Pu activity ratios (Mietelski and Was 1995).

The requisite measurements of 237Np/239Pu,
241Pu/239Pu and 242Pu/239Pu by mass spectrometry

each present analytical challenges, particularly in

small-mass samples and where complete dissolution

of all silicates must be performed. For 237Np/239Pu,

the atom ratios are reasonably high and present no

great difficulty, aside from the limitation that a 236Np

spike is not available. As time progresses, more and

more 241Pu is decaying away, and 241Pu/239Pu mea-

surements will become impractical for scenarios

such as Fig. 20.8 in succeeding decades. Satisfactory

measurements of 241Pu/239Pu will be possible long

into the future, however, for situations like the

Fig. 20.8 Common-denominator mixing

plots of 237Np/239Pu, 241Pu/239Pu, and
242Pu/239Pu versus 240Pu/239Pu,

demonstrating two-component mixing

between tropospheric fallout from the

NTS, and stratospheric fallout. Point 1

(Eureka, Nevada soil) is a reasonable

approximation of the NTS end-member.

Group 5 represents soils from distant

locations in the continental US lacking any

NTS influence; isotope ratios from these

samples are congruent with stratospheric

fallout in other northern Hemisphere

locations. Points 2, 3, and 4 are soils from

Utah, California and Texas; these samples

are described by two-component mixing

between NTS and stratospheric fallout.

Source: Kelley et al. (1999)
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Chernobyl-stratospheric fallout mixing in Poland

(Ketterer et al. 2004b), as the Chernobyl source term

presently still contains ~3 atom percent 241Pu.

20.4 Future Directions

The number and scope of studies of environmental

TRU has rapidly expanded over the past decade. An

important change has been that many more individuals

and academic institutions are now involved in a field

that has long been studied mainly among government

organizations such as the US Department of Energy’s

National Labs. The widespread availability of MS

(particularly ICPMS) has helped to stimulate much

of this new interest. The use of 239+240Pu activities

and inventories in studies of recent Earth processes,

such as erosion and sedimentation, has become routine

via MS, while previously the use of Pu this context

would have been totally impractical with AS. In this

light, 239+240Pu will probably replace 137Cs as the

predominant tracer of these processes.

Most researchers studying TRU sources in the envi-

ronment will probably favor MS techniques (particu-

larly ICPMS), though AS will remain an important

technique for specific measurements such as 238Pu,
241Am, and Cm isotopes. The role of MS in develop-

ing a better understanding of Pu distribution and trans-

port in the oceans is quite pronounced (Lindahl et al.

2010). Mass spectrometry already is well-established

and an essential tool in nuclear forensics; the role of

MS in these endeavors can only be expected to

expand. The aforementioned application areas are

by no means, fully explored or saturated, and many

opportunities for new tracing applications exist that

could be tapped with the present well-developed mea-

surement technology. Without question, the upcoming

years and decades will generate many exciting and

unanticipated new applications of TRU in studies of

earth and environmental processes.
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Chapter 21

Tracing the Sources and Biogeochemical Cycling
of Phosphorus in Aquatic Systems Using
Isotopes of Oxygen in Phosphate

Adina Paytan and Karen McLaughlin

Abstract Phosphorous (P) is an essential nutrient for

all living organisms and when available in surplus

could cause eutrophication in aquatic systems. While

P has only one stable isotope, P in most organic and

inorganic P forms is strongly bonded to oxygen (O),

which has three stable isotopes, providing a system to

track phosphorus cycling and transformations using

the stable isotopes of O in phosphate (PO4), d
18Op.

This isotope system has only recently been utilized in

aquatic environments. Available data obtained from

different settings indicate that d18Op of dissolved

phosphate in aquatic systems can be applied success-

fully for identifying sources and cycling of phosphate

in a broad range of environments. Specifically, work to

date indicates that d18Op is useful for deciphering

sources of phosphate to aquatic systems if these

sources have unique isotopic signatures and if phos-

phate cycling within the system is limited compared to

input fluxes. In addition, because various processes

are associated with distinct fractionation effects, the

d18Op tracer can be utilized to determine the degree of

phosphorous cycling within the biomass and shed light

on the processes imprinting the isotopic signatures. As

a better understanding of the systematics of and vari-

ous controls on d18Op is gained, it is expected

that d18Op would be extensively applied in research

geared to understand phosphorous dynamics in many

environments.

21.1 Introduction

Phosphorus (P, atomic number 15, relative atomic

mass 30,9738) is a multivalent nonmetal element of

the nitrogen group. Although 23 isotopes of phospho-

rus are known (all possibilities from 24P up to 46P),

only 31P is stable. Two radioactive isotopes of phos-

phorus have half-lives which make them useful for

scientific experiments. 32P has a half-life of 14.26

days and 33P has a half-life of 25.34 days. Phosphorous

compounds (organic and inorganic) are found with

phosphorous oxidation states ranging from �3 to þ5,

however the most common oxidation states are þ5,

þ3 and �3. Phosphorous abundance in earth’s crust is

1,050 ppm by weight (730 ppm by moles) and the

abundance in the solar system is 7 ppm by weight

(300 ppb by moles) (Emsley 2000). Due to its high

reactivity, phosphorus does not occur as a free element

in nature, but it is found in many different minerals

(e.g. apatite) and organic compounds (e.g. DNA,

RNA, ATP, phospholipids) essential for all living

cells. It is produced commercially from calcium phos-

phate (phosphate rock). Large deposits of phosphate

rock are located in the Middle East, China, Russia,

Morocco and the United States of America. Based on

2010 estimates, at the current rate of consumption, the

supply of phosphorus is estimated to run out in about

300 years. Peak P consumption will occur in 30 years

and reserves will be depleted in the next 50–100 years

(Vaccari 2009).

Phosphorus, being an essential plant nutrient, is

predominantly used as a constituent of fertilizers for

agriculture. Phosphorus is also used as a precursor for

various chemicals, in particular the herbicide glypho-

sate and to make organophosphorus compounds which

have many applications, including in plasticizers,
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flame retardants, pesticides, extraction agents, and

water treatment. It is an important component in

steel production, utilized in the making of special

glasses and fine china, a component in some laundry

detergents, baking powder, matchbook strikers, flares,

and for military use in incendiary bombs and grenades.

Phosphorus is a key element in all known forms of

life. Inorganic phosphorus in the form of phosphate

(PO4
3�) plays a major role in biological molecules

such as DNA and RNA where it forms part of the

structural framework of these molecules. Living cells

also use phosphate to transport cellular energy in the

form of adenosine triphosphate (ATP). Nearly every

cellular process that uses energy obtains it in the form

of ATP. ATP is also important for phosphorylation,

a key regulatory event in cells. Phospholipids are the

main structural components of all cellular membranes

and calcium phosphate salts assist in stiffening bones.

Due to its biological role phosphorous is an essential

macromineral (nutrient) for terrestrial plants and

for marine phytoplankton, algae, and sea-grasses. In

ecological terms, phosphorus is often a limiting nutri-

ent in many environments; i.e. the availability of phos-

phorus governs the rate of growth of many organisms.

Indeed, it has been suggested that phosphorous avail-

ability may limit primary productivity in some aquatic

systems (Bothwell 1985; Hecky and Kilham 1988;

Howarth 1988; Karl and Tien 1997; Karl et al. 2001;

Krom et al. 1991; Wu et al. 2000), and may be co-

limiting in others (Nicholson et al. 2006; Sundareshwar

et al. 2003). However, at times an excess of phospho-

rus can be problematic causing eutrophication and

algal blooms (Sharp 1991; Smith and Kalff 1983;

Smith 1984).

Agricultural expansion over the next 50 years is

expected to be accompanied by a 2.4- to 2.7-fold

increase in nitrogen (N)- and phosphorus (P)-driven

eutrophication of terrestrial, freshwater, and near-

shore marine environments (Tilman et al. 2001).

Much of the P from fertilizer and animal waste enters

surface waters and eventually also groundwater

(Carpenter et al. 1998) and these nutrient loads can

stimulate large scale macroalgal and/or phytoplankton

blooms in receiving waters (Beman et al. 2005;

Rabalais et al. 2002). Phosphorus enrichment in aquatic

systems can cause diverse problems such as harmful

algal blooms, anoxia, fish kills, and loss of habitat and

biodiversity (Carpenter et al. 1998; Tilman et al. 2001).

Thus, identifying and understanding phosphorous input

and cycling and the effects phosphorous limitation or

enrichment may have on aquatic ecosystems are of

critical importance to management and restoration

efforts.

Phosphorous is continuously and rapidly cycled in

aquatic environments. Figures 21.1 and 21.2 represent

the global biogeochemical cycle of P in the ocean and

lakes, respectively and Fig. 21.3 illustrates the various

pools and processes involved in the P cycle in aquatic

systems.

21.1.1 Stable Isotope Use to Study
P Sources and Cycling

Monitoring P sources and transformations in natural

environments using stable isotopes has been difficult

to do because, in contrast to C, N, O and S, P has only

one stable isotope (31P) thus the use of P stable isotope

tracing is not an option. Although radioactive P iso-

topes (32P, 33P) can and have been used for investiga-

tion of P transformations in aquatic systems (Benitez-

Nelson and Buessler 1998, 1999; Benitez-Nelson and

Karl 2002; Lal et al. 1988; Lal and Lee 1988; Lee et al.

1991) there are many complications involved with this

procedure. The use of natural stable isotope signatures

has advantages as this approach does not perturb

the system (e.g. by adding phosphate) and integrates

processes over longer time scales. While P has only

one stable isotope, P in most organic and inorganic

P forms is strongly bonded to oxygen (O), which

has three stable isotopes, providing a system to track

phosphorus cycling and transformations using the

stable isotopes of O in phosphate (d18Op).

Since the pioneering study of Longinelli and

Nuti (1973) and several subsequent publications

(Fricke et al. 1998; Longinelli et al. 1976; Longinelli

1984; Luz et al. 1984; Luz and Kolodny 1985;

Shemesh et al. 1983, 1988), oxygen isotope ratios of

bioapatite in teeth and bones have been widely used

as paleoenvironmental proxies. The oxygen isotope

paleothermometer is based on an empirical equation

that is assumed to represent equilibrium fractionations

between phosphate and water as a function of temper-

ature as follows (Longinelli and Nuti 1973):

T ð�CÞ ¼ 111:4� 4:3ðd18OP � d18OwÞ (21.1)
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where d18OP and d18OW are the oxygen isotopic

composition of phosphate and water, respectively,

in equilibrium with environmental temperature

T (�C). Importantly, at most earth-surface tempera-

tures (<80�C) and pressures, the P-O bond is resistant

to inorganic hydrolysis and does not exchange O with-

out biological mediation (Blake et al. 1997; Lecuyer

et al. 1996) preserving the signature of the temperature

and water isotope ratio of the solution from which the

minerals precipitated.

However, due to the large sample size required

for isotope analysis and the low concentrations of

Fig. 21.1 The marine phosphorus cycle. Fluxes are given in

italics. Flux data are from Benitez-Nelson (2000) and Follmi

(1995). Continental weathering is the primary source of phos-

phorus to the oceanic phosphorus cycle. Most of this phosphorus

is delivered via rivers with a smaller portion delivered via dust

deposition. In recent times, anthropogenic sources of phospho-

rus have become a large fraction of the phosphorus delivered to

the marine environment, effectively doubling the pre-anthropo-

genic flux. The primary sink for phosphorus in the marine

environment is loss to the sediments. Much of the particulate

flux from rivers is lost to sediments on the continental shelves,

and a smaller portion is lost to deep-sea sediments. Hydrother-

mal systems constitute an additional small sink for P. Figure

modified from Paytan and McLaughlin (2007)

Sinking

Deposition

Atmospheric depositing
(dry and wet)

Fertilizer, soil erosion, animal
waste, ground water, rivers

Shoreline erosion, street runoff,
industrial pollution, landscaping,

waste water, mining  

Resuspension and release
from sediments

Photosynthesis - grazing - mineralization

Fig. 21.2 Phosphate sources to lakes include fertilizers, animal

waste, soil erosion, industrial and mining waste water input as

well as atmospheric deposition. Phosphate enters lakes through

rivers, groundwater, direct disposal and runoff. Plants and algae

utilize the phosphate as a nutrient. Phosphate is transferred

through the food web and some of this particulate matter is

remineralized in the water column. Some phosphate is deposited

in the sediment. Under anoxic conditions phosphate from the

sediments may be recycled back into the water
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dissolved phosphate in most water bodies, the oxygen

isotopic composition of phosphate, d18Op, has only

recently been applied systematically for tracking dis-

solved phosphate in water bodies. Pioneering work by

Longinelli et al. (1976) found no variation in the d18Op

of dissolved phosphate in seawater with either depth or

latitude in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, although

there was a significant difference between the two

ocean basins. The d18Op values were thought to reflect

kinetic–biological isotopic fractionation. Longinelli

et al. (1976) extracted and concentrated P from large

volumes of water without pre-filtration using iron-

coated fibers that absorb inorganic and organic P

indiscriminately. Analysis of mixed organic and inor-

ganic P samples may have confounded interpretation

of the results (Blake et al. 2005) and because of the

analytical limitations few attempts to follow up on this

work have been made for over a decade (Paytan 1989).

These complications have been overcome with current

technologies, several detailed protocols for isolating,

purifying and precipitating small quantities of phos-

phate from complex matrix solutions such as fresh and

ocean waters were published and this system has now

been applied to various water bodies including oceans

(Colman et al. 2005; McLaughlin et al. 2006b, 2011),

estuaries (McLaughlin et al. 2006a, d) and lakes

(Elsbury et al. 2009; Markel et al. 1994). In addition,

extensive and innovative laboratory studies have been

conducted to carefully determine the fractionation

associated with various biogenic and abiotic transfor-

mations of P (Blake et al. 1997, 1998, 2001, 2005;

Liang 2005; Liang and Blake 2006a, b, 2007, 2009).

21.1.2 Isotopic Signatures of Potential
Phosphate Sources to Aquatic
Systems

Identifying point and non-point nutrient sources is

important for understanding ecosystem health, and

Fig. 21.3 Transformations between P pools in the water column

and sediments. Abbreviations are as follows: PIP, particulate

inorganic phosphorus; POP, particulate organic phosphorus;

DIP, dissolved inorgranic phosphorus; DOP, dissolved organic

phosphorus. Particulate phosphorus forms can undergo transfor-

mations throughout the water column and within sediments. Par-

ticulate phosphorus forms may also undergo regeneration into

dissolved forms. Particulate phosphorus is lost from surface

waters via sinking. Biological cycling and remineralization are

the primarymechanisms of tranformations of the dissolved phases

and are dominant in surface waters, though microbial reminerali-

zation continues at depth. Dissolved phosphorus forms are lost

from surface waters via downwelling and biological uptake (into

POP) and are returned to surface waters via upwelling andmixing.

Regeneration form sediment can add more dissolved phosphate to

deep water. Figure modified from Paytan and McLaughlin (2007)
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has implications for designing best management

practices, industry regulation and allocation of water

discharge permits. P sources can be separated into

point sources, such as sewage and industrial discharge

sites, and non-point sources like urban and agricultural

run-off (Young et al. 2009). Phosphate oxygen isotope

tracer studies in natural environments are limited.

However, recent field studies have demonstrated the

utility of d18Op as a tracer of various phosphate

sources to lakes, rivers, estuaries and the coastal

ocean (Coleman 2002; McLaughlin et al. 2006b, d).

A wide range of d18Op values from 6 to 27‰ has been

documented in these various studies (Fig. 21.4a).

A significant portion of these samples are not in isoto-

pic equilibrium with the surrounding water, indicating

that complete intracellular biological cycling of the

orthophosphate had not taken place, and a source

signature may have been partially retained. In addi-

tion, the d18Op of some potential end-member sources

(wastewater treatment plant effluent, fertilizers, soaps,

Fig. 21.4 (a) d18Op of some

potential end-member sources.

Full triangles from Young et al.

(2009); Open circles from Gruau

et al. (2005); Full circles from
Avliffe et al. (1992); Diamonds
from Coleman (2002); Empty
triangles from Zohar et al.

(2010a, b). Figure modified from

Young et al. (2009). (b) Range of
d18Op values observed in different

water systems
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soil extracts, etc.) has been published (Young et al.

2009) (Fig. 21.4b).

A considerable range of d18Op values has been

measured in various P sources and the differences

observed among sources are much larger than the

analytical precision (�0.3‰) associated with this

technique. Although there is considerable overlap in

d18Op measured in the various groups of samples,

these results indicate that in specific geographic

regions, different P source types may span a narrower

range and have distinct signatures, and in these cases,

the d18Op could be useful for identifying the contribu-

tion of the different sources. For example, while the

entire range of reported d18Op values for worldwide

wastewater treatment plant effluent overlaps with the

values measured for multiple types of detergents,

organic fertilizers, and chemical fertilizers, all

measured d18Op values for the Palo Alto Regional

Water Quality Control Plant are significantly lower

than any of the measured fertilizers and detergents

(Young et al. 2009). Thus, if phosphate is not heavily

cycled within an ecosystem such that the source sig-

nature is reset, d18Op can be used to identify isotopi-

cally distinct phosphate sources and/or the extent of

phosphate cycling in aquatic systems (i.e. the devia-

tion from the isotopic composition of the source

towards the expected equilibrium value).

21.1.3 Isotope Fractionations Involved
in P Cycling

Isotope fractionations associated with several of the

important reactions and transformations operating in

the P cycle have been determined in controlled labora-

tory experiments (Table 21.1). This information pro-

vides the basis for interpretation of isotope data (d18Op)

obtained from phosphate in the natural environment. In

the absence of biological activity at ambient tempera-

tures, pH, and pressure, isotope exchange between

phosphate oxygen and water (or other solutions) is

slow and can be considered negligible for the time

scales of concern of most environmental applications

(Blake et al. 1997; Longinelli and Nuti 1973, Longinelli

et al. 1976; O’Neil et al. 2003). Studies of precipitation

Table 21.1 Isotope fractionation effects associated with various biogeochemical processes

Process Fractionation (D or e) Reference

Precipitation/dissolution of P minerals (apatite) þ0.7‰ to þ1‰ Heavy isotope in mineral phase Blake et al. (1997)

Adsorption/desorption of P to/from mineral

surfaces

~þ1‰ Heavy isotope in mineral phase Liang and Blake (2007)

Precipitation with sesquioxides and hydroxides ~þ1‰ Heavy isotope in mineral phase Jaisi et al. (2009)

Abiotic hydrolysis of polyphosphate

(O:P ¼ 3.33), pyrophosphate (O:P ¼ 3.5),

phosphonates (O:P ¼ 3.0), monoesters

(O:P ¼ 3.0) and diesters (O:P ¼ 2.0)

No fractionation or temperature effect, however

incorporation of oxygen from water during

formation of PO4 (O:P ¼ 4) occurs

McLaughlin et al. (2006a)

Transport by water or air No fractionation or temperature effect Longinelli (1965)

Assimilation by phytoplankton Light isotopes preferentially utilized, enrichment

of the residual solution (e ¼ �3‰)

Blake et al. (2005)

Intracellular processing such as inorganic

pyrophosphatase (PPase) catalysis

Equilibrium isotopic exchange T and d18Ow

impact (21.2)

Blake et al. (2005)

Alkaline phosphatase (APase) hydrolization

of phosphomonoesterase (extracellular)

Kinetic isotope effects Liang and Blake (2006a, b)

e ¼ �30‰ effecting only the newly incorporated

oxygen

50-nucleotidase hydrolization (extracellular) Kinetic isotope effects Liang and Blake (2006a, b)

e ¼ �10‰ effecting only the newly incorporated

oxygen

First step of DNAse hydrolization Kinetic isotope effects Liang and Blake (2009)

e ¼ �20‰ effecting only the newly incorporated

oxygen

First step of RNAse hydrolization Kinetic isotope effects Liang and Blake (2009)

e ¼ þ20‰ effecting only the newly incorporated

oxygen

Transport from roots to leaves (by transporters) Enrichment in the process foliage heavier than

roots
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and dissolution of various P bearing minerals and stud-

ies of P adsorption and desorption onto/from mineral

surfaces indicate that the fractionation associated with

these processes (given equilibration time of more than a

few hours) is small – in the range of 1‰ (Jaisi et al.

2009; Liang 2005; Liang and Blake 2006b). Typically

the heavier isotopes in these reactions are associated

with the mineral phase while the solution retains phos-

phate with lighter isotopes. Precipitation or dissolution

of apatite minerals (inorganically) will be accompanied

by a small oxygen isotope fractionation in the range of

þ0.7‰ toþ1‰ (Blake et al. 1997). Similarly, adsorp-

tion or precipitation with sesquioxides and hydroxides

imprints a small positive isotope effect (Jaisi et al.

2009). In contrast, enzyme mediated biological activity

could break the P-O bond in processes that involve

large isotopic fractionation. Intracellular as well as

extracellular enzymes are expressed by various organ-

isms for the uptake and utilization of P and may play a

role in determining the oxygen isotopic composition of

phosphate in aquatic systems. Different enzymatic pro-

cesses induce different isotopic fractionations

(Table 21.1). The most dominant enzymatic process

controlling d18Op in the environment is the intracellular

activity of pyrophosphatase (PPase) (Blake et al. 2005),

which involves equilibrium isotopic exchange. Blake

et al. (2005) found that this enzymatic activity results in

isotopic equilibrium of oxygen in phosphate similar to

that described by Longinelli and Nuti (1973). The

equation for phosphate extracted from microbial cul-

tures was described by Blake et al. (1997):

Tð�CÞ ¼ 155:8��6:4ðd18Op � d18OwÞ (21.2)

These equilibrium relations have been observed

in tissues of a variety of organisms, including fish,

mammals (Kolodny et al. 1983), bacteria and algae

(Blake et al. 1997, 2005; Paytan et al. 2002). Results

of an algae culture experiment indicate that intracellular

oxygen isotope exchange between phosphorus com-

pounds and water within cells is very rapid (Paytan

et al. 2002). These processes are expected to occur in

all organisms and phosphate released from cells to the

environment will carry this equilibrium signature and

impact dissolved phosphate d18Op values leading to

equilibrium values. Extracellular remineralization and

hydrolization of organic P (Po) compounds by phospho-

hydrolase enzymes such as alkaline phosphatase

(APase) and 50-nucleotidase, involves incorporation of

one or more oxygen atoms from the ambient water with

an isotope fractionation of�30 and�10‰, respectively

(Liang and Blake 2006b). A summary of published

fractionation values to date is given in Table 21.1. The

resulting phosphate from such processes will reflect the

fractionation and would typically shift d18Op towards

values that are lower than equilibrium. Work by several

groups is currently ongoing to determine the isotope

fractionation associated with additional enzymes, and

will enable better interpretation of field data. Uptake and

utilization (assimilation) of phosphate by aquatic plants,

algae, and microorganisms is also associated with iso-

tope fractionation. The phosphate with lighter isotopes

is preferentially utilized, a process that could enrich the

residual solution with phosphate that has heavy isotopes

(Blake et al. 2005).

The isotopic composition of dissolved phosphate

and particularly the degree of isotope equilibrium or

deviation from equilibrium of phosphate in various

aquatic systems has been used for deciphering the

extent of biological utilization and turnover of phos-

phate in aquatic systems (Colman et al. 2005; Elsbury

et al. 2009; McLaughlin et al. 2006b, d, 2011). This

application is based on the assumption that extensive

recycling and turnover will lead to isotopic equilib-

rium while deviation from equilibrium may reflect

source signatures or other processes that do not result

in isotopic equilibrium such as expression of extracel-

lular enzymes or phosphate uptake (Fig. 21.5). The

following sections will describe the methodology

(sample preparation and analysis), give examples of

application of this system in various settings and

address the needs for future progress in this field.

21.2 Materials and Methods

For analysis ofd18OP by isotope ratiomass spectrometry

(IRMS), it is necessary to convert the phosphate into a

pure solid phase without isotopic alteration. The purifi-

cation steps are of great importance, since the presence

of oxygen sources other than phosphate compromises

the results (Weidemann-Bidlack et al. 2008). The final

compound analyzed should be non-hygroscopic, stable

under laboratory conditions, and should decompose to

form carbon monoxide (CO) at temperatures attainable

in a lab furnace. Silver phosphate (Ag3PO4) has

been proven a convenient phase for this purpose
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(Firsching 1961; O’Neil et al. 1994) and has gradually

substituted the earlier hazardous fluorination technique

(Kolodny et al. 1983; Tudge 1960). Ag3PO4 is reduced

with carbon in an oxygen free atmosphere at high tem-

perature (>1,300�C) using a thermal combustion ele-

mental analyzer (TCEA) to yield carbon monoxide for

analysis by IRMS (Coleman 2002, McLaughlin et al.

2004, O’Neil et al. 1994). The TCEA and mass spec-

trometer are linked via a continuous flow interface, and

the CO gas is measured instantaneously after formation

(Kornexl et al. 1999). Prior to mass spectrometric anal-

ysis phosphate has to be concentrated (phosphate con-

centrations are low in many environments), isolated,

purified, and precipitated as Ag3PO4.

Several detailed protocols for isolating, purifying

and precipitating small quantities of phosphate from

complex matrix solutions such as fresh and ocean

waters have been published (Coleman 2002; Gold-

hammer et al. 2011; Jaisi and Blake 2010, McLaughlin

et al. 2004; Tamburini et al. 2010, Weidemann-

Bidlack et al. 2008; Zohar et al. 2010a). Most of

these procedures involve a concentration step to col-

lect sufficient amounts of phosphate and remove some

of the dissolved organic phosphate and interfering ions

from the sample. This is done through a series of

precipitations and/or resin treatments followed by a

final precipitation as Ag3PO4 (Table 21.2). It is impor-

tant to ensure that the concentration and preparation

process does not introduce any isotopic fractionation

and all of the above methods report that authentic

signatures are preserved. Problems with the final pre-

cipitation of silver phosphate have been experienced

when working with water samples containing very

high concentrations of dissolved organic matter.

Several promising approaches for addressing this

problem have been explored, including UV radiation

of the sample (Liang and Blake 2006b), passing the

sample through phosphate-free activated carbon

(Gruau et al. 2005), using resins such as DAX-8 to

remove organics (Tamburini et al. 2010), precipitation

of humic acids (Zohar et al. 2010a) and treatment with

H2O2 (Goldhammer et al. 2011; Zohar et al. 2010a).

Published procedures report that these methods to

remove organic matter retain the original isotopic sig-

nature of phosphate.

As mentioned above it is very important that the

only source of oxygen analyzed (as Ag3PO4) origi-

nates from the “authentic” phosphate in the sample.

There are however two separate processes that may

compromise this requirement. If not all of the organic

matter is removed or if other minerals that contain

oxygen (such as AgNO3) precipitate along with the

Ag3PO4 (e.g. the Ag3PO4 is not pure), then the oxygen

contributing to the CO gas will not reflect that of

phosphate. Data has to be monitored to ensure that

this does not occur. This is done by monitoring the

oxygen yield (peak area compared to the pure silver

phosphate standards) expected based on the weight of

the Ag3PO4 sample. The oxygen content per unit

weight of Ag3PO4 is 15.3% and samples which deviate

from this value particularly towards higher oxygen

yield should be suspected of contamination. Plotting

the oxygen yield (or peak area) of analyzed pure

Ag3PO4 standards along with the samples should

yield a linear relation with weight (Fig. 21.6). It is

also advised to include a step to remove tightly sorbed

Recycling
in the biomass

Source 2
 18Op DIP

Mixing  18Op DIP
in water

Transformations

Source 1
 18Op DIP

 18Op DIP
in water

Fig. 21.5 A graphical representation of P mixing and cycling in

the water illustrating the utility of d18Op for identifying sources if

biological transformations do not erase the source signatures or

the degree of intracellular biological cycling and turnover by

determining the difference between the source signature and

expected equilibrium values (seeMcLaughlin et al. 2006a, b, c, d)
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water molecules from silver phosphate. This can be

done by heating the silver phosphate samples to ~

450�C to get strongly adsorbed water off.

Another potential process by which data could be

compromised is contribution of phosphate which is

hydrolyzed from condensed forms or organic forms

of phosphate for which the O:P ratio is less than 4

during sample processing (this is an analytical artifact)

(McLaughlin et al. 2006c). Using 18O-labled and unla-

beled reagents on replicates of the same sample these

artifacts could be monitored and corrected. If hydroly-

sis takes place, oxygen from the acid solution is

incorporated into the phosphate group, and because

the phosphate in the labeled acid solution will have a

higher isotope value than phosphate in the unlabeled

solution it could be tracked (McLaughlin et al. 2006c).

In this case, the use of a simple equation allows the

correction and determination of the isotope value of

the extracted phosphate (McLaughlin et al. 2006c).

While all of the concentration, purification, separa-

tion and precipitation methods published (Table 21.2)

were tested for this potential artifact and report that any

Table 21.2 Published procedures for the concentration and purification of phosphate from water samples and the precipitation of

Ag3PO4 for analysis of d
18Op

McLaughlin et al. (2004, 2006a, b, c, d);

(Elsbury et al. (2009); (Young et al.

2009)

Colman (2002); Colman et al. (2005);

Goldhammer et al. (2011)

Tamburini et al. (2010); Tudge (1960); Kolodny

et al. (1983); Paytan et al. (2002); Liang and

Blake (2007)

Magnesium-induced coprecipitation

(MagIC, Karl and Tien 1992)

Magnesium-induced coprecipitation

(MagIC, Karl and Tien 1992)

Magnesium-induced coprecipitation (MagIC,

Karl and Tien 1992)

Dissolution in acetic and nitric acids and

buffering at pH 5.5 with 1M

potassium acetate

Dissolution in 0.1 M HNO3 Dissolution in 1 M HCl

Precipitation as cerium phosphate Anion removal (AG1X8) in NaHCO3

form

Precipitation as ammonium phosphomolybdate

Rinses to remove chloride HCO3 removal in acid Dissolution in citric-acid NH4OH

Dissolution in 0.2 M nitric acid Cation removal (AG50X8) Precipitation of magnesium ammonium

phosphate

Cation removal (AG50X8) Volume reduction by evaporation at

60�C
Rinse and dissolve in 0.5 M HNO3

Ag3PO4 fast precipitation Ag3PO4 slow micro precipitation in

P:Ag:NO3:NH4OH molar ratios of

1:10:30:75

Cation removal (AG50X8)

Ag3PO4 slow precipitation in P:Ag:NO3:NH4OH

molar ratios of 1:100:300:750

Note that in water rich in dissolved organic matter (DOM) a step to remove DOM either from the water before the MagIC step or

right after dissolution of the magnesium hydroxide is needed. This could be done be repeat MagIC co-precipitation (Goldhammer et al.

2011), DAX-8 Amberlite resin (Tamburini et al. 2010), activated char (Gruau et al. 2005), or precipitation (Zohar et al. 2010a, b)

Fig. 21.6 CO peak area for silver phosphate standards (green
diamonds) and various samples (other symbols) relative to

sample weight introduced into the mass spectrometer. The

expected oxygen yield from pure silver phosphate is 15.3%. If

samples fall off the line defined by the standards the sample is

likely contaminated by an external source of oxygen and might

not represent the oxygen isotope ratios in phosphate. Figure

modified from Tamburini et al. (2010)
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impact, if exists, is below analytical error, it is important

to note that because of the vast array of organic P

compounds in nature and the huge variability in their

concentration and relative abundance in different envi-

ronmental samples each new set/type of samples should

be tested to ensure that such artifacts do not compromise

the data.

For mass spectrometric analysis about 200–600 mg
of Ag3PO4 should be weighed into silver capsules.

Some laboratories also add a small amount of finely

powdered glassy carbon or nickel-carbide, to improve

the reaction between the silver phosphate and carbon

during pyrolysis. The samples are introduced into the

TCEA via a zero blank autosampler. The TCEA fur-

nace is kept at a constant and consistent temperature

(1,375 and 1,450�C have been used). The furnace itself

consists of a ceramic tube filled with glassy carbon

chips encased in a glassy carbon tube. The produced

reaction gases are carried by constantly flushing with a

high purity helium stream through a GC column held at

fixed temperature (e.g. 80�C) to purify the sample from

trace contaminants. The gas is admitted to the mass-

spectrometer via a Conflow interface. Some systems

also include a copper tube which removes oxygen

from the helium carrier gas. The ion currents of masses

m/z 28, 29 and 30 are registered on the Faraday cups

and converted to d18O values relative to a carbon mon-

oxide standard gas for which d18O has been calculated

relative to SMOW. Each sample is run for 300 s with a

CO reference peak preceding the sample peak.

Calibration and corrections for instrumental drifts

are accomplished by repeated measurements of inter-

nal standards. The standard deviation of the analysis

based on repeated measures of the standards is typi-

cally less than�0.4‰. In order to capture instrumental

drift with time, delta value linearity, and sample size

variability, working standards with known d18O values

are weighed out in a range of sizes and analyzed along

with the samples during each run (for example at ten

sample increments). Raw d18O values are then cor-

rected to the range of standards for drift and off set of

the delta values and sample-size linearity.

The oxygen isotopic composition of phosphate is

reported in standard delta notation (d18O), which is

calculated using the following equation:

d18O ¼ Rsample

RVSMOW

� 1

� �
� 1; 000 (21.3)

where Rsample is the ratio of 18O/16O in a sample and

RVSMOW is the ratio of 18O/16O in the isotopic standard

for O, Vienna StandardMean OceanWater (VSMOW).

Currently there are no certified international

Ag3PO4 standards and various laboratories use differ-

ent “home-made” internal standards for which the

d18Op has been determined via fluorination

(McLaughlin et al. 2004; Vennemann et al. 2002).

21.3 Applications

The use of d18Op of dissolved inorganic phosphate

(DIP) to study phosphate sources and cycling is rela-

tively new and it is not yet widely used. In the past

decade it has been applied in a variety of aquatic

systems including estuaries, coastal water, lakes, riv-

ers, and the open ocean. A brief summary of represen-

tative examples is given below. These examples

demonstrate the great utility of this system and it is

likely that now that the methodology has been worked

out extensive application of this tool will take place.

21.3.1 Use of d18Op as a Tracer for
Phosphate Sources is Estuaries

In a study of North San Francisco Bay, McLaughlin

et al. (2006d) used d18Op to assess mixing of dissolved

inorganic phosphate (DIP) sources along an estuarine

flow path. Due to different sources of phosphate, tem-

peratures, and d18Ow the d18Op signatures of oceanic

and riverine phosphate sources are distinct. Based on

salinity and d18Ow, waters in the North San Francisco

Bay can be described as a two end-member mixing

system between Pacific Ocean waters and the fresh-

waters of the San Joaquin and Sacramento Rivers

(Ingram et al. 1996; McLaughlin et al. 2006d). This

mixing can be used to calculate an expected mixing

line for d18Op. Such a trend will be observed if phos-

phate in the Bay is not being cycled extensively

through the biomass or affected by processes that

may alter the source d18Op signatures. Deviations

from the mixing-line are observed and attributed

to contribution of phosphate with unique d18Op signa-

tures at various locations along the estuary (from point
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and non-point sources) such as the discharge points of

tributaries or wastewater treatment plants inputs.

The general lack of isotopic equilibrium in DIP

throughout the Bay indicates that phosphate cycling

is not rapid compared to phosphate input (low utiliza-

tion rate, short residence time), and that source d18Op

contributed to the observed signature at most, if not

all, stations. The deviations from the d18Op mixing

model have been interpreted to represent inputs of

phosphate from local point sources within the North

Bay (e.g. at the Napa River confluence) (Fig. 21.7).

At another estuary, Elkhorn Slough (McLaughlin

et al. 2006a), the phosphate d18Op within the main

channel also indicates variability in phosphate sources

throughout the channel, which are related to the sur-

rounding land use. Trends in d18Op show high values

near the mouth reflecting phosphate of an oceanic

origin, a minimum value near Hummingbird Island

in the central slough reflecting phosphate input from

groundwater, and high values near the head of the

slough reflecting fertilizer input. A clear change in

the relative contribution of these sources is observed

and linked to water mixing during changing tidal

conations at the mouth of the Slough.

In these studies, McLaughlin et al. (2006a, d)

demonstrated that it is possible to use d18Op to identify

point and non-point source phosphate inputs to aquatic

systems and suggest that this may be applied in other

impacted systems to identify specific anthropogenic

sources, such as fertilizer and sewage phosphate, or to

trace natural sources of phosphate. This information is

crucial for mitigation of pollution impacts and success-

ful restoration of estuaries and other aquatic systems.

21.3.2 Phosphate Sources and Cycling
in Lakes

Phosphorous loading in freshwater lakes has been

identified as one of the leading causes for eutrophica-

tion and thus linked to hypoxia, harmful algal blooms

and other adverse impacts (Schlesinger 1991; Sharp

1991). Despite the clear and wide spread impacts of

phosphate loading, relatively few studies have used

d18Op to track sources and learn about P cycling in

lakes. A study by Markel et al. (1994) focuses on

sediments and suspended matter in Lake Kinneret,

Israel. The isotope data show that about 70% of the

particulate phosphate come to the lake from a basaltic

source (d18Op ¼ 6‰) with the balance being of sedi-

mentary/anthropogenic origin (d18Op ¼ 18–25‰).
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Fig. 21.7 Diagram indicating two end-member mixing (black
line) and the expected equilibrium line (dashed line). Values
below both the two end-member and the equilibrium line

(white down facing arrows) indicate mixing with either riverine

or wastewater treatment plant effluent. Deviations which

move off the two end-member mixing line in the direction of

equilibrium line be indicative of phosphate cycling, though they

may also represent mixing with fertilizer phosphate. Deviations

which fall off the two-endmember mixing line in the direction of

equilibrium, but in excess of equilibrium are indicative ofmixing

with fertilizer phosphate or treatment plant effluent depending on

location along the salinity gradient
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This study also alludes to some internal cycling (pre-

cipitation and dissolution) of phosphate in the lake. A

study by Elsbury et al. (2009) records the distribution

of d18Op in water samples from the western and central

basins of Lake Erie along with several potential

sources (rivers, waste water treatment plants, atmo-

spheric deposition). d18Op of lake water is largely out

of equilibrium with ambient conditions, indicating

that source signatures may be discerned. d18Op values

in the lake range from þ10 to þ17‰, whereas the

equilibrium value is expected to be aroundþ14‰ and

riverine weighted average d18Op value is þ11‰
(Fig. 21.8). Therefore, they conclude that some of

the lake d18Op values could not be explained by any

known source or process. This indicates that there

must be one or more as yet uncharacterized source(s)

of phosphate with a high d18Op value. In this study the

authors speculate that a likely source may be the

release of phosphate from sediments under reducing

conditions that are created during anoxic events in the

hypolimnion of the central basin of Lake Erie.

21.3.3 Phosphate Sources and Cycling
in Riverine Systems

The range of potential d18Op values for DIP in riverine

systems is much greater than the range expected for

open-ocean and coastal waters due to the wider range

of temperatures, d18O water values, and phosphate

sources found in riverine systems. Furthermore, land

use patterns are thought to have a significant impact on

nutrient stoichiometry and concentrations in riverine

environments (Harris 2001; Lehrter 2006; Neill et al.

2001), thus, differences in land use could provide

unique d18Op signatures with which to trace the rela-

tive influence of specific sources to receiving waters.

Common phosphate sources for rivers include waste-

water treatment effluent, agricultural and urban runoff,

manure, leaking septic systems, and natural rock and

soil weathering. In addition, river discharge can be

viewed as a source of phosphate in relation to other

systems; for example, tributaries entering larger rivers,

lakes, estuaries, or coastal waters. Although the d18Op

of river water will usually be controlled by a complex

combination of source inputs, if the d18Op of the

sources are known, this can be used to trace the phos-

phate as it moves down the river’s flow path. There are

not many data sets for d18Op of rivers but the few that

are available report values that do not represent equi-

librium and thus most likely reflect changes in source

contribution along the river flow path (Fig. 21.9).

Water samples collected from the San Joaquin River

(SJR), a hypereutrophic river in the major agricultural

region of the California Central Valley, span a range

d18Op values greater than the analytical error, and only

one sample fell along the expected equilibrium line. The

samples do not show a consistent offset from equilib-

rium, indicating that the d18Op at least partially reflects

inputs of phosphate sources with different d18Op signa-

tures, rather than full biological cycling and complete

oxygen exchange with water (Young et al. 2009).

Rivers flowing into Lake Erie range in isotope

values from þ10.5 to þ15.2‰. These values range

from 4.0‰ lower than the expected isotopic equilib-

rium to 1.0‰ higher, with two samples falling within

range of the expected equilibrium (~ 14‰) and in

general are lower than lake values (Elsbury et al.

2009). Tributaries to Lake Tahoe, CA, are also not at

equilibrium with values from 8.2 to 12.2‰ (equilib-

rium ~11‰). While more research is needed, the

Fig. 21.8 Oxygen isotopic composition of phosphate (d18Op)
of Lake Erie surface water. Symbols refer to different sampling

trips. The line at +11‰ represents the weighted average riverine

d18Op. The dashed line represents the expected d18Op value

calculated based on the temperature for each sample and at the

average lake surface d18Ow of �6.78‰ (standard deviation

0.3‰). Samples plotting between the river and equilibrium

lines could be explained by P cycling a process that would

tend to erase source signature and bring the d18Op values

towards equilibrium. Lines above the equilibrium line suggest

a source with d18Op higher than 17‰. Figure modified from

Elsbury et al. (2009)
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results of river studies in California and the Lake Erie

area (Michigan and Ohio) demonstrate two important

factors for using d18Op as a source tracer in river

systems. The d18Op value of the majority of water

samples are not in isotopic equilibrium, indicating

that source signatures are not being rapidly over-

printed by equilibrium signatures within the river,

and in several instances, certain tributaries had d18Op

values that are distinct from those of other tributaries,

indicating that the contribution of phosphate from

specific tributaries to the receiving water body could

be identified using this isotope tracing approach.

21.3.4 Phosphorous Cycling in a Coastal
Setting

Phosphate in many coastal systems is not the limiting

nutrient for productivity, yet is heavily utilized, thus it

is expected that the source signature will be at least

partially overprinted and that the d18Op will shift

towards equilibrium values. If this is indeed the case

the degree of deviation from the source signature

could be used as a measure of phosphate turnover

rate relative to new phosphate input. This principle

has been used in California coastal waters (Monterey

Bay) (Fig. 21.10). In this system, d18Op tracks sea-

sonal changes in phosphate cycling through the bio-

mass (e.g. phosphate utilization rates) with the greatest

phosphate oxygen isotope exchange occurring during

the upwelling season (McLaughlin et al. 2006b).

Spatially the greatest percent of phosphate oxygen

exchange, and thus the greatest phosphate utilization

relative to input, occurs at the locus of upwelling.

Episodes of higher phosphate turnover occurs simulta-

neously throughout the upper 200 m of the water

column and on a broad spatial scale. d18Op data also

suggest that deep water (~500 m) may be a source of

phosphate to the euphotic zone in Monterey Bay.

The degree of P cycling differs among different

coastal systems. Colman (2002) concluded that the

large deviations in d18Op between riverine and coastal

waters in the Long Island Sound reflects extensive

equilibration with local coastal water and indicates

that in this geographic area rapid microbial cycling

overprints source d18Op values on a timescale of weeks.

21.3.5 Phosphorous Cycling in Open
Ocean Settings

Dissolved inorganic phosphorus (DIP) concentrations

in the open ocean have a typical nutrient profile with

low concentrations in surface water due to extensive

uptake by primary producers and increasing concen-

tration with depth resulting from regeneration of DIP

from sinking particulate matter. The deep Pacific has

higher DIP concentration than the deep Atlantic due to
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Fig. 21.9 Offset from isotopic

equilibrium of various river samples.

Gray bar represents the range of values
that would be at equilibrium considering

analytical error and calculation errors

associated with determining the

equilibrium value. Figure modified from

Young et al. (2009)
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aging of the water along the circulation pathway

(Broecker and Peng 1982). It would thus be expected

that the d18Op in open ocean waters be primarily a

function of biological turnover with potentially some

impact of circulation. Colman et al. (2005) measured

the d18Op depth distributions in the Atlantic and

Pacific Oceans. At both basins d18Op values were

close to, but slightly offset from, the expected equilib-

rium values (calculated from equation (21.1) and the

seawater temperature and d18Ow). Because seawater

values at intermediate depths approaches the equilib-

rium isotopic composition, intracellular cycling at

these depths is suggested as the main process affecting

the isotopic signatures. The offset at depth is attributed

to differences between the deep water temperature and

high latitude surface water temperatures, where DIP is

equilibrated and transported along the circulation path

(Colman et al. 2005) (Fig. 21.11).

In oligotrophic systems, such as the surface waters

of the Sargasso Sea, DIP concentrations are extremely

low. Consequently, P is thought to limit or co-limit

primary productivity in this region. McLaughlin et al.

(2011) investigated the biogeochemical cycling of P in

the Sargasso Sea, utilizing multiple techniques including

d18Op, alkaline phosphatase enzyme-labeled fluores-

cence (ELF), and 33P uptake derived phosphate turn-

over rates. Results from these studies indicate that

dissolved organic phosphorus (DOP) is utilized by

phytoplankton and bacteria to supplement cellular

requirements for this vital nutrient. They show that

remineralization of the DOP pool is most extensive

above the thermocline, as indicated by a large fraction

of eukaryotes producing alkaline phosphatase, rapid

phosphorus turnover times, and a large deviation from

equilibrium of d18Op towards lighter values. These

data suggest that DOP remineralization by extracellu-

lar enzymes is prevalent and that DOP can account for

up to 60% of P utilized and support a corresponding

amount of primary production. Below the thermocline,

alkaline phosphatase expression is reduced, turnover

times increase, and d18Op values approach equilib-

rium, all of which are indicative of intracellular phos-

phate cycling and slower turnover of the DOP pool.

This study highlights the importance of bioavailable

organic P to primary productivity in oligotrophic sys-

tems and has implications for the global carbon cycle.

21.4 Future Directions

For a more rigorous interpretation of d18Op data from

environmental samples several gaps in our under-

standing of how phosphate oxygen is fractionated in

aquatic systems must be addressed. Particularly, char-

acterization of the isotopic fractionation of phosphate

oxygen associated with additional processes including
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Fig. 21.10 Observed phosphate d18Op variability from May

2002–August 2004. Solid line is the 10-d running mean of the

NOAA upwelling index as a function of time; d18Op is for

samples collected at 10-m depth at three monitoring stations
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phate d18Op; The d18O of the phosphate source from deep water

upwelling is ~17‰. Data fromMcLaughlin et al. (2006a, b, c, d)
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those associated with different enzymes as well as

inorganic processes (desorption from particles and

sediment regeneration). Specifically, there is a dearth

of data on the fractionation associated with freshwater

periphyton (soft algae and diatoms) and freshwater

heterotrophic bacteria. Research has suggested that

bacteria are superior competitors for phosphate in

aquatic systems compared to phytoplankton (Currie

and Kalff 1984); however, differences in isotopic frac-

tionation associated with bacterial cycling of phospho-

rus compared to algal cycling have not been fully

defined. More research is needed to understand how

various organisms fractionate phosphate oxygen under

a variety of temperature and phosphorus concentration

regimes.

Isotopic fractionation associated with sorption

onto particulate matter and in co-precipitation of phos-

phate with various minerals must also be further

explored. Phosphate interactions with sediments and

co-precipitates in lakes and streams have been found

to be an important factor in controlling the dissolved

phosphate pool (Fox 1989; House 2003). Such effects

are assumed to be negligible in most systems but could

potentially play a role in hardwater systems where

co-precipitation of phosphate can result in the removal

of up to 30% of the dissolved P pool (House 2003).

Finally, fractionation associated with remineralization

and sedimentary fluxes also needs to be defined.

Procedures for the analysis of oxygen isotopes in

organic phosphate compounds have not been fully

tested. The only published procedure is of McLaughlin

et al. (2006c) in which an d18O enriched isotope spike

is used to correct for incorporation of reagent oxygen

during hydrolysis of organic phosphate. While data

presented in this paper is promising, fractionation

effects associated with hydrolysis have not been fully

evaluated and work on natural samples is limited. The

signatures of dissolved organic phosphate compounds

and plant material may be important yet these values

are mostly unknown.
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Fig. 21.11 Left panel represented the depth profile of d18Op in

the Pacific (a) and Atlantic (b). Solid lines represent the temper-

ature depended equilibrium values and open circles are

measured values. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals

based on replicate mass spectrometric analyses of single sam-

ples. Note the approach to equilibrium values at intermediate

depth and off sets in the deep ocean (modified from Colman

et al. 2005). On the right is a depth profile in the upper 500 m of

the oligotrophic Sargasso Sea (data from McLaughlin et al.

2011). Circles are measured values and the solid line represents
the expected equilibrium d18Op calculate based on the oxygen

isotope value of seawater and the temperature at the respective

depth using the equation for equilibrium relation
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The database characterizing source signatures is

also relatively limited. Specifically, groundwater,

atmospheric deposition and agriculture and urban run-

off which are known sources to many aquatic systems

have not been measured and only limited information

regarding isotope signatures of phosphate regenerated

from sediments is available. Similarly the observation

that waste water treatment effluents from different

locations and treatment plants have different d18Op

values warrants further work to determine how

specific treatment protocols impact the isotope ratio.

Thus a more extensive data base at a wide range of

locations and settings is needed.

In addition, it is vital that a certified international

silver phosphate standard be prepared, characterized

and distributed to a wider scientific community. This

would permit comparison of results among labora-

tories and will enable laboratories to establish better

QA/QC protocols.

Finally, it could be interesting to extend the utility

of this isotope system to other areas of environmental

research including environmental forensics, climate

research, and to study phosphorous cycling in vegeta-

tion and soils. Indeed a few attempts to move in that

direction have taken place (Jaisi and Blake 2010;

Tamburini et al. 2010; Zohar et al. 2010b). The devel-

opment is rapid and it is expected that this system will

see a great expansion in application to a broad range of

problems in the near future.
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Chapter 22

Isotopic Tracing of Perchlorate in the Environment

Neil C. Sturchio, John Karl Böhlke, Baohua Gu, Paul B. Hatzinger, and W. Andrew Jackson

Abstract Isotopic measurements can be used for

tracing the sources and behavior of environmental

contaminants. Perchlorate (ClO4
�) has been detected

widely in groundwater, soils, fertilizers, plants, milk,

and human urine since 1997, when improved analyti-

cal methods for analyzing ClO4
� concentration

became available for routine use. Perchlorate inges-

tion poses a risk to human health because of its

interference with thyroidal hormone production. Con-

sequently, methods for isotopic analysis of ClO4
�

have been developed and applied to assist evaluation

of the origin and migration of this common contami-

nant. Isotopic data are now available for stable iso-

topes of oxygen and chlorine, as well as 36Cl isotopic

abundances, in ClO4
� samples from a variety of natu-

ral and synthetic sources. These isotopic data provide

a basis for distinguishing sources of ClO4
� found in

the environment, and for understanding the origin of

natural ClO4
�. In addition, the isotope effects of

microbial ClO4
� reduction have been measured in

laboratory and field experiments, providing a tool for

assessing ClO4
� attenuation in the environment. Iso-

topic data have been used successfully in some areas

for identifying major sources of ClO4
� contamination

in drinking water supplies. Questions about the origin

and global biogeochemical cycle of natural ClO4
�

remain to be addressed; such work would benefit

from the development of methods for preparation

and isotopic analysis of ClO4
� in samples with low

concentrations and complex matrices.

22.1 Introduction

Perchlorate (ClO4
�) is a stable oxyanion consisting of

four O2� ions bonded in tetrahedral coordination with

a central Cl7+ ion. It is ubiquitous in the environment at

trace concentrations, and has natural and anthropogenic

sources. Natural ClO4
� is present in precipitation (gen-

erally <0.1 mg L�1), in soil (generally <10 mg kg�1),

and in groundwater at concentrations ranging from

background levels of about 0.01 to >100 mg L�1 in

some arid regions where perchlorate has been concen-

trated by evaporation (Dasgupta et al. 2005; Jackson

et al. 2005a; Rao et al. 2007; Rajagopalan et al. 2006,

2009; Parker et al. 2008).

A major production mechanism for natural perchlo-

rate apparently involves reactions of atmospheric Cl

species with ozone (O3) (Simonaitis and Heicklen

1975; Jaegle et al. 1996; Bao and Gu 2004; Dasgupta

et al. 2005; Kang et al. 2008; Catling et al. 2010; Rao

et al. 2010). Anthropogenic ClO4
� salts are synthesized

by electrolysis of NaCl brines (Schumacher 1960) in

quantities on the order of 107 kg year�1 (DasGupta

et al. 2006) for military, aerospace, and other industrial

applications, e.g., solid rocket fuel, explosives, fire-

works, road flares, electroplating solutions.

Perchlorate salts (NH4ClO4, KClO4, NaClO4) are

soluble in water and some organic solvents. The
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ClO4
� ion in aqueous solution is non-complexing and

unreactive at low temperature, resistant to O exchange

with H2O (Hoering et al. 1958), and adsorbs weakly to

solids present in soils and aquifers. It is not readily

removed by conventional water treatment processes,

but special ion exchange resins have been developed

to remove ClO4
� from drinking water (Gu et al. 2007,

2011). Perchlorate can be reduced by microbes under

anoxic conditions after available nitrate (NO3
�) is

depleted (Coates and Achenbach 2004), and this bio-

degradation process has been utilized for both in situ

and ex situ treatment of water (Hatzinger 2005). Its

chemical properties give ClO4
� high mobility and

general persistence in surface waters, vadose zone

environments, and shallow oxic aquifers.

The widespread occurrence of ClO4
� in drinking

water and food supplies (Gullick et al. 2001; Kirk et al.

2003; Jackson et al. 2005b; Sanchez et al. 2005, 2006)

has attracted attention because of the potential delete-

rious health effects of ClO4
� ingestion caused by

interference with human thyroidal hormone produc-

tion (NRC 2005). Pathways of natural and synthetic

perchlorate through the environment, and potential

natural attenuation processes, are thus of great interest

with respect to human health and the protection of

environmental quality.

Stable isotope ratio analyses of oxygen (O) and

chlorine (Cl), along with 36Cl abundance measure-

ments, have shown that different ClO4
� sources have

distinct isotopic compositions that provide multiple

isotopic tracers of the sources and behavior of ClO4
�

in the environment (Bao and Gu 2004; Böhlke et al.

2005; Sturchio et al. 2006, 2009; Jackson et al. 2010).

In this chapter we review the development and current

status of sampling and isotopic analytical methods

for ClO4
�, along with a survey of published data.

Remaining questions about the origin and behavior

of natural ClO4
� are outlined.

22.1.1 Isotope Abundances and Notation

There are three stable isotopes of O (16O, 17O, and
18O) having natural abundances of approximately

99.76, 0.04, and 0.2%, respectively (Coplen et al.

2002; Hoefs 2009). Variations in O isotope ratios are

reported as d18O and d17O, defined as the difference

between the 18O/16O or 17O/16O atom ratio, respec-

tively, of a sample and that of Vienna Standard Mean

Ocean Water (VSMOW):

d18O = 18O=16O
� �

sample
= 18O=16O
� �

VSMOW
� 1

� �

(22.1)

d17O = 17O=16O
� �

sample
= 17O=16O
� �

VSMOW
� 1

� �

(22.2)

These d values are normally reported in parts per

thousand (‰) following multiplication of both sides

of (22.1) and (22.2) by 1,000. In systems where isoto-

pic fractionation is strictly mass-dependent, d17O
ffi 0.52 � d18O and is not normally reported. However,

natural ClO4
� commonly has 17O in excess of this

relationship (Bao and Gu 2004; Böhlke et al. 2005)

and the 17O anomaly commonly is reported as a

deviation from the abundance expected for mass-

dependent fractionation, according to the approxima-

tion (Thiemens 2006):

D17O = d17O� 0.52 � d18O (22.3)

Alternatively (Miller 2002), and in this paper:

D17O = 1þ d17O
� �

= 1þ d18O
� �0:525h i

� 1 (22.4)

The D17O value is normally reported in parts per

thousand (‰) following multiplication of both sides of

(22.3) and (22.4) by 1,000.

There are two stable isotopes of Cl (35Cl and 37Cl)

having natural abundances of approximately 75.76

and 24.24%, respectively (Coplen et al. 2002; Hoefs

2009). Chlorine stable isotope ratios are reported as

d37Cl, defined as the difference between the 37Cl/35Cl

atom ratio of a sample and that of Standard Mean

Ocean Chloride (SMOC) (Long et al. 1993; Godon

et al. 2004):

d37Cl = 37Cl=35Cl
� �

sample
= 37Cl=35Cl
� �

SMOC
� 1

� �

(22.5)

Values of d37Cl are normally reported in parts per

thousand (‰) following multiplication of both sides of

(22.5) by 1,000.
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Chlorine-36 is a long-lived radioactive isotope

(half-life ¼ 301,000 years) produced largely by cosmic-

ray interactions with atmospheric Ar as well as

by thermal neutron capture on 35Cl in the terrestrial

subsurface environment. Chorine-36 abundances are

measured by accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS)

and are expressed as the atom ratio of 36Cl/Cltotal.

This ratio ranges from about 10�15 to 10�11 in terres-

trial materials (Phillips 2000).

22.2 Methods

All high-precision stable isotope data (d37Cl, d18O,
D17O) reported for ClO4

� to date have been measured

by isotope-ratio mass spectrometry (IRMS). Methods

published by Ader et al. (2001) and Sturchio et al.

(2003) are suitable only for determination of Cl iso-

tope ratios in ClO4
�, and these have been replaced in

routine analysis by the methods developed and applied

to isotopic analysis of both O and Cl by Böhlke et al.

(2005); Sturchio et al. (2006); Hatzinger et al. (2009),

and Jackson et al. (2010), which are described

below in Sect. 22.2.3. Such measurements begin with

a pure alkali-ClO4 salt, preferably KClO4, RbClO4, or

CsClO4. A typical isotopic analysis of ClO4
� by IRMS

requires at least 0.2 mg of ClO4
�. Although synthetic

ClO4
� reagents are readily available in large amounts,

the concentration of ClO4
� in most environmental

materials is low (mg/kg) and requires elaborate methods

of preconcentration, extraction, and purification prior

to isotopic analysis (Gu et al. 2011).

22.2.1 Sampling

The most successful and widely used method for isoto-

pic sampling of ClO4
� from environmental materials

has involved the use of a highly ClO4-selective bifunc-

tional ion-exchange resin for preconcentration (Gu

et al. 2001, 2007, 2011). This resin was developed

initially for large-scale water treatment and is com-

mercially available as Purolite® A530E. Its use for

preconcentration requires that the ClO4
� be contained

in an aqueous solution. Thus A530E is suitable for

preconcentration of ClO4
� directly from natural

waters or from aqueous solutions obtained by leaching

ClO4-bearing solid materials such as soil, caliche,

plants, or industrial products.

In practice, the A530E resin (20–30 mesh size) is

normally packed into 100-mL size columns fabricated

from 38 mm (1.5 in.) diameter clear polyvinyl chloride

(PVC) tubing. Water is passed through the column at

an optimal rate of 1–2 L per minute to preconcentrate

ClO4
� on the resin, with the objective of obtaining at

least 3 mg for isotopic analysis. A prefilter (5–10 mm)

may be used to remove particles from the water before

passing through the column. Common anions such as

Cl�, NO3
�, and SO4

2�, along with humic material, if

present in sufficient quantities, tend to interfere with

uptake of ClO4
� on the A530E resin. This interference

increases with salinity and results in lower efficiency

of ClO4
� adsorption and early breakthrough, thus it is

advisable to pass a larger volume of water through the

column than that required by the assumption of 100%

efficiency. Further details about the performance of

A530E resin in ClO4
� removal are given by Gu et al.

(2001, 2007, 2011).

22.2.2 Extraction and Purification

When ClO4
� has been concentrated on the A530E

resin column, there are normally substantial quantities

of other common anions present. The first step in

recovering ClO4
� is to flush the column with four to

five bed volumes of 4 M HCl. This displaces a large

portion of the adsorbed NO3
�, SO4

2�, carbonates, and
organic anions, but adds substantial Cl� to the resin.

The ClO4
� is then eluted using a solution of 1 M FeCl3

in 4 M HCl, and the ClO4
� is displaced from the

A530E resin by the FeCl4
� anion (Gu et al. 2001).

After ClO4
� has been eluted from the column, there

are multiple options for Fe3+ and Cl� removal and

further purification (Gu et al. 2011). Depending on

the bulk sample composition, various issues may

arise in ClO4
� purification, and certain samples are

more difficult to purify than others. Generally, lower-

concentration samples (ClO4
� <~1 mg/L) are more

challenging. Ultimately, the purified ClO4
� is nor-

mally precipitated as CsClO4, the purity of which is

verified by ion chromatography and/or Raman spec-

troscopy, for isotopic analysis.
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22.2.3 Isotopic Analysis

22.2.3.1 Oxygen Isotopes

Oxygen isotope ratios in ClO4
� may be analyzed by

two IRMS methods. First, d18O values may be deter-

mined by reaction with glassy carbon at 1,325�C (or

higher) to produce CO, which is transferred in a He

carrier through a molecular-sieve gas chromatograph

to an isotope-ratio mass spectrometer and analyzed in

continuous-flow (CF) mode by monitoring peaks at m/

z 28 and 30 (this method is referred to as CO-CFIRMS,

for CO continuous-flow isotope-ratio mass spectrom-

etry). Yields of O (as CO) typically are 100 � 2% for

pure ClO4
� reagents and samples. The 1s analytical

precision of d18O values ranges from �0.1 to 0.3‰,

based on replicate analyses of samples and isotopic

reference materials.

For the second IRMS method, both d18O and d17O
values are measured on O2 produced by in vacuo

decomposition of the CsClO4 at 600–650�C, accord-
ing to the reaction:

CsClO4 ! CsCl þ 2O2 (22.6)

Decomposition can be done in sealed quartz or

Pyrex glass tubes (Böhlke et al. 2005; Sturchio et al.

2007) or in a vacuum system equipped with an O2 trap

(Bao and Gu 2004). The O2 gas is admitted to an

isotope-ratio mass spectrometer and analyzed in

dual-inlet (DI) mode by measurements at m/z 32, 33,

and 34 (this method is referred to as O2-DIIRMS, for

O2 dual-inlet isotope-ratio mass spectrometry). Yields

of O (as O2) by the sealed-tube method are typically

within �5% of those expected from processed sample

amounts for pure ClO4
� reagents and samples and

measured aliquots of tank O2. Partial exchange of O

between O2 and glass may occur during this decompo-

sition reaction, as a function of sample size, tempera-

ture, and time.

Oxygen isotope analyses of ClO4
� are calibrated

using a pair of KClO4 isotopic reference materials

(USGS37, USGS38) with isotopic compositions that

differ by more than the samples being analyzed. To

monitor drift, analyses include an internal laboratory

reference gas (either CO or O2, see below), against

which all samples and isotopic reference materials are

analyzed in the mass spectrometer during a single

batch of analyses in which all samples and reference

materials are the same size (in terms of O) and are

treated identically. The isotopic reference materials

consist of reagent-grade KClO4 salts (USGS37,

USGS38) that were prepared specifically for calibra-

tion of ClO4
� isotopic analyses. The d18O scale is

based on CO-CFIRMS analyses of the ClO4
� isotopic

reference materials against international water, nitrate,

and sulfate isotopic reference materials as described

by Böhlke et al. (2003) and all data are referenced to

the conventional VSMOW-SLAP (Standard Light

Antarctic Precipitation) scale. The D17O scale for

ClO4
� is based provisionally on the assumption that

the normal reagent KClO4 reference material

(USGS37) has 18O:17O:16O ratios that are related to

those of VSMOW by normal mass dependent relations

(D17O ¼ 0.0‰) with exponent l ¼ 0.525 (see (22.4)

above) (Miller 2002; Böhlke et al. 2005). Typical 1s
reproducibility of the D17O measurements is approxi-

mately �0.1‰ after normalization, based on replicate

analyses of samples and isotopic reference materials.

22.2.3.2 Chlorine Isotopes

Stable isotope ratios of Cl in purified ClO4
� samples

are analyzed using IRMS techniques, whereas 36Cl/Cl

ratios are determined using AMS (Sturchio et al.

2007, 2009). For d37Cl determinations, ClO4
� salts

are first decomposed at 600–650�C in evacuated

glass tubes to produce alkali chloride salts, which

are then analyzed according to well established

methods (Sturchio et al. 2007). The alkali chloride

salts produced by ClO4
� decomposition are dis-

solved in warm 18.2 MO deionized water, and Cl�

is precipitated as AgCl by addition of AgNO3. The

resulting AgCl is recovered by centrifugation,

washed in dilute HNO3, dried, and reacted in a sealed

glass tube with excess CH3I at 300�C for 2 h to

produce CH3Cl. The resulting CH3Cl is purified

using gas chromatography, cryo-concentrated, and

then admitted to an isotope-ratio mass spectrometer

and analyzed in either continuous-flow or dual-inlet

mode (depending on sample size) by measurements at

m/z 50 and 52.

Chlorine isotope ratio analyses are normalized

using the same ClO4
� isotopic reference materials

described for O analysis in Sect. 22.2.3.1 (USGS37,

USGS38). To monitor drift, analyses include an
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internal laboratory reference gas (CH3Cl), against

which all samples and reference materials are ana-

lyzed in the mass spectrometer during a single batch

of analyses. The d37Cl scale is based on isotopic ana-

lyses of the USGS ClO4
� isotopic reference materials

against SMOC. After normalization, the 1s analytical

precision of d37Cl values is approximately �0.2‰,

based on replicate analyses of samples and isotopic

reference materials.

Analysis of 36Cl in ClO4
� is performed by AMS

(Sturchio et al. 2009). Prior to AMS, the CsClO4 is

decomposed in a sealed tube as described above, then

the chloride is recovered as CsCl and precipitated as

AgCl by addition of excess AgNO3 solution. The

AgCl is dissolved in dilute NH4OH solution and the

Cl� is purified by anion chromatography on analytical

grade 1-X8 resin (using an unpublished protocol

provided by the PRIME Lab of Purdue University)

to ensure removal of trace amounts of S that might

cause isobaric interference (by 36S) at mass 36. An

alternative method for purification of Cl� involves

cation-exchange chromatography (Jiang et al. 2004).

Purified Cl� is then precipitated as AgCl for AMS

measurement. Analysis of seawater Cl� provides

a reference datum of 36Cl/Cl ¼ 0.5 � 10�15 (Argento

et al. 2010).

22.3 Results and Discussion

22.3.1 Stable Isotopic Composition
of Synthetic Perchlorate

Stable isotope data for samples of synthetic ClO4
�

reagents and other commercial ClO4
�-bearing pro-

ducts have been published by Ader et al. (2001), Bao

and Gu (2004), Böhlke et al. (2005), and Sturchio et al.

(2006). Data for samples of synthetic ClO4
� in which

both d18O and d37Cl isotope ratios were measured are

shown in Fig. 22.1. Published d37Cl values for syn-

thetic ClO4
� range from �3.1 to þ2.3‰ and have a

mean value near þ0.6‰. This mean value is within

the range of common industrial NaCl sources, such as

halite from Phanerozoic bedded evaporites having

d37Cl values in the range of 0.0 � 0.9‰ (Eastoe

et al. 2007), and indicates that relatively little (<1‰)

isotopic fractionation of Cl accompanies ClO4
� syn-

thesis. Published d18O values of synthetic ClO4
� range

from�24.8 to�12.5‰, presumably reflecting a range

in composition of the local water sources used in

production and O isotopic fractionation that occurs

during ClO4
� synthesis (Sturchio et al. 2006). In con-

trast, D17O values of synthetic ClO4
� are consistently

0.0 � 0.1‰, indicating little or no mass-independent

isotopic fractionation in the ClO4
� synthesis process.

All stable isotopic data generated to date for primary

synthetic ClO4
� (as of September, 2010) are within

the ranges of d18O and d37Cl shown in Fig. 22.1.

Preliminary measurements on ClO4
� produced by

disproportionation reactions in commercial NaOCl

(bleach) solutions, however, have indicated some

anomalously low values of d18O and anomalously

high values of d37Cl (e.g., d37Cl ¼ þ14.0‰; (Sturchio

et al. 2009)), yielding a potential means by which to

distinguish this source of ClO4
� from that produced by

electrochemical synthesis.

22.3.1.1 Isotopic Fractionation of Perchlorate

by Microbial Reduction

Kinetic isotopic fractionations are caused by mass

dependent differences in reaction rates of different iso-

topic species during fast, incomplete, or unidirectional

reactions such as diffusion, evaporation, and microbial

respiration, where reaction products are generally

Fig. 22.1 d37Cl (‰) versus d18O (‰) for representative sam-

ples of synthetic ClO4
� grouped by source (see legend). Analyt-

ical errors shown at �0.3‰. Dashed line is d37Cl reference
value of 0.0‰ for Standard Mean Ocean Chloride. Data from

Sturchio et al. (2006)
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enriched in the lighter isotopes (Criss 1999). The isoto-

pic fractionation factor, a, is defined as

a ¼ RA=RB (22.7)

where R is an isotope ratio, and A and B are two

substances (in the present case, product and reactant,

respectively). For O and Cl isotope ratios, R represents
18O/16O and 37Cl/35Cl, respectively. Values of a can

be obtained from the experimental results by assuming

the exponential function

R=R0 ¼ f a�1
(22.8)

where R and R0 are the O or Cl isotope ratios (18O/16O

or 37Cl/35Cl) of the residual ClO4
� and the initial,

unreacted ClO4
�, respectively, and f is the fraction of

ClO4
� remaining. In terms of the d values of the

ClO4
�, as defined in (22.1), (22.2), and (22.5),

dþ 1ð Þ= d0 þ 1ð Þ ¼ f a�1 (22.9)

where d is the isotopic composition of the ClO4
� at

any value f, and d0 is the isotopic composition at f ¼ 1.

The value of a can be obtained by fitting data with the

natural log of (22.8):

a� 1 ¼ ln R=Roð Þ= ln f (22.10)

This describes the mass-dependent Rayleigh-type

isotopic fractionation that accompanies a variety of

natural processes (Broecker and Oversby 1971). Iso-

topic fractionation factors are commonly expressed in

terms of e, where

e ¼ a� 1 (22.11)

with e normally expressed in parts per thousand (‰).

Isotopic fractionation of Cl and O accompanying

microbial reduction of ClO4
� have been investigated

in several laboratory experiments and in a field study

involving an in situ aquifer push-pull test. Two inde-

pendent liquid culture experiments published in 2003

used the bacterial species Azospira suillum with ace-

tate as the electron donor and ClO4
� as the sole elec-

tron acceptor to investigate the Cl kinetic isotope

effect (Coleman et al. 2003; Sturchio et al. 2003).

Coleman et al. (2003) maintained the temperature of

their cultures at 37�C, whereas Sturchio et al. (2003)

maintained the temperature of their cultures at 22�C,
during incubation. Coleman et al. (2003) reported

e37Cl values of �15.8 � 0.4 and �14.8 � 1.3‰
obtained from two separate cultures, both exhibiting

nearly complete ClO4
� reduction in about 90 min.

Sturchio et al. (2003) reported comparable e37Cl
values of �16.6 and �12.9‰ obtained from two sep-

arate cultures with complete ClO4
� reduction times of

18 days and 5.5 h, respectively, noting that less frac-

tionation was observed in the experiment in which

ClO4
� was consumed more rapidly. A subsequent

presentation and re-evaluation of the Coleman et al.

(2003) data concluded a single and more precise e37Cl
value of �14.98 � 0.15‰, following a statistical

refinement of the complete experimental data set

(Ader et al. 2008).

Further work by Sturchio et al. (2007) produced

data on both Cl and O isotope effects of microbial

ClO4
� reduction, this time using two different bacte-

rial genera (A. suillum JPLRND and Decholospirillum

sp. FBR2) in liquid cultures at temperatures of 22 and

10�C, and including an experiment using 18O-enriched

water to test for O exchange between ClO4
� and H2O.

This set of experiments resulted in composite e37Cl
and e18O values (regressed from the combined data of

the five separate experiments, with all points weighted

equally) of �13.2 � 0.5 and �33.1 � 1.2‰, respec-

tively. There was no evidence (within analytical error)

for dependence on either bacterial strain or tempe-

rature, and no evidence for O exchange between

ClO4
� and H2O, during ClO4

� reduction. A key result

of this work was the observation that, despite a

range in apparent e values of the individual experi-

ments, the ratio e18O/e37Cl showed a constant value of
2.50 � 0.04 for the combined experimental results

over a range of f from 1.00 to 0.01 (Fig. 22.2).

The applicability of laboratory isotopic fraction-

ation factors in the field was explored by Hatzinger

et al. (2009), who performed a push-pull test in 2006 at

a site where a soybean oil emulsion had been injected

three years earlier in a demonstration of its potential to

stimulate ClO4
� bioremediation (Borden 2007). In the

single injection push-pull test, 405 L of contaminated

upgradient groundwater (containing 5.5 mg L�1

ClO4
� and 7.7 mg L�1 NO3

�) was amended with

NaBr (as a tracer for groundwater mixing) and injected

at a rate of 30 L min�1 into the zone containing

residual emulsified oil (the monitoring well was
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screened at depths of 1.8–4.9 m, where total well depth

was 5 m below ground surface). Nine water samples of

1–30-L volume (increasing with time) were removed

periodically over a period of 30 h for chemical and

isotopic analysis. Apparent in situ isotopic fraction-

ation factors for both O and Cl in ClO4
� were only

about 0.3–0.4 times the values reported for pure cul-

ture studies (Sturchio et al. 2007; Ader et al. 2008);

similarly, apparent fractionation factors for N and O in

NO3
� were only 0.2–0.6 times those reported in labo-

ratory culture studies. The relatively small apparent

isotopic fractionation factors observed in the push-pull

test may be attributed to physical and chemical hetero-

geneity in the aquifer, as similar effects have been

observed and modeled for NO3
� reduction in ground-

water and surface water (Mariotti et al. 1988; Lehman

et al. 2003; Green et al. 2010). Despite the relatively

small apparent in situ values of e18O and e37Cl
measured for ClO4

� in the push-pull test, the e ratio

e18O/e37Cl was 2.63, in excellent agreement with the

laboratory-determined value of 2.50 � 0.04 (Sturchio

et al. 2007). This indicates that the fundamental pro-

cess of ClO4
� reduction may have been the same in

laboratory and field settings, but the heterogeneity of

the field setting was such that it caused substantial

underestimation of the extent of ClO4
� reduction

when using an isotopic approach based on laboratory

fractionation factors.

22.3.2 Stable Isotopic Composition
of Natural Perchlorate

22.3.2.1 Atacama Desert, Chile

The most well-known occurrence of naturally occur-

ring ClO4
� is in the extensive NO3

�-rich “caliche”-

type salt deposits of the hyperarid Atacama Desert of

northern Chile, which contain up to 0.6 wt.% ClO4
�

(Ericksen 1981). The O isotopic composition of Ata-

cama ClO4
� was first measured by Bao and Gu (2004)

who reported d18O values ranging from �24.8 to

�4.5‰ and D17O values ranging from þ4.2 to

þ9.6‰. The elevated 17O abundance was interpreted

by Bao and Gu (2004) as a reflection of the atmo-

spheric origin of ClO4
� through photochemical reac-

tions of atmospheric Cl species with O3. Additional

isotopic data for Atacama ClO4
� were reported by

Böhlke et al. (2005), Sturchio et al. (2006), and Jack-

son et al. (2010), extending the O isotopic results of

Bao and Gu (2004) and, in addition, documenting

extreme 37Cl-depletion with d37Cl values ranging

from �14.5 to �11.8‰. An atmospheric origin for

ClO4
� is consistent with N and O isotopic evidence

for the atmospheric origin of NO3
� in the Atacama salt

deposits and soils (Böhlke et al. 1997; Michalski et al.

2004; Ewing et al. 2007), where both compounds may

have accumulated for millions of years (Ericksen

1981; Rech et al. 2010; Ewing et al. 2006). There is

growing interest in the origin and isotopic composition

of Atacama ClO4
� for several reasons: (1) billions of

kg of Atacama NO3
� deposits have been imported to

the U.S. for use in agricultural fertilizer (DasGupta

et al. 2006), and the distinctive isotopic composition

of Atacama ClO4
� has been found in aquifers

across the U.S., indicating past use of Atacama nitrate

fertilizer is a source of ClO4
� in U.S. groundwater

(Böhlke et al. 2005, 2009; Sturchio et al. 2011);

and (2) the recent discovery of ClO4
� in Martian

and Antarctic soils has led to renewed efforts to under-

stand the mechanism of atmospheric ClO4
� formation

and the planetary geochemical cycles for ClO4
� on
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Fig. 22.2 Relation of e18O and e37Cl in combined results of

five liquid culture experiments of microbial ClO4
� reduction

(Sturchio et al. 2007). A constant slope of 2.50 � 0.04 was

observed, independent of bacterial strain and temperature. The

experiment labeled “HW” was done in 18O-enriched water

(d18O ¼ þ198‰) and indicates no measurable O exchange

between ClO4
� and H2O during microbial reduction under

these conditions
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both Earth and Mars (Hecht et al. 2009; Ming

et al. 2010; Catling et al. 2010; Kounaves et al. 2010).

22.3.2.2 Southwestern United States

The occurrence of indigenous natural ClO4
� (unre-

lated to imported Atacama ClO4
�) throughout the

United States, especially in the arid southwestern

regions, has become increasingly apparent through

surveys of ClO4
� concentrations in precipitation,

soil, and groundwater (Plummer et al. 2006; Jackson

et al. 2005a; Rajagopalan et al. 2006, 2009; Rao et al.

2007; Parker et al. 2008). The stable isotopic compo-

sition of indigenous natural ClO4
� analyzed to date

(hereafter referred to as SW ClO4
�) is distinct from

both Atacama ClO4
� and synthetic ClO4

� (Jackson

et al. 2010) (Fig. 22.3).

The three types of ClO4
� shown in Fig. 22.3 can be

distinguished completely by their d18O values. Two

types of ClO4
� have overlapping d37Cl values: syn-

thetic ClO4
� has a range from about �3 to þ2‰,

whereas SW ClO4
� has a range from about �3 to

+6%. In contrast, Atacama ClO4
� has a uniquely low

range in d37Cl from about�15 to�9%. The reason for

such a wide range in d37Cl values for natural ClO4
� is

not yet understood, but may be related to regional or

hemispheric differences in the source(s) of atmo-

spheric Cl reactants or the mechanism(s) involved in

ClO4
� production.

The D17O values of synthetic ClO4
� are uniformly

0.0 � 0.2%. Natural ClO4
� shows a significant 17O

excess, with Atacama ClO4
� showing a relatively

narrow range in D17O values from þ8.1 to þ10.5‰,

whereas SW ClO4
� shows a much wider range from

aboutþ0.2‰ in groundwaters from the Southern High

Plains to as high as þ18.4‰ for an unsaturated zone

salt sample from the Zabriskie area (Ericksen et al.

1988) near Death Valley, CA. This mass-independent

isotopic fractionation effect (Thiemens 2006) is diag-

nostic of all natural ClO4
� analyzed to date. The D17O

values of the SW ClO4
� summarized in Fig. 22.3

display a bimodal distribution, with one group (labeled

SHP, for Southern High Plains) having a range from

Fig. 22.3 d37Cl (per mil) versus d18O (per mil) values

(upper diagram) and D17O (per mil) versus d18O (per mil)

values (lower diagram) for samples of synthetic ClO4
�,

Atacama ClO4
�, and SW ClO4

�. Southwest ClO4
� is

subdivided into Southern High Plains (SHP) and Death

Valley (DV) as described in text. Data from Böhlke et al.

(2005); Sturchio et al. (2006); Jackson et al. (2010)
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about þ0.2 to þ2.6‰, and a second group (labeled

DV, for Death Valley) having a range from þ8.6 to

þ18.4‰. This distribution may be related in part with

local climate and the mode of ClO4
� occurrence, as

the lower range of values represents ClO4
� extracted

from a number of groundwater samples and an unsat-

urated zone soil leachate from the Southern High

Plains and Middle Rio Grande Basin (Texas and

New Mexico), whereas the higher values are from

unsaturated zone salts from the vicinity of Death

Valley, California. The ranges of O isotopic composi-

tions could imply either (1) there is a primary, high-

D17O atmospheric ClO4
� signature that is retained for

thousands of years in the most arid unsaturated zone

profiles (and for millions of years in the hyperarid

Atacama Desert) but diminished by slow isotopic

exchange with O in slightly wetter environments

with time, or (2) there is another production mecha-

nism (e.g., involving UV but not O3) that results in

lower D17O values for ClO4
� (Jackson et al. 2010).

22.3.3 Chlorine-36 Abundance
in Perchlorate

The radioactive isotope 36Cl (half-life ¼ 301,000 years)

provides an additional tracer for ClO4
�. Chlorine-36

is produced in the atmosphere largely by cosmic-

ray interactions with Ar, and also in the subsurface by

thermal neutron capture on 35Cl (Lehmann et al. 1993).

The range in measured 36Cl/Cl ratios of Cl� in pre-

anthropogenic groundwater across the continental U.

S. is from ~10 � 10�15 near the coasts to as high

as 1,670 � 10�15 in the central Rocky Mountains

(Davis et al. 2003). The lower ratios near the coasts

reflect dilution by marine aerosols in which 36Cl/Cl ¼
0.5 � 10�15 (Argento et al. 2010). Testing of thermo-

nuclear bombs in the Pacific Ocean during 1952–1958

injected a large amount of 36Cl, produced by neutron

irradiation of seawater Cl�, into the stratosphere,

resulting in worldwide 36Cl fallout for several years

thereafter (Phillips 2000). The presence of this bomb-

pulse Cl� may be identified from its anomalously high
36Cl/Cl ratio and its association with relatively

high tritium activity. The highest measured 36Cl/Cl

ratio reported for bomb-affected groundwater Cl� is

12,800 � 10�15 (Davis et al. 2003). The 36Cl/Cl ratio

of Cl� in Long Island (NY) rainwater sampled in 1957

(during the peak of the nuclear bomb testing era in the

Pacific) was as high as 127,000�10�15 (Schaeffer et al.

1960). Arctic deposition in 1957 also had anomalously

high 36Cl/Cl (28,600 � 10�15) as observed in the

Dye-3 ice core (Synal et al. 1990).

A reconnaissance survey of 36Cl in ClO4
�, includ-

ing a variety of synthetic and natural ClO4
� samples,

showed a range of 36Cl/Cl ratios exceeding four orders

of magnitude (Sturchio et al. 2009) (Fig. 22.4). Syn-

thetic ClO4
� samples had relatively low 36Cl/Cl ratios

from �2.5 � 10�15 to 40 � 10�15, reflecting those

expected from ancient, marine-derived NaCl sources
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used in the electrochemical synthesis, such as bedded

evaporites and salt domes. Southwest ClO4
� samples

had extremely high 36Cl/Cl ratios in the range

3,130 � 10�15 to 28,800 � 10�15. Although the pres-

ence of bomb 36Cl could not be ruled out for some of

these samples, 36Cl/Cl ratios of 3,130 � 10�15 to

12,300 � 10�15 were measured in ClO4
� extracted

from groundwaters having no detectable tritium, indi-

cating groundwater recharge prior to bomb testing and

implying that the high 36Cl/Cl ratios in these ClO4
�

samples are unrelated to the bomb tests. The fact that

these ratios are much higher than any others measured

for Cl� from pre-anthropogenic groundwater implies a

largely stratospheric source for the ClO4
�, as any

near-surface ClO4
� production mechanism should

yield 36Cl/Cl ratios in the range of near-surface Cl�

(i.e. <2,000 � 10�15).

Atacama ClO4
� had an intermediate range of 36Cl/

Cl ratios from 22 � 10�15 to 590 � 10�15, and Cl�

from two samples of the Atacama caliche and one

sample of an Atacama commercial NaNO3 product

had relatively low 36Cl/Cl ratios identical within

error to those of the co-occurring ClO4
�. The Atacama

data could be consistent with initially high 36Cl/Cl

ratios (similar to those of SW ClO4
� samples) that

have decreased by radioactive decay. In those samples

where ClO4
� and Cl� have identical 36Cl/Cl ratios,

ClO4
� and Cl� have apparently approached secular

equilibrium with the local radiation environment (i.e.,

a condition in which the rate of radioactive decay of
36Cl is equal to its rate of production within the sample

environment). There has been adequate time for secu-

lar equilibrium to be attained, as many of the Atacama

caliche deposits began forming at least 9.4 million

Fig. 22.5 d37Cl (per mil) versus d18O (per mil)

values (upper diagram) and D17O (per mil) versus

d18O (per mil) values (lower diagram) showing
stable isotope data for ClO4

� in groundwater samples

from the Chino Basin, California (red symbols)
in comparison to the principal known ClO4

�

source types in the region as identified in Fig. 22.3.

A dominantly Atacama source is inferred for the

Chino Basin samples (Sturchio et al. 2008)
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years ago (Rech et al. 2006), whereas it takes only

about two million years for 36Cl to reach a condition of

>99% secular equilibrium.

22.3.4 Tracing Perchlorate
in Contaminated Aquifers

The isotopic data accumulated for ClO4
� during the

past decade have created opportunities for tracing

ClO4
� in contaminated aquifers with relatively robust

results. The three principal sources of ClO4
� found in

contaminated groundwaters of the US (i.e., synthetic,

Atacama, and SW ClO4
�) are isotopically distinct

with respect to stable isotopes of O and Cl (Bao and

Gu 2004; Böhlke et al. 2005; Sturchio et al. 2006)

(Jackson et al. 2010) as well as 36Cl (Sturchio et al.

2009). Furthermore, the low rate of O exchange

between ClO4
� and H2O (Hoering et al. 1958) could

maintain the integrity of ClO4
� source O isotopic

ratios over at least several decades under normal

groundwater conditions (Böhlke et al. 2009). Biodeg-

radation of ClO4
� produces systematic stable isotope

enrichments that do not significantly affect D17O

values or 36Cl/Cl ratios, thus potentially allowing

detection of the biodegradation without masking

the initial source(s) of ClO4
� (Sturchio et al. 2007;

Hatzinger et al. 2009).

Several studies involving the application of stable

isotope measurements for tracing ClO4
� sources in

contaminated aquifers have been published with sup-

porting information from other chemical and isotopic

tracers. Increasing concentrations of ClO4
� detected

in municipal water supplies of Chino, Ontario, and

Pomona, California during 2004 prompted an isotopic

investigation to determine the source of this increase.

The data showed a dominantly agricultural source

Fig. 22.6 d37Cl (per mil) versus d18O (per mil)

values (upper diagram) and D17O (per mil) versus

d18O (per mil) values (lower diagram) showing
stable isotope data for ClO4

� in groundwater

samples (labeled red symbols) from Long Island,

New York (Böhlke et al. 2009), in comparison to

the principal known ClO4
� source types in the

region as identified in Fig. 22.3
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with isotopic compositions resembling those of Ata-

cama ClO4
�, with apparent minor contributions of

synthetic and SW ClO4
� (Fig. 22.5). The northern

portion of the Chino Basin was formerly used for

citrus cultivation and there is anecdotal evidence for

extensive use of Chilean NO3
� fertilizer (Sturchio

et al. 2008).

Böhlke et al. (2009) demonstrated that ClO4
� ori-

ginating from known synthetic and agricultural

sources in Long Island, New York could be traced

from stable isotopic compositions (Fig. 22.6). A his-

tory of groundwater contamination by Atacama ClO4
�

in an agricultural area in eastern Long Island was

inferred from depth profiles of environmental tracer

ages along with concentration and isotopic data for

ClO4
� and NO3

� (Böhlke et al. 2009). The possible

sources of ClO4
� in the groundwater of Pasadena,

California also were investigated using multiple chem-

ical and isotopic tracers, and evidence was found for

at least three distinct sources of ClO4
�, of which

at least two were synthetic (Slaten et al. 2010).

The most intensive local isotopic investigation of

ClO4
� sources in groundwater to date was performed

in the southeastern San Bernardino Basin, California.

Discrete, intersecting ClO4
� plumes were found to

have distinct sources (Sturchio et al. 2011). One

plume containing synthetic ClO4
� emanated from a

former rocket-testing site that had been used subse-

quently as an artificial recharge basin (labeled “site” at

the right side of Fig. 22.7), and another plume contain-

ing Atacama-type ClO4
� emanated from a predomi-

nantly agricultural area. Where these plumes intersect,

some groundwater wells contain mixtures of synthetic

and Atacama ClO4
� (Figs. 22.7 and 22.8).

Fig. 22.7 Map showing outlines of discrete groundwater

ClO4
� plumes in Bunker Hill Basin southwest of San Bernar-

dino, California in relation to groundwater potentiometric

surface. Map legend identifies symbols indicating predominant

ClO4
� source type. Adapted from Sturchio et al. (2011)
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22.4 Summary and Research
Opportunities

Isotopic data can be used for tracing the origin and

behavior of ClO4
� in the environment. Four indepen-

dently varying parameters have been measured on indi-

vidual ClO4
� samples for this purpose: d37Cl, d18O,

D17O, and 36Cl/Cl. At least three distinct types of

ClO4
� have been identified isotopically (i.e., synthetic,

Atacama, and SW ClO4
�), and these distinctions have

proven to be useful in forensic applications. Additional

data for indigenous, natural ClO4
� are needed, how-

ever, to obtain a global picture of its isotopic variations.

Improved methods for sample preparation and isotopic

analysis with much better sensitivity would be helpful

for measuring ClO4
� isotopic variations in some sample

types such as aerosols and precipitation as well as

foodstuffs and body fluids, which have been precluded

by the impracticality of obtaining the currently required

milligram amounts of ClO4
�. Further experimental and

theoretical investigations of atmospheric ClO4
� pro-

duction mechanisms may lead to improved explana-

tions of observed isotopic variations in natural samples.
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Fig. 22.8 d37Cl (per mil) versus d18O (per mil)

(upper diagram) and D17O (per mil) versus d18O
(per mil) (lower diagram) for samples of

groundwater ClO4
� plumes in the southeastern

San Bernardino Basin, California (red symbols)
in comparison to the three principal known ClO4

�

source types in the region as identified in Fig. 22.3.

One plume has a synthetic source, and the other

has a predominantly agricultural (i.e. Atacama-type)

source, with some apparent mixing between sources

(data from Sturchio et al. 2011)
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Chapter 23

The Isotopomers of Nitrous Oxide: Analytical Considerations
and Application to Resolution of Microbial Production
Pathways

Nathaniel E. Ostrom and Peggy H. Ostrom

Abstract Nitrous oxide (N2O) is an important green-

house gas and the most important substance involved

in ozone depletion. The N2O molecule consists of two

N atoms that differ in the nature of their covalent

bonds and consequently tend to acquire distinct isoto-

pic compositions. Thus, N2O contains both bulk (d15N
and d18O) and site specific isotopic information. Site

preference (SP) is defined as the difference in d15N
between the central (a) and outer (b) N atoms in N2O.

SP has emerged as a potential conservative tracer of

microbial N2O production because (1) it is indepen-

dent of the isotopologue composition of the substrates

of nitrification and denitrification and (2) does not

exhibit fractionation during production. In pure micro-

bial culture distinct SP values for N2O production

from bacterial denitrification, including nitrifier deni-

trification (�10 to 0 ‰), relative to hydroxylamine

oxidation and fungal denitrification (33–37 ‰) pro-

vides a basis to resolve production pathways in the

natural environment. Future directions for isotopomer

research include (1) improvements in calibration and

mass overlap corrections, (2) evaluation of SP signals

of microbial production pathways not yet studied

including heterotrophic nitrification, codenitrification,

and dissimilatory reduction of nitrate to ammonium,

and (3) evaluation of the potential for biological pro-

duction to produce a 17O anomaly in atmospheric

N2O.

23.1 Introduction

Nitrous oxide (N2O) is a long lived greenhouse gas

that is also involved in ozone depletion. Although the

atmospheric abundance of N2O is approximately one

thousandth that of CO2, relative to CO2 its radiative

efficiency (Wm�2 ppb�1) is 216 times greater. Thus,

the contribution of N2O to atmospheric global warm-

ing is substantial (6 %) (Forster et al. 2007). Currently

N2O is the most important ozone depleting substance

emitted by human activity but it is not regulated by the

Montreal protocol (Ravishankara et al. 2009). The fact

that N2O production is strongly linked to fertilizer

application has important implications for manage-

ment of emissions of this gas (Forster et al. 2007).

With expectations of an increase in human population

from a current estimate of 7–9 billion by 2050 and the

associated escalation in fertilizer production, N2O

emissions are anticipated to rise (Mosier and Kroeze

2000; Tilman et al. 2001; Galloway et al. 2003). While

there is compelling need to reduce emissions, we are

unable to achieve a lower atmospheric N2O concen-

trations simply by controlling anthropogenic sources

as the majority of N2O is not directly derived from

human activity. Rather microbial activity produces

N2O and is stimulated upon disturbance of soils, fer-

tilizer application and nitrogen loading to aquatic eco-

systems (Seitzinger et al. 2006; Groffman et al. 2006;

Forster et al. 2007). Consequently, mitigation of N2O

emissions will not only be dependent upon reducing

fertilizer use but also dependent upon measures that

regulate microbial activities associated with N2O pro-

duction.

Identifying the microbial origin of N2O in soils

and aquatic environments is a long-standing research

objective that has remained surprisingly elusive
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(Mosier et al. 1998a, b; Robertson et al. 2004; Naqvi

et al. 2006). A focal point of this objective has been

the determination of the importance of nitrification

and denitrification in the production of this gas.

Nitrification involves oxidation of ammonium to

nitrite and/or nitrate in the presence of oxygen. Dur-

ing this process, N2O is formed as a byproduct of

hydroxylamine oxidation. When oxygen is limiting,

denitrification invokes the successive reduction of

nitrate, nitrite, nitric oxide, and N2O with dinitrogen

gas (N2) as the most common final product (Firestone

and Davidson 1989). Owing to the sensitivity of

these reactions to oxygen, the activity of nitrifiers

and denitrifiers varies in response to different envi-

ronmental controls such as changes in pH and the

concentration of nitrate and organic carbon (Robert-

son and Groffman 2006). Thus, microbial controls of

N2O production are expected to depend on manage-

ment strategies that impact the soil and water envir-

onments (Matson et al. 1989; Seitzinger et al. 2006).

However, managing soil N2O emissions is not as

simple as regulating nitrification and denitrification.

Additional transformation pathways are influential.

Nitrifying bacteria produce N2O by two pathways,

hydroxylamine oxidation and reduction of nitrite

(Wrage et al. 2001; Fig. 23.1), there is increasing

awareness that fungal denitrification is an important

mechanism of N2O production in soils (Laughlin

and Stevens 2002; Crenshaw et al. 2008) and other

nitrogen cycling pathways such as heterotrophic

nitrification, dissimilatory reduction of nitrate to

ammonia (DRNA) and anaerobic ammonium oxida-

tion (anammox) may contribute to N2O production

(Scott et al. 2008; Wrage et al. 2001; Kampschreur

et al. 2008).

Traditional approaches for apportioning N2O pro-

duction to nitrification and denitrification include acet-

ylene inhibition and/or isotope labeling approaches

that inherently alter microbial activity (Madsen

1998; Groffman et al. 2006). Acetylene inhibition or
15N tracer approaches have been widely used in both

soil and aquatic environments (Groffman et al. 2006).

The use of acetylene to define specific production

pathways can be problematic owing to the potential

for (1) incomplete diffusion of acetylene into the soil

and incomplete inhibition of N2O reduction, (2) alter-

ation of microbial activity as acetylene is a metabo-

lizeable source of carbon, (3) inhibition of nitrification

and its associated supply of nitrate, and (4) production

of N2O from novel pathways such as fungal denitrifi-

cation and codenitrification that may not respond to

inhibitors (Madsen 1998; Groffman et al. 2006;

Wrage et al. 2004, 2005; Laughlin and Stevens 2002;

Crenshaw et al. 2008). As a result, there is a strong

desire to avoid the use of acetylene and other inhibi-

tors in N cycling studies (Wrage et al. 2004, 2005;

Groffman et al. 2006). Application of 15N enriched

nitrate or ammonium is a common approach to evalu-

ate N2O production from nitrification and denitrifica-

tion, however, this approach may be susceptible to

incomplete diffusion of the tracer and stimulation of

activity by the addition of the 15N enriched substrates

(Groffman et al. 2006). Consequently the challenges

to resolving the microbial origins of N2O are consid-

erable and isotopologue data offer important advan-

tages in the determination of production pathways

relative to inhibitor and tracer studies. These include

a lack of concern regarding incomplete diffusion of

tracers or inhibitors, lack of alteration of microbial

activity due to the addition of tracers or inhibitors,

and an ability to apply results across broad temporal

and spatial scales that is rarely feasible using incuba-

tion approaches.

In 1999 two research groups argued that the analy-

sis of the intramolecular distribution of 15N in N2O

could offer additional information regarding the ori-

gins of this greenhouse gas relative to the bulk isotope

measurements d15N and d18O (Toyoda and Yoshida

NH3 NH2OH NO2
- NO N2O N2

NO2
- NO N2O N2

N2O

NO3
-

Denitrification

Nitrification

Nitrifier-denitrification
O2 H2O

HAO

H
A

O

NOR

NOR

Fig. 23.1 Diagram of microbial N cycling showing pathways

leading to N2O production. The enzyme hydroxylamine oxido-

reductase (HAO) is involved in the oxidation of ammonia to

hydroxylamine and N2O with the incorporation of an O atom

from O2. Nitrous oxide reductase (NOR) is involved in the

reduction of nitric oxide to N2O in both nitrifier-denitrification

and denitrification and involves addition of O from water.

Adapted from Wrage et al. (2001)
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1999; Brenninkenmeijer and Röckman 2000; Yoshida

and Toyoda 2000). Consequently, distinct terminology

is needed to distinguish changes in the average isoto-

pic composition of the N2O molecule from isotopic

variation that is positional dependent. We use the term

“isotopomer” to indicate molecules of the same mass

in which trace isotopes are arranged differently. “Iso-

topologue” is a more general term that indicates mole-

cules that differ in their isotopic composition. The N

atoms in N2O have distinct covalent bonds with a

central N atom bonded to the terminal N and O

atoms. The central and outer N atoms are termed a
and b, respectively (Toyoda and Yoshida 1999) or

2 and 1, respectively (Brenninkenmeijer and Röckman

2000). Alternatively, Yung and Miller (1997) desig-

nate the isotopomers 15N14N16O and 14N15N16O as

546 and 456. In this chapter, we utilize the a and b
terminology as it is common in the biological litera-

ture. As the nature of covalent bonds between the a
and b positions in N2O differ there is ample opportu-

nity for equilibrium, photochemical and biological

isotope effects. As a result 15N becomes unevenly

distributed between the two N atoms within the N2O

molecule (Miller and Yung 2000; Sutka et al. 2006).

Consequently, the N2O molecule contains positional

dependent (d15Na and d15Nb) in addition to bulk iso-

topic information d15N and d18O. Positional dependent
isotope values of N2O are commonly expressed as site

preference (SP) which is the difference in d15N
between the a and b positions.

23.2 Analytical Methods

23.2.1 Gas Purification and Mass
Spectrometry

The primary instrument used for determining the

bulk and positional dependent isotope values of

N2O is the magnetic sector isotope ratio mass spec-

trometer equipped with 3–5 detectors (collectors).

These instruments are commercially available and

commonly have one narrow center and two wide

axial collectors that enable analysis of the isotopic

composition of CO2, N2 and O2. Because analysis of

the bulk d15N and d18O of N2O requires monitoring

of the same masses as CO2 (44, 45 and 46 amu), it is

readily accomplished without modification to com-

mercial instruments. A primary challenge for isotopic

analysis of N2O is its low concentration in the atmo-

sphere, 319 ppv (as of 2007; Forster et al. 2007). In

comparison, the atmospheric concentration of CO2 is

1,000 times greater. Because of its low concentration,

analysis of the isotope composition of N2O often

required extraction of N2O from large volumes of

air or water. For example, Yoshida and Matsuo

(1983) concentrated N2O from 60 L of air onto

molecular sieve 5A. This approach also required the

removal of water and CO2 via a 6 m trap of drierite

and a 3 m trap consisting of ascarite, respectively.

N2O was extracted from the molecular sieve by heat-

ing and cryogenic purification under vacuum. Quan-

titative removal of CO2 is particularly critical owing

to the mass overlap with N2O. Similarly, early ana-

lyses of ocean water were accomplished by extract-

ing N2O from 100 L of seawater using a large

stainless steel tank provided from Asahi Breweries,

Ltd. (Yoshida et al. 1984).

The use of a gas chromatograph interface to the

mass spectrometer has greatly decreased the mini-

mum sample size required for isotope analysis of

N2O. An early approach used vacuum to pass

500 mL of air through ascarite and LiOH traps for

removal of CO2 and water, respectively, and then

through a liquid N2 cooled trap where N2O was con-

centrated. Non-condensable gases passed through

these traps and were removed by vacuum. The pur-

ified N2O was thawed and separated from remaining

traces of CO2 using a GS-Q gas chromatographic

column (J&W Scientific, Inc.) prior to introduction

to a mass spectrometer (Bergsma et al. 2001). This

approach enabled analysis of samples containing

as little as 5 nmol of N2O. Commercial gas chro-

matographic systems are currently available from

both Elementar Inc. (TraceGas) and Thermo Scientific

Inc. (Precon) that transfer the sample to a cryogenic

trap via He flow instead of vacuum, utilize a cryofo-

cusing step to further increase sensitivity by approxi-

mately a factor of 5, and a gas chromatographic

column such as Porapak Q to isolate N2O from any

remaining gases (Brand 1995; Sutka et al. 2003;

Röckmann et al. 2003). Röckmann et al. (2003)

observed several peaks that eluted well after N2O

and minimized these peaks by optimizing temperature

and the column flow rate. Despite this, long eluting

peaks carried over from one analysis into the next.
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This phenomenon was eliminated by use of a switch-

ing valve and by splitting the GC column into pre- and

analytical columns. Alternatively, long eluting peaks

have been eliminated by preconditioning the column

at high temperature (200�C) for several hours after

each day of analysis (personal observation).

Estimates of bulk and positional isotope values

require monitoring the molecular ion of N2O
+ with

collectors position at m/z 44, 45 and 46 as well as the

fragment ion, NO+, with collectors positioned at m/z
30 and 31. This enables subsequent determination of
NR, the ratio of the trace to abundant isotope in which

N is the mass of the trace isotope (e.g. the m/z
ratios 45/44, 46/44 and 31/30 are denoted 45R, 46R

and 31R, respectively). As will be discussed below

these ratios are required for determination of bulk

and positional isotope values. Although the use of

fragment ions in stable isotope analysis was pioneered

over 60 years ago, it was not applied to natural sam-

ples until the late 1990s (Friedman and Bigeleisen

1950; Brenninkenmeijer and Röckman 2000; Toyoda

and Yoshida 1999; Yoshida and Toyoda 2000).

Analysis of the five m/z values required for obtaining

N2O isotope values can be conducted on a traditional

isotope ratio mass spectrometer with three collectors.

The sample, however, must be analyzed twice; initi-

ally for 45R and 46R and secondly for 31R. It is now

common for instruments to be constructed with five

collectors for the simultaneous monitoring of m/z 30,

31, 44, 45 and 46 (Brenninkenmeijer and Röckman

2000; Toyoda and Yoshida 1999; Sutka et al. 2003).

23.2.2 Determining Bulk and Positional
Isotope Values

Bulk isotope values are expressed as:

dNE ¼ NRsample=
N
Rstandard

h i
� 1

� �
� 1;000 (23.1)

Rstandard is V-SMOW and air-N2 for d
18O and d15N,

respectively. Bulk isotope values derive from the anal-

ysis of m/z 44, 45, and 46 associated with the molecu-

lar ion, N2O
+. d15Na and d15Nb are derived from a

series of (23.2)–(23.7) and also require analysis of the

fragment ion NO+ at m/z 30 and 31. Owing to the

complexity of the topic, a complete explanation of

the equations required for estimating bulk and posi-

tional isotope values is beyond the scope of this chap-

ter. Thus, we provide a foundation with brief

explanations of the equations below and refer the

reader to Toyoda and Yoshida (1999), Kaiser et al.

(2004a) andWestley et al. (2007) where a more expan-

sive discussion can be found.

Determination of the d15N, d18O, d15Na and d15Nb

of N2O requires an estimate of 15R, 15Ra, 17R and 18R

that are ultimately derived from analysis of the molec-

ular and fragmentation ions, N2O
+ and NO+. The two

stable isotopes of N and three stable isotopes of O in

N2O can combine to produce 12 possible isotopomers

(Miller and Yung 2000). Of these, eight isotopomers

have m/z values of 44, 45, or 46 and can, therefore, be

detected within a triple collector mass spectrometer:

14N14N16O m=z 44
15N14N16O m=z 45
14N15N16O m=z 45
14N14N17O m=z 45
14N14N18O m=z 46
14N15N17O m=z 46
15N14N17O m=z 46
15N15N16O m=z 46

The isotopomers of the fragment ion NO+ are with

m/z values of 30 and 31 are:

14N16O m=z 30
15N16O m=z 31
14N17O m=z 31

In the isotopologue analysis of N2O m/z 30, 31, 44,

45 and 46 are monitored and therefore the isotopomers

shown above will contribute to these collectors. Addi-

tional collectors can be added however, isotopomers

beyond m/z 32 and 46 for NO+ and N2O
+, respec-

tively, are exceedingly rare and mass 32 suffers from

interference from trace levels of O2 in the mass spec-

trometer. The goal of monitoring these m/z is to deter-
mine 15R, 15Ra, 15Rb and 18R. As shown above,

however, 15R cannot be obtained directly from the

ratio of m/z 45 to m/z 44 (45R) because m/z 45 also

receives a contribution from the 14N14N17O isotopo-

mer. Thus an expression for 45R is:

45R ¼ 15 R þ17R (23.2)

where
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15R ¼ ð15Raþ15RbÞ=2 (23.3)

Traditional mass spectrometric analysis with three

collectors at m/z 44, 45 and 46 can only determine 15R,

which (23.3) indicates is the average of 15Ra þ 15Rb.

Thus only bulk d15N can be determined from m/z 44,
45 and 46. Positional isotope abundances require addi-

tional monitoring of m/z 30 and 31 as it is the ratio of

these masses that contains N from the a position only.

The predominant isotopomer that contributes to

m/z 46 is 14N14N18O. However, m/z 46 also receives

a contribution from 14N15N17O, 15N14N17O, and
15N15N16O. Although the probability of N2O

+ contain-

ing two trace isotopes is small, these isotopomers are

sufficiently abundant that they cannot be ignored.

Consequently, 46R is described as:

46R ¼18R + ð15Raþ15RbÞ�17R þ15Raþ15Rb (23.4)

d15Na is obtained from the 31 to 30 ion current ratio

with a correction for interference from 17O. d15N is the

average of d15Na and d15Nb and d15Nb is determined

by difference. d18O is obtained from the 46:44 ion

current ratio. 31R reflects contributions of 15N from

the a position and 17O:

31R ¼15Raþ17R (23.5)

Equations (23.2) through (23.4) are robust given

a random or statistical isotope distribution of the N

and O isotopes in N2O. In other words, the presence of

one trace isotope does not increase or decrease the

probability of the occurrence of a second trace isotope.

Theoretical and experimental measurements support

this contention (Röckmann et al. 2003; Kaiser et al.

2003); however as we discuss later, this assumption

does not extend to the fragmentation and rearrange-

ment processes.

Equations (23.2) and (23.4) can be solved numeri-

cally with the assumption of a mass-dependent rela-

tionship between d17O and d18O as described by

Santrock et al. (1985):

d17O ¼ 0:516� d18O (23.6)

Or as presented in Kaiser et al. (2003):

17R ¼ 0:00937035 18R
� �0:516

(23.7)

The mass-dependent relationship between the oxy-

gen isotopes is the fundamental basis for the widely

used correction for the overlap of the 12C16O17O iso-

topomer with 13C16O16O in determination of d13C that

was initially developed by Harmon Craig and has

been followed with more recent improvements (Craig

1957; Santrock et al. 1985; Kaiser 2008; Kaiser and

Röckmann 2008; Brand et al. 2010). Indeed a simple

correction for the interference of 17O with the d15N of

N2O was proposed by Brand (1995) which simply

involved applying the CO2 correction to N2O multi-

plied by 0.75. This is convenient as most commercial

mass spectrometers are provided with software that

includes mass dependent corrections for the d13C of

CO2 but not for N2O.

23.2.3 Mass-Dependence Between d17O
and d18O

While the mass dependent relationship between d17O
and d18O is robust for the majority of materials on

Earth, photochemical reactions in the atmosphere may

alter the slope of (23.6) markedly (Thiemens 2006).

Most notable is stratospheric ozone that exhibits

a d17O to d18O relationship of approximately 0.62

(Lammerzahl et al. 2002). Further, the precise value

of the slope for materials on Earth may vary from

0.5000 to 0.5305 (Matsuhisa et al. 1978; Assonov and

Brenninkmeijer 2001). The d17O of N2O is infrequently

determined directly and, consequently, corrections for

mass overlap depend strongly on the assumption of the

mass-dependent relationship between d17O and d18O.
Tropospheric N2O, however, is slightly enriched in

17O

relative to the mass-dependent line by approximately

0.9 ‰ (Cliff et al. 1999; Cliff and Thiemens 1997;

Kaiser et al. 2003, 2004b). As we discuss later, the

precise cause of the 17O anomaly in tropospheric N2O

is not known and may reflect an influence from photo-

chemical reactions and/or, possibly, biological produc-

tion (Kaiser et al. 2004b). At current values of precision

commonly obtained in mass spectrometric analysis of

N2O (~0.1–1 ‰) any error introduced to the mass inter-

ference correction from the 17O isotopomer at m/z 45

is minor; 0.1 ‰ or less (Toyoda and Yoshida 1999).

Accurate determination of both d17O and d18O
values of N2O is not possible by analysis of the

N2O
+ and NO+ ions owing to mass overlap and
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requires decomposition of N2O to O2. One approach

for decomposition includes high temperature decom-

position of N2O to both O2 and N2 in the presence of a

gold catalyst followed by cryogenic purification of

each product (Cliff and Thiemens 1994) or under He

flow (Kaiser et al. 2007). Alternatively N2O can be

decomposed to O2 at high temperature in the presence

of BrF5 (Brenninkenmeijer and Röckman 2000).

While both of these approaches can be used to accu-

rately constrain the presence or absence of a 17O

anomaly, any site specific d15N data will be lost.

23.2.4 Isotope Rearrangement

A unique challenge to the isotopic analysis of N2O is

the rearrangement or scrambling of N atoms in the

NO+ fragment between the a and b positions during

ionization. Scrambling was first observed by Friedman

and Bigeleisen (1950) and has since been verified in a

number of studies based on the analysis of N2O

enriched in 15N in either the a or b position. These

studies have shown that between 7 and 11.7 % of a N

atoms may be found in the b position (Friedman and

Bigeleisen 1950; Brenninkenmeijer and Röckman

2000; Toyoda and Yoshida 1999; Sutka et al. 2004;

Westley et al. 2007). The precise causes of scrambling

are not certain as the NO+ ion may be formed by

several pathways from an excited N2O
+ molecule.

These include collision induced decomposition and

decay of metastable ions in transit from the source to

collectors (Mark et al. 1981; Westley et al. 2007). As

these processes are affected by source conditions (such

as acceleration voltage) and are instrument dependent,

it is strongly recommended that the degree of scram-

bling or rearrangement factor be determined on a

regular basis and whenever source conditions change

markedly (such as filament replacement) (Westley

et al. 2007). Nonetheless, the rearrangement factor,

g, is stable under routine operating conditions and

provides a basis to correct the observed value for
15Ra for rearrangement (Toyoda and Yoshida 1999):

15Ra
obs ¼ ð1� gÞ15Raþ g15Rb (23.8)

In addition to (23.4), (23.5) can be solved to correct
15Ra for the contribution from 17O. However, early

correction routines involved two critical assumptions:

(1) that different isotopomers of N2O produce the NO+

fragment ion at equal rates and (2) that the fraction of

NO+ produced from ionization of 15N14N16O is identi-

cal to that produced upon ionization of 14N14N16O

(Toyoda and Yoshida 1999; Kaiser et al. 2004a).

Both of these assumptions have recently been shown

to be incorrect (Westley et al. 2007). Differences in

bond strength and differences in zero point energies

between molecules with and without a trace isotope

are the fundamental controls on isotope fractionation.

Consequently, it is not surprising that 15N14N16O and
14N14N16O would cleave to produce the NO+ fragment

at different rates. The mass correction and calibration

routine developed by Kaiser et al. (2004a) involved

mixtures of isotopically enriched N2O with a natural

abundance standard and was based on the assumption

that 15N15N16O yields 15N16O at that same rate that
14N16O is produced from 14N14N16O. This has been

shown to be invalid and calibration based on this

assumption yields different results for the same gas

analyzed by different mass spectrometers (Westley

et al. 2007). The assumption of equal fragmentation

rates for different isotopomers in calibration is the

likely reason for the nearly 30 ‰ difference in SP

reported for tropospheric N2O by two research groups

(Toyoda and Yoshida 1999; Yoshida and Toyoda

2000; Kaiser et al. 2004a). In contrast to mixtures of
15N enriched and natural abundance standards, cali-

brations based on the thermal decomposition of

ammonium nitrate to produced N2O are robust (Westley

et al. 2007). In thermal decomposition, nitrate and

ammonium contribute uniquely to the a and b positions

in N2O, respectively with small and symmetrical frac-

tionation effects (Friedman and Bigeleisen 1950;

Toyoda and Yoshida 1999; Westley et al. 2007).

23.2.5 Spectroscopic Analysis of N2O
Isotopomers

An important advantage of spectroscopic approaches

in N2O isotopomer analysis relative to mass spectrom-

etry is that the absorption spectra of each isotopomer

are unique and consist of distinct spectral lines such

that mass overlap is less of a concern. Thus spectro-

scopic data provides a truly independent approach to
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mass spectrometry. Spectroscopic measurements of

N2O isotopologues in environmental samples are rela-

tively rare (Wahlen and Yoshinari 1985; Yoshinari

and Wahlen 1985; Esler et al. 2000; Pérez et al.

2001; Griffith et al. 2000; Turatti et al. 2000). This

likely reflects the considerable challenges of spectro-

scopic approaches for obtaining isotopomer data on

N2O at near atmospheric abundances of approximately

319 ppbv (as of 2007; Forster et al. 2007).

Wahlen and Yoshinari (1985) and Yoshinari and

Wahlen (1985) determined the d18O of N2O in waste-

water treatment plants using a high resolution infrared

tunable diode laser with a precision better than 1 ‰
for concentrations from ambient to 50 ppmv. Recen-

tly, Picarro Instruments (www.picarro.com) reported

precision better than 1 ‰ for both d15N and d18O
using a cavity ring down spectroscopic instrument

with an effective cell path length of 20 km. Determi-

nation of site specific isotope values in N2O have, thus

far, been restricted to Fourier Transform Infrared (FT-

IR) spectroscopy which may reflect the challenge and

time consuming nature of the measurement (Esler

et al. 2000; Pérez et al. 2001; Griffith et al. 2000;

Turatti et al. 2000). With continued improvements in

design broader application of spectroscopic instru-

ments in isotopomer studies will undoubtedly

increase. Spectroscopic measurements have proven

quite useful in the calibration of internal laboratory

standards and in providing accurate data on the SP

of tropospheric N2O (Toyoda and Yoshida 1999;

Röckmann et al. 2003; Griffith et al. 2009).

23.2.6 Recommendations for Calibration
and Mass Interference Corrections

At the present time, the most accurate approach for

calibration and mass overlap corrections of N2O iso-

topomers is presented in Westley et al. (2007). Cali-

bration using mixtures of isotopically enriched and

natural abundance N2O standards has not proven

successful; however, this approach is essential for

determination of the scrambling or rearrangement fac-

tor. As the rearrangement factor is dependent upon

source conditions it needs to be determined for each

instrument and after significant changes to the mass

spectrometer ion source (e.g. cleaning and filament

replacement). The isotopomer research community

suffers from the lack of an international isotopically

characterized N2O standard. Internal laboratory stan-

dards may best be calibrated by thermal decomposi-

tion of ammonium nitrate for which the d15N of the

ammonium and nitrate are determined by independent

approaches (Toyoda and Yoshida 1999; Westley et al.

2007). There is a compelling need for the research

community to develop a standard that could be

made available from an international agency such as

the IAEA.

Recent efforts support a SP of tropospheric N2O of

18.7 � 2.2 ‰ (Toyoda andYoshida 1999;Westley et al.

2007) which is consistent with that obtained by FTIR of

19.8 � 2.1 ‰ (Griffith et al. 2009). Consequently, all

laboratories can analyze the SP of tropospheric N2O to

validate calibrations. Mass interference corrections will

undoubtedly continue to be revised. For example, in

their corrections, Westley et al. (2007) assumed that
14N14N17O has the same rate of fragmentation within

the ion source as 14N14N16O. Yet, they demonstrated

that this assumption is not valid for other isotopomers.

The impact of this assumption is likely negligible at

present levels of precision but could become important

in high precision applications or if the sample of N2O

analyzed was far from mass dependence. As the mass

interference corrections are not trivial and likely to evolve

there is value in using commonmethods for these correc-

tions (e.g. a downloadable spreadsheet). Similar spread-

sheets are currently available for download from the

IAEA for spectroscopic analysis of the isotopic composi-

tion of waters (http://www-naweb.iaea.org/napc/ih/

index.html). Because correction routines are complex

and changing there may be a need to publish (at least

electronically) raw ion current ratios (31R, 45R, and 46R)

as well as the isotopomer values of the internal laboratory

standard used to enable future revisions of mass interfer-

ence corrections to be applied to existing data.

A regrettable outcome of the use of mixtures of 15N

enriched and natural abundance N2O for calibration

has been the publication of SP values that cannot be

considered accurate. These include not only the SP

values for tropospheric N2O but for other natural sam-

ples. A simple offset correction cannot be used

because the approach based on mixtures of 15N

enriched and natural abundance standards will yield

different results for the same gas analyzed on dif-

ferent mass spectrometers (Westley et al. 2007).
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Consequently, the reader needs to verify the calibra-

tion protocol before referencing specific SP values;

especially for studies prior to the publication of West-

ley et al. (2007). It may be possible for the authors of

earlier papers to publish corrected values.

23.3 Application of Isotopomers
to Resolve Biological Production
Pathways

23.3.1 Overview

The isotopologue composition of any material records

two kinds of information: its origin and/or process

of formation. The former is dependent upon a

unique isotopologue signature for the material that

is retained during transport or transformation in the

environment. This is considered conservative behavior.

Non-conservative behavior occurs with isotopic frac-

tionation; the tendency for a molecule with the light

isotope to react at a faster rate than the same molecule

retaining the heavy isotope. In general, the behaviors

of molecules that contain the isotopes of nitrogen are

rarely conservative. This is a consequence of (1) the

wide range of valence states characteristic of this

element and the associated wide range of covalent

bonds that can be formed and (2) the fact that N is

intimately involved in a large number of different

biological reactions and is often a limiting nutrient to

primary production and metabolism. In rare circum-

stances, isotopologue values may retain both source

and process information (e.g. Ostrom et al. 2002), but

most often source information is lost once fraction-

ation occurs. The behavior of the isotopologies of N2O

is no exception. The observation, however, that during

its production in pure culture SP (1) is independent of

the substrate’s isotopic composition and (2) is constant

during the course of production even when d15N and

d18O changes markedly, provides strong support for

the use of SP as a conservative tracer (Sutka et al.

2003, 2006, 2008; Toyoda et al. 2005). In the remain-

der of this review, we will discuss the application of

isotopologues to resolve microbial N2O production

pathways and how both conservative and non-conser-

vative behavior strengthen or limit interpretations of

its origins and processes of formation.

23.3.2 Non-Conservative Behavior of
the d15N of N2O: An Example
from Fungal Denitrification

A challenge to the application of bulk isotopes values

to resolve origins of N2O is the wide range of fraction-

ation factors that are associated with production from

different pathways. In this paper, we describe fraction-

ation factors as constants that are specific to a single

reaction or reaction step. We follow the convention of

Mariotti et al. (1981) by defining the magnitude of

isotopic fractionation during a single unidirectional

reaction as the fractionation factor a,

a ¼ k2=k1 (23.9)

where k1 and k2 are the reaction rates for the light and

heavy isotopically substituted compounds, respectively

(although some authors use the inverse of this ratio).

We further define an isotopic enrichment factor, e:

e ¼ ða� 1Þ � 1;000 (23.10)

The value e is convenient because it is approxi-

mately equal to the difference in the isotopic compo-

sition of the substrate (ds) and product (dp) or D at any

point during the reaction:

e � D¼ ds � dp (23.11)

Values for e during production of N2O from nitrifica-

tion and denitrification vary between�45 and�111 ‰
for nitrification and�13 and�45 ‰ for denitrification

(Yoshida 1988; Barford et al. 1999; Pérez et al. 2006).

As we explain below, variable isotopic enrichment

factors are a consequence of processes in which isotope

fractionation may occur at multiple steps. Denitri-

fication, for example, consists of a series of steps

that involves diffusion of nitrate into the cell followed

by the sequential reduction of nitrate to nitrite to

nitric oxide to N2O and finally N2 (Davidson 1993).

Each step in the denitrification reaction sequence is

undoubtedly associated with a unique and constant

fractionation factor. Although fractionation occurs at

multiple points, it is common to describe fractionation

as the difference in the isotope value of the substrate

and product (e.g. difference in d15N between nitrate

and N2). This “observed” fractionation is the net
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effect of several isotope effects (several cases of

fractionation) whose relative importance may vary

depending upon environmental conditions. For this

reason, we prefer to describe fractionation factors in

biological reactions as net isotope effects (NIE) and

replace ewithZ. Following this practice, e is a constant
specific to fractionation for a single reaction whereasZ
is the NIE. We explore this concept below using

production of N2O by fungal denitrification as an

example.

Fractionation factors can be determined from

a Rayleigh distillation equation that describes frac-

tionation as a function of changes in the abundance

and isotopic composition of the substrate and product

for a uni-directional reaction within a closed system.

The Rayleigh distillation equation has been written in

numerous forms, e.g. (23.13), and is amenable to data

of Sutka et al. (2008) on N2O production by fungal

denitrification because it allows Z to be expressed as a

function of the isotopic composition of the accumulat-

ing product. This form of the Rayleigh equation is:

d15Np ¼ d15Nso � Zp=s f ln fð Þ= 1� fð Þ½ � (23.12)

where f is defined as the fraction of substrate (NO2
�)

remaining (determined as the ratio of the calculated

NO2
� concentration at any point in time divided by

the initial concentration), Zp/s is the NIE for any sub-

strate (s) converted to a product (p), and (so) refers to

the substrate prior to initiation of the reaction (Mariotti

et al. 1982). When (23.12) is plotted in coordinates of

� f ln f

1� f
vs. (d15Np � d15Nso) the slope of a linear

regression equation equates to Zp/s (Fig. 23.2). Values

of Z for the change in d15N during fungal denitrifica-

tion are not constant and range from�6.6 to�74.7 ‰
across separate cultures and species (Fig. 23.2).

Evidence for departure from Rayleigh behavior is

pronounced for replicate A of Cylindrocarpon tonki-

nese, e.g. in Fig. 23.2 as a curvilinear relationship is

observed (r2 ¼ 0.97). The curvilinear nature of the data

indicates that Z is not constant but variable over the

course of fungal denitrification. Therefore, Z must be

the net result of fractionation during at least two steps.

A frequently cited equation describing Z during

photosynthesis is (Oleary 1981; Farquhar et al. 1982):

Z ¼ ea þ ðeb � eaÞK1=ðK2 þ K3Þ (23.13)

Here the constants ea and eb are the isotopic

enrichment factors for diffusion of CO2 in air

(�4.4 ‰) and reduction by the enzyme Rubisco

(�29.4 ‰), respectively (Guy et al. 1993). Rate con-

stants for diffusion into the cell, out of the cell and for

the enzyme activity are given by K1, K2, and K3,

respectively. By (23.13), variation in the relative

importance of these rate constants determines whether

the fractionation factor for diffusion or for enzymatic

reduction is the predominant control on Z. When

K1 	 (K2 þ K3), then K1/(K2 þ K3) approaches zero

and, Z approaches ea. In this case Z is small because it

is largely a function of the small fractionation factor

for diffusion. In contrast, when diffusion does not limit

the supply of N2O to the enzyme, K1/(K2 þ K3)
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Fig. 23.2 Changes in the concentration (a) and d15N (b) of
N2O produced during fungal denitrification for two replicate

cultures of Fusarium oxysporum (A, B) and three cultures of

Cylindrocarpon tonkinese (A–C) (data from Sutka et al. 2008).

The symbols shown in (a) also apply to (b). The slopes of the

regression lines through each culture are equivalent to Z as

determined by (23.11) and shown for each species within the

inset in (b). A curvilinear relationship is evident in the data for

C. tonkinese A indicating that the net isotope effect is changing

over the course of N2O production
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approaches 1 and Z approaches eb. Enzymatic frac-

tionation factors tend to be quite large relative to those

associated with diffusion. Thus (23.13) demonstrates

why Z associated with many biological reactions tends

to be variable while e is constant and why this is the

case even though both Z and e are determined using

the same equations. Further, a consideration of the

relative magnitude of the rate constants indicates that

Z should be small when diffusion limits the supply of

substrate to the enzyme and large when diffusion is not

limiting to the enzymatic process.

Equation (23.13) can be applied to a suite of

biological reactions and has been proposed as an

explanation for the wide range of NIE values observed

during denitrification, N2O reduction, and consump-

tion of O2 during respiration (Ostrom et al. 2002,

2005, 2007). Variation in Z for fungal denitrification

by the same microbial species most likely reflects

depletion of the nitrite substrate, over time. A tempo-

ral decline in substrate concentration is a common

occurrence in “batch” cultures and slows the rate of

substrate diffusion into the cell. This then causes

K1/(K2 þ K3) to shift toward zero and reduces the

magnitude of Z. Observations of constant fraction-

ation factors during multi-step reactions can be

explained as the result of two types of experimental

conditions: (1) when depletion of the substrate is

minor such that the relationship between � f ln f
1�f and

(d15Np � d15Nso) is approximated by a line or (2)

“steady-state” conditions that are offered, for example,

by chemostats (Barford et al. 1999). Even within

steady-state systems Z varies with the relative impor-

tance of the reaction rate constants for diffusion and

for the enzyme. Ideally, fractionation factors are best

constrained by determining the isotope effect asso-

ciated with each step within a reaction sequence.

This can often be accomplished by work with pure

enzymes (Guy et al. 1993).

The wide variation in Z challenges the use of bulk

isotope approaches to resolve the origins of N2O. The

range of published values of Z for nitrification, bacte-

rial denitrification, and fungal denitrification, �45 to

�111 ‰, �13 to �45 ‰, and �6.6 to �74.7 ‰,

respectively, overlap (Yoshida 1988; Barford et al.

1999; Pérez et al. 2006; Sutka et al. 2008). Therefore,

d15N values cannot be accurately attributed to a spe-

cific microbial production pathway. Bulk N isotope

values may be insightful if certain processes are

known to be inoperative, such as anoxic conditions

that prohibit nitrification, or with the use of inhibitors

to isolate specific pathways (but see Sect. 23.1 for

challenges associated with inhibitor approaches).

While d15N values may not provide precise resolution

of microbial production pathways they still give

insight into sources of N2O to the atmosphere (e.g.

terrestrial vs. oceanic) as well as changes in such

sources over time (Kim and Craig 1993; Dore et al.

1998). For example, changes in the d15N and d18O of

ice core N2O from pre-industrial times to present are

consistent with increased emissions from agricultural

activities (Stein and Yung 2003; Sowers et al. 2003;

Bernard et al. 2006).

23.3.3 The Use of Bulk d18O Values
in Assessing the Origins of N2O

d18O has been proposed as a tracer of microbial N2O

production in a variety of studies (Ostrom et al. 2000;

Mandernack et al. 2000, 2009; Frame and Casciotti

2010). The use of d18O requires that different N2O

production pathways have unique fractionation factors

or incorporate elemental O from isotopically distinct

sources (e.g. water or O2) (Ostrom et al. 2000).

During nitrification, the first O atom added to

ammonium to form hydroxylamine is from O2 where

as those added to form nitrite and nitrate are from water

(Dua et al. 1979; Hollocher et al. 1981; Andersson

and Hooper 1983; Kumar et al. 1983) (Fig. 23.1).

These sources of O in the ocean and soil environments

typically differ by greater than 20 ‰ (Kroopnick and

Craig 1976). Ostrom et al. (2000) observed that the

difference in d18O between O2 and N2O changed

markedly with depth in the water column in the

North Pacific Ocean and concluded that these shifts

reflected changes in the proportion of N2O derived

from hydroxylamine oxidation or reduction of nitrite.

Thus changes in the d18O of N2O and O2 were used to

infer whether N2O was produced by via hydroxyl-

amine oxidation or by reduction of nitrite (Fig. 23.1).

The d18O of O2 is not commonly measured concurrent

with that of N2O particularly in soil environments.

Consumption of O2 during respiration invokes a

large isotope effect that can then cause increases in

the d18O of N2O upon incorporation of O2 during

nitrification (Mandernack et al. 2009). Consequently,

changes in the d18O of N2O may not always reflect
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changes in sources but incorporation of a respiration

isotope effect from O2.

There is ample evidence that elemental O in N2O

exchanges with that in water during the microbial

generation of this gas (Kool et al. 2007). Casciotti

et al. (2002) found exchange to be low during N2O

production by denitrification in Pseudomonas aereo-
faciens (<10 %) but as high as 78 % in Pseudomonas

chlororaphis. In incubation of soils with acetylene to

inhibit N2O reduction, Wrage et al. (2005) observed

no evidence of exchange, however, in the absence of

acetylene exchange was nearly 100 %. Exchange of 1

to 25 % between O in N2O and water has been shown

for a variety of microorganisms during the first step of

nitrification, ammonia oxidation (Casciotti et al.

2010). Exchange with water is not expected during

N2O production via hydroxylamine oxidase (HAO)

but enzyme studies have shown that exchange occurs

during N2O production by nitrite reductase (NiR) and

nitric oxide reductase (NOR) (Ye et al. 1991; Kool

et al. 2007). The potential for exchange to occur dur-

ing microbial N2O production has led numerous stud-

ies to conclude that d18O is a poor tracer of microbial

origins (Kool et al. 2007, 2009a, b; Ostrom et al. 2007,

2010). Nonetheless, Frame and Casciotti (2010)

recently reported a strong relationship between d18O
and SP in microbial cultures where O2 levels were

varied to favor production from hydroxylamine oxida-

tion or nitrifier-denitrification and concluded that d18O
is a potential tracer of these pathways. This observation

implies that water exchange must be limited during

nitrifier-denitrification and hydroxylamine oxidation.

The challenge to studies addressing the origins of N2O

on the basis of d18O is to know when exchange of

O between N2O and water occurs and to what extent.

In this regard, incubations with 18O-enriched water are

a viable approach to resolve this issue.

23.3.4 The Use of SP to Resolve Microbial
N2O Production Pathways

A key advantage of SP in tracing origins of N2O is that,

in contrast to bulk isotope values, SP is independent of

the isotopic composition of the substrates of nitrifica-

tion or denitrification (O2, water, nitrate, nitrite or

ammonium) (Toyoda et al. 2005; Sutka et al. 2006).

Further, in pure microbial cultures the SP of N2O pro-

duced by nitrifying and denitrifying bacteria did not

exhibit fractionation (Z ¼ 0 ‰) even though bulk, a
and b d15N values were characterized by non-zero Z
values (Fig. 23.3). These characteristics, lack of depen-

dence on the isotopic composition of the substrates and
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Fig. 23.3 Isotopomer values for N2O production via bacterial

denitrification by Pseudomonas chlororaphis as a function of

the change in the extent of the reaction, f. Linear regression

lines for d15Nbulk and SP are shown with solid lines and for

d15Na and d15Nb with dashed lines. Based on (23.3), the slope

of the regression equation for each isotopomer data set is

equivalent to Z. Values for Z are indicated to the left of each
isotopologue value in the legend. These data demonstrate

that while fractionation is evident during N2O production by

bacterial denitrification for d15Nbulk, d
15Na and d15Nb fraction-

ation in SP was essentially zero. Data are from Sutka et al.

(2006)
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lack of fractionation during production, provide strong

support for the use of SP as a conservative tracer of

microbial production. Critical to this approach, how-

ever, is that different sources of N2O have unique SP

values. Recently Sutka et al. (2006) found unique SP

values for N2O derived from hydroxylamine oxidation

(nitrification) and nitrite or nitrate reduction (denitrifi-

cation and nitrifier denitrification) in bacterial cultures

and suggested that SP could be used to apportion micro-

bial sources of this gas. Production of N2O via nitrite or

nitrate reduction, whether by nitrifying or denitrifying

bacteria, resulted in an average SP values of 0 ‰
compared to 33 ‰ for N2O produced from hydroxyl-

amine oxidation (Sutka et al. 2006). Toyoda et al.

(2005) similarly reported a SP value for N2O produced

from one species of denitrifying bacteria of�5.1 ‰. A

second species produced N2O with a SP of 23.3 ‰;

however, this culture occurred with a low growth rate

that may have been influenced by inorganic production.

Sutka et al. (2008) further demonstrated that fungal

denitrification yields N2O with a SP of 37 ‰, which

is not distinct from that associated with nitrification but

clearly distinct from that produced during bacterial

denitrification. Collectively these pure culture studies

provide compelling evidence that a SP of 0 ‰ or less is

indicative of N2O produced by denitrifying bacteria

whereas values of 33–37 ‰ indicates production from

hydroxylamine oxidation or fungal denitrification.

Soil incubations directed toward defining the SP

values associated with nitrification and denitrification

have found values distinct from those obtained in pure

culture. Although widely cited, the study by Pérez

et al. (2006) was based on the calibration approach

of Kaiser et al. (2004a) and reported SP values need to

corrected. Well et al. (2008) recently reported a range

of 18.3–36.3 ‰ for N2O produced by nitrification in

soils. The higher values are in agreement with the SP

values obtained via hydroxylamine oxidation in pure

culture (Sutka et al. 2006). The lower values are con-

sistent with production from a mixture of hydroxyl-

amine oxidation and nitrifier-denitrification which has

been shown to have a SP in pure culture near 0 ‰
(Sutka et al. 2006). Thus the variable SP signals attrib-

uted to nitrification are quite readily explained by a

mixture of N2O derived from hydroxylamine oxida-

tion and nitrifier denitrification. Two incubation stud-

ies using temperate soils yielded variable SP values for

N2O production from denitrification of 3.1–8.9 ‰

(Well and Flessa 2009) and 2.3–16 ‰ (Well et al.

2006). The lower values are similar to those obtained

in pure culture (�5 to 0 ‰; Toyoda et al. 2005; Sutka

et al. 2006). The higher values could reflect production

from fungal denitrification (Sutka et al. 2008) or, when

acetylene was not used, an increase in SP due to

reduction of N2O (Ostrom et al. 2007; Jinuntuya-Nort-

man et al. 2008). These studies indicate that a signifi-

cant challenge to soil incubation studies is to isolate

specific production pathways in a complex soil com-

munity and the results obtained thus far are not incon-

sistent with SP endmember values obtained in pure

culture.

The ultimate control on the SP of N2O may not be

the bacterial species or pathways but the enzymes

involved in its production, in particular, NIR and

NOR (Stein and Yung 2003; Schmidt et al. 2004).

HAO catalyzes the four electron transfer of hydroxyl-

amine to nitrite although N2O is given off in a

branched reaction (Kostera et al. 2008). There are

three bacterial and one fungal type of NOR enzymes

recongized: CNOR, qNOR, and qCuNor and

P450NOR, respectively. cNOR is associated with bac-

terial denitrification while qNOR and qCuNor are

associated with detoxification of NO and may not be

environmentally relevant (Hendriks et al. 2000). Tra-

ditionally production of N2O via P450NOR has not

been considered important but most fungi lack N2O

reductase and, therefore, all nitrate reduction by fungi

yields N2O whereas most reduction in bacteria yields

N2 (Shoun et al. 1992). Further, recent studies apply-

ing antibiotics to soils have implicated fungi as pri-

mary sources of N2O (Crenshaw et al. 2008). The three

bacterial NOR mainly differ in electron donors but the

active site structures of NOR are considered highly

homologous; therefore, they are expected to have iden-

tical active sites and behave very similarly (Hendriks

et al. 2000; Tavares et al. 2006). The NOR enzymes

used in nitrifier-denitrification are nearly identical to

those found in denitrifying bacteria and likely were

obtained by lateral gene transfer (Garbeva et al. 2007;

Kool et al. 2007).

Distinctions and similarities in the SP of N2O during

various production pathways can be understood by

consideration of the enzyme pathways in addition to

the specific microbial species involved. Sutka et al.

(2006) cultured two species of Pseudomonas sp. Each

species possessed one of the two known types of
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dissimilatory NIR. A similar SP was observed in N2O

produced by both species (0 ‰) even though the type of

NIR enzyme involved differed. This result provides

support for the suggestion that during bacterial denitri-

fication NOR is more important in controlling SP than

NIR (Stein and Yung 2003). Highly contrasting SP

values have been demonstrated for denitrifying fungi

(37 ‰) and bacteria (0 ‰) consistent with a control of

NOR on SP (Sutka et al. 2006, 2008). As the NIR and

NOR enzymes in denitrifiers and nitrifiers are structur-

ally and genetically related (Casciotti and Ward 2001,

2005; Garbeva et al. 2007) it is not surprising that the

SP for N2O from bacterial denitrification (�2.5 to

1.8 ‰) and nitrifier-denitrification (�4.0 to 1.9 ‰)

were found to be similar (Sutka et al. 2006). Bacteria

using qNOR have not been cultured to evaluate SP. As

this pathway is primarily used in detoxification of envi-

ronmental NO it likely constitutes a small portion of

N2O production in soils (Hendriks et al. 2000). Thus

the SP associated with bacterial denitrification (includ-

ing nitrifier-denitrification) via cNOR (�5 to 0 ‰)

is distinct from other pathways (nitrification via

hydroxylamine oxidation and fungal denitrification

(33–37 ‰)) and has the potential, therefore, to act

as a tracer of its production.

Frame and Casciotti (2010) recently proposed revi-

sion of the SP endmember values to �10 and 37 ‰,

respectively, for nitrite reduction and hydroxylamine

oxidation. Collectively pure culture studies provide

compelling evidence that a SP of �10 to 0 ‰ is

indicative of N2O produced by denitrifying bacteria

whereas values of 33–37 ‰ indicates production from

hydroxylamine oxidation and/or fungal denitrification.

These revised ranges of SP values can be used to

apportion production of N2O to (1) bacterial denitrifi-

cation and (2) hydroxylamine oxidation/fungal deni-

trification. For example, SP values for soil-derived

N2O were measured throughout a growing season in

a temperate agricultural field varied from �12.5 to

17.6 ‰ (Fig. 23.4). The majority of values are con-

sistent with an origin from bacterial denitrification.

When each value is weighted by the N2O flux to the

atmosphere at that time, the flux weighted SP for this

field is �1.3 ‰. Assuming endmember values of

0 and 33 ‰ or �10 to 37 ‰ for bacterial denitrifica-

tion and hydroxylamine oxidation/fungal denitrifica-

tion, respectively, the proportion of N2O derived from

bacterial denitrification is between 73 and 100 %. This

result indicates that management activities at this par-

ticular location should focus on actions that minimize
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Fig. 23.4 SP values for soil-derived N2O from an agricultural

field planted in wheat in 2007 at the Kellogg Biological Station,

Hickory Corners, Michigan. The field received application of

urea-ammonium nitrate (28%) fertilizer in the spring at a rate of

246 kg N ha�1. Shown in yellow and blue are the SP values

associated with N2O production from bacterial denitrification

and hydroxylamine oxidation/fungal denitrification. Static flux

chambers were used to collect all samples which initially (at

time zero) includes N2O from the atmosphere. Consequently,

soil-derived values are calculated by mass balance assuming

concentration and isotopomer values for atmospheric N2O (see

Opdyke et al. 2009). N. Ostrom, P. Ostrom, N. Millar, G.P.

Robertson, unpublished data
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denitrification. Such activities might include, for

example, the avoidance of anaerobic conditions result-

ing from excessive irrigation. Currently, there is not

a definitive means on the basis of SP to distinguish

the two pathways of N2O production by nitrifying

bacteria; however, some studies have indicated that

d18O values may hold promise (Mandernack et al.

2000, 2009; Wrage et al. 2005; Frame and Casciotti

2010) and with improvements in precision, d17O may

be insightful as well (see Sect. 23.3.7).

23.3.5 Isotopomer Effects Associated
with Reduction of N2O

While the SP values of N2O have the potential to

reveal microbial production pathways, consumption

(or reduction) of N2O during denitrification can impart

an isotope effect that could bias or obscure source

isotope values (Tilsner et al. 2003; Wrage et al.

2004; Yamagishi et al. 2005). Rates of N2O reduction

independent of gross denitrification are rarely deter-

mined in soils or in the ocean; hence it is difficult to

know the importance of this process a priori (e.g.

Bandibas et al. 1994; Cavigelli and Robertson 2001).

Denitrification results in cleavage of the N and O

covalent bond in N2O, which based on kinetic isotope

theory, is expected to result in an increase in the 15N

content of the a position and, therefore, an increase in

SP (Popp et al. 2002; Yamagishi et al. 2005). The

increase in SP in response to reduction would result

in a shift away from values associated with bacterial

denitrification (�10 to 0 ‰) towards those associated

with hydroxylamine oxidation/fungal denitrification

(33–37 ‰) (Sutka et al. 2006; Frame and Casciotti

2010) and result in an underestimate of the importance

of bacterial denitrification as a source of N2O. Conse-

quently, the importance of the N2O reduction isotope

effect on SP values should, ideally, be established

prior to interpretation of the microbial origins of N2O.

A number of studies have addressed isotopologue

effects associated with N2O reduction. Ratios of d18O
to d15N and Z18O to Z15N are strongly linear during

N2O reduction in pure microbial cultures and soils

and to cluster within a narrow range of 2.4–2.6 ‰
(Menyailo and Hungate 2006; Ostrom et al. 2007;

Vieten et al. 2007; Jinuntuya-Nortman et al. 2008).

Similarly, within pure microbial cultures and soil

incubations the relationship between Z18O and the

NIE for SP has been reported to be 1.7 and 1.9 ‰,

respectively (Ostrom et al. 2007; Jinuntuya-Nortman

et al. 2008). Consequently, these mass dependent rela-

tionships between the isotopologues and Z values are

diagnostic of N2O reduction. Studies of the Z for SP

during N2O reduction have been considerably fewer

than those for bulk isotopes. Values for ZSP have been

reported as �6.4 ‰ from one ocean study, �6.8 to

�5.0 ‰ in microbial culture, and �4.5 to �2.9 ‰ in

a study of temperate soils (Yamagishi et al. 2005;

Ostrom et al. 2007; Jinuntuya-Nortman et al. 2008).

Jinuntuya-Nortman et al. (2008) found a strong corre-

lation between ZSP and the degree of water filled pore

space in soils which was consistent with an increase

in the importance of diffusion in controlling Z (by

(23.13)) as soils become more saturated. Overall the

magnitude of the Z for SP is small relative to that for

bulk d15N and d18O values but substantial enough that

the impact of N2O reduction on SP should not be

ignored. The mass dependent relationships between

Z for SP and bulk d15N and d18O for N2O reduction

are strongly diagnostic of this process and unique

relative to isotopologue shifts that occur in response

to mixing of soil and oceanic N2O with atmospheric

N2O. Consequently, Ostrom et al. (2007) suggested

that the small Z for N2O reduction and observation

of a slope of less than 1 for a plot of d18O vs. d15N
indicated that shifts in SP during N2O reduction were

relatively minor whereas those greater than 1 implied

that a N2O reduction had altered SP appreciably.

Under the latter condition, a correction to SP is needed

before using SP to determine the relative proportion of

N2O derived from bacterial denitrification and hydrox-

ylamine oxidation/fungal denitrification as described

in preliminary models (Yamagishi et al. 2005; Ostrom

et al. 2007; Opdyke et al. 2009).

23.3.6 Correction of SP Values for N2O
Reduction

All fractionating processes alter the isotopic composition

of the substrate and when this occurs the source isotope

values are altered and potentially loss. While soils are

well established as a source of N2O to the atmosphere it

is also recognized that N2O is reduced in soils and that

reduction alters d15N, d18O and SP (Chapuis-Lardy
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et al. 2007; Ostrom et al. 2007; Jinuntuya-Nortman

et al. 2008). Once isotopic alteration has occurs the

proportion of N2O derived from bacterial denitrifica-

tion and hydroxylamine oxidation/fungal denitrifica-

tion determined from SP will be incorrect unless the

isotope effect during reduction can be quantified. Cor-

recting for fractionation during reduction and deter-

mining the SP value of N2O prior to reduction is

challenged by the fact that the NIE for reduction is

variable. Nonetheless, the mass dependent relation-

ships between d15N and d18O and d15N and SP during

N2O reduction are unique and diagnostic of this pro-

cess (Menyailo and Hungate 2006; Ostrom et al. 2007;

Vieten et al. 2007; Jinuntuya-Nortman et al. 2008).

While not quantitative, a simultaneous production and

reduction model that describes both isotopologue shifts

during production and fractionation during reduction

has been developed to estimate the maximum likely

shift in SP due to reduction within soil trace gas flux

chambers (Ostrom et al. 2007; Opdyke et al. 2009).

Within soil flux chambers the isotopologue compo-

sition of N2O will change with time owing to (1)

mixing of atmospheric and soil derived N2O and (2)

N2O reduction. The isotopologue shifts due to mixing

are described by:

dmix ¼ ðdatmCatmþ dSDCSDÞ=Cmix (23.14)

where, d and C refer to the isotopic composition (d15N,
d18O or SP) and concentration of N2O, respectively.

The subscripts atm and SD refer to atmospheric and

soil derived N2O, respectively, and mix indicates

the resulting mixture of these two sources. Equation

(23.14) is shown graphically on a plot of d18O vs. d15N
as the “Atm-Soil N2O Mixing” line in Fig. 23.5. Once

a soil flux chamber is closed and soils release N2O
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Fig. 23.5 Oxygen and nitrogen isotope data from soil flux

chambers in an agricultural field planted in wheat in 2007 at

the Kellogg Biological Station, Hickory Corners, Michigan

(squares) in comparison to modeled results of simultaneous

production and reduction. The isotopic composition of flux

weighted “Soil N2O” for the entire season is shown as closed

circle. In the absence of N2O reduction, atmospheric N2O (also

shown as a closed circle) mixes with soil derived N2O and

values would lie on a line (Atm. – soil mixing) connecting

these two endmembers. The N2O reduction line indicates

where isotope values would lie if reduction was the only process

affecting N2O isotopologues (Ostrom et al. 2007; Jinuntuya-

Nortman et al. 2008). The curvilinear lines represent isotopolo-

gue values resulting from simultaneous production (mixing of

air and soil N2O) and reduction at difference percentages of the

rate of reduction relative to the rate of production (10, 30, 50, 70

and 90%). The distance along any of the simultaneous produc-

tion and reduction lines away from atmospheric N2O values

indicates a greater degree of N2O reduction as described by

the observed concentration (C) relative to that which would

have been present in the absence of reduction (Co). The dashed
lines connect all points in which the extent of reduction, C/Co, is

the same. Data points below the mixing line likely represent

variation in the isotopologue values of the soil N2O endmember

or non-conservative behavior such as exchange of O with water

during production
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to the headspace, the isotopologue values will move

from those of the atmosphere towards those of soil

derived N2O shown in Fig. 23.5 as the “atm-soil N2O

mixing” line.

The change in isotopologue values resulting from

reduction of N2O can be determined from a Rayleigh

fractionation model as the difference between the iso-

tope value of the residual substrate (ds) and that prior

to any reduction (do) (Mariotti et al. 1981):

D ¼ ds � do ¼ � Z ln C/Coð Þ (23.15)

Here, Z is the fractionation factor for N2O reduc-

tion and C/Co is the ratio of the concentration of the

residual N2O relative to that which was present prior to

reduction. D is defined as the difference in isotopic

composition of N2O at any point (ds) in time and prior

to reduction (do). During reduction of N2O, the ratio of

Z18O and Z15N has been shown to be constant at a

value of 2.6 (Ostrom et al. 2007; Jinuntuya-Nortman

et al. 2008). Therefore, if reduction occurred in the

absence of production the concentration of N2O would

decline from atmospheric levels and d18O and d15N
values would increase along a slope of 2.6 (shown as

the “N2O Reduction” line in Fig. 23.5).

The situation in which both production and reduc-

tion occur simultaneously can be described by com-

bining (23.14) and (23.15). To effect this we equate

the isotopologue and concentration values of the mix-

ture of atmospheric and soil derived N2O (dmix and

Cmix, respectively) in (23.14) to those of the initial

substrates in (23.15) (do and Co, respectively). Thus

(23.14) becomes:

do ¼ ðdatmCatm þ dSDCSDÞ=Co (23.16)

do from (23.16) is substituted into (23.15) and

solved for ds

ds ¼ ðdatmCatmþ dSDCSDÞ=Coþ Z ln C/Coð Þ (23.17)

Equation (23.17) can be written in terms of any

isotopologue:

d18Os ¼ ðd18OatmCatmþ d18OSDCSDÞ=Co

þ Z18O ln C/Coð Þ (23.18)

and

d15Ns ¼ ðd15NatmCatmþ d15NSDCSDÞ=Co

þ Z15N ln C/Coð Þ (23.19)

Equations (23.18) and (23.19) describe the changes

in isotopologue values of N2O when production occurs

simultaneously with consumption as a function of the

isotopic composition of soil derived and atmospheric

N2O, the fractionation factors for reduction, and the

concentration prior to (C) and after reduction (Co). A

desirable outcome of these equations is the term C/Co

as this would provide a basis to determine the shift in

SP (D) due to reduction by (23.15). If C/Co can be

determined, D for SP can be determined and sub-

tracted from measured SP values to provide a cor-

rected estimate of the fraction of N2O derived from

bacterial denitrification vs. that derived collectively

from hydroxylamine oxidation and fungal denitrifi-

cation. Because Co appears in both the linear and

logarithmic portions of (23.5) and (23.6) an explicit

solution is not possible, however, an implicit relation-

ship can be generated graphically using theoretical

scenarios of simultaneous production and reduction

as shown in Fig. 23.5. An arbitrary production rate is

chose and the rate of reduction is set to a percentage of

the production rate (10, 30, 50, 70, and 90 % in

Fig. 23.5). The following terms are used in (23.18)

and (23.19):

d15Natm ¼ 7.0 ‰ (Yoshida and Toyoda 2000)

d18Oatm ¼ 43.7 ‰ (Yoshida and Toyoda 2000)

Catm ¼ 315 ppbv (Yoshida and Toyoda 2000)

d15NSD and d18OSD (taken as the flux weighted aver-

age for the entire data set)

CSD (difference between the concentration at t1and t0
(Catm))

d15Ns and d18Os (measured at t1)

Z15N (between �9.2 and �1.8 ‰) (Ostrom et al.

2007)

Z18O (calculated from Z18O to Z15N constant relation-

ship of 2.6) (Jinuntuya-Nortman et al. 2008)

The minimum value for Z15N observed at this study

site (�9.2 ‰) was chosen to create a “worse-case-

scenario” in which the greatest D SP value can be

expected. Production and reduction are allowed to

occur for multiple time points over several hours and

the results are plotted as simultaneous production and

reduction (SPR) curved lines shown in Fig. 23.5. All

of the SPR curves originate at the isotope values for

atmospheric N2O (no production or reduction and,

therefore, a C/Co value of 1). As the rate of production

outpaces that of reduction the C/Co term decreases

with time. Thus, as the isotope values along any SPR
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curve move away from the atmospheric endmember

C/Co decreases. Common C/Co values between the

SPR curves are connected to create the parallel

“C/Co” lines shown in Fig. 23.5. Once this theoretical

graph is generated field data (from Fig. 23.4) is over-

laid. The location of each data point corresponds to

a value of C/Co and a production to reduction ratio.

Thus, the data presented has maximum values of the

production to reduction ratio of slightly greater than

30 % and C/Co slightly greater than 0.5. This latter

value can be entered into (23.15) to determine the

maximum possible D value expected. Based on the

maximum value for C/Co and the largest fractionation

factor in SP observed during N2O reduction in soils at

this location (�4.5 ‰) (Jinuntuya-Nortman et al.

2008), a maximum shift in SP of 4.0 ‰ can be

expected. Given SP values of 0 ‰ for production

from denitrification and 37 ‰ from other sources, a

shift in SP of 4 ‰ corresponds to an underestimate of

production from bacterial denitrification of 10.8 %.

Consequently, the maximum expected shifts in SP

due to N2O reduction in this study are small but should

not be ignored.

There are limitations to the SPR model that prevent

us from determination of D values quantitatively. Con-

stant and invariant isotopologue values for the soil

derived endmember are assumed (determined as the

flux weighted isotope values for the entire data set);

however, the soil derived endmember values likely

varies in time and space. Further, constant values for

Z15N and Z18O during reduction are assumed but

these values can be expected to vary as well. Thus,

the results of the SPR model are considered estimates

of the shift in SP during reduction under a “worse-

case” scenario. Nonetheless, the results presented in

Fig. 23.5 suggest (1) that as the ZSP values are small,

reduction has to be quite extensive (>50 % the rate of

production) to alter SP value substantially and (2) if

uncorrected, the shift in SP due to reduction would

bias the results in favor of production from hydroxyl-

amine oxidation/fungal denitrification. Thus the obser-

vation of a predominance of SP values near the�10 to

0 ‰ endmember for production from bacterial deni-

trification (Fig. 23.4) is compelling evidence that this

process dominates N2O production as all other pro-

cesses for which SP is known (hydroxylamine oxida-

tion, fungal denitrification and N2O reduction) will

result in higher SP values.

23.3.7 Resolution of the Causes
of the 17O Anomaly in N2O

It is well known that all biological and most geochem-

ical processes on Earth produce a consistent mass

dependent relationship between d17O and d18O such

that the slope of the line relating these terms is constant

and equal to 0.516 (Thiemens 2006). Tropospheric

N2O is slightly enriched in 17O relative to the “mass-

dependent” line by approximately 0.9 ‰ (Cliff and

Thiemens 1997; Cliff et al. 1999; Kaiser et al. 2003,

2004b). Photochemical reactions in the stratosphere

are known to produce “mass-independent” relation-

ships and most notable is stratospheric ozone that is

defined by d17O to d18O relationship of approximately

0.62 (Lammerzahl et al. 2002).

The unusual 17O enrichment in tropospheric N2O

has long been assumed to result from photochemical

reactions and exchange of N2O between the strato-

sphere and troposphere. Prasad and Zipf (2008) recently

proposed that the anomaly is a consequence of photo-

chemical production of N2O. If correct, then the IPCC

is overestimating the biological sources of N2O by

approximately 7 % and the global budget of N2O

would be unbalanced. A recent assessment of labora-

tory experiments and models, however, suggested that

only part of the “anomaly” can be explained by photo-

chemical reactions. Biological production has been

hypothesized as the cause of the remaining 17O anom-

aly (Kaiser et al. 2004b; Kaiser and Röckmann 2005). If

the anomaly is biological, this would be the first docu-

mentation of a biological mass-independent effect. The

issue of the 17O anomaly remains unresolved because

the d17O and d18O composition of N2O produced

photochemically has not been determined and by the

fact that “no measurements of the oxygen triple isotopic

composition [16O, 17O and 18O] of biogenic N2O exist”

(Kaiser and Röckmann 2005). The key limitation has

been the size of the anomaly, 0.9 ‰ relative to current

analytical precision (0.1–0.5 ‰).

Biological production itself is unlikely to result in

mass independence, however, the source of elemental

O in N2O can be either O2 or water and there is a small

but measurable difference in the slopes of the mass-

dependent relationships for O2 and water (Meijer and Li

1998; Angert et al. 2003). Until recently, the relation-

ship between d17O and d18O was described by a slope
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with a value of 0.52 that has been termed the “terrestrial

fractionation line” (Young et al. 2002). With this in

mind, the 17O anomaly, D17O, can be defined as:

D17O = d17O � 0:52 � d18O (23.20)

which describes the magnitude of the enrichment or

depletion in 17O relative to what the sample would

have if it were in “mass dependence” (Cliff and

Thiemens 1997; Kaiser et al. 2004b). A D17O value

of 0 ‰ would normally indicate that the sample

followed the terrestrial fractionation line and was

mass-dependent. As mentioned, the primary causes

of non-zero or “mass-independent” D17O values

are photochemical reactions in the stratosphere and

subsequent incorporation into tropospheric materials

(Thiemens 2006). As values for the slope are depen-

dent on the isotopic composition of the reference gas, a

more accurate way to represent slope values is:

D17O ¼ ðd17Oþ 1Þ � l*ln(d18Oþ 1Þ (23.21)

where l is the slope of the trend line in a ln(d17O +1) vs.

l*ln(d18O þ 1) plot and approximately equivalent to

the slope from (23.20) (note that values are reported in

‰, however the factor of 1,000 has been omitted for

convenience) (Luz and Barkan 2005).

With recent improvements in precision, l values

have been defined to the third decimal and it is now

apparent that there are slight variations in the these

values between different materials (Luz and Barkan

2005). For example, l values of 0.518, 0.528 and

0.525 have been reported for respiration, natural

waters and rocks, respectively (Meijer and Li 1998;

Miller 2002; Angert et al. 2003). For atmospheric

N2O, a slope of 0.516 has been reported (Cliff and

Thiemens 1997; Kaiser et al. 2004b). Because dif-

ferent mass-dependent properties may be described

by different l values, it is possible to obtain a non-

zero D17O value for some compounds without invok-

ing mass-independent fractionation. N2O may be

such a compound. Recently it was proposed that if

during the biological production of N2O via denitri-

fication O exchange with water occurred, then N2O

could be produced following the mass-dependent

slope of 0.528 for water rather than the value of

0.516 for atmospheric N2O (Kaiser et al. 2004b).

Exchange with water during the production of N2O

by two different species of dentrifying bacteria has

been shown and the extent of exchange was species

dependent (Casciotti et al. 2002). With this founda-

tion, Kaiser and Röckmann (2005) proposed that at

least 0.4 ‰ of the 0.9 ‰ 17O anomaly present in the

atmosphere could be due to biological production.

Exchange with water during biological production

(Mechanism 1) is only one of three ways that a bio-

logical 17O anomaly may become expressed in N2O.

A second means by which a 17O anomaly may

become expressed in N2O depends upon the pathway

of O incorporation during nitrification (Mechanism 2).

During nitrification, the first O atom added is derived

from O2 whereas the second is derived from water

(Dua et al. 1979; Andersson and Hooper 1983;

Kumar et al. 1983) (Fig. 23.1). The d18O of water is

generally 20 ‰ greater than that of O2 (Kroopnick and

Craig 1976); therefore, N2O produced via oxidation of

hydroxylamine (in which O is derived from O2) should

be enriched in N2O relative to that derived from reduc-

tion of nitrite (50:50 O2 and water) and nitrate (1/3 O2,

2/3 water). With this foundation shifts in the d18O of

N2O with depth in the ocean have been attributed to

shifts in the relative importance of hydroxylamine

oxidation or nitrite or nitrate reduction (Ostrom et al.

2000). Since O2 and water are also characterized by

different mass-dependent slopes N2O derived from

oxidation of hydroxylamine or reduction of nitrite or

nitrate should acquire distinct 17O anomalies. In fact,

as the proportion of elemental O derived from O2 and

water in nitrite and nitrate produced by nitrification

differ, the 17O anomaly and measured l values may

enable distinction of N2O produced by reduction of

these two compounds. This would be a significant

advance as the SP produced upon reduction of nitrite

via nitrifier-denitrification is no different than that

produced upon reduction of nitrate by denitrification

(Sutka et al. 2006). Consequently, the 17O anomaly

may provide a novel tracer of microbial production

and may help resolve the importance of nitrifier-deni-

trification in N2O reduction relative to other produc-

tion pathways (Wrage et al. 2001, 2005). Exchange

with water may potentially erase the distinction in

d17O between N2O derived from reduction of nitrite

or nitrate. Nonetheless exchange with water will result

in a distinct 17O anomaly in N2O relative to N2O

produced from oxidation of hydroxylamine which

introduces O from O2.

A third means for introduction of a 17O anomaly is

a function of the origin of nitrate denitrified to produce
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N2O (Mechanism 3). Atmospheric nitrate has recently

been recognized to have a strong 17O anomaly that

ranges between 21 and 35 ‰ and reflects incor-

poration of a signal from photochemical reactions

(Michalski et al. 2003, 2004; Morin et al. 2007,

2009; Kunasek et al. 2008; Michalski et al. 2010;

Savarino and Morin 2011). Michalski et al. (2003)

proposed that the biological production of N2O from

the denitrification of atmospheric nitrate could be an

important source of the 17O anomaly in atmospheric

N2O. This pathway is not likely to be important in

many terrestrial environments in which atmospheric

deposition is a small fraction of nitrate inputs relative

to that applied as fertilizer or released following soil

mineralization/nitrification (e.g. Ostrom et al. 1998)

but could be important in organic poor soils (e.g.

deserts) and oligotrophic waters. Incorporation of

a 17O anomaly via mechanism 3 would also potentially

be moderated to some extent if exchange of water

during N2O production from denitrification is signifi-

cant. Resolution of which mechanism is predominant

is dependent on an improvement in precision beyond

0.1 ‰ and an analytical approach that measures the

d17O and d18O of N2O without mass interference.

23.4 Synthesis and Future Directions

The pioneering research of Toyoda and Yoshida

(1999) and Brenninkenmeijer and Röckman (2000)

provided strong foundations for the application of SP

to evaluate the biogeochemical origins and sinks of

N2O. Because the N2O molecule contains two ele-

ments with a total of 5 stable isotopes a large number

of isotopomers of N2O exist which greatly compli-

cates corrections for mass interference in the mass

spectrometer. Refinement of mass interference cor-

rections has been challenging and will undoubtedly

continue (e.g. Westley et al. 2007; Frame and

Casciotti 2010). The considerable complexity and

lack of a consistent correction routine is a serious

impediment to the widespread determination of the

SP of N2O even though all modern mass spectro-

meters are provided with three collectors appropri-

ately configured for its analysis (31R, 45R and 46R can

be determined with three collectors by analyzing

the same sample twice). Because of this it is recom-

mend that all published manuscripts include (1) the

isotopologue values of the internal laboratory standard

used relative to international standards (VSMOW and

Air-N2), (2) the correction routine used, and (3) 31R,
45R and 46R values obtained (perhaps as an electronic

annex). In this manner, if revisions to the SP of tropo-

spheric N2O occur, an international standard is deve-

loped, and if improvements to correction routines

become available, published data can be corrected

and revised to newer scales. Mass interference correc-

tion models should be made available to the inter-

national community, perhaps posted to a web site, to

enable widespread access, consistent reporting of iso-

topologue data, and improvement to mass correction

routines.

There is a current lack of an international stan-

dard for calibration and need for the research com-

munity to collaborate on its development. At the

present time, calibration may be best accomplished

by exchange of standards with the laboratory of

N. Yoshida at the Tokyo Institute of Technology,

analysis of the SP of tropospheric air to obtain

a value of 18.7 ‰, and/or by spectroscopic appro-

aches. FT-IR is the only spectroscopic approach to

date that has provided data on the SP of tropospheric

N2O and is advantageous given that the analysis

avoids the mass interference issues that challenge

mass spectrometry (Griffith et al. 2009). Applications

of FTIR to obtain field data have been limited but

with improvements in methodology and technology

spectroscopic approaches (including tunable diode

laser and cavity ring down spectroscopy) will un-

doubtedly increase.

Additional studies are needed using pure microbial

cultures, co-cultures, and natural soil and water micro-

bial communities to better understand SP signals and

the importance of and extent of water exchange in

controlling the d18O values of N2O as well as SP

values associated with production by anammox,

DNRA and codenitrification. The use of inhibitors

may be insightful but results should be interpreted

with caution. N2O production from fungal denitrifica-

tion, for example, has recently been cited as important

based on the use of antibiotics (Laughlin and Stevens

2002), however the inhibitor used does not inhibit

archaea and archaea have been implicated in both

nitrification and denitrification (Cabello et al. 2004;

Leininger et al. 2006). Thus N2O production in the

presence of inhibitors could potentially have been the

result of both fungal and archaeal activity. More
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research needs to be done to evaluate SP signals from

novel N2O production pathways such as archaeal nitri-

fication and denitrification, codenitrification, annamox

and DNRA. Research evaluating isotopologue signals

associated with purified enzymes is an important ave-

nue of research for obtaining precise e values in the

absence of other isotope effects such as diffusion.

Accurate evaluation of the 17O anomaly in N2O is

a decisive research direction that will help resolve the

global N2O budget and potentially production path-

ways, such as nitrifier-denitrification, that cannot be

resolved on the basis of SP. Accurate determination of

the d17O of N2O cannot be determined based on the

isotopic analysis of the molecular and fragmentation

ions with the mass spectrometer as this approach

requires assumption of mass dependence. Evaluation

of the d17O of N2O will require decomposition of N2O

to O2 (e.g. Thiemens 2006; Kaiser et al. 2007) but it

also requires an improvement in analytical precision to

resolve causes of the small (0.9 ‰) mass independent

signal in N2O. Decomposition of N2O to O2 followed

by high precision analysis of O2 (e.g. Barkan and Luz

2003) is potentially a viable approach for obtaining per

meg (1/meg ¼ 0.001 ‰) levels of precision for d15N,
d17O and d18O in N2O.

Efforts to refine analytical approaches and data

interpretation associated with the isotopomers of

N2O have an important payoff in the arena of global

climate change. There is a large uncertainty in esti-

mates of N2O to GWP even though (1) increases in

N2O emissions primarily derive from a single source

(agriculture: 70–81 %), (2) estimates for N2O emis-

sions from fertilized cropland and grasslands have

been recently published (3.3 and 1.8 Tg N2O-

N year�1, respectively) and (3) there has been a sig-

nificant increase in the number of N2O measurements

from agricultural since 2002 (Barton et al. 2008). The

magnitude of our uncertainty is illustrated by the large

range in the 85 % confidence interval for global N2O

emissions from agricultural soils; �51 to þ107 %

(Barton et al. 2008). The ability to refine these uncer-

tainties, however, will not reduce global warming.

Instead, we need to reduce N2O emissions. This is

where data on N2O isotopomers and 17O anomalies

will be significant. We know that N2O emissions pri-

marily derived from soil microbial processes occur-

ring in agricultural soils and that management

strategies (e.g. tillage) influence environmental condi-

tions that control microbial N2O production pathways.

Thus, agriculture is a setting where management prac-

tices can be adjusted to minimize N2O emissions.

Effective management strategies will require know-

ledge of the microbial pathways that control N2O

flux effective. This is, perhaps, the most compelling

call for additional and more accurate isotopomer and
17O anomaly data.
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Chapter 24

Using Cosmogenic Radionuclides for the Determination
of Effective Surface Exposure Age and Time-Averaged
Erosion Rates

D. Lal

Abstract We discuss the cosmogenic method of deter-

mining exposure ages and erosion rates of exposed

surfaces. This method is recognized to date as the

only reliable method of quantifying important processes

in geochronology, provided the exposure history of the

surfaces can be successfully characterized using two or

more cosmogenic nuclides produced in situ in the

surfaces of interest. The success of the cosmogenic

technique is based on two important characteristics of

the secondary cosmic ray beam interacting with the

exposed surfaces: (1) cosmic ray labeling is sensitively

dependent on the geometry of exposure of the solid, and

(2) the mean distance characterizing the absorption of

cosmic ray beam in typical rocks is only about 50 cm.

These facts make it possible to determine the past

exposure history of the exposed surfaces; this task can

be put on much firmer ground if information on the

exposure history can be constrained based on geologi-

cal information.

We summarize the early suggestions of Lal

(Earth Planet Sci Lett 104:424–439, 1991) for using

cosmogenic nuclides in geomorphology, as well as the

complex exposure geometries considered subse-

quently in a paper by Lal and Chen (Earth Planet Sci

Lett 236(3–4):797–813, 2005). These methods com-

bined with the ongoing steady improvements in the

AMS sensitivity should considerably widen the scope

of applications of cosmic ray produced nuclides in

geomorphology.

24.1 Introduction

Comic ray interactions in the earth’s atmosphere pro-

duced several radionuclides which are used as tracers to

study the motion of the atmospheric gases within the

stratosphere and the troposphere, and exchange of gases

between the stratosphere and the troposphere (Lal and

Baskaran 2011). These tracers also provide valuable

data on the movement of the stratospheric aerosols to

the troposphere and their removal from the troposphere

by wet precipitations and gravitational settling.

Cosmic rays continue to produce radionuclides in

situ in the hydrosphere, cryosphere and the litho-

sphere. In the case of the latter, one can measure

cosmogenic effects down to underground depths of

~300 m. They continue to be useful as tracers for

studying the movement of fluid in the hydrosphere

but they also serve in many different ways, e.g., to

date sediments in the hydrosphere and ice layers in the

cryosphere. In the lithosphere and in the cryosphere,

in-situ produced radionuclides serve to provide valu-

able information on geomorphologic processes and

solar activity, respectively. In this chapter we would

focus on how cosmic ray interactions can be used to
delineate geomorphic processes, in particular surface

exposure ages and surficial erosion rates (Lal 1991,

2007; Lal and Chen 2005).

The basis of application of cosmogenic radionu-

clides in geomorphology is that the continuous rate at

which “new” nuclides are “created” in matter, depends

on the geometry and duration of irradiation. One of the

most remarkable and pervasive natural phenomena

which occurs on the Earth, everywhere in the Solar

System, and likely in the remotest parts of the Uni-

verse, is the occurrence of nuclear interactions pro-

duced by energetic particles of the cosmic radiation,
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which fill up the galaxies as a result of occasional

particle acceleration by type II supernovae. The mean

kinetic energies of the primary cosmic ray particles

far exceed the binding energy of nucleons in nuclei of

ordinary matter, by more than 3 orders of magnitude.

The lifetime of cosmic rays in our galaxy is more than 4

orders of magnitude greater than the frequency of

occurrence of supernovae in which the cosmic rays

are accelerated. These facts translate to a continuous

nuclear bombardment of matter in the universe by

cosmic ray particles, at an essentially constant rate.

Two earlier papers (Lal 1991; Lal and Chen 2005)

discuss this essential feature of cosmic ray labeling of

erosion surfaces and consider viable models for study-

ing geomorphic processes (Stone 2000; Gosse and

Phillips 2001). Lal (1991) discussed the essentials of

cosmic ray production rates of several nuclides in

terrestrial solids, and considered first order models of

exposure of surfaces eroding at constant rates, which

was followed by more complex exposure models

(Lal and Chen 2005).

Before proceeding further, it must be stated that

in passage through the atmosphere, the cosmic ray

energy and flux are both appreciably reduced at sea

level; the rate of production of radioisotopes is also

correspondingly appreciably reduced (Fig. 24.1 which

gives the rate of nuclear disintegrations in the atmo-

sphere at different geomagnetic latitudes). The field

of cosmic ray geomorphology had therefore to wait

improvements in the sensitivity of measurement of

cosmogenic radioisotopes. This advance occurred

with the development of the accelerator mass spec-

trometry (AMS), which allows direct identification

and measurement of the number of atoms of a nuclide

in a sample, for several nuclides of interest (Bennett

et al. 1977; Nelson et al. 1977; also see reviews by

Lal 1988; Tuniz et al. 1998; Gosse and Phillips 2001).

Special cases here are the long-lived nuclei, such

as 14C (half-life ¼ 5730 years), 36Cl (half-life ¼
0.3 My), 26Al (half-life ¼ 0.7 My), 10Be (half-life ¼
1.5 My) and 129I (half-life ¼ 160 My), for which the

decay counting method adopted so far required work-

ing with large samples, requiring 109–1013 atoms for a

measurement. The improvement in sensitivity with the

AMS for these nuclides allows convenient study of

their atoms in the range of (105–106) atoms/sample,

whereby one can now design studies of cosmogenic

effects in the troposphere, and at underground depths,

thereby addressing new questions in planetary science,

which could not be addressed earlier. There are two

other obvious, highly significant advantages: (1) a

reduction in the size of samples (resulting in both

economy and simpler chemical processing), and (2)

the rapidity with which cosmogenic effects can now be

measured. Combination of these improvements allow

time-series and/or synoptic measurements of cosmo-

genic effects in the geospheres.

24.2 Expected Cosmogenic In Situ
Radionuclide Concentrations
in Solids, for Eroding Surfaces

The time for which a surface has been exposed to

cosmic radiation depends on its exposure history and

the history of cosmic ray flux during the exposure of

the surface. The cosmic ray flux at the top of the

Earth’s atmosphere is appreciably influenced by two

parameters: (1) Geomagnetic field of the Earth, and (2)

Solar activity.
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200 g cm�2 (based on Lal and Peters 1967)
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1. Cosmic ray flux and nuclide production during

different geomagnetic fields

If the past geomagnetic field is known, one can

calculate the expected cosmogenic nuclide production

rate at different geomagnetic latitudes (Lal et al. 1985;

Nishiizumi et al. 1989), basing on the present day field

(cf. nuclide production rates for different nuclides

as given by Lal and Peters 1967). The vertical cut-off

rigidity in the cosmic ray spectrum at the top of the

atmosphere, Rc (¼pc/Ze), is given by the following

relation:

Rc ¼ 14:9 M=M0ð Þ cos4 lð Þ

where p is the particle momentum, c is the speed of

light, Z is the particle’s atomic number, e is the elec-

tronic charge; M and M0 are the dipole fields during an

epoch in the past and during the present time, res-

pectively, for which cosmogenic production rates

in the atmosphere have been calculated (Lal and

Peters 1967), and l is the geomagnetic latitude. The

corresponding geomagnetic latitude for the past, lM,
when the dipole field was M, is given by the relation

(Lal et al. 1985; Nishiizumi et al. 1989):

cos ðlMÞ ¼ M0

M

� �1=4

cos ðl0Þ (24.1)

where l0 is the geomagnetic latitude for the present

field, M0.

2. Cosmic ray flux and nuclide production during

periods of different solar activity

The primary galactic cosmic ray (GCR) flux inci-

dent at the top of the Earth’s atmosphere is anti-

correlated with solar activity (with some phase lag).

See Gleeson and Axford (1968) for a convection-

diffusion theoretical framework for the transport of

GCR particles through the heliosphere, and see

Castagnoli and Lal (1980) and Papini et al. (1996)

for the essential features of the experimental data on

solar modulation of primary cosmic ray flux. In terms

of the solar modulation formulism (Gleeson and

Axford 1968), the effective change in the energy of a

charged particle moving from a point P on the bound-

ary along a dynamical trajectory to an interior point Q

is Zef, irrespective of its path to Q. If the measured

kinetic energy of a charged particle at Q is Ek/nucleon,

then it follows (Randall and Van Allen 1986) that its

kinetic energy/nucleon at P must have been (Ek þ
Zef). As shown by Randall and Van Allen (1986),

this leads to the following simple equation relating

differential fluxes at points P and Q:

jQ

�
T

�

T (Tþ 2m c2Þ ¼
jP

�
T þ Z ef

A

�
�
Tþ Z ef

A

��
Tþ Z ef

A
þ 2m c2

�

(24.2)

In (24.2), A is the mass number; T is defined as

the kinetic energy per nucleon, Ek; the total kinetic

energy ¼ A Ek. If the point P is taken at the helio-

sphere boundary, and the point Q at 1 AU then the

charged particle is modulated through a potential

difference of f MeV/nucleon.

For more than four decades, the solar modulation of

cosmic ray flux has been studied using satellites/

spacecraft in orbit around the Earth, and more recently

on deep space probes. The range of observed varia-

tions in the modulated near-Earth differential flux

of GCR protons until the late 1970s are shown in

Fig. 24.2 for protons as described by different curves

designated by the modulation parameter, f (Randall

and Van Allen 1986; Castagnoli and Lal 1980). The

hypothetical curve, f ¼ 0, corresponds to the pre-

dicted shape of the interstellar GCR proton flux, i.e.

the GCR flux outside the heliosphere. Information

about near Earth changes in flux have come largely

from the charged particle monitoring experiment

(CPME) aboard the IMP 8 satellite since 1973. For a

recent summary of these data reference is made to

Simunac and Armstrong (2004).

Our knowledge of modulation of GCR through the

outer heliosphere comes from deep space probes

(Lockwood and Webber 1995) which transmitted in

situ cosmic ray data up to distances of more than

70 AU (Pioneers 10 and 11, Voyagers 1 and 2). For

details see Lal (2007). Nuclide production rates for

different geomagnetic field intensities and modulation

parameters, f, have been calculated earlier (cf. Lal

1992).

3. Present day nuclide production rates at different

latitudes and at altitudes �10 km

If the production rate of a nuclide in a rock/soil is

known at some latitude and altitude (�10 km), then
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the production rate at other latitudes and altitudes can

be derived using the scaling factors given by Lal and

Peters (1967). The scaling factors are primarily based

on thermal neutron measurements and take into

account the thresholds for nuclide production from

the targets of interest (Lal 1958). Third degree poly-

nomials are presented by Lal (1991) for nuclear dis-

integrations (g�1 air year�1) in the atmosphere in

Table 24.1, based on Lal and Peters (1967), and for
10Be and 26Al in quartz (g�1 year�1), based on mea-

surements in quartz from glacially polished rocks

(Nishiizumi et al. 1989). The nuclear disintegration

rates or the production rates of 10Be, and 26Al in quartz

are given by the corresponding polynomial coeffi-

cients, P1, P2, P3 and P4 for q (L, y):

q ðL; yÞ ¼ P1ðLÞ þ P2ðLÞ yþ P3ðLÞ y2 þ P4ðLÞ y3
(24.3)

where q(L,y) is the nuclear disintegration rate in the

atmosphere or 10Be or 26Al production rate in quartz

(g�1 SiO2 year�1) at latitude L, and altitude y (km).

The polynomial coefficients are given separately for

latitudes: 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60–90�, in Tables 24.1

and 24.2.

For completeness we give here the third degree

polynomial for converting altitude (y km) to pressure,

P (g cm�2), based on the ICAO standard atmosphere

(International Civil Aviation Organization 1964):

P ¼ p1þ p2 : yþ p3 : y2 þ p4 : y3 (24.4)

Table 24.1 Nuclear disintegration rates (Lal and Peters 1967) in the atmosphere (g�1 year�1)

Geomagnetic latitude

(degrees)

Polynomial coefficientsa

a1 a2 a3 a4

0 3.307 � 102 2.559 � 102 9.843 � 101 2.050 � 101

10 3.379 � 102 2.521 � 102 1.110 � 102 2.073 � 101

20 3.821 � 102 2.721 � 102 1.325 � 102 2.483 � 101

30 4.693 � 102 3.946 � 102 9.776 � 101 4.720 � 101

40 5.256 � 102 5.054 � 102 1.420 � 102 5.887 � 101

50 5.711 � 102 5.881 � 102 1.709 � 102 7.612 � 101

60–90 5.634 � 102 6.218 � 102 1.773 � 102 7.891 � 101

aThe polynomials (24.3) are valid for 0–10 km altitudes

Fig. 24.2 Estimated proton

spectra for different solar

modulation intensities as

defined by the parameter, f.
The curve labeled

f ¼ 0 corresponds to the un-

modulated proton spectra

outside the heliosphere
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where p1 ¼ 1032.92; p2 ¼ �121.95; p3 ¼ 5.657;

p4 ¼ �0.1095.

For scaling factors for 14C, reference is made to

Miller et al. (2006) and Lifton et al. (2001). Earlier

scaling factors for 3He and 20,21,22Ne are given in

Lal (1991) but they have since been considerably

improved as a result of efforts made by scientists

working jointly in the CRONUS-Earth Project (Cos-

mic ray produced systematics on Earth Project; Stuart

and Dunai 2009).

4. Expected nuclide concentrations in exposed rocks

for first order exposure models

As expected, the principal obstacle in determining

surface exposure ages or erosion rates is the lack of

knowledge regarding the rock’s surface exposure his-

tory. For example, the rock may have been covered

with sediment or have had undergone exfoliation dur-

ing its prior exposure history. Further, the erosion rate

may have varied with climate in the past. Clearly, any

evidence from the geologic history of the rock is of

paramount importance.

Since the production of cosmogenic nuclides

within the rock is a sensitive function of the geometry

of the rock, use of two or more cosmogenic nuclides

can help constrain the exposure history of the rock. In

an earlier paper, Lal (1991) considered the effects of

changes in exposure geometry, and also considered

first order exposure models. In a subsequent paper,

Lal and Chen (2005) considered more complicated

exposure geometries and considered possibilities

of constraining exposure histories using cosmogenic

data alone.

In the following, we will discuss first order expo-

sure models and develop simple equations to bring

out salient features of the cosmogenic method, for

instance, the constraints on exposure history that are

possible using two or more cosmogenic nuclides.

For simplicity, we will consider a horizontal rock

surface; complex rock geometries have been consid-

ered by Lal and Chen (2005). As the surface of a rock

horizon is exposed, nuclear interactions of cosmic rays

produce nuclides at the exposed surface and at depths.

The number of atoms of radio-nuclides at time t, N(x,t)

within the rock at any depth, x(t) are given by the

following differential equation:

d Nðx; tÞ
dt

¼ �Nðx; tÞ þ Pðx; tÞ (24.5)

where l is the disintegration constant of the nuclide

and P(x,t) is the nuclide production rate at depth x (cm),

and time t (s). If one considers nuclide production

by nucleons, then the nuclide production rate, P(x,t)

is fairly well described by the equation:

P ðx; tÞ ¼ P ð0; tÞ e�m r xðtÞ (24.6)

where m (cm�2 g�1) is the absorption coefficient

(inverse of m is defined as the absorption mean free

path (g cm�2) in the rock). The absorption mean free

path is altitude and latitude dependant (Table 24.3).

The value of x(t) in (24.2) is given by the integral:

x ðtÞ ¼
ðt

0

e ðtÞ dt (24.7)

(a) Special case of fixed erosion rate, fixed cosmic ray

production rate and uniform erosion history of the

surface

If one assumes a constant erosion rate, e, and con-

stant cosmic ray nuclide production rate, P0 at the rock

Table 24.2 Production rates of 10Be and 26Al in quartz (g�1 SiO2 year
�1)

Geomagnetic latitude

(degrees)

Polynomial coefficientsa

a b c d
10Be 26Al 10Be 26Al 10Be 26Al 10Be 26Al

0 3.511 21.47 2.547 15.45 0.9512 5.751 0.18608 1.1154

10 3.596 22.00 2.522 15.32 1.0668 6.444 0.188229 1.1287

20 4.0607 24.84 2.734 16.61 1.2673 7.652 0.2253 1.3504

30 4.994 30.55 3.904 23.67 0.9739 5.911 0.42671 2.5563

40 5.594 34.21 4.946 29.92 1.3817 8.361 0.53176 3.1853

50 6.064 37.08 5.715 34.57 1.6473 9.955 0.68684 4.1138

60–90 5.994 36.67 6.018 36.38 1.7045 10.3 0.71184 4.2634
aThe polynomials (24.3) are valid for 0–10 km altitudes
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surface, then the solution of (24.1) nuclide concentra-

tion at time t, at depth x can also be written in the

integral form:

N ðx; TÞ ¼
ðT

0

P0 e
�m r ðxþe tÞ : e�l ðT�tÞ dt (24.8)

integrating backwards in time, setting the present

time at 0, and t ¼ T, when the rock was first exposed

to cosmic radiation, as T, the total duration of the

exposure.

Solving (24.5) or (24.8) gives the nuclide concen-

tration, N(x, T) in the rock at depth, x:

N ðx; TÞ ¼ P0

lþ m e
e�m x ð 1� e�T ðlþm eÞÞ (24.9)

If however, the rock sample had some initial con-

centration of the radionuclide at the start of the irradi-

ation, N(x,0), then an additional term, N(x,0) exp

(�l T) should be added to (24.9).

Equation (24.9) states that if a rock surface

undergoes steady state erosion, the in situ radio-

nuclides attain secular equilibrium concentration

corresponding to an effective disintegration constant,

l + me. The effective irradiation time, Teff for the top

surface of the rock is then given by:

Teff ¼ N 0; T � 1

lþ m e

� �
=P0 ¼ 1

lþ m e
(24.10)

The validity of a steady state model can be tested by

studying two or more radionuclides of different half-

lives in the rock surface. The model steady state ero-

sion at the surface is then given by, based on (24.5):

e ¼ 1

m
P ð0Þ

N ð0; TÞ � l
� �

¼ 1

m
1

Teff
� l

� �
(24.11)

If the rock had been undergoing steady state ero-

sion for periods of the order of �(4–5) times Teff, it

follows from (24.11) that the quantities below are

invariant for different radionuclides:

P ð0Þ
N ð0; TÞ

� �
1

� l1 ¼ P ð0Þ
N ð0; TÞ

� �
2

� l2

¼ P ð0Þ
N ð0; TÞ

� �
3

� l3 (24.12)

Note that the validity of (24.8) does not neces-

sarily imply that surface has been undergoing erosion

on a micro-scale. However it does imply that if the

rock has undergone macro-erosion, then the chip-

off distances have always been much � than the

distance 1/m.
The suitability of a radionuclide for determining the

erosion rate of a rock horizon is determined by the

condition that l and me should be of the same order;

in other words Teff and the mean half-life of the radio-

nuclide, l, should be of the same order. If l � me, the
radionuclide would be built to its secular equilibrium

value (Teff ¼ 1/l) and no information can be obtained

from its study about the erosion rate. Else if me � 1,

the nuclide concentrations would build up to the same

concentration independent of the half-life of the radio-

nuclide. In this case, the nuclide decay during the

build-up period is unimportant and the nuclide behaves

similar to a stable nuclide. Also, in this case (me � 1),

the apparent surface exposure age, Teff ¼ 1/me, i.e. it is
the time during which erosion removes a rock depth

equivalent to one absorption mean free path for cosmic

rays, 1/m, ~50 cm in common rocks.

Under steady state, the nuclide build up is shown in

Fig. 24.3 for five radionuclides, 39Ar, 14C, 36Cl, 26Al

and 10Be, and a stable nuclide. These curves are

dependent on the values of e and l, and provide useful
insight if the exposure history of the rock deviates

from the assumed steady state erosion (24.10).

If two radionuclides are used, e.g., 10Be and 26Al,

their steady state concentrations are well described for

all erosion rates by the shadowed curve in Fig. 24.4,

labelled “steady state erosion island”, The temporal

evolution of the curves is given by the following:

Ratio ð26Al=10Be Þt

¼ Pð0Þ26Al
Pð0Þ10Be

:
l10Beþme
l26Alþme

ð1� e
�t ðl

26Al
þmeÞÞ

ð1� e�t ðl10BeþmeÞÞ
(24.13)

Table 24.3 Absorption mean free paths in the atmosphere for

nuclear disintegrations of energy release >40 MeV

Altitude range (km) Mean free path (g cm�2)

0� 30� 60�

0–5 160 150 140

5–10 175 160 150
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with the ratio lying between two limits:

Pð0Þ26Al
Pð0Þ10Be

� �
and

Pð0Þ26Al
Pð0Þ10Be

:
l10Be

l26Al

� �
(24.14)

corresponding to large and small erosion rates,

respectively.

(b) Complex cosmic ray irradiation histories

If the exposure history of the rock is simple as so far

considered: a flat rock surface, eroding at a constant

rate, curves like that shown in Fig. 24.4 for 26Al and
10Be can be used to ascertain its veracity. One can list

a number of complex rock irradiation histories: for

instance (1) rock’s of different geometrical shapes,

(2) the top surface spalls off sometime in the past

durting irradiation, and (3) the top surface is buried

under a layer of sediment. The first case has been

considered in some detail by Lal and Chen (2005),

who have cosidered a sphroidal target, a rectangular

geometry with a flat top, a sloping surface and a beach

terrace with a flat top. The second case of a rock
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I/ 
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104 105 106

10Be concentration (atoms /gm)

Ratio at
production
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Erosion
Island

PRODUCTION RATES
10Be = 1 atom g–1 yr–1

26AI = 1 atom g–1 yr–1

Fig. 24.4 Theoretically calculated steady state build up of
26Al/10Be ratio and 10Be concentration for hypothetical produc-

tion rates of 1 atom g�1 rock for both 10Be and 26Al. The steady
state erosion island includes the temporal build up of radionu-

clide concentrations as given by (24.9) for all erosion rates. In

steady state all regions above the shaded curve are forbidden

Fig. 24.3 Effective steady state surface exposure ages, Teff (24.6), as a function of erosion rates for five radionuclides, 39Ar, 14C,
36Cl, 26Al and 10Be, and a stable nuclide
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surface spalling of has been considered in detail by Lal

(1991), who have considered two cases as examples:

the effective exposure age of the rock is (1) small

compared to the mean life of the radionuclide, and

(2) comparable to the mean life. The third case was

in fact discovered in a real case of a soil profile based

on studies of 14C and 10Be (Lal et al. 1996). Reference

is also made to Miller et al. (2006), who studied ice

sheet erosion and complex exposure histories in Bafin

Island, Arctic Canada, based on 14C, 26Al and 10Be.

We will not consider here the cases of complex

rock geometries since these have been dealt with in

detail by Lal and Chen (2005), and also the case (2) of

rock spall during cosmic ray exposure (Lal 1991). The

third case is an interesting one since in some cases the

rock surface may be shielded by a thick sediment or

rock layer. In this case, if the shielding of rock surface

is substantial, the shorter lived radioisotope would

decay much faster than the longer lived radionuclide

(Lal 1991), providing an information on the time for

which the rock surface was shielded. As a case in point

we consider the special case of a rock surface which

was exposed under zero erosion rate evolving finally

to a ratio, 26Al/10Be:

Ratio ð26Al =10Be ÞSteady State and e¼0 ¼
Pð0Þ26Al
Pð0Þ10Be

:
l10Be

l26Al

(24.15)

corresponding to the top curve in Fig. 24.5. If during

the evolution of this curve, the rock surface is overlain

by a thick deposit of sediment or rock fragments, the

ratio 26Al/10Be and the 10Be concentration will evolve

along the example straight lines due to faster decay

of 26Al compared to 10Be. These points would gener-

ally lie outside the “steady state erosion island” in

Fig. 24.4, and can be used to find out if the rock

surface was part of the time or continuously shielded

on the top surface by a thick sediment layer or rock

fragments.

24.3 Future Directions

In this chapter, we have discussed that cosmic ray

labeling of erosion surfaces allows one to determine

both cosmic ray exposure ages and surface erosion

rates. Several radionuclides are produced in situ in
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B
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Fig. 24.5 The upper bound of the curve corresponds to tempo-

ral evolution for the case of e ¼ 0, as also in Fig. 24.4. The

straight lines denote the path traced by the rock surface after the

top surface was shielded by a thick sediment or rock fragments.

The production rates are fixed at 1 atom g�1 10Be and 26Al in the

rock
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rocks/soils from major target elements, e.g., 39Ar, 14C,
36Cl, 26Al and 10Be. This task is accomplished fairly

well using two or more radionuclides produced in situ

in the rock by cosmic rays.

The single most salient feature of cosmic ray label-

ing of erosion surfaces is the high sensitivity of the rate

of in situ nuclear interactions on the geometry of the

irradiation. Note also that the mean absorption dis-

tance for cosmic radiation in typical rocks is ~50 cm

only. The text in this chapter along with ideas dis-

cussed by Lal (1991) and Lal and Chen (2005) cover

most of the ideas, which allow one to put severe

constraints on the “unknown” exposure history of the

rock horizon. As an example: Use of the shorter half-

life radionuclides, 39Ar, 14C and 36Cl, in conjunction

with 10Be allow one to put severe constraints on the

“unknown” rock exposure histories. This task can be

put on much firmer ground if information on the expo-

sure history can be constrained based on geological

information.

24.4 Conclusion

The cosmogenic nuclear method described in this

chapter, bases itself on the fact that several radionu-

clides are produced in situ in rocks/soils from major

target elements. As stated earlier, the single most

salient feature of cosmic ray labeling of erosion sur-

faces is the high sensitivity of the rate of in situ nuclear

interactions on the geometry of the irradiation, cou-

pled with the fact that the mean absorption distance for

cosmic radiation in typical rocks is ~50 cm.

In the absence of information on the exposure

histories of the rock surfaces studied, several ideas

to constrain exposure histories were discussed by

Lal (1991) and Lal and Chen (2005); these allow one

to put severe constraints on the “unknown” exposure

history of the rock horizon. As an example, use of

the shorter half-life radionuclides, 39Ar, 14C and
36Cl, in conjunction with 10Be allow one to put severe

constraints on the “unknown” rock exposure histories.

Estimation of exposure ages and erosion requires

an accurate knowledge of nuclide production rates.

Realizing the importance of determining accurate

time scales in earth sciences, several scientists have

joined a project “Cosmic ray produced nuclide sys-

tematics on Earth project (CRONUS-Earth Project)”

for improving rates of production of cosmogenic

nuclides in targets exposed to cosmic radiation under

different conditions. These improvements combined

with the steady improvements in the AMS sensitivity

(cf. Galindo-Uribarri et al. 2007) should considerably

widen the scope of applications of cosmic ray pro-

duced nuclides in geomorphology.
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Chapter 25

Measuring Soil Erosion Rates Using Natural (7Be, 210Pb)
and Anthropogenic (137Cs, 239,240Pu) Radionuclides

Gerald Matisoff and Peter J. Whiting

Abstract This chapter examines the application

of natural (7Be and 210Pb) and anthropogenic fallout

radionuclides (134Cs, 137Cs, 239,240Pu) to determine

soil erosion rates. Particular attention is given to
137Cs because it has been most widely used in geomor-

phic studies of wind and water erosion. The chapter is

organized to cover the formation and sources of these

radionuclides; how they are distributed in precipitation

and around the globe: their fate and transport in undis-

turbed and tilled soils; and their time scales of utility.

Also discussed are methods for soil collection, sample

preparation for 137Cs analysis by gamma spectros-

copy, and the selection of standards and instrument

calibration. Details are presented on methods for cal-

culating soil erosion, including empirical methods that

are related to the Universal Soil Loss Equation

(USLE), box models that compare 137Cs activities in

a study site to a reference site, and time dependent

methods that account for the temporal inputs of 137Cs

and precipitation induced erosion. Several examples

of recent applications, including the combination of

radionuclides with other techniques or measurements,

are presented. The chapter concludes with suggestions

for future work: the value of new methods and instru-

mentation to allow for greater spatial resolution of

rates and/or greater accuracy; the need to incorporate

migration of radionuclides in the time-dependent mod-

els; the opportunities to concurrently use the global

and Chernobyl signals to better understand temporal

variation soil erosion processes and rates; and the

importance of the use of these tracers to characterize

C storage and cycling.

25.1 Introduction

25.1.1 Soil Erosion; Nature
of the Problem

Soil is among our most fundamental resources and soil

processes help regulate atmospheric composition and

climate. Soil anchors and sustains the vegetation that

provides sustenance for animals and humans and pro-

vides fibers and material used in everything from cot-

ton for clothing to lumber for homes to biomass for

energy. The soil itself can be mined for key materials,

minerals and metals, and energy. The foundations of

most human structures – homes, buildings, and roads –

are built on soil. Soil and soil processes filter water,

reduce toxicity of airborne pollutants delivered to the

land surface, and store carbon and nutrients. The value

of soil in terms of ecosystem function and service has

been estimated in the hundreds of billions of dollars per

year (Pimental et al. 1995).

A comprehensive understanding of material fluxes

on the earth surface and its effects on geochemical

cycles (hydrologic, C, and N), atmospheric composition

and climate, and ocean chemistry depends upon an

understanding of soil and soil movement on the land-

scape including erosion, transport, and deposition. Soils

sequester C and N from the atmosphere and retain

certain metals during the weathering of rocks, but soil

erosion either moves those materials to places of long-

term storage or exposes soils to greater reactivity. Soils

hold 2,300 Gt of carbon, about four times as much

carbon as is in the atmosphere (Lal 2003). It has been

suggested that if carbon on the landscape lost by erosion

is replaced by new vegetative growth, then intermediate

storage in fluvial systems of the eroded carbon repre-

sents a net removal of carbon from the atmosphere and
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may be the “missing” anthropogenic carbon (Harden

et al. 1992; Stallard 1998). Others note that oxidation of

a portion of the carbon in transport may produce

0.8–1.2 GtC per year. Thus anthropogenically enhanced

soil erosion may reinforce global warming.

Soil is moved by a variety of processes including

water (splash, sheetwash, rills), wind, ice (freeze-

thaw, glaciers, periglacial), gravity (dry ravel, creep,

toppling, debris flows, earthflows), tillage, and biotur-

bation. Erosion is often accelerated by disturbance

(clearing, fire, plowing, overgrazing, compaction, or

desiccation) that disrupts soil structure and removes

vegetative covering. Oldeman (1994) estimated that

1,094 Mha (1 ha ¼ 104 m2) are affected by water

erosion and 549 Mha by wind erosion. These numbers

represent 12 and 6% of agricultural land areas, respec-

tively. Total erosion of these areas is approximately

75 billion tons/year (Pimental et al. 1995).

The net loss of soil has both on-site and off-site

consequences as summarized by Pimental et al.

(1995). In croplands, the diminished fertility due to

topsoil erosion requires fertilization or results in

diminished yields, creates pressure to deforest new

areas as fertility of existing cropland decreases, and

results in the loss in water holding capacity of soils.

Fertilization, in turn, often has its own consequences.

Most fertilizers rely on fossil fuels to create, ship, and

apply the material and the applied fertilizer has the

potential for creating downstream water quality con-

cerns. The additional water use required because

of diminished soil retention taxes another critical

resource. In forestlands, soil loss can change species

composition, diminish water-holding capacity, and

speed desertification. In suburban and urban areas,

soil loss can reduce the ability of soils to sustain

vegetative cover and trees helpful in addressing air,

water, heat, and sound pollution.

Fine sediments derived from erosion of soil are

disproportionately responsible for degradation of sur-

face waters (Nelson and Logan 1983; Dong et al.

1984). Eroded soil impairs water quality (Sekely

et al. 2002; Sharpley et al. 1994; Pote et al. 1996) to

the point that drinking water supplies, aquatic envir-

onments, and opportunities for recreation are

threatened. Eroded soil often harms aquatic environ-

ments by inhibiting light penetration (Yamada and

Nakamura 2002), by siltation of rivers (Reiser 1998)

and reservoirs (Williams andWolman 1984), by eutro-

phication of waterways, lakes, and seas (Rabalais et al.

1999), and by contamination (Tarras-Wahlberg and

Lane 2003). In 2000, the US Environmental Protection

Agency reported that siltation debilitated 12% of the

stream reaches assessed by states and tribes and was

responsible for 33% of impairments to beneficial use

(USEPA 2000). In areas where wind is an important

process of erosion, the transported fine material can be

a health problem, foul equipment, and cause abrasion

requiring the repainting of structures (Lyles 1985).

History shows that civilization can collapse as the

soil resource is depleted (Montgomery 2007; Diamond

2005; Hyams 1952). Plato ascribed the poor soils of

his native Attica to erosion after land clearing and his

view of the causative factors of poor soil was shared

by Aristotle (Montgomery 2007). Loss of production

associated with soil loss and degradation ultimately

affected the stability of the Greek civilization as it did

the Romans later. Lowdermilk (1953) describes a trail

of societies from Judea to Syria to China where poor

stewardship of the land and resulting erosion led indi-

rectly to conquest or societal discord. More recent

examples of societal dislocations (famine and migra-

tion) associated with soil erosion and land degradation

include the Dustbowl of the 1930s, the Sahel of the

1970s, and Haiti.

25.1.2 Tools for Measuring Soil Erosion

Critical to the understanding and quantification of soil

erosion are tools for its measurement. Erosion pins,

sediment accumulated in reservoirs, measured sedi-

ment concentration in streamflow, photographic tech-

niques, and soil tracers each have their usefulness and

limitations. Sediment budgets (Dietrich and Dunne

1978) are often a basis for quantifying the various

processes and paths that move soil on the landscape

and result in local loss (erosion) and local gain (depo-

sition) of soil.

A particularly useful tool for measuring soil erosion

is a conservative tracer of the soil particles, especially

when the tracer is relatively easy to measure. Impor-

tant considerations in the use of a tracer are that the

concentration of the tracer is relatively uniform;

adsorption of the tracer to soil is strong and quick;

variation in adsorption to various sizes or mineralogic/

organic constituents is minor or can be accounted for;

and methods exist to measure the tracer.
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The best known of the tracers for estimating soil

erosion are natural and anthropogenic radionuclides.

The anthropogenic radionuclides found on the land-

scape were produced largely by atmospheric nuclear

bomb testing and the fallout was distributed globally.

The list of fission products is extensive, although many

of these radionuclides are too short-lived to be useful

tracers of soil erosion. Of the longer-lived fission

products, the best known is 137Cs, but the list of

other useful tracers includes 134Cs, 238,239,240Pu, and
241Am as minute solid particles or sorbed to soil

particles; and 3H and 90Sr as soluble tracers. The

naturally-occurring radionuclides are produced by

various nuclear reactions, or uranium or thorium

decay chains (Porcelli and Baskaran 2011) and include
7Be, 210Pb and a few others. 137Cs, 7Be, and 210Pb are

each suitable as particle tracers because they have a

global distribution, adsorb efficiently to soil particles

and thus move with soil, and are relatively easily

measured.
137Cs is the most widely used radionuclide tracer for

soil erosion (Ritchie and McHenry 1990). For years,

Ritchie and Ritchie (2008) maintained a bibliography

of publications that utilized 137Cs in the study of soils

and sedimentation. Figure 25.1, redrafted from Ritchie

and Ritchie (2008) and updated here to include papers

published after December 15, 2008, illustrates how

widespread the use of 137Cs as a tracer has been. There

are a total of about 4,500 Cs references with the vast

majority of the papers following the Chernobyl accident

in 1986. In comparison, there are about 2,700 references

to the use of 210Pb in studies of soils and sedimentation.

The use of 210Pb in such studies now exceeds the use of
137Cs. The use of 7Be as a tracer in the context of soils

and sediment is relatively new and has resulted in about

90 papers to date. It should be noted that substantially

less than half of the total number of papers have used the

respective tracer to quantify soil erosion.

25.1.3 Summary of Contents of Book
Chapter and the Approach Used

This chapter focuses primarily upon the use of anthro-

pogenic and naturally-occurring radionuclides to

study soil erosion processes and to quantify rates of

soil erosion. Many other processes affect soil and

sediment transport and deposition and other radionu-

clides used in those studies are detailed in other chap-

ters of this collection. Here we devote much of our

attention to the anthropogenic radionuclide 137Cs but

we also look at other radionuclide tracers in part to

show which radionuclides may be the most suitable for

given applications. Specifically, we describe the

source of the radionuclides; their characteristics, depo-

sition, sorption, and transport; the methods of mea-

surement; the assumptions associated with their use as

Fig. 25.1 The annual number of papers utilizing 137Cs, 210Pb, and 7Be in chronologic, geomorphic and sedimentologic studies.

The total number of 137Cs papers is now about 4,500. Modified and updated from Ritchie and Ritchie (2008)
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tracers; the models used to estimate erosion with

the tracers; the relative merits of different models and

tracers for investigating soil erosion; recent applica-

tions of radionuclides in erosion studies; and foresee-

able changes in the use of tracers and the tracers used.

25.2 Background

25.2.1 Radionuclides in the Environment

25.2.1.1 Sources of 137Cs, 7Be, 210Pb,

and 239,240 Pu

Radionuclides that have been used in studies of soil

erosion on decadal time scales or less include 134Cs,
7Be, 210Pb, and 239,240Pu but the most widely known of

these is 137Cs (t1/2 ¼ 30.1 years). 134Cs (t1/2 ¼ 2.06

years), 137Cs, 239Pu (t1/2 ¼ 4,110 years) and 240Pu

(t1/2 ¼ 6,537 years) are present on the global land-

scape largely as a result of anthropogenic fallout

from thermonuclear weapons testing primarily during

the period 1954–1968 (Fig. 25.2). In parts of Europe,
137Cs fallout from the nuclear reactor accident at

Chernobyl in 1986 is superimposed on the global

signal of fallout and the Pu isotopic signatures from

stratospheric fallout and from Chernobyl are different

from each other (Ketterer et al. 2011; Hong et al.

2011). Other accidental releases of Cs isotopes

have created local zones of contamination. 210Pb

(t1/2 ¼ 22.3 years) is delivered to the landscape as a

result of the decay of gaseous 222Rn in the 238U decay

chain. In that chain, 226Ra in soils and rock decays to
222Rn (t1/2 ¼ 3.8 days) which is released to the atmo-

sphere and undergoes a series of short-lived decays to
210Pb which, as a particulate, is delivered to the land-

scape by wet and dry fallout. This 210Pb is termed

excess 210Pb (210Pbxs) (Fig. 25.2). However, some
222Rn that occurs in the soil is trapped in mineral

matter or unable to escape to the atmosphere during

its 3.8 day half-life, and its decay builds the supported

pool of 210Pb in the soil (supported 210Pb). 7Be

(t1/2 ¼ 53.3 days) is produced by cosmic ray spall-

ation of nitrogen (90%) and oxygen (10%) in the

troposphere and stratosphere (Kaste et al. 2002;

Kaste and Baskaran 2011) and then it is removed

from the atmosphere and is delivered to the landscape

often during large thunderstorms (Dibb 1989).
137Cs atmospheric fallout is at present very small

and the negligible amount, if any, is due to eolian

resuspension of near-surface soil particles with

adsorbed 137Cs. 210Pb concentration is highest in air

originating over continental regions (Turekian et al.

1983; Paatero and Hatakka 2000) and the activity

of 210Pb in the atmosphere decreases with altitude

(Kownacka 2002) consistent with the sources of the

radionuclide in soil and rock at the earth surface. 7Be

is produced through spallation interactions of atmo-

spheric O and N nuclei and the nucleonic component

of the atmospheric cascade induced by galactic cosmic

rays (Dorman 2004) (Fig. 25.2). Sugihara et al. (2000)

suggest that 70% is produced in the stratosphere. 7Be

is also added to the troposphere from the stratosphere

by mixing along the polar front and the subtropical jet

and by mixing in large synoptic storms (mid-latitude

cyclones and hurricanes). 7Be concentration increases

with altitude given the substantial reservoir in the

stratosphere where concentrations may be an order of

magnitude higher than in the upper troposphere

cosmic
ray

γ

7Li7Be

9Be

14N
16O

PAtomspheric
gases

Fig. 25.2 Schematic illustration of fallout radionuclide sources

used in erosion studies of decadal or shorter time scales. Left
figure is a photograph of an atmospheric bomb test, the main

source of global radioactive Cs and Pu fallout. Photo from:

http://www.nv.doe.gov/news&pubs/photos&films/atm.htm.

The middle figure illustrates excess 210Pb fallout. The figure on

the right illustrates the production of 7Be by cosmic ray spall-

ation of oxygen and nitrogen in the stratosphere
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(Lal and Peters 1967; Dutkiewicz and Husain 1985;

Lal and Baskaran 2011). There appears to be some

seasonality of the concentrations of 210Pb and 7Be in

the atmosphere with the highest values in late spring

and summer (Turekian et al. 1983; Baskaran et al.

1993; Caillet et al. 2001). Valles et al. (2009) show a

2–3-fold variation in monthly concentrations of 7Be

and 210Pb. Greater emissions of 222Rn from snow-free

areas and dry soils are thought to increase atmospheric

concentrations of 210Pb during summer (Olsen et al.

1985; Caillet et al. 2001). The seasonal peak in
7Be concentration in late spring and summer (e.g.

El-Hussein et al. 2001) is thought to be caused by

enhanced mixing of stratospheric air into the tropo-

sphere. Longer term fluctuation in 7Be fallout has been

tied to variations in the flux of cosmic galactic primary

radiation caused by the 11-year sunspot cycle (Azahra

et al. 2003; Kikuchi et al. 2009).
137Cs (þ), 7Be (2þ), and 210Pb (2þ, 4þ) are strongly

chemically active, so they rapidly become associated

with aerosols and particles (0.7–2 mm; Ioannidou and

Papastefanou 2006) and are delivered from the atmo-

sphere to the earth surface predominantly in precipita-

tion (Olsen et al. 1985). Snow is more efficient than

rain at removing radionuclides from air (McNeary and

Baskaran 2003; Ioannidou and Papastefanou 2006) and

wet precipitation ismore efficient than dry precipitation.

Residence times in the troposphere are estimated to be

22–48 days (Durana et al. 1996) for 7Be and just a few

days for the aerosols carrying the 210Pb (Tokieda et al.

1996). 137Cs also has a short residence time partly

because the source of the radionuclide is now resuspen-

sion of soil particles that are coarser (Papastenfanou

et al. 1995; Ioannidou and Papastefanou 2006). During

the weapons testing era, 137Cs residence time in the

atmosphere was longer (~1–10 years) than it is today

because of its injection into the stratosphere (Joshi

1987).

Although the first nuclear detonation was in 1945,
137Cs was first detected in fallout in 1951 and over

most of the globe it was below detection prior to about

1954, peaked in about 1963, and was effectively below

detection by 1983 (Cambray et al. 1985) (Fig. 25.3).

The data in Fig. 25.3, for the most part, are not based

on actual 137Cs fallout data because 137Cs was not

routinely monitored during the 1950–1983 time

frame. Instead, 90Sr fallout was usually monitored

and 137Cs fallout is inferred by assuming a 137Cs/90Sr

ratio in the bomb fallout (Health and Safety Labora-

tory 1977; Robbins 1985). This ratio has been esti-

mated to range from 1.4 to 1.65 and is characteristic of

production rates of the isotopes and is independent of

location. The 239þ240Pu depositional fluxes are less

well known because certain data (i.e., the ratios of

Fig. 25.3 137Cs fallout (Bq m�2 month�1) calculated as 1.45

times the average 90Sr monthly fallout at the US DOE monitor-

ing sites (Birmingham, AL; Los Angeles, CA; San Francisco,

CA; Denver, CO; Coral Gables/Miami, FL; Argonne, IL; Inter-

national Falls, MN; Columbia, MO; Helena, MT; New York,

NY; Williston, ND; Wooster, OH; Tulsa, OK; Medford, OR;

Columbia, SC; Vermillion, SD; and Green Bay, WI). Data from

the Health and Safety Laboratory (1977). Also shown is the

calculated 137Cs inventory (Bq m�2) assuming that all the fall-

out to the soil surface remains in the soil and is subject only to

radioactive decay. Chernobyl fallout is not included in this

calculation
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plutonium to 137Cs, 90Sr) are still classified by the U.S.

Government. More recently, for example during the

monitoring of Chernobyl fallout, deposition of 131I

was monitored and the deposition of all other radio-

nuclides was calculated from the 131I deposition den-

sity values using the relationships calculated by Hicks

(1982). The overall geographic patterns of 90Sr and
239þ240Pu differ slightly from those for 137Cs and 131I

primarily due to the differences in the nuclear fuel

used in different tests, the size of the particles asso-

ciated with the radionuclides, and the directions of

travel of the clouds of radioactive particles from each

test. The overall deposition of 90Sr was very similar to

that of 137Cs. For most of the regions in the United

States, the activity of 137Cs was 10–20 times the activ-

ity of 239þ240Pu deposited (Beck 1999; CDC 2006).

Because of the temporal variability with a peak
137Cs fallout activity in 1963, that peak is often used

as a time horizon in sediments to indicate the time of

deposition of that layer of sediment. Linear sedimenta-

tion rates (cm year�1) are then simply calculated as

the depth of the layer (cm) divided by the time in

years since 1963. The mass flux deposition rates

(g cm�2 year�1) are calculated as the cumulative dry

mass of sediment above the 1963 time horizon divided

by the cross sectional area of the sediment core divided

by the time in years since 1963 until the date of coring

(Walling and He 1997a, b; Goodbred and Kuehl 1998).

Inspection of Fig. 25.3 shows that the 137Cs depo-

sitional flux was highly variable, reflecting the times

of atmospheric testing. There are peaks in fallout

observed each year between 1954 and 1959, and

much larger peaks in 1962, 1963 and 1964. The maxi-

mum global fallout of radioactive nuclides occurred in

Spring 1964, but because most field data cannot

resolve the 1962 to 1964 fallout peaks, the position

of the maximum in 137Cs is often assigned a date of

1963 (1964 in the southern hemisphere). In the late

1960s to mid-1970s, fallout decreased considerably,

but the seasonal cycle reflecting precipitation can be

seen through the 1970s.

As a result of the nuclear accident at Chernobyl in

1986, additional 137Cs fallout occurred in some areas

of Europe. It is estimated that the Chernobyl accident

released from 10 to 16% as much 137Cs to the envi-

ronment as was emitted from all nuclear weapons tests

(Flavin 1987). Little Chernobyl fallout occurred over

North America (Roy et al. 1988). Note the much

higher levels of 137Cs deposition from Chernobyl

than from stratospheric fallout (compare

Figs. 25.3–25.5). For example, the lowest contours

on the Europe map following Chernobyl are

~2 kBq m�2 (light yellow in Fig. 25.4) De Cort et al.

(1998) whereas in Fig. 25.3 the largest fallout values

in the US following bomb testing are ~3,000 Bq m�2

(3 kBq m�2). Monthly deposition values are 20–30

times less than the lowest fluxes deposited from

Chernobyl. The highest Chernobyl fluxes are

~1,480 kBq m�2, a value 10,000� larger than the

peak monthly fallout from atmospheric weapons test-

ing (~140 Bq m�2 month�1) and a value at least 100�
larger than the inventory in US soils (8–13 kBq m�2,

Fig. 25.5). Delivery of 137Cs from the atmosphere is

again currently near zero (Quine 1995). The much

higher deposition of Chernobyl-derived 137Cs over

northern Europe is significant, because in these loca-

tions it has swamped the prior global fallout signature

and has had the effect of “resetting” the 137Cs soil

erosion clock to 1986 because downcore soil inven-

tories and soil activities near the soil surface are now

dominated by Chernobyl-derived 137Cs. This is not the

case over most of the rest of the world, as the 137Cs

fallout from Chernobyl was minimal (Department of

National Health and Welfare 1986). Consequently, the

current distribution of 137Cs in soils in northern Eur-

ope is dominated by Chernobyl fallout and in the US

by stratospheric fallout. This resulted because Cherno-

byl was characterized by the relatively intermittent

release of a full range of radionuclides at relatively

low temperatures with very heavy local fallout from

tropospheric transport. Weapons testing fallout was at a

high temperature withmore uniform stratospheric trans-

port, longer residence times, and with much less pro-

nounced local fallout (Joshi 1987). Pu atom ratios can be

used to distinguish betweenChernobyl and stratospheric

fallout. The 240Pu/239Pu atom ratio was about 0.38 in

Chernobyl fallout and 0.18 in stratospheric fallout (Ket-

terer et al. 2011). Further, the distribution of Pu from

Chernobyl was much more localized than was 137Cs. Pu

isotopes were specifically associated with non-volatile

fuel particles (Mietelski and Was 1995) whereas 137Cs

volatilized in the reactor accident and was more widely

dispersed overmuch of northernEurope andRussia. 7Be

and 210Pb deposition on the other hand continues as

natural processes continue to produce these radionu-

clides.
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25.2.1.2 137Cs, 7Be and 210Pb in Precipitation

Deposition of radionuclides occurs both by dry and

wet fall. The vast majority of 7Be falls in association

with rainfall. Workers have reported dry fall as

making up 3–10% of total fallout (Wallbrink and

Murray 1994; McNeary and Baskaran 2003; Salisbury

and Cartwright 2005; Ioannidou and Papastefanou

2006; Sepulveda et al. 2008). Dry deposition of 210Pb

appears to be more variable than 7Be because of the

importance of resuspended soil and dust in contribut-

ing to the flux (Todd et al. 1989). The monthly atmo-

spheric depositional flux (wet plus dry) of both 7Be

and 210Pb varies by about a factor of 5 over the course

of a year (Matisoff et al. 2005) but exhibits a maxi-

mum in the spring (Turekian et al. 1983; Olsen et al.

1985; Dibb 1989; Todd et al. 1989; Robbins and Eadie

1991; Koch et al. 1996; Baskaran et al. 1997) and

represents the variability in the quantity of precipita-

tion (Turekian et al. 1983; Koch et al. 1996; Baskaran

et al. 1997) and, to a lesser extent, the seasonality

in stratospheric 7Be production and troposphere-

stratosphere exchange (Turekian et al. 1983; Todd

et al. 1989; Koch et al. 1996). 7Be and 210Pb deposition

during precipitation events is well correlated to precip-

itation amount (Caillet et al. 2001; Ciffroy et al. 2003;

Su et al. 2003) reflecting the fact that wet fall is a

dominant delivery mechanism. Caillet et al. (2001)

found that 7Be deposition was slightly better correlated

with precipitation than 210Pb deposition (r2 ¼ 0.66 for
7Be vs. 0.55 for 210Pb). The better correlation with 7Be

is due to the fact that more of the 210Pb comes from dry

deposition and 7Be is often derived from the strato-

sphere during large thunderstorms. Quine (1995)

reported that 137Cs delivery from global fallout was

also highest in spring and early summer. Callender and

Robbins (1993) observed an annual cycle of 137Cs

deposition in the high sedimentation environment of

Oahe Reservoir (South Dakota, USA).

Given the correlation between fallout and precipita-

tion amounts during events, it is not surprising that the

annual fallout of 137Cs, 7Be and 210Pb is correlated to

Fig. 25.4 137Cs fallout deposition over Europe following the Chernobyl accident. Modified from EC/IGCE, Roshydromet (Russia)/

Minchernobyl (Ukraine)/Belhydromet (Belarus) (1998)
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annual precipitation. In most places, the precipitation-

normalized annual depositional fluxes have remained

constant (Baskaran 1995). Ritchie and McHenry

(1978) noted that the variation in 137Cs inventory

in the northcentral US was best explained by mean

annual precipitation. Rowan (1995) found that varia-

tion in mean annual precipitation (900–2,000 mm)

explained 75% of the variation in 137Cs inventory in

the Exe basin in the United Kingdom. Lance

et al. (1986) found a linear relationship between

the inventory of 137Cs in soils and average annual

precipitation in the southern USA. Baskaran et al.

(1993) observed that 210Pb fluxes increased with

precipitation and Gallagher et al. (2001) found that
210Pb inventory was significantly higher on the

wetter west coast of Ireland than on the east coast.

Our survey of annual delivery of 7Be reported by

workers (Turekian et al. 1983; Dibb 1989; Papastefanou

and Ionannidou 1991; Baskaran et al. 1993; Caillet

et al. 2001; Ayub et al. 2009) as compared to annual

precipitation shows a strong correlation: r2 ¼ 0.72

(Fig. 25.6).

The fallout of 137Cs over the globe as indicated by

soil inventories is higher in the mid-latitudes than

equatorial areas, and higher in the Northern Hemi-

sphere than in the Southern Hemisphere (Stokes and

Walling 2003; Walling et al. 2003). Collins et al.

(2001) found inventories that were almost an order

of magnitude higher in mid-latitudes of the Northern

Hemisphere. Figure 25.7 illustrates the general pattern

of inventories by latitude across the globe and

Fig. 25.8 illustrates the reconstructed global fallout

of 137Cs as of 1970 indicating both the localized fall-

out from the test sites and the global fallout. McHenry

et al. (1973), summarizing several studies, noted that

fallout in the USA increased to the north and to the

east (Fig. 25.5). Sarmiento and Gwinn (1986) devel-

oped a semi-empirical model for the deposition of 90Sr

(and hence 137Cs) that is based on latitude, time since

1954, and the monthly precipitation. The distribution

Fig. 25.5 137Cs depositional flux in the continental United States from global fallout (CDC 2006)
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of bomb-derived 137Cs fallout over the globe is rela-

tively smooth in contrast to the Chernobyl fallout

(compare Figs. 25.4 and 25.5) because the global

fallout signal is due to a series of nuclear explosions

that reached into the stratosphere allowing 137Cs to be

well mixed in the atmosphere. In contrast, the plume

of radioactive debris from Chernobyl did not extend

higher than a few km into the atmosphere and thus

prevailing winds, and then rainout, determined the

pattern of fallout. 239,240Pu was also vaporized during

bomb testing and its global distribution is similar to

that of 137Cs. However, this did not occur during

Chernobyl, so the Pu was delivered as fine particulates

and therefore its distribution was not widespread

(Mietelski et al. 1996; Ketterer et al. 2004; Brudecki

et al. 2009). Global fallout flux of 210Pb is summarized

in Baskaran (2011). The inventories of 210Pb are lower

in the Southern Hemisphere than the Northern Hemi-

sphere because of the smaller percentage of land area.

The radon flux from the oceans is negligible compared

to the continents (Turekian et al. 1977) thus with less

continental area in the Southern Hemisphere there will

be a lower atmospheric concentration and less deposi-

tion of 210Pb. 7Be inventories should be similar in both

hemispheres because of its stratospheric source.

25.2.1.3 137Cs,7Be and 210Pb in Soils

Once the radionuclides 137Cs, 7Be and 210Pb reach the

earth surface, they rapidly sorb to the mineral grains

and organic materials of soil particles (Tamura and

Jacobs 1960). Cs fixation to soil material depends

strongly on soil composition and mineralogy. There

is a complicated pattern of preferred sorption of radio-

nuclides to finer particle sizes and to organic materials

(He and Walling 1996; Wallbrink and Murray 1996;

Motha et al. 2002) and clays (Hawley et al. 1986;
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(from Stokes and Walling 2003)
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Wang and Cornett 1993; Balistrieri and Murray 1984).
137Cs is a 1þ cation and its sorption exceeds that of all

other alkali ions (Schultz et al. 1959). Lomenick and

Tamura (1965) suggested that the adsorption is almost

non-exchangable. Riise et al. (1990) estimated that less

than 10% of Cs was leachable. 7Be reaches the earth

surface as a Be2þ cation with high charge density which

makes it prone to adsorption. 210Pb likewise reaches the

surface as a 2þ or 4þ cation and is rapidly adsorbed.

Partition coefficients, Kd, for these radionuclides are

~105 (Olsen et al. 1986; You et al. 1989; Hawley

et al. 1986; Steinmann et al. 1999) indicating that

these radionuclides are sufficiently particle-bound that

they are suitable for tracing erosion, transport, and

deposition of soil.

There are, however environments in which 137Cs

might fail as a conservative particle tracer. Some pre-

vious studies of radiocaesium in soils have failed

because Kd values have been derived under conditions

very different from those in situ. The partitioning of Cs
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Fig. 25.8 Global distribution of bomb-derived 137Cs fallout illustrating high fallout near testing sites and a strong latitudinal

distribution (from Aoyama et al. 2006)
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in organic-rich soils is reversible and the partition

coefficients can be low. Where the soils are peaty

or podzolic, the mobility of cesium is considerably

greater than in other soils (Sanchez et al. 1999). In

acidic soils in coniferous forests in N. Europe Dorr

and Munnich (1989) found that Cs migrated faster

than 210Pb and suggested that chemical exchange

was occurring between the organic and hydrous

phases. It is generally believed that radiocaesium

retention in soils and sediments is due to the presence

of a small number of highly selective sites. Cremers

et al. (1988) found that strong Cs adsorption by the

solid phase was regulated by the availability of frayed

edge sites on illite and is inhibited by the presence

of competing poorly hydrated alkali cations (Kþ or

NH4
þ). Where geochemical migration of Cs is signi-

ficant, workers should turn to alternatives such as

Pu isotopes.

In soil, cesium has a low mobility; the majority of

cesium ions are retained in the upper 20 cm of the soil

surface and usually they do not migrate below a depth

of 40 cm (Korobova et al. 1998; Matisoff et al.

2002a). For example, vertical migration patterns of
137Cs in four agricultural soils from southern

Chile indicated that approximately 90% of the

applied cesium was retained in the top 40 cm of soil

and as much as 100% was found in the upper 10 cm

(Schuller et al. 1997).
137Cs uptake by plants also affects its downcore

migration. Clay and zeolite minerals strongly bind

cesium cations in interlayer positions of the clay par-

ticles and therefore reduce the bioavailability of 137Cs

and its uptake by plants (Paasikallio 1999). Plant

uptake of 134Cs in a peat soil was decreased by a factor

of 8 when zeolites were added (Shenber and Johanson

1992).

The kinetics of sorption are less understood, but

Baskaran and Santschi (1993) reported that approxi-

mately 80% of 7Be became associated with particu-

lates within an hour of a rainfall event. In a study

where 134Cs was applied in solution to the surface of

soils, it was adsorbed in the upper 2.5 cm of the soil

(Owens et al. 1996). These results largely mimic the

findings of Rogowski and Tamura (1970) who applied
137Cs to the soil surface and also found penetration of

only a few cm. This modest penetration during infil-

tration suggests a timeframe for adsorption of up to

10 min if typical rates of infiltration for these silty sand

soils are used.

Some proportion of the radionuclide fallout is

retained on vegetation. Doering et al. (2006) observed

that 18% of 7Be was retained on vegetation whereas

only about 1% of 210Pbxs was retained on vegetation.

These differences almost surely reflect the much

shorter halflife of 7Be than any differences in affinity

for organic material. Very little 137Cs is typically on

vegetation today because of the negligible fallout.

Plants may also take up radionuclides from soil.

Coughtrey and Thorne (1983) supposed that plant

uptake could result in a 0.2% loss in 137Cs per year.

Numerous studies have shown that radioactive con-

taminants move through the food chain and can exceed

health standards (Davis 1986; Revelle and Revelle

1988). For example, mushrooms have been reported

to uptake as much as 50% of the 137Cs inventory in the

soil and moose, caribou, sheep and milk consumption

have all had radioactive residues that restrict their

consumption (Korky and Kowalski 1989).

25.2.1.4 Radionuclide Profiles in Undisturbed

Soils

The simplest profile of the set of radionuclides most

commonly used in soil erosion studies may be that of
7Be (Fig. 25.9; see also Kaste and Baskaran 2011).

From a peak concentration at the surface, it decreases

exponentially down core to non-detectable values

below 2–3 cm (Bonniwell et al. 1999; Wilson et al.

2003; Doering et al. 2006). In the case of 7Be, some

fraction is associated with the vegetation growing

on the surface (Doering et al. 2006 reported 18%) or

associated with organic litter. The half-life of 7Be is

just 53.3 days thus there is a relatively brief period

to mix/move the radionuclide downward before the

radionuclide decays (Walling et al. 2009). Only very

rarely has 7Be been measured deeper than a couple of

cm in the soil. Kaste et al. (1999a, b) noted a second

down-profile peak in activity that they hypothesized

might be caused by subsurface pipeflow quickly taking

the 7Be cation to depth before sorption.

The next simplest profile may be that of 210Pb

(Figs. 25.9 and 25.10). As with 7Be, 210Pbxs is deliv-

ered by wet and dry fallout to the surface and mixed

downward in the soil profile. In the case of 210Pb

however, there is both the atmospherically derived
210Pbxs and the steady background 210Pb activity

(called supported 210Pb) maintained by continuous in
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situ decay of 226Ra in soil and rock (Goldberg and

Koide 1962). The surface maximum in activity

decreases exponentially downcore to the value of the

supported 210Pb. Most 210Pbxs is found in the upper

10 cm of soil (Bonniwell et al. 1999; Doering et al.

2006). The greater penetration of 210Pbxs than
7Be is

due to its greater half-life of 22.3 years. With more

time to operate, downward migration extends further.

The 137Cs profile is typically more complicated

(Figs. 25.9 and 25.10). Over much of the globe, the

undisturbed 137Cs profile features a subsurface maxi-

mum and then an exponential decrease below that.

Very little 137Cs is found below 20 cm (Owens and

Walling 1996) in most locales. Unlike the other two

radionuclides, the delivery of 137Cs was not steady

(Fig. 25.3). It was first detected in fallout in 1951,

peaked in about 1963, and was negligible by the

early 1980s. In the absence of constant replenishment

to the surface, the peak in concentration has migrated

below the surface by several cm. In areas receiving

significant Chernobyl fallout after the nuclear plant acci-

dent in 1986, the distribution of 137Cs from stratospheric

fallout is swamped by the Chernobyl fallout so that

global fallout can no longer be identified. This interpre-

tation is supported by Pu isotope data which show “hot”
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Chernobyl-derived Pu particles at depth while strato-

spheric Pu is found both above and below the Chernobyl

Pu and the 137Cs profile mimics the Pu profile (Matisoff

et al. 2011). Additional support can be seen in Fig. 25.11,

where the Pu profile is fromglobal fallout (as determined

from Pu isotopes, not shown here), but the 137Cs is

derived primarily (as determined by its relatively high

activity) from Chernobyl fallout. (Note the much higher

activity of 137Cs in Fig. 25.11 compared to that in

Figs. 25.9 or 25.10 indicating a Chernobyl source to the

soil collected in Sweden in Fig. 25.11 and a global fallout

source to the soils collected in the USA shown in

Figs. 25.9 and 25.10.)

25.2.1.5 Downcore Migration of Radionuclides

in Soils

The radionuclides delivered to the soil surface are

moved downward by soil processes including biotur-

bation, leaching, diffusion, and translocation. Move-

ment can be enhanced by disturbance such as plowing.

The depth of penetration of each radionuclide into the

soil is determined by the rate of this downward move-

ment and the half-life of each radionuclide. DeJong

et al. (1986) argue for low leachability of 137Cs but

some workers have found substantial mobility, partic-

ularly in peaty soils. Kaste et al. (1999a, b) report that

as pH increases, 7Be can be desorbed.

Since the Chernobyl accident there have been a

number of studies on the migration of 137Cs and

other radionuclides into the soil. Several authors

have reported that 137Cs penetration decreases expo-

nentially downcore (Miller et al. 1990; Walling and

Woodward 1992; Wallbrink and Murray 1996;

Doering et al. 2006). Several studies have described

the downcore transport of 137Cs in terms of a diffusion-

advection equation for a sorbed radionuclide (Konshin

1992; Bossew and Kirchner 2004; Shimmack et al.

1997; Rosen et al. 1999). These studies have concluded

that the model fails to describe the rapid downward

migration of the radionuclides shortly after fallout so

that a non-linearity or irreversible sorption process

leads to a decrease in the migration rate over time.

This may help explain why the 239,240Pu and 137Cs

profiles match in Fig. 25.11 even though the 239,240Pu

was delivered from stratospheric fallout whereas the
137Cs was delivered from Chernobyl fallout.

Recently it has been suggested that 137Cs transport is

facilitated by colloidal transport (Flury et al. 2004; Chen

et al. 2005), but colloidal transport in a natural, unsatu-

rated media is small (Honeyman and Ranville 2002;

Lenhart and Saiers 2002). Février and Martin-Garin

(2005) conducted laboratory experiments that demon-

strated retention of anionic radionuclides by microbial

activity. Bundt et al. (2000) noted enrichment of radio-

nuclides of Pb, Pu, and Cs at depth in preferential flow

paths.

The transport of radionuclides in soils also can be

facilitated by burrowing organisms such as earth-

worms, ants, termites and pocket gophers. Some of

these bioturbating organisms are present in soils in

numbers that can approach tens of millions per square

meter and they actively mix the soil to depths ranging

from a few centimeters to a few meters (Johnson et al.

1990; M€uller-Lemans and van Dorp 1996; Gabet

2000; Gabet et al. 2003). Darwin (1881) first reported

the role of earthworms in facilitating the downward

migration of objects by ingesting soil and/or plant

Fig. 25.11 137Cs and 239þ240Pu data from a core collected in

2008 in Skogsvallen, Sweden and a non-local bioturbation

model fit to the data. Note that the Pu is derived from global

fallout (as determined from Pu isotopes, not shown here), but

the 137Cs is derived primarily from Chernobyl fallout (as

determined by its relatively high activity)
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matter at depth and depositing it onto the surface as

casts. This mixing style incorporates both random

(diffusive) and directed (advective) processes and

has been termed “conveyor-belt” feeding (Rhoads

and Stanley 1964; Rhoads 1974; Powell 1977) or

“non-local” mixing (Boudreau 1986a, b; Robbins

1986). Earthworms have been suggested to be the

most important factor controlling the vertical transport

of radionuclides in central European soils, with the

potential to turn over the top layer of soil within

5–20 years (M€uller-Lemans and van Dorp 1996).

It is possible to model mixing by bioturbation in

soils as a diffusive process and burial as an advection

velocity. Kaste et al. (2007) used this approach and

reported bio-diffusion mixing coefficients of

1–2 cm2 year�1 in a grassland in California (USA)

and from a forested landscape in Australia, and

inferred that the more actively bioturbated soils

exhibit higher erosion rates. This approach treats the

downward migration as a burial velocity and while it

may simulate well the downcore profiles, it does not

account for the directed recycling of tracer from depth

(non-local mixing) as demonstrated by Robbins et al.

(1979) using aquatic oligochaetes. Alternatively it is

possible to model mixing by bioturbation as a diffu-

sive process and the downward migration as a burial

caused by non-local feeding in which the organisms

place soil from depth onto the soil surface (Jarvis et al.

2010). Figure 25.11 is an application of the non-local

bioturbation model to Chernobyl fallout at a site

in Sweden and yields a bioturbation coefficient

of 0.1 cm2 year�1 and a feeding rate of

0.002–0.003 year�1 over the top 20 cm. In other

words, this bioturbation model can account for the

burial of the radionuclides by recycling 0.2–0.3%

of the top 20 cm of the soil column each year.

25.2.1.6 Effects of Tillage on Soil Profiles

The radionuclide profiles in tilled soils exhibit consid-

erable differences from the profiles in undisturbed

soils (Matisoff et al. 2002b). Undisturbed soils show

either a surface maximum (7Be, 210Pb) or a near sur-

face peak (137Cs) followed at depth by a decrease to a

constant activity (210Pb) or to near zero (7Be, 137Cs)

(Fig. 25.9). Plowing of agricultural soils will mix soils

to depths of 10–30 cm creating a relatively uniform

concentration over the plow depth (Wise 1980 in

Martz and deJong 1985; Owens et al. 1996). The

distribution of radionuclides in the tilled soils is

largely homogeneous because plowing mixes surface

soils, which are enriched in radionuclides, with deeper

soils, which are depleted in both 210Pb and 137Cs

(Fig. 25.10).

Figure 25.12 illustrates a generalized model of the

distribution of 7Be, 137Cs and 210Pb in a soil profile.

All three isotopes are deposited on the surface through

wet and dry fallout. Each radionuclide is distributed

differently in the soil because of differences in half-

lives, delivery rates, delivery histories, and land use.

An undisturbed soil will exhibit higher radionuclide

activities near the soil surface, which reflects their

surficial input and slow downward transport. The

shorter half-life of 7Be compared to 210Pb results in

less downward migration of 7Be. Hence 7Be is found

only at the soil surface but some 210Pb will migrate

down core. In addition, some 210Pb is produced in the

soil by in situ decay of 222Rn resulting in some 210Pb

activity at all depths in the soil. Because 137Cs had its

peak delivery in the early 1960s and almost no deliv-

ery before 1951 or since 1975 (or had its peak delivery

in 1986 in areas affected by Chernobyl fallout) its

activities have a distinct peak at some depth

(~10 cm) in the soil. Plowing homogenizes 210Pb and
137Cs within the plowed layer, but because of its short

half-life and constant input, 7Be activities are highest

at the surface and are homogeneous only immediately

after plowing. Because 137Cs fallout occurred at a

distinct instance of time, its distribution will remain

homogeneous within the soil profile, even after the

cessation of plowing. On the other hand, 210Pb, like
7Be, is continuously deposited on the land surface. Its

distribution will remain homogeneous if the soil is

plowed annually, but it will accumulate at the surface

and slowly rebuild a profile with decreasing activity

with depth if tillage ceases.

Because 7Be, 137Cs, and 210Pb have different dis-

tributions in the soil profile, erosion of the soil to

different depths will yield an assemblage of radionu-

clides in the eroded material that is characteristic of

only one depth. Shallow erosion produces proportion-

ally larger amounts of 7Be and 210Pb because these

radionuclides are concentrated near the surface.

Deeper incision yields progressively less additional
7Be and no additional 7Be below about 1 cm. The
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proportional contribution of 137Cs increases to the

depth of its maximum. Erosion below that depth yields

incrementally more 210Pb and 137Cs but at progres-

sively decreasing rates. Below some depth in the soil

(~15–30 cm), deeper erosion yields little if any addi-

tional 137Cs. 210Pb yield continues to grow in corre-

spondence to the constant supported 210Pb activity.

Sediment eroded from a soil will have a radionu-

clide signature corresponding to the tillage practice

and the depth of erosion. Thus radionuclide signatures

in suspended sediments can provide a means of

tracing particles eroded from the landscape and can

identify soil sources and be used to quantify the ero-

sion (Whiting et al. 2001). The distinct distributions

of radionuclides permit in principle the use of multi-

ple mass balances to quantitatively estimate the areal

extent of rill and sheet erosion and the characteristic

depth of erosion associated with each mechanism

(Wallbrink et al. 1999; Whiting et al. 1999, 2001).

In essence, it is possible to infer the “recipe” for

erosion – for example, 1 part sheet erosion to 10

parts rill erosion – on the basis of the total yield of

radionuclides and sediment.

25.2.2 Concept of Inventory

The inventory, or standing stock, of a radionuclide

represents the total amount of a radionuclide per unit

area and is determined by atmospheric delivery, radio-

active decay, gain, and loss. Gain typically reflects

deposition and loss typically reflects erosion or leach-

ing. In the case of 137Cs, local inventories at stable

locations (neither eroding or depositing) are steadily

dropping because contemporary fallout to replenish

the stock is essentially zero (Fig. 25.3). In 2010,
137Cs inventories are less than half of what they were

in 1974, except in areas affected by Chernobyl fallout.
210Pb inventories at stable sites are more or less steady

because annual contributions (fallout) to the stock and

variation in the delivery from year-to-year are both

small compared to the total inventory. For instance,

fallout of 210Pb in a typical year represents no more

than 3% of the stock of 210Pbxs.
7Be inventories at

stable sites tend to vary over the year due to the

variation in delivery with the seasons and the short

half-life of 53 days. Individual storms can deliver

Be7 Cs137 Pb210

Traditional

TillageNo-Till

210Pb 7Be

Be

Cs
Pb

Fig. 25.12 Schematic illustration of soil profiles of 7Be, 137Cs, and 210Pb in undisturbed soils (no-till) and in soils that have been

mixed by plowing (traditional tillage)
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>50% of the 7Be inventory particularly when the

precipitation event arrives after a period of drought

lasting weeks to months.

To use these tracers to quantify erosion or deposi-

tion, the amount of the radionuclides in a vertical

column of soil (the measured inventory) is compared

to the expected amount in the soil profile based upon

fallout (the expected inventory). The fundamental idea

is that the inventory (stock) of radionuclides will be

changed only by additions of radionuclides as wet- and

dry-fallout or by sediment deposition or by losses by

decay and soil erosion. If the measured inventory is

less than the expected inventory, then erosion has

occurred and the soil loss is proportional to the ratio

of the inventories. If the inventory is greater than the

expected inventory, deposition has occurred.

25.2.2.1 The Spatial Variability of Inventory

Erosion and deposition are the primary causes of

variation in radionuclide inventory. But other factors

also influence the inventory and these include: (1)

random spatial variability, (2) systematic spatial

variability, (3) sampling variability, and (4) precision

in measurement (Owens and Walling 1996). Random

spatial variability can be tied to local soil properties,

microtopography (i.e. Lance et al. 1986), and loca-

lized vegetation distributions. Systematic variation is

caused by gradients in precipitation, slope, aspect,

windfields, and soil types. Sampling variability is

tied to the area of collection with large areas of

collection featuring lower variability (Loughran

et al. 1988). Owens and Walling (1996) and Foster

et al. (1994) estimate variation associated with sam-

pling area is approximately 5%. Finally, measure-

ment precision is an important source of variability

and is typically about 10%. Owens and Walling

(1996) concluded that local variation in 137Cs inven-

tory was relatively large thus single measurements

were unlikely to be appropriate measures of activity.

Their summary of their own work and the work of

others showed a range in coefficient of variation in Cs

inventories of 5–47% with an average value of 29%.

For 7Be, Wilson et al. (2003) found a coefficient of

variation of 33% in inventories. It might be expected

that with the shorter halflife that local variation might

add substantially to variability, but that does not

appear to be the case.

The change in the inventory of a radionuclide tracer

is the basis for estimating soil erosion. In using

a radionuclide to quantify erosion, one assumes that

the erosion that removes soil also removes the radio-

nuclide tracer. Ideally there is equivalence between

the mass loss relative to the potentially erodible mate-

rial and the radionuclide loss relative to the potentially

lost material (inventory). However, radionuclides can

still be used to quantify erosion in the absence of

equivalence if the tracer loss:soil loss relationship

can be quantified. For instance, preferential erosion

of certain sized particles enriched in radionuclides

might appear to invalidate the assumption of equiva-

lence, but the ability to describe this enrichment will

permit determination of erosion.

25.2.3 Time Scales of Utility

Fundamental to the use of tracers to measure rates of

soil erosion is the time span over which the loss is

calculated. In other words, to determine the rate of

erosion using radionuclides, the denominator – time in

this case – must be established. Using 137Cs as an

example, delivery to the earth surface began around

about 1954, peaked in about 1963, and was effectively

below detection by 1983 (except in parts of Europe). If

we ignore for the moment various other issues, we

might reasonably calculate the amount of erosion by

measuring the amount of Cs in the soil lost relative to

the amount we would expect based upon fallout

(accounting for decay). To determine a rate, we do

not know anything about the timing of erosion in this

interval since deposition so we will assume that the

erosion occurred over the period since 1954 when

deposition began. In such a scenario, the erosion rate

is determined for a period of 56 years (assuming 2010

as the measurement date).

What sets the shortest and longest scales for the use

of a radionuclide to estimate erosion? If erosion rate is

being determined retrospectively, these are the con-

siderations for the timescale of utility. In the case of

a retrospective analysis, the scientist is typically mea-

suring one time the inventory of the radionuclide at

a site where erosion occurred and comparing this

inventory to the inventory at a reference site without

erosion or to the inventory expected given the esti-

mated fallout. The changes in inventory are converted
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to soil loss and the rate is determined by the time

since deposition.

If repeated measurements of inventory are made

and made sufficiently far apart in time, the erosion of

soil over shorter time periods can be examined. What

is “sufficiently far apart in time?” To estimate erosion

a difference in inventory must be measurable. It is

typical that analytical errors in activity are at least

10%. In the case of 137Cs, a 10% uncertainty in

measured activity when compared to the decay rate,

corresponds to a resolution in time no finer than

5 years (~10% of the mean life of the 137Cs). Longer

time scales, at least a decade (Walling and Quine

1990), are typically needed to produce measurable

changes in 137Cs inventories. In the case of Pb, this

finest resolution is about 3 years (~10% of the mean

life of 210Pb). For 7Be, the variable flux means that

under certain circumstances, the finest resolution is a

matter of days or at the scale of individual precipita-

tion events. One factor influencing the timeframe

over which changes in inventory can be recognized

is the distribution of the tracer in the soil. If the bulk

of the tracer is at the surface, significant amounts of

the tracer can be removed with a given amount of

erosion. Less of the tracer will be removed by the

same amount of erosion if the same inventory is

distributed more deeply in the soil. In summary, the

amount of erosion; the half-life; the history of depo-

sition, erosion, and mixing of the surface fallout into

the soil profile; and the precision in measurement are

the keys to the timescale of utility for the various

radionuclides. Section 25.4, which summarizes the

major classes of models for estimating erosion rates

using 137Cs and their assumptions, will treat this

subject further.

25.3 Collection and Measurement
of Samples

25.3.1 Soil Collection

In order to determine soil radioactivity inventories it is

necessary to collect intact soil cores and measure

vertical profiles of the radioactivity. Since the radio-

activity of 137Cs has often migrated downcore to

depths of 20 cm or more, push cores, for example the

types used by golf courses to examine turf quality, are

too short. Accordingly, hammer-driven cores and soil

pits are used to obtain deeper cores. If high resolution

profiling of the cores is desired, for example to obtain

a 7Be profile, then the diameter of the tube needs to be

large enough to collect sufficient sample to measure

the radionuclide activities in a reasonable counting

time. Typical push or hammer cores obtain a 1-in.

diameter tube, and by using extension rods the tubes

can be collected to a depth of 60-cm or more. How-

ever, this type of coring method causes significant

(often ~20–30%) compaction of the soil, so that the

true depths are poorly known even if they are compac-

tion corrected. Compaction can be minimized by using

a larger diameter tube, but it is more difficult to obtain

deeper cores with a larger diameter tube. High-

resolution soil profiles are easier to obtain from soil

pits (Wilson et al. 2003) but the digging and sampling

of soil pits is tedious and slower. Alternatively, thin

layers of soil may be scraped from the surface of

a large area to obtain high resolution vertical profiles

(Walling et al. 1999a, b) – a method that is also quite

tedious to construct. Regardless of the sampling tech-

nique used, it is necessary to know the surface area

sampled since radionuclide inventories are expressed

as activity per unit area.

After collection, the soil samples need to be dried,

ground with a mortar and pestle to a fine texture,

placed in standardized geometries, and analyzed by

gamma spectroscopy for their radionuclide activities.

25.3.2 137Cs Measurement

The measurement of 137Cs is accomplished by gamma

spectroscopy. 137Cs undergoes b� (negatron) decay

and emits gamma energies at 31.82 keV (relative

intensity ¼ 1.96%), 32.19 keV (relative intensity ¼
3.61%), 36.40 keV (relative intensity ¼ 1.31%), and

661.66 keV (relative intensity ¼ 85.21%). The two

lowest energy photopeaks usually cannot be baseline

resolved, so they are not used. The photopeak at

36.40 keV has been used, but it is not an ideal choice

for measurement because the weak gamma in that

energy range undergoes significant sample self

absorption for which a large correction is necessary

(Cutshall et al. 1983), its relative intensity is fairly

small, and, depending on what other isotopes are
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being analyzed in the same spectrum, that portion of

the spectrum may not have good photopeak separa-

tion. The photopeak at 661.66 keV is usually used

because the relative intensity is much larger, the spec-

trum background and the efficiency are relatively con-

stant in that part of the spectrum, and there are no other

peaks that overlap or interfere. However, the detector

efficiency for solid-state detectors is low at that energy

requiring large sample sizes or long counting times to

acquire a suitable peak for quantitation.

There are several different types of detectors capa-

ble of measuring 137Cs. While Si detectors are com-

monly used for X-ray analyses, their efficiencies are

too low at the higher energies needed for 137Cs detec-

tion. The most common detectors that can measure the

661.66 keV photopeak of 137Cs include NaI and

Germanium (HPGe) semiconductors, although it is

possible to use other detectors, such as Cd-Te,

Cd-Zn-Te, and Hg-I. These other detectors have an

advantage of reasonably good photopeak resolution

and peak to Compton ratio while not require liquid

nitrogen cooling. Their disadvantage is that for most

applications they are too small and have a very low

efficiency at 661.66 keV and therefore require count-

ing times that are too long for practical applications.

However, larger crystals are being developed and they

may eventually replace NaI and HPGe detectors. NaI

detectors have the advantages of being relatively inex-

pensive, have the highest efficiency of all the detectors

discussed here, and requiring no liquid nitrogen for

cooling. However, the photopeak energy resolution for

NaI detectors is very poor and in most samples the
137Cs photopeak is not visually detectable. Quantita-

tion of a non-visual photopeak requires complex peak

separation software, and since the peaks are not visu-

ally obvious, the use of NaI detectors to measure 137Cs

in soils and sediments seems a “bit like magic” or at

the very least results in a lack of confidence in the

results. High purity germanium detectors (HPGe) pro-

vide the easiest, and most accurate quantitation of the

661.66 keV photopeak of 137Cs. These detectors pro-

vide excellent energy resolution and peak to Compton

ratios over most of the applicable gamma-ray spec-

trum, so that 210Pb, 7Be, 134Cs, 137Cs and 40K and

other gamma-emitting isotopes may all be determined

at the same time from a single spectrum. However,

they are more expensive than the other types of semi-

conductors discussed here and they require liquid

nitrogen cooling. Other analytical techniques, such as

alpha and beta spectroscopy for the determination of
210Pb and ICP-MS for the determination 239,240Pu are

discussed in more detail in other chapters (Ketterer

et al. 2011).

25.3.3 Calibration and Standards

Calibration of a detector for 137Cs analyses consists of

both an energy calibration and an efficiency calibra-

tion. The purpose of the energy calibration is to assign

the correct photopeak to its appropriate energy. This is

accomplished by counting a series of known radio-

nuclides (energies) to determine their channel posi-

tions on the energy spectrum. The efficiency

calibration is required to relate measured counts to

the absolute values of the sample activities and it

depends on kind and size of the detector, instrument

settings, sample geometry (i.e., the size and shape of

the container), sample volume, and shielding (back-

ground activities). Consequently, it is necessary to

calibrate the energy and efficiency of each machine

for every amplifier setting and sample geometry that

will be used. Typical efficiencies for the low energy
210Pb photopeak (46.52 keV) are ~0.5% and the effi-

ciencies are about a factor of 3–5 less at the higher

energies of 7Be (477.59 keV) and 137Cs (661.66 keV).

Because of these low efficiencies and the low activities

in most samples (some Chernobyl samples are an

exception) counting times of about 1 day are needed

to obtain enough counts to reduce the counting error to

<10%. Typical self-absorption correction factors

(Cutshall et al. 1983) at the low energy of 210Pb can

range from 10 to 80% depending on the size and shape

of the sample while the self-absorption correction

factor at the higher energy of 137Cs is negligible.

Determining the efficiency requires the use of

a standard for which the activity is known. Unfortu-

nately there are no commercially available standards

of soils or sediments that are suitable for the efficiency

determination of the entire suite of radionuclides com-

monly measured (210Pb, 7Be, 137Cs, 40K) although

there are a couple of samples that can be used as

Quality Assurance samples or as a laboratory standard

for efficiency calibration for 137Cs, such as NIST

4350B Columbia River Sediment and International

Atomic Energy Agency Reference Material IAEA-

375. A list of primary standards available for the
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calibration of instruments and chemical procedures is

given in Baskaran et al. (2009). In particular, RGU-1

(IAEA – 400 mg g�1 with 238U concentration with all

its daughter products in secular equilibrium) is a suit-

able standard for the calibration of 210Pb. Alterna-

tively, it is possible to prepare a standard by spiking

a “clean” soil or sediment with the appropriate radio-

nuclides of known activities (for example, Amersham

plc QCY44 or NG4 Mixed Radionuclide Solutions)

and then placing those prepared soils in the appropri-

ate container for the efficiency calibration of that

geometry.

25.4 Methods for Calculating Soil
Erosion

Soil erosion can be calculated by the change in the

inventory of radionuclides. While the same basic

approaches can be used with any of the radionuclides,

we detail the use of 137Cs in erosion studies because

it was for 137Cs that the methods were originally

developed.

Estimation of the erosion rate using 137Cs inven-

tories is typically addressed as an inverse problem

with known 137Cs inventories, cultivation and precipi-

tation histories. The simplest method to estimate ero-

sion rates is by a comparison of the 137Cs inventory in

soil cores with a reference value from a nearby non-

eroded site. The non-eroded site represents the

expected baseline fallout to the local geographic

area, so that an eroded site would be expected to

have less inventory compared to the non-eroded site.

Various models have been applied to 137Cs inventories

where the erosion rate is assumed to be correlated to

the percent of the 137Cs inventory lost from a site

(Ritchie et al. 1974; Spomer et al. 1985; Brown et al.

1981; Kachanoski and deJong 1984; DeJong et al.

1986; Lowrance et al. 1988; Soileau et al. 1990;

Montgomery et al. 1997; Walling et al. 1999a, b;

Fornes et al. 2005). These methods have been recently

reviewed (Walling et al. 2002; Poreba 2006) in more

detail than we present below and an analysis of these

methods led Zapata et al. (2002) to conclude that there

are uncertainties associated with the model selection

used to estimate erosion rates, that most of the models

do not address short-term changes in erosion rates

such as those related to changes in land use and man-

agement practices, and that the methodology needs

further standardization of the protocols for its general

application worldwide.

25.4.1 Empirical, Non-Linear Model

Studies conducted in the 1960s and early 1970s in

which 137Cs inventory loss was compared with soil

loss estimated using the Universal Soil Loss Equation

(Wischmeier and Smith 1978) showed a strong, non-

linear empirical relationship at several sites following

the equation

E ¼ 0:0087P1:18 (25.1)

where E is erosion rate (g cm�2 year�1) and P is the

percent 137Cs inventory lost from the study site

(Ritchie et al. 1974). Percent radionuclide inventory

lost is defined as

P ¼ ðIref � IsiteÞ=Iref�100 (25.2)

where Iref is the
137Cs inventory from an undisturbed

reference site (Bq m�2) and Isite is the
137Cs inventory

for the study site. This led to the development of a

number of models to calculate erosion rate on the basis

of percent inventory lost. In essence, the model

assumes a uniform distribution of 137Cs throughout

the soil profile so that erosion removes a proportional

fraction of the inventory. This approach can result in

significant error in the estimation of erosion rate in

areas where land use, conservation practices, precipita-

tion or other environmental conditions are not constant

throughout the sampling period. For example, if atmo-

spheric 137Cs fallout were confined to the upper layer of

soil prior to being eroded or distributed within the

cultivation layer, a singular erosion event occurring

just after the atmospheric fallout peak in 1964 (follow-

ing the peak in stratospheric fallout) or in 1986 (follow-

ing Chernobyl fallout in Europe) would remove

a disproportionate amount of 137Cs inventory and result

in an overestimate of the soil erosion rate throughout

the sampling period. Conversely, a major erosion event

today will remove only a small fraction of the inventory

because of the downward migration of 137Cs in the
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intervening time period and may result in an underesti-

mate of the erosion rate. The use of a reference site does

not solve this problem.

25.4.2 Linear Box Model Methods

There are two major classes of models that linearly

correlate the percent 137Cs inventory lost with erosion

rate. One approach assumes that the total 137Cs inven-

tory is eligible for erosion (Linear 1-Box model;

Brown et al. 1981; Spomer et al. 1985) and those in

which only the 137Cs inventory within a surface or

tillage layer is eligible for erosion (Linear-2Box

model; DeJong et al. 1986; Lowrance et al. 1988;

Soileau et al. 1990; Montgomery et al. 1997). The

key difference between the Linear-1Box and Linear-

2Box models lies in the vertical distribution of 137Cs.

The Linear-1Box model assumes (sometimes incor-

rectly) that the entire 137Cs inventory is confined to

the tillage layer, whereas the Linear-2Box model

allows for some portion of the inventory to reside

beneath the tillage layer where it is unavailable for

erosion. Spomer et al. (1985) used the Linear-1Box

model to describe soil erosion during the period

1954–1974, so that

E ¼ DPLK=T (25.3)

where D is the average tillage mixing depth (cm), K is

the dry bulk density of the soil (g cm�3), and T is the

time since the onset of 137Cs deposition (y). PL is

defined as

PL ¼ ðIref � IsiteÞ=Iref (25.4)

The Linear-2Box model (i.e., tillage depth < 137Cs

penetration depth) described soil erosion with the rela-

tionship

E = DPtillK=T (25.5)

Ptill is analogous to PL, but the inventory is confined

to the tillage layer or to the same depth as the tillage

layer at reference sites. Comparisons of results obtained

with both the Linear 1-Box and Linear 2-box models

indicate little differences in derived erosion rates at

Spomer et al.’s (1985) field site (Fornes et al. 2005).

25.4.3 Time-Dependent Model Methods

Some approaches (detailed in Ritchie et al. 1974) are

limited in their use because the relationship between

erosion rate and 137Cs inventory is incorrectly

assumed to be independent of time or cultivation,

even failing to account for the radioactive decay of
137Cs (Kachanoski and deJong 1984). These various

approaches produced a wide range of erosion rates

at a single site (Fornes et al. 2000) confirming

that model assumptions significantly influence 137Cs-

derived soil erosion rates. Thus, these models are

limited because they are single time-step models that

do not consider the time-dependent nature of 137Cs

fallout (Kachanoski and deJong 1984; Spomer et al.

1985; Walling et al. 1999a, b) or the downcore migra-

tion of 137Cs (Figs. 25.9–25.11).

It is possible to obtain improved estimates of soil

erosion rates based upon changes in 137Cs inventories

by addressing issues associated with model assump-

tions and changes in soil conservation practices by

modeling the time-dependent 137Cs fallout, precipita-

tion and soil cultivation (Kachanoski and deJong

1984; Walling and He 1997a, b; Zhang et al. 1999;

Fornes et al. 2005). Using this approach, the equation

describing the rate of change of total 137Cs inventory is

@I=@t ¼ FðtÞ � ECðtÞ � lI (25.6)

where I is 137Cs inventory (Bq cm�2), E is erosion rate

(g cm�2 year�1), C(t) is the concentration of 137Cs

(Bq g�1), F(t) is the time-dependent atmospheric fall-

out of 137Cs (Bq cm�2), and l is the radioactive decay

constant (year�1). Temporal variation of 137Cs fallout,

F(t), can be derived from the measured fallout data

(Fig. 25.3) with the magnitude adjusted to the local
137Cs reference inventory (Health and Safety Labora-

tory 1977; Cambray et al. 1989). This model can be

kept compatible with the Linear-1Box and Linear-

2Box models, by assuming steady-state erosion and

cultivation. Soil erosion rates can also be calculated

under more detailed constraints such as precipitation-

dependent erosion and ephemeral homogenization of

the cultivated layer (Walling and He 1997a, b; Zhang

et al. 1999; Fornes et al. 2005) for more accurate and

realistic erosion rates.

Figure 25.13 illustrates the differences in calculated

erosion rates that model assumptions governing the
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choice of time step exert on the calculated erosion

rates. In these simulations of Fornes et al. (2005), the

erosion rate decreased by a factor of three as the model

time step was increased from 1 month to 20 years.

With a single 20-year time step, erosion rates are

virtually the same as those estimated by Spomer

et al. (1985) because Spomer et al. (1985) used a

Linear-1Box model to describe soil erosion during a

single time interval of 1954–1974. The modest differ-

ences between the 20-year time step and those

reported by Spomer et al. (1985) can be explained by

noting that the cultivation depth used in the Fornes

et al. (2005) simulations was 10 cm, but Spomer et al.

(1985) used a 15 cm cultivation depth. Deposition,

cultivation, and erosion in the Spomer et al. (1985)

model occur in a single step beginning c. 1954 and

ending when the core was collected in 1974. The

Fornes et al. (2005) model incorporates a monthly

time step (Fig. 25.13) so the 20-year interval is

approximated by 240 monthly time steps of deposition

and erosion. These results indicate that 137Cs-derived

erosion rates are highly sensitive to the length of the

time step used in the model because of the combina-

tion of the timing of the fallout, cultivation, and ero-

sion. These results suggest that models that fail to

account for temporal variations in atmospheric depo-

sition and/or cultivation practices can grossly miscal-

culate erosion rates.

25.4.4 Tillage Erosion

While the radionuclide inventory in a core and/or the

downcore profile of a radionuclide in that core may

indicate erosion, the models described above do not

necessarily inform the cause of that erosion. The

pattern of radionuclide inventories in a field may be

strongly influenced by tillage translocation rather

than water erosion. For example, poor agreement

has been reported between spatially-distributed
137Cs -derived soil redistribution rates with those

derived from water erosion (Quine 1999). Reduced

inventories on hillslope convexities and deposition in

hollows have been attributed to soil loss caused by

tillage redistribution rather than by water erosion
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Fig. 25.13 Calculated 137Cs inventories in a soil subject to

atmospheric deposition of 137Cs, periodic (annual) cultivation,

and erosion over the time period 1954–1974. Note that inclusion

of monthly data results in an erosion rate about 3 times larger

than that calculated from the soil inventory only at the end of the

20-year time period. After Fornes et al. (2005)
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(DeJong et al. 1983; Lobb et al. 1995). Consequently,

several workers have developed models which

attempt to distinguish the two drivers of radionuclide

redistribution and thereby obtain an estimate of the

erosion caused solely by water erosion (Govers et al.

1994, 1996; Lobb and Kachanoski 1999). Van Oost

et al. (2006) provide a review of the literature on tillage

erosion and conclude that based on a global data set

tillage erosion rates are comparable to or higher than

water erosion rates. They note that because of the

widespread use of tillage practices, the high transloca-

tion rates resulting from tillage, and the effects of

tillage on soil properties, that tillage erosion should

be considered in soil landscape studies.

The most widespread used tillage model treats

tillage erosion as a diffusion-type process (Govers

et al. 1994). The model of Govers et al. (1994) relates

the rate of soil translocation to the soil bulk density,

the average soil translocation distance in the direction

of tillage, and the depth of tillage. They treat translo-

cation distances resulting from a single tillage pass to

be linearly and inversely related to slope and that

multiple passes in opposing directions results in a net

downslope transport. Additional assumptions are that

the tillage depth and soil bulk density do not vary in

space, tillage soil translocation can be expressed as a

linear function of the slope gradient, and tillage is

conducted in opposing directions. Using the continuity

equation they determine that the tillage erosion may be

written as

E ¼ � @Qs

@x
¼ �Drbb

@h

@x
¼ ktil

d2h
dx2

(25.7)

where E is the tillage erosion rate (kg m�2 a�1); Qs

is the rate of soil translocation in the direction of

tillage (kg m�1 a�1); D is the tillage depth (m); rb is
the soil bulk density (kg m�3); x is the distance

(positive downslope) (m); d is the average soil trans-

location distance in the direction of tillage (m a�1)

(¼a þ bS where a and b are regression constants

(m a�1) and S is the slope tangent (positive upslope;

negative downslope) (dimensionless)); h is the

height at a given point of the hillslope (m); and

ktil (¼�Drbb) is the tillage transport coefficient

(kg m�2 a�1).

This model has been applied to a number of studies

to compare different plowing directions (Van Muysen

et al. 2002; St Gerontidis et al. 2001; De Alba 2001;

Quine and Zhang 2004; Heckrath et al. 2006), and

erodability of the landscape (Lobb et al. 1999) as

affected by implement characteristics (tool shape,

width, length) and operational parameters (tillage

depth, speed, tillage direction). Reported implement

erosivities as characterized by the tillage transport

coefficient are fairly consistent and range from 400

to 800 kg m�2 year�1 for mechanized plowing and

from 70 to 260 kg m�2 year�1 for non-mechanized

agriculture (Van Oost et al. 2006). Van Oost et al.

(2006) also report that decreasing tillage depth and

plowing along contour lines substantially reduce till-

age erosion rates and can be considered as effective

soil conservation strategies.

25.4.5 Wind Erosion

Compared to water there has been relatively little

work using 137Cs to study aeolian processes of ero-

sion and deposition. Recently, however, the applica-

tion of 137Cs to study wind erosion has received

some attention (Sutherland and deJong 1990;

Sutherland et al. 1991; Chappell 1996, 1998; Yan

and Zhang 1998; Yan et al. 2001; Yan and Shi

2004; Hu et al. 2005). The determination of the

wind erosion rate is important in assessing the extent

and intensity of desertification and the effectiveness

of counter-measures.

Calculation of wind erosion rates has been based

on the same proportional inventory models that are

sometimes used to estimate erosion by water (Suther-

land and deJong 1990; Walling and Quine 1993),

although it is recognized that these models some-

times suffer from the same issues affecting their use

to quantify water erosion – failure to account for

surface enrichment of 137Cs and 137Cs dilution by

tillage. Mass balance models (Kachanoski and

deJong 1984; Zhang et al. 1990) are more suitable

for assessing soil erosion in soils where 137Cs is

distributed uniformly, such as croplands. In settings

where the 137Cs profile is not homogeneous, such as

grasslands, the profile distribution model is more

appropriate. The calculation of wind erosion loss in

these models (Yan et al. 2001; Hu et al. 2005) is

estimated by

E ¼ CPR � Bd � DI � 104/T (25.8)
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where E is the net wind erosion rate of the sample site

(Mg ha�1 a�1); Bd is the bulk density of the soil

(Mg m�3); DI is the sampling depth increment

(assumed ¼ plow depth in farmlands, Sutherland and

deJong 1990; Walling and Quine 1993) and in undis-

turbed soils it is approximately the depth over which
137Cs is found (~0.1–0.3 m); T is the time period

between the year of initial 137Cs fallout (assumed to

be the year of maximum fallout, 1963) and the sam-

pling year of the study; CPR is the percentage residual

at a sampling point in the field relative to the native

control area (%):

CPR ¼ ðCPI� k � CRIÞ � 100= k � CRIð Þ (25.9)

where CPI is the 137Cs inventory at the sampling site

(Bq m�2); k is a coefficient of 137Cs redistribution

caused by snow-blown and vegetation removal (some-

times set ¼1;¼0.95 in Yan et al. 2001); and CRI is the
137Cs inventory at the reference site (Bq m�2).

Studies using this model to quantify wind erosion

yield rates that range from 300 to 8,400 Mg m�2 a�1

depending on the vegetative cover (Yan et al. 2001;

Yan and Shi 2004; Hu et al. 2005) where grasslands

exhibit the least erosional loss and croplands and

dunelands the highest. In one study (Li et al. 2005),

an attempt was made to estimate the relative magni-

tudes of both wind and water erosion in the same study

area, and the authors report that wind erosion can

account for at least 18% of the total soil loss.

25.5 Recent Applications

In this section, we describe new applications of 137Cs

and other radionuclides in studies of surface erosion

and deposition.

25.5.1 Single Event Erosion Measurement

One limitation of the longer-lived radionuclides 137Cs

and 210Pb is their inability to quantify erosion over

short time periods; for instance, the erosion occurring

during a single storm. 137Cs and 210Pb are unsuitable

for such studies because the change in inventory due to

erosion during a single event is small compared to the

total inventory. Walling and Quine (1990) estimated

that at least a decade of erosion is necessary to produce

a large enough change in 137Cs inventory (t1/2 ¼ 30.1

years) that the difference is measurable. Following this

reasoning, at least 5–8 years of erosion would be

required to recognize erosion using changes in
210Pbxs inventory (t1/2 ¼ 22.3 years). 7Be has a suffi-

ciently short halflife (t1/2 ¼ 53 days) that Blake et al.

(1999), Walling et al. (1999a, b) and Wilson et al.

(2003) used the radionuclide to estimate erosion

occurring during single rainfall events. The workers

determined the pre-storm and post-storm inventory of
7Be as well as the delivery with precipitation. The

erosion during the single event studied by Wilson

et al. (2003) corresponded to 23% of the average

annual erosion rate determined by 137Cs and the

mass-balance approach yielded an erosion amount

that matched the erosion determined from sediment

flux off the field.

Vitko (2007) used 7Be to recognize redistribution

of plowed soil from ridges into adjacent furrows

finding that fields plowed along contour had greater

retention of 7Be than fields plowed up-down the slope

presumably due to less soil erosion and/or greater

deposition.

25.5.2 Sediment Sources

The radionuclides 7Be, 137Cs, and 210Pb have

been used individually and in tandem to quantify the

relative contributions of different processes of erosion

to sediment. Nagle et al. (2007) used the activity of
137Cs in suspended sediments to determine the prove-

nance of sediment. Collins andWalling (2007) utilized
137Cs and several other constituents in a multivariate

sediment mixing model to identify principle sources of

fine sediment. He and Owens (1995) used 137Cs,
210Pbxs, and

226Ra in tandem to provide radionuclide

fingerprints of cultivated land, uncultivated land, and

stream banks and their contributions to the sediment

pool. Walling and Woodward (1992) used 7Be, 137Cs,
210Pbxs to distinguish sediment from surficial and

channel sources and the trend in 7Be during the studied

event allowed them to recognize changing sources.

Brigham et al. (2001) used 210Pbxs,
7Be, and 137Cs as

separate tracers to determine the relative importance

of surficial and streambank erosion. There was
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substantial variation in the estimated percentage of

sediment from surface soil erosion – 137Cs ¼ 34%,
210Pbxs ¼ 71%, 7Be ¼ 91%. Gellis and Landwehr

(2006) used 137Cs and unsupported 210Pb, stable iso-

topes (del 13C and del 15N), total carbon, nitrogen, and

phosphorus to successfully partition sources of fine-

grained suspended sediment in the Pocomoke River

watershed from cropland, forest, channel and ditch

banks, and ditch beds. Devereux et al. (2010) used

concentrations of 63 elements and two radionuclides

to fingerprint fine sediment sources by both physio-

graphic province (Piedmont and Coastal Plain) and

source locale (streambanks, upland and street residue).

Here we consider several specific examples of the

use of tracers in source identification. Whiting et al.

(2005) established the contribution of streambanks to

the suspended sediment flux with a two-component

mixing model that used the distinctive radionuclide

signatures of the streambanks and of the landscape

soils to define the end members of the mixing model

(Fig. 25.14). Sediment delivered to the channel by

erosion of the soil surface has relatively high activities

of 7Be and 210Pb because of the atmospheric delivery

of the radionuclides to the soil surface (Fig. 25.12).

Sediment delivered to the channel by bank erosion

(largely toppling) has much lower radionuclide activ-

ities because the low-activity material from deeper in

the bank dilutes the high activity material from atop the

bank. The height of the collapsed bank is so much larger

than the depth of penetration of 7Be into the soil that the

activity of 7Be in the eroded bank material is effectively

zero. The depth to which the bank material is removed

corresponds to that part of the soil profile where only the

low-activity supported 210Pb is found. Consequently,

the 210Pb activity of the bank material is much lower

than the surface activity and is similar to the constant

value that reflects in situ decay of soil minerals.

In another study, Whiting et al. (2001) used the

distinct distribution of 7Be, 137Cs, and 210Pb with

depth in soils on an agricultural plot (Fig. 25.12) and

the measured radionuclide flux in runoff in multiple

mass balances to quantitatively estimate the areal

extent of rill and sheet erosion and the characteristic

depth of erosion associated with each mechanism.

They examined 15.5 million possible combinations

of the depth and areal extent of rill and sheet erosion

and found that the best solution to the mass balances

corresponded to rills eroding 0.38% of the basin to a

depth of 35 mm and sheetwash eroding 37% of the

basin to a depth of 0.012 mm. Rill erosion produced 29

times more sediment than sheet erosion.

The identification of sources and depositional loca-

tions identified by the radionuclide ratios as discussed

herein can be the basis for quantifying a sediment bud-

get. Blake et al. (2002) used 7Be and 137Cs to quantify

various elements of a sediment budget – soil erosion and

remobilization from hillslopes, erosion and deposition

in river channels, and floodplain deposition. 137Cs has

been a common tool for characterizing soil redistribu-

tion on landscapes (Walling and Quine 1992; Owens

et al. 1997; Walling et al. 2003; Kaste et al. 2006).

25.5.3 Pu as a Tracer

239,240Pu may be a promising substitute for 137Cs mea-

surements. Stratospheric 239,240Pu is also bomb-

derived, behaves similarly once delivered to the earth

surface, and gives equivalent information. In fact,

Figs. 25.11 and 25.15 show how similar the profiles

for the two radionuclides can be and Fig. 25.16 illus-

trates the strong correlation between 137Cs and
239,240Pu inventories. There are several reasons why
239,240Pu may become used more often than 137Cs.

With the development of a method for using induc-

tively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICPMS)

Fig. 25.14 The suspended sediment samples (o) along Soda

Butte Creek in Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming, USA, are

intermediate between two endmember sources for fine sediment:

bank material (diamond) and surficial soils (square)
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and high sample through-put, the use of 239,240Pu may

be more cost effective (Ketterer and Szechenyi 2008).

Moreover, 137Cs half-life (t1/2 ¼ 30.1 years) is such

that peak inventories were observed in the mid- to late-

1960s, and by 2010 inventories are only ~40% of

original values and dropping. The halflife of both Pu

isotopes is several thousand years. Finally, the
240Pu/239Pu values in fallout in the 1950s and after

1965 differ which may allow partial differentiation

of the time frame of erosion.

25.5.4 Use with Other Techniques
and in Other Settings

Recently we have seen the use of the fallout radio-

nuclides in conjunction with other erosion measure-

ment techniques. Fondran (2007) combined the use of

multiple mass-balances of radionuclides and a laser

line scanner with sub-millimeter vertical resolution.

With the laser line scanner, Lorimor was able to mea-

sure changes in topography (erosion and deposition)

and compare these results to the estimates of the depth

and areal extent of rills and sheetwash as determined

from the multiple mass balances. In the same study,

rare earth element tagged soils were deployed to pro-

vide information on the proportion of sediment deliv-

ered from the top of the slope compared to the middle

and bottom of the slope (Stubblefield et al. 2006).

O’Farrell et al. (2007) used pond sediment volumes,
137Cs and 210Pb activities, and 10Be and 26Al activities

to examine different approaches and timeframes

for estimating landscape denudation. Walling et al.

(1999a, b) used 7Be and 137Cs respectively to evaluate

event and decadal erosion rates. The conjunctive use

of fallout radionuclides (Mabit et al. 2008) especially

with other radionuclides, promises to provide key

information on variation in denudation rates over

time driven by changes in climate and landuse.

Yet other applications include using radionuclide

based sedimentation estimates to test predictions of

floodplain sedimentation (Siggars et al. 1999) and to

compare aerial photography-derived and radionuclide-

derived meander migration rates (Black et al. 2010) or

accretion rates (Provansal et al. 2010). Various work-

ers have used 7Be and/or 210Pb to investigate resus-

pension in rivers and estuaries (Fitzgerald et al. 2001;

Wilson et al. 2003, 2005, 2007; Jweda et al. 2008),

erosion after forest harvesting (Schuller et al. 2006),

and wildfire (Blake et al. 2009).

Fig. 25.15 Comparison of 137Cs and 239þ240Pu

profiles in undisturbed prairie soils from Konza

Prairie, KS. Plutonium data courtesy of Michael

Ketterer
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While the use of radionuclides in surficial studies has

focused on tracing fine materials, Salant et al. (2006)

used 7Be to recognize and trackmedium and coarse sand

released from an impoundment. Fisher et al. (2010)

likewise used 7Be to constrain the timescales of sedi-

ment storage associated with large woody debris.

25.6 Future Directions

Although there are about 5,000 papers in the literature

devoted to the radionuclides discussed in this chapter

there is still room for improvement in the methodolo-

gies and applications. From a technological perspec-

tive, improvements in instrumentation and detection

and lowering of costs should enable greater numbers

of samples to be collected and analyzed. For example,

the development of larger, low cost gamma detectors

that do not require liquid nitrogen cooling will enable

a more routine use of the equipment, field deployment

and more detailed spatial resolution. This could lead

to watershed scale or even landscape scale studies.

Another technological improvement could be the

development of ICP-MS methods for the measurement

of 137Cs and 210Pb. Measurement of gamma decays is

inefficient because it measures only those atoms that

undergo decay during the counting period. But the vast

majority of the atoms of interest do not undergo decay

during the counting period, especially for the longer

lived isotopes. Instead, mass measurements have the

advantage of measuring all the atoms that are present

in the sample. While ICP-MS methods have been

developed for Pu isotopes (Ketterer et al. 2002) it

appears that natural levels of 137Cs and 210Pb cannot

be detected by current instrumentation. However, with

improvements in ICP-MS technology this may change

and permit cost-effective analyses of much larger

numbers of samples. As with the development of

larger low cost gamma detectors, the development of

these techniques could enable much higher spatial

resolution studies. For example studies comparing
239,240Pu-derived erosion rates as a surrogate for
137Cs-derived erosion rates can be done now, since

there are already ICP-MS methods for 239,240Pu and

larger numbers of samples can be run for 239,240Pu than

for 137Cs.

Earlier in this chapter we demonstrated that the

derived erosion rate is model dependent, and in partic-

ular, also depends on the time interval used to evaluate

erosion. But these models do not account for the

steady, downward migration of the radionuclides. Fur-

ther progress will require the incorporation of the

downward migration into the time dependent erosion

models. Furthermore, these models will need to be

more comprehensive in their treatment of the down-

ward migration process. Particle mixing by bioturba-

tion as well as solute transport with adsorption will

both need to be included in models to enable a better

description of the vertical profiles as a function of

time. Furthermore, there is evidence that the down-

ward migration process is not steady, and may be

affected by non-linear adsorption and/or flow through

macropores or channels. A more rigorous evaluation

and treatment of these processes needs investigation

and incorporation into the models.

It may be possible to use the much better 137Cs soil

data sets collected following Chernobyl than the older

soil profiles collected a couple of decades after strato-

spheric fallout to constrain erosion models, quantify

soil properties, and improve estimates of soil transport

and sources. Even more intriguing is the possibility of

combining from the same soil column 137Cs profiles

that are dominated by Chernobyl fallout with 239,240Pu

profiles derived from global fallout because this will

enable comparison of two different tracers over two

different time periods within the same soil profile. Fur-

thermore, it may be possible to find locations where the
137Cs signal from stratospheric fallout is comparable in

magnitude to the 137Cs fallout from Chernobyl. In such

a situation it may be possible to identify and separate

the two overlapping signals which will help constrain

soil processes and model coefficients.

Finally, soil fertility and C sequestration in soils

remain global issues. Thus, accurately determining

soil erosion rates, which clearly impacts soil

fertility and affects estimates of C sequestration and

C removal, remains an important component in

research on these topics. Similar studies could also

be done to relate past and current erosion rates to

land usage to provide both estimates of the historical

impacts of land usage on erosion and also future

impacts of land usage on C storage and cycling.
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Chapter 26

Sr and Nd Isotopes as Tracers of Chemical and Physical Erosion

Gyana Ranjan Tripathy, Sunil Kumar Singh, and S. Krishnaswami

Abstract The applications of radiogenic isotopes to

investigate chemical and physical erosion processes,

particularly in river basins of the Himalaya, have

led to interesting inferences on the relationship

between tectonics, weathering and climate. The chem-

ical weathering studies rely more on Sr isotopes

because of their widely different ratios in various end

members, their uniform distribution in the oceans

and the availability of continuous and robust record

of marine 87Sr/86Sr through much of the geological

past. The record for the Cenozoic shows steady

increase in 87Sr/86Sr; one of the hypotheses suggested

to explain this is enhanced continental silicate

weathering due to the uplift of the Himalaya. This

hypothesis linking tectonics-weathering-climate,

based on 87Sr/86Sr as an index of silicate weathering,

however, is being challenged by the recent observa-

tions that there are a variety of carbonates in the river

basins of the Himalaya with 87Sr/86Sr similar to that of

silicates which have the potential to contribute sig-

nificantly to the high 87Sr/86Sr of rivers such as the

Ganga-Brahmaputra. Further, the non-stochiometric

release of Sr isotopes during chemical weathering of

minerals and rocks, the imbalance of Sr isotope budget

in the oceans and temporal variations in riverine fluxes

due to impact of glaciations all have compounded

the problem.

Studies on the provenance of sediments and physi-

cal erosion pattern employ both Sr and Nd isotopes

under the assumption that their source signatures are

preserved in sediments. Though there are concerns on

how well this assumption is satisfied especially by the

Sr isotope system, both Sr and Nd systems are being

used to learn about physical erosion in the Himalaya,

its variability and causative factors. The results show

that at present the major source of sediments to the

Ganga plain and the Bay of Bengal is the Higher

Himalayan Crystallines and that physical erosion

among the various sub-basins is very heterogeneous

with maximum rates in regions of intense precipitation

and high relief. There are three such “hot-spots”, one

each in the basins of the Ganga, Brahmaputra and the

Indus, which unload huge amount of sediments pro-

moting rapid uplift of regions surrounding them and

enhance chemical weathering by exposing fresh rock

surfaces. The pattern of physical erosion and its tem-

poral variations shows that it is influenced by climate

change both on ky and My time scales though during

the latter periods the erosion regime has been by and

large stable. This article reviews investigations on the

present and past chemical and physical erosion in river

basins of the Himalaya using Sr and Nd isotope sys-

tematics in water and sediments.

26.1 Introduction

The Earth’s continental surface is subject to continu-

ous physical and chemical weathering and erosion

by wind, water and glaciers. Physical weathering is

the process of breakdown of rocks into finer fragments

without affecting their composition, whereas chemical

weathering is a complex process of conversion of

rocks into its soluble and insoluble secondary pro-

ducts through water-rock interactions. The process

of removal of soluble and particulate weathering
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products from the site of their formation to their final

repository is erosion, though weathering and erosion

are often used interchangeably. Erosion therefore

plays an important role in exposing “fresh” rock and

mineral surfaces in a drainage basin for weathering, a

key factor regulating their chemical weathering rates

(Stallard and Edmond 1983; Kump et al. 2000). A

major driver of chemical weathering is carbonic acid

formed by the solution of CO2 in natural waters.

Therefore, studies of chemical weathering are inti-

mately linked to global carbon cycle. In recent years

there have been several studies to determine the

chemical erosion rates of major global river basins

and the various factors regulating it, especially the

role of tectonics and climate (Negrel et al. 1993;

Derry and France-Lanord 1997; Edmond and Huh

1997; Gaillardet et al. 1997, 1999; Galy and France-

Lanord 1999; Huh and Edmond 1999; Krishnaswami

et al. 1999; Kump et al. 2000; Millot et al. 2002; Blum

and Erel 2003; Dessert et al. 2003; Bickle et al. 2005;

Das et al. 2005; Singh et al. 2005; West et al. 2005;

Wu et al. 2005; Moon et al. 2007; Peucker-Ehrenbrink

et al. 2010; Tripathy and Singh 2010). One of the key

topics of interest in this area is silicate weathering of

river basins, a major sink for atmospheric CO2 on

million year time scales. This makes the determination

of silicate erosion rates (SER) of river basins and its

temporal variations an important component of studies

on atmospheric CO2 balance through time and its

impact on long term global change, the tectonics-

weathering-climate link (Walker et al. 1981; Berner

et al. 1983; Raymo et al. 1988; Raymo and Ruddiman

1992; Ruddiman 1997; Kump et al. 2000). These

studies though rely primarily on the chemical compo-

sition of dissolved phase of rivers, radiogenic isotopes,

particularly 87Sr/86Sr and 143Nd/144Nd, have provided

important additional insights into mineral and rock

weathering processes that have implications to isotope

geochemistry of rivers and oceans and contemporary

and paleo-silicate erosion of continents. The unique

radiogenic isotope composition of minerals and rocks

and the near conservative behavior of the isotope ratios

in solution (unlike major elements which are prone to

removal from solution by precipitation, ion-exchange

and biological cycling) make these isotope techniques

very useful to investigate kinetics of rock-water inter-

actions in natural systems where the reactions often

proceed at very slow rates (Blum and Erel 2003;

Gaillardet 2008).

In contrast to studies on chemical erosion which

rely mainly on the chemical and isotopic composi-

tion of dissolved phases, investigations on physical

erosion (e.g. provenance studies) depend on chemi-

cal and isotopic signatures of sediments. Construc-

tion of the physical erosion pattern of sedimentary

basins and its controlling factors requires tracking

the source of sediments. Sr and Nd isotopes have

been extensively used as provenance indicators of

river and ocean sediments (Dia et al. 1992; Allegre

et al. 1996; Pierson-Wickmann et al. 2001; Singh and

France-Lanord 2002; Clift 2006; Colin et al. 2006;

Singh et al. 2008; Viers et al. 2008) ever since the

pioneering study of Dasch (1969) on tracing the

source of deep-sea surface sediments of the Atlantic

using Sr isotopes. These isotope systems have

become increasingly popular in such studies because

their signatures among the various sources (end

members) are often markedly different and easily

distinguishable. Further, the application of these iso-

topes as provenance tracers is promoted by the prop-

erty of the sediments to preserve in them the isotope

composition of sources. There have been a number of

Sr and Nd isotopic studies in river and ocean sedi-

ments from different basins to tag their provenances

(e.g. Derry and France-Lanord 1997; Colin et al.

1999; Tutken et al. 2002; Clift et al. 2008; Singh

et al. 2008) and their temporal variations to infer

about factors controlling physical erosion in the

past, particularly its link to regional changes in cli-

mate and/or tectonics (France-Lanord et al. 1993;

Walter et al. 2000; Li et al. 2003; Clift et al. 2008;

Rahaman et al. 2009; Galy et al. 2010). During the

past decade, in addition to Sr-Nd, the applications of

other isotope systems such as U series disequilibrium

(Chabaux et al. 2008, Vigier and Bourdon 2011), Lu-Hf

(Ma et al. 2010) and some of the non-traditional

isotopes, e.g. Si, Mg and Ca (Tipper et al. 2008;

Reynolds 2011) are also being explored to investigate

chemical and physical erosion.

This chapter reviews selected studies on the appli-

cations of Sr and Nd isotopes as tracers to investigate

chemical and physical erosion with emphasis on

river basins of the Himalaya. The topics addressed

include chemical weathering of minerals and rocks,
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silicate erosion in river basins and sediment provenance

studies and the relation among erosion, tectonics and

climate.

26.2 Chemical Weathering in River
Basins

26.2.1 Overview of Sr, Nd in Rocks
and Their Isotope Systematics

Strontium is an alkaline earth element with chemical

properties similar to that of Ca. It occurs as a minor

constituent in rock-forming minerals often replacing

Ca or K. Sr has four naturally occurring isotopes, of

these 87Sr is radiogenic, produced from the radioactive

decay of 87Rb (t1/2 ¼ 4.88 � 1010 years). Rb is an

alkali element with properties similar to K, therefore

it is more abundant in K-rich minerals. As a result,

minerals with high K/Ca (~Rb/Sr) ratio develop more

radiogenic Sr with time. Thus in a rock suite with

minerals of the same age, those with high Rb and

low Sr (e.g. biotite, muscovite) will have higher
87Sr/86Sr (refers to 87Sr/86Sr ratio) compared to miner-

als with low Rb and high Sr (e.g. plagioclase, apatite).

During chemical weathering, Sr is generally more

mobile than Rb; therefore, the Rb/Sr ratio of weath-

ered residues is higher than that in parent rocks. The

results of Dasch (1969) and subsequent studies on Rb/

Sr abundances in weathering profiles developed on

basalts and granites confirm this behavior with the

weathered residues having higher Rb/Sr than the par-

ent rocks. Preferential adsorption of Rb on clays can

also contribute to the higher Rb/Sr in the weathered

residues.

The rare earth elements (REEs) occur as trace ele-

ments in major rock forming minerals and in higher

concentrations in the accessory minerals, e.g. zircon,

apatite, monazite and allanite. The concentrations

of REEs vary widely in accessory minerals; they are

often a minor constituent in zircon and apatite, but are a

major component of REE bearing minerals such as

monazite and allanite. The REEs are classified broadly

into two groups, the light rare earth elements (LREE;

La-Sm) and the heavy rare earth elements (HREE;

Eu-Lu). Major rock forming minerals are relatively

enriched in one of these two groups, for example feld-

spars and apatite are more abundant in LREE whereas

pyroxenes and garnet prefer HREE. The concentrations

of Sm and Nd in rock-forming minerals increase in the

sequence in which they crystallize from magma, how-

ever due to the close similarity in the chemical proper-

ties between Sm and Nd their fractionation during

geological processes is limited. As a result, the Sm/Nd

abundance ratio in terrestrial rocks and minerals is

within a narrow range (0.1–0.5), in contrast to Rb/Sr

which varies widely, from 0.005 to 3 (Faure 1986).

Neodymium is a light rare-earth element having

seven naturally occurring isotopes. Among these,
142Nd and 143Nd are radiogenic produced by the

a-decay of 146Sm (t1/2 ¼ 1.03 � 108 years) and
147Sm (t1/2 ¼ 1.06 � 1011 years), respectively. 146Sm,

because of its short half-life is now an extinct radio-

nuclide; its signature however has been detected in

meteorites through measurements of 142Nd (Amelin

and Rotenberg 2004; Anderasen and Sharma 2006).

The 143Nd/144Nd ratio of minerals and rocks increases

with time due to production of 143Nd from 147Sm,

their 143Nd/144Nd, therefore depends on their Sm/

Nd ratios and ages. The isotopic composition of Nd

(143Nd/144Nd) is expressed in epsilon units (e,
DePaolo and Wasserburg 1976), which represents

the relative deviation of 143Nd/144Nd in the sample

from 143Nd/144Nd of the chondritic uniform reservoir

(CHUR) in units of 104. e is expressed as,

eNdð0Þ ¼
143Nd=144Nd

� �
sample

ð0Þ

143Nd=144Nd

� �
CHUR

ð0Þ
� 1

0
BBB@

1
CCCA� 104

where (143Nd/144Nd)CHUR(0) and (
143Nd/144Nd)sample(0)

are the present day 143Nd/144Nd ratio of CHUR

(¼ 0.512638; Jacobsen and Wasserburg 1980) and the

sample, respectively. The normalization of Nd isoto-

pic ratios of rocks with chondritic value provides

information on the relative Sm/Nd ratio of their

sources. For example, a negative epsilon value indi-

cates that the rock is derived from sources lower in

Sm/Nd than CHUR (Faure 1986). Further, as the Nd

isotopic variations in natural systems are quite small,

the e notation provides a convenient approach to

express and appreciate these small variations.
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26.2.2 Behavior of Sr and Nd Isotopes
During Chemical Weathering
of rocks and Mineral Weathering
Kinetics

26.2.2.1 87Sr/86Sr Release During Mineral

and Rock Weathering: Laboratory

and Field Studies

The major source of dissolved Sr to rivers is chemical

weathering of silicates and carbonates in their

drainage basins, with minor contribution from other

lithologies such as evaporites. The silicates of bed

rocks are an assemblage of minerals, which have dif-

ferent chemical and mineralogical composition and

weathering properties. Each of these minerals has

their own distinct 87Sr/86Sr corresponding to their

age and Rb and Sr concentrations. During chemical

weathering of silicate rocks, Sr isotopes from various

minerals are released depending on their weathering

rates and accessibility to weathering. As a result,

Sr from easily weatherable minerals is expected to

be released to solution initially from freshly exposed

rock surfaces. The exposure of fresh rock surfaces

is facilitated by physical erosion, tectonics and

glaciations.

Studies on the release of Sr and 87Sr/86Sr during

weathering of continental rocks and their subsequent

behavior are being carried out (1) to determine their

release pattern from minerals in the parent rock and its

implications to mineral weathering rates and 87Sr/86Sr

of rivers, (2) to assess the relative roles of silicate

and carbonate sources to their budget in river/ground

water systems and to explore the possibility of using
87Sr/86Sr in rivers as a proxy for silicate weathering

and (3) to interpret Sr isotope records in marine

archives. The 87Sr/86Sr of the oceans, as recorded in

carbonate shells of marine sediments, is known to be

steadily increasing since the Cenozoic (Burke et al.

1982; Veizer 1989; Richter et al. 1992). Delineating

the sources responsible for this increase in terms of

silicate/carbonate weathering can prove useful in deci-

phering the weathering history of continents and its

role in atmospheric CO2 drawdown.

Erel et al. (2004) conducted laboratory studies

of granitoid weathering to determine trends in Sr iso-

tope release with time and its implications to mineral

weathering. These authors based on combined studies

of major elements and Sr isotopes in minerals of a

granitoid rock from Elat, Israel and in the solution

from its weathering observed that during initial stages

the granitoid dissolution is dominated by contributions

from easily weatherable trace phases, calcites/apatites,

followed by biotites in the intermediate stages and

plagioclase during the later stages of weathering

(Fig. 26.1). By comparing these laboratory experimen-

tal data with Sr isotope distribution in soil chronose-

quences from the Wind River and Sierra Nevada

mountains, Erel et al. (2004) were able to deduce

the temporal pattern of Sr release during granitoid

weathering under natural conditions and from it

the mineral dissolution sequence for the granite. The

results showed that the easily weatherable trace phases

in the granitoid, calcites and apatites are the major

source of elements to solution from rock weathering

during the initial few hundred years, biotites deter-

mining the supply from rock surfaces exposed to

weathering a few hundreds to ~10,000 years and pla-

gioclase accounting for much of the cations from

surfaces that have been weathered for more than

~100,000 years.

The distribution of Sr isotopes in different compo-

nents of soil chronosequences provided independent

evidences for the non-stochiometric release of Sr dur-

ing rock weathering. Measurements of Sr isotopes

Fig. 26.1 The release pattern of 87Sr/86Sr during dissolution of

a granitoid rock with time. The low 87Sr/86Sr during the early

stage of dissolution is a result of preferential weathering of

calcites; this is followed by a sharp peak in Sr isotopic ratio

due to weathering of biotites. The straight line parallel to the

x-axis is the 87Sr/86Sr of the whole rock. The weathered residue

of the granitoid rock after ~1,200 h of experiment was dried and

subjected to further dissolution; this resulted in the second
87Sr/86Sr peak. Figure replotted from Erel et al. (2004)
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(Blum and Erel 1995, 1997) in the exchangeable

fractions and bulk soils from a granitic soil chronose-

quence developed on the Wind River Mountains

(0.4–300 ky) showed very significant and systematic

decrease in 87Sr/86Sr of the exchangeable pool with

soil age (Fig. 26.2). The primary source of exchange-

able Sr in the soil profile is that released during chem-

ical weathering of rocks. This Sr, retained in the

exchangeable sites of soils, can be released to solution

by ion exchange with suitable reagents. Therefore

the decrease in 87Sr/86Sr (from 0.7947 to 0.7114;

Fig. 26.2) of the exchangeable pool with age suggests

that 87Sr/86Sr released during the early stages of

weathering was far more radiogenic than that released

during the later stages. This was interpreted in terms of

preferential weathering of biotites from freshly

exposed rock surfaces (<20 ky), underscoring its

importance as a source of highly radiogenic Sr to

waters draining young rocks rich in biotite. These

granites/gneisses were devoid of even trace amounts

of calcite (Blum and Erel 1995) precluding it as a

source for Sr in the early stages of weathering (c.f.

Erel et al. 2004). The data also suggested that biotites

weather much faster relative to plagioclase in young

soils (~8 times) and that the impact of its (biotite)

weathering becomes less as the soil gets older, primar-

ily due to depletion in the abundances of unweathered

biotites (Blum and Erel 1995). More importantly, the

non-stochiometric release of 87Sr/86Sr due to differ-

ences in mineral weathering rates led to the suggestion

that exposure of new weathering surfaces (e.g. by

glaciation and/or mountain uplift) can make the
87Sr/86Sr of rivers significantly more radiogenic for

periods of ~20 ky following their exposure and thus

elevate the riverine 87Sr/86Sr input to the oceans dur-

ing such periods. This result also provides a mecha-

nism to link global glaciations with Sr isotope

evolution of the oceans (Armstrong 1971; Blum and

Erel 1995, 1997; Zachos et al. 1999). More studies on

Sr isotopes in granitic soil chronosequence from other

locations however showed that the composition of the

exchangeable Sr depended on the history of the pro-

file. For example, in a profile from central Sierra

Nevada (Bullen et al. 1997), developed on granitic

alluvium the exchangeable 87Sr/86Sr was dominated

by supply from plagioclase and K-feldspars and not

biotite as was observed by Blum and Erel (1997). This

difference was attributed to the absence of fresh bio-

tites in the soil profile of Sierra Nevada, further attest-

ing to the importance of biotite weathering from

freshly exposed rock surfaces in contributing to highly

radiogenic Sr to solutions.

Analogous to field studies of rock weathering, min-

eral weathering experiments also brought out the role

of non-stochiometric release of Sr isotope ratios dur-

ing their early stages of dissolution. Brantley et al.

(1998) in their dissolution experiments of feldspars

observed that in the initial stages the release of Sr

was not stochiometric and its isotope composition

was different from that of the host mineral. This dif-

ference was explained in terms of contribution of Sr

either from fluorite and zeolites, trace secondary

phases in the feldspars and/or to preferential leaching

of Sr from more easily weatherable sites of the pri-

mary mineral. The isotopic composition of the solu-

tion attained steady-state and became close to that of

the host mineral with progressive dissolution. These

results have led to the suggestion that non-stochiometric

release of Sr and 87Sr/86Sr can also occur in natural

systems, but only for short time periods (<103 years)

following the exposure of fresh mineral/ rock surfaces

for weathering. Taylor et al. (2000) also have

reported similar non-stochiometric release of Sr and
87Sr/86Sr during early stages of dissolution of biotites

and phlogopites (Fig. 26.3). These results were inter-

preted in terms of preferential dissolution of trace

Fig. 26.2 Variations in the Sr isotopic ratio in the exchange-

able fractions of a granitoid soil chronosequence developed on

glacial moraines in the Wind River Range. The negative corre-

lation between exchangeable 87Sr/86Sr and moraine age indi-

cates release of more radiogenic 87Sr/86Sr from biotites during

the early stage of weathering. The 87Sr/86Sr values for two

stream water samples (marked as þ) draining the Audubon till

are also shown in the figure. Figure redrawn from Blum and Erel

(1995)
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calcite in the primary minerals and materials from their

interlayer sites, the later being more radiogenic as they

concentrate Rb. Based on the results of these experi-

ments the authors calculated the dissolution rate of 87Sr

to be marginally higher than that of 86Sr in biotites and

that steady state with respect to release of Sr isotopes

would be reached in a few thousand years.

The importance of trace calcic phases (e.g. calcite,

apatite, and bytownite) in dominating the supply of

Ca, Sr and Sr isotopes during granite weathering has

also been demonstrated through field studies (Blum

et al. 1998; Jacobson et al. 2002; Oliva et al. 2004).

Results of Sr isotope measurements in rivers draining

small catchments of the Himalaya suggest that vein

calcites in granites of the basin can be an important

source of Ca and Sr with high 87Sr/86Sr (Blum et al.

1998). The researches of Oliva et al. (2004) on chemi-

cal weathering of high elevation Estibere granitic

watershed showed that trace calcic phases, epidote,

bytownite, prehnite and apatite, contributed signifi-

cantly to the Ca, Sr and Sr isotope fluxes. However,

unlike in the crystallines of the Himalaya, the

majority of trace calcic phases in the Estibere water-

shed is silicates and therefore contributes to silicate

weathering and atmospheric CO2 drawdown. Similarly,

the studies of Aubert et al. (2001) in the Strengbach

watershed (France) showed that the Sr and Nd isotope

composition of streams and spring waters of the

region can be interpreted in terms of two end mem-

ber mixing, apatite and plagioclase. The authors also

inferred that biotites and K-feldspars only have a

“weak influence” on the Sr isotope budget of these

waters (c.f. Blum and Erel 1995; Bullen et al. 1997).

All these field and laboratory studies bring out the

important role of trace calcic inclusions such as cal-

cites, apatites and silicates (epidote, bytownite, pre-

hnite) often contained in silicate rocks in supplying

Ca and Sr and 87Sr/86Sr to streams during rock

weathering. These results have vital implications on

the use of Sr isotopes to track silicate weathering (see

Sect. 26.2.4).

The impact of mineral weathering kinetics is also

evident in the seasonal variations of 87Sr/86Sr of rivers.

Tipper et al. (2006a) observed that during the mon-

soon season the 87Sr/86Sr of the headwater tributaries

of the Marsyandi, a sub-tributary of the Ganga was

less radiogenic compared to that during non-monsoon

periods (Fig. 26.4) similar to that noted earlier by

Krishnaswami et al. (1999) and Bickle et al. (2003)

for the headwaters of the Ganga. The Sr isotopic

composition of rivers in the Himalaya is determined

by the mixing proportion of contributions from two

major sources, marginally radiogenic sedimentary car-

bonates (87Sr/86Sr~0.715; Singh et al. 1998) and radio-

genic silicates (with associated trace phases; 87Sr/86Sr

~0.75–0.80, Krishnaswami et al. 1999). The difference

in weathering kinetics of silicates and carbonates and

its climatic dependence is an important cause contri-

buting to the seasonal variations in 87Sr/86Sr of rivers.

The weathering rates of carbonates are significantly

higher than silicates, this enhances their relative con-

tribution to rivers during high runoff. Considering that

Sr in sedimentary carbonates is generally far less

radiogenic relative to Sr in silicates, higher proportion

of Sr from such carbonates to rivers during monsoon

would make the riverine Sr lower in 87Sr/86Sr. In

contrast during dry periods when more time becomes

Fig. 26.3 The release pattern of 87Sr/86Sr in laboratory leach-

ing experiments of biotite and phlogopite. The low Sr isotopic

ratio during the initial stages of the experiment is a result of Sr

release from trace calcite contained in the minerals. The solid
(black) and dotted (red) lines in the figure represent the pre-

experiment and post-experiment values of the minerals respec-

tively. Figure redrawn from Taylor et al. (2000)
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available for water–rock interactions the contribution

from silicates is relatively more than that during

monsoon. Similar seasonal trends in riverine silicate

cations and 87Sr/86Sr have been documented in a few

other rivers (Moon et al. 2007; Rai and Singh 2007;

Tripathy et al. 2010).

Thus the laboratory experiments and field data pro-

vide evidences to suggest that during weathering, par-

ticularly in early stages, Sr isotope composition of the

solution can be significantly different from that of the

parent material primarily due to differences in mineral

weathering kinetics. Such non-stochiometric release

of Sr isotopes can result in increasing 87Sr/86Sr

of rivers, if minerals with highly radiogenic Sr isotope

composition (e.g. biotite) are freshly exposed for

weathering. These studies also establishes a link

between dissolved fluxes of rivers and glaciation/

mountain uplift as the exposure of fresh rock surfaces

for weathering is promoted by tectonics, glaciation

and intense physical erosion. Two other consequences

of non-stochiometric release of Sr isotopes pertain to

their applications in weathering and provenances stud-

ies. The finding that trace calcites and apatites can be

important sources of Ca, Sr and radiogenic 87Sr/86Sr to

rivers can constrain the use of 87Sr/86Sr as a proxy of

silicate weathering if such contributions are major on

a basin wide scale. Similarly the non-stochiometric

release of 87Sr/86Sr to solution, if significant on a

basin scale, it can result in the formation of sediments

with 87Sr/86Sr different from that of parent material, a

result that can challenge the use of 87Sr/86Sr as a

provenance tracer.

26.2.2.2 REE (Sm/Nd) and 143Nd/144Nd Release

During Mineral and Rock Weathering:

Laboratory and Field Studies

Compared to Rb-Sr and 87Sr/86Sr, there are only a

few investigations on the behavior of Sm-Nd and
143Nd/144Nd during progressive weathering of rocks.

Generally, most of the REEs in rocks, ~70–90%,

is present in accessory minerals (e.g. allanite, mona-

zite, sphene, zircon and apatite) and the reminder

distributed among the primary rock forming minerals

(Barun et al. 1993; Harlavan et al. 2009). Therefore

studies on the release of REEs during rock weathering

serve as a probe to investigate their fractionation and

to infer the weathering characteristics of the accessory

minerals. Early investigations (Nesbitt 1979) based on

the abundances and distribution of LREEs and HREEs

in soil profiles developed on granodiorite demon-

strated that during chemical weathering they are lea-

ched from the upper layers of soil depleting their

concentrations relative to parent rocks. During their

downward transport they get sequestered in the

weathering products in the deeper layers enriching

their abundances. The mobilization and fractionation

behavior of the two groups of REEs during chemical

weathering however, was found to be different and

that it was determined by (1) the chemistry of soil

water, pH and dissolved organic matter concentration.

This is consistent with the subsequent studies that

these two properties of water play an important role

in regulating the concentration and mobilization of

dissolved Nd in rivers (Sect. 26.2.3.2), (2) the abun-

dance and weathering pattern of different accessory

minerals in rocks hosting the REEs and (3) the forma-

tion of secondary phases in the soil that sequester

the REEs.

Subsequent studies based on different components

of soil profiles and laboratory leaching experiments on

granitoid weathering have by and large attested to the

above findings (Nesbitt and Markovics 1997; Aubert

et al. 2001; Harlavan and Erel 2002; Ma et al. 2007;

Harlavan et al. 2009); solubilization of REEs from

accessory minerals in the upper layers of the soil and

their uptake in secondary phases in the deeper layers

causing their redistribution within the soil column.

Fig. 26.4 Seasonal variations in 87Sr/86Sr of the Marsyandi

River, Nepal, a sub-tributary of the Ganga river. The data

show significantly lower 87Sr/86Sr ratio during monsoon (shaded
zone) due to relatively more contribution of unradiogenic Sr

from carbonates. Figure replotted from Tipper et al. (2006a)
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The solubilization and transport of REEs was linked to

the availability of organic matter.

The accessory minerals involved in the REE release

were identified and their weathering sequence deter-

mined through inter-element/isotope association. For

example, in the soil profile from Vosges Mountains,

France (Aubert et al. 2001), the correlation of REEs

with P and Th suggested apatite and monazite to be the

main phases determining the mobilization and budget

of REEs. Similarly, Harlavan and Erel (2002) in their

laboratory experiments on the release of Pb isotopes,

REEs and major elements during granitoid weathering

observed that dissolution of allanite dominated REEs

supply to solution initially, followed by weathering

of allanite, apatite and sphene in the later stages and

contributions from dissolution of feldspar becoming

prominent during the final stages. These results also

provided weathering sequences for the accessory

minerals as allanite > apatite > sphene. These find-

ings were independently confirmed by Harlavan et al.

(2009) based on their studies on REE abundances

and Pb isotopes in the labile pool of soil chronose-

quences. These latter studies, as they were based on soil

chronosequences, also provided time constraints on the

processes governing REEs mobilization and distribution

in soils. Investigations on the mobilization and redistri-

bution of REEs during intense weathering of basalts

(Ma et al. 2007) also reveal similar patternwith extensive

removal from the upper layers of soil and uptake in the

deeper layers. Themobilization results in fractionation of

LREEs from HREEs, the former group being relatively

less mobile. As in earlier studies, the availability of

organic matter was found to be a key factor in the

mobilization of REEs and the formation of secondary

phases such as phosphates and Fe-Mn oxy/hydroxides

for their sequestration in deeper layers.

Information on the behavior of Sm/Nd during

weathering is derived mainly from studies of their dis-

tribution in soil profiles (Fig. 26.5). These results how-

ever do not show any consistent pattern on their relative

mobilities. For example, Nesbitt and Markovics (1997)

did not observe significant fractionation between Sm

and Nd as a function of weathering intensity in the

Toorango soil profile, Australia (Fig. 26.5a) relative to

the parent granitoid rock though both elements were

mobilized by chemical weathering. These results led to

Fig. 26.5 The behavior of Sm/Nd and eNd
during chemical weathering as recorded in

soil profiles. The results show different

patterns. (a) (Toorongo granodiorite,

Australia; Nesbitt and Markovics 1997)

indicates Sm/Nd remain nearly constant

during weathering; whereas (b, c) (Neogene
basalts from South China; Ma et al. 2010)

and (d) (granodiorite from southern

Cameroon; Viers and Wasserburg 2004)

depict effects of preferential mobilization of

Sm. The bottom and top sides of the figures

show the least and most weathered rocks;

the dashed straight line in the figure

represents the bed rock value
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the conclusion that in this profile chemical weathering

has not affected the Sm-Nd chronology. In contrast, a

number of studies (e.g. MacFarlane et al. 1994; Ohlan-

der et al. 2000; Ma et al. 2010) report significant frac-

tionation in Sm/Nd during chemical weathering.

Ohlander et al. (2000) observed that during weathering

of till, Nd is preferentially released over Sm from

minerals with lower Sm/Nd (allanite, monazite) than

the bulk soil leading to enhancement in the eNd value,
by up to four units (~�22 to�18), in the weathered till.

MacFarlane et al. (1994) also observed preferential

release of LREEs and fractionation of Nd isotopes and
147Sm/144Nd in two weathering profiles preserved

between flows of the Mt. Roe basalts in Western Aus-

tralia. Investigations of Sm/Nd and eNd in soil profiles

formed by intensive weathering of basalts (Ma et al.

2010) also showed effects of Sm/Nd fractionation with

corresponding changes in eNd values (Fig. 26.5b, c).

Viers and Wasserburg (2004) investigated the behavior

of Sm/Nd and Nd isotope composition during

weathering of granite by analyzing a lateritic soil profile

in a tropical watershed from Cameroon along with

surface waters collected from the region. The results

showed major changes in eNd, from ~�36 in the parent

rock to �18 near the top of the soil profile (Fig. 26.5d),

without any major shifts in Sm/Nd. These results were

attributed to preferential dissolution of minerals such as

feldspars and apatite with least radiogenic Nd.

The above studies thus suggest that an important

source of REEs to solution during chemical

weathering of rocks is dissolution of accessory miner-

als. The differences in mineral weathering rates can

cause the Nd isotope composition of the solution and

residual solids to be different from that of the parent

rock. However, the changes observed in Nd isotopic

ratios due to chemical weathering in the basins are

often less compared to the variations observed among

global sediments (Ma et al. 2010).

26.2.3 Dissolved Sr, 87Sr/86Sr, Nd
and eNd in Rivers

26.2.3.1 Sr and 87Sr/86Sr

The concentration of dissolved Sr and its isotopic

composition have been measured in a large number

of global rivers to learn about its behavior during

weathering and transport, its flux to the oceans and

its marine budget (Goldstein and Jacobsen 1987;

Palmer and Edmond 1989; Trivedi et al. 1995;

Gaillardet et al. 1999; Vance et al. 2009; Peucker-

Ehrenbrink et al. 2010). The dissolved Sr concentra-

tion of major global rivers varies widely, by more than

an order of magnitude, from ~0.21 to ~7.46 mM
(Table 26.1). Among the major rivers (Table 26.1) Sr

concentration is the highest for the Yellow and the

lowest for the Orinoco, with the Yangtze delivering

the maximum amount of Sr to the ocean, ~7% of the

global riverine Sr flux compared to its contribution

of ~2.5% to water discharge. The global discharge-

weighted average concentration of Sr based on data

in Table 26.1 (which make up ~44% of global water

discharge and ~33% of drainage area) is ~0.94 mM;

this corresponds to an annual flux of 36.5 � 109 mol/y

consistent with some of the earlier estimates (Palmer

and Edmond 1989; Vance et al. 2009; Table 26.1).

This is expected considering that much of the data in

Table 26.1 are from earlier compilations. More

recently, Peucker-Ehrenbrink et al. (2010) have calcu-

lated following a different approach (by averaging

Sr concentration on the basis of large scale drainage

regions and extrapolating them) the contemporary

supply of dissolved Sr to the ocean to be 47 � 109

mol/y, ~30% higher than the present and some of the

earlier estimates (Table 26.1).

The major uncertainty in the flux estimates arises

from the use of the available Sr data (Table 26.1)

which are often based on a single or a few measure-

ments in a river during a year, as the annual mean

Sr concentration. Such an approach can be subject to

significant errors because of short-term/seasonal var-

iations in Sr abundance of rivers, in general it seems to

show a decreasing trend with increasing water dis-

charge. For example, Sr in the Brahmaputra measured

at biweekly intervals over a period of ~10 months

shows that it varies by a factor of ~2 (Rai and Singh

2007), similar to the range reported by Galy et al.

(1999) and for some of the other major global rivers

such as the Orinoco, Yukon, Mississippi and the

Ganga (Palmer and Edmond 1989; Xu and Marcanto-

nio 2007; Rai et al. 2010; Table 26.2). It is apparent

from these data that the determination of Sr flux based

on a single measurement in a river can differ from the

annual average value by as much as �50%. Other

potential sources of uncertainty in the flux estimates

are (1) inter-annual variation in water discharge. The
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Table 26.1 Dissolved Sr concentration and 87Sr/86Sr ratios of global rivers

River Water

discharge

(km3/y)

Drainage

area

(106 km2)

Sr (nM) Sr flux

(109

mol/y)

87Sr/86Sr Reference

Amazon 6,590 6.112 310 2.04 0.71165 Peucker-Ehrenbrink et al. (2010)

Zaire (Congo) 1,200 3.698 313 0.38 0.71550 Palmer and Edmond (1989)

Orinoco 1,135 1.1 210 0.24 0.71830 Palmer and Edmond (1989)

Mississippi 580 2.98 2,130 1.24 0.70957 Xu and Marcantonio (2007)

Parana 568 2.783 520 0.30 0.71390 Gaillardet et al. (1999)

Lena 525 2.49 1,100 0.58 0.71048 Peucker-Ehrenbrink et al. (2010)

Tocantins 372 0.757 380 0.14 0.72067 Gaillardet et al. (1999)

Amur 344 1.855 500 0.17 0.70923 Moon et al. (2009)

St. Lawrence 337 1.02 1,200 0.40 0.70962 Yang et al. (1996)

Mackenzie 308 1.787 2,740 0.84 0.71138 Millot et al. (2003)

Columbia 236 0.669 982 0.23 0.71210 Goldstein and Jacobsen (1987)

Danube 207 0.817 2,760 0.57 0.70890 Gaillardet et al. (1999)

Yukon 200 0.849 1,590 0.32 0.7137 Gaillardet et al. (1999)

Niger 154 1.2 250 0.04 0.71400 Palmer and Edmond (1989)

Fraser 112 0.22 913 0.10 0.71200 Palmer and Edmond (1989)

Rhine 69 0.224 6,227 0.43 0.70920 Palmer and Edmond (1989)

HT rivers

Yangtze (Chang Jiang) 928 1.808 2,830 2.63 0.71032 Noh et al. (2009)

Brahmaputra 510 0.58 730 0.37 0.71920 Krishnaswami et al. (1992)

Ganga 493 1.05 560 0.28 0.72910 Galy et al. (1999)

Irrawaddya 486 0.41 - - 0.71010 Tipper et al. (2006b)

Mekong 467 0.795 3,080 1.44 0.71035 Noh et al. (2009)

Pearl 363 0.437 767 0.28 0.71190 Palmer and Edmond (1989)

Indus 238 0.47 3,689 0.88 0.71110 Pande et al. (1994)

Salween 211 0.325 1,330 0.28 0.71405 Noh et al. (2009)

Hong (Red) 123 0.12 1,158 0.14 0.71284 Moon et al. (2007)

Huang He (Yellow) 41 0.752 7,458 0.31 0.71110 Palmer and Edmond (1989)

Peninsular Indian rivers

Godavari 105 0.313 1,375 0.14 0.7152 Trivedi et al. (1995)

Mahanadi 66 0.132 704 0.05 0.71930 Trivedi et al. (1995)

Narmada 39 0.102 2,156 0.08 0.71140 Trivedi et al. (1995)

Krishna 30 0.259 3,742 0.11 0.71420 Trivedi et al. (1995)

Kaveri (Cauvery) 21 0.088 2,690 0.06 0.71498 Pattanaik et al. (2007)

Discharge-weighted Sr concentration and 87Sr/86Sr

HT Rivers 3,860 6.75 1,956 7.55 0.71179

Non-HT rivers 1,3199 29.5 641 – 0.71163

Global river 3,8857 110 939 36.5 0.71171

Earlier estimates of global river Sr and 87Sr/86Sr

Goldstein and Jacobsen (1987) 705 – 0.7101

Palmer and Edmond (1989) 890 33.3 0.7119

Vance et al. (2009) - 33.7 0.7114

Peucker-Ehrenbrink et al. (2010) 1,220 47 0.7111

Average discharge-weighted Sr and 87Sr/86Sr values for global river are estimated based on the data in the table. The discharge-

weighted average Sr for rivers listed in the table is taken to be the same for the mean global river, this value is multiplied by global

water discharge to estimate global riverine Sr flux.
aFor flux calculations, the Sr concentration of Irrawaddy is assumed to be the same as the mean of HT rivers.

Hydrological parameters are from Pande et al. (1994); Gaillardet et al. (1999); Peucker-Ehrenbrink (2009). For the HT and Non-HT

rivers, average Sr and 87Sr/86Sr are estimated based on the data compiled in this study from the citations in the table.
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Ganga, for example shows a spread of �20% in water

discharge during decadal time scales (1950–1960;

1965–1973; http://www.grdc.sr.unh.edu)). This varia-

tion however is much higher, a factor of ~2 on a year

to year basis and (2) validity of calculating global flux

by extrapolating Sr data from available measurements

(Table 26.1) which represents only 40–50% of global

river discharge and about a third of drainage area.

Such a calculation requires that the measured data is

globally representative in terms of different factors

that include discharge (climate), areal coverage and

lithological distribution of the river basins. In this

context, the available data (Table 26.1) may not have

adequate representation of rivers from volcanic islands

and island arcs.

The concentration of dissolved Sr in rivers is deter-

mined largely by the lithology of the drainage basin

and the intensity of chemical weathering. In general,

silicate and carbonates are the major lithologies of

river basins with minor occurrence of evaporites and

sulfides. The weathering kinetics of carbonates is

much faster than that of silicates (Drever 1997); this

can make carbonates an important source of Sr to

rivers even if their areal exposure in river basins is

relatively less and their Sr abundances comparable to

that in silicates. The role of carbonates and silicates in

determining the budget of Sr in rivers is borne out

from the linear co-variation of dissolved Sr/Na with

Ca/Na in several large and medium size global rivers

(Gaillardet et al. 1999), attributable to mixing between

a high Ca/Na, Sr/Na end member (carbonates) and a

low Ca/Na, Sr/Na end member (silicates). Model cal-

culations to constrain the silicate and carbonate

derived Sr in rivers have met with challenges due to

large variations in elemental ratios of end members

and precipitation of calcite from water (e.g. Galy et al.

1999; Krishnaswami et al. 1999; Bickle et al. 2005).

Some of these challenges, particularly those pertaining

to end member values have been addressed through

the use of inverse model (Negrel et al. 1993; Gaillardet

et al. 1999; Moon et al. 2007; Tripathy and Singh

2010). The application of such a model (Tripathy and

Singh 2010) to the headwaters of the Ganga system

rivers in the Himalaya show that ~70% of dissolved Sr

in them is derived from carbonates and ~20% from

silicates, despite relatively low aerial exposure of car-

bonates in the catchment (Amiotte Suchet et al. 2003;

Tripathy and Singh 2010). The uncertainties in the

estimates of Sr supply from silicates and carbonates

and insufficient knowledge on the release ratios of Sr

to (Na, K, Mg and Ca) from the major lithologies of

the basin restricts the use of dissolved Sr concentration

in rivers as an index to derive silicate and carbonate

erosion rates of their basins.

The 87Sr/86Sr of the major rivers ranges from

0.7089 to 0.7291 (Table 26.1) with the highest value

for the Ganga and the lowest for the Danube. The
87Sr/86Sr of rivers is determined by the mixing propor-

tion of Sr contributed predominantly by silicates and

carbonates in the catchment. The Sr isotopic composi-

tion of sedimentary carbonates is fairly well estab-

lished and is generally unradiogenic, in the range of

0.705–0.709 (Veizer 1989; Allegre et al. 2010). Meta-

morphic alteration of carbonates however, can make

their 87Sr/86Sr far more radiogenic, as has been

observed in some of the carbonates from the Himalaya

(Singh et al. 1998; Bickle et al. 2001). The limited

range in 87Sr/86Sr of carbonates is in contrast to the

Sr isotope composition of silicates which show a

very wide range, from unradiogenic volcanic rocks to

highly radiogenic granites and gneisses such as those

from the Himalaya (Singh et al. 1998, 2008; Dalai

Table 26.2 Temporal variations in Sr and 87Sr/86Sr in rivers

River Location Sr, nM 87Sr/86Sr Reference

Ganga Patna 1,017–2,270 0.7224–0.7249 Krishnaswami et al. (1992)

Rajshahi 560–2,710 0.7235–0.7291 Galy et al. (1999)

Rajmahal 1,122–2,157 – Rai et al. (2010)

Brahmaputra Goalpara 670–1,082 0.7187–0.7197 Krishnaswami et al. (1992)

Chilmari 320–900 0.7218–0.7413 Galy et al. (1999)

Guwahati 604–1,392 0.7159–0.7180 Rai and Singh (2007)

Mekong Da Hai 3,080–5,770 0.7098–0.7104 Noh et al. (2009)

Orinoco – 132–312 0.7175–0.7199 Palmer and Edmond (1989)

Yukon – 1,116–2,390 0.7136–0.7139 Palmer and Edmond (1989)

Red Phu Tho 1158–1413 0.7121–0.7128 Moon et al. (2007)
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et al. 2003). The 87Sr/86Sr of silicates in the drainage

basin is often reflected in the isotopic composition of

dissolved Sr in rivers draining them. The recent com-

pilation of 87Sr/86Sr of dissolved Sr from large scale

drainage regions (Peucker-Ehrenbrink et al. 2010)

shows an overall increasing trend with bed rock ages

of the region.

The Sr flux weighted 87Sr/86Sr for the global river is

0.7117 (based on data in Table 26.1), close to the value

of 0.7119 (Palmer and Edmond 1989) and is margin-

ally more radiogenic than the values of 0.7114 and

0.7111 reported by Vance et al. (2009) and Peucker-

Ehrenbrink et al. (2010). Analogous to Sr concentra-

tion, 87Sr/86Sr of rivers also show significant seasonal

variations (Table 26.2). This can result from variations

in the relative contribution of Sr from silicates and

carbonates and/or from different tributaries. Whatever

may be the cause for such variations, they highlight the

need for long term monitoring of rivers along with

their discharge to obtain representative global riverine

Sr concentration and 87Sr/86Sr.

The Sr elemental and isotopic data for the major

rivers listed in Table 26.1 show distinctly high
87Sr/86Sr with moderate Sr concentration in the

Ganga-Brahmaputra rivers compared to the others.

Identifying the source for the high 87Sr/86Sr in these

rivers has been a topic of investigation and debate over

the last few decades (Sect. “Can 87Sr/86Sr be a Proxy

for Silicate Erosion?”). The discharge weighted Sr

concentration for the nine Himalayan-Tibetan rivers

listed in Table 26.1 is 1.96 mM with a flux weighted
87Sr/86Sr of 0.7118. These rivers account for ~21% of

global riverine Sr flux, disproportionately higher com-

pared to their contribution to water discharge (~10%).

26.2.3.2 Nd and «Nd

Studies on the concentration of dissolved Nd in rivers

(0.20–0.45 mm filtered) and its isotopic geochemistry

are limited compared to those of Sr. Initial studies of

Nd concentration in river waters showed that it varies

widely, from 0.02 to 21.8 nM, with a discharge-

weighted average value of 0.28 nM for the global

river (Goldstein and Jacobsen 1987). The concentra-

tion of Nd in these rivers was found to be inversely

correlated with their pH and (Na + Ca) abundances;

relationships that underscore the importance of water

chemistry in determining the Nd concentration of

rivers. Further, the measurements of Sm in these rivers

indicated that its geochemical behavior is similar to

that of Nd, though there was a minor fractionation

between them. The Sm/Nd in solution was marginally

higher (~10%) compared to that in suspended phases,

suggestive of preferential release of Sm to solution.

There was also a hint that the fractionation increased

with pH, likely due to greater stability of Sm-carbonate

complexes. The importance of pH in determining the

abundances and fractionation of REEs in the dissolved

load of rivers was also brought out in the studies of

Gaillardet et al. (1997) in rivers of the Amazon basin

and Tricca et al. (1999) for mature rivers of the Rhine

valley. Some of the subsequent studies have provided

an alternative explanation for the pH–REE relation-

ship. Ingri et al. (2000) in their investigations of Kalix

River observed that La concentrations are strongly

correlated with DOC (dissolved organic carbon) and

that high La and DOC abundances are associated with

lower pH. These results led to the suggestion that DOC

is the primary factor governing REE abundances in

filtered river waters and that the REE-pH relation is a

result of pH–DOC correlation. Subsequent studies

have both supported (e.g. Johannesson et al. 2004;

Shiller 2010) and challenged (e.g. Steinmann and

Stille 2008) the REE–DOC relationship.

The role of colloids in contributing to REE abun-

dances in filtered river water and its impact on REE

behavior in rivers and estuaries became a topic of

investigation following advances in analytical techni-

ques for the study of colloids. Measurement of REEs

in filtered river waters and their colloidal fractions

(Ingri et al. 2000; Andersson et al. 2001) suggest that

REEs are largely associated with colloids, with less

than 5% in dissolved phase (<3 kD fraction). Both

organic rich and inorganic (Fe oxyhydroxides) col-

loids have been suggested as potential “carriers”

of REEs. Barroux et al. (2006) and Steinmann and

Stille (2008) have invoked the important role of

REE-colloid interactions in determining the concen-

trations and fractionation of REEs in rivers. The obser-

vation that the Nd concentration in the Amazon

increases linearly with water discharge led Barroux

et al. (2006) to suggest that enhanced mobilization of

particles and colloids during rain events can be a cause

for the discharge–REE relationship. More recently,

Steinmann and Stille (2008) have explained the steady

increase in LREE depletion along the course of small

rivers in Massif Central (France) in terms of
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precipitation of colloidal Fe-oxyhydroxides that pref-

erentially scavenge LREEs.

The behavior of dissolved Nd in estuaries deter-

mines the significance of rivers in contributing to the

budget of Nd and its isotopes in the ocean. Investiga-

tions on the abundance and distribution of dissolved

REEs in estuaries show their widespread removal in

the low salinity regions due to coagulation and settling

of colloids, the major carrier phase of dissolved Nd

(Sholkovitz 1995; Sholkovitz and Szymczak 2000;

Frank 2002; Jeandel et al. 2007; Porcelli et al. 2009).

The budget of dissolved Nd and its isotopic composi-

tion in the oceans, therefore has to be supported by

input from other sources such as desorption from

river particulates and atmospheric dust and boundary

exchange at the continental margins, among these the

boundary exchange has been suggested as the domi-

nant mode of supply (Tachikawa et al. 2003; Jeandel

et al. 2007).

The eNd values for rivers also show a wide range

(�44 to +7) with a global Nd flux weighted riverine

average of �8.4 (Goldstein and Jacobsen 1987). The

eNd of river water is often found to be similar to that of

the bedrocks in their basin, and therefore correlates

with the age of the rocks (Goldstein and Jacobsen

1987; Peucker-Ehrenbrink et al. 2010). There are how-

ever, minor differences in the eNd values of dissolved
and suspended loads of rivers, most likely a result of

preferential weathering of phases with different Sm/

Nd and eNd. The eNd of rivers shows an inverse relation
with 87Sr/86Sr resulting from Nd and Sr isotope com-

position of rocks being weathered and mixing of vari-

ous end members with different eNd and
87Sr/86Sr.

26.2.4 Silicate Erosion in River Basins

26.2.4.1 Contemporary Silicate Erosion

in the Ganga-Brahmaputra System

Silicate weathering on land is a fundamental process

that determines the supply of materials derived from

crustal silicates to the oceans. This process is driven

primarily by CO2, making silicate weathering an

important regulator of CO2 budget over million year

time scales and a key component of global carbon

cycle. Therefore, changes in silicate weathering rates

on long time scales can affect the atmospheric CO2

budget and hence global climate. Recognizing the

importance of silicate weathering on the exogenic

cycles of elements, global carbon cycle and climate,

there have been a number of investigations to deter-

mine silicate erosion rates (SER) and the factors reg-

ulating it. These investigations have been based both

on small streams which by and large drain mono-

lithologic terrains and large river systems which inte-

grate contributions from their tributaries draining

different lithologies. The studies on small streams are

an approach to derive mineral weathering rates in

natural settings, whereas larger river basins provide

estimates of regional silicate erosion. The studies on

large river basins, particularly those draining young

orogenic belts such as the Himalaya have also been

motivated by the hypothesis (Raymo et al. 1988;

Raymo and Ruddiman 1992; Ruddiman 1997) that

enhanced silicate weathering in this mountain belt

can be the driver of global cooling during the Ceno-

zoic, as the conducive monsoon climate, high relief

and intense physical erosion of the region all can sig-

nificantly enhance silicate weathering and associated

atmospheric CO2 drawdown. The steady increase in

the Sr isotope composition of the oceans during the

Cenozoic (Fig. 26.6) has been suggested as a major

support for the tectonics-weathering-climate hypo-

thesis (Raymo and Ruddiman 1992; Richter et al.

1992. Based on the present day Sr concentration

and its isotopic composition of rivers draining the

Fig. 26.6 Evolution of seawater 87Sr/86Sr since the last 70 My.

Intense chemical weathering in the Himalaya is suggested as a

potential cause for the steady increase in 87Sr/86Sr since 40 My

(Raymo and Ruddiman 1992). Figure modified from Ravizza

and Zachos (2003)
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Himalayan-Tibet region, it is argued that the observed

steady increase in the marine 87Sr/86Sr can result from

silicate weathering in this region. This hypothesis

invokes the use of Sr isotope composition of seawater

as a proxy of silicate weathering on the continents.

This suggestion has been a topic of debate as diverse

and at times controversial sources have been proposed

for Sr and its isotopes in rivers of the Himalaya

(Edmond 1992; Krishnaswami et al. 1992; Palmer

and Edmond 1992; Blum et al. 1998; Jacobson and

Blum 2000; Bickle et al. 2001). If, however, the use of

Sr isotopes as a proxy of silicate weathering is vali-

dated, it would also serve as a tool to investigate its

past variations which are difficult to determine using

other approaches.

The determination of contemporary SER relies

mainly on the chemical composition of rivers. The

chemistry of rivers is dominated by contributions

from various lithologies of river basins and the kinet-

ics of rock–water interaction. From the measured con-

centrations, the contributions from silicates,

carbonates and evaporites are deduced using either

the forward or the inverse model (Negrel et al. 1993;

Singh et al. 1998; Gaillardet et al. 1999; Galy and

France-Lanord 1999; Krishnaswami et al. 1999;

Bickle et al. 2005; Singh et al. 2005; Wu et al. 2005;

Hren et al. 2007; Tripathy and Singh 2010). In the

forward model, Na* (Na corrected for Cl; Na* ¼
Nariv � Clriv, where “riv” refers to measured concen-

tration in rivers) is used as an index of silicate

weathering. This coupled with knowledge of release

ratios of (K + Mg + Ca) to Na* from silicates in the

basin to rivers is used to derive SER. The release ratios

would depend on the silicate lithology of the basin and

the nature of weathering (mineral specific/stochio-

metric) and therefore can have a wide range. In con-

trast, in the inverse model likely elemental ratios for

various end members contributing to major cation

abundances to rivers is assigned a priori and following

the method of iteration and material balance consid-

erations the best end member ratios that can generate

the measured river water composition is derived. The

removal of Ca from rivers by calcite precipitation can

be a source of uncertainty in this approach. Both the

forward and inverse methods have been widely used to

derive contemporary SER and associated CO2 con-

sumption rates for various major rivers including the

Ganga-Brahmaputra. The contemporary SER (calcu-

lated from the sum of cations derived from silicates

and SiO2) for the headwaters of the Ganga, Bhagirathi

and Alaknanda range between 10 and 15 tons km�2 y�1

(Krishnaswami and Singh 2005), a factor of ~2–3 higher

than the global average value of ~5.5 tons km�2 y�1

(Gaillardet et al. 1999). The higher SER in the headwa-

ter basins of the Ganga suggests more intense silicate

erosion in these Himalayan basins (Galy and France-

Lanord 1999; Krishnaswami et al. 1999). Independent

estimates of SER have been obtained by France-Lanord

and Derry (1997) and McCauley and DePaolo (1997)

based on the deficiency in Na, K, Ca, andMg in the Bay

of Bengal sediments relative to that in crystallines of the

Himalaya; these estimates generally are time-averaged

values, unlike that based on river water data which are

based on snap shot sampling.

Can 87Sr/86Sr be a Proxy for Silicate Erosion?

Generally rivers draining old silicate rocks have lower

Sr with higher 87Sr/86Sr compared to rivers weathering

marine limestones/evaporites. The large difference in

the 87Sr/86Sr among the different lithologies in the

drainage basin promotes the use of Sr isotopes as a

natural tracer to determine Sr contribution to rivers

from various end members.

Figures 26.7 (a, b) are examples of mixing plots for

Sr isotopes in two river systems, the Orinoco and the

Yamuna headwaters. The plots show an overall linear

trend albeit some scatter, suggestive of two component

mixing (Palmer and Edmond 1992; Dalai et al. 2003).

From the mixing array, the Sr contribution to the rivers

from the two end members can be determined if their

Sr isotope composition are known and from it the SER

of the basin if (Na + K + Ca + Mg)/Sr release ratios

are known. Estimates of these release ratios are avail-

able based on different approaches and models (e.g.

Krishnaswami et al. 1999), however as mentioned

earlier they are not well constrained. More impor-

tantly, such calculations generally assume that the

high 87Sr/86Sr end member is silicates; ascertaining

the validity of this assumption is critical to the appli-

cation of 87Sr/86Sr as proxy for silicate weathering.

Krishnaswami et al. (1992) and Dalai et al. (2003)

based on the widespread occurrence of crystallines

with highly radiogenic Sr isotope composition

(~0.75–1.0) in the drainage basins of the headwaters

of the Yamuna and the Ganga and the strong correla-

tion between “silicate indices” and 87Sr/86Sr of these
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rivers (Fig. 26.8) suggested that the high 87Sr/86Sr end

member is indeed silicates of the drainage basin. How-

ever, the occurrence of metamorphic carbonates and

vein calcites in these river basins with highly radio-

genic 87Sr/86Sr similar to that of the crystallines and

considering that carbonates are more easily weather-

able compared to silicates has challenged the assign-

ment of high 87Sr/86Sr end member to silicates. These

studies instead suggest that the metamorphosed carbo-

nates and vein calcites to be the dominant sources of

high 87Sr/86Sr to the rivers in the Himalaya (Palmer

and Edmond 1992; Blum et al. 1998; Quade et al.

1997; Harris et al. 1998; Jacobson and Blum 2000;

Oliver et al. 2003). Attempts to test the different com-

ponents of this hypothesis have resulted in contrasting

conclusions. Singh et al. (1998) measured Sr isotopic

composition of Pre-Cambrian carbonates from the

Lesser Himalaya to assess their role in contributing

to the high 87Sr/86Sr of the Ganga-Yamuna source

waters. Their results, though brought out the important

role of metamorphism in considerably elevating the
87Sr/86Sr of these sedimentary carbonates locally, sug-

gested that their weathering is unlikely to be a major

source for the high 87Sr/86Sr to the headwaters of the

Ganga on a basin wide scale. The results of Bickle

et al. (2005) on the Sr isotopic composition of the

Ganga headwater basins also show that it is dominated

by contribution from weathering of silicates (~50% of

total Sr) with the balance from trace calcites (~10%)

and sedimentary carbonates (~35%). In contrast, the

Fig. 26.8 Scatter diagrams of 87Sr/86Sr with other “silicate

indices” (SiO2/TDS and (Na* + K)/TZ+) in the Yamuna head-

waters. The good correlation between them has been interpreted

to suggest that the high 87Sr/86Sr end member in these rivers is

of silicate origin and that 87Sr/86Sr can serve as a proxy of

silicate weathering. Figure from Dalai et al. (2003)

Fig. 26.7 Sr mixing plots for two major rivers, the Orinoco and

the Yamuna headwaters. The near linear trend is suggestive of a

two component mixing, the high 87Sr/86Sr and low Sr silicates

with the low 87Sr/86Sr and high Sr carbonates. Figure redrawn

from Palmer and Edmond (1989) and Dalai et al. (2003)
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work of Oliver et al. (2003) brought out the major role

of metasedimentary carbonates as the source of ele-

vated 87Sr/86Sr to the sub-tributaries of the Ganga

(Bhote Kosi-Sun Kosi, Nepal). Their work based on

downstream variations in the chemistry and 87Sr/86Sr

of rivers and mass balance considerations led to infer

that the Paleo-Proterozoic impure carbonates with

highly radiogenic Sr isotope composition can be

significant contributor to the high 87Sr/86Sr of the

Ganga river, accounting for a major fraction of their

supply to the marine 87Sr/86Sr. Thus, the available

results on Sr isotope composition of metamorphosed

carbonates from the Himalaya and their interpretation

have led to diverging views on their role as a major

source of high 87Sr/86Sr to the Ganga river on a basin

wide scale.

In addition to metamorphosed carbonates, the sig-

nificance of disseminated carbonates and vein calcites

as sources of highly radiogenic Sr to the Ganga river

also have been investigated. For example, Sr isotope

studies (Jacobson et al. 2002) on glacial moraine

chronosequences from the Himalaya containing trace

carbonates demonstrated that their weathering can be a

significant source of Ca, Sr and radiogenic Sr to rivers

for thousands of years subsequent to their exposure. In

addition, as mentioned earlier, there are also results

which suggest that vein calcites in granites of the

Himalaya can be an important source of Ca and Sr

with high 87Sr/86Sr (Blum et al. 1998).

It is thus evident from the available results and inter-

pretation that both silicates and carbonates can contrib-

ute to the high 87Sr/86Sr of the Ganga-Brahmaputra

rivers. However, their relative significance to the Sr

isotope budget remains to be established quantita-

tively. This information is essential to decide on the

applicability of Sr isotopes as a proxy of silicate ero-

sion, one of the basis of the tectonics-weathering-cli-

mate hypothesis.

26.2.4.2 Seawater 87Sr/86Sr Record During

the Cenozoic: Impact of Weathering

in the Himalaya and Deccan Traps

Chemical weathering of continental crust and the sup-

ply of its products to the ocean is a key process

regulating its chemical and isotopic evolution through

time. The chemical and isotopic composition of

the authigenic and biogenic components of marine

sediments hold clues to temporal variations in con-

tinental inputs to the sea. Among these the Sr iso-

tope records hold promise to retrieve continental

weathering history.

The evolution of seawater Sr isotopic composition

can be expressed using a balance equation involving

the various Sr supply and removal terms. Early

attempt in this direction was made by Brass (1976)

to explain the variations in the oceanic 87Sr/86Sr over

the past ~400 My based on changes in 87Sr/86Sr input

from weathering of silicates and carbonates on con-

tinents. These mass balance calculations showed that

the variations in seawater 87Sr/86Sr since the last

200 My can be attributed to changes in the 87Sr/86Sr

supplied to the ocean from weathering of silicates on

land; the ratio being dependent on the proportion of

radiogenic Sr from old acidic rocks and unradiogenic

Sr from young basic rocks. The mixing proportion of

Sr from these two silicate lithologies can vary depend-

ing on their exposure to weathering which in turn is

governed by processes such as tectonics/glaciation.

The Sr isotope evolution of the ocean was investi-

gated in great detail during 1970–1990 which resulted

in a robust and dense record of 87Sr/86Sr in marine

carbonates since the Cenozoic (Fig. 26.6; Veizer

1989). Richter et al. (1992) based on these data devel-

oped a model to test the hypothesis (Raymo et al.

1988; Raymo and Ruddiman 1992) that silicate

weathering in the Himalaya-Tibet (HT) is the primary

factor contributing to the steady increase in the Sr

isotope composition of the oceans during this period.

In this model, the marine budget of Sr and its isotopes

are determined by their supply from rivers, hydro-

thermal sources and diagenetic alteration/dissolution

of carbonates from sediments and their removal

to ocean floor via calcareous skeletons. Among the

three input sources, Sr flux from diagenetic alter-

ation/dissolution of carbonates is much less than the

fluxes from the other two sources (Richter et al. 1992;

Banner 2004) and therefore as an approximation this

term is often neglected from the budget calculations.

The mass balance equation for the rate of change of

marine Sr isotope ratio is:

N
dRSW

dt
¼ JrðRr � RSWÞ þ JhðRh � RSWÞ (26.1)

where N is total Sr (in moles) in the ocean. Jr and Jh
are the flux (moles/y) of Sr from the riverine and
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hydrothermal sources. Rsw, Rr and Rh are the
87Sr/86Sr

of seawater, river and hydrothermal sources respec-

tively. Equation (26.1) suggests that the 87Sr/86Sr of

seawater is governed by the balance between supply of

radiogenic Sr from rivers and unradiogenic mantle like

Sr derived from hydrothermal sources. In the above

equation the temporal changes in Jr, Rr and Jh are not

known, though Jh is often assumed to be proportional

to ocean floor production (Richter et al. 1992). The

variations in either Jr or Rr or both can bring about

changes in Rsw (Edmond 1992; Krishnaswami et al.

1992; Richter et al. 1992; Derry and France-Lanord

1997; McCauley and DePaolo 1997; Kump et al.

2000; Gaillardet 2008). Increase in Jr (riverine flux)

would imply more intense continental weathering

(Raymo et al. 1988) whereas increasing Rr would

suggest change in the source material being weathered

(Edmond 1992; Derry and France-Lanord 1997;

Kump et al. 2000). Therefore to determine variations

in the intensity of continental weathering, information

on changes in Rr is required. These data are generally

unavailable and therefore the equation is solved using

reasonable assumptions. Richter et al. (1992) by solv-

ing equation (26.1) with the then available data on

contemporary fluxes and ratios (Table 26.3) showed

that the increase in the 87Sr/86Sr of seawater since the

past ~40 My is due to enhanced supply of Sr and
87Sr/86Sr by rivers and that increase in both Jr and Rr

are required to balance the evolution of Rsw. In their

calculations they also evaluated the impact of tem-

poral variations in Jh on the evolution of seawater
87Sr/86Sr and concluded that though changes in Jh
could explain about half the change in Rsw, the evolu-

tionary trend was not consistent with the observations.

To further evaluate the role of Himalayan-Tibetan

(HT) rivers on 87Sr/86Sr of oceans, the river water flux

and Sr isotopic ratio terms in the above equation is

split into two parts, one representing global rivers

excluding those from HT and the other representing

the extra flux (Jr1) with 87Sr/86Sr, Rr1 required to

explain the observed variation in seawater Sr evolu-

tion (Richter et al. 1992). The modified equation is:

N
dRSW

dt
¼ JroðRro � RSWÞ þ Jr1ðRr1 � RSWÞ

þ JhðRh � RSWÞ (26.2)

where, Jro and Rro are the Sr flux and
87Sr/86Sr from the

global rivers excluding those from the HT. The calcu-

lations showed that the Sr flux (Jr1) required to repro-

duce the sea water 87Sr/86Sr curve using present day

value of Rrl is roughly consistent with that measured

indicating that the HT rivers can be a dominant source

to account for the marine Sr isotope evolution during

the past ~40 My. These calculations and inferences

derived from them rely on the compilation of riverine

Sr flux and 87Sr/86Sr (c.f. Table 26.1), which as men-

tioned earlier can be subject to uncertainties arising

from intra and inter-annual variations in Sr concen-

tration and 87Sr/86Sr of rivers, water discharge and

inadequate sampling of rivers from various major

lithologies. These results and therefore the conclu-

sions based on them maybe subject to revision as

more robust data on Sr concentration of rivers and its

isotopic composition become available. For example,

subsequent to the work of Richter et al. (1992) there

have been more measurements of Sr and 87Sr/86Sr in

the HT rivers, particularly in the Ganga and the Brah-

maputra during various seasons including peak dis-

charge. These results show that the dissolved Sr

concentration of the Ganga is much lower during

peak discharge (0.56 mM; Galy et al. 1999) than the

value used by Richter et al. (1992) in their model

(1.58 mM), the corresponding 87Sr/86Sr values also

being significantly different (0.7257–0.7291). The

Brahmaputra at its mouth also exhibits a similar dif-

ference in its Sr concentration with a value of 0.32 mM
(Galy et al. 1999) during peak flow compared to

0.93 mM used in the model (Richter et al. 1992).

Considering that much of the annual water discharge

of the Ganga (~75%) is during its peak flow, the

Sr concentration measured during this period is

likely to be more representative of its annual average

Table 26.3 Numerical (present day) values of various para-

meters used in seawater Sr budget model (Richter et al. 1992)

Parameter

Jr Riverine flux 3.3 � 1010 mol/y

Jh Hydrothermal alteration flux 0.82 � 1010 mol/y

Jd Digenetic flux ~0

Jr0 Riverine flux excluding HT

rivers

2.2 � 1010 mol/y

Jr1 HT riverine flux 7.7 � 109 mol/y

N Total Sr in ocean 1.25 � 1017 mol

Rr Riverine 87Sr/86Sr 0.711

Rh Hydrothermal 87Sr/86Sr 0.7030

Rd Digenetic 87Sr/86Sr 0.7084

Rr0
87Sr/86Sr global rivers

excluding HT rivers

0.710

Rr1
87Sr/86Sr of HT rivers 0.7127
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concentration. This value for the Sr concentration of

the Ganga yields a Sr flux weighted 87Sr/86Sr ratio of

0.7118 for the HT rivers, very close to 87Sr/86Sr of

global rivers 0.7117 and lower than 0.7127, used in the

model calculations (Richter et al. 1992). The use of the

revised 87Sr/86Sr of the HT rivers in the model calcu-

lation suggest that the Sr flux (Jr1) required from the

HT rivers would be significantly higher than the esti-

mates of Richter et al. (1992) and their contemporary

measured flux (Table 26.1). These observations under-

score the importance of regular monitoring of rivers to

obtain representative values for the annual average Sr

concentration and 87Sr/86Sr.

The inferences of Richter et al. (1992) can be used

to deduce the weathering history of continents if data

on temporal variations of either Jr or Rr are available.

Derry and France-Lanord (1996) obtained 87Sr/86Sr

data for the Ganga during the past ~20 My based on

Sr isotope record of the Ganga floodplain as preserved

in the pedogenic clays of the Bay of Bengal sediments.

The results showed significant temporal changes in the

Sr isotopic ratio of the Ganga with highly radiogenic

ratios during 1–7 My (~0.74) compared to ~0.72 dur-

ing 0–1 and 7–20 My periods. The higher 87Sr/86Sr

during 1–7 My requires a decrease in the riverine Sr

flux during this period to balance the Sr isotope data of

the oceans. This led to the suggestion that increase in
87Sr/86Sr of oceans need not be driven by a concomi-

tant increase in riverine Sr flux and therefore continen-

tal weathering. Quade et al. (1997) also observed

that the Sr isotopic composition of Himalayan rivers

(Ganga, Indus) had varied with time based on 87Sr/86Sr

of shells and paleosol carbonates from the Siwaliks,

further attesting to the idea that the Sr isotope evolu-

tion of the oceans can be a result of variations in

source composition.

Another recent development on Sr budget in the

oceans is the finding that its hydrothermal flux is much

less than that estimated earlier (~1.0 � 1010 mol/y;

Palmer and Edmond 1989) and that the current esti-

mate can support only about a third or less of Sr

required to balance its budget in the oceans (Davis

et al. 2003). This imbalance in the marine Sr budget

therefore, requires that there has to be additional major

source (s) of unradiogenic Sr to the oceans. Investiga-

tions on chemical weathering rates, Sr concentration

and 87Sr/86Sr of rivers, groundwater and hydrothermal

sources in volcanic islands and island arcs (Rad et al.

2007; Allegre et al. 2010) suggest that supply from

these regions can be the “missing source” of unradio-

genic Sr to the oceans. Budget model for present day

oceanic 87Sr/86Sr shows that hydrothermal sources

contribute only ~27% of mantle-like unradiogenic Sr

to the sea compared to ~73% from island arcs and

volcanic islands (Allegre et al. 2010). Temporal varia-

tion in the Sr concentration from these sources to the

sea can also impact the Sr isotope evolution of the

ocean; however there is no data to evaluate this.

Analogous to the studies on the role of HT rivers on

the 87Sr/86Sr of the oceans, the impact of weathering

Deccan trap basalts was also assessed using data

from rivers flowing through them and suitable models

(Dessert et al. 2001; Das et al. 2006). The results of

Dessert et al. (2001) showed an increase in seawater
87Sr/86Sr from 0.70782 to 0.70789 over a period of a

fewMy after the Deccan eruption followed by a steady

decrease. The initial increase was explained in terms

of enhanced continental weathering by CO2 (and

hence temperature) released during the emplacement

of the Deccan basalts. The subsequent decrease in the

seawater 87Sr/86Sr is attributed to a combined effect of

contribution of unradiogenic Sr from the weathering

of Deccan basalts and decrease in atmospheric CO2

which decreases continental weathering. Das et al.

(2005, 2006) carried out major ion and Sr isotope

studies on several rivers exclusively draining the Dec-

can traps to investigate the role of their weathering

on the evolution of marine 87Sr/86Sr at around K-T

boundary and early Tertiary. Their results and model

calculations showed that the supply of unradiogenic Sr

from the Deccan basalt weathering caused the decline

in seawater 87Sr/86Sr during the early Tertiary. As

basalts are a source of unradiogenic Sr to the oceans,

changes in their Sr contribution relative to that from

old sialic rocks can modify the riverine 87Sr/86Sr

which in turn can affect the Sr isotope composition

of the oceans (Brass 1976; Taylor and Lasaga 1999).

Such a relative change in weathering of silicate lithol-

ogy can also bring about changes in oceanic 87Sr/86Sr

without invoking changes in the intensity of chemical

weathering on continents (Taylor and Lasaga 1999).

Thus, many of the above studies bring out the

potential of Sr isotopes in oceans and rivers to provide

information on contemporary and past global chemical

weathering patterns and the role of weathering in the

Himalaya and Deccan traps in contributing to the Sr

isotope evolution of the oceans since the Cenozoic.

The potential of Sr isotopes as a proxy of silicate
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weathering in the Himalaya however awaits quantita-

tive information on the role of radiogenic carbonates

as a source riverine 87Sr/86Sr and temporal variations

in riverine 87Sr/86Sr.

26.3 Physical Erosion in River Basins

Physical erosion is a key process that determines the

geomorphology of the earth surface and promotes

chemical weathering intensity of river basins. The

records of physical erosion contained in sediments

hold clues to the spatial and temporal erosion pattern

of the source region and its dependence on climatic

and tectonic factors (e.g., Dia et al. 1992; Asahara

et al. 1999; Burbank et al. 2003; Singh et al. 2008;

Rahaman et al. 2009; Galy et al. 2010). Over the years

there have been a number of studies both in river and

marine basins to decipher these patterns by tracking

the sediment provenances through their geochemical,

mineralogical and isotopic composition. The success-

ful application of these proxies require their source

signatures to be well preserved in the sediments, a

requirement that has met with challenges because of

chemical weathering of source rocks and size sorting

of sediments. Many of the initial studies on sediment

provenances were based on clay mineralogy. The clay

minerals provide information more on their

weathering provenances than their geological prove-

nances (Dasch 1969) as they are the end products of

chemical weathering of minerals present in source

rocks.

Historically, the use of Sr isotopes as a proxy for

sediment provenance was recognized and demon-

strated during the 1960’s (Dasch 1969). The detailed

study of spatial distribution of 87Sr/86Sr in surface

sediments of the Atlantic (Dasch 1969; Fig. 26.9)

showed large variations which were interpreted in

terms of differences in their provenances. During

the last few decades, radiogenic isotope ratios particu-

larly 87Sr/86Sr and eNd of sediments have often found

applications as tracers to track the provenance of

sediments (Goldstein and O’Nions 1981; France-

Lanord et al. 1993; Winter et al. 1997; Pierson-

Wickmann et al. 2001; Banner 2004; Yang et al.

2007; Singh et al. 2008; Viers et al. 2008; Ahmad

et al. 2005, 2009; Galy et al. 2010). These isotope sys-

tems serve as reliable proxies for sediment provenance

studies because of their distinctly different isotopic

composition in different sources and the near preser-

vation of the source isotope composition during

weathering and transport. Processes that can affect

the preservation of source isotope composition in sedi-

ments are chemical weathering and sediment transport.

These processes are likely to influence the preservation

of 87Sr/86Sr more than that of 143Nd/144Nd because (1)

generally the isotopic composition of Nd is relatively

more uniform among the minerals in the parent rock

compared to 87Sr/86Sr as the fractionation between

Sm and Nd is significantly less compared to Rb and

Sr during mineral formation. Therefore, preferential

dissolution of specific minerals during chemical

weathering though can influence the preservation of

source isotope composition of both Sr and Nd, the

impact is likely to be more on 87Sr/86Sr and (2) during

transportation of sediments size sorting is common; if

this results in mineralogical differences in the various

size fractions, then the isotope composition of the

sediment may differ from that of the source rock.

Here again, the influence is likely to be more on
87Sr/86Sr because of its wider range among various

minerals present in a parent rock compared to eNd.
Studies of soil profiles (c.f. Sect. 26.2.2) and sediments

(Tutken et al. 2002) have provided evidences for alter-

ation of isotopic composition of source rock during

weathering and transport (Fig. 26.10). These data indi-

cate that between 87Sr/86Sr and eNd, the later is less

susceptible for alteration during weathering and trans-

portation making it a more robust tracer for fingerprint-

ing the provenance of sediments (Walter et al. 2000).

Such differences in the behavior of Sr and Nd isotopes

during weathering and transport have led to combine

studies of Sr-Nd isotope systematics in sediments to

derive more detailed information on sediment prove-

nances and related sedimentary processes (e.g. Colin

et al. 1999; Walter et al. 2000; Tutken et al. 2002;

Singh et al. 2008).

Sr and Nd isotope compositions of riverine and

marine sediments though are being used often to

track their provenances, there are lingering questions

about how well the source isotope signatures are

preserved in them. Therefore to make the inter-

pretation more robust preference should be for the

use of multi-tracer approaches involving isotopic

and chemical/mineralogical composition of sedi-

ments. Such approaches can also help in determining

the factors contributing to the changes in the isotopic,
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chemical and mineralogical composition of sediments

(France-Lanord et al. 1993; Colin et al. 1999; Singh

and France-Lanord 2002; Viers et al. 2008).

26.3.1 Contemporary Physical
Erosion Pattern of River Basins
in the Himalaya

The rate of physical erosion of river basins of the

Himalaya, particularly the Ganga and the Brahmapu-

tra is a topic of investigation in recent years because of

their importance to the sediment budget of the ocean,

the global carbon and geochemical cycles of various

elements and to understand the physical erosion pat-

tern of their sub-basins and their controlling factors.

Fig. 26.9 87Sr/86Sr of Atlantic surface sediments. The ratio shows significant spatial variations which has been used to infer their

provenances. Figure redrawn from Dasch (1969)

Fig. 26.10 Sr and Nd isotopic ratios in different size fractions

of two sections from an Arctic sediment core. The 87Sr/86Sr

shows significant variation with size whereas eNd is relatively

constant. Figure modified from Tutken et al. (2002).
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Singh and France-Lanord (2002) and Singh et al.

(2008) investigated the Sr-Nd isotopic composition of

bank and suspended sediments of the Brahmaputra and

the Ganga plain along with those of their tributaries to

determine the sources of sediments to the mainstream

and their relative contributions. The Brahmaputra

mainstream receives sediments from three sources,

the Trans-Himalayan plutonic belt, the Lesser and

the Higher Himalaya. The Sr-Nd isotopic composition

of the Brahmaputra sediments is nearly uniform all

along its course in the plain downstream Pasighat, in

spite of contributions from the Himalayan tributaries

with a wide range of Sr and Nd isotope composition

(Fig. 26.11). This uniformity in eNd and 87Sr/86Sr

suggests that the sediment contributions from the

Siang, draining the Eastern Syntaxis of the Himalaya

and southern Tibet (Tsangpo) overwhelm that from

other sources. Material balance calculations based on

isotope data show that about half of the sediments of

the Brahmaputra at its outflow are from the Siang

resulting from intense localised erosion. Thus the sed-

iment flux of the Brahmaputra is dominated by the

Eastern Syntaxis “hot spot” where the physical erosion

is controlled by runoff and relief (Singh and France-

Lanord 2002; Singh 2006, 2007).

Similar studies in the Ganga mainstream sediments

and its tributaries show that their 87Sr/86Sr and eNd
values are close to or by and large within the range

reported for the Higher Himalayan Crystallines (HH,

Fig. 26.12). The Sr and Nd isotope mass balance of

these sediments on the basis of a two component

(Higher and Lesser Himalayan Crystallines) mixing

suggests that the HH account for more than two thirds

of the contemporary Ganga Plain sediments

(Fig. 26.12), consistent with the results from sedi-

ments of the Bay of Bengal (France-Lanord et al.

1993; Derry and France-Lanord 1997; Galy et al.

2010). More interestingly, the Sr isotopic composition

of the Ganga sediments showed significant spatial

variation along the plain with a drastic decrease from

0.768 to 0.755 immediately following the confluence

of the Ganga with the Gandak (Fig. 26.13). A similar

feature was also recorded in the spatial distribution of

eNd. Budget calculations based on the isotopic compo-

sition of these sediments show that the Gandak sub-

basin which occupies only ~5% of the total drainage

Fig. 26.11 Spatial variations in 87Sr/86Sr and eNd of sediments

of the Brahmaputra river system. The Sr-Nd isotopic signatures

of the Brahmaputra mainstream sediments downstream Pasighat

remains nearly uniform. Figure redrawn from Singh and France-

Lanord (2002)

Fig. 26.12 Sr-Nd isotope mixing plot of river sediments from

the Ganga plain. The isotopic composition of these sediments is

interpreted in terms of a two component mixing, HH and LH.

The isotopic compositions of various other end members which

can contribute to the Ganga sediments are also shown. Figure

modified from Singh et al. (2008)
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area of the Ganga, accounts for about half of the Ganga

sediments at its outflow. These results bring out the

intense physical erosion of the Gandak basin due to the

high relief and focused precipitation over its headwater

basins in the Himalaya (Singh et al. 2008). This obser-

vation highlights the coupling between high rainfall

and relief with high physical erosion rate of river

basins, linking climate (rainfall) and tectonics (relief)

with contemporary erosion pattern of the Himalaya.

The Sr and Nd isotope studies of sediments from

various sub-basins of the three major global rivers

draining the Himalaya, the Brahmaputra, the Ganga

and the Indus show that physical erosion rates are

quite high in sub-basins characterized by intense pre-

cipitation over regions of high relief, the Gandak, the

Siang, and the Nanga Parbat (Leland et al. 1998; Clift

et al. 2002; Singh and France-Lanord 2002; Singh

2006; Singh et al. 2008) and that the sediment fluxes

of these major rivers are dominated by contributions

from these “hot spots” of physical erosion. Such

high and focused erosion in these hot spots is unload-

ing huge amount of sediments from the Himalaya

causing regions around them to uplift more rapidly

compared to other regions (Molnar and England

1990; Montgomery 1994; Zeitler et al. 2001). Impor-

tantly, these results underscore the coupling among

tectonics, climate and physical erosion. Further as

physical and chemical erosion are linked (Bluth and

Kump 1994; Edmond and Huh 1997; Gaillardet et al.

1999; Millot et al. 2002; Singh et al. 2005) these hot-

spots could also facilitate intense chemical weathering

by continuously exposing “fresh” rock surfaces.

26.3.2 Paleo-Erosion in Selected
River Basins of the Himalaya
and Its Controlling Factors

26.3.2.1 Shorter Time (ky) Scales

One of the key topics of interest in studies of physical

erosion is its temporal variations and factors contribut-

ing to it. In this regard there have been a number of

investigations in recent years to decipher the physical

erosion history of the Himalaya and its link to tecton-

ics and climate using river and marine sediments of

Himalayan origin.

Rahaman et al. (2009) derived temporal variations

in the physical erosion pattern of the Ganga basin from

depth profiles of Sr and Nd isotopes in the silicate

fraction of a dated sediment core from the Ganga

Plain. Both 87Sr/86Sr and eNd exhibited significant

variations with depth in the core, the range in their

values, however, were bound by those for the Higher

and the Lesser Himalayan Crystallines, the two major

sediment sources to the Ganga plain. This led to the

suggestion that the observed depth variations were due

to differences in the mixing proportion of sediments

from the Higher and Lesser Himalaya. Furthermore,

the results also showed two major excursions in the

Fig. 26.13 Spatial variations (along the Ganga mainstream) in
87Sr/86Sr and eNd of sediments from the Ganga and its tribu-

taries. A major dip in the Sr isotopic ratio of the Ganga sedi-

ments is seen after the confluence of the Gandak, suggesting

dominant supply of sediments to the Ganga mainstream from

this tributary. Figure modified from Singh et al. (2008)
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Sr-Nd isotope composition at approximately 20 and

70 ky (Fig. 26.14), which were attributed to a decrease

in the proportion of sediments from the Higher Himalaya

caused by decrease in monsoon precipitation and an

increase in glacial cover both of which result from

lower solar insolation. Thus, the temporal variations

in the relative sediment flux from the Higher and

Lesser Himalaya were attributed to climate variability.

Colin et al. (1999, 2006) used Sr and Nd isotope

composition along with clay mineralogy to constrain

sediment sources to the Bay of Bengal and the

Andaman Sea, to reconstruct the erosional history of

the Indo–Burman ranges and to assess the role of

climate changes (monsoon rainfall variations) on ero-

sion. The geographical (spatial) distribution of Nd and

Sr isotope composition in the Bay of Bengal and the

Andaman Sea suggest that these basins receive sedi-

ments from several sources; the Ganga-Brahmaputra

rivers dominating the supply to the western Bay of

Bengal, the Himalayan and Indo-Burman ranges to the

eastern Bay and the Irrawaddy River to the Andaman

Basin. The sediments of the Andaman Sea and the Bay

of Bengal deposited during the last glacial maximum

(LGM) are characterized by more radiogenic 87Sr/86Sr

compared to interglacial sediments with roughly the

same eNd (Fig. 26.15). The lack of concomitant

changes in the Sr and Nd isotope composition led to

interpret the 87Sr/86Sr results in terms of variations in

chemical weathering intensity rather than to prove-

nance changes (see Sect. 26.2.2). The more radiogenic
87Sr/86Sr during glacial periods at the core site was

attributed to efficient transport of unaltered Rb-rich

Fig. 26.14 Temporal variations in Sr and Nd isotopic ratios

(panel a and b) of sediments from the Ganga plain during the

past ~100 ky. These variations suggest relative changes in

provenances (HH and LH) of the sediments and coincide with

regional climatic changes (panel c: Solar insolation, panel d:
Monsoon precipitation and panel e: Oxygen isotopic record of a
Tibetan ice core), bringing out the role of climate on physical

erosion of the Himalaya. Figure modified from Rahaman et al.

(2009)

Fig. 26.15 Glacial-interglacial variations in Sr and Nd isotopic

ratios of Andaman sea sediments. 87Sr/86Sr data show signifi-

cant temporal variations, whereas eNd is nearly uniform with

depth. The straight line through eNd data is the present-day eNd
value of the Irrawaddy river sediment. The lack of concomitant

changes in 87Sr/86Sr and eNd suggests that the variations in
87Sr/86Sr are a result of fractionation during weathering and

transport rather than changes in provenance. Data Source:

Colin et al. (2006)
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minerals exposed in the headwater basin of the Irra-

waddy river by glacier grinding.

The impact of climate variations on physical ero-

sion in the Irrawaddy Basin was also brought out in

the Sr-Nd isotope composition of sediments from a

core raised from the Ninety East Ridge of the Bay

of Bengal (Ahmad et al. 2005). The results showed

concomitant temporal changes in 87Sr/86Sr and eNd
and that these changes overlapped with the records

of Heinrich events. This led to suggest that these

fluctuations in the isotope records are probably a result

of relatively higher sediment contribution from the

Irrawaddy river caused by intensification of NE

monsoon in response to the cold events of the North

Atlantic via an atmospheric teleconnection.

Analogous to the studies in the Bay of Bengal

which receives sediments predominantly from the cen-

tral and eastern Himalaya, there have also been investi-

gations in the Indus delta and the Arabian Sea to

decipher the erosional history of the western Himalaya.

In one such study, Clift et al. (2008) observed significant

temporal variations in the Nd isotope composition of

sediments from the Indus delta with lesser radiogenic

Nd in sediments younger than 14 ky. This suggested

relatively increased sediment flux to these regions

from sources with less radiogenic Nd, the Lesser and/or

Greater (Higher) Himalaya compared to other sources

(e.g. primitive arc rocks of the Indus suture and Trans-

Himalaya) with LH dominating the contribution. This

change in provenance of Indus sediments is attributed to

change in the monsoon strength during these periods

highlighting the importance of climate in regulating

the erosion over western Himalaya on millennial

time scales.

26.3.2.2 Longer Time (My) Scales

The Himalaya is one of the young and active mountain

ranges and ranks first in the supply of sediments to the

ocean (Milliman and Meade 1983; Milliman and

Syvitski 1992). The temporal variation in the sediment

supply from the Himalaya on million year time scales,

particularly from its different sub-basins (e.g. Higher

and Lesser Himalaya) and the factors regulating it

have implications to global carbon cycle and therefore

to climate. This has prompted studies on the pattern of

physical erosion in the Himalaya and its variations

over My time scales based mainly on Sr and Nd

isotopic composition of sedimentary archives pre-

served in the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian Sea. In

one such study, France-Lanord et al. (1993) inves-

tigated variations in the Sr and Nd isotopic ratios,

together with stable isotopes and clay mineral abun-

dances in a sediment core from the Bay of Bengal

spanning 17 My time period. The results showed that

the dominant source of these sediments is the Higher

Himalayan Crystallines. The narrow range in Sr-Nd

isotopic values of these sediments over their 17 My

depositional history further suggested that their source

remained nearly invariant despite significant changes

in sedimentation rate, tectonic history and climate. In a

more recent study, Galy et al. (2010) observed from

the Sr and Nd isotopic composition of sediments

deposited in the deep Bengal Fan that they were

mainly derived from the High Himalaya Crystallines

with sub-ordinate contributions from the Lesser Hima-

laya and Trans-Himalayan batholiths. Further, it was

observed that the isotopic composition of sediments

deposited during the recent 20 ky was very similar to

that deposited during the past 12 My confirming the

generally stable erosion regime of the Himalaya dur-

ing this long time period. This stable erosion regime

argues against any major impact on Himalayan ero-

sion by glacier advance and retreat. The overall

covariation between Sr and Nd isotope data further

suggested that the isotope systematics were by and

large, controlled by sediment provenances and not by

changes in chemical weathering intensity. The near

synchronicity between minor changes in erosion pat-

tern during late Miocene and at the Plio-Pleistocene

transition and climate parameters, precipitation and

glacier development, brought out yet another example

of climate-erosion link.

Clift and Blusztajn (2005) reconstructed the long-

term erosional history of the Indus river system based

on Nd isotope composition of the Arabian Sea sedi-

ments deposited during 30 My to present. The eNd
values showed a range from ~(�11) to ~(�9.5) during

the period 30–5 My ago. These values suggest a prov-

enance dominated by Karakoram (eNd: �10 to �11),

in contrast to a Himalayan source which is character-

ized by less radiogenic eNd (~�25 to ~�15). The eNd
values during 5 My to Late Pleistocene (~300 ky ago)

showed a trend towards more negative values, from

~(�10 to ~�13) that require enhanced relative contri-

bution from the Himalayan source at the expense of

supply from the Karakoram or the Indus suture zone.
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The negative shift in eNd has been explained in terms

of capture of the ancestral Himalayan tributaries of the

Ganga by the Indus. Currently much of the Himalayan

sediments of the Indus river is supplied by its four

large tributaries, the Sutlej, Ravi, Chennab and Jellum.

It is suggested that ~5 My ago these rivers were part of

the Ganga river system and not of the Indus drainage.

The above examples demonstrate the successful

applications of Sr-Nd isotopes to reconstruct the ero-

sion patterns of different sediment basins at various

spatial and temporal scales. These studies also have

brought out the links between the patterns of physical

erosion and tectonic/climate changes.

26.4 Future Directions

This review addressed the applications of Sr and Nd

isotope systems for investigating contemporary and

past chemical (silicate) and physical erosion in river

basins, particularly those from the Himalaya. Avail-

able results show that both these isotope systems,

especially 143Nd/144Nd, have been successfully used

to track sediment sources and characterize physical

erosion patterns, which have brought out the coupling

between tectonics, erosion and climate. The use of Sr

isotopes as a proxy for silicate weathering in the

Himalaya has been controversial because of the pres-

ence of carbonates with highly radiogenic Sr similar to

that of silicates, which makes it difficult to clearly

identify the sources of radiogenic Sr to the rivers;

resolving this issue would be an important challenge

for the future. An approach to pursue this problem

could be through a multi-tracer systematic study of

rivers (major ions, Sr isotopes and other potential

proxies of silicate/carbonate weathering, e.g. Ge,
234U/238U, Ca and Mg isotopes) draining small and

medium sized watersheds of the Himalaya with well

characterized basin properties, lithology, mineralogy

and temporal variations in water discharge. There have

been a few investigations in this direction. For exam-

ple, Chabaux et al. (2001) through measurements of U,

Sr isotopes and major ions in selected Himalayan

rivers concluded that “U activity ratios, in association

with Sr isotope ratios, can be used to trace the sources

of dissolved fluxes carried by these rivers”. However,

analogous to Sr isotopes, the role of trace phases in

rocks in contributing to dissolved U in rivers can

frustrate the interpretation of results. Another group

of isotope tracers that may help in quantification of

sources of alkaline earth elements to rivers is Ca and

Mg isotopes (Tipper et al. 2008). Studies of these

isotopes in rivers of the Himalayan-Tibetan Plateau

indicate that in small rivers these isotopes hold prom-

ise to provide information on the sources of Ca andMg

whereas in large rivers the lithological control on the

isotopic composition seem obscured by isotope frac-

tionation during weathering and calcite precipitation.

Better characterization of the impact of these pro-

cesses on the isotope composition of Ca and Mg may

provide a way forward for their application to quantify

their sources to rivers.

Additional complexities on the use of Sr isotopes as

silicate weathering proxy arise from their supply to

rivers via hot springs. Studies on the role of hot springs

in regulating river water chemistry and on the Sr

isotopic budget of the Marsyandi river, a sub-tributary

of the Ganga (Evans et al. 2001, 2004) have shown

that they can be an important source of dissolved

major ions and Sr with highly radiogenic 87Sr/86Sr to

this river. An interesting aspect of this study has been

the application of Ge/Si as a tracer to evaluate the hot

spring contribution to the water flux and alkalinity of

river. More detailed studies are required to quantita-

tively evaluate the role of hot springs in determining

the budget of major ions and Sr isotopes on basin-wide

and global scales.

The marine budget of strontium shows an imbal-

ance between its supply and removal (Davis et al.

2003; Vance et al. 2009). Uncertainties in the esti-

mates of hydrothermal and riverine fluxes and recent

enhancement in riverine flux due to weathering of

finely ground rock left behind by glaciers (Vance

et al. 2009) can all contribute to this imbalance. There-

fore, obtaining better estimates of mean Sr flux and
87Sr/86Sr to the ocean through temporally and spatially

(lithology based) representative sampling of rivers

from basins with different climate and physical fea-

tures should provide better understanding of the Sr

isotope budget of the oceans and their potential to

yield information on continental weathering history.

In this context, the roles of island arcs and ocean

islands in contributing unradiogenic Sr to the oceans

and the release of Sr during enhanced chemical

weathering of fresh and finely ground rocks produced

by glaciers are being increasingly recognized. Simi-

larly, ascertaining the relative variation in riverine
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fluxes between glacial and interglacial periods through

investigations of weathering indices in dated sedi-

ments from selected basins can also contribute to

better understanding of the marine geochemistry and

budget of Sr.

Another source of dissolved Sr to the oceans which

is not included in its marine budget calculations is

sub-marine groundwater discharge (SGD), though its

importance is getting increasingly recognized. For

example, available results for the Bay of Bengal

(Basu et al. 2001) indicate that SGD can be a very

significant source of Sr to the bay, with moderately

radiogenic Sr (87Sr/86Sr ~0.715–0.720). More data for

other coastal regions are needed to quantify the global

significance of this input and its role in Sr isotope

evolution of the oceans.

Recently, questions have been raised about the

uplift-erosion-climate hypothesis based on deposi-

tional trends of dissolved 10Be/9Be in ocean sediments

and Fe-Mn crusts during the past 12 My (Willenbring

and Blanckenburg 2010). These trends do not show

any significant temporal variation leading to infer that

global weathering fluxes have not been interrupted by

mountain building pulses during the late-Cenozoic

era. A topic for future study could be reconciliation

of these findings with the marine Sr isotope record

which shows a steady increase during this period.

26.5 Summary

Continental erosion, both physical and chemical, reg-

ulates global geochemical cycles, shapes Earth’s sur-

face morphology and influences its climate pattern.

The global significance of erosion processes has led

to several studies on them and their variations in space

and time to learn about the evolutionary history of our

planet. A topic of considerable interest in recent years

in this field has been to understand the coupling

between tectonics-erosion-climate. Radiogenic iso-

topes, particularly 87Sr/86Sr has proven to be a power-

ful tool in these investigations.

Chemical weathering of silicate minerals on con-

tinents is an important process that serves as a major

sink for atmospheric CO2 on My time scales. An

important development on this topic has been the

suggestion that enhanced silicate weathering in

young orogenic belts such as the Himalaya is the

driver of global cooling during the Cenozoic. This

led to detailed investigations on silicate weathering,

both present and past, particularly its relation with

tectonics and climate. One of the key requirements in

these studies is the availability of suitable proxies that

can track changes in silicate weathering in the past. Sr

isotope ratios recorded in carbonates of deep sea sedi-

ments hold clues to these variations, however deci-

phering them is challenging because of multiple

sources supplying Sr to the sea and the assumptions

required to interpret the Sr isotope record. For exam-

ple, the Cenozoic increase in marine 87Sr/86Sr can

result either from enhanced riverine Sr flux of constant
87Sr/86Sr or changes in its 87Sr/86Sr or both. Earlier

studies argued in favor of increasing the riverine Sr

flux and therefore intensity of silicate weathering to

reproduce the marine Sr isotope record, whereas some

of the later work suggested changing the riverine
87Sr/86Sr and therefore the source composition rather

than the intensity of silicate weathering to explain

the increase in seawater 87Sr/86Sr. Sr isotope studies

of clays and river carbonates formed during the past

several My seem to support the later view, thereby

challenging the proposition of enhanced silicate

weathering during the Cenozoic. Another issue per-

taining to the Sr isotope problem is the source of

highly radiogenic Sr in rivers of the Himalaya; there

have been both laboratory and field studies which

demonstrate that trace calcites contained in granites

and metamorphosed sedimentary carbonates dispersed

in the drainage basins can also supply high radiogenic

Sr to rivers. If the major source of radiogenic Sr to the

Himalayan rivers is indeed trace calcites and meta-

morphosed carbonates, it would have serious repercus-

sions on the use of Sr isotopes as a silicate proxy. Thus

the multiple variables associated with the supply of Sr

and 87Sr/86Sr to rivers and oceans have raised new

challenges on the use of Sr isotopes to determine

silicate weathering rates.

Physical erosion is another key process that influ-

ences climate by regulating the transport and burial of

organic carbon and determining chemical erosion

rates. This has led to a number of studies on the

physical erosion pattern of river basins, their variabil-

ity in space and time and the factors controlling them.

These studies rely mainly on Sr and Nd isotopes

to determine the sediment provenances, under the

assumption that the isotope signatures of sources are

well preserved in the sediments. This assumption
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though is generally valid, there are evidences based

both on laboratory and field studies that suggest non-

stochiometric release of Sr and Nd isotopes during

different stages of rock weathering; the release being

governed by the weathering sequence of minerals in

the rock. For example, it has been demonstrated that

during early stages of granite weathering Sr isotopes

are released preferentially from minerals such as cal-

cites, apatites, bytownite and biotite contained in them.

The non-stochiometric release of Sr isotopes from

rocks during their weathering though has raised con-

cerns about its application as a provenance tracer, it

has been used extensively often with Nd isotopes to

investigate spatial and temporal variations in physical

erosion pattern of river basins and factors controlling

them. Nd being less mobile than Sr during weathering

and transport its source composition is expected to be

preserved better in sediments, therefore concomitant

changes in both Sr and Nd isotopic composition of

sediments is generally interpreted in terms of source

variations. In recent years there have been many stud-

ies, using Sr and Nd isotope proxies, on the physical

erosion pattern of river basins from the Himalaya

because of their dominance in sediment flux to the

ocean and major role in global carbon cycle. These

studies identified HH to be the major source of sedi-

ments depositing at present and over the past several

My in the Ganga Plain and the Bay of Bengal and that

the erosional regime has been generally stable during

this period. The primary factors controlling contempo-

rary physical erosion in the Himalaya are relief and

climate and that most of the erosion occurs in “hot

spots” characterized by intense precipitation over

regions of high relief. These hot spots unload huge

amounts of sediments promoting more rapid uplift of

regions around them thereby coupling tectonics and

erosion. The past erosion pattern of the Himalaya

deduced from the Sr and Nd isotope records in sedi-

ments from the Ganga Plain, the Bay of Bengal and the

Arabian Sea all show that it was linked to climate

changes both on ky and My time scales, however

there was only limited impact of glacier advance and

retreat on erosion. There are also evidences to demon-

strate that capture of Ganga tributaries by the Indus

contributed to changes in its erosion pattern during

the past ~5 My. It is evident from the above examples

that Sr and Nd isotope studies of contemporary and

ancient sediments hold valuable information on their

sources and controlling agents of physical erosion in

respective basins. These studies also have underscored

the importance of climate and tectonics in regulating

continental erosion.
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Chapter 27

Constraining Rates of Chemical and Physical Erosion Using
U-Series Radionuclides

Nathalie Vigier and Bernard Bourdon

Abstract This chapter relates recent developments

concerning the use of several U-series nuclides, in par-

ticular 234U-238U and 230Th-238U disequilibria, for con-

straining physical and chemical erosion rates and

sediment age. Indeed, the ability to measure these dis-

equilibria with an extremely high precision, even in

samples with low concentrations such as natural waters,

has opened new avenues for investigating erosional

processes. This chapter is articulated in three main

parts: a brief introduction and presentation of modern

technical methods is followed by a description of how
234U-238U and 230Th-238U disequilibria measured in

dissolved (water) and solid (sediment) river phases can

be used to provide quantitative constraints on physical

and chemical erosion rates at the basin scale. In parallel,

recoil effects occurring during sediment formation can

now be modelled and used to estimate the residence

time of a sediment within a basin. Finally, the last part

of this chapter presents the latest findings concerning

the study of weathering profiles and the modelling of U

and Th migration within an aquifer system.

27.1 Introduction

27.1.1 U-Series as a Tool for Studying
Environmental Processes

Across a broad range of fields within the Earth

sciences, U-series nuclides have emerged as a set of

powerful tools to constrain the rates and timescales

of geological processes. Following the discovery of

radioactivity by Becquerel (1896), it was soon realized

that the radioactivity of natural uranium was due to

other elements contained in minute quantities. The

most famous decay product was radium, discovered

in 1898 by the Curies. In the following years many

other elements were identified and the concept of a

decay chain was elaborated by Rutherford and Soddy

(1903). In the Earth sciences, it took many decades

before the applications of these nuclides to Earth

processes would flourish. As fully summarized in Iva-

novich and Harmon (1992), there have been some

pioneering applications of U-series nuclides to under-

stand weathering processes based on a-counting mea-

surements (Plater et al. 1992, 1994; Rosholt et al. 1966;

Latham and Schwarz 1987) but the expansion of the

field was somewhat limited by the precision ofmeasure-

ments, as well as the relatively large quantities of sam-

ples needed for analysis. With the advent of mass

spectrometric techniques in the 1990 (Edwards et al.

1987; Goldstein and Stirling 2003), the variations of

the longer lived U- series nuclides could then be

fully investigated. Recent reviews of U-series applica-

tions to studying environmental processes can be found

in Chabaux et al. (2003a); Dosseto et al. (2008a);

Chabaux et al. (2008).
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27.1.2 Properties of U-Series Nuclides
in the Weathering Environment

In what follows we summarize the geochemical and

nuclear properties of U-series nuclides that are rele-

vant to the weathering environment. First, these

nuclides are radioactive with half lives that range

between 1,600 yr and 244 kyr, therefore providing a

range of timescales relevant for the study of chemical

weathering. Second, the geochemical properties of

U-Th-Ra and Pa are not identical. During the dissolu-

tion of minerals and water-rock interaction, U and Ra

are considered as mobile elements (U > Ra) while Th

and Pa are considered as immobile elements. The

geochemical properties of these elements have been

reviewed in detail in Ivanovich and Harmon (1992);

Bourdon et al. (2003); or Chabaux et al. (2008). Essen-

tially the fractionation of U-series nuclides in the

weathering environment is controlled by their specia-

tion in aqueous solution, their nuclear properties

and their interaction with mineral surfaces and with

organic material present as solid load or as dissolved

load. In oxidized environments, U6+ reacts with the

water molecule and is in the form of UO2
2+, which is a

dissolved cation that is often complexed by carbonates

or possibly other ligands if they are present in solution.

The adsorption of U onto mineral surfaces has been

studied rather extensively and shows that uranium can

interact with carbonates, iron oxides or clay minerals

(e.g., Duff et al. 2002; Bruno et al. 1995; Giammar and

Hering 2001; Singer et al. 2009; Ames et al. 1983).

In contrast, Th is far more insoluble and reacts

readily with mineral surfaces and with organic sub-

stances to a greater extent (Chen and Wang 2007).

Thorium will easily adsorb to many mineral surfaces

and its own solubility is extremely low (D€ahn et al.

2002; Degueldre and Kline 2007; Geibert and Usbeck

2004; Rojo et al. 2009). Thus, it is expected that under

weathering conditions, U concentrations in waters will

be greatly enhanced relative to that of Th.

In comparison, there have been fewer studies on the

relative mobility of Ra. As an alkali earth, Ra is more

mobile than Th although its intrinsic solubility in aque-

ous solutions is low. In general, the complexation of Ra

in solution is more limited than that of Th, but one

should not underestimate the ability of Ra to interact

with negatively charged surfaces of clay minerals in

mildly acidic to neutral conditions (Lazar et al. 2008;

Hidaka et al. 2007; Willett and Bond 1995).

In summary, upon congruent dissolution of silicate

minerals, all U-series nuclides should be released into

solution. In general, their concentrations in solution is

not high enough to allow direct precipitation of

Th(OH)4, UO2 or RaSO4 but they will definitely

interact to a variable degree with mineral surfaces. A

complete database of sorption behavior in the presence

of relevant ligands is currently not available. However,

it can be predicted that the level of interaction of U-Th-

Ra-Pa with minerals under oxic conditions follows the

order: Th � Pa > U > Ra. For the purpose of this

review, it suffices to mention that in general natural

river waters will show a larger abundance of U and Ra

relative to Th and Pa. There could be an exception to this

case if waters are organic rich (dissolved or colloidal

organic matter), which enhances the solubility of Th in

waters (Dosseto et al. 2006c). As the affinity of Th for

organic acids is extremely high, the presence of dis-

solved organic matter can result in a lower adsorption

of Th to solids and hence a higher effective concentra-

tion in solutions (Reiller et al. 2002).

The second property of the U-series nuclides that

must be considered is the effect of recoil. As detailed

in Bourdon et al. (2003), radioactive decay inside

minerals leads to the emission of a-particles with a

high energy (4–8 MeV) (Fleischer 1980; Fleischer and

Raabe 1978; Huang and Walker 1967; Kigoshi 1971).

A non-negligible part of this energy is given to the

daughter nuclide upon decay (e.g. 234U, 230Th or
226Ra). This energy termed “recoil energy” is in the

form of kinetic energy, which means that the daughter

nuclide will be displaced from its original site by a

distance that depends on the magnitude of this energy

and the properties of the mineral. The theoretical

recoil distance is around 30 nm for silicate and carbon-

ate minerals with the consequence that, depending on

the grain size of minerals, and how far from the grain

boundary the parent nuclides are located, a variable

fraction of the daughter nuclides is ejected fromminer-

als into surrounding solutions. The recoil effect can

significantly contribute to the fractionation between
234U-238U observed during erosion processes, or per-

haps, in some cases, be the dominant cause of this

fractionation. As the geochemical contrast between U

and Th or Ra and Th is large, it is generally considered

that the main cause for fractionation between these
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nuclides is chemical rather than being due to recoil

effects (e.g. Bourdon et al. 2003; DePaolo et al. 2006).

27.2 Material and Methods

The measurement of U-series nuclides, and in particu-

lar of U and Th isotopes, in weathering products (sedi-

ments and soil samples), as well as in river and ground

waters, requires specific procedures. The main reasons

are: (1) solid phases sampled in soils may contain U or

Th rich accessory phases particularly resistant to dis-

solution procedures (2) natural waters are often char-

acterized by very low levels of U and Th, and the

precise measurement of their isotope composition

requires the use of highly sensitive mass spectro-

meters, as well as a specific chemical separation

allowing negligible external contamination.

Soil and regolith samples are usually collected

using drilling techniques and hand augers (Ma et al.

2010; Hubert et al. 2006; Bourdon et al. 2009). Soil

and river sediments are generally sieved before being

crushed, in order to remove pebbles and gravels

(greater than sand-sized particles). In order to avoid

contamination, the crushing is generally done using

agate material. Powders are then dissolved in mixtures

of concentrated acids (generally HF, HNO3 and

HCl, with HClO4 in the case of organic matter)

(e.g. Ma et al. 2010; Granet et al. 2007). In some

cases, samples are ashed at 550�C overnight before

dissolution (Dosseto et al. 2008a, b). In order to ensure

complete dissolution and to avoid fluoride precipita-

tion that may easily retain elements such as thorium,

boric acid may be added (e.g. Vigier et al. 2001).

Since most natural water samples have very low

levels in U-series nuclides, it is often necessary to

perform a pre-concentration procedure. This can be

done through the evaporation of a significant volume

of water, but evaporation of large volumes of water

may result in substantial external contamination. As a

consequence, another pre-concentration technique has

been developed (Chen et al. 1986; Vigier et al. 2001),

which consists of co-precipitating radionuclides with

Fe hydroxides from 15–20 L of filtered water.

Filtration is usually performed in the field, the same

day of the sampling, using 0.2 or 0.45 mm filters

(e.g. Hubert et al. 2006, Vigier et al. 2001).

Sampling techniques specific for aquifer environments

are given in Hubert et al. (2006) and in Maher et al.

(2006a).

Before isotope composition measurements, U and

Th need to be fully separated from the rest of the

sample matrix. This is classically performed by ion

chromatography, using anion exchange resin columns,

in a clean laboratory (Manhès 1981; Luo et al. 1997;

Turner et al. 1997; Aciego et al. 2009).

Over the past few years, U and Th isotope compo-

sitions (234U, 238U, 230Th and 232Th) have typically

been measured using new generation mass spectro-

meters, either by thermal ionisation mass spectrometer

(TIMS) (e.g. TRITON) or by multicollector-inductively

coupled plasma mass spectrometer (MC-ICP-MS)

(e.g. Nu Instruments, Neptune or Isoprobe) (Ma et al.

2010; Granet et al. 2007, 2010; Pelt et al. 2008;

Dosseto et al. 2008a, b; Hubert et al. 2006; Bourdon

et al. 2009; Maher et al. 2006a, b; Vigier et al. 2006;

Andersen et al. 2004, 2008; Ball et al. 2008; Fietzke

et al. 2005; Hellstrom 2003). For U isotopes, both types

of mass spectrometers require a quantity of 10–100 ng

of uranium, depending on the sensitivity of the instru-

ment. Both 234U/238U and 230Th/232Th ratios are very

low in nature (usually of the order of 10�5 to 10�6

respectively), which requires first that they cannot be

measured with the same type of collector, and second

that the abundance sensitivity of the mass spectrome-

ter is highly optimized (it typically needs to be below

0.1 ppm). The measured isotope ratio needs to be

corrected for instrumental mass bias (more signifi-

cant with MC-ICP-MS), and for the relative gain

between the ion counting system (IC) used for the

low abundance isotope, and Faraday cup, used for

the high abundance isotope. Bourdon et al. (2009)

report specific procedures used to perform both types

of corrections. The most recent internal precision and

published reproducibility (at the 2s level) for
234U/238U ranges between 1 and 3‰. The accuracy

is checked using uranium reference materials, either

synthetic solutions (e.g. NBS 960, now CRM-145 or

NBL 112a) or rocks (HU1, BeN, AthO, UB-N,

BHVO-1).

For Th isotope measurements, the amount of Th

used is highly variable and mostly depends on the Th

concentration of the sample. Solids are generally

enriched in Th, and isotope analyses require sample

size that generally contain 100–500 ng Th. In that

case, similar corrections as for uranium isotopes are

made (see e.g. Turner et al. 2001; Sims et al. 2008),
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and both published internal and external errors are

around 5‰ (�2‰). For samples with much lower

concentrations, such as natural waters, highly sensitive

MC-ICP-MS are preferred. In that specific case, errors

obtained are directly correlated to the amount of avail-

able Th for isotope analyses (see Vigier et al. 2006

for more details). The accuracy of Th isotope measure-

ments is checked using Th synthetic solutions (e.g.

Th-105, Th-S1, IRMM 35 and 36), and rock standards

(generally TML and BeN).

27.3 Chemical and Physical Erosion
Dynamics at Large Scale

The application of U-series nuclides to study the

dynamics of chemical and physical erosion in large

river basins is relatively recent although some earlier

work by Plater et al. (1992) had hinted at some poten-

tial applications. More recently, the studies of Porcelli

et al. (1997, 2001) highlighted the behaviour of U-series

nuclides in organic-rich northern-high-latitude waters.

Following the study of Vigier et al. (2001) many

studies have exemplified how U-series can be used to

constrain the timescales of physical and chemical

erosion in large rivers. Recent reviews of the approach

are given in Chabaux et al. (2003b, 2008); Dosseto et al.

(2008a) In this section we review critically the most

recent literature and further examine the great potential

of U-series for constraining chemical and physical

erosion rate and timescales.

27.3.1 Rates of Chemical and Physical
Erosion

As explained in the Introduction, the different chemi-

cal and nuclear properties of U-series nuclides leads to

fractionation in the U-series decay chain. First, the

greater mobility of U and Ra relative to Th leads to

enhancement of U and Ra in the dissolved fraction

while Th is enriched in solids. Overall, river waters

show 230Th/238U and 230Th/226Ra activity ratios in the

dissolved loads smaller than 1, while in the suspended

loads these activity ratios are greater than 1 (Fig. 27.1).

Part of the fractionation can be related to adsorption of

U-series nuclides either in the soil environment or

during transport in rivers. In principle, adsorption of

Th onto solids would be greater than that of U and Ra,

leading to even greater 230Th/238U and 230Th/226Ra

activity ratios. If the fractionation in 230Th/238U and
226Ra/230Th activity ratios is related to the degree of

mineral alteration, then, in principle, the measure-

ments of these ratios can be used to estimate the time-

scales and the rates of chemical weathering.

Another important type of fractionation that has

been widely observed is the fractionation between
234U and 238U. There can be two distinct processes

for creating 234U-238U fractionation. First, the a-decay
of 238U to 234Th and then to 234U leads to direct

ejection of the daughter nuclide from its current site

by a distance that depends on the properties of the

surrounding medium. In minerals, this distance should

be approximately 30 nm. For grain that are smaller

than 10 mm, the recoil can lead to measurable deple-

tion of the solids over timescales of the order of

magnitude of the half life of 234U (Fig. 27.2). Another

possibility is the preferential leaching of minerals

leading to the enhancement of 234U in the solution,

as was first documented by Kigoshi (1971). This effect

has been further documented in a number of laboratory

Fig. 27.1 Compilation of literature data of 234U-238U and
230Th-238U disequilibria measured in river filtered waters

(open symbols) and corresponding river sediments (black sym-
bols). Triangles: Mackenzie Basin rivers (Vigier et al. 2001).

Squares: Bolivian Andes rivers (Dosseto et al. 2006b). Stars:
Deccan Traps rivers (Vigier et al. 2005). Inverse triangles:
Murray-Darling River (Dosseto et al. 2006c). Circles: Icelandic
rivers (Vigier et al. 2006). Diamonds: Amazon rivers (Dosseto

et al. 2006a)
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experiments (Hussain and Lal 1986; Andersen et al.

2009; Bourdon et al. 2009) for silicate and carbonate

lithologies. In both cases, significant 234U-238U frac-

tionation can be observed.More specifically, it is likely

that the degree of 234U-238U fractionation actually

depends on the nature of mineral phases. In what

follows, we describe a number of applications of

U-series nuclides for understanding the dynamics of

weathering, rates and timescales of chemical

weathering.

27.3.1.1 Dynamics of Erosion

An intrinsic property of landscape evolution is that it is

in general a slow process, relative to human timescales,

such that the direct measurement of erosion rates or soil

formation rates is difficult. For dynamic systems that

evolve slowly it is tempting to assume steady-state

erosion. In this particular context, “steady-state”

implies that the "weathering zone" in a given basin

has reached a constant mass (Mw) or in other words

that the output fluxes (mass being exported per unit of

time as solid and dissolved loads in rivers, fout) is

balanced by the input fluxes (new bedrock material

being weathered per unit of time, fin). The equation

describing steady-state of erosion can be written as:

dMw

dt
¼ fin � fout ¼ 0 (27.1)

One can then write a similar equation for each of

the nuclides of the U-series decay chain (e.g. Ci):

dMwCi

dt
¼ finC

in
i � foutC

out
i ¼ 0 (27.2)

The output flux can be estimated based on both the

dissolved (d) and the suspended solids or particles

(sol) exported by rivers:

dMwCi

dt
¼ finC

in
i � fsolC

sol
i � fdC

d
i ¼ 0 (27.3)

After rearranging the equations, it can be shown

that (Vigier et al. 2001):

234U
238U

� �
d

Xd þ
234U
238U

� �
sol

1� Xdð Þ ¼ 1 (27.4)

where Xd represents the mass fraction of dissolved ura-

nium relative to the total U export flux. Thus, using

measuredUactivity ratios in the dissolved and suspended

load of a basin river, one can evaluate if erosion operates

in steady-state or not at the basin scale. This can be done

by comparing the value of Xd deduced from U isotopes

with that estimated based on direct measurements of U

content in the dissolved and solid load (Uw and Us), and

of the total suspended solids (TSS), thereby providing an

important constraint on the dynamics of erosion. Indeed,

Xd is an inverse function of TSS (Xd ¼ Uw/(UwþTSS.

Us)), and therefore of the physical erosion rate (F ¼ TSS

� discharge/area). In the end, this approach can be used

to assess whether soils are being destroyed or be con-

structed at the scale of awatershed or a large basin.When

the physical erosion rate (or sediment yield) based on U-

series is slower than the observed erosion rate, it would

indicate that the soils are being destroyed, while if it is

faster, then the soils should be building up (Fig. 27.3).

Thus, the U-series can provide important constraints on

the dynamics of soils in river basins.

In principle, the attainment of steady-state erosion

should be observed when the forcing parameters that

Fig. 27.2 Evolution of (234U/238U) activity ratio in a sediment

as a function of the fraction of recoiled 234Th (fa, see text for

more details). Each curve correspond to a specific comminution

age. If fa can be estimated independently for a size fraction of

sediment, a corresponding precise measurement of (234U/238U)

can lead to an estimation of the comminution age. The grey
shadow corresponds to published range for fa (DePaolo et al.

2006; Maher et al. 2006a, b; Hubert et al. 2006; Dosseto et al.

2010; Bourdon et al. 2009)
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affect the rates of erosion (due to climate, tectonic

activity and/or human activity) have been varying

slowly enough to allow the rate of soil production to

adjust to new conditions. The parameters that control

the rate of soil production are not precisely known and

it is even more difficult to constrain the rate at which

soil productions can adjust to new conditions. How-

ever it has been shown that the rate of soil production

is lower when soils are thicker (Heimsath et al. 1997).

The study of several large river basins has revealed

that the erosion process in such basins is not always at

steady-state (Vigier et al. 2001, 2005; Dosseto et al.

(2006a, 2008a) (Fig. 27.3). In most cases, the absence

of steady-state can be explained by recent changes in

natural or human forcing parameters. For example, in

the case of the Mackenzie river basins, this was attrib-

uted to recent deglaciation after the LGM. This con-

cept has been further utilized by Vance et al. (2009) to

explain variations in Sr isotopes in the marine record.

Studies of rivers draining the Deccan trap (Vigier et al.

2005) have shown that agriculture was likely respon-

sible for the destruction of soils in this region of India,

which is characterized by intense deforestation. In the

Andes, Dosseto et al. (2008a, b) have shown that

accelerated erosion rates due to increased rainfall dur-

ing the Holocene led to destruction of soils. However,

in contrast, in Iceland, where chemical and physical

erosion rates display a large range, erosion processes

were found to operate at steady-state at the scale of the

island, although this region was strongly affected by

the last glaciation, and maximum soil age was esti-

mated to be 10 kyr (Vigier et al. 2006).

There have been criticisms of this approach (e.g.

Granet et al. 2007) and it is quite clear that these

studies have to be refined to accommodate them.

Indeed, although equation (27.4) may seem rather

simple, it hides some complexities that need to be

assessed. In order to have a robust mass balance, one

needs to make sure that there is no additional flux of

dissolved uranium that is coming from another

weathering zone, in particular from deep ground-

waters. It is possible that in some cases, there is a

significant contribution of uranium from deep aqui-

fers, as suggested by Durand et al. (2005). This aspect

was also studied by Bourdon et al. (2009) who have

analyzed surface and groundwater samples in a small

chalk river basin. This study showed that up to 40% of

the uranium budget could be coming from aquifers in

this carbonate environment. This might be an extreme

case because the dissolution of carbonate is relatively

fast. In the Amazon river basin, even by considering a

contribution of up to 20% uranium from aquifers, the

conclusion that erosion is not at steady-state is not

affected. Given that the degree of disequilibrium of

erosion processes is high for the Amazon basins, the

conclusions are overall robust. Second, the potential

for U or Th redistribution during transport also needs

to be examined carefully. These questions have been

discussed at some length in Dosseto et al. (2006a, b,

2008a) and it was shown that in most cases, the con-

sideration of these effects did not greatly affect the

conclusions, although they should not be neglected.

For example, the adsorption of Th onto particles could

decrease the 230Th/238U ratio measured in the dis-

solved load while the 230Th/238U ratio in the sus-

pended load would increase. In fact it has been

shown in several studies that the Th in the dissolved

load of rivers is mostly associated with colloids (Viers

et al. 1997; Dosseto et al. 2006c) and that its abun-

dance in river waters is generally much higher than

what the solubility would predict. Thus, given the

Fig. 27.3 Comparison of erosion rates (sediment yield or F ¼
TSS � discharge/area) based on direct measurements of sus-

pended load in rivers, and that inferred from U-series measure-

ments (assuming a steady-state of erosion at the scale of the

basin). See text for details. If the measured sediment yield is

lower than the steady-state one, this can result either from a

recent decrease of physical erosion rates, or alternatively from a

recent increase of the proportion of dissolved uranium (Xd, see

(27.4)), which is expected to be related to an increase of chemi-

cal erosion rate. The Mackenzie Basin (Canada) and the Ama-

zon highlands are the regions the furthest from steady-state.

Corresponding references are (Dosseto et al. 2006a, b, c; Vigier

et al. 2001, 2005, 2006). Graph modified from Dosseto et al.

(2008a)
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association of Th with colloids it is not clear that

adsorption of Th onto suspended particles (size

>0.2 mm) is taking place during transport.

Another important pitfall of this approach (that is in

fact not specific to the U-series) is the representative-

ness of the analysis with respect to the possibility that

the composition of the suspended load is not homoge-

neous or that the bedload also needs to be taken into

account. The study of Granet et al. (2010) shows that

there is sometimes a significant variability in the
230Th/238U ratios of the suspended load of rivers

(2–50% in the most extreme case). Similarly, Dosseto

et al. (2006c) have shown that the 230Th/238U and
234U/238U ratios of various size fractions in rivers is

highly variable and that these size fractions can be

represented by a mixture of a true dissolved load and

suspended loads. However, the technique that consists

of filtering samples at 0.2 mm rather than determining

the true endmember of the dissolved load yielded

similar results in terms of mass balance.

In the end, the study of erosion dynamics based on

U-series will need some refinement and a careful

assessment of the pitfalls and potential complexities

need to be made to assess the robustness of conclu-

sions. In particular, further detailed sampling will cer-

tainly be needed in the future.

27.3.1.2 Rates and Timescale of Chemical

Weathering

In principle, U-series nuclides should be one of the

best suited tools to determine the rates and timescales

of chemical weathering in river basins. In comparison,

the 10Be method has been used to determine physical

erosion rates by analyzing 10Be production in quartz

transported in rivers (Hewawasam et al. 2003; von

Blanckenburg 2006). Physical and chemical erosion

rates using Nd and Sr isotopes are discussed in

Tripathy et al. (2011).

The basic principles for deriving the rates and time-

scales of chemical weathering are based on some

simple assumptions about the origin of U-series frac-

tionation. Upon mineral alteration, the U-series

nuclides are fractionated due either to differences in

chemical behaviour or due to recoil effects. If one can

estimate the degree of fractionation based on some

simple laws, it is then possible to derive a timescale

by measuring the fractionation between 234U-238U or

230Th-238U in the weathered solids (as in river sus-

pended particles) and in solutions (river waters).

Furthermore, if we can make the additional assump-

tion regarding the initial state of the system prior to

the inception of chemical weathering, one can derive

the rates of chemical and physical weathering. For

the U-series nuclides, one can write the following

equations. The equation of decay for a given number

of atoms, N, of a given nuclide can be written as

follows:

For the parent nuclide (N1):

dN1

dt
¼ �_ l1N1 (27.5)

For all the intermediate nuclides i of interest:

dNi

dt
¼ � liNiþ li�1Ni�1 (27.6)

where the decay constant, l is related to the half-life

by l ¼ ln2/t1/2 and subscript i-1 refers to the next

nuclide higher up in the decay chain (i.e. parent

nuclide). For timescales greater than 5–6 times the

half life of the longest lived daughter, the decay

chain can be shown to be in secular equilibrium, i.e.

all activities are equal:

li�1Ni�1 ¼ liNi (27.7)

We assume that the U-series decay chain is initially

in secular equilibrium in minerals, i.e. the U decay

chain has not been disturbed over the past million year

and all activities are equal. The main consequence

of this assumption is that the net effect of che-

mical weathering can be assessed by considering the

measured activity ratios in weathering products.

However, it is arguable whether this assumption is

completely valid. This can be assessed by considering

measurements of U-series nuclides in boreholes that

extend below the typical weathering zone in order to

examine to what extent U-series nuclides are disturbed

in the underground, below the regolith. Several studies

suggest that where there is no large crustal fluid

flow, the U-series decay chain is generally in secular

equilibrium at least for the 234U-238U or 230Th-238U

systems. This has been checked in the case of carbo-

nates (Bourdon et al. 2009) or in the case of granites

(Noseck et al. 2008), or even in the case of clays

(Pekala et al. 2009). It turns out that for a number of
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lithologies, although there are small deviations from

secular equilibrium, overall the assumption of initial

secular equilibrium for bulk rocks can be considered

as valid.

The second condition for deriving the rates and

timescale of weathering concerns the assumption that

one can make about the laws describing chemical

weathering. This has been the subject of some discus-

sion for a number of reasons. Following the early

study of Plater et al. (1992), a number of authors

have assumed that the release of U-series nuclides

follow first order kinetics (Plater et al. 1992; Vigier

et al. 2001; Dosseto et al. 2006a, b, c; Chabaux et al.

2003a, b). There are a number of obvious reasons for

which such a law is likely to be incorrect, simply

because U-series nuclides are prone to redistribution

rather than simple release. As U, Th and Ra often

interact with mineral surfaces or with organic matter,

it is not unreasonable to consider that these elements

can be redistributed in weathering profiles (see e.g.

Dequincey et al. 2002). Such a redistribution is partic-

ularly likely in climate where iron oxides or hydro-

xides form due to iron oxidation and transport. In such

a context, the adsorption of U or Th is likely and the

first order law for chemical weathering is probably

inadequate and an additional term for describing the

evolution of U-series nuclides fractionation is justified

(e.g. Granet et al. 2010). However, in other cases, as

argued by Chabaux et al. (2008), for systems that are

largely undersaturated, first-order kinetics are justi-

fied. If the system reaches saturation in a secondary

phase, then it is expected that the rates of chemical

weathering will be different (Ganor et al. 2007; Maher

et al. 2009).

By analyzing the dissolved and suspended load in

rivers it is possible to infer both the rate of U release

and the time over which this release has taken place. If

the timescale of transport is relatively short, then the

timescale over which U release has taken place

should be equivalent to the residence time of U in

soils (Dosseto et al. 2008a, b). As described in Vigier

et al. (2001), the process of chemical weathering for

the U-series decay chain in the solid (p) can be

described by the following equation:

d238Up

dt
¼ �k8

238Up (27.8)

Where 238Upis the number of atoms of 238U in river

or soil particles. For 234U, the equation can bewritten as:

d234Up

dt
¼ l8238Up � k4 þ l4ð Þ234Up (27.9)

Where 234Up represents the number of 234U atoms,

l4 the decay constant of
234U and k4 the rate of release

of 234U into water of nuclide i. For the dissolved load,

it is possible to integrate over the soil thickness, or in

other words over the timescale since the inception of

weathering in the soils:

238Ud ¼
ðt
0

k8
238UpðtÞdt (27.10)

In the case of 238U-234U-230Th system, a system of

four non-linear equations with four unknowns (time, k8,

k4 and k0) can be solved. Some more complex forms of

this equations have been used in the literature to derive

timescales (Dequincey et al. 2002; Vigier et al. 2005;

Granet et al. 2007) although the introduction of more

complex models is not always warranted. For example,

based on the earlier models of Ghaleb et al. (1990),

Dequincey et al. (2002) have proposed that the release

of U can be described by the following equation:

d234Up

dt
¼ l8238Up� k4þl4ð Þ234UpþF4�F8 (27.11)

Where Fi represent a zeroth order additional flux due

to input of U per unit of time. This form of model adds

an additional level of complexity, thereby providing

additional degrees of freedom without having an obvi-

ous external constraint to solve the equations. Never-

theless, in some cases, a reasonable solution, albeit non

unique can be derived (Granet et al. 2007).

If dissolution is congruent, then the constant ki
should be directly related to the dissolution rate

(Maher et al. 2004). Here the dissolution rate is

reported in yr�1, while the usual unit for dissolution

rates are in mol m�2 y�1 (rdiss). The relationship

between the two dissolution rates can be described

by the following equations:

rdiss ¼ ki
M:SBET

(27.12)
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Where SBET is the BET surface area in m2/g, and M

the molar mass of the minerals. A compilation of

dissolution rates obtained for large river basins based

on U-series showed that there is a negative correlation

between the rate of dissolution and the timescale of

weathering (Fig. 27.4). A similar correlation has also

been reported by Maher et al. (2004) and White and

Brantley (2003), although the trend based on U-series

was offset from that based on dissolution experiments

for silicate minerals. The general explanation for this

trend is still unclear although several explanations

have been proposed. Over long timescales, it could

be that the nature of weathering changes due to modi-

fication of mineral surface area or composition. For

example, the soils with older ages could be character-

ized by a greater proportion of secondary clay minerals

that should dissolve slower. Alternatively, longer soil

residence times are expected to correspond to greater

soil thickness, which could ultimately lead to slower

weathering rates. In principle, the presence of thicker

soils is in general an indicator of areas with stable

tectonics that should be characterized by a transport-

limited erosion regime. Thermodynamic effects

(i.e. fluids equilibrating with the solids) and the poten-

tial change in hydraulic properties (e.g. reduced per-

meability) may also play key roles (e.g. Maher 2010).

In such a regime it is expected that the soil production

is actually inversely correlated with soil thickness.

Thus, the negative correlation shown in Fig. 27.4

could simply reflect the slower weathering rates

expected from thicker soils.

The U-series nuclide data for large river basin can

also be used to infer the timescale of chemical

weathering, i.e. the average soil residence time at the

scale of the whole basin (if the following transport

time is short). Although there could be some pitfalls

in this approach (see above), a compilation of the data

reported so far in the literature lends some confidence

in their reliability. First, the soil residence times are

positively correlated with independant estimations of

soil thickness (not shown here), which would make

sense because one would expect that the time spent by

a given solid particle in a soil should scale directly

with soil thickness. Furthermore, a consideration of

several large river basins shows that the sediment

residence time is often directly related to the past

climates or geological history: mountain areas are

generally characterized by short timescale, while sta-

ble cratons with constant climatic conditions show

long residence time (Dosseto et al. 2006a). The

recently glaciated basin of the Mackenzie river (Vigier

et al. 2001) is perhaps an exception as it shows rela-

tively short soil residence time. In this particular case,

it is expected that the Laurentian ice sheet that covered

this area removed existing soils and prevented soil

formation until the onset of deglaciation.

27.3.2 Sediment Residence Time
and Transport Time

The timescales over which sediments can be trans-

ported from their source region to the oceans and the

possible implications on the evolution of landscapes is

still a key question in geomorphology, despite recent

theoretical or analytical developments (e.g. von

Blanckenburg 2006). Based on U-series radionuclide

measurements, new approaches to derive timescales of

sediment production and transport have been proposed

and the principles are based again on the fractionation

of the U-series decay chain. There have been two main

approaches used recently to derive the timescale of

sediment production and transport.

Fig. 27.4 238U dissolution or leaching rate as a function of the

timescale of weathering deduced from U-series disequilibria

measured in river waters and/or sediments. The negative trend

is close to the one obtained based on the comparison of field and

laboratory experiments (White and Brantley 2003).

Corresponding references are: Ganges (Granet et al. 2007,

2010); Amazon (Dosseto et al. 2006a, b, c); Mackenzie (Vigier

et al. 2001); Deccan (Vigier et al. 2005); Andes (Dosseto et al.

2006a, b, c); Iceland (Vigier et al. 2006). Modified from Dosseto

et al. (2008a, b)
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27.3.2.1 Comminution Ages of Sediment

The grain size of sediment is in general variable with

a generally decreasing size away from the source

region. Starting from a massive bedrock, physical

and chemical erosion processes will lead to the

destruction of the cohesive structure of rocks, thereby

leading to the observed grain size distribution (Tur-

cotte 1986). As the grain size approaches micrometers,

the fraction of recoiled 234U increases so as to yield a

measurable depletion in the grain (more than a few

permil). If one is able to estimate reliably the fraction

of 234Th ejected due to recoil (fa), then one can esti-

mate the time since the grains reached their current

size, provided uranium in the mineral is uniformly

distributed. DePaolo et al. (2006) have coined this

time the “comminution age” of the sediment. The

methodology has been applied to a number of sedi-

ments and shown to yield reasonable estimates for the

age of comminution (DePaolo et al. 2006; Dosseto

et al. 2010; Lee et al. 2010). For example, Dosseto

et al. (2010) have shown that the comminution age of

sediments in a semi-arid Australian catchment has

been variable over the past 120 kyr and could be

explained by variations in the source of sediments,

ultimately due to climatic change.

One key aspect of this methodology is to obtain a

reliable estimate of the parameter fa (the fraction of

recoiled nuclide), in order to calculate an age. The

various approaches have been summarized for exam-

ple in Maher et al. (2006a, b). One can use the ratio of

surface to volume with the equation:

fa ¼ 3lrL
2dP

(27.13)

L is the recoil distance of 234Th, dp is the diameter

of the particle, and lr is a correction for surface rough-
ness. An alternative is to use the surface area based on

BET surface area measurements:

fa ¼ 1

4
L:S:lrnrS (27.14)

(S being for the specific surface area, and rs is the
density, and similar symbols as for 27.13).

This method overestimates the value of fa because

the lengthscale of recoil is much greater than the size

of individual N2 molecules used in the BET experi-

ments. As shown by Bourdon et al. (2009), this effect

can be corrected for by using the fractal dimension of

the surface and the theoretical model of Semkow

(1991). In this case:

fa ¼ 1

4

2D�1

4� D

a

R

h iD�2
� �

R:SBETrs (27.15)

where D is the fractal dimension of the surface, a the

diameter of the adsorbate molecule (N2), R the recoil

length, rS the density of the solid, and SBET the

measured BET surface area.

This latter approach has been further validated by

the calculated fa values used for the dating of ice-core

samples (Aciego et al. 2009).

Another aspect of this methodology is that the

sediment often needs to be leached prior to U-series

analysis and this leaching could lead to some spurious
234U-238U fractionation in the grain. It is known that

leaching can produce excess of 234U in the solution

(see above), therefore the leaching procedure needs to

be more thoroughly evaluated. It is currently not

knownwhether the leachingwithHCl produces spurious

fractionation or only removes carbonates or nuclides

adsorbed at themineral surfaces. Last, the determination

of comminution ages neglects the possible effect of

preferential release of 234U into solution during alter-

ation/dissolution, as highlighted experimentally. If there

is preferential release of 234U, the comminution ages

probably need to be adjusted (DePaolo et al. 2006;

Lee et al. 2010).

Overall, this new method for deriving comminution

ages looks very promising and should be further devel-

oped and calibrated while paying specific attention to

its analytical methodology.

27.3.2.2 Sediment Transport Time

As suggested by Dosseto et al. (2006b), it is possible to

investigate the transport time of sediments in rivers

based on U-series nuclide fractionation. By measuring
238U-230Th in the suspended or bed load in rivers along

a given river, it is possible to determine the timescale

of transport since the 238U-230Th fractionation is time-

dependent. However, some assumptions are required

in order to apply this methodology. First, one needs to

ascertain the origin of particles; ideally they should
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come from the same source region, as particles from

multiple sources with various chemical compositions

would make this method untractable. Second, one

needs to show that the observed 238U-230Th variation

is indeed due to transport or weathering during trans-

port. If this is the case, then a sediment transport time

can be calculated. For example Dosseto et al. (2006b)

investigated the suspended load of the Amazon river

and were able to show that there was a negligible

contribution of particles from the plain river while

most of the suspended load was derived from the

Andes. They also showed that the variation in
238U-230Th was directly correlated with the depletion

in Na relative to Sm as particles were being trans-

ported to the river mouth, and that the transport time

was increasing up to approximately 20 kyr along the

river. This was interpretated as a result of mixing of

suspended and remobilized particles. Granet et al.

(2007, 2010) also investigated the time scale of sedi-

ment transport in Himalayan rivers both on the

suspended and bedload fractions and found that

the transport time of the bedload was on the order of

several 100 kyrs while that of the suspended load was

less than 20–25 kyr, which was consistent with the

results found by Dosseto et al. (2006b). However,

there might be some additional inherent complexities

and further tests in other basins would be useful. A

complete characterization of the sediments could prob-

ably help to ensure that all the conditions for obtaining

reliable timescale are fulfilled.

27.4 Small Scale Studies

27.4.1 Soil Age and Production Rate

At a smaller scale, at the scale of a soil or a weathering

profile, it is also possible to use U-series disequilibria for

estimating the timescale and rate of chemical weathering.

Over the last couple of years, this tool has even been

investigated for estimating soil production rate.

The pioneering work of Rosholt et al. (1966, 1983)

have early established the following observations, based

on a systematic study of 234U-238U and 230Th-238U in

soil samples developed on loess, shales and trachytes,

and also by comparing fresh and weathered granites.

First, in petrologically fresh granites, U-series nuclides

of concern are in secular equilibrium, within analytical

uncertainties. Second, the preferential leaching of 234U

occurs before soil development, in the first step of rock

alteration. In the following stages of weathering, there is

a significant leaching ofU relative to Th at the beginning

of soil formation, associated with little 234U-238U frac-

tionation. In contrast, significant 234U-238U fraction-

ation can be observed in soil horizons where the most

mobile U has already been leached away. Third, there

can also be uptake of U in the upper soil horizons, that

seems to be linked to the occurrence of organic matter

and sometimes iron oxides, and that has been interpreted

as adsorption of dissolved U which is often enriched in
234U (Fig. 27.1).

From these first set of studies, two main results

already emerged: the time dependence of 234U-238U

and 230Th-238U disequilibria systematics found in solid

weathered products, and the relationship between
234U-238U fractionation and the degree of chemical ero-

sion, responsible for U release from soils. These funda-

mental observations are the basis for themodelling ofU-

series in soils that were developed more recently, and

which were aimed at constraining (1) the age of the soil

and (2) soil or saprolite production rates.

Most U-Th data for soils developed on silicate lithol-

ogies lie very near the equiline in the classical
238U-230Th isochron diagram (e.g. Fig. 27.5a). This

implies that, in order to constrain timescales as precisely

as possible from U-series disequilibria, isotope ratios

need to be measured with high precision techniques,

which has been made possible only with the advent of

mass spectrometric techniques (see Sect. 27.2).

Various sets of soils developed on granites and gran-

odiorites yield positive correlations passing through the

secular equilibrium point in a 234U-238U versus
230Th-238U diagram (Fig. 27.5b). This pattern is similar

for a series of weathering profiles developed in different

climatic and geographical contexts: for example the

Kaya laterite, located in Northern Burkina Faso

(Dequincey et al. 2002), and soils from the Bega River

Basin (SE Autralia, Dosseto et al. 2008b). In contrast,

various regoliths developed on US shales display a

negative trend in the same diagram (Ma et al. 2010).

The model presently used for determining the soil

age, or the age of the most recent U mobilisation in a

weathering profile is based on equations detailed in

Dequincey et al. (2002), and are partly summarized by

equation (27.11). In this model, in addition to U

release from the soils, U inputs are also taken
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into account. These inputs may come either from

atmospheric deposition (Hirose 2011), from soils

located upslope, or simply from vertical transfer

within a profile. Ages for the African Kaya laterites

(Dequincey et al. 2002), regoliths developed on shales

(Ma et al. 2010) and saprolite and soils developed

on Australian granodiorite (Dosseto et al. 2008a, b)

could be determined, using the following equation,

describing the time variation of a nuclide j in a soil

sample (Nj):

dNj

dt
¼ liNi � ljNjþfjNj;0 � kjNj (27.16)

where li is the decay constant of the parent nuclide, Ni

the abundance of the parent nuclide in the sample, lj
the decay constant of nuclide j, fj an input coefficient

for nuclide j (in yr-1), Nj,0 the initial nuclide abundance

and kj for the rate of release into the water of nuclide f

(in yr-1) ( for simplifying we use k4, k8, k0, k2 and f4,

f8, f0 and f2 for k and f coefficients of
234U, 238U, 230Th

and 232Th respectively). In this model, the ff coeffi-

cient represents the rate at which nuclide addition

occurs, through chemical illuviation in saprolite, or

in soils through dust deposition and from soils located

upslope. In all cases, there are more unknowns than

input parameters (usually measured activity ratios and

U and Th concentrations). Consequently, some or

several simplifications need to be made for solving

the entire set of equations: (1) no leaching of 230Th

(Dequincey et al. 2002); (2) identical k4/k8 and f4/f8
for several saprolites located along a single slope

(Dosseto et al. 2008b); (3) k0/k2 ¼ 1 and f0/f2 ¼ 1,

i.e. there is no differential fractionation of thorium

isotopes during leaching and input (Dosseto et al.

2008b); and (4) constant input and output coefficients

(f8, f4, f0, k8, k4, k0) for all samples of a single soil

profile (Ma et al. 2010).

Soil ages that could be calculated with this method

cover a large range, between 7 ka (�1) and more than

6 Ma (�0.9) (for the Australian saprolite). The two

studies concerning a series of profiles located along a

(~300 m) hillslope display roughly the same systemat-

ics: small residence time close to the ridge and an

increase of the soil and saprolite age as a function of

the distance from the ridge top (Fig. 27.6). For a

saprolite developed from granodiorite, Dosseto et al.

(2008b) interpreted these results as an increase in the

duration of weathering with distance from the ridge.

Fig. 27.5 Compilation of recent literature data of U-series

disequilibria measured in soil profiles (a) reported in a iso-

chron-type diagram (b) reported in the diagram of (234U/238U)

versus (230Th/238U) diagram, often used in soil studies (see

Chabaux et al. 2003b for a review). Data from Dequincey

et al. (2002), Ma et al. (2010) and Dosseto et al. (2008b)

correspond to soils developed on silicate lithologies. The Bour-

don et al. (2009) data is a profile developed on carbonates

Fig. 27.6 Soil residence time as a function of the distance

from the ridge for soils of two different locations (in Australia,

Dosseto et al. 2008a, b, squares), and in central Pennsylvania

(USA, Ma et al. 2010, diamonds). Both series of profiles show

the same trend
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In addition, U dissolution rates (k8) were also found to

decrease with increasing distance from the ridge. Two

laterites of similar thickness located in the Amazonian

craton, and in Northern Burkina Faso respectively

yielded ages greater than 300 ka.

With this methodology, the formation rate of sap-

rolite and soils (es) could also be estimated. Indeed,

using the age calculated from U-series measurements

(ts) and the height of a sample, either above the bed-

rock-saprolite boundary or above the soil-saprolite

boundary respectively (hs), the production rate is:

es¼hs=ts (27.17)

By considering the parameter hs, (i.e. the difference

between the sample depth and the bottom limit of the

profile), the production rate is found to be independent of

physical erosion rate that removes material from the top

of the profile. Consequently, the production rate esti-

mated with this methodology corresponds to the rate at

which the profile deepens within the bedrock, and there

is no need of assuming a balance between physical and

chemical erosion (such as for a soil in steady-state which

would have remained at a constant thickness during its

estimated age). If instead of hs, the whole profile thick-

ness is considered, then calculated production rates are

valid only if the soil rapidly reached a steady-state since

the onset of its formation, i.e. only if the integrated soil

production has counterbalanced the integrated denuda-

tion rates, over the lifetime of the profile.

The few recent studies using U-series for determin-

ing profile production rate have shown that soils, sapro-

lite and regolith all display a range of production rate

that is relatively large and relatively similar (from a few

mm/kyr to ~60mm/kyr). This is surprising since the var-

ious profiles also have significantly different thicknesses

and weathering timescales. However, soils, regoliths –

aswell as saprolites and laterites – are characterized by a

systematic inverse trend as a function of the profile age:

more “recent” weathering profiles exhibit the largest

production rates, in soils and also within saprolite

(Fig. 27.7). This is consistent with larger scale studies,

where it is found that dissolution rate or uranium leach-

ing coefficient is decreasing as a function of time, or of

the sediment age (Fig. 27.4). Chemical erosion is thus

thought to bemore intensive at the beginning of a profile

formation, when the proportion of fresh minerals is still

high. These deductions are in agreement with initial

observations of Rosholt et al. (1966), although more

studies of weathering profile are now needed, that

should benefit from recent advances in the field.

27.4.2 Weathering in Aquifers

Over the past few years, an effort has also been made

to use U-series nuclides for determining weathering

rates and fluid flow within aquifers. Groundwaters are

characterized by U-series activity ratios that are gener-

ally distinct from river water signatures. For example,

(234U/238U) ratios can be extremely high in some

aquifers (see review in Ivanovich and Harmon 1992;

Osmond and Coward 2000), and this can help their

contribution to river waters to be quantified (e.g. Durand

et al. 2005; Riotte and Chabaux 1999; Chabaux et al.

2001; Riotte et al. 2003). This was the case in a

systematic study of river and ground waters of the

Rhine graben (Durand et al. 2005). The coupling of
234U-238U disequilibria and 87Sr/86Sr show that all the

stream samples can be explained by a mixing of three

types of waters (deep, shallow and alluvial).

In parallel with these studies focusing on the origin

of elements carried in river waters, transport model-

ling has been developed and applied in more complete

and sophisticated ways to single aquifer systems (see

for a detailed review Porcelli and Swarzenski

2003; Porcelli 2008). Since the early 1980, simple

mathematical treatments of aquifer models have been

Fig. 27.7 Compilation of production rate and age of soil and

saprolite profiles, both determined using U-series disequilibria.

White symbols correspond to soil samples (Dosseto et al. 2008b;

Ma et al. 2010), and saprolite data are displayed in grey
(Mathieu et al. 1995; Dosseto et al. 2008b)
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developed for constraining rates of weathering,

adsorption/desorption, and migration of some specific

radionuclides (e.g. Krishnaswami et al. 1982; David-

son and Dickson 1986; Ku et al. 1992; Luo et al.

2000). These modelling approaches could recently be

further constrained due to improved precision on iso-

tope ratios, and the ability to measure substantial num-

ber of low level samples – using MC-ICP-MS. Indeed,

until a decade ago, most of the data of U-series

nuclides in aquifers were obtained using counting

techniques, and were associated with significant

uncertainties. High precision measurements were

developed over the past ten years, and only a few

aquifer systems have been studied thus far. These

studies have shown that it was possible to provide,

for a few case studies, some quantitative constraints

on weathering rates within the aquifer or the vadose

zone, and/or other parameters such as fluid flow and

the age of the system. For example, based on the

distribution of U-Th series radionuclides in an uncon-

fined aquifer, Tricca et al. (2001) proposed that the

source of 222Rn is mainly derived from the precipita-

tion of 232Th and 230Th on surface coating since the

formation of the aquifer. This surface coating is found

to account for ~10% of the total Th content of the rock.

In summary, different approaches have been devel-

oped, based on the same general equation, of a one

dimensional advective transport along a groundwater

flow path:

@Ci
w

@t

� �
þ v

@Ci
w

@x

� �
¼ Ra þ Rdiss þ Rdes

� Rads þ lpCp
w � liCi

w

(27.18)

In this equation,Ci
w represents the concentration of

a nuclide i in water, and Cp
w the concentration of its

direct parent within its U-decay series. Ra represents

the a-recoil loss rate. It is therefore a function of Cp
s, i.

e. the concentration of the parent nuclide in the solid,

and fa (see Sect. 27.3.2.1). Rdiss is the dissolution term,

and is function of the dissolution coefficient for the

nuclide (i) and Ci
s, the concentration of (i) in the solid.

In Tricca et al. (2000, 2001) and Reynolds et al.

(2003), for simplification purposes, the coefficient of

dissolution is assumed to be the same for various

nuclides such as 234U, 238U and 232Th. The desorption

term (Rdes) is a function of a desorption coefficient and

Ci
s, and, similarly, the adsorption term (Rads) is a

function of an adsorption coefficient (and Ci
w). The

two other terms in the right hand side of equation

(27.18) represent input from decay of the radioactive

parent present in water, and output due the radioactive

decay of nuclide (i) of concern.

The differences between the various published

models reside first in the number of aquifer phases

taken into account. In most cases, except in Hubert

et al. (2006), the solid phase is not analysed. However,

a fine layer located at the grain surface is now included

in the modelling. This surface layer is considered to

“collect” the nuclides ejected by the solid phase due to

a-recoil, and the dissolved nuclides that get adsorbed.

Tricca et al. (2001) estimated the residence time of Th

in the surface coating to be ~3,000 yr while in the water

it is ~1 h. The second key point is the modelling of the

recoil fraction, as described in detail in Sect. 27.3.2.1.

Even when considering the three aquifer phases

(solid, surface layer andwater), the number of unknowns

always exceeds the number of measured parameters

(i.e. activity ratios and nuclide concentrations). As a

consequence, the resolution of such models necessarily

requires some basic assumptions, and/or, as recently

developed by Maher et al. (2006a, b), the coupling

with other isotope systems (i.e. Sr isotopes). The first

set of studies assumed a steady-state: it was supposed

that no evolution of the nuclide concentration as a

function of time occurs at the time of the water sampling

(Tricca et al. 2000; Reynolds et al. 2003). The number

of unknowns was also reduced by considering that all

nuclides were released into water at the same rate (w).

In other words, no 234U-238U fractionation occurred due

to leaching/dissolution. Finally, it was assumed that all

the isotope and chemical signatures of the waters are

the result of in-situ weathering, with no significant

input from the vadose zone for example. Under these

conditions, (234U/238U) activity ratio in the water is

directly related to the ratio of uranium dissolution

coefficient (w8) and the a-recoil degree (fa ¼ fraction

of rock 234Th ejected into the water). If fa can be

estimated independently (from geometrical consider-

ation for example, see Sect. 27.3.2.1), then w8 can

be determined:

234U=238U
� �

w
¼ 1þ fa l4=w8 (27.19)

From this equation, it appears that particularly high

(234U/238U)w ratios, such as those found in the aquifer

of Ojo Alamo Aquifer (New Mexico), located in an
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arid environment (Reynolds et al. 2003), can result

from low weathering rates (resulting in low w8), and

strong a-recoil effects (Fig. 27.8).
However, over short distances, (234U/238U)w is

expected to evolve as a function of the distance from

the recharge zone. In that case, if one still assumes a

steady-state, (234U/238U)w is found to be a function of

wi/v (the dissolution rate over the water velocity ratio).

Thus, further constraints on the dissolution rate can be

obtained either by a direct estimation of the water

infiltration flux, or by coupling with other isotope

systems, such as Sr isotopes (see Maher et al. 2006a,

b; Singleton et al. 2006). Here, the high (234U/238U)w
values found in aquifers were explained by low infil-

tration rates. When the water velocity increases, the

(234U/238U) of the pore water is expected to decrease.

In the case of a non steady-state approach, such as

developed in Hubert et al. (2006), (234U/238U)w is found

to vary as a function of the water velocity and fa, but

also as a function of time, the initial activity ratio of the

solid (at t ¼ 0, x ¼ 0), the distance from catchment

divide, and the uranium distribution coefficient (result-

ing from adsorption and desorption processes). It can be

seen that activity ratios measured in aquifer waters are

not significantly affected by the activity of nuclides in

the surface layer. Indeed, this layer is in steady-state

regardless of adsorption and desorption processes (see

Hubert et al. 2006 for more details), having therefore no

influence on the water composition.

The study of the aquifer solid phase can provide

important constraints on the modelling of the U-series

nuclides. First, considering that the solid phase has also

reached a steady-state, Maher et al. (2006a, b) have

shown that its (234U/238U) is roughly equal to (1-fa),

assuming no 234U-238U fractionation linked to dissolu-

tion. Consequently, for old sediments (typically

>1 Ma), a measurement of their (234U/238U) leads to a

direct estimation of fa. However, this technique is

applicable only if fa is significantly different from 1

(within uncertainties), i.e. for grains lower than a cer-

tain size (estimated by the authors to be ~100mm). If

steady-state has not been reached, (234U/238U) of the

solid is simply a function of time and of the a-recoil
term (fa):

234U
238U

� �
s

¼ ð1� faÞð1� e�l4tÞ þ e�l4t (27.20)

assuming that no uranium isotope fractionation occurs

during dissolution, and that the initial solid (at t ¼ 0)

was in secular equilibrium (Hubert et al. 2006). Again,

the role of the surface layer is negligible, since the

fraction of this surface is very small compared to the

typical grain size. Equation (27.20) shows that, if an

independent estimation of fa can be obtained, the age

of the aquifer can be determined (Fig. 27.9).

Overall, recent studies of aquifers in carbonate

(Bourdon et al. 2009) and silicate lithologies show

that, with a few assumptions, it is possible to estimate

Fig. 27.8 Theoretical dependence of groundwater (234U/238U)

as a function of the U dissolution rate assuming a steady-state

and no 234U-238U fractionation during dissolution (see equa-

tion 19). High (234U/238U) in old aquifer waters can thus be

explained by low dissolution rates and high recoil effects (high

fa values)

Fig. 27.9 Theoretical evolution of (234U/238U) in an aquifer

rock matrix versus the age of the rock since the beginning of

water percolation. Model curves are labeled with fa values.

Modified from Hubert et al. (2006)
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the chemical erosion rate, based on U-series nuclides

measured in water and solid samples, even in the case of

a non steady-state system. It appears that, as well as for

all studies concerning U-series nuclides in surperficial

environment, there is now a strong need for independent

and precise estimates of the a-recoil term (fa), and for a

better understanding of nuclide fractionation during

chemical erosion and leaching of minerals.

27.5 Conclusion and Future Directions

Over the past few years, several nuclides of the U-series

have emerged as powerful tracers of chemical erosion

at various scales, including those pertinent to conti-

nents, basins, soils and aquifers. This is essentially

due to new mass spectrometric developments permit-

ting high precision measurements of low concentration

samples (typically water samples). Furthermore, these

analytical methods have triggered the development of

new and more sophisticated transport and erosion mod-

els. It must be pointed out, however, that recent studies

all highlight that in the future it will be necessary to

have a better determination of recoil effects at the

mineral scale, and to have a better knowledge of nuclide

fractionation and redistribution during chemical alter-

ation and transport. To this end, experimental studies

should help to quantify key parameters such as the

leaching coefficients. In natural systems, coupling of

U-series disequilibria with other tools such as 10Be, or

Sr and Nd isotopes for example, has been little investi-

gated thus far, nevertheless this is a promising approach

in the sense that both methods provide independent and

complementary quantitative information.

Despite the uncertainties highlighted, some system-

atics are already apparent, such as the major role of

recent climatic variations and land use on physical

erosion rates presently estimated for some basins.

This has been observed in North American cratons,

but also in mountaineous areas such as the Andes.

Another concept that has emerged is the link between

the age of a profile and its production rate. Chemical

erosion rates are high at the beginning of soil forma-

tion. A similar relationship is found for sediments

carried by rivers: old sediments are located in areas

where chemical erosion rates (and therefore U disso-

lution rates) are lower. Since high precision data are

still quite limited, these trends must of course be

refined. Nevertheless, if they are confirmed they

could greatly improve our understanding/modelling

of the recent evolution of continental chemical erosion

and its effect on the transfer of weathered material to

the sea, and in consequence on ocean chemistry.
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Chapter 28

Applications of Cosmogenic Isotopes as Atmospheric Tracers

D. Lal and M. Baskaran

Abstract Earth’s atmosphere is constantly bombarded

by cosmic-ray particles and the interaction of these

cosmic-ray particles with the target nuclei continu-

ously produce a suite of radionuclides which serve as

powerful tracers to identify and quantify several atmo-

spheric processes. These include sources and transport

and mixing of air masses, exchange of air-masses

between various layers of the atmosphere (e.g., strato-

sphere–troposphere exchange, STE), residence times

of atmospheric gases, removal rates and residence

times of atmospheric pollutants to name a few. Com-

bining the cosmogenic radionuclides with other natu-

rally-occurring (primarily daughter products of 222Rn)

and anthropogenic (mainly derived from nuclear weap-

ons testing) radionuclides, have significantly aided to

improve our understanding of the time scales involved

with the interhemispheric exchange, meridional mix-

ing and cross-Equator mixing as well as residence time

of tropospheric aerosols. In this article, we review

some of the key applications of cosmogenic radionu-

clides tracers in the atmosphere.

28.1 Introduction

28.1.1 Atmosphere

The science of the Earth’s atmosphere is indeed a vast

field: how it was formed in the first place; is it growing

or decreasing in mass with time; how does it control

Earth’s climate, what are its layers that serve as impor-

tant controllers of physical processes; how it shields

inhabitants of the Earth from harmful radiations and

fast particles of matter, etc. Over the past six decades,

we have obtained large amount of information on

which part of the atmosphere controls Earth’s climate.

In dealing with vast subjects, we generally deal with a

very narrow subset of problems, meaning that we

generally look at the panorama through a narrow

long tube, because that is all that one can do to remain

confined.

This purpose of this chapter is to discuss what

atmospheric processes we can learn using radioactive

tracers, which are naturally or artificially injected in

the atmosphere. Even this is a large field but we will

try to constrain our discussions to cosmic ray produced

nuclides, supplementing the discussions with two

other types of tracers: (1) naturally occurring tracers

belonging to the U-Th series, and (2) radionuclides

artificially injected in to the atmosphere by nuclear

weapon’s testing.

It is important to consider at first the structure of the

Earth’s atmosphere with respect to its density, temper-

ature and thermal stability (Fig. 28.1). Starting from

the sea level, we first encounter a region of the atmo-

sphere where temperature decreases by about 6.5�C
per km (known as the lapse rate) as one goes up in

altitude, up to the top of the troposphere. By its
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temperature structure, the troposphere promotes verti-

cal mixing; its name in the Greek word “tropZ�”,
trope, meaning turn or overturn. The troposphere con-

tains roughly ~83% of the mass of the atmosphere, and

~99% of global water vapor. The boundary between

the top of the troposphere and the bottom of the strato-

sphere is the tropopause, where the temperature

remains invariant with height. Above the tropopause

lies the stratosphere, a layer in which the temperature

increases with altitude above the tropopause; the

stratosphere gets its name from the Greek meaning

“stratified layer”. The temperature increase with alti-

tude in stratosphere is a result of solar ultraviolet light

interacting with the ozone also produced by ultraviolet

light causing the temperature increase. The boundary

between the stratosphere and the next layer, meso-

sphere, is called the stratopause. The total mass of

the atmosphere in the stratosphere is about 16%; and

above the stratopause, ~0.1%.

There are exchanges of air molecules between the

troposphere and the stratosphere. The principal

mechanisms of exchange between the troposphere

and the stratosphere are two: (1) the Brewer–Dobson

model which has been proposed for the “equator to

poles” troposphere–stratosphere–troposphere” circu-

lation (Brewer 1949), and (2) the seasonal downward

transport of stratospheric air masses at extra-tropical

latitudes (Danielsen and Mohnen 1977; Danielsen

et al. 1987), linked to large scale cyclogenesis in the

winter and early spring. These have been verified

using both nuclear weapon transient tracers (e.g.,
90Sr) and cosmic ray produced isotopes (cf. Lal and

Peters 1967; Lal and Suess 1968; Lal 2002).

28.1.2 Radionuclides as Atmospheric
Tracers

There are three groups of radionuclides that have been

widely used as atmospheric tracers: (1) naturally-

occurring radionuclides, mainly 222Rn and its daughter

products; (2) anthropogenic radionuclides, mainly

derived from nuclear weapons testing; and (3) cosmo-

genic isotopes produced by cosmic rays from interac-

tion with the gaseous components of the atmosphere

(N2, O2, Ar, etc.).

Fig. 28.1 Vertical profile of temperature

in the atmosphere
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Radon-222 and its progenies (mainly 210Pb, 210Bi,
210Po) have provided a wealth of information on the

sources of aerosols and airmasses, stability and verti-

cal movements of airmasses, removal rate constants

and residence times of aerosols, and deposition velo-

cities of aerosols in the planetary boundary layer (e.g.,

review paper by Baskaran 2011). Due to three orders

of magnitude higher concentrations of 226Ra in rocks

and minerals (~31 mBq g�1, assuming 238U and 226Ra

are in secular equilibrium; 238U concentration in the

upper crust ¼ 2.5 ppm; Wedepohl 1995) compared to

water (1.2 � 10�3 mBq g�1; details given in Baskaran

(2011), the 222Rn emanation rates from land is ~2

orders of magnitude higher than that of the oceans

(1,300–1,800 Bq m�2 d�1 from continents as opposed

to ~17 Bq m�2 d�1 from oceanic areas (Samuelsson

et al. 1986; Nazaroff 1992). Thus, the continental and

maritime air masses have distinctly different concen-

trations of 222Rn and their progenies, and the gradients

in the concentration and activity ratios are used to

quantify atmospheric processes.

The anthropogenic radionuclides in the atmosphere

(termed as transient tracers) from the detonation of

nuclear weapon tests were introduced in the atmo-

sphere starting from 1952 (although two nuclear tests

were conducted in 1945 at Nagasaki and Hiroshima).

The uneven deposition and temporal variations in the

atmosphere and of the fallout of radionuclides, such as
90Sr, 3H, and 14C, at different latitude belts (heaviest

fallout in the northern hemisphere with the peak

between 30 and 60�N and lowest in the polar and

equatorial regions) provided deeper insight on the

time scales of interhemispheric exchange in the tropo-

sphere, rates of meridional transport within the two

hemispheres, mixing times scales of air masses within

Hadley and Polar cells, and also on time scales of

meridional mixing in the Northern hemisphere, and

cross-Equator mixing time scale in the troposphere

(Lal and Rama 1966; reviewed in Lal 2002). A very

brief historical background is given below.

The 1954 spring Castle thermonuclear test intro-

duced a large amount of artificial 3H (tritium: half-

life ¼ 12.3 years) in the atmosphere. Studies of its

concentrations in rains clearly showed that it was

removed from the atmospheric layers below cloud

cover in periods as short as weeks. Similarly the injec-

tions of the fission radionuclide, 90Sr, in the atmo-

sphere in stratospheric tests of nuclear weapons,

led to the first insight into time scales of removal of

aerosols from the stratosphere to the troposphere and

finally on to the surface of the Earth, within periods of

the order of 1–2 years. These were remarkable obser-

vations indeed, since conventional physical meteoro-

logical studies did not provide even rough estimates of

the time scales involved in circulation and self-purg-

ing of the atmosphere, although enough was known

about the physical state of the atmosphere. The nuclear

weapons-test derived 14C in the atmosphere provided

better insight on the residence time of CO2 in the

atmosphere. At the time of nuclear test ban treaty

went into effect on 1 January 1963, the amount of
14C activity in the atmosphere was roughly equal to

the activity produced by cosmogenic nuclear reaction.

Within the next 40 years, the bomb-produced 14C

inventory in the atmosphere constituted ~10% of the

total 14C inventory (Broecker 2003). More details on

the sources, fate and transport of anthropogenic radio-

nuclides in the environment are discussed in texts by

Hong (2011) and Ketterer et al. (2011).

The field of cosmogenic nuclides as tracers of

large-scale atmospheric circulation and mixing took

its root in the fifties, which was a period when detona-

tion of nuclear weapon were started (1952) in the

atmosphere. This was a period when new information

about space-time integrals of large-scale motion in the

atmosphere emerged from studies of both transient

nuclear weapon and cosmogenic tracers. The power

of tracers in fluids undergoing complex, space-time

dependant motions cannot be underestimated.

The cosmogenic nuclide production within the

stratosphere and the troposphere depends on their

masses, and the development of the secondary cosmic

ray component whose flux decreases steadily with

atmospheric pressure (Lal and Peters 1967). In the

case of 14C, which is primarily produced by thermal

neutron capture in 14N, ~56 % is produced in the

stratosphere. In the case of all other nuclides, which

are produced by energetic neutrons, ~67% is produced

in the stratosphere. Note here that since negligible

production of cosmogenic nuclides occurs above the

stratosphere, due to very low abundances of target

nuclei, cosmogenic nuclides are useful mainly as tra-

cers for large-scale circulation in the stratosphere and

the troposphere.

In contrast to the transient tracers, the cosmogenic
nuclides continually inject nuclides, which serve as

tracers for studying the nature of large-scale motions

of the atmosphere. The unique features of these tracers
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are: (1) the source functions of the tracers in all parts

of the atmosphere can be determined precisely as a

function of time, and (2) several radionuclides with

different chemical properties and half-lives varying in

the range of less than an hour to more than million

years, are produced by cosmic rays. Consequently, air

transport/mixing and aerosol scavenging processes by

wet precipitation can be studied quantitatively, on

time scales ranging from hours to years (Lal and Peters

1967). Their distribution in the atmosphere allows one

to assess the nature of the large-scale air mass circula-

tion as well as time scales of their mixing within the

stratosphere, between the stratosphere and the tropo-

sphere, and finally, their removal from the lower atmo-

sphere by wet precipitation and dry deposition (details

on the deposition of 7Be and 10Be to the Earth’s

surface are discussed in Kaste and Baskaran (2011)).

Combining the concentrations of cosmogenic

radionuclides (e.g., 7Be) that are primarily derived

from upper atmosphere with the radionuclides that

are derived from Earth’s surface (e.g., 210Pb, 210Po),

the sources of airmasses (continent versus oceanic)

and their horizontal and vertical transport can be quan-

tified. The concentration of 210Pb in the air, since its

source is at the ground level, decreases with elevation

from the ground due to decreases in the concentration

of 222Rn. On the other hand, the concentration of 7Be

in air increases with increasing altitude from the sur-

face of the Earth. Beryllium-7 is mixed downward

while 210Pb mixed upwards and both are primarily

removed by precipitation. This ratio has been reported

to be the highest over continents during the summer

due to increased dry convective mixing (e.g., Baskaran

et al. 1993; McNeary and Baskaran 2003; Turekian

and Graustein 2003). Therefore, the 7Be/210Pb ratio is

a potential tracer for large-scale transport such as

Hadley circulation and for vertical mixing in the

mid-troposphere. On the other hand, the delivery of

high-altitude 7Be-rich air to the surface is primarily

through convective transport (Koch et al. 1996). More

details on the applications of U-Th series radionu-

clides as atmospheric tracers is given in Hirose (2011).

28.1.3 Historical Background for
Cosmogenic Radionuclides

The discovery in late forties of the cosmic ray pro-

duced radionuclide, 14C, in the earth’s atmosphere

(Libby 1946) marked the onset for the search for

other cosmic ray produced (cosmogenic) nuclides.

During the next four decades since Libby’s discov-

ery of 14C, about four dozen and two dozen stable

and radioactive nuclides were discovered in extra-

terrestrial samples (Reedy et al. 1983) and on the

Earth (Lal and Peters 1967). The cosmogenic

nuclides found large number of applications in plan-

etary and earth sciences.

Interconnection between cosmic rays and geophys-

ics was established with Libby’s discovery of 14C.

Other developments soon established the fact that

cosmic rays are indeed a very powerful tool in astron-

omy, astrophysics and geophysics. The galaxy has

been continuously filled with cosmic rays, up to

energies of ~1020 eV. Nuclear effects of cosmic rays

in objects without an appreciable atmosphere, go

down to ~1,000 g cm�2. On the Earth however, the

effects are measurable up to depths of 106 g cm�2,

since charged pions produced in nuclear interactions

in the atmosphere decay, giving rise to the penetrating

muons.

Today the field of cosmogenic nuclides in extra-

terrestrial and terrestrial samples is a large field which

grew, and is still growing since Libby’s discovery of
14C, pushed to new dimensions with the development

of new techniques in detection and measurement of

cosmogenic nuclides; see Lal (1988) for historical

development of ideas in this field. An important tech-

nical development was the accelerator mass spectrom-

etry (AMS) technique in 1970s for detecting and

measuring small sample of long-lived radionuclides.

The AMS technique is based on acceleration of

nuclides to MeV energies in electrostatic tandem

accelerators and then identifying the nuclide (pioneer-

ing studies were carried out by Nelson et al. 1977 and

Bennett et al. 1977), without having to wait for the

nuclide to decay. The AMS technique works effi-

ciently for several nuclides (14C, 41Ca, 36Cl, 26Al,
10Be and 129I), permitting detection of �106 atoms in

each case (cf. Elmore and Phillips 1987), provided the

isotope/element ratio is >5 � 10�15. This gave a gain

factor of 106 over isotope detection by the decay-

counting method. The 4–6 orders of magnitude higher

isotope measurement sensitivity meant a large reduc-

tion in sample sizes, from (10–100) g to (1–10) mg,

and in turn re-opening a host of investigations carried

out earlier using the decay-counting method, for a

more detailed study of biogeochemical processes.

The decrease in the sample size meant:
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1. Economy on precious samples, both extraterrestrial

and terrestrial samples.

2. Making measurements not possible earlier with the

sample sizes available, e.g. Nuclide time series in

ice cores.

3. Making adequate number of measurements to char-

acterize geochemical entities, e.g., marine sedi-

ments and weathered soil profiles; and

4. Measuring concentrations of cosmogenic nuclides

produced in situ in terrestrial solids.

28.1.4 Production of Cosmogenic
Nuclides in the Atmosphere

Cosmic rays are accelerated in shocks in Type II Super-

nova and are composed of high-energy particles of

nuclear matter. Typical energies of nuclei in the pri-

mary cosmic ray beam lie in the range of 1–10 GeV;

the total energy range is of course much greater,

10�1–1011 GeV. Most of the cosmic ray particles

have velocities comparable to that of light, and have

energies sufficient to break nuclei into fragments. Note

that typical binding energies of nucleons in nuclei are

of the order of 10 MeV. During their passage through

the earth’s atmosphere, a nucleonic cascade develops

because of nuclear interactions of cosmic rays with the

atmospheric nuclei. As a result, the cosmic ray beam is

composed of greater number of secondary cosmic ray

particles at depths, which are capable of inducing fur-

ther nuclear reactions. A variety of stable and radioac-

tive nuclei is produced in the nuclear interactions of

primary and secondary cosmic rays with the atmo-

spheric nuclei, N, O, Ar, Kr and Xe. In Tables 28.1

and 28.2, we list cosmogenic nuclides produced in the

earth’s atmosphere, with half-lives exceeding 30 min,

which find varied applications as tracers in earth

sciences.

The cosmogenic nuclide production rates are

severely dependant on latitude and altitude in the atmo-

sphere. These have been estimated rather accurately,

and further attempts are underway to improve these

estimates. Estimates have been made of the intensities

of slow neutrons in the atmosphere, which allow one to

estimate the altitude-latitude dependence in the rate of

production of 14C and 81Kr in the atmosphere in the

capture of a slow neutron by 14N and 80Kr, respec-

tively.Most other isotopes are produced in high-energy
spallation (fragmentation) of nuclei; their rates are

approximately proportional to the rates of nuclear dis-

integrations, and have been estimated accurately based

on measurements of slow neutrons in the atmosphere.

Figure 28.2 shows the latitude-altitude dependence in

Table 28.1 Cosmogenic nuclides produced in the atmosphere (with half-livesa greater than 1 day) and their applications. Arranged

in order of increasing atomic number

Nuclide Half-life Main target nuclide Production rate (atoms cm�2 s�1)

Troposphere Total atmosphere
3H 12.3 years N, O No data No data
3He Stable N, O 6.7 � 10�2 0.2
7Be 53 days N, O 2.7 � 10�2 8.1 � 10�2

10Be 1.5 � 106 years N, O 1.5 � 10�2 4.5 � 10�2

14C 5,730 years N, O 1.1 2.5
20,21,22Ne Stable Ar No data No data
22Na 2.6 years Ar 2.4 � 10�5 8.6 � 10�5

26Al 7.1 � 105 years Ar 0.38 � 10�4 1.4 � 10�4

32Si 150 years Ar 0.54 � 10�4 1.6 � 10�4

32P 14.3 days Ar 2.7 � 10�4 8.1 � 10�4

33P 25.3 days Ar 2.2 � 10�4 6.8 � 10�4

35S 87 days Ar 0.49 � 10�3 1.4 � 10�3

36Cl 3.0 � 105 years Ar 0.40 � 10�3 1.1 � 10�3

37Ar 35 days Ar 2.8 � 10�4 8.3 � 10�4

39Ar 268 years Ar 0.45 � 10�2 1.3 � 10�2

81Kr 2.3 � 105 years Kr 0.52 � 10�6 1.2 � 10�6

129I 1.6 � 107 years Xe No data No data
aArranged in order of increasing mass numbers
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the rate of nuclear disintegrations in the atmosphere.

For deviations in the altitude–latitude dependence

of nuclide yields from nuclear disintegration rates;

reference is made to Lal and Peters (1967). Note that-

Fig. 28.2 shows the approximate relative latitude–

altitude dependence of all nuclides, except for
14C and 81Kr; reference is made to Lal and Peters

(1967) for their latitude–altitude dependence.

Cosmogenic nuclides, except for 3He, 37,39Ar and
81Kr, get oxidized shortly after their production

(Table 28.3). The nuclides that do not form compounds

(noble gases) are useful to investigate air-sea

exchange, temporal variations of cosmic radiation,

atmospheric circulation, dating of groundwater and

vertical mixing of water masses in the oceans and

lakes (Table 28.3). A list of nuclides that attach to

aerosols are given in Table 28.3. Attachment occurs

primarily on small size particles,<1 mm (Junge 1963).

Some of the short-lived radionuclides (39Cl, 38S, 38Cl,
34mCl, 31Si, 28Mg, 24Mg) are useful for cloud formation

and dissipation studies and to quantify aerosol scav-

enging processes by wet precipitation. Their half-lives

are of the same order of magnitude as the time scale on

which precipitation processes occur. Except for CO2,

which is a permanent gas, all other oxides get attached

to aerosols within a short time. Consequently, these

nuclides do not settle gravitationally and follow the

mass motion of the molecules in the stratosphere. In

the troposphere, however, the aerosols are effectively

removed by condensation of vapor at and below cloud

cover.

28.1.5 Distributions of Cosmogenic
Nuclides in the Stratosphere
and Troposphere and their
Implications

As stated earlier, in the stratosphere, the temperature

increases with altitude as a result of solar ultraviolet

light interacting with the ozone, causing the temperature

increase. Consequently, since the stratosphere is stable

against vertical mixing, air molecules primarily mix

Table 28.2 Cosmogenic radionuclides produced in the atmosphere (with half-livesa greater than 30 min to less than a day) and their

applications

Nuclide Half-life Main target Nuclide Production rate (atoms cm�2 s�1)

Troposphere Total atmosphere
24Na 15.0 h Ar 0.82 � 10�4 3.0 � 10�4

28Mg 21.2 h Ar 0.46 � 10�4 1.7 � 10�4

31Si 2.6 h Ar 1.5 � 10�4 4.4 � 10�4

38S 2.9 h Ar 1.7 � 10�5 4.9 � 10�5

34mCl 32.0 min Ar 1.1 � 10�4 2.0 � 10�4

38Cl 37.3 min Ar 7.7 � 10�4 2.0 � 10�4

39Cl 55.5 min Ar 0.49 � 10�3 1.4 � 10�3

aArranged in order of increasing mass numbers

Fig. 28.2 The rate of production of nuclear disintegrations,

with energy release above 40 MeV, is plotted as a function of

atmospheric pressure (from Lal and Peters 1967). To avoid over-

lapping, curves for different latitudes have been displaced with

respect to each other successively by 200 gm. cm�2 along the

abscissa
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horizontally. In the troposphere, several processes affect

the distribution of cosmogenic radionuclides: meridio-

nal and vertical transport, sedimentation and precipita-

tion scavenging. However, in the stratosphere, the

deposition velocities are very low (~100 m/month;

Junge 1963) and also there occurs no precipitation.

Thus, the concentrations of cosmogenic radionuclides

in the stratosphere are governed by local production,

meridional and vertical downward transport, and radio-

active decay.

Air motions are conveniently expressed by the con-

servation relation (Lal and Peters 1967);

dc�

dt
¼ q� lc� � v:rc� (28.1)

where v is the velocity vector, l is the nuclide disinte-

gration constant, c* is the nuclide concentration and q

is its production rate by cosmic rays. If the velocity

field of stratospheric winds is stable for long periods

compared to the nuclide half-life, a steady state is set

up, and (28.1) reduces to:

v:rc� ¼ q� lc� (28.2)

Since in the case of cosmogenic nuclides, q is

known everywhere, non-parallel velocity gradients

are given by nuclides of different half-lives. An impor-

tant feature of (28.2) is the fact that even in the pres-

ence of strong zonal winds that prevail in the

stratosphere, the velocity vector remains sensitive to

both slow vertical drifts and small meridional compo-

nents of the motion. As shown by Lal and Peters

(1967), a deviation in 7Be concentration from its equi-

librium value by about 20 % corresponds to vertical

air-drifts of 0.4 <vvert. <0.8 m per hour and meridio-

nal wind speeds of 4.5 <vmerid. <9 cm per second.

In Fig. 28.3, we show the measured concentration

profiles of 7Be during two seasons, along with the

expected equilibrium 7Be concentration profile, and

in Fig. 28.4, the measured 22Na/7Be ratios in the atmo-

sphere. These data clearly show that the transport/

mixing characteristics show altitude and latitude as

well as seasonal dependence. For detailed measure-

ments of 32P, 7Be and 22Na in the same air filters,

reference is made to Bhandari et al. (1966). Ratios of

isotope concentrations are particularly valuable since

they are independent of any uncertainties in the vol-

ume of air filtered. The observed degree of under

saturation in 22Na concentrations indicates that the

Table 28.3 Important characteristics and principal applications of selected cosmogenic nuclides produced in the atmosphere

Isotopes which do not form compounds
3He Stable Air-sea exchange; escape of helium from the atmosphere
37Ar 35 days Atmospheric circulation and air-sea exchange
39Ar 268 years Atmospheric circulation; vertical mixing in oceans
81Kr 2.3 � 105 years Ground water ages, and constancy of cosmic radiation

Isotopes which attach to aerosols/particles
7Be 53 days Atmospheric circulation, vertical mixing in surface ocean waters
10Be 1.5 � 106 years Atmospheric circulation; role of particle scavenging in the coastal and open

oceans; dating of sediments and accretions
26Al 7.1 � 105 years Role of particle scavenging in the coastal and open oceans; dating of marine

sediments and accretions
32Si (HSiO3, SiO2) ~150 years Atmospheric circulation; labeling the dissolved oceanic silicon pool; atmospheric

circulation
33P, 32P 14.3, 25.3 days Atmospheric circulation; labeling the dissolved oceanic phosphorus pool;

tropospheric circulation
39Cl, 38S, 38Cl, 34mCl, 31Si,

28Mg, 24Mg

0.5–21 h Cloud formation and dissipation, and aerosol scavenging processes by wet

precipitation

Isotopes, of half-lives >2 weeks, which label constituent molecules in the atmosphere and the hydrosphere
3H (H2O) 12.3 years Atmospheric circulation; characterizing water molecules in the atmosphere,

hydrosphere and cryosphere
14C (CO2, CO3, HCO3) 5,730 years Atmospheric circulation; characterization of the carbon cycle reservoirs
32Si (HSiO3, SiO2) ~150 years Atmospheric circulation; biogeochemical cycle of silicon
33P, 32P (DIP, DOP) 14.3, 25.3 days Atmospheric circulation; biogeochemical cycle of phosphorous
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apparent irradiation age of stratospheric air ranges

from a few months in the lower layer just above the

tropopause at high latitudes to ~1–2 years at low

latitudes; see also similar inferences based on

Fig. 28.3.

28.2 Materials and Methods

Of the list of cosmogenic radionuclides listed in

Tables 28.1 and 28.2, only a few have been measured

continuously over the past five decades. For example,
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Fig. 28.3 Measured concentrations of 7Be (in

dpm /103 cu. ft. S. T. P.; 1 dpm/103

cu. ft. ¼ 0.589 mBq/m3), in air during two periods

of observation in the northern hemisphere. The

contour lines of equal production rates of 7Be are

given in the bottom panel of Fig. 28.3, (in dpm/

103 cu. ft. S. T. P.), corresponding to the expected
7Be concentrations for a motionless atmosphere.

Thick lines show the position of the tropopause. For

details see Lal and Peters 1967 and Bhandari et al.

(1966b)
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from the initial method of measurement of 7Be with g
counting (NaI or Ge(Li) or pure Ge-well detectors) to

the new AMS method the detection limit decreased

over two orders of magnitude (detection limit of ~106

atoms by gamma-ray spectrometric methods versus

~104 atoms by AMS; see Kaste and Baskaran (2011)).

Most of the short-lived cosmogenic radionuclides

(Tables 28.1 and 28.2) were measured by counting

methods, and extensive chemical separation and puri-

fication were conducted for those radionuclides whose

activities were measured with beta counting method,

since beta counting is not isotope-specific; also note

that beta energy spectrum is continuous (0–Emax).

Interferences from other beta-emitting radionuclides

need to be separated and hence rigorous chemical

separation and purification is required. Detailed chemical

separation and purficiation of Mg (for 28Mg), Na (for
24Na), S (for 38S), Si (for 31Si) and Cl (for 34mCl, 38Cl,
39Cl) and radiochemical assay are given in

Bhandari et al. (1966). A summary of the methods

used, sample size, and references are given in Table 28.4.

28.3 Specific Applications of
Cosmogenic Isotopes as Tracers

Discovery of a suite of short-lived cosmogenic radio-

nuclides (39Cl, 24Na, 38Cl, 38S, 28Mg, 31Si, 34mCl;

Table 28.2; Winsberg (1956); Rodel (1963); Perkins

et al. (1965); Bhandari et al. (1966)) produced from the

spallation of 40Arwith cosmic rays have provided a basis

for studying precipitation formation processes and thus

serve as tracers of in-cloud scavenging. Inference on the

mechanisms of cloud condensation, coalescence versus

condensation, has been made based on the variations of

the concentrations of short-lived radionuclides (Perkins

et al. 1970). Measurements of these cosmogenic radio-

nuclides in precipitation yielded information on in-cloud

and below-cloud scavenging as well as on the scaveng-

ing efficiency and the altitude from which the precipita-

tion occurred. The activity ratios of short-lived

cosmogenic radionuclides in precipitation provide

insight into the condensation processes and air move-

ments within a storm system (Wogman et al. 1968). For

example, high concentrations of 36Cl and high 39Cl/38Cl

activity ratios in precipitation is interpreted to have

composed of small raindrops that have spent longer

periods in their in-cloud development from coalescence

of cloud droplets rather than growth of raindrops from

condensation (Perkins et al. 1970). The updrafts within a

cloud can, in principle, be studied using short-lived

radionuclides, and thus, any measurements of these

radionuclides in major hailstorms is expected to yield

information linking the extent of updraft and concentra-

tions and activity ratios of these short-lived cosmogenic

radionuclides. Comparison of the ratios of various cos-

mogenic radionuclides in precipitation to the ratios at

production in the atmosphere aid in constraining the

time period required for the development of a precipi-

tation episode. In addition, ratios of long-lived to short-

lived isotopes (e.g., 24Na/38Cl) in precipitation can

help to constrain the period between previous atmo-

spheric removal due to precipitation scavenging. In

this section, we specifically discuss some of the key

applications of cosmogenic tracers to quantify some of

the atmosphere processes.

28.3.1 Residence Times in the
Stratosphere and Troposphere
and Stratosphere–Troposphere
Exchange Using 7Be/10Be Ratios

The factors and processes that control the strato-

spheric-tropospheric exchange are of interest for a

number of reasons that include atmospheric cycling

of natural and anthropogenically introduced trace spe-

cies (such as CFCs, VOCs) and their potential impact

on the stratospheric O3, and residence times of strato-

spheric aerosols and their ultimate removal.

Fig. 28.4 Measured ratios of activities (dpm/103 cu. ft. S. T. P.;

1 dpm/103 cu. ft. ¼ 0.589 mBq/m3) of 22Na and 7Be in the

atmosphere in a N–S section of the atmosphere. The numbers

shown in the figure should be multiplied by 10�5 to obtain the

absolute activity ratios. For details, see Bhandari and Rama

(1963) and Lal and Peters 1967
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Tropopause folds in mid-latitudes near the jet stream

and changing seasonal structure of the stratosphere

also can facilitate the exchange of air masses (Daniel-

sen 1968). Although the ratio of the production rates of
7Be/10Be has remained constant, a large range of

values at various layers in the atmosphere have been

reported (Dibb et al. 1994; Jordan et al. 2003).

Although time-series measurements have shown

that the 7Be concentrations in aerosols and precipita-

tion vary over an order of magnitude, the 7Be/10Be

ratios has remained constant within a factor of 2.

The 7Be/10Be ratios in precipitation samples varied

between 0.67 and 0.85 in the Northern hemisphere

and between 0.47 and 0.61 in the Southern hemisphere

(summarized in Graham et al. 2003). Using a simple

box-model approach, the residence time of Be-bearing

aerosols in the stratosphere can be evaluated.

N7
m ¼ P7 þQ7ð Þ 1� exp lr þ l7ð Þt½ � lr þ l7ð Þ=

(28.3)

N10
m ¼ P10þQ10ð Þ 1� exp lrþ l10ð Þt½ � lrþ l10ð Þ=

(28.4)

where N7
m and N10

m are the measured concentrations

of 7Be and 10Be; Pi and Qi are the in-situ production

and injection of ‘i’ (7Be or 10Be), respectively lr, l7,
l10 are the removal rate constant (¼1/residence time of

Be) of Be (which is the same for both 7Be and 10Be),

and decay constants of 7Be and 10Be respectively. In

the stratosphere, Qi (both
7Be ¼ 10Be ¼ 0) can be

assumed to be zero at t ! 1 and this condition repre-

sents equilibrium. Also, l7 � l10, and hence combin-

ing (28.3) and (28.4) and simplifying, we get

N7=N10ð Þm ¼ P7=P10ð Þ l7 lr þ l7ð Þ= (28.5)

From (28.5) and from the established value of P7/P10,

one can calculatelr and the residence time (t ¼ 1/lr). A
number of values for P7/P10 have been reported in the

literature. For a specific average Solar activity and pres-

ent geomagnetic field intensity, Masarik and Beer

(1999) calculated an average global average value of

1.9. Nishihizumi et al. (1996) measured production ratio

in oxygen (P7/P10) to be 1.9 	 0.1 at Echo Lake and

1.8 	 0.2 at La Jolla. Raisbeck et al. (1981) reported a

value of 0.42 for (N7/N10)
m from a set of samples col-

lected at altitudes of 13.7, 16.8 and 19.2 km at 65�N.
Assuming a production ratio of 2.0, a stratospheric resi-

dence time of ~350 days (28.5) is obtained. This value is

in general agreement with values reported earlier (e.g.,

Reiter 1975).

Table 28.4 Sampling and analysis of cosmogenic radionuclides produced in the atmosphere

Nuclide Volume of air (m3) Volume of precipitation (L) Analytical method References
3H 101–102 1–10 LSC Lewis et al. (1986)
7Be 103 1–5 g McNeary and Baskaran (2003)

102 0.1–1.0 AMS Raisbeck and Yiou (1988)
10Be 10 1–10 AMS Raisbeck et al. (1978)
14C 0.010 10–50 AMS Suter et al. (1984)
22Na 103–104 5–50 g, LSC Bhandari (1965)
24Na NA 200 b�, g Rodel (1963); Bhandari et al. (1966)
26Al 101–102 10–50 AMS Kubik and Christl (2010)
28Mg NA 200 b� Bhandari et al. 1966
31Si NA 2–100 b� Bhandari et al. 1966; Wogman et al. (1968)
32Si – 104 b� Nijampurkar and Somayajulu 1974
32P – 5–20 LSC Benitez-Nelson and Buesseler (1998)
33P – 5–20 LSC Benitez-Nelson and Buesseler (1998)
35S 1 1–5 Tanaka and Turekian (1991)
38S NA 50 b�, g Perkins et al. (1965); Bhandari et al. (1966)
34mCl NA 2–100 b+, g Bhandari (1965); Wogman et al. (1968)
36Cl 103 1–5 AMS Galindo-Uribarri et al. (2007)
38Cl NA 50 b�, g Perkins et al. (1965); Bhandari et al. (1966)
39Cl NA 50 b�, g Winsberg (1956); Bhandari et al. (1966)
129I – 1–5 AMS Elmore et al. (1980)
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From the ground-based measurements of 7Be/10Be

ratios in aerosols, we can determine the residence

times of Be-bearing aerosols in the stratosphere. Tem-

poral variations of 7Be/10Be ratios for two stations

from New Zealand over a period of 12 and 26 months

are shown in Fig. 28.4. This ratio in monthly samples

varied between 0.34 and 0.70, with the highest values

in the summer months. This higher value is partly

attributed to the higher contributions of atmospheric

dust (Graham et al. 2003). In long-term precipitation

samples (1 year or more), this ratio has been found

to vary between 0.67 and 0.85 in the Northern

Hemisphere (n ¼ 3) and 0. 47–0.61 in the Southern

Hemisphere (data summarized in Graham et al. 2003).

The corresponding residence time of Be-bearing aero-

sols in the troposphere was estimated to vary between

60 and 120 days (100–120 days based on the data

from D€ubendorf (440 m) and Jungfraujoch (3,580 m)

in Switzerland (Heikkil€a et al. 2008); 77–109 days in

New Zeland, Graham et al. 2003). Although this

ratio varied within a factor of 2, the concentrations

of 7Be or 10Be in air have been observed to vary by

larger factors. For example, in a mid-latitude station in

Southeast Michigan (Detroit, 42�250N; 83�10W, 175 m

amsl), 7Be concentrations in aerosols varied by a fac-

tor of 6.3 (0.16–9.8 mBq m�3) over a period of 17

months (McNeary and Baskaran 2003).

It has been shown that simultaneous measurements

of O3 and 7Be in tropospheric air can be used to

quantify the amount of O3 derived from stratosphere

(e.g., Dibb et al. 1994, 2003). Turekian and Graustein

(2003) showed that much of the troposphereic ozone

in the Canaries free troposphere is made in the upper

troposphere and very little from the stratosphere. Dibb

et al. (1994) estimated the portion of surface O3 at

Alert, Northwest Territories, Canada using Be iso-

topes as tracers, with a maximum stratospheric

influence during spring accounting for 10–15% of

the surface concentrations. The contribution of O3

from stratosphere to troposphere during Arctic

winter remains unknown. Raisbeck et al. (1981)

showed that even 5% air intrusion from stratosphere

into the troposphere can be determined using the
7Be/10Be ratios.

28.3.2 Applications of 35S as a Tracer
of SO2 in the Atmosphere

The increase in anthropogenic emissions of SO2 has

resulted in the perturbation of sulfur cycle on regional

and global scales (Solomon et al. 2007) including

increase in acid rain and particulate SO4
2� concentra-

tions in the air. The aerosol sulfate (SO4
2�) can serve

as a cloud condensation nuclei affecting cloud forma-

tion and thereby affecting the heat balance of the lower

troposphere. Since sulfur exists both as a solid and gas

simultaneously, 35S can be used as a tracer of gas and

aerosol sulfate residence times and turnover kinetics

of both sulfate phases (Tanaka and Turekian 1991;

Igarashi et al. 1998; Brothers et al. 2010). Further-

more, sulfuric acid and sulfate salts are the dominant

aerosol particles in the stratosphere and much of the

upper troposphere (Buseck and Schwartz 2003). In a

pioneering study, Tanaka and Turekian (1991)

measured 35S in gaseous SO2, aerosol sulfate and

precipitation to determine time constants of oxidation,

in-cloud scavenging and aerosol deposition. Turekian

and Tanaka (1992) explored the use of 35S and 7Be as

tracers of gaseous SO2 and aerosol SO4, and Be

removal processes to the Earth’s surface.

Measurements of 35S are commonly done at the

Earth’s surface (planetary boundary layer) and assum-

ing a box model for the particulate and gaseous phase
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Fig. 28.5 Temporal monthly variations of 7Be/10Be ratios in

two sites in New Zealand (Gracefield near Wellington: 41�150S,
174�550E and Leigh, 50 km N of Auckland: 36�170S, 174�480E).
Data for the plot are taken from Graham et al. 2003
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separately, the mass balance equations are given as

follows:

For the gas phase:

d 35SO2
g dt=

� �¼ P�kox
35SO2

g
� ��kd

35SO2
g

� �
�kw

35SO2
g

� �� l 35SO2
g

� �
(28.6)

where 35SO2
g is the concentration of SO2 in the air

(gas phase), P is the effective tropospheric production

rate (¼ in-situ tropospheric production rate + fraction

of 35S injected into the troposphere from the strato-

spheric reservoir), kox, kd, and kw are the oxidation rate

constant, removal rate constant due to dry deposition

and wet deposition, respectively and l is the decay

constant of 35S (¼ 7.94 � 10�3 d�1). The total

removal rate constant, ktotal, is given by:

ktotal ¼ kox þ kd þ kw þ l (28.7)

The mass balance for the aerosol (particulate)

sulfate is given by:

d 35SO2
p/dt

� � ¼ kox
35SO2

p
� �� k 35SO2

g
� �

� l 35SO2
p

� �
(28.8)

where 35SO2
p is the concentration of SO2 in the aero-

sols (particulate phase) and k is the scavenging con-

stant of removal of aerosols by precipitation.

Assuming steady-state conditions within the box

(d[35SO2
g/dt] ¼ 0), then (28.6) reduces to

P ¼ kox þ kd þ kw þ lð Þ 35SO2
g

� � ¼ ktotal
35SO2

g
� �

or

ttotal ¼ 35SO2
g

� �
P= (28.9)

A comparison of the total residence time calculated

using (28.9) on simultaneously collected samples from

San Fernando Valley, CA (34.212�N, 118.061�W) and

San Diego, CA (32.867�N, 117.257�W) indicates that

the residence times is about 3–53 times longer in San

Fernando Valley compared to San Diego, assuming

that the production rate in both places to be the same

(4.75 � 10�4 atoms m�3 s�1, Brothers et al. 2010).

The [35SO2
g] was calculated from the measured con-

centrations of 35SO2 in the precipitation and assuming

a deposition velocity of aerosols.

The average rate of in-cloud and raindrop scaveng-

ing of SO2 relative to precipitation of SO4
2�/210Pb can

be calculated from the measurements of 210Pb and

sulfate in aerosols and in precipitation. A comparison

of the (SO4
2�/210Pb) ratio in precipitation to that in

aerosols yield information on the fraction of sulfate

that is not associated with aerosol 210Pb measured on

filters (Tanaka and Turekian 1991). It was estimated

that ~30% of the total SO2 flux was removed by in-

cloud scavenging (Tanaka and Turekian 1991). From

the measured concentrations of 35SO2 in the aerosols

and gaseous phase, oxidation rate constant, aerosol

removal rate constant and removal rate constant by

precipitation, were reported to be 0.142, 0.084 and

0.056 d�1 respectively, corresponding to a mean SO2

oxidation time of 7 days and an aerosol mean residence

time of 12 days, and in-cloud mean scavenging time of

18 days (Tanaka and Turekian 1991). Based on 1-year

sampling in New Haven, Connecticut, Tanaka and

Turekian (1995) showed that about 25% of SO2 in the

air is removed by oxidative conversion of SO2 to sul-

fate on surfaces. There are two distinct pathways by

which SO2 is converted to SO4
2� (Tanaka et al. 1994):

(1) homogenous pathway involving gas reaction

with hydroxyl radicals (SO2 þ 
OH ! 
HOSO2 þ
O2 ! SO3 þ 
HOH ! H2SO4) and (2) a heteroge-

neous oxidation pathway involving oxidation in

solution (SO2 gð Þ ! SO2 aqð Þ þH2O! HSO3
� þHþ;

HSO3
� þH2O2 ! SO4

2� þHþ þH2O). The oxida-

tion pathways involving solution is likely dominant in

the lower troposphere below cloud height and hence

the relative importance of these two pathways at dif-

ferent heights from planetary boundary layer can be

investigated using 35S. Turekian et al. (1989) used the

SO4
2�/210Pb ratios in aerosols collected from a net-

work of stations across the Pacific for identifying pos-

sible sources of aerosols (continental, both industrial

and non-industrial and oceanic) as well as efficiency of

conversion of gaseous sulfur species to SO4
2�.

28.3.3 10Be as a Tracer of Atmospheric
Dust

In the determination of the tropospheric residence

times of aerosols (and aerosol-laden Be), it is assumed

that 7Be and 10Be are contributed from their cosmo-

genic production and the contribution from atmospheric
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dust is not included. Due to its half-life, the amount of
7Be contribution from terrestrial-derived atmospheric

dust is expected to be negligible. However, the fine

dust is likely to contribute a significant portion of the
10Be to the rain (Monaghan et al. 1986). Finer particu-

late matter (<10 mm) that can be carried by wind to

longer distances likely will have significantly higher

concentrations partly due to scavenging of Be-10 from

the air. Also, since sorption is a surface area effect and

hence finer particles will have higher specific concen-

trations (concentration per unit mass). Graham et al.

(2003) reported that 7Be/10Be ratios in New Zeland

increased from 0.47–0.61 to 0.50–0.70 after correcting

for the dust input in the rain collector. Heikkil€a et al.

(2008) estimated that recycled 10Be from atmospheric

dust could contribute up to 10–20% of the concentra-

tion. Monaghan et al. (1986) estimated the recycled

component of 10Be to vary between 8 and 35% of the

measured 10Be in precipitation from seven stations

around the continental United States. The recycling

of 10Be from continents to the atmosphere has resulted

in significant variations in the concentrations of 10Be

(atoms/g aerosol). In aerosol dust collected from

Miami, FL, the 10Be concentration was reported to

be (2.12 	 0.04) � 109 10Be atoms/g dust (Lal

2007). Lal (2007) estimated a global average value

for the aeolian dust to be (6.5 	 3.5) � 109 10Be

atoms/g aeolian dust. The 10Be flux in the polar region

during 20–35 kyr B.P. was appreciably lower than

during Holocene and this was attributed to the major

reorganization of the air circulation pattern in the polar

region during this time period (Lal 2007). It is impor-

tant to quantify the amount of 10Be contributed from

atmospheric dust which will vary depending on the air

trajectory and season. Index elements such as Al or Ti

can be used to quantify the terrigenous dust. Then, by

direct measurements of 10Be on aerosols, one can

determine the concentrations of 10Be/g and of Al in

the aerosol. It is likely that this value is relatively

constant and one can use this value along with

measured Al value to quantify the amount of 10Be

derived from terrigenous dust.

28.4 Concluding Remarks and Future
Directions

One of the prerequisite for the utility of tracers is that

their source functions are well characterized along with

their chemical properties. The wide range of half-lives,

chemical properties and their applications as proxies for

their counterparts make the cosmogenic isotopes as

ideal candidates for investigating spatial and temporal

atmospheric processes. Some of the cosmogenic radio-

nuclides such as 7Be have been measured extensively in

precipitation and aerosols, but combining with natu-

rally-occurring radionuclides (such as daughter pro-

ducts of 222Rn, 210Pb, 210Po, 210Bi) that have a

predominantly earth-surface origin, will be useful to

trace species that originate both from earth’s surface

(such as Hg, SO4
2�, NO3

�; Lamborg et al. 2000) and

those that originate in the upper atmosphere (e.g., O3).

Except a few cosmogenic isotopes (10Be, 7Be, 36Cl)

very few studies have been conducted since their dis-

covery in the 1950 and 1960 and any dedicated synoptic

effort in the collection and analysis of aerosols at vari-

ous altitudes, from planetary boundary layer to the

lower stratosphere, as well in precipitation will provide

insight on the scavenging mechanisms by precipitation

and particle-reactive aerosols. Combining 129I and 36Cl,

they could serve as tracers of atmospheric halides and

chlorinated hydrocarbons. When CFCs reach the strato-

sphere, release of atomic chlorine will accelerate the

destruction of stratospheric O3, and
36Cl could be used

as a tracer for this atomic chlorine. 36Cl and 22Na can be

used as effective tracers of atmospheric chloride in the

atmosphere and can be utilized to quantify the extent of

recycling of seawater in the atmosphere.
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Chapter 29

Uranium, Thorium and Anthropogenic Radionuclides
as Atmospheric Tracers

K. Hirose

Abstract Anthropogenic radionuclides (137Cs, 90Sr, Pu

isotopes and others) and uranium and thorium in rain-

water and airborne dust are useful tracers for better

understanding of atmospheric transport processes,

micrometeorological processes, and natural and human

induced environmental changes. Typically, analyses on

spatial and temporal changes of anthropogenic radonu-

clides have aided to constrain the time scale of atmo-

spheric transport of aerosols, such as stratosphere and

troposphere residence times of aerosols. Although ura-

nium and thorium in the atmosphere are used primarily

as tracers of soil dust, their levels and isotope ratios

have been significantly perturbed by anthropogenic

sources, (e.g., fly ash and accidental releases of ura-

nium). Therefore, uranium, thorium and their isotope

ratios in airborne dust and rainwater reflect environmen-

tal changes caused by human activities and climate

change. Taking into account that rates of anthropogenic

radioactive fallout have recently been boosted by the

resuspension of radionuclides in deposited particles,

recent variations of anthropogenic radionuclides in rain-

water and surface air, as well as thorium and uranium

isotopes, is important tracers to study ongoing terres-

trial environmental changes due to human activities.

29.1 Introduction

Radioactive elements have been released in the atmo-

sphere by natural and anthropogenic processes as

shown in Fig. 29.1, which have been extensively

cycling in the earth environment. Especially anthro-

pogenic radionuclides (e.g., fission products such as
137Cs (half-life: 30.07 years), 90Sr (half-life: 28.78

years) and others, and fissile materials (e.g., 239Pu,

half-life: 2.411 � 104 years)), are unique tracers

because the depositional input both spatially and

temporally have been well documented. Anthropo-

genic radionuclides were initially injected into the

atmosphere by atmospheric nuclear explosions at

Alamogardo (New Mexico, USA), Hiroshima and

Nagasaki (Japan) in 1945. Anthropogenic radionu-

clides released from atmospheric nuclear tests, seri-

ous nuclear reactor accidents, and other sources (e.g.,

atmospheric burn-up of nuclear satellites) are spread

over the globe and are almost globally detectable in

the environment (Harley 1980; UNSCEAR 2000).

Peaks in the annual deposition of anthropogenic

radionuclides occurred in 1963 in the northern hemi-

sphere stations, just after the 1961–1962 large-scale

atmospheric nuclear testing conducted by the US and

the former USSR, whereas maximum deposition in

the southern hemisphere stations appeared in 1964.

Maximum annual depositions of 137Cs, 90Sr, and
239,240Pu in 1963 observed at Meteorological

Research Institute (MRI), Japan were 1.94 � 103

Bq m–2, 0.71 � 103 Bq m–2, and 7.4 Bq m–2, respec-

tively (Hirose et al. 1987, 2001).

As a result, most of the presently observed anthro-

pogenic radionuclides on the Earth’s surface have ori-

ginated from atmospheric nuclear-weapons testing: the

cumulative depositions of 137Cs, 90Sr, and 239,240Pu on

the Earth’s surface are estimated to be 948 � 1015,

622 � 1015, and 11 � 1015 Bq, respectively

(UNSCEAR 2000). Another source of atmospheric

anthropogenic radionuclides, the Chernobyl nuclear

reactor accident, which occurred on April 1986,

resulted in global release of anthropogenic
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radionuclides: 38 � 1015, 8 � 1015, and 0.06 � 1015

Bq of 137Cs, 90Sr, and 239,240Pu in about 10 days after

the explosion (IAEA 1986; also Hong et al. 2011). The

anthropogenic radionuclides released from these

sources have been cycling and redistributed on the

Earth’s surface.

In order to apply anthropogenic radionuclides as

effective tracers, it is important to obtain long-term

data of continuous measurements of anthropogenic

radionuclides in air and rainwater under global net-

work (Hardy 1977; Cambray et al. 1968). Database of

anthropogenic radioactivity depositions obtained from

global and regional radioactivity observation networks

has been constructed (Aoyama et al. 2006; NUSTL

Database: www.eml.st. ahs.gov/database/). Analyses of

the time series data on the deposition of radionuclides

(137Cs, 90Sr, and Pu isotopes) have allowed us to inves-

tigate the processes of transport and removal of aerosols

in the atmosphere, the processes of exchange between

the stratosphere and troposphere (Krey and Krajewski

1970; Hirose et al. 1987), and environmental change

(Hirose et al. 2003).

Uranium and thorium are typical fissile materials.

Major isotopes of uranium (238U, half-life: 4.47 � 109

years) and thorium (232Th, half-life: 1.41 � 1010

years) in airborne dust and rainwater are of lithogenic

origin; especially uranium mine operation sites are

sources of uranium and thorium bearing particles

(Martin 2003). Therefore, uranium and thorium in

rainwater and airborne dust are primarily tracers of

soil dust and contaminated soil particles due to human

activities. On the other hand, significant amounts of

uranium and thorium are also released to the atmo-

sphere by industrial activities such as coal burning. Fly

ash particles are considerably enriched in several

radionuclides (Kolb 1989; Tadmor 1986). In addition

to major isotopes of uranium and thorium, several

long-lived isotopes of uranium- and thorium-series

(Chap. 2) have also been observed in rainwater and

airborne particles; for uranium, 235U (half-life:

7.04 � 108 years), 234U (half-life: 2.45 � 105 years),

a progeny of 234Th (half-life: 24.1 days) belonging to

U-238 series and for thorium, 230Th (half-life:

7.54 � 104 years), a progeny of 234U belonging

to U-238 series and 228Th (half-life: 1.91 years), a

progeny of 228Ra (half-life: 5.75 years) belonging to

Th-232 series. Anthropogenic processes such as 235U

release from atmospheric burn-up of nuclear satellites

(Krey et al. 1979) and nuclear explosions of 235U

(Matsunami and Mamuro 1975), cause perturbation

of isotope ratios of uranium, whereas natural fraction-

ation processes in the course of erosion of rocks may

occur between progenies of uranium and thorium; e.g.,
238U – 234U, 232Th – 228Th. Therefore, the isotope

ratios of uranium and thorium can provide important

information on sources of airborne particles and trans-

port processes.

Here, we review studies on the atmospheric behav-

ior of anthropogenic (typically, 137Cs, 90Sr, and Pu

isotopes) and natural radionuclides (uranium and tho-

rium isotopes). We discuss to usefulness of these

radionuclides as atmospheric tracers.

Fig. 29.1 A schematic diagram on the

sources and cycling of anthropogenic

radionuclides, U and Th in the environment
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29.2 Method

29.2.1 Sampling

29.2.1.1 Airborne Particle Sampling

A high volume sampler installed into a precipitation

shelter is generally used to collect samples of airborne

particulate materials on dense cellulose, glass fiber, or

membrane filters at flow rates of 0.5–2 m3 min�1 (e.g.,

glass fiber filter (GB-100R) with a nominal collection

efficiency of 99.9% for larger than 0.3 mm of aerody-

namic particle diameter at a flow rate of 1 m3 min�1;

cellulose filters (Whatman 41) with a collection effi-

ciency of the range of 70–80% for 210Pb (Turekian and

Cochran 1981; Turekian et al. 1989)). The sampler is

generally set at the observation field at least 1 meter

above the ground. The filter is changed at time spans

from a day to a week to avoid lowering of collection

efficiency. High-volume cascade impactors (HVCI)

are used to determine the size distribution of radionu-

clide-bearing particles in surface air (e.g., Shibata-

type HVCI, Five stages: I >7 mm, II 3.3–7.0 mm, III

2.0–3.3 mm, IV 1.1–2.0 mm, V <1.1 mm of aerody-

namic diameter with a flow rate of 600 L min�1

(Hirose 2000); a modified Harvard HVCI, four stages:

I 2.5–10 mm, II 1.0–2.5 mm, III 0.2–1.0 mm, IV

<0.2 mm of aerodynamic diameter with a flow rate

of 800 L min�1 (Pennannen et al. 2007)). A glass fiber

filter is commonly used as a backup filter to collect

airborne particles in each stage. The particulate mass

agrees with 10% of sum of multi-stage size distribu-

tion of the HVCI. The sampling period for the collec-

tion of size-fractionated airborne particle samples is

1–10 days. Time span for aerosol sampling depends on

the research purpose; short time sampling is required

to investigate local and micrometeorological pro-

cesses, whereas monthly sampling is adequate to elu-

cidate seasonal change and long-term variability.

Filter samples are subjected to radiochemical analysis

for radionuclides (Sect. 2.2).

29.2.1.2 Dry Deposition Sampling

Dry deposition samples of natural and anthropogenic

radionuclides have been collected in a plastic-made

sampler of a smooth surface of known area (e.g.,

1 m2), which is installed at 1 m above the ground

level. Dry deposition sampling periods are one to

several days, which typically correspond to the time

span between passing troughs accompanied with rain

events in certain areas. Dry deposition samples on the

sampler are gathered using distilled water and trans-

ferred into a plastic container. Usually, acid cleaning

is routinely done to prevent the wall adsorption of

radionuclides. Dry deposition samples are subjected

to radiochemical analysis for radionuclides (Sect. 2.2).

29.2.1.3 Rainwater Sampling

Each rainwater sample is collected in a plastic sampler

with smooth surface of known area (e.g., 1 m2), installed

at 1 m height above the ground level. To study removal

processes of aerosols, serial sampling is commonly per-

formed. In general, the collector is changed after approx-

imately equal amounts of rainfall. However, the activity

of radionuclides in a sample collected after the initial 0.5

or 1.0 mm of precipitation amount is usually higher than

the following samples, because the early part of a rainfall

is expected to be the period of most rapid change in dust

loadings. Rainwater samples are subjected to radiochem-

ical analysis for radionuclides (Sect. 2.2).

29.2.1.4 Total or Bulk Deposition Sampling

Monthly deposition samples including rainwater and

falling dust are collected by using plastic open-surface

collectors with surface areas of 1 m2 (sometimes using

samplers with wider surface area of >2 m2). The 1-m2

collector is installed at about 1 m height above the

ground level on the observation field.

29.2.2 Analytical Method

A composite of air filters corresponding to several

days to 1 month is usually subjected for radionuclide

analysis. A portion of filter samples is pressurized to

make a disk for g-spectrometry. Another portion of

filter samples is digested by concentrated nitric acid to

extract 90Sr, 239,240Pu, uranium and thorium. Radio-

chemical separation and purification for these radio-

nuclides are similar to the chemical analysis for dry

and bulk deposition samples described below.
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Monthly total (wet + dry) deposition samples (rain-

water between 10 and 100 L) are evaporated to dry-

ness in an evaporation dish, or in a glass flask in a

rotary vacuum evaporator. Residue samples in the

monthly deposition are weighed after being dried in

an oven at 110�C. In our study, the mean weight of the

residue in the monthly deposition during the period

1990–2005 was in a range from 0.8 to 9.4 g m–2

(Hirose et al. 2007). The monthly residue sample is

transferred to a plastic container. The residue samples

are subjected to quantification of g-emitting radionu-

clides (e.g., 137Cs photo peak at 661 keV) by

g-spectrometry with a Ge detector. After g ray mea-

surements, the residue samples are digested with con-

centrated nitric acid and small amounts of perchloric

acid on a hotplate. This process is expected to decom-

pose most of the organic matter. The solution obtained

is subjected to radiochemical separation to quantify
90Sr, 239,240Pu, uranium and thorium.

After the radiochemical separation from a-emitters,
90Sr is quantified by b-counting with a low-back-

ground 2p gas-flow b–counter (described in detail by

Otsuji-Hatori et al. 1996). a-emitters (239,240Pu, ura-

nium, thorium) in deposition and air filter samples are

quantified using a-spectrometer comprising of semi-

conductor detectors and multichannel pulse-height

analyzer after chemical separation and purification

with an anion exchange resin and/or extraction chro-

matography techniques (Berne 1995; Hirose et al.

2010; IAEA/AQ/11 2009; Kim et al. 2000; Martin

2003). For plutonium analysis by a-spectrometry, the

sum of 239Pu (Ea: 5.15 MeV) and 240Pu (Ea: 5.17 MeV)

activities are measured because the alpha spectrome-

try cannot resolve 20 keV energy difference between
239Pu and 240Pu. On the other hand, uranium (238U (Ea:

4.18 MeV) and 234U(Ea: 4.77 MeV)) and thorium

isotopes (232Th(Ea: 3.99 MeV), 230Th(Ea: 4.68 MeV)

and 228Th(Ea: 5.42 MeV)) can be separately deter-

mined by a-spectrometry. Chemical yields of pluto-

nium, uranium and thorium are determined with 242Pu

(Ea: 4.90 MeV), 232U (Ea: 5.23 MeV) and 229Th (Ea:

4.85 MeV) yield tracers, respectively.

Mass spectrometry is a powerful tool to gain infor-

mation on precious isotope ratios (e.g., 240Pu/239Pu,
235U/238U and others) and to do ultra low-level trace

measurements. Especially, thermal ionization mass

spectrometer (TIMES) has been used as the only reli-

able tool to measure 234U/238U and 230Th/232Th atom

ratios in the geological field for many years (Faure

1986). Recent development of mass spectrometry

techniques (accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS)

and inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry

(ICPMS)) allows us to do high sensitive isotope deter-

mination of long-lived a-emitters (Chamizo et al.

2008; Kikawada et al. 2009; Kim et al. 2000, 2007;

Roos 2008).

In order to ensure high precision and accuracy of

the 137Cs, 90Sr, and Pu isotope analyses in environ-

mental samples, it is important to establish standard

analytical procedures with standard/reference materi-

als. The quality of the 137Cs, 90Sr, and Pu isotope

analyses of the deposition samples was assured by

checking against a reference material made by a com-

posite of deposition samples collected in 12 stations of

Japan (Otsuji-Hatori et al. 1996; Zhang et al. 2010).

A list of Standard Reference Materials for these

nuclides is listed in Baskran et al. (2009).

29.3 Atmospheric Tracers

29.3.1 Anthropogenic Radionuclides

29.3.1.1 Tracers of Global Transport Including

Stratosphere and Troposphere

Exchange

Anthropogenic radionuclides originating from the

atmospheric nuclear explosions were injected into

stratosphere and upper troposphere; injection altitude

is dependent on the scale and height of nuclear explo-

sion (Reiter and Bauer 1975). Anthropogenic radio-

nuclides produced by the nuclear explosion

immediately attach to sub-micrometer aerosols,

although several fission products initially are present

in gaseous forms (e.g., 137Xe (half-life: 3.818 min)!
137Cs). Therefore, anthropogenic radionuclides are

good tracers of air motion within and between the

upper troposphere and stratosphere. In order to assess

the environmental effects of anthropogenic radio-

activity originating from the atmospheric nuclear

tests, atmospheric monitoring networks of radioactiv-

ity were established in 1958 (e.g., the Global Fallout

Program (EML) (Hardy 1977); UKAEA (Cambray

et al. 1968); recent CTBTO network: www.ctbto.

org). In these network stations, atmospheric dust and
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dry and wet deposition samples were collected in

upper atmosphere and ground level. The radioactivity

fallout data is provided in some databases (NUSTL

Database: www.eml.st. ahs.gov/database/; IGFD

Database: Aoyama et al. 2006). Figure 29.2 shows

the deposition history of 137Cs and 239,240Pu observed

in Meteorological Research Institute (MRI) at Tsukuba,

Japan (Hirose et al. 2008). The long-term monitoring of

anthropogenic radioactivity allowed us to have infor-

mation on transport processes and residence times of

aerosols in the upper troposphere and the stratosphere

(Hirose et al. 1987; Igarashi et al. 1996; Katsuragi

1983; Katsuragi et al. 1982; Reiter and Bauer 1975).

The stratospheric residence time of radioactive

aerosols was estimated to be about 1 year from the

temporal change of the stratospheric radionuclide

inventory and radionuclide deposition. However, the

temporal change of the annual deposition of anthropo-

genic radionuclides after the 1961–1962 nuclear test-

ing did not follow a simple exponential curve.

Furthermore, the calculated apparent stratospheric res-

idence times depended on the nuclear explosions (the

magnitude of the explosion, its location and others)

and anthropogenic radionuclides derived from nuclear

explosions.

To explain the temporal variation of the radioactive

deposition, a two-compartment model of the strato-

sphere, which comprises of the upper and lower

stratosphere with half residence times of 0.5 and 0.7

years, respectively, was introduced (Krey and

Krajewski 1970). The two compartments model, how-

ever, failed to reproduce the temporal variations

of radionuclide deposition resulting from smaller

scale nuclear explosion such as the 26th Chinese atmo-

spheric nuclear test, conducted on 16 Oct 1980. A

three compartment model, which includes an active

mixing layer just above tropopause with a half resi-

dence time of 0.3 years in addition to upper and lower

stratosphere, has been successful to explain all the

observed stratospheric injection (Hirose et al. 1987).

The monthly radioactivity depositions in the 1960s

and 1970s in the mid-latitudes exhibited a typical

seasonal change, with a maximum in spring, which is

related to the stratosphere–troposphere exchange of

radioactive aerosols in the mid-latitude regions (Kat-

suragi 1983; Katsuragi and Aoyama 1986). A sche-

matic diagram of air motion in the troposphere and

stratosphere is shown in Fig. 29.3.

The cumulative deposition of anthropogenic radio-

nuclides shows a typical latitudinal distribution, with

high levels in the mid-latitude regions of the Northern

Hemisphere (UNSCEAR 2000), reflecting active

stratosphere–troposphere exchange of air mass in the

mid-latitude region. However, the water column
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inventories of 137Cs in theNorth PacificOceanwere 2–3

times higher than the cumulative decay-corrected 137Cs

fallout at the same latitude as stated in the UNSCEAR

Reports (Hong et al. 2011). Recently, the global total

deposition pattern of 137Cs was reconstructed from a

comprehensive dataset, which consists of the cumula-

tive 137Cs depositions and 137Cs inventories of soil

columns and water columns in each site (Aoyama

et al. 2006; Hong et al. 2011). The reconstructed geo-

graphical distribution of the total 137Cs deposition

(Fig. 29.4) suggests that themarkedly higher cumulative
137Cs deposition regions appeared in the western North

Pacific near Japan and the western North Atlantic near

Canada whereas the low total 137Cs deposition occurred

in the desert and arid regions of the mid-latitude zone.

These high total deposition regions correspond to areas

of high precipitation amounts in addition to location of

the active stratosphere–troposphere exchange. There-

fore, any particles introduced into the stratosphere,

such as volcanic ash, could spill over largely in those

two regions compared to the rest of the northern hemi-

sphere.

29.3.1.2 Tracers of Troposphere Transport:

Chernobyl-Derived Radionuclides

Large amounts of anthropogenic radionuclides were

injected from the Chernobyl accident (from 28 April

1986 through 6 May 1986) into the lower troposphere.

As a result, several anthropogenic radionuclides were

observed in air and rainwater of the Northern Hemi-

sphere, mainly in the Scandinavian region. 137Cs and
134Cs (half-life: 2.046 years) in surface air and rainwater

collected at MRI, Japan in May 1986 as well as volatile

short-lived radionuclides (131I (half-life: 8.02 day),
103Ru (half-life: 39.26 day) and others) increased mark-

edly compared to those in the previous years (Aoyama

et al. 1986) (Fig. 29.2), whereas plutonium did not show

any marked increase in Japan, although higher deposi-

tions of the Chernobyl-derived transuranics were

observed in the eastern Europe (IAEA 2006). The Cher-

nobyl radioactivity in surface air (Fig. 29.5), which was

characterized by volatile short-lived radionuclides,

decreased in accordancewith the tropospheric residence

time of about 25 days (137Cs) (Aoyama 1999). The
134Cs/137Cs activity ratio in surface air (0.5) was con-

stant during the period fromMay to June 1986, whereas

the 131I/137Cs activity ratio increased exponentially, and

the 103Ru/137Cs activity ratio showed higher values

from 20 May to June 10 (Fig. 29.6). The differences in

the atmospheric behavior between different Chernobyl-

derived radionuclides are attributable to the differences

in chemical properties (e.g., gas – particle exchange for

radioiodine) and method of release of the radioactive-

plume (larger amounts of 103Ru was released in the

secondary stage rather than the initial explosion at Cher-

nobyl). Although the Chernobyl radioactivity was

Fig. 29.3 Schematic diagram of air motion in the troposphere

and stratosphere. The tropopause height changes from polar

region (about 8 km) to equatorial region (about 17 km). Occur-

rence of polar jet depends on meteorological conditions. As a

major pathway of stratosphere and troposphere exchange,

stratospheric air is transported into troposphere via tropopause

gap in midlatitude. The active air exchange between strato-

sphere and troposphere occurs over the mid-latitude tropopause

accompanied with strong turbulences. Orange arrow: Hadley
Cell, yellow arrow: Ferrel Cell, pink arrow: Polar Cell
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injected into the lower troposphere, small amounts of

the Chernobyl 137Cs (about 0.5% of total release) were

transported to the stratosphere (Aoyama 1988; Aoyama

et al. 1991). The effect of the Chernobyl radioactivity

on the total deposition in Japan depended on the kind

of radionuclide: the relative contributions (F) of the

Chernobyl-derived 90Sr and 239,240Pu to the Chernobyl-

derived 137Cs (F ¼ (DR/DCs) • (IR/ICs)
�1, where DR

and DCs are the depositions of the Chernobyl-derived

radionuclide and 137Cs, respectively, and IR and ICs are

Fig. 29.4 Geographical distribution of 137Cs inventory due to global fallout as of 1970, from Aoyama et al. (2006)
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Tsukuba, Japan during May and June 1986. The

data are taken from Aoyama (1999)
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the total released amounts of the Chernobyl-derived

radionuclide and 137Cs, respectively) were only 1.5

and 0.18%, respectively – much smaller than the contri-

bution of the Chernobyl-derived 137Cs (Hirose 1995).

The difference in deposition behavior among the Cher-

nobyl-derived radionuclides is mainly attributable to the

difference in size of the radionuclide-bearing particles

(size order 137Cs < 90Sr < 239,240Pu): larger particles

are more easily removed from the atmosphere by wet

and dry deposition (Aoyama et al. 1992; Hirose 1995;

Hirose et al. 1993, 2001).

29.3.1.3 Tracers of Regional Transport:

Anthropogenic Radionuclides-Bearing

Soil Dust

The anthropogenic radionuclides observed presently in

surface air and rainwater are considered to have been

derived from the resuspension of radionuclides depos-

ited on the land surface (Arimoto et al. 2005; Karlsson

et al. 2008; Nicholson 1988; Rosner and Winkler

2001). After more than 10 years since the cessation of

atmospheric nuclear testing, the atmospheric deposi-

tion of 137Cs, 90Sr and 239,240Pu derived from nuclear

tests are negligible (UNSEAR 2000). It is likely that

the anthropogenic radionuclides and their activity

ratios in surface air and rainwater reflect their redistri-

bution processes on the land surface. Especially,

regional transport of soil dust from the desert and arid

region (e.g., the Sahara dust in Europe and the Asian

dust in East Asia) is an important factor for the resus-

pension of anthropogenic radionuclides (Fujiwara et al.

2007; Igarashi et al. 2001, 2003, 2009; Hirose et al.

2003, 2004; Lee et al. 2002; Lee et al. 2006). In addi-

tion to the resuspension, biomass burning such as forest

fires is another potential source of several anthropo-

genic radionuclides in the air and rainwater (e.g., in

highly contaminated areas near the Chernobyl accident

site), although the radioactivity emitted by biomass

burning depends on the radionuclides (137Cs � Pu)

(Lujaniené et al. 2009). In fact, sporadic high 137Cs

concentrations in surface air were observed near the

region heavily contaminated with the Chernobyl fall-

out (Grabowska et al. 2003; Yoschenko et al. 2006).

Atmospheric behavior, therefore, differs among

anthropogenic radionuclides. In fact, 90Sr and 137Cs

deposition fluxes observed in Japan since 1990 have

been decreasing slowly, whereas 239,240Pu deposition

has been almost constant since 1985, although there is

inter-annual variability of the 239,240Pu deposition

(Fig. 29.2). In the 2000s, levels of the annual deposi-

tion rates of 137Cs, 90Sr, and 239,240Pu observed at MRI,

Japan were 110–260 mBq m�2 y�1, 50–100 mBq m�2

y�1, and 3–7 mBq m�2 y–1, respectively. The monthly

anthropogenic radionuclide depositions in East Asia
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exhibited seasonal changes, with a maximum in spring

(Hirose et al. 2003, 2008; Igarashi et al. 2001, 2003);

especially, 239,240Pu deposition showed the most typi-

cal seasonal change among 137Cs, 90Sr, and 239,240Pu

(Hirose et al. 2003, 2008). The annual and seasonal

changes in 239,240Pu deposition coincide with the

occurrence of the Kosa (Asian dust) event observed

in spring (typically, March and April) in Japan (Hirose

et al. 2007). These findings suggest that the major

source of the recent anthropogenic radioactive deposi-

tions in Japan is aeolian dust produced in the East

Asian deserts and arid areas (Hirose et al. 2003;

Igarashi et al. 2001).

To gain a better understanding of the differences in

the recent deposition behaviors of the anthropogenic

radionuclides, the temporal variations in the specific

activities of anthropogenic radionuclides in deposi-

tions (activity in residue, in Bq g–1) were examined

(Fig. 29.7) (Hirose et al. 2003, 2008); these approxi-

mately correspond to the specific activities in soil

(Hirose et al. 2003). The 239,240Pu specific activities,

which were high in the dust season (January to May)

and low in the nondust season (Fig. 29.7a), showed no
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Fig. 29.7 Specific activity concentrations of 239,240Pu

(a), 137Cs (b), and 90Sr (c) in monthly depositions observed

at Tsukuba during the period 1990–2007. Closed circles are

measurements taken in the dust period (January to May) and

open circles are those taken in the nondust period (June to

December)
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overall decrease during the period 1990–2007. High
239,240Pu specific activities occurred in the dust season

(March or April) of 2000, 2001, 2002, 2006 and 2007

compared to other years. In this connection, Kurosaki

and Mikami (2003) reported that from 2000 to 2002

there were marked dust storms around the North China

Plain, northeastern China, and the Korean Peninsula,

rather than in the Chinese deserts such as Gobi and

Taklamakan (Fig. 29.8). Furthermore, plutonium iso-

tope (240Pu/239Pu) ratios (Hirose et al. 2004) suggest

that the plutonium in the recent deposition samples

originated from nuclear weapons testing. The change

of deposition signal such as 137Cs/90Sr ratios was

observed in the 2000s (Igarashi et al. 2009). These

findings suggest that the change of deposition signal

of anthropogenic radionuclides in the 2000s reflect

recent desertification in the North China Plain, north-

eastern China, and the Korean Peninsula due to over-

cropping and climate change. The 137Cs specific

activities, which, like those of plutonium, were high

in the dust season and low in the nondust season

(Fig. 29.7b), gradually decreased during the period

1990–2006 (Hirose et al. 2008). The apparent half-

residence times (HRTs) of the 137Cs specific activity

in the dust and nondust seasons were calculated to be

30 � 10 and 16 � 4 years, respectively, during the

period 1992–2006, taking into account the effect of

the Chernobyl 137Cs. The apparent HRT of the 137Cs

specific activity in the dust season almost coincided

with the half-life of 137Cs, suggesting that 137Cs did

not migrate into the surface soils of the East Asian

continent, whereas the apparent HRT of the 137Cs

specific activity in the nondust season was consistent

with that in Japanese surface soils (14.4 years)

(Igarashi et al. 2003). The 90Sr specific activities,

which showed no difference between the dust and

nondust seasons in contrast to 137Cs and plutonium,

gradually decreased (Fig. 29.7c). The apparent HRT of

the 90Sr specific activity was calculated to be 12 � 2

years during the period 1990–2005, which coincides

with previous estimates of HRTs in annual depositions

(10 years) and surface soil (11 years) (Igarashi et al.

2003). This finding suggests that in spite of the envi-

ronmental conditions of the sources of 90Sr, it gradu-

ally migrates from the soil surface layer by processes

such as downward movement with percolating water

flow in the soil column and/or incorporation onto

larger soil particles from small particles.

Although these three long-lived anthropogenic

radionuclides in recent deposition samples originate

from atmospheric nuclear testing, now they are

derived from the resuspension of radionuclide-bearing

surface soil particles and their deposition behaviors

differed from each other; in particular, higher
239,240Pu deposition with higher specific activity

occurred in the 2000s, whereas 90Sr deposition gradu-

ally decreased, as did specific 90Sr activity. In the

nondust season, anthropogenic radionuclides in

Fig. 29.8 Geographical distributions of

source areas of Kosa (yellow), new type of

Kosa (purple) and brown cloud derived

from Chinese industrial areas (red). Soil
dust and pollutants are transported over the

North Pacific and US via Korean Peninsula

and Japan by prevailing wind system
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surface soil derived from atmospheric dust migrate in

the order given by: 239,240Pu < 137Cs < 90Sr. These

findings suggest that this set of radionuclides in depo-

sition are useful tools for monitoring ongoing environ-

mental changes in the terrestrial environment.

29.3.2 Uranium and Thorium

29.3.2.1 Tracers of Regional and Local

Atmospheric Processes: Uranium

Isotopes

Uranium and thorium in atmospheric dust are consid-

ered to be derived from suspended soil particles.

Contribution from volcanic eruption was pointed out

as another natural source of atmospheric uranium

(Sakuragi et al. 1983). Anthropogenic sources from

atmospheric nuclear tests (Matsunami and Mamuro

1975) and other human activities (e.g., fly ash from

coal burning, and locally, uranium mining and milling

sites) have significantly perturbed atmospheric dust

composition. Especially, coal burning is an important

anthropogenic source in Far East Asia because of

increasing coal consumption in China. China’s coal

production in 2007 is estimated to be 2.6 � 1015 gC

year�1, which corresponds to atmospheric emission of

about 0.8 � 1012 Bq U (6 � 107 g U), if 1% of ura-

nium in China’s coal (0.03 Bq g�1: Yang 2007) is

released to the atmosphere from coal burning

(Papastefanou 2010) (so-called Asian brown cloud:

the source region is shown in Fig. 29.8).

To elucidate removal processes of dust including

uranium sequential intra-storm samples were analyzed

for uranium concentration (Martin 2003). The

uranium concentrations in sequential rainwater, as

did thorium isotopes, were positively correlated with

corresponding filterable solid concentrations. This

result is consistent with the finding that uranium in

the air is present as forms associated with larger and

insoluble particles rather than soluble particles such as

sea salts or sulfate particles similar to thorium. The

highest uranium concentration was observed at the

first stage (the first 0.5 mm of precipitation amount)

of the course of a storm and the uranium concentration

decreased over the course of a storm, whereas 210Pb

concentration, a progeny of 222Rn, showed no

decrease over the course of a storm. However, it is

noteworthy that in many cases, 210Pb concentrations in

rainwater decreased with increasing precipitation

amount (Baskaran et al. 1993; McNeary and Baskaran

2003). The uranium concentration change along the

course of a storm is a typical feature of the removal

process due to below-cloud washout.

Uranium isotope ratios in atmospheric samples

(234U/238U and 235U/238U) are a useful tool to identify

sources of atmospheric uranium. Uranium isotope

ratios, in particular the 235U/238U ratio, does not

change substantially (within ca. �1‰) under natural

conditions (Weyer et al. 2008). However, atmospheric

nuclear tests and accidental releases from nuclear

reactor satellites such as atmospheric burn-up of the

former USSR satellite Cosmos-954 in January 1978

and Cosmos 1402 in February 1984 (Krey et al. 1979;

Sakuragi et al. 1983) caused changes in the uranium

isotope ratios (234U/238U and 235U/238U) in the air and

rainwater. On the other hand, use of depleted uranium

is another factor to perturb uranium isotope ratios.

Although there is no information on the long term

variability of uranium in surface air and rainwater,

the uranium isotope ratios recorded in the archived

herbage samples in UK and the Alpine ice core sam-

ples demonstrated that enriched uranium resulting

from nuclear explosions had fallen between 1950s

and 1960s (Warneke et al. 2002). Recent analysis of

archived deposition samples suggests that enriched

uranium has fallen in Japan continuously since the

1960s until today (Kikawada et al. 2009). In addition,

significant amounts of the deposition of depleted ura-

nium (DU) in Japan in the past have also been

reported.

29.3.2.2 Tracers of Regional and Local

Atmospheric Processes: Thorium

Although thorium is one of fissile materials, there is no

significant amount of thorium release from nuclear

industry and nuclear explosions. A major source of

thorium isotopes in atmosphere is dust originating

from surface soil. Thorium in air and rainwater

primarily reflects chemical constituents on the land

surface corresponding to the source regions of

the atmospheric dust. Especially thorium isotopic

compositions (230Th/232Th and 228Th/232Th) in air-

borne dust are affected by selective dissolution of

uranium and radium isotopes in soil erosion processes
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and uranium contamination of surface soils due to

fertilizer and other industrial materials (Hirose 2000).

Therefore, thorium isotopes are considered to be a

useful probe to identify sources of atmospheric dust.

Furthermore, the temporal change of atmospheric tho-

rium and its isotope ratios would reflect the ongoing

environmental change due to human activities on the

land surface. In fact, comparison between surface and

higher altitude thorium deposition (Hirose et al. 2010)

revealed that the deposition of 232Th was markedly

lower at a high altitude site (Mt. Haruna: 1,370 m asl)

than at a low altitude site (Tsukuba: 28 m asl), in

contrast to the mostly similar rates of deposition of
239,240Pu at these two sites. This finding suggests that a

significant amount of thorium in deposition samples is

originating from local suspension. However, it is note-

worthy that coal burning is a potential important

source of atmospheric thorium in East Asia; for exam-

ple, about 0.78 � 1012 Bq of thorium is estimated to

be released into the atmosphere due to China’s coal

burning in 2007 (2.6 � 1015 gC), assuming thorium

content of 0.03 Bq g�1 in coal (Lu et al. 2006; Tadmor

1986), and 1% of the thorium in coal is released to the

atmosphere from coal burning (Papastefanou 2010).

To understand the characteristics of seasonal change

of radionuclides in surface air and deposition, it is

important to identify their potential sources (Kolb

1989) and to know what kind of environmental changes

are taking place. A time series data set of monthly 232Th

depositions at Tsukuba (MRI, Japan) during the period

1990–2007 were analyzed. The monthly 232Th deposi-

tions at Tsukuba ranged from 4.2 to 73.4 mBqm�2 with

an average of 23.4 mBq m�2. The monthly 232Th

depositions at Tsukuba showed marked seasonal

changes, with high values in spring (Hirose et al. 2004,

2007, 2010). Figure 29.9 shows the long-term variation

of the monthly 232Th depositions observed at Tsukuba

during the period 1990–2007. Most of the higher

monthly 232Th depositions at Tsukuba in this period

occurred in March and April, which corresponded with

high dust (Kosa) events period in the East Asia. This

pattern is similar to that for 239,240Pu, although it is a

typical feature of anthropogenic radionuclide deposition

in Japan in the 1990s and 2000s (Hirose et al. 2004,

2007). The higher 232Th deposition in spring implies a

greater soil dust load in East Asian air because 232Th is

essentially of terrestrial origin. Hirose et al. (2007)

showed that the inter-annual differences in the 232Th

deposition in spring appear to roughly correspond to

the frequency of the Kosa events; in fact, the 232Th

deposition in spring (Mar and Apr) in 2001 (more

Kosa events) was greater than that in 2003 (fewer

Kosa events). Hirose et al. (2007) also reasoned that

the source of 239,240Pu in the deposition samples differed

from that of 232Th because the peak in themonthly 232Th

deposition does not always coincide with that of
239,240Pu deposition, even though both are primarily

supported by the atmospheric dust particles derived

from soil. This could be due to agricultural activity.

Tilling will result in diluting the atmospherically
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delivered Pu in the surface soil, while 232Th will not

significantly change in the area tilled soil (Chap. 23).

Hirose et al’ study (2010) revealed that the monthly
232Th deposition at a higher altitude station (Mt. Har-

una) was generally lower than that at the lower altitude

station (Tsukuba), except in May and June 2007, and

was less than half of that at Tsukuba in Nov 2006, Dec

2006, Jan 2007 and Mar 2007. This suggests that a

considerable portion of the atmospheric dust at Tsukuba

consists of suspended soil particles derived from local

farmland, a source that would be less pronounced at Mt.

Haruna.

The annual 232Th depositions observed at Tsukuba

during the period 1990–2007 ranged from 164 to

463 mBq m�2 (average ¼ 280 mBq m�2). The annual
232Th deposition exhibited a long-term variability as

shown Fig. 29.9. In contrast to the monthly 232Th

deposition in spring, the annual 232Th deposition did

not correspond to frequency of the Kosa events. Fac-

tors controlling the long-term variability of the annual
232Th deposition need further investigation.

Specific activity of 232Th in the monthly deposition

samples is calculated from the weight of the

corresponding monthly residue (Fig. 29.10). The
232Th specific activities during 1990–2007 at Tsukuba

ranged from 1.5 to 22.5 Bq kg–1 and exhibited sea-

sonal variations with high values in winter and low

values in summer and fall, which is different from that

of 239,240Pu. A similar seasonal change of the 232Th

specific activities at Mt. Haruna with a larger range of

values (1.7–19 Bq kg–1) compared to the values at

Tsukuba was observed, possibly suggesting that

higher specific activity values occurred in winter and

lower values in summer and fall (Hirose et al. 2010).

The 232Th concentrations in cultivated soils at Tsu-

kuba were in the range 4.4–28.6 Bq kg–1 with an

average of 13.9 Bq kg–1. The 232Th specific activities

in deposition samples were in the same order of mag-

nitude as the concentrations observed in local soil.

This suggests that mineral dust originating from soil

represents a significant proportion of the deposition

residue at Tsukuba, although other possible constitu-

ents of deposition could include fly ash, sulfate, sea

salt, and other aerosols. The winter peak of the 232Th

specific activities observed at Tsukuba is difficult to

explain by dust load due to soil suspension. The

enhanced 232Th specific activity observed in winter

in an urban area such as Tsukuba may be attributed

to the contribution from fly ash. The 232Th specific

activity seems to increase during the period
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Fig. 29.10 Temporal variation of the 232Th specific activity

concentrations at Tsukuba, Japan during the period 1990–2007.

Closed circles are measurements taken in the dust period

(January to May) and open circles are those taken in the nondust
period (June to December)
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1990–2007, with this tendency more remarkable in

nondust period. Although causes of this long-term

trend at present are unknown, 232Th in fly ash pro-

duced by increasing coal burning in China may affect

increasing trend of the 232Th specific activities in

Japan.

29.3.2.3 Thorium Isotopes as Tracers

of Provenance of Soil Dust

The 230Th/232Th activity ratios in surface air and rain-

water in Japan exhibit larger variations than that

observed in natural soils, rocks and minerals (Hirose

2000). For example, the 230Th/232Th activity ratios in

monthly deposition samples varied from 0.65 to 1.53

during the period 1990–2007 at Tsukuba (MRI),

whereas it varied from 0.75 to 1.03 at the high altitude

site (Mt. Haruna) in 2007 (Hirose et al. 2010). High
230Th/232Th activity ratios occurred at Tsukuba in

early spring (February and March), whereas there

were nomarked peaks in the 230Th/232Th activity ratios

at Mt. Haruna. Although there is no information on the
230Th/232Th activity ratios in samples collected in

China during Kosa events, we can estimate that from

the uranium/thorium activity ratios because 230Th is a

progeny in the decay series of 238U. Feng et al. (2008)

measured the chemical composition of heavy dust falls

observed in Beijing in April 2006; the U/Th activity

ratio in the dust was found to be 0.45, very different

from the 230Th/232Th ratios in the deposition in Japan.

The 230Th/232Th ratios in surface soils (<53 mm parti-

cle size) around Tsukuba are relatively high (2.1–2.6

from 9 samples in cultivated fields near the MRI;

Hirose et al. 2007), which may be attributed to 230Th

contribution from traces of uranium in fertilizer

(assuming that 230Th are also elevated in fertilizers,

similar to 238U, 234U and 226Ra). In contrast, the
230Th/232Th ratios of Chinese soils (<53 mm particle

size) have lower values (0.47–0.65; 7 samples from the

Taklamakan desert; Hirose et al. 2007), which reflect

the absence of fertilizers. The 230Th/232Th activity

ratios in deposition samples from Tsukuba, which

were systematically higher than those from Nagasaki

(Hirose et al. 2007), were approximately midway

between the 230Th/232Th activity ratios of soils from

Tsukuba and the Taklamakan desert. This reveals that

the dust with high 230Th/232Th activity ratios at Tsu-

kuba could not be derived entirely from Asian dust

such as Kosa; there must be another source with a

higher 230Th/232Th activity ratio involved. A high
232Th deposition and high 230Th/232Th activity ratio

observed in February 2002 did not coincide with the

Pu peak (Hirose et al. 2007), strongly suggesting that a

substantial amount of the dust load in early spring at

Tsukuba originated from local sources of suspended

soil particles with higher 230Th/232Th and lower Pu/Th

ratios than those of Kosa. The deposition samples at

Mt. Haruna showed no peak in the 230Th/232Th activity

ratios in spring, suggesting that fewer suspended soil

particles derived from local cultivated fields occur at

the Mt. Haruna site because it is located in the bound-

ary layer (Hirose et al. 2010).

29.3.2.4 Two End-Members Mixing Model:

Local and Remote Source Fractions

in Soil-Derived Dust

Because the 230Th/232Th activity ratios in local soil

(Kanto plain including Tsukuba) differ from those in

remote soil (China and Mongolia), Hirose et al. (2010)

proposed that the 230Th/232Th activity ratio in deposi-

tion residues can be used to estimate contributions of

locally suspended and remotely transported dust for

thorium in deposition residues at Tsukuba and Mt.

Haruna. Assuming that the 232Th deposition observed

at Tsukuba arises from a two-end member mixing of

remote and local fractions, the remote fraction in the
232Th deposition,D(Remote Th), is calculated from the

observed 232Th deposition, DTh,obs, and observed
230Th/232Th activity ratio in deposition, Robs, by the

following equation:

D Remote Thð Þ ¼ DTh;obsðRL � RobsÞ=ðRL � RRÞ;
(29.1)

where RL and RR are the 230Th/232Th activity ratios in

the local and remote fractions of dust, respectively. In

this calculation, the 230Th/232Th activity ratios of 2.3

for the local fraction and 0.65 for the remote fraction

from mean values of local soils and East Asian conti-

nental soils are assumed. The result of our partitioning

calculations is shown in Fig. 29.11. The local 232Th

fraction in deposition at Tsukuba varied seasonally,

with a maximum in early spring, whereas the local
232Th fraction at a higher altitude site (Mt. Haruna) did
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not display pronounced seasonal variation (Hirose

et al. 2010). When the peaks in the local 232Th fraction

at Tsukuba is compared with the occurrence of local

dust storms on the Kanto plain in early spring (Feb and

Mar), the 232Th peak was found at about 1 month

earlier than those in the remote 232Th fraction as

shown in Fig. 29.12. Similarly, the 232Th peaks in

the remote study site in April coincided with that of

the maximum frequency of the Kosa events observed

in Japan (Fig. 29.12). Contribution of the local 232Th

fraction to the total deposition ranged from 0.1 to 53%

with an average of 21% at Tsukuba and 6–22% at

Mt. Haruna. This may suggest that the remote fraction

dominates the 232Th deposition in the Far East Asia
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through all seasons. It is noteworthy that partitioning

of the remote and local fractions is only a first approx-

imation because the 232Th and 230Th/232Th activity

ratios in air and rainwater are affected by anthropo-

genic sources such as coal burning. The other factors

that can affect the calculation are: (1) variations in the

concentrations of 238U and 232Th in the mineral grains

between these two sites; (2) variations in the amount

of phosphate fertilizer used in these two regions; and

(3) variations in the 238U and 232Th concentrations

caused by anthropogenic activities.

If the amount of 239,240Pu in the atmospheric depo-

sition derived from local resuspended dust can be

evaluated, then, the amount of Pu derived from remote

areas (mainly due to Kosa events) can be estimated.

Such an estimate is useful for a better understanding of

other contaminants borne by long-range atmospheric

dust. Hirose et al. (2010) estimated the contribution of

the local resuspended 239,240Pu from the 239,240Pu/232Th

ratio in local soil and the local fraction in the 232Th

deposition, assuming that the local fraction of 239,240Pu

deposition is derived from the suspension of local

cultivated soil particles that have a constant
239,240Pu/232Th activity ratio of 0.025 (Fig. 29.13). The

remote fraction in 239,240Pu deposition at Tsukuba usu-

ally peaked in April, corresponding to the monthly

maximum frequency of the Kosa events in Japan,

whereas the local fraction peaked in early spring

(Feb and Mar). At a high altitude site (Mt. Haruna),

the local fraction in the 239,240Pu deposition, which

showed no marked peak, was lower than that at Tsu-

kuba in early spring (Hirose et al. 2010). This suggests

there is less local presence of resuspended 239,240Pu in

the deposition at Mt. Haruna than in that at Tsukuba.

In spring, most of the 239,240Pu deposition was derived

from remote sites, i.e., originating from Kosa events,

whereas in summer and fall the major fraction in

the 239,240Pu deposition was attributable to the local

suspension of soil particles, the reverse of the situation

for 232Th deposition. This suggests that the remote

fraction of dust particles contains a greater proportion

of 239,240Pu-enriched particles in winter and spring and

smaller proportion of 239,240Pu particles in summer

and fall, which might reflect different source regions

of dust particles in different seasons.

29.3.3 Atmospheric Removal Processes
of Radionuclides

In the utility of uranium, thorium, and anthropogenic

radionuclides as tracers, it is important to have better

understanding of the atmospheric removal processes

of these radionuclides. Airborne particles containing

these radionuclides are deposited on land surface via

dry and wet deposition processes.
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29.3.3.1 Dry Deposition

The dry removal process of radionuclide isotopes-

bearing particles is characterized by dry deposition

velocities of each radionuclide. The dry deposition

velocity (Vdry,R: m s�1) is written as follows:

Vdry;R ¼ Dd;R=Ca;R; (29.2)

where Dd,R and Ca,R are dry deposition flux (Bq

m�2s�1) and surface air concentration (Bq m�3) of

the radionuclide, respectively. The dry deposition

velocity depends on kind of radionuclides and iso-

topes. The dry deposition velocities of thorium iso-

topes ranged from 0.0038 to 0.040 m s�1 (Hirose

2000) and from 0.002 to 0.064 m s�1 (Crecelius

et al. 1978). On the other hand, the dry deposition

velocities of the Chernobyl radioactivity (a range

from 0.000035 to 0.0006 m s�1 for 137Cs, 103Ru and
90Sr) (Aoyama et al. 1992) were more than an order of

magnitude smaller than that of thorium. According to

studies of dry deposition processes (Schmel 1980), a

major process controlling the dry deposition velocity

of aerosols is the gravitational settling, which is

related to particle size and density of airborne parti-

cles. The gravitational settling rate of soil particles is

calculated to be around 0.001 m s�1 for a mean

particle size of 7 mm and a particle density of about

1.5 g cm�3, which is the minimum value because the

dry deposition velocity increases due to friction veloc-

ity and surface conditions (Schmel 1980). A reason

for the higher dry deposition velocities of thorium-

bearing particles is attributable to the fact that most of

the thorium isotopes are found in relatively large

particles, which may originate from the resuspension

of soils.

29.3.3.2 Wet Deposition

The major pathway of deposition of the natural radio-

activity in the atmosphere is precipitation scavenging.

In order to elucidate the wet removal processes of

radionuclides, wet deposition velocity (Vwet,R) of the

radionuclides is a useful tool, which is calculated from

wet deposition flux (DR: Bq m�2s�1) and surface air

concentration (Ca,R: Bq m�3) of radionuclides using a

equation (Vwet,R ¼ DR/Ca,R). The wet deposition velo-

cities of thorium and anthropogenic radionuclides

varied considerably and depended on the type of radio-

nuclides and rainfall events (Hirose 2000). The wash-

out ratios are usually used to describe the wet removal

processes of atmospheric pollutants (Barrie 1985;

Englemann 1971). The wet deposition velocity can

be calculated from:

Vwet;R¼WIR; (29.3)

where IR is rainfall rate (mm h�1), and W the washout

ratio (or scavenging ratio). Washout ratio is given by a

ratio of the concentration in bulk precipitation (Crain:

Bq m�3) to the concentration in surface air (Cair: Bq

m�3): Crain/Cair. It must be noted that as another

definition of washout ratio, W’ is equal to rCrain/Cair

where Crain and Cair are the concentration in bulk

precipitation (Bq kg�1) and surface air (Bq m�3) and

r is the density of air at standard conditions 1.2 kg

m�3 at 20�C and 0.76 m Hg (McNeary and Baskaran

2003). The following relationship is established

between different defined washout ratios:

W ¼ 103W’/r.
The washout ratios of natural and anthropogenic

radionuclides for individual rainfall events are usually

on the order of 106; the washout ratios of 232Th, 230Th

and 228Th ranged from 0.13 � 106 to 3.2 � 106, from

0.087 � 106 to 1.9 � 106 and from 0.16 � 106 to

4.6 � 106, respectively (Hirose 2000), it was

0.92 � 106 for 7Be (Harvey and Matthews 1989),

from 0.18 � 106 to 1.7 � 106 with an average of

0.79 � 106 for 7Be and from 0.046 � 106 to

1.9 � 106 with an average of 0.53 � 106 for 210Pb

(McNeary and Baskaran 2003); for anthropogenic

radionuclides (1 � 106) derived from atmospheric

nuclear tests (Slinn 1978) and the Chernobyl

radioactivity (137Cs : 0.19 � 106–0.53 � 106, 103Ru :

0.16 � 106–0.37 � 106 and 90Sr : 0.50 � 106–1.4 � 106)

(Hirose et al. 1993).

The washout ratio of atmospheric aerosols depends

on meteorological, physical and chemical factors.

From a theoretical stand point (Harvey and Matthews

1989; Slinn 1978), the weak dependence of washout

ratio on the rainfall rate is predicted, as given in

equation (4):

W ¼ aIR�b; (29.4)
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where a and b are constants. For thorium isotopes, the

washout ratios were correlated with rainfall rate;

values of a and b for 232Th, 230Th and 228Th were

estimated to be 0.67 � 106 and 0.69, 0.43 � 106 and

0.72, and 0.88 � 106 and 0.81, respectively (Hirose

2000). The washout ratio of Chernobyl 90Sr, whose

AMAD was about 1 mm, seems to be dependent on the

rainfall rate with b ¼ 0.22 (Hirose et al. 1993). On the

other hand, the washout ratios for 137Cs and 103Ru in

the Chernobyl radioactivity were nearly independent

on the rainfall rate. The constancy of the washout ratio

was observed for 7Be (Harvey and Matthews 1989). It

is noteworthy that 137Cs and 103Ru in the Chernobyl

radioactivity and cosmogenic 7Be attach to primarily

submicrometer particles. A theoretical model suggests

that b is expected to be in the range of 1/4 (for frontal

storms) to 1/2 (for convective storms) (Harvey and

Matthews 1989). However, these findings suggest

that b values of chemical components, reflecting dif-

ferent physical and chemical types of aerosols, may be

related to particle sizes of corresponding chemical

component-bearing particles instead of rainfall type;

in other words, b values seem to increase with particle

sizes.

The result indicates that the factors that control the

wet deposition flux of airborne particles in individual

rainfall events are their concentration in air, particle

diameter, and rainfall rate rather than precipitation

amount, although the wet deposition flux of radionu-

clides in larger particles is relatively weakly depen-

dent on rainfall rate in comparison with that of

submicrometer particles such as the particles that

carried Chernobyl radioactivity.

29.4 Future Directions

The anthropogenic radionuclides in air and rainwater

have been measured for more than 5 decades. These

data, provided as database, reveal that the anthropogenic

radionuclides deposited on the earth surface from the

atmospheric nuclear testing and the Chernobyl accident

have continuously been redistributed in each geochemi-

cal compartment and among compartments due to natu-

ral processes and human activities. Environmental

changes preferentially reflect concentrations of these

radionuclides in the atmosphere. Therefore, these radio-

nuclides in air and rainwater have a great potential to be

utilized to trace ongoing environmental changes occur-

ring in the global and regional scale. Since large-scale

release of the anthropogenic radionuclides such as

atmospheric nuclear tests and nuclear reactor accidents

did not happen in the past 2–3 decades and is not fore-

seeable in the immediate future, use of anthropogenic

radionuclides as atmospheric tracers have declined.

However, increasing nuclear power activities in the

world could result in the great production of radioactive

noble and other gases, which may be useful as tracers

(Hirota et al. 2004; Weiss et al. 1983), and increase the

possibilities of routine and accidental releases of anthro-

pogenic radionuclides such as 137Cs, 90Sr and Pu. In such

events, there will be increasing concern to measure

anthropogenic radionuclides in the atmosphere.

Although the present levels of anthropogenic radionu-

clides in surface air and deposition (rainwater) are very

low, they are more effective tracers to quantify the

environmental changes because high sensitive techni-

ques (ICP-MS and AMS) are available for precise mea-

surements of these radionuclides. Although thorium and

uranium in air and rainwater are primarily tracers of soil

dynamics in the earth surface, temporal and spatial var-

iations of these isotopes are sometimes caused by per-

turbation of human activities; especially, current

increase in the industrial activities in East Asia causes

atmospheric release of huge amounts of pollutants,

which may affect natural radioactivity in the atmo-

sphere. High precision measurements of U and Th iso-

topes using analytical instruments such as MC-ICPMS,

TIMS will enable to quantify the changes in the U and

Th (and othermembers in the U-Th series), which can be

related to environmental and climatic changes. Further-

more, high precision measurements of Pu along with
232Th measurements will help to quantify the amounts

of soil particles derived from tilled areas, as Pu concen-

tration is expected to be very low in surface soil while
232Th concentration is expected to be the same, both in

tilled and untilled soil particles. In conclusion, long-

lived anthropogenic radionuclides, thorium and uranium

isotopes along with the daughter products in the atmo-

sphere will be useful tracers not only to elucidate the

atmospheric behaviors of aerosols but also to evaluate

ongoing environmental changes, such as desertification

and erosion in the terrestrial regions.
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Chapter 30

Oxygen Isotope Dynamics of Atmospheric Nitrate
and Its Precursor Molecules

Greg Michalski, S.K. Bhattacharya, and David F. Mase

Abstract The stable oxygen isotopic composition of

atmospheric nitrate is a powerful proxy for assessing

what oxidation pathways are important for converting

nitrogen oxides into nitrate. Large 18O enrichments

and excess 17O (i.e. mass independent composition)

are observed in atmospheric nitrate collected across

the globe. These isotope enrichments and their varia-

bility in space and time have been linked to the mag-

nitude of ozone oxidation. Attempts to model the

oxygen isotope enrichments using simplified isotope

mass balance assumptions and photochemical models

have yielded reasonably good agreement between

observations and simulations. However, there is a

lack of atmospheric nitrate isotope measurements across

a range of different atmospheric environments. Iso-

topes of oxygen in atmospheric nitrate can be utilized

to assess changes in atmospheric chemistry, applied as

tracers in nitrate deposition studies, and used to assess

the atmosphere’s chemical response to environmental

change over time using ice core nitrate.

30.1 Introduction

The oxidation of nitrogen compounds into nitrate in

the atmosphere is an important mechanism in atmo-

spheric chemistry that controls the transport of this

biogeochemically important element. Oxides of nitro-

gen (NOx ¼ NO þ NO2) are emitted as a by-product

of combustion processes, with anthropogenic emissions

from coal burning power plants and automobiles dom-

inating global atmospheric inputs (Galloway et al.

2004; Galloway 1998). However, NOx is also formed

by natural processes such as biogenic nitrification

or denitrification (Mosier et al. 1998) and lightning

(Martin et al. 2007). A major fraction of NOx is oxi-

dized in the atmosphere to nitric acid, which is a strong

acid that can dramatically lower the pH of precipita-

tion (Rodhe et al. 2002; Galloway 1995). Nitric acid

can also react with NH3 or alkaline dust, generating

new aerosols or altering the chemical composition and

size of existing particles (Zhang et al. 2000). Atmo-

spheric nitrate (HNO3(g), NO3
�
(s), NO3

�
(aq)) that is

removed from the atmosphere by dry and wet deposi-

tion is an important new source of N to surface waters,

soils, and plant canopies that in turn can impact the

function of many ecosystems (Bobbink et al. 2010).

Therefore, identifying the mechanisms that transform

NOx into nitrate is key to understanding the natural

and human impacted nitrogen cycles from local to

regional and global scales.

The use of multiple oxygen isotopes to understand

NOx oxidation in the atmosphere is a recent develop-

ment. Oxygen has three stable isotopes with approxi-

mate mole fractions of: 16O (0.9976), 17O (0.0004) and
18O (0.0020). The international reference material

for oxygen is Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water

(V-SMOW) with accepted ratios of 2.0052 � 10�3

for 18O/16O and 3.827 � 10�4 for 17O/16O (Kaiser

2009).

The three stable oxygen isotopes normally fraction-

ate in a mass dependant manner, therefore an approxi-

mately linear relationship exists between changes in

d18O and d17O (Miller 2002). This linearity can be

expressed as (Matsuhisa et al. 1978)
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d17O ¼ 0:52 � d18O (30.1)

A plot of d17O vs. d18O (dual isotope ratio plot)

values of the main oxygen reservoirs on Earth, includ-

ing silicate and carbonate rocks (Miller 2002), waters

(Meijer and Li 1998), and oxygen in air (Luz and

Barkan 2005) confirms this theoretical relationship,

and the resulting line is referred to as the oxygen

isotope terrestrial fractionation line (TFL – Fig. 30.1).

One notable exception to this mass dependence rule

is the isotopic fractionation that occurs during ozone

formation (Thiemens et al. 2001; Thiemens and

Heidenreich 1983), when the 18O/16O and 17O/16O

ratios become equally elevated (~60–100‰ relative

to initial O2). Since the enrichment is nearly the

same in both minor isotopes, independent of their

mass difference, this process has been termed a mass

independent fractionation (MIF) and is quantified

approximately by (Miller 2002).

D17O � d17O� 0:52� d18O (30.2)

Here, MIF has a specific meaning: reactants, whose

isotopic compositions lie on the TFL, react and gener-

ate products that are offset from the TFL resulting in

positive (or negative) D17O values. In other words,

MIF is a chemical process. On the other hand, non-

zero D17O values can be produced either by MIF or by

isotope mass balance. For example, when ozone, a

powerful oxidizer, transfers O atoms to products dur-

ing chemical reactions the resulting products have

positive D17O values (Lyons 2001; Michalski and

Bhattacharya 2009; Savarino et al. 2000, 2008).

Oxygen isotope compositions in atmospheric

nitrate are due to the mixing of oxygen sources (e.g.

O3, H2O, O2) and kinetic and/or equilibrium effects

occurring when NOx is photochemically converted

into nitrate. Large D17O values (23–31‰) observed

in atmospheric nitrate (Sect. 30.3) suggest ozone plays

an important role as an oxygen source. Tropospheric

ozone is also known to have high d18O values

(~80–130‰ V-SMOW) (Sect. 30.5.1) that can be

transferred to nitrate and this transfer may partially

explain the elevated d18O values observed in atmo-

spheric nitrate (Sect. 30.3). There are other sources of

oxygen, however, that are also important during NOx

oxidation, as are the kinetic/equilibrium isotope frac-

tionations that occur during the multiple steps of oxi-

dation. Unfortunately there is currently limited data

and little discussion on their importance in controlling

the d18O values of atmospheric nitrate. This review

will present the current state of knowledge on the

chemistry that controls the oxygen isotope composi-

tion of atmospheric nitrate, their potential to increase

our understanding of NOx oxidation in the atmo-

sphere, and what future research is needed to maxi-

mize this potential.

30.2 Methods for Oxygen Isotope
Analysis of Nitrate

The initial analytical approaches for d18O and D17O

analysis of nitrate were pyrolysis techniques. The first

reported nitrate pyrolysis technique used a mixture of

KNO3 and Hg(CN)2 heated to 550�C and isotopic

analysis was carried out on the product CO2 after

offline purification (Amberger and Schmidt 1987).

Similar offline pyrolysis methods were developed
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Fig. 30.1 The terrestrial fractionation line (TFL) of oxygen

based on the mass dependence of isotope kinetic and equilib-

rium fractionations that follow d17O ¼ 0.52 d18O. The 0.52

coefficient is an average of values that range from 0.5 to 0.53

depending on temperature and the thermodynamics of many

reactions (Matsuhisa et al. 1978). The data points show the

range of D17O (D17O ~ d17O�0.52•d18O) in atmospheric nitrate

from mid-latitudes (Michalski et al. 2003; Kaiser et al. 2007;

Morin et al. 2009; Patris et al. 2007). The red star is the

approximate triple isotope composition of troposheric ozone

(Johnston and Thiemens 1997; Krankowsky et al. 1995),

the blue oval is the range of tropospheric water, and atmospheric

O2 and V-SMOW are the green and blue dots respectively. The
atmospheric nitrate data suggest a mixing line between tropo-

spheric ozone and water, in agreement with our mass balance

model
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using a mixture of nitrate salts and graphite, sealed in

quartz tubes and heated to 800�C (Revesz et al. 1997;

Silva et al. 2000; Wassenaar 1995). This became the

preferred method due to the toxicity risks associated

with handling cyanide and mercury compounds. Later

it was reported that at 800�C the silicate in the quartz

reaction vessels would exchange oxygen, to varying

degrees, with the product gases. This introduced ana-

lytical biases and high uncertainties in data generated

using this method (Michalski et al. 2002; Revesz and

Böhlke 2002). Kornexl et al. (1999) converted KNO3

to CO2 using a high temperature pyrolysis (1,400�C)
with a graphite/glassy carbon reaction tube that

resolved the exchange problem. In addition, this tech-

nique utilized thermal conversion elemental analyzer

(TC/EA) devices that could be automated when inter-

faced with continuous flow isotope ratio mass spec-

trometer (CF-IRMS) systems. The precision using the

TC/EA techniques for nitrate isotopic analysis is �0.7
per mil for d18O. The first technique for D17O analysis

in nitrate was the thermal decomposition of AgNO3

(520�C) followed by IRMS analysis of the product O2

(Michalski et al. 2002). The relatively low decompo-

sition temperature limited the amount of oxygen

exchange with the pre-treated quartz reaction tubes

and resulted in highly precise D17O determination

(�0.3‰). One drawback of the various pyrolysis tech-

niques is the need for rather large amounts of nitrate

(~10�5–10�6 mol), which is usually found only in

trace amounts in the environment, and makes it diffi-

cult to obtain sufficient sample size. In addition, the

steps needed to purify environmental samples, such as

removing other anions and organic matter, can be

inefficient and time consuming (Chang et al. 1999;

Michalski 2009).

The size and purification limitations of the pyroly-

sis methods were largely overcome by the develop-

ment of the bacterial nitrate reduction technique. The

technique is suitable for isotopic analysis of nanomo-

lar amounts of nitrate and requires limited sample

preparation. Casciotti et al. (2002) developed the tech-

nique, which uses Pseudomonas aureofaciens bacteria

to produce N2O that is then analyzed for d18O using

CF-IRMS. The key is finding suitable bacteria that

lack nitrous oxide reductase activity and do not initiate

exchange between nitrogen oxide intermediates and

cellular water during the reduction. The reported pre-

cision of d18O using the bacteria technique is �0.5‰.

This technique was modified to analyze D17O by

Kaiser et al. (2007) who reacted the product N2O

over gold (Cliff and Thiemens 1994) to produce N2

and O2 and determined the D17O on the product O2 by

CF-IRMS with a precision of �0.6‰.

A third method for measuring d18O in nitrate is the

reduction-azide technique (McIlvin and Altabet 2005).

This approach first reduces nitrate to nitrite using spongy

cadmium. Nitrite is then converted to N2O by reaction

with hydrazoic acid and isotopic analysis is carried out

on the N2O using headspace extraction and CF-IRMS.

During the azide-nitrite reaction, roughly 20% of the

oxygen in the product N2O is derived from water in the

reactant solution, requiring a significant correction to

the data. The d18O precision using the reduction-azide

technique is�0.5‰. The azide technique was recently

modified to determine D17O using CF-IRMS by con-

verting the product N2O into O2 and N2 over heated

gold (Komatsu et al. 2008) with a precision in D17O of

�0.2, and 0.2‰ for d18O.
All of the above methods require standardization of

the analysis using nitrate reference materials in order

to attain accurate nitrate D17O and/or d18O values.

This is particularly true for D17O analysis which is

very sensitive to oxygen blanks arising from exchange

reactions or air O2. The only available D17O reference

material to date is USGS-35, a NaNO3 from the

Atacama Desert, which was developed for nitrate

D17O analysis (Michalski et al. 2002). Additional

nitrate reference salts have been developed to span a

range of d18O and d15N values as discussed by Böhlke

et al. (2003) and are available through the National

Institute of Science and Technology (NIST).

30.3 Observations of D17O and d18O
in Atmospheric Nitrate

There are a number of studies on the spatial and

seasonal variation of oxygen isotopes in atmospheric

nitrate. The first study measuring d18O in precipita-

tion nitrate showed that the atmospheric nitrate d18O
values were very elevated relative to V-SMOW rang-

ing from þ55 to þ72‰ (Durka et al. 1994; Kendall

1998). Subsequent studies extended the range of values

from þ25 to þ115‰ (Fig. 30.2). Notable annual var-

iations were observed, with higher atmospheric nitrate

d18O values being found in the colder months and
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lower values in the warmer months. Studies conducted

at high latitudes (Morin et al. 2007; Savarino et al.

2006; Spoelstra et al. 2001) also show that atmo-

spheric nitrate had elevated d18O values relative to

the mid-latitudes. Nitrate d18O values (Fig. 30.2) in

precipitation collected in the Catskill Mountains of

New York (Burns and Kendall 2002), the Loch Vale

watershed, Colorado (Campbell et al. 2002), and

Brush Brook, Vermont (Hales et al. 2007), tended to

be lower than the d18O values at other mid-latitude

sites including Bermuda (Hastings et al. 2003), La

Jolla, California, (Michalski et al. 2003), the North-

eastern United States (Elliott et al. 2009), coastal sites

(Michalski et al. 2003; Patris et al. 2007) and from

aerosols over the Atlantic ocean (Morin et al. 2009).

The former studies utilized the graphite reduction

method (Silva et al. 2000) whereas the latter studies

used either the denitrifier (Casciotti et al. 2002) or the

AgNO3 thermal decomposition method (Michalski

et al. 2002). It is probable that the studies with lower

d18O values suffer from the oxygen exchange analyti-

cal bias that leads to a decrease in the nitrate’s d18O

value (Michalski et al. 2002; Revesz and Böhlke

2002). However, Xue et al. (2010) demonstrated that

the graphite-AgNO3 method produces d18O results

that compare well with those obtained using the deni-

trifier method, suggesting that these low d18O values

may be valid.

The first D17O measurement in atmospheric nitrate

was reported by Michalski et al. (2003). This study

analyzed aerosols collected over a 1 year period from a

coastal urban site in southern California. A seasonal

oscillation in the atmospheric nitrate D17O values was

observed, ranging from 23‰ during the summer/

spring to 31‰ in the winter months. This was attrib-

uted to ozone oxidation chemistry during the conver-

sion of NOx into HNO3 (see Sects. 30.5 and 30.6).

Subsequent studies of D17O variation in precipitation

and aerosols (Fig. 30.3) from several mid-latitude loca-

tions showed similar ranges of values (see Fig. 30.3

and references). There are also seasonal trends in

atmospheric nitrate D17O values. They vary between

a low of 22 and a high 44‰, with the higher values

occurring during colder months, and the low values

Fig. 30.2 Seasonal variation in d18O values of atmospheric

nitrate collected from mid latitude and polar region sites. Indi-

vidual data sets show that atmospheric nitrate d18O values are

usually elevated in the winter months relative to summer. Note

data from Savarino et al. data (green colored circle) is from

Antarctica, where the seasons are out of phase relative to the

northern hemisphere. Black symbols are data produced using the
thermal reduction of nitrate by graphite in quartz tube. Color

symbol data was obtained either by the silver nitrate decompo-

sition or bacterial reduction methods. Uncertainty for any given

measurement (�0.4) is the size of the data symbols. Data is from

Durka et al.(1994), Morin et al. (2007), Savarino et al. (2006),

Spoelstra et al.(2001), Burns and Kendall (2002), Campbell

et al. (2002), Hales et al.(2007), Hastings et al. (2003),

Michalski et al.(2003), Elliott et al. (2009), Patris et al. (2007),

Morin et al. (2009), and Buda and DeWalle (2009)
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occurring during warmer periods, similar to the d18O
seasonal trends (Fig. 30.3). Atmospheric nitrate D17O

values also vary with latitude: Summit, Greenland

(Kunasek et al. 2008), Alert, Canada (Morin et al.

2008), Dumont d’Urville, Antarctica (Savarino et al.

2006), Northern Ellesmere Island, Canada (Morin

et al. 2007), and the South Pole (McCabe et al. 2007)

all tend to have higher D17O values relative to the mid-

latitude sites (Michalski et al. 2003; Kaiser et al. 2007;

Morin et al. 2009; Patris et al. 2007). The preponder-

ance of studies in polar regions is due to an abundance

of interest in using isotopes in ice core nitrate as a

proxy for past chemistry/climate change (see Chap. 39

and 40).

The seasonal and spatial trends in atmospheric

nitrate D17O and d18O values are intriguing and sug-

gest that there may be some utility in understanding

the underlying mechanisms that cause these trends.

The oxidation of NOx into nitrate is tightly contro-

lled by reactions with ozone (Sect. 30.4), which is

also known to have high D17O and d18O values

(Krankowsky et al. 1995; Johnston and Thiemens

1997). Theoretical models have tried to explain

the atmospheric nitrate isotope trends in terms of

isotope mass balance mixing models (Michalski et al

2003; Morin et al. 2007; Alexander et al. 2009; see

Sect. 30.6), where different oxidation pathways uti-

lized unique oxygen sources, including ozone. These

models suggested that oxygen isotopes in atmospheric

nitrate might be used to trace the relative importance

of different oxidation pathways (gas phase vs. aerosol

reactions) under changing environmental conditions

(e.g. polluted, volcanic events, climate change). In

addition, since atmospheric nitrate can be incorporated

into polar ice caps, nitrate oxygen isotopes might

be a new proxy for studying the past oxidation state

of the atmosphere (paleo-atmospheric chemistry; see

Chap. 39). The theory behind these isotope mass bal-

ance models and their ability to reproduce observed

isotopic trends in atmospheric nitrate are discussed in

the remaining sections of this review.

Fig. 30.3 Seasonal trends in the D17O values of atmospheric

nitrate. Nitrate collected in the southern hemisphere (McCabe

et al. 2007; Savarino et al. 2007) have the opposite phase

relative to northern hemisphere nitrate. Mid-latitude locations

have atmospheric nitrate D17O values that span 20–30‰

(Michalski et al. 2003; Morin et al. 2007; Kaiser et al. 2007;

Patris et al. 2007), while polar regions tend to have higher d18O
values and more pronounced seasonal trends. Uncertainty for

any given D17O measurement (�0.4) is the size of the data

symbols
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30.4 Mass Balance Approach to Oxygen
Isotope Variation in Atmospheric
Nitrate

30.4.1 Isotope Mass Balance During
Nitrate Production

When a compound is formed, its isotopic composition

is determined by the isotopic composition of the reac-

tants and kinetic or equilibrium fractionation effects

that occur during the formation process. For oxygen

isotopes, this can be formulated as

d18Oprod ¼
X

ai d
18Oreact i þ

X
erxn i (30.3)

d17Oprod ¼
X

ai d
17Oreact i þ

X
erxn i (30.4)

where erxni is the temperature dependent kinetic iso-

tope effect (KIE) or equilibrium enrichment factor

(in ‰) for the reaction (i), and ai is the mole fraction

of oxygen in the product attained from a given reactant

(i). The sums arise when more than one reactant con-

tributes oxygen to the system (Sai ¼ 1) and multiple

kinetic steps exist in the reaction mechanism. When

using an isotope mass balance model, for simplifica-

tion, the erxni of the reactions are ignored. This simp-

lification is used in modeling atmospheric nitrate

production because few of the oxygen erxni relevant
to nitrate production have been measured. This is a

limitation, but as experimental or theoretical determi-

nations of these KIE and equilibrium enrichment fac-

tors become available they can be incorporated into,

and improve, the models.

A similar isotope composition equation can be

derived for D17O values

D17Oprod ¼
X

ai D
17Oreact þ

X
D erxni (30.5)

There are relatively few reactions that generate

D17O values in products from reactants that have iso-

topic compositions on the TFL (Fig. 30.1) i.e. MIF.

The MIF enrichment factor for a given reaction (i) is

noted as Derxni in (30.5). Indeed, ozone formation is

the only known tropospheric reaction that has a major

MIF (Sect. 30.5.1). This leads to the approximation

that, other than ozone production, the S Derxn i ¼ 0 for

other atmospheric nitrate production processes and

this approximation has been used in models that pre-

dict the evolution of D17O signatures in atmospheric

nitrate (Sect. 30.6).

30.4.2 Isotope Mass Balance During
Nitrate Removal

Processes that remove a compound through transport

or reactivity can also change the isotopic composition

of the residual compound. For oxygen isotopes this

can be formulated as

d18Oresidual ¼ d18Oinitial �
X

erxn i (30.6)

D17Oresidual ¼ D17Oinitial �
X

Derxn i (30.7)

where erxn i is the temperature dependent, kinetic or

equilibrium fractionation factor of a loss process (i).

The loss processes change the isotopic composition of

the initial reservoir in a mass dependent manner and

they often exhibit Rayleigh distillation-type behavior,

where the isotope ratios in the residual reactant change

exponentially as a function of the fraction (f) of the

compound remaining, which is usually a function of

time.

d18Oresidual ¼ d18Oinitial � erxnln½fðtÞ� (30.8)

D17Oresidual ¼ D17Oinitial � D erxnln½fðtÞ� (30.9)

The main loss process for atmospheric nitrate is

removal by wet and dry deposition. To the best of

our knowledge there is no data that has measured the

erxn for either depositional process, which is a serious

limitation when interpreting d18O variations observed

in atmospheric nitrate. The Derxn of wet and dry depo-
sition, however, should follow mass dependent isotope

fractionation rules, so Derxn ~ 0 can be assumed. This

assumption dictates that nitrate D17O values are not

impacted by the loss process itself. However, in time-

dependent models, the loss process can influence the

D17O values of nitrate depending on environmental

conditions. This is because evaluating D17O values in

nitrate during each time step requires incorporating the

nitrate D17O values from the previous time step. In
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other words, the D17Oresidual term in the loss equation

(30.9) must be carried over into the isotope mass

balance in the production equation (30.5) at the next

time step:

D17OðtotalÞ ¼ xð D17OprodÞtþ ð1� xÞð D17OÞi (30.10)

where x is the mole fraction of nitrate produced in the

current time step (t) relative to the total amount of

nitrate in the atmosphere. In cases where the loss

processes are ignored, nitrate builds up in the atmo-

sphere and the instantaneous D17O value produced in

the current time step (D17Oprod)t becomes less impor-

tant as x becomes smaller. Such a situation might arise

during dry periods in areas below temperature inver-

sions where both deposition mechanisms are mini-

mized. Conversely, if removal is rapid then the nitrate

D17 O values will more closely reflect the current

chemistry because x is large. This situation might

occur during periods of regular precipitation that

would scrub nitrate from the atmosphere. The loss

processes must also be considered in one, two or three

dimensional models. In these models, nitrate produced

in an adjacent grid cell with different chemistry and

isotopic ratios can be transported into the grid cell

under consideration, changing the isotopic composi-

tion of the nitrate depending on nitrate production/

transport ratio.

30.4.3 Oxygen Isotope Mass Balance
During Nitrate Production

Nitrate production is initiated by the oxidation of NO.

The first step is the conversion of NO into NO2, which

can occur by oxidation by either ozone (R1) or peroxy

radicals (R3). The majority of peroxy radicals are

produced when radical species such as H, CH3, and

R (where R is an organic radical), combine with atmo-

spheric O2 (R2).

NOþ O3 ! NO2 þ O2 (R1)

Hðor RÞ þ O2 ! HO2ðor ROOÞ (R2)

NOþHO2ðor ROO�Þ ! NO2þOH ðor RO�Þ (R3)

Therefore, in order to use the isotope mass balance

simplification in the NO oxidation step, the d18O
and D17O values of tropospheric O3 and O2 need to

be known, which is discussed in Sects. 30.5.1 and

30.5.4, respectively. More oxidized forms of nitrogen,

NO3 and N2O5, are produced by NO2 oxidation via

ozone (R4 and R5). Again, the isotopic mass balance

approximation can be used by assuming no KIE during

the oxidation and having measured or modeled

the isotopic composition of tropospheric ozone

(Sect. 30.5.1)

NO2 þ O3 ! NO3 þ O2 (R4)

NO2 þ NO3  ! N2O5 (R5)

In the final steps of nitric acid formation, two other

oxygen sources enter into the equation, OH radicals

and liquid water. The primary oxidation pathway for

the production of nitric acid is the third body (M)

mediated OH oxidation of NO2 (R6). An important

alternative pathway that forms nitric acid is the het-

erogeneous hydrolysis of N2O5 on wet aerosol sur-

faces (R8). Finally, a minor but non-trivial pathway

to nitric acid is through hydrogen abstraction by nitrate

radicals (R7). Again, to use an isotope mass balance

approach for predicting isotope variation in nitric acid,

one needs to know how d18O and D17O values in

tropospheric water (Sect. 30.5.2) and OH radicals

(Sect. 30.5.3) vary in space and time.

NO2 þ OHþM! HNO3 þM (R6)

NO3 þ VOC! HNO3 þ R (R7)

N2O5 þ H2Oþ surface! 2HNO3 (R8)

N2O5 þ H2OðgÞ ! 2HNO3 (R9)

To summarize, in order to predict the isotope com-

position of atmospheric nitrate using a simple isotope

mass balance model, the isotopic composition of tro-

pospheric O3, H2O, OH, and O2 need to be known

(measured) or approximated (modeled).
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30.5 Isotopic Composition of Oxygen
Sources that Contribute to Nitrate

30.5.1 Oxygen Isotope Composition
of Tropospheric O3

There is a tremendous amount of published research

on isotope effects that occur during the formation of

ozone (Thiemens et al. 2001; Mauersberger et al.

2003). Ozone formation is initiated when oxygen

atoms are produced either by high energy (E) photons/

electrons (R10) or through NO2 photodissociation (see

R16 below). O2 molecules react with ground state

oxygen atoms to form an excited ozone complex

(R11) that can either decompose or be stabilized to

ground state O3 (R12) by a third body (M):

O2 þ EðUV; e�Þ ! Oþ O (R10)

Oþ O2  ! O3
	 (R11)

O3
	 þM! O3 (R12)

The isotopic composition of the product ozone is

characterized by a large enrichment in the heavy iso-

topes 17O and 18O (relative to 16O), when compared to

the O2 reactant (Thiemens and Heidenreich 1983;

Mauersberger et al. 2001). As mentioned before, not

only are the heavy isotopes more abundant, but there is

a large MIF (Thiemens and Heidenreich 1983).

Many theoretical attempts have been made to

understand the basic principle behind the large MIF

associated with ozone formation (Heidenreich and

Thiemens 1983; Valentini 1987; Gellene 1996; Gao

and Marcus 2001). The most successful is the theory

of Hathorn, Gao and Marcus, which uses a modified

version of the Rice–Ramsperger–Kassel–Marcus

(RRKM) theory of unimolecular decomposition to

treat reaction R11 (Gao and Marcus 2001; Hathorn

and Marcus 1999; Hathorn and Marcus 2000). Ozone

formation is visualized to be a time-dependent compe-

tition between unimolecular decomposition (R11) and

the collisional stabilization of O3*(R12). If energy can

be shared among the vibrational-rotational modes of

the O3* complex, its lifetime is extended and therefore

more O3 is formed. It has been suggested that the

asymmetric ozone isotopomers, with heavy isotopes

at the terminal position, dissociate (R11) slower than

symmetric isotopomers due to a larger number of

symmetry-allowed mode couplings. Therefore asym-

metric ozone, regardless which minor isotope breaks

the symmetry, have higher formation rates relative to

symmetric species (i.e. 16O16O16O). This leads to the

equal enrichment of 17O and 18O in the product ozone.

This theoretical model implies that the MIF is

driven by a symmetry effect. This would suggest that

the non-zero D17O resides only in the molecules of

type OOQ (asymmetric) and not in type OQO (sym-

metric), where Q is either 17O or 18O. Any enrichment

observed in the symmetrical molecules (like OQO)

should follow the mass dependent fractionation rela-

tionship. Three experiments have been conducted to

test this hypothesis by studying chemical systems where

ozone reacts through its terminal position atom: ozone

reacting on solid silver foil (Bhattacharya et al. 2008),

with NO(g) (Savarino et al. 2008), and nitrite in solu-

tion (Michalski and Bhattacharya 2009). If the bulk

ozone D17O anomaly resides only in the terminal posi-

tion then by mass balance:

D17OðterminalÞ ¼ 1:5 �D17OðbulkÞ (30.11)

as the central atom would only dilute the anomaly. The

isotopic composition of the oxygen atom transferred

during these reactions would therefore have D17O

1.5 times the initial ozone if this hypothesis is true.

In all three experiments the expected factor of 1.5 is

observed (Fig. 30.4) within the uncertainty of the

experiments. There are some small discrepancies that

need additional investigation, but in general the

hypothesis of the anomalous 17O enrichment residing

in the terminal atoms appears to be valid. This is

important in the nitrate mass balance models because

NO oxidation by O3 via its terminal atom (R1) would

be different if the anomaly were evenly distributed

across all oxygen atoms in ozone.

The isotope effects generated during ozone forma-

tion have been investigated under a number of condi-

tions. Experiments using either electrical discharge or

UV radiation generate product ozone with d18O and

D17O values in the range of 70–120‰ and 32–45‰
respectively (relative to the initial O2). This variation

is the result of different pressure and temperature

conditions under which the ozone is formed. Experi-

ments examining the pressure dependency (Guenther
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et al. 2000; Thiemens and Jackson 1990) showed that

both the d18O and the D17O enrichments in ozone dec-

rease with increasing pressure (Fig. 30.5) and disap-

pear at very high pressures (Thiemens and Jackson

1990). The experimental pressure dependence of

ozone’s d18O and D17O values (at 321 K) can be fitted

to an equation in P (pressure in the range 50–800 torr).

For pressures typical of the troposphere (500–800 torr),

a regression of data reported in Morton et al. (1990)

yields the pressure-dependency equation (d18O(ozone)

relative to the initial O2):

d18OðozoneÞ ¼ �0:03Ptorr þ 112:4 (30.12)

The ozone d18O temperature dependency (at

50 torr), can also be found by regressing Morton

et al.’s data:

d18OðozoneÞ ¼ 0:52TðKÞ � 45 (30.13)

Calculating the expected d18O value for ozone in

the troposphere, which has variable temperature and

pressure, requires corrections based on these equa-

tions. Since the reference temperature for the pressure

experiments in Morton et al. was 321 K (far higher

than the average surface temperature), (30.12) is mod-

ified for the temperature difference using 0.52•(T(K)�
321). In addition, the enrichments determined by

Morton et al. were relative to the initial O2 composi-

tion. In the atmosphere where air O2 is þ23.4‰ rela-

tive to V-SMOW (Barkan and Luz 2003), an

additional standard correction factor (dO3-VSMOW ¼
d
O3-air
þ dair-VSMOW

1 þ dd1/1,000) is applied to the

fitted data when using V-SMOW as the reference

point yielding:

d18OðozoneÞ ¼ ð�0:028Ptorr þ 134:8Þ
þ ½0:52 � ðTðkÞ � 321Þ� (30.14)

Using (30.14) and pressure/temperature estimates

from the North American Regional Reanalysis

(NARR) dataset (Kalnay et al. 1996), we calculated

the spatial variability of the predicted d18O values of

ozone over the continental US (Fig. 30.6). The pre-

dicted d18O values (80–108‰) span the same range as

those observed in tropospheric ozone collected in

southern California (95–115‰V-SMOW) by Johnston

Fig. 30.4 Experiments that assess the terminal atom enrich-

ment in ozone. If the symmetry hypothesis is correct then the

terminal atoms should be enriched by a factor of 1.5 relative to

the bulk. The terminal enrichment coefficients are 1.63 � 0.33

(Bhattacharya et al. 2008), 1.59 � 0.39 (Savarino et al. 2008),

and 1.49 � 0.06 (Michalski and Bhattacharya 2009)

Fig. 30.5 Temperature and pressure dependence of D17O (solid
square) and d18O (open diamond) values generated during

ozone production. Data was reproduced by averaging data

from Guenther et al. (2000), Thiemens and Jackson (1990),

and Morton et al. (1990)
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and Thiemens (1997). However, the observed ozone

d18O values are always higher (~ 3 –18‰) relative to

those predicted by our P/T model when using temper-

ature and pressures at the California site during col-

lection times. The other tropospheric ozone d18O
dataset collected in Germany (Krankowsky et al.

1995) has ozone values spanning 100 – 130‰, again

higher than our model predictions. One factor for this

discrepancy is that the average surface temperature

and pressure are used to calculate the d18O values in

Fig. 30.6, when average boundary layer temperatures

and pressures may be more appropriate. Another pos-

sibility for the discrepancy is KIE associated with O3

dry deposition or photolysis reactions that may leave

the residual O3 enriched (Liang et al 2006). The ozone

d18O observations were limited in their spatial and

temporal scope, therefore it is difficult to evaluate

whether extrapolating the laboratory based data to

atmospheric conditions is rigorously reflecting ozone

d18O value or if the ozone d18O measurements are

inaccurate, but in general there is relatively good

agreement between model estimated and observed

tropopsheric ozone d18O values.

Temperature (Morton et al. 1990) and pressure data

(Thiemens and Jackson 1990; Guenther et al. 2000)

was also fitted to assess how D17O values might vary

in the atmosphere. Fitting these data sets yields pres-

sure (P at constant 321 K) and temperature (T at

constant 50 torr) D17O equations

D17O ¼ 78:8P�0:122 (30.15)

D17O ¼ 16:2þ 0:06 �TðKÞ (30.16)

Normalizing to the experimental temperature (i.e.

as in (30.14)) gives

D17O¼ ð78:8P�0:122Þþ 0:06 � ðTðKÞ� 321Þ (30.17)

Using NARR temperature and pressure data and

(30.17) we have estimated the winter and summer

ozone D17O values over the continental US

(Fig. 30.7). The predicted ozone D17O values span a

relatively narrow range, from 31 to 35‰, and they

generally follow the seasonal change in temperature,

but low pressure at high altitudes is also a factor

(Fig. 30.7). These predicted values are close to obser-

ved D17O values of ozone collected at the White

Mountain Research Station (27–35.8‰) but higher

Fig. 30.6 Spatial and seasonal variation of

ozone d18O variation across the continental

US for January 1 and July 1 of 2001.

The values are calculated using (30.14) and

the NARR temperature and pressure data.

The predicted range of ozone d18O values

is ~28‰ and tracks with temperature in

regions with minimal topography and

pressure in mountainous regions
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than D17O values of tropospheric ozone sampled from

coastal (20–35.8‰; average 26.4‰, n ¼ 29) and

urban (19–22‰; average 21.2‰, n ¼ 7) sites in

Southern California (Johnston and Thiemens 1997).

The discrepancy between the modeled D17O values

(Fig. 30.7) and the observations is likely due to the

difficulties encountered using the ozone collection

system, which may lead to isotopic fractionation,

exchange, or contamination. Resolving this discrep-

ancy between predicted d18O and D17O values of

tropospheric ozone at a given pressure and tempera-

ture is an area of active research.

30.5.2 Oxygen Isotopic Composition
of Tropospheric Water

There is a tremendous amount of data on the isotopic

composition of water in the troposphere, stemming lar-

gely from the efforts of the Global Network of Isotopes

in Precipitation (GNIP) (IAEA/WMO 2006). GNIP and

other organizations at various local levels have com-

piled d18O and dD values in precipitation across many

sites over the past 40 years (Araguas-Araguas et al.

2000; Vuille et al. 2005). The GNIP data and spatial

interpolation techniques have been used to model con-

tinuous global spatial variations of water d18O values

(Bowen and Revenaugh 2003). The interpolated data

is available in a number of formats but the Water-

isotopes.org web site (http://wateriso.eas.purdue.edu/

waterisotopes/) is a very user-friendly resource. Com-

plete details of water isotope variations and their use

are detailed in Chap. 33).

Water does not act as an oxidant during the conver-

sion of NOx into nitrate, but it does act as an oxygen

source during several steps in the oxidation scheme.

Therefore, understanding its variation is important for

understanding the variability of D17O and d18O in

nitrate. Water in the troposphere has a D17O value of

approximately 0 (Meijer and Li 1998), though small

variations of up to 0.08‰ have been detected using

high precision techniques (Barkan and Luz 2005;

Uemura et al. 2010). Conversely, tropospheric water

d18O values are highly variable and are a function of

the source of the water (i.e. oceanic, lake, evapotrans-

piration) and the temperature of evaporation and con-

densation (Gat 1996). The lowest precipitation d18O
values are found at the poles (�70‰) and highs

(+10‰) are usually found in arid environments.

Fig. 30.7 Modeled ozone D17O values

across the US for January 1 and July 1,

2001. Total variation is less than 5‰ and

mainly correlates with temperature, with

lower ozone D17O values in flat regions and

cooler climates, where surface pressure

varies by only tens of millibars. However,

pressure is clearly a factor in mountainous

regions in the western US, where the D17O

increases with decreasing pressure.

The data is generated using (30.17)

and the mean daily temperature and

pressure from the NARR dataset
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Spatial trends in water isotopes are often addressed in

terms of latitudinal effects, longitudinal effects and

altitude effects (Gat 1996). The interpolated model

of variations in the d18O of precipitation across the

continental US for January and June of 2001 is shown

in Fig. 30.8.

Water can be incorporated into nitrate during NOx

oxidation from both the liquid and gas phase. Liquid

water is incorporated into nitrate when N2O5 is con-

verted to HNO3 on wetted aerosol surfaces (R8). Since

N2O5 is nitric acid anhydrite, this occurs fairly rapidly

(Hallquist et al. 2000;Mentel et al. 1999), although there

are still some uncertainties concerning what role aero-

sol composition plays in the efficiency of N2O5 uptake

(Brown et al. 2003). Current models (Alexander et al.

2009; Michalski et al. 2003) assume that there is no

additional exchange between aerosol water and N2O5

during the hydrolysis but this has yet to be shown

experimentally. Once formed, the exchange between

water and nitrate is negligible except under extremely low

pH conditions (Böhlke et al. 2003; Bunton et al. 1952).

The gas phase reaction between H2O(g) and N2O5 (R9)

is believed to be too slow to be a significant source of

HNO3 (Tuazon et al. 1983; Wahner et al. 1998).

Water in the gas phase can also be incorporated into

nitrate via the NO2 reaction with OH (R6). OH can

exchange with gas phase water (Dubey et al. 1997) and

the d18O of OH will ultimately be dependent on the

d18O of water vapor with which it exchanges. Temper-

ature dependent variations in water vapor enrichment

factors, relative to the liquid water, can be fitted by

inverting the experimental data for the temperature

dependent H2O(g)  ! H2O(l) equilibrium (Horita

and Wesolowski 1994; Majoube 1971)

eg�l ¼ 1;000ln aðgÞ ¼ �7:685þ 6:7123ð1;000/T)
� 1:6664ð106=T2Þ þ 0:35041ð109=T3Þ

(30.18)

30.5.3 Oxygen Isotope Composition
of Tropospheric OH

The OH radical is the dominant oxidizer in the atmo-

sphere and is a key oxidizer of NO2 because of the gas

phase reaction that leads to nitric acid (R6) with a

rate constant of 2.8 � 10�11 cm3 molecule�1 s�1 (at

300 K, 101 kPa). OH is formed by the production of

O(1D) atoms via ozone photolysis that react with water

vapor

Fig. 30.8 Estimated d18O values for

precipitation water across the contiguous

United States for January and July of 2001,

based on interpolation (from http://www.

waterisotopes.org)
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O3 þ h nð<315 nmÞ ! O2 þ Oð1DÞ (R13)

Oð1DÞ þ H2O! 2OH (R14)

Because of OH’s high reactivity and low steady state

concentration (105–106molecules cm�3) there are, how-
ever, no direct measurements of its isotopic composition

in the troposphere. By isotope mass conservation (R13

and R14) the isotopic composition of OH should be a

mixture of ozone and tropospheric water vapor. How-

ever, theOH radical is capable of exchangingwith water

vapor (R15) with a Arrhenius rate constant of

2.3 � 10�13 exp[(2,100(�250))/T] cm3molecule�1 s�1

(Dubey et al. 1997). At 300 K this is a relatively slow

reaction (3 � 10�16 cm3 molecule�1 s�1). However, if
the ratio (r) of the rate of exchange relative to the rate of
reaction with NO2 (R6) is high (>10) the exchange

would dominate and equilibrium be essentially

achieved:

r ¼ kR15½H2O�=kR6½NO2� (30.19)

Under most NOx scenarios (NO2 < 1 ppbv) and

water mixing ratios (~0.01), r is on the order of

101–103. However, under high NOx (10 ppbv) and/or

low water mixing ratios (5 � 10�3 and ~50% relative

humidity at 275 K) the isotope exchange can become

comparable to reactivity rates. But these cases are

rare (Morin et al. 2008); so under most circumstances

it can be approximated that OH achieves equilibrium

with water vapor. This exchange would eliminate any

D17O transfer during reaction R14. This is not true for

the stratosphere or polar regions, where water is at

ppmv levels, and OH may retain its ozone D17O signa-

ture (Lyons 2001).

Because of this exchange reaction, the d18O values

of OH in the troposphere will be a function of the d18O

of the water vapor in the air mass and the fractionation

factor for the equilibrium reaction

H18OHþ OH ! H2Oþ18OH (R15)

Using observed water isotopologue vibrational

frequencies (Herzberg 1966), the OH vibrational fre-

quency (Dieke and Crosswhite 2010), and the reduced

mass, simple harmonic oscillator approximation, the

reduced partition functions of OH and water isotopo-

logues can be determined as a function of temperature

(Urey 1947). Calculating the isotope enrichment

factor over a tropospheric temperature range of

250–310 K and fitting the data yields a temperature

dependent fractionation factor for OH given by:

e ¼ 1;000 ln a ¼ 0:188T� 99:3 (30.20)

This equation predicts that OH should be depleted

by roughly 44‰ relative to atmospheric water vapor at

298 K. Using the d18O of tropospheric water

(Fig. 30.8) and (30.18) and (30.20), the d18O of OH

over the continental US was modeled (Fig. 30.9). Thi-

s estimate of the d18O of OH does not consider any of

the KIE arising during the reactions between OH

and the numerous organic compounds in the atmo-

sphere and should only be taken as a first order approx-

imation.

30.5.4 Oxygen Isotope Composition
of Tropospheric O2

Atmospheric O2 is incorporated into nitrate via the

oxidation of NO by peroxy radicals (R3) formed

from O2 reactions with H and organic radicals (R2).

Fig. 30.9 Modeled d18O values of OH for

January 1, 2001. The values are determined

using modeled water vapor d18O assuming

equilibrium with liquid water (30.18) and

the calculated OH-water equilibrium

fractionation factor (30.20)
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The d18O value of atmospheric oxygen is ~23‰ rela-

tive to V-SMOW, a value that is controlled by the

balance between photosynthesis and respiration iso-

tope effects, known as the Dole effect (Dole et al.

1954). Because of its huge abundance and the well-

mixed nature of the troposphere, there is essentially no

spatial or temporal variation in tropospheric O2 d
18O

values. Measurement of the d17O value of atmospheric

O2 relative to V-SMOW indicates a small negative

D17O value for O2 (Luz et al. 2005; Barkan and Luz

2003). This negative anomaly can be explained by

isotopic mass balance when stratospheric oxygen

atoms derived from ozone impart MIF to CO2

(Thiemens et al 1991; Yung et al. 1991).

30.6 Modeling Oxygen Isotope
Variation in Atmospheric Nitrate

30.6.1 Oxygen Isotope Variation in NOx

Atmospheric nitrate is derived from NOx and its oxy-

gen isotope composition is dependent on isotope

effects associated with the NOx cycle. The NOx

cycle is initiated by NO oxidation by ozone, which is

then followed by photolysis of NO2 by solar actinic

flux and the subsequent reformation of O3

NOþ O3 ! NO2 þ O2 (R1)

NO2 þ hn! NOþ O (R16)

Oþ OQ ! O2 þ Q (R17)

Oþ O2  ! O3
	 (R11)

O3
	 þM! O3 þM (R12)

NO2 þ O3 ! NO3 þ O2 (R4)

NO3 þ hn! NO2 þ O (R18)

During this cycling, isotope exchange between

oxygen atoms and O2 is rapid (R17) and this equili-

bration erases any isotope effect that might have car-

ried over from NO2 formation or photolysis. During

the O3 formation process, however, large d18O and

D17O values are generated during the recombination

reaction (Sect. 30.5.1). The transfer of heavy isotopes

from ozone to NO2 during R1 leads to a NOx-O3

equilibrium as a quasi steady state balance of

these reactions develops. This has recently been

demonstrated experimentally (Michalski et al. in

preparation).

The dynamics of the NO–O3 reaction system and

the internal distribution of isotopes in ozone are impor-

tant controls on the isotopic composition of the prod-

uct NO2. As discussed in Sect. 30.5.1 the isotope

anomaly (D17O) and some of the 18O enrichment is

found in the terminal atom of O3, via the so-called

symmetry effect. If NO reacts with ozone through a

terminal atom transition state, as shown by ab initio

calculations (Peiro-Garcia and Nebot-Gil 2002), then

the heavy isotope transfer will be larger than if all

three oxygen atoms in ozone reacted with equal prob-

ability. Savarino et al. (2008) evaluated the fraction-

ation between ozone and NO2 during NO oxidation, a

combination of the internal distribution of 18O in

ozone and the KIE of the reaction itself. The experi-

ments conducted at pressures and temperatures typical

of the troposphere showed a d18O correction factor of

0.83 (Savarino et al. 2008). We applied this correction

factor to (30.14), which yields a T-P equation that

predicts the d18O value (V-SMOW) of the oxygen

atom transferred to NO2 during NO oxidation:

d18OðtransÞ ¼ 0:83 	 fð�0:028Ptorr þ 134:8Þ
þ ½0:52 	 ðTðkÞ � 321Þ�g (30.21)

The same experiment examined the D17O transfer

during the oxidation via R1 and showed that the

branching ratio of the reaction for the central atom in

ozone is only 0.08 suggesting that the terminal

abstraction pathway is dominant (Savarino et al.

2008). Using this branching ratio and the terminal

only enrichment hypothesis (30.11) yields a D17O

value of the oxygen atom transferred from ozone to

NO2 during NO oxidation as:

D17OONOþO3
¼ 1:5 	 0:92 	 D17OO3ðbulkÞ (30.22)

Using the modeled D17O O3(bulk) for the continental

US (Fig. 30.7) would yield a typical NOx–O3 equilib-

rium value of ~46‰. A more realistic experiment

recently examined the isotope effect during the full
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NOx equilibrium (Michalski et al. in preparation), and

generated D17O value in NO2 of ~45‰, in excellent

agreement with Savarino et al. (2008).

30.6.2 Box Model Evaluation of D17O
Variations in Atmospheric Nitrate

Several zero dimensional photochemical box models

have been used to simulate D17O variations in atmo-

spheric nitrate (Michalski et al. 2003; Morin et al.

2008; Michalski and Xu 2010). The models calculate

how much atmospheric nitrate is produced by reac-

tions R6, R7, and R8. In each of these pathways the

main reactant is NO2, or higher oxides of nitrogen

derived from NO2; therefore, the first step is to assess

NO2 D
17O either directly (see Sect. 30.6.1) or calcu-

late it based on the D17O of ozone and the reaction

dynamics. However, under natural conditions peroxy

radical (ROO) oxidation of NO (R3) is an alternative

mechanism for generating NO2. This pathway can

be significant depending on local concentrations of

organic compounds and NOx (Jaegle et al. 2000). In

the case of ROO, the oxygen atom transferred to NO2

is derived from reactions of organic radicals with O2

(R2) which has a D17O ~0‰ (Sect. 30.5.4). Therefore,

one can define an oxidation parameter, f, which is the
mole fraction of NO oxidation by ozone relative to

total NO oxidation: f ¼ R1/(R1 + SR3’s). The term

SR3 arises because a number of organo-peroxy and

HOx radicals are capable of oxidizing NO to NO2.

Based on this, the D17O of NO2 (
DNO2) in the tropo-

sphere is estimated to be

DNO2ðtropÞ ¼ fDNO2ðexpÞ ¼ fDO3trans (30.23)

where DNO2(exp) is the experimental D17O of NO2 in

the NOx–O3 equilibrium experiment (Michalski et al.

in preparation) or the D17O value of the terminal

oxygen atom (P,T dependent) that equilibrates with

NOx (Savarino et al. 2008).

Based on the inspection of reactions R6, R7, and R8

and using the approximation that H2O, O2, and OH all

have D17O values of ~0‰ (see Sect. 30.5), a set of

D17O mass balance equations can be derived

(Michalski et al. 2003):

DHNO3ðgÞ¼DO3 � ð2f=3Þ; (30.24)

DHNO3ðZÞ¼DO3 � ð2fþ 1Þ=3; (30.25)

DHNO3ðjÞ¼DO3 � ð4fþ 1Þ=6; (30.26)

where f is the mole fraction of NO oxidized by O3,

and g, Z, and j are the mole fractions of HNO3

produced by the reaction pathways R6, R7, and R8

respectively. Predicting D17O anomalies in atmo-

spheric nitrate (DHNO3) is then a matter of estimating

the D17O value of O3 (or NO2) and calculating the

mole fractions (f,g,Z,j) using a photochemical kinet-

ics model. D17O values are calculated in each time step

and normalized to the total nitrate produced during the

simulation.

Several box model systems have been used to sim-

ulate atmospheric nitrate D17O data. The first study

(Michalski et al 2003) utilized a box model for simu-

lating nitrate production in a polluted marine boundary

layer (Yvon et al. 1996). There was reasonably good

agreement between the observed D17O values of atmo-

spheric nitrate and the predicted values, but during the

spring there were predicted-observed differences of

up to 5‰. This was attributed to the model’s inability

to account for transport of atmospheric nitrate from

neighboring regions by advective flow. Morin et al.

(2008) estimated atmospheric nitrate D17O values by

adapting CiTTyCAT (Cambridge Transport Trajec-

tory model of Chemistry And Transport), a photo-

chemical box model previously used to examine the

origin of polluted layer in the North Atlantic (Wild

et al. 1996). This model’s predictions agreed reason-

ably well with observed D17O variations in the Arctic

(Morin et al. 2008). Michalski and Xu (2010) used the

regional atmospheric chemical mechanism (RACM)

(Stockwell et al. 1997) and the D17O mass balance

approximation (ISO-RACM ¼ isotope RACM) to

assess changes in D17O over a wide range of atmo-

spheric parameters (Fig. 30.10). Using the terminal

atom O3 þ NO reaction mechanism, ISO-RACM pre-

dicts a range D17O values that is similar to that

observed in the atmosphere (Figs. 30.3 and 30.10).

The simulations also tested the sensitivity of atmo-

spheric nitrate D17O predictions to a range of atmo-

spheric parameters including temperature, relative

humidity, trace gas concentrations, and surface solar

radiation (actinic flux). Atmospheric nitrate D17O
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values were found to be sensitive to actinic flux, with

increased fluxes (longer days during spring/summer)

generating lower D17O values in agreement with

observed seasonal trends (Fig. 30.3). This effect is

derived from smaller f values with increased sunlight

through increased production of peroxy radicals and

higher g values driven by the increase of NO2 oxida-

tion by OH during sunlight conditions. Atmospheric

nitrate D17O values were also sensitive to concentra-

tion of certain trace gases. While variations in methane

and carbon monoxide mixing ratios had little influence

on predicted D17O values, the trace gases such as NOx,

volatile organic compounds, and ozone clearly influ-

enced the predicted D17O values by shifting nitrate

production pathways. For example, higher D17O

values were predicted at higher O3 mixing ratios rela-

tive to low levels (Fig. 30.11).

30.6.3 3D Modeling of Nitrate D17O
Values

Global variations in atmospheric nitrate D17O values

were recently modeled using a 3D chemical transport

model GEOS-Chem (Alexander et al. 2009). The

model uses the same simple mass balance approach

discussed above. The GEOS-Chem model does have

the advantage of being able to include vertical and

horizontal transport, and incorporates spatial varia-

tions in surface fluxes of important primary pollutants

such as NOx and VOC’s, which is a serious limitation

in the box models. Full details of the model resolution,

fluxes, chemistry, etc. can be found in Alexander et al.

(2009).

Fig. 30.10 Simulated D17O values of atmospheric nitrate

under a wide range of simulated atmospheric conditions (NOx,

organic compounds, temperature, humidity, etc.) for June (each

run is a different set of conditions). Recent experiments have

provided new evidence that the “bulk transfer” mechanism is

not likely to be valid but rather it is the terminal mechanism

(Savarino et al. 2008). All observed data (yellow box) fall within
the predicted range when using the terminal mechanism

Fig. 30.11 Variation of atmospheric nitrate D17O values as a

function of O3 mixing ratios. The graph highlights that by

observing atmospheric nitrate, inferences can be made about

the oxidation state of the atmosphere (i.e. importance of ozone

or peroxy radicals). This highlights the potential for using atmo-

spheric nitrate contained in ice cores as a proxy for changes in

oxidative potential
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The GEOS-Chem model predicts atmospheric

nitrate D17O values that generally fall within the

range of observations (Fig. 30.12). Globally, D17O

values range from a low of ~7‰ up to a maximum

of 41‰ and exhibit a similar seasonal variation (high

in winter, low in summer) as observations (Sect. 30.3).

The model tends to over predict D17O values in the

mid to high latitudes in winter and underestimates

them in polar regions during the spring and summer.

The model attributes the seasonal D17O variation in

atmospheric nitrate to changes in the relative amount

of NO oxidized by O3 (f) and seasonal changes in the

relative importance of the N2O5 hydrolysis (j). This
study also supports the hypothesis that change in the

oxygen isotopes in atmospheric nitrate reflects

changes in oxidation chemistry in the atmosphere.

The purpose of both the box model and 3D simula-

tions is to try and rationalize the atmospheric nitrate

D17O measurements in the context of changes in atmo-

spheric chemistry. Shifts to peroxy radical (R3) and

OH (R6) oxidation will lead to lower D17O values.

This will tend to happen in regions with high volatile

organic carbon emissions and abundant sunlight

(Alexander et al. 2009; Michalski and Xu 2010) such

as the tropics. Conversely, N2O5 (R8) and O3 (R1)

oxidation push atmospheric nitrate D17O values

higher. The N2O5 reaction is a strong function of

aerosol surface area, aerosol type, limited sunlight

and temperature (at cold temperature the R5 equilib-

rium favors N2O5). This reaction would be favored

in the high latitude during winter when it is cold

and dark. Therefore, the objective is to use the isotopes

to understand the chemistry and how that might

change under anthropogenic and natural environmental

perturbations.

Two things are required for the predictions of atmo-

spheric nitrate D17O models to converge with observa-

tions (1) A detailed understanding of the isotope

effects arising during different steps of NOx

oxidation (2) Confidence in the chemical and biogeo-

chemical mechanisms in the model itself (i.e. reaction

rates, uptake coefficients, emission inventories, mete-

orology etc.). This review has focused on the former

rather than the latter. This is because the model

mechanisms have been extensively dealt with by the

larger atmospheric chemistry community. Conversely,

research on the isotopic effects in the NOx– NOy

system has only recently been developed and the larg-

est error in the predictions is likely to come from the

unknowns in these effects. If these uncertainties in the

Δ17O(nitrate) (JJA)

7.4 15.7 23.9 32.2 40.5 [permil]

Fig. 30.12 Predicted global

D17O values in atmospheric

nitrate for boreal summer using

GEOS-Chem 3D chemical

transport model (Alexander

et al. 2009). Clear latitudinal

D17O variations are simulated

and are the result of a

combination of daylight hours,

peroxy radical oxidation, and

shifts in the relative importance

of nitrate production pathways

R6–R8. Such spatial

heterogeneity of atmospheric

nitrate D17O values have not

been verified by measurements
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isotope mechanisms can be significantly reduced, then

atmospheric nitrate D17O values may be a new way of

validating the chemical models themselves.

30.6.4 Modeling d18O Values
in Atmospheric Nitrate

Modeling d18O values in atmospheric nitrate is more

challenging relative to D17O models for two reasons.

First, unlike De in the D17O case, the KIE/equilibrium

enrichment factors (e) may be significant for the mass

dependent reactions occurring during NOx oxidation

(i.e. R1–R6), but they are largely unknown. Second,

the other oxygen sources (water, OH) that contribute

to atmospheric nitrate have variable d18O values. This

is unlike the D17O modeling where all oxygen sources

other than ozone are assumed to have a D17O value ~0.

Variability of the d18O of water affects atmospheric

nitrate isotopic composition both directly (R8) and

indirectly (R6), adding complexity, because water

d18O values vary significantly in time and space.

Global 3D models simulating d18O of precipitation

from first principles (i.e. Rayleigh distillations, tem-

perature effects, equilibrium fractionations) are chal-

lenging tasks in and of themselves.

Recently, however, a relatively simple modeling

approach has been used to predict d18O values in

atmospheric nitrate (Mase 2010). Similar to the D17O

model, the isotope mass balance simplification was

used and the unknown e’s were ignored. However,

the equilibrium enrichment factors between liquid

water and vapor (30.18) and OH and water vapor

(30.20) were taken into account. The atmospheric

nitrate d18O mass balance equations, which are analo-

gous to the D17O mass balance, are given as:

d18ONO2¼ fd18OO3þð1� fÞ d18OO2 (30.27)

d18ONO3ðgÞ¼ d18ONO2ð2=3Þþ1=3 d18OOH

(30.28)

d18OHNO3ðZÞ¼2=3d18ONO2þ1=3 d18OO3

(30.29)

d18OHNO3ð’Þ ¼ 4=6 d18ONO2 þ 1=6 d18OO3

þ 1=6 d18OH2Oliq

(30.30)

The d18O of liquid water was taken from interpola-

tion of the GNIP data set (Fig. 30.5). The derivation of

the d18O of O3 and OH is discussed in Sects. 30.5.1

and 30.5.3 respectively. The temperature and pressure

data was obtained from the NARR data set. For a

given location, the daily average f, g, Z, and j are

calculated using ISO-RACM.

As an example, Fig. 30.13 shows the d18O values of

atmospheric nitrate for January and June, 2001. In

these two cases, we fixed parameters f, g, Z, and j
at values of 0.95, 0.65, 0.3, and 0.05 respectively. This

shows that d18O variations are driven by factors other

than simply the changes in NOx oxidation pathways.

These factors are spatial changes in d18O of the water

and temperature that impact the d18O of the equilib-

rium water, and thus OH d18O (Figs. 30.8 and 30.9),

and the d18O of ozone (Fig. 30.6). Clearly this isotope

mass balance approach has some limitations, primarily

through the use of daily average oxidation parameters

(instead of an hourly time step), average temperatures,

monthly resolution on the d18O of water and ignoring

KIEs. The model predicts that atmospheric nitrate

d18O values over North America would seasonally

span ~25‰, with lower values occurring in the winter.

This agrees with the seasonal trends for a given dataset

in Fig. 30.2, but the absolute values are lower than

observations by ~10–20‰. This is primarily due to the

very negative d18O values assigned to OH that is based

for H2O–OH equilibrium (Fig. 30.9). It is likely that

the highly reactive OH is isotopically enriched by KIE

during the oxidation of reduced compounds in the

atmosphere.

In addition, exchange reactions between NOx and

OH (Zahn et al. 2006) may be important and increases

OH’s d18O and D17O values over what would be

expected based on water-OH equilibrium.

This approach to modeling atmospheric nitrate

d18O values is crude, but it is also a first step. The

model show that while the variations in atmospheric

nitrate D17O values are driven almost exclusively by

shifts in chemical pathways, the d18O variability is

likely a function of both chemistry, the d18O of local

water in the atmosphere, and temperature. Why might
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modeling d18O values in atmospheric nitrate be use-

ful? If this can be done accurately it can be a way of

estimating the d18O in atmospheric nitrate deposition

over extended areas and timeframes. This data could

be used as the atmospheric nitrate component in end

member isotopic mixing models that try to use nitrate

d18O values as a tracer of different N sources in water-

sheds (see Burns and Kendall 2002; Campbell et al.

2002). In addition, it might be a secondary constraint

on oxidation chemistry that could be used in conjunc-

tion with the D17O values. In particular, the incorpora-

tion of water, whose d18O values are highly variable in

space and time, may be a way of tracing the impor-

tance of the N2O5 oxidation pathway.

30.7 Future Directions

There is a tremendous amount of science still needed

for interpreting isotopic variation in atmospheric

nitrate, but the potential outcomes will be well worth

the effort. The first and foremost need is an expanded

observational data set. Given the potential use of oxy-

gen isotopes in the atmospheric nitrate system (under-

standing chemical pathways, the feedbacks between

climate and chemistry), the lack of data is surprising.

This is largely due to limitations of the dual inlet

methods that require relatively large amount of nitrate

(Sect. 30.2). With new continuous flow techniques,

this limitation has been lifted, which opens the way

for wider spatial and better temporal measurements of

both d18O and D17O in atmospheric nitrate. Since the

models predict strong D17O variations under different

chemical and meteorological conditions, the potential

for verifying and improving the predictive capability

of the models relies on observations from a wide range

of environments. Data that compares urban vs. rural,

high aerosol vs. low aerosol environments, different

forested ecosystems where volatile organic emissions

are high (deciduous, evergreen, tropical rainforest),

latitudinal and longitudinal gradients, ocean vs. conti-

nental, and diurnal/hourly variability are just a few

examples. Assessing isotope variation in the different

phases (Elliott et al. 2009) of atmospheric nitrate

(HNO3(g), particulate nitrate and dissolved NO3
�)

and in different aerosol sizes would also be helpful

for both understanding the fundamental chemical pro-

cesses that form atmospheric nitrate and its isotopic

variability.

Additional experiments investigating isotope

effects in the NOx–nitrate system are also needed.

Fig. 30.13 Simulated d18O values

of atmospheric nitrate for January and

July 1, 2001 for the continental US. Values

are calculated using methods described

in the text
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Assessing the dependence of ozone’s D17O and d18O
values on changes in temperature and pressure are

primary in this regard. Direct determination of isotope

effects in NOx through experiments, instead of infer-

ences using ozone data and reaction dynamics, would

help to reduce uncertainties. Whether water contri-

butes only one oxygen atom during N2O5 hydrolysis

or if additional exchange occurs also needs to be

addressed. An experimental investigation of the iso-

tope effect of HO2 formation and subsequent NO

oxidation is important because current models assume

any associated D17O effect to be negligible. In order to

interpret polar region data, the transfer coefficients and

gas phase exchange reactions of oxidized halogens

(BrOx, ClOx) need to be determined. There is almost

no experimental data on some of the key mass depen-

dent processes that might influence d18O and d15N in

atmospheric nitrate. It is likely that the temperature

sensitive NH4NO3  ! HNO3 þ NH3 equilibrium

will have a significant mass dependent effect, which

should be determined experimentally.

A number of advances in the modeling approaches

that try to simulate atmospheric nitrate oxygen isotope

variations are also possible. Nitrate’s short atmo-

spheric lifetime and sensitivity to local scale trace

gas concentrations would suggest that higher resolu-

tion 3D regional models would do a better job of

simulating data. Adapting regional modeling plat-

forms such as CMAQ or WRF-Chem to the atmo-

spheric nitrate problem would be very beneficial. The

models also must be kept up to date with new data

from experimental work as discussed above. Incor-

porating equilibrium and KIE into model chemistry

mechanisms for a more robust simulation of d18O and

d15N variability would be an ambitious, long-term

goal. This would require experimental and theoretical

determination of a large number of KIE and photolysis

effects that are quite challenging.
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Chapter 31

Applications of Stable Isotopes in Hydrocarbon Exploration
and Environmental Forensics

R. Paul Philp and Guillermo Lo Monaco

Abstract Hydrocarbon exploration and environmen-

tal forensics may appear to be two unrelated topics but

in many ways are closely related. Techniques that

have been developed and utilized in the hydrocarbon

exploration and exploitation industry for many dec-

ades have found their way to the forefront of environ-

mental forensics area over the past decade. Whereas

hydrocarbon exploration is geared towards finding

new resources, environmental forensics is directed to

looking at what happens to those resources as they, or

products derived from them, are spilled into the envi-

ronment. In the former one uses sophisticated techni-

ques to correlate oils, or gases, with their suspected

sources and in the later, one is trying to correlate the

spilled product with its suspected source. The source

may be a tanker, pipeline, underground storage tank or

something similar. The most widely used techniques

in both of these areas for many years have been gas

chromatography (GC) and gas chromatography mass

spectrometry (GCMS) but recent years have seen an

exponential increase in the utilization of stable iso-

topes. There is nothing new about applying stable

isotopes to exploration problems but the majority of

the older applications utilized bulk isotope numbers

for crude oil correlation studies. The availability of the

combined gas chromatography-isotope ratio mass

spectrometer systems (GCIRMS) over the past 10–20

years, has played an important role in the increased

number of applications where stable isotopes have to

be used to investigate problems in both of these areas.

In this chapter, we examine developments and appli-

cations in hydrocarbon exploration and environmental

forensics. In addition areas that are currently just start-

ing to emerge particularly in the area of environmental

forensics will also be discussed.

31.1 Introduction

Hydrocarbon exploration has become more and more

sophisticated over the years with many new techni-

ques being developed and applied to improve explora-

tion success rates. These techniques maybe in areas

such as geophysics and seismic acquisition and inter-

pretation; or in geology where constantly evolving

concepts such as sequence stratigraphy provide a far

more comprehensive understanding of the ways in

which source rocks were deposited (Slatt 2006); or

geochemistry where a variety of novel analytical tech-

niques permit a detailed understanding of the different

types of organic matter deposited in a variety of depo-

sitional environments, hundreds of millions of years

ago, and ultimately converted to oil and/or gas (Peters

et al. 2005). Understanding organic matter types and

depositional environments provides a far better under-

standing of the quality and quantity of oil and gas that

may be produced from a certain type of source mate-

rial (Killops and Killops 2005). In the first part of this

chapter it is proposed to review the evolution of these

various geochemical techniques applied to hydrocar-

bon exploration with specific emphasis on the utiliza-

tion of stable isotopes and the type of information that

can be provided and then the second part will show

how stable isotopes are becoming widely used in the

field of environmental forensics.

Hydrocarbon exploration, in one form or another,

has been going on for many hundreds of years although

commercial production is a more recent phenomena
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dating back only a 100 years or more. Early explora-

tion simply looked for surface expressions, or seeps,

indicating that there was an oil accumulation in the

area and wells that were drilled were normally quite

shallow and right on top of the seep (Philp and Crisp

1982). Attempts to correlate any discovered oil with

its suspected source rock depended on simple proper-

ties like color, density, API (American Petroleum

Institute) gravity and various other bulk parameters.

However in the 1950s and 1960s with the development

of gas chromatography (GC), the major oil companies

started to use this technique to characterize their oils

and it was recognized that the distributions of the

various n-alkanes detected by gas chromatography

could give information about source and maturity of

the oil and associated source rock (Bray and Evans

1964). An even more significant breakthrough came in

the 1970s with the development of gas chromato-

graph-mass spectrometer (GCMS) systems. Crude

oils, being such complex mixtures, were perfect can-

didates for analysis by GCMS and at the same time

the concept of biomarkers was being developed and

quickly applied to the characterization of crude oils

(Eglinton and Calvin 1967). A biomarker can be

defined as a compound in the geologic record with a

carbon skeleton essentially identical to the carbon

skeleton of its functional precursor molecule (Calvin

1969). An example would be cholesterol, a widely

occurring natural product, which upon being deposited

into a natural environment over an extended period of

geologic time will be converted into cholestane. The

carbon skeleton of cholestane is identical to that of

cholesterol so the presence of cholestane in a crude oil

tells us the ancient source material for that oil included

cholesterol. The presence of that biomarker and many

others helps the petroleum geochemist reconstruct the

origin and history of the oil, providing useful informa-

tion in the search for new accumulations of crude oil.

The concept of biomarkers had its origin in

early studies on the origin of life and the search for

earliest life forms in Precambrian rocks and organic

compounds in the returned lunar samples of the 1970s

(Eglinton and Calvin 1967; Calvin 1969). The

Precambrian studies identified compounds in these

extremely old rocks that could be associated with

blue green algae and other early life forms (Han

et al. 1968). In the early 1970s attention switched to

the characterization of organic matter in very recent

lake sediments, following the old adage that the key to

the past lies in the present (Brooks et al. 1976, 1977).

These studies led to the identification of numerous

compounds that could be associated with specific

inputs of organic matter to lacustrine environments.

The recognition by Wolfgang Seifert (Seifert and

Moldowan 1978, 1981; Seifert et al. 1978), a geo-

chemist with Chevron, in the mid 1970s, that the

stereochemistry of biomarkers, previously observed

by Kimble (1972) in various shales, could be used

to evaluate changes in the maturity of source rocks

responsible for crude oil generation had a major

impact on their use in petroleum exploration studies.

Today the biomarker approach is a routine, mature

science used by major and minor oil companies alike

in exploration, reservoir and production chemistry. By

quantifying a wide range of biomarkers in a crude oil

or source rock extract, it is possible to build up a

picture of the type of organic material responsible for

a crude oil and the environment in which it was depos-

ited as well as the geological age of the oil (Moldowan

et al. 1993). Biomarkers, such as steranes and ter-

panes, are typically present in crude oils in relatively

low concentrations but readily determined by GC-MS

and multiple ion detection (MID). The sterane and

terpane fingerprints can be used as correlation tools

to determine whether two oils are derived from the

same or different source rocks. These applications are

used extensively in the petroleum industry and are

well documented in the literature. This chapter is not

intended to review the history of biomarkers and an

excellent and relatively recent comprehensive review

of this topic can be found in the Biomarker Guide by

Peters et al. (2005). At the same time as developments

in GC and GCMS were taking place, a number of the

major oil companies, particularly Shell and Chevron,

were starting to exploit the use of stable isotopes in

their exploration activities. In general any crude oil

correlation or characterization study depends upon the

use of a multitude of parameters. These may be bulk

parameters such as API gravity, elemental ratios such

as Ni/V ratios, stable isotopes, or more specific bio-

marker parameters. In general the more parameters

used for this purpose the more confident one can be

of the outcome. In large studies when a significant

number of oils are being compared, the data are best

treated through some form of statistical treatment as

described by Peters and Fowler (2002).

The utilization of stable isotopes in environmental

forensics is a more recent phenomenon and primarily
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evolved as a result of the development of the GCIRMS

system (Matthews and Hayes 1978; Hayes et al. 1987,

1990; Freeman et al. 1990). While it is true that bulk

stable isotopes of certain environmental contaminants

such as crude oils and refined hydrocarbon products

had been used prior to this development, GCIRMS

became particularly useful for the characterization of

ground water contaminants. Two major applications

in environmental forensics have developed, namely

source/contaminant correlation and monitoring the

onset of natural attenuation. Both of these applications

can be utilized in groundwater studies. Many ground-

water samples are contaminated with a single con-

taminant rendering GC and GCMS virtually useless

when trying to correlate or discriminate potential

sources. However variations in isotopic composition

of the contaminant may provide an additional parame-

ter that can be used to differentiate the sources. Utili-

zation of 2 or 3 isotope values (C, H, Cl) provide an

even more powerful discriminatory tool (Kuder et al.

2005). In the case of semi-volatile contaminants, the

isotopic fingerprint of the individual components in

the sample provide another tool that can be used for

correlation purposes in conjunction with the GC and

GCMS fingerprints (Philp et al. 2002).

In terms of monitoring the onset and extent of

natural attenuation, the application here is primarily

directed at groundwater contaminants such as MTBE,

PCE, BTEX and the typical VOC groundwater con-

taminants. As explained in more detail below, natural

attenuation leads to isotopic enrichment of the residual

contaminant and the extent of enrichment can be

related to the extent of natural attenuation. Such an

application is becoming an extremely powerful tool

for regulators who need multiple lines of evidence, in

addition to decreasing concentration, to verify that

degradation is taking place (USA EPA Report 2008).

Very recent developments in this area are starting to

see incorporation of isotope data into fate and trans-

port models leading to more accurate predictions of

time required to degrade groundwater contaminants

(van Breukelen et al. 2005).

In the following sections the basic concepts of

stable isotopes that are applicable to both hydrocarbon

exploration and environmental forensics will be dis-

cussed. This will be followed by a review of isotope

applications to hydrocarbon exploration problems and

examples of the integration of the isotope data and

finally an overview on the utilization of stable isotopes

in environmental studies will be provided. These two

areas, hydrocarbon exploration and environmental for-

ensics, are grouped together in this chapter since there

are many similarities in the types of problems being

dealt with in these areas.

31.1.1 Stable Isotopes

There are many excellent monographs and papers

that have been published over the years that provide

a comprehensive introduction to stable isotope geo-

chemistry and the reader is advised to consult such

sources for additional information in this area. For

example Hoeffs (2004) and Faure and Mensing

(2005) are two textbooks related to stable isotope

geochemistry, while Melander and Saunders (1980),

Galimov (1985) and Cook (1991) focus on chemical

and biochemical aspects of stable isotopes. Two

review papers published several years ago by Stahl

(1977) and Fuex (1977) provide a good background

primarily on applications of bulk isotope is petroleum

exploration up until that time. Schoell (1983, 1984a, b,

1988) provided a good coverage of stable isotopes in

natural gas exploration and then in more recent times

there have been numerous articles by Whitcar and

others that have discussed the use of stable isotopes

in natural gas exploration (Whiticar 1990, 1996;

Whiticar and Faber 1986; Whiticar et al. 1985). In

environmental forensics a number of review articles

have been published in the past few years that provide

a fairly comprehensive coverage of isotope applica-

tions in that area (Slater 2003; Schimmelmann et al.

2006; Philp and Kuder 2008).

The two most commonly used stable isotopes in

both hydrocarbon exploration and environmental for-

ensics are those of carbon and hydrogen. In hydro-

carbon exploration there have been occasions where

stable sulfur isotopes have been used and in environ-

mental forensics we are seeing increasing interest and

use of the stable isotopes of chlorine and nitrogen

(Sakaguchi-Söder et al. 2007; Shouakar-Stash et al.

2007, 2009). In general there are two approaches

used to determine the stable isotope composition of a

particular compound or product. The isotope values

can either be determined as bulk isotope values or

the isotopic composition of individual compounds

(compound specific isotope analysis-CSIA) may be
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determined through the use of gas chromatography-

isotope ratio mass spectrometry (GCIRMS) as des-

cribed below. Both approaches are discussed since

they are both used extensively in exploration studies

and environmental forensics.

31.1.1.1 Basic Methodology Overview

for the Determination of C Isotopes

Carbon exists as three isotopes, 12C, 13C, and 14C,

which in terms of their atomic structure have the

same number of protons and electrons but differ in

the number of neutrons which increase from 6 to

8 respectively. 12C and 13C are stable isotopes and
14C is a radioactive isotope with a half life of 5,730

years. 14C has been used extensively in recent years

for archeological dating purposes and in a number of

biofuel studies where there is also recent carbon

(Reddy et al. 2008) but not extensively in environmen-

tal forensics at this time. The principle behind the

determination of either bulk stable isotope values of

complex mixtures or the isotopic composition of indi-

vidual compounds is very similar. Each method

requires complete combustion of the sample, regard-

less of its origin, and conversion to CO2 and water. For

bulk determinations, the combustion is undertaken in a

sealed tube in the presence of CuO or alternatively the

sample can be converted to CO2 using an elemental

analyzer interfaced directly to an isotope ratio mass

spectrometer. The CO2, comprised of both 13CO2 and
12CO2, is transferred and analyzed in a stable isotope

ratio mass spectrometer. The relative proportions of

the 13CO2 and
12CO2, are measured relative to that of a

standard material Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite (VPDB)

whose carbon isotope value, expressed in the d nota-

tion (see below) has a value of 0. Virtually all samples

will contain less 13C than the standard, and being

depleted in 13C, have negative d13C values. Stable

carbon-isotope ratios (R ¼ 13C/12C) are expressed

relative to the VPDB standard using the “delta” nota-

tion, where: d13C ¼ (Rsample/Rstandard�1) � 1,000

(units are ‰ or per mil or parts per thousand).

Although this refers specifically to carbon isotopes,

the ratios for the other elements such as O, H, Cl, S

or N are expressed in the same way relative to their

specific standard. The natural abundance of the stable

isotopes commonly utilized in these two areas and the

international standards used in the calculation of their

d values is given in Table 31.1.

To determine the isotopic composition of individual

compounds by GCIRMS, the components pass through

a combustion reactor after they are eluted from the

GC column and are combusted to CO2 and water

(Fig. 31.1). The water is removed and the CO2 moves

into the isotope ratio mass spectrometer where the

relative proportions of the 13CO2 and
12CO2 are deter-

mined and d13C values calculated for each individual

compound. It is extremely important to point out that

despite the seemingly simplistic nature of this tech-

nique, it is far from being as universal as GCMS. The

main reason being that it is absolutely essential to get

optimum chromatographic separation of the complex

mixture of components. Basically the components

have to be visible on the gas chromatogram and the

peaks of interest resolved as far as possible from any

co-eluting or partially co-eluting components. In the

case of GCMS, there are ancillary techniques avail-

able, such as multiple ion detection, that permit one to

delve into the baseline components in the chromato-

grams and detect trace components. There is no such

luxury in GCIRMS and if isotopic values are required

on trace components in the crude oils or source rock

extracts then one either needs extensive separation of

the compounds of interest or characterize less mature

samples where the biomarkers are often present in

relatively higher concentrations and can be observed

in the chromatograms (Hayes et al. 1987).

Table 31.1 Isotope ratios of stable isotopes

Element Notation Ratio Standard Absolute ratio

Hydrogen dD D/H(2H/1H) SMOW 1.557 � 10�4

Carbon d13C 13C/12C PDB 1.122 � 10�2

Nitrogen d15N 15N/14N Atmosphere 3.613 � 10�3

Oxygen d18O 18O/16O SMOW, PDB 2.0052 � 10�3

Chlorine d37Cl 37Cl/35Cl Seawater ~0.31978

Sulfur d34S 34S/32S CDT 4.43 � 10�2
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31.1.1.2 Variations in the Isotopic Composition

of Source Materials

The key to the successful application of stable isotopes

in exploration and environmental applications is based

on variations in the isotopic compositions of the com-

pounds being monitored. The question to be addressed

in this section is why do we see these variations?

The answer to that question can be traced back to

photosynthesis and the formation of the original

source material for crude oils.

Source rocks for crude oils are initially formed

from a variety of source materials deposited in various

types of depositional environments (Hunt 1996). When

these source materials such as plants, phytoplankton,

and bacteria are initially being formed through the

process of photosynthesis, a number of factors, dis-

cussed below, will determine their isotopic composi-

tions. As this organic material is buried, degraded, and

ultimately heated to form crude oils or natural gas,

all of the original isotopic source signatures will

be homogenized and change somewhat as a result of

maturation. However the key factor here is that since

different crude oils are derived from different mixtures

of source materials, it is reasonable to expect some

variations in the ultimate isotopic composition of the

resulting crude oils. Hence the utilization of the isoto-

pic composition of differentiate crude oils from differ-

ent sources. However this can also be taken a step

further since virtually all environmental contaminants

Fig. 31.1 Schemmatic representation of a GCIRMS system for continuous flow determination of isotopic compositions of

individual compounds
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have their source in feedstocks that are derived from

crude oils. Therefore in turn one may expect that the

same contaminant derived from two different feed-

stocks may have different isotopic compositions. It is

important to emphasize that not every single crude oil

or every contaminant will have a unique isotopic sig-

nature permitting differentiation of every oil or con-

taminant, since there is a limited range of isotopic

signatures. In the following section an overview of

the process of photosynthesis will be provided along

with information on variations that may be expected in

the different types of source materials and products.

In order to understand why stable isotopes can be

used for correlation of crude oils in hydrocarbon

exploration or contaminants in environmental foren-

sics, it is first necessary to review how crude oils are

formed. Basically the starting point in the formation of

a crude oil is atmospheric CO2 through the process of

photosynthesis, which leads to the incorporation of

that C into cell wall materials, providing energy pro-

moting plant growth, as summarized by the simple

reaction below:

6CO2 þ 12H2O ! C6H12O6 þ 6H2O + 6O2

Once the living plants and aquatic organisms die,

the organic material from these sources is deposited

in various types of environments. A large amount of

this material will be degraded depending on the envi-

ronment, but a relatively small percentage will be

incorporated into the sedimentary record, undergo

diagenetic changes, followed by thermal alteration of

the residual organic matter to ultimately produce oil

and/or gas (Hunt 1996). During the process of photo-

synthesis the extent of fractionation between the atmo-

spheric 13CO2 and 12CO2 will vary depending on

whether the source material is land plant or marine

organisms and within land plants there are different

photosynthetic cycles that will further determine the

extent of fractionation.

Isotopic compositions of plants were first deter-

mined by Craig (1953) who, in an extensive survey

on the carbon isotopic composition of natural materi-

als, noted that in the sample set examined at that time

most of the plant materials had a relatively constant

d13C value near – 27‰. He observed there seemed

to be no important species or geographical effects

although he reported one grass with a d13C value of

�12‰, later recognized as a C4 plant. The plants

studied by Craig (1953) and later by Park and Epstein

(1960) were C3 plants, which incorporate CO2 from

the atmosphere by carboxylation of ribulose bispho-

sphate. C4 plants incorporate CO2 by the carboxyla-

tion of phosphoenolpyruvate. The carboxylation

product is transported from the outer layer of photo-

synthetic cells (mesophyll cells) to the inner layer (the

bundle sheath), where decarboxylation and refixation

by ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase occur. Isotope

studies demonstrated that C4 plants show less negative

d13C values than C3 plants. C3 plants generally grow in

cooler wetter climates and include trees, shrubs and

have isotope values in the �26 to �30 per mil range,

plants with the C4 cycle, including grasses, corn,

maize, grow under dryer, hotter conditions and have

isotope values in the �10 to �14‰ range. The differ-

ence in the isotopic composition of C3 and C4 plants

has become one of the standard methods to distinguish

these plant types (O’Leary 1981) and provides an

important diagnostic tool in differentiating specific

source materials.

Numerous studies of marine and continental (ter-

restrial and freshwater) plants have revealed a deple-

tion of 13C in land plants compared with marine plants

due to the differences in the isotopic composition of

carbon sources (Craig 1953; Galimov 1968). Analo-

gous isotopic differences have been observed in recent

sediments (Stuermer et al. 1978; Schoell 1984a, b;

Sofer 1984). The organic matter in recent marine

sediments is typically depleted in 13C relative to

local marine fauna and flora (Aizenshtat et al. 1973;

Sackett et al. 1974; Gormley and Sackett 1977). This
13C depletion may be attributed to diagenetic effects.

The diagenetic loss of d13C-enriched carboxyl carbon

has been proposed to account for the 13C depletion

(Brown et al. 1972; Peters et al. 1981). Alternatively,

Gormley and Sackett (1977) suggested that maturation

of 13C-depleted lipids leads to the formation of the
13C-depleted organic matter in marine sediments.

However, the 13C depletion of marine sedimentary

carbon could also be explained by selective pre-

servation, where 13C-depleted refractory components

of algae are selectively concentrated in sediment

and the 13C-enriched components are microbially

degraded and lost (Hatcher et al. 1983).

The situation becomes far more complicated, and

much less specific, in the case of source rocks since

source rocks are very heterogeneous mixtures of many

different types of organic material and the resulting
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isotopic composition of the source rock will be a

weighted average of the isotopic compositions of all

the different preserved and residual source materials.

As a result there will be variations in the bulk isotopic

compositions of the source rocks, and subsequently

the oils, dependent upon the original mixture of source

materials. It has been commonly assumed that the

relative depletion in 13C of some marine sediments

samples can be explained by significant contribution

of terrestrial organic debris to the organic precursors

of marine organic matter (Silverman and Epstein

1958; Eckelmann et al. 1962; Hunt 1970).

Isotopic variations in the original source materials

are one reason for variations in the resulting crude oils.

These variations in turn will determine the isotopic

composition of environmental contaminants since

these are primarily derived from crude oil feedstocks.

However isotopic fractionation through a number of

processes may also impact the resulting isotopic

values but prior to discussing these processes a brief

discussion of the concept of isotopic fractionation is

given below.

31.1.1.3 Isotopic Fractionation

In addition to variations in isotopic source signa-

tures, processes such as maturation and biode-

gradation can affect the isotopic composition of a

crude oil, or environmental contaminants, and their

individual constituents as a result of isotopic frac-

tionation associated with these processes (Fuex 1977;

Stahl 1977). There are basically two fractionation

processes responsible for these isotopic changes,

namely the kinetic isotope effect and the equilibrium

isotope effect. While both processes may be active,

in most hydrocarbon exploration studies it is pri-

marily the kinetic isotope effect that is most impor-

tant and this is most evident in natural gas exploration

studies (Schoell 1983, 1984a, b) In environmental

studies while the kinetic effect is most prevalent,

particularly in cases where natural attenuation is

underway, there are examples where equilibrium iso-

topic fractionation has also been observed. In the

following section a brief description of the kinetic

isotope is provided, with specific reference to envi-

ronmental applications, it is generally utilized to a far

greater extent in that area than in the hydrocarbon

exploration applications.

Kinetic isotope effects associated with degradation

and maturation processes occur as a result of different

reaction rates for the heavy vs. light isotopes

(e.g. 13C vs. 12C). The presence of a “heavy” species

(e.g. 13C) in the bond targeted by the degradation

increases the bond cleavage activation energy and, in

consequence, reduces their rate of degradation. During

the progress of degradation, the residual substrate

becomes progressively enriched in the “heavier”

isotope species (i.e. 13C/12C increases). Degradation-

related isotope effects are strong for the atoms

included at the chemical bond being broken (primary

isotope effects), while weak secondary isotope effects

affect the remaining atoms. At the normal precision of

CSIA (compound specific isotopic analysis), only sec-

ondary isotope effects of hydrogen are significant.

In molecules where only a selected atomic position

(or positions) is targeted by a biodegradation process

(e.g. oxidation of a methyl group of toluene), the

overall expression of isotope fractionation, as

measured by CSIA, is “diluted”. The intrinsic isotope

effect (the isotope effect affecting the atoms directly

participating in the reaction) is not affected by the size

of the molecule and can be calculated from CSIA data

(Elsner et al. 2005). Isotope effects upon biodegrada-

tion reflect the first rate-limiting step of the reaction

sequence. In certain cases, the slow step may not be a

bond cleavage but a phenomenon that does not cause

isotope fractionation, e.g. formation of substrate-

enzyme complex. If the latter is completely rate limit-

ing, no isotope fractionation will be observed. The rule

of thumb is that observable biodegradation isotope

effects are limited to small molecules, readily per-

meating cell membranes of degraders. So in environ-

mental studies this would include chlorinated ethenes

and ethanes, MTBE and mono-aromatic compounds

that have been widely studied and where isotope

fractionation has been typically observed (Sherwood

Lollar et al. 2001; McKelvie et al. 2007). In explora-

tion studies, fractionation has been observed to occur

in the lighter hydrocarbons in the C5 to C10 range

(George et al. 2002). Biodegradation of semi-volatile

environmental contaminants, such as long chain

n-alkanes, multi-ring PAHs and PCBs typically does

not result in a dectectable isotopic fractionation. It is

also important to note that in larger molecules with

more than approximately 10–12 carbon atoms the

isotopic changes occurring to the one carbon atom

being attacked are diluted by the presence of the
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other unaffected carbon atoms. Therefore when the

isotope values are measured the overall changes in

the isotopic composition of these larger molecules

are generally not detectable.

Physical processes such as phase transitions, sorp-

tion and diffusion can also cause isotope fractionation

(Schuth et al. 2003; Kopinke et al. 2005; Kuder et al.

2009). The mass difference between isotope species

result in different kinetic energies of gaseous phase

molecules leading to differential rates of vapor migra-

tion and different bond energies of light isotope-

vs. heavy isotope-substituted molecules which will

affect phase partitioning equilibria and evaporation-

condensation. While isotope fractionation due to phys-

ical processes is general negligible in environmental

science applications, it cannot be completely ignored,

especially in the case of systems dominated by gas/

vapor phase migration. Various laboratory studies

of isotope effects upon VOC volatilization show, in

general, small carbon isotope fractionation, more pro-

nounced chlorine isotope fractionation and in select

cases, strong hydrogen fractionation (e.g. Poulson and

Drever 1999; Wang and Huang 2003 and references

therein). Open-system progressive evaporation, more

relevant to environmental conditions, has not been

extensively studied. It appears that in experimental

conditions where the NAPL-vapor equilibrium element

is significant, the residual NAPL tends to become

enriched in the lighter 12C and H which is the reverse

of the direction of fractionation upon degradation

(Wang and Huang 2003). If the kinetic fractionation

element (diffusion of vapor) is more significant, the

residual NAPL may become enriched in the heavier

carbon isotope 13C (Kuder et al. 2009). In a study of a

controlled kerosene release in a soil column, Kjeldsen

et al. (2003) reported that molecules of VOC with

lighter isotope (12C) migrated faster through the vadose

zone, resulting with d13C reduction by several units

over the distance of three meters of sand (eventually,

after the onset of biodegradation, the transport-related

isotope effects were obliterated). Isotope effects have

been identified in laboratory experiments or proposed

to result from sorption phenomena (e.g. Schuth et al.

2003; Kopinke et al. 2005), in particular for VOC

compounds, however, at the scale of a contaminant

plume sorption is not supposed to cause a detectable

extent of isotope fractionation (Kopinke et al. 2005).

Following this basic introduction to stable iso-

topes applicable to both hydrocarbon exploration and

environmental forensics a number of applications will

be discussed. This will not necessarily be a compre-

hensive review but rather examples illustrating the

applications of stable isotopes in both of these areas.

At the same time as mentioned above it is also impor-

tant to recognize that isotopes are only part of the total

analytical tool box available in both of these areas.

31.1.2 Applications of Stable Isotopes
to Hydrocarbon Exploration

There are numerous questions that have to be

addressed in any petroleum exploration program and

many of these issues are summarized in monographs

by Tissot and Welte (1984) and Hunt (1996) but pri-

mary among those issues are questions related to the

source and quality of the organic matter in the source

rocks. Characterization of the organic matter in a

source rock is very important in determining whether

a particular formation will generate oil or gas or both.

The organic matter can be characterized by a variety of

techniques, including visual characterization, extrac-

tion and identification of specific biomarkers, and also

stable isotopes. In the following section an overview

as to why the isotopes are an important part of char-

acterizing the organic matter will be discussed (Peters

et al. 2005).

In the earliest investigations of stable isotopes in

hydrocarbon exploration, Craig (1953), Silverman and

Epstein (1958) and Silverman (1965) observed that

oils from terrigenous sources were depleted in 13C

relative to oils from marine sources. Such a trend

appeared to follow that observed for living systems,

with land plants generally being depleted in 13C

relative to aquatic plants and marine heterotrophs.

It has also been observed that organic matter in

recent sediments becomes depleted in 13C as the depo-

sitional facies changes from marine to terrigenous

(Andrusevich et al. 1998). Carbon isotopes are often

used to distinguish between oils derived from

marine and nonmarine organic matter. The differences

between marine and nonmarine oils are also mani-

fested in the relationships between the isotopic com-

position of the saturate and aromatic fractions (Sofer

1991). Odden et al. (2002) evaluated the source influ-

ence on the stable carbon isotope ratios and noted that

the d13C values become less negative with increasing
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terrestrial input. Kvenvolden and Squires (1967) suc-

cessfully used isotopic age trends to relate and distin-

guish crude oils on a regional basis in west Texas.

A general trend of enrichment of the lighter isotope

with increasing geological age of oils was observed

by Welte et al. (1975) and Stahl (1977), possibly

caused by variations in intensity of photosynthesis

and changes in the isotopic composition of the atmo-

spheric CO2 and more recently this observation

formed the basis for isotopic age-dating methods

developed by Andrusevich et al. (1998).

Stable carbon isotope ratios are useful for providing

one parameter that can be obtained relatively quickly to

provide a preliminary assessment between oils and their

suspected source rocks or with other oils thought to be

derived from the same source. There are numerous

papers in the literature where isotopes have been used

as a routine correlation parameter and a number of

references are provided here but in general it is simply

a matter of obtaining the bulk carbon isotope values and

if the values are different it is strong evidence to suggest

the oils are derived from different sources. If they are

similar the result is somewhat more difficult to interpret

since it may mean a common source or it could simply

be coincidence and require greater use of supporting

data from the biomarkers to establish the relationship

between the samples (Galimov and Frick 1985; Peters

et al. 1989, 1993; Fildani et al. 2005).

Use of the bulk isotopes can be taken a step further

and provide a little more specificity by fractionating the

oil into saturates, aromatics, NSO (nitrogen, sulfur, oxy-

gen) and asphaltene fractions. Isotope data from the

individual fractions can then be plotted in a number of

ways. A plot of saturates vs. aromatics can be extremely

useful in grouping oils derived from similar source

materials or distinguishing those from different deposi-

tional environments as illustrated in the following

Fig. 31.2. The isotope values can also be used to con-

struct the so-called Stahl-type curves (Stahl 1978). If the

suspected source rock is available, the stable isotope

value for the kerogen can be incorporated into this

plot. If the appropriate source rock is selected, it will

show a direct relationship with the individual fractions

as illustrated below (Fig. 31.3a). The advantage of this

approach is that d13C values differentiates the carbon in

the different fractions and provides a more powerful

correlation tool, although one has to be vigilant in dis-

tinguishing the effects of increasing maturity (Chung

et al. 1981), phase effects, and subsequent alteration in

the reservoir such as water washing (Palmer 1993) or

biodegradation (Stahl 1980). The reliability of isotopic

correlation therefore hinges on being able to understand

and quantify these effects (Clayton 1991a, b). Therefore

in the following sections the factors that can affect the

isotopic composition of the crude oils in addition to

source variations will be described.

31.1.2.1 Biodegradation of Hydrocarbons

In order to understand the isotope changes resulting

from biodegradation one needs to understand the

impact of biodegradation on a crude oil. The effects

of biodegradation are fairly well understood with well

defined set of changes occurring during the degrada-

tion processes (Peters et al. 2005). However the major

changes affecting the isotopic composition will be

related to bulk changes in the oil and not changes

occurring to individual molecules. For example as

illustrated below the most obvious change to a crude

oil with biodegradation is the removal of the n-alkanes

(Fig. 31.4). In general the lower carbon number com-

pounds are removed initially and then higher carbon

numbers. The extent of alteration to the aromatic and
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Fig. 31.2 A plot of the d13C values for saturates vs. aromatics

provide a means of correlating samples of similar origin

(Reproduced from Philp and Jarde 2007 with permission of

Elsevier)
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polar fractions is much less significant apart from

cases of extreme biodegradation (Sofer 1984, 1991).

However the impact on the isotopic composition of the

saturate fraction can be much more significant since

the n-alkanes comprise a significant fraction of the

saturate fraction and their removal has an impact on

the isotopic composition, and in general the saturate

fraction will become isotopically heavier as illustrated

in the Stahl diagram below (Fig. 31.3b).

31.1.2.2 Maturity of Hydrocarbons

Unlike biodegradation, maturity can have an impact

on the isotopic composition of all the fractions,

since maturity will basically result in the cracking of

carbon–carbon bonds in all fractions to generate rela-

tively higher concentrations of the lighter hydrocar-

bons. The formation of crude oils also involves burial

and maturation and there will be some variation in

isotope composition as a result of thermal maturation.

Changes in the d13C values of kerogens in the natural

system as a result of maturation have been well

documented (Hoeffs and Frey 1976; Lewan 1983).

During the maturation process the kinetic isotope

effect, as described above in Sect. 31.1.1.3, predomi-

nates and leads to preferential cleavage of the bonds

containing the lighter isotope. As a result the residual

fractions will become enriched in the heavier isotope

and hence the general trend will be one of isotopic

enrichment with increasing maturity. The extent of

the enrichment will vary from oil to oil and will also

depend on the level of maturation. Oil to gas cracking

in a reservoir destroys oil by converting it to low

molecular weight compounds. Isotopic effects in this

case are more likely to reflect kinetic isotope fraction-

ation due to preferential cleavage of 12C–12C bonds

over the 13C–12C bonds, leaving the residual oil

enriched in 13C (Clayton 1991a, b). Increasing matu-

rity of source rocks and cracking of the kerogen within

the source rock to generate oil will have similar effects

with the residual kerogen becoming isotopically

heavier with increasing maturity. Initially the products

that are generated from the kerogen will be isotopically

light but as the maturity level increases and the more

isotopically enriched kerogen is thermally degraded

so the resulting products will become isotopically

heavier. In general, reactions involving compounds

with six or more carbon atoms will show negligible

kinetic isotopic fractionation (Clayton 1991a, b).
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Fig. 31.3 Stahl plots for the representation

of the isotopic relationship between the

carbon isotope values of the various

fractions and the source rock extracts. SAT
saturate hydrocarbons; OIL whole oil;

AROM aromatic hydrocarbons; NSO’s
nitrogen, sulfur, oxygen compounds; ASPH
asphaltenes (Reproduced from Stahl 1977

with permission from Elsevier)
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For condensates, or light oils, an additional isotopic

fractionation step has to be taken into account. Con-

densates (typically C6+ compounds) condense from

the subsurface gas phase (“gas condensate”) as it is

brought to the surface and temperature and pressure

decrease. Isotope effects during this process will be

minimal because we are concerned with the transition

between a compound in the liquid state (“oil”) and the

same compound in the vapour state (“condensate”).

Any isotope effect here will result from equilibrium

isotope effects and not the kinetic isotope effect. How-

ever, condensates will preferentially accumulate lower

molecular weight compounds relative to the oil from

which they formed. Any difference in bulk d13C
between low and high molecular weight compounds

will be reflected in differences between the bulk d13C
values for the oil and condensate (Clayton 1991a, b).

There are two approaches for investigating isotopic

effects resulting from the maturation and generation

process. First, reservoired oils generated from a single

source rock, but at different levels of maturity based on

biomarker maturity parameters, can be characterized

isotopically and differences in the d13C values ascribed

to maturity differences. This also assumes no other in-

reservoir alteration processes have occurred. An alter-

native approach is to perform laboratory maturation

experiments such as hydrous pyrolysis experiments as

described by Lewan et al. (1979) where an immature

source rock sample is heated in the presence of liquid

water at subcritical temperatures (< 374�C). Although
relatively high temperatures (300–365�C) are used in

these experiments to offset the long time requirements

necessary to generate oil in the natural system (106–109

years), the expelled pyrolysates from potential source

rocks are similar to natural crude oil (Lewan et al. 1979).

Measured parameters of the resulting matured source

rocks, such as vitrinite reflectance and atomic H/C ratio

of pyrolysates, showed similar changes to those

observed in the natural system (Lewan 1983; Lewan

andWilliams 1987). In terms of the influence of thermal

maturation on d13C values of the kerogen, bitumen, and

crude oil, immature source rock samples from the

Woodford Shale were artificially matured and it was

observed that the expelled oil became enriched in 13C

with increasing thermal maturation (Fig. 31.5). As

described above this 13C enrichment can be attributed

to kinetic isotope effect and increasing cleavage of
13C–12C bands in the bitumen as it continues to decom-

pose into expelled oil and preferential cleavage of
12C–12C bonds in the expelled pyrolysate as it decom-

poses into gases and pyrobitumen.

31.1.2.3 Migration of Hydrocarbons

Silverman (1965) was among the first to recognize

isotopic changes during oil migration by noting a

slight depletion in 13C in the bulk carbon isotope

values with increasing migration distance in the Quir-

iquire field in Venezuela. The whole oil d13C values

decrease slightly with migration as a result of changes

in chemical composition of the oils during migration.

The ratio of saturates to aromatics increases during

migration and the preferential removal of the more

polar and water soluble aromatic compounds, which

C18
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C31C26
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C12
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a

Fig. 31.4 Biodegradation of crude oils initially leads to the

removal of the lighter n-alkanes and then progressive removal of

the longer chain n-alkanes (peaks labels refer to carbon number

of n-alkanes i.e. C12 ¼ n-alkane with 12 carbons in chain)
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are commonly richer in 13C than the saturates, result in

a slight decrease of the d13C of the whole oil.

The effects of migration on the isotope values, can

be evaluated by looking directly at bitumen in the

source rock, thus eliminating any effects related to

biodegradation and water washing. Migration, or expul-

sion from the source rock, is still potentially a problem

in that saturate and aromatic compounds are expelled

preferentially over the NSO and asphaltene fractions

(Clayton 1991a, b). Variability of stable carbon iso-

topes in kerogens and bitumens may be evaluated in

the natural system by acquiring samples of the same

rock unit at different levels of thermal maturity. Unfor-

tunately, acquiring samples of crude oils that have been

expelled from the same rock unit at different levels of

thermal maturation is not as practical but can be

simulated in the laboratory through hydrous pyrolysis

experiments. In these experiments, the variability of

stable carbon isotopes of indigenous and expelled

organic phases of a rock unit may be directly correlated

with level of thermal maturation (Lewan 1983).

31.1.2.4 Depositional Environments

Mello et al. (1988) undertook an extensive geo-

chemical study of oils from offshore Brazil and used

a number of parameters to differentiate oils coming

from different depositional environments. The oils

were divided into five groups (I to V) based on a

wide range of parameters including the d13C values.

A summary of some of the bulk parameters including

bulk isotope analyses, elemental analyses, and alkane

distributions for each group of oils are summarized in
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Fig. 31.5 Maturation of kerogens and crude oils can also lead

to changes in their isotopic compositions. These changes can be

monitored by laboratory hydrous pyrolysis studies as described

by Lewan (1983) (Reproduced from Lewan 1983 with permis-

sion from Elsevier)

Table 31.2 Isotope ratios for pristane and phytane used to

determine source relationships between the isoprenoids. In the

case of the Messel shale the pristane and phytane have signifi-

cantly different isotope values suggesting they are derived from

different sources, hence negating the use of the Pr/Ph ratio as an

indicator of oxicity

Sample Pristane Phytane

Barracouta �28.1 �28.6

Turrum �26.6 �26.9

Messel shale �25.4 �31.8
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Table 31.3. The higher sulphur contents and V/Ni

elemental ratios relative to the group I oils, may reflect

the more saline character (with high Eh) of the depo-

sitional environment of the source rocks of the group II

oils. Enhanced salinity might also explain why the oils

from group II are isotopically heavy (d13C values

around �25‰). Plants from saline environments can

preferentially utilize carbonate complexes as their car-

bon source for photosynthesis. These are richer in 13C

than atmospheric carbon dioxide, which is enhanced in
12C (Tissot and Welte 1984). The bulk geochemical

properties of the group II oils are, in most respects,

similar to those of the group III oils. The d13C (‰)

values of the whole oils range from �26.8 to �27.6,

around �27.5 for the saturate and �26.7 to �27.1

for the aromatic fraction. The geochemical character-

istics of group III oils include high sulphur contents

(0.5–1.5%), medium V/Ni elemental ratios (~0.2), and

d13C (‰) values within the narrow range of �25.4 to

�26.6 for whole oil, �26.4 to �27.3 for saturates and

�25.4 to �26.4 for the aromatic fraction (Fig. 31.6).

Group III and IV show a predominance of low molec-

ular weight n-alkanes (around C18–C20) with a slight

predominance of even numbered homologues and a

predominance of phytane over pristane. The iso-

topically light values of d13C (always <�28‰ for

the whole oils) also indicate their freshwater origin,

since the principal lipid constituents, originating from

Fig. 31.6 Saturate and aromatic carbon isotopic data of oils from Brazilian offshore basins (Reproduced from Mello et al. 1988

with permission from Elsevier)

Table 31.3 Bulk and elemental properties of Brazilian offshore oils (Reproduced from Mello et al. 1988 with permission of

Elsevier)

Property Group I Group II Group III Group IV Group V

d13C ‰ <�28.0 �23.0 to �25.6 �25.4 to �26.6 �26.8 to 27.6 �24.4,�25.1

% Sulphur Low Medium High High Medium

V/Ni3 Low High/medium Medium High High

% Saturates High High Low/medium Low/medium High

n-Alkanes dominance C23–C25 C17–C21 C17–C19 C18–C20 C20–C22

Odd/even High High Low Low Low

Pristane/phytane High High Low Low Low

Inferred depositional

environment

Lacustrine/fresh

water

Lacustrine/saline

water

Marine evaporitic Marine carbonate Marine deltaic
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terrestrial plants and freshwater algae, are depleted

in 13C relative to those of marine or saline plants

(Galimov 1973; Tissot and Welte 1984). Moldowan

et al. (1985) found that, individually, carbon isotopes

and pristane/phytane ratios were ineffective in distin-

guishing non-marine and marine environments on a

global basis. Taken together, the carbon isotope values

(d13C) and pristane/phytane ratios, however, dis-

criminate between these distinct groups and can be

considered a useful geochemical measure for the dif-

ferentiation of non-marine and marine related oils

found in the Brazilian offshore basins (Table 31.3).

31.1.2.5 Utilization of Stable Isotopes of

Hydrogen and Carbon for Age Dating

Exploration studies have used a variety of biomarker

parameters that can be related to specific evolutionary

events in order to age-date oil samples (Moldowan

et al. 1993). The interest in the age dating is based

on the fact that in many exploration cases only oil

samples are recovered and in order to determine

the source formation responsible for the generation

of a specific oil, it is very valuable to be able to predict

the age of the source rock from the crude oil para-

meters.

Andrusevich et al. (1998) investigated the potential

of age dating crude oils using stable carbon isotopic

compositions of different fractions of oil samples

and noted that the oils became enriched in 13C with

decreasing geologic age (Fig. 31.7). In particular,

changes in d13C apparently occur in concert with

global fluctuation of the d13C carbonate carbon

(Andrusevich et al. 1998). Earlier investigations of

the stable carbon isotopic composition of oils (d13C)
over geologic time are generally consistent and docu-

mented a trend of 13C enrichment with decreasing age

(Stahl 1977, Chung et al. 1992). In general, the d13C
value of oil is dependent upon the d13C value of the

kerogen in the source rock from which it was derived.

The d13C value of kerogen depends, in turn, on the

types of organisms preserved and the d13C values of

its substrate, which in turn goes back to the original

conditions of photosynthesis as described above.

Assuming that the present is the key to the past, the

stable isotope composition of carbon in ancient bio-

spheres was likely affected by conditions known to be

important in the modern biosphere such as, tempera-

ture, pCO2, and depositional environments. Changes

in these conditions would have affected organic car-

bon and carbonate carbon production as well as their

respective d13C values (Knoll 1991). The geologic

record reflects fluctuations in the d13C values of

organic and carbonate carbon, and changes in the rela-

tive concentrations of atmospheric gases such as CO2

and O2 (Andrusevich et al. 1998).

Variations in the carbon isotope values with time

are relatively easily rationalized. The original CO2 in

the atmosphere was derived from outgassing of the

core and had a fixed isotopic composition. With time

and evolution of more complex forms of photo-

synthetic organisms and plants, the CO2 content of

the atmosphere decreased and in general became iso-

topically heavier. At times there were isotopic excur-

sions where as a result of significant increases in
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Fig. 31.7 Stable carbon isotope

composition of crude oils vs. geologic age

(Reproduced from Andrusevich et al. 1998

with permission from Elsevier)
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productivity, the CO2 became even heavier and in turn

the primary photsynthesizers also assumed a heavier

isotopic signature. At the present time with the

increased burning of fossil fuels, the isotopic compo-

sition of the atmospheric CO2 is becoming isotopically

lighter since most fossil fuels and their combustion

products have isotopic values in the range of �25 to

�35 per mil.

31.1.2.6 Isotopic Determination of Individual

Compounds in Crude Oils and Source

Rock Extracts

As mentioned in the introduction, the capability to

measure the isotopic composition of individual com-

pounds became available almost two decades ago.

Gas chromatography–isotope ratio mass spectrometry

(GC–IRMS) permits continuous flow determination of

carbon isotope values of individual components in

complex mixtures of geochemical interest (Matthews

and Hayes 1978; Hayes et al. 1987, 1990; Freeman

et al. 1990). As discussed above, before the develop-

ment of GC–IRMS, only bulk isotopic data were avail-

able (Sofer 1984) which lack a lot of specificity as a

result of the heterogeneous nature of the original

source material (Philp 1996). Consequently, the inter-

pretation of the isotopic data of crude oils and source

rock extracts must be integrated along with other

available geochemical information (Cortes et al.

2010). Utilization of GCIRMS now permits determi-

nation of the isotopic composition of individual com-

pounds in the crude oils and source rock extracts. For

the most part investigations have focused on the

n-alkanes and isoprenoids since they are generally

well resolved in the chromatograms (Liu et al. 2006).

The d13C values of individual n-alkanes have been

widely used in making oil/oil and oil/source rock

correlations (Bjorøy et al. 1992; Karlsen et al. 1995;

Stoddart et al. 1995) and reconstructing paleoenviron-

ment and paleoclimate (Hayes et al. 1990; Schoell

1994). dD values of individual organic compounds

have also been used in a number of petroleum explo-

ration and production studies (Liu et al. 2006).

The isotopes of individual compounds provide an

additional correlation parameter, and in addition can

be used to evaluate whether or not individual com-

pounds are derived from the same precursor molecule.

This is particularly important for one of the most

widely used geochemical parameters in exploration

studies, namely the ratio of pristane/phytane (Peters

et al. 2005). This ratio is widely used for correlation

and also to provide an indication of the oxicity of the

depositional environment. However this latter applica-

tion assumes both compounds are derived from the

side chain of chlorophyll and if they are not then the

use of this ratio is not valid. The only way to determine

if they are indeed from the same source is to measure

the carbon isotope value of these compounds. In the

Table 31.2, the carbon isotope values are given for two

oils and the Messel shale. Note that in the oils the

values are very similar suggesting a common source

but in the Messel extract the values are significantly

different indicating that the pristane and phytane are

derived from different sources (Hayes et al. 1987;

Table 31.2).

The isotopic composition of individual compounds

have also been successfully applied to the characteri-

zation of specific components in the saturate hydro-

carbon fraction and used as a parameter to establish

oil–oil and oil–source rock correlations (Schoell

1984a, b; Bjorøy et al. 1992; Rooney et al. 1998; Li

et al. 2001; Inaba and Suzuki 2003). Several research-

ers have applied this technique to evaluate the pres-

ence of unusual polycyclic alkanes in extracts of

source rocks and crude oils where hopanoids and ster-

anes were either absent or present in extremely low

abundance (Riediger et al. 1997; Schaeffer et al. 1994;

Li et al. 1997; Cuishan et al. 2003).

The correlation of oil to source rock is based on the

assumption that the oil and the corresponding source

rock have similar d13C values. In order to use isotopic

compositions from crude oils and source rock extracts

for direct oil/oil and oil/source correlations, two pre-

conditions must be satisfied: the first is that the matu-

rity level of the oil and corresponding source rock is

similar; and secondly, secondary alterations such as

hydrocarbon expulsion, migration, biodegradation and

water washing etc., have had no significant effect on

the isotopic composition of either the oil or potential

source rock (Xiong and Geng 2000; Liao et al. 2004).

These conditions need to be satisfied regardless of

whether bulk or individual compound isotopes are

being determined.

The carbon isotope profiles of n-alkanes can readily

differentiate source rock samples from different areas

in a basin such as that described by Xiong et al. (2005)

where d13C values of individuals n-alkanes were
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measured for different formations within the Liaohe

Basin China. The n-alkanes of one of the Es4 members

displays a relatively constant isotopic profile, with

d13C values in the range from �28 to �32‰, while

the n-alkane d13C values for the other Es3 source rocks

vary from �23 to �28‰, and show a trend toward

isotopically lighter values with increasing n-alkane

chain length, the range being typically 2–5‰ (Li

et al. 1995; Xiong et al. 2003). The n-alkanes from

the samples analyzed are typical of the Es4 source

rocks, suggesting a relatively closed saline lacustrine

environment (Fig. 31.8; Xiong et al. 2005).

In recent years, it has become possible to measure

the hydrogen isotope compositions of individual

organic compounds (Burgoyne and Hayes 1998;

Hilkert et al. 1999). Deuterium (D) and hydrogen (H)

have the largest percent of relative mass difference of

any stable isotope pair, and therefore hydrogen iso-

topes exhibit the greatest fractionation in natural sys-

tems (Bigeleisen 1965). The greater range of dD
values and distinct chemical reactivity of hydrogen

make compound-specific hydrogen isotope data a

valuable complement to d13C values in petroleum

systems (Li et al. 2001). Measured dD values in hydro-

carbons in petroleum systems result from a combina-

tion of the isotopic composition of the source organic

matter (Hoeffs 2004), hydrogen exchange processes

that involve D/H in water (Sessions et al. 2004) and/or

clay minerals (Alexander et al. 1982), and thermal

maturation processes (Schimmelmann et al. 2001).

Additionally, water washing, biodegradation, and

migration all have the potential to alter dD values;

the magnitude of these effects are still being evaluated

(Schimmelmann et al. 2006).

For the stable hydrogen isotopic composition (dD)
of sedimentary hydrocarbons to reflect that of their

biosynthetic precursors, the dD signature of the pre-

cursor must be preserved throughout sedimentation,

burial, diagenesis and catagénesis (Dawson et al.

2007). Thermal maturation in particular has been

found to play a significant role in the alteration of

indigenous dD signatures, where a general enrich-

ment of D in hydrocarbon fractions and individual

hydrocarbons is observed with increasing maturity

(Dawson et al. 2007). This is thought to be a result

of the hydrocarbons exchanging hydrogen with rela-

tively D-rich formation waters (Stalker et al. 1998;

Schimmelmann et al. 1999).

Biodegradation of crude oil in the reservoir is

an important process of secondary alteration with

major economic consequences. Although the actual

processes involved (e.g. site and rate of degradation,

nutrient supply and nature of by-products) during

in-reservoir biodegradation of crude oil are still

being evaluated, their effects on the composition and

physical properties are well known (Sun et al. 2005).

In most cases, the components of crude oils are

removed sequentially in the order of n-alkanes >

monocyclic alkanes > alkyl benzenes > isoprenoid

alkanes > alkyl naphthalenes > bicyclic alkanes >

steranes > hopanes. Based on this sequence, many

compound-related indicators have been proposed for

Fig. 31.8 Carbon isotopic compositions of individual n-alkanes in source rocks of the Western depression of the Liaohe Basin

(Reproduced from Xiong et al. 2005 with permission from Elsevier)
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the characterization of the level of biodegradation of

crude oil (Peters et al. 2005). The effects of biodegra-

dation on the isotopic composition of individual com-

pounds have been investigated recently for potential

applications in petroleum and environmental science

(Boreham et al. 1995; Mansuy et al. 1997; Huang et al.

1997; Wilkes et al. 2000; Hunkeler et al. 2001;

Masterson et al. 2001; Mazeas et al. 2002; Pond

et al. 2002; George et al. 2002; Mancini et al. 2003).

Studies by Masterson et al. (2001) and George et al.

(2002) showed that the effects of slight and moderate

biodegradation on light hydrocarbons (C5–C9) also

consistently lead to enrichment in 13C for each remain-

ing compound. However, Boreham et al. (1995) and

Sun et al. (2005) observed that slight and moderate

biodegradation caused insignificant enrichment in

residual C10–C14 n-alkanes, with a maximum d13C
increase of 0.5‰. It has long been recognized that

the stable carbon isotopic compositions of natural

gas components (C2–C5) are highly fractionated dur-

ing biodegradation (Pallasser 2000).

It is also of interest to investigate the effect of

biodegradation on the stable hydrogen isotopic com-

positions of individual compounds. Because of the

larger relative mass difference between deuterium

and hydrogen than for 13C and 12C, hydrogen isotopes

become fractionated significantly more during natural

processes (Faure 1986). Previous aerobic laboratory

experiments on moderately degraded oils showed that

the C15–C18 n-alkanes that were degraded at the fastest

rates had the largest overall isotopic fractionation

(<12–25‰ deuterium enrichment). On the other

hand, the hydrogen isotopic compositions of the longer

chain n-alkanes (C19–C27) were relatively stable dur-

ing slight to moderate biodegradation (<5‰ overall

deuterium enrichment), indicating that these com-

pounds might be effective tracers for oil–source corre-

lation (Pond et al. 2002). This is an important result

with respect to laboratory investigations, but it is more

important for petroleum geochemists to know if any

fractionation takes place during natural biodegradation

in subsurface petroleum reservoirs (Sun et al. 2005).

31.1.3 Natural Gas Isotope Analyses

Unlike crude oils, natural gas are relatively simple

mixtures limiting the number of parameters that are

available for correlation purposes or distinguishing

gases from different sources. Most natural gas samples

will be dominated by hydrocarbons in the C1 to C5

range and possibly varying amounts of CO2, H2S, and

N2. The amounts of various components will, to a

large extent, vary as a result of maturity of the source

rock or oil from which the gas was generated. Gases

that are dominated by methane are generally formed at

high levels of thermal maturity or may result from

biogenic activity at low levels of thermal maturity.

One of the more extensive applications of stable iso-

topes is in differentiating biogenic from thermogenic

methane. Biogenic gas is generally isotopically very

light, typically around �70 per mil whereas thermo-

genic methane will range from �30 to �50 per mil

approximately. This was recognized many years ago

and lead to one of the earliest correlation or source

discrimination diagrams by Bernard et al. (1976).

Basically this is a cross plot of d13C of methane vs.

the ratio of C1/C2+ and as shown below the biogenic

samples are distinguished by the isotopically light

methane and the high value for the C1/C2+ ratio

(Fig. 31.9). Thermogenic gas samples will be isotopi-

cally heavier and have lower values for the composi-

tional ratio. There is also an area of mixed gas where it

is a little more difficult to assign a specific source to

the gases in that region. The reason for the variation in

these isotopic ratios is a result of the kinetic isotope

effect. Preferential cleavage of 12C–12C bonds by the

bacteria will lead to the production of isotopically

light biogenic gas. From a thermogenic perspective

at low levels of maturity again these bonds require

less energy to be broken than a 12C–13C bond. As the

maturity level increases more of the bonds that include

the heavier isotope will be broken and the methane

produced will become isotopically heavier.

As mentioned above in terms of correlation or

discrimination of natural gas samples, options are

more limited than with crude oils. These correlations

have to be undertaken using the isotopic composition

of the individual compounds in the gas samples plus

variations in the relative proportions of the individual

compounds. The development of the GCIRMS system

has been exceedingly useful and made it relatively

easy to obtain the isotopic compositions of individual

compounds in complex mixtures. Prior to the advent

of the GCIRMS it was necessary to physically isolate

each individual compound in order to measure its

isotopic composition. With the GCIRMS system it is
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of course possible to simply introduce the sample into

the GC and obtain the isotopic composition of each

component in a relatively short period of time. It

should also be mentioned that it is possible to obtain

both carbon and hydrogen isotope values on these

individual compounds and a combination of the two

isotopes provides an additional correlation parameter.

The most useful application of the isotopes for

correlation purposes is to simply plot the isotope

values of the individual compounds against their car-

bon number. Then with a large number of gas samples

from the same basin those that are related to each other

will group relatively closely whereas those coming

from different sources or generated at different levels

of maturity will plot separately as shown below

(Fig. 31.10).

There are a number of interesting extensions to

this plot which can provide a significant amount of

Fig. 31.10 The stable isotope ratios of

what (specify the y-axis) can be plotted as

shown in this diagram to establish

relationships between families of gases

within a specific basin. In this example

those samples whose values do not co-

incide differ as a result of differences in

maturity or source differences
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Fig. 31.9 Bernard et al. (1976) diagram showing

the relationship between carbon isotope values in

methane and the C1/(C2 + C3) compositional

ratios of natural gas samples. (Reproduced from

Bernard et al. 1976 with permission from

Elsevier)
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additional information. As mentioned above we are

somewhat limited in being able to differentiate the

sources of the natural gases. However it has been

shown that for wells that produce condensates as well

as gas it is possible to extend the plots shown above into

the condensate range after measuring the isotopic com-

position of the individual compounds in the conden-

sates. Then if the condensate and gas are derived from

the same source and at the same level of maturity, the

isotope values for the individual compounds in the

condensate will simply be an extension of the related

gas sample as shown (Fig. 31.11). The advantage of

obtaining these extended plots is that not only can we

use the isotopes to establish the relationship between

gas and condensate but also with the condensates there

are biomarkers, such as diamondoids, that can be used

to correlate or differentiate samples.

Establishing the exact source of natural gas is far

more complicated than establishing the source of a

crude oil. One cannot simply undertake the correlation

between the source rock extract and the gas sample. It is

possible to undertake hydrous pyrolysis as with the oils

and analyse the gases that are produced during the

hydrous pyrolysis reactions. These gases can be char-

acterized isotopically and compared with the produced

gas. In an alternative approach it is possible to use the

isotope data of the individual compounds to construct a

Chung plot (Chung et al. 1988), which is basically a

plot of the isotope values plotted against the reciprocal

of the carbon number of the component (Fig. 31.12).

The extension of this plot to the y axis in the way it is

plotted below provides an estimate of the isotopic com-

position of the source rock responsible for generating

the gas. This in itself is quite important since it may be

possible from this information to eliminate certain for-

mations as possible sources for the gas. Another impor-

tant part of any gas exploration study is evaluating the

maturity level at which a gas was generated since that

provides further information on possible sources, depth

of burial, migration distances. If the d13C value of the

suspected kerogen can be obtained, then it is possible to

model suspected isotope values of the gases generated

at different levels of maturity through the use of the

Berner model as described below.

There have been numerous attempts to relate iso-

tope values with the maturity level of gas generation.

The carbon isotopic composition (d13C) of individual
compounds in hydrocarbon gases depends not only on

the isotopic composition of the source, but also on the

level of maturity to which the source has been sub-

jected (Schoell 1984a, b; Hunt 1996). Several empiri-

cal models have been developed over the past 30 years

that relate isotopic composition and maturity of differ-

ent source rocks from around the world (Stahl 1977;
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Fig. 31.11 The above plot developed by G€urgey et al. (2005) is
used to establish relationships between gases and condensates

produced from the same formation. The condensates can then be

correlated using compounds such as the diamondoids (Repro-

duced from G€urgey et al. 2005 with permission from Elsevier)
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Clayton 1991a, b; Berner and Faber 1996). More

recently, general models combining maturity predic-

tions with mixing and secondary cracking have been

published (Ellis et al. 2003). One of the first attempts

to relate isotopic composition and maturity was made

by Stahl (1977) who published quantitative relation-

ships between d13C of methane and vitrinite reflec-

tance for gases from northwest Germany. Stahl

noticed that the relationship was different for gases

derived from marine sources and gases from coal beds.

This early observation already indicated that maturity

models were dependant on source rock type.

James (1983) suggested that uncertainties can arise

from the sole use of methane for maturity prediction

and suggested that the difference of carbon isotope

ratio between hydrocarbon components has more

advantages and no prior knowledge of the source of

the gas was required. James’s theoretical maturation

diagram showing the calculated isotopic separation

between gas components is illustrated in Fig. 31.13.
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Fig. 31.12 The Chung plot shown, the reciprocal of the carbon

number plotted against the carbon isotope values, can be used to

determine the carbon isotope value of the kerogen responsible

for generation of the gases (Reproduced from Chung et al. 1988

with permission from Elsevier)
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Fig. 31.13 Theoretical maturation diagram

showing calculated carbon isotopic

separations between gas components plotted
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(Reproduced from James 1983 and reprinted

by permission of AAPE and whose

permission is required for further use)
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This approach, although useful in some cases, relates

isotopic composition to level of organic metamor-

phism (LOM) and thermal alteration index (TAI),

which are not as widely used as vitrinite reflectance

because of the uncertainties associated with them.

Level of organic metamorphism was defined by Hood

et al. (1975) who created a continuous numerical scale

equivalent to Suggate’s (1959) coal-rank column,

which covers the entire range of petroleum generation

and destruction. The thermal alteration index on the

other hand, is a scale that uses the color changes in

organic debris to determine the severity of organic

thermal metamorphism (Staplin 1969).

There have been a number of attempts to model and

predict the isotopic composition of gases derived from

various sources at different levels of maturity. For

example Clayton (1991a, b) modeled the d13C of a

hydrocarbon gas as a function of the gas precursor in a

refractory (humic) kerogen using a parameter he

defined as the gas generation index (GGI):

GGI ¼ total gas generated/total gas potential

Although it requires an independent estimate of the

d13C of the source of the kerogen, his model allowed

determination of the source and its maturity for gases

generated from labile (sapropelic) and refractory kero-

gens. Summary diagrams of Clayton’s model are

shown in Fig. 31.14a, b.

In another example, Berner et al. (1995) modeled

the isotopic fractionation between organic matter and

single gas compounds. Their model, based on primary

cracking simulation using open system pyrolysis,

showed that with increasing maturity of algal-rich ker-

ogen, an increase of the isotope ratios of pyrolytic

ethane, ethane and propane is observed (Fig. 31.15).

Berner and Faber (1996) used the empirical data gen-

erated by Berner et al. (1995) to develop a model using

a statistical evaluation of the data to generate equations

that correlate vitrinite reflectance equivalent values

with the isotopic compositions of methane, ethane and

propane. One of the greatest advantages of the Berner

and Faber model over the previous ones is that isotopic

composition is related directly to vitrinite reflectance

which is the most commonly used maturity parameter

by organic geochemists. The graphic relationship

between d13C of methane, ethane and propane and

vitrinite reflectance (%Ro) is illustrated in Fig. 31.16.

The model of Berner and Faber (1996) is a simple and

flexible model that can be easily applied to different

types of source rocks, nevertheless one should keep in

mind that any attempt at maturity prediction should take

into account the intrinsic variability of the source rock

that generated the gases under evaluation.

Ellis et al. (2003) presented a new model that can

be used to predict gas thermal maturity and bacterial

gas contribution from the isotopic composition of

methane, ethane and propane. The application of this

maturity-mixing model to Barnett shale data is illu-

strated in Fig. 31.17. This relationship extrapolates

well to geological data as shown by Hill et al. (2007)

and can be used in conjunction with other models to

corroborate maturity predictions.

In addition to investigating the maturity levels at

which gases were generated, hence providing depths

of burial, there are numerous correlation plots that

have been developed over time and used routinely in

this field. A number of these plots will be summarized

here. The first by Schoell (1983) is based on a large set

of empirical data and is a plot of the d13C values

against the dD values for methane in the gas samples.

As can be seen from this plot this provides informa-

tion, primarily derived from maturity differences, as to

the source of the gas and whether it is oil associated or

deep dry gas etc. This can also be very useful for

grouping families of gases within a basin (Fig. 31.18).

In a relatively recent modification of the Bernard

diagram, G€urgey et al. (2005) modified the diagram

such that it incorporates trends expected in the gases

based on whether the gases are derived from a Type II

or Type III kerogen. (Kerogen is the insoluble organic

matter in organic rich source rocks that is primarily

responsible for the generation of oil and/or gas. It is

formed from dead organic matter deposited in various

depositional environments, that undergoes diagenesis

and thermal alteration and is ultimately converted into

an insoluble matrix called kerogen. The structure of

the kerogen will vary depending on the types of origi-

nal source material responsible for its formation.

Tissot and Welte (1984) developed a classification

scheme for kerogen types initially based on their ele-

mental compositions. In summary Type I kerogens are

predominantly formed from lacustrine source materi-

als and are generally oil prone. Type II kerogens are

derived from marine organic matter and produce pri-

marily oil along with some gas. Type III kerogens are

typically derived from terrigenous source materials

and are generally gas prone.) Such information can
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Fig. 31.14
(a) Summary diagram of

methane isotope ratios and

fraction of methane in gas. All

four sources of gas are clearly

differentiated, and source-

rock maturity can be

determined. C1/SC1–5 is the

fraction of methane in total

C1–C5 hydrocarbon fraction

(derived empirically from

field data, and D13C is the

modeled per-mil difference

between methane and total

source kerogen. Error bars are

2 � standard error of the

mean for calibration data set

(Clayton 1991a, b)).

(b) Modeled maturity

variations in D13C of methane

through butane, relative to

d13C of total source kerogen.

“Pure” gases plot parallel to

these trends; mixing of gases

leads to cross-cutting

relationships. Error bars are

2 � standard error of the

mean for calibration data sets

(Reproduced from Clayton

1991a, b by permission of

Elsevier)
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Fig. 31.15 Comparison between measured and

calculated carbon isotope ratios of methane,

ethane and propane generated during pyrolysis

of (a) Kukersite and (b) xylite (Reproduced from
Berner et al. 1995 with permission of Elsevier)

Fig. 31.16 Empirical models that

describe instantaneous gas generation from

algal kerogens derived through statistical

evaluation of kinetic models of Berner

et al. (1995); (Reproduced from Berner and

Faber 1996 with permission of Elsevier)
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estimating gas maturity and biogenic gas content. Gas maturity

is expressed as equivalent vitrinite reflectance (Reproduced

from Hill et al. 2007 with permission of AAPG & and whose

permission is required for further use)

Fig. 31.18 Schoell plot showing relationship between C and H isotope ratios of natural gas samples and depth of generation

(Reproduced from Schoell 1983 with permission of AAPG & and whose permission is required for further use)
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again be extremely useful when trying to determine

the particular source rock in a basin that may have

been responsible for generating the gas (Fig. 31.19).

Finally in terms of gas exploration another impor-

tant application of the isotopes is their use for under-

taking correlation studies within a reservoir. As with

crude oil reservoirs, a knowledge of continuity within

a reservoir is extremely important for production pur-

poses (Schoell and Jenden 1993). Once again the con-

cept is relatively simple and based on the concept

that if samples in two different blocks of the same

reservoir have different isotopic fingerprints then it

can be assumed that they are not in communication

with each other. If they were then they would homog-

enize and have the same isotope signatures. However

if they have the same isotope values, this result is a

little more ambiguous and more difficult to interpret. It

may imply that the samples are homogenized and in

communication but it may simply be a coincidence.

However it is still a relatively cheap and convenient

way of monitoring communication. In addition comin-

gling of production can be monitored through the use

of the isotopes. If samples of the original products are

available, then a mixing curve can be developed such

that the comingled samples that are produced can

be characterized isotopically and then using the cali-

bration curve the relative proportions of the two end

members determined.

31.1.4 Environmental Forensics

The preceding sections have dealt with the utilization

of stable isotopes in hydrocarbon exploration and the

remainder of the chapter will focus on applications of

stable isotopes to environmental problems. Environ-

mental forensics has developed rapidly over the past

decade and has greatly benefitted from the develop-

ment of the GCIRMS systems (Matthews and Hayes

1978; Hayes et al. 1987, 1990; Freeman et al. 1990).

The study of organic pollutants or contaminants in the

environment has been an active field for 50 years or

more. In the early 1970s the commercial availability

of gas chromatograph-mass spectrometer (GCMS)

systems and the evolution of the biomarker concept

in the oil industry lead to the extensive use of the same

techniques a few years later in environmental problems

related to oil spills (Philp 2003). These early studies

formed the foundation for what today has expanded

into a very sophisticated area of research and applica-

tions directed towards extensive characterization of

fossil fuel derived products, and their degradation pro-

ducts, in the environment. While early efforts were

limited towards obtaining fingerprints of spilled prod-

uct and suspected source, this has now been taken to a

much higher level where, for example in the case of

gasolines, even the nature of the catalytic cracking

Fig. 31.19 Modification of the Bernard et al. (1977) plot illustrating how this plot can be extended to provide information on the

kerogen type responsible for the gas generation (Reproduced from G€urgey et al. 2005 with permission of Elsevier)
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catalyst used in the refinery can be determined through

ratios of specific compounds in the gasoline (Murphy

andMorrison 2002). Age dating of spilled products has

become another extensive area of study. Determina-

tion of when a spill occurred is clearly important since

if one can show a spill occurred at a site 20 years ago

and a person only owned the site for 5 years, clearly

that person is not responsible for the spill. Applications

have also diversified from crude oils and refined pro-

ducts into a large variety of groundwater contaminants

such as BTEX, PCE, TCE, MTBE, 1,4-dioxane; coal

tars and other sources of PAHs; pesticides; explosive

residues; and many other sources of organic com-

pounds too extensive to describe here (Wang and

Stout 2007). In the past decade there has been an

exponential increase in the application of stable iso-

topes to environmental problems primarily catalyzed

by the commercial availability of combined gas chro-

matograph-isotope ratiomass spectrometers (GCIRMS)

(Sherwood Lollar et al. 2001; Lesser et al. 2008; Philp

and Kuder 2008; USEPA 2008). Such systems permit

the almost routine determination of carbon, hydrogen

and nitrogen isotopes of individual compounds present

in complex mixtures. Methods for the determination of

chlorine isotopes are currently being developed and

will be discussed below.

There is of course nothing new about utilizing

stable isotopes in a wide variety of problems and as

discussed above isotopes have been used extensively

in hydrocarbon exploration for more than 50 years as

careful examination of the petroleum literature will

reveal (Silverman 1965). Bulk isotopes have been

used in a number of environmental studies, particu-

larly those involved with crude oil spills (Kvenvolden

et al. 1993, 1995). While bulk isotopes are useful in

environmental problems related to crude oils, con-

taminated ground water samples with a wide variety

of contaminants requires the use of GCIRMS to dis-

criminate sources and monitor the onset and extent of

natural attenuation or degradation of these com-

pounds. GCIRMS is also used extensively to charac-

terize a wide range of less volatile products such as

PAHs or PCBs but with those types of samples more

emphasis is placed on using the isotope fingerprints as

a correlation tool since any changes to these types of

compounds resulting from degradation are not typi-

cally discernable when measured by GCIRMS.

The only modification of the GCIRMS system nec-

essary for the analysis of groundwater samples is the

addition of a purge and trap system to extract the

compounds of interest and facilitate their introduction

into the GCIRMS system. The use of purge and trap

provides a far more reproducible method for extract-

ing the compounds compared to techniques such as

heated headspace or SPIME extraction techniques.

Purge and trap permits detection of groundwater

contaminants down to levels of 1–5 ppb for many

common groundwater contaminants for carbon and

slightly higher for hydrogen (Hunkeler et al. 2008;

USA EPA 2008).

31.1.4.1 Recent Developments in Determination

of Chlorine Isotopes

There is currently a great deal of interest in developing

the capability to determine the Cl isotopic ratios of the

chlorinated compounds at contaminated sites (e.g.

Sturchio et al. 2011). It is thought in many areas that

this may provide an additional line of evidence that

will permit differentiation of sources for chlorinated

contaminants that may not be distinguishable on the

basis of carbon isotopes alone. Chlorine isotope data

published to date on common groundwater contami-

nants have, to a large degree, been based on pure

compounds, or isolated from microcosm experiments,

and not compounds actually isolated from ground-

water (Shouakar-Stash et al. 2003). The reason is

that the current method developed by Holt et al.

(1997) some years ago is a very long complex process

which requires conversion of the chlorinated com-

pound into CH3Cl, a process requiring multiple offline

conversions. However most groundwater samples

are contaminated at low ppb levels with a mixture

of compounds and therefore to use this conversion

method would first require isolation of the mixture

of chlorinated species from the groundwater, which

would require large volumes of water, and then physi-

cally separating each component prior to converting

each compound into CH3Cl.

The determination of the chlorine isotopic compo-

sition is based on the mass 52/50 of methyl chloride

(CH3
37Cl/CH3

35Cl) and several studies in dual inlet

measurements for pure chlorinated solvents have

been reported. Measured d37Cl values for the chlori-

nated compounds are in the range of �3.54 to

4.08‰ (Shouakar-Stash et al. 2003, 2006). d37Cl anal-
ysis has also been used in the investigation of
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reductive dechlorination of chlorinated ethylenes

(Sturchio et al. 1998; Heraty et al. 1999; Numata

et al. 2002) and the anaerobic degradation of PCE

and TCE by testing various bacteria (Numata et al.

2002). Heraty et al. (1999) reported smaller chlorine

isotope effects for the aerobic degradation of DCM

and TCE and noted the d37Cl values of the residual

DCM increased as a function of biodegradation.

Recently an alternative approach to the off-line

method has started to emerge involving the use

GCMS instead of GCIRMS. Due to the relatively

high abundance of the 37Cl isotope relative to 35Cl

isotope, it is possible to measure the 37Cl/35Cl ratio

with greater precision on a conventional GCMS

system and with the appropriate standard of known

isotopic composition calibrated to the Cl standard

(SMOW-standard mean ocean water) these values

can also be calculated with a high degree of accuracy.

This method lends itself to the Cl isotope determina-

tion of individual compounds in groundwater samples

and will also permit detection down to the low ppb

levels. A few papers have been published on this

approach in the past few years but one can also expect

to see many more papers appearing in the next few

years once it is applied to actual problems (Sakaguchi-

Söder et al. 2007).

31.1.4.2 Rayleigh Fractionation Model

The two major uses of stable isotopes in environmen-

tal forensics are: (i) as a tool to determine the onset and

extent of natural attenuation and (ii) a tool for source

discrimination or correlation. In the following sections

examples of the use of isotopes in both of these appli-

cations will be described but prior to that it is impor-

tant to introduce the Rayleigh equation and describe

why this is important in attenuation studies. It should

also be noted that in terms of the natural attenuation,

the use of the isotopes for this purpose is primarily

useful for molecules with less than approximately 10

carbon atoms. While any molecule will experience an

intrinsic isotope effect at a specific carbon atom upon

attenuation, what is measured in the routine GCIRMS

analyses is the intrinsic isotope effect at that specific

carbon diluted over all the carbon atoms in the mole-

cule. Therefore in molecules with 10 carbons or less

even when this effect is distributed over all 10 carbons

it can be measured but if distributed over say 20

carbons it cannot be determined directly. As men-

tioned previously the dilution effect resulting from

the presence of non-reactive carbon atoms and the

precision of the instrument means that the overall

isotopic shift may not be observable. The positive

side of that is that in the larger molecules such as

PAHs, the isotope fingerprint provides a strong cor-

relation tool and if samples have different isotope

fingerprints, these result from source differences and

not attenuation.

The Rayleigh fractionation model provides a math-

ematical framework for interpretation of isotope frac-

tionation and is a particularly important application in

natural attenuation studies, since it basically estab-

lishes the relationship between isotopic fractionation

and changes in concentration of the contaminant. The

model is valid for fractionation occurring in unidirec-

tional, irreversible reactions (kinetic isotope fraction-

ation) and was originally developed for distillation of

mixed liquids (Rayleigh 1896) and is based on the

principle of a constant relationship between reaction

rates of the elements in the reacting mixture. If 13k is

the rate constant of degradation of a 13C-substituted

bond, and 12k is the rate constant of degradation of

a 12C-substituted bond, the constant ratio of 12k/13k

is referred to as fractionation factor (a). The same

can be expressed if instantaneous isotope ratios

(R ¼ 13C/12C) are substituted for reaction rates:

a ¼ Rproduct=Rsubstrate (31.1)

Modification of (31.1) to substitute the instanta-

neous isotope ratios with the readily measurable iso-

tope ratio and concentration of remaining reaction

substrate yields (31.2). Rt is R of substrate at time t;

Rt¼0 is R of substrate at time t ¼ 0 (at the beginning

of the reaction); F represents the remaining ratio

of substrate remaining at time ¼ t to concentration

at t ¼ 0 (concentrationt/concentrationt¼0); e (e ¼
enrichment factor) is the isotopic enrichment factor

(e ¼ 1,000 * (a�1)).

1000*ln Rt=Rt¼0ð Þ ¼ e*ln F (31.2)

A simplified variant of (31.2), reasonably accurate

for e between 0 and �20, is shown below as (31.3)

where F is the remaining fraction of the substrate.

d13Ct ¼ d13Ct¼0 þ e*ln F (31.3)
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With this equation it is possible to monitor the

progress of natural attenuation by measuring the

change in the isotopic composition of a particular

contaminant for which the enrichment factor has

already been determined. A number of tables summar-

izing enrichment factors that have been measured for

many common groundwater contaminants have been

published elsewhere (Hunkeler et al. 2008; USA EPA

2008)

31.1.4.3 Applications to Environmental

Problems

Natural Attenuation

In one of the first applications of stable isotopes to

investigate attenuation of ground water contaminants,

Sherwood Lollar et al. (2001) demonstrated that atten-

uation of PCE and TCE in a groundwater plume at

Dover AFB produced a significant enrichment in the

carbon isotope compositions of PCE and TCE. This

has lead to a number of studies where changes in both

carbon and hydrogen isotope compositions of a num-

ber of groundwater contaminants, including MTBE,

BTEX, PCE and TCE have been used as a tool to

monitor the onset of natural attenuation (Slater et al.

2001; Sherwood Lollar et al. 2001; Gray et al. 2002;

Kolhatkar et al. 2002; Griebler et al. 2004; Kuder et al.

2005). Utilization of changes in the isotopic composi-

tions in this manner has attracted the attention of the

regulators and this approach is now being utilized at

many contaminated sites to monitor progress of natu-

ral attenuation in conjunction with concentration

changes (USEPA 2008).

Methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE) is a major ground

water contaminant that was used extensively as an

oxygenate from 1990 to approximately 2004 when it

was phased out in California and many other states

followed their lead. It has been a known carcinogen

since 1979 but was thought to be less of a health

risk than many of the other constituents of gasoline

(Hanson 1999). Determining the precise origin of

MTBE in groundwater can be an extremely difficult

question since a site may have contributions of MTBE

from multiple gas stations in the area. Early studies

indicating the recalcitrant nature of MTBE were initi-

ally thought to provide an opportunity for the source/

spill correlation of MTBE using isotope-ratio mass

spectrometry (Smallwood et al. 2001). GCIRMS can

provide accurate and precise carbon isotope values for

MTBE at concentrations levels of around 1 ppb. The

threshold for taste and odor of MTBE in drinking

water in USA is between 15 and 20 ppb. This is also

the limit set by most states, within the United States,

for the maximum concentration of MTBE allowed

before remediation is enforced or drinking water

wells are shut down. However following the initial

source correlation studies it was recognized that

there were sites where isotopically enriched MTBE

was observed and such enrichment could only occur

if the MTBE was degrading. As a result of these

observations the major interest in utilization of iso-

topes in the study of MTBE moved away from source

determination to the use of the isotopes as a tool for

evaluating the onset of natural attenuation. Remedia-

tion of contaminated sites is always an expensive

proposition but natural attenuation can greatly reduce

clean up costs. Concentration changes may result from

dilution and dispersion and therefore a combination of

concentration changes and isotopic enrichment can be

used as evidence for the onset of natural attenuation

(Gray et al. 2002; Kuder et al. 2005; Mancini et al.

2003; Chartrand et al. 2005). Methyl tert-butyl ether
(MTBE) is rapidly mineralized by a variety of aerobic

bacteria but from a practical point of view, the bulk of

MTBE plumes are anaerobic and anaerobic biodegra-

dation will be the more significant mechanism for

natural attenuation (Bradley et al. 1999; Finneran

and Lovley 2001). Degradation under anaerobic con-

ditions (Somsamak et al. 2001) is slower and in most

cases restricted to biotransformation of MTBE to tert-

butyl alcohol (TBA). As a consequence, natural atten-

uation of anaerobic plumes tends to be relatively slow,

resulting in the accumulation of tert-butyl alcohol

(TBA) as MTBE disappears.

Anaerobic biodegradation of MTBE using stable

carbon and hydrogen isotopes was documented by

the work of Kuder et al. (2005). An initial study

reported enrichment of carbon isotopes during anaero-

bic biodegradation of MTBE (Kolhatkar et al. 2002),

but progress in method optimization also allowed

determination of hydrogen isotope ratios of MTBE in

aqueous samples at environmentally relevant concen-

trations. Having data on both carbon and hydrogen

isotopes is particularly powerful, since the concurrent

fractionation of C and H can prove that a field sample

was degraded through the anaerobic pathway. If the
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pathway was anaerobic, then the isotope data can also

be used to calculate the extent of biodegradation using

the Rayleigh equation described above. The calculated

extent of biodegradation can be compared to overall

attenuation in concentrations to evaluate the relative

contribution of biodegradation.

Similar isotopic changes have also been observed

for other compounds undergoing biodegradation,

particularly in laboratory studies. In a study of the

degradation of C1–C5 alkylbenzenes in crude oils,

Wilkes et al. (2000) observed a shift in d13C of

4‰ for o-xylene after loss of 70% of the original

material whereas a shift of 6‰ was observed for

o-ethyltoluene. Similar results were obtained for sites

contaminated with benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene

and xylenes (BTEX) from a tanker truck accident

(Meckenstock et al. 2002), a landfill leachate plume

(Richnow et al. 2003), and a former gas works site

(Griebler et al. 2004). Calculation of the residual sub-

strate concentrations along such monitoring transects

relies on knowing, or estimating R0, the isotope ratio

of the substrate in the source. This parent value (usu-

ally the most depleted in 13C) may be replaced by the

isotope ratio of the substrate in the most upstream

monitoring well near the source, if the source itself is

not available, without changing the result of the calcu-

lation. A similar approach has been successfully used

to estimate the extent of biodegradation for benzene at

a contaminated site based on laboratory-derived car-

bon and hydrogen fractionation factors with good

agreement between findings from the two elements

(Mancini et al. 2002). At a former gas works site,

carbon isotope fractionation of BTEX and naphtha-

lenes during anaerobic degradation was observed

(Griebler et al. 2004). The observed fractionation fac-

tors for naphthalenes were much smaller than for

BTEX. It is not known yet if this is due to different

rate-limiting steps during degradation or to larger

number of carbon atoms in the naphthalene structure

that “dilute” the measured isotope fractionation.

Chlorinated solvents, such as PCE, TCE and asso-

ciated degradation products have received extensive

coverage since the early work of Sherwood Lollar

et al. (2001) mentioned above. Numerous studies

have reported enrichment factors for the various deg-

radation steps involved in the pathways for PCE to

ethene (Song et al. 2002; Chu et al. 2004; Brungard

et al. 2003). Latest developments relate to the incor-

poration of this information into fate and transport

models to more accurately quantify degradation

of these compounds at contaminated sites (Van

Breukelen and Prommer 2005).

Source Discrimination or Correlation

There are many situations in environmental forensics

where GC and GCMS data may be ambiguous, or

inconclusive, primarily as a result of weathering

processes such as evaporation, photooxidation, water-

washing, and biodegradation changing the distribution

of components in the spilled material vs. the original

sample (Palmer 1993). With the possibility of incorpor-

ating the isotopic data, primarily carbon or hydrogen

isotopic data (Macko and Parker 1983; Wang et al.

2004; Glaser et al. 2005; Wen et al. 2005) and, in

selected cases, chlorine, nitrogen, oxygen or sulfur iso-

topes (Sturchio et al. 1998; Beneteau et al. 1999; Reddy

et al. 2000; Coffin et al. 2001; Shouakar-Stash et al.

2003) many of these ambiguities can be eliminated.

The isotopic composition of a specific compound,

or the spilled material, will play little, if any, role in

the task of actually identifying individual components

in the contaminant. The power of stable isotopes is

their ability to permit correlations between source

samples and spilled samples even if the samples are

weathered. Chemical fingerprinting of the n-alkane

fraction in crude oils and refined products in combina-

tion with isotopic characterization of carbon in the

individual homologues has been successfully used to

allocate sources of sediment contamination (Rogers

and Savard 1999; Smallwood et al. 2002) and bird

feather oiling (Mansuy et al. 1997; Mazeas and

Budzinski 2002). Hough et al. (2006) used the d13C
values of individual n-alkanes to identify the source of

hydrocarbons in soils contaminated with residual

heavy or weathered petroleum wastes. A comprehen-

sive review of the subject can be found in papers

presented by Meier-Augenstein (1999) and Schmidt

et al. (2004).

A study of gasolines from different retailers from

the East Coast and Southwestern USA has showed

different d13C fingerprints permitting discrimination

between the samples (Smallwood et al. 2002). A com-

bined 2-dimensional (carbon-hydrogen or carbon-

chlorine) isotope analysis should provide the most

robust fingerprinting tool. An example of 2D bulk

isotope fingerprinting was shown by Davis et al.
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(2005), who applied the technique as one of the lines

of evidence to delineate hydrocarbon plumes at a

former refinery site at Yukon Territory, Canada.

Determination of the origin of polycyclic aromatic

hydrocarbons (PAHs) provides another challenging

environmental problem. PAHs in the environment

may be derived from sources such as coal tar,

crude oils, to name a few. In many cases the chro-

matographic distributions of these compounds for dif-

ferent sources may be very similar and of little use in

terms of distinguishing one source from another. On a

regional scale, source apportionment of polycyclic

aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) both in the atmosphere

and in sediment records has been studied intensely

using d13C analysis. A combination of concentration

measurements and d13C isotopic analysis of individual

PAHs in sediments from Lake Erie permitted three

areas with different contamination histories to be dis-

tinguished. Furthermore, it could be shown that the

main emission pathway for PAHs was fluvial input

(Smirnov et al. 1998). A significant study to evaluate

the use of stable isotopes to differentiate PAHs derived

from urban backgrounds vs. those derived from coal

gasification plants has been published (Saber et al.

2003, 2005; Craig et al. 2005). Coal-derived PAHs

released during different thermal conversion processes

(combustion, pyrolysis, gasification) could be dis-

tinguished on the basis of their isotopic compositions

conserved in soil (McRae et al. 1999, 2000).

Extremely isotopically light PAHs (d13C from �31

to �62‰) in lagoon sediments near Ravenna (Italy)

indicated that the primary source of these PAHs was a

nearby plant using biogenic methane as a feedstock

(d13C from �69 to �73‰) rather than a plant using

isotopically heavier petrogenic feedstocks (McRae

et al. 2000). d13C composition of perylene was used

to substantiate the hypothesis that in tropical environ-

ments recent biological sources of PAHs related to

termites are important, whereas pyrolytic sources

dominate in temperate climate (Wilcke et al. 2002).

PAHs in atmospheric particles resulting from natural

burning processes have been distinguished from those

stemming from various anthropogenic combustion

processes by fingerprinting and d13C analysis of indi-

vidual compounds (Norman et al. 1999; Okuda et al.

2002a, b). In Chinese urban areas, PAH d13C analysis

was successfully used to identify either vehicle exhaust

or coal combustion as major PAH source (Okuda et al.

2002a, b). In contrast, PAH fingerprinting did not yield

equivalent information. Many of these studies show the

necessity of combining chemical fingerprinting techni-

ques and with compound-specific isotope analysis.

The use of d13C and d15N isotope analyses in field

and laboratory experiments to trace the sources of

TNT in contaminated soils and groundwater has been

evaluated by Coffin et al. (2001). Their results allowed

them to distinguish five different sources of TNT

on the basis of the carbon and nitrogen isotope ratios,

highlighting the potential of this approach. Once again

it should be noted that with the capability of determin-

ing the N isotope composition of individual com-

pounds, in the near future one could expect to see an

increase in the use of the N isotopes to study the fate of

N-containing pesticides and sources (animal waste,

fertilizer, sewage) of excess nitrate (the standard

being 10 mg/L) in groundwater.

The widespread occurrence, and stability, of chlori-

nated contaminants in the environment, PCBs, diox-

ins, DDT, and a wide variety of other compounds, has

lead to an increased interest in the possible use of

the chlorine isotope ratios as a means of studying the

origin, transport, and fate of these compounds in the

environment. A paper by Reddy et al. (2000) described

the study of a number of PCBs from a variety of

sources and noted that the d37Cl values fell within a

narrow range from �3.4 to 2.1‰ but found no corre-

lation between the mass percent of chlorine and d37Cl
values. It should be noted that the samples used in this

particular study were obtained from environmental

standard suppliers who in turn had obtained the mate-

rials from Bayer (Germany) and Caffaro (Italy). In the

US there was only one manufacturer of PCBs, namely

Monsanto. The variability observed in the standards

was suggested to arise from differences in the starting

materials, synthetic methods, purification, or postpro-

duction storage and handling of these products or

some combination of all these factors. PCBs extracted

from sediments ranged from �4.54 to �2.25‰. These

isotopic variations suggest that d37Cl could be a useful
tool for tracing the sources and fate of PCBs. In a

limited number of experiments there did not appear

to be any significant differences between the d37Cl
values for individual congeners. It can be anticipated

that with the development of methods that permit

routine on-line measurements of Cl isotopes, des-

cribed above, that there will more publications

describing the use of Cl isotopes in environmental

forensics.
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Jarman et al. (1998) examined the carbon isotope

variations on individual PCB congeners in a variety of

commercial PCBs. The bulk carbon isotope values for

individual PCBs varied from �22.34 to �26.95‰,

whereas individual congeners showed values ranging

from �18.65 to �27.98‰. Large differences were

observed for individual congeners between mixtures

and the d13C values for individual congeners showed a

depletion of 13C with increasing chlorine content prob-

ably as result of a kinetic isotope effect caused by the

position of the chlorine atom on the biphenyl mole-

cule. Such a wide diversity of carbon isotope values

may prove to be very powerful in source determination

of PCBs in the environment.

In the past few years attention has turned to the

more volatile chlorinated compounds such as PCE,

TCE, and related degradation products. These chlori-

nated hydrocarbons have been used in a variety of

industries since the 1940s including electronic and

instrument manufacturing, aerospace, machine, print-

ing and dry cleaning industries (Beneteau et al.

1999; Hunkeler et al. 1999; Jendrzejewski et al.

2001). They have been, and continue to be, the cause

of major environmental contaminants in water as a

result of spills, leaks, or improper disposal. As these

compounds are DNAPLs (dense non-aqueous phase

liquids), they tend to persist for a long time in

groundwater systems (Feenstra and Cherry 1988).

For example, TCE is detected in approximately 19%

of groundwater samples worldwide, at mean concen-

trations of 27.3 ppb (IARC 1995). At contaminated

sites, the complex dispersal of these compounds, the

presence of different contaminants sources and their

ability to migrate long distances often leads to com-

plex plumes of dissolved chlorinated solvents and

related degradations products, which are difficult

to trace to source (Huang et al. 1999). As with some

other organic groundwater contaminants like MTBE,

GCIRMS has been recognized as a valuable technique

in the investigation of the sources and behavior of

chlorinated compounds. Most of the work to date

with the chlorinated compounds has been related to

utilization of the carbon isotopes and, to a lesser

extent, hydrogen isotopes (Shouakar-Stash et al.

2006). With the abundance of chlorinated hydro-

carbons in the environment there is a growing

interest in utilizing chlorine isotopes as an additional

tool for source apportionment (Sakaguchi-Söder

et al. 2007).

The availability of online d37Cl measurements will

be an asset in the degradation studies of chlorinated

solvents that, with the few exceptions mentioned

abovehave been limited to online d13C measurements

(Hunkeler et al. 1999; Bloom et al. 2000; Sherwood

Lollar et al. 2001; Slater et al. 2001). Some studies

have investigated continuous GCIRMS measurements

of d37Cl of inorganic chlorine in environmental

samples (Wassenaar and Koehler 2004; Shouakar-

Stash et al. 2005a, b). Their results on inorganic spe-

cies, particularly perchlorate (Shouakar-Stash et al.

2005a, b; Sturchio et al. 2003, 2011), are promising

and illustrate the potential of on-line chlorine assays in

environmental samples.

31.2 Summary and Future Directions

This chapter has discussed the evolution of stable

isotopes in applications related to both hydrocarbon

exploration and environmental forensics. Applications

in hydrocarbon exploration have a much longer his-

tory than environmental forensics. The early appli-

cations in hydrocarbon exploration utilized bulk

isotopes, primarily carbon, but by the time environ-

mental forensics started to evolve two decades ago, a

significant analytical development had occurred,

namely combined gas chromatograph-isotope ratio

mass spectrometry. As a result it is now possible to

obtain the carbon and hydrogen isotope compositions

of individual compounds within complex mixtures.

Even more important is the ability to obtain isotopic

compositions of trace amounts of groundwater con-

taminants down to the low ppb levels. This has proven

to be exceedingly valuable both in determining the

source of contaminants and also the onset and extent

of natural attenuation. In both of these areas, stable

isotopes are one piece of the analytical tool box, which

on their own may not provide a unique answer, but one

integrated into the rest of the analytical data can assist

in providing a comprehensive solution to the problem

at hand.

In terms of future developments in both of these

areas, they are many and varied, and a number of

future applications are possible in both areas. First

in the case of crude oils, the biomarker concept has

been established for many years and in both of the

topics discussed in this paper, biomarkers are used
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extensively for correlation purposes. These correla-

tions are undertaken by GCMS and ancillary techni-

ques such as multiple ion detection. However there are

few papers in the literature that discuss the isotopic

compositions of individual biomarkers in crude oils.

The reason being that these compounds are present in

relatively low concentrations and generally cannot be

seen on a regular gas chromatogram, hence it is not

possible to get isotopic compositions of individual

biomarkers on a routine basis. The need here is to

develop more routine molecular sieving methods that

can be used to isolate concentrates of the biomarkers

and then determine the isotopic composition of these

compounds and provide another fingerprinting tool for

correlation purposes.

Secondly in the area of environmental forensics,

there is undoubtedly a need to continue the develop-

ment of routine methods for the determination of sta-

ble chlorine isotopes of individual compounds,

particularly groundwater contaminants. These values

can then be used in conjunction with the carbon and

hydrogen isotopes to provide a more comprehensive

set of isotope fingerprints for correlation purposes and

also in natural attenuation studies. In another area of

environmental forensics, continued development of

fate and transport models that can be used to quantify

the extent of degradation using isotope data will

be extremely beneficial to environmental forensic

investigators.

In both areas, it is now possible to routinely deter-

mine carbon and hydrogen isotopes of individual com-

pounds. As mentioned above, methods are being

developed for the determination of the chlorine iso-

topes. There are numerous potential applications for

the utilization of nitrogen isotopes, particularly in the

area of environmental forensics where it will be very

useful for investigations involving explosive residues.

The methods are in place and it is possible to do this

but it still requires a great deal of method development

before it can be considered to be a routine application.

Many of the applications in environmental forensics

have been directed towards studies of natural attenua-

tion. However in recent years, more attention has been

directed to investigating degradation mechanisms

for individual compounds based on enrichment factors.

This is particularly important in the attenuation

studies since most plumes are not homogeneous and

some parts of the plume may be aerobic and other

parts anaerobic. Degradation rates are different in the

different parts of the plume and it is necessary to

understand rates and mechanisms of individual com-

pounds in order to quantify degradation rates.

In hydrocarbon exploration, it is a little more diffi-

cult to see additional areas where novel applications

may occur apart from those mentioned above. There is

definitely room for more studies directed towards

using the isotopes to determine the origin of individual

compounds. However there is a need to develop better

separation methods since that is the more significant

problem.

In summary utilization of stable isotopes has been

extremely beneficial for both of these areas. While

they do not necessarily provide the silver bullet that

answers all problems, when integrated with other geo-

chemical data, it provides a powerful package of infor-

mation that can be applied to many different problems.
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Chapter 32

Utility of Stable Isotopes of Hydrogen and Carbon
as Tracers of POPs and Related Polyhalogenated
Compounds in the Environment

W. Vetter

Abstract Polyhalogenated persistent organic pollutants

(POPs) belong to the most hazardous environmental pol-

lutants of our days. The concentrations of compounds such

as PCBs, PCDD/Fs, chloropesticides, and brominated

flame retardants in the environment are well-documented.

In order to determine the origins and fate of the POPs,

however, the concentrations in the environment must be

related to the processes that redistribute these pollutants. A

suitable tool for such a purpose is stable isotope analysis.

This chapter describes the techniques used for the deter-

mination of stable carbon and hydrogen isotopes of POPs.

Element analyzer-isotope ratio mass spectrometry (EA-

IRMS)was used for the determination of bulk d13C values

and bulk d2H values. Linking of a gas chromatograph to

IRMS enabled the compound-specific isotope analysis

(CSIA) of d13C values. Moreover, theoretical aspects as

to the intramolecular deuterium distribution can be

explored by means of quantitative 2H-NMR. The knowl-

edge of published applications in stable isotope analysis of

POP is presented. On several occasions IRMS data was

suited to distinguish technical products from different

producers, metabolites from native POPs, and to address

kinetic isotope effects (KIE) during the transformation of

POPs. Problems and limitations of the current state of the

art in stable isotope analysis of POPs are presented aswell.

32.1 Introduction

Polyhalogenated persistent organic pollutants (POPs)

are a group of compound classes used for decades by

mankind in diverse industrial and agriculture areas.

Unintended leaching of POPs and related compounds

into the environment since the 1930s has polluted the

globe. The high persistency and their semi-volatile

nature led to a widespread distribution and transport

of particularly recalcitrant pollutants to remote areas.

Cold condensation resulted in a transfer from the areas

of application of POPs to the Arctic, the Antarctic, and

also mountain areas. The given toxicity attributed to

these compounds made them to a serious environmen-

tal problem and a hot topic for the consumers of food.

To better understand the fate of these compounds

national monitoring programs have been established

worldwide and the distribution of POPs in different

environmental compartments has been modelled. In

this context, knowledge of the history of the POPs

detected in the environment is of central interest.

Some of the key questions include: Are POP residues

in a given sample the result of long-range transport?

Has biodegradation been involved and, if so, to what

extent? Are some of these compounds metabolites of

others? Is there one source or are there multiple ones?

Some of these questions can be answered by means of

stable isotope analysis.

Stable isotope analyses of POPs mainly take advan-

tage of the ratio of the carbon isotopes (13C, 12C) and

hydrogen (2H, 1H) isotopes in samples by means of

isotope ratio mass spectrometry (IRMS). For instance,

in food authentication it is possible by IRMS to deter-

mine the country in which the “sample” was harvested

or produced, or if a natural product (e.g. a flavor

compound) is authentic or synthetic. In food authenti-

cation such measurements are standard for about two

decades. However, the application of IRMS in the field

of research on POPs is a relatively young and scarcely

used technique. The reason for this is that it appears

that these measurements are rather complicated. There

is a lack of suitable reference standards for a proper
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and straight forward isotope determination of POPs.

The compounds are diverse in structure and concen-

tration and the respective gas chromatograms of sam-

ple extracts are full of peaks which may interfere with

each other. Moreover, any remainders of the sample

matrix will also hamper the correct determination, and

isotope fractionation during sample preparation may

be a point of concern. The conversion of polyhaloge-

nated organic material into CO2 is accompanied with

the formation of aggressive halogenated compounds

which are detrimental to the system. The high masses

of Cl and Br reduce the mass percentage of carbon in a

POP. Moreover, kinetic isotope effects (KIE) may take

place under the chemical POP synthesis. This in turn

was suggested to be useful to identify the producer of a

given POP by means of stable isotope analysis of both

the standard and its residues in the environment. Like

all compounds, POPs are degraded in the environment

albeit at very low rate. These environmental processes

are usually linked with KIE, and it has been suggested

that stable isotope data of POPs might add valuable

knowledge to the fate of the pollutants. The techniques

useful for this approach are element analyzer-isotope

ratio mass spectrometry (EA-IRMS), gas chromatog-

raphy interfaced with isotope ratio mass spectrometry

(GC-IRMS), and from a theoretical point of view,

deuterium isotopomer analysis by nuclear magnetic

resonance spectroscopy (NMR).

32.2 Materials and Methods

In contrast to conventional mass spectrometers that

yield structural information by screening of a wide

mass range for characteristic fragment ions, IRMS

achieves highly accurate and precise measurements

of the isotopic abundance of simple gases at the

expense of the flexibility of scanning MS (Meier-

Augenstein 1999, 2002). In IRMS, the polyhaloge-

nated compound has to be converted into an element-

specific gas (i.e. CO2 in the case of carbon and H2 for

hydrogen isotopes) which is then analyzed in relation

to a gas obtained from a standard compound of known

isotope composition. The pre-requisite is that this con-

version is quantitative and reproducible. However, this

is much more complicated in the case of POPs (see

below). A second problem is that any compound con-

verted into the measured gas can falsify the result.

Hence, only standards or isolated compounds can be

analyzed by conventional element analyzer isotope

mass spectrometry (EA-IRMS, Sect. 32.2.1). The

scope can be broadened when the IRMS inlet is linked

to a chromatographic system which is typically a gas

chromatograph (Sect. 32.2.2). Due to the chro-

matographic peak resolution, the different sample

compounds can be analyzed individually, and this

technique is usually termed compound-specific iso-

tope analysis (CSIA). Still the problem exists that

co-eluting compounds will be measured together and

the interference will falsify the result obtained. There-

fore, different quality control measures have been

introduced (see below).

In IRMS (Sect. 32.2.1) conversion of all carbon

into CO2 is a prerequisite for the measurements of

carbon isotopes. In that, the isotope information on

individual atoms (i.e. the isotopomer distribution)

gets lost. The best strategy to obtain site-specific iso-

tope data is currently achievable with NMR. Isotopo-

mer distributions (i.e. the differences in the abundances

on individual nuclei of the same type) can then be

studied if all signals are resolved. In this field it is of

particular disadvantage that 12C has no nuclear spin.

Thus, application of NMR is currently limited to deter-

mine 2H/1H distributions (Sect. 32.2.2). Noteworthy,

Philp and Monaco (2011) deal with stable isotopes in

hydrocarbon exploration in the present book. This

chapter adds some valuable additional information

the reader may take advantage of.

32.2.1 Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometry

The standard IRMS method is based on the conversion

of organic materials into gases like CO2 and H2. For

this purpose any covalent bond in the molecule hosting

the target element has to be cleaved. This is obtained

in an oxidative furnace for carbon to produce CO2 and

in a reductive furnace to produce H2 (for typical set-

tings see below). Owing to instrumental limitations

with regard to long-term stability and lab-to-lab com-

parability, the use of reference standards compared to

which the analytes are measured was mandatory for

the success story of IRMS. The worldwide accepted

reference standard for carbon isotopes to give standard

CO2 is Pee Dee Belemnite, a carbonate which has

received the name from its origin, i.e. the habitat of
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the Pee Dee American native tribe in South Carolina.

Likewise standard mean ocean water is used for the

generation of standard H2 for hydrogen isotope mea-

surements. Both references can be obtained from the

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in

Vienna (http://www.iaea.org). For this reason, these

primary reference standards are labelled Vienna Pee-

Dee Belemnite (VPDB) and Vienna standard mean

ocean water (VSMOW). Current EA-IRMS configura-

tions take advantage of a dual inlet system which

allows for the alternating measurement of reference

gas and sample while GC-IRMS is performed in con-

tinuous flow mode. The setup of a modern GC-IRMS

instrument is shown in Fig. 32.1. Owing to the small

differences, the result is multiplied by 1,000 and thus

generally expressed in‰. The resulting d-value (in‰)

expresses the isotope measurements as ratio between

sample and standard (32.1):

d13C =

13C
12C

� �
sample

13C
12C

� �
standard

� 1

0
B@

1
CA� 1; 000‰ (32.1)

The relation between sample and standard becomes

more explicit in (32.2) where the term “1” was sub-

stituted with 13C/12Cstandard/
13C/12Cstandard.

d13C =

13C
12C

� �
sample

� 13C
12C

� �
standard

13C
12C

� �
standard

0
B@

1
CA� 1; 000‰

(32.2)

As can be gathered from (32.2), the richer a sample

is in 12C the smaller the 13C/12C fraction. Thus, a

sample richer in 12C (or depleted in 13C) than the

reference standard has a d13C value <0‰. The d13C
value of the reference standard can also be depicted

from (32.2). If the sample is substituted by the refer-

ence standard, the numerator in (32.2) is zero, and thus

the d13C value is per definition 0‰. Noteworthy, the

accepted 13C/12C ratio of the reference standard VPDB

according to Chang and Li is 0.0111802 (Werner

and Brand 2001), and this would give the opportunity

to calculate the exact 13C/12C ratio in samples

(Fig. 32.2), but this is scarcely done. Usually, the

d13C value is reported in papers dealing with IRMS

determinations of stable isotopes. However, to give an

impression of the quantities involved in isotope

effects, a depletion of the d13C value by 1‰ will

Fig. 32.1 Photo of a typical GC-IRMS system with (1) the gas

chromatograph, (2) the mass spectrometer unit and (3) the com-

bustion interface (photo by Natalie Rosenfelder)

atmospheric CO2

C4 plants

C3 plants

petroleum

POPs

marine
carbonates

terrestrial carbonatesfossil fuels

– 50 – 40 – 30 – 20 – 10 0

1.0563 1.0673 1.0783 1.0893 1.1002 1.1112

δ13C (permil)

13C atom %

Fig. 32.2 Ranges of d13C values (vs. VPDB) of relevant groups

of compounds and the corresponding 13C atom percentages

(modified from Meier-Augenstein 1999)
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decrease the 13C weight percent by 0.0011% or 11

parts per million (Fig. 32.2).

Owing to the extraordinary high proportion of 13C

in Pee Dee Belemite, more or less all other compounds

and all the POPs dealt in this chapter have negative

d13C values. The more negative a d13C value is, the

less 13C the compound contains (or the “more depleted

in 13C” or the “lighter” it is) compared to the reference

standard VPDB. Especially for scientists new in the

field, these relationships cumbersome to remember

are summarized in Fig. 32.3.

Major differences in the d13C values of organic

compounds originate from the biosynthesis pathways

of organic materials, namely in the fixation of CO2 in

photosynthesis. Atmospheric CO2 has currently a d
13C

value of�8‰ (Whiticar 1996). Over the past decades,

this d13C value has gradually shifted towards lighter

carbon (~1‰) due to the human impact via fossil

biofuel and biomass (Whiticar 1996). C3 plants pass

through the Calvin circle. In Rubisco, 13C is particu-

larly discriminated so that all C3 plants have d13C
values between �30 and �20‰. The discrimination of
13C relative to atmospheric CO2 is more moderate in C4

plants which typically have d13C values between �20

and �10‰. Petroleum is the primary source of indus-

trial organic chemistry and thus the production of

polyhalogenated compounds. The d13C value of the

carbon source of crude oil aligns with that of C3 plants

(Whiticar 1996).

The hydrogen isotope signature of a molecule is

also expressed via the d-scale with Vienna standard

mean ocean water (VSMOW) being the reference stan-

dard. Owing to the relationship given above, samples

depleted in 2H relative to the reference standard have

negative d2H values. The effect between 1H and 2H in

a molecule is much more pronounced compared to 12C

and 13C due to percentage mass difference.

The “weight” of hydrogen in a compound and sam-

ple is mainly governed by climatic factors, especially

in the form of evaporation and condensation effects in

the natural water cycle. Evaporation of water supports

the release of water lighter in hydrogen, while conden-

sation favours the precipitation of water enriched in 2H.

Thus, the farther water vapour is transported from the

ocean over the landmass, the lighter it gets in hydro-

gen (and oxygen). Due to the enormous ocean water

reservoir, the permanent evaporation of water does

not change the d2H value within the lifespan of

isotope research. Thus, the reference standard (stan-

dard mean) ocean water is among the most heavy

natural compounds with regard to the hydrogen con-

tent so that virtually all compounds are depleted in
2H and thus have negative d2H value. C3 plants and

petroleum have d2H values in the range �175 to

�75‰ (Whiticar 1996). As can be seen from these

numbers, the variations and effects of hydrogen

isotope abundances are more pronounced compared

to carbon isotopes. The origins are primarily due to

variations in the d2H value of the groundwater used

in plant growth (Whiticar 1996).

However, the conversion of the analyte into CO2 or

H2 might not be as straight forward as that of the

reference standard which is only available for limited

series of measurements. Therefore, the use of a sec-

ondary reference standard (laboratory standard) of

known isotopic composition is the rule in virtually

all laboratories (Werner and Brand 2001). The labora-

tory standard is first calibrated against the IAEA refer-

ence standard. Thereafter, the laboratory standard is

used to determine the samples and the measured d13C
value is corrected by the difference between labora-

tory and reference standard to obtain values on the

d-scale.
Difficulties also exist in the conversion of the labo-

ratory standard into CO2. Consequently, the laboratory

standard should be as similar as possible to the analyte

(s). That is where the key-problem arises with POPs.

Currently, there are no suitable laboratory standards

available that are suited for the referencing of semi-

volatile polyhalogenated compounds. Individual

researchers are pursued to choose their own laboratory

standard. Typically, the laboratory standard should be

structurally and, for CSIA, chromatographically

related to the analytes. Application of a structurally-

-25‰ -20‰-30‰

starting value

(arbitrarily
chosen)

• less 13C

• lighter

• depleted in 13C

• the d13C value is
more negative

• the d13C value
decreases

• more 13C

• heavier

• enriched in 13C

• the d13C value is
more positive

• the d13C value
increases

… than starting value … than starting value

Fig. 32.3 Schematic presentation of changes in d13C values
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related laboratory standard provides a good precision

of the measurements because systematic errors by

insufficient combustion efficiency are minimized.

With a proper laboratory standard, variations and

drift of d13C values may be limited to ~0.1‰ (Drenzek

et al. 2001). While the precision obtainable by using a

suitable laboratory standard can be optimized it does

not necessarily mean that the d13C values are correct.

Consequently, d13C value determined in different

laboratories for a given POP may not be identical (see

below). Accuracy would require a laboratory POP

standard with known d13C value. A further key-prob-

lem with polyhalogenated compounds is that they

include carbon–halogen bonds fromwhich the reactive

halogens are released upon combustion. Two problems

are linked to this, i.e. that the oxidation/reduction unit

might get destroyed and that there is no standard refer-

ence material available which is similar to the proper-

ties of the analytes. Thus, specific precautions have to

be undertaken in order to produce valuable data. Unfor-

tunately, the problems associated with the isotopemea-

surements of polyhalogenated compounds are not well

documented. It might seem odd that the measurement

technique for POPs is not more frequently used. It should

be said at this point that reliable and reproducible stable

isotope measurements are far more difficult in the case of

polyhalogenated compounds compared to other organic

compounds. Those starting in the field should be aware of

such problems and it might take some time to obtain

reliable and satisfactory results in the laboratory.

In the case of CO2, three different isotopomers (i.e.

isomers having the same number of each isotopic atom

but differing in their positions, http://www.iupac.org/

goldbook/I03352.pdf) – 12C16O2 (m/z 44), 13C16O2

(m/z 45) and 12C16O18O (m/z 46) – are formed and

measured when organic material is converted into

CO2. In addition, the instrument software performs

the so-called Craig-correction by 7% for eliminating

the impact of 12C16O17O on m/z 45 (Werner and Brand

2001). The three m/z values are registered simulta-

neously by three Faraday cups. The resulting ion cur-

rents are continuously monitored, and leveled to

obtain a more proportional visualization. The relative

abundances – also known as sensitivity factors – (in

parentheses) at which these ions are displayed in stan-

dard mode are m/z 44 (1), m/z 45 (100), and m/z 46

(300) (Werner and Brand 2001). The corresponding

peak areas are quantified and isotope ratios are calcu-

lated. Because 13C is only of low abundance in natural

materials, the IRMS system has to be very sensitive for

low amounts of 13C. It is thus essential for the mea-

surements that no isotope-labelled internal standards

are added to the sample. Thus, isotope dilution method

taking advantage of 13C marked internal standards is

not possible in the measurement of native POPs.

Finally, it should be noted that “CSIA” and “bulk

d-values” are terms which have non-uniformly be used

in different IRMS applications. In this article, “bulk

d13C values” and “bulk d2H values” is used when

the measurement was performed in combination with

EA-IRMS, even when reliable POP standards or

isolated POPs were measured, while CSIA is exclu-

sively used when d-values were determined using GC-

IRMS.

32.2.1.1 Bulk Carbon Isotope Ratios by EA-IRMS

As mentioned above, the determination of polyhalo-

genated compounds is more difficult compared to

other compounds. Consequently, it is more compli-

cated to generate and verify stable (precise) and cor-

rect (accurate) d-values. A large part of the problem is

related to the movement of the halogens upon CO2

generation. Jarman et al. (1998) predicted that the

lifetime of the furnace used for PCB oxidation would

be reduced due to the Cl buildup. Although no degra-

dation of the reactor was observed, a re-oxidation was

performed once a day for ~15 min (Jarman et al.

1998). Such measures are highly recommended in

practice although they have not been distilled into

general rules, yet.

d13C value evaluations cannot be based on single

measurements. Despite the use of a dual inlet system

for calibration, individual measurements are very

sensitive to changes. Therefore, samples need to be

analyzed repeatedly in order to eliminate outliers.

A suitable measurement scheme as reported by Wer-

ner and Brand (2001) may serve as a blueprint for the

setup within individual laboratories. For bulk d13C
values, the temperature and time of the combustion

process were typically set at 850�C and 4 or 5 h

(Jarman et al. 1998; Drenzek et al. 2002). A higher

temperature of 940–1,020�C was used by Vetter et al.

(2005, 2006a, b). High quality crystalline standards

(0.5–2 mg) were weighed in tin capsules (Vetter

et al. 2005, 2006a) or sample solutions (in the volatile

pentane) were weighed in pre-combusted quartz tubes
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at amounts to yield 5–30 mmol carbon (Drenzek et al.

2002). Jarman et al. (1998) evaporated PCB solutions

in isooctane in sealed tubes and added silver foil for

chlorine uptake.

32.2.1.2 GC-IRMS for Carbon Isotopes

The coupling of GC with IRMS is not as straight

forward as with conventional mass spectrometers.

Any analyte leaving the GC column has to be con-

verted on line into the measured gas (e.g. CO2) in

order to provide analytes amenable to high-precision

isotopic analysis (Ricci et al. 1994). Thus, the GC

cannot be directly connected with the IRMS but is

connected through the oxidation/reduction platform.

GC-IRMS was introduced in the 1970s (Sano et al.

1976; Matthews and Hayes 1978) and further devel-

oped in the 1980s (Barrie et al. 1984; Freedman et al.

1988) for routine use (Ricci et al. 1994). The GC

effluent is interfaced to the combustion reactor filled

with CuO/Pt or CuO/NiO/Pt. Water vapour generated

during combustion is separated by means of a water

trap because it would protonate CO2 and thus falsify

the measurements (Meier-Augenstein 1999).

In GC-IRMS we must additionally take into

account that compounds labeled with 13C or 2H elute

prior to the native compounds. This so-called gas

chromatographic isotope effect or inverse isotope

effect is due to the higher volatility of isotopically

heavier organic compounds. Due to the chromato-

graphic isotope effect, isotope distribution within a

peak is not symmetrical, and in the combustion unit,

the m/z 45 signal (13CO2) precedes the m/z 44 signal

(12CO2) by 150 ms on average (Meier-Augenstein

1999). As a consequence the sensitivity-corrected

ratio of m/z 45 to m/z 44 is not a constant parallel

line but a curve starting positive (relatively higher

abundance of the earlier eluting 13CO2) and gets nega-

tive in the end of the peak (relatively higher proportion

of 12CO2) (Werner and Brand 2001). For this reason, it

is essential that the entire GC peak is converted into

CO2. Incomplete analysis of a partially collected and

integrated peak will severely compromise the quality

of the isotope ratio measurement by GC-IRMS. In

addition, the analyte has to be baseline separated

from other compounds in the sample because traces

of an interfering peak eluting in close proximity to the

analyte will make accurate peak integration virtually

impossible. These circumstances must be born in mind

when complex mixtures and environmental sample

extracts are analyzed. In GC-IRMS, a true baseline

separation for adjacent peaks is of paramount impor-

tance for high-precision CSIA (Meier-Augenstein

1999). Problems due to co-elutions can be overcome

by multidimensional- or heart-cut 2D-GC (MDGC) in

which (only) the analyte is trapped from one column

onto the second column on which it is analyzed free

from interferences. This technique has been used by

Horii et al. (2005, 2008) for the analysis of PCB

mixtures and octachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (OCDD).

These authors also received a better sensitivity when

MDGC was used as a prelude to isotope analysis.

In polyhalogenated compounds, carbon typically

contributes <50% to the molecular weight. The car-

bon produced from the analyte should be in the range

of 25 ng in order to produce signals that can be pre-

cisely integrated and reproduced. This would require

injections of solutions containing 50 ng or more of an

organic substance onto the column. Transferred to a

molar level it is the low or even sub-nM range. For

instance, the molecular weight of the hexachlorobi-

phenyl PCB 153 is 360.9 g/mol, the carbon content is

~40% (144.1 g/mol) so that 1 nM will provide ~144 ng

carbon. To increase confidence levels, ~0.33 nM PCB

153 should be injected onto the GC column. However,

the amount available for a study should be higher

because replicate analyses are required to determine

and verify the required precision. Since the injection

medium is a solution which can hardly be reduced to

<30 mL, a good starting point for POPs would be

30–100 nM. Using MDGC the amount of carbon

required for precise measurements could be reduced

to 24 ng OCDD or ~7.6 ng carbon (Horii et al. 2008).

Since the IRMS signal is a direct response to CO2

any co-eluting peak cannot be distinguished from the

signal. Thus, an effluent split leading to ~10% of the

gas flow to a conventional ion trap mass spectrometer

are partly in use for quality control (for instance in the

BGC-Jena-lab, Vetter and Gleixner 2006; Vetter et al.

2006b). However, such systems are not standard in

IRMS laboratories, so that other quality controls

should be established. Suitable techniques could be

previous analysis with the same chromatographic

setup. Vetter et al. (2007) used derivative chromatog-

raphy for monitoring peak purity.

All essential details on the method were not

reported in all studies. In the following, typical
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GC-IRMS settings are listed: Solutions with POPs were

usually injected in splitless mode into hot injector ports

(280�C) (Jarman et al. 1998). In virtually all studies

with POPs a capillary column coated with 95% methyl

5% phenyl polysiloxane was used. The column dimen-

sions were between 30 and 60 m length, 0.25 or

0.32 mm i.d. and a film thickness of 0.17–0.25 mm.

Longer columns were especially used for the analysis of

multicomponent mixtures (Jarman et al. 1998; Drenzek

et al. 2001; Yanik et al. 2003) which is also recom-

mended at this point. When shorter columns were used,

this was done in combination with additional features

such as an effluent split to a conventional MS (see

above) or with MDGC (Horii et al. 2005). The setup

for MDGC took advantage of a GC combination of

30 m � 0.25 mm i.d. � 0.25 mm film thickness DB5

followed by an RTX-200 (25 m � 0.32mm i.d. � 0.25

mm df) column. Details on the reference gas were not

reported in all earlier studies. Jarman et al. (1998) used

reference gas with a d13C value of �34.42‰ vs. VPDB

whereas Vetter and Gleixner (2006) used NBS 19 and

VPDB as isotope standards.

The oxidation reactor/combustion furnace usually

consisted of CuO and was heated at 850�C (Yanik

et al. 2003), 940�C (Horii et al. 2005; Vetter and

Gleixner 2006) or 960�C (Jarman et al. 1998). The

reduction reactor was typically set at 650�C (Jarman

et al. 1998).

Water was removed by an ethanol/CO2 cryogenic

trap (�80�C; Yanik et al. 2003) or via a Nafion tube

(Horii et al. 2005). The later is the typical design used

in most instruments. Nafion is a fluorinated polymer

that acts as a semi-permeable membrane through

which water passes freely while all the other combus-

tion products are retained in the carrier gas stream

(Meier-Augenstein 1999).

For POPs, CSIA (for PCBs) precision was reported

to be ~0.5‰ (Jarman et al. 1998). This is the typical

precision reported for GC-IRMS of POPs and agrees

with values reported for volatile halogenated com-

pounds (Sherwood Lollar et al. 2001). Using an inter-

nal standard eluting between two PCBs studied,

Drenzek et al. (2001) noted that the d13C values of

individual PCBs (in CSIA) were determined relative

to a co-injected PCB standard rather than the reference

gas. They stated that this type of measurement mini-

mized any bias associated with GC inlet or combustion

unit. The drift of internal standard and reference

gas was 0.10‰. This method is however limited to

scenarios with sufficient separation in the gas chro-

matogram between the individual analytes. This is

difficult to obtain in the case of multicomponent mix-

tures or environmental samples.

32.2.1.3 IRMS Determination of Hydrogen

Isotopes

Clearly, the determination of d2H values would pro-

vide additional and valuable insights into the fate of

POPs (see also the paper by Philp and Monaco

(2011)). While GC-IRMS was used to determine

d2H value of other nonhalogenated pollutants such

as benzene (Mancini et al. 2003), in the case of

polyhalogenated compounds, only d13C values can

currently be obtained with standard instruments

equipped with a high-temperature pyrolysis (HTP)

unit. HTP of polyhalogenated compounds fails to

deliver significant signals for H2 due to the formation

of HCl (Armbruster et al. 2006). Only 5–20% of the

theoretical hydrogen content in the polyhalogenated

compounds was picked up by the detector. The result-

ing hydrogen peaks generated were very small and

non-reproducible (Armbruster et al. 2006). This

drawback was overcome in a two-step method by

transformation of hydrogen from organohalogen

compounds first into H2O followed by reduction to

H2 with Zn at 500�C (Poulsen and Drever 1999).

However, this two-step method cannot be used in

the continuous flow mode (Chartrand et al. 2007).

Morrison et al. (2001) developed a chromium reactor

for the on-line determination of d2H value of nL-

water samples size. A similar chromium-loaded reac-

tor was used by Armbruster et al. (2006) to determine

bulk d2H value of POPs. This system consisted of a

self-made chromium reduction reactor (1,000�C) in
the form of a quartz tube filled with 10 cm quartz

chips and 6 cm Cr reagent and quartz chips (4:1, w/

w). Problems associated with this technique have

been reported by Armbruster et al. (2006). This

approach was simple but restricted to analyze bulk

d2H values of POPs (Armbruster et al. 2006; Vetter

et al. 2006a). Although a similar design could be used

in combination with a GC interface to generate CSIA,

this has not been achieved, yet.

Chartrand et al. (2007) presented the first working

system for GC-IRMS method for the determination of

d2H values of halogenated volatile organic compounds
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(VOCs), and this system seems to be appropriate for

POPs as well. They added a trap filled with liquid N2

for the elimination of HCl from gas flow after the

pyrolysis oven. This system was used to determine

the d2H values of 1,2-dichloromethane from different

producers. Application of this technique would be an

excellent starting point for the generation of d2H
values of POPs in environmental samples. Thus, it

could be interesting to follow these trends in future.

32.2.2 Deuterium Isotopomer
Determination by Quantitative
2H-NMR

Most molecules exhibit nonstatistical hydrogen iso-

tope distribution, and the true mole fraction of the

monodeuterated isotopomers can be directly deter-

mined by quantitative 2H-NMR (Martin et al. 2008).

This technique is also referred to as site-specific natural

isotope fractionation (SNIF) NMR (maybe intramo-

lecular isotope fractionation would have been a better

term). These isotope abundances in non-symmetrical

molecules depend on physical and (bio)chemical iso-

tope fractionations (Augusti et al. 2009). A prerequi-

site for such measurements is that the hydrogen is

fixed in the molecule and does not equilibrate with

its surrounding. For this reason, hydrogen in hydroxyl

or carboxyl groups cannot be evaluated because they

rather reflect the medium in which they were produced

or stored. Further drawbacks of SNIF-NMR are the

high amounts required for the measurements: ~50 mg

of good quality compounds are required making it

difficult to apply this technique to environmental sam-

ples. Moreover, only simple molecules in which

the NMR resonances are resolved can be studied.

Excluded from measurements are POPs which do not

form stable conformations. For instance, hexachloro-

cyclohexanes (HCHs) cannot be determined by 2H-

NMR because of the ring flipping which permanently

changes between chair and boat conformations.

Despite these drawbacks, 2H-NMR may add valuable

information to isotope distribution of POPs and three

studies on SNIF-NMR experiments with POPs have

been published to date (Nikiforov et al. 2005; Vetter

et al. 2006a; Augusti et al. 2009).

The SNIF-NMR spectrum of 2,4-dibromoanisole as

determined by the group of J. Schleucher is shown in

Fig. 32.4 (Vetter et al. 2006a). The abundances of HB

and HC slightly exceeded HA. In turn, the three aro-

matic hydrogens exceeded the intensity of the meth-

oxy-hydrogens (whose signal area must be divided by

three due to the three individual H contributing to this

moiety). Deuterium isotope data of individual isoto-

pomers is usually described relative to the average

deuterium abundance of the whole molecule set to

1.00 or 100%. In the example given in Fig. 32.4, the

area of proton signals HA, HB, HC, and CH3 is summed

up and set to 600%. Thus, each signal in the spectrum

has an average intensity of 100% (the three equivalent

methyl protons count three). Consequently, individual

signals with abundances >100% are obtained for a

deuterium content above average while signals

(<100%) are depleted in deuterium relative to the

mean deuterium content of the molecule. In the exam-

ple of Fig. 32.4, signals HA, HB and HC are 1.8, 9.7,

and 8.5%, respectively, richer in deuterium (together

by 20%) than the average molecule while the methyl

group is poorer in deuterium by 6.7% (with three

equivalent protons this group is 20% lighter in deute-

rium than the average molecule). Interestingly, the

results of the SNIF-NMRmeasurements can be related

to the bulk d2H value determined with EA-IRMS

(Vetter et al. 2006a; Augusti et al. 2009). If the bulk

d2H value (in ‰) is known, the individual isotopomer

distributions as determined with SNIF-NMR will

directly lead to the isotope abundances of the individual

nuclei.

Fig. 32.4 Deuterium NMR spectrum of 2,4-dibromoanisole

(Vetter et al. 2006a). Integrals of the signals are proportional

to 2H isotopomer abundance (values relative to the average

deuterium abundance of the whole molecule, which was set to

100)
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32.2.3 Carbon Isotopomer Distributions,
Kinetic Isotope Effects (KIE),
and the Rayleigh Model

While deuterium isotopomer distributions can be

determined by SNIF-2H-NMR, it is difficult to obtain

isotopomer-specific data for carbons. However, carbon

isotope abundances are also not symmetrically dis-

tributed in the molecule. The origins for these intramo-

lecular nonstatistical isotope distributions are governed

by statistical mechanics (Schmidt 2003). As reported

above, in IRMS all carbons are converted into CO2 and

information on the isotope composition on individual

atoms – the so-called isotopomer distribution – is lost.

Still the determination of d13C values by IRMS is a

valuable tool to study the underlying principles and

mechanisms of isotope fractionation processes.

Many studies have unequivocally shown that

kinetic isotope effects (KIE) determine the isotopic

abundance in many defined molecule positions

(Schmidt 2003). Most of these studies were based on

biosynthesis of organic material (Hayes 2001). How-

ever, KIE must essentially contribute to the formation

of intramolecular isotope distributions in irreversible

or undirectional reactions (Schmidt 2003). In biosyn-

thesis, the isotope discriminating effect at particular

positions can be severe. For instance, C-1 of natural

glycerol from plant fat may be depleted by up to

�14‰ relative to the corresponding C-3 and C-4

positions of its precursor glucose (Weber et al. 1997).

An impact of these effects can be assessed by a look

at the d13C value of individual carbons of fructose with

a d13C value of �25.3‰. However, selective step-by-

step elimination of carbons (Rossmann et al. 1990)

allowed one to determine that the d13C values (in

parenthesis) at C-1 (�26.5‰), C-2 (�26.1‰), C-3

(�23.4‰), C-4 (�18.8‰), C-5 (�26.3‰), and C-6

(�30.4‰) differed significantly (Weber et al. 1997;

Schmidt 2003). Results from measurements on indi-

vidual carbons are very difficult and complicated to

obtained. In order to better understand the meaning of

carbon isotopomer distributions, let us consider a sin-

gle polyhalogenated compound (reactant or substrate)

that is converted into metabolite with one halogen less

by reductive dehalogenation:

R-Hal ! R-H

According to the data discussed for glycerol and

fructose, an effect of �14‰ on one individual carbon

can be categorized as a severe event. We must assume

that the effect is frequently lower. However, PCBs, for

instance, contain 12 carbons, and the reductive dechlo-

rination will almost exclusively affect the carbon from

which the halogen is removed. When the PCB is

combusted to CO2, the overall effect would be

�14‰/12 � �1.2‰. Thus, a process which changes

the d13C value of POPs by ~1‰ must be taken for one

accompanied with a severe isotope effect. Still

changes in the d13C value in the range of 0.5‰ may

weigh high in the case of POPs. This is where the

problem arises with POPs, because the typical preci-

sion of d13C values for polyhalogenated compounds is

0.5‰ and is in the same range as large isotope effects.

Therefore, caution has to be undertaken when d13C
value in reactions are going to be interpreted. This

makes POPs completely different than VOC (such as

CHCl3 and CCl4). In these light molecules all carbons

are involved in the bond that is dechlorinated and the

full effect can be measured without dilution by non-

involved carbons.

The isotopic compositions of organic compounds

differ because of mass-dependent isotopic fraction-

ation effects where one isotope may react faster or be

incorporated preferentially (Melander and Saunders

1980). Isotope fractionation may occur during produc-

tion, post-production, handling and storage, and hence

have the potential to be used in identifying different

sources as was shown for VOCs (van Warmerdam

et al. 1995; Beneteau et al. 1999).

Although IRMS measurements provide only bulk

d13C values and the isotope information on the indi-

vidual nuclei gets lost, the evaluation of d13C values of

POPs still can provide valuable insights into kinetics,

mechanisms and even the history of pollution. Parti-

tioning of isotopes between two compounds containing

the same element (or between two phases) with differ-

ent isotopic ratios is called isotope fractionation (Mar-

iotti et al. 1981). In a simple reactant-product (two

component) scheme, the kinetic isotope fractionation

factor a can be dealt using the mathematical descrip-

tion developed by Rayleigh (1896) for the fractional

distillation of mixed liquids. This classical relation-

ship originally derived for fractionation in the diffu-

sion of gases was later used to describe kinetic isotope

fractionation in different disciplines of natural science
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(Elsner et al. 2005). For isotope analysis, the Rayleigh

equation was transferred by taking advantage of the d
notation (Mariotti et al. 1981). Initially developed for

nitrogen isotopes, this model has been used to deter-

mine the isotopic fractionation and the amount of

transformation of contaminants in single step unidi-

rectional reactions (32.3):

ln Rt=R0 ¼ ln½ð1; 000þ d13C0 þ D d13CÞ=
ð1; 000þ d13CtÞ� ¼ ða� 1Þ ln f ¼ e 10�3 ln f

(32.3)

with

R0 and Rt being the 13C/12C ratios at start (0) and

after the transformation (t)

a: fractionation factor of the reaction

f: fraction of parent compound remaining

d13C0: initial isotopic signature of the parent com-

pound

d13Ct: isotopic signature of the compound after

transformation

Dd13C: difference in the isotopic signature between
after transformation (Ct) and before transformation

(C0)

e: is the enrichment factor in ‰ with e ¼ 1,000

(a�1)

Using d13C0, d
13Ct and a, the extent of transforma-

tion can be calculated (Hirschorn et al. 2007). Non-

degradative processes such as volatilization, dissolution

and sorption were found to be relatively non-fractio-

nating in terms of isotope distributions while degrada-

tion processes usually produce significant isotopic

enrichments in (volatile) chlorinated aliphatics

(Hirschorn et al. 2007). Quantitative estimates of the

extent of biotransformation using the Rayleigh model

provide conservative estimates of the extent of bio-

transformation (Hirschorn et al. 2007). In a wider,

more general scope, it is a chemical reaction with

cleavage of covalent bonds that has the highest contri-

bution to isotope fractionation (Elsner et al. 2005).

Significant isotope fractionation can only be expected

at positions where covalent bonds (and to a lesser

degree adjacent positions with impact on the nucleus

studied) are broken or formed during the rate-limiting

step(s) of a given process. Processes that act on the

compound as a whole such as advective-dispersive

transport, volatilization, sorption/desorption or bind-

ing to an enzyme cause much smaller changes in the

overall isotope composition, which are often not

detectable within the precision of the analytical

method (Elsner et al. 2005).

As pointed out, the heavier isotopes will react more

slowly than the lighter normal isotope effect. This

results in the known normal kinetic isotope effect

(KIE).

KIE = rate constant of light isotope=

rate constant of heavy isotope ðkL=kHÞ

Inverse isotope effects are scarce. All isotope

effects are mass-dependent. The mass is related to

vibrational and not electronic energies (i.e. the deter-

mining factors for activation energies in reactions).

Therefore, KIEs are not directly correlated with reac-

tion rates. Degradation of POPs is mostly dependent

on the cleavage of C–Hal bonds, and this can be

assumed to have the following major consequences.

Briefly, the KIE will be higher if:

1. The relative mass difference is higher (so that it is

higher for H than C isotopes)

2. The mass of the bonded partner is higher (for

instance Br > Cl)

3. The bond strength is changed between ground and

transition state of a reaction

The type of reaction (SN1 or SN2) has an effect, too

(Elsner et al. 2005). An in-depth evaluation of this

topic is beyond the scope of this review, and readers

are recommended to refer to the original textbooks or

the review of Elsner et al. (2005) as valuable introduc-

tions to this topic. Typical KIE for reactions involving

cleavage of C–Cl bonds are in the range KIE ¼ 1.00

�1.03 (SN1) and KIE ¼ 1.03�1.09 (SN2) (Elsner

et al. 2005). The effect will be greater for C–Br

bonds (see (2), above). Oxidative processes such as

epoxidation are in the range 1.01–1.02. The values and

ranges might appear small especially for POPs where

the dilution effect mentioned above overlay the mea-

surements due to the multiple carbons that remain

unaltered.

Elsner et al. (2005) pointed out that the current use

of the Rayleigh model has some limitations. Its merits

are undisputed for simple situation (one compound

transferred into another) but it is unclear if it will be

valid for more complex situations which are found

when POPs and other pollutants are investigated in
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natural systems. For instance let a compound be trans-

formed to another with a change in the d13C value.

Elsner et al. (2005) pointed out that under environ-

mental conditions, permanent input of a reactant into

the system being studied will dilute the isotope effect

which may become hard to measure (due to small

changes in the d13C value) and to interpret (if transfor-

mation effect on d13C value is not exactly known).

Thus, the measured KIE usually referred to as the

apparent KIE (AKIE) and may not be identical with

the intrinsic KIE.

A procedure on how to use experimental IRMS data

to determine the KIE, was shown by Elsner et al.

(2005) for CCl4 dehalogenation. Linear regression of

plots of e over lnf according to (32.3) results in a

straight line with the slope (here: �0.0262) being the

d13C value of �26.2‰ (Fig. 32.5). Insertion of the

d13C value (in form of �0.0262) gives the fraction-

ation factor a ¼ 1.000�0.0262 ¼ 0.9738. The KIE is

the reciprocal value of this measurement, i.e. ~1.027

(Elsner et al. 2005). This means that over the whole

reaction time, 12CCl4 molecules reacted 1.027-fold

more than 13CCl4 molecules. As a consequence, the

remaining reactant CCl4 (St) at a given time will be

relatively enriched in 13C (i.e. a less negative d13C
value compared to S0).

However, this relation is only valid for the conver-

sion of one reactant S into one product P (which does

not undergo degradation). This situation is hardly

found for POPs because the P with one halogen less

will be transformed into product P0 with two halogens

less (and so on). Therefore, the transformation/deha-

logenation rate of such intermediate products cannot

be simply determined by the Rayleigh model (Hirsc-

horn et al. 2007). In such scenarios the real amount of

degradation will likely be higher than those calculated

by means of the Rayleigh model (compare AKIE with

KIE). Different models have been developed for cal-

culations in such situations (Elsner et al. 2005; van

Breukelen 2007). However, the database for POPs is

currently too small to warrant adoption of these mod-

els to the compounds dealt in this chapter.

32.3 Applications of Stable Isotope
Analyses of POPS

32.3.1 Bulk d13C Values of
Polyhalogenated POPs

Most POPs and VOCs are synthesized from raw mate-

rials from the petroleum industry. Petroleum d13C
values (typical starting materials from crude oil/coal:

�33 to �19‰) (Whiticar 1996) usually match those

of POPs (Drenzek et al. 2002) but some halogenated

VOCs (e.g. chloroform and carbon tetrachloride) had

d13C values of ~ �38 and �45‰, respectively, and

were isotopically lighter in carbon (Zwank et al.

2003). Consequently, the carbon signature of the raw

materials is occasionally retained by the product dur-

ing the synthesis of POPs in contrast to some VOCs.

Because of the given wide range of d13C values for

petroleum, and hence petrochemicals, the isotope sig-

nature of the starting materials might constitute the

key factor for the bulk d13C values of POPs. This

would mean that the same polyhalogenated compound

or mixture produced by different companies could be

distinguished by their d13C values if they were made

from starting materials with different d13C values, and

to a lesser degree because of the reaction pathways

and/or post-reaction procedures such as precipitation/

crystallization, separation/purification, or any other

fractionation step. If the same product of a multicom-

ponent mixture with different degrees of halogenation

such as PCBs, is produced from the same quality of

raw material from the same source at a given period,

then, the reactant (e.g. biphenyl in the case of PCBs),

ln f

Rt/R0

Fig. 32.5 Rayleigh plot of the reductive dechlorination of

CCl4 by a reduced porphyrin (Elsner et al. 2005), with

Rt=R0 ¼ ½ð1; 000þ d13C0 þ D d13CÞ=ð1; 000þ d13CtÞ� and

ln f ¼ ln½ðCCl4Þt=ðCCl4Þ0� according to (32.3)
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is expected to have constant d13C values within the

range of petrochemicals. If we further assume that no

carbon is lost during the synthesis and that the biphe-

nyl quantitatively reacted to a technical PCB mixture,

it is likely that the d13C value of the product will match

that of the reactant. Moreover, PCB products of the

same manufacturer halogenated to different degrees

(processed from the same raw material) would

have the same d13C value. This is the situation

described for closed two-component systems (Mariotti

et al. 1981):

Pt þ St ¼ S0 (32.4)

with

S0 ¼ isotope composition of the reactant at start

St ¼ isotope composition of the reactant at any

point t of the reaction

Pt ¼ isotope composition of the product at any

point t of the reaction

Expressed for a closed multicomponent system we

obtain (32.5):

X
Pt þ St ¼ S0 (32.5)

In (32.5), all reaction products are summed up by

taking into account the molar proportions of the indi-

vidual compounds that contribute to the reaction mix-

ture. In a closed system, the bulk d13C value before

and after a reaction will be unaltered. The pre-requisite

is that no reactant (or product) is lost (so that all

products are determined with the bulk value), and

this is independent of the amount of reactant con-

sumed. Likewise, the number of products will not

play a role but it is essential that all products produced

are registered. A reaction in which all reactant is con-

verted into one or more products, can be expressed as

follows:

X
Pt ¼ S0 (32.6)

with St ¼ 0; S0 ¼ isotope composition of the reactant

at start and Pt ¼ isotope composition of the product at

anytime t of the reaction.

In this context a lab-experiment was carried out

with camphene (i.e. the starting material of toxaphene)

by Vetter et al. (2006a). The reactant camphene had a

bulk d13C value of �30.5‰, and low, medium, and

high chlorinated toxaphene produced by the three

chlorination products of this camphene gave bulk

d13C values of �30.5, �30.5, and �30.1‰, respec-

tively. It was assumed that the slight difference

observed for the high-chlorinated toxaphene was due

to analytical problems rather than the course of the

chemical reaction (Vetter et al. 2006a). For instance

the uncertainty in the d13C value determination of

volatile polyhalogenated compounds (i.e. the preci-

sion) usually reported is ~0.5‰ (Hirschorn et al.

2007). We must also take into account that the higher

the degree of chlorination of a compound or mixture,

the less the carbon contributes to its mass. A PCB

(mixture) with three chlorine substituents (on average)

has a carbon content of ~56% while the perchlorinated

PCB 209 has a carbon content of ~29% only. Conse-

quently, determination of the d13C value will be more

difficult the higher the degree of halogenation is. Typ-

ically, the deviations in the d13C values increase with

increasing degree of halogenation. The synthesis

experiment with camphene confirmed predictions

made by Drenzek et al. (2001) who analyzed different

PCB mixtures produced in the same plant and found

rather narrow bulk d13C values (�26.17 � 0.37‰,

n ¼ 10). The authors reported an excellent precision

of 0.10‰ for the measurements (but it is still difficult

to conclude that the accuracy was on the same level for

all products, although there are no concerns). Changes

in the d13C value by 0.4‰ during the reductive

dechlorination of a PCB congener were not considered

to be an isotopic effect. Based on these evaluations the

variations observed in technical PCBs by Drenzek

et al. (2001) and that in the chlorination of camphene

(Vetter et al. 2006a) represent no isotope effect.

In their ground-breaking paper, Jarman et al. (1998)

studied bulk d13C values of technical PCB mixtures

from four manufacturers (for more information on

PCBs see Sect. 32.3.1.1). They reported an increased

depletion in 13C with increasing average chlorine con-

tent of the technical PCBs. However, this statement

was not fully justified by the data shown in the paper:

the Clophen products did not consistently follow this

trend (Table 32.1) and five Kanechlors showed only

slightly more negative d13C values. Finally, only the

heaviest Phenoclor mixture was depleted in 13C com-

pared to the other Phenoclors. Furthermore, the d13C
value reported by Drenzek et al. (2002) for the same

type of (heavy) product was ~2‰ less depleted in 13C
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and closer to the d13C value observed for other Phe-

noclors (Table 32.1). If we re-evaluate the bulk d13C
of PCBs, one may come to the conclusion that the d13C
values of products from the same producer were rather

constant. In this context it will be valuable to study

bulk d13C values of other polyhalogenated com-

pounds.

The relationship between the reactants and pro-

ducts discussed above may be used to get access to

secondary standards of POPs with known d13C values.

Suitable laboratory standards of polyhalogenated

compounds could be obtained by the halogenation of

a non-halogenated reactant with known isotope com-

position. In a closed system reaction where only one

product is obtained, the bulk d13C value of reactant

and product will be the same (see (32.6) with only

one product formed). Thus, the bulk d13C value of the

unhalogenated reactant may be used to verify the

accuracy of the halogenated product.

32.3.1.1 Bulk d13C Values of Polychlorinated

Biphenyls (PCBs)

The commercial production of PCBs started in 1929

(Tanabe 1988). Technical PCB mixtures with different

chlorine content were produced worldwide for use in a

wide field of industrial applications (DFG 1988).

Major producing countries/products were USA/Aro-

clor (61.4%), Germany/Clophen (12.4%), France/Phe-

noclor (9.6%), UK (6.3%), Japan/Kanechlor (5.6%),

Spain (2.4%) and Italy (2.2%) while detailed data from

Eastern Europe (e.g. former CSSR/Delor and USSR/

Sovol) is not available (Kannan et al. 1991). In 1966,

PCB residues were discovered (Jensen 1966) and since

then have been found in every environmental compart-

ment throughout the world. Although the application

range has been stepwise reduced since the 1970s and

finally a global ban was declared in the Stockholm

convention. PCB residues are still a major environmental

problem and PCBs research is still very active after

more than 40 years. In theory, 209 PCB congeners can

exist and about 130 of them have been identified in

different technical products (Frame 1996a, b). Individ-

ual PCB mixtures still contain 60–70 different PCB

congeners which are difficult to separate by GC. In

fact, a range of co-elutions have been reported irre-

spective of the column type and conditions used

(Frame 1996a, b).

As mentioned above, it is likely that different pro-

ducts produced within one plant at a given time have

more or less identical bulk d13C values. In the following,

published bulk d13C values of such products were

rounded to the mean after elimination of potential

outliers. Based on this data treatment, different Clo-

phens (d13C value �26.3‰), Kanechlors (d13C value

�25.4‰), Phenoclors (d13C value �22.5‰) and one

Aroclor (d13C value �26.1‰) showed some distinct

differences (Jarman et al. 1998). Similar results can

also be extracted from data provided by Drenzek et al.

(2002) who studied 12 Aroclor samples (according the

data available all Aroclor was generated in the only

PCB-producing plant in North America located in

Alabama) and determined the d13C value to be

�26.17 � 0.37‰ (Table 32.1). This value is in excel-

lent agreement with the sample studied by Jarman

et al. (1998). These analyses also covered the same

(labeled) Aroclor products which spanned over 0.4

and 0.6‰. Since the same technique was used this

range could represent different periods or more gener-

ally batches. It appears that Phenoclors have distinct

bulk d13C value in that they were heavier in carbon

than the other PCB products.

32.3.1.2 Bulk d13C Values of Chloropesticides

DDT was the most frequently used pesticide in the

1950s and is one of the most controversial chemicals

ever synthesized. On one hand, its use as an insecticide

Table 32.1 Bulk d13C values (‰) of different commercial PCB products (data from Jarman et al. 1998, except where noted)

Technical PCB product (number of products analyzed) d13C values (‰)

Clophen (n ¼ 3) �26.95/�25.46/�26.26a

Kanechlor (n ¼ 5) �25.00/�25.31/�25.69/�25.39/�25.67a

Aroclor (n ¼ 1)(n ¼ 12)b �26.13/�26.17b

Phenoclor (n ¼ 4)(n ¼ 1)b �22.34/�22.67/�22.50/�25.63c or �23.55b

aProducts listed with increasing chlorine content
bData from Drenzek et al. (2002)
cPotential outlier
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in the control of Malaria saved the life of millions of

humans. On the other hand, the massive use in agri-

culture led to severe environmental pollution and the

detection of DDT in animals and its investigation may

be seen as the starting point of environmental chemis-

try. DDT is synthesized by the condensation of chloral

hydrate (Cl3C–CH(OH)2) with chlorobenzene. The

process not only yielded the desired p,p0-DDT but

also o,p0-DDT along with many other minor products

(WHO 1989). Technical DDT (Aldrich, technical

grade) and a sample of neat p,p0-DDT (Ultra Scien-

tific) had bulk d13C values of �28.3‰ (Drenzek et al.

2002). Less depleted in 13C were several DDT-related

standards from other sources (d13C values �27.5 to

�22.9‰, Vetter et al. 2006a). Some of these standard

compounds were of analytical and some of technical

grade, and thus difficult to compare because the pro-

cedures for purification may alter the isotope compo-

sition (Vetter et al. 2006a). The range of d13C values

was comparable with the PCBs despite the very dif-

ferent routes of production. PCBs are obtained by

the chlorination of biphenyl and – as discussed above –

should resemble the d13C value of the starting mate-

rial. In the case of DDT, already the technical

production of the volatile chloral could have been

accompanied with a stronger depletion of 13C (as

found e.g. for CHCl3, see above), the starting material

and the reaction, and finally, the purification in order

to obtain standards could have added some isotope

fractionation effects, too.

Toxaphene is special in that it is produced from

young carbon (and not from petrochemicals) by chlo-

rination of waste from tree production (Saleh 1991).

The multicomponent mixture consists of ~1,000 com-

pounds (Korytár et al. 2003). However, only a few of

the compounds of technical toxaphene are recalcitrant

and thus accumulate in environmental samples (Vetter

and Oehme 2000). Toxaphene was mainly produced

in the USA along with lower amounts in Eastern

Germany and Russia (Saleh 1991). Drenzek et al.

(2002) combusted three samples of toxaphene and

found bulk d13C values of �27.9, �28.7, and

�28.2‰, respectively. An authentic Hercules toxa-

phene (USA) had a bulk d13C value of �28.4‰
whereas the East-German product Melipax had a bulk

d13C value of �27.6‰ and thus was slightly less

depleted in 13C (Vetter et al. 2006a).

Hexachlorocyclohexanes (HCHs) were produced

for the first time in 1825 by M. Faraday. In 1912 van

der Linden succeeded in the isolation of a-, b-, g- and
d-HCH from the reaction mixture. Technical HCHwas

used since the early 1940s as an insecticide. Later it

was shown that g-HCH (lindane) is the only active

HCH isomer. Since 1950, technical HCH was gradu-

ally substituted with lindane (i.e. a product consisting

of >99% g-HCH, DFG 1983). Lindane is not specifi-

cally synthesized but has to be obtained from technical

HCH by crystallization and/or extraction. This is impor-

tant to note because this specific production procedure

includes different steps that could be associated with

isotope fractionation. However, the bulk d13C values of

three samples of lindane (�26.3,�25.6, and�25.9‰)

were in a narrow range (Drenzek et al. 2002; Vetter

et al. 2006a). Compared to lindane, other HCH isomers

were lighter, with a-HCH being most depleted in 13C

(bulk d13C value �31.7‰, Vetter et al. 2006a).

Technical grade chlordane and heptachlor are classic

(hexachloro)cyclodiene chloropesticides. Two pro-

ducts differed by almost 9‰ in their bulk d13C values

(Drenzek et al. 2002). This was surprising given the

fact that the principal compounds in both products are

identical except for one hydrogen on heptachlor sub-

stituted with chlorine in the case of chlordane. The

bulk d13C values of two further cyclodiene pesticides

(Aldrin and Dieldrin) were similar to heptachlor, and

these three products were from the same source

(Drenzek et al. 2002). Hence, it is almost impossible

that the chlordane was produced with the same reac-

tant. Further research would be useful if this difference

can be generalized and if the origin of the residues of

selected cyclodiene pesticides in environmental sam-

ples can be identified.

Two synthesized standards of pentachlorophenol

(PCP) had bulk d13C values of �31.7 � 0.1 and

�30.9 � 0.7‰ (Horii et al. 2008).

32.3.1.3 Bulk d13C Values of Further POPs

and Related Compounds

Brominated flame retardants (BFR) are a group of

novel POPs. BFRs are routinely added to industrial

products for several decades to reduce fire-related

injury and property damage. The major compound

classes with POP-like properties are polybrominated

diphenyl ethers (PBDEs, see Sect. 32.3.2.3), polybro-

minated biphenyls (PBBs), and hexabromocyclodode-

cane (HBCD).
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PBDEs were produced with an average content of

five, eight, and ten bromine substituents. The average

carbon content in these products is only ~15–25%.

A sample of technical pentabromodiphenyl ether

(Bromkal 70-5DE, produced in Germany) had a bulk

d13C value of �26.7‰ (Reddy et al. 2002a) and a

sample of technical octabromodiphenyl ether from

North America (DE-79) had a bulk d13C value of

�27.9‰ (Rosenfelder et al. 2010). A sample of

HBCD had a bulk d13C value of �25.9‰ (Vetter

et al. 2006a). The BFR dibromopropyltribromophenyl

ether (DPTE) is synthesized from bromoallyltribromo-

phenyl ether (ATE) by addition of bromine (von der

Recke and Vetter 2007). Since the bromination reac-

tion of ATE can be performed quantitatively, the bulk

d13C value should be unaltered, and this was in fact

observed in terms of bulk d13C values of �28.70‰
(DPTE) (Rosenfelder et al. 2010) and �28.67‰
(ATE) (Rosenfelder et al. 2010, unpublished results).

Polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins (PCDDs) and

dibenzofurans (PCDFs) are a group of toxic POPs

that occur as (unintended) by-products in various pro-

cesses. The synthesized perchlorinated congeners

octachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (OCDD) and octachloro-

dibenzofuran (OCDF) were analyzed by Horii et al.

(2008). The bulk d13C value of OCDD (n ¼ 4) ranged

from �30.7 to �28.6‰ and was lighter than that of

OCDF (bulk d13C values: �25.8 to �24.1‰) (Horii

et al. 2008).

While the bulk d13C values of all POPs shown so

far fell into the range of petroleum values (Fig. 32.2),

that of different brominated phenols, anisoles, and

a guaiacol were frequently much lighter in carbon

(Vetter et al. 2006a). Some of these compounds are

also used in the synthesis of BFRs. 2,4,6-Tribromoa-

nisole and a sample of pentachloroanisole were most

depleted in 13C with bulk d13C values of �38.2 and

�36.1‰, respectively (Vetter et al. 2006a).

Halogenated natural products (HNPs) are a fur-

ther class of polyhalogenated compounds detected

in the environment. Over 4,500 structural varieties

are produced by algae, sponges and bacteria

(Gribble 1998), some of these HNPs have been

detected in organisms that were not the producers

but received them in a similar way as anthropogenic

POPs (Vetter 2006). A synthesized sample of the

HNP 10-methyl-2,3,30, 4,40,5,50-heptachloro-1,20-
bipyrrole (Q1) had a bulk d13C value of �34.78‰
(Vetter and Gleixner 2006).

The only bulk d13C value of a non-commercially

synthesized polyhalogenated compound that did not

originate from the laboratory but was isolated by natu-

ral products chemists from a biological sample is that

reported for the HNP 3,5-dibromo-2-(20,40-dibromo)

phenoxyanisole (BC-3). BC-3 isolated from its natural

producer, the sponge Phyllospongia foliascens, was
strongly depleted in 13C and had a bulk d13C value of

�35.9‰ (Drenzek et al. 2002). This value was unex-

pected because marine higher plants and organisms

tend to be heavier than crude oil which resembles the

range of cellulose (Whiticar 1996). Likewise marine

plankton is isotopically heavier in carbon than fresh-

water plankton. Thus, the authors concluded that iso-

tope fractionationmight have occurred during isolation

of the target compound from the sponge (Teuten et al.

2005). This was further evidenced by CSIA measure-

ments of the d13C value of this compound and a further

isomer isolated from whale blubber which was in the

range�22‰ (Teuten et al. 2005). This example under-

scores the difficulties and limitations of EA-IRMS and

some advantages in using GC-IRMS.

32.3.2 Compound-Specific Isotope
Analysis (CSIA) of POPs
by GC-IRMS

A reliable standard compound should give the same

d13C value when analyzed by EA-IRMS and GC-

IRMS (CSIA). However, this is not always the case

with POPs. For instance, the d13C value of the hepta-

halogenated natural product Q1 differed by ~0.6‰
between EA-IRMS and CSIA (Vetter and Gleixner

2006). Similar results were also obtained in our labo-

ratory for some other POP standards (unpublished

results). This problem has been identified in the litera-

ture. For instance, bulk d-values of PCBs presented by
Jarman et al. (1998) were significantly heavier than

mean value of the PCB congeners determined with

CSIA. There are many possible sources of error in

the CSIA system (e.g. caused by the GC part) so it

might be plausible that d13C values determined with

EA-IRMS are more accurate although this cannot be

verified unequivocally at this point. However, since all

isotope measurements are relative to a reference, the

difference between individual isotope data obtained

within a study (Dd13C values) can be evaluated and
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easily transferred to other studies. Difficulties may

arise with regard to the reported numbers (i.e. the

d13C values measured in different labs) which may

not be absolutely the same.

32.3.2.1 CSIA of Polychlorinated Biphenyls

(PCBs)

While the bulk d13C values of technical PCB mixtures

seem to represent the d13C value of the reactant biphe-

nyl, this does not mean that the individual PCB con-

geners in these mixtures have identical d13C values. In

fact, it was already shown in the first CSIA study by

Jarman et al. (1998) that individual PCB congeners

become more depleted in 13C with higher chlorine

content is. This is due to the fact that chemical bonds

between heavy isotopes are less easily formed. Thus,

halogens preferably add to the lighter isotope, 12C.

Considering the closed system already introduced in

Sect. 32.3.1, the following scheme can be explained

when the overlaying processes are separated: in the

beginning of the reaction the reactant biphenyl (S0,

d13C value � 0‰) is chlorinated. Owing to the reac-

tivity, addition of one Cl will result in a monochlor-

obiphenyl (Pt) which is lighter in carbon (negative

d13C value relative to S0 � 0‰) while the remaining

biphenyl (St) would become heavier (positive d13C
value relative to S0) in order to fulfill (32.4).

The same scheme can be applied again when the

monochlorobiphenyl is converted into a dichlorobi-

phenyl (and a dichlorobiphenyl in a trichlorobiphenyl

a.s.o). However, in this step the monochlorobiphenyl

is the reactant which gets enriched in 13C in this

reaction. As a consequence, intermediate products will

not permanently become depleted in 13C, but eventu-

ally may drop back in direction d13C value of S0 and

even below. Consequently, the individual congeners in

a mixture will be more depleted in carbon the higher

chlorinated they are, and all d13C values of individual

compounds will be spread around the bulk d13C value

of the product, irrespective of the degree of halogena-

tion. Indeed, such a gradient from low to high chlori-

nated can be tentatively extracted from the data

compiled in Table 32.2. Within one product, low

chlorinated congeners (those appearing at the top of the

columns in Table 32.2) are heavier in carbon than the

high-chlorinated congeners listed at the bottom of

the respective column.

The data in Table 32.2 points us to another prob-

lem associated with CSIA of complex samples.

Partly, the same technical PCB products were studied

by different groups and it is likely that the isotope

composition was very similar if not identical on all

occasions. However, the individual d13C values

varied widely. For instance, the d13C value of PCB

18 in Aroclor 1242 was reported to be �25.7, �27.5,

and �26.9‰ and clearly extended beyond the

accepted uncertainty of 0.5‰ associated with d13C
value determinations of POPs. Different co-elutions

were noted for PCB congeners (Frame 1996a, b) and

it is likely that at least some of the deviations in these

measurements have their origins in GC separation

problems and for this purpose an in-depth evaluation

of d13C values of individual PCB congeners needs to

be carried out.

32.3.2.2 CSIA of Polychlorinated

Naphthalenes (PCNs)

Technical PCN products with varied weight% of

chlorine were produced mainly in the 1930s–1950s

for various industrial applications (Jakobsson and

Asplund 2000). In theory, 75 congeners may exist

and each technical product contains various PCN

congeners. Horii et al. (2005) determined d13C values

of individual congeners in six technical PCN pro-

ducts by application of MDGC. The weight percent-

age of chlorine in the products ranged from 23 (~2 Cl

atoms/molecule on average) to 60% (~5 Cl atoms/

molecule on average). The d13C values of individual

PCN congeners spanned from �26.3 to �21.7‰.

Average d13C values presented by Horii et al.

(2005) were a little misleading because they did not

take into account the quantities of individual PCNs

but just calculated the mean value of the individual

d13C values. Nevertheless, the results are in clear

support of the principles demonstrated above with

technical PCB mixtures. The congeners within a

given technical product became depleted in 13C

with increasing Cl content. The technical PCN pro-

ducts (Halowax) were from the same source and it

was apparent that the bulk d13C values were similar.

The results also show that PCN congeners present in

technical mixtures with different Cl content were

heaviest in the highly-chlorinated product (Horii

et al. 2005).
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Table 32.2 CSIA analysis of d13C values (‰) of PCB congeners in different Aroclor mixtures

PCB/PCB Aroclor 1242 Aroclor 1254 Aroclor

1260

Aroclor

1262

Yanik

et al.

(2003)

Jarman

et al.

(1998)

Horii

et al.

(2005)

Yanik

et al.

(2003)

Jarman

et al.

(1998)

Horii

et al.

(2005)

Yanik

et al.

(2003)

Yanik

et al.

(2003)

2,20-di 4/10 �26.2 �25.9

2,40-di 8/5 �26.8 �26.2

2,5-di 9 �25.6 �21.8

2,20,5-tri 18 �25.7 �27.5 �26.9 �25.3 �22.4

2,20,6-tri 19

2,3,30-tri 20 �27.6

2,4,40-tri 28/31 �27.6 �26.7

2,40,6-tri 32/16 �26.7

2,30,40-tri 33/20/53 �26.0 �26.3 �27.1

2,20,3,50-tetra 44 �27.5 �27.3 �25.3

2,20,4,40-tetra 47/75/48 �27.2

2,20,4,50-tetra 49/43 �22.3 �27.0 �16.2 �25.0 �18.1

2,20,5,50-tetra 52/73 �26.7 �28.3 �27.7 �25.1 �23.3 �26.3 �26.3

2,3,30,6-tetra 59/42/37 �27.7 �27.6

2,3,4,40-tetra 60/56 �27.9

2,3,40,6-tetra 64 �26.9 �22.9 �22.4

2,30,4,40-tetra 66/95 �27.0 �26.6 �26.5

2,30,40,5-tetra 70/76 �23.9 �26.7 �22.4 �24.0 �22.9

2,4,40,5-tetra 74/61 �26.7

2,20,3,4,40-penta 85 �23.5 �24.4 �17.9

2,20,3,5,50-penta 92 �21.8 �21.7 �14.5

2,20,4,5,50-penta 101/89/90 �25.0 �21.1 �26.3 �27.4 �21.6 �21.3

2,3,30,4,40-penta 105 �27.1

2,3,30,40,6-penta 110 �26.6 �24.7 �26.6 �27.3 �21.6 �23.5

2,30,4,40,5-penta 118/106 �26.4

2,20,3,30,4,40-hexa 128 �25.4 �16.5 �24.9

2,20,3,30,6,60-hexa 136 �18.9 �25.8 �20.9

2,20,3,4,40,50-hexa 138/163/164 �27.7 �28.2 �27.5 �24.5 �24.8

2,20,3,4,50,6-hexa 144 �27.7 �25.6 �23.6

2,20,3,40,5,50-hexa 146 �23.9 �24.1 �25.3

2,20,3,40,50,6-hexa 149/118/139 �27.1 �27.8

2,20,4,40,5,50-hexa 153/132/168 �29.0 �27.0 �27.2 �27.2 �23.4 �23.8

2,20,3,30,4,40,5-hepta 170/190 �33.1 �29.6 �31.0

2,20,3,30,4,5,60-hepta 174 �29.3 �29.3 �25.0

2,20,3,30,4,50,60-hepta 177 �29.3 �23.7 �24.4

2,20,3,30,5,50,6-hepta 178 �26.0 �30.1

2,20,3,4,40,5,50-hepta 180 �27.6 �26.5 �24.8

2,20,3,4,40,50,6-hepta 183 �26.3 �23.0 �24.2

2,20,3,40,5,50,6-hepta 187/182 �28.2 �28.3 �25.0

2,20,3,30,4,40,5,50-octa 194 �28.2 �27.1

2,20,3,30,4,40,5,6-octa 195 �27.8 �26.8

2,20,3,30,4,40,5,60-octa 196/203 �25.9 �26.6

2,20,3,30,4,50,6,60-octa 201 �26.5 �26.7
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32.3.2.3 CSIA of Polybrominated Diphenyl

Ethers (PBDEs)

From an environmental point of view, (poly)bromi-

nated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs) are the most relevant

BFR. As with PCBs, 209 PBDE congeners can exist

and the IUPAC numbers correspond with the PCB

congeners. Technical PBDEs were available as penta-,

octa-, and decabromo mixtures which all contain only

a few congeners. The major congeners of technical

PentaBDE are BDE 47 (ca. 38%), BDE 99 (ca.

49%), and BDE 100 (ca. 13%). Technical OctaBDE

mainly consists of BDE 197 (ca. 22%) and BDE 183

(ca. 42%), while technical DecaBDE predominantly

consists of BDE 209 (>90%) (La Guardia et al. 2006).

While technical DecaBDE was used in the highest

amounts, the main residues in the environment origi-

nate from BDE 47, BDE 99, and BDE 100, i.e. the

major congeners of PentaBDE (although this product

was used the least). Reductive debromination is

thought to be a key-process in explaining the high

amounts of low-brominated diphenyl ethers in envi-

ronmental samples.

Technical PBDE mixtures composed of about ten

PBDEs and a good GC separation of mixtures is much

easier to achieve compared to PCBs (see above). On

the other hand, the mass contribution of Br is higher

than that of Cl and this reduces the amount of carbon

in the molecule. For instance, carbon accounts for

44.0% of the molecular weight to DiBDEs, 25.5% to

PentaBDEs (e.g. BDE 99) and only 15.0% to Dec-

aBDE (BDE 209).

The d13C values of individual PBDE congeners in

the technical PentaBDE product DE-71 followed the

trend shown for PCBs (see above), i.e. they became

depleted in 13C with increasing degree of bromination,

and the same tendency was also observed for the

technical OctaBDE product DE-79 (Vetter et al.

2008; Rosenfelder et al. 2010). A closer look at the

BDEs in both products shows that the three hexaBDEs

(BDE 153, BDE 154, and BDE 138) present in both

products had significantly different d13C values in

both products. DE-71 was the highest brominated

and thus were depleted in 13C. The opposite was

valid for the congeners in DE-79 where they represent

low degrees of brominating and thus belong to the

heaviest congeners (Vetter et al. 2008). Altogether,

the d13C values of the three hexaBDEs differed by

3–6‰ in the two products (Vetter et al. 2008).

32.3.3 Stable Isotope Analysis of POPs
in Environmental Samples
and Lab Reactions (Case Studies)

A number of studies with POPs in environmental

samples or in reactions that simulate environmental

processes (application of standards to anaerobic solu-

tions, UV-irradiation) have been evaluated by taking

advantage of isotope data. Most of these studies

focused on the transformation of individual POPs by

dehalogenation reactions. A brief summary of issues

associated with the d13C values is presented here.

Isotopomer fractionation of 14‰ was considered

severe (see Sect. 32.2.3). The POPs discussed below

have 6–12 carbons and the non-reacting carbons will

thus dilute the result because they are combusted as

well. Thus, effects measured in such reactions with

POPs can change the d13C value by 1‰ and are

considered to be quite significant. Noteworthy, this is

the range of isotope fractionation observed in the

chemical reaction leading to the POP mixtures. Still

changes in the range of 0.3–0.5‰ can be interpreted as

relevant isotope effects, and this is within the range of

the precision of d13C value measurements. Therefore,

it is difficult to unequivocally identify isotope effects

with POPs. The following studies are also examined in

this regard.

32.3.3.1 Anaerobic Transformation

of a PCB Congener

Drenzek et al. (2001) studied the transformation of

2,3,4,5-tetrachlorobiphenyl (PCB 61) by dehalogenat-

ing bacteria. PCB 61 is not present in any technical

PCB mixture, and errors (e.g. from lab background)

can be excluded. After 90 days, approximately 90% of

the PCB 61 was converted into 2,3,5-trichlorobiphenyl

(PCB 23) with no other products being detected

(Drenzek et al. 2001). The d13C value of reactant and

product were relatively constant throughout the reac-

tion. For the reactant PCB 61 a d13C value of �28.2‰
was observed while the product PCB 23 had a d13C
value of �27.8‰ (Drenzek et al. 2001). The average

difference in the d13C value of reactant and product

was 0.3‰ and significant at 95% but not at 98%

confidence level (Drenzek et al. 2001). As pointed

out by Drenzek et al. (2001), the d13C value was in
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the range of the uncertainty of d13C value determina-

tions of 0.5‰ for polyhalogenated compounds. This

assessment by the authors is further underscored by

the direction of the potential development of the d13C
value. In reactions of the type shown in (32.4), the

d13C value of the reactant should become heavier than

that of the product due to the higher strength of the

bonds with heavy isotopes.

32.3.3.2 Light-Induced Transformation

of Polybrominated Diphenyl

Ethers (PBDEs)

Rosenfelder et al. (2010) irradiated BDE 47 and tech-

nical DE-79 by means of a sunlight simulator. In either

case, remarkable isotope effects were observed for

both the reactants and the products. BDE 47 was

irradiated for 110 and 160 min, respectively, and the

reactant (BDE 47) and the predominant products

(BDE 28, BDE 15) were monitored:

BDE 47 ð2; 20; 4; 40 - TetraBDEÞ
! BDE28 ð2; 4; 40 - TriBDEÞ
! BDE15 ð4; 40 - DiBDEÞ

After 110 and 160 min of irradiation, BDE 47

became enriched in 13C by 1.8 and 3.1‰, respectively.

After 110 min, BDE 28 and BDE 15 became depleted

in 13C by 0.1 and 2.2‰, respectively, compared to the

initial value for BDE 47. After 160 min, BDE 28

became heavier by 0.3‰ and BDE 15 by 0.5‰
(Rosenfelder et al. 2010). This course of the reaction

can be explained as follows: The average d13C value

(i.e. the bulk d13C value) has to be retained in this

closed system. Because of the stronger bonds between

heavier isotopes, BDE 47 must become permanently

heavier, and this was observed. At the start, when only

BDE 28 was formed, this product (BDE 28) compen-

sated for this by becoming lighter. However, BDE 28

was not only formed from BDE 47 but also converted

into BDE 15. In turn, the heavier isotope will react

less, so that BDE 28 became heavier in carbon while

the resulting BDE 15 became lighter. Between 110

and 160 min, BDE 15 became heavier in carbon (but

still was much lighter than BDE 47 at start) which may

look odd. However, we must take into account that

BDE 15 is much more persistent than BDE 28 (and

BDE 47). Thus, comparably more BDE 28 will be

converted into BDE 15, and BDE 28 became heavier

between 110 and 160 min (Rosenfelder et al. 2010).

The strong isotope effect observed in both reactant and

products is remarkable because it completely differed

from the anaerobic transformation of PCBs (see

Sect. 32.3.3.1). Between start and 110 min of irradia-

tion, BDE 47 became heavier in carbon by 1.8‰. This

effect must solely go back to changes on C-2 from

which the bromine is removed. Due to the symmetrical

substitution of BDE 47, this carbon represents 1/6 of

the molecule carbon. Thus, the isotope effect at C-2

would be 1.8 � 6 ¼ 10.6‰, by which this isotopomer

became heavier compared to its starting value. This

can be considered as a severe isotope effect (see

above). This was mostly at the cost of BDE 15,

whose C-2 carbon(s) became depleted in 13C to the

same extend.

More complex interactions were observed when

DE-79 was UV-irradiated for 80 min (Table 32.3)

(Rosenfelder et al. 2010). During UV/vis-irradiation

with simulated sunlight, the d13C values of the major

compounds BDE 183 and BDE 197 became enriched

in 13C. By contrast, the newly formed Tri- to Pen-

taBDEs became depleted in 13C. As a consequence,

in the solution at start (i.e. the technical product), the

Table 32.3 d13C (‰) values of different BDE congeners (mean and standard deviation) in the technical products DE-71and DE-79

as well as during the UV/vis-irradiation of DE-79 (Rosenfelder et al. 2010)

BDE 28 BDE 47 BDE 100 BDE 99 BDE 154 BDE 153 BDE 183 BDE 197

DE-71 n.d. �27.1

(�0.3)

(n ¼ 8)

�28.9

(�0.3)

(n ¼ 9)

�29.8

(�0.2)

(n ¼ 8)

�30.4

(�1.1)

(n ¼ 9)

�32.4

(�1.1)

(n ¼ 2)

n.d. –

DE-79 – – – – �26.8

(�0.4)

(n ¼ 2)

�26.6

(�0.1)

(n ¼ 6)

�29.8

(�0.2)

(n ¼ 6)

�30.8

(�0.1)

(n ¼ 4)

DE-79 (UV/vis,

80 min)

�30.0

(�0.1)

(n ¼ 4)

�28.6

(�0.5)

(n ¼ 4)

�29.0

(�0.1)

(n ¼ 3)

�27.6

(�0.6)

(n ¼ 4)

�28.1

(�1.0)

(n ¼ 4)

�25.5

(�0.3)

(n ¼ 4)

�25.6

(�0.4)

(n ¼ 4)

n.d.

n Repetitive injections (Nalimov outliers were eliminated); n.d. not detected
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d13C values decreased with increasing degree of bro-

mination from �26.8 to �30.8‰ while after the irra-

diation they increased with increasing degree of

bromination from �30.0 to �25.6‰ (Table 32.3). If

the decisive reactions of the reductive debromination

of high-brominated BDE congeners are accompanied

with similar isotope effects, the d13C values of BDE

47, BDE 99, and BDE 153 in environmental samples

can be used to elucidate their origins: if these d13C
values become lighter in this order, the BDE residues

would originate mainly from DE-71, if they become

heavier in this order, they would originate from the

transformation of higher brominated BDE congeners

(Rosenfelder et al. 2010).

32.3.3.3 Isotope Analysis of Polychlorinated

Dibenzo-p-Dioxins (PCDDs)

Ewald et al. (2007) studied the microbial degradation

of two PCDD standards (1,2,4-TriCDD and 1,2,3-

TriCDD) with Dehalococcoides. In both occasions

chlorine was removed at the position flanked by the

most electronegative substituents (i.e. position 1 in

1,2,4-TriCDD and position 2 in 1,2,3-TriCDD). For

both reactants, the product is 1,3-DiCDD. The same

principle led to the next dehalogenation product in

form of 2-MonoCDD. The latter, 2-MonoCDD, was

trapped by headspace SPME (Ewald et al. 2007). This

process is not quantitative but simplified the sample

clean-up (Ewald et al. 2007). Tests with standard

compounds verified that the headspace SPME proce-

dure had only a minor effect on the d13C value. The

sterile control showed no alteration in concentration or

d13C value. In addition, 1,2,3-TriCDD was enriched in

d13C by 1.6‰. In the case of 1,2,3-TriCDD the alter-

ation must go back to C-2, which is only one out of

eight carbons. Consequently, the C-2 carbon would

have become heavier by 12.8‰ (see discussion above

on dilution effects). This has to be considered as a

severe isotope effect at this position. This interpreta-

tion differs from that given by Ewald et al. (2007). No

isotope effect could be identified for 1,2,4-TriCDD.

However, the end product 2-MCDD was lighter in

carbon once it was formed but became gradually

enriched in 13C throughout the reaction. This would

point towards a much higher stability compared to the

TriCDDs and 1,3-DiCDD.

The Rayleigh model (Sect. 32.2.3) was applied to

1,2,3-TriCDD. The fractionation factor a (see (32.3),

Sect. 32.2.3) of the reaction was 1.00092 and thus one

order of magnitude lower than in the case of TCE

(Nijenhuis et al. 2005). However, when the dilution

effect (Ewald et al. 2007) is eliminated, the actual

effect on the carbon involved was almost comparable

to that observed in the transformation of TCE (Nijenhuis

et al. 2005). In fact, the authors concluded that isotope

data will be a suitable parameter to study the PCDD

degradation in field (Ewald et al. 2007). The approach

was further expanded by transformation experiments

with 1,2,3,4-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin which was

converted into 1,2,4-TrCDD and 1,3-DCDD (Liu

et al. 2010). The results confirmed carbon isotope

fractionation during sequential reductive dechlorina-

tion of PCDDs (Liu et al. 2010).

Horii et al. (2008) measured OCDD from different

sources and found discrete ranges in the d13C value

(Fig. 32.6). Compared to the standards analyzed (d13C
value ~ �30‰), OCDD was enriched in 13C in fly ash

and ball clay samples while it was lighter in OCDD

from PCP. The d13C values of OCDD in sediment and

soil spanned over a wider range than the standards

measured (Fig. 32.6). The difference between the clas-

sic OCDD sources (PCP and fly ash) was about 10‰.

The sample size was not suited to generalize these

values in a global content, and, as stated by Horii

et al. (2008), further OCDD sources have to be taken

into account in future. However, the observed

Fig. 32.6 Mean and range of d13C values of OCDD in ball clay

and anthropogenic source materials, along with OCDD stan-

dards. The d13C value of OCDD in each matrix were 25.8‰
for clay, 30.1‰ for soil and sediment, 23.7‰ for fly ash, 31.9‰
for PCP, and 29.5‰ for OCDD standard (Horii et al. 2008)
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differences in the d13C value are very promising espe-

cially also with regard to different modes new forma-

tion and degradation reactions which permanently

may change or dilute isotope effects. Again it may be

re-called that transformation of the reactant OCDD

would lead to a permanent enrichment of 13C (e.g. in

soil or sediment). Consequently, the authors also sug-

gested that there is a chance to distinguish naturally

produced OCDD from anthropogenic OCDD (Horii

et al. 2008). Natural formation of OCDD in kaolin

clay has been suggested by Rappe et al. (2001) and

Gaus et al. (2002).

32.3.3.4 Isotope Analysis of the Bacterial

Degradation of Lindane

Badea et al. (2009) studied the degradation of lindane by

sulphate-reducing bacteria (Desulfococcus multivorans

and Desulfovibrio gigas) using the Rayleigh model

approach in combination with stable carbon isotope

analysis. The bacteria were found to transform lindane

as follows: lindane! 3,4,5,6-tetrachlorocyclohexene!
5,6-dichlorocyclohexa-1,3-diene ! benzene/chloro-

benzene (Badea et al. 2009). In all experiments with

living cells the d13C value of lindane was changed

during the dehalogenation (Badea et al. 2009). With

D. gigas, lindane became enriched in 13C with time

(from �27.6‰ at start to �16.4‰). In this period,

95% of the lindane was consumed. After 6 days,

chlorobenzene was detected with an initial d13C
value of �29.6‰. At the end of the experiment the

chlorobenzene became heavier and it ended with a

d13C value of �26‰ which is slightly heavier than

the starting material. The results obtained with D.
multivorans were similar (Badea et al. 2009). Unfortu-

nately, further intermediate or dead-end metabolites

could not be studied, so that a mass balance could

not be established. However, the data was used to

calculate the isotope enrichment factor e (Fig. 32.7).

32.3.3.5 CSIA of Toxaphene Congeners in

Technical Mixtures and Antarctic Seals

Themulticomponentmixture toxaphene (Sect. 32.3.1.2)

cannot be separated even by MDGC. Therefore, the

d13C value of individual compounds in the technical

product cannot be determined by GC-IRMS but have

to be isolated and enriched. Vetter et al. (2006b)

used HPLC to isolate the main toxaphene pollutants

2-endo,3-exo,5-endo,6-exo,8,8,10, 10-octachlorobornane

(B8-1413) and 2-endo,3-exo,5-endo,6-exo,8,8,10,10-
octachlorobornane (B9-1679) from two technical pro-

ducts and an extract of Antarctic Weddell seal (Leptony-
chotes wedelli). The d13C value of B8-1413 isolate from

Melipax varied by 2‰ in the replicates, and only one

isolate from Toxaphene could be analyzed, the uncer-

tainty was rather high. The latter was lighter and this

agreed with determinations of the bulk value (see

above). The value of B8-1413 in theWeddell seal sample

fell between the two technical products (Vetter et al.

2006b). Still, the d13C value of the compounds in the

seal was in proximity to the technical products. This is

interesting because the toxaphene congeners were

likely long-range transported to Antarctica (which

could be associated with isotope fractionation due to

different volatilities and with UV transformation). In

addition, they were bioaccumulated in the food chain

and potentially transformed in these bodies sinceWed-

dell seals are top predators mainly feeding on fish.

Although it is possible that these effects averaged out

each other (distribution due to volatilization should

result in depletion of 13C), the rather unaltered d13C
value points to rather little changes in the d13C values

of the persistent toxaphene congeners in the environ-

ment (Vetter et al. 2006b). The absence of measureable

Fig. 32.7 Quantitative assessment of isotope fractionation of

lindane in dechlorination experiments with D. gigas using the

Rayleigh model using the bulk enrichment factor e ¼ �3.9

(Badea et al. 2009)
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isotope effects was also reported for PCBs (Reddy et al.

2002a) whereas lindane (Badea et al. 2009) and BDEs

(Rosenfelder et al. 2010) showed such an isotope effect.

32.3.4 Hydrogen Isotope Analysis
of POPs

Armbruster et al. (2006) and Vetter et al. (2006a)

published bulk d2H values of about 50 POPs. The

bulk d2H values ranged from �230 to þ75‰. These

values clearly exceeded the range reported for petrol

compounds at both ends. The positive d2H values were

particularly surprising. The chlorination of camphene

gave first indications as to how such values are gener-

ated. Starting from camphene (d2H value�325‰), 2H

was enriched with the increase in the product chlori-

nation (bulk d2H values �233‰ for low-chlorinated

camphene ! �184‰ for medium-chlorinated cam-

phene ! �96‰ for high-chlorinated camphene)

(Vetter et al. 2006a). In agreement with the theory,

the heavier deuterium reacted slower and more 1H was

substituted with chlorine. SNIF-NMR was used to

study the synthesis of toxaphene in the laboratory

(Nikiforov et al. 2005). Starting from a-pinene, the
different positions involved in the rearrangement to

bornylchloride and the subsequent halogenation was

studied. KIE of two were found during the chlorination

accompanied with an enrichment of deuterium in the

products (Nikiforov et al. 2005).

The bulk d2H values of the North American and the

East German toxaphenes differed by 80‰. This has

most likely its origin in the monoterpene(s) used for

the chlorination. An explanation could be that the US

toxaphene plant is closer to the ocean and this would

acquire a higher deuterium content in the reactant

from this site (Armbruster et al. 2006). Aside from

these samples mainly analytical standards were deter-

mined so far and it is difficult to evaluate these sam-

ples results because lack of experimental background

data. However, two lindane samples showed bulk d2H
values of�70 and�110‰ while the d13C values were

almost identical (Armbruster et al. 2006). From these

results it may be concluded that the combination of

carbon and hydrogen isotope data will be more effec-

tive in tracking sources and pathways of POPs.

The d2H values 2,4-dibromophenol and 2,4-dibro-

moanisole are difficult to compare, since the phenolic

H is arbitrarily in the molecule. Since this OH is also

determined by IRMS, the bulk d2H value of both

compounds cannot be compared. By contrast, using

SNIF-NMR the proportions of isotopomers can be

determined (Vetter et al. 2006a). Evaluation of only

the aromatic hydrogens demonstrated that deuterium

of H-6 was enriched relative to H-5 and H-3 in

2,4-dibromophenol but not in 2,4-dibromoanisole

(Fig. 32.4) (Vetter et al. 2006a). The isotopomer abun-

dances can be linked to d2H values (only for the

aromatic system), the d2H values of the individual

isotopomers in 2,4-dibromophenol ranged from

�122 to þ220‰ while they ranged from �46 to

þ17‰ in 2,4-dibromoanisole (Augusti et al. 2009).

These ratios helped to verify that the anisole was not

formed from the present phenol. Furthermore, they

clearly show how much the d2H value of a reactant

can be changed by the substitution of just one hydro-

gen atom with chlorine.

32.4 Current Limitations and Future
Perspectives

It is the concentrations of POPs in the environment

that are of major concern since the days of Paracelsus,

as higher concentrations hazardous to humans and the

environment. For understanding the fate of pollutants

(transport, metabolism, accumulation etc.), a second,

independent parameter has to be evaluated as well.

Suitable options for this purpose are physico-chemical

data and models that take advantage of them. Other

options are enantioselective data if the pollutant is

chiral. Another, particularly promising tool in the

field of POPs is stable isotope analysis. Several inter-

esting findings have been elaborated so far but the

benefits IRMS and SNIF-NMR may add to the field

have not been exhaustively exploited. The major rea-

son for this is that applications in POP research are still

far from being a routine method. A range of instru-

mental and theoretical unknowns should be explored

in order to bring also IRMS full to fruition in POP

research.

Based on existing equipment, a better lab-to-lab

intercalibration of the protocols for EA-IRMS to

CSIA-IRMS for the measurements of d13C values of

POPs would be a large step forward for the usefulness

of this technique. The generation of a widely available
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standard reference material (SRM) for polyhaloge-

nated compounds would be useful in order to verify

inter-comparability of d13C values. Currently, only a

few groups are involved in stable isotope research of

POPs, and a better precision would attract more

researchers into the field.

It is very likely that the combination of multiple

isotopic data will improve the quality of the assess-

ment of POPs. Clearly, bulk isotope data were impor-

tant in the beginning of IRMS research on POPs and

still may add important aspects to the field. However,

real progress can only be made when IRMS is coupled

with a chromatographic separation system. In POP

research, the choice will be GC given the complexity

of the samples. In addition to d13C values it would be

required to study the d2H values of POPs by GC-

IRMS. A step forward in this direction was made by

Chartrand et al. (2007) in the field of VOCs. Gener-

ally, the state of the art in the use of stable isotope

analysis of water contaminants (VOCs) is much more

developed compared to POPs and the articles pub-

lished in this field (see Sherwood Lollar et al. 2001;

Schmidt et al. 2004; Elsner et al. 2005) should be

reviewed as well by those who wish to switch to

IRMS in POP research. Moreover, it would be valu-

able to have d37Cl values and d81Br values at hand.

Very promising bulk d37Cl value analyses (see the

paper of Sturchio et al. (2011) for general aspects of

chlorine isotopes) of technical PCB mixtures, PCB

extracted from sediment, and of DDT transformation

experiments have been carried out by Reddy et al.

(2000, 2002b). These methods cannot be linked with

a GC interface but, very recently, Aeppli et al. (2010)

presented a method for the direct determination of

d37Cl values of organochlorines by using benchtop

gas chromatography-quadrupole mass spectrometry

instruments. Moreover, Holmstrand et al. (2010)

used GC interfaced to inductively coupled plasma

mass spectrometry (GC/ICP-MS) for the compound-

specific determination of d81Br values which was used
for the analysis of PBDEs. Stable halogen isotope

analysis will for certain add valuable facets to the

field. Likewise, it would be important to generate

more data on isotopomer distributions. Currently,

only quantitative 2H NMR is suited for such investiga-

tions with POPs. However, it would be desirable that

quantitative isotopomer analysis 13C NMR would

become available as well. There is a chance that suit-

able methods will be introduced within this decade,

and it is evident that they will be suited to bring the

theoretical understanding of carbon isotopomer distri-

butions of POPs and many other compounds on a

higher level. This will surely improve the theoretical

understanding with regard to the interpretation of KIE

of POPs. Even without isotopomer distributions,

IRMS data can be used to model the transformation

rates of pollutants.

Finally, the polluter pays principle is getting more

and more relevant in the field of POPs. A producer will

faster reconsider the usefulness of products when ana-

lysts are able to trace back residues in an environmen-

tal or food sample to a specific product manufactured

in a specific plant. Again, IRMS will be the most

suited technique to provide such proof. The future

has begun.
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Chapter 33

Light-Element Isotopes (H, C, N, and O) as Tracers
of Human Diet: A Case Study on Fast Food Meals

Lesley A. Chesson, James R. Ehleringer, and Thure E. Cerling

Abstract Tracking the production and movement of

foods from farm to fork has become increasingly com-

plex in recent years due to changes in modern food

markets, including the globalization of food sources

and their distribution. Dietary habits have changed as

well, with meals eaten outside of the home represent-

ing an ever-increasing fraction of the modern human

diet. Stable isotope analysis has proven to be a reliable

technique for characterizing biological substances,

such as food, because stable isotopes record aspects

of photosynthesis, nutrition, and source water. Here

we present stable isotope ratios (d13C, d15N, d2H, and
d18O) measured for one ubiquitous example of modern

convenience food, the fast food meal. In a series of

paired observations among cities in the U.S., we com-

pared the isotopic composition of components of a fast

food meal to similar foods purchased from grocery

stores. Isotope analyses revealed several interesting

patterns in both food production and food origin

within the modern American food market. Carbon

isotope ratio analysis of proteins highlighted the

impact of consumer choice: patrons in a fast food

restaurant consumed beef containing a lower propor-

tion of C4 plants than beef purchased from a grocery

store. The relative trophic-level position of beef avail-

able in both fast food restaurants and grocery stores

was similar based on d15N values. The d2H and d18O
values of the beef, bread, and milk samples were

independently and positively correlated, suggesting

that both plants and animals recorded the isotopic

composition of local environmental water and, there-

fore, geographic source. Overall, these results demon-

strated the promise and potential of food stable isotope

analyses to broad areas of societal interest: food

safety, food authenticity, and food traceability.

33.1 Introduction

Food sources and eating habits are changing rapidly in

our increasingly globalized societies. Tracing the pro-

duction and movement of food from farm to fork is not

necessarily an easy task in the modern food market

because the diet of today’s global citizen often

includes foods from other countries or continents.

Maintaining tracking records as foods are moved

across the globe is difficult and poor or lost records

often prevent investigators from easily tracing food

source. Despite the globalization of food markets,

there is an emerging interest in buying local foods.

Even so consumers lack a method to verify that foods

labeled as locally grown are truly produced locally.

Stable isotope analysis can be useful for food tracing

and has proven to be a powerful tool for investigations

into the diet of both ancient (Macko et al. 1999a, b;

O’Connell and Hedges 1999a; Sponheimer and

Lee-Thorp 1999; White et al. 2004) and modern

(O’Connell and Hedges 1999b; O’Connell et al.

2001; Nardoto et al. 2006) man.

Historically, applications of stable isotope analysis

in dietary studies have focused on understanding the
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impact of different inputs on the final isotopic compo-

sition of the consumer’s tissue(s) [e.g., (Nardoto et al.

2006; O’Brien and Wooller 2007; Ehleringer et al.

2008)]. However, stable isotope analysis can also be

used to trace the origin of and determine the produc-

tion method for individual food items (Rossmann

2001; Kelly et al. 2005). To date, most food tracer

studies have focused on the analysis of specialty items,

such as cheese (Pillonel et al. 2003; Camin et al. 2004;

Manca et al. 2006), olive oil (Bontempo et al. 2009;

Camin et al. 2010) or wine (West et al. 2007) that have

relatively few and well understood origins and meth-

ods of production. Stable isotope analyses can be

applied more broadly to the protein, carbohydrate,

and lipid components of human diets.

Stable isotopes act as natural recorders of the

biological, chemical, environmental, and physiologi-

cal processes at work on organic materials (West et al.

2006b). The analysis of a plant or animal samples for a

suite of elemental isotope concentrations can therefore

provide information on the previous conditions expe-

rienced by those tissues. The information provided by

each of the elements hydrogen (H), carbon (C), nitro-

gen (N), and oxygen (O) varies; together, the analysis

and interpretation of these light-element isotopes often

provides unambiguous information in tracing studies

of human dietary food items.

33.1.1 Carbon Isotope Ratios
Are Ultimately Linked
to Photosynthesis

The measured d13C value of a food is ultimately linked

to plant photosynthesis because plants discriminate

against 13CO2 in the atmosphere during carbon assim-

ilation (Ehleringer et al. 1993). The carbon isotopic

composition of atmospheric CO2 is relatively constant

across the globe, with an approximate average value of

�8‰ (Keeling et al. 2005), but see (Peck and Tubman

2010) for a discussion of changing carbon dioxide

d13C values. Discrimination against 13C in carbon

dioxide is larger in plants that use the C3 (Calvin

cycle) photosynthetic pathway than in plants that use

the C4 (Hatch-Slack cycle) pathway. Thus, C3 plants,

which include temperate grasses (e.g., wheat, barley,

rye, rice) and most fruit and vegetables as important

human dietary components, are characterized by d13C
values ranging from �30 to �22‰ (Cerling et al.

1997). On the other hand, C4 plants are characterized

by relatively higher d13C values, ranging from �14 to

�10‰ (Cerling et al. 1997). Examples of C4 plants

important in human diet include corn (maize), sugar

cane, and other tropical grains such as millet, teff, and

fonio.

Due to the large differences in the d13C values of C3

and C4 plants, it is possible to develop two-source

mixing models to calculate the relative proportions of

different plant sources to a mixture (Phillips and Gregg

2001). For example, a two-source mixing model can be

used to detect the introduction of a C4-plant derived

adulterant (cane sugar; d13C ¼ �12.5‰) to C3-plant

derived food item (maple syrup; d13C ¼ �23.6‰)

(Martin et al. 1996). This approach has also been

used to detect the adulteration of wildflower honey,

a C3 plant-based food, with C4 sugars (White et al.

1998).

The d13C values of animal-derived food items like

beef, chicken, or milk will reflect the carbon stable

isotope ratios of the animal’s dietary inputs (Bahar

et al. 2005; Schmidt et al. 2005; Camin et al. 2008;

Rhodes et al. 2010). Similar to the adulteration detec-

tion examples, mixing models can also be used to

calculate the fraction of C3- or C4-plants fed to an

animal during its growth (Schwarcz and Schoeninger

2011). However, because of a small fractionation

during the incorporation of carbon atoms from diet to

tissue, the d13C value of the carbon source may not

exactly match that of the tissue (Peterson and

Fry 1987).

33.1.2 Nitrogen Isotopes Trace the Flow
of Organic Matter Through Food
Webs

Ecosystem nitrogen influxes and effluxes influence

soil and plant baseline d15N values. The nitrogen

cycle – and its impact on soils and plants – has been

previously reviewed (Högberg 1997; Amundson et al.

2003; Pardo and Nadelhoffer 2010), so we present

only a summary here. Inputs to the ecosystem include

atmospheric N deposition (soils) and N fixation

(plants). Nitrogen outputs include gaseous losses and

hydrologic leaching from soils. Examples of internal

fluxes and transformation within the ecosystem are N

taken up from soil by plants via nitrogen fixation or

mycorrhizae; alterations within plants via transport,
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assimilation, and translocation; and then deposited to

soil via litter fall.

In general, nitrogen stable isotope ratios are increased

~3.2‰ per trophic step in a food web (Peterson and

Fry 1987). It is therefore possible to broadly estimate

the functional trophic level (TL) of many consumers

within a food web as

TLconsumer ¼ TLbase þ ðd15NSC � d15NbaseÞ=3:2;

where TLbase is the assumed TL of the organism used

to estimate the food web’s baseline nitrogen isotope

ratio (for a primary consumer, TLbase ¼ 1) and

d15Nbase and d
15NSC are the measured nitrogen isotope

ratios of the web’s baseline and a secondary consumer,

respectively [equation modified from (Post 2002)].

However, nitrogen discrimination between diet and

consumer can vary about the value of 3.2‰ due to

many factors, including the amount of nitrogen (as

protein) in the diet and the quality of the protein source

(Robbins et al. 2005, 2010). For example, nitrogen

discrimination factors published in the literature

range from 1.4‰ for nursing coyote offspring (Jenkins

et al. 2001) to 5.8‰ for grizzly bears on controlled

diets fed apples [(Felicetti et al. 2003); see also (Rob-

bins et al. 2005)].

Despite the multiple pathways for N movement in

an ecosystem, nitrogen isotope ratios can be used to

construct food web assemblages by estimating organ-

isms’ trophic levels (Cabana and Rasmussen 1996;

Hansson et al. 1997; Bösl et al. 2006). Nitrogen stable

isotope analysis is also a powerful tool for investiga-

tions into the flow of organic matter and energy

through a food web (Peterson et al. 1985; Vander

Zanden et al. 1999). The nitrogen isotope analysis of

human hair has been used to successfully trace the

source (animal vs. plant) of protein in the consumer’s

diet (O’Connell and Hedges 1999b; Petzke et al.

2005a, b).

33.1.3 Hydrogen and Oxygen Isotope
Ratios Record Geolocation
Information

The majority of water in the Earth’s water cycle is

found in the oceans, which have defined hydrogen and

oxygen stable isotope ratios of 0‰ for each (Gat

1996). As water from the surface of the ocean is

evaporated into the atmosphere, the water vapor in

clouds is depleted in 2H and 18O relative to the

ocean. In turn, water condensation from the cloud

mass is enriched in 2H and 18O relative to the cloud.

After a precipitation event the residual cloud mass is

further depleted in 2H and 18O relative to both the

original cloud and the ocean. The systematic fraction-

ation within a cloud mass during successive precipita-

tion events results in a predictable depletion of 2H and
18O across landscapes (Gat 1996). This simplified

model does not capture all the processes taking place

in the hydrologic cycle, but it explains a large portion

of the isotope gradients observed across the Earth’s

surface that are related to the isotope ratios of meteoric

water.

The predictable geographic pattern in meteoric

water d2H and d18O values can be spatially presented

in an isotopic landscape, or isoscape (West et al.

2010b). In general, higher d2H and d18O water values

are measured near coasts and in low latitudes or low

elevation regions. Lower d2H and d18O values are

measured in high latitude, high altitude, and inland

regions. The tissues of both plants and animals record

the stable isotope ratios of local environmental water

(West et al. 2006a, 2008, 2010b). Thus, the stable

isotope ratios of a plant- or animal-derived food item

will vary with geography and these values can be used

to investigate its region-of-origin.

Two concepts serve as the basis for understanding

the relationship between animal or plant tissue and

water. First, (Craig 1961) described the relationship

between the d2H and d18O values of meteoric water

collected across the globe. Known as the Global Mete-

oric Water Line (GMWL), it is described as

d2H ¼ 8�d18O þ 10‰:

Because the hydrogen and oxygen isotope ratios of

meteoric water are correlated, we expect that the d2H
and d18O values of animal and plant tissues will also

be related and mimic the spatial distribution of water

isotopes. However, the water in organisms is subject to

evaporation, which differentially impacts the abun-

dance of 2H and 18O in tissues. In animals, metabolic

water will additionally influence the d2H and d18O
values of body water. The foundation for understand-

ing the isotopic enrichment measured in animal and

plant tissue d2H and d18O values associated with
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evaporation is the Craig-Gordon model (Craig and

Gordon 1965). Mechanistic studies on the d2H and

d18O values of animal and plant tissues for food

tracing are all necessarily based on these two funda-

mental concepts.

33.1.4 Fast Food Stable Isotope Analysis
Characterizes the Average
American Diet

One defining characteristic of today’s American diet is

the inclusion of prepared foods obtained away from

the home. In 1970, the average US citizen spent 26%

of his total yearly food budget on food prepared away

from home (Lin and Frazão 1999). By 1999, the pro-

portion had roughly doubled to ~50% (Clauson 2000).

Fast food restaurants are the single largest supplier of

away-from-home food for the average American,

accounting for approximately 12% of daily caloric

(i.e., energy) intake (Guthrie et al. 2002). The “meat

and potatoes” fast food meal leads sales, with consu-

mers eating hamburgers and French fries more often

than any other restaurant menu item offered (Jeka-

nowski 1999; French et al. 2000).

Americans increased spending on foods prepared

outside the home from $263 billion in 1992 to $415

billion in 2002, an increase of 23% when corrected for

inflation (Stewart et al. 2004). In an effort to continue

increasing profit margins, the food industry has begun

to change the face of agriculture in the USA. Key to

this change is consolidation of supply chains, allowing

a company to control all aspects of food production

from feedlot to meat counter and thereby cutting costs

in the process. Between 1975 and 2000, there was

increased geographic concentration in the cattle, hog,

and poultry industries (Drabenstott et al. 1999; Herath

et al. 2004). By 1999, approximately 60% of all cattle

were raised in three states, while two-thirds of chick-

ens were raised in five (Drabenstott et al. 1999), creat-

ing the most concentrated manufacturing sector in the

USA (Herath et al. 2004).

Ongoing consolidation in the food industry should

reduce isotopic variation for different food items. We

investigated patterns in meat production methods

through the stable isotope analysis of carbon and

nitrogen. We used hydrogen and oxygen stable isotope

ratios to investigate the potential relationship between

local environmental conditions at food growing

regions and the measured d2H and d18O values of

food. Because of its importance to the modern Ameri-

can diet, we concentrated our survey on the most

ubiquitous example of food prepared away-from-

home: the fast food meal.

We focused on the three basic components of a fast

food meal: (a) protein (beef patty), (b) carbohydrates

(hamburger bun and French fries), and (c) beverage

(milk). Dietary protein is the source of essential amino

acids used for protein synthesis in the consumer and

thus, the analysis of proteinaceous tissues can be used

to infer something of a consumer’s protein intake.

Carbohydrates (and, though not discussed in this text,

fat) represent the energy source for metabolism. For

example, the stable isotope analysis of breath CO2 is

used to indicate the carbohydrate fuel of a consumer

(Ayliffe et al. 2004). The liquid intake of a consumer

will impact his body water pool, which in turn influ-

ences the isotopic composition of amino acids and

proteins in the consumer’s other tissues.

33.2 Materials and Methods

We collected the hamburger (beef) patty, hamburger

bun, French fries, and milk drink from Hamburger

Happy Meals™ purchased from McDonald’s® restau-

rants in 36 cities distributed across the contiguous

USA in February 2008 (Fig. 33.1). To allow food

choice comparisons, ground beef (and chicken), loaf

bread, and milk were also purchased in a supermarket

in each city. Details of sample collection, preparation,

and analysis can be found in (Chesson et al. 2008,

2010a, b).

In stable isotope analysis of foods to calculate die-

tary inputs or for region-of-origin assignment, it is

important that samples are lipid-free as the carbon

and hydrogen isotope ratios of lipids are typically

light and inconsistent amounts of lipids in samples

can differentially affect measured d13C and d2H
values. Thus, all meat samples and French fries were

delipified prior to analysis to remove fat and cooking

oils. In order to assure sample homogeneity, delipified

samples were then ground to a fine powder to mini-

mize heterogeneity. No special procedures were

required to process the hamburgers buns or loaf breads

prior to grinding. We extracted the water from milk
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samples for stable isotope ratio analysis (West et al.

2006a).

Measured H, C, N, and O isotope ratios are reported

vs. Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water (VSMOW),

Pee Dee Belemnite (PDB), atmospheric air, and

VSMOW, respectively. We recognized that some pro-

portion of the H atoms in organic molecules is

exchangeable (DeNiro 1981). Therefore, the H

exchange factors were controlled for meats during

sample preparation and analysis (Bowen et al. 2005;

Chesson et al. 2009). Atom exchange with the envi-

ronment was not a concern for C, N, or O stable

isotope ratio measurements.

33.3 Results and Discussion

33.3.1 Supermarket Beef Cattle Eat
More Corn than Fast Food
Cattle in the USA

As a result of consolidation in meat production and

supply chains in the USA, we hypothesized that beef

cattle raised for the fast food and for the grocery retail

markets would be fed similar feed and thus display

similar d13C values. As expected, we found that the

mean carbon isotope ratios of beef were similar,

whether purchased as McDonald’s hamburgers or as

ground beef from supermarkets. However, the distri-

butions of measured d13C values within each dataset

were markedly different, as seen in a comparison of

the cumulative frequency distributions for hamburger

and ground beef carbon isotope ratios (Fig. 33.2). The

supermarket dataset contained samples with (on aver-

age) higher measured d13C values than the hamburger

dataset; yet it also contained the two lowest measured

d13C values. As shown in Fig. 33.2, the distribution of

carbon isotope ratios in the supermarket beef dataset

was not normal, as compared to the d13C values of

restaurant hamburgers.

Several recent studies have investigated the impact

of diet on the carbon isotope ratios of ruminants (De

Smet et al. 2004; Bahar et al. 2005; Schmidt et al.

2005; Bahar et al. 2008). Two of these present two-

source mixing models for calculating the incorpora-

tion of C4-based diet into cow tissue (De Smet et al.

2004; Bahar et al. 2005). Using a similar approach as

that presented by De Smet et al. (2004) and Bahar et al.

(2005), we calculated the percentage of C4-based plant

Fig. 33.1 Locations of fast food restaurants (McDonald’s®) and supermarkets visited in this American food survey, shown on a

predicted tap water oxygen isoscape for the USA (Bowen et al. 2007)
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material in the diets of the cows that served as the

source of beef for McDonald’s restaurants and super-

markets. (We assume that mostly corn and not C4

grass represents this dietary biomass.)

In the mixing model we used a value of �24.0‰ to

represent cattle eating only C3 biomass, which was

calculated from the analysis of beef from a ranch

raising grass-fed cattle in Idaho (1s ¼ 0.4‰, n ¼ 8;

unpublished data). We used a carbon isotope ratio of

�11.4‰ to represent cattle eating solely C4 biomass,

which was calculated using hamburgers collected

from McDonald’s restaurants in Brazil (1s ¼ 0.8‰,

n ¼ 10; unpublished data.) The calculated proportion

of corn in the diet of cattle that served as the source of

meat for McDonald’s hamburgers ranged from 0.39 to

0.95. The range for fractional contribution of corn in

the diet calculated for supermarket beef was larger and

spanned from 0.01 to 1.0.

From the available beef datasets and the dietary

corn proportion calculations we observed a previously

undocumented difference between the measured d13C
values of lipid-free beef samples collected in the same

location but from different sources: fast food restau-

rants and supermarkets. In addition, the proportional

contribution of C4 plants to the diets of beef cattle

sourced by supermarkets spanned a larger range than

the contribution of C4 plants to cattle sourced by

restaurants. Based on this observation, a consumer

choosing to eat dinner at McDonald’s could incorpo-

rate a significantly different carbon isotope ratio from

his hamburger patty than a consumer who chose to

grill her own burger at home using beef from the

supermarket meat counter. Interestingly, it appears

beef cattle from American supermarkets were gener-

ally fed more corn prior to slaughter than beef cattle

served by McDonald’s restaurants, contrary to popular

perception (Dotinga 2008; Pickert 2008).

33.3.2 There Are No Trophic Level
Differences Between Restaurant
and Supermarket Beef

Beef cattle are primary consumers and in the USA are

likely consuming mostly corn prior to slaughter (see

Sect. 33.3.1, above). Thus, we expected that the

measured d15N values of beef cattle collected from

fast food restaurants and supermarkets would be simi-

lar. If we knew or could estimate the d15N value of the

baseline for the beef food web, we hypothesize that we

would be able to calculate the functional trophic level

of beef cattle.

There was no difference between the mean d15N
values of beef in the two datasets (Fig. 33.3). All beef

appear to occupy the same relative trophic level.

While this is not surprising since these animals are

primary consumers, it does suggest that the nitrogen

isotope values of the feed available to beef stock (e.g.,

corn, grasses) were grown on nitrogen sources that had

generally the same nitrogen isotope ratio value. The

measured d15N values of all the beef samples covered

a small range, from 5.1 to 7.8‰ for hamburgers and

from 5.3 to 7.9‰ for ground beef from supermarkets.

We observed a difference in the mean measured

d15N values of beef and chicken available to the mod-

ern American consumer (Fig. 33.3); nitrogen stable

isotope ratios were significantly lower for chicken

than for McDonald’s hamburgers or supermarket

ground beef (ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test;

F2,104 ¼ 814.9, P < 0.0001). The range in d15N
values for chicken samples was 1.6–3.5‰. Our fast

food meat nitrogen isotope data agreed well with a

survey of fast food meals purchased from different

Fig. 33.2 The distribution of measured carbon isotope ratios in

the fast food hamburger (solid line) and supermarket ground

beef (dashed line) samples collected in this survey. Data are

presented as cumulative fractions to highlight the different

distribution in measured d13C values of each dataset
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restaurant chains in selected cities in the USA by

Jahren and Kraft (2008).

In this survey of American fast food items we

assumed, as did Jahren and Kraft (2008), that the

majority of feed for animals raised for sale to the

food industry is corn. We therefore used a d15N values

for the nitrogen input of corn fed to both chickens and

cows of ~3‰ (Schoeller et al. 1986; Masud et al.

1999; Bahar et al. 2005). Using the modified equation

of Post (2002) and a diet-consumer nitrogen discrimina-

tion factor of 3.2‰, we calculated the mean functional

TL of beef cattle and chickens where corn was the food

web baseline so that TLbase ¼ 0 and d15Nbase ¼ 3‰.

We calculated mean TL for beef purchased at both

McDonald’s restaurants and supermarkets as 1.0; the

calculated TL of chicken from supermarkets was 0.0.

While a calculated TL of ~1 was expected for beef

cattle, we did not expect to find that the calculated

trophic level of chickens was the same as that of plants

(i.e., TL ¼ 0). Chickens are omnivorous and would

naturally occupy a functional trophic level greater than

one. We present two possibilities to explain the low

calculated TL of chickens. First, our estimates of feed

d15N values may be incorrect for chicken. In other

words, chickens raised for distribution to fast food

restaurants are fed a nitrogen source with a d15N
value near 0‰. Alternatively, the fractionation

between diet and tissue nitrogen isotope ratios,

assumed to be 3.2‰ here, is not the same for beef

cattle and chickens, leading us to underestimate the

functional TL of chickens. For commercially raised

chicken that cannot forage, pre-mixed feeds include

nitrogen in the form of fish or feather meals. A chicken

consuming a diet with large quantities of crude protein –

protein from an animal-derived source – may have a

dietary nitrogen discrimination factor much lower than

an average value of 3.2‰ (Robbins et al. 2005, 2010).

33.3.3 Beef Hydrogen and Oxygen
Ratios May Be Useful for
Region-of-Origin Assignment

If cattle production is consolidated in the USA, the

range in measured d2H and d18O values observed in

beef samples may be limited due to the limited geo-

graphic (and thus, isotopic) variation of the production

regions. Independent of the amount of beef isotopic
Fig. 33.3 The distribution of measured nitrogen isotope ratios

of collected fast food hamburgers (top), supermarket ground

beef (middle), and supermarket chicken (bottom)
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variation the relationship between d2H and d18O
values of beef tissue should mimic the GMWL

because beef cattle incorporate environmental water

during growth. We expected to see a positive correla-

tion between measured beef hydrogen and oxygen

isotope ratios. However, due to the impact of meta-

bolic water on an organism’s body water pool and/or

the evaporation of water within an organism’s tissues

we did not necessarily expect to find that the slope or

intercept of the relationship between beef d2H and

d18O values would exactly match those of the meteoric

water line.

The measured d2H and d18O values of beef pur-

chased from McDonald’s restaurants and supermarket

meat counters spanned a large range, from �157

to �98‰ for hydrogen and from 9.2 to 18.1‰ for

oxygen. The hydrogen and oxygen isotope ratios of

beef co-varied (Fig. 33.4) and the ordinary least

squares regression (OLS) lines fitted to the separate

beef datasets were described by the equations

d2H ¼ 6:4�d18O � 211‰ r2 ¼ 0:91
� �

for fast food restaurant hamburgers and

d2H = 6:4�d18O � 213‰ r2 ¼ 0:80
� �

for ground beef from supermarket meat counters. Both

the lines were different from the GMWL. However,

neither of the slopes were different from the slope of a

regression line describing the relationship between

hydrogen and oxygen isotope ratios of human hair

collected throughout the USA [m ¼ 5.7; (Ehleringer

et al. 2008)].

The congruence between the slopes of the OLS

regression lines fitted to measured d2H and d18O values

of beef protein and human hair keratin suggests that the

incorporation of H and O atoms from the cow’s diet,

drinkingwater, and O2 inputs is similar to the incorpora-

tion of H and O from various dietary and fluid inputs to

human hair. A semi-mechanistic model developed to

describe the relationship between the stable isotope

ratios of inputs to human hair d2H and d18O values

(Ehleringer et al. 2008) may therefore also be useful –

after some modification – to understand the incorpora-

tion of hydrogen and oxygen atoms to beef cattle muscle

tissue because both hair and muscle are proteins. Using

the Ehleringer et al. (2008) publication for reference, we

attempted to adapt the model as follows to predict the

measured oxygen stable isotope ratios of beef protein.

We assumed that the O atoms of amino acids are

exposed to isotopic exchange within the animal’s body

water pool when proteins from the diet are cleaved in

the stomach and small intestine during digestion at low

pH. After absorption across the gut wall, the oxygen

isotope ratio of an amino acid is, in essence, fixed.

Thus, the oxygen isotopic composition of protein in

cow muscle is related to that of water in the cow’s gut

(d18Owg) during digestion such that

d18Omuscle ¼ ao�ð1; 000þ d18OwgÞ � 1; 000;

(33.1)

where ao is the fractionation in oxygen isotope ratio

associated with protein synthesis and is assigned a

value of 1.0164 (Kreuzer-Martin et al. 2003). Note

that (33.1) presented here is the same as Equation (1)

in Ehleringer et al. (2008) and Equation (19) in

Podlesak et al. (2008). For cows that eat dry feed, gut

water is a mixture of gastric fluids from the body water

pool (d18Owb) and possibly drinking water (d18Owe):

Fig. 33.4 A bi-plot of the measured hydrogen and oxygen

isotope ratios of fast food hamburgers (closed circles) and super-
market ground beef (open circles). The measured d2H and d18O
values for each data set were correlated. Ordinary least squares

regression lines fitted to the data are shown in solid black for

burgers and dashed black for ground beef and described by the

equations d2H ¼ 6.4*d18O – 211‰ (r2 ¼ 0.91) and d2H ¼ 6.4*

d18O – 213‰ (r2 ¼ 0.80), respectively
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d18Owg ¼ g1�d18Owb þ g2�d18Owe; (33.2)

where g1 and g2 represent the fraction of water in the

gut from body water and drinking water, respectively.

Unlike the human hair keratin model, we do not con-

sider water contained within food as a contributor to

gut water. We initially assume that the contribution of

drinking water to gut water is insignificant (g2 ¼ 0)

and thus the oxygen isotopic composition of water in

the gut is the same as that of body water (g1 ¼ 1 and

d18Owg ¼ d18Owb).

The body water pool does not have the same iso-

tope ratio as drinking water because of the contribu-

tion of metabolic water (Gretebeck et al. 1997). The

oxygen isotopic composition of body water is

described as

d18Owb¼
a�d18Oweþb�d18Odþc�½aO2ð1;000þd18OO2Þ�1;000�

h�afwloþj�aCO2þk
;

(33.3)

where d18Od and d
18OO2 are the stable isotope ratios of

food and inhaled oxygen, respectively; a, b, and c are
the fractional contributions of drinking water, food,

and atmospheric oxygen, respectively, to body water;

h, j, and k are the proportions of O lost as fractionated

water, exhaled CO2, and unfractionated water, respec-

tively, from the body water pool; and aO2, afwlo, and
aCO2 are the isotopic fractionation factors for the

absorption of O2, loss of oxygen through breathing

and transcutaneous evaporation, and loss of oxygen

in exhaled CO2. Equation (33.3) is unchanged from

the Ehleringer et al. (2008) model, presented by the

authors as Equation (6). This is also essentially the

same model for body water oxygen isotope ratios as

Equation (24) in Podlesak et al. (2008), though the

authors used experimentally derived values for the

proportion of drinking water, food, and O2 contribut-

ing to wood rat body water d18O values while we have

used values from Gretebeck et al. (1997), which were

originally derived for humans.

We previously collected and analyzed a sample of

grass-fed beef collected in Soda Springs, ID. Using the

predicted tap water oxygen isotope ratio (d18Owe) of

the location (Bowen et al. 2007), we attempted to use

the modified model described above to calculate a

predicted beef meat d18Omuscle value. We used a

value of 21.0‰ for d18Od, which was measured for

locally grown hay in the Salt Lake City, UT area

(unpublished data). Using the predicted d18Owe value

of �17.0‰, the modified protein model predicted a

d18Omuscle value of 12.0‰ for beef cattle raised in

Soda Springs. The predicted d18Omuscle value was

greater than the measured oxygen isotope ratio

9.2‰, a difference of 2.8‰. However, the variation

(calculated as 1s) in measured d18O values of several

samples of beef collected from different individual

animals within the same herd of cattle in ID (n ¼ 8)

was 1.2‰. Indeed, one sample of meat collected from

the ID herd had a measured d18O value of 12.3‰, very

near the theoretical predicted value of 12.0‰.

Tracing the geographical origin of beef has recently

been recognized as a food-safety concern in Europe

and Asia. Preliminary data suggest the stable isotope

analysis of beef may be useful to answer questions of

region-of-origin (Nakashita et al. 2008; Bong et al.

2010; Horacek and Min 2010). A recent survey of

beef raised in Japan published by Nakashita et al.

(2008) observed a relationship between the oxygen

isotope ratio of water available to beef cattle and the

measured d18O value of delipified beef, described by:

d18Omuscle ¼ 0:59 � d18Owe þ 15:56‰: (33.4)

We also tested the Nakashita et al. (2008) model

using the predicted tap water d18O value of �17.0‰
for Soda Springs, ID. Equation (33.4) predicted a

muscle tissue oxygen isotope ratio of beef raised in

ID of 5.5‰, much lower than the measured d18Omuscle

value of 9.2 and 3‰ lower than any value measured

for cattle in the ID herd (minimum ¼ 8.6‰).

33.3.4 Bread Hydrogen and Oxygen
Isotope Ratios Are Positively
Correlated

Following a similar water-based dependence, the

hydrogen and oxygen isotope ratio of both beef and

bread should be positively correlated. We expected to

see a correlation between the measured d2H and d18O
values of breads collected from McDonald’s restau-

rants as hamburger buns and from supermarkets as

loaves because the source of H and O atoms in wheat
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are derived from meteoric water. The ranges in d2H
and d18O values of hamburger buns spanned from�99

to �66‰ and from 27.0 to 31.4‰, respectively

(Fig. 33.5). The ranges in hydrogen and oxygen iso-

tope ratios of bread samples spanned from �94 to

�64‰ and from 25.2 to 32.2‰, respectively

(Fig. 33.5). Hydrogen and oxygen isotope ratios of

the two bread datasets were significantly correlated

at the a ¼ 0.05 level (two-tailed Pearson correlation;

r ¼ 0.90 for buns and r ¼ 0.77 for loaf bread).

A model of the hydrogen and oxygen isotope ratios

of plants carbohydrate (cellulose) has been developed

and tested in the past decade (Roden et al. 2000).

Recently the hydrogen and oxygen isotope ratios of

materials of forensics interest, plant-based poisons and

counterfeit money (West et al. 2010a), have also been

examined and modeled. Based on the extent of varia-

tion in bread d2H and d18O values – and the correlation

between the two isotopes – we propose that similar

tracing and geolocating approaches could be used for

food items like the hamburger buns and loaves of

bread collected in the survey.

Models exist to provide a theoretical foundation

for predicting the isotopic composition of leaf

water (West et al. 2008) based on the distribution of

water isotope globally. Other models that use the

Craig-Gordon evaporation model as a foundation can

be used to interpret the transformation of leaf water

d2H and d18O values to plant cellulose d2H and d18O
values (Roden and Ehleringer 1999; Roden et al.

2000). With some work, these models may be adapted

to model the hydrogen and oxygen isotope ratios of

wheat-based carbohydrates like hamburger buns and

bread.

In addition to hydrogen and oxygen isotope ratios,

we also compared the measured d13C values of ham-

burger buns and loaf breads. We found the mean

measured d13C values of the datasets were statistically

different (unpaired t test; t69 ¼ 3.8, P < 0.001); the

mean carbon isotope ratio for hamburger buns

(�23.6‰) was higher than that of loaf bread samples

(�24.1‰). This difference is likely due to the ingre-

dients used to make hamburger buns, which include

high fructose corn syrup, a C4-based sweetener. These

measured carbon isotope ratios highlight the need for

caution when adapting models to trace wheat-based

food like bread. Developed models must recognize the

potential confounding impact of other ingredients

(with other origins) in the bulk bread sample submitted

for stable isotope analysis.

33.3.5 Interpreting Potato Hydrogen
and Oxygen Isotopes is
Challenging at the Moment

We expected the measured hydrogen and oxygen iso-

tope ratios of potatoes and potato products (i.e.,

French fries) would be significantly correlated because

the d2H and d18O values of meteoric water are related

(Gat 1996). The ranges in measured d2H and d18O
values for delipified French fries and baking potatoes

are shown in Fig. 33.6. We found that the hydrogen

and oxygen stable isotope values of French fries and

baking potatoes collected in this American food sur-

vey were significantly and positively correlated at the

a ¼ 0.05 level, when tested using the two-tailed Pearson

correlation. However, the amount of variation in H

explained by O was very low for both fries and pota-

toes (r2 ¼ 0.15 and 0.26, respectively).

There may be multiple explanations why d2H and

d18O values in potatoes are not as tightly correlated as

they are in the GMWL. One possibility is that starch,

the main storage molecule of the potato tuber and

Fig. 33.5 A bi-plot of the measured hydrogen and oxygen

isotope ratios of fast food hamburger buns (closed diamonds)
and supermarket loaf bread (open diamonds). The measured d2H
and d18O values for each data set were correlated (r ¼ 0.90 for

hamburger buns and r ¼ 0.77 for loaf bread)
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containing exchangeable hydroxyl groups, has oppor-

tunities for H atoms to interact with different water

sources between the time a potato is harvested in the

field and sold to the consumer. Despite the protective

effects of the potato skin, tubers gain or lose weight

according to the relative humidity of the surrounding

environment (DeNiro and Cooper 1989). Hydrogen

atoms may also have the opportunity for exchange

during potato processing post harvest. For example,

potatoes for French fries are commonly steam cleaned

to remove the skin and any attached debris (Lisińska

and Gołubowska 2005). During this process, hydrogen

atoms in the hydroxyl groups are subject to exchange

with ambient water surrounding the potato tuber.

Lisińska and Gołubowska (2005) have shown change

in both carbohydrate characteristics and water content

during the production of pre-frozen French fries. Thus,

the isotopic composition of the water vapor at the

storage location and the method of processing post-

harvest potatoes could contribute to the decoupling of

French fry and potato d2H and d18O values.

In addition, a French fry is not simply a sliced

potato. A second possibility is the conversion of car-

bohydrates during French fry production and/or

cooking that were composed of different d2H and/or

d18O values, because the local water environment is

different than that of the original tuber. For instance,

while the delipification step should have removed any

fats introduced during the production-cooking pro-

cesses, conversion of starches to sugars may have

altered the overall d2H and d18O values from that

originally characterizing the potato. Supporting this

argument, a comparison of the mean measured hydro-

gen and oxygen isotope ratios of French fries and

baking potatoes found a significant difference between

d2H values (unpaired t test; t69 ¼ 6.0, P < 0.0001)

but no difference between d18O values.

33.3.6 Milk Water Isotope Ratios Show
Promise for Tracing the Origin
of Dairy Products

Chesson et al. (2010a) recently presented a model to

predict the isotope ratios of drinking water for cows

based on the d2H and d18O values of water extracted

from milk. The authors used the OLS regression

line describing the relationship between the oxygen

isotope ratios of paired cow drinking water and

milk water samples as an approximation of a semi-

mechanistic model accounting for the proportional

contributions of drinking water and meteoric water to

body water (i.e., milk water). The relationship is

d18Omilk ¼ 0:86 � d18Owe þ 1:1‰; (33.5)

where d18Omilk and d18Owe are the oxygen isotope

ratios of water extracted from milk and water in the

environment, respectively (Chesson et al. 2010a). The

study then examined the predicted drinking water

d18O values for a number of McDonald’s milk samples

purchased from different cities, which grouped into

three distinct data clusters. Predicted water for the

three groups of restaurant samples overlapped with

known regions of high dairy cow concentration in

the US. That study could not go further given the

lack of information on the original source of the pur-

chased restaurant samples.

The authors noted that the generally high total

water flux (TWF) in dairy cows should drive body

water stable isotope ratio values closer to those of

Fig. 33.6 A bi-plot of the measured hydrogen and oxygen

isotope ratios of fast food French fries (closed squares) and

baking potatoes purchased from supermarkets (open squares).
The measured d2H and d18O values for each data set were

correlated though the amount of variance in measured d2H
values explained by d18O values was low (r2 ¼ 0.15 for French

fries and r2 ¼ 0.26 for potatoes)
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drinking water. This is because a high water input rate

has the potential to reduce the impacts of metabolic

water on body water isotope values. Thus milk water

d18O values (which are equivalent to body water d18O
values) should be closer to drinking water oxygen

isotope ratios in dairy cows than non-lactating cows

(e.g., beef cattle). With that assumption in mind, we

modified (33.3) to predict the oxygen isotope ratio of

milk water (d18Omilk ¼ d18Owb). Constrained by the

lack of information in the literature, we made esti-

mates of how lactating and non-lactating cows might

differ. We increased the relative contribution of drink-

ing water to body water from 0.62 to 0.90 to reflect a

lactating condition and decreased the proportional

contributions of O atoms in food and inhaled O2

from 0.14 and 0.24, respectively, to 0.05 and 0.05,

respectively.

Using cow drinking water (d18Owe) values from the

dairy farm collection of Chesson et al. (2010a), d18Owb

values were predicted for the dairy cows and then

compared to the original d18Omilk values. The slope

of the OLS regression line describing the relationship

between drinking water and d18Omilk values

(m ¼ 0.86; data not shown) was not significantly dif-

ferent from the slope of the line describing the rela-

tionship between drinking water and predicted d18Owb

values (m ¼ 0.89; data not shown). On the other hand,

the y-intercept of the measured milk water line (1.1)

was significantly different from the predicted body

water line y-intercept (1.8; F1,13 ¼ 12.6, P < 0.01).

It appears the regression-based model presented as

(33.5) and the process-based model modified from

(33.3) may represent equally valid methods for pre-

dicting cow drinking water from the oxygen stable

isotope analysis of water extracted from milk. Using

both model approaches, we predicted the d18Owe value

for a sample of milk collected in Salt Lake City, UT

and distributed by local dairy, Winder Farms (www.

winderfarms.com). The d18Omilk value measured for

the water extracted from the milk sample was

�13.8‰. The predicted value for d18Owe using mod-

ified (33.3) was �17.5‰ and using (33.5) was

�17.4‰. Because the two models predicted nearly

identical cow drinking water values, we used only

the value predicted using (33.5) to then generate a

predicted region-of-origin for the cow(s) that pro-

duced the milk (Fig. 33.7), using a tap water isoscape

for the continental USA (Bowen et al. 2007) and an

error estimate of 3s ¼ 1.2‰ (Chesson et al. 2010a).

The predicted regions-of-origin included the pur-

ported site of the dairy farm operation, West Valley

City, UT. The predicted regions also included portions

of several states north of Utah (Idaho, Montana, and

Wyoming). While not normally considered centers of

dairy milk production, northern Utah and states to the

north are home to several regional milk production

facilities. Those regions are characterized by relatively

low measured tap water d2H and d18O values (Bowen

et al. 2007) and thus all predicted regions shown in

Fig. 33.7 would be consistent with predicted sources

of the milk sold under the local Winder Farms label.

Despite the fact stable isotope analysis alone is not

enough to predict regions with a smaller margin of

the error the possible source of the milk sample, the

predicted regions are relatively local to the purchase

location in Salt Lake City, UT.

33.3.7 Stable Isotope Analyses Reveal
Several Patterns in the Modern
American Diet

From this case study on the stable isotope analysis of

fast food meals for questions of food tracking we have

revealed several patterns in the modern American’s

diet. First, the carbon stable isotope analysis of beef

and breads from McDonald’s restaurants and super-

markets has shown the impact of a consumer’s food

choice. The d13C value of beef from a restaurant can

be markedly different from that of beef purchased

from a supermarket in the same town, with conse-

quences for the carbon isotope ratio of dietary inputs

incorporated by a consumer. Similarly, the prevalence

of C4-based sweeteners in breads available to fast food

diners means the d13C value of the hamburger bun

input is generally higher than the loaf bread input of

a consumer eating bread from the store. Thus, “where

you eat matters” when calculating the carbon isotope

ratios of inputs in your diet.

Next, the hydrogen and oxygen stable isotope anal-

ysis of all components of the fast food meal – and the

supermarket correlates – demonstrated the existence

of significant isotopic, and thus geographic, variation

in the foods available to consumers eating out or

dining in at mealtimes. However, our current ability

to interpret these isotope ratios varies. For example,
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the analysis of beef and milk water for d2H and d18O
values may be very useful for food tracing applications

and possible origin assignment of individual samples,

as demonstrated for samples of beef and milk collected

local to Salt Lake City, UT. The interpretation of bread

and potato d2H and d18O values was not as straightfor-

ward but could prove useful in the future as we under-

stand more about the impacts between origin and

hydrogen and oxygen isotope ratios of those foods.

Finally, the stable isotope analysis of four elements

(H, C, N, and O) provides investigators complimen-

tary information on both the source and production of

food. Consider the beef samples collected in this sur-

vey. Carbon isotope ratios revealed the different diets

of cattle used by fast food restaurants and supermar-

kets. Despite the dietary differences, the trophic levels

of all cattle were similar, as revealed by nitrogen

isotope analysis. Contrary to trends in agricultural

consolidation, the measured d2H and d18O values of

beef revealed that cattle come from many isotopic

regions. These individual pieces of information

together show that an aggregated analysis of stable

isotope ratio food values can be useful for tracing

both the production and origin of food as it travels

to a consumer’s plate.

33.4 Future Directions

In the second volume of the Handbook of Environ-

mental Isotope Geochemistry Hillare-Marcel pre-

dicted that stable isotope chemistry had a promising

future in the field of food tracing (Hillaire-Marcel

1986). Here two decades later in the Handbook’s

fourth volume we have highlighted an application of

stable isotope analysis for tracing the origins of and

production methods for a select group of food items in

arguably the most consumed meal in the US today: the

fast food restaurant meal. Isotope applications in foods

are now approached as including both process and

region-of-origin information. This is an active area of

international research and one likely to significantly

advance in the next two decades as biochemistry,

Fig. 33.7 The predicted regions-of-origin for cows that could

have produced the Winder Farms milk collected in Salt Lake

City, UT. Predictions were generated using the Chesson et al.

(2010b) model, (33.5) in the text. The location of the purported

dairy farm source is shown by the red point. Predicted regions

were generated using a tap water oxygen isoscape for the USA

(Bowen et al. 2007) and include an error estimate of 1.2‰
around the predicted d18O dairy cow drinking water value
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geography, economics, and stable isotopes find more

common ground.

The stable isotope ratios of food items are ulti-

mately linked to two processes: natural environmental

variation in stable isotope ratios and processes asso-

ciated with animal and plant physiology. Pioneering

stable isotope research focused on the environmental

patterns associated with meteoric water hydrogen and

oxygen stable isotopes (Craig 1961) and atmospheric
13CO2 (Keeling 1961) laid the foundation for today’s

advances. Theoretical advances in understanding car-

bon isotopes (Ehleringer et al. 1993), hydrogen and

oxygen in carbohydrates (Roden et al. 2000), and in

animal proteins (Ehleringer et al. 2008), to name a few,

have laid the foundation for interpreting isotope ratio

variations among foods. The exciting area of isoscapes
has now emerged, advancing our understanding of

geospatial isotope patterns (West et al. 2010b).

In order to scale environmental patterns in atmo-

spheric, plant, and water isotopes to animal-derived

food items, we believe more fundamental mechanistic

research is needed before we can fully understand the

isotope physiology of common domesticated animals.

Key among the unknowns are relationships related to

turnover of protein, carbohydrates, and fats, especially

in growing animals and animals shifting diets in the

last phases of animal production (e.g., feedlots). This

need includes controlled diet studies for food-

providing animals like that of Bahar et al. (2005)

with beef cattle. It also includes an understanding of

between-tissue variation in animals (Bahar et al. 2009)

as well as seasonal variation caused by variable envi-

ronmental conditions or feed changes (Boner and Förstel

2004). For example, consider the prediction of dairy

cow drinking water from the measured d18O values of

milk. Predictions would likely be much improved if

we understood more fully the physiology of the cow

and how respiration rates, water flux, and the isotopic

composition of diet affected final milk isotope ratios.

Second, food traceability should be critically tested

to evaluate its potential relative to other technologies.

While discussions of food authenticity and potential

regulations are discussed globally today verification

approaches, such as stable isotope analyses, have not

yet been approached with the depth and rigor needed

to apply to a global food network. Examples such as

the European TRACE Project (www.trace.eu.org) pro-

vide a framework for future studies.

Finally, stable isotope analyses are part of a larger,

integrated analytical approach to food safety, food

authenticity, and food traceability. Stable isotope ana-

lyses can complement other approaches, including

trace element analysis (Heaton et al. 2008), trace

metal analysis (Anderson et al. 1999), radioactive

element analysis (Pillonel et al. 2003), and compound

characterization [e.g., gas chromatography-mass spec-

trometry or high pressure liquid chromatography

(Földházi 1994; Aichholz and Lorbeer 1999; Cotte

et al. 2004)].
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Chapter 34

Stable Isotopes of Carbon and Nitrogen
as Tracers for Paleo-Diet Reconstruction

H.P. Schwarcz and M.J. Schoeninger

Abstract The isotopic compositions of the tissues of

animals and humans are determined by the proportions

of the various nutrients which they consume. This

allows us to determine how much of each of their

available foods were actually consumed over various

parts of their lifetime. We apply this to ancient humans

by analysis of bones, teeth and, rarely desiccated softer

tissues (hair, skin). We review variations in d13C and

d15N of known classes of nutrients (plants and ani-

mals), and discuss the chemical species whose isotopic

composition can be analysed: collagen, bone-mineral,

and lipids (cholesterol, etc.). Some variation in d15N
also arises from variations in d15N of soil, particulate

matter in the sea, and effect of aridity on N balance in

terrestrial animals. Examples are presented of varia-

tion in d13C due to consumption of maize (a C4 plant)

and in d15N due to trophic level effects in prehistoric

hunter-gatherers.

34.1 Introduction

34.1.1 The Concept of Isotopic
Paleodiet Analysis

Beginning in the 1970s, scientists recognized that nat-

ural variation in d13C and d15N of human tissues could

be used to learn something about past human diet. This

concept was almost simultaneously introduced by two

groups of researchers: DeNiro and Epstein (1978,

1981) who carried out animal feeding experiments to

show that “you are what you eat plus a few per mille”;

and Vogel and van der Merwe (1977) who used d13C
values of bone collagen to show the use of maize by

American native people. Shortly afterwards Chisholm

et al. (1982) used d13C values to estimate the depen-

dence on marine foods of natives of the Canadian

Pacific Coast. Since then the number of papers

describing the use of stable isotopes to investigate

past human diet has steadily increased. In this chapter

we shall review these techniques and some of the main

conclusions from current and past research.

34.1.2 Isotopic Labeling of Biological
Materials

The tissues of all plants and animals are composed

of molecules, which have been absorbed or ingested

from the environment or have been synthesized by the

organism. These molecules are generally labeled with

stable isotopes whose relative abundances vary in

nature. As a consequence the isotopic compositions

of the corresponding elements vary to an extent, which

is generally well within the range of analytical detec-

tion. Therefore, by analysis of tissues of plants and

animals, it is possible to learn something about the

environmental isotope ratios that were present during

their lifetimes. In the case of plants these isotopic

abundances are also influenced by environmental

parameters (relative humidity, temperature, nutrient

levels, etc.) whereas in animals, isotopes in tissues

are almost entirely controlled by the diet of the animal.
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Although this chapter is focused on the analysis and

interpretation of isotope ratios in animals, it is neces-

sary to consider to some extent variations in plants as

these will have a direct effect on the animals which

consume them.

We will be concerned here principally with iso-

topes of the light elements nitrogen and carbon. The

paleodietary implications of other light elements

(hydrogen, oxygen, and sulfur) have been studied but

will not be discussed here. While other heavy elements

(e.g., Fe, Zn, Se) are essential in animal metabolism,

there have been no concerted attempts as yet to use

these to trace diet of animals or humans.

We will now itemize the isotopic ratios which

we will be reviewing. For each ratio there is a

corresponding d value defined to be

dnEx ¼ ð½ ½nE =mE x=
nE=mE½ �stdÞ � 1

� �
� 1; 000;

(34.1)

where E is the element in question (C, N), n, m are the

mass numbers of the less- and more-abundant isotope

respectively, x ¼ sample and std ¼ the isotopic ratio

standard material (Table 34.1). The units of d nEx are

per mille (‰).

Using conventional analytical methods (see Sect.

“34.2”), the precision for each of these d values is

about 0.1 ‰, throughout this paper all d values will

be given with respect to the standards listed in

Table 34.1.

Natural variations in d values were first discovered

in the early twentieth C. and eventually attributed by

Urey (1947) to differences in the quantum-mechanical

thermodynamic partition functions for isotopically

labeled species. As a result we expect to see differ-

ences arising in these ratios as a result of two discrete

types of phenomena:

Equilibrium fractionation: where two isotopically

labeled molecules or chemical species are in contact

and where a mechanism exists for them to exchange

isotopes, then there exists some equilibrium distribu-

tion of isotopes between these species through an

isotopic exchange reaction. For example

H2
18O þ 1

2
C16O2 $ H2

16Oþ 1

2
C18O2: (34.2)

The equilibrium partitioning of O isotopes between

these species is represented by the isotopic equilib-

rium constant

K18
H2O�CO2

¼ 18O=16O
� �

CO2

= 18O=16O
� �

H2O
:

(34.3)

Urey (1947) showed that K was dependent only on

the temperature (T) of equilibrium; as T!1, K !
1.0. Over some part of the T range, we observe that

ln K ¼ AT�2: (34.4)

Also, to a good approximation

1,000 ln Ka�b ¼ da � db: (34.5)

Kinetic isotope effects (KIE’s): In any reaction

which involves isotopically labeled species, the rate

of the reaction depends on the isotopic mass of the

reacting species. That is, in a reaction of the form

A*þ B ! A*B, (34.6)

where * represents an isotopic label, the forward rate

of the reaction is generally faster for the lighter iso-

tope. As a result, when the reaction has progressed

only part way, the product will generally have a higher

abundance of the light isotope than the substrate. An

example of this is the rapid evaporation of water (in

such a way that the vapor and liquid cannot equili-

brate). Here the 18O/16O ratio of the vapor will be

lower than that of remaining liquid.

Diffusion of isotopes through membranes or any

other medium also results in a kinetic separation of

isotopes; in general the diffusion coefficients of isoto-

pically labeled molecules depend on the molecular

reduced masses as follows:

D*/D =
p

M/M*ð Þ: (34.7)

Table 34.1 Isotope ratios and d values reviewed in this chapter
Element Isotope ratio Delta value Standard

Carbon 13C/12C d13C VPDB

Nitrogen 15N/14N d15N AIR
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In most biochemical reactions such as the enzy-

matic synthesis of molecules, it is assumed that

KIE’s control the isotopic composition of the product

since the substrate and product are not expected to be

isotopic equilibrium. For example in the photosyn-

thetic reaction

CO2 þ H2O ! ½CH2O�x þ O2; (34.8)

where [CH2O]x represents a carbohydrate, there is

a KIE for carbon isotopes such that the product carbo-

hydrate is depleted by ~17 ‰ with respect to the

substrate CO2.

34.1.3 Paleodiet

The study of the subsistence of past humans is a rich

and complex subject which has traditionally mainly

focused on the study of the traces of consumed foods:

bones, shells, seeds, pollen, etc. (Ungar and Teaford

2002; Miracle and Milner 2008). Isotopic paleodiet

cannot provide such specific information about the

foods consumed. Rather, the approach should be to

determine the isotopic compositions of the foods

known to have been in the diet of a given population,

and use these data to interpret the compositions of the

preserved tissues of members of that population as

well as food residues from cookware and storage ves-

sels. In rare cases, it is possible, using analyses of

tissues, to recognize that specific foods had been con-

sumed, because of the unique isotopic compositions

of those foods. More generally, it is necessary to use

some sort of multicomponent data analysis procedure

to estimate the relative proportions of multiple foods

(Phillips and Gregg 2003; Schwarcz 1991). Other ear-

lier reviews of these methods include Schwarcz and

Schoeninger (1991), Schoeninger and Moore (1992);

Katzenberg (2000); Ambrose and Katzenberg (2000).

34.2 Methods

34.2.1 Sample Preparation

In the study of humans from the past, we are generally

limited to analyzing bones and teeth since “soft tis-

sues” are usually lost through biologically driven

decay. Rarely, when working in arctic or hyper-arid

regions, soft tissues such as hair, skin, are also pre-

served. Even in temperate regions, we cannot assume

perfect preservation of skeletal materials.

34.2.1.1 Collagen

The main target of paleodietary study is collagen

which makes up about 40 wt% of living bone. The

best-preserved fossil (archaeological) bone yields

about 22 wt% collagen, a difference which is

attributable to dehydration during burial. At some

archaeological sites, however, the collagen content

recoverable from bone drops to as low as 1% or less,

with the result that the bone is essentially unusable for

this purpose. Also, we observe changes in the compo-

sition of the collagen recovered, which suggest that it

is unrepresentative of the native material. DeNiro

(1985) recommends that if the atomic C:N ratio lies

outside the range 2.9–3.2, the sample should be

rejected even if the yield is high. For a more detailed

discussion of collagen preservation see DeNiro et al.

(1985), DeNiro and Weiner (1988), Schoeninger et al.

(1989) and Ambrose (1990).

Bone collagen is obtained by demineralizing the

bone using weak acid (usually 0.2 N HCl) at room

temperature over a period of several days. Alternately

the Ca chelating agent EDTA (ethylene diamine tetra-

acetic acid) can be used although there is some risk

that traces of this compound may be adsorbed onto

the collagen (Weiner, pers comm.). If bone is well-

preserved, this procedure yields a pseudomorph of the

bone fragments used, composed of gelatinous colla-

gen. This material is then dissolved in very dilute acid

(HCl) at 60�C to produce a gelatin solution, which is

then filtered, lyophilized and stored until analysis. If

more finely powdered bone is used, it is impossible

to observe pseudomorphs, the presence of which pro-

vide a useful indication of collagen preservation.

Ambrose (1990) also emphasizes the need to deter-

mine the percent C and N in the bone as independent

indicators of collagen preservation; these data are

readily obtained using the CF method.

Analysis is by direct combustion with O2 in a con-

tinuous-flow (CF) IRMS; the product CO2 and N2 are

analyzed for d13C and d15N respectively. Older meth-

ods included reacting collagen with cupric oxide (CuO)

in an evacuated pyrex tube at 550�C, which produced

quantitative yields of C as CO2 and N and N2.
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The d13C value of collagen is generally observed to

be higher than that of the bulk tissue of the diet.

In free-ranging animals an offset of 5 ‰ is observed

(Lee-Thorp et al. 1989; Schwarcz and Schoeninger

1991) although experimentally fed animals display

smaller offsets, ~2–3 ‰ (DeNiro and Epstein 1978;

Ambrose and Norr 1993; Kellner and Schoeninger

2007). The d15N offset between collagen and diet is

mainly due to the trophic level effect, discussed below.

34.2.1.2 Other Components of Bones and Teeth

Bone contains many other molecular species some of

which may survive prolonged periods of burial. These

include proteins such as osteopontin (Masters 1987),

osteocalcin; proteoglycans such as glycosaminoglycan;

and lipids and related molecules such as cholesterol.

While the initial concentrations of most of these spe-

cies are too low to permit their eventual recovery from

fossil bone, cholesterol has shown some promise in

this regard. It is a component of the plasma membrane

of all animal cells and can be recovered from fossil

bones using simple chemical extraction procedures,

followed by chromatographic separation from other

lipids (Evershed 2008). The use of cholesterol as a

tracer of paleodiet has been elaborated by Stott et al.

(1999), Jim et al. (2004) and Corr et al. (2008). The

latter authors showed how, in exceptionally

well preserved human remains other lipids indicative

of dietary source can be isolated and isotopically

analyzed.

Bone, Tooth Carbonate

The mineral phase of bone, hydroxyapatite (HA), con-

tains a few mol% of CO3 in its crystal lattice, substi-

tuting for either OH or PO4. This can be extracted

from the bone by reacting it with phosphoric acid in

the same manner (and same equipment) as is used for

the analysis of the isotopic composition of CaCO3 in

shells, etc. The reaction is usually carried out at an

elevated temperature (85–95�C) and both d13C and

d18O are obtained for the bone or tooth material. A

sample of CaCO3 of known isotopic composition is

analysed at the same time to serve as a reference

material. Archaeological materials are pretreated

with a buffered (pH ¼ 5.5) solution of acetic acid

before analysis to remove traces of CaCO3 that may

have been deposited in or on the bone during burial.

The d13C value of CO2 liberated in this way is

offset from that of the diet. The amount of this offset

in humans is not precisely known, although it has been

studied in animals where it is found to vary widely

(Passey et al. 2005). Some but not all of the variation

in this offset in animals is due to the effect of excretion

of waste C in the form of 13C-depleted methane, espe-

cially in ruminants (Hedges and van Klinken 2000).

This effect is not likely to be significant in humans.

Prowse et al. (2003) noted that assuming an offset of

13 ‰ leads to an average diet for terrestrial C3 con-

sumers of �25 ‰. In the absence of well controlled

experimental data comparable to those used by Passey

et al. an objective determination is as yet unknown.

Testing for Diagenesis

During their burial history, both bone and tooth may

have been subject to alteration by soil water, resulting

in changes in the d values of the tissues. It has gener-

ally been a practice of archaeological scientists to test

bone for diagenesis, usually by measuring change in

the degree of crystallinity of the HA using Fourier-

transform infrared spectrometry (FTIR). The separa-

tion between a pair of FTIR peaks at ~600 cm�1 is

measured; this increases as the bone is recrystallized,

and is much larger in tooth enamel than in bone

(Fig. 34.1). The separation is quantified using the

so-called crystallinity index
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Fig. 34.1 Splitting of 600 cm�1 peak in FTIR spectrum of

bone. Peaks shown are: 565 cm�1 (A), 595 cm�1 (C) and

605 cm�1 (B)
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CI = A565 þ A605f g=A595; (34.9)

Where Ax ¼ absorbance at frequency x. Various

studies have shown that CI is of limited value in

predicting the reliability of isotopic analyses (e.g.,

Stuart-Williams et al. 1996; Trueman et al. 2008)

Recent studies (Lebon et al. 2010) have suggested

that CI is a rather insensitive measurement of the

degree of recrystallization and only begins to change

significantly after major reconstitution of the structure;

they propose the use of indices based on features

within the 1,150 cm�1 PO4 absorption peak.

34.2.2 Analysis of Soft Tissues

Where hair, skin or other soft tissues are preserved

in mummified or frozen human remains, these can

be analysed in the same way as collagen, that is, by

direct combustion in a CF/IRMS. It is advisable to

clean the samples before analysis following appropri-

ate protocols. For hair, see O’Connell and Hedges

(1999).

34.2.3 Analysis of Individual Molecules

Most animal and plant tissues are composed of biopo-

lymers which were synthesized (assembled) from mul-

tiple molecular species. These can be isolated from the

tissues and in some cases extracted from artifacts to

yield additional isotopic information about paleodiet.

Specifically, we see d13C analyses of : individual

amino acids isolated from bone collagen (Fogel and

Tuross 2003; Smith et al. 2009); individual fatty acids

extracted from potsherds (Evershed 2008); cholesterol

extracted from bone (Jim et al. (2004); and d15N
analyses of amino acids (Naito et al. 2010). Some

amino acids cannot be synthesized by animals and

therefore their carbon skeletons are transferred from

plants to herbivores and thence to carnivores, preserv-

ing the d13C value of the plant (C3 or C4). Likewise,

some amino acids are not transaminated after inges-

tion and therefore conserve the d15N value of the food

from which they were derived; the high d15N of pro-

teins derived from marine foods can be recognized this

way (see below).

34.3 Natural Variation in Isotopic
Composition of Human Nutrients

A fundamental principle in isotopic paleodiet studies

is that the analysis of the d values of human tissues can

only be interpreted in terms of the possible range of

composition available in the foods that were con-

sumed. Therefore, before considering the variation in

isotopic composition of human tissues, it is necessary

to consider the variation present in foods.

Humans entirely depend on plant foods for their

nutrition, either through herbivory or through con-

sumption of the flesh of terrestrial animals (largely

herbivorous), aquatic fish rand marine animals both

herbivorous and carnivorous. Therefore variation in

the isotopic composition of plants accounts for a

large part of the variation in both d13C and some of

the variation in d15N observed in humans. We shall

first consider carbon isotopic variation in plants,

focusing on primary producers (as heterotrophic plants

[fungi] are a usually minor component of human or

animal diet).

34.3.1 Plant Foods

34.3.1.1 Carbon Isotopes (d13C)

Almost all plants (except fungi) obtain their food

energy through photosynthesis (34.8), but plants use

one of three photosynthetic pathways, each of which

has different isotopic consequences. In the C3 or

Calvin cycle, the first product of CO2 reduction is a

three-carbon molecule, 3-phosphoglycerate. C3 plants

have d13C values averaging around �25 ‰ although

they can vary for reasons to be discussed. Most wild

and cultivated plants of temperate, tropical or subarctic

regions are C3. In the C4 or Hatch-Slack cycle,

the initial product of CO2 reduction is a four-carbon

molecule oxaloacetate. Most C4 plants are grasses

and have typical d13C values near �12 ‰. Wild C4

plants are principally found in warm, arid to subarid

regions although some C4 grasses exist in temperate

regions along with C3 grasses. Some important culti-

gens are C4 plants: maize (“corn” in America), millet

and sorghum. Plants using crassulacean acid meta-

bolism (CAM) are all succulents, living in hot, arid
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environments, and include cacti, some of which pro-

duce edible fruits. Carbon fixed by the CAM cycle has

d13C values that range between those of C3 and C4

plants.

Besides the variation in photosynthetic pathways,

d13C values of plant tissues can vary for a number of

other reasons:

Water use efficiency: All plants transpire water

through stomata in their leaves; when under water

stress (insufficient supply through the roots) or under

arid conditions, these stomata are partially closed,

resulting in limited circulation of CO2 through them.

As a result, CO2 reduction to carbohydrates is more

complete and isotopic fractionation is less strongly

expressed, resulting in higher d13C values (Farquhar

et al. 1989). Although C4 plants are considered to be

less responsive to aridity, there is a significant nega-

tive relationship between average rainfall and the d13C
values in C4 grasses as well (Murphy and Bowman

2009).

Canopy effect: when plants grow under dense cover

of trees, the CO2 which they take up through their

stomata is partly derived from the decomposition of

leaves from the trees, and is therefore depleted in 13C

compared to the global atmospheric value (�7 ‰)

(van der Merwe and Medina 1991). Plants can be

shifted to values as low as �35 ‰ by this means. C4

plants do not appear to be affected by the canopy

effect; those growing under trees do not display

lower d13C values (Murphy and Bowman 2009).

Marine plants: The CO2 used in primary production

by algae and plankton in the sea is derived from dis-

solved inorganic carbon (DIC) in seawater, which is

mainly hydrogen carbonate ions (HCO3
�). These are

enriched with respect to atmospheric CO2 by about

7 ‰; therefore all marine flora and low trophic-level

fauna are enriched by about this amount with respect

to terrestrial plants and animals.

Suess effect: Since the beginning of the Industrial

Revolution in the eighteenth C., CO2 derived from

burning of fossil fuels has been entering the atmo-

sphere, resulting in a gradual lowering of the d13C of

atmospheric CO2 (Suess 1955; Marino and McElroy

1991). Pre-1800s plants and faunal materials should be

corrected for this effect with the magnitude of the

effect gradually rising through the nineteenth c. to its

present value of �1.5 ‰. It is most clearly seen in C4

plants whose d13C values are less strongly affected by

relative humidity effects.

34.3.1.2 Nitrogen Isotopes (d15N)

Plants uptake nitrogen from the soil either as ammo-

nium (NH4
+) or as nitrate (NO3

�) ions. These are fixed
from atmospheric nitrogen (N2) principally by bacteria,

either rhizobacteria attached to roots of plants (espe-

cially legumes) or as cyanobacteria in the upper layers

of the soil. By definition, d15N of atmospheric

N2 ¼ 0 ‰ (AIR), and bacterially fixed N has d15N
values close to zero or less. Plants, however, can

process N in their roots and stems, leading to isotopic

fractionation (Evans 2007) with the result that leaves

can be enriched by several ‰ with respect to soil N.

Environmental conditions, and especially availability

of N in the soil can influence the degree of fractionation.

Soil N can also be isotopically fractionated through

the combined process of denitrification (conversion

to N2) and mineralization (conversion of organic N

into ammonium and nitrate) (Evans 2008). In general,

ammonia (NH3), one of the intermediate products in

mineralization, is highly depleted in 15N, and is volatile

and therefore capable of migrating upward in the soil

and even escaping. As a result, d15N may decrease

upward in soils, so that plants with more shallow root

systems display lower d15N values.

Generally, non-leguminous plants have d15N values

ranging from ~2 to 6 ‰. Legumes, as a result of their

association with N-fixing rhizobacteria, can have sig-

nificantly lower values, ranging to �5 ‰ although

the overall difference in d15N between legumes and

non-legumes is generally smaller. In arid regions, we

observe higher d15N of soil and plants, partly as a

result of the enhanced loss of NH3. This amplifies

the effect of lowered rainfall on d15N of herbivores

(see below). The primary source of fixed nitrogen in

marine and aquatic ecosystems is largely cyanobac-

teria which fix dissolved atmospheric N2 (d
15N ¼ 0),

without significant fractionation (Sachs et al. 1999).

34.3.2 Animal Foods

34.3.2.1 Herbivores

In general, animals conform to the principle that “you

are what you eat plus some ‰”. If we consider an

animal as a “black box” with inputs, outputs and

storage then the net isotopic composition of the animal
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(¼stored component) will be determined by the isoto-

pic mass balance between the inputs and outputs. As a

consequence, the isotopic compositions (d values) of

herbivorous animals represent the weighted average of

the isotopic compositions of all the plant foods which

they consume. The average d value will also depend

on the local availability of plants of a given d value.

For wild animals, specific effects are expected for each

isotope as listed below. For domesticated animals,

these effects will depend on the fodder provided.

Carbon

Animals living in hotter, drier environments exhibit

higher d13C values, partly due to the higher abundance

of C4 grasses and also as a result of water-use effi-

ciency effects. These effects may occur seasonally at a

given locale, resulting in interseasonal changes

recorded in serial sections of teeth or hair (Schwarcz

and White 2004; Balasse et al. 2002). A smaller shift

to lower d13C with increasing RH occurs. The canopy

effect lowers d13C values of the tissues of animals

living in a forest (Schoeninger et al. 1999). These

d13C effects are recorded both in bone collagen and

in bone/tooth carbonate (Cerling et al. 2003).

Marine herbivores including filter-feeders are gen-

erally enriched by about 7 ‰with respect to terrestrial

herbivores (Schoeninger and DeNiro 1984), due to

the corresponding enrichment in phytoplankton and

other marine plants which derive their C from DIC

of sea-water.

Nitrogen

The d15N of most wild forage ranges between 0 and

7 ‰; in warm, arid regions, 15N of soil is higher due to

ammonia loss although there is a large range of effects

reported in the literature (Murphy and Bowman 2009).

These effects are recorded in bone collagen. d15N
values of marine animals are significantly higher

than those of terrestrial animals (Schoeninger and

DeNiro 1985). This is partly due to the generally

high d15N of nitrate and particulate organic matter in

sea-water (Guo et al. 2004) which form the nutrient for

the base of the food chain. This effect is amplified

by the longer trophic systems in the marine system

(Peterson and Fry 1987; Fry 2006). In addition, there is

some evidence from Atlantic and Pacific turtles that

the d15N values of fauna within the Atlantic system are

lower than those within the Pacific system (Wallace

et al. 2006).

34.3.2.2 Trophic Level Effects

As a result of the isotopic balance between dietary

inputs and outputs, the d values of herbivores (and

higher trophic level organisms) are offset with respect

to the diet, and generally enriched in the heavy iso-

tope. We refer to this as a “trophic level effect” (TLE)

TLE = ftissue�diet¼ dxtissue � dxdiet:

In addition to this fractionation between bulk com-

position of the animal and its diet, specific edible

tissues in the animal may be isotopically fractionated

with respect to the bulk organism. Also, it is possible

to analyze single amino acids, which are differentially

fractionated with respect to diet for both 13C (Fogel

and Tuross 2003) and 15N (Naito et al. 2010).

For carbon, there is a small TLE of approximately

1 ‰, which is barely detectable in herbivores, but

more apparent in systems with many trophic levels

such as marine vertebrate ecosystems (Schoeninger

and DeNiro 1984). No specific mechanism has yet

been proposed for the origin of this effect. The TLE

for nitrogen is known from animal populations to be

approximately 2–3 ‰ (Minagawa and Wada 1984;

Schoeninger and DeNiro 1984; Schwarcz and Schoe-

ninger 1992) although Hedges and Reynard (2007)

suggest values as high as 6 ‰ (see also Richards and

Trinkaus 2009). A possible cause of this effect is that

when nitrogenous molecules are oxidized in the body,

the product species (mainly urea) are strongly depleted

in 15N; the residual amine (NH2) pool in the plasma is

therefore enriched in 15N. Almost all amino acids in

the plasma are transaminated before being used to

make proteins and therefore are labeled with the 15N-

enriched amino groups (Steele and Daniel 1978;

Yoneyama et al. 1983).

A specific example of the TLE in humans is seen

in the weaning effect, first recognized by Fogel and

Tuross (see Fogel et al. 1997). Since the only source of

nutrient of most nursing babies is the milk of their

mothers, the infants are one trophic level higher than

their mothers. This was first seen by Fogel and Tuross

in the d15N values of hair and nails of pre-weaning
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infants and was also clearly detectable in the skeletons

of infants. This method has been used to determine the

age of weaning in several archaeological populations

(e.g., Katzenberg et al. 1996; Wright and Schwarcz

1998; Schurr 1998). As noted above, the TLE can be

seen in both d15N and d13C values. The small (about

1 ‰) TLE for d13C is most clearly seen in cross-plots

of d15N vs. d13C for bone collagen extracted from

infants, which generate correlations with a slope

around 3.0 (Fuller et al. 2006).

34.3.2.3 Aridity Effect on d15N

Heaton et al. (1986) showed that d15N of herbivore

tissues increased with decreasing rainfall. They attrib-

uted this to two effects: (a) loss of ammonia from the

soil in hot, arid conditions; and (b) increased storage

of urea in urine used by animals (and humans) which

experience water shortage in order to decrease loss of

water as urine (see Sponheimer et al. 2003). A single

relationship between d15N and rainfall appears to be

valid globally (Schwarcz et al. 1999).

34.3.2.4 Carnivores and Omnivores

Animals (including humans) which consume other

animal tissues will inherit the d values of these animal

derived foods (largely protein and fat); omnivores

have isotopic characteristics intermediate between

herbivores and carnivores. In both types, the TLE

results in enrichment of heavy isotopes of C and N in

the consumer’s tissues. In terrestrial environments, we

generally expect to observe only three levels of enrich-

ment: from plants to herbivores and thence to carni-

vores, whereas omnivores (with mixed plant- and

animal-based diets) would be expected to exhibit

intermediate TLE’s. Marine and aquatic realms have

many more trophic levels, with the result that the total

enrichment in 15N and 13C can be much larger for

top-feeders (Fig. 34.2).

The range of d15N and d13C values expected in

the tissues of carnivores depends on their dietary

base. For terrestrial carnivores who are not also con-

suming aquatic fish, the highest values expected would

be about one TLE above that of herbivores, that is,

d15N ~8–12 ‰ and d13C values near �25 ‰ except

where the herbivore sources have been consuming C4

grasses (Fig. 34.2).

The d15N values of marine carnivores can be much

higher than any encountered on land, due to the multi-

ple trophic levels in the marine realm. Therefore, high

d15N values in human (and animal) tissues are useful

indicators of consumption of marine foods, except

where the diet has focused on low-TL foods (e.g.,

mollusks). The d13C values of marine consumers are

shifted up by at least 7 ‰ relative to terrestrial fee-

ders, plus approximately 1 ‰ per trophic level (Fry

et al. 1978).

34.4 Paleodietary Analyses of Ancient
Human Populations

34.4.1 General Principles

Based on the various techniques described above it is

possible to interpret the isotopic compositions of tis-

sues obtained from ancient or modern animals and

humans in terms of the proportions of various foods

that were consumed through their lifetime. We should

not assume, however, that there is a simple correspon-

dence between diet and isotopic composition since

many specific factors limit the resolution of these

methods, as follows.

34.4.1.1 Chronology of Individual Isotopic

Records

As the body of an animal grows from infancy to

maturity and senescence, matter is constantly being

Fig. 34.2 d13C vs. d15N for animals, plants
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transferred into and out of its tissues, so that any

particular sample of an animal possesses an isotopic

record of some part of the life history of ingestion by

the animal. The earliest recorded part of the life of any

vertebrate is found in the teeth, both in the enamel

(which contains negligible protein but traps a d13C
dietary signal in CO3 ions in hydroxyapatite) and the

dentine which is a bone-like tissue containing collagen

formed in infancy or adolescence. Bones are con-

stantly being remodeled by the action of specialized

cells within Haversian systems (Bilezikian et al. 2008)

at a rate which depends on the skeletal element and the

age. The average residence time of C and N atoms in

bone collagen is about 10 y but can be longer than 20 y

in older individuals (Manolagas 2000; Hedges et al.

2007). Generally, the turnover rate is greater in trabe-

cular bone than in cortical bone. The shortest-lived

records (days to months) are found in soft tissues

including hair and skin.

Serial records of diet, showing change in diet

through life, are preserved in dentine (Fuller et al.

2003), in enamel (Balasse et al. 2002) and in hair

(Schwarcz and White 2004). Bone is not macroscop-

ically laminated in such a way to permit serial sections

that display the growth history.

34.4.1.2 Mixing of Multiple Dietary Inputs

In any given tissue sample (e.g., bone collagen), the d
values represent a mixture of the various ingested

sources of atoms. Schwarcz (1991) suggested using a

simple graphical, algebraic method to estimate the

relative proportions of the various dietary components

and also to characterize the homogeneity or lack

thereof in ancient populations. He noted that in general

we cannot use d values to deduce paleodiet; rather,

these data must be used in conjunction with known or

inferred d values of the available foods to estimate the

relative proportions of these foods. This method,

which is sometimes referred to as the “scrambled”

paleodiet model, assumes that all foods contribute in

proportion to their atom fraction in the diet. An alter-

native approach is that proposed by Krueger and

Sullivan (1984), namely that the amino acids of bone

collagen are derived exclusively from dietary protein

(“routing”). This model was partially supported by

experimental studies using isotopically labeled (C3 or

C4) protein and non-protein foods fed to rats by

Ambrose and Norr (1993) and to mice by Tieszen

and Fagre (1993). Schwarcz (2000) noted that all but

22% of the C atoms in the amino acids of collagen are

in non-essential amino acids that could have been

synthesized from the total C pool in the body; in the

absence of abundant external sources of protein, such

endosynthesis will incorporate C isotopic signals from

carbohydrates and fats as well as protein Howland

et al. (2003) show how endosynthesis contributes to

the C isotopic label of non-essential amino acids.

More recently, Kellner and Schoeninger (2007) and

Froehle et al. (in press, JAS) undertook meta-analyses

of all the experimental data on the d13C of bone car-

bonate (d13Capatite) and collagen (d
13Ccollagen) from rats,

mice and swine (Hare et al. 1991; Ambrose and Norr

1993; Tieszen and Fagre 1993; Howland et al. 2003; Jim

et al. 2004; Warinner and Tuross 2009) to assess the

relationship between animal diet and d13Ccollagen and

d13Capatite. When controlled for the source of protein

(C3-protein, C4/marine-protein), regression relation-

ships between d13Ccollagen and d13Cdiet reached signifi-

cance within each protein-specific group. As a group,

swine tended to fall slightly above the rodent C3 line,

consistent with the 5–35% C4 protein included in many

of their diets (Fig. 34.3a). High- and low-protein diet

data did not diverge systematically from the regression

lines. In spite of body size differences, then, when

protein sources are controlled, swine and rodents do

not differ in the way d13Ccollagen relates to d13Cdiet

for animals on experimental diets and the offsets

suggest that about 60% of the carbon in collagen ori-

ginates in dietary protein. The d13Capatite in contrast to

d13Ccollagen correlates strongly with d13Cdiet for ani-

mals on experimental diets (Fig. 34.3b). As with

d13Ccollagen all animals showed similar correlation

with d13Cdiet irrespective of body size.

In addition to these basic relationships, dietary

information is also assumed to reside in the offset

between d13Ccollagen and d13Capatite (i.e., D
13CCO-AP).

Data from a large study of wild South African fauna

appeared to support Kruger and Sullivan’s 1984 model

that the offset varies according to whether an animal is

herbivorous, omnivorous or carnivorous (Lee-Thorp

et al. 1989). Using archaeological data, Harrison and

Katzenberg (2003) found that maize agriculturists who

ate fauna with a C3 signature had larger D13CCO-AP

than did human foragers who ate C3 plants along

with marine fish even though both groups were

clearly omnivorous. The recent meta-analysis of all
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experimental fauna showed that when controlled

for diet protein (Fig. 34.3c), regressions equations

showed a tight correlation between d13Capatite and

d13Ccollagen (both P < 0.001; C3: R2 ¼ 0.921;

C4/marine R2 ¼ 0.814). Slopes did not differ, but ver-

tical intercepts and adjusted group means did. When

both values are available in prehistoric bone and they

are plotted on the graph generated by the experimental

fauna, they provide a detailed picture of diet composi-

tion (both diet and diet protein).

Phillips and Gregg (2003) refined the mixing model

by also considering the relative weight percent of C

and N in different foods, which would modify the

estimates of their proportions in the diet. Software

based on their model has been developed by the U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency (2009) for use in

interpretation of analyses of animals in relation to

their ecosystem. Moore and Semmens (2008) have

incorporated Bayesian analysis into the procedure to

produce another software package, MixSIR 1.0 (Sem-

mens and Moore 2008). These models have so far had

limited use: Bocherens et al. (2005) attempted to

quantify the relative proportions of multiple sources

of herbivore flesh. Newsome et al. (2004) estimated

the relative contribution of multiple marine and terres-

trial food sources to coastal populations from central

California. Note that these methods assume that C

isotopes from all food sources.are “scrambled”. Also,

at present the models have not attempted to include

d13C data from bone carbonate.

34.4.1.3 Goals of Paleodiet Analysis

The isotopic analysis of human remains and food-

related materials is used by archaeologists to examine

a number of issues in prehistory and the historic past.

Amongst these are the following:

(a) Relationships between diet, age (including

infancy), sex, social status, and health-related

descriptors.

(b) Relationship between isotopic indicators of diet

and other indicators such as tooth wear, dental

caries, food remains, written texts (where present).

(c) Historic changes in diet of populations at a given

site (e.g., an ancient city or shell-midden).

(d) Historic shifts in diet over long distances and time

scales, such as the transition from the Mesolithic

to the Neolithic, or the collapse of the Maya.

Paleodiet analysis is considered to be complemen-

tary to other indicators of ancient behavior, such as

destruction levels at sites representing warfare, size of

settlements, use of advanced farming techniques such

as terraces and irrigation. As much as possible, isoto-

pic analyses should be interpreted in the context of the

entire reconstructed record of a site and the people

who inhabited it.

34.4.2 Application to Ancient
Populations

We will conclude this chapter by presenting a number

of examples of the application of isotopic paleodiet

analysis that demonstrate its potential to provide
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answers to some of the questions just noted. Given the

space limitations of the chapter, this can only be a

cursory glance at this rich field. Selected references

to other examples of the same types of studies are also

included.

34.4.2.1 Maize as a Cultigen in the Americas

Maize is a C4 plant derived from a grass (teosinte) that
grows wild in the Valley of Mexico. It was domesti-

cated sometime in the sixth millennium BCE, and its

use spread gradually throughout Central and South

America in the period before 1000 CE. Subsequently

a hardier version of this plant expanded into N. Amer-

ica reaching as far north as central Ontario. The first

use of isotopic paleodiet analysis was applied to the

spread of maize into the northeastern US by van der

Merwe and Vogel (1978), almost concurrent with

DeNiro and Epstein’s (1978) first demonstration of

the use of isotopic indicators of diet.

Within southern Ontario, first Schwarcz et al.

(1985) and then Katzenberg et al. (1995) analyzed

collagen from the bones of aboriginal natives. The

d13C values increased from levels typical of pure C3

consumers (c. �21 ‰) prior to c. 700 AD, to values

suggesting ingestion of large amounts of maize around

1200 AD (Fig. 34.4). At the same time, the d15N
values of collagen remained essentially constant, and

much higher than expected for a diet based on the flesh

of C3� consuming herbivores (e.g., white-tailed deer).

This suggested that aquatic fish were a significant

source of protein to these people. Throughout North

America there was significant variation in the amount

of maize in human diet. In the southwestern U.S.,

prehistoric Pecos Pueblo relied more heavily on

maize when compared to Grasshopper Pueblo (Kellner

et al. 2010). Both Pueblo groups used more maize than

the Ontario agriculturists (Katzenberg et al. 1995) and

those on the coast of today’s Georgia (Kellner and

Schoeninger 2007). Figure 34.5 shows d13C and d15N
data for these sites as well as non-agricultural coastal

people of S. California; much of the variation in d15N
for both inland and coastal people reflects variation

in dependence on fish and other marine foods.

34.4.2.2 Coastal Populations and Marine

Food Consumption

Because of the large differences observed in both d13C
and d15N between terrestrial and marine food sources

(Fig. 34.2), many studies of isotopic paleodiet have

focused on human populations living on or near the

sea. An early study by Chisholm et al. (1982) used

d13C values of coastal human populations in British

Columbia, Canada to show a surprisingly high degree

of dependence of these people on marine foods

(mostly salmon) in spite of the presence of abundant

terrestrial nutrients. Schoeninger et al. (1983) showed

that d15N and d13C both discriminate marine from

terrestrial human consumers. In regions where prehis-

toric human populations had access to both marine and

maize, which confound the use of d13C values, bone

collagen d15N values distinguish between dependence

on marine foods or maize (Schoeninger et al. 1990).

For example, the Nasca people of coastal southern

Peru ate little marine food even though whales and

fish are commonly depicted on their ceramics (Kellner

and Schoeninger 2007 and Fig. 34.3b).

Covariation between d15N and d13C of bone colla-

gen allows us to see more clearly the dependence of

coastal and island populations onmixtures of terrestrial

and marine foods. A study by Walker and DeNiro

(1986) of coastal and island populations from the

Santa Barbara Islands (Fig. 34.6) showed that people

living on the islands displayed higher d15N and d13C
values than those on the coast. In addition, marine diets

high in secondary carnivores (e.g., toothed whales,

seals and carnivorous fish) have higher d15N values

than do diets with marine invertebrates due to trophic

Fig. 34.4 Variation in d13C (collagen) of human bones vs. age,

through the period of adoption of maize as a cultigen in Southern

Ontario (from Katzenberg et al. 1995)
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level effects. Several studies distinguish between open

ocean fishing on seals and carnivorous fish (e.g.,

Schoeninger et al. 1983; Pfeiffer and Sealy 2006;

Barrett and Richards 2004; Keenleyside et al. 2008;

Prowse et al. 2003) vs. nearshore collection of mussels,

lobsters, and clams (Little and Schoeninger 1995).

Fig. 34.5 d13C vs. d15N for bone collagen of N. American indigenous people before European contact. See text for explanation

Fig. 34.6 Correlation between d13C and d15N for prehistoric people from Channel Islands, S. California (Walker and DeNiro 1986)
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Some sites are found on coastlines in arid regions

where the use of enriched 15N in collagen is compro-

mised by the effect of aridity on human d15N values.

Corr et al. (2005) found that people who had con-

sumed marine foods could also be identified though

analysis of the difference in d13C between two amino

acids, glycine and phenyalanine. Marine consumers

displayed higher values of Dglycine-phenylalanine than

terrestrial consumers of either C3 or C4 foods.

34.4.2.3 Mesolithic-Neolithic Transition

Tauber (1981), studying d13C in collagen of coastal

Mesolithic andNeolithic people fromDenmark, showed

that the earlier Mesolithic people were significantly

enriched in 13C whereas the Neolithic population was

uniformly depleted, lying in the range expected for

terrestrial C3 consumers. In 1994, Lubell et al. showed

that Mesolithic people from coastal Portugal displayed

a linear trend on a plot of d13C vs. d15N, which

extended between terrestrial and a marine dietary

regimes. These authors also noted that the marine

component appeared to represent high trophic-level

consumers. By contrast, Neolithic people from the

same region lay entirely within the terrestrial end of

this distribution (low d13C, d15N), suggesting that there
was an abrupt shift in the food economy shortly after

8,000 cal BP away from marine resources. Richards

et al. (2003) showed a similar sharp shift in diet at the

end of the British Mesolithic.

Away from the coastline, the cultural transition

from hunting-gathering to farming and domestication

of animals is less readily identifiable by isotopic anal-

ysis of human bone collagen. Alternatively, specific

subsistence strategies may be recognized through

analysis of lipid residues in ceramics. For example,

dairying can be recognized through the presence of

lipids with diagnostic distributions of d13C values in

lipids adsorbed in ceramic sherds. These are presumed

to date to when the pot was used for the preparation of

milk products (Spangenberg et al. 2006; Dudd and

Evershed 1998).

34.4.2.4 Millet and Sorghum

The presence of millet (Panicum sp., Pennisetum sp.),

a group of C4 cultivated grasses, can also serve as an

indicator of the inception of agriculture. Millets were

introduced into human diet in the Far East (China,

Korea) in the early Neolithic but eventually spread

through Asia and eventually became a major food-

crop in northern, sub-Saharan Africa (e.g., Nubia).

The distinctive increase in the d13C of bone collagen

in humans and animals is attributable to the presence

of this crop (Pechenkina et al. 2005). Millet grows

optimally during hot, dry weather and may, in some

locations, be harvested at the end of summer, while

other C3 plants (wheat, barley, oats) are planted and

harvested in the cooler months. Hairs recovered from

mummified remains in lower Nubia were shown to

preserve this seasonal cycle of millet/C3 grains

(Schwarcz and White 2004). During the Iron Age in

Europe, records indicate that millet was solely animal

food; but isotope analysis of human skeletal remains

from the period show a strong C4 signal (Murray and

Schoeninger 1988).

Sorghum (Sorghum bicolor) is another C4 grain that

grows in warm, dry environments. Its use has not yet

been detected in human diet but could be disguised by

the presence of millet whose habitat preferences are

similar.

34.4.2.5 Diet of Prehistoric Hominins

The oldest prehistoric hominin species for which

paleodiet data exist are specimens found in limestone

caves of S. Africa. While their skeletons do not con-

tain measurable amounts of collagen, their tooth

enamel can be analysed for d13C. A 3 My Australo-

pithecus africanus individual from the cave of Maka-

pansgat in S. Africa has been shown to have had a

diet enriched in 13C compared to contemporaneous

herbivores (Sponheimer and Lee-Thorpe 1999) while

similar enrichment was found in specimens of Para-

nthropus (formerly Australopithecus) robustus from

the cave of Swartkrans (Lee-Thorp et al. 1994).

Collagen is sufficiently well preserved in the ske-

letons of some Paleolithic humans to permit carrying

out d13C and d15N analysis in order to learn about their

diet (Richards et al. 2009; Hu et al. 2009; Richards

et al. 2000). Earlier, Aiello and Wheeler (1995) had

suggested that, due to the energy demands of their

larger brains, the genus Homo had become more car-

nivorous than ancestral hominins, This has been gen-

erally supported by analyses of d15N in Neanderthals.
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Surprisingly, the bone collagen of early anatomically

modern humans (AMH’S) displayed even higher d15N
values (Richards and Trinkaus 2009), from which it is

inferred that these people became adept at capturing

fresh-water fish (Fig. 34.6). In addition, Richards and

Trinkaus conclude that some AMH’s also included

marine foods in their diet base.

34.4.3 Ethical and Cultural Limitations
of Paleodiet Analysis

In many parts of the world we are now seeing limita-

tions placed on the use of human remains for paleodiet

(as well as other anthropological) studies. Early stud-

ies of paleodiet were focused on analysis of collagen

extracted from human bone. Many of the studies car-

ried out in North America, involved the analysis of the

remains of people who were recognized to be ancestral

to living populations in the same area. In more recent

years such research programs have been curtailed out

of respect for the cultural and religious traditions of

these people, as defined by the Native American

Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (U.S Federal

Register 2010). A similar agreement now exists in

Canada. Some studies have continued under special

agreements with local tribal councils. In some regions

outside North America anthropologists currently

encounter fewer restrictions on access to human

remains for analysis, with the notable exceptions of

Australia and Israel where study of human remains

from historic sites is also proscribed.

Alternative strategies have been devised. For exam-

ple, it has been shown that the diet of domesticated

dogs is very close to that of the associated humans

(Cannon et al. 1999). Analysis of charred food remains

adhering to pot-sherds preserves the C, N isotopic

compositions of the foods (Hastorf and DeNiro 1985;

Morton and Schwarcz 2004) as do adsorbed residues

(Evershed 2008).

34.5 Conclusions

The recognition that some foods differ significantly in

their stable isotopic compositions has allowed us to

recognize past variations in human diet. By analysis of

the tissues remaining in buried remains of ancient

human populations, archaeological scientists have

added a new dimension to the study of past human

subsistence. Most of the studies in this field have been

through the analysis of the carbon and nitrogen isoto-

pic composition of collagen extracted from bone.

These data are believed to present us with rough esti-

mates of the sources of protein in diet, although we

have seen that some of the carbon skeleton of the

amino acids of collagen is also derived from other

nutrient sources (carbohydrates and lipids). Comple-

mentary information about the carbon isotopic compo-

sition of total diet can be gleaned from d13C analyses of

the carbonate component of bone and tooth enamel.

The combination of these two approaches (C isotopes

from collagen and carbonate) adds a further dimension

to the characterization of diet.

An essential “theorem” of this discipline is that

isotopic analyses should only be used to estimate the

dietary proportions of known nutrients, and cannot

by themselves be used to tell the archaeologist what

people were eating in the past. In most cases these

reference d values for the proposed foods can be

obtained by analysis of modern exemplars, but we

must be aware that conditions may have changed.

Aside from the well known Suess effect shifting global

d13C values downward by c. 1.5 ‰, there may be local

Fig. 34.7 Carbon and nitrogen isotopic variation in collagen

from Neanderthal and anatomically modern humans (from

Richards and Trinkaus 2009). Errors in both isotope ratios are

typically �0.2‰
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effects that are harder to evaluate. For example, many

areas that are now open treeless fields were once

densely forested and agriculture was carried out in

small clearings where the d13C of atmospheric CO2

would have been distinctly lower. Similar effects on

d15N in the soil may have occurred as a result of

world-wide depletion of soil N, compounded by the

use of fertilizers.

As we noted almost 20 years ago (Schoeninger

et al. 1990; Schwarcz 1991), the optimal use of stable

isotopic paleodiet data is the simultaneous analysis of

multiple isotope ratios to see if and how they co-vary.

Essentially, this allows us to learn not only about the

proportions of foods in the diet of one individual, but

also about the dispersion and isotopic covariation

within populations. For example, in some coastal

populations we see extended collinear variation in

d13C and d15N which bespeaks varying degrees of

dependence on terrestrial as well as marine resources.

Where the population clusters tightly around a narrow

range of intermediate values (i.e., mixtures of two

food sources) one might be tempted to interpret that

as dietary behavior restricted by social norms.

34.6 Future Directions

The prospects for continued advancement in isotopic

paleodiet look bright but partly hinge on technical

innovations that may challenge some researchers in

this field. Specifically, more attention should be

directed to the analysis of single amino acids, both

for d15N and d13C. The latter is now feasible using

high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)

(Smith et al. 2009; Fogel and Tuross 2003). This

approach can provide analysis of d13C of all the

amino acids in a single cycle, and in principle could

allow researchers to untangle some of the problems

associated with routing of C atoms from specific food

sources. A similar approach to d15N is possible

using GC/IRMS methods and should be further devel-

oped (Naito et al. 2010). Although most amino

acids are transaminated intracellularly and thus lose

their diet signal, a few have secondary amine sites

which are conserved and record trophic level effects.

The combined use of these two techniques promises

to add further dimensions to the analysis of paleo-

diet. At the same time, we look forward to further

breakthroughs in the analysis of lipids some of which

are surprisingly well preserved in human bones and can

be used to identify specific nutrients including milk,

animal flesh, fish, etc. (Evershed 2008). Both C and H

isotopic analyses can contribute useful information.

Another area of potential development is the search

for better-preserved isotopic markers in more ancient

hominin skeletons. The barrier of diagenetic loss of

information may yet be pushed further back in time

and allow analysis of samples from even older speci-

mens from a wider range of localities. Thanks to the

more sensitive methods of continuous-flow mass spec-

trometry, we can use techniques of collagen extraction

that were developed for 14C dating purposes (Stafford

et al. 1988) in order to look at older hominin skeletons

as well as the more poorly preserved skeletal samples

from later periods of prehistory (Richards et al. 2000).
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Chapter 35

Applications of Sr Isotopes in Archaeology

N.M. Slovak and A. Paytan

Abstract The inclusion of radiogenic strontium

isotope (87Sr/86Sr) analysis in archaeological and

bioarchaeological research has resulted in the creation

of new data by which to evaluate models of migration,

culture change, colonization, trade, and exchange.

Overwhelmingly, archaeologists have used radiogenic

strontium isotope signatures in human enamel and

bone apatite to reconstruct ancient mobility patterns

and to distinguish between individuals of local and

non-local origins at archaeological sites. The method

also has been employed to establish the provenience of

artifacts, ancient building materials, and foodstuffs

as well as to track the origins and migratory patterns

of prehistoric animals. The present chapter provides an

introduction to the fundamental principles, approaches,

applications, and future directions of radiogenic stron-

tium isotope analysis in archaeology.

35.1 Introduction

The application of radiogenic strontium isotope

(87Sr/86Sr) analysis1 in archaeology has revolutionized

paleomobility studies. Whereas traditional archaeo-

logical investigations relied on artifactual and archi-

tectural evidence as proxies for population movement,

the retrieval of radiogenic strontium isotope signatures

from human and faunal skeletal material allows

archaeologists to directly examine past residential

mobility and related phenomena. The present chapter

provides an introduction to the principles, methods,

and applications of radiogenic strontium isotope anal-

ysis in archaeology, beginning with a general discus-

sion of the properties of strontium isotopes.

Strontium (Sr) is a trace element that is found in

most igneous, metamorphic, and sedimentary rock, as

well as in river water, groundwater, seawater, soil,

plants, and animals. Strontium has four naturally occur-

ring stable isotopes (84Sr, 86Sr, 87Sr, and 88Sr), three

of which are non-radiogenic: 84Sr (0.560%), 86Sr

(9.870%), and 88Sr (82.53%). The remaining isotope,
87Sr (7.040%), is radiogenic and is formed by the radio-

active decay of 87Rb, with a half life of approximately

4.88 � 1010 years (Faure and Mensing 2005). The

amount of 87Sr in a mineral or rock containing Rb

depends upon two things: the age of the rock or mineral

and its Rb/Sr ratio (Faure and Mensing 2005). The

highest 87Sr/86Sr values are found in very old rocks

with high Rb/Sr ratios such as granites and shales,

while younger rocks andminerals with lowRb/Sr ratios

have correspondingly low 87Sr/86Sr ratios (Faure 1977).

Because of their large atomic mass, 87Sr/86Sr values

change little as they pass from weathered rocks through

soils to the food chain (Hurst and Davis 1981; Beard

and Johnson 2000; but see Fietzke and Eisenhauer

2006; De Souza et al. 2007; Wakabayashi et al. 2007;

Halicz et al. 2008; Ruggeberg et al. 2008). Importantly,

variations in 87Sr/86Sr values that occur along biogeo-

chemical pathways are corrected for during mass spec-

trometry, at which time 87Sr/86Sr signatures are

normalized to the constant value of 86Sr/88Sr in natural
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rocks (Beard and Johnson 2000). Accordingly, 87Sr/86Sr

ratios in soil, groundwater, vegetation, and fauna largely

reflect underlying 87Sr/86Sr bedrock values (Capo et al.

1998), with some input from atmospheric sources

(see discussion in Bentley 2006 and references

therein). A similar principle applies to the marine

environment where the isotopic composition of mod-

ern seawater, characterized as 87Sr/86Sr ¼ 0.7092

(Veizer 1989), is derived from 87Sr/86Sr signatures of

the input sources of strontium to the ocean and stron-

tium deposition into sediments (Faure 1977).

Building off of the principles of strontium isotope

geochemistry, Ericson (1985) first demonstrated that
87Sr/86Sr in human bones and teeth could be used to

study aspects of ancient human behavior. Strontium

substitutes for calcium in the foodweb, and is depos-

ited in hydroxyapatite crystal in human tooth enamel

and bones (Comar et al. 1957). Given that any mass-

dependent fractionation is corrected for, reported
87Sr/86Sr signatures in human tissue should reflect

the 87Sr/86Sr composition of water, plants, and animals

consumed, which in turn should reflect 87Sr/86Sr bed-

rock signatures in a given region (Ericson 1985).

Tooth enamel forms during infancy and childhood,

after which its chemical composition does not change

(Hillson 1996). Conversely, human bone remodels

continuously (Parfitt 1983). Assuming that an individual

consumed only locally grown foods during his or her

lifetime, 87Sr/86Sr values in tooth enamel should

reflect childhood diet and, by extension, childhood

locale, while 87Sr/86Sr signatures in bone will reflect

adult diet and, ideally, adult locale (Ericson 1985;

Sealy et al. 1991). Different 87Sr/86Sr values in enamel

and bone from a single individual may indicate dietary

changes over time, which in turn, may indicate resi-

dence change (Ericson 1985) (Fig. 35.1).

As originally noted by Ericson (1985), the ability

to trace prehistoric mobility using 87Sr/86Sr in human

tissue is constrained by several factors. First, there

must be sufficient geologic variability between the

different residence areas under study such that varia-

tions in 87Sr/86Sr values can be detected. Conversely,

there must be sufficient geologic homogeneity within a

region if one is relying primarily on geologic data to

reconstruct the 87Sr/86Sr range for a locale, although it

should be noted that archaeologists regularly incorpo-

rate other classes of data (e.g. faunal and human isoto-

pic values) when determining local 87Sr/86Sr signatures

for a region (see Sect. 35.2.1). Second, radiogenic

strontium isotope analysis may not be as effective at

tracking movement between coastal areas if the inha-

bitants of those areas relied solely on marine foods. In

such instances, individuals’ 87Sr/86Sr values will reflect

the marine 87Sr/86Sr signature (87Sr/86Sr ¼ 0.7092,

Veizer 1989), rather than terrestrial 87Sr/86Sr values.

Third, 87Sr/86Sr values among human populations can

Outcome A:

Enamel87Sr/86Sr = Bone 87Sr/86Sr 

Outcome B:

Enamel87Sr/86Sr ≠ Bone 87Sr/86Sr 

Option1: Individual was
born and lived locally
during entire lifetime.  

Option 2: Individual
moved from one locale
to another with identical
87Sr/86Sr ratios.   

Option 3: Individual moved
from one locale to another
but continued to eat foods
from former place of
residence.    

Option1: Individual
spent childhood in one
locale and adulthood in
another locale.   

Option 2: Individual
lived locally during
entire lifetime but
consumed imported
foods during childhood
or adulthood    

Fig. 35.1 Potential outcomes and interpretations involved in strontium isotope analysis of human tooth enamel and bone. Although

option 1 is the most frequent interpretation in either outcome, the remaining options should be ruled out (or at least considered) in

strontium isotope studies
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serve as accurate markers of prehistoric mobility only

if a dependency on imported foods can be ruled out.

The consumption of foreign foods, particularly those

high in Ca and Sr (e.g., dairy products, leafy greens,

legumes, and fish), and Sr-rich food additives such as

sea salt (Wright 2005) can significantly alter 87Sr/86Sr

signatures in human bones and teeth, even when con-

sumed in small amounts (Burton and Wright 1995);

thus a consideration of total dietary intake is necessary

when interpreting 87Sr/86Sr results.

35.2 Materials and Methods

35.2.1 Determining Local 87Sr/86Sr
Signatures for a Region

The first step in conducting radiogenic strontium iso-

tope analysis in archaeology is establishing local
87Sr/86Sr values for the regions or sites under study.

A broad range of 87Sr/86Sr signatures for an area can

be estimated from geological maps and later refined by

measuring 87Sr/86Sr values in local, exposed bedrock

and whole soil. Very old rocks with high Rb/Sr ratios

generally exhibit 87Sr/86Sr signatures above 0.710

while younger rocks will have 87Sr/86Sr values less

than 0.704. Although these types of data will provide

a reliable estimate of geologic 87Sr/86Sr values for a

region, they may not be indicative of human 87Sr/86Sr

values. As initially noted by Sillen et al. (1998) and

subsequently demonstrated and discussed by others

(Price et al. 2002; Poszwa et al. 2004; Bentley 2006;

Hedman et al. 2009), 87Sr/86Sr signatures in geologic

substrate can deviate significantly from bioavailable
87Sr/86Sr values in the food chain. In order to best

capture biologically available 87Sr/86Sr values for a

region, it is recommended that researchers measure
87Sr/86Sr signatures from small, local animals whose

diets have been shown to reflect average 87Sr/86Sr

regional values (Price et al. 2002).

Scholars have relied on a variety of fauna to calcu-

late biologically available strontium isotope levels

including cattle (Montgomery et al. 2003; Buzon et al.

2007), guinea pig (Knudson et al. 2004; Slovak et al.

2009), pigs (Bentley et al. 2004), and rabbit (Price et al.

2000). There is some debate over whether archaeolog-

ical or modern fauna should be used to calculate bio-

logically available 87Sr/86Sr signatures, largely because

modern animal diets often include imported foods and

fertilizers that may skew 87Sr/86Sr faunal values (Price

et al. 2002; Bentley 2006). On the other hand, archaeo-

logical bone, and to a lesser extent tooth enamel, is

susceptible to diagenetic contamination. Given that
87Sr/86Sr signatures in modern and archaeological

fauna are subject to potential alteration, it is advisable

to incorporate both types of data (preferably archaeo-

logical tooth enamel rather than bone) when establish-

ing biologically available strontium isotope levels.

Additionally comparative 87Sr/86Sr measurements

from multiple species of local fauna likely will yield

the most accurate representations of biologically avail-

able 87Sr/86Sr values (Price et al. 2002).

The bioavailable 87Sr/86Sr signature for a region

generally is represented as a range of values, which is

calculated using the mean of biologically available

strontium isotope levels (as determined by local fauna)

�2 s.d. (Price et al. 2002). These confidence limits,

while admittedly arbitrary, have allowed researchers to

differentiate between individuals of local and non-local

origins at various archaeological sites. In some cases,

however, biologically available strontium isotope

ranges are inadequate proxies for human dietary Sr.

In her study of human skeletons from the archaeo-

logical site of Tikal, Guatemala, for example, Wright

(2005) noted that approximately half of her human

sample exhibited 87Sr/86Sr signatures higher than the
87Sr/86Sr range established for local fauna, plants, and

water. Wright attributed these elevated human
87Sr/86Sr values to the consumption of imported sea

salt, whose 87Sr/86Sr of 0.7092 was significantly

higher than the local Tikal signature (87Sr/86Sr

¼ 0.7078–0.7081) (Wright 2005). A similar trend

was noted at the archaeological site of Ancón, Peru

(Slovak et al. 2009) where 34 of 35 human skeletons

exhibited 87Sr/86Sr values notably higher than the

biologically available 87Sr/86Sr range for the region

(Fig. 35.2). Based on carbon and nitrogen isotope

data from a subset of the Ancón skeletal sample,

Slovak et al. (2009) and Slovak and Paytan (2009)

demonstrated that marine resources comprised nearly

half of ancient Ancóneros’ diets. The authors argue that

the regular consumption of seafood likely raised inha-

bitants’ 87Sr/86Sr values from the local range (87Sr/86Sr

¼ 0.7063–0.7068) toward the 87Sr/86Sr of seawater.

In both of these case studies, local 87Sr/86Sr values

for a human population would be better determined by
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referencing the human 87Sr/86Sr data rather than

using a 87Sr/86Sr range based on fauna and/or plants.

This method, originally proposed by Wright (2005),

removes individuals with outlying 87Sr/86Sr values

from the data set, such that the revised body of data

conforms to a normal distribution and more accurately

reflects a local 87Sr/86Sr signature.

Ultimately, and perhaps frustratingly, there is

no one method that best establishes a local 87Sr/86Sr

signature for all sites and all individuals. In instances

where archaeologists suspect that most of the human

study population is locally born and most indivi-

duals consumed local, terrestrial foods, biologically

available strontium isotope levels based on fauna

or plants likely can identify prehistoric migration.

On the other hand, if residential mobility is suspected

or if imported or marine foods were consumed

by some or all of the population, then statistical

analyses of the human data is probably more effec-

tive at differentiating between local and non-local

individuals.

Finally, the incorporation of additional isotopic

tracers, particularly carbon (d13C), nitrogen (d15N),
and oxygen (d18O), also may help to clarify ambigu-

ous 87Sr/86Sr data. Briefly, d13C and d15N values in

human tissue reflect d13C and d15N signatures in dif-

ferent classes of plants and animals consumed and can

be used to assess the relative amounts of marine and

terrestrial foods in paleodiets (DeNiro and Epstein

1978, 1981; Schoeninger and DeNiro 1984). While

neither carbon nor nitrogen isotope analysis can dif-

ferentiate between individuals of local and non-local

origin, they are important to migration studies because

they can identify potential dietary biases that would

affect strontium isotope signatures such as the inges-

tion of marine foods (for a more detailed discussion of

carbon and nitrogen isotope applications in archaeol-

ogy, see also Schwarcz and Schoeninger 2011).

Oxygen isotope signatures (d18O), on the other

hand, can detect prehistoric migration and have been

used independent of, and in tandem with, strontium

isotope signatures to identify paleomobility (White

et al. 1998; Dupras and Schwarcz 2001; M€uller et al.

2003; Bentley and Knipper 2005; Knudson and Price

2007). d18O values in human tissue ultimately reflect

the d18O in drinking water (Longinelli 1984; Koch

et al. 1989), which in turn depends on a number of

factors including temperature, distance from the sea,

and elevation (Gat 1980; Yurtsever and Gat 1981;

White et al. 1998). Oxygen isotope data, therefore,

Fig. 35.2 87Sr/86Sr ratios in human tooth enamel and bone from

35 skeletons buried at the coastal site of Ancón. Note that almost

all 87Sr/86Sr values fall between Ancón’s biologically available
87Sr/86Sr range and the present day marine 87Sr/86Sr signature,

indicating that the majority of site inhabitants consumed a

mixed diet of marine and terrestrial foods. Figure adapted from

Slovak et al. (2009). Seawater 87Sr/86Sr is based on Veizer

(1989). Reprinted from Slovak et al. (2009), with permission

from Elsevier
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provides an alternative line of evidence by which to

track migration and monitor 87Sr/86Sr results.

35.2.2 Sample Selection and Sampling
Techniques for Human Remains

35.2.2.1 The Potential for Diagenesis

Diagenesis, or the molecular alteration of skeletal

material after interment, is one of the major obstacles

facing applications of radiogenic strontium isotope

analysis in archaeology. Both physical and chemical

changes to bones and teeth can occur in the post-

depositional environment, including loss of biogenic
87Sr/86Sr signatures (Nelson et al. 1986; Sillen 1986;

Price et al. 1992; Sillen and Sealy 1995; Hoppe et al.

2003). The degree of diagenetic contamination in any

skeletal element is variable and depends on a number

of factors including the length of interment, burial

environment, and climate (Price et al. 1992; Nielsen-

Marsh and Hedges 2000a, b). The type of material

(tooth enamel vs. bone) and chemical element (strontium

vs. carbon) analyzed also can affect the degree and rate

of diagenetic processes over time (Schoeninger 1995).

Fortunately for strontium isotope studies, tooth

enamel is largely resistant to diagenesis owing to its

highly crystalline nature, low organic matter content,

and lack of porosity (Koch et al. 1997; Hillson 2005).

Numerous studies have demonstrated that biogenic

enamel isotope signatures are retrievable from prehis-

toric samples with minimal treatment (Quade et al.

1992; Wang and Cerling 1994; Koch et al. 1997;

Budd et al. 2000; Hoppe et al. 2003; Trickett et al.

2003). Bone, on the other hand, is much more prone to

diagenetic alteration than tooth enamel, largely

because of its high organic matter content (~30%),

high porosity, and poorly crystalline structure. Upon

interment, physical contaminants from the surround-

ing soil such as quartz, calcite, and clay can seep

into the pore spaces of bone (Kyle 1986). Additionally,

the post-mortem dissolution and recrystallization of bone

mineral can affect strontium isotope levels in bone as

well as the ratio of strontium to other elements such as

calcium (Ca) and phosphorus (P) (Sillen 1981, 1989;

Nelson et al. 1986; Price et al. 1992; Sandford 1992).

Over the last few decades, a number of studies have

documented ways of measuring and monitoring diage-

netic contamination in prehistoric materials and have

established protocols to counteract diagenetic contam-

ination in teeth and bone (Nelson et al. 1986; Sillen

1986; Price et al. 1992; Sillen and Sealy 1995;

Nielsen-Marsh and Hedges 2000a, b; Hoppe et al.

2003). While the loss of biogenic isotope signatures

in archaeological samples is at times unavoidable,

the degree and effects of diagenetic contamination

can be monitored and often ameliorated by appropriate

sampling and cleaning procedures. (A more thorough

discussion of these techniques can be found in

Sects. 35.2.3.2 and 35.2.3.5.)

35.2.2.2 Selecting a Sample: Human

Teeth and Bone

Tooth enamel of the permanent dentition is laid down

as a series of layers beginning just before birth, as is

the case with the first molar crown, and continuing to

approximately 14 years of age with the completion of

the third molar crown (Table 35.1). Once formed,

chemical signatures in teeth do not alter. 87Sr/86Sr

values in different teeth, therefore, represent discrete

growth periods in an individual’s childhood and

adolescence.

Scholars generally select enamel samples from the

first, second, and third permanent molars, as well as

premolars, for radiogenic strontium isotope analysis.

First molars begin their initial formation in utero

(about 28–32 weeks after fertilization) (Hillson 1996)

and are completed by around 3 years of age, while

Table 35.1 Approximate timing of dental crown and root

formation of human permanent dentition

Permanent tooth

type

Approximate timing of

dental crown formation

Approximate

timing of dental

root formation

First incisor 3 months to 5 years old 5–9½ years old

Second incisor 3 months to 5 years old 5–10½ years old

Canine 6 months to 4 years old 4–12 years old

First premolar 2–5 years old 5–12½ years old

Second premolar 3–6 years old 6–14 years old

First molar 0–2½ years old 2½–9 years old

Second molar 3½–6½ years old 6½–14½ years old

Third molar 9½–12 years old 12–20 years old

Note that the age ranges here are approximate and that actual

values may vary. Data compiled from Schour and Massler

(1940) and Smith (1991)
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second molars initially begin to form in an individual’s

second or third year and crown completion takes place

at 7 or 8 years (Schour andMassler 1940; Smith 1991).

Premolars have fairly identical formation rates as sec-

ond molars with the initiation of first and second pre-

molar crowns beginning towards the end of the second

year and continuing into the third year (Schour and

Massler 1940; Smith 1991). First premolar crowns

generally are completed by 6 years, followed closely

by second premolar crowns at 7 years (Schour and

Massler 1940; Smith 1991). Third molars are the

most variable tooth in terms of their development

(Hillson 1996), initially forming sometime between 7

and 13 years of age and crown completion occurring

between 12 and 16 years. Third molars form well after

the period of weaning and therefore are the least

likely of all teeth to be affected by maternal strontium

isotope signatures. On the other hand, not all indivi-

duals develop third molars (Garn et al. 1962) and

therefore these teeth may not always be available

for study. Additionally, by analyzing 87Sr/86Sr

values in third molars in lieu of earlier forming teeth,

archaeologists might overlook evidence for residen-

tial mobility that occurred earlier in childhood and

adolescence.

Mandibular and maxillary dentitions have compa-

rable development rates (Hillson 1996) such that iso-

tope ratios from upper and lower teeth in the same

dental position shoulder expected to yield highly sim-

ilar isotope ratios. Similarly, chemical signatures are

not expected to vary significantly among the different

crown side surfaces (i.e., lingual, buccal, mesial, and

distal) (Dolphin et al. 2005).

In compiling enamel samples for radiogenic stron-

tium isotope analysis most researchers collect material

from a single tooth rather than multiple teeth for any

one individual. By doing so, archaeologists minimize

their impact on the skeleton. At the same time, how-

ever, they likely underestimate the amount of mobility

in prehistoric populations (Schweissing and Grupe

2003). A small number of researchers have addressed

this problem by serially sampling teeth from a single

individual. Schweissing and Grupe (2003), for exam-

ple, collected enamel from each permanent tooth type

from seven adult skeletons buried at the archaeolog-

ical site of Neuburg/Donau in Bavaria. Their analysis

revealed that six of the seven individuals migrated to

the site at various stages in their childhoods, including

one individual who appeared to have moved between

at least two different regions in his life: once during

childhood and another after 14 years of age. Impor-

tantly, in the case of this latter individual, evidence for

multiple migrations would have remained undetected

had the authors not sampled several teeth from the

same skeleton. Similarly, Buikstra et al. (2004) docu-

mented several examples of early life migrations

among skeletons from the Copan Acropolis. By com-

paring 87Sr/86Sr values from multiple teeth from single

individuals the authors were able to determine around

what age migrant individuals settled at Copan and,

in at least one instance, detect multiple residence

changes during an individual’s childhood (Fig. 35.3).

Ultimately, the number of teeth analyzed from any one

individual is subject to access and approval by curators

and governmental agencies, and is likely to be guided

by several factors including availability and integrity

of dental material, cost of analysis, and the research

question(s).

While it is feasible to differentiate between indivi-

duals of local and non-local origin using tooth enamel

alone, many archaeological studies incorporate com-

parisons of strontium isotope signatures in tooth and

bone from the same individual. Unlike tooth enamel,

which forms early and does not chemically alter once

laid down, human bone remodels throughout an indi-

vidual’s lifetime (Tetelbaum 2000). The rate at which

bones remodel depends upon the skeletal element and

the type of bone analyzed. The diaphyses of long

bones such as the tibia and femur take decades to

remodel, while ribs replace their chemical constituents

after only a few years (Jowsey 1961; Jowsey et al.

1965; Parfitt 1983; Eriksen 1986; Hill 1998). Simi-

larly, different types of bone mineralize at different

rates, such that dense cortical bone remodels slowly

while trabecular bone remodels relatively rapidly

(Mulhern and Van Gerven 1997, 2000).

Rates of turnover for different bones have signifi-

cant consequences for migration studies and should

be taken into account when selecting bone samples

for analysis (Price et al. 2002). In instances where

migrants relocated to an area within months or a few

years prior to death, 87Sr/86Sr values in their skeletons,

particularly among those bones with long turnover

rates, likely will reflect their last place of residence

rather than their new locale simply because strontium

turnover in bone takes time. On the other hand, indi-

viduals who have resided in a place for multiple years

and who have eaten locally-grown foods during that
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time will exhibit skeletal 87Sr/86Sr values closer to, or

within, the local 87Sr/86Sr range. In cases where indi-

viduals have resided at a new location for a period of a

few years, 87Sr/86Sr values among bones with rapid

turnover likely will approximate local values while
87Sr/86Sr signatures from bones with prolonged remo-

deling rates probably will fall somewhere between the
87Sr/86Sr range of their previous locale and that of

their current place of residence. A small number of

studies have analyzed multiple bones from a single

individual with interesting results. For example, in

their study of the Tyrolean Iceman colloquially

known as “Ötzi,” Hoogewerff et al. (2001) documen-

ted different 87Sr/86Sr values in the Iceman’s rib and

femur, potentially indicating that Ötzi travelled to

multiple locales during the last years of his life.

While it may be tempting to select those bones with

fairly rapid turnovers such as ribs or the ends of long

bones for radiogenic strontium isotope analysis, these

bones are composed primarily of trabecular bone,

which is much more susceptible to diagenesis than

compact, cortical bone (Lambert et al. 1982; Buikstra

et al. 1989). Ultimately the selection of bone(s) for

sampling should be guided not only by the research

question and scope, but also by the integrity of the

specimen and the overall risk of diagenetic contami-

nation as assessed from the burial environment.

35.2.2.3 Sampling Strategies for Human

Tooth Enamel and Bone

Tooth Enamel

Most strontium isotope analyses of archaeological

human tooth enamel rely on the bulk sampling

method, in which enamel is collected across a tooth’s

buccal, lingual, mesial, or distal crown surface from

the occlusal margin to the cemento-enamel junction

(CEJ), indiscriminate of enamel growth phases. By

collecting samples in this manner, scientists average

out potential fluctuations in 87Sr/86Sr that may have

accumulated over the course of a tooth’s mineraliza-

tion, which as discussed in the previous section occurs

at different times and rates in an individual’s life. The

resulting 87Sr/86Sr enamel value, therefore, represents

Fig. 35.3 87Sr/86Sr ratios from tooth enamel and bone for two

adult individuals buried at the site of Copan. Based on data from

Buikstra et al. (2004), this figure illustrates that neither individ-

ual was born locally although 87Sr/86Sr values from their bones

(plotted at 40 and 50 years respectively) indicate that they lived

at Copan several years prior to their death. Note that residence

change for Burial 95-1 likely would not have been detected

using the third molar (M3) only. Similarly, potential evidence

for multiple childhood migrations for Burial 95-2 is detectable

only by sampling several of the individual’s teeth (i.e., M1, I2,

and M3)
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a bulk signature formed over a period of several

months or years in an individual’s childhood or ado-

lescence (Fig. 35.4).

The collection of enamel bulk samples for isotope

analysis is relatively straightforward. The enamel sur-

face of the tooth selected for sampling should be

abraded using either a Dremel tool or dental drill fitted

with a carbide burr to eliminate adhering materials and

to remove surface enamel that is most susceptible to

diagenetic alteration (Hillson 1996). Enamel samples

then can be drilled into a fine powder or chunked and

later ground to a powder using a sterilized mortar and

pestle. Researchers should aim to collect approximately

5–20 mg of tooth enamel if possible. Although only a

small amount of enamel is needed for actual analysis,

some material may be lost during sample preparation.

As an alternative to collecting samples in bulk,

some consideration has been given to the possibility

of microsampling enamel growth layers using either

microdrilling or laser ablation. Laser ablation, and to a

lesser extent microdrilling, requires far smaller sam-

ples than the bulk method, making it well-suited for

isotopic analyses of rare materials such as fossil speci-

mens or extremely small faunal teeth (Copeland et al.

2008). Furthermore, microsamples from a single

human tooth potentially can capture seasonal fluctua-

tions in enamel isotope values in strontium and other

elements, as has been demonstrated in isotope studies

of non-human animals (Koch et al. 1995; Fricke and

O’Neil 1996; Stuart-Williams and Schwarcz 1997).

Despite these proposed benefits, microsampling

remains largely untested on human archaeological

samples. In part, this is due to the fact that microsam-

pling via microdrilling remains technically difficult

and fairly specialized (Richards et al. 2009). In

addition, comparisons of laser ablation (LA)- and

traditional solution mode-multi-collector inductively

coupled plasma mass spectrometry (MC-ICP-MS)
87Sr/86Sr measurements from tooth enamel have

shown that the former method is generally more inac-

curate and imprecise than solution-based techniques,

owing to potential isobaric interferences during laser

analysis (Simonetti et al. 2008; Nowell and Horstwood

2009). In recent years, however, a small number of

studies have addressed these deficiencies and demon-

strated that LA-MC-ICP-MS data may be appropriate

in some archaeological cases. Research by Horstwood

et al. (2008), for example, indicates that with proper

on-line interference correction routines and additional

calibration against a set of reference materials, reliable

LA-MC-ICP-MS-based 87Sr/86Sr signatures from

archaeological specimens potentially can be produced.

While Horstwood et al. (2008) acknowledge that their

analytical protocol appears to work well on samples

with concentrations >300 ppm Sr, the authors note

that laser ablation data from samples with concentra-

tions �200 ppm Sr exhibit a much greater degree of

inaccuracy and should used cautiously. Copeland et al.

(2008, 2010) analyzed modern and fossil rodent teeth

from the Sterkfontein Valley of South Africa using

both LA-MC-ICP-MS and TIMS. While their LA-

MC-ICP-MS-based enamel 87Sr/86Sr values were

less precise than the corresponding TIMS values, the

authors do argue that LA-MC-ICP-MS is sufficiently

accurate to investigate geographic origins and resi-

dential mobility if the geologic units under study are

considerably variable from one another.

Finally, it is still somewhat unclear whether the

analysis of microsamples from different human enamel

growth layers can actually capture seasonal variations in
87Sr/86Sr. As noted by Montgomery and Evans (2006),

enamel mineralization in human teeth occurs in a

multidirectional pattern such that 87Sr/86Sr values

likely are averaged out across a tooth’s surface rather

than occurring in a well-ordered, sequential fashion

across growth layers. Recent research (Dolphin et al.

2005; Richards et al. 2008), however, indicates that

incremental shifts in 87Sr/86Sr values within a single

human tooth may be detectable using laser ablation

Fig. 35.4 Bulk sampling of enamel for 87Sr/86Sr isotope anal-

ysis from a human skeleton buried at the site of Ancón, Peru.

The arrow points to the region of the tooth from which enamel

was drilled
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techniques. In their study of deciduous dentition from

modern children living in the Solı́s Valley of Mexico,

Dolphin et al. (2005) illustrated that significant

intra-tooth variations in trace element concentrations

between prenatally- and postnatally-formed enamel

were detectable using LA-ICP-MS. Similarly Richards

et al. (2008) used laser ablation plasma ionization

mass spectrometry (LA-PIMMS) to document three

distinct clusters of 87Sr/86Sr values from a single

Neanderthal third molar, which appeared to correspond

to distinct phases of enamel secretion (Fig. 35.5).

Richards et al. (2008) interpret the variation in

87Sr/86Sr signatures over time as evidence for Nean-

derthal mobility. Assuming the results of Dolphin

et al.’s (2005) and Richards et al.’s (2008) study are

applicable to archaeological samples more broadly,

then laser ablation ICP-MS methods potentially can

capture variation in enamel 87Sr/86Sr at much finer

temporal resolutions than previously achieved using

the bulk sampling technique.

Bone

The collection of bone for radiogenic strontium iso-

tope analysis also can be performed using a Dremel

Multipro drill, generally outfitted with an inverted

cone tip to remove bone powder or a diamond disk

saw to remove bone chunks. Prior to removing the

sample, the sample area should be gently abraded to

remove surface contamination. Samples should be

taken from cortical bone, if possible, as this type of

bone is less susceptible to diagenetic alteration than

trabecular bone. It is suggested that at least 50 mg to

1 g of bone be collected since some preparation pro-

tocols for bone are quite rigorous and can result in a

partial loss of sample (Hoppe et al. 2003).

A Cautionary Note

We conclude our discussion on sample selection with

a note of caution. It should be remembered that col-

lecting samples for radiogenic strontium isotope anal-

ysis involves the permanent removal of enamel and

bone from archaeological specimens, samples which

are entirely consumed during purification and mass

spectrometry. Although the amount of enamel and

bone needed for isotopic analysis is quite small (less

than 20 mg for traditional bulk sampling methods and

even less for laser ablation techniques), there are ways

of minimizing one’s impact on archaeological materi-

als when selecting specimens for sampling. In the case

of tooth enamel, researchers should attempt to sample

teeth that are no longer embedded in the alveolar bone

if possible as this reduces the risk of damage to the

surrounding alveolus and bones of the skull. When

selecting bone for analysis, researchers should avoid

sampling intact bone if fragmentary bone is available

for study, so as to minimize impact to the skeleton.

Additionally, scientists should try to avoid removing

Fig. 35.5 Sequential sampling of a Neanderthal tooth using

laser ablation. Numerical values represent the 87Sr/86Sr ratios

for the individual laser-ablation pits. Reprinted from Richards

et al. (2008), with permission from Elsevier
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enamel or bone samples from those teeth or parts of

the skeleton that exhibit pathological lesions, cultural

modifications, or other diagnostic markers as these

features potentially can be used to reconstruct aspects

of health, diet, growth, and socio-cultural practices

among ancient populations (see e.g., Larsen 1997;

Katzenberg and Saunders 2008). Finally, since multi-

ple isotopic signatures can be retrieved from a single

dental or bony element, scientists should formulate

hypotheses and devise their sampling strategy so as

to maximize the kinds of chemical information that

can be retrieved from their samples while minimizing

damage to the skeleton.

35.2.3 Laboratory Analysis

Radiogenic strontium isotope analysis is a well estab-

lished procedure and has long been used by geologists.

Accordingly laboratory sample preparation proce-

dures and analytical techniques have been thoroughly

studied and routinely applied (see e.g. Faure and

Mensing 2005). Here we briefly summarize pre-

paration protocols relevant for archeological studies

and provide some information on mass spectrometric

analyses.

35.2.3.1 Preparation Protocols for Isotopic

Analysis of Bedrock, Soil,

and Groundwater

To determine the strontium isotopic composition of

environmental samples that represent the local prove-

nance signature, care must be given to collect relevant

and representative samples. As discussed earlier, such

samples may include bedrock, soil, groundwater,

river/lake water or vegetation, as well as archaeozoo-

logical and archaeobotanical materials (the seawater

signature is well established and does not need to be

analyzed). Several sub-samples from different, ran-

domly spread locations relevant to the study should

be collected and homogenized. Archaeobotanical

remains should be carefully cleaned of dust by ultra-

sonication in milliQ water and acetone several times,

while archaeozoological materials should be prepared

for analysis following the protocols outlined for

human samples below.

Homogenized samples are dissolved in preparation

for strontium separation for mass spectrometry. Many

sample dissolution methods have been used ranging

from an acid pre-leach followed by partial dissolution

in weak acid (McArthur et al. 1993) to a total dissolu-

tion in mixed strong acids (Hein et al. 1993). The main

purpose of the pre-leaching is to minimize contamina-

tion by non-target components which may adhere to

the sample surface. Such cleaning should be included

if diagenetic contamination is expected (Bailey et al.

2000). The pristine, clean, representative target sam-

ples should then be fully dissolved. The exact pro-

cedure for sample dissolution will depend on the

properties of the sample. For example, pure carbonate

rocks may be digested by relatively dilute acetic acid

(Montanez et al. 1996), while bulk silicate rocks and

soil are typically dissolved in a mixture of hot concen-

trated HNO3 and HF acids followed by drying and

repeat treatment with HCl and HNO3 (Billings and

Adams 1964). Organic substances like vegetation are

either oxidized in hot HNO3 or ashed for 4 h in a

muffle furnace at 550�C and then dissolved in a mix-

ture of 6 N HNO3 and HCl (Porder et al. 2003),

followed by removal of any residue through filtration.

After dissolution, samples are dried down and then

re-constituted in a minimal amount of acid (typically

HCl or HNO3) in preparation for strontium separation

by ion chromatography. Water or other fluids contain-

ing strontium are filters and the appropriate volume

containing enough strontium for analysis is dried

down and re-constituted as above. All reagents used

for dissolution must be trace metal clean or distilled to

lower strontium blanks.

35.2.3.2 Preparation Protocols for Isotopic

Analysis of Archaeological Human

Remains and Modern Fauna

Pretreatment protocols for archaeological specimens

will vary depending on the element analyzed. As

discussed earlier, tooth enamel is largely resistant to

diagenetic contamination while archaeological bone

is highly susceptible to post-mortem alteration. As a

result, pretreatment protocols for tooth enamel are

relatively straightforward and less intensive than that

required for archaeological bone specimens.

While various preparation methods exist for archaeo-

logical tooth enamel, the general consensus is that
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sequential rinses or an overnight bath in weak

(�1.0 N) acetic acid remove most diagenetic carbo-

nates in enamel (Sillen 1986; Hoppe et al. 2003). It

should be noted that samples can lose up to 70% of

their weight depending on the specific preparation

protocol followed (Hoppe et al. 2003); thus, care

should be taken in determining the number of rinses

enamel powder should be subjected to. Once acetic

acid has been removed from enamel samples, the

residual powder should be rinsed with distilled/deio-

nized water and sonicated three times for at least

5 min. Samples can be left overnight to dry or dried

down using a desiccator, hot plate, or oven (below

50�C).
Archaeological bone samples should be subjected to

more rigorous preparation procedures than those estab-

lished for enamel, although it should be emphasized

that no one pretreatment protocol has been found that

completely separates biogenic and diagenetic strontium

in bone (Koch et al. 1997; Hoppe et al. 2003; Trickett

et al. 2003). Many studies have adopted Sillen’s (1986)

solubility profile method (or a version thereof), in

which powdered bone is subjected to a series of washes

in 0.1 N buffered acetic acid (pH ¼ 4.5). Following

acid treatment, bone samples should be rinsed and

sonicated three or more times using distilled/deionized

water for several minutes. Given the large number of

rinses (Sillen’s original 1986 study consisted of 24 acid

washes), it is recommended that powdered bone sam-

ples initially weigh between 30 and 50 mg, as signifi-

cant amounts of sample can be lost during preparation.

As an alternative to Sillen’s method, Knudson et al.

(2004) recommend sonication of chunked bone in deio-

nized water for 30 min, followed by sonication in 5%

acetic acid for 30 min, and a second aliquot of 5%

acetic acid for 5 min. Once rinsed, bone samples can

be ashed and powdered.

Since diagenesis is not an issue when analyzing

bones and teeth from modern fauna, enamel and/or

bone from these specimens require minimal pretreat-

ment prior to analysis. Mechanical cleaning is recom-

mended for all modern samples, and if necessary,

samples can be left overnight in H2O2 (30%) to

remove organics. Cleaned samples should then be

sonicated with distilled water and dried down. All

dried samples (both archaeological and modern tooth

enamel and bone) can then be dissolved in either HCl

or HNO3 in preparation for strontium separation by

ion chromatography.

35.2.3.3 Strontium Separation

Prior to mass spectrometric analysis strontium has to

be purified to reduce mass interference (isobaric inter-

ference) by other elements and compounds (specifi-

cally 87Rb) and to maximize ionization efficiency

(residual Ca decreases the ionization efficiency of

strontium and the stability of the ion beam). This is

done using ion chromatography by passing the sample

solution through columns filed with cation exchange

resin (Hart and Brooks 1974). About 1 mg of strontium
is typically prepared for isotope analysis. The most

commonly used separation technique involves cation-

exchange chromatography using resin (AG 50W-X8)

in HCl medium. This resin retains strontium more

strongly than singly charged alkali metals including

major elements such as Mg and trace elements such as

Rb (Hart et al. 1974). However the separation from Ca

and Al can be compromised when these are present in

higher concentrations relative to Sr. Use of longer

columns can alleviate some of these problems (Birck

1986). Columns are conditioned with 3–5 column

volumes of 0.75 N HCl and the sample (dissolved in

a small amount of 0.75 N HCl) is loaded. The cations

are eluted with 1.8 or 2 N HCl (depending on the acid

strength used for calibration). The strontium fraction is

collected and this fraction is dried down in preparation

for mass spectrometry. Columns should be calibrated

routinely to ensure clean separation and efficient

recovery of Sr.

Strontium can also be extracted from nitric acid

media using crown ether in octanol, sorbed on an

inert substrate (Sr-Spec, Eichrom® non-ionic ester

polymer resin, 100–150 mesh) (Horwitz et al. 1991,

1992). This method is more selective for strontium and

strontium does not break through from the columns

until about 30 column volumes of 3 M HNO3. Stron-

tium is eluted using 0.05 M HNO3. Using Sr-Spec is

very effective in separating rubidium and calcium

from Sr, although barium is not as easily removed

and longer columns or stronger acid should be used

for barium-rich samples (Pin and Bassin 1992). Stron-

tium blanks of the Sr-Spec columns are typically

higher than those of the AG 50W-X8 resin, particu-

larly when using columns repeatedly, thus care should

be taken to monitor blanks or to avoid re-use of col-

umns (Pin and Bassin 1992). All reagents used for

strontium separation should be trace metal grade or
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distilled to ensure low blanks, and procedural blanks

should be monitored routinely.

35.2.3.4 Instrumentation

Several options are available for mass spectrometric

analysis including solid-source thermal ionization

mass spectrometry (TIMS), solution quadrupole-

based ICP-mass spectrometry (ICP-QMS) (Vanhaecke

et al. 1999), or multi collector ICP-mass spectrometry

(MC-ICPMS) (Waight et al. 2002). The MC-ICPMS

could also be coupled to laser ablation (LA-MC-

ICPMS) (Christensen et al. 1995; Vroon et al. 2008).

TIMS has been used for longer than the other instru-

ments and is the most routinely used procedure for

strontium isotope analyses. Although using the TIMS

is time consuming (each analysis could take 1–2 h) it

requires less strontium compared to other solution-

based analyses and has the highest reproducibility

and precision.

For TIMS, following strontium purification, the

samples are dried down, re-dissolved in 1% HNO3,

and loaded with 0.1 M H3PO4 on degassed Re or Ta

filaments. Samples as small as 20 ng of strontium can

be routinely analyzed using TIMS although larger

samples are desirable if sample is available. The iso-

baric interferences of 87Rb are determined by monitor-

ing 85Rb and applying corrections as needed. All
87Sr/86Sr values are corrected for mass fractionation

in the instrument using 86Sr/88Sr ¼ 0.1194 (this cor-

rection is also referred to as normalization). NIST

SRM 987 strontium carbonate standard is always ana-

lyzed along with samples, and the value of this stan-

dard is used to determine long-term external precision

as well as for comparison of data between laboratories.

The accepted value of the SRM 987 standard is

0.71024 and data is either corrected for offset from

this value or the value obtained for SRM 987 is

reported along with the data. Typical internal preci-

sion on the mass spectrometer is around 0.000010, and

the external precision is approximately �0.000020

(Oslick et al. 1994) (2s standard deviation).

Techniques for radiogenic strontium isotope analy-

sis on a double-focusing multiple collector inductively

coupled plasma mass spectrometer (MC-ICPMS) can

be done on unspiked or spiked samples (Fortunato

et al. 2004). Measurement protocol includes stan-

dard–sample–standard bracketing methods using the

isotopic reference material (SRM 987) with wash solu-

tions between sample or standard introductions. This

permits internal correction of the isotope ratios
87Sr/86Sr and 84Sr/86Sr with 88Sr/86Sr and lowering of

memory effects from preceding samples. Using MC-

ICPMS can yield accurate and precise results similar

to those obtainable by TIMS and the procedure is

faster (about four samples per hour). This procedure,

however, requires a larger amount of strontium (at

least 300 ng per sample) in comparison to TIMS.

Moreover, backgrounds should be measured to correct

for interferences on masses 84 and 86 derived from

small amounts of krypton in the argon supply in the

plasma, and stable, residual memory strontium and

rubidium signals from sample material on the torch

and cones. Simultaneous ionization of all elements

during plasma-based ionization also proves to be a

disadvantage during radiogenic strontium isotope

analysis as extra chemical clean-up steps, beyond

those necessary for TIMS analyses, are required to

remove potential isobaric interference. LA-MC-

ICPMS strontium isotope ratio measurements of vari-

ous geological and biological samples allow analyses

of small samples and fine spatial resolution with mini-

mal preparation. However significant deviations in the
84Sr/86Sr ratio and the radiogenic 87Sr/86Sr ratio from

values obtained by analysis of strontium chemically

separated from the sample matrix have been reported

(Vroon et al. 2008). The precise reasons for this

remain unclear but likely reflect a combination of

isobaric interferences from Ca dimers and Ca argides

and doubly charged REE, as well as disruption of mass

bias effects due to differential loading of the plasma.

It is also unclear whether this is an instrument- or

technique-specific problem and great care should be

taken when attempting strontium isotope analyses by

in situ LA-MC-ICPMS techniques (Garcı́a-Ruiz et al.

2008; see also Section “Tooth Enamel,” this chapter,

for a related discussion).

35.2.3.5 Monitoring for Diagenesis

The identification and removal of diagenetic contami-

nation are crucial steps in radiogenic strontium isotope

analysis of archaeological materials. As discussed

above, the elimination of post-depositional contami-

nants from bone and enamel can be achieved through

mechanical cleaning at the time of sample collection
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and through chemical cleaning prior to sample disso-

lution. Even with these pretreatment procedures in

place, however, it is difficult to be sure that all diage-

netic contamination has been successfully removed.

Several methods for monitoring diagenetic contami-

nation have been established (Sillen 1989; Price et al.

1992; Nielsen-Marsh and Hedges 2000a, b), and a few

techniques are briefly summarized here.

Changes to the mineralogy and crystallinity of

enamel and bone can be monitored using either

X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) or Fourier Transform Infra-

red Spectroscopy (FTIR). In general, crystallinity is

higher in altered apatite than in pristine apatite (Sillen

1989; Shemesh 1990). The degree of crystallinity can

be measured by calculating the crystallinity index

(CI). On an infrared spectrum, the CI is the extent of

phosphate peak splitting at 565–605 cm�1 and is

measured by calculating the relative depth of the val-

ley between the two peaks (Shemesh 1990). Samples

that exhibit CI’s above the range established for fresh

bone, 2.8–3.1 (Weiner and Bar-Yosef 1990; Wright

and Schwarcz 1996; White et al. 1998; Garvie-Lok

et al. 2004), likely have been altered.

Diagenetic contamination in enamel and bone also

can be detected by comparing levels of trace elements

in archaeological samples with those in modern

specimens (Kohn et al. 1999; Hoogewerff et al.

2001; Price et al. 2002). The ratio of calcium to phos-

phorus (Ca/P), for example, commonly is used to

monitor potential alteration in archaeological materi-

als. Modern, unaltered bone contains approximately

37% Ca by weight and 17% P, with a Ca/P ratio of

about 2 (Kyle 1986). Ca/P ratios much greater than 2,

therefore, indicate contamination. Additionally, scien-

tists have measured carbonate/phosphate ratios (C/P)

in archaeological specimens (Nielsen-Marsh and

Hedges 2000a), as well as the concentration of ura-

nium (U) in archaeological bone samples (Kohn et al.

1999; Knudson and Price 2007; Conlee et al. 2009) in

order to monitor diagenetic contamination.

35.3 Applications

The number and diversity of strontium isotope studies

in archaeology have increased dramatically over the

last two decades. The technique primarily has been

used to differentiate between individuals and fauna of

local and non-local origin, although a few studies have

adopted the method as a means of identifying and

sourcing non-local building materials, artifacts, and

foodstuffs. While not exhaustive, the present section

highlights some of the major applications of radio-

genic strontium isotope analysis in archaeology to

date (Table 35.2).

35.3.1 87Sr/86Sr Analyses
of Archaeological Humans

The majority of strontium isotope applications have

focused on analyses of human skeletons from archaeo-

logical sites.While 87Sr/86Sr values in human bones and

teeth have been used primarily to identify immigrants

and track the degree of residential mobility in the past,

archaeologists have applied 87Sr/86Sr data to address

broader socio-cultural questions pertaining to imperial

strategies and colonization, marital residence patterns,

ethnicity and identity, and violence and warfare.

Ancient complex societies adopted various poli-

tical strategies to manage their vast territories, includ-

ing the establishment of colonies. Traditionally,

archaeologists have used the presence of foreign,

imperial-style ceramics, textiles, architecture, and

burial practices as proxies for population movement

and imperial control. With the introduction of radio-

genic strontium isotope analysis to archaeology, scien-

tists have been able to directly document the presence

of foreigners at ancient sites and, thus, explore coloni-

zation models more effectively.

A number of such studies has been conducted in the

Andean region of South America, including Kelly

Knudson and colleagues’ work (Knudson et al. 2004;

Knudson and Price 2007; Knudson 2008) on resi-

dential mobility within the Tiwanaku polity during

the Middle Horizon (550–1000 AD). In a pioneering

study, Knudson et al. (2004) identified a number of

migrants at the eponymous capital of Tiwanaku in

Bolivia, as well as two immigrants, likely from Tiwa-

naku, at the site of Chen Chen in Peru. The latter site

had been interpreted as a Tiwanaku colony based on

the presence of Tiwanaku-style artifacts, but prior to

Knudson et al.’s work, no definitive evidence for

Tiwanaku migration was available.

Similar research has been carried out by Slovak

(2007) and Slovak et al. (2009) on the nature of Wari
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imperial influence at the site of Ancón on Peru’s

Central Coast. While some scholars have suggested

that the site functioned as an important Wari outpost,

other researchers have argued that Ancón remained

free of Wari political and economic control. While

the results of Slovak et al.’s (2009) radiogenic stron-

tium isotope study do not resolve the debate entirely,

the presence of a migrant, likely from the Wari heart-

land, coupled with Wari-style objects at the site sug-

gests that the identification of Ancón as a Wari colony

is at the very least plausible.

Radiogenic strontium isotope research on Late

Horizon (1400–1532 AD) sites in the Andes has shed

light on Inka political strategies as well, including

the state-mandated resettlement of individuals into

mitima communities (D’Altroy 2005). Andrushko

et al. (2009), for example, noted a dramatic increase

in the number of migrants at the Inka site of

Chokepukio, Peru during the Late Horizon, which

the authors partially attribute to coerced migrations

resulting from Inka imperial labor policies. On the

other hand, a multi-isotopic study by Turner et al.

(2009) has shown that the famed site of Machu Picchu

likely did not function as amitima colony composed of

relocated colonists from a common geographic area or

areas, but rather was maintained as a private estate for

the Inka emperor by elite retainers whose geographic

origins were widely dispersed.

In the Old World, strontium isotope data also has

been used to investigate colonization. Buzon et al.

(2007), for example, examined radiogenic strontium

isotope signatures among individuals buried at the site

of Tombos in ancient Nubia during the Egyptian New

Kingdom Period – a time when the Nubian Kingdom

was subsumed under Egyptian rule. As noted by the

Buzon et al. (2007), the nature and extent of Egyptian

control over Nubia remains unclear; however, stron-

tium isotope data indicates that colonial rule at

Tombos may have been administered not only by

individuals of foreign origin (i.e., Egyptians) but by

local Nubians as well.

Montgomery et al. (2005) used both strontium and

lead isotopes to explore the origins of potential immi-

grants at an Anglian cemetery in England during the

fifth to seventh centuries AD, a time period that par-

tially overlaps with the mass migration of Anglo-

Saxons into Britain. While the geographic origins of

the individuals identified as non-local based on their
87Sr/86Sr signatures in Montgomery et al.’s (2005)

study could not be assigned definitely to Angeln, the

authors’ results highlight the potential of strontium

isotope applications to elucidate the nature and extent

of colonization and mass migrations in the archaeo-

logical record.

Finally, extensive evidence for human migration

has been documented via radiogenic strontium isotope

analysis during the early and late Neolithic periods of

Europe (see e.g., Bentley et al. 2003, 2004; Price et al.

2004, 2006a, b; Nehlich et al. 2009). Price et al. (2004),

for example, employed radiogenic strontium isotope

analysis to determine whether the spread of Bell Bea-

ker culture throughout many parts of Europe during the

Neolithic/Bronze Age transition resulted from the

migration of foreign peoples into these areas, or from

the importation of Bell Beaker-style artifacts into com-

munities by local peoples. The results of their study,

which included skeletons from Bell Beaker graves in

Austria, the Czech Republic, Germany, and Hungary,

demonstrate that 51 of 81 individuals analyzed

(61.7%) were born elsewhere. While Price et al.’s

(2004) data does not entirely resolve the question of

whether migration or diffusion was responsible for the

rapid and widespread expansion of the Bell Beaker

culture at this time, their work underscores the consid-

erable degree of human mobility that did occur during

the Neolithic and provides an alternative line of evi-

dence for evaluating the Bell Beaker phenomenon.

Radiogenic strontium isotope analysis also has

yielded potential evidence for exogamous marriage

practices in the past, particularly among females.

Grupe et al. (1997) and Price et al. (1998) documented

a disproportionate number of migrant females at Bell

Beaker period (2500–1900 BC) sites in Bavaria, which

they interpret as tentative evidence for exogamy. Sim-

ilarly Schweissing and Grupe (2003) noted a similar

trend among southern Bavarian populations during the

Roman-period occupation. In this latter case study,

approximately 56% of females analyzed (or 10 out of

18 women) yielded non-local 87Sr/86Sr enamel signa-

tures compared to 37% of males (or 15 of 41 men).

These results potentially suggest that females were

married into the community at a greater rate than men.

Elsewhere in Europe, Bentley et al. (2004) documen-

ted significantly more female immigrants than male

immigrants at Early Neolithic cemeteries in Germany,

which may indicate that larger number of females

married into low-lying agricultural communities dur-

ing this time period.
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In some cases, strontium isotope data from human

skeletons has been used to elucidate the relationship

between ethnic identity and geographic origin. Price

et al. (2000), for example, analyzed 87Sr/86Sr values

from a sample of individuals buried in various ethnic

enclaves or barrios at the site of Teotihuacan in

Mexico and discovered that the majority of people

appear to have been born non-locally. In this instance,

then, the presence of foreign cultural elements such as

architecture, pottery, burial practices, and food pre-

paration techniques within the barrios appear to have

resulted (at least in part) from foreign peoples living

there. In a similar vein, Bentley et al. (2003) noted a

significant correlation between burial location and
87Sr/86Sr signatures at the site of Vaihingen, Germany.

A greater percentage of non-local individuals (14 of

24), as determined by their 87Sr/86Sr values, were

buried in the Neolithic ditch encircling Vaihingen

than in the settlement itself (5 of 22 individuals)

(Bentley et al. 2004). These findings potentially sug-

gest that non-local individuals were viewed as

socially and/or ethnically different and buried dis-

tinctly (Bentley et al. 2003). Finally, in an innovative

study by Price et al. (2006a, b), 87Sr/86Sr signatures

from five individuals buried at a colonial cemetery in

Campeche, Mexico indicate that they likely were born

in West Africa. Importantly, four of these individuals

appeared ethnically distinct prior to isotope analysis

based on the type of dental modification they exhib-

ited. Price et al.’s (2006a, b) study not only documents

some of the earliest representatives of the pre-

eighteenth century slave trade, but also highlights a

correlation between biological indicators of identity,

i.e., place of origin, and sociocultural indicators of

identity, i.e., dental modification practices.

On the other hand, radiogenic strontium isotope

data may not always accord well with sociocultural

data. Expanding on research produced in an earlier

pilot study (Price et al. 1994; Ezzo et al. 1997), Ezzo

and Price (2002), noted that ethnic identities among

individuals buried at Grasshopper Pueblo, Arizona

often were blurred and not necessarily correlated

with strontium isotope signatures. Similarly, Knudson

and Torres-Rouff (2009) documented a complex rela-

tionship between isotope signatures and cultural iden-

tity among individuals buried at the site of Caspana in

northern Chile during the Late Intermediate Period

(1100–1400 AD). Based on potential ethnic markers

such as cranial modification and burial styles, the

Caspana individuals were distinct from neighboring

groups in the region, as might be expected among a

migrant community; however all but one of the indi-

viduals at Caspana was born and raised locally.

Finally, the use of strontium isotope data has been

applied to investigations of violence and warfare in the

archaeological record. The identity of trauma victims

has long been of interest to archaeologists and physical

anthropologists but has been relatively difficult to

ascertain; radiogenic strontium isotope analysis has

the potential to provide archaeologists with data

regarding the geographic origins of these individuals

in the past. Price et al. (2006a, b) analyzed 87Sr/86Sr

signatures from 22 of the 34 human skeletons uncov-

ered in a Neolithic-period mass grave in Talheim,

Germany. The results of their study indicate that the

majority of the individuals were born locally, and lend

support to the authors’ (Price et al. 2006a, b) interpre-

tation that the burials probably represent members of a

single community who were killed by another group.

In a similar vein, recent applications of radiogenic

strontium isotope analysis to victims of trophy head

taking in the Andes, a practice in which the skull of an

individual was obtained either through decapitation or

by its removal from a corpse, has produced interesting

and exciting results. In a study by Tung and Knudson

(2008), 3 of 5 trophy heads found at the Wari site of

Conchopata in Peru were identified as non-local using

radiogenic strontium isotope analysis. The authors

suggest that one possible interpretation for these

results is that the non-local trophy heads were foreign

enemies who had been taken captive and subsequently

decapitated. On the other hand, strontium isotope data

from Conlee et al. (2009) and Knudson et al. (2009)

have established that trophy head taking among the

ancient Nasca of southern Peru was a localized phe-

nomena, in which trophy head victims likely were

culled from local populations in the region.

35.3.2 87Sr/86Sr Analyses
of Archaeological Fauna

In addition to examining human mobility in the past,

scholars have analyzed strontium isotope data from

fauna to better understand animal migration patterns.

While the technique has been widely applied to extant

animal populations (van der Merwe et al. 1990; Koch
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et al. 1992, 1995; Chamberlain et al. 1997), the present

section highlights radiogenic strontium isotope studies

of archaeological fauna.

Hoppe et al.’s (1999) investigation of mammoth

and mastodon mobility in the American Southeast

during the late Pleistocene was one of the earliest

applications of 87Sr/86Sr to prehistoric faunal popula-

tions. Hoppe et al.’s (1999) research demonstrated that

neither mammoth nor mastodons engaged in large-

scale migrations (>700 km), and highlighted signifi-

cant variability in the extent and frequency of mobility

between the two animal species. Subsequent radio-

genic strontium isotope studies on the origins and

migration patterns of Pleistocene- and Holocene-era

North American fauna have been carried out by other

scholars, including Porder et al. (2003), Hoppe (2004),

and Feranec et al. (2007).

While the above investigations have improved

researchers’ understanding of prehistoric animal

behavior, radiogenic strontium isotope ratios from

ancient fauna also have been used to elucidate human

activity in the past. Towers et al. (2009), for example,

recently investigated the origins of cattle and aurochs

buried in two Bronze Age barrows in England.

Hundreds of cattle remains had been found associated

with human burials within the barrows, but little was

known about the animals’ origins or the purpose(s) of

their placement in the tombs. Radiogenic strontium

isotope data from a sub-sample of the archaeological

fauna indicated that while most animals were raised

locally, two individuals had been born elsewhere, sug-

gesting that long-distance exchange was undertaken by

human populations at the time (Towers et al. 2009).

Radiogenic strontium isotope analyses of archaeo-

logical fauna also can shed light on ancient animal

husbandry practices. Balasse et al. (2002) determined

strontium isotope ratios from two archaeological

sheep and one archaeological cow (along with C

and N isotope ratios from these and other archaeolog-

ical fauna) to investigate the plausibility of a seasonal

mobility model for Late Stone Age pastoralists in

South Africa. Their findings suggest that ancient

fauna were not herded between the coast and hinter-

land seasonally, but rather stayed within one region for

their entire lives or migrated at some point (rather than

seasonally) during their lifetimes. In a more recent

multi-isotopic study of ancient herding practices,

Thornton et al. (2010) tentatively reconstructed prehis-

toric herding practices among human groups in the

Osmore Valley, Peru using 87Sr/86Sr signatures (along

with d13C and d15N values) from archaeological

camelid bone. Although radiogenic strontium isotopes

were unable to differentiate between camelids poten-

tially herded in mid- to lower-elevation zones, 87Sr/86Sr

values were sufficiently different to distinguish between

camelids pastured in the highland puna region and those
herded in middle and lower elevation habitats.

35.3.3 87Sr/86Sr Analyses of Building
Materials, Artifacts, and Food

Similar to radiogenic strontium isotope studies of

human and faunal remains, the origins of artifacts,

archaeological building materials, and ancient food

stuffs have been traced using 87Sr/86Sr analysis. For

example, Freestone et al. (2003) reconstructed the

potential origins and raw materials used to create

sixth to eleventh century AD glass found in the Eastern

Mediterranean region by determining 87Sr/86Sr values

from four production sites in Israel and Egypt. Simi-

larly, Henderson et al. (2005) utilized radiogenic

strontium isotopes (along with oxygen and lead iso-

topes) to trace the potential geologic sources of Syrian

glass from the eighth to ninth centuries AD. Elsewhere

in the Old World, radiogenic strontium isotope analysis

has been applied to shell beads from the Paleolithic La

Madeleine child burial in France to determine their

origin (Vanhaeren et al. 2004). 87Sr/86Sr results indi-

cate that at least some of the shells were collected from

faraway beaches rather than nearby outcrops. The

authors (Vanhaeren et al. 2004) argue that prehistoric

artisans likely preferred beach shells to shells found

in neighboring Miocene outcrops because the former

type was morphologically more compatible with

Paleolithic bone needle technology.

The origins of textiles, particularly those made from

plant materials, can be elucidated using radiogenic stron-

tium isotope analysis. Benson et al. (2006), for example,

employed 87Sr/86Sr analysis (as well as oxygen

isotopes) to successfully trace the origins of raw mate-

rials used in textile manufacture in the American

Southwest. In a more recent study, the feasibility of

radiogenic strontium isotope analysis to track the

origins of ancient woolen textiles was recently tested

by Frei et al. (2009) using modern sheep hair from

Scandinavian specimens. The authors determined that
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with appropriate pretreatment procedures, 87Sr/86Sr

values from hair potentially can be used to source

woolen materials in the archaeological record (Frei

et al. 2009).

In addition to artifacts, the sources of various build-

ing materials have been identified via radiogenic

strontium isotope analysis. At various archaeological

sites in the Mediterranean, Gale et al. (1988) used

sulfur and strontium isotopes to trace the geologic

sources of gypsum – a material used in internal con-

struction during Mycenaean times. Similarly, Brilli

et al. (2005) determined 87Sr/86Sr values for eight

Mediterranean quarry areas which were in use during

classical times. While some of the quarries exhibited

overlapping 87Sr/86Sr values, the authors demonstrate

that radiogenic strontium isotope data, in tandem with

other geochemical and petrographic applications,

can be used to determine the potential provenance

of architectural and sculptural marble artifacts

(Brilli et al. 2005). At Chaco Canyon, New Mexico,

Reynolds et al. (2005) determined 87Sr/86Sr data for

multiple specimens of ponderosa pine used in the

construction of buildings at various Great Houses.

Reynolds et al.’s (2005) results indicate that Chaco’s

ancient inhabitants sourced their timber from a num-

ber of different outcrops, many of which were located

at considerable distances from archaeological sites.

Finally, radiogenic strontium isotope analysis has

been used to investigate the origins of food stuffs in

the archaeological record. Recently, Benson et al.

(2009) and Benson (2010) have determined 87Sr/86Sr

values for maize found at sites in Chaco Canyon and

Aztec Ruin, New Mexico, which in turn have allowed

the authors (Benson et al. 2009; Benson 2010) to

speculate on changing trade relationships in the

ancient American Southwest.

35.4 Future Directions

Radiogenic strontium isotope analysis in archaeology

has come a long way in the last 25 years, but more work

remains to be done. The distribution of radiogenic

strontium isotope applications thus far has been limited

to several key areas in space and time, including the

Neolithic in central Europe, Great Britain, and South-

east Asia; the Late Stone age in South Africa; early

colonization of the Pacific; the Pleistocene/Holocene

transition in the central and Southeastern U.S.; and the

development of complex societies in the American

Southwest, Mesoamerica, and the Middle though Late

Horizons in the Andes of South America. Many areas

and time periods, including the hominid fossil record,

remain relatively unexplored using radiogenic stron-

tium isotope analysis, although the few studies that

have been conducted indicate enormous promise.

Sillen et al. (1995), for example, measured 87Sr/86Sr

values from ~1.8 ma Homo sp. and Australopithecus
robustus skeletons at the site of Swartkrans in South

Africa, and (as discussed earlier) Richards et al. (2008)

determined 87Sr/86Sr signatures from a 40,000 ya

Neanderthal tooth found in Greece. Additionally,

Sillen et al. (1998) compiled 87Sr/86Sr isotope data for

the Sterkfontein Valley of South Africa using water,

soil, and plant samples and compared these values to
87Sr/86Sr from Pleistocene-era vertebrates. All three

studies have shed light on hominid diet and potential

mobility patterns, although future applications of

radiogenic strontium isotope analysis to fossil homi-

nids may be hindered by the rare nature of the speci-

mens and the potential for diagenetic contamination.

To this end, the recent work by Copeland et al. (2008,

2010) that demonstrates the non-destructive nature of

sampling via laser-ablation should prove critical.

In those regions of the world where radiogenic stron-

tium isotope analysis has been applied, more work

should be done to define local 87Sr/86Sr signatures.

Ideally, such reconstructions would entail the collection

of samples from exposed bedrock, soil, plants, and

water along with small fauna and archaeological

human remains from the region. Hodell et al.’s (2004)

study of the Maya region, which involved the collection

of 216 samples of rock, soil, water, and plants from

Mexico, Honduras, and Guatemala, provides a good

model for other researchers to follow (Fig. 35.6), as

does Hedman et al.’s (2009) recent research on bio-

available 87Sr/86Sr values for the Midwestern United

States. In this latter study, local 87Sr/86Sr signatures

were established using the remains of nearly 50 ancient

fauna from 14 archaeological sites in Illinois, Iowa,

Indiana, and Missouri (Fig. 35.7). Both Hodell et al.

(2004) and Hedman et al.’s (2009) research demonstrate

the effectiveness and utility of collecting numerous and

varied environmental samples from broad geographic

regions and major geologic zones.

As discussed in the previous section, the ability of

radiogenic strontium isotope analysis to source food
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stuffs at ancient sites primarily has been used to

examine archaeological models of prehistoric trade,

exchange, and technology. Radiogenic strontium iso-

topes from ancient foodstuffs, however, also can

be used to monitor the reliability of archaeological

human 87Sr/86Sr values. The effectiveness of
87Sr/86Sr data as an indicator of migration depends

upon the premise that ancient humans primarily ate

locally-grown foods; however even foods that appear

to have been cultivated locally may have been brought

in from elsewhere or treated with foreign additives

during food preparation (see e.g. Wright 2005).

Analyzing 87Sr/86Sr values from food found in archae-

ological contexts (including those resources presumed

to have been grown or raised locally), would better

refine archaeological and isotopic interpretations.

The inclusion of additional isotopic tracers to radio-

genic strontium isotope applications in archaeology

also can facilitate interpretation of trends observed,

and already has been alluded to in this chapter. Briefly,

carbon (d13C) and nitrogen (d15N) isotope analyses of
human remains can trace the relative contributions of

C4-, C3-, and marine-based foods in an individual’s

overall diet (DeNiro and Epstein 1978, 1981; Schoe-

ninger and DeNiro 1984; Schwarcz and Schoeninger

2011) and thus can be used to identify potential dietary

biases that might affect strontium isotope signatures.

Similarly, oxygen isotope data in human tissue (d18O),

Fig. 35.6 Simplified geologic map of

the Maya region indicating the age of

regional bedrock and the results of

Hodell et al.’s (2004) cluster analysis.
87Sr/86Sr values for the region were

calculated using water, bedrock, soils,

and plants. Reprinted from Hodell et al.

(2004), with permission from Elsevier
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which is dependent on a variety of climatic factors

(Gat 1980; Yurtsever and Gat 1981; White et al.

1998), provides an alternative, independent marker

of migration.

Finally, new research by Knudson et al. (2010)

demonstrates that the relationship between 88Sr and
86Sr (expressed as d88Sr/86Sr and reflecting mass

dependent fractionation) also can be significant to

archaeological studies. According to Knudson et al.

(2010), d88Sr/86Sr varies by trophic level, such that in

terrestrial ecosystems d88Sr/86Sr decreases as one

moves from bedrock and soils to points further along

the food web, while in marine environments d88Sr/86Sr
is highest in seawater and lowest in carnivorous

fish and marine mammals. Ideally, then, it should be

possible to distinguish among different components in

ancient diets by examining d88Sr/86Sr data in human

bone and tooth mineral. While still in its incipient

stages, Knudson et al.’s research using d88Sr/86Sr
data revealed dietary variability among archaeological

Andean populations, and holds enormous promise for

future archaeological studies.

35.5 Conclusion

The contributions of radiogenic strontium isotope

analysis to archaeology thus far have been many.

The provenience of artifacts, architectural elements,

Fig. 35.7 Geologic map of Midwestern U.S. with mean
87Sr/86Sr values for various archaeological sites as determined

by tooth enamel from local archaeological fauna. Reprinted

from Hedman et al. (2009), with permission from Elsevier
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and food stuffs can be sourced using this method, and

the social and cultural implications of such findings

explored more readily and reliably by archaeologists.

Similarly, 87Sr/86Sr data from the human skeleton

potentially provides researchers with direct evidence

for an individual’s geographic origin and a means to

measure the degree of residential mobility within his

or her lifetime. These results, in turn, have been used

to reexamine models of migration, colonization, mari-

tal patterns, warfare, ethnicity, and cultural identity in

past societies.

Despite these successes, however, the interpreta-

tion of 87Sr/86Sr data is hardly straightforward. While

the technique is often employed as a way of differen-

tiating between migration and diffusion in the archae-

ological record (see e.g., Knudson et al. 2004; Price

et al. 2004; Slovak et al. 2009), the presence of foreign

individuals at sites, even when accompanied by for-

eign-style artifacts, should be viewed cautiously. In

most cases, even with evidence for migration, scholars

cannot rule out the possibility that other social pro-

cesses such as trade and exchange or competition

between elites in a local community for exotic goods

may have played an equally significant part in instigat-

ing widespread cultural change. Similarly, there may

be any number of reasons to explain why an individual

relocated to a site during his or her lifetime. Simple

radiogenic strontium isotope models that would equate

foreigners with colonizers, for example, can be just as

problematic as earlier archaeological approaches that

equated archaeological cultures with peoples (see e.g.,

critique in Jones 1997).

In addition to these theoretical challenges, various

aspects of strontium isotope methodology remain

problematic. For example, no single pretreatment

protocol (or series of protocols) is used exclusively

to prepare archaeological samples for analysis (see

Sects. 35.2.3.1 and 35.2.3.2 and references therein),

nor is there a consensus as to whether biogenic
87Sr/86Sr values can be retrieved from archaeological

bone (Sillen 1986; Koch et al. 1997; Hoppe et al. 2003;

Trickett et al. 2003). Similarly, no one method appears

to be universally adequate for establishing a “local”
87Sr/86Sr signature (Price et al. 2002; Wright 2005),

nor is there absolute agreement on the reliability and

comparability of LA-MS-ICP-MS-based 87Sr/86Sr

data and traditional solution-based TIMS data (see

e.g., Horstwood et al. 2008; Simonetti et al. 2008;

Nowell and Horstwood 2009; Copeland et al. 2010).

Current and future radiogenic strontium isotope research

surely will help to resolve some of these issues; in the

interim, 87Sr/86Sr analysis remains a powerful tool

with which to critically examine the archaeological

record.
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Chapter 36

Sources of Lead and Its Mobility in the Human
Body Inferred from Lead Isotopes

Brian L. Gulson

Abstract Compared with studies applying the lead

isotope method to environmental questions, those

involving humans (and animals) are small in number.

This brief review outlines some of the applications of

the method, especially to those focussed on preg-

nancy, a time during which increased bone turnover

associated with calcium requirements results in release

of lead from the maternal skeleton and the lead can

also be transferred to the infant. Thus, sources of lead

to blood can be considered as external (environmental)

and internal (skeletal).

36.1 Introduction

Lead (Pb) is a highly toxic element, causing a variety

of detrimental effects at low dose levels. It is the most

studied toxic metal but actual mechanisms to account

for neurological damage are still not understood. Com-

prehensive reviews of Pb have been undertaken by the

International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC

2006), the US Agency for Toxic Substances Disease

Registry (ATSDR 2007) and the US Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA 2006). Acute or short-

term exposure to high levels of Pb in humans can

cause brain damage, kidney damage, and gastrointes-

tinal distress. Chronic or long-term exposure to Pb in

humans results in effects on the blood, central nervous

system, blood pressure, kidneys, and Vitamin D

metabolism. Children are particularly sensitive to the

chronic effects of Pb, with diminished cognitive devel-

opment, reduced growth and other effects reported.

Reproductive effects, such as decreased sperm count

in men and spontaneous abortions in women, have

been associated with high Pb exposure. The develop-

ing fetus is at particular risk from maternal Pb expo-

sure, with low birth weight and slowed postnatal

neurobehavioral development noted. Human studies

are inconclusive regarding Pb exposure and cancer

(US EPA 2007).

36.2 Potential Exposure

Humans may be exposed to Pb from several sources

and via several pathways (Fig. 36.1). Industrial expo-

sure arises from mining and smelting, battery manu-

facture, recycling of products such as batteries and

electronic waste (e.g., Zheng et al. 2008), and ship

repair and demolition. Exposure from environmental

activities that can generate Pb dust and/or fumes

include: restoration of homes, boats, cars and furniture

coated with lead-based paints; pottery; soldering;

Pb casting; and burning of Pb-stabilised plastics or

materials coated with lead-based paints. Other poten-

tial sources of Pb include: ceramic ware, PVC blinds,

toys, seasonal decorations, some “traditional” medi-

cines and supplements (Cooper et al. 2007), some

cosmetics and hair dyes, and jewellery (Weidenhamer

and Clement 2007).

Although Pb from gasoline additives and paint

were major sources of direct exposure in the past,

they may now be indirect sources of exposure as the

Pb could still be present in soil and house dust and be

resuspended by wind action (Laidlaw and Filippelli

2008). Lead from food may contribute variable
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amounts of Pb to blood lead (PbB), the currently

accepted biomarker of exposure, depending on both

amounts of Pb and age of the individual. Lead in

drinking water is commonly included in dietary

intakes but may be a significant contributor of Pb by

itself (Renner 2010). Phasing out of gasoline Pb,

removal of Pb from canned foods, and increased pub-

lic awareness of the hazards and health effects of Pb

has resulted in a decline in PbB levels in U.S. children

aged 1–5 years from a geometric mean of ~15 mg/dL in

1976–1980 to ~1–2 mg/dL (2 mg/100 mL) in the

2000–2004 period shown by the National Health and

Nutrition Examination Surveys (NHANES; ATSDR

2007). Similar declines in PbB levels have been

observed in several countries.

Although recognised as a critical source of expo-

sure in the 1980s, house dust has emerged as an

important contributor to PbB, especially in children

(Lanphear and Roghmann 1997; Lanphear et al. 1998,

2002, 2005a, b). Several new studies have shown a

strong association between PbB of children and inte-

rior dust Pb loading and this association will be

reflected in hand Pb (Manton et al. 2000). The mouth-

ing behaviour of young children, coupled with the ease

with which they absorb and retain Pb, make children

more vulnerable to Pb exposure than adults.

Fig. 36.1 Transport pathways for Pb in the environment [amended from US Environmental Protection Agency 2006 and Zabel

1993; with permission from US EPA]
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36.3 Biomarkers of Exposure

Lead may enter the body via inhalation, ingestion or

dermal pathways. Once in the body it is distributed to

various organs via blood (Fig. 36.2). Lead leaves the

body primarily through faeces and urine. Lead in

blood is primarily in the red blood cells (~99%) rather

than the plasma (US EPA 2006). In adults, more than

90% of the total body burden of Pb is found in the

skeleton whereas bone Pb accounts for ~70% of the

body burden in children (US EPA 2006). Approxi-

mately 15% of circulating Pb per day is incorporated

into bone (Rabinowitz 1991) where it substitutes for

calcium in hydroxyapatite. Lead is not distributed

uniformly in bone.

Fig. 36.2 Structure of the integrated exposure uptake biokinetics model for lead in children (amended from the US Environmental

Protection Agency 2006, with permission from US EPA)
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Various biomarkers are listed in Table 36.1 and

some discussion of half lives (or residence time) of

Pb in these media is given in the Sect. 36.6.8. The

currently accepted biomarker of exposure is PbB. At

present a value of 10 mg/dL (0.48 mm/L) is taken as a

so called “level of concern” but it is recognized that

PbB may only reflect primarily recent exposure (e.g.,

<30 days; Rabinowitz et al. 1976). In spite of the

concerns about PbB reflecting recent (acute) exposure,

stable isotope studies show that 40–70% of Pb in blood

is derived from endogenous sources such as the skele-

ton (Manton 1985; Gulson et al. 1995a; Smith et al.

1996) and for environmentally exposed subjects, an

equilibrium between skeletal Pb and PbB is reached in

a matter of months (Gulson et al. 1995a) (Fig. 36.5,

this paper).

The use of lead isotopes in teeth are described in

more detail in Sect. 36.6.2 although tooth Pb measure-

ments have declined in popularity in recent years as

there is some uncertainty in the interpretation of the

results (Gulson et al. 2004a).

Evaluation of the use of urine instead of blood as an

indicator of Pb exposure, especially in infants, showed

a high correlation (R2 0.98) between the blood and

“spot” and 24-h urine collections, indicating rapid

isotopic equilibrium between blood and urine (Gulson

et al. 1998a). Spot urines can reflect Pb from the most

recent meal or from doses of tracer (Rabinowitz et al.

1980). Similar conclusions were reached earlier by

Rabinowitz et al. (1976) and in the Omaha study by

Angle et al. (1995) and confirmed later in Omaha

by Manton et al. (2003). Urine can be considered

filtered blood plasma. However, Pb concentrations in

blood and in urine are only weakly related and con-

centrations of Pb in urine cannot be used to predict

concentrations of Pb in blood, particularly at the lower

range of exposures, for example, at PbB concentra-

tions less than 10 mg/dL.

Table 36.1 Common biomarkers of Pb exposure (with permission from Ayres et al. (2010))

Medium Methods of

analysis

Parameter Advantages Disadvantages

Blood Pb GFAAS/ICP-

MS/TIMS

mg/dL Accepted biomarker; easily collected (venous

recommended); 10 mg/dL is considered to

be the “level of concern”

Indicator of short term exposure

(<100 days)

Urine GFAAS/ICP-

MS/TIMS

mg/L Non-invasive; about 10% of PbB value;

indicator of very short term exposure

although used in chelation provocation

testing

No value guidelines; potential for

contamination especially in

young children

Plasma/serum GFAAS/LA-

ICP-MS/

TIMS

mg/L Potentially more interesting toxicologically;

<0.3% of PbB value

No guidelines; easily contaminated

during analysis; problems of

hemolysis

Bone Ka-XRF mg/g bone

mineral

Non-invasive; indicator of long-term

exposure; can measure trabecular and

cortical bone to provide data on different

exposures

No guidelines; limited access to

XRF units; problems at low

bone Pb levels; length of time

of measurement (~30 min),

potential movement of patient

Teeth GFAAS/ICP-

MS/TIMS

mg/g Non-invasive; indicator of long-term

exposure; can measure enamel and

dentine to provide data on different

exposures, especially in deciduous teeth

No guidelines; different tooth types

can have different Pb

concentrations

Nails GFAAS/ICP-

MS/TIMS

mg/g Potential longer period of exposure (months) No guidelines; easily contaminated

from exogenous sources

Hair GFAAS/ICP-

MS/TIMS

mg/g Potential longer period of exposure (months) No guidelines; easily contaminated

from exogenous sources

Sweat GFAAS/ICP-

MS/TIMS

mg/g Potential indicator of short term exposure No guidelines; limited data; easily

contaminated in collection

Breast milk GFAAS/ICP-

MS/TIMS

mg/L Potential indicator of body burden and short

term exposure

No guidelines; limited data; easily

contaminated in collection and

analysis

GFAAS graphite furnace atomic absorption spectroscopy; LA-ICP-MS Laser ablation inductively coupled plasma mass spectrome-

try; TIMS thermal ionization mass spectrometry; XRF X-ray fluorescence
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36.4 The Pb Isotope Method
in Environmental Health
Investigations

In contrast to the widespread use of Pb isotopes in

the earth sciences for more than 40 years and their

increased application in more recent decades for envi-

ronmental investigations, the number of environmen-

tal health studies focussed on humans is limited. This

is in spite of the demonstrated utility of the approach

in the pioneering studies of Rabinowitz et al. (1973,

1974, 1976, 1977, 1980) and Manton (1973) in the

1970s. Some of the possible reasons for this are the

cost and expertise required for the analyses, the reluc-

tance of researchers to work on human samples, and

limited collaboration between the medical fraternity

and other disciplines.

This brief review will be restricted to an outline of

the use of Pb isotopes in “modern-day” humans as a

more detailed review of this topic has been described

in Gulson (2008). Here a summary of some of the

different areas of application will be mentioned and

examples especially focussed on mobilisation of Pb in

the body will be provided.

The Pb isotope method makes use of the natural

variations, arising from radioactive decay throughout

geological time, in abundances of three of four Pb

isotopes and relative concentrations of Pb, Th and U

and the time when the ore was formed. Lead has four

naturally-occurring isotopes three of which are the

stable end products of radioactive decay of uranium

and thorium: 206Pb is derived by radioactive decay

from 238U, 207Pb from 235U, and 208Pb from 232Th.

The other low abundance isotope, 204Pb (approxi-

mately 1%), has no known radioactive parent and is

used as a reference isotope. The data are presented

as ratios of abundance of one to the other, such as
208Pb/204Pb, 207Pb/204Pb, and 206Pb/204Pb, or any com-

binations of these. In the earlier days of use of Pb

isotopes, because of the difficulty in measurement of

the low abundance 204Pb isotope, the data were

reported as 206Pb/207Pb ratios and this is the case for

isotopic analyses by ICP-MS (see below).

Because of radioactive decay, Pb mineral accu-

mulations (mines, deposits) of different geological

age have different isotope ratios. For example, the

geologically-ancient massive sulphide Pb-Zn-Ag Bro-

ken Hill and Mt Isa deposits in Australia formed about

1,800 million years ago and have a 206Pb/204Pb ratio of

16.0 or 16.1 respectively. In contrast, geologically

younger deposits of similar composition in eastern

Australia, western Tasmania and many countries

around the world that were formed 300–500 million

years ago have much higher 206Pb/204Pb ratios (e.g.,

18.1). These large isotopic differences between

Australia and many other countries allow for definitive

studies to be undertaken.

36.5 Analytical Methods

Current methods for high precision Pb isotope ana-

lyses employ either thermal ionization mass spectrom-

etry (TIMS) or multi-collector inductively coupled

plasma mass spectrometry (MC-ICP-MS). The rela-

tive standard deviations for isotopic ratios obtained by

these methods are usually better than 0.0X% (Komárek

et al. 2008); ICP-QMS is routinely employed in envi-

ronmental studies but interpretations are constrained

by the poorer precision compared with TIMS or MC-

ICP-MS, including inability to obtain reliable data for

the 204Pb isotope. Accuracy and precision for isotope

ratios measured by ICP-QMS range from 0.1 to 0.5%

(Komárek et al. 2008). Although the high temperature

conditions in the plasma of the ICP-MS approach

theoretically allows analysis without chemical separa-

tion, under real conditions, to obtain high precision

data, it is necessary to undertake a limited sample

treatment (Chillrud et al. 2005). In low resolution

mode, ICP sector-based or sector field (ICP-SFMS)

and time-of-flight ICP-MS (TOF-ICP-MS) can obtain

isotope ratio precision of <0.05% (Komárek et al.

2008).

36.6 Examples of Use of Pb Isotopes
in Environmental Health

The successful application of Pb isotopes in environ-

mental investigations requires a number of conditions

to be satisfied which include (i) knowledge (data) of

relevant potential sources, (ii) the sources need to

be isotopically distinct (i.e., the isotopic separation

between the sources needs to be significantly larger

than the observed variability within a source), with the
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larger the separation the more advantageous to obtain

meaningful results, and (iii) isotopic data with precision

significantly higher than differences between sources.

For example, the use of Pb isotopes has seen limited

application in human studies in the U.S. because of

overlapping sources especially from paint samples,

and difficulties in assigning sources at PbB concentra-

tions below 5 mg/dL. Thus Manton et al. (2003) sug-

gested that the success of source apportionment studies

using Pb isotopes in humans in the US is about 1 in 5.

Potential sources of Pb in many studies are rarely

simple to identify and characterize and are usually a

mixture. There is always the concern that an important

major source has been overlooked and hence charac-

terizing source(s) needs to be site/person specific. The

most common method of identifying sources is to use

isotopic data from ore deposits but significant contri-

butions of Pb may also derive from materials such as

coal. There is also the problem that even within one

country, Pb ore used in products may have quite dif-

ferent isotopic signatures, as noted above, and result in

complex mixtures. Use of air particulate data, such as

that collected by Bollhöfer and Rosman (2001), are an

important data set to consider in source and pathways

investigations.

36.6.1 Sources and Pathways
of Pb in Urban Environments

Investigations of sources and pathways in urban and

mining/smelting environments represent the bulk of

applications of the Pb isotope method. With respect

to urban environments, the largest isotopic study

undertaken so far was The Isotopic Lead Experiment

carried out in Turin and surrounding areas (Facchetti

1990). In this study, Pb in gasoline with isotopes

characteristic of those from a geologically-younger

European-type source was replaced with tetraethyl

Pb manufactured from the geologically-old Broken

Hill mine in Australia.

Other isotopic measurements of blood and environ-

mental samples include those from California (Yaffe

et al. 1983; Gwiazda and Smith 2000), Washington

D.C. (Tera et al. 1985), Boston (Rabinowitz 1987),

U.K. (Campbell and Delves 1989; Viczian et al. 1990;

Delves and Campbell 1993), Saudi Arabia (al-Saleh

et al. 1993), Mexico City (Chaudhary-Webb et al.

1998), Ecuador (Counter et al. 2000), Armenia

(Kurkjian and Flegal 2003), Paris (Glorennec et al.

2010), Shanghai (Liang et al. 2010) and Australia

(Gulson et al. 1995a, b, 1996a, 1997b, 1998b, 2003;

James and Gulson 1999). Isotopic measurements

of hair from Japanese women collected over the

twentieth century were correlated with differing and

changing sources of contamination (Matsumoto and

Yoshinaga 2010).

Keinonen (1992) found the Pb isotope ratios in

human liver, lung, and bone from individuals who

died between 1976 and 1979 reflected the large Pb

emissions from the incinerators and Pb smelters in

the Helsinki area in the 1960s and 1970s.

36.6.2 Sources and Pathways of Pb in
Mining and Smelting Communities

Investigations of blood and environmental samples

from mining and smelting communities include those

of mine concentrates in Lima Peru (Naeher et al.

2003), of smelter emissions in Omaha Nebraska

(Angle et al. 1995; Manton et al. 2000), of mining

contamination in Broken Hill NSW Australia (Gulson

et al. 1994a, b, 1996b, c, d), of mining contamination

in Woodlawn NSW Australia (Chiaradia et al. 1997a),

of smelting contamination in Port Pirie South Australia

(Gulson et al. 1996a) and the Illawarra region NSW

(Chiaradia et al. 1997b), and uranium mining in the

Northern Territory Australia (Gulson et al. 2005).

Lead isotopic analyses of teeth can provide expo-

sure information in mining and smelting environments

and in contrast to blood analyses which generally

reflect recent exposure to Pb, isotopic analyses of

teeth (and bone) provide a longer term integration of

exposure. For example, in children from the Broken

Hill Pb mining community, Gulson and Wilson (1994)

and Gulson (1996a) showed that the source of Pb from

the incisal (enamel) sections was different from the

source of Pb in the cervical (dentine) sections of

deciduous teeth reflecting the change in Pb from in

utero exposure to early childhood (Fig. 36.3). Based

on changes in the isotopic composition of enamel and

dentine in deciduous teeth sections from the Broken

Hill mining community children, Gulson (1996a) esti-

mated that approximately 2–3% Pb is added to dentine

per year. A follow-up study of teeth from Broken Hill
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Fig. 36.3 Notched box plots for deciduous teeth from Broken

Hill children who had suffered differing lead exposure (Exp).

I denotes incisal (enamel) and C cervical (dentine-rich) parts of

the teeth. (a) Pb concentrations in the teeth showing the large

differences between exposed (Hi Exp) and less exposed children

(Low_Exp). (b) Isotopic analyses of the teeth with the most

exposed sections showing the highest amount of lead coming

from the Broken Hill ore the value of which is 16.0 (redrawn

from Gulson 1996a; with permission from Elsevier)
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children has been undertaken using MC-ICP-MS by

Arora et al. (2006). Other investigations using Pb

isotopes in teeth include those at a primary zinc-Pb

smelter community at North Lake Macquarie, New

South Wales, Australia (Gulson et al. 2004a) and to

evaluate delayed visual maturation of the optic nerve

(blindness) in children (Gulson et al. 1998d). Lead

isotopes can be used to estimate exchanges in Pb

in teeth from adults and for forensic investigations

(Gulson et al. 1997a).

36.6.3 Biokinetics of Pb

The most significant contributions of Pb isotopes

to human studies were the early work of Rabinowitz

and Manton. The stable isotope investigations of

Rabinowitz and colleagues in the early 1970s provided

the basis of pharmacokinetic models for Pb and com-

plemented the earlier work of, for example, Kehoe

(1969), using radioactive isotopes.

In the Rabinowitz investigations (1973, 1974, 1976,

1977, 1980), 5 healthy male volunteers were studied in

the metabolic unit of the Veterans Administration

Wadsworth Hospital Centre in Los Angeles for periods

from 10 to 210 days. Enriched stable isotopes of Pb

(204Pb and/or 207Pb) were added to the diet (68–204 mg/
day of tracer) and administered over 10–121 days; they

were further monitored for up to 285 days. This was

done in an effort to distinguish ingested, dietary Pb,

from inhaled aerosol Pb. During this whole time they

ate a constant diet in a metabolic balance ward. Their

diets were designed to be relatively low in Pb, so that

with the addition of the tracer, their total Pb intake was

close to their pre-study levels. There was concern at

that time of some unknown homeostasis for Pb, so the

men were kept in steady state, with minimal change in

total PbB, while Pb fluxes were measured. Their total

intake was considered representative at the time, but

nowadays would be thought excessive. Indeed, their

PbB levels, all above 17 mg/dL and averaging 19 mg/
dL, reflected the prevalence then of leaded fuels and

Pb-soldered canned foods in the US. Comprehensive

sampling and isotopic analysis of air, duplicate diets,

total urine and faeces, blood, hair, and nails was under-

taken on regular basis and occasionally bone, bile and

sweat. From these data, Rabinowitz and colleagues

proposed a parsimonious 3-compartment model for

Pb (Rabinowitz 1998; Fig. 36.2 of this paper) which

has been gradually refined over the decades as more

information has become available.

The meticulous investigations of Manton (1973,

1977, 1985, 1992) approached biokinetics of lead in

a different way by carefully monitoring the isotopic

composition of blood (and urine) of 1 male adult and

2 females over several years. Several bone biopsies

from the male were also measured. Besides illustrating

the changes in PbB over time and the importance of

careful laboratory practice, Manton’s work pointed to

the potential mobilisation of lead from bone during

times of physiological stress, such as pregnancy, rather

than the bone acting as a stable repository of lead.

36.6.4 Contribution of Bone
Pb to Blood Pb

Knowledge of the contribution of bone Pb to PbB is

essential in pharmacokinetic studies and where sub-

jects may have been exposed to past elevated Pb levels

as this Pb may be mobilised during times of physio-

logical stress, discussed below. “Isotope ratios detect

shifts in the sites where bone is being resorbed. As

such they are unique and can detect processes that are

invisible to biomarkers and bone mineral density mea-

surements” (Manton et al. 2003). Data for estimates of

skeletal contribution to PbB are limited to stable and

radiogenic isotopic studies and, in more recent times,

bone XRF measurements.

Earlier estimations of bone Pb to PbB were about

45% (Rabinowitz et al. 1976) and about 70% (Manton

1985). In a study of 5 patients who underwent total hip

or knee joint replacement, Smith et al. (1996) deter-

mined that the skeleton contributed 40–70% of the Pb

in the blood of these subjects. In a study of 3 children

whose houses were undergoing remediation, Gwiazda

et al. (2005) estimated bone Pb contribution to PbB

concentration in 2 children was about 40–65% and in

the other child the contribution was >90%. In the

studies of Gulson et al. (1995a, 1997b, 1998b, 1999a, b,

2001, 2003, 2004b) participants were female immigrants

to Australia of child-bearing age (18–35 years) and their

children (5–11 years) whose skeletal Pb isotopic compo-

sition was determined to be different from that in their

current Australian environment (Fig. 36.4). The esti-

mation of skeletal Pb isotopic composition was based
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on analysis of a blood sample as soon as possible after

the subject arrived in Australia and/or tooth analyses

(Gulson and Gillings 1997). The mean contribution of

skeletal Pb to PbB was the same for the female adults

and children at about 50%with a range from 40 to 70%.

36.6.5 Mobilisation of Pb from
the Maternal Skeleton

More than 90% of the Pb stored in bones has a very

slow turnover and there is potential for this seques-

tered Pb to be mobilised at an accelerated rate during

times of physiological stress associated with enhanced

bone remodelling such as pregnancy and lactation,

menopause, extended bed rest, hyperparathyroidism,

and weightlessness. This large pool of Pb in adults can

serve to maintain elevated PbB levels long after expo-

sure has ended.

Investigations carried out in Australia were

based on the fact that the Pb isotopic composition or

“fingerprint” in long-term Australian residents was

markedly different from that in subjects from most

other countries (Fig. 36.4). When people moved to

Australia there was an exchange in the Pb isotopic

composition from their home countries, reflected by

the Pb in their skeletons, and that prevailing in

Australia. The isotopic changes were exponential and

they gradually reached an equilibrium generally after

about 3 months residence in Australia, which is the

mean life of red blood cells in the body (Fig. 36.5).

The changes with time were consistent for female

adults and their children and allowed the rate of clear-

ance from blood (half-life of Pb in blood) to be esti-

mated (as described below). If a woman conceived and

Pb was released from her skeleton, the isotopic com-

position of this Pb would reflect that from her country

of origin and, in most cases, this would be an increase

in 206Pb/204Pb ratio (Fig. 36.6). Hence, by monitoring

migrant subjects who conceived after arrival in Aus-

tralia, it was possible to detect changes in isotopic

composition and PbB during pregnancy and the post-

partum period arising from increased mobilization of

skeletal Pb, an approach suggested earlier by Manton

(1977, 1985) and later by Rabinowitz (1991).
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In the Australian studies, Gulson and colleagues

monitored two immigrant cohorts with the same

design and monitoring protocols longitudinally during

pregnancy and 6 months postpartum over a 10-year

period. The first cohort (Gulson et al. 1997b, 1998b)

comprised 16 immigrant, 6 long-term Australian sub-

jects, and 8 non-pregnant immigrant controls. Blood

and urine samples were collected monthly and envi-

ronmental samples including 6-day duplicate diets

were collected quarterly. Changes for an individual

monitored for over 2 years are shown in Fig. 36.6.

Skeletal contribution to PbB, based on the isotopic

composition for the immigrant subjects, increased in

an approximately linear manner during pregnancy

with mean increases in skeletal contribution for each

individual during pregnancy varying from 26 to 99%.

Skeletal Pb contribution to PbB was significantly

greater (p < 0.001) during the post-pregnancy period

than during the 2nd and 3rd trimesters. The contribu-

tion of skeletal Pb to PbB during the post-pregnancy

period remained essentially constant at the increased

level of Pb mobilization, although the duration of

breastfeeding varied from 1 week to more than 6

months. The increased contribution of skeletal Pb to

PbB during the post-pregnancy period was attributed

to increased mobilization of Pb from maternal skeletal

stores during lactation, possibly related to the low

mean calcium intake (approximately 500 mg Ca/day)

of most of their subjects.

In a follow-up study with a different immigrant

cohort of 12 women supplied with calcium sup-

plementation at the recommended level of approxi-

mately 1,000 mg Ca/day, Gulson et al. (2004b) found

increased mobilization of Pb occurred in the 3rd

trimester rather than in the 2nd trimester observed

with first cohort. In addition, the extra flux released

from bone during late pregnancy and postpartum

varied from 50 to 380 mg Pb (geometric mean,

145 mg Pb) compared with 330 mg Pb in the previous

cohort (Gulson et al. 1999a, b). Gulson et al. (2004b)

suggested that for subjects whose intake of calcium

was sufficient, the delay in increase in PbB and halv-

ing of the extra flux released from bone during late

pregnancy and postpartum may provide less Pb expo-

sure to the developing fetus and newly born infant.

In a study of 12 women from the 2nd trimester

of pregnancy until at least 8 months after delivery,

Manton et al. (2003) concluded that bone resorption

rather than dietary absorption controlled changes in

PbB; PbB concentrations decreased in early pregnancy

and rose during late pregnancy which they attributed

to changes in bone resorption with decoupling of

trabecular and cortical bone sites. The authors pro-

posed that during lactation the whole skeleton under-

went resorption and the PbB of nursing mothers

continued to rise, reaching a maximum 6–8 months

after delivery.

36.6.6 Transplacental Transfer of Pb

Isotopic analyses also provide information on the

maternal-to-foetal transfer of Pb and this process

appears to be related partly to the mobilization of

Pb from the maternal skeleton. Besides direct evi-

dence from cynomolgus monkeys (Inskip et al. 1996;

Franklin et al. 1997; O’Flaherty et al. 1998), a 0.99
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correlation in Pb isotopic ratios for maternal and cord

blood (Manton 1985; Gulson et al. 1997b, 1998b) and

similarity of isotopic ratios in maternal blood and that

in blood and urine of newly-born infants provide

strong evidence of the placental transfer (Gulson

et al. 1999a, b). Using ICP-MS, Levesque et al.

(2003) reported that cord blood 206Pb/207Pb ratios of

Inuit and southern Quebec newborn infants was differ-

ent and Pb shot used for game hunting was an impor-

tant source of Pb exposure in the Inuit population.

Patel et al. (2008) found the isotopic profiles in blood

of Alaskan Native women significantly different from

those in lead shot but the source of the lead in the shot

was probably not from the manufacturer that they

tested.

36.6.7 Lead in Breast Milk to Pb in
Blood, Urine and Diet of the
Infant and Mother

Breast milk can also be a pathway of maternal excre-

tion of Pb. However, given the very low Pb concentra-

tions and analytical difficulties arising from high fat

contents in breast milk, such analyses require careful

attention (Gulson et al. 1998c). Newly-born infants

and their mothers from the migrant study monitored

for 6 months postpartum showed that the major

sources of Pb in breast milk were from the maternal

bone and diet (Gulson et al. 1998c).

36.6.8 Rates of Exchange of Pb in Blood
of Newly-Born Infants and
Mothers

As mentioned above, the changes in Pb isotopic com-

position of blood over time for migrant mother and

their newly-born infants can be used to determine the

clearance rates of Pb fromblood (Gulson et al. 1999a, b).

The rate of exchange (t½) for the migrant infants, of Pb

in blood derived from the mother during pregnancy

and the Pb from the current environment, was

calculated using a linear function and ranged from

65 to 131 (mean and standard deviation, 91 � 19)

days. The half lives for the exchange of skeletal and

environmental Pb for 7 of the 8 female adults prior

to significant mobilization of Pb from the maternal

skeleton, ranged from 50 to 66 (59 � 6) days.

36.6.9 Bone Turnover in the Elderly Using
Bisphosphonate Treatment

As bone resorption is of major concern in the elderly

and markers of bone turnover not always diagnostic,

Pb isotopic analyses and PbB changes offer a potential

to monitor changes in bone turnover. In a longitudinal

pilot study of elderly immigrant subjects over a 30

month period, Gulson et al. (2002b) found a decrease

in PbB concentrations and changing Pb isotopic com-

position for nine subjects treated for 6 months with

a popular anti bone resorptive bisphosphonate drug.

Upon cessation of treatment, the PbB concentrations

increased and the isotopic composition changed, con-

sistent with changes in bone remodeling associated

with bisphosphonate use.

36.6.10 “Forensic” Capabilities
of Pb Isotopes

Although the Pb isotope method has been used

in forensic investigations involving firearms (Gulson

et al. 2002a, c) it can also be used in less violent

cases such as teeth analyses for identifying missing

persons (Gulson et al. 1997a). The following are two

cases arising from the migrant study described above

where there were unexpected changes in the Pb isoto-

pic compositions and PbB of subjects. Because of the

delay in obtaining isotopic analyses after sampling

these cases were not discovered for several months.

The first case involved a Russian mother and

daughter. As mentioned earlier, the 206Pb/204Pb ratio

in most migrants to Australia is higher than that in

Australian subjects or the environment and there is a

steady decrease after they arrive in Australia reflecting

a changing equilibrium between Pb in their skeleton

and the Australian Pb (Fig. 36.7). There were sudden

changes in the 206Pb/204Pb of both subjects and then a

decrease and it eventuated that the couple had returned

to Russia without informing the cohort co-ordinator.
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The second case also involved an increase in
206Pb/204Pb and PbB for a Russian mother (Fig. 36.8).

In this case, her mother had visited from Russia and

brought out a Samovar used for heating water. This

water was used for beverages as well as cooking.

Once the isotopic and PbB data were shown to the

mother, further use of the Samovar was discontinued

and her blood returned to normal.

Other examples of the “forensic” application of Pb

isotopes include ingestion of soft solder (Manton and

Malloy 1983), and changes in isotopic composition of

a recreational shooter who made his own ammunition

(Gulson et al. 2002a). Lead ammunition was identified

as a source of lead exposure for First Nations people

by Tsuji et al. (2008).

36.6.11 Lead in Wine

Lead isotopes have made useful contributions to the

wine and spirit industry, especially where the use of Pb

is involved such as storage in Pb-crystal glass contain-

ers or contribution of Pb to wine from the previous

use of Pb capsules (Gulson et al. 1992). For example,

Graziano et al. (1996) showed using sherry stored in

a Pb-crystal decanter manufactured with Pb from

Australia, that on average about 70% of the ingested

dose of Pb was absorbed and could cause elevated PbB

levels. In a similar study, Gulson et al. (1998d, e)

evaluated the contribution to PbB from wine when a

normal quantity of wine was consumed with a meal

and compared the changes under fasting conditions.
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In the initial phase, white wine dosed with a 207Pb

tracer was consumed by an adult male with a meal and

under fasting conditions and isotope ratios in blood,

urine and faeces were monitored for up to 4 months.

Approximately equal proportions of unspiked red and

white wine were consumed over the 4 months by the

male and his spouse residing in the same household.

No detectable increase in PbB was observed when

wine was consumed with the meal but a 6% increase

was detected when wine was consumed during fasting.

Over the 4 months of the trial there was no measurable

change in the isotopic ratios in both subject and con-

trol confirming the minimal uptake of Pb from wine

when consumed with food.

36.6.12 Chelation

Evaluation of the chelating agent Succimer (meso-2,

3-dimercaptosuccininc acid) to determine if it

increased the absorption of Pb from the gastrointesti-

nal tract during treatment, Smith et al. (1994) admi-

nistered a single dose of 204Pb (200 mg) by ingestion

followed by a single oral dose of placebo or Succimer

to 12 male subjects The authors suggested that gastro-

intestinal absorption was enhanced by Succimer and

mediated the redistribution of Pb from the circulation

to other tissues. However, because of the large within-

group variability, none of the differences between

groups were statistically significant. Similar chelation

studies in humans could be undertaken where there

was significant difference in the Pb isotopic composi-

tion of the skeleton and prevailing environmental Pb.

36.6.13 Esperance and Bird Kills

A recent example of the use of Pb isotopes in human,

animal and environmental investigations is from the

seaside community of Esperance in Western Australia.

In late 2006, this community was alerted to thousands

of native bird species dying. The source of the Pb was

thought to derive from the handling of Pb carbonate

concentrate through the port, begun in July 2005.

It was known from earlier isotopic investigations asso-

ciated with mineral exploration that this Pb ore had a

unique isotopic composition for Australia (Fig. 36.9).

This uniqueness allowed for a high degree of certainty
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et al. 2008, with permission from Environmental Health Per-

spectives)
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in source apportionment for Pb in blood from adults

and children, bird organs, and environmental samples

including rainwater, soil, vegetation, harbour sedi-

ments, and air particulates (Gulson et al. 2009).

In addition, Pb isotopes have been used in monitor-

ing workers handling the ore concentrate and in decon-

tamination of the residences.

36.7 Summary and Future Research

Source apportionment in biological or environmental

samples, where there are diverse sources of Pb, using

the Pb isotope method relies on a significant difference

between the isotopic composition in the target media

and the sources. Although the unique isotopic compo-

sition of Australian Pb has meant that source appor-

tionment has been relatively successful in the past,

Gulson et al. (2006) pointed out that the same might

not apply in the future either in Australia or in other

countries because of globalization. Furthermore, the

increases in blood 206Pb/204Pb ratio in Australian sub-

jects, combined with globalization, which has resulted

in the increases in 206Pb/204Pb ratio for diet, means

that diagnostic isotopic studies undertaken over a

decade ago, are now considerably more difficult, not

only in Australia but also in other countries where the

isotopic differences are even less than in Australia.

Rabinowitz (written communication 2010) has sug-

gested that perhaps it is time to re-visit the currently

accepted biokinetic values, which are still based

on only five adult males from several decades ago.

Ambient Pb levels have dropped to less than one tenth

of what they were in the 1970s. Also, recent advances

in rapid mass spectrometry have made the enterprise

easier. Furthermore, long term, in-patient studies last-

ing months are not necessary. Most of the coefficients

of interest (gut absorption rate, central pool size and

turnover, fractional excretion to urine, and into deeper

body stores) and the daily dietary lead intake could be

measured with a single dose of Pb tracer of less than

10 mg, with urine and feces collections for only a few

days, and a small number of blood samples. Return of

Pb from deeper body stores such as bone could not be

estimated, but all of the most important biokinetic

parameters could be determined. With such an

approach, emphasis could be placed on measuring

more subjects, allowing for estimates of variability

among individuals according to age, gender, genetic

factors, geography or metabolic state, thus gaining a

broader picture of lead biokinetics.

Increasingly Pb from paint has gained notoriety, as

Pb from gasoline and diet have decreased. This is true

not only for children but also adults, especially where

building renovations may be undertaken. Lead isotopes

in paint, however, have been measured over the dec-

ades, but because of the isotopic variability, even within

a single dwelling, any results need to be treated with

caution. Using Pb isotopes and microscopy, Gulson

et al. (1995b) showed that houses can contain up to 13

layers of lead-bearing paint of different isotopic com-

positions. A single layer of house paint reflects the

isotope ratios of the commercial sources of its Pb pig-

ment, which was made from refined Pb metal, and

whose ratios depend on the mines which provide their

feedstock ores. Some of the problems in using Pb iso-

topes in paint have been illustrated by recent US studies
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by Gwiazda and Smith (2000) and Rabinowitz and Hall

(2003) and Rabinowitz (2005).

Lead isotopes still have a very important role to

play in evaluating sources and pathways given the

advocation of preventative measures to minimise Pb

exposure, the associated pressure to lower the guid-

ance level of PbB (e.g., Lanphear et al. 2005a) espe-

cially in the USA, and the controversy over Pb in, for

example, toys and other items especially those deriv-

ing from Asia.

Unfortunately the number of laboratories under-

taking high precision Pb isotopic measurements

of biological samples is small and diminishing as

shown by the decreasing number of publications

using Pb isotopes in humans in Fig. 36.10; these

include archeological papers on teeth and bone.

(Data from PubMed with a search of Lead AND

Human AND isotope). Furthermore, with declining

PbB levels internationally, high precision isotope

measurements will be essential in any investigation,

a problem already enunciated by Manton et al. (2000)

and Gulson et al. (1996a).
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Chapter 37

Dating of Biogenic and Inorganic Carbonates Using
210Pb-226Ra Disequilibrium Method: A Review

Mark Baskaran

Abstract The uniqueness of the recent (<100–150

years) carbonate proxies is that the archived paleo-

climatological and paleoenvironmental parameters

inscribed in them at the time of their formation can

be calibrated in most cases with existing hard data

and thus, provides an excellent opportunity to verify

their utility to retrieve long-term paleorecords. Deter-

mination of precise chronology of these proxies such

as corals (both shallow and deep-sea), fish bones (oto-

liths), mollusks, speleothems, and inorganic carbo-

nates that precipitate from natural reservoirs and

man-made structures therefore becomes very impor-

tant. The chronological retrieval of the archived

records in these proxies are relevant to several impor-

tant issues that include development of fisheries

management strategies, reconstruction of environ-

mental and geochemical changes that are taking

place in coastal, estuarine and lacustrine waters and

time frames of the initiation of degradation of engi-

neering structures such as bridges. Several recent

developments have contributed to high-precision dat-

ing of these carbonates. For example, with the advent

of mass spectrometry (both TIMS and ICPMS), it has

become possible to make high precision measure-

ments of 226Ra measurements which has significantly

reduced uncertainties of 210Pb/226Ra ages. In this arti-

cle, the current status of the 210Pb/226Ra dating method

of biogenic and inorganic carbonates is reviewed and

the gaps in this field are discussed.

37.1 Introduction

Recent (<150 years old) carbonates (both biogenic

and inorganic including corals, mollusk shells, oto-

liths, fish bones, speleothems, inorganic carbonates

formed under concrete bridges and whale falls) hold

signatures of the past history of climatological, envi-

ronmental and chemical changes that have taken place

in various earth systems from which they form such

as lakes, rivers, oceans, karsts, and other terrestrial

environments. Corals are excellent proxies in marine

environment as post-depositional changes, such as

bioturbation and to a large extent diagenesis will not

affect the preserved paleo-record. Recently growing

deep-sea corals in particular could be used for under-

standing the penetration of anthropogenic substances

into the ocean including transient tracers (such as

Pu), as well as paleocirculation changes in the deep

sea on decadal and subdecadal time scales (Druffel

et al. 1990). Surface water corals could be utilized as

archives to retrieve seasonal and interannual variations

of temperature and salinity. Molluskan shells are ubiq-

uitous and are common in freshwater and marine

systems. Reliable dating of these shells coupled with

measurements of geochemical parameters (e.g., stable

isotopes, concentrations of minor and trace elements)

will aid in the reconstruction of paleo-environmental

changes and pollution over the past 100–150 years.

Cave deposits are also ubiquitous and have been

widely utilized as proxies for reconstructing paleocli-

mate and paleoenvironmental changes. Recent cave

deposits (<150 years) have the potential to reconstruct

climate such as temperature and amount of preci-

pitation (Baskaran and Krishnamurthy 1993; Tanahara

et al. 1997; Ku and Li 1998; Woo et al. 2005).

Retrieval of these records requires precise chronology.
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In general, dating of biological organisms relies on

the identification of annual growth increments of ear

bones (otoliths), teeth, vertebrae, scales, and other bony

tissues. There are uncertainties with the regularity of

the growth increments and sometimes identification of

those markers is difficult. The most common isotope

pairs that are used to date <150 years-old carbonates

are: 228Th/228Ra and 210Pb/226Ra (Campana et al. 1993;

recent review by Schmidt and Cochran 2010). As a

general rule (or a thumb rule), the useful time range

for dating with a particular isotope is about 5 half-lives

(corresponding to Daughter/Parent activity ratio of

0.97, if there is no initial daughter activity at the time

of formation or 97% of the excess activity decays) .
226Ra and 210Pb are the decay products in the 238U

series. In the decay sequence, the noble gas daughter
222Rn (half-life ¼ 3.82 day) diffuses out of earth’s

surface from rocks and minerals (and relatively

minor amount from surface waters, Baskaran 2011)

and are subsequently transported by turbulence and

advection through the atmosphere. The decay products

of 222Rn are heavy metal and metal atoms (e.g., 210Pb,
214Pb) and thus, upon production they rapidly become

attached to atmospheric aerosols. These 210Pb-laden

aerosols are returned to earth through atmospheric

scavenging processes via rain, snow and dry fallout.

Thus, most of the 210Pb in surface waters is derived

from atmospheric deposition. Most of the 226Ra in the

ocean is derived from diffusion of bottom sediments.
210Pb/226Ra dating method can be grouped into two

categories: (i) method based on decay of unsupported
210Pb (also called excess 210Pb dating method; e.g.,

dating of speleothems, corals). In this case, the excess
210Pb undergoes radioactive decay to the parent-

supported level; and (ii) method based on growth of
210Pb from the decay of 226Ra (also called daughter

deficient method, e.g., dating of otoliths, fish bones,

mollusk shells, inorganic carbonates in concrete struc-

tures). In this case, the knowledge of initial 210Pb

(at t ¼ 0) is needed, very often this is ~0.Disequilibrium

between 210Pb and 226Ra is caused by biological dis-

crimination and geochemical fractionation due to differ-

ences in their mobility. 210Pb is depleted with respect to
226Ra in coastal and deep ocean environments due to its

highly particle-reactive nature (Rama et al. 1961; Craig

et al. 1973; McKee 2008; Van der Loeff and Geibert

2008). Biogenic carbonates (corals, mollusks and

fish otoliths) preferentially incorporate either 226Ra

(fish otoliths and mollusks) or 210Pb (in corals, although

it may be adsorbed on to organic films, details in

Sect. 37.3.4.1) in them causing disequilibrium between

these two nuclides. In the case of corals, some amount of
210Pb is also sorbed onto the symbiotic algae growing on

their surface that contributes to excess 210Pb. In spe-

leothems, excess 210Pb is produced from the decay of
222Rn in the drip water from the ceiling of the cave

(Baskaran and Iliffe 1993; Tanahara et al. 1997; Ku

and Li 1998;Woo et al. 2005). This 210Pb-226Ra disequi-

librium will diminish with time either through the decay

of excess 210Pb (speleothems and corals) or growth

of 210Pb towards 226Ra (in mollusks, fish otoliths

and inorganic carbonates). The restoration of secular

equilibrium between the daughter (210Pb) and parent

(226Ra) isotopes in the carbonate material is the basis

of the 210Pb/226Ra dating technique. Most of the 210Pb in

coastal and lacustrine sedimentary layers as well as ice

cores corresponding to ages < 150 years is predomi-

nantly derived from atmospheric deposition (Goldberg

1963; Crozaz et al. 1964; Krishnaswamy et al. 1971).

The purpose of this article is to critically review the

current status of 210Pb/226Ra dating method of recent

biogenic and inorganic carbonates and assess the gaps

in our knowledge to establish reliable chronology. The

time scale involved is recent (<100–150 years) and a

relatively large body of data exists on the environmen-

tal/climatic parameters from various regions making

it possible to calibrate these carbonate proxies with

“hard data” that have been recorded during the anthro-

pocene. Such an exercise would pave the way for the

use of these proxies to retrieve paleo records stored in

them beyond the anthropocene. A key requirement for

this is a very reliable chronology of these carbonates.

37.2 Materials and Methods

37.2.1 Analytical Methods

210Pb analysis can be conducted by alpha, beta or

gamma spectrometric methods. The alpha method

involves determination of 210Pb via its grand-daughter,
210Po (t1/2 ¼ 138 days). A known amount of carbonate

sample (100 mg to ~2 g, depending on the activity

in the sample) is dissolved in 25 mL 6 M HCl,

after adding a known amount of 209Po (or 208Po)

yield monitor. 209Po is a primary reference material
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(obtained from NIST in the United States) and is

certified. In the case of pure corals, otoliths and pure

speleothems, often there is very little residue in the

solution. In some of the mollusk shells, there could

be some impurities and the solution may have to be

filtered. One of the most widely accepted method of

preparing the polonium source is by spontaneous

deposition. The amounts of iron, manganese, chro-

mium and other oxidants in the solution are very low

and usually does not interfere with plating. However,

as a precaution, addition of small amounts of oxidants

such as ascorbic acid (50–200 mg) or hydroxylamine

hydrochloride (2 mL of 20% (w/v)) to reduce the

oxidation state (e.g., Fe3+ to Fe2+) will prevent any

oxidant from plating on to the Ag planchets. A small

amount of citric acid (2 mL of 20% (w/v)) in the form

of sodium citrate is also added to prevent competition

of other ions that may be present in the solution. To

prevent 210Bi from plating, hold-back carrier of stable

Bi (~2 mg/mL of the solution of stable Bi) is also

commonly added. This ascorbic acid/hydroxylamine

hydrochloride, citric acid and hold-back carriers are

not commonly used in the analysis of most carbonates.

The solution is continuously stirred during plating

with a magnetic stirrer on a hot plate, with the temper-

ature of the bottom solution in the Teflon beaker being

between 70 and 90�C. The plating time for carbonates

is usually about ~2 h, but a wide range of temperatures

and plating times have been utilized (1.5–24 h and

60–95�C; summarized in Mathews et al. 2007).

The advantage of alpha spectrometry is the high-

energy resolution (18 keV for an active area of

450 mm2, with a typical background of 6 counts per

day; 0.8–2 counts per day in the 200 keV envelope area

for 209Po and 210Po peaks), low background (less than

0.05 counts/h/cm2) in the energy range of 3–8 MeV.

Many of the currently used solid-state detectors (such

as PIPS detectors, Canberra Inc) have a minimum

active thickness of greater than 140 mm which is suffi-

cient for full absorption of alpha particles of up to

15 MeV, with a background of 3–10 counts per day in

the 210Po or 209Po envelope region (in an envelope area

of ~200 keV, corresponding to 0.038–0.115 mBq), and

relatively high absolute efficiency (~30%) and these

features make a-spectrometric technique attractive for
210Po assay. When Fe3+, Cr6+, and other oxidants are

not reduced to lower valence states, they often get

plated and result in thick sources with poor plating

efficiency and low resolution. Often in such cases,

210Po (5.304 MeV) and 209Po (4.881 MeV) cannot be

resolved (or 210Po and 208Po (5.115 MeV)).

The minimum detectable activity for 210Pb via
210Po by alpha spectrometry is affected by the level

of the chemical (or reagent) blank which arises from

contamination from reagents, and sample and source

preparation steps. For relatively new alpha detectors,

the background of 0.03–0.09 counts per hour (cph)

corresponds to 0.03–0.08 mBq (assuming detector effi-

ciency of 30% and all the counts are coming from

inside or outside the detector). Based on the past

30 years of research experience with 210Po measure-

ments in a variety of matrices (tissues of animals, bone

samples, carbonates, sediments), it is our experience

that the reagent blanks are typically less than 0.05 mBq

and hence a detection limit of 0.1 mBq (¼0.035 fg
210Pb, 1 mBq ¼ 3.54 � 10�16 g for 210Pb) for a count-

ing time of about 6,000 min (mainly due to very low

background alpha detectors, with background ranging

between 0.03 and 0.09 cph) is achievable.
210Pb measurements can also be made via its beta-

emitting daughter, 210Bi. Beta counting is not isotopic-

specific and hence other beta emitting radionuclides

can interfere. Multiple counting will ensure the reli-

ability of the data. For example, the gas-flow anti-

coincidence counter with 10 cm lead shielding Risø

Counter (manufactured by Risø National Laboratory,

Roskilde, Denmark), gives a background value of

0.15–0.20 count per minute (cpm) for a source of

25 mm diameter. The absolute efficiency is ~40%. A

0.20 cpm background will correspond to ~8 mBq

(assuming counting efficiency of 40%) compared to

0.1mBq by alpha spectrometry and hence the detection

limit by beta counting method is more than an order of

magnitude higher than that of alpha spectrometry.

The radiochemical procedure for beta counting

method is as follows: To the dissolved solution, a

known amount of iron (25 mg of Fe in the form of

FeCl3) is added. Lead is precipitated as a mixed ferric

hydroxide/lead chromate by adding ammonia (Craig

et al. 1973). The precipitate and the solution are sepa-

rated by decanting and centrifugation. The precipitate

is then dissolved in acetic acid and the lead is repreci-

pitated as the chromate. The lead chromate is dissolved

in 1.5 mL HCl and passed through an anion exchange

resin (DOWEX-1-X8-100-200 mesh) column. The Pb

is retained in the column and is eluted with warm

water, the Pb fraction is precipitated as the sulphate

and mounted on a sample holder and counted with a
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0.9 mg/cm2 Mylar window. The source is counted at

regular intervals over a period of 30–35 days until
210Pb and 210Bi attain secular equilibrium. The tempo-

ral evolution of 210Bi is plotted and the t ¼ 0 activity

of 210Pb is calculated. During beta assay of
210Pb-210Bi, the low energy betas of 210Pb (210Pb bmax

¼ 0.063 Mev) are cut-off using suitable absorbers.

Gamma-ray spectrometry has been utilized to mea-

sure 210Pb using its 46.5 keV energy photons (e.g.,

Baskaran and Santschi 2002; McNeary and Baskaran

2007; Jweda et al. 2008). The sensitivity of gamma

counting is significantly lower than that of the alpha

and beta counting methods, mainly due to its low

branching ratio (4.65%). The distinct advantage of the

gamma counting method, however, is that it is non-

destructive (and least labor-intensive) and thus there is

no need for a spike and chemical processing. Sample

preparation is straight forward and many other nuclides

including 226Ra (via its progenies, such as 214Bi and
214Pb) can be simultaneously measured. The absolute

efficiency of the gamma detector depends on its geome-

try (planar, closed-end coaxial and well-type). In a well

detector, the sample in low volume (well-depth of

40 mm corresponds to ~4 mL) is surrounded by germa-

nium crystal and hence the geometrical counting effi-

ciency is high. Overall, for small samples, the well

detectors provide the best overall sensitivity compared

to all the existing gamma-ray detectors. Attempts have

beenmade tomeasure 210Pb by ICPMS, but isobaric and

molecular ionic interferences (209Bi1H, 208Bi1H2,
194Pt16O, 198Hg12C, etc) are major impediments that

need to be overcome. Furthermore, the atomic abun-

dances of 210Pb are very low (detection limit in alpha

spectrometry is 0.1 mBq ¼ 1.02 � 105 atoms).

Radium-226 can be measured by several methods:

(i) gamma-ray spectrometry; (ii) a-spectrometry; (iii)

radon emanation method; and (iv) mass spectrometry.

Of these, the gamma-ray spectrometric method is the

least sensitive. Usually, it is measured via one or more

its daughter products (e.g., 214Pb, 352 keV, branching

ratio ¼ 35.9%; 214Bi, 609.3 keV, branching ratio

¼ 46.1%) because these lines have very little interfer-

ence from other gamma lines and have higher branch-

ing ratios. For solid samples, such as corals, otoliths,

mollusks, speleothems, etc the radon emanation is

only from the outer ~200 Å and hence the effect on

the activity due to 222Rn loss is generally negligible.

We have measured RGU-1 standard (IAEA SRM)

repeatedly on our gamma-ray spectrometers and

found that 234Th, 226Ra and 210Pb all are in secular

equilibrium (�5%), as expected, indicating that the
222Rn loss is negligible. Counting of a 10-g sample

with ~10 mBq/g 226Ra (total of 100 mBq ¼ 2.77 pg

of 226Ra; 1 mBq ¼ 2.77 � 10�14 g for 226Ra), the 1s
propagated error on the final activity is ~10% in a Ge-

well detector, when the sample is counted in a well

geometry for ~24 h (Baskaran et al. 2005). When the

sample size is small and/or the 226Ra activity is lower,

then, the associated propagated error will be higher.
226Ra has a gamma line at 186.2 keV, but it has a

branching ratio of only 3.51%. Further, this energy has

interference from 235U and Compton background due

to other radionuclides present in the sample making

this method less sensitive (Hou and Roos 2008).

In alpha spectrometry 226Ra is co-precipitated with

barium, using a 133Ba yield tracer followed by chemi-

cal separation and purification of Ra. The chemical

yields for Ba and Ra are assumed to be the same.

Following the purification of Ra, it is electroplated

and assayed in a a-spectrometer. Since the alpha

detectors have very low background, and therefore

lower detection limits, this method can be utilized to

measure samples with very low 226Ra concentration

(as low 0.1–0.2 mBq, 2.7–5.4 fg; Hou and Roos 2008).

The radon emanation method involves the measure-

ment of 226Ra via its gaseous daughter, 222Rn. The

carbonate sample is brought into solution and stored

in glass gas bottle for about 20 days for 222Rn to grow

towards secular equilibrium with 226Ra. The 222Rn is

stripped quantitatively from the bottle and transferred

into a Lucas cell (coated with scintillating material

such as ZnS). The daughter products of 222Rn, 218Po

and 214Po, are allowed to reach secular equilibrium

(intermediate daughter products, 214Pb, half-life

¼ 26.8 min and 214Bi, half-life ¼ 19.7 min which

takes about 3 h for 222Rn, 214Pb and 214Bi to reach

secular equilibrium). The precision of the 226Ra activ-

ity determination depends on errors associated with the

efficiency of the scintillation counter, background cor-

rections of the Lucas cell, and the efficiency of 222Rn

transfer from the graphite column (where 222Rn is

trapped) to the Lucas cell. In samples with very low
226Ra activities, the propagated errors could result

in relatively large analytical uncertainties (>100%,

Bennett et al. 1982; Kastelle et al. 1994). The detection

limit for this method for 226Ra is ~8 mBq (¼218 fg).

Instead of measuring the decay events (either by

a-, or b- or g-counting methods), 226Ra can be directly
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measured by counting the ionized atoms with lower

detection limits and higher analytical precision (Volpe

et al. 1991; Cohen and O’Nions 1991; Andrews et al.

1999a, b). In deepwater fish otoliths, 226Ra concentra-

tions were reported to be 10–100 times lower than that

of the coastal species, due to much lower concen-

trations of 226Ra in the deep sea, and hence precise

measurements in the deep-sea species requires the util-

ity of TIMS. Radium-228 (free from 226Ra) spike is

added as a yield tracer in the isotope-dilution TIMS

method (Andrews et al. 1999a). The detection limit by

TIMSmethod is significantly lower than that of ICPMS

(Hou and Roos 2008). Often the Ca content in biogenic

and inorganic carbonate is about 35–40% and hence

separation of radium from calcium and barium is

essential to obtain good radium ionization efficiency

in thermal ionization mass spectrometry (TIMS). For

the separation of Ca and Ba from Ra, ion-exchange

separation techniques have been employed (Chabaux

et al. 1994; Andrews et al. 1999a).With TIMS, in about

1.1–1.3 g of otolith sample with ~0.5 mBq/g, the ana-

lytical uncertainty was reported to be 1.4–2.3% while

about 15 times more material was required in the radon

emanation method to obtain an analytical uncertainty

of 3.4–5.2% (Andrews et al. 1999a). The alpha spec-

trometry yielded comparable analytical uncertainty to

that of TIMS (Andrews et al. 1999a). The detection

limit for 226Ra by ICP-MS ranges from 0.1 to 0.5 mBq

while with TIMS, it is reported to be 37 mBq (summar-

ized in Hou and Roos 2008).

37.2.2 Precleaning of Carbonate Samples

There are impurities in many of the carbonate speci-

mens. The extraneous material is commonly removed

to obtain reliable ages/growth rates. A rigorous

sequence of cleaning protocols involving oxidative,

reductive and dilute acid treatments have been

effectively utilized to eliminate detrital and adsorbed

organic phases for trace metals in corals (Shen and

Boyle 1988). There are two components of 210Pb in

corals: (i) 210Pb derived from the decay of 226Ra

incorporated in the lattice structure and (ii) adsorbed
210Pb (either by sorption or occlusion) in the coral

surface (which is mostly unsupported or excess
210Pb). The adsorbed component could be added any-

time after the initial aragonite growth so long as the

growth layer is exposed to the surrounding environ-

ment and should be removed for reliable age determi-

nation. In areas where the growth rate is slower, the

sorption of dissolved 210Pb from the water column onto

the organic tissue is likely higher and thus an inverse

correlation between growth rate and excess 210Pb con-

centration is expected, although no such relationship

has been reported so far in literature. In mollusk shells

and corals, chemical and mechanical precleaning pro-

cedures are routinely followed (to remove exterior con-

tamination and loosely attached detritus). Briefly, the

shell or coral fragments are mechanically brushed and

rinsed with deionized water followed by rinsing in

H2O2 and acetone. Repeated 15-min ultrasonication

of the marine mollusk shells in H2O2 over several

days resulted in the loss of up to 5% of the initial sample

weight and the debris removed from such a cleaning

was comprised of fragments of organic rich surface

layer, and other unidentified minerals (Staubwasser

et al. 2004). Adkins et al. (2004) reported a loss of

~10% of the coral mass when the samples were pre-

cleaned with a mixture of H2O2/NaOH and H2O2/

HClO4. Such a treatment not only removed adsorbed

radionuclides from the coral’s exterior but also dis-

solved some of the sample. For example, one Desmo-
phyllum cristagalli coral sample was cut into three

sections (Fig. 37.1) and two of those three sections

(A and B) were both mechanically and chemically

cleaned while the third one, C, was only mechani-

cally cleaned. The top section that underwent mechanical

cleaning only had 3–5 times higher 210Pb activity than

that was chemically-cleaned (Fig. 37.2, data taken from

Adkins et al. 2004 online data). Since a major fraction of
226Ra is lattice-bound while significant amount of excess
210Pb is sorbed onto the coral, it is likely that chemical

precleaning procedures preferentially remove the sorbed
210Pb compared to 226Ra. This topic needs further

study. The near-equal activity of 226Ra in both chemi-

cally-cleaned and only mechanically-cleaned samples

(Adkins et al. 2004) supports the hypothesis that 226Ra

is lattice-bound. It is not known if sorbed 210Pb is

associated with one or more phases or multiple phases

of organic matter and whether only selective phases

are removed by the chemical cleaning. More work

needs to be done with a number of leachants to quan-

tify nature and extent of the 210Pb removal and their

association with organic components.

Andrews et al. (1999a, b) have provided rigorous

cleaning procedure for otoliths. However, details on
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cleaning procedures of otoliths are sparse (in particu-

lar where 226Ra was measured using scintillation or

alpha counting methods), hence it is not clear if any

rigorous cleaning procedure was followed or not in

these studies. A brief outline of the cleaning pro-

cedures are as follows: the otoliths were cleaned in

de-ionized water followed by ultrasonication sequen-

tially in dilute Micro solution, de-ionized water and

MQ water for at least 5 min in each of dilute Micro

solution, de-ionized water and MQ water. Fine clean-

ing was followed with four cleaning solutions in soni-

cator in the following sequence: MQ water (10 min),

0.15 N HNO3 (1 min), basic 1:1 mixture of 30%

H2O2:0.4 N NaOH (10 min), MQ water (10 min),

and 0.001 N HNO3 (3 times at 1 min). Extraneous

material in speleothems is removed by mechanically

brushing and rinsing with deionized water followed by

rinsing in H2O2 and acetone. There is no information

on rigorous cleaning protocols involving oxidative,

reductive and dilute acid treatments for speleothems.

37.3 Age Determination of Carbonates

37.3.1 Basics of Age Determination
from 210Pb-226Ra Disequilibrium

37.3.1.1 Age Determination Based

on Excess 210Pb Method

(Corals and Speleothems)

The excess 210Pb activity in speleothems decreases

from top to interior (Figs. 37.2 and 37.4; or bottom

to top in the case of soda-straw stalactites). The activ-

ity of 210Pbxs at any depth z (210Pbxs) is given by:

210Pbxs ¼ 210Pb0xs exp(� lz/S) (37.1)

where 210Pbxs is the measured excess 210Pb (¼210Pbtotal
–226Ra), 210Pb0xs is the initial activity at the time of

incorporation, z is the distance from the growing sur-

face, S is the linear growth rate, and l is the decay

constant of 210Pb (=0.03067/year). Implicit assump-

tions in (37.1) are: (i) the initial activity have remained

constant throughout its growth period; (ii) the growth

rate has remained constant (Sect. 37.3.1.2); and (iii)

the system has remained 210Pb0xs closed with respect

to 226Ra and 210Pb after its formation (Sect. 37.3.2).
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Fig. 37.2 Activities of 210Pbxs and
226Ra of three transects of

D. cristagalli coral. Subsamples in lines A and B were mechani-

cally and chemically cleaned while in line C they were only

mechanically cleaned. The importance of chemical cleaning is

illustrated by the differences in the activities of 210Pb in A–C.
The data is taken from Adkins et al. (2004) and replotted

Fig. 37.1 Vertical sampling (A–C) of a deep-sea coral

D. cristagalli sample I-685 (48�19.50S; 179�29.50W, 722 m).

A and B were chemically cleaned and C was only mechanically

cleaned. Concentrations of 210Pb and 226Ra in these three sec-

tions are shown in Fig. 37.2 (taken from Adkins et al. 2004).

With permission from Elsevier
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37.3.1.2 Modeling Variable Growth Rates

of Corals or Speleothems

In the calculation of growth rates of speleothems

or corals, it is assumed that the growth rate and the

amount of excess 210Pb incorporated are constant.

When the ln 210Pbxs activities are plotted against the

mean linear depth (from (37.1)), the resultant least

squares best fit 210Pbxs slope is used to calculate the

linear growth rate (S, in cm/year):

S ¼ slope � �lPbð Þ (37.2)

where lPb is the decay constant of 210Pb. Equation

(37.2) is obtained from (37.1). The mass accumulation

rates (oPb in g/cm year) using 210Pbxs is calculated by

plotting ln 210Pbxs activities against the cumulative

mass depth and substituting oPb for S in (37.2). The

ages (year) of any layer can be determined from the

equation:

t ¼ M

oPb
(37.3)

where M is the cumulative mass depth (g/cm).

If mass accumulation rates are variable, then ages

of various layers can be calculated using either:

(i) the constant rate of supply (production (in spe-

leothems) or accumulation (corals)) of 210Pb model

or (ii) the constant initial concentration (both corals

and speleothems) model. The constant rate of supply

model assumes that there is a constant production or

accumulation resulting in a constant rate of supply to

the accreting carbonate layer even if the growth rate

varies over time. In the constant rate of supply model,

the initial 210Pbxs activity varies inversely with the

accumulation rate and is given by:

X
Am ¼

X
A1

� �
1� e�lPbt
� �

(37.4)

where
P

Am is the 210Pbxs is inventory to a mass depth

mi (Bq/cm) and
P

A1 is the total 210Pbxs inventory of

the carbonate sample. The age (year) of the carbonate

layer is calculated from the following equation:

t ¼ �
ln 1�

P
AmP
A1

� �

lPb
(37.5)

The constant initial concentration model assumes a

constant initial activity at the top of the carbonate

layer regardless of changes in net growth. Growth

layer ages (year) based on this model can be calculated

from:

t ¼ �
ln

AM

A0

� �

lPb
(37.6)

where A0 is the initial
210Pbxs activity at the top of the

carbonate layer (Bq/g) and AM is the 210Pbxs activity at

the cumulative mass depth “M”. Equations (37.2),

(37.3), (37.5) and (37.6) can be employed to determine

the ages under different model setting. So far, (37.2) and

(37.3) have been employed, but (37.5) and (37.6) have

not been used in dating carbonates with 210Pbxs method.

37.3.1.3 Age Determination Based on

Daughter-Deficient Method (Mollusk

Shells, Clams, Otoliths, Inorganic

Carbonates in Concrete Structures)

In mollusk shells, clams, fish bones, and other

inorganic carbonates where 226Ra gets incorporated

and 210Pb is discriminated, the in-growth of 210Pb

from the decay of 226Ra can be employed to deter-

mine the age of the specimen. The assumptions on

this method dating are discussed in: (i) closed system

(Sect. 37.3.2); and (ii) there is no initial 210Pb

(Sect. 37.3.5).

If [210A0] and [
210At] are the initial activity of

210Pb

and at the time of its death (or when it was caught

alive) respectively, and [226Ra] is the activity of 226Ra

in the bivalve at that time, then:

210At

� 	 ¼ 210A0

� 	� expð� lPbtÞ
þ½ lPb=ðlPb � lRaÞ�½226Ra� � f1� expð� lPbtÞg

(37.7)

where lPb is the decay constant of 210Pb. When t �
half-life of 210Pb, the 210Pb/226Ra ratio tends towards

the equilibrium value of 1.014 (¼lPb/(lPb�lRa)).
Since lPb � lRa, if

210A0 ¼ 0, then, the age of the

shell t can be calculated as follows:
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t yrð Þ ¼ t ln 226Ra
� 	

= 226Ra
� 	� 210At

� 	
 �� �
(37.8)

Equation (37.7) assumes that the “clock” starts

ticking at the time of the death of the organism. If

the shell grew with a constant mass per unit time, then,

its age is calculated from the equation:

210At

� 	 ¼ 226Ra
� 	� f1� expð� lPbtÞg=lPbt

(37.9)

The choice between (37.7) and (37.9) depends on the

mass growth rate of the shell. In shallow waters, the

clam generally starts with an initial slow growth fol-

lowed by quasi-linear mass increase with time and then,

a slowing down at old age. During this life time, some

amount of 210Pb would have been produced making the

shell to have some amount of initial 210Pb at the time of

its death. If there is significant initial 210Pb, then, ages

calculated using (37.8) would be over estimates.

37.3.1.4 Mass-Growth Model for Dating

Otoliths in Fish

Bennett et al. (1982) developed a mass-growth model,

with the assumption of continuous addition of 210Pb

to the core. This model involves the assumption of

the initial age of the redfish (Sebastes diploproa).

Campana et al. (1990) determined the age of the cen-

tral core of the otolith which was formed near the time

of hatch, thus yielding the age of the fish.

Models have been developed that address the rela-

tionship between 210Pb/226Ra activity ratio in an oto-

lith and age (Bennett et al. 1982; Smith et al. 1991;

Francis 1995). The activity of 226Ra at any time (ARa)

in terms of its initial activity A0
Ra is given by (note: all

activities are in Bq/g):

ARa ¼ A0
Rae

�lRat (37.10)

The activity of 210Pb (APb) at any time from the

production of 226Ra and initial activity Ao
Pb is given by:

APb ¼ A0
Ra

ðlPbÞ
ðlPb � lRaÞ fe

�lRa
t � e�lPbtg þ A0

Pbe
�lPbt

(37.11)

When the otolith grows, new material will accrete

at the outer surface with an initial activity ratio of

R0 ¼ A0
Pb=A

0
Ra. The core of the nucleus will have an

activity ratio of APb/ARa. The total activity of 226Ra

(SRa) and
210Pb (SPb) in the otolith is calculated by

integrating the product of the mass-growth rate (G(t))

and (37.10) for 226Ra and G(t) and (37.11) for 210Pb

(the formulation given below is adapted from Smith

et al. 1991).

SRaðTÞ ¼
ðT
0

GðtÞARa dt ¼ M

T

ðT
0

A0
Rae

�lRat dt (37.12)

SPbðTÞ ¼
ðT
0

GðtÞAPbdt ¼ M

T

ðT
0

A0
Ra

ðlPbÞ
ðlPb � lRaÞ

� fe�lRat � e�lPbt gdtþM

T

ðT
0

A0
Pbfe�lPbtgdt

(37.13)

where APb and ARa and lPb and lRa are the activities

and decay constants of 210Pb and 226Ra, respectively;

t is the time since from the formation of otolith;

R0 ¼ A0
Pb=A

0
Ra; SPb and SRa are the total activities of

210Pb and 226Ra, respectively; G(t), M and T are the

mass growth rate, total mass, and age, respectively.

Integration of (37.12) and (37.13) and dividing SPb
by SRa and simplifying we get

APbðTÞ
ARaðTÞ ¼

SPb
SRa

¼ ðlPbÞ
ðlPb � lRaÞ

þ R0 � ðlPbÞ
ðlPb � lRaÞ

� 
lRað1� e�lPbT Þ
lPbð1� e�lRaT Þ

(37.14)

The age of the otolith core is T years and variation

of its activity with time is governed by the radioactive

decay equation. The activity ratio of the 210Pb/226Ra in

the otolith core at any future time is given by combin-

ing (37.10), (37.11) and (37.14), we get

APbðtÞ
ARaðtÞ ¼

ðlPbÞ
ðlPb�lRaÞfð1�e�ðlPb�lRaÞðt�TÞg

þ ðlPbÞ
ðlPb�lRaÞ

� �
R0� ðlPbÞ

ðlPb�l1Þ
� 

� lRað1�e�lPbT Þ
lPbð1�e�lRaT Þ e

�ðlPb�lRaÞðt�TÞ (37.15)

Since lPb � lRa and the decay of 226Ra in 100

years is only 4.3%, (37.14) and (37.15) simplify to:
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Apb�210

ARa�226

¼ 1� ð1� R0Þ ð1� e�ltÞ
lt

when 0< t< � T

(37.16)

Apb�210

ARa�226

¼ ð1� e�lðt�TÞÞ þ f1� ð1� R0Þð1� e�lTÞg
lT

� e�lðt�TÞ when T< t

(37.17)

From the measured values of 210Pb/226Ra, the age

can be calculated using (37.11) (when 0 < t <� T)

and (37.17) (when T < t).

37.3.2 Validity of Closed System
Assumption

The ages of the carbonates rely on the measured
210Pb-226Ra disequilibrium and assumptions regarding

the behavior of Pb and Ra in the carbonate matrix. The

accuracy and reliability of age determination and/or

growth rates critically depends on the fundamental

assumptions upon which the dating method is based.

One of the critical assumptions is that the system

remains closed with respect to transport of the parent

and the daughter. In the case of 210Pb/226Ra, all

the daughter products of 226Ra (mainly 222Rn and its

short-lived daughter products including 210Pb (210Bi

and 210Po in case if we measure 210Pb via 210Po)) must

remain as a closed system (no exchange with the

surrounding). The carbonate sample that is being ana-

lyzed must be pure without any detritus or coating of

Fe/Mn oxides or organic material. A detailed discus-

sion is given below.

Different geochemical processes such as recrystal-

lization, diffusion of ions through growth surfaces or

porous grains, and differences in geochemical affi-

nities between members of the daughter products

from 226Ra to 210Po in the 238U decay chain can result

in disequilibrium between 210Pb and 226Ra in carbo-

nates. Unaltered corals are generally free of recry-

stallization and have consistently yielded reliable

concordant ages obtained from at least two pairs in

the three pairs (234U/238U, 231Pa/235U and 230Th/234U)

in the 238U and 235U series (Ku 1976; Latham and

Schwarcz 1992). However, when aragonite corals

undergo recrystallization and become calcite, some

of the U has been reported to be lost (Ku 1976; Latham

and Schwarcz 1992). It is not clear if there is any Ra

loss during such recrystallization. However, as the

dating range of 210Pb/226Ra pair is recent <150 years

compared to the 231Pa/235U or 230Th/234U dating

range, which are generally >10,000 years, recrystalli-

zation over such short periods is likely to be negligi-

ble. Growth of speleothems (stalactite, stalagmite

and flowstone) takes place by slow precipitation

of CaCO3. Such deposits are generally microcrystal-

line and compact and are not subject to post-

depositional leaching and drip water from cave ceiling

pass through them (Ku 1976). Speleothems with well-

preserved internal stratigraphy have been successfully

dated with 230Th/234U and 234U/238U methods going

back to ~500 kyr, and therefore it seems unlikely that

there is post-depositional mobility of 210Pb or 226Ra

and its daughter products, particularly considering the

short time periods involved. Note that the loss of U

does not guarantee close system for Ra and Pb, as their

geochemistries are different. Mollusk shells have been

reported to have postmortem uranium uptake, with the

fossil mollusks having about an order of magnitude

higher U than their live counterparts (Kaufman et al.

1971, 1996). While living mollusk shell discriminates

against U uptake resulting in very low concentrations

of 238U (0.05–0.10 ppm; Broecker 1963; Kaufman

et al. 1971), the presence of higher amounts of U

in fossil shells is attributed to diffusion along

growth surfaces. 226Ra is incorporated into carbonates

(aragonite) from freshwater and seawater at the

Ra/Ca ratio present in the water. Although no obser-

vation has been reported on the post formation migra-

tion of the daughter products of 226Ra from bivalves,

loss of 222Rn through diffusion from fish otoliths

has been reported (Whitehead and Ditchburn 1995).

In contrast, Andrews et al. (1999b) observed that there

is no minor loss of 222Rn from fish otolith if measure-

ments are made after precleaning the samples and

using isotope-dilution TIMS. Baker et al. (2001)

observed that an average of ~1.8% of 222Rn from fish

otoliths escapes. The recoil range of 222Rn when 226Ra

undergoes alpha decay is typically 0.04 mm and hence

only a small fraction of the 222Rn produced from the

decay of 226Ra atoms that are in the outer 0.04 mm
layer can recoil and escape the mineral, assuming

that 226Ra is uniformly distributed within the carbon-

ate sample.
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37.3.3 Distribution Factor for Pb (DPb)
and Ra (DRa)

The distribution factor (also commonly called discrimi-

nation factor, concentration factor, empirical partition

coefficient or distribution coefficient) compares the con-

centration of an element in the specimen (mollusk, coral,

speleothem, otolith or other specimen) to that in the

surrounding water from which the element is drawn, (e.

g., coastal or deep-sea water, lakes, rivers, etc) and is

commonly normalizedwith respect toCa. It is definedas:

Distribution Factor

¼ Element/Ca½ �specimen= Element/Ca½ �water

where the terms in brackets represent concentrations

of the element divided by the concentration of calcium

in the specimen and water, respectively. The factors

that can affect the values of distribution factor include

thermodynamics of seawater, crystal chemistry of the

specimen, biological differences between the species,

temperature and growth rate of the specimen (e.g.,

Kelley et al. 2009). The distribution factor for Pb

(DPb) varies between 2 and 20 for corals (Table 37.1).

This relatively large variation is due to the varying

amount of 210Pb adsorbed on the organic film at the

growing surface of the corals. There is no data on DPb

for inorganic carbonates (such as speleothems and

flowstones). DRa values for corals vary between 1.3

and 4, significantly higher than the values reported for

other elements in the same group, such as Sr and Ba.

The values >1 in corals are due to Ra adsorbed onto

the organic films at the growing layers of aragonite.

In other carbonates (hydrothermal carbonates, arago-

nitic and calcitic travertines) the DRa values are <1.0

(Table 37.1). One other possible factor for the varia-

tions in the uptake of Ra in corals follows that pro-

posed to explain the variations of Sr (Weber 1973).

There are three possible domains of Ra consisting of:

(i) seawater surrounding the growing coral; (ii) a layer

of organic soft tissue (symbiotic algae) of unspecified

but finite thickness and (iii) skeletal CaCO3 underlying

the soft organic layer. During calcification, Ca2+ and

Ra2+ dissolved in seawater diffuse through the surface

layer of organic soft tissue to the site of skeletogeneis

where these ions are incorporated into the growing

calcitic layer (Weber 1973). Since Ra is heavier than

that of Ca, it is expected to diffuse less rapidly through

a given medium than would Ca and hence this could

cause differences in the Ra concentration from coral to

coral, even though Ra concentrations in the ambient

waters could remain constant.

37.3.4 Excess 210Pb Dating Method

37.3.4.1 Dating of Recent Corals

Most of the surface water corals are confined to shal-

low tropical seas while recent deep-ocean exploration

using advanced acoustics and submersibles indicate

that the deep sea corals are widespread. Diverse

coral ecosystems exist in deep waters on continental

shelves, slopes, seamounts and ridge systems around

the world (Roberts et al. 2006).

The first dating of surface water corals based on
210Pb/226Ra disequilibrium method was reported for

samples from the Discovery Bay, Jamaica and Onslow

Bay, North Carolina (Moore and Krishnaswami 1972).

They reported that the 210Pb/226Ra ratio did not obey

the ideal 210Pb decay suggesting that this ratio cannot

be used to date coral growth rates though gross

changes in the ratio can yield information on the

nature of coral growth over time. These authors also

observed that the bands in corals need not represent

annual growth layers, but are response of coral growth

to environmental changes. Subsequent studies by

Moore et al. (1973) assumed that the (210Pb/226Ra)

initial activity ratio in corals is constant and after

Table 37.1 DPb and DRa
a values in organic and inorganic

carbonates

Sample DPb DRa References

Corals

D. cristagalli 3–20 4 Adkins et al. (2004)

Atlantic coral 8 1.3–2.7 Druffel et al. (1990)

Bermuda 2.3 – Shen and

Boyle (1987)

North Atlantic 2.8–3.6 – Kelley et al. (2009)

Hydrothermal

carbonates

– 0.47–0.80 Rihs et al. (2000)

Aragonitic

travertines

– 0.33 Sturchio (1990)

Calcitic travertines – 0.40 Caboi et al. (1991)

The distribution coefficient (D) is defined as: DPb/Ra ¼ (210Pb

(or 226Ra)/Ca)coral/(
210Pb (or 226Ra)/Ca)seawater

aEquilibrium value of 0.013 for DRa in calcite at 25�C was

proposed by Gnanapragasam and Lewis (1995)
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incorporation into skeletons, the system is closed with

respect to 210Pb and 226Ra. They also reported high

concentrations of 226Ra in organic material associated

with the coral skeleton. The first set of researchers did

not report chemical cleaning of the coral specimens

and hence it is likely that the excess 210Pb profile

(210Pbxs) reflected both adsorbed and lattice-bound
210Pbxs (Moore and Krishnaswami 1972; Moore et al.

1973; Dodge and Thomson 1974). The reported

growth rates for deep-sea corals vary over two orders

of magnitude, from 0.11 to 26 mm/year, although all

these determinations did not all employ radiometric

dating methods (Bell and Smith 1999; Druffel et al.

1990). Details on the calculation of growth rates of

corals are given in Sect. 37.3.1.1.

A comparison of the 210Pb/Ca ratio in corals with

that in the surrounding seawater showed that the 210Pb/

Ca ratio in a coral is about 2 times higher than that of

seawater (Dodge and Thomson 1974). They reported

that the 210Pbinitial activity in D. labrynthiformis coral

collected from Castle Harbor, Bermuda varied

between 2.7 and 4.4 mBq/g, again suggesting variable

initial 210Pb values. Similarly, vertical profile of 226Ra

from a trunk of Corallium niobe at 600 m depth off the

Little Bahama Banks showed that the activities varied

between 1.7 and 3.6 mBq/g which was attributed to the

presence of living tissue at outer edge and less rigor-

ous precleaning (Druffel et al. 1990) (Fig. 37.3).

Recent studies after extensive cleaning of coral

samples showed that 210Pbxs in their tips varied by a

factor of 2, suggesting that either the tips are not

growing at the same rate and/or the tips are growing

with different distribution coefficients (DPb) (Adkins

et al. 2004). Note that the DPb values depend on the
210Pbxs on coral, assuming that the deep-water 210Pb

concentration remains constant. The temporal varia-

tions in the atmospheric depositional flux will only

affect the upper waters (<100 m or so) and deeper

waters are expected to be in steady-state with respect

to 210Pb removal. Due to differences in the physiolog-

ical, biological and biochemical characteristics of dif-

ferent species of corals, some species of aragonitic

coral species, genus, or family can be enriched or

depleted in Sr relative to the skeletal aragonite of

other species, despite the ambient conditions for both

being the same (Weber 1973). It is likely that this is

also true for Ra. Variations in growth rates could

determine the sorbed-component of 210Pb in the coral

and the DPb values. Inter- and intra species growth rate

variations also have also been reported (Andrews et al.

2009). For example, D. cristagalli exhibited the slow-

est vertical extension rates of 0.5–2 mm/year, while

Lophelia sp. and E. rostrata extended at rates (>5 mm/

year) that were much faster (Cheng et al. 2000; Adkins

et al. 2004). However, Houlbreque et al. (2010)

reported that E. rostrata and D. cristagalli had com-

parable vertical extension rates, but L. pertusa had a

higher vertical extension rate. Andrews et al. (2009)

reported vertical extension rates (axial growth rate) of

7–14 mm/year for three different species of bamboo

corals (Keratoisis sp.) from the northeastern Pacific

Ocean while the corresponding radial growth rate

varied between 0.055 and 0.10 mm/year. The radial

growth rates are generally much lower, 0.01–0.08 mm/

year (Adkins et al. 2004; Houlbreque et al. 2010).

Druffel et al. (1990) reported very good agreement

between the 210Pbxs based average growth rate

(0.11 � 0.02 mm/year) and 14C-based growth rate

(0.11 � 0.03 mm/year). The faster growing species

offer the potential of obtaining annual records. Further-

more, in E. rostrata, 210Pb-based dating showed that

each banding corresponds to 10 years suggesting that

the assumption of annual banding is erroneous, as

observed earlier by Moore and Krishnaswami (1972).

Using 230Th/234U-ages, Houlbreque et al. (2010) also

confirmed that the discordancy between growth-ring

based ages and radiometric ages, emphasizing the
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Fig. 37.3 Ln(210Pbxs) plotted against the mean distance from

edge of the coral Corallium niobe (primarily calcite; data from

Druffel et al. 1990). The calculated growth rate of 0.11 � 0.02

mm/year agrees with the growth rate of 0.11 � 0.03 mm/year

calculated using 14C ages (Druffel et al. 1990)
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importance of absolute radiometric dating methods to

constrain growth rates. In Paragorgia sp. there was

no correlation between the 210Pb-based growth rate

and growth zone counts, as the skeletal structure is a

spongy matrix and is highly organic with tissue pres-

ent throughout the skeleton (Andrews et al. 2005). In

a Lepidisis sp. colony the 210Pb-based ages did not

match with the zone counts (Tracy et al. 2007). The
210Pb-based age data on Keratoisis sp. were signifi-

cantly lower than those estimated from 14C ages

(Tracy et al. 2007). In two other specimens, Keratoisis

sp. and Corallium sp. the 210Pb dating method was

successful to differing degrees. In the coral skeleton,

there are fibrous aragonitic/calcitic bundles in which

organic material could be trapped which may exhibit

strong organic complexation with Pb. Similar observa-

tions have been reported for Ba by Hart and Cohen

(1996). Moore et al. (1973) and Flor and Moore (1977)

reported that the surface organic materials of living

corals contained at least 10 times more 226Ra than the

carbonate matrix. Dodge and Thomson (1974) sug-

gested the possibility that boring algae in Bermuda

coral may play a role in fixing Ra. It is likely that

this excess Ra decreases in older skeletal material

due to the time-dependent degradation of trapped

organic matter. These observations seem to indicate

that the discordancy between 210Pb-based growth rates

and other methods (such as 14C) could be due to lack

of rigorous cleaning by oxidative, reductive and acid

treatments to remove adsorbed 210Pb. It is also not

clear if the discordancy between 210Pbxs-based and

growth-ring-based methods is due to inadequate clean-

ing protocols or if there are problems associated with

the growth-ring counting method or a combination of

both. To summarize, precleaning of corals (details

given in Sect. 37.2.2) is a prerequisite to obtain reli-

able age information and comparisons of growth rates

can only be reliably made for samples that have under-

gone rigorous chemical precleaning.

37.3.4.2 Dating of Speleothems

Speleothems (Spelaion means cave and thema means

deposit in Greek) are CaCO3 minerals (primarily cal-

cite and aragonite) deposited in a cave environment,

the common forms being stalactites, stalagmites and

flowstones. These minerals are formed when ground-

water supersaturated with respect to CaCO3 drips from

ceiling of caves. During this process, part of soil-

derived CO2 dissolved in the water escapes resulting

in precipitation of CaCO3.
222Rn concentrations in

groundwater are generally high. The 222Rn contained

in the groundwater droplets decays to 210Pb which gets

incorporated into the precipitating CaCO3. Dripping

water from the cave roof deposits CaCO3 on the ceil-

ing roof and gradually constructs a hollow tube stalac-

tite (also called “soda-straw”) which starts with a

diameter of ~5 mm, equivalent to the size of a water

droplet. Growth of the soda-straw stalactites occurs

longitudinally as new rings of calcite form at the tip

from where water drops are suspended before falling.

During the finite time that the water droplets hang in

the tip of the soda-straw, decay of 222Rn results in
210Pb and thus, 210Pb is incorporated at different layers

of the stalactite. The bottom-most layer from the cave

ceiling is the most recent deposit and the age of the

soda-straw stalactite gets older from the base to the

top. If the central canal of the straw becomes plugged,

water begins to run down the exterior producing lateral

growth that results in characteristic icicle shapes.
222Rn containing water flowing over the icicle stalac-

tite produces 210Pb and CaCO3 precipitates layer by

layer and in each layer 210Pbxs is incorporated. In this

case, the outmost layer is the youngest, similar to Mn-

nodules that grow at the bottom of the ocean floor.

When the dripping water falls on the ground, some of

the remaining CO2 from the water escapes and CaCO3

precipitate on the floor forming stalagmites. They

grow upwards from the floor toward the drip source.

Here again the 222Rn remaining in the drip water is in

contact with the calcite layer producing 210Pb and

hence there is also excess 210Pb in the stalagmite.

A fossil stalagmite in a cave where there was no actively

growing stalactite was observed to have no 210Pbxs,

ruling out the possibility of adsorption of 210Pb being

derived from the decay of 222Rn in air. The 222Rn in the

air could contribute to the 210Pb on speleothems, but this

is likely negligible. Tanahara et al. (1997) reported
222Rn concentration in Gyokusen-do limestone cave in

Okinawa (Japan) varying between 10 and 3,000 Bq/m3

and being controlled by the exchange of air between the

cave and external environment. The 226Ra concentra-

tions in sediments, speleothems and limestone within

that particular cave were very low (1.8–41.8 mBq/g)

suggesting that most of the elevated 222Rn levels in air

are derived from the degassing of 222Rn during the

dripping of water from the ceiling.
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The 210Pb in the outer most layer of icicle-shaped

currently-growing stalactite was reported to be as high

as 1.64 Bq/g. In the case of a soda-straw stalactite, the

bottom-most segment had values as high as 1.68 Bq/g

while the parent-supported 210Pb (¼226Ra) activity

was <8.3 mBq/g (Baskaran and Iliffe 1993;

Fig. 37.4). If the growth-rate and production of 210Pb

are constant, then, the exponential decrease of the

activity from outer layer to inner layer (for icicle

stalactite and stalagmite) or longitudinal distance

from bottom (for soda-straw) can be utilized to obtain

the average growth-rate (Baskaran and Iliffe 1993;

equations to calculate growth rates are given in

Sects. 37.3.1.1 and 37.3.1.2). The factors that can

affect the average growth-rate determination rate are:

(i) non-uniform growth rate on the time-scale of inter-

est (<150 years); (ii) hiatus in the continuous growth;

(iii) variations in the groundwater concentrations of
222Rn that discharges in the cave that can affect the

production rates of 210Pbxs; and (iv) variations in the

discharge rate of groundwater, that can result in varia-

tions in the contact time of 222Rn atom at the tip of the

soda-straw stalactite or at the outermost layer of the

icicle stalactite. The data is limited and hence we

do not know how these factors listed above affect

the growth rates of speleothems and this needs further

investigation. Some of the speleothems are porous

(~10% porosity in white calcite fabrics of stalagmites

which is attributed to the weaker crystalline coales-

cence, Baker et al. 1998). Such high porosity values

will not affect the dating method using excess 210Pb.

The longitudinal growth rates of soda-straw stalac-

tites that are <100 year old have been reported to vary

between 1 and 6 mm/year (linear: 1.1 mm/year, mass-

growth rate: 149 mg/year from a central Texas cave;

Baskaran and Iliffe 1993; 2.2 and 5.9 mm/year in

southern Okinawa Island, Japan; Tanahara et al. 1998;

1.7 mm/year in Daeya cave, S. Korea;Woo et al. 2005).

Paulsen et al. (2003) reported relatively low excess
210Pb (13 mBq/g) in a stalagmite sample from Buddha

Cave (33º400N; 109 º050E) in central China, with

the excess 210Pb found in the upper 9 mm of the stalag-

mite. The growth rate obtained using 210Pbxs of

0.089 � 0.007 mm/year for the upper 14 mm is about

5.5 times faster than the growth rate reported for

1.4–16.5 cm using the 230Th/234U disequilibrium dating

method and such a difference was attributed to change

in deposition rate of CaCO3 (Paulsen et al. 2003).

While the cave speleothems derived from ground-

water have excess 210Pb from the decay of 222Rn, the

carbonates precipitated from CO2-rich thermal waters

in caves contain high concentrations of 226Ra, with

virtually no 210Pb (Rihs et al. 1997; Condomines and

Rihs 2006). Loss of 222Rn from the hydrothermal

stalagmites has not been documented. However, sta-

lagmites that are >150 years yielding 210Pb/226Ra

equilibrium value of 1.014 [¼lPb/(lPb�lRa)] will

ensure no loss of 222Rn. Any loss of 222Rn will

result in a younger age estimate of the stalagmite.

Condomines and Rihs (2006) analyzed a 3-mm thick

layer of a stalagmite and reported a 210Pb/226Ra ratio
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Fig. 37.4 210Pb contents of a soda straw and icicle shaped

stalactite from central Texas. Concentration of 210Pb exhibits

an exponential decrease with distance from the bottom of the

soda straw, the most recently deposited carbonate. In icicle

shaped stalactite, the outer layer is the most recently deposited

layer. Since all the data points fall very close to the curve fit

indicating incorporation of excess 210Pb had been constant with

time (replotted the data from Baskaran and Iliffe 1993)
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of 0.029, yielding an average age of 0.8 year

(corresponding to a growth rate of 1.8 mm/year), con-

firming that there is no significant initial 210Pb

incorporated in the stalagmite. The 226Ra concentra-

tions in the hydrothermal stalagmite varied almost by

a factor of 3, from 0.42 to 1.27 Bq/g, and were attrib-

uted to the variations in Ra content of the thermal water

and short-term fluctuations in Ra content resulting

from the mixing of thermal waters with groundwater

(Condomines and Rihs 2006). A plot the 210Pb/226Ra-

based ages plotted against depth from the surface of the

Mt. Cornadore (St. Nectaire, French Massif Central)

stalagmite shows there is some scatter in the data,

possibly due to variations in growth rates with two or

three possible growth rates (Fig. 37.5; Condomines and

Rihs 2006). A finer scale sampling will provide better

insight into possible variations in growth-rates, if any.

37.3.5 Dating of Recent Carbonates
by Daughter-Deficient Method

37.3.5.1 Mollusk Shells and Clams

Mollusk shells have been utilized to retrieve informa-

tion such as changes in productivity, temperature and

salinity as well as chemical composition and the status

of pollution in bays, estuaries and other coastal water

bodies (e.g., Fritz and Poplawski 1974; Phillips 1976;

Killingley and Berger 1979; Muhs and Kyser 1987;

Klein et al. 1996; Vander Putten et al. 2000;

Wanamaker et al. 2007; Lartaud et al. 2010). Mollusk

shells are commonly found in a variety of environ-

ments that include raised sea coasts, former lake

shores, paleosols, etc. During the skeletal formation,

divalent cations (e.g., Sr, Ba, and Ra) are incorporated

into the carbonate matrix by isomorphic substitution.

At the same time, mollusk shells discriminate against

many elements including Pb, as observed on two live

bivalve samples (Clam Corbicula and Unionid mussel

shells) from a shallow Florida lake with negligible

initial 210Pb concentration (Brenner et al. 1994).

There is very limited data in the open literature that

evaluates the initial activity of 210Pb in mollusk shells.

Although there appears to be no evidence that Pb gets

incorporated into the calcite/aragonite crystal struc-

ture, it can be adsorbed on to the skeletal organic

matrix (Lingard et al. 1992). Stable Pb/Ca ratios in

surface water coral samples (corresponding to the last

~200 years) in the North Atlantic varied from 4 to

80 nmol/mol and such variations were primarily due

varying inputs of atmospheric Pb in the surface waters

(Kelley et al. 2009). Variations in the abundance and

composition of the absorbed organic matrix could

affect the amount of Pb incorporated during skeleton

growth (Vander Putten et al. 2000). The total concen-

tration of 210Pb in the coastal/estuarine waters are low

(of which bioavailable Pb is much lower) and hence it

is likely that this contribution is likely very small.

Also, it remains unknown if the organic layers in

mollusks play any role at all in the removal of 210Pb

or 226Ra, as was reported in corals. Based on trace

metal studies on Mytilus edulis shells, Vander Putten
et al.’s study (2000) indicates that the overall skeletal

Pb trends may not be related to variations in aquatic Pb

concentrations and skeletal Pb concentrations cannot

be used to infer the past changes in the water. Fossil

shells (~105 years old) have been reported to have

higher U concentrations and 234U/238U activity ratios

than live shells and this was attributed to postmortem

U uptake, although interiors of shells up to 130 kyr

have generally been closed to U uptake for the vast

majority of their existence (Kaufman et al. 1971,

1996). Since U is not lattice-bound and the shells

discriminate against U while Ra is taken-up along

Fig. 37.5 Calculated 210Pb/226Ra-ages versus depth in the sta-

lagmite. The data can be explained in two ways: (i) by two

growth periods with axial growth rates of 5.3 and 2.6 mm/

year; or (ii) the oldest one is subdivided in three episodes with

respective growth rates of 5.5, 2.2 and 7.2 mm/year (dashed
lines). Figure is from Condomines and Rihs (2006) with permis-

sion from Elsevier
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with other divalent cations (Ca, Sr, Ba), the closed-

system assumption with respect to Ra is very reason-

able. Equations (37.7) and (37.9) assume that the sys-

tem is closed with respect to 210Pb and 226Ra. While it

is highly unlikely that 210Pb will move out or move

into the system, the only noble gas in the 238U-decay

chain, 222Rn, could escape when it undergoes recoil,

resulting in loss of 210Pb and hence, a younger age

estimate. The recoil range of 222Rn when 226Ra under-

goes alpha decay is ~0.04 mm (e.g., Rama and Moore

1984) and hence only a small fraction (upper 40 nm) of

Rn produced can escape due to recoil out of the min-

eral, assuming that 226Ra is incorporated uniformly in

the lattice structure. However, if there is large amounts

of nanocracks (as was proposed by Rama and Moore

1984 for various natural minerals) or extensive radia-

tion damage due to nuclei-, alpha, and fission-recoil

tracks (e.g., Garver and Baskaran 2004) in bivalves,

then, these cracks/tracks could serve as conduits for

the leakage of 222Rn and hence leakage from >40 nm

from the surface could be significant, although the

radiation damage is expected to be extremely low

due to the relatively low U content and younger age

of the samples. However, the role of nanopores from

mineral has been challenged (Krishnaswami and

Seidemann 1988).

Ages obtained using (37.8) are compared to the

ages calculated from the collection record for 17 sam-

ples comprising of 9 different species collected in the

Gulf and Atlantic coasts of US in Fig. 37.6. The 226Ra

concentrations in those 9 species varied between 2.0

and 15.9 Bq/kg. The concentrations of 226Ra in one

species collected from different bays as well species

collected from one bay vary widely and are attributed

to the differences in the mineralogy of the species and

the concentrations in source waters. For example,
226Ra concentrations in 9 mollusk shells from Tampa

Bay varied between 20 and 168 Bq/kg (average ¼ 57

Bq/kg; Baskaran, unpublished data) which is about

an order of magnitude higher than those reported

from 11 other estuarine and coastal waters (Baskaran

et al. 2005) along the Gulf and Atlantic coasts. This

is primarily due to the very high dissolved 226Ra

(1.5–4.9 Bq/100 L, Swarzenski et al. 2007) in Tampa

Bay derived from phospho-gypsum deposits, com-

pared to shelf waters (typically 0.3 Bq/100 L).

Clams from hydrothermal vents have been dated

using U-Th-series radionuclides (Turekian et al. 1979,

1981, 1983). The vesicomyid clams (Catyptogena

magnifica) are considered to be typical members of

the deep-sea biological communities supported by

sulfide-oxidizing chemoautotrophic bacteria (Karl

et al. 1980; Felbeck et al. 1981). Turekian et al.

(1979) showed that there is excess 210Pb, with
210Pb/226Ra activity ratio of 3.79 � 0.20 in dead veis-

comyid clam from the Galapagos Rift. Growth rates

between clams collected at different sites in deep

ocean have been found to differ by a factor of ~500

and growth rates appear to be primarily controlled by

the rate of supply of food (Turekian et al. 1975, 1979).

A live clam collected from the Galapagos Spreading

Center had 210Pb/226Ra ratios varying between 2.85

and 4.78 along the growth layers of a vesicomyid

shell, while 226Ra concentrations varied within 15%

(n ¼ 4, between 1.4 and 1.7 mBq/g of CaCO3;

Turekian and Turekian 1981). Although the live clam

sample was cleaned by a series of washings with dilute

HCl and chips of each sample were cleaned in 30%

H2O2, yet, a plot of the 228Th/228Ra ratio versus age

indicated an initial 228Th/228Ra activity ratio of 0.4.

Since uptake of Th has been assumed to be discrimi-

nated by clam, the presence of initial 228Th (t ¼ 0)

was attributed either to trapped 228Th in the lattice site

of the growing aragonite or association of 228Th with

organic matrices within the shell which was not
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Fig. 37.6 Comparison of the ages of bivalves (9 different

species from the Gulf and Atlantic coasts along the US;

n ¼ 17) obtained using 210Pb/226Ra activity ratios with those

calculated from the collection record (taken from Baskaran et al.

2005). The error associated with 210Pb/226Ra-based method is

relatively high mainly due to low levels of 226Ra in the samples

and the analytical method used (gamma-ray spectrometry).

Diagonal line is the ideal line. All the data points fall on this

diagonal line within �1s as shown in Baskaran et al. (2005)
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removed by the cleaning procedure (Turekian et al.

1975, 1979; Turekian and Cochran 1981). The
210Pb/226Ra activity ratios in a live vesicomyid clam

from the 21�N East Pacific Rise hydrothermal area

varied between 3.4 and 13.4, again suggesting excess
210Pb, although 226Ra concentrations remained con-

stant within a factor of ~2 (1.1–1.7 mBq/g; Turekian

et al. 1983), suggesting incorporation and/or sorption

of variable 210Pb in the shell. Thus, the origin of the

excess 210Pb found in vesicomyid clams from the

vicinity of hydrothermal vents, either incorporation

in the lattice structure of aragonite or sorption of Pb

on to the organic film at the growth zones or sorption

on to oxyhdyroxides of Fe/Mn, remains unknown.

Absence of initial 210Pb in other mollusks suggests

that either sorption of 210Pb on to Fe/Mn oxyhydrox-

ides or on to organic film seems to be the cause for the

presence of excess 210Pb. Further study on the micro-

structural properties of different species of mollusks

(both aragonitic and calcitic species) could provide

insight into the mechanism(s) of Pb incorporation.

37.3.5.2 Dating of Fish Bones

Since the pioneering work on age determination of fish

otoliths using 210Pb/226Ra by Bennett et al. (1982), a

large number of studies have been conducted. Age

distribution of a fish population is critically needed

for fishery management. The total number of growth-

zones is normally determined either by the whole

otolith technique (counting external growth-zones) or

otolith section technique (examination of otolith

cross-sections). One of the fundamental questions is

whether the growth-zones are yearly bands or not. The

growth increment age determination method has lim-

ited applicability to deep-water or long-lived fishes

(Mace et al. 1990; McFarlane and Beamish 1995). In

cases such as shortraker fish, the growth zones in the

otoliths are difficult to interpret, as light and dark

growth zones may have irregular spatial patterns

that bring into question whether they are annual

marks (Hutchinson et al. 2007). The 210Pb/226Ra dis-

equilibria method has been successfully employed

to date otoliths in about a dozen different species

(deep sea rock fish (Sebastolobus altivelis and S. alas-

canus, Kline 1996); S. diploproa (Bennett et al. 1982);
redfish (Sebastes mentella, Campana et al. 1990);

Orange roughy (Hoplostethus atlanticus, Fenton

et al. 1991; Smith et al. 1995); Sable fish (Anoplopoma

fimbria, Kastelle et al. 1994); blue grenadier (Macrur-
onus novaezelandiae, Fenton and Short 1995); tropical

snapper (Lutjanidae, Milton et al. 1995); warty oreo

(Allocyttus verrucosus, Stewart et al. 1995); bank

rockfish (Sebastes rufus); Pacific grenadier (Cory-

phaenoides acrolepis, Andrews et al. 1999b)).
There are two assumptions involved with the dating

of the otoliths: (i) closed system (see Sect. 37.3.2) with

respect to 210Pb and 226Ra and its daughter products,

which implies that all 210Pb produced from the decay

of 226Ra is retained within the system (no leakage of
222Rn; and ii) the initial activity of 210Pb = 0 or it is

precisely known). In the case of otoliths, the core is

generally considered to have formed near the time of

hatch. Subsequent to that, the otolith accretes forming

a new outer sheath of material having 210Pb/226Ra

ratio of ~0 while the layers below it have produced

some amounts of 210Pb from the decay of 226Ra. Thus,

it is anticipated that there will be some gradient in

the 210Pb/226Ra activity ratio from the center of otolith

to the surface at the time when the outmost sheath

is formed, resulting in age range between 0 year

(corresponding to the outermost layer) to a finite year

(corresponding to the center of the core and, the year

of hatch). Analysis of the bulk otolith sample will

thus yield an average value which will be an underes-

timate of the true age. A mass-growth model to obtain

ages of otoliths is given in Sect. 37.3.1.4 and the
210Pb/226Ra-based ages of otoliths can be obtained

using (37.11) and (37.17).

37.3.5.3 Dating of Whale Bones

For the study of whale population dynamics, key infor-

mation such as population structure, growth rates, age

at sexual maturity and maximum age are needed.

George et al. (1999) reported a wide range of ages

(1 � 6 to 211 � 35 year) on a total of 48 eye globes of

bowhead whales using the aspartic acid racimization

technique. This method involves several assumptions

affecting the age determination. Those assumptions

include presence of possible cataract disease in the

eye, presence of more asparagines residues in the eye

globe, differential racimization between different

aspartic residues, lower internal eye globe temperature

than the deep body temperature, and possible
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contamination of the eye globe with surrounding tis-

sue or blood during dissection (George et al. 1999),

and thus, validation of these ages by isotope-based

method is needed. A few attempts to date whale

bones (tympanic bullae and whale falls) have been

made with limited success (Kastelle et al. 2003; Schul-

ler et al. 2004). In the first attempt using radiometric

dating on marine mammals, Kastelle et al. (2003)

reported 210Pb/226Ra ratio to be <1 in the tympanic

bullae of four gray whales, possibly providing age

information, under the assumption that there was no

initial 210Pb and there was no metabolic turnover of Pb

in the bone. The growth zones or laminae were not

readily visible in the bullae which will be useful to

validate the age obtained by 210Pb/226Ra method (Kas-

telle et al. 2003). In one gray whale the 210Pb/226Ra

AR varied between 1.7 and 3.0, with the 226Ra con-

centration range of 0.3–0.5 mBq/g, much lower than

the other 4 samples (3.2–13.4 mBq/g). The
210Pb/226Ra AR varied between 1.6 and 8.8 in two

bowhead whales, suggesting excess 210Pb is present

in the sample. It is widely known that bones have a

strong affinity for Pb and excess 210Pb has been

reported in many other bones (e.g., sea otter bones,

Baskaran et al. 2003; Caribou and Musk Ox bone,

Hong et al. 2011). Schuller et al. (2004) assumed that

only 226Ra is retained by the bone and that the reten-

tion of 210Pb takes place only after the whale’s death.

This assumption is highly questionable for two rea-

sons: First from the time 226Ra is incorporated, it will

start producing 210Pb and hence the assumption that

initial 210Pb (at the time of death) is negligible is likely

flawed. Second, Pb is a bone seeking element and

hence high levels of Pb (including 210Pb) in mamma-

lian bones have been reported (Baskaran et al. 2003;

Hong et al. 2010). It has been shown that bone metab-

olism results in ~10% of bone remodeling in adults for

humans, unlike otoliths in fish. Some of the factors

that can affect this dating method include: (i) species

effect which depends on the physiology or bone

metabolism affecting the turnover of 210Pb; (ii) a

remodeling process throughout their life that results

in constant incorporation and release of bone 210Pb;

and (iii) differences in feeding behavior and prey type

between species. It has been shown that bowhead and

gray whales grow very fast in the first year (~4.5 m at

birth, ~8 m in 1 year and then at 0.5–1.0 m/year

thereafter; Sumich 1986; Schell and Saupe 1993).

During bone (bullae) growth, it is not clear what per-

centage of the mass is turned over since the first

deposition and whether 210Pb is incorporated during

that period. Aggressive cleaning of the bullae resulted

in low activity in the cleaning solution, indicating

sorbed 210Pb and/or 226Ra were negligible (Kastelle

et al. 2003). Assuming that the oldest original material

was formed during fetal development and the system

has remained closed (these are considered to be the

densest bones in any mammal; Ketten 1992) with

respect to mobility of Pb and Ra, then, sampling the

interior portion of the bullae will yield the age since

the whale was born. Clearly, more systematic work

needs to be done to make this method robust for whale

bones. All the inherent assumptions and uncertainties

(such as initial 210Pb ¼ 0, close system assumption

(e.g., bone turnover resulting in release of 210Pb))

need to be thoroughly investigated.

37.3.5.4 Dating of Inorganic Carbonates

in Concrete Structures

Secondary carbonate mineral growth occurs primarily

in the form of stalactites, stalagmites, flowstones

and pedogenic carbonates. Formation of secondary

carbonate mineral growths on concrete structures is

widely believed to initiate and accelerate the degrada-

tion of the structures below which it is formed. Much

of the Ca needed for the formation of CaCO3 under

concrete structures is derived from the concrete, as

there is no soil cover above the structures (Troxell

et al. 1968; Lea 1970). The suggested overall chemical

reaction that drives the formation of carbonates in

environments associated with concrete is given by

(e.g., Krishnamurthy et al. 2003):

Ca OHð Þ2 þ CO2 ! CaCO3 þH2O

When surface water containing Ca and 226Ra infil-

trates through the cracks in the bridge, Ra gets

incorporated into the carbonate that precipitates from

the flowing water. Since Pb is highly particle-reactive,

it is likely that the initial 210Pb is 0 and it grows towards

equilibrium from 226Ra and thus, the 210Pb-226Ra dis-

equilibrium can be utilized to date the age of concrete-

derived carbonate mineral collected under the bridge.

If the formation of the carbonate takes place shortly

after the formation of the bridge, then, the oldest age

obtained can be compared to the age of the bridge. The
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ages of 5 samples from flowstones and stalactite sam-

ples collected from a bridge in Michigan is given in

Fig. 37.7. The dates were obtained on composite sam-

ple and hence the date is an average age and thus can

be considered as a minimum age (Krishnamurthy et al.

2003). The age of the longer stalactite yielded an

age of 64 � 23 years (Fig. 37.7). The time elapsed

between the collection of sample (1998) and construc-

tion of the bridge (1931) is 67 years, the age seems to

suggest the stalactite started forming within a few

years after the bridge construction. The ages of flow-

stones are much younger than the stalactites suggest-

ing that the flowstone was formed much later in the

degradation process. Although there is only one study

and the scope was limited, more thorough study from

other bridges are needed. This study holds the promise

of providing valuable information on the timing of the

onset of degradation of the concrete structures.

37.4 Future Directions

From the studies conducted so far, there are several

outstanding issues that need further investigation.

Although a number of researchers have dated recent

corals based on excess 210Pb method, it is not clear if

the 210Pb is incorporated into the lattice or it is

adsorbed on to the organic tissue which is present in

the outermost layers in corals. There is no data on how

the concentration and composition of these organic

layers affects the adsorption of 210Pb. The temporal

variations of organic tissue decomposition on corals

also remain unknown. Recent (<150 years) clams

collected in the hydrothermal vent areas have been

reported to have 210Pb/226Ra activity ratios of

3.4–13.4 while mollusks collected near coastal areas

and lakes have ratios <1.0. It is not clear what causes

the former high values. They may result, for example,

from sorption of 210Pb onto the organic film at the

growth zones and/or sorption on to oxyhydroxides

of Fe/Mn. There are very limited studies on the

growth rate/age determination of recently growing

speleothems. The factors that can affect these ages

include: non-uniform growth rate over the time-scales

of interest, a hiatus in the growth rate, variations in

the 222Rn concentrations of the groundwater that dis-

charges via stalactites in the cave ceiling and varia-

tions in the discharge rates of groundwater, resulting

in variations of the contact time of 222Rn atoms at the

tip of the soda-straw stalactite or at the outmost layer

of the icicle stalactite. Calibration of the historical data

on temperature, amount of precipitation, and vege-

tation changes with proxy data obtained from spe-

leothems that are <100–150 years old will put this

branch of earth science on a firmer footing in the use of

speleothems for much longer time scales. Dating of

whale bones is still in its infancy and it is not clear how
210Pb is deficient (i.e., 210Pbinitial activity ¼ 0) in

bones compared to 226Ra when bones have a high

tendency to accumulate Pb. More systematic studies

are needed to determine if the 210Pb/226Ra disequilib-

rium method can be employed at all to date mamma-

lian bones. Indeed, if there is excess 210Pb and the

activity is known in bones at the time of death, we

can utilize that bone by excess 210Pb dating method

(assuming that bone remains as a closed system after

the animal’s death) to determine the time elapsed since

the death of the animal. So far, no attempts have been

made in this direction. Secondary carbonate minerals

occurring below bridges could serve as a powerful

proxy to provide information on when the structure

has begun to degrade, but more studies linking the age

of the bridge (time elapsed from time when it was built

to present) to the present condition of the bridge and

the age of CaCO3 formed under the bridge need to be

conducted.
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Fig. 37.7 Cross sectional views of the flowstones and stalactite

specimens from the Michigan site along with their 210Pb dates.

The arrows indicate the spots of sampling for radionuclide

analysis. Figure is taken from Krishnamurthy et al. (2003)
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Chapter 38

Isotope Dendroclimatology: A Review with a Special
Emphasis on Tropics

S.R. Managave and R. Ramesh

Abstract Isotope dendroclimatological investigations

have yielded crucial high-resolution climatic data

spanning the past few centuries. The success of using

stable isotope ratios of oxygen (d18O) and hydrogen

(dD) of tree cellulose for reconstructing past climate

depends to a large extent upon the strength of the

correlation between d18O (and dD) of rainfall and the

amount of precipitation (in the tropics) or ambient

temperature (mid to high latitudes). The usefulness

of carbon isotope ratios (d13C) on the other hand,

depends upon the extent to which stomatal conduc-

tance is influenced by relative humidity and soil mois-

ture, and the dependence of photosynthetic rate on

light intensity. Temperature indirectly affects the

d13C values of tree cellulose through its association

with relative humidity and/or irradiance. These condi-

tions put geographical constraints on suitable locations

for isotope dendroclimatological investigations.

The composition of tree cellulose is affected by

various isotopic fractionation processes occurring dur-

ing and post photosynthesis. A reasonable mechanistic

understanding of the former has been achieved while

that of the latter is still inadequate. Improved quan-

titative understanding of various eco-physiological

processes affecting isotopic fractionation and faster

cellulose extraction techniques developed recently

have made intra-annual isotopic studies increasingly

valuable. Intra-molecular isotopic techniques too are

being developed for resolving the stem cellulose iso-

topic ratio into signals associated with the source

water (related to temperature/precipitation) and leaf

water (relative humidity).

Issues related to temporally and spatially varying

correlations between the isotopic composition of pre-

cipitation and climatic parameters (e.g. temperature

and amount of precipitation) and the influence of

post-photosynthetic effects of plant physiological fac-

tors on the isotopic composition of tree cellulose need

to be resolved for the optimization of past climatic

reconstruction using the stable isotopic compositions

of tree cellulose.

38.1 Introduction

Among the proxies (e.g. ice cores, lake sediments,

corals and speleothems) suitable for reconstruction of

past climate, tree rings have unique advantages: they

have a wide geographic distribution, preserve a con-

tinuous record, are annually resolved, and thus easily

dated by ring-counting. Seasonality in the growth of

trees driven by the ambient environment can result

in discernible annual growth rings in trees. Individual

tree rings faithfully record contemporary environ-

mental signatures, and hence help decipher climatic

variations over the life-span of the tree. In dendrochro-

nology, cross-dating, a method of matching ring pat-

terns of live trees with that of dead trees and wood

fragments derived from archeological sites and histor-

ical buildings (e.g. Fritts 1976), is used to extend back

the tree-ring record for the past several 1,000 years.

Some of the longest records are the bristlecone pine

(Pinus aristata and Pinus longaeva) chronology

from the White Mountains, California, USA, spanning

a period over 8,700 years (Ferguson and Graybill 1983)

and the oak (Quercus robur and Quercus petraea)
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chronology from Germany, now going back to approx-

imately 9,200 years (Becker and Schmidt 1989). In the

early years of dendroclimatology, mostly variations in

the ring-width were used for climate reconstruction.

For example, in the trees from high latitude/altitude

regions, wider (narrower) rings corresponded to higher

(lower) temperature/precipitation. However, this sim-

ple relationship between width and climate is con-

founded by a variety of site specific non-climatic

factors such as light availability, topography, soil

type and forest thinning, ecological parameters (pest/

insect infestations) and also genetic variability among

trees of the same species (e.g. Fritts 1976; Cook 1990;

Kress et al. 2009).

During the synthesis of plant biomass, various eco-

physiological and climatological processes affect its

stable isotope ratios of carbon (d13C), hydrogen (dD)
and oxygen (d18O). The isotopic composition of tree

rings is believed to be less influenced by biological

and ecological parameters relative to ring-widths and

could be more effective in climate reconstruction. For

example, Rowell et al. (2009) observed a significant

genetic variability in ring-width but not in d13C of

cellulose of P. radiata growing in water-stressed con-

ditions. Sano et al. (2010) observed that tree cellulose

d18O was much more sensitive to rainfall fluctuations

than ring-width and ring-density, the typical den-

droclimatological parameters. Further, the isotopic

records of tree rings can preserve low-frequency var-

iations in climate (Gagen et al. 2007), difficult to

discern from the ring-width record due to the “segment

length curse” (the loss of low-frequency climate infor-

mation as a result of detrending methods used to

remove the age trend). It has been shown by previous

studies (Schiegl 1974; Gray and Thompson 1976;

Epstein and Yapp 1977; Burk and Stuiver 1981;

Ramesh et al. 1985; Lipp et al. 1991; Feng and Epstein

1994; McCarroll and Loader 2004 and references

therein; Treydte et al. 2006; Loader et al. 2008) that

the isotopic records of oxygen and hydrogen of cellu-

lose from individual growth rings can be successfully

used as proxies for climatic parameters such as rain-

fall, humidity and temperature.

Some of the earlier reviews dealing with this sub-

ject were written by Ramesh et al. (1986a), Farquhar

et al. (1989), Dawson et al. (2002), McCarroll and

Loader (2004), Hobbie and Werner (2004), McCarroll

and Loader (2006), Barbour (2007), Robertson et al.

(2008), Sternberg (2009). Several chapters in Griffiths

(1998) and Dawson and Siegwolf (2007) deal with the

climatic and plant physiological aspects of isotope

dendroclimatology. In this review, we highlight some

of the recent developments pertinent to the interpreta-

tion of isotopic composition of tree cellulose, a pre-

ferred component of wood for isotope studies, for

reconstructing past climate with a special emphasis

on the monsoon tropics. The studies related to the

interpretations of d18O and d13C of tree cellulose are

dealt with separately. As d18O and dD variations in

tree cellulose carry similar information, dD variations

are not discussed.

Isotopic compositions of oxygen and carbon in a

sample are conventionally reported in the delta (d)
notation as deviations in parts per mil from the isoto-

pic ratios of an internationally accepted standard:

d ¼ Rsample

Rstandard

� 1

� �
� 1; 000; (38.1)

where R is ratio of abundances of heavy and light iso-

topes (e.g. 18O/16O, 13C/12C). d18O of the sample are

reported relative to VSMOW (Vienna Standard Mean

OceanWater, 18O/16O ¼ 0.0020052)while d13C values

are reported with respect to VPDB (Vienna Pee Dee

Belemnite, 13C/12C ¼ 0.0112372) (Mook 2006).

38.2 Oxygen Isotope Studies: Factors
Influencing d18O of Tree Cellulose

The oxygen isotope composition (d18O) of plants is

affected by various physiological and environmental/

climatic processes (Fig. 38.1). It mainly depends upon

d18O of the source water, the level of evaporative

enrichment of the source water in the leaf during

transpiration, biochemical fractionation associated

with the synthesis of sucrose in the leaf and the extent

of exchange between carbohydrate and xylem water

during cellulose synthesis. Since d18O of precipitation

is directly related to temperature at mid to high lati-

tudes (Dansgaard 1964) and the amount of precipita-

tion in the tropics (Dansgaard 1964; Rozanski et al.

1993; Yadava et al. 2007; Schmidt et al. 2007; Bowen

2008), it is possible to use tree cellulose d18O as a

powerful tool to reconstruct past climate. A brief

description of processes that govern the above factors

follows.
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38.2.1 Atmospheric/Environmental
Processes

This section describes atmospheric and environmental

factors influencing plant cellulose d18O. Among these,

d18O of precipitation and atmospheric water vapor,

and relative humidity are important atmospheric fac-

tors whereas soil hydrological processes are crucial

environmental factors. d18O of precipitation and its

subsequent evolution during various soil hydrological

processes determine d18O of water trees take up

through roots and use for photosynthesis. d18O of

water vapor and relative humidity modify the source

water d18O during transpiration. As this modified

water is actually used for photosynthesis, a good

knowledge of what decides d18O of local precipitation

and atmospheric water vapor, and changes in relative

humidity during the growing season are required to

interpret the tree cellulose d18O record.

38.2.1.1 d18O of Precipitation

A detailed account of word-wide variation in the d18O
and dD of rainfall since 1961 is maintained by the

Global Network “Isotopes in Precipitation” (GNIP)

(IAEA/WMO 2006: http://isohis.iaea.org). On the

global scale, d18O of precipitation is largely governed

by ambient temperature. Decreasing temperature

results in reducing saturation vapor pressure of air

and drives the rainout process. As a result, the progres-

sive precipitation associated with still lower tempera-

tures becomes increasingly depleted in 18O. Dansgaard

(1964) demonstrated a linear relationship between sur-

face air temperature ðTannualÞ and d18O of mean annual

precipitation ðd18OaÞ on the global scale as

d18Oa ¼ 0:695Tannual � 13:6: (38.2)

In the tropics, the typical relationship between d18O
of rainfall and surface air temperature is oversha-

dowed by the amount effect, an inverse relationship

between d18O of rainfall and amount of precipitation

on the monthly (Dansgaard 1964; Rozanski et al.

1993) or individual rain event (Miyake et al. 1968;

Yadava et al. 2007) scale. Dansgaard (1964) explained

the amount effect in terms of (1) fractional removal

of heavy isotopes in the rain; (2) equilibration of

light rain (smaller drops) with enriched vapor below

the cloud base; and (3) higher relative loss of light

isotopes when raindrops evaporate below the cloud

base in arid region. A recent model by Risi et al.

(2008) suggests reevaporation of the falling rain, and

Fig. 38.1 Plant physiological and environmental/climatic factors influencing oxygen isotope ratios of plant cellulose
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diffusive exchange with the surrounding vapor, and

recycling of the subcloud layer vapor feeding the

convective system as the likely causes for the amount

effect. Yurtsever and Gat (1981) analyzed rainfall and

its isotopic composition at 14 island stations in the

equatorial belt, and found a linear relationship (linear

correlation coefficient r ¼ 0.87) between mean

monthly d18O of rainfall (d18Om) and mean monthly

rainfall amount (Pm)

d18Om ¼ ð � 0:015� 0:002ÞPm � ð0:47� 0:42Þ:
(38.3)

The average rate of depletion in d18O of rainfall with

increase in monthly rain amount was �1.5 � 0.2‰
for 100 mm. This amount effect prevails in the precipi-

tation in south and south-east Asia (Araguás-Araguás

et al. 1998). Yadava and Ramesh (2005) measured

rainfall amount and its d18O for all monsoon rain

events in 1999 at Jharsuguda (22�N, 84�E), central
India, and found a depletion rate of �9.2 � 1.1‰ per

100 mm rain for individual rain events and �2.2 �
0.8‰ per 100 mm of rain for monthly total rainfall.

The correlation of d18O of precipitation with air tem-

perature (amount of precipitation) is mostly prevalent

poleward (equatorward) of 30�N/S (Fig. 38.2, Bowen

2008). More than 66% of the total stations with

recorded isotope data of precipitation, and more than

80% of the earth’s land surface exhibit relationships

between climate variables (temperature and precipi-

tation amount) and the isotopic composition of preci-

pitation (Bowen 2008). Figure 38.2 exhibits regions

where temperature and amount of precipitation corre-

late with d18O of precipitation. Trees growing in such

areas are likely to preserve information on past precip-

itation/temperature, and are most suited for isotope

dendroclimatology.

Rainout is a process by which a moving air mass

loses its water vapor through precipitation and the

remaining vapor becomes progressively depleted in
18O. If at each stage within the cloud there is isotopic

equilibrium between rain and vapor, d18O (and dD) of
a moving air parcel can be modeled by Rayleigh

fractionation (Clark and Fritz 1997)

d18Ovðf Þ ¼ do18Ov þ e18Ol�v. lnf ; (38.4)

where d18OVðf Þ and do18OV are d18O of the residual

fraction fof water vapor and the initial water vapor,

respectively; e18Ol�v the oxygen isotopic fraction-

ation factor between the rain and vapor expressed in

per mil (‰) units. At about 25�C, d18O of accom-

panying rainfall is about 9‰ higher relative to the

vapor. An example of rainout effect in the Asian

region is illustrated by Araguás-Araguás et al.

(1998), who showed a progressive depletion of d18O
of rainfall along the trajectory of Pacific monsoon

from Haikou and Hong Kong (south of China) to

Lhasa (Tibetan plateau) where d18O of rainwater

changed from �7.2 to �18.3‰, demonstrating the

“continental” effect.

In addition to the amount and rainout (continental)

effects, d18O of precipitation also changes with season

(Fig. 38.3), plausibly implying different sources of

vapor. In India, the southwest (SW) and northeast

(NE) monsoons have different isotopic signatures

(Geeta Rajagopalan 1996). Yadava et al. (2007) ana-

lyzed d18O of daily rains for 2 years at Mangalore

(12.53�N and 74.52�E), which receives both the mon-

soons and showed that the NE monsoon precipitation

is relatively more depleted in 18O. This contrasts with

observations elsewhere in Southeast Asia, where sum-

mer rains are depleted in 18O relative to winter rains

(Fig. 38.3, Araguás-Araguás et al. 1998).

38.2.1.2 d18O of Atmospheric Vapor

d18O of atmospheric water vapor is one of the factors

that decide the d18O of leaf water and its effectiveness

increases with relative humidity (Roden et al. 2000).

Higher relative humidity facilitates towards achieving

isotopic equilibration of atmospheric water vapor with

leaf water. Unfortunately, the isotopic composition

of the atmospheric water vapor has not been monitored

as extensively as that of precipitation. In general,

atmospheric vapor is assumed to be in isotopic equi-

librium with local rainwater and its isotopic composi-

tion calculated using the corresponding equilibrium

fractionation factor. It is known that d18O of atmo-

spheric water vapor depends upon the moisture source

and its interaction with the surface (Gat 1996; Tian

et al. 2007). Further, mixing of water vapor from

ocean and local evaporation is likely to affect d18O
of local atmospheric water vapor. Srivastava (2009)

found the atmospheric water vapor, in general, to be

in equilibrium with ambient rain during the Indian

monsoon.
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38.2.1.3 Relative Humidity

Atmospheric relative humidity too plays an important

role in governing d18O of cellulose. During transpira-

tion, lower ambient relative humidity increases the

evaporative enrichment of 18O in leaf water, which,

in turn leads to the synthesis of cellulose enriched

in 18O. It has been shown that in drier locations soil

moisture deficit affects the d18O of cellulose (Saurer

et al. 1997; Roden et al. 2005) as well.

In the tropics, quite often there might be a correla-

tion between rainfall and relative humidity. If so, past

Fig. 38.2 Significance

level of correlation between

long-term monthly average

precipitation d18O and

climatological parameters.

(a, b) Stations and grid area

with significant (p < 0.05;

black dots and dark gray
shading) and no significant

(white dots, light gray
shading) correlation
between temperature

(a) or precipitation
amount (b) and d18O.
(c, d) Mode (white
indicates temperature;

black indicates
precipitation) of the

strongest climatological

correlation at all stations

(c) or grid points with one

or more significant

correlation (d) (from
Bowen 2008)
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rainfall could be reconstructed even in the case when

the amount effect is absent or only weakly present;

higher rainfall, through its effect on relative humidity,

would result in lower enrichment of the leaf water

d18O and that of the subsequently formed cellulose.

Further, changes in the atmospheric circulation pat-

tern, especially with the movement of the Inter Tropi-

cal Convergence Zone (ITCZ), can induce seasonal

variation in relative humidity in some parts of the

tropics (Managave et al. 2010d).

38.2.1.4 Soil Hydrological Processes

While rain water is the source water for plants, various

subsequent soil hydrological processes operating on

the percolated rain water decide the d18O of water

available to plant. Understanding and quantification

of soil hydrological processes (viz. water percolation

in soil and its evaporation), however, is yet to receive

sufficient attention in dendroclimatology.

The isotopic composition of soil water primarily

depends upon the isotopic composition of precipitation

and ground water. In addition, environmental factors

(viz. relative humidity, solar irradiance), through their

effect on evaporation of soil water, also affect the

isotopic composition of soil water. Spatial and tempo-

ral heterogeneity in the isotopic composition of soil

water has been reported. Barnes and Allison (1989)

showed that an isotopic gradient exists in soil water

due to evaporation in the upper part of the soil. The

shape of this profile depends upon soil moisture con-

tent, soil texture, and changing isotopic composition

and amount of precipitation; the maximum heteroge-

neity in d18O and dD of soil water is observed at the

soil surface and it gradually decreases with depth.

Tang and Feng (2001) conducted a detailed field

investigation of these effects in Hanover, NH, USA,

where precipitation is more evenly distributed through-

out the year, with isotopically enriched summer and

depleted winter rainfall. By measuring the temporal

variation in the isotopic composition of rainwater, soil

water at different depths and twig water from a maple

tree, they demonstrated that (1) soil water isotopic

composition is much less variable than that of precipi-

tation, implying mixing of water from various precipi-

tation events; (2) evaporation isotopically enriches the

surface soil water; (3) water from summer rains gradu-

ally replaces water of winter precipitation, the extent

of which depends upon the intensity and frequency

of summer precipitation; its influence decreases with

depth; and (4) d18O of twig water reflects that of the

soil water that has experienced evaporation.

Tsuji et al. (2006), in their study of d18O of coex-

isting tree species in Hokkaido, Japan, have shown the

importance of the rooting system of plants in con-

trolling the plant’s isotopic composition: water uptake

characteristics of plants in the rhizosphere (a part of

soil affected by root system), in addition to the soil

water processes, ultimately decide the tree cellulose

isotopic composition. They found that shallow-rooted

tree species (spruce) responded to d18O of summer

Fig. 38.3 Spatial distribution of the

difference (d18Osummer-d
18Owinter) at Asian

stations. The dashed line separates the area
of positive and negative values of the

difference, and coincides with the

maximum northward extent of the

Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) in

the region during summer (from Araguás-

Araguás et al. 1998)
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precipitation unlike deep-rooted (oak) trees, which

may not sample summer precipitation.

Isotopic analysis of xylem water in conjunction

with those of rain and ground water helps study

water utilization by plants. White et al. (1985) have

shown that a single white pine (Pinus Strobus) tree

could rapidly (within 3 days) switch its uptake from

shallower surface rain water to deeper groundwater.

Dawson and Ehleringer (1991), on the contrary,

showed that mature riparian trees growing close

to perennial streams use little or no stream water,

but instead prefer ground water. They explained this

behavior in terms of mature trees preferring reliable

ground water instead of unreliable surface or rain

water. The source water for the tree may change with

its age. Dawson (1996) showed that older (larger) Acer
saccharum trees had access to both shallow soil and

ground water while younger (smaller) trees of the

species depended on shallow soil water. Such results

are important as different sources of water often have

different isotopic compositions and decide the isotopic

composition of tree cellulose.

38.2.2 Modeling Plant Physiological
Processes Affecting Cellulose d18O

Trees take up the soil water through roots with little

isotopic fractionation (White et al. 1985) and transport

it to the leaf through the xylem. Analysis of xylem

water/cellulose shows (Ehleringer and Dawson 1992;

Lin et al. 1996; Schwinning et al. 2002; Evans and

Schrag 2004) that plants do preserve the isotopic com-

position of precipitation. The extent of isotopic enrich-

ment of the leaf water depends primarily upon vapor

pressure difference between the intercellular air space

of the leaf and ambient air, which in turn depends upon

the leaf and air temperature, and relative humidity.

Effect of relative humidity on the evaporative isotopic

enrichment of the leaf water is lower at higher ambient

humidity (e.g. monsoon), a condition often character-

istic of the main growing season in the tropics. But at

higher ambient humidity, the isotopic composition of

atmospheric water vapor through its exchange with the

leaf water becomes important. During the drier late

growing season (e.g. post-monsoon), lower humidity

creates higher vapor pressure gradients across the

leaf, which results in a higher evaporative isotopic

enrichment of the leaf water. Variation in the isotopic

composition of the leaf water (and hence that of cellu-

lose synthesized from it) depends upon the isotopic

composition of source water (therefore a function of

ambient temperature or amount of precipitation) and

the extent of isotopic enrichment of leaf water due to

evaporation (therefore a function of ambient relative

humidity).

Plant physiological models (e.g. Flanagan et al.

1991; Saurer et al. 1997; Farquhar et al. 1998; Barbour

and Farquhar 2000; Roden et al. 2000; Barbour et al.

2004; Ogée et al. 2009) are useful for the quantitative

interpretation of the isotopic composition of plant

cellulose.

Various models have been proposed to calculate the

isotopic composition of the leaf water. Such models

are based on detailed theoretical as well as laboratory

experiments. Based on the model of Craig and Gordon

(1965) describing isotopic fractionation during evapo-

ration from an open surface and then incorporating

leaf boundary layer effects and diffusion through sto-

mata, Dongmann et al. (1974) and Flanagan et al.

(1991) expressed the isotopic composition of the leaf

water (Rwl) as

Rwl ¼ a� akRwx

ei � es

ei

� �
þ akbRwx

es � ea

ei

� ��

þRa

ea

ei

� ��
;

(38.5)

where Rwl, Rwx and Ra refer to isotopic ratios

(18O/16O) of leaf water, xylem water and bulk air,

respectively; water vapor pressure of intercellular

leaf space is ei, of leaf surface is es and of bulk air is

ea; a*, ak, and akb are respectively liquid-vapor equi-

librium and kinetic fractionation factors associated

with the leaf, and leaf-air boundary layer.

Alternatively, d18O of the leaf water at the site of

evaporation ðD18OeÞ with respect to that of the source

water was written by Farquhar and Lloyd (1993) as

D18Oe ¼ e� þ ek þ ðD18Ov � ekÞea=ei; (38.6)

where e� and ek are equilibrium and kinetic frac-

tionation factors, respectively. D18Ov is d18O of

atmospheric water vapor relative to the source water.

ea and ei are the same as described earlier.
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In (38.5) and (38.6), ei depends upon the leaf tem-

perature, generally assumed to be the same or linearly

related to the ambient temperature. However, Helliker

and Richter (2008), based on tree-ring d18O data

across the latitudinal range of 50�, demonstrated

the possible role of plant physiology in moderating

leaf temperature with respect to ambient temperature,

wherein a constant value of the leaf temperature

(21.4 � 2.2�C) was observed across a range 50� of

latitude from boreal to subtropical biomes.

The isotopic composition of the leaf water calcu-

lated using the above (38.5) and (38.6) is more

enriched than that of the observed bulk leaf water

due to the Péclet effect – transpirational advection of
18O depleted (xylem) water to the evaporating site

opposed by the backward diffusion of 18O enriched

water from the leaf (Farquhar and Lloyd 1993). The

model of Barbour et al. (2004) includes the Péclet

effect. Determining the Péclet number for different

tree species involves the measurement of effective

path length; a model parameter that accounts for the

discrepancy between the d18O values predicted by the

Craig-Gordon model and measured bulk leaf water.

Generally, a detailed knowledge of the Péclet number

for a given species and for any part of the growing

season is unavailable. This difficulty is usually cir-

cumvented by either assuming a reasonable value of

the effective path length (and Péclet number) or by

using models (e.g. Roden et al. 2000) that ignore

the Péclet effect. The results of the latter option

are interpreted keeping in mind that the leaf water in

such models could be somewhat enriched in 18O

relative to actual values. This might be preferable

until the Péclet number for more species of trees

during various times of the growing season are care-

fully measured.

Sucrose formed by photosynthesis in the leaf

carries the isotopic composition of the leaf water,

modified by the Péclet effect. Subsequent biochemical

pathways leading to formation of cellulose are des-

cribed by Farquhar et al. (1998). Based on review of

available data in literature, Sternberg (1989) reported

a value of 27 � 3‰ as the enrichment for cellulose

d18O of exchangeable oxygen in carbohydrate relative

to the water at site of synthesis. Further, it has been

shown (Sternberg et al. 1986; Saurer et al. 1997) that

45% of oxygen in cellulose is expected to exchange

with (xylem) water during synthesis of cellulose from

sucrose. This implies that ~55% of oxygen atoms in

cellulose carry the signature of evaporation (and hence

relative humidity conditions) taking place in the leaf.

Roden et al. (2000) outlined a mechanistic model

for interpreting d18O and dD of tree cellulose. Their

model considers exchange of oxygen atoms of sucrose

with the medium (xylem) water during synthesis of

cellulose. In their model, the final isotope composition

of tree celluloseð d18OcxÞis given by

d18Ocx ¼ fO � (d18Owx þ eOÞ
þ ð1�fO) � (d18Owl þ eOÞ; (38.7)

Where fO is the fraction of oxygen that undergoes

exchange with medium water, d18Owxis xylem

water, d18Owl refers to d18O of leaf water at the site

of sucrose synthesis and eO, the biochemical fraction-

ation factor. The authors estimated fO to be ~0.42

based on model and experimental results.

It can be seen from (38.5) to (38.7) that the ea=ei
ratio, hence atmospheric relative humidity, and d18O
of precipitation play a crucial role deciding d18O of

cellulose. The importance of relative humidity in

deciding plant d18O is highlighted by Sheshshayee

et al. (2005). In the tropics, there is enough variation

in relative humidity during growing season to leave

its imprint on the isotopic composition of cellulose

(Geeta Rajagopalan et al. 1999). Likewise, as a result

of the amount effect, precipitation amount is also

expected to affect tree cellulose d18O.
The interpretation of cellulose d18O data from tro-

pics, however, may not be straight-forward; factors

such as the duration of the growing season in relation

to seasonal changes in relative humidity, and the

strength of the amount effect in rainfall are likely to

influence d18O values of trees. Managave et al. (2010d)

showed varying response of cellulose d18O of teak

trees in differing monsoon environments to monsoon

rainfall. Their work underscored the importance of

considering movement of the ITCZ and associated

changes in relative humidity and isotopic composition

of rainfall while interpreting isotopic record of tropical

trees. Teak from southern India shows a significant

negative correlation with the amount of rainfall, plau-

sibly because of a more pronounced amount effect in

the region. Cellulose d18O of teak trees from western

and central India show a significant positive correla-

tion with the amount of rainfall, contrary to expecta-

tion. The positive correlation between teak cellulose
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dD and local rainfall record has been also demon-

strated for teak from western India by Ramesh et al.

(1989). This is possibly a result of rainfall-induced

changes in the length of growing season in relation to

the movement of the ITCZ. In India, the movement of

the ITCZ divides the growing season into two parts: the

humid monsoon period when the southwesterly oce-

anic air mass brings moisture to the continent and the

(relatively) dry post-monsoon period dominated by

northeasterly flowing continental air mass. Higher

rainfall leads to lengthening of the growing season

and teak grows until a period of the lower relative

humidity (post-monsoon season) leading to more

evaporative enrichment of the leaf water in 18O and

hence higher cellulose d18O values.

38.3 Carbon Isotopes in Trees

Isotopic composition of carbon fixed during photosyn-

thesis of C3 plant material (d13CPlant) depends mainly

upon factors that control the CO2 concentration inside

the leaf and d13C of atmospheric air. Figure 38.4 illus-

trates various factors influencing d13C of plant cellu-

lose. Farquhar et al. (1982) proposed an equation for

the d13C of plant material (d13CPlant) as

d13CPlant ¼ d13CAir�a�ðb�aÞðci=caÞ; (38.8)

where a and b are constants and represent respectively

the carbon isotope fractionations during the diffusion

of CO2 through stomata (4.4‰), and during enzymatic

CO2 fixation (27‰); ci=ca is the ratio of the inter-

cellular to atmospheric CO2 concentration; d
13CAir is

d13C of atmospheric CO2; ci is further related to the

(photosynthetic) assimilation rate of CO2 (A) and

stomatal conductance ðgsÞ in the following way.

ci ¼ ca � A=gs: (38.9)

Thus the main climatic parameters influencing d13C
of carbon fixed during photosynthesis are those

controlling gs and A. Dominant factors controlling gs
are relative humidity, temperature and soil moisture

content whereas A depends on the photon flux as well.

In the moist, high altitude environments d13CPlant is

governed by photosynthetic rate (Gagen et al. 2007)

whereas gs controls d13CPlant at drier environment.

Seasonal soil moisture status is shown to affect sea-

sonal variations in d13C of tree rings (Leavitt 2002,

2007). Cloud amount can modulate photon flux

thereby affecting A and hence ci and d13Cplant. This

was illustrated by Ramesh et al. (1986b) who observed

a negative correlation between cellulose d13C and

cloud cover. The effect of cloud cover over the tropics

in limiting light availability for photosynthesis is illu-

strated by Graham et al. (2003), who showed that the

heavy cloud cover associated with La Niña in the

Fig. 38.4 Plant physiological and environmental/climatic factors influencing carbon isotope ratios of tree
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Republic of Panama resulted in the reduction of pho-

tosynthesis and vegetation growth. It was also reported

that at a given site both the net radiation and vapor

pressure deficit could affect d13C variations of tree

cellulose (Vaganov et al. 2009). Diefendorf (2010)

found that on the global scale carbon isotope frac-

tionation during assimilation by plants is correlated

with mean annual precipitation indicating water-

supply-mediated stomatal control on the leaf-gas

exchange processes as a dominant factor.

38.3.1 Non-Climatic Factors Influencing
d13C of Tree Rings

In addition to plant physiological responses, d13Cplant

values are affected by d13Catm and its concentration

ðcaÞ, both changing over the industrial period. Addi-

tion of fossil fuel carbon to the atmosphere has

decreased the d13Catm throughout the industrial period

(Suess effect), with the decrease of 1.52‰ during AD

1850–1998 (McCarroll and Loader 2004). A calibra-

tion of the d13C record of tree rings with ambient

climatic parameters, without due attention to increas-

ing ca and depleting d13Catm is likely to lead to an

erroneous reconstruction of past climate.

The post-AD 1850 decline observed in d13C record

of trees cannot be fully accounted by the decrease in

d13Catm alone (Waterhouse et al. 2004; Gagen et al.

2007; Loader et al. 2007). Changes in the plant physio-

logical response of trees to the increased CO2 concen-

tration could also be a likely reason. Before relating the

observed tree ring d13C variations to meteorological

data, it is necessary to remove the changes in tree ring

d13C values induced by both the declining d13Catm

values and increasing ca. A correction for the decrease

in d13Catm due to the Suess effect is made either by

fitting a smooth curve to tree ring d13C variation and

then subtracting the fitted values (Freyer 1986) or by

subtracting the d13Catm as obtained from ice cores and

instrumental data from tree ring d13C values (McCarroll

and Loader 2004). Any remaining decreasing trend in

corrected tree ring d13C (d13Ccorr) could partly be due to

increasing ca. This is accounted by (1) considering

potential linear discrimination from �0.05 to 0.1‰
per ppm change in CO2 concentration (Treydte et al.

2009) (2) by non-linear de-trending of low frequency

d13Ccorr (e.g. McCarroll et al. 2009).

A “juvenile effect” (depleted and gradually increas-

ing d13C in the first few decades of trees) is another

non-climatic cause influencing d13C of tree rings

(Freyer and Belacy 1983; McCarroll and Pawellek

2001; Gagen et al. 2004; Anderson et al. 2005). The

explanations given for this effect are (1) trees grow in

shade during early years of growth (Francey and

Farquhar 1982) (2) trees ingest soil respired CO2,

depleted in d13C, during early age and the intake

reduces as tree gains height, and (3) reducing stomatal

conductance with age as trees gain height (McDowell

et al. 2002). It is not possible to detect the juvenile

effect of individual trees when the samples are pooled

before extraction of cellulose. If individual trees are to

be considered for d13C measurements, then the rings

corresponding to the juvenile effect are best avoided

(McCarroll and Loader 2004). This provides an advan-

tage of using non-detrended d13C series and hence no

climatic signal is lost. Alternatively, the “regional

curve standardization” technique (e.g. Briffa et al.

2001) could be used to correct for the juvenile effect

(Gagen et al. 2008). Here tree ring series are aligned

according to their cambial age and a standardized

juvenile growth trend is obtained. This trend is then

used to remove juvenile effect.

38.4 Recent Developments in Isotope
Dendroclimatology

38.4.1 Post-Photosynthetic Processes
and Isotopic Composition
of Tree Rings

In addition to the processes occurring during photo-

synthesis, post-photosynthetic processes also modify

d18O and d13C of tree cellulose. A good mechanistic

understanding has been gained on isotopic fraction-

ation during the formation of photosynthates (Farqu-

har et al. 1982; Roden et al. 2000; Barbour et al.

2004) (see (38.5), (38.6) and (38.8)). However,

understanding of the post-photosynthetic processes

is limited. Evolution of the isotopic composition of

photosynthates while being transported from the leaf

to the tree trunk needs to be quantitatively explored

for better interpretation of isotopic composition of

tree rings.
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It has been observed that d13C and d18O of newly

assimilated sugar is correlated with photosynthesis-

weighted ci=ca (Brandes et al. 2006) and photosynthesis-

weighted d18O of mean lamina mesophyll water

(Cernusak et al. 2005), respectively. The latter have

shown correspondence between phloem sap sugar

exported from leaves of E. globules and observed leaf

water enrichment when diurnal variation in photosyn-

thesis was taken into account. During the night or early

morning, enrichment in d13C values of soluble organic

matter has been reported (Brandes et al. 2006; Gessler

et al. 2007a; Kodama et al. 2008). This necessitates

consideration of diel biochemical processes fractionat-

ing isotopes of exported sugar from the leaf. Further,

Gessler et al. (2008) have shown that d13C of leaf-

exported carbon, integrated over the day (24 h), is

enriched with respect to the primary assimilate, possi-

bly explaining the enrichment in d13C of tissues in C3

plants produced by non-photosynthetic processes com-

pared to that produced by photosynthetic processes

(Cernusak et al. 2009 and references therein).

Diel variations in d13C have also been observed in

phloem sap sugar (Gessler et al. 2008). Comparative

studies of diel variations in d13C of water soluble

organic matter of leaf, twig phloem sap and trunk

phloem of Pinus sylvestris (Kodama et al. 2008)

showed a progressive dampening of variations during

transport from the leaf to the trunk. Similar observa-

tions have been reported by Betson et al. (2007) for

Picea abies and by Gessler et al. (2007a), for Eucalyp-

tus delegatensis. Mixing of the different carbon pools

having different metabolic histories could be the likely

reason for this (Brandes et al. 2007). By monitoring

modifications of the isotopic signals of d13C and d18O
from the leaf to phloem and to tree ring in Pinus

sylvestris, Gessler et al. (2009) have reported the

uncoupling of d13C in the tree cellulose and the ci=ca
ratio at the leaf level, implying variable enrichment in
13C of sugar due to phloem loading and transport. The

authors could trace time-lagged transfer of d18O signal

from the leaf water to the tree cellulose. Damesin and

Lelarge (2003) have demonstrated that the d13C of stem

of Fagus sylvatica is affected by isotopic fractionation

during transfer of sugar from leaves to stems and

during stem respiration. They further cautioned that

these processes may partially mask the climatic signal

inherited during photosynthesis. As freshly developing

xylem tissue carries the isotopic signature of phloem

sugars (Cernusak et al. 2005; Gessler et al. 2007b),

the dampened climate signal observed in phloem sap

is likely preserved in tree cellulose.

Further dampening of the climate signal could

occur during synthesis of cellulose in the stem where

45% of oxygen in cellulose is expected to exchange

with (xylem) water (Sternberg et al. 1986, and Saurer

et al. 1997). Meinzer et al. (2006) gave an account of

whole-tree water transport and storage properties in

coniferous trees Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb.) and

Tsuga heterophylla (Raf.) Sarg. They observed the

transit times for D2O labeled water from the tree base

to the upper crown ranged from 2.5 to 21 days, and the

residence times of labeled water in tree ranged from 36

to 79 days, with the values increasing with the diameter

of trees. This entails water from a given precipitation

event being taken up by roots continuously exchanging

oxygen isotopes with starch during cellulose synthesis,

thereby further dampening the temporal climate signal

preserved in the bark phloem starch.

38.4.1.1 Inter-Annual Transfer

of Photosynthates

Helle and Schleser (2004) invoked post-photosyn-

thetic fractionation during carbohydrate metabolism

as a likely reason for the observed seasonally persis-

tent intra-annual d13C pattern in broad-leaved decidu-

ous species Fagus sylvatica, Populus nigra, Quercus

petraea and Morus alba. In their highly resolved intra-

annual isotopic measurements (40–100 measurements

within each ring), a tri-phase d13C pattern (Fig. 38.5)

was found with (1) values showing increasing trend

during the early growing season (2) a subsequent

declining trend up to the late wood (3) an increasing

trend at the end of each ring. Inconsistency between

the observed pattern and modeled carbon isotope frac-

tionations during photosynthesis was found and it

was suggested that the isotopic fractionation during

the storage and remobilization of plant organic matter

could be the likely cause. The earlywood and the end

of the latewood appear to be affected by post-photo-

synthetic metabolic processes while the mid-section is

most probably affected by climatic influences on leaf

carbon isotope discrimination, making it more suited

for past climate studies.

The importance of storage and remobilization of

carbon pools in the tree has been experimentally

demonstrated by Kagawa et al. (2006a). The authors
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pulse labeled Larix gmelinii with 13CO2 for under-

standing the transfer of photoassimilates from 1 year

to the next. The earlywood of the current year was

seen to get contributions from previous summer,

autumn as well as the current spring, whereas the

latewood mainly contained photoassimilates from the

current summer/autumn. In another study, Kagawa

et al. (2006b) showed the non-needle starch pool gets

approximately 43% of carbon from previous year’s

storage. As the non-needle starch pool can be used

for xylem tissues, the interannual transfer of photoas-

similates could be the likely reason for the autocorre-

lation observed in isotope dendroclimatological

studies (Kagawa et al. 2006b). This could seriously

limit the resolution of climate reconstruction at intra-

annual time scales.

38.4.2 Plant Physiological Models
and the Interpretation
of Cellulose d18O

The plant physiological models discussed earlier have

greatly helped quantifying the relationship between

climatic (and plant physiological) parameters and

cellulose d18O. Anderson et al. (2002) calibrated a

tree cellulose d18O series from central Switzerland

with d18O of precipitation (from the Swiss Network

for Isotopes in the Hydrological Cycle station), tem-

perature, relative humidity and ring-width. With a

modified leaf-water model of Dongmann et al.

(1974) they found variations in the dampening factor

(fO) from 0.27 to 0.49 and to be dependent on the

relative humidity. This factor accounts for the degree

of dampening of leaf water d18O enrichment as

reflected in the stem cellulose, which is likely a result

of the leaf water isotopic inhomogeneity and exchange

between sucrose and stem water during cellulose syn-

thesis (Saurer et al. 1997). A comparison of observed

and modeled d18O of oak (Quercus robur L.) from

Norfolk, UK enabled Waterhouse et al. (2002) to

deduce that the trees used a constant mixture of

precipitation and groundwater. Berkelhammer and

Stott (2009) used a modeling approach to infer the

insignificant role of d18O of the source water pool and

the important role of the length of the growing season

in determining intra-annual d18O cycles of bristlecone

pine tree rings.

Importance of the forward modeling approach in

interpreting tree-ring isotope data has been demon-

strated by Evans (2007) and Anchukaitis et al.

(2008). Given site-specific climate data, forward mod-

eling can be used to quantify the dominant control of

and expected variability in the isotopic composition of

tree cellulose. The expected variability in the isotopic

record can be estimated using Monte Carlo simula-

tions to randomly varying input parameters in the plant

physiological model (Evans 2007; Berkelhammer and

Stott 2009; Managave et al. 2010a, c). Managave et al.

(2010a) used this approach for detecting the record

of seasonally varying isotopic composition of rains

in teak trees from southern India.

Fig. 38.5 Seasonal carbon isotope behavior in

total organic matter of tree rings from Fagus
sylvatica (beech) (from Helle and Schleser 2004)
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38.4.3 Response to Global Climate
Change

Duquesnay et al. (1998) have reported increased

water-use efficiency (a ratio of net photosynthesis A

to conductance for water vapor gH2O) from 23 to 44%

during the past century in beech (Fagus sylvatica L.)

as a consequence of increasing CO2 concentration.

Saurer et al. (2004) studied the effect of increasing

ca on d13C record of Larix, Pinus and Picea

trees growing in northern Eurasia, from Norway to

Eastern Siberia. They observed constant discrimi-

nation (d13Cplant – d13Catm) values of two periods,

1861–1890 and 1961–1990 CE, despite average

increase in ca by about 43 ppm. Constant discrimina-

tion values yielded constant ci=ca ratio for the given

duration indicating, the authors explained, increased

intrinsic water-use efficiency of trees by acclimatiza-

tion to increased ca through decreasing stomatal con-

ductance. Increase in the water-use efficiency by 34

and 52% for tropical species Cedrela ordata L. (tropi-

cal cedar) and Swietenia macrophylla King (big leaf

mahogany) respectively as a result of increase in ca
has also been reported (Hietz et al. 2005).

Treydte et al. (2006) using d18O variations of juni-

per tree-ring cellulose from northern Pakistan recon-

structed precipitation history back to 828 CE. One of

their important results was the detection of unprece-

dented twentieth-century intensification of the hydro-

logical cycle in western Central Asia, perhaps an

effect of global climate change due to anthropogenic

forcing of climate.

38.4.4 Inferences from Combined Carbon
and Oxygen Isotope Studies

d13Cplant is mainly controlled by intercellular concen-

tration of CO2, ci, which in turn depends on stomatal

conductance, gs and photosynthetic capacity, A (38.9).

Both lower gs and higher A result in the reduction of ci.
Thus higher d13Cplant values observed in the plant

cellulose could be because of lower gs and/or higher

A. d18O measurements of plant cellulose can poten-

tially help ascertain relative importance of gs and A in

influencing d13Cplant (Saurer et al. 1997; Scheidegger

et al. 2000). Equations (38.5), (38.6) and (38.7)

indicate that one of the factors influencing d18O of

plant cellulose is relative humidity. It affects the

degree of evaporative enrichment of the leaf water in
18O and subsequently synthesized cellulose i.e. lower

relative humidity induces higher cellulose d18O. Thus
it follows that if the relative humidity is the dominant

control over stomatal behavior, there should be a posi-

tive correlation between d18Oplant and d13Cplant.

This approach assumes that the variance in d18Oplant

introduced by changes in d18O of source water and

atmospheric water vapor is minor compared to that

introduced by stomatal behavior controlled by relative

humidity. In other words, the correlated variations in

d18Oplant and d13Cplant can be considered as indicative

of dominance of relative humidity in controlling sto-

matal behavior.

Saurer et al. (1997) highlighted the importance of

drier conditions in deciding d18O and d13C of tree

cellulose from Switzerland using plant physiological

models. Further, combining plant physiological mod-

els for interpreting d18O and d13C of cellulose, the

authors showed relation between the slope of the cel-

lulose d18O – d13C curve and the sensitivity of the

ci=ca (ratio of intercellular and atmospheric CO2 con-

centrations) of a plant to changing relative humidity.

A positive correlation between d18O and d13C of

plant cellulose in several studies support this. Saurer

et al. (1997) found that d18Ocellulose and d13Ccellulose of

beech, pine and spruce trees growing at a site with

differing soil moisture conditions are positively corre-

lated for each species (r2 varying from 0.87 to 0.98).

Barbour et al. (2002) have also reported positive cor-

relation between the d18Ocellulose and d13Ccellulose

records of Pinus radiata from tree sites with different

water balance in New Zealand. Within these sites, the

slope of the d18Ocellulose – d13Ccellulose curve, i.e.

change in d18Ocellulose per unit change in d13Ccellulose,

was found to increase with increasing vapor pressure

deficit of the individual sites. A positive correlation

between d13C and d18O of the organic matter of the

phloem sap of European beech (Fagus sylvatica L.)

was reported by Keitel et al. (2003). The authors

attributed the observed correlation to stomatal control

as a common driving force. Roden et al. (2005) found

similar response in deviations in d18Ocellulose from

stem water d18O (d18Ocellulose – d18Ostem water) and

d13Ccellulose along a precipitation gradient in western

Oregon, United States. If photosynthetic capacity con-

trols d13Cplant, i.e. light-limiting conditions, there
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should not be any correlation between d18Oplant and

d13Cplant, as photosynthetic capacity affects only

d13Cplant. A negative correlation between d18Oplant

and d13Cplant is also reported for plants subjected to

higher changes in A with relatively constant gs (Schei-
degger et al. 2000).

38.4.4.1 Insect Outbreak and Isotope Studies

Knowledge of the past variations in the insect out-

breaks and their correlation with climate would help

assess the impact of global climate change on forest

dynamics. Insect outbreaks are known to affect tree-

ring widths/growth (Swetnam and Lynch 1993;

Boulanger and Arseneault 2004; Sudheendrakumar

et al. 1993). However, no conclusive evidences exist

supporting stable isotopes for identifying past insect

outbreaks (Weidner et al. 2006; Simard et al. 2008;

Haavik et al. 2008; Kress et al. 2009). Whereas

d13Cplant depends upon both A and gs(38.9), d
18Oplant

is related mainly to gs (cf. discussion made in

Sect. 38.3). Therefore, in principle, any process that

affects A but not gs could be deciphered by the com-

bined d13C and d18O data. It has been observed that

plant defoliation induces higher A (Little et al. 2003;

Lavigne et al. 2001). Simard et al. (2008), compared

d13C and d18O record of host and non-host species to

show the potential of detecting spruce budworm out-

breaks. Kress et al. (2009), however, found isotopes

were unable to detect larch budmoth infection.

38.4.5 Intra-Annual Isotopic Studies

A few studies have referred to intra-annual sampling

as intra-ring sampling. But the term “intra-ring sam-

pling” could also imply sampling within a growth ring

but along different radial directions. Hence we recom-

mend using the term “intra-annual” or “sub-annual”

for this type of high resolution sampling.

Traditional isotope dendroclimatological investiga-

tions have employed analysis of the latewood or whole

ring and reconstructed past climate with an annual

resolution. Climate reconstructions on intra-annual

timescales were not considered feasible until recently

partly due to the laborious and time consuming

methods involved in cellulose extraction and its isoto-

pic measurement. Recently developed rapid cellulose

extraction techniques (e.g. Brendel et al. 2000;

Gaudinski et al. 2005; Anchukaitis et al. 2008) aided

by faster isotopic measurements by continuous flow

mass spectrometry have, however, increased the sam-

ple throughput, making it feasible. The possibility of

using plant physiological models (e.g. Roden et al.

2000; Barbour et al. 2004) developed for the interpre-

tation of cellulose d18O and dD has also given impetus

to intra-annual isotope studies. The potential of intra-

annual resolution isotope studies in reconstructing past

climatic has been demonstrated (Loader et al. 1995;

Barbour et al. 2002; Poussart et al. 2004; Evans and

Schrag 2004; Helle and Schleser 2004; Verheyden

et al. 2004; Poussart and Schrag 2005; Miller et al.

2006; Skomarkova et al. 2006; Leavitt 2007; Jahren

and Sternberg 2008; Anchukaitis et al. 2008; Roden

et al. 2009; Berkelhammer and Stott 2009; Managave

2009; Managave et al. 2010a–c).

To successfully reconstruct past climate on intra-

annual time scales, a precise dating of the intra-annual

sections of the rings is required. For this, exact data on

their growth pattern is needed. It is known that the

length of growing season could vary interannually.

Further, as the tree growth rates are not uniform

throughout the growing season, intra-annual segments

of equal widths may not necessarily represent equal

spans of time. Therefore, some approximations are

usually made while assigning time to the different

intra-annual segments as in high resolution coral stud-

ies (Chakraborty and Ramesh 1993, 1997). Barbour

et al. (2002) employed actual dendrometric growth

observations corresponding to the years assigned to

the rings analyzed for intra-annual isotopic studies.

Berkelhammer and Stott (2009) assigned time to dif-

ferent intra-annual sections based of dendrographic

growth patterns of bristlecone pine monitored by Fritts

(1969). Managave et al. (2010a–c) used radial growth

increment and cambial activity data for assigning time

to various intra-annual segments of teak.

As extensive diameter growth measurements are

not available for most tree species, some additional

criteria are needed for identifying seasonal growth

within a ring. Leavitt et al. (2002) used false rings

occurring within each annual growth rings of ponder-

osa pine from southwestern United States to assign

time to intra-annual segments. They attributed the

false rings to hyper-arid conditions during May and

June, and assigned winter-spring vs. summer times
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to parts of the ring developed before and after the

false-latewood band. Another approach could be the

age model hypothesis of Evans and Schrag (2004)

(Fig. 38.6) wherein the segments exhibiting the lowest

intra-annual d18O value is assigned the month of

highest rainfall. This approach is useful in the tropics

where the amount effect and higher relative humidity

associated with the higher rainfall lead to production

of photosynthates with lower d18O values (see

Sect. 38.2.2 for explanation). This approach, however,

cannot be used where the amount effect is absent in the

rainfall. For example, studies made at Mumbai and

Meghalaya clearly lack the amount effect (Ramesh

et al. 1989; Breitenbach et al. 2010). Trees from

regions with seasonally changing d18O of rainwater

(due different sources of moisture) may not produce

cellulose with the lowest d18O in the month of highest

rainfall (Managave et al. 2010a). It thus follows that

site-specific age models might need to be developed

after giving due consideration to the climate and tree

growth relationship.

It has been shown that under favorable conditions

the environmental and/or tree physiological forcing

could produce annual cycles in the intra-annual iso-

tope variations (Evans and Schrag 2004; Poussart et al.

2004; Helle and Schleser 2004; Verheyden et al. 2004;

Anchukaitis et al. 2008; Managave et al. 2010b, c).

Figure 38.7 displays intra-annual teak cellulose d18O

Fig. 38.7 (a) Photograph illustrating intra-annual sampling.

Arrows marks the full annual ring. (b) Intra-annual d18O
variations as a function of time of growth (top) in teak from

Jagdalpur (Jag03) and Hanamkonda (AP1), central India. Legend

represents years (AD) corresponding to the rings analyzed, the

number of sub-samples and sample name (from Managave et al.

2010b)

Fig. 38.6 Conceptual model of expected isotopic effects in

tropical tree cellulose as a function of the annual cycle and

interannual variations of tropical convective rainfall and evapo-

transpiration (from Evans and Schrag 2004)
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variations observed by Managave et al. (2010b). The

tree species from such locales which do not exhibit

discernable growth rings are also likely to show sea-

sonal cycles in their isotopic record. This could be

used to establish a chronology in the trees lacking

growth rings. In their approach of “tropical isotope

dendrochronology” Evans and Schrag (2004) sug-

gested wood corresponding to one d18O cycle can be

considered as a “ring” and routine tree ring dating

methods could be used to assign calendar years to

various parts within the trees lacking growth rings.

Based on this approach, Poussart and Schrag (2005)

established a chronology of trees lacking growth rings

from Thailand and used these data to measure past

growth rates of trees. However, the number of sub-

samples that can be taken in a ring depends on its

width and this might limit the detection of the full

cycle, as demonstrated for corals (Chakraborty and

Ramesh 1998).

Ogée et al. (2009) developed a single substrate

model for explaining seasonal/intra-annual variations

in d18O and d13C of plant cellulose, taking into account

post-photosynthetic processes. They considered the

mixing of recent photoassimilates during translocation

and the time taken for cellulose deposition during

wood formation. This could explain seasonal varia-

tions in cellulose d18O and d13C of Pinus pinaster.

Past climate reconstructions using isotopic studies

of trees could also be used to decipher role of

climate and other factors in the extinction of fauna.

Based on high-resolution sub-annual isotopic studies,

Anchukaitis and Evans (2010) established a chronol-

ogy in trees lacking growth rings of the montane cloud

forest of Costa Rica. The reconstructed hydroclimatol-

ogy of the region revealed coincidence of the excep-

tionally dry interval generated by El Nino events and

extinction of the Montverde golden toad, implying

possible role of climate in extinction.

38.4.6 Components of Wood Other
than Whole Cellulose

Progress has been made in the direction of using

oxygen/hydrogen isotopic composition of atoms hav-

ing specific positions in the cellulose structure rather

than using whole cellulose for climate reconstruction.

Sternberg et al. (2007) used the cellulose-derived

phenylglucosazone, a compound which lacks the oxy-

gen attached to the second carbon of the cellulose-

glucose moieties, instead of bulk cellulose. They

showed that it may be a better proxy for the d18O
of stem water and relative humidity, as the oxygen

attached to the second carbon atom in cellulose can

introduce isotopic “noise” in the climate signal.

Betson et al. (2006) and Augusti et al. (2008) used

the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) method for

studying deuterium isotopomer distribution (DID)

within glucose moieties of tree cellulose. Betson

et al. (2006) showed DID was non-random and carried

information about isotopic effects during photosyn-

thesis. Augusti et al. (2008) formulated an approach

wherein combination of dD and DID can be used to

simultaneously reconstruct climate and a signal

related to tree physiology. In their approach the rela-

tive D isotope abundance of C2-H group appears to be

better than the whole-molecule dD of tree-ring cellu-

lose for paleoclimate reconstruction.

38.5 Future Research Direction

38.5.1 Autocorrelation in Tree Ring
Isotope Record

One of the factors that could introduce noise in the

climate reconstruction from tree-ring studies on

annual and intra-annual timescales is autocorrelation,

correlation of the isotopic composition of tree rings

with the environmental conditions of the previous

year/years. The autocorrelation observed in tree ring-

width and isotopic data series is thought to be the

result of storage of starches produced in the later

growing season of the previous year and used in the

early current year growth (Helle and Schleser 2004;

Kagawa et al. 2006a). Unfortunately, a quantitative

understanding of the process is still lacking. The ques-

tions that need to be answered are (1) to what extent

stem cellulose d13C and d18O values get simulta-

neously modified in this process (2) how environmen-

tal factors (e.g. drought) would affect the amount of

storage and transfer of starch, and (3) are there any age

related variations in these processes? A better under-

standing of these issues would help devise improved

sampling strategy so that optimum climate could be

retrieved.
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38.5.2 Relationship Between Climatic
Parameters and d18O of Rainfall

The dependence of isotopic composition of rainfall

on temperature and amount of rainfall needs to be

examined in more detail for successfully exploiting

the isotope dendroclimatological potential of trees.

Although the regions exhibiting correlation of isotopic

composition of precipitation with surface temperature

and amount of rainfall fall in well-defined geographi-

cal zones, the strength of correlation within these

zones varies significantly (Bowen 2008). Thus there

could be an error in the reconstructed local tempera-

ture/amount of precipitation if a regional relationship

between climate-d18Oprecipitaion is used for reconstruc-

tion (Bowen 2008). Further, there could be temporal

variations in the strength of the climate-d18Oprecipitaion

relationship following variations in the forcing factors

(Schmidt et al. 2007).

38.5.3 Light Availability and d13C
of Tree Rings in Tropics

In the high latitude regions, the growth and d13C of

trees are affected by light availability (i.e. photon flux,

Gagen et al. 2007). Its role in the tropics is not fully

explored as it is generally assumed that there is no

dearth of sunlight in the tropics. However, during the

tropical rainy season, cloud cover reduces light inten-

sity and thereby reduces CO2 uptake and tree growth

(Graham et al. 2003). The region between ~10�N and

~10�S is characterized by highly reflective clouds

associated with the movement of the ITCZ (Waliser

and Gautier 1999). The d13C record of tree cellulose

from such regions is likely affected by the light limit-

ing conditions. Thus, the level of photosaturation for

different tree species needs to be documented.

38.5.4 Varying Strength of Correlation
Between Tree Ring Isotope
Record and Climatic Parameters

Tree-ring based paleoclimatic reconstructions assume

that the observed correlation between climatic parame-

ter (e.g. precipitation/temperature) and tree-ring isotope

record is constant in the past, which may be too sim-

plistic an assumption. Within the calibration period, the

strength of correlation between the proxy and climatic

parameter can vary, probably indicating varying

strength of the forcing factors (Fig. 38.8) associated

with the epochal changes in the ENSO activity.

Schmidt et al. (2007), by including water isotope tra-

cers in the hydrological cycle of coupled ocean-atmo-

spheric models, have shown that the correlation

between the d18O of precipitation and a specific cli-

matic parameter (e.g. precipitation) may vary over dif-

ferent timescales and in response to different forcing

mechanisms. This variation was reported to be more in

the precipitation-dominated tropics than in the temper-

ature-dominated high latitude regions. Kumar et al.

(1999) have shown the epochal changes in the strength

of the ENSO: the ENSO and its precursors were of

decreased amplitude and 5–7 year periods during AD

1911–1950 and they were of higher amplitudes and 3–5

year periods during AD 1951–1990. It is highly likely

that these epochal changes in the strength of ENSO

would also affect the tree-ring records. This adds to

the uncertainty associated with the reconstructed past

climate: a climate reconstruction based on the calibra-

tion of tree-ring and climatic parameters during a

weaker ENSO phase might not accurately reconstruct

variations in the climatic parameter during a stronger

ENSO phase. Thus, ideally, to minimize the uncertain-

ties on the reconstructed climate, a calibration with

weaker (stronger) ENSO epochs should be used to

reconstruct past weaker (stronger) ENSO epochs only,

identified by an independent proxy (e.g. corals).

Fig. 38.8 Eleven year centered moving correlation

between cellulose d18O record of teak from

southern India and the local rainfall record

(Managave et al. 2010d)
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38.6 Concluding Remarks

Over the last few decades, the efficacy of isotopic

composition of tree rings in reconstructing past cli-

mate has been improved significantly. Better under-

standing of various eco-physiological processes

affecting isotopic composition of tree cellulose has

yielded quantitative relationships of biochemical and

environmental factors with the isotopic composition

of tree cellulose. The causal link thus established

helps to address a variety of environmental and cli-

matic questions using isotope dendroclimatological

techniques.

Intra-annual isotope studies combined with plant

physiological modeling has given crucial insights

into identifying factors governing isotopic composi-

tion of tree rings during various phases of the growing

season. Identification of parts within the rings possibly

affected by isotopic fractionation associated with stor-

age and transfer of photosynthates from a year to the

next can help decide the sampling strategy for the

optimum retrieval of past climate from tree cellulose.

Several studies demonstrate the usefulness of intra-

annual isotopic studies in reconstructing past climate,

establishing chronology in trees lacking growth rings,

identifying past tropical cyclones and growth asso-

ciated with seasonally varying isotopic compositions

of rainfall.

In addition to reconstructing past rainfall/tempera-

ture, the combined use of d18O and d13C gives addi-

tional information about past variations in relative

humidity, sunlight availability and occurrences of

insect outbreaks. Further, issues related to the response

of plants to the global climate change (e.g. change in

the plant water-use efficiency due to increased atmo-

spheric CO2 concentration) could be quantitatively

addressed using d13C of tree cellulose.

The new developments in using intra-molecular and

intra-annual isotopic techniques combined with a better

understanding of modification of the isotopic composi-

tion of photosynthates during translocation offers a

promising future for isotope dendroclimatology.
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Chapter 39

The N, O, S Isotopes of Oxy-Anions in Ice Cores and Polar
Environments

Joël Savarino and Samuel Morin

Abstract For more than 60 years, ice from the polar

caps has been used to unravel the evolution of our past

climate and environment. Throughout technological

improvements, climate researchers have gradually

adapted their scientific tools to study the isotope con-

tent of the impurities present in it, with the hope to

gather more and better information of the Earth’s

shattered history. In this chapter, we present an over-

view of the techniques and studies which use stable

isotope analysis to gain new insight. This domain has

become so vast that we have limited our presentation

to the recent analysis of the two major oxy-anions

present in snow: sulfate and nitrate. These species

are characteristic of the sulfur and nitrogen cycles.

Describing the results obtained on ice without discuss-

ing the present atmosphere make little sense as ice is

precisely used as a proxy for our past atmosphere.

Consequently, beyond the analytical methods to mea-

sure the sulfur, nitrogen and oxygen isotopes of sulfate

and nitrate, this chapter presents the results obtained at

the interface between atmosphere, snow and ice with a

focus on polar regions. The current state-of-the-art is

presented for these two oxy-anions, including their

non-mass-dependent isotope effects.

39.1 Introduction

39.1.1 General Context

The stable isotopes of the light elements, that is to say

H, C, N, O and S, are the backbone of isotope geo-

chemistry. In the seminal work of Urey (1947),

considered as the birth of quantitative isotope geo-

chemistry, isotopes of H, C, N, O were dealt with

great detail and occupied a central position, allowing

the calculation of the position of equilibrium for isoto-

pic substituted molecules in a exchange reaction. The

revision of Urey’s work, 30 years later by Richet et al.

(1977), now including the sulfur stables isotopes, has

reinforced the primacy of stable isotopes of the light

elements in geochemistry. Despite the revolution of

new techniques and methods (e.g. continuous flow

injection, GC-IRMS couplings, ICP-MS, Ion Probe,

Cavity Ring Down Spectroscopy (CRDS)) which are

cheaper, faster and better, stable isotopes of light ele-

ments are still today the main activity of the majority

of stable isotope laboratories worldwide.

Among oxy-anions, only sulfate and nitrate play a

significant role in the chemical activity of the atmo-

sphere. Their atmospheric formation ensues from the

volatility of their precursors, sulfur dioxide (SO2) and

nitrogen oxides (NOx ¼ NO + NO2), respectively.

These gas precursors, emitted by natural and anthro-

pogenic sources, are oxidized owing to the strong

oxidative capacity of the atmosphere and thus trans-

formed to their main final products, sulfuric and nitric

acids. With an atmospheric lifetime of about a week

for these species, prevailing winds and the general

circulations of air masses transport these oxy-anions

to polar ice caps where they can be stored for hundreds

of thousands of years.
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Glaciochemistry, the science which focuses on the

chemical impurities present in ice cores, has proved to

be a valuable approach to decipher the evolution of

past climate and environment (Bender et al. 1997;

Legrand and Mayewski 1997). Dansgaard et al.

(1969) were the first to use the potential of old ice to

reveal past temperature evolutions starting from the

last thousand centuries to glacial-interglacial cycles

but it is only recently that isotopic studies spread into

the trace species buried in ice and snow, starting with

the carbon isotopes of carbon dioxide (Friedli et al.

1984) and methane a few years later (Craig et al.

1988). Regarding the sulfate and nitrate oxy-anions,

isotopic analysis had to wait another decade to see the

first data published (Freyer et al. 1996; Patris et al.

2000), due to their lower abundance and sensitivity

limitations of the analytical methods.

39.1.2 Definitions, Mass Dependent
and Non-Mass Dependent
Compositions and Rational

With two, three and four stable isotopes for N, O,

S respectively, a total of six atomic isotope ratios

can be considered: 15R (¼15N/14N), 17R (¼17O/16O),
18R (¼18O/16O), 33R (¼33S/32S), 34R (¼34S/32S), 36R

(¼36S/32S), with the most abundant isotope conven-

tionally taken as the denominator. Due to minute var-

iations and comparison considerations, atomic isotope

ratios are reported on the delta scale (McKinney et al.

1950) where variations of atomic isotope ratios are

scaled against an international reference taken as

the standard. Using this notation, xR for sulfur is

expressed by:

dxS ¼
xRspl

xRref
� 1 with x ¼ 33; 34 or 36

The same is true for the N and O systems making

the logical substitutions. Rref is the isotopic ratio of the

reference material and it follows from the definition

that variations of the sample isotopic ratio (Rspl) are

measured as enrichments (d > 0) or depletions

(d < 0) with respect to the isotope ratio of the interna-

tional reference standard, Rref. Thus it can readily be

deduced that nitrate and sulfate are isotopically fully

defined by three (d15N, d17O and d18O) and five (d17O,

d18O, d33S, d34S and d36S) d values, respectively.

However, for years, only the dominant isotopic ratios

for oxygen and sulfur (i.e. d18O and d34S) were

reported in the literature. The laws of quantum and

classical mechanics and thermodynamics which are at

the base of most of the isotopic fractionation processes

dictate that multiple isotope ratios of the same element

are strongly correlated by mass dependent laws

(Young et al. 2002). For more information, readers

are referred to Chap. 30 (Michalski et al.) of this

book which exposes in greater details the basic phe-

nomena explaining the mass laws. We note here that

the following relationships hold for the oxygen and

sulfur isotope systems:

d17O � 0:52 d18O

d33S � 0:52 d34S and d36S � 1:91 d34S

A simple and elegant while not totally correct way

to explain these coefficients is to remember that isoto-

pic fractionations are primarily driven by mass dif-

ference so 0.52 � (m17–m16)/(m18–m16) with m the

atomic mass of the oxygen isotope considered, the

same holding for the sulfur. These mass-dependent

relationships are robust in the nature and thus, it

has been concluded unnecessary to measure all possi-

ble isotope ratios as they were providing redundant

information.

This vision was challenged radically when

Thiemens’ laboratory at the University of California

in San Diego (USA) discovered deviations from these

mass laws for both the oxygen and sulfur systems

(Thiemens and Heidenreich 1983; Heidenreich and

Thiemens 1986; Farquhar et al. 2000a, 2001) that

were directly applicable to the Earth’s atmosphere.

First, laboratory-made ozone was found to display a

radical deviation from the mass law. This deviation or

anomaly is quantified using D17O (isotope anomaly or
17O excess):

D17O � d17O� 0:52 d18O

and the processes at the origin of this anomaly are

referred to as non-mass dependent fractionation

(NMD) or mass-independent fractionation (MIF).

Measurements of atmospheric ozone later confirmed

the existence of this isotopic anomaly in the atmosphere

(Mauersberger 1987; Krankowsky et al. 1995, 2000;
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Johnston and Thiemens 1997; Mauersberger et al.

2001). A similar story emerged for sulfur isotopes

with first the discovery of a sulfur anomaly in ancient

rocks (Farquhar et al. 2000a), later reproduced in the

laboratory (Farquhar et al. 2001). These anomalies are

generated in the gas-phase on species too unstable to be

preserved in any natural archives. Nevertheless they

leave fingerprints on the end-members of the oxidation

chains, such as nitrate and sulfate. These signatures are

specific to a few reactions in the atmosphere. For

instance, in a series of papers, Greg Michalski and

Huming Bao took advantage of this specific and unique

atmospheric isotope signature to determine the origin

of the massive salt deposits found in hyper-arid envir-

onments and quantify the influence of atmospheric

depositions (Bao et al. 2000, 2001; Michalski et al.

2004a, b, 2005a, b; Bao and Marchant 2006). In

Table 39.1, we list the species for which an isotope

anomaly has been found and their probable origin.

For polar environments and ice cores, only sulfate

and nitrate have been studied for their oxygen and

sulfur isotopic anomalies, enhanced by new analytical

methods and relative ease in extraction. While sulfur

and nitrogen isotopes can provide information about

source apportionment, oxygen isotopes are fully con-

trolled by the interaction of the precursors with the

chemical activity of the atmosphere. Indeed, as a first

approximation, one can consider that during the inevi-

table transformation of reduced sulfur and nitrogen

species emitted by different continental or oceanic

sources (e.g. dimethyl sulfite (CH3SCH3), hydrogen

sulfite (H2S), ammonia (NH3) etc) to their final oxi-

dized forms (i.e. sulfate and nitrate, respectively), the

sulfur and the nitrogen isotopes of these end-products

represent a mass-weighted mixture of the individual

sources. Thus, analysis of sulfur and nitrogen isotopes

of sulfate and nitrate can be a valuable tool in con-

straining the flux emission of individual continental/

oceanic sources. On the other hand, the transformation

of precursors to end-oxidation products results in

the incorporation of oxygen atom from different oxi-

dation agents. Oxygen isotopes of sulfate and nitrate

are thus integrators of the oxidative capacity of the

atmosphere, a fundamental notion in atmospheric

chemistry that describes the natural property of the

atmosphere to cleanse itself by production of radicals

and oxidative species. Aided by the unique and strange

isotopic composition of ozone, it was realized that

such end-oxidation products archive this fundamental

chemical property of the atmosphere, otherwise inac-

cessible by any other means. With the exception of

modeling exercises (Thompson 1992; Thompson et al.

1993; Karol et al. 1995; Martinerie et al. 1995; Wang

and Jacob 1998; Valdes et al. 2005; Shindell et al.

2006), the chemical activity of the pre industrial

atmosphere has never been determined and thus

the climate–chemistry interplay is currently uncon-

strained. As we will see, the discovery of the isotope

anomaly has opened new ways to tackle this difficult

issue using the glaciological archives.

Table 39.1 Species presenting an isotope anomaly measured in the Earth’s environment

Species Environments Origin Mechanism Range

O3 Atmosphere O + O2 Symmetry effect D17O � 20–40‰
CO2 Stratosphere O(1D) + CO2 Transfer from ozone and

possible symmetry effect

D17O � 0–2‰

N2O Atmosphere Unknown, possible NH2 + NO2 Transfer from ozone D17O � 1‰
CO Atmosphere CO + OH Symmetry effect? D17O � 0.2–8‰
H2O2 Atmosphere H + O2 Unknown D17O � 1–2.5‰
NO3

� Atmosphere, ice cores,

salt deposits

NO + O3, NOx + O3 Transfer from ozone D17O � 10–40‰

SO4
2� Oxygen Atmosphere, ice cores,

salt deposits

HSO3
2� + O3 in liquid phase Transfer from ozone D17O � 0–7‰

Sulfur Archean rocks,

volcanic sulfate

UV photolysis of SO2 Self shielding, symmetry? D33S � �2 to 10‰

ClO4
� Salt deposits Cl + O3, ClO + O3? Transfer from ozone D17O � 5–11‰

Hg(II) Atmosphere, deposits,

food web

Photoreduction of Hg, gas–liquid

equilibrium

Nuclear magnetic effect or

nuclear volume effect

D201Hg � 0.2–4‰

Due to the reactivity of ozone with many other short-live species, the atmosphere contains certainly more compounds possessing an

isotope anomaly
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39.2 Materials and Methods

39.2.1 A Short Description of Methods
for Isotopic Ratio Measurements

Gas isotope ratio mass spectrometer (G-IRMS) is still

the favored instrument for measuring isotopic ratios

of light elements for highest precision. Despite being

invented in the 1940s (Nier 1936, 1940, 1947), this

instrument continues today to follow the original con-

cept of its designers. The dual-inlet, the concept of

introducing with adjustable volumes reference and

sample gases, was the first method to free the analysis

from instrumental bias (Murphey 1947; McKinney

et al. 1950). Sano et al. (1976) and subsequently

Matthews and Hayes (1978) changed the principle of

introducing the reference and sample by coupling a

Gas Chromatography (GC) with the IRMS. This

method combines the GC selectivity (i.e. its capacity

to separate complex gas mixture) and sensitivity of the

IRMS to measure isotopic ratios and is becoming the

most popular IRMS technique.

G-IRMS, however, is not the only instrument

designed to measure isotope ratios despite its useful-

ness. Thermal Ionization Mass Spectrometer (TIMS)

has been used since WWII for solid samples and low

volatility elements. The sample is deposited directly on

the filament and upon fast heating, vaporization and

ionization is accomplished (Mann and Kelly 2005).

The ion probe is a method based on sputtering solid

samples with a primary ion beam (Chabala et al. 1995).

Secondary ions produced from the sample are colli-

mated and mass filtered. Inductively Coupled Plasma

Mass Spectrometry (ICPMS) allows liquid samples to

be sprayed and introduced in a plasma to the source

(Halliday et al. 1998; Yang 2009). Matrix effects limit

this technique to heavy elements and require high mass

resolution to avoid isobaric interferences. Finally, opti-

cal spectroscopy coupled with high reflectivity cell has

made a staggering entrance on the isotope geochemis-

try marketplace (Cavity RingDown Spectroscopy –

CRDS). Small molecules with a dipole moment (e.g.

CO2, H2O, H2S, N2O, CO, CH4, etc) possess well-

defined infrared absorption band lines that are shifted

upon isotopic substitution. If bands from different

isotopologues overlap in the wavelength range of a

given laser diode then isotopic ratios can be obtained

(Ding et al. 2004). Instruments measuring CO2, H2O

isotopologues are now sold off-the-shelf. In theory,

this new technology presents many advantages such

as light weight, portability and low power requirement.

This allows continuous monitoring with a high sen-

sitivity, in a specific and non-destructive manner,

involving little sample manipulation and with site-

specific isotope analytical capabilities (e.g. 15N14NO vs.
14N15NO). In practice, CRDS techniques are currently

limited by the narrow range of infrared laser diode

available on the market, lack of high resolution infra-

red spectra database for major and minor isotopolo-

gues and precise line assignment. Nevertheless, recent

commercialization of instruments for water and CO2

isotopes shakes the foundation of light elements

isotope geochemistry and is becoming a serious com-

petitor for the traditional G-IRMS.

39.2.2 Sulfur and Oxygen Isotopes
of Sulfate

Since both sulfur and oxygen isotopes of sulfate pos-

sess geochemical interest, techniques were developed

with the objective of extracting this dual atomic infor-

mation. Starting with the major isotope ratios (d34S
and d18O), methods progressively expanded to the

minor isotope ratios (d33S, d36S and d17O) when it

was realized that the latter ratios are also of geochem-

ical interest.

39.2.2.1 Preparation of Samples for Sulfur

Isotopes

Conventionally, measurements of sulfur isotope ratios

are performed using G-IRMS in which sulfur is intro-

duced as gaseous SO2 or SF6 (Thode et al. 1961;

Hulston and Thode 1965; Bailey and Smith 1972;

Robinson and Kusakabe 1975; Coleman and Moore

1978; Matthews and Hayes 1978; Ueda and Krouse

1986; Giesemann et al. 1994). The latter is preferred

for high precision S analysis because SF6 is an inert gas

and has no mass interference (Rees 1978). The general

scheme follows the conversion of sulfate ions to bar-

ium sulfate precipitate (BaSO4), conversion of BaSO4

to H2S (Pepkowitz and Shirley 1951; Kiba et al. 1955)

and finally precipitating H2S as CdS and Ag2S before
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the fluorination step (Thode et al. 1961; Hulston and

Thode 1965; Rees 1978; Rai et al. 2005). The analyti-

cal technique using SO2 presents the net advantage of

being a on-line method with high throughput when

O isotope interferences can be minimized by careful

control of the oxygen atom sources (Pichlmayer and

Blochberger 1988; Giesemann et al. 1994; Grassineau

et al. 2001; Grassineau 2006). In this case, BaSO4 is

mixed with V2O5 and O2 and flash combusted in a

1,020�C oven containing pure copper to reduce SO3.

Precisions of �0.2‰ for sample sizes in the several

tens of nanomole range are achievable (Giesemann

et al. 1994; Fritzsche and Tichomirowa 2006).

The recent discovery of anomalous sulfur isotopic

composition in archean environments (Farquhar et al.

2000a, 2001, 2002; Farquhar and Wing 2003) and

volcanic sulfates (Savarino et al. 2003; Baroni et al.

2007, 2008; Martin and Bindeman 2009) has reinvi-

gorated the necessity to measure minor sulfur isotopic

ratios. While Ag2S fluorination in heated nickel tubes

(Hulston and Thode 1965; Gao and Thiemens 1993a, b;

Farquhar et al. 2000b; Rai et al. 2005) has been the

favored method to measure the d33S and d36S isotope

ratios, IR laser heating (Beaudoin and Taylor 1994) or

UV laser sputtering (Hu et al. 2003; Ono et al. 2006) is

proposed to simplify the production of SF6, with pre-

cisions reaching 0.2‰ for 100–200 nmol of sulfur.

Others are also now proposing to use directly SO2

and/or its SO fragment with appropriate corrections

to measure d33S (Baublys et al. 2004; Poulson 2005),

with encouraging precisions and accuracy (�0.3‰ for

d33S for few micromole of sulfite). Alternatively, solid

samples can be analyzed for the entire sulfur isotope

spectrum by ion probe at nanomole level but with

degraded precision for d values (�0.5 and �0.25‰
at 1s for d34S and d33S, respectively) but acceptable
D33S (�0.1‰) (Mojzsis et al. 2003; Papineau et al.

2005, 2007; Kamber and Whitehouse 2007). Given the

sample sizes in ice cores, we note that none of these

techniques are really adapted for ice cores analysis.

We still lack of a SF6 analytical method to deal with

the minute sulfate quantities found in ice.

39.2.2.2 Preparation of Samples for Oxygen

Isotopes

Fewer techniques are available for the analysis of

oxygen isotopes of sulfate. Rafter (1967) was the

first to propose a methodology. Soluble sulfate is pre-

cipitated as barium sulfate, mixed with pure carbon

graphite and combusted at high temperature, produc-

ing CO/CO2 gas and solid BaS. CO is further con-

verted to CO2 in a glow discharge chamber. BaS is

eventually recovered and oxidized back to sulfate for

sulfur isotopes while CO2 is directly used for d18O or

further fluorinated in a high temperature nickel tube to

quantitatively obtain O2 (Bhattacharya and Thiemens

1989), enabling the measurement of d18O and d17O
(Lee and Thiemens 2001; Lee et al. 2002). Good

precision for both d18O and D17O are obtained (�0.2

and �0.1‰, respectively for 3–6 mmol of sulfur).

However, this method is long, difficult and time-

consuming, limiting its use.

High temperature Conversion/Elemental Analyzer

(TC/EA), a standard technique dated back to the

1970s, can also be used to convert BaSO4 to CO in a

glassy carbon oven (Kornexl et al. 1999; Böhlke et al.

2003; Boschetti and Iacumin 2005; Brand et al. 2009).

Good reproducibility is found between the different

laboratories but with lower accuracy (Boschetti and

Iacumin 2005). The drawback is that the production of

CO prohibits the measurement of the d17O, masked by

the mass interference with 13C.

For atmospheric chemistry and ice core sciences,

there is a strong interest to measure all sulfur

and oxygen isotope ratios. Considering the limited

amount of sulfate available in remote atmospheres

and ice sheets, none of the former methods are appro-

priate. Savarino et al. (2001) developed a pyrolysis

method, interfaced with a GC where silver sulfate

(Ag2SO4) is thermally decomposed in a He flow to

produce SO2 and O2. The main advantage of this

method is the direct production of O2, suitable for

the dual oxygen ratio analysis while SO2 can be used

as it is for d34S or be reoxidized to sulfate for sulfur

isotopic analysis using the SF6 method. Pure sulfate

is obtained by a semi-preparative ion chromatogra-

phy (Alexander et al. 2004; Kunasek et al. 2010)

and conversion to silver sulfate is achieved with a

cation exchange membrane (De Angelis et al. 2004;

Kunasek et al. 2010). This method allows the separa-

tion, purification and processing of a few micromole

of sulfate for d17O and d18O typically contained in

aerosols or ice while maintaining the precision

(�0.5‰ for d18O and �0.1‰ for D17O). Further-

more, SO2 of the same sample is still available for

sulfur isotope analysis.
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39.2.3 Nitrogen and Oxygen Isotopes
of Nitrate

Nitrate in the environment is as ubiquitous as sulfate.

Its formation in the atmosphere derives from nitrogen

oxides, which are the compounds controlling ozone

formation. Nitrate is also a major component of the

food web, and its acid form (HNO3) a major compo-

nent of acid rain. Heavily used as a fertilizer, excess

soil nitrate, surface waters and in ecosystems in gen-

eral is a serious environmental issue. Nitrogen and

oxygen isotopic analysis of nitrate is therefore used

as a fundamental diagnostic tool to understand the

nitrogen cycle (Kendall 1998). Below we briefly

review the methods used to analyze its stable isotopes.

39.2.3.1 Methods for the Analysis of Nitrogen

Isotopes in Nitrate

Sprinson and Rittenberg (1949) presented methodol-

ogy where organic nitrogen is transformed to ammo-

nium by Kjeldahl digestion (hot, concentrated sulfuric

acid/potassium sulfate) followed by the decomposi-

tion of ammonium to N2. After a few purification

steps, N2 is introduced to the mass spectrometer and

measured against air N2 (Mariotti 1983). Parwel et al.

(1957) expanded this method to nitrate ions and

was further used by Hoering (1955, 1957). Alterna-

tive wet chemistry methods have also been proposed

to expand and simplify laboratory manipulations

(Bremner and Keeney 1965, 1966; Cheng and

Bremner 1966; Keeney and Bremner 1966; Silva and

Bremner 1966). However, these wet chemistry meth-

ods are now replaced by a simpler solid/combustion

method (Gunther et al. 1966), avoiding the long prep-

aration time intrinsic to wet chemistry and more

adapted for online analysis (Fiedler and Proksch

1975; Metzger 1978; Preston and Owens 1983; Nevins

et al. 1985; Owens 1988; Pichlmayer and Blochberger

1988; Owens and Rees 1989). The wet and dry meth-

ods have been intensively used and comparisons have

yielded satisfactory results, although new recommen-

dations have also been proposed (Fiedler and Proksch

1972, 1975; Minagawa et al. 1984; Kendall and

Grim 1990). Current online analyses reach internal

precisions of �0.1‰ for submicromole amounts of

nitrogen (Werner et al. 1999). This technique was the

first to be used for ice core 15N-nitrate analysis, using an

ion chromatography preconcentration method (Bordat

et al. 1992). Despite still being in use for 15N-nitrate of

natural water with methodology improvement (Ogawa

et al. 2001), EA-IRMS has been in the most recent years

supplanted by a completely new approach that uses the

generation of N2O after nitrate reduction, allowing the

measurement of all possible isotope ratios of N and O

of nitrate in the same sample. This new approach will

be detailed in the next paragraph dealing with oxygen

isotopes of nitrate.

39.2.3.2 Methods for the Analysis of Oxygen

Isotopes in Nitrate

18O analysis (and even later for 17O) of nitrate were

performed much later than 15N, mainly due to the

difficulty of maintaining the integrity of the oxygen

isotope during combustion/oxidation/reduction steps.

Furthermore, it was recognized only recently that the

oxygen atoms could provide a more reliable indicator

of the origin of the nitrate considering the large differ-

ence in isotopic composition of the O-atom pools that

composed the nitrate. The origin of the three oxygen

atoms composing nitrate can be tracked back to three

different sources with distinctive d18O oxygen isotopic

compositions: water (�10‰), O2-air (+23.5‰) and

ozone (+90‰), for instance allowing the identification

of large pools of atmospherically-made nitrate in arid

environments (Bao et al. 2000, 2001; Michalski et al.

2004a, b, 2005a, b; Bao andMarchant 2006). Amberger

and Schmidt (1987) proposed a CO/CO2 method based

on the combustion of KNO3 with Hg(CN)2 at 550�C
which was adapted from a method for organic com-

pounds (Rittenberg and Ponticorvo 1956). To avoid

the toxicity of Hg(CN)2, alternative chemicals were

proposed such as graphite (Kornexl et al. 1994) or

graphite–gold–palladium combined catalyst (Revesz

et al. 1997). Low yields inherent of these methods

were eventually overcome using guanidine hydrochlo-

ride (Brauer and Strauch 2000). Silva et al. (2000)

proposed both a new method to collect and preserve

nitrate from groundwater and advocated the use of

AgNO3 instead of KNO3. Silver nitrate is obtained

by purifying the sample with ion exchange resin,

BaCl2 and Ag2O in an acid medium. Pure silver

nitrate solution is finally freeze-dried and mixed with

graphite (Chang et al. 1999; Silva et al. 2000) or
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AgCN (Wassenaar 1995) before combustion. With

this method CO2 yields approach 100% and a preci-

sion for 6–10 mmol of N to be�0.2‰. The potassium/

silver nitrate were turned into an on-line method using

TC/EA-IRMS, first by producing CO2 (Kornexl et al.

1994) and then CO to increase yield and chro-

matographic properties (Kornexl et al. 1999), with

precisions of �0.5 for few micromole range of mate-

rial but limited to the d18O ratio only. To access both

d17O and d18O, the silver nitrate technique was even-

tually modified. AgNO3 is directly pyrolyzed in a

vacuum line, producing among others O2, a suitable

gas to measure all oxygen isotopic ratios (Michalski

et al. 2002, 2003; Morin et al. 2007). The major draw-

backs of these nitrate methods are their cost and

potential interferences with dissolved organic carbon

(Haberhauer and Blochberger 1999; Michalski 2010).

Nitrate and nitrite isotope analysis gained new

momentum when the Sigman’s group in Princeton

published a series of papers (Sigman et al. 2001;

Casciotti et al. 2002, 2007) describing the adaptation

of a denitrifying bacteria method for natural isotope

abundances originally developed for nitrate concentra-

tion determination and as 15N tracer in saline samples

(Christensen and Tiedje 1988; Hojberg et al. 1994).

This method makes use of specific strains of denitrify-

ing bacteria which lack a gene to encode the N2O

reductase, the enzyme that reduces N2O to N2. With

this method, nitrate contained in any solution – with

the exception of bactericide matrix – is directly added

to the bacteria solution which under anaerobic condi-

tions uses nitrate/nitrite as an electron acceptor to

produce N2O. The latter is an inert gas with good

chromatographic properties, having the same isotopic

masses than CO2. N2O can therefore be used to mea-

sure the O and N isotopic ratios of nitrate with a IRMS

configured for CO2. This method surpasses all other

methods published so far for being specific to nitrate/

nitrite (no need to purify and isolate nitrate from its

solution), independent of the organic and saline load-

ing of the sample, highly sensitive (down to 20 nmol

of N2O), allowing both nitrogen and oxygen isotope

analysis during the same run, being precise enough

(�0.3 and�0.4‰ for d15N and d18O respectively) and

easily portable to on-line analysis. This method has

now been both compared with the silver nitrate (Xue

et al. 2010) and graphite combustion (Chmura et al.

2009). Results show that the bacteria method is highly

correlated and statistically interchangeable with the

inorganic methods. Bacteria can either use nitrate or

nitrite for their metabolism and thus nitrite can inter-

fere with the analysis of nitrate. For samples contain-

ing significant nitrite levels, the samples can be either

pre-treated to remove nitrite (Granger et al. 2006;

Granger and Sigman 2009) or sequentially analyzed

by combining different strains of bacteria (Böhlke

et al. 2007). McIlvin and Altabet (2005) proposed an

alternative approach of the bacteria method with iden-

tical performance. Nitrate is first reduced to nitrite

with a Cd catalyst, followed by sodium azide treat-

ment in acid medium to quantitatively reduce nitrite to

N2O. This method also allows sequential analysis of

nitrite and nitrate. Growing bacteria is avoided with

this method, azide is nevertheless a toxic chemical that

needs to be handled with extreme care in a fume hood.

For both methods, extensions are now available to

complement the isotopic analysis d17O but at the

expense of a slight decrease in sensitivity (50 nmol

of N2O). To obtain the d17O, a dual bacterial denitrifi-
cation technique can be used (Coplen et al. 2004) or

more simply by the catalytic thermal decomposition

of N2O into N2 and O2 products (Kaiser et al. 2007;

Komatsu et al. 2008) using gold heated at ~800–900�C
(Cliff and Thiemens 1994) (see also Chapter 23 of this

book, Ostrom and Ostrom, 2011). Since all nitrogen-

bearing compounds can potentially be converted to

nitrate, the bacteria or azide methods have the poten-

tial to become the reference method for the isotopic

analysis of nitrogen-containing compounds. In the

near future, these methods might gain even more

momentum as measurements of isotope ratios by opti-

cal spectroscopy progress towards N2O as the analyte

gas (Mohn et al. 2010).

39.3 Application and Synthesis

With the exception of water stable isotopes, the iso-

tope analysis of natural impurities contained in trace

amount (i.e. nmol/g of ice and below) in ice cores is

still in its infancy. The cost, logistical difficulty and

drilling technology limits the amount of ice material

that can be recovered during field operations taking

place in the most desolated regions of the Earth.

Moreover, high latitude or altitude icy terrains receive

little material from the main surface source emissions.

Impurities are thus found at trace levels in ice. Limited
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amounts of ice combined with trace levels of impu-

rities have made any stable isotope studies challeng-

ing. It is not until recently that progress in mass

spectrometry has allowed stable isotope analysis of

trace species trapped in ice. In the following, we will

limit the discussion to the main oxy-anions found in

ice, namely sulfate and nitrate.

39.3.1 Stable Isotopes of Sulfate Found
in Polar Environments

Sulfate deposition on ice sheets is predominantly regu-

lated by the tropospheric oxidation of biogenic marine

emissions of reduced sulfur species (dimethylsulfide

or DMS) and sea-salt sulfate input, the latter represent-

ing generally less than 10% of the total sulfate. Spo-

radic, large volcanic eruptions in the mid and low

latitudes emit copious amounts of SO2. This sulfur

dioxide is oxidized and transported through the atmo-

sphere to the polar regions where it may dominate

the atmospheric sulfur budget for short time periods

with significant climatic consequences (Zielinski et al.

1994). It is thus generally accepted that sulfate in ice

results from the combination of three distinctive

sources: sea salt, biogenic sulfur and volcanoes.

39.3.1.1 Interpreting d18O of Sulfate

The measurement of oxygen isotope ratios in meteoric

waters and atmospheric sulfates is a useful analytical

method for studying formation mechanisms of sulfates

from the precursor sulfur dioxide (Holt et al. 1981).

Contrary to sulfur, oxygen is not conserved between

the sulfur dioxide precursor and sulfate. Extensive

studies conducted by Holt and his colleagues in the

1970s (reviewed in Holt and Kumar (1991)) lead to the

conclusion that oxygen isotopes of sulfate could be a

method to determine the different oxidation pathways

leading to the formation of sulfate. Formation of sul-

fate in the atmosphere can be summarized as follows

(Seinfeld and Pandis 1998):

Heterogeneous oxidation reactions:

SO2ðgÞþH2Oðl;gÞ ! SO2 � H2O (R1)

SO2 � H2O ! HSO3
�
ðaqÞþHþ (R2)

SO3
2�
ðaqÞþO3 ! HSO4

2�
ðaqÞ at pH>�5:6 (R3)

HSO3
�
ðaqÞþH2O2 ! HSO4

2�
ðaqÞ at pH<�5:6 (R4)

HSO3
�
ðaqÞþO2 + (Fe, Mn) ! HSO4

2�
ðaqÞ (R5)

Homogeneous oxidation reactions:

SO2ðgÞ + OH ! HOSO2 (R6)

HOSO2þO2 ! SO3ðgÞ + HO2 (R7)

SO3ðgÞþH2O ! H2SO4ðgÞ (R8)

Rapid equilibration occurs between SO2(g) and

associated atmospheric water (liquid or vapour) so

that SO2(g) retains none of its initial oxygen isotopic

signature. During subsequent oxidation steps, the

isotopic composition is determined by the particular

pathway utilized. Since the oxidants involved in the

possible pathways have different isotopic composi-

tions, they produce sulfate with different d18O compo-

sitions, but still with up to ¾ of the oxygen atoms
of sulfate controlled by isotopic exchange with water
(Holt and Kumar 1991). Once formed, the sulfate
retains the oxygen isotopic signature of its formation
mechanism since sulfate is very stable isotopically and
undergoes little or no secondary isotopic exchange
under normal atmospheric conditions. An important
result which emerged from the extensive investigations
into sulfur oxidation by Holt and his colleagues is the
finding that primary sulfates (formed at high tempera-
tures in combustion sources, e.g. power plants, smel-
ters, etc.) can be differentiated from secondary sulfates
(formed in the atmosphere at lower temperatures by
heterogeneous and homogeneous oxidation of SO2) on
the basis of their d18O values. These primary sulfates
are substantially enriched in 18O (d18O ¼ +40 to
+45‰) as a result of the reactions that occur between
atmospheric oxygen, water vapor, and SO3(g) at high
temperatures. Thus under the assumptions that oxi-
dants carry a significant 18O composition, Holt and
collaborators hypothesized that primary and secondary
sulfate emissions as well as oxidation mechanisms
could be decoupled on the basis of 18O measurements
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of atmospheric sulfate. While there is evidence that 18O
alone, or in association with 34S can provide useful
information on the origin (Cortecci and Longinel
1970), transport history of sulfate (Wadleigh et al.
1996, 2001) and source apportionment between pri-
mary and secondary atmospheric sources (Jamieson
and Wadleigh 1999, 2000) depending on the location
of the collected sample, it should be recognized that
18O alone has given poor information about the oxida-
tion processes itself (Holt et al. 1981). The domination
of the oxygen exchange with water in the control of the
oxygen content of sulfate, associated with kinetic and
equilibrium isotopic fractionations render any interpre-
tation of the 18O in term of oxidation pathways very
speculative if not impossible.

39.3.1.2 Interpreting D17O of Sulfate

The breakthrough in sulfate isotopic analysis came

with the association of the 17O measurements enabling

to quantify the D17O of sulfate. In a series of papers

(Savarino and Thiemens 1999a, b; Savarino et al.

2000), authors have established the framework for

the interpretation of the transfer of isotope anomaly

between S(IV) (¼SO2, HSO3
�, SO3

2�) and S(VI)

(¼SO4
2�, H2SO4) for the homogeneous and heteroge-

neous oxidation pathways. These results can be sum-

marized as follows considering the oxygen anomaly of

the different atmospheric oxidation (assuming D17O

(O3) � 27‰ and D17O(H2O2) � 1.9‰):

HSO3
�
ðaqÞþO3 ! HSO4

2�
ðaqÞ D17O � 9ø

HSO3
�
ðaqÞþH2O2 ! HSO4

2�
ðaqÞ D17 � 0.9ø

HSO3
�
ðaqÞþO2 + (Fe, Mn)!HSO4

2�
ðaqÞ D17O � 0ø

SO2ðgÞ + OH ! H2SO4 D17O � 0ø

Using this framework, new insight into the origin,

and most importantly the formation of sulfate has

emerged, ranging from hyper arid deserts (Bao

et al. 2000, 2001), groundwater sulfate (Johnson

et al. 2001), coastal and high elevation sites (Lee and

Thiemens 2001; Lee et al. 2001; Dominguez et al.

2008), primary sulfate combustion (Lee et al. 2002),

oceanic boundary layers (Alexander et al. 2005) to

global sulfur cycle model improvement (Alexander

et al. 2009a). For an atmospheric point of view, mod-

els can now integrate an isotope anomaly continuity

equation (like they do routinely for concentration) that

describes the time variation of the D17O:

d

dt
D17OSO4

� SO4½ 	� � ¼ X
Pi �D17Oi � L� D17OSO

4

(39.1)

where Pi is the production rate of reaction i with the

specific anomaly D17Oi, L the sum of all sinks (wet/dry

depositions producing no specific isotope anomalies)

and D17OSO4
and [SO4] the oxygen anomaly and

sulfate concentration of the atmospheric reservoir,

respectively. Depending on environmental conditions,

this equation can be simplified using the steady state

approximation where:

d

dt
SO4½ 	ð Þ � 0 (39.2)

which assumes that concentrations vary slowly enough

with time so that production and sink terms are almost

equal, leading to the well-established relation:

t�
X

Pi � D17Oi ¼D17OSO4
� SO4½ 	 (39.3)

where t is the atmospheric lifetime of sulfate in the

atmosphere under consideration. In the absence of

sufficiently-developed chemistry models, such an

equation can be further simplified as:

fi ¼ Pi

P
(39.4)

with P is the overall production rate and thus fi the

relative production rate and recognizing that:

t� P ¼ SO4½ 	 (39.5)

so that (39.3) simplifies to

X
fi � D17Oi ¼D17OSO4

(39.6)

with (39.7)

X
fi ¼1 (39.7)
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Equation (39.6) is actually the one given in many

publications utilizing the oxygen anomaly of nitrate

and/or sulfate without giving the mathematical devel-

opment shown above (originally (39.6) was given in

Lee and Thiemens (2001)). Considering the specificity

of sulfur chemistry (R1–R8), (39.6) can eventually be

simplified as H2O2 dominates the aqueous oxidation at

pH < 5 while at pH > 6 O3 prevails and because O2

(Luz and Barkan 2005) and OH (Dubey et al. 1997)

have negligible D17O. The important point is that

D17O mass balance puts supplemental constraints on

the relative importance of individual oxidation path-

ways with finer details than just bulk concentration

when models and observations are confronted. Fur-

thermore, D17O opens new opportunities to probe the

present and past atmosphere as sulfate is ubiquitously

found in the atmosphere, ground surface and ice.

39.3.1.3 D17O of Atmospheric Sulfate

The first analysis of D17O of sulfate was carried out at

low latitudes. Lee and Thiemens (2001) measured

D17O sulfate ranging from 0.2 to 1.6‰ in Southern

California and using the (39.6) approach, one could

determine the relative contribution of the aqueous

and gas phase secondary sulfate production, being

approximately equal in this environment. Jenkins and

Bao (2006) found no correlation between D17O and

d18O or d34S in Baton Rouge (Louisiana), with values

ranging from +0.25 to +1.43‰, consistent with an

oxidation pathway dominated by aqueous oxidation

by H2O2. Alexander et al. (2005) compared remote

oceanic sulfate observation during the Indian Ocean

Experiment (INDOEX) with a global chemistry

model. D17O values of up to 6.7‰ were observed

and they used to test different schemes for the titration

of sea-salt alkalinity, excluding the regeneration of the

sea-salt aerosol alkalinity by OH uptake.

McCabe et al. (2006) measured the oxygen isotopic

composition (D17O) of non-sea-salt sulfate (nss sul-

fate) aerosol in samples from the High Arctic (Alert,

Canada) over 1 year (July 1999–June 2000). Measure-

ments of D17O of nss sulfate were used to evaluate the

relative contributions of O3, H2O2, and OH oxidation

leading to the formation of SO4
2� and were compared

to a chemistry model. Figure 39.1 reproduces their

original observations. Clearly, the model was unable

to reproduce the sulfate oxygen isotope anomaly, sys-

tematically overestimating the D17O in the dark polar

winter. Based on this comparison and the tendency

for the model to give too much importance to ozone

oxidation pathways, the authors claimed that the

isotopic composition was consistent with a 10–18%

Fig. 39.1 D17O of non-sea-

salt sulfate aerosols collected

at Alert (Canada) and

comparison with monthly

estimates D17O based on

model prediction of the sulfate

formation (McCabe et al.

2006). The discrepancy points

to a different mode of

formation than what the model

codes
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contribution from a non-photochemical oxidation

pathway, likely Fe3+/Mn2+-catalyzed O2 oxidation,

during the dark Arctic winter, illustrating the contri-

bution of oxygen isotope anomalies to understand

sulfate formation. The tendency for models to overes-

timate the ozone oxidation contribution in the Arctic

winter was further tested by Alexander et al. (2009a).

Including the metal catalyzed O2 oxidation in a

three dimensional transport/chemistry model (GEOS-

CHEM), these authors were able to reconcile the

observed and calculated D17O values of sulfate.

39.3.1.4 D17O of Ice Core Sulfate

The first sulfate ice core study was performed by

Alexander et al. (2002). The oxygen isotopic compo-

sition of sulfate in eight samples from the Vostok,

Antarctica ice core, covering one full climate cycle,

was presented. Through a limited dataset, higher D17O

values of sulfate were systematically observed during

the warm periods (Fig. 39.2). A good correlation was

observed when d17O data were compared to d18O,
displaying a mixing line between end-members of

OH- and O3-dominated oxidation pathways. Assum-

ing tropospheric-derived sulfate only and applying the

mixing line model, the authors concluded that the ratio

of gas-phase over aqueous-phase oxidation of S(IV)

species was greater during the last glacial than the

surrounding interglacial periods. If this interpretation

is correct, D17O measurements provide a means of

distinguishing variations in the oxidation pathways

and their connection to climate evolution. More data

covering the same time period is necessary to firmly

establish the validity of this interpretation.

Part of this validation effort has been recently

undertaken due to the new West Antarctic Ice Sheet

(WAIS) Divide deep ice core drilling (expect to be

achieved in 2011), an experiment designed to recover

at least two warm periods (~120,000 years of climate

record) in a relatively high accumulation Antarctic site

for time-resolution optimization. Kunasek et al. (2010)

presented a D17O record from the early 1800s to

early 2000s. D17O of non-sea salt sulfate shows a

small, but significant increase between the late 1700s

(1.8 � 0.2‰) and late 1800s (2.6 � 0.2‰), although

one lower than the Holocene values observed in the

Vostok ice core (Fig. 39.2). The lack of change in

D17O of non-sea-salt sulfate from the mid-1800s to

early 2000s (2.4–2.6 � 0.2‰) is consistent with

atmospheric chemistry model estimates, indicating

preindustrial to industrial increases in O3 as high as

50% and decreases in OH of 20% in the southern

polar troposphere, provided H2O2 concentrations also

increase by over 50%; the latter increase is at least

qualitatively supported by the H2O2 concentrations

Fig. 39.2 Glacial and

interglacial variation of D17O

of sulfate in the Vostok ice

core. This limited dataset

suggests that sulfur oxidation

between glacial and

interglacial times differs

significantly, favoring OH and

O3 oxidation, respectively

(adapted from Alexander et al.

(2002))
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archived during the past century in the southern polar

region (Frey et al. 2005).

In a different use of the sulfate oxygen isotopic

anomalies, De Angelis et al. (2004) measured the

D17O of sulfate from accreted ice of the Vostok ice

core. The bottom of the Vostok ice core is made of

refrozen water from the underlying lake. Unlike the

sulfate of the glacier ice, which shows a significant

D17O, no such isotope anomaly was found in the

accreted ice. Based on this consideration and other

trace chemical information, the authors concluded

that the dissolved sulfate present in the lake originated

probably from ancient evaporites or sedimentary for-

mations accumulated at the bottom of the lake before

the building of the ice sheet and not the result of inputs

of atmospheric sulfate from the melt of the glacier ice.

The chemical composition of the ice cores and

modeling studies indicate a significant change in the

oxidation capacity of the atmosphere at the onset of

the Industrial Revolution due to increase of fossil fuel

emissions, mainly in the Northern hemisphere where

emissions are at their maximum. Alexander et al.

(2004) analyzed the oxygen isotopes of sulfate and

nitrate trapped in a Greenland ice core to see if such

changes in the chemical activity of the atmosphere

could be imprinted in the D17O. The data revealed

that both D17O of sulfate and nitrate show little differ-

ence between the industrialization period of the North-

ern hemisphere and the 1700s. Instead, both species

display a significant peak, centered around 1880 AD

(Fig. 39.3) and in perfect phase with biomass-burning

marker found in Greenland ice. The end of the

nineteenth century is known as the Pioneer Agricul-

tural Revolution, corresponding to new settlements of

North America which were accompanied by forest

clearing and burning. The authors asserted that high

emissions of volatile organic carbon and NOx by forest

fires led to a regional increase in O3 concentration

during this period which in turn contributed to increase

D17O of sulfate and nitrate by favoring ozone oxida-

tion pathways.

39.3.1.5 Sulfur Isotopes of Background

Sulfate in Ice Cores

Patris et al. (2000) were the first to successfully adapt

modern sulfur isotopic analysis to ice core geochemis-

try. Focusing on South Pole shallow ice cores centered

on the Mt Agung eruption (Indonesia, 1963), they

were able to demonstrate the significant volcanic con-

tribution to sulfate deposition on the central Antarctic

ice cap during volcanic events and also confirmed the

dominance of a marine biogenic origin for present

background sulfate. Figure 39.4 displays their main

result where d34S is plotted vs. the inverse concentra-

tion. The straight line obtained indicates the presence

of a mixture of two sources influencing the sites.

Extrapolations allowed them to establish the sulfur

isotopic signatures of the marine biogenic sulfate and

volcanic sulfate of the Mt Agung to be +18.6 � 0.9‰
and +2.7 � 1.1‰, respectively.

In a site closer to theWest Antarctic coast, covering

the same timeframe as Patris’ study, sulfur isotopes of

Fig. 39.3 Time variation during the last

ca. 300 years ofD17O of nitrate and sulfate

observed in Greenland ice cores and

comparison with a fire index transcribing

the frequency of biomass burning events

recorded in ice. The perfect match

between peaks of these proxies strongly

supports the idea that forest fires have

strongly perturbed the atmospheric ozone

concentration at those times.

Industrialization of the Northern

hemisphere is not imprinted in the D17O

(adapted from Alexander et al. (2004))
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sulfate revealed a different picture (Pruett et al. 2004).

At this site d34S values are significantly lower than

those found at South Pole, both for the background and

Agung sulfate, ranging from 3.1 to 9.9‰. These low

values were later confirmed by Kunasek et al. (2010).

At first glance, these observed values appear odd con-

sidering the larger influence of marine biogenic and

abiogenic sulfur at this site and the well-established

sulfur composition of these sources: 18‰ (Calhoun

et al. 1991) and 21‰ (Rees et al. 1978), respectively.

To reconcile the findings, the authors claimed that

their site is probably influenced by depleted 34S of

stratospheric sulfate and/or by local volcanoes such

as the Erebus. Comparison between coastal and central

sites of the East Antarctica shows relative homoge-

neous d34S values of +14.6 � 0.3‰ and +14.7 �
0.3‰ for Holocene samples (Jonsell et al. 2005).

When the influence of sporadic volcanic eruptions is

subtracted, the isotopic composition of sulfate reaches a

value of +15.4 � 0.6‰, significantly lower than the

prescribed values for marine biogenic sulfur, suggesting

additional sources contributing to the sulfate budget.

A different interpretation of d34S is proposed by

Alexander et al. (2003). By studying the sulfur isotope

ratios of sulfate trapped in the deep Dome C and

Vostok ice cores (central eastern Antarctic plateau)

covering a full glacial/interglacial cycle, the authors

propose that fractionations related to the chemical

conversion of SO2 to sulfate during transport is the

main process responsible for the d34S values of ice

core sulfate. This suggestion is fueled by an observed

6‰ lower difference in average d34S of the Eastern

ice compared to the South Pole that could not be

explained by volcanic inputs. Non-sea-salt sulfate

ranges from 7.5 to 15.1‰ with glacial period dis-

playing systematic lower values than interglacial

times (Fig. 39.5). Chemical transformation during

transport is attributed to be the main process responsi-

ble for the d34S variation and is supported by the

correlation observed between d34S and D17O of the

same samples, the latter being a direct fingerprint of

the different oxidation pathways producing sulfate

(see Sect. 39.3.1.4). This interpretation nevertheless

remains controversial. Jonsell et al. (2005) challenged

this idea on the premise that in their study, coast and

central sites displayed the same sulfur isotopic com-

position. Recently, Kunasek et al. (2010) also refuted

this idea based on spatial variability in d34S, including
West Antarctic d34S data. However, comparison of

reduced and oxidized sulfur species concentration

between coastal and inland sites (Cosme et al. 2005;

Preunkert et al. 2008) as well as evolution of isotopic

composition of sulfate during oxidation and transport

(Castleman et al. 1974) suggests that interpreting sul-

fur isotopes based solely on source apportionment is

probably a too simplistic approach.

Turning now to the Greenland ice sheet, Patris et al.

(2002) presented a detailed study of the Greenland

sulfate covering preindustrial and industrial periods.

Figure 39.6 shows the most significant result of this

Fig. 39.4 d34S vs. inverse of sulfate concentration

found in shallow ice cores from South Pole. The

straight line suggests a mixing between to two end-

member sources of sulfate, marine biogenic

emissions at ca. 18‰ and volcanic emissions at ca

2.8‰ (adapted from Patris et al. (2000))
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study. Contrary to Antarctica, which is not impacted

by anthropogenic emissions of sulfur, concentrations

of sulfate in Greenland ice follow closely the increase

of industrial sulfur emissions due to its proximity to

industrialized countries. The d34S of sulfate shows a

pronounced decrease in phase with the increased input

of anthropogenic sulfur. The impact of human-driven

emissions on the sulfate deposited in central Green-

land ice is visible in isotope data as early as 1870 AD

and dominates all other natural sources. The isotopic

signature of anthropogenic sulfur deposited during the

twentieth century is found to be constant (d34S ¼ +3.0

� 1.5%), regardless of the changes of source regions

and emission processes, a value significantly different

than the Antarctic background. During the preindus-

trial period, sulfur isotopes indicate that the preindus-

trial background sulfate budget is shared by marine

biogenic emissions (49%) and by continental sources,

including background volcanism (44%). Sulfur emit-

ted by relatively weak eruptions is found to be largely

depleted in 34S compared to bulk volcanic S, suggest-

ing an efficient washout of the heavier isotope during

tropospheric transport (Patris et al. 2002).

39.3.1.6 Tracing the Large Volcanic Eruptions

with the Multiple Sulfur Isotope Array

Ice cores are well-known proxies to provide a precise

record of the Earth’s volcanic activity, a major player

Fig. 39.6 Time-evolution of the d34S of sulfate in a Greenland

ice core along with the evolution of its concentration and global

sulfur emissions of in Northern hemisphere (adapted from Patris

et al. (2002))

Fig. 39.5 Evolution of sulfate d34S
extracted from Vostok and Dome C ice

core during a full glacial/interglacial cycle.

Temperature variation are expressed by

the D/H ratio of the water (Alexander

et al. 2003)
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of the Earth’s climate system. Volcanic activity is

recorded in the ice in the form of a sulfuric acid peak

(Hammer 1977). However, not all recorded events

have a large scale climatic impact, capable of signifi-

cantly reducing ground surface temperatures for sev-

eral years. The volcanism recorded in the ice can be

divided into two groups according to their climatic

effect. Small eruptions that inject their debris princi-

pally into the troposphere have no climatic effect

because of the short lifetime of the debris in this part

of the atmosphere, but can be recorded in the ice if

they are close enough to ice sheets. In contrast, pow-

erful and catastrophic volcanic eruptions injecting

their debris directly into the stratosphere where the

stability and dryness of this section of the atmosphere

can maintain volcanic sulfuric acid aerosols for years

and globalize their radiative effect (Robock 2000).

Savarino et al. (2003) introduced the analysis of the

three sulfur isotope ratios, i.e. d33S, d34S and d36S in

the field of ice cores to study paleo-volcanism. The

interest resides in the fact that combining the three

isotopes allows the distinction in the nature of the

volcanic eruption recorded, discriminating significant

climatic events vs. regional events. In a pioneering

work, Farquhar et al. (2000a, 2001) discovered that

when SO2 is subject to intense UV, reduced and oxi-

dized sulfur products carry non-zero D33S and D36S

sulfur isotope anomalies, a strong support for a deox-

ygenated early archean atmosphere. Today, only in the

stratosphere is SO2 subjected to UV radiation, thus,

sulfuric acid produced in this part of the atmosphere

should possess a sulfur isotope anomaly while tropo-

spheric-produced sulfate should not. This difference in

sulfur isotopic composition could provide an elegant

way to distinguish the two types of volcanism

recorded in ice. Figure 39.7 shows the result obtained

for different origins of sulfate and demonstrates that

only stratospheric-produced sulfate displays a signifi-

cant sulfur isotope anomaly, albeit with variable sign.

This was latter explained by Baroni et al. (2007) in a

detailed snow pit study of the shallow volcanic events

of the Pinatubo (1991, Philippines) and Mt Agung

(1963, Indonesia). Time-resolved analysis of the vol-

canic sulfate deposits showed an inversion of sign

between the start and the end of the sulfate peak,

demonstrating that the sulfur isotope anomalies of

volcanic sulfate is a time-dependent process, first dis-

playing a positive D33S followed by a negative D33S at

the end of the volcanic plume depositional process.

It was concluded that the mass-independent process

occurred on a monthly time scale before SO2 is fully

converted to H2SO4. Such observations also provided

a scenario to close the budget of the sulfur iso-

topic anomaly (Pavlov et al. 2005) as anomalies are

observed neither at the point source of volcanic emis-

sions (Mather et al. 2006; Bindeman et al. 2007;

Martin and Bindeman 2009) nor for background ice

core sulfate (Alexander et al. 2003; Kunasek et al.

2010). The photochemical conversion of SO2 to sulfu-

ric acid in the stratosphere creates two reservoirs of

sulfur with anomalies of opposite signs that should be

physically separated in space and time during sedi-

mentation. It should be noted however that even if UV

photolysis triggers the process, the detailed under-

standing of the chain reaction is still uncertain des-

pite speculative considerations such as self-shielding

(Lyons 2007) or heterogeneous chemistry (Lasaga

et al. 2008; Watanabe et al. 2009) to explain the

observations. We note that the heterogeneous chemis-

try is incompatible with the volcanic S isotopic anom-

aly observations as sulfate is formed by homogeneous

gas-phase reaction in the stratosphere, as well as part
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Fig. 39.7 Sulfur isotopic anomalies of

stratospheric and tropospheric sulfate. From this

limited data set, stratospheric volcanic sulfates

are clearly seen by the D33S they carry. This

isotopic fingerprint is used to classify the nature

of any volcanic eruption recorded in ice,

independently of its depositional flux. The two

dashed lines represent the two standard deviations

(�0.1‰) of the isotopic standards. S and T stand

for stratosphere and troposphere (Savarino et al.

2003)
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of it in the troposphere. Self-shielding is a photochem-

ical process where specific lines of a broadband inci-

dent light are optically tick at some depth for the most

abundant isotopologue, thus stopping its photodissoci-

ation further deep in the light path while still allowing

the photodissociation of the minor isotopologues, thus

creating an isotope-selective photolysis process at

the opposite side of the incident light. Lyons (2007)

claimed that such process could explain the volcanic

sulfur anomalies. However, such process implicitly

assumes no mixing of the SO2 cloud and the radiative

transfer model was not tested for the 260–340 nm

range where photolysis of SO2 occurs today, thus

leaving still unresolved the mechanism responsible

for the sulfur isotope anomaly of volcanic sulfate.

Nevertheless, sulfur isotope anomalies provide a new

opportunity to revisit the climatic forcing of volcanoes

by providing information about the stratospheric or

tropospheric nature of an unknown eruption. At pres-

ent, the past climatic forcing of volcanoes rely on

concentration measurements which make identifica-

tion of unknown stratospheric events difficult and

hypothetical. A concrete application of this new isoto-

pic tool is presented by Cole-Dai et al. (2009). The

unknown 1809 volcanic event preceding the massive

explosion of the Tambora (1815, Indonesia) shows a

significant sulfur isotope anomaly and thus can be

classified as stratospheric. This characterization pro-

vides a rational explanation for the coldest decade

observed for the past 500 years, a decade that started

few years before the Tambora eruption. A reexamina-

tion of the nature of some volcanoes recorded in ice is

also presented in Baroni et al. (2008) and as expected,

no correlation was found between the concentrations

in the ice and the climatic importance of the events.

39.3.2 Stable Isotopes of Nitrate Found
in Polar Environments

Nitrate exists in the atmosphere in several forms includ-

ing gaseous nitric acid (HNO3) and various chemical

assemblages of the nitrate ion (NO3
�) in aerosols.

Because primary sources of nitrate are extremely scarce

(Finlayson-Pitts and Pitts 2000), most of the nitrate

found in the atmosphere results from the chemical

transformation of gaseous precursors, in particular

nitrogen oxides (NOx ¼ NO þ NO2). Atmospheric

deposition constitutes the major contributor to the bud-

get of nitrate in snow (Wolff 1995), despite recent

findings that biological activity can lead to in situ

production of nitrate within the snowpack (Wadham

et al. 2006; Amoroso et al. 2010). The isotopic compo-

sition of atmospheric nitrate thus depends on (1) the

isotopic composition of NOx, (2) the isotopic fraction-

ation associated with the chemical oxidation of NOx to

nitrate, and (3) isotopic fractionation associated with

nitrate transport within the atmosphere. The oxygen and

nitrogen isotopic fractionation constants associated

with processes (1) and (2) are currently poorly known

besides a few experimental studies (Chakraborty and

Chakraborty 2003). The use of d18O as the only oxygen

isotopic composition of atmospheric nitrate to extract

atmospheric reaction mechanisms is thus discouraged

by some authors (Morin et al. 2008, 2009) as too many

kinetic isotope fractionations are currently unknown. In

contrast, the use of D17O levies this weakness pertain-

ing to the interpretation of d15N and d18O data since

D17O is a conservative quantity not affected by isotopic

fractionation processes. Readers are referred to Chap.

30 (Michalski et al.) of this handbook for an extensive

discussion about the origin and benefits of using D17O

of nitrate.

39.3.2.1 D17O of Atmospheric Nitrate

Up to now, much emphasis has been put on the

interpretation of seasonal variations of D17O of atmo-

spheric nitrate at Earth’s surface. The recent emer-

gence of bacteria and silver nitrate techniques suited

for D17O analysis of nitrate (Michalski et al. 2002;

Kaiser et al. 2007) has lead to the build-up of a small

number of datasets, which are key to test our ability to

interpret variations of D17O of nitrate in the atmo-

sphere. This constitutes a logical prerequisite to inter-

preting its variations in snow and ice matrices. Several

measurement-based modeling studies (Michalski et al.

2003; Kunasek et al. 2008a; Morin et al. 2008) have

substantiated the idea that variations of D17O of nitrate

mostly stem from variations in the relative con-

tribution of different NOx oxidation pathways (see

Chap. 30). Oxygen atoms bearing a non-zero D17O

signature, initially originating from ozone, are propa-

gated throughout the photochemical cycling of NOx,

NO2 oxidation and diluted with other oxygen atom

sources (H2O, O2) that do not bear a significant D17O
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signature. Different NOx oxidation pathways induce

different dilution factors, thus leading to differing

D17O values in nitrate produced through these path-

ways. For instance, the daytime production of atmo-

spheric nitrate through the reaction between NO2 and

OH leads to a smaller D17O than the nighttime reactions

involving the nitrate radical (Michalski et al. 2003;

Kunasek et al. 2008a; Morin et al. 2009). This explains

why in summer D17O of nitrate is generally lower than

winter, as the relative proportion between daytime and

nighttime nitrate production pathways undergoes sea-

sonal changes due to seasonal variations in day length

(or daily integrated actinic flux). Such seasonal varia-

tions are maximized in polar regions, where extended

periods of absence or presence of sunlight occur. Thus

locally produced nitrate is expected to display large

seasonal variations of D17O. Mid-latitude summertime

D17O values are on the order of 10–25‰, while winter-

time 25–35‰ (Michalski et al. 2003). Alexander et al.

(2009b) implemented the basic mass balance of D17O

for nitrate in the 3D GEOS-Chem chemical trans-

port model to produce a global view of the nitrate
17O anomaly (Fig. 39.8), showing a strong seasonal

amplitude with values ranging from 7‰ in the tropics

to 41‰ in polar regions. At present D17O is viewed as

an indicator of the average proportion between nitrate

production channels (Alexander et al. 2009b). It suffers,

however, from several shortcomings, including:

– Large uncertainties in the D17O of tropospheric

ozone (value and seasonal variations, see Morin

et al. (2007), Bhattacharya et al. (2008), Michalski

and Bhattacharya (2009))

– Unknown D17O transfer rate through many chemi-

cal reactions (with the notable exception of

NO + O3 (Savarino et al. 2008))

– The absence of a fully fledged modeling framework

to fully interpret intra-seasonal (up to diurnal) var-

iations

– The overlap between the signature of different

nitrate production channels (see Kunasek et al.

(2008a), Morin et al. (2009))

With the exception of the latter, all others short-

comings can be resolved with dedicated efforts and

experiments. Measuring the isotopic composition of

ozone in the troposphere should be a first priority to

better constrain its natural variations. Recently,

Michalski and Bhattacharya (2009) proposed a chemi-

cal method where ozone is allowed to react with

nitrite, forming nitrate. They have demonstrated that

from the isotopic analysis of the produced molecular

oxygene, one can reconstruct the ozone original isoto-

pic composition, thus avoiding the complex and diffi-

cult cryogenic method used in the past to measure its

atmospheric isotopic composition. Designing specific

experiments in atmospheric simulation chambers can

solve the quantification of the anomaly transfer between

reactants and products, in a similar fashion as proposed

in Savarino et al. (2008). Finally, incorporating all this

information in a chemistry model calculating explicitly

the progress and propagation of the oxygen isotopic

anomaly among atmospheric species should be rela-

tively easy considering the current maturity of chemis-

try models and the power of today desktop computers.

39.3.2.2 Impact of Reactive Halogens on D17O

The presence of reactive halogens in the produc-

tion pathway of nitrate was hypothesized by Morin

et al. (2007) and Patris et al. (2007) as they have a

significantly influence on the D17O of atmospheric

Δ170(nitrate) (JJA)

Δ170(nitrate) (DJF)

7.4 15.7 23.9 32.2 40.5 [per mil]

Fig. 39.8 Global seasonality view of nitrate D17O as generated

by the GEOS-CHEM model (Alexander et al. 2009b) (Copy-

right under Creative Common Licence)
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nitrate. It is known in marine polar regions that reac-

tive halogens are particularly chemically active in

springtime, leading to spectacular ozone depletion

from the lower atmosphere in relationship to the pres-

ence of reactive radicals such as BrO, which are emit-

ted from sea-salt through a mechanism that remains

elusive (Simpson et al. 2007). BrO not only depletes

ozone catalytically; it also reacts with NO2 to yield

BrONO2, which undergoes hydrolysis on frozen aque-

ous surfaces leading to nitrate formation (Sander et al.

1999). This reaction induces a low D17O dilution fac-

tor, and was considered responsible for high (ca. 32‰)

D17O values in atmospheric nitrate during the Arctic

springtime at Alert, Nunavut (Morin et al. 2008).

Reactive halogens are also hypothesized to play a

role at Summit, Greenland, which could explain why

higher than anticipated D17O values were measured

there (Kunasek et al. 2008a).

39.3.2.3 Stratospheric D17O Signature

Of particular relevance to studies in the polar atmo-

sphere is the D17O signature of stratospheric nitrate.

Stratospheric ozone possesses a higher D17O than in

the troposphere (Mauersberger et al. 2001; Thiemens

2006). Since stratospheric nitrate production proceeds

though heterogeneous reactions hypothesized to pos-

sess a low D17O dilution rate (thus leading to high

D17O values in the final nitrate), the D17O of strato-

spheric nitrate is generally assumed to be higher than

tropospheric nitrate. This property has been used to

place new constraints on the origin of nitrate in the

Antarctic troposphere. Indeed, it was long debated

whether the stratosphere was a significant direct con-

tributor of nitrate to the lower atmosphere, following

its denitrification in the late austral winter (Legrand

and Kirchner 1990). The measurement of D17O values

of tropospheric nitrate higher than 40‰ in tropo-

spheric nitrate samples collected in August/September

in coastal (Savarino et al. 2007) and central (Frey et al.

2009) Antarctica is independent evidence that the

stratosphere is a major contributor to the budget of

tropospheric nitrate at this period of the year. Tropo-

spheric reactive halogens are excluded here since

ozone depletion episodes are absent from both this

coastal Antarctica monitoring station and in central

Antarctica (Legrand et al. 2009).

39.3.2.4 Biological Processes

Until recently, atmospheric wet and dry deposition was

considered the only source of nitrate to polar environ-

ments. In recent years isotopic evidence accumulated

to indicate that in situ production of nitrate can operate

in glacial environments, including dry snowpacks

(Wadham et al. 2006; Wynn et al. 2007). Amoroso

et al. (2010) recently reported isotopic data for snow-

pack nitrate showing D17O values very close to 0‰,

which clearly cannot be accounted for by atmospheric

deposition (concurrent D17O values in atmospheric

nitrate were on the order of 30‰ on the days when

snow deposited on the ground). Combining such obser-

vations with detailed investigations of the outgoing

flux of reactive nitrogen from the snowpack in the

absence of sunlight and the chemical composition of

the snow, they concluded that microbial nitrification

and denitrification was most likely operating in the

snowpack and responsible for the production of nitrate

with a zero D17O: only biologically mediated produc-

tion of nitrate from water or atmospheric oxygen can

lead to such a low signature as ice cores demonstrate

that nitrate can keep its oxygen anomaly in ice for

hundreds thousand of years. This finding is consistent

with the measurements by Sowers (2001), who found

isotopic evidence for in situ production of N2O in polar

ice through biological processes (for a detailed discus-

sion about the N2O cycle and its isotopic system, read-

ers can refer to the article of Ostrom and Ostrom,

Chapter 23, of this book) even in places where the

mean annual temperature is lower than �50�C. Thus,
biologically-mediated nitrate production can occur in

virtually all snow-covered areas; taking into account its

impact on the isotopic composition of nitrate in glacio-

logical archives is necessary, although this has not been

carried out in studies published hitherto.

39.3.2.5 D17O of Nitrate in Snow and Ice Cores

As briefly discussed in Sect. 39.3.1.4, Alexander et al.

(2004) were the first to use the D17O of nitrate in

association with sulfate D17O in an ice core study.

Both isotope tracers follow the same pattern, display-

ing a remarkable peak around 1880 in phase with a

biomass burning index. Interpreting their isotope pro-

files in term of more or less ozone activity, they sug-

gested that the intense fire activity recorded at that time
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was responsible for a significant increase of tropo-

spheric ozone, leading to an enhancement of D17O in

both species. Hastings et al. (2004) and Hastings et al.

(2005) also present nitrate results of Greenland snow,

although limited to 18O. Both seasonal (snowpits) and

climate-scale (ice cores) 18O variations were inter-

preted in terms of relative contributions between

NO2 + OH (lowering 18O/16O) vs. N2O5 hydrolysis

(raising 18O/16O) with winter and cold climates favour-

ing the latter. As pointed out previously, caution

should be exercised when interpreting 18O/16O ratios

solely in terms of chemical reactions, ignoring de facto

fractionations due to kinetic, transport, sedimentation

or post-depositional effects. This weakness was raised

in two recent studies (Jarvis et al. 2008, 2009). In the

first paper, they observed that the range in d18O of

nitrate is smaller than that modelled from HNO3 pro-

duction pathways, suggesting that other processes may

also be required to explain the seasonality in snow

nitrate d18O. The second study compares gas-phase

HNO3 isotopic composition with surface snow NO3
�.

A systematic depletion of the d18O �40‰ of the air

samples with respect to snow is observed. Reconcilia-

tion is obtained with a photochemical box modelling if

local post depositional effects are considered. The

same conclusion is reached by Kunasek et al. (2008b)

when the D17O of nitrate of a Greenland snowpit is

compared with a box model with boundary conditions

constrained by the 3D GEOS-Chem model. Measured

values of D17O NO3
� covering three seasonal cycles

range from 22.4‰ in summertime to 33.7‰ in

wintertime, while model results show a larger range

(18.9–31.5%). The discrepancy, especially in summer-

time, is suspected to result from processes not taken

into account by the model (e.g. transport, stratospheric

influences, halogen chemistry).

McCabe et al. (2007) presented a detailed snow pit

study of nitrate D17O at South Pole. The analysis of

trends in D17O of the 6 m excavated snowpit covering

the last 25 years revealed a strong 2.7 years cycle that

correlated negatively (R ¼ 0.77) with the October–

November–December stratospheric ozone column.

The mechanism proposed by the authors to explain

this negative correlation invokes the increase of UV

radiation at ground during low levels of stratospheric

ozone, leading to a more intense nitrate recycling in the

boundary layer and thus erasing the original high D17O

of the stratospheric nitrate injection (Savarino et al.

2007; Frey et al. 2009) in favor of the lower D17O of

tropospheric-made nitrate. Finally, in a detailed survey

of post processing of nitrate in central Antarctica, Frey

et al. (2009) reassert the very good preservation of

atmospheric D17O NO3
� in snow, despite a small ten-

dency for decrease possibly due to exchange with water

during photolysis. A periodic oscillation with a mean

periodicity of 2.3–3.0 years, similar to the one reported

by McCabe et al. (2007), is also preserved in Dome C

snow. It therefore seems conceivable to reconstruct past

shifts in tropospheric oxidation pathways from the

D17O NO3
� record preserved in ice cores. Such work

is currently underway in different laboratories.

39.3.2.6 d15N in Tropospheric Nitrate

in Mid-Latitudes

In contrast to d18O and D17O, d15N has been measured

in atmospheric nitrate samples for a half century.

Hoering (1957) reported the first measurements of

d15N of atmospheric nitrate samples, followed by

Moore (1974, 1977). More recently, studies by Freyer

(1978, 1991) and Heaton (1987) have increased knowl-

edge regarding the range of variations of d15N in atmo-

spheric nitrate. Despite many measurement-based

studies devoted to d15N of atmospheric nitrate, it is

still debated whether d15N of atmospheric nitrate pri-

marily reflects d15N of NOx sources (Hastings et al.

2003) or results from isotopic fractionation within NOx

(Freyer et al. 1993) or during transport (see Morin

et al. (2009), for an overview). In addition, many

studies have focused on rainwater nitrate samples

(e.g. Hastings et al. (2003) or Elliott et al. (2007)),

which were shown by Freyer (1991) to display a

marked offset from aerosol nitrate. As discussed in

Morin et al. (2009), the sign of such offset apparently

depends on environmental conditions so that interpret-

ing d15N data from rainwater in terms of d15N of

atmospheric nitrate may be misleading. Nevertheless,

it has been recurrently observed that d15N of atmo-

spheric nitrate in mid-latitudes undergoes weak sea-

sonal variations between �10 and 10‰ (Freyer 1991;

Morin et al. 2009). The seasonal cycle is not under-

stood at present, since some areas seem to display

a seasonal cycle with a maximum in hemispheric

summer (Morin et al. 2008) while others display an

opposite seasonal cycle withmaximum values in hemi-

spheric winter (Freyer 1991; Yeatman et al. 2001).

Proposed mechanisms to explain 15N variations in
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nitrate aerosols include thermodynamically driven

equilibrium between HNO3, NH3 gases and NH4NO3

particles (Yeatman et al. 2001) or temperature driven

isotopic exchange between NOx species (Freyer et al.

1993). More in situ laboratory and observations are

clearly needed to fully interpret these contrasting

observations.

39.3.2.7 d15N in Tropospheric Nitrate

in Polar Regions

The most striking feature of atmospheric nitrate d15N
data from polar regions is the extremely low values

encountered in spring and summer in snow-covered

areas. These were first noticed by Freyer et al.

(1996), when values as low as �38 to �63‰ were

measured in samples collected in coastal Antarctica

but remained unexplained. Wagenbach et al. (1998)

also reported such low values and attributed them to

stratospheric denitrification, although both the timing

and the isotopic composition of nitrate did not match.

Similarly low d15N values were again reported by

Savarino et al. (2007), who attempted to explain the

low values as a consequence of snowpack photodeni-

trification featuring a strongly negative fractionation

constant, leading to the emission of isotopically light

NOx and thus atmospheric nitrate (see Sect. 39.3.2.8).

Since then, low d15N values in atmospheric nitrate

were reported from the Arctic atmosphere (Morin

et al. 2008), the Antarctic sea ice (Morin et al. 2009),

Antarctic plateau at Dome C (Frey et al. 2009) and

Dronning Maud Land station (Floch 2006). Low d15N
values were also observed in soils downwind from the

Antarctic plateau (Michalski et al. 2005b). Figure 39.9

shows the results of Morin et al. (2008) in coastal

Arctic where the drop in atmospheric nitrate d15N is

observed to be in phase with a snow illumination index

built as the product of actinic flux and snow cover,

strongly suggesting the influence of NOx emission by

the snowpack at the onset of polar sunrise. However,

Jarvis et al. (2009) did not observe such low d15N
signatures in gaseous HNO3 samples collected at Sum-

mit, Greenland, with authors suggesting that either the

effective fractionation of local NOx cycling and trans-

formation to HNO3 counteract the photolysis fraction-

ation or that export of photolyzed nitrate products

occurs such that the local photolysis effect is erased.

Nevertheless, considering the environmental simili-

tude between Antarctic, Arctic and Greenland icy

terrains, the lack of significant depleted 15N in atmo-

spheric nitrate above the Summit snowpack seems

odd.

39.3.2.8 Isotopic Impact of Processes

Operating in Snow

It has long been recognized that nitrate deposited on

snow (following wet or dry deposition) is chemically

labile. The sharp vertical profile of the concentration of

nitrate found in shallow snow pits in Antarctic, dis-

playing high concentrations of nitrate towards the sur-

face, was soon interpreted as a consequence of the

remobilization of nitrate from the snow to the surface

(Neubauer and Heumann 1988; Dibb and Whitlow

1996; Mulvaney et al. 1998; Wagnon et al. 1999;

Röthlisberger et al. 2002; Udisti et al. 2004). Observa-

tions soon followed which showed that nitrate is photo-

chemically active in the polar snowpack (Honrath et al.

1999) and that its photolysis leads to the emissions of

reactive nitrogen species into the overlying

Fig. 39.9 Seasonal variation of d15N of atmospheric nitrate at

Alert, Canada showing the brutal depletion of 15N at the onset of

the polar sunrise. The simultaneity between the depletion and

the product of snow cover area by the actinic solar flux strongly

advocates for a snowpack source of the depleted 15N nitrate

most probably via the photolysis of snow nitrate followed by

local emissions of NOx (Morin et al. 2008)
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atmosphere (Jacobi et al. 2000; Jones et al. 2000;

Grannas et al. 2007). It is noteworthy that Freyer

et al. (1996) recognized a few years earlier that nitrate

from Antarctic and Greenland snow and ice cores

features elevated d15N values, which they attributed

to “glaciological processes” found to correlate nega-

tively with snow accumulation rates (the lower the

accumulation, the higher the d15N). A quantitative

explanation for this process was not given. Blunier

et al. (2005) demonstrated both experimentally and in

the field at Dome C, Antarctica, that the depletion of

nitrate was accompanied by an increase of its d15N.
They concluded that the photolysis of nitrate can be

represented as a Rayleigh-type mechanism with a neg-

ative fractionation constant 15e. Their experimental

determination of 15e (�12‰) differed from the field

estimate (�54 � 9‰). Frey et al. (2009) re-analyzed

the experimental data and identified an experimental

bias in the choice of the UV lamp used to perform the

experiments of Blunier et al. (2005). Taking into

account the spectral signature of the UV lamp used

for the experiments leads to reconciliation of the two

approaches. The present state of knowledge is that

photolysis of nitrate in snow leads to the emission of

isotopically-depleted NOx species and the accumula-

tion of isotopically-enriched nitrate remaining in the

snow, especially at low accumulation sites. The com-

pilation of data from various snow pits excavated in

Dome C, Antarctica, and theoretical considerations on

the impact of isotopic substitutions on the shift in UV

light absorption Miller and Yung (2000) convolved

with the solar spectrum in the near UV, lead to an

estimated 15e value on the order of �60 � 10‰
(Frey et al. 2009). Figure 39.10 shows typical snow

pit profiles found in central Antarctica, making appar-

ent the strong denitrification of the snow accompanied

by the strong 15N enrichment of nitrate. More work is

currently underway regarding a clearer understanding

of the time scales of the photolytical recycling of

nitrate in the uppermost snowpack in low accumula-

tion sites. Nevertheless, this process explains the

occurrence of low d15N values found in atmospheric

nitrate in polar regions, provided snow and UV light

are simultaneously present (see Morin et al. (2008) and

Fig. 39.9).

In higher accumulation sites such as Summit,

Greenland, the identification of recycling by means

of isotopic methods is less obvious, since higher

snow accumulation rates than on the Antarctic plateau

make photochemistry a smaller net player on the

budget of snow nitrate. Nitrate loss through post-

depositional processes range between 5 and 25%

(Burkhart et al. 2004; Dibb et al. 2007). This explains

why small deviations from atmospheric d15N values

are typically found in the snowpack in Summit,

Greenland (Hastings et al. 2004; Jarvis et al. 2008,

2009). Heaton et al. (2004) also found negative d15N
values in snow in Svalbard, consistent with the annual

cycle of d15N in Arctic air (Morin et al. 2008) but

displaying no specific enrichment in the snow.

39.3.2.9 d15N of Nitrate in Firn and Ice-Core

Records

Few papers have been published on the d15N of

nitrate archived in ice cores. As discussed, Freyer

et al. (1996) were the first to notice that ice core nitrate

features a peculiar isotopic composition. They ana-

lyzed selected samples from ice cores from Summit,

Greenland and several places on the Antarctic plateau,

and systematically measured d15N values higher than

atmospheric ranges (up to 150‰ in a Dome C ice

core). The set of measurements presented by Freyer

et al. (1996) were complemented by two recent studies

by Hastings et al. (2005) and Hastings et al. (2009) at

Summit, Greenland. Regarding the last century, results

by Freyer et al. (1996) and Hastings et al. (2009) are
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Fig. 39.10 Typical snow pit profiles in central Antarctica

(Dome C) showing the strong denitrification of the snow in a

very short depth accompanied by a strong 15N enrichment of

nitrate (Savarino, unpublished data)
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extremely similar, as shown in Fig. 39.11. Hastings

et al. (2009) assert that changes in d15N are associated

with a source change in terms of NOx emissions,

although it remains challenging to interpret a drop of

ca. 10‰ of d15N in the last 100 years (from values on

the order of 10–15‰ to values slightly lower than 0‰),

since d15N values as high as 10‰ have so far not been

measured for any atmospheric source. The same applies

to the interpretation of Hastings et al. (2005) of an

ice core spanning the last 35,000 years, displaying

d15N values as high as 35‰ during the last interglacial.

At present, no identified atmospheric source can

explain such high d15N values in snow and ice nitrate

(see details in Morin et al. (2009)). Figure 39.12 sum-

marizes the 15N variations of nitrate in snow and polar

environments.

39.4 Future Directions

Application of stable isotope composition variations

of light elements in polar regions, with the notable

exception of water isotopes, is still in its infancy.

Access to deep old ice will always be a difficult and

expensive task, even with new technological develop-

ments such as fast drilling, lateral drilling or in situ

borehole measurements. Advancement and expansion

of stable isotope analysis are thus confined to the

improvement of laboratory procedures and increased

sensitivities of the analytical methods. Isotopic analy-

sis of sulfate and nitrate is on a good track and should

produce better resolved isotopic signals covering all

possible time frame accessible by the ice in the future.

Arctic

Alps

Antarctic

1Svalbard, snow
2Greenland, snow
3Greenland, snowpit
4Greenland, snow
5Greenland, ice (pre/post indus)
6Greenland, ice (Glacial/Intergl)
4Greenland, ice (pre/post indus.)
2Greenland, Gas HNO3

4Alps, snow
7Alps, snow
4Alps, preindus. snow

4D47, ice
8DML, snow
4DC, ice

9,10DC, snowpits
4SP, ice

8,11Neumayer, Atmos
12DDU, Atmos

8DML, Atmos
10DC, Atmos

13Alert (Canada), Atmos
14Svalbard, Atmos

δ15N(‰)
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Fig. 39.12 Overview of d15N of nitrate in snow and polar environments. The singularity of the polar regions is evidenced by the

low and very high d15N of atmospheric and snow/ice nitrate, respectively. 1(Heaton et al. 2004), 2(Jarvis et al. 2009), 3(Hastings

et al. 2004), 4(Freyer et al. 1996), 5(Hastings et al. 2009), 6(Hastings et al. 2005), 7(Pichlmayer et al. 1998), 8(Floch 2006), 9

(Blunier et al. 2005), 10(Frey et al. 2009), 11(Wagenbach et al. 1998), 12(Savarino et al. 2007), 13 (Morin et al. 2008), 14(Morin

et al. 2009)

Fig. 39.11 Variations of 15N of nitrate in Greenland ice for the

preindustrial and industrial periods showing the decreasing of

d15N linked with anthropogenic NOx emissions (Freyer et al.

1996; Hastings et al. 2009)
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CO and organic compounds have great potential to

also improve our understanding of the atmospheric

chemistry and its interplay with climate. CO possesses

a non-zero D17O produced by a mass-independent

fraction coming from the CO þ OH reaction (Huff

and Thiemens 1998; Röckmann et al. 1998). This

system is in direct link with the OH radicals, the

most reactive radical in the atmosphere. Gaining

information of its past isotopic variations would be a

crucial and central step for our understanding of not

only the oxidative capacity of the atmosphere under

different climate regimes but also for important green-

house gas cycles like methane (Chappellaz et al.

1993). The organic matter studies could also become

an interesting target for future analysis. Ozonolysis is

a well-known cleavage reaction on unsaturated

organic compounds (alkenes and alkynes), breaking

carbon double bonds and incorporating oxygen atoms

into products. Bulk or specific compounds analysis of

organic carbon D17O might therefore provide another

proxy of the ozone chemical activity and be a gauge to

estimate the aging of organic matter during transport.

Unfortunately, even with the lastest advances in con-

tinuous flow development, such measurements are

beyond the analytical capacities of the current

G-IRMS. In preindustrial ice, the mixing ratio of CO

is on the order of 50 nmol mol�1 (or 2.2 pmol cm�3) in

trapped air bubbles (Haan et al. 1996). One kilogram of

ice contains ~100 mL of air STP, so that 1 kg of ice

contains only 0.22 nmol of CO. This amount is at best

an order of magnitude lower than the current sensitivity

– without taking into account the manipulation neces-

sary to extract the 17O information. Without a radical

technological leap, such an analysis will stay inaccessi-

ble for years to come. There might be however some

hope with the recent development of optical spectros-

copy using long path cavity of high reflectivity. Mohn

et al. (2010) recently presented a technique that makes

use of this new technology for N2O gas where a win-

dows covering the laser mid IR emission allows the

simultaneous measurement of the positioning of 15N

and 18O (Fig. 39.13). Such technology may become

the future of isotope ratios analysis in the next decade

(see also Ostrom and Ostrom, Chapter 23 in this book).
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Chapter 40

Stable Isotopes of N and Ar as Tracers to Retrieve Past
Air Temperature from Air Trapped in Ice Cores

A. Landais

Abstract Ice cores are paleoclimatic archives that

permit the reconstruction of past local precipitation

temperature (from the measurements of water isotopes)

and past atmospheric gas concentration (from the anal-

ysis of the air trapped in the ice) over the past 800,000

years. However, water isotopes are not a quantitative

tracer for past temperature in Greenland ice cores.

Moreover, because of the entrapment process, air is

always younger than the surrounding ice so that the

temporal phasing between temperature and atmospheric

concentration changes is difficult to estimate.

Here, we present a recently developed method that

permits us to infer the amplitude of past abrupt tem-

perature changes from the air trapped in an ice core.

This method is based on very accurate measurements

of d15N of N2 and d40Ar of Ar in the air trapped in ice

cores. Abrupt temperature changes at the surface of

the ice-sheets create a transient temperature gradient

in the firn (unconsolidated snow in the top 100 m of

the ice sheet), which leads to isotopic fractionation of

nitrogen and argon. The variations of d15N and d40Ar
arising from surface temperature change are then

trapped at the bottom of the firn as air bubbles close

off. Then, combining the isotopic measurements with

a firnification model including heat diffusion permits

us to determine the amplitude of the past temperature

change with an accuracy of � 2.5�C. This method has

demonstrated in particular that the Dansgaard Oesch-

ger events that punctuated the last glacial period had

an associated amplitude of up to 16�C in less than 100

years and that methane and Greenland temperature

increases were synchronous (within 50 years).

Finally, there is hope that such a method may be

used in Antarctic ice cores to constrain the phasing

between changes in local temperature and in atmo-

spheric concentration. This is however still an ongoing

task, because in Antarctica, the temperature changes

are too slow to induce a strong thermal gradient in the

firn and the measured evolution of d15N and d40Ar is
only partly understood. Still, promising first results

using d15N and d40Ar measurements in the air trapped

in anAntarctic ice core have shown that over a glacial to

interglacial transition, CO2 was lagging East-Antarctic

temperature by 800 � 200 years.

40.1 Introduction

Polar ice cores are essential archives for reconstructing

the past climate and environment. Records of past local

temperature are classically retrieved from the isotopic

composition of ice. Indeed, measurements along trans-

ects in Greenland and Antarctica have shown that the

present isotopic composition of surface snow (dD and

d18O of H2O) in the polar region is linearly related to

the surface temperature. This well-known fact is the

result of progressive distillation of the water mass

toward the coldest regions (Dansgaard 1954, 1964;

Picciotto et al. 1960). Then, by making the critical

assumption that such a spatial slope between surface

temperature and isotopic composition of the ice can

also be used for linking temporal variations of d18O
and dD of ice and temperature, past temperature of the

polar regions is reconstructed from the depth profile of

d18O or dD of H2O in the ice cores.

Polar ice cores are also unique in providing direct

records of past atmospheric composition (i.e. CO2,
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CH4, N2O concentrations). Although surface snow is a

porous media, it is transformed to ice (impermeable to

most gas species) because of the snow load at around

100 m depth under the ice sheet surface. The snow-ice

transition is associated with air bubble entrapment.

These tiny bubbles record the atmospheric composi-

tion at the time of their formation.

Despite the high quality and high resolution of

measurements of water isotopic composition and

greenhouse gas concentrations, the interpretation of

ice core records is not always straightforward. First,

although the use of the spatial slope to reconstruct past

temperature in East Antarctica was shown to be valid

(Jouzel et al. 2003), it can lead to an error of up to a

factor of 2 in the reconstruction of past temperature

variations in Greenland. As a concrete example, the

temperature variation between the last glacial maxi-

mum (21 kiloyears Before Present, hereafter kyr BP,

where Present is 1950 CE) and the early Holocene

(10 kyr BP) inferred from the water isotopic record

and the spatial slope for the NorthGRIP drilling site in

Greenland summit (Fig. 40.1) is around 10�C while

the same surface temperature change inferred from

borehole temperature measurements has been esti-

mated as 23�C (Dahl-Jensen et al. 1998). Such large

errors can be explained by a change of the seasonality

of the precipitation over Greenland with time (i.e.

mainly summer precipitation during the glacial period

and precipitation throughout the year during the inter-

glacial period) and/or by change in the origin of the

moisture between glacial and interglacial periods,

which modifies the distillation history of the water

precipitating over Greenland (Boyle 1997; Krinner

et al. 1997; Fawcett et al. 1997). Such effects would

bias the link between d18O or dD and local tempera-

ture predicted from the observed spatial slope.

The second problem is related to the sequence of

events involving changes in temperature inferred from

d18O or dD of ice and changes in atmospheric compo-

sition. In particular, when air is trapped at the bottom

of the firn (unconsolidated snow at the surface of the

ice sheet), its composition is similar to the current

atmosphere. This snow-ice transition occurs at around

100 m depth, so that the ice enclosing the air is already

older by several centuries to millennia depending on

the surface accumulation rate and temperature. As

a consequence, at the same depth in the ice core,

there is an age difference (called Dage) between the

ice records (i.e. temperature inferred from d18O or dD)
and the gas records. This Dage value has strong spatial
and temporal variations (100–7,000 years) since

the firnification process is mainly affected by surface

temperature and accumulation rate, which display

strong variations in Greenland and Antarctica.

Numerical firnification models have been developed

to estimate Dage, but despite many decades of work

still have an accuracy no better than 10–20% (Goujon

et al. 2003). This obscures precise determination of

the phasing between changes in greenhouse gases

and changes in temperature inferred from ice isotopic

measurements.

Isotopes measurements of nitrogen and argon in the

air trapped in ice cores are a powerful tool to make

progress on the two aforementioned problems. Indeed,

they can be used to reconstruct the amplitude of

the abrupt temperature changes at the surface of the

ice-sheet directly in the gas phase. Because nitrogen

and argon are gases, they permit the direct comparison

of the evolution of local temperature and of green-

house gas concentration on a depth scale, without any

calculation of the Dage and without its associated

uncertainties.

Fig. 40.1 Maps of Greenland and Antarctica with the

location of the different drilling sites
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It is important to note here that this method is

limited at present to large-amplitude rapid events,

associated with mean annual surface temperature

changes of several degrees over less than 100 years.

Until now, it has thus been mainly applied to the study

of the so-called Dansgaard-Oeschger events (hereafter

DO events) recorded in the Greenland ice cores

(Fig. 40.2). These climatic events are the most promi-

nent warm events punctuating the last glacial period

(~115–18 kyr BP). These events are characterized in

Greenland by a transition from a cold stage (Greenland

Stadial, GS) to a warm stage (Greenland Interstadial,

GIS) within 10–150 years. These events are not lim-

ited to Greenland and are associated with significant

changes in oceanic circulation (McManus et al. 2004),

vegetation and temperature in low and middle lati-

tudes (Voelker 2002), as well as smaller and slower

(~1,000 year duration) surface temperature changes in

Antarctica.

In this chapter, we present in the first section the

material and methods needed to measure with the

necessary accuracy the isotopic composition of nitro-

gen and argon in the air trapped in bubbles. We will

then detail the different effects that have to be taken

into account to isolate the isotopic fractionation

related to temperature changes from other effects. In

the second section, we will describe various original

results that have been obtained to quantify (1) the past

changes of surface temperature at the surface of the

Greenland ice-sheet and (2) the relationship between

changes in surface temperature and atmospheric con-

centration over the sequence of 25 DO events of the

last glacial period, and one example during the Holo-

cene. Finally, we will present future directions for the

use of isotopic composition of nitrogen and argon in

the air trapped in polar ice cores, focusing on Antarc-

tica where past climate changes were much slower

than in Greenland.

40.2 Materials and Methods

40.2.1 Isotopic Ratios

The aim is to measure the isotopic composition of

nitrogen and of argon in atmospheric air. For nitrogen,

we consider the ratio between 15N and the most abun-

dant isotope 14N in N2. The measured ratio is thus
29N2/

28N2. We use the conventional d-notation for

expressing the isotopic ratio in the air with respect to

a standard:

d15N ¼ 1;000 �
29N2
28N2

� �
sample

29N2
28N2

� �
standard

� 1

0
B@

1
CA (40.1)

where (29N2/
28N2)sample is the ratio between the con-

centration of N2 of mass 29 and the concentration of

N2 of mass 28 in the sample; (29N2/
28N2)standard is the

same ratio of concentrations but measured in the stan-

dard. d15N is finally expressed in per mil (‰). For our

purpose, the standard is dry atmospheric air sampled

around the laboratory. Such a standard is well adapted

to this use and can be sampled at any place around the

world because of the long residence time of nitrogen

(107 years).

As for the temporal evolution of the isotopic com-

position of nitrogen, the anthropogenic effects of

nitrogen fixation for fertilizer production is negligible

on timescales of hundreds of years (Sowers et al.

1992). Moreover, natural (non-anthropogenic) pro-

cesses such as nitrification and denitrification are

thought to have negligible effects on d15N of N2 on

timescales of hundreds of thousands years, the rele-

vant timescales for ice core reconstructions of past

temperature (Mariotti 1983). The underlying reason
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for this is that the entire denitrifiable inventory of fixed

nitrogen represents less than 0.01% of the enormous

inventory of N2 in atmospheric air (Schlesinger 1997),

combined with the small observed d15N deviations in

fixed nitrogen. d15N of N2 in atmospheric air is thus

the same at the Earth’s surface all around the world

and does not display significant temporal evolution at

timescales less than 100 kyr.

For argon, the relevant isotopic ratio for our study

is the ratio between the most abundant isotope 40Ar,

and 36Ar. As for nitrogen, the results are expressed in

per mil with respect to the standard, which is dry

atmospheric air:

d40Ar ¼ 1; 000 �
40Ar
36Ar

� �
sample

40Ar
36Ar

� �
standard

� 1

0
B@

1
CA (40.2)

As for d15N, d40Ar is constant at the Earth’s surface
for timescales less than 100 kyr (Bender et al. 2008).

In contrast to the measurements of d15N, which are

performed directly on dry air, d40Ar is usually

measured after a purification step (see details later)

so that the measured sample and standard contain only

nitrogen, argon and the other rare gases.

The measurements are usually performed on a mass

spectrometer with a dual inlet. For d15N, 3 series of

8 dual inlet measurements (8 s pumping, 8 s measuring)

are run consecutively and the resulting standard devia-

tion given by the mass spectrometer is typically 0.01‰
for one run. For d40Ar, 3 series of 16 dual inlet mea-

surements (16 s pumping, 16 s measuring) are run

consecutively and the resulting standard deviation

given by the mass spectrometer is 0.04‰ for one run.

Longer integration times allow ultimate precision of

0.01‰ on replicate samples (Severinghaus et al. 2003).

40.2.2 Preparation of the Samples

Several methods have been developed to extract air from

ice core bubbles and obtain high precision d15N and

d40Ar measurements. The first one dedicated to simulta-

neous d15N and d18O measurements in air bubbles was

developed by Sowers et al. (1989) and applied with

slight improvements in different institutes (Scripps,

LSCE). The melt-refreeze method used at the Scripps

Institution of Oceanography (e.g. Severinghaus et al.

1998) and at LSCE (e.g. Landais et al. 2004a; details in

Landais et al. 2003a) requires 10–15g of ice sample with

3 mm removed from all surfaces to eliminate contami-

nation with the modern atmosphere. The ice is placed in

vessels and headspaces are evacuated for 40 min

(Fig. 40.3). The samples are then melted at ambient

temperature and slowly refrozen from the bottom by

immersing the bottom part of a copper heat sink in

contact with the vessel in liquid nitrogen, reaching a

temperature of �100�C to immobilize water. The

Scripps method was modified in 2002 to remove CO2

by passing the air sample through a glass trap at�196�C,
which improved precision of both d15N and d18O (Pet-

renko et al. 2006). The liberated dry air is then trapped in

a stainless steel tube immersed in liquid helium. After

40 min at room temperature for homogenization of the

gas mixture, the sample air can be expanded into the

mass spectrometer bellows.

At Princeton, the method is slightly different. It was

inspired by the headspace equilibration method of

Emerson et al. (1995) used for extracting dissolved

gas in ocean water. This method (Dreyfus et al. 2010)

requires 15–25g samples with 3 mm trimmed from the

surface that are placed in sealed bottles (using Viton

O-ring of 34 mm). The first step consists of evacuating

the bottles for 20 min while the samples are kept in a

�25�C bath. Once evacuated, the bottles are isolated

from the pumping line and ice melts. Sample bottles

are then attached to a rotator and the dissolved gases

equilibrate with the headspace for 3 h. Then, excess

water is removed from the bottles to an evacuated

vacuum flask. The samples are then transferred to

stainless steel tubes immersed in liquid helium as in

the previous method and the sample can then be trans-

ferred into the mass spectrometer.

More recently, Huber and Leuenberger (2005)

developed an “on-line” method for the simultaneous

measurements of d15N of N2 and d18O of O2 in the air

trapped in an ice core. This method consists of con-

tinuously melting a long ice stick and degassing the

water in a helium flow for continuous flow analysis of

d15N and d18O in the air. The ice stick has a cross

section of 2*2 cm and is placed on a heated melting

device in a freezer (�20�C). The melting device was

designed at the University of Bern initially for chem-

ical continuous flow analysis (see details in Sigg et al.

1994). The ice is melted continuously and meltwater

with gases is permanently drained off by a peristaltic

pump at low flow. The ice sample cannot be
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contaminated by the outside atmosphere because only

the innermost part of the core section is used for the

analyses (1 cm3 section). The air is then separated from

the water through a gas-permeable hydrophobic mem-

brane and the air is carried by helium to a mass spec-

trometer. On its way to the mass spectrometer, helium

flow carrying extracted air passes through a Nafion tube

and a cold trap immersed in liquid nitrogen to remove

water and CO2. The samples are then analyzed by the

continuous flow method on the mass spectrometer (the

flow of sample gas in the mass spectrometer is

0.35 mL mn�1) for 4–20 min depending on the sample

length. Reference air standard is introduced online to the

mass spectrometer before and after each sample.

The firstmethod for accuratelymeasuring d40Ar in the
air trapped in ice cores was developed by Severinghaus

et al. (2003). This method requires ice samples of 45 g

after 3–5 mm have been removed from the surface

before air extraction. Ice samples are then placed in

vessels with a glass-coated magnetic stirrer bar. The

vessels are connected through a copper gasket and

Conflat flange to an extraction line similar to the one

used for the first melt-refreeze method detailed above.

They are then maintained at �20�C in an ethanol bath

for 40 min while the headspaces are evacuated. After

evacuation, the valves over the vessels are closed, the

ethanol bath is removed and the ice slowly melts. The

water is then agitated vigorously and the extracted

gases are trapped in a stainless steel tube immersed in

liquid helium over the course of 15 min. On its way,

the gases pass through a glass water trap at �90�C
(Fig. 40.4). The tube with the sample is then connected

to a quartz tube wrapped with heating wire containing

Zr/Al getter. The glass tube is first evacuated and the

getter is activated by heating to 900�C under vacuum for

5min (Fig. 40.4). The sample is then gettered for 10min

at 900�C to absorb N2, O2, CO2 and other reactive gases

followed by 2min at 300�C to absorbH2. The remaining

is then again trapped in a stainless steel tube immersed

in liquid helium. Because the final sample size is too

small to be introduced into the mass spectrometer, pure

nitrogen is added to the tube in a quantity of 10:1. After

40 min at room temperature for homogenization the

sample can then be transferred to the mass spectrometer

bellows. Note that this method also permits one to

obtain with a high accuracy the concentration and isoto-

pic composition of other rare gases (e.g. Xe and Kr).

Finally, Kobashi et al. (2008a) developed a method

enabling the combined analyses of d15N and d40Ar on
the same sample with a high accuracy. This method

gives the best results when 150 g of ice are used for

each sample. As for the previous methods, 3–5 mm of

ice should be removed from the surface. The samples

are then placed at �20�C in extraction vessels with

two magnetic stirrers in each. The vessels are

connected to the extraction line with copper gaskets

on Conflat seats and evacuated for 40 min while

immersed in an ethanol bath. Vessels are then isolated,

the ethanol bath removed, and the ice is allowed to

melt at room temperature. The melted water is then

vigorously agitated and air is transferred to a stainless

steel tube immersed in liquid helium through two

cryotraps (T1 and T2), heated copper and a third cryo-

trap. T1 is at �90�C to remove water vapor, and T2 is

Liquid
helium

Turbomolecular
pump

Fig. 40.3 Manual extraction line

used for d15N measurements at LSCE

(Landais et al. 2003a)
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at �196�C (liquid nitrogen) to remove CO2. The sam-

ple then passes through a 5 cm length of heated copper

wool warmed to 500�C, and the final cryotrap at

�196�C removes CO2 produced by the reaction with

copper. The copper enables the absorption of O2 so

that the final sample contains mainly N2, Ar and other

rare gases. This eliminates an isobaric interference at

mass 36 from the 18O18O isotopologue. The copper

must be regenerated after several uses by passing H2

gas through it at 500�C. After 40 min at room temper-

ature, the stainless steel tube can be connected to the

mass spectrometer and sample transferred to the bel-

lows. Typical precision for d15N of N2 on replicate

analyses is 0.004 per mil, and for d40Ar the typical

precision is 0.016 per mil. Note that a similar tech-

nique has recently been developed for purifying N2

and thus measuring only d15N of N2 in air trapped in

an ice core (Mani et al. 2008) on 20 g ice samples with

a precision similar to the first melt-refreeze method.

All the methods presented above have advantages

and drawbacks. The first melt and refreeze method

(Severinghaus et al. 1998; Landais et al. 2003a) has

the advantage of consuming little ice (<10 g per sam-

ple) and leads to a rather good analytical precision for

simultaneous measurements of d15N, d18O, dO2/N2

and dAr/N2 (respectively pooled standard deviations

of 0.005, 0.015, 1 and 1‰). The two drawbacks are

time consumption (6–9 samples a day) and the inabil-

ity to measure d15N and d40Ar simultaneously. The

second method (Dreyfus et al. 2010) has the advantage

of being semi-automated and thus less time consum-

ing. Still, only eight samples can be processed a day,

d40Ar cannot be measured with high precision, and the

amount of ice consumed is larger than for the first

method (20 g). The analytical precision is comparable

to the first method. The online method (Huber and

Leuenberger 2005) has the advantage of producing

data very rapidly but ice consumption is higher (around

150 g per ice stick), the analytical precision is lower

(0.02 and 0.05‰ for d15N and d18O respectively), and

again d40Ar cannot be measured simultaneously. From

the two methods enabling the high precision

Toward liquid helium

Toward extraction line

a

b

Fig. 40.4 (a) Set up used to dry and extract

the air from melted ice (first step of sample

preparation for d40Ar measurements)

(Severinghaus et al. 2003). (b) Set up used

to purify the extracted air (second step of

sample preparation for d40Ar measurements)

(Severinghaus et al. 2003). Zr/Al sheets are

inside the quartz tubes wrapped with heating

wires (in red)
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measurements of d40Ar (pooled standard deviation

better than 0.02‰), the second one (Kobashi et al.

2008a) is certainly preferable since it permits the

simultaneous measurement of d15N and d40Ar. How-
ever, d18O cannot be measured at the same time, while

simultaneous d18O and d15N measurements are often

needed for dating and the study of the biosphere and

hydrological cycle (Bender et al. 1994a, b; Landais

et al. 2010; Severinghaus et al. 2009). Moreover, this

method is time and ice consuming (150 g per sample)

while the first method (Severinghaus et al. 2003)

requires only 40 g of ice per sample.

40.2.3 Calibration and Corrections

40.2.3.1 Calibration with Atmospheric Air

For each method and each lab, a working standard is

used for performing the isotopic measurements. For

the dual inlet methods, this standard is connected to

the standard side of the mass spectrometer and for the

on-line system, the standard is introduced to the mass

spectrometer between two samples. However, the iso-

topic ratios of ice core samples are ultimately refer-

enced to the isotopic ratios of atmospheric air in the d
notation. As a consequence, the working standard

must be calibrated with respect to atmospheric air.

This is done by sampling atmospheric air in an

empty glass flask without fractionation, usually done

by pumping cryogenically-dried air through a flask

with two valves to flush it thoroughly. This flask is

then connected to the extraction line and the same

purification procedure of the air is followed as with

ice core samples. For the melt-refreeze method, the

air is simply dried through a glass trap immersed in

an ethanol-liquid nitrogen mixture at �80�C. For

high precision d40Ar and d15N measurements, the

atmospheric air is also gettered. Such a procedure is

done once a week to check for any trend in the isotopic

composition of the working standard.

40.2.3.2 Standard Corrections, Interfering

Masses

After mass spectrometer measurements of the ratios

M29/M28 (15N/14N of N2), M34/M32 (18O/16O of O2),

M32/M28 (O2/N2), M40/M36 (40Ar/36Ar) and M40/

M28 (Ar/N2) in the sample and standard, small routine

corrections are performed. In particular, d15N is sensi-

tive to the amount of CO+ in the mass spectrometer

source since CO has a mass of 28 also. This is the

reason why we also measure M44 (CO2) on the mass

spectrometer and experimentally determine the rela-

tionship between d15N and M44 for standard samples

artificially enriched in CO2. This relationship varies

with the tuning of the mass spectrometer source. The

order of magnitude of such correction can be as high as

0.02‰ on d15N. Then, we also have to take into

account the so-called “chemical slope”. Owing to

ion-molecule reactions in the mass spectrometer

source, and associated changes in the relative ioniza-

tion efficiencies of isotopologues, the variations of

dO2/N2 and of dAr/N2 respectively influence the

measured d15N and d40Ar values. These slopes are

determined by progressive enrichment of O2 in a dry

air standard for the influence of dO2/N2 on d15N and

by progressive enrichment of N2 in a Ar/N2 standard

mixture for the influence of dAr/N2 on d40Ar. The
orders of magnitude of these corrections are 0.006‰
for d15N and 0.02‰ for d40Ar.

40.2.3.3 Gas Loss Correction

An important problem to consider for the analyses of

gas in trapped ice is gas loss through the ice matrix.

This effect was first noted from anomalously low

O2/N2 and Ar/N2 ratios in ice cores compared to atmo-

spheric air (Bender et al. 1994c), and was interpreted

as artifactual gas loss during coring and storage, the

smaller molecules (O2, Ar) being more easily lost than

the larger ones (N2). Then, Ikeda-Fukazawa et al.

(2005) found a drift in the O2/N2 ratio correlated

with the duration of storage in a freezer at �25�C.
To explain this size dependent effect, two mechanisms

have been proposed: diffusion through the ice lattice

by breaking of hydrogen bonds (Ikeda-Fukazawa et al.

2005) or diffusion through small channels in the ice

lattice with a threshold dimension of 3.6 Å (i.e. mole-

cules with a diameter larger than 3.6 Å, like N2, will

not escape the bubbles) (Huber et al. 2006a). A related

size-dependent effect was noted by measuring air

pumped from the firn in polar sites, in which O2/N2,

Ar/N2, and Ne/N2 are altered by the preferential
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exclusion of smaller molecules (O2, Ar, Ne) from over-

pressured air bubbles (Severinghaus and Battle 2006).

This effect has important consequences when look-

ing at the isotopic composition of d18O and d40Ar in
air trapped in ice cores. It has indeed been shown that

the storage effect leads to a 0.1‰ increase of d18O for

a 10‰ decrease in dO2/N2 (e.g. Landais et al. 2003b;

Severinghaus et al. 2009). The typical variations in

dO2/N2 in air trapped in ice cores are 10–20‰. As for

d40Ar, the effect is also significant, even if it is less

important. Kobashi et al. (2008a) plotted the differ-

ence in d40Ar for two replicate samples taken from the

same depth vs. the difference in dAr/N2 for the same

samples. They infer a 0.05‰ decrease of d40Ar for a
10‰ increase of dAr/N2. The typical variations of

dAr/N2 in ice core samples are within 10‰. Fortu-

nately, it has been shown that d15N is only very

slightly affected by this process: using very poorly

stored samples, Caillon et al. (2001) have shown no

deviation of the d15N from well stored samples; more

recently, Kobashi et al. (2008a) have shown only a

0.003‰ decrease in d15N for a 1% increase in the Ar/

N2 ratio. Finally, it is especially important to correct

for the gas loss effect on d40Ar. To this end, dAr/N2

should be measured at the same time as d40Ar, and this
can only be done when using the copper method pre-

sented by Kobashi et al. (2008a).

40.2.4 Extraction of the Temperature
Signal from the Combined
Measurements of d15N and d40Ar

40.2.4.1 Two Fractionation Signals

d15N and d40Ar are constant in the atmosphere on

timescales of <100,000 years (Bender et al. 2006;

Mariotti 1983; Sowers et al. 1992). Therefore the

variations of d15N and d40Ar recorded in the air bub-

bles are only the results of fractionation in the firn.

After bubble close-off has occurred, d15N and d40Ar
remain stable except for the tiny gas loss effect (see

above). The firn can be divided into three zones from

the surface of the ice-sheet to the close-off depth

(Fig. 40.5): (1) the convective zone (0–40 m) where

air is mixed with the atmosphere, (2) the diffusive

zone where fractionation occurs in response to tem-

perature gradients and the gravity field, and (3) the

non-diffusive zone (~10 m above the close-off) where

air composition does not change due to the existence

of horizontal impermeable ice layers.

In the diffusive zone, two fractionation processes

modify the elemental and isotopic composition of air

with depth. First, equilibrium between a flux driven by

gravity and a flux driven by concentration gradient leads

to a steady-state isotopic enrichment with depth that can

be expressed using the barometric equation (Craig et al.

1988; Sowers et al. 1989; Schwander 1989):

d ¼ 1;000� exp Dmgz=RTð Þ � 1ð Þ
ffi 1;000� Dmgz=RT (40.3)

where Dm is the mass difference between the isotope

species (1 g mol�1 for 15N/14N, 4 g mol�1 for

Non-diffusive zone

Convective zone

Diffusive zone

Fig. 40.5 Schematic of the firn with the division between

convective, diffusive and non-diffusive zones. The close-off

depth is at the bottom of the non-diffusive zone
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40Ar/36Ar), T is the mean firn temperature, z is the firn

depth, g the Earth gravitational acceleration and R the

ideal gas constant. This gravitational effect drives the

heaviest species toward the deepest levels.

Second, when a temperature gradient exists in the

firn, thermal diffusion has to be considered. The pro-

cess of thermal diffusion has been described in the

framework of gas kinetic theory by number of

researchers (Chapman 1917; Enskog 1917; Chapman

and Dootson 1917). The effect is to unmix the mole-

cules as a function of the mass difference between

them among other properties: the greater the mass

difference, the greater the tendency of the two mole-

cules to separate by thermal diffusion. The effect on

the isotopic ratio can be expressed as follows:

d ¼ 1;000� Tt
Tb

� �aT

� 1

� �
ffi O� DT (40.4)

where DT is the temperature difference between the

temperature at the top (Tt) and at the bottom (Tb) of the

diffusive column, aT is the thermal diffusion factor

(unitless), and O the thermal diffusion sensitivity

(‰ K�1). The thermal diffusion factor aT (and thus O)
depends on the composition of the gas mixture, on

the pressure and on the temperature (Mason et al.

1966), although O has the advantage that it is much

less dependent on temperature than aT within the typi-

cal firn temperature range. For most gases including

d15N and d40Ar, the general effect of thermal fraction-

ation is to drive the heaviest isotopes toward the coldest

end.

These fractionation effects can be seen on the d15N
and d40Ar profiles down in the firn (Fig. 40.6). Below

30 m, d15N and d40Ar have a linear evolution with

depth; this reflects gravitational fractionation. As

expected, d40Ar/4 is similar to d15N because of the

quasi-linear dependence with mass differences between

the two isotopes. Above 20 m depth, the bell-shaped

bump reflects thermal fractionation induced by the sea-

sonal temperature gradient (Fig. 40.6). This reflects the

fact that the gas sampling was performed in summer, so

that there was a temperature gradient between the sur-

face (summer temperature) and the temperature at

~10 m depth (corresponding almost to mean tempera-

ture of the firn). Hence, heavier isotopes preferentially

migrate toward the cold 10 m level. For this thermal

effect, d40Ar/4 is not the same as d15N. The difference in

the behavior between the two isotopic ratios is

explained by the different value of O for 15N/14N and
40Ar/36Ar in atmospheric air.

In Fig. 40.6, the effect of seasonal temperature

change is recorded at the top of the firn but no thermal

fractionation affects the bottom of the firn near the

close-off depth, so that the d15N and d40Ar recorded in
the air bubbles will only bear the gravitational effect.

This is because the mean annual surface temperature is

not experiencing significant changes recently over

Greenland and Antarctica. On the contrary, over the

succession of DO events during the last glacial period,

mean surface temperature has varied by more than

10�C in a decade. Such temperature changes induced

large temperature gradients affecting the whole firn

over the course of about 100 years (i.e. the time

needed for heat to diffuse through the snow). Such

temperature gradients affect the divergent patterns of

d15N and d40Ar over the whole firn. When surface

warms rapidly, the temperature gradient in the firn

drives the heaviest isotopes toward the cold bottom

end of the firn: the d15N at pore close-off will thus be

higher than pure gravitational d15N. On the contrary,

during a rapid cooling, the surface is relatively cold so

that the heaviest isotopes migrate toward the top of the

firn, hence counterbalancing the gravitational fraction-

ation: the d15N at the pore close-off depth will thus be

lower than pure gravitational d15N.
We show in Fig. 40.7 the expected evolution with

depth of d15N and d40Ar over an idealized DO event
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Fig. 40.6 Depth evolution of d15N, d40Ar/4 and d18O in the firn

at NorthGRIP (Landais et al. 2006)
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with respect to the temperature evolution classically

retrieved by the water isotopes (d18Oice). At the onset

of the DO event, temperature increases abruptly as

marked by the abrupt d18Oice rise. At the same time,

d15N and d40Ar at the bottom of the firn increases from

a pure gravitational fractionation value to higher

values because of thermal fractionation during the

surface warming. The signature of the thermal effect

can thus be seen in the rapid increases of d15N and

d40Ar/4 with different amplitudes during this warm-

ing. It should be noted that the d15N and d40Ar
increases are recorded deeper in the ice core than the

d18Oice increase. This shift corresponds to the paleo-

firn depth: while the temperature change modifies the

d18Oice at the surface of the firn, it influences the whole

firn temperature gradient and then d15N and d40Ar at
close-off depth, i.e. much deeper than the change in

d18Oice. The d15N and d40Ar changes permit the

recording of the temperature change directly in the

gas phase, which has important consequences for

determining the sequence of events between changes

in temperature and changes in atmospheric concentra-

tion. After this abrupt temperature increase, the firn is

homogenized in temperature during the GIS so that

d15N and d40Ar only reflect gravitational fractionation

with a similar value of d15N and d40Ar/4. Finally, the
rapid cooling toward the GS is marked by a transient

decrease of d15N and d40Ar/4 with different ampli-

tudes because of the thermal effect. Again, the cooling

is recorded deeper in the ice core in the gas phase than

in the ice phase. This depth difference between the

same abrupt event, recorded in the d18Oice and in the

d15N, varies with depth in the ice core as a function of

initial firn depth and the typical ice thinning due to

glacier flow that increases with depth.

In order to quantitatively estimate temperature

changes from d15N and d40Ar measurements, it is nec-

essary to disentangle the thermal and the gravitational

signals. This is done by introducing d15Nexcess as:

d15Nexcess ¼ d15N� d40Ar=4 (40.5)

d15N and d40Ar/4 displays the same gravitational

signal so that d15Nexces depends only on thermal frac-

tionation.

From the thermal fractionation effect on d15N and

d40Ar (40.4), we can write d15Nexcess as:

d15Nexcess ¼ ðO15N=14N � O40Ar=36ArÞ � DT (40.6)

Actually, to be fully correct and because gases do

not diffuse instantaneously, a disequilibrium term g
should be incorporated in (40.6) so that d15Nexcess ¼
(O15N/14N � O40Ar/36Ar)*DT*g during transient

evolution of the gas composition in response to an

imposed temperature gradient.

As a consequence of (40.6), the combined measure-

ments of d15N and d40Ar lead to the determination of

DT, the temperature gradient in the firn. This requires

however the precise determination of O15N/14N and

O40Ar/36Ar in atmospheric air (see next section).

Then, it should be noted that DT does not correspond

to the surface temperature change but is the tempera-

ture difference between the top and the bottom of the

diffusive column. In order to reconstruct the amplitude
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of the past temperature change, we need a firn model

including heat diffusion as detailed in Sect. 40.2.4.3.

40.2.4.2 Calibration

Theoretical calculations are not accurate enough for

determining O for 15N/14N and 40Ar/36Ar in the atmo-

spheric air (Mason et al. 1966). As a consequence, the

best way is to make experimental measurements. Gra-

chev and Severinghaus (2003a) designed laboratory

experiments to measure thermal diffusion of
29N2/

28N2 in air for small, tightly controlled tempera-

ture differences in the range �60 to 0�C. Such a

temperature range spans the different conditions that

can be encountered when studying ice core paleother-

mometry in Greenland and Antarctica. They found

omega varying as:

O15N=14N ¼ ð8:656=T � 1; 232=T2Þ � 3 K�1 (40.7)

with T the mean temperature expressed in Kelvin.

The same experimental designed has been used to

measure aT associated with 40Ar/36Ar thermal diffu-

sion in air in the temperature range �60 to �10�C
(Grachev and Severinghaus 2003b) and they reported:

aT;40Ar=36Ar � 1;000 ¼ 26:08� 3; 952=T � 1 (40.8)

where T is the mean temperature expressed in Kelvin.

40.2.4.3 Firnification and Heat Diffusion Model

The first empirical steady state firn densification

model was proposed by Herron and Langway (1980).

A refined model based on ice deformation has been

developed by Pimienta (1987) and Barnola et al.

(1991). Schwander et al. (1997) then incorporated

heat transfer in this model so that this model is well

adapted to the reconstruction of the amplitude of

abrupt temperature changes in the past. In parallel,

Arnaud et al. (2000) developed a more mechanistic

firn model; they included the physical process of pres-

sure sintering to depict the firn densification. At the top

of the firn, densification is described as grain boundary

sliding (model from Alley 1987); then, when firn den-

sity is higher than 0.6 g cm�3, the snow densification

is assumed to occur through plastic deformation

(Arzt 1982; Arzt et al. 1983). Goujon et al. (2003)

then added heat diffusion to the Arnaud et al. (2000)

model from a simplified model of heat diffusion in ice

sheets given by Ritz (1989).

We do not further detail the densification and heat

diffusion model here but instead describe its applica-

tion to reconstruct past surface temperature changes

from d15N and d40Ar data as depicted by Landais et al.
(2004a). In order to run the model of Goujon et al.

(2003), the following inputs are needed: the corre-

spondence between depth levels and ice ages, and the

temporal evolution of past surface temperature and

accumulation rate. Then, the temporal evolution of

ice-sheet temperature with depth is computed as well

as the past firn depth evolution. These two parameters

permit us to deduce the gas age scale of the ice core

and the d15N, d40Ar and hence d15Nexcess profiles

along the ice cores using the values of O or aT deter-

mined by Grachev and Severinghaus (2003a, b) (pre-

vious section). The goal is then to find the best

agreement between modeled and measured d15N and

d40Ar for the different Dansgaard-Oeschger events. It
should be noted that past surface temperature is not the

sole input that modifies the calculated d15N and d40Ar
profiles; accumulation rate has a great influence too

because it affects the firn depth. This will modify d15N
and d40Ar mainly because of gravitational fraction-

ation but also d15Nexcess because heat diffusion will

be different for different firn depth. This is especially

true for DO events because abrupt warmings are also

accompanied by abrupt increases in surface accumu-

lation rate. As a consequence, the uncertainty in the

amplitude of the temperature change determined by

this model should take into account the uncertainty in

the associated change in accumulation rate. Finally,

the different uncertainties that should be considered

when estimating the amplitude of the temperature

increase are the following: uncertainty associated

with the model, dating uncertainty (i.e. on the duration

of the rapid warming), uncertainty in the change in

accumulation rate, and analytical uncertainties on

d15N and d40Ar measurements. At the end, we could

show that the amplitude of the rapid warming can be

determined with an associated total uncertainty of

2.5�C (Landais et al. 2004a).

It should be noted that similar but slightly less

sophisticated methods have also been developed in

parallel to estimate the amplitudes of the surface

warmings. On the one hand, Huber et al. (2006b)
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used a high resolution d15N profile combined with the

Schwander et al. (1997) model; they modify the past

temperature input in the Schwander et al. (1997)

model to reproduce their d15N profile. However, this

method does not separate the thermal from the gravi-

tational signals since no d40Ar measurements are used.

On the other hand, Grachev and Severinghaus (2005)

simply assumed that the temperature gradient retrieved

from the d15Nexcess signal relates to the past temperature

change with a heat-model-based transfer correction of

2�C, but this heat transfer correction and associated

uncertainties would be better estimated using a firn

densification and heat diffusion model since it can be

highly variable (e.g. with surface accumulation rate or

duration of the warming transition)

40.3 Applications/Results/Discussion/
Synthesis

40.3.1 Two Abrupt Warmings During
the Last Deglaciation

Severinghaus et al. (1998), Severinghaus and Brook

(1999) first presented high resolution and high

precision d15N and d40Ar measurements over the two

abrupt events that punctuated the last deglaciation on

the GISP2 ice core located at the Greenland summit.

Each of these events (onset of the Bølling-Allerød

14.6–14.7 kyr BP, end of the Younger Dryas

11.6–11.7 kyr BP) are recorded as abrupt shifts in

d18O of the ice (Fig. 40.8). The d15N and d40Ar records
show as well abrupt increases by more than 0.15 and

0.4‰ respectively for each event as a result of thermal

fractionation. Note that the d15N and d40Ar increases
are recorded ~20 m deeper than the d18Oice increases.

This depth shift (Ddepth) is expected because of firn

processes: during an abrupt warming, d18O of the ice

increases at the top of the firn while the modification

of gaseous d15N because of the thermal gradient in the

firn will be recorded at the bottom of the firn during

pore close-off. Because of ice thinning, the firn depth

that is around 70 m today at the surface in GISP2

represents only 20 m at around 1,700 m.

The d15N and d40Ar increases are markers for the

temperature increase in the gas phase and can be

directly compared with the methane curve on the

same depth scale (Fig. 40.8). Such a comparison

leads to the conclusion that temperature and methane

increases were synchronous within �10 years during

these two events (Severinghaus et al. 1998).

The combined measurements of d15N and d40Ar in
d15Nexcess were then used to determine the amplitude

of the two abrupt warmings punctuating the last degla-

ciation. The first temperature change estimates were
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given by Severinghaus et al. (1998) for the end of the

Younger Dryas (5–10�C) and Severinghaus et al.

(2003) for the onset of the Bølling-Allerød

(11 � 3�C). Unfortunately, at the time of these earlier

determinations, no proper determination of the frac-

tionation coefficients associated with thermal diffu-

sion had been performed for d15N and d40Ar.
Moreover, the firn densification and heat diffusion

models were still very basic (only steady state models

that did not account for heat diffusion over the whole

ice sheet). More recently, Grachev and Severinghaus

(2005) revisited the magnitude of the abrupt change in

Greenland temperature at the Younger Dryas termina-

tion using the results of thermal diffusion experiments for

d15N and d40Ar (Grachev and Severinghaus 2003a, b).

In the absence of a dynamical firn model including

heat diffusion, they assumed a heat transfer correction

of 2�C and ended up with an amplitude of 10 � 4�C for

the warming at the end of the Younger Dryas. In

parallel, Goujon et al. (2003) combined their model of

firn densification and heat diffusion and the experi-

mental determination of thermal fractionation coeffi-

cients for d15N and d40Ar. They found that the onset of

the Bølling-Allerød should be associated with an

increase of 16�C and the end of the Younger Dryas

with an increase of 12�C, in agreement with the Grachev

and Severinghaus (2005) determination. Unfortunately,

the determination of the associated uncertainties could

not be accurately estimated.

40.3.2 Uncertainty on the Amplitude
of the Rapid Warming:
The Example of DO Event 12

A difficulty associated with the paleothermometry

method using d15N and d40Ar of air trapped in ice

cores is to correctly assess the uncertainty attached to

the amplitude of the temperature change. We illustrate

this problem on the determination of the amplitude of

temperature change at the onset of DO event 12 from

the study of Landais et al. (2004a).

Figure 40.9 shows the measurements of d15N and

d40Ar performed over DO event 12 on the GRIP ice

core. As expected both d15N and d40Ar increase at the
onset of DO event 12 as a result of the surface temper-

ature change. The amplitude of d15N change is larger

than the corresponding d40Ar/4 amplitude since most

of this increase is due to thermal fractionation.

However, a significant part of the d15N and d40Ar
increases can also be due to an increase in the gravita-

tional signal. Indeed, at the onset of a DO event, the

accumulation rate and temperature increases lead to a

transient firn depth increase, hence an increase in the

gravitational d15N and d40Ar. To disentangle the grav-
itational and thermal signals, d15Nexcess has been cal-

culated as depicted in Sect. 40.2.4. It shows a 54 permeg

increase at the DO event 12 onset (Fig. 40.9). The

individual d15Nexcess uncertainty is directly related to

the d15N and d40Ar analytical errors (Fig. 40.9) and the
resulting uncertainty on the d15Nexcess variation has been

calculated to be 8 permeg (1s).
In order to infer the temperature change from the

measured d15Nexcess change, the firnification and heat

diffusion model of Goujon et al. (2003) has been

adapted to the GRIP site. Is has first been tuned so

that it can reproduce the whole temperature profile

over 3,200 m deep in the ice sheet as measured in the

GRIP borehole after ice core retrieval. Then, this

model has been forced with different surface tempera-

ture scenarios so that it can reproduce the measured
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d15Nexcess variation. In a first attempt, it has been

assumed that the d18Oice record on the official GRIP

chronology (ss09sea, Johnsen et al. 2001) gives the

correct timing for the temperature increase at the onset

of DO event 12, i.e. that the abrupt temperature change

occurred in 75 years. In this case, the temperature

increase that best fits the measured d15Nexcess is of

+12�C.
However, because of large uncertainties on the

accumulation rate changes at the onset of a DO

event, an increase of surface temperature in 75 years

can be challenged. This has important implications for

interpretation of the d15N and d40Ar signals. Indeed, if
the temperature change is more abrupt, the instanta-

neous temperature gradient in the firn will be larger

(less time to allow heat diffusion) and thus the d15Nex-

cess variation will be larger. To explore such an effect,

different timings for the abrupt surface temperature

increase have been tested as inputs of the Goujon

et al. (2003) model. The results of the different tests

are presented in Fig. 40.10: it clearly shows that for a

shorter duration of the same 12�C temperature

increase, the d15Nexcess change will be larger.

Finally, Fig. 40.10 combines the uncertainty on the

d15Nexcess increase (�8 permeg) as well as the uncer-

tainty on the duration of the rapid temperature increase

(30–150 years). It thus permits us to determine the

range of possible amplitudes of the warming at the

onset of DO event 12 as 9.5–14.5�C. This is signifi-

cantly larger than the 7�C change that would result for

a simple interpretation of the d18Oice profile assuming

that past temperature can be reconstructed using the

present-day relationship between surface temperature

and isotopic composition of the surface snow.

40.3.3 Characterization of DO Events
During MIS 3 and MIS 5

The characterization of DO events during the last

glacial period has been widely studied. Many studies

first focused on the MIS 3 period. Indeed, this time

period is associated with two “pseudo-regular” DO

events sequences called Bond cycles (Bond et al.

1997) (one long DO event – DO events 12 or 8 –

followed by three small DO events – DO events 9,

10, 11 or DO 5, 6, 7; see Figs. 40.2 and 40.11). The

pacing between two DO events is around 1,500 years

during that period. This time period is often used by

climate modelers as a target for simulating abrupt

shifts of the climate system (i.e. Ganopolski and

Rahmstorf 2001). However, more recently, studies

have been also dedicated to older periods like MIS 4

(75–60 kyr BP) and MIS 5 (130–75 kyr BP). During

these periods, no periodicity can be observed for the

occurrence of DO events. Moreover, each DO event of

these periods shows different patterns so that a simple

description of the “typical” DO event is very difficult.

From this observation, it follows that a complete

characterization of every DO event is important to

draw. The paleothermometry method derived from
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combined d15N and d40Ar of air in the ice core is an

important component of such an effort. The first quan-

tifications of the temperature increase at DO event

onsets from Greenland ice cores were undertaken on

the GRIP ice core for DO events 19 and 12 (Lang et al.

1999; Landais et al. 2004a). However, this ice core

was retrieved in 1992 so little ice was available for

these analyses. Moreover, the long duration of storage

affects the isotopic composition of the trapped ice.

The drilling of the northern Greenlandic North-

GRIP ice core ended in 2003 and extended back to

123 kyr BP (NorthGRIP Community Members 2004).

It offered new possibilities for d15N and d40Ar of air
analyses on fresh ice. As a consequence, very high

resolution (0.5–1 m) measurements of d15N could be

performed on the series of DO events of the last glacial

period. Additional d40Ar measurements were also per-

formed at the onset of some DO events. The older DO

events were analyzed at LSCE using a melt-refreeze

manual technique for DO events 18, 19, 20 (Landais

et al. 2004b), 23, 24, 25 (Landais et al. 2005; Capron

et al. 2010b) and an automated wet extraction tech-

nique for DO events 21 and 22 (Capron et al. 2010a).

The younger DO events (7–15) were analyzed at the

Oeschger Center for Climate Science in Bern using

the online method described in Sect. 40.2.2 (Huber

et al. 2006a, b).

Figure 40.11 shows the whole d15N record over

MIS 3 (60–30 kyr BP), 4 and 5 with additional d40Ar
data over the older DO events. The amplitude of the

surface temperature changes was inferred from the

comparison of outputs of the firnification and heat

diffusion model of Goujon et al. (2003) to the

d15Nexcess data for the older DO events (MIS 4 and 5),

as described in the previous section. For the younger

DO events (MIS 3), the amplitude is inferred from the

comparison of the firnification and heat diffusion

model of Schwander et al. (1997) and the d15N record.

The uncertainty on the amplitude of temperature

changes was calculated as 2.5�C for the older DO

events and 3�C for the younger ones. From these

determinations, the lower part of Fig. 40.11 presents

the reconstruction of surface temperature for the

NorthGRIP site.

When comparing the amplitudes of the rapid warm-

ing at the onset of two DO events at GRIP and North-

GRIP, at 367 km distance, it appears that the

temperature change was homogeneous at the regional

scale: (1) the onset of DO event 12 is characterized by

a warming of 12�C both at GRIP (Landais et al. 2004a)

and at NorthGRIP (Huber et al. 2006a, b) and (2) the

onset of DO event 19 is characterized by a warming of

16�C both at GRIP (Lang et al. 1999) and at North-

GRIP (Landais et al. 2004b). However, things are

more complicated when looking on a larger scale.

Sánchez Goñi et al. (2008) compared the amplitude

of DO event onsets over MIS 3, 4 and 5 as inferred

from the d15N-based temperature reconstruction in the

NorthGRIP ice core, with pollen-based vegetation

reconstructions at low latitudes in the Atlantic

(37–45�N). Some coherency can be found at the

beginning of MIS 5: as an example, the onset of DO

event 24 is marked by both a large increase in North-

GRIP temperature (16�C) and a strong increase in
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Mediterranean vegetation at 37�N (+45%). For more

recent DO events, the amplitudes of high- and low-

latitude changes are no longer correlated: while DO

event 19 is marked by a strong 16�C warming, it is

only showing a less than 5% change in Mediterranean

vegetation at 37�N; similarly, DO event 21 is asso-

ciated with a strong +36% change in Mediterranean

vegetation but only an +11�C temperature increase at

NorthGRIP. The differing amplitudes for DO event

onsets in Greenland and subtropical latitudes are not

unexpected. Indeed, because of the large Laurentide

and Fennoscandian ice-sheets during the last glacial

period, Greenland was strongly isolated from lower

latitude, so that Greenland climate was modulated by

the waning and waxing of these ice-sheets in addition

to the succession of DO events.

Finally, the d15N record over the succession of DO

events has also been used to infer the phasing between

surface temperature change in Greenland and varia-

tions in atmospheric methane concentration. This

comparison shows that CH4 and surface temperature

were basically synchronous at the onset of every DO

events within 100 years.

40.3.4 Studies on the Holocene

The main application of d15N and d40Ar measure-

ments is to determine the amplitude of the warming

at the onset of the DO events. However, efforts also

have been recently devoted to use d15N and d40Ar to
reconstruct smaller and smoother temperature

changes. In particular, Kobashi et al. (2007, 2008a, b,

2010) devoted several studies to the reconstruction

of temperature change during the Holocene warm

period extending over the last 11,600 years (i.e. since

the end of the Younger Dryas).

We will focus only on the studies that were dedi-

cated to the 8.2 ka event. This event is characterized

by a drop of 1–2‰ in d18Oice on a very short timescale

(less than 200 years) in the Greenland ice core records

about 8.2 kyr BP (Fig. 40.12). This is logically inter-

preted as a rapid cooling during a warm period, and

this event is of high importance since it is the only

prominent rapid event occurring during an interglacial

period, in contrast to the numerous DO events occur-

ring during a glacial period. Leuenberger et al. (1999)

first measured d15N over this event on the GRIP ice

core with a rather high resolution and could detect a

small drop in d15N located deeper than the d18Oice

drop, hence confirming that a strong temperature

change affected Greenland at that time. However, the

accuracy on their d15N measurements was still rather

poor (1s ¼ 0.03‰) and they did not have d40Ar mea-

surements, so they gave a rather large range for the

associated temperature change between 5.4 and

11.7�C.
Kobashi et al. (2007) recently revisited this estimate

using a more accurate technique for d15N and d40Ar
measurements in the air extracted from the ice (copper

method, see Sect. 40.2). They obtained high resolution

d15N and d40Ar measurements over the 8.2 ka event

(Fig. 40.13 for d15N), and using the firnification and

heat diffusion model of Goujon et al. (2003) proposed

that this event was associated with a 3.3 � 1.1�C cool-

ing on a decadal average. Moreover, due to the very

high d15N resolution, they were able to show that the

surface temperature pattern explaining the shape of the

d15N record was in agreement with the d18Oice record

on a decadal average. This result is important: while the

large d18Oice variations in Greenland observed over the
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glacial-interglacial transition and at the onset of DO

events are clearly mainly due to surface temperature

change, the smaller changes can be questioned since

modifications of the hydrological cycle (location of the

source regions, seasonality of the precipitation) can also

lead to significant d18Oice variations. For the 8.2 ka BP

event, Greenland d18Oice variations thus mainly reflect

local temperature.

In parallel to the temperature reconstruction, Kobashi

et al. (2007) also presented high resolution methane

data. The methane profile shows a drop by ~40 ppbv

associated with the 8.2 ka BP event, thus suggesting

that this event was not confined to Greenland but

also affected lower latitudes.Doing a careful comparison

of d15N and CH4 data sets on the common depth scale

(Fig. 40.13), Kobashi et al. (2007) suggested that the

methane concentration lagged temperature very slightly

(7.6 � 4 years) over this event. Because the methane

atmospheric lifetime is about 8 year, changes in

methane source fluxes to the atmosphere are

expected to lead methane concentration changes by

about 8 year. Therefore, the observed lag is consis-

tent with a synchronous change in methane source

fluxes and Greenland temperature to within an uncer-

tainty of about �4 year. This near synchroneity

between changes in Greenland temperature and

atmospheric CH4 concentration could only be deter-

mined through the high resolution d15N data, hence

highlighting the importance of this method.

40.4 Future Directions

Combined measurements of d15N and d40Ar in the air

trapped in ice core will be performed in the future on

the different Greenland ice cores. This should provide

the amplitude of temperature changes for the different

DO events in the spatial dimension from the coast to

the Greenland summit, and hence permit us to better

understand the regional pattern of climatic response in

Greenland to these abrupt events.

More challenging is the use of d15N and d40Ar in
the trapped air of Antarctic ice cores. In Antarctica, no

major thermal fractionation signal is expected because

temperature changes are slow (less than 2�C in 1,000

years). Thus, d15N and d40Ar trapped in air bubbles

should reflect the gravitational signal only and thus the

depth of the firn diffusive column. Since no large

convective zone has been observed in the firn of the

different drilling sites over Antarctica today (Landais

et al. 2006), it has been assumed as a first approxima-

tion that the convective zone is negligible and thus that

d15N and d40Ar in air trapped in Antarctic ice core can
be used to retrieve the evolution of close-off depth

with time. If true, d15N and d40Ar or air in Antarctica

would add important value to paleoclimatology since

it would permit a constraint on the evolution of the age

difference between gas and ice at the same depth level,

and hence the phasing between change in atmospheric

composition and change in local temperature.

Many d15N and d40Ar measurements in Antarctic

ice cores have been performed during the last 20 years

(e.g. Sowers et al. 1989; Caillon et al. 2003; Landais

et al. 2006; Dreyfus et al. 2010). However, the inter-

pretation of such records is still incomplete. This is

mainly due to the inability of the different firn models

to reproduce the observed evolution of d15N and

d40Ar. Indeed, while firn models are able to reproduce

the Holocene d15N value in the tops of various ice

cores, thus predicting the correct close-off depth for

the large ranges of temperature and accumulation rate
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Fig. 40.13 Record of CH4 (top, green)
and d15N (bottom, black) on the GISP2 ice core

for the 8.2 kyr BP event (Kobashi et al. 2007)
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measured in the different regions of Antarctica, then

they fail to predict the d15N value observed for LGM

trapped air. Whereas the model predicts a larger close-

off depth during glacial periods because of lower

temperature compared to interglacial periods, the mea-

surements display an increase of d15N or d40Ar during
terminations (i.e. the transitions from glacial to inter-

glacial periods) (Fig. 40.14).

Several hypotheses have been proposed to explain

this discrepancy (Landais et al. 2006; Dreyfus et al.

2010):

– Firn models do not have the correct physics to pre-

dict the evolution of close-off depth with time. They

are however able to reproduce the correct evolution

of d15N in Greenland and to reproduce the large

variety of close-off depths for the large range of

temperature and accumulation rate observed at the

surface of Greenland and Antarctica today.

– A unexpected thermal signal would explain why

d15N and d40Ar do not reflect a pure gravitational

signal and hence cannot be simply related to the

close-off depth. However, combined measurements

of d15N and d40Ar on some terminations do not

support this hypothesis (e.g. Dreyfus et al. 2010).

– The accumulation rate and temperature recon-

structed for the glacial period and inferred from

water isotopes are not correct, hence the forcing

of firn models is not correct. This hypothesis has

indeed been confirmed for one Antarctic coastal

site (Law Dome) but cannot explain the large dis-

crepancy between models and measurements in

inland sites (Landais et al. 2006).

– During glacial periods, a large convective zone

develops in the firn so that the diffusive column

depth is no longer equal to the firn close-off depth.

This hypothesis is supported by the existence of

20 m deep convective zones observed today in a

megadunes region with almost no accumulation rate

(Severinghaus et al. 2010). This explanation would

be satisfactory to explain the up to 40m discrepancy

(Caillon et al. 2003; Dreyfus et al. 2010) between

diffusive column depth inferred from d15N or d40Ar
and modeled firn close-off depth at cold drilling

sites of East Antarctica (Dome C, Vostok, Dome F).

This is also supported by the fact that glacial

surface conditions are expected to be extreme

(mean surface temperature below �60�C; annual

surface accumulation rate around 1 cmwater year�1)

with no present-day equivalent in central East Ant-

arctica. However, this explanation is probably not

sufficient enough to reconcile the large discrepancy

between models and measurements recently

observed in sites characterized by intermediate

accumulation rate and temperature during the glacial

period, for which present-day analogues do exist

(Capron et al. 2008).
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Despite this disappointing observation, important

results can still be inferred from d15N and d40Ar
measured in the air of Antarctic ice cores. In particu-

lar, for East Antarctic ice cores with very low accu-

mulation rate (Dome C, Vostok, Dome F), d15N and

d40Ar histories seem to closely follow the water dD
evolution (Dreyfus et al. 2010; Caillon et al. 2003;

Kamawura 2000, Figs. 40.14 and 40.15a). Even if

this evolution is opposite to the one predicted by

firnification models, one can explain such a discrep-

ancy by the development of a large convective zone

when accumulation rate is very low (Albert et al. 2004;

Dreyfus et al. 2010). As accumulation rate is probably

related to the condensation temperature (which is lin-

early related to water dD in central East Antarctica), it

is thus expected that d15N (d40Ar) will record the

evolution of local temperature in the air trapped in

ice core through the evolution of the convective zone

depth. As a consequence, the direct comparison of

d15N (d40Ar) and greenhouse gas concentration on

the same gas timescale should permit one to directly

infer the phasing between local temperature and CO2.

A first application of such a technique was per-

formed by Caillon et al. (2003) on the Vostok ice

core for the termination that occurred 240 kyr BP

(Termination III). High resolution measurements of

d40Ar were performed and compared to the CO2 pro-

file on the same gas age scale. The comparison clearly

shows that the CO2 increase occurred later than the

d40Ar one by about 800 years (Fig. 40.15b). This led to
the conclusion that during the deglaciation, Antarctic

temperature or the closely-associated southern ocean

temperature was driving the initial CO2 increase

which then subsequently contributed to the global

warming as a positive feedback mechanism.

As a conclusion, d15N and d40Ar measurements in

Antarctica are a very promising future direction to

better constrain the phasing between atmospheric con-

centration and temperature changes. However, a lot of

work should be done in order to properly understand

the mechanism leading to an increase of d15N (d40Ar)
over the terminations despite the firnification models’

prediction of a decrease of the close-off depth. The

existence of a large convective zone in glacial periods
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is a satisfactory explanation for d15N evolution at

central East Antarctic sites with exceptionally low

surface accumulation rate, but such an explanation is

still unable to reconcile model and measurements at

intermediate-accumulation sites where glacial condi-

tions have present day analogs without observed con-

vective zones.

40.5 Conclusion

The combination of d15N of N2 and d40Ar measure-

ments in the air trapped in Greenland ice cores is a

powerful tool to quantitatively determine the ampli-

tude of the abrupt temperature changes, as well as the

phasing between greenhouse gas concentration and

temperature over the abrupt events. Such a method

has revealed that the DO events characterizing the

last glacial period were associated with increases in

temperature with an amplitude of up to +16�C in less

than a century and that methane and temperature were

increasing synchronously (within sampling resolution

of ~50 years).

This paleothermometry method is now developed

in several ice core laboratories and the aim is to sys-

tematically measure d15N and d40Ar on new Green-

land ice cores. This especially will be done as a

collaborative effort in the framework of the NEEM

drilling project in Greenland.

Finally, such high precision measurements can also

be applied to Antarctica. In this case, d15N and d40Ar
give information on the phasing of changes between

atmospheric concentration and local temperature. How-

ever, if the d15N and d40Ar evolution in Antarctic ice

cores seems to be closely related to surface temperature

and accumulation rate, the exact mechanism linking the

surface characteristics to the isotopic composition of

the air trapped in ice cores is still not fully understood

and much work remains to be done in this direction,

notably d15N and d40Ar measurements on shallow

cores and firn at various locations in Antarctica.
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